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AN ACCOUNT OF THE

CONVINCEMENT, EXERCISES, SERVICES, AND TRAVELS,
OF THAT ANCIENT SERVANT OF THE LORD,

RICHARD DAVIE

S:

COMPRISING SOME INFORMATION RELATIVE TO THE SPREADING OF THE TRUTH IN NORTH WALES.

I WAS born in the year 1635, in the town
of Welchpool, in Montgomeryshire, in North
Wales, of honest parents, that had a small estate there.
I was brought up in a little learning, and in the religion and discipline of the
church of England. When I came to be about
twelve or thirteen years of age, the Lord put
his fear in my heart, that I came to a consideration, if I should die what would become of
my soul, if I lived after the way that some of

my companions

did and it came into my heart
them.
I was inclined to go and hear
sermons, and followed the best of those sort of
people, that I did believe feared the Lord, which
I then thought were the Independent people
especially one Vavasor Powell, who was a very
zealous man in his day and time.
He took
much pains and labour to gather a ppople into
that persuasion, and many were gathered in
these parts to that way; and I followed them
from one parish to another, and from one meeting to another, writing their sermons, and in
time I came to repeat them to the people. And
there, being exercised in the historical part of
the scriptures, I could speak and talk of them,
so that those people came to speak well of me,
and this did not a little pufF me up so that
I was not so serious, as I should have been,
:

to leave

;

to get eternal life
life

himself,

who

Jesus,

who

is

the

said to the Jews,

John

v,

39,

by Christ

40, " Search, or ye search the Scriptures, for
them ye think ye have eternal life, and they
are they which testify of me*: and ye will not

in

come

me, that ye might have life."
We were diligent in searching the scriptures,
which was good in its place but the main matter and substance of pure religion, is the enjoyment of eternal life to the soul from Christ.
Vol. XIII.— No. 1.
to

;

About the fourteenth year of

me

father intended to put

my

age,

my

apprentice to a shop-

but I saw that
intended master was
not right, and that the fear of the Lord was not
there. I was afraid, if I should continue there,

keeper, where

I

was

the conversation of

for a trial

:

my

little love and zeal I had to God and
goodness, would be choked and quenched in
me, and the love and pleasure of the world
would get up again, so I should be in danger
of growing worse than ever. Being under these

that the

serious considerations,

I

heartily prayed to

with tenderness and tears, what he put in

God

my

That I might be delivered from that place where I was intended to be
bound an apprentice, and that I might spend
my time with and amongst them that feared the
and the
Lord, and thought upon his name
Lord heard my prayers, and in a little time I
was sent for away from that place.
After this I staid at home some time, and continued in that little well-doing I had known,
heart to pray

for, viz.

;

keeping company with sober and honest people
I delighted to read the scriptures, and to
And after
go to the Independent meetings.
some time, I heard of a man that professed the
same religion, who was very zealous for a time
in going to meeting, and performing that which
we call family duties, and there, with the consent of my parents, I bound myself an apprentice to him.
His name was Evan Jones, a feltmaker, in the parish of Llanfair, in Montgomeryshire and we went together to meetings,
I writing and repeating sermons, and performing that custom that was among us, in praying
in our own will and time, till we were become
so dead and formal, carnal and airy, many
loose woi'ds and actions growing up amongst
;

;

1
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us, that I was gone out of conceit with myself, of the knowledge of the Son of God, which
and our formal religion there being something knowledge keeps a man meek and humble.
When Su h are not puffed up in a vain mind, to seek
in me that reproved me for my vanity.
I arose from my prayers, being sometimes in a after those things that are too high for them,
weighty ponderous condition, 1 saw that there as too many are climbing up that way, which
was something that gave me no true peace nor is not the way to God the Father the way
comfort inwardly to my soul, because there to the Father is the way of holiness and puriremained a secret pride and self-exaltation in ty, and humility, without which no man shall
most, if not all, of our formal performances.
see the Lord nor enjoy his presence to their
In this state and condition I knew not what comfort.
to do when neither writing, repeating sermons,
About this time, being in the year 1656,
reading of the scriptures, and other good books, our ministers told us, that there was a sort of
and sometimes expounding them to the best of people come up in the north, called Quakers,
my understanding, afforded me any comfort, that were a people of a strange posture and
I was at a loss, and knew not what way to take,
principles
saying, that it was the last days
that I might have peace and comfort in my per- and times that Christ spoke of in the xxivth of
formances. Hitherto I knew not the Holy Spirit Matthew, " Many shall come in my name, and
of the Lord, as I ought to have done, to be my deceive many, ver, 5. for there shall arise false
leader and guide into all things that vv'ere neces- Christs, and false prophets, and shall show
sary to my eternal salvation.
great signs and wonders, insomuch that if it
Upon a certain time we had a meeting at W'cre possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
Hugh David's, a tenant of Charles Lloyd's, of This sort of people called Quakers, were much
Dolobran, where one of our Independent teach- preached against; they told us they were the false
ers, who was a great scripturian, was preach- prophets, &c. that they denied the scriptures, and
and in his sermon all ordinances, and also denied the very Christ
ing, and I writ after him
he said, " The time would come that there that bought them. They were represented to
would be no need of the scriptures, any more us to be such a dangerous sort of people, that
than another book ;" at which I very much we were afraid of any who had the name of a
stumbled; and after the meeting I asked him, Quaker, lest we should be deceived by them.
when would that time be 1 He said, when the Hitherto they had not been in these parts of the
Lord would make a new covenant with his country, neither did we know what were the
people, as it is said in Jeremiah, xxxi. 33, 34, principles held out by themselves
but only
" I will make a new covenant with the house such as were reported, though falsely, unto us
of Israel after those days, saith the Lord, I by our preachers and others which kept us in
will put my law in their inward parts, and write blindness, and from making further inquiry,
it in their hearts, and will be their God, and
and " trying all things, and holding fast that
they shall be my people. And they shall teach which is good," according to the apostle's adno more every man his neighbour, and every vice, 1 Thes. v. 21.
man his brother, saying, Know the Lord for
Now about the year 1657, there came a poor
they shall all know me, from the least of them man in a mean habit to my master's house,
unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord
for named Morgan Evan, of South Wales he had
I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remem- met with the people called Quakers in his traber their sin no more," It seems that he knew vels, and was convinced of the truth.
This
not that day come then, though he was a great poor man discoursed with my master about the
preacher,
principles of truth, and I being in the shop
I thought it would then be a happy
day, when God would be the teacher of his about my calling, my mistress came and said,
people, himself; that we need not teach every Why do you not go out to help your master?
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

man his neighbour, or his brother, saying, for there is a Quaker at the door that hath put
Know the Lord;" but that we should all know him to silence. I hearing this, made haste, and

"

This day took my bible under my arm, and put on what
our preaching and courage I could to dispute with that poor man,
long prayers though the Lord did then beget but he proved too hard for us all when I went
true hungerings and thirstings in our souls after to them, they were upon the words T/iee and
him.
had great love and zeal, and desired Thoii ; but I very peremptorily asked him,
the knowledge of the truth, as it is in Jesus, what command he had to speak Thee and
Sometimes I have said, this was but like Ja- Thou; for I did acknowledge to him, that it
cob's dream, when he awoke and said, " Surely was the language of God to Adam, and the
the Lord is in this place, and I knew it not." language of the scripture but, said I, that is
And indeed we knew not the Lord, as we ought not enough for us now in this day, we must
to have done ; namely, by his light, grace, and have a command for it.
To which he answerspirit shining in our hearts, to give us the light ed, " Hold fast the form of sound words, which
him, from the

we knew

least to the greatest.

not then, for

all

;

;

We

;
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I asked him, Whether
was scripture; he asked me, whether I
would deny it I told him, he was to prove it.
Then he took the bible out of my hand, and he
turned to 2 Tim. i. 13, which he read, and told
me, that Hold fast there, was a command
which 1 knew very well, both the scripture and
but to prove him further, I dethe command
sired him to read a little more of that chapter,
both backward and forward, which he freely
did, and asked me. Why I did require that of
him? 1 told him, that we heard the Quakers
denied the scripture, and that they would not

DAVIES.
So

thou hast heard of me."

a sandy foundation.

that

of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, would be

;

;

:

I

desired that the

God

my

Teacher and Instructor; for I believed that the
prophecy of the prophets would be fulfilled,
and that the Lord would make a new covenant
with his people now, as he did promise by the
mouth of the prophet Jeremiah, xxxi. 31
34,
" Behold the days come, saiih the Lord, that

—

with the house
I will make a new covenant
of Israel, and with the house of Judah ; not
according to the covenant that I made with
their fathers in the day that I took them by the
hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt,
which my covenant they brake, although I
was an husband unto them, saith the Lord:
but this shall be the covenant that I will make
with the house of Israel; after those days,

read them. He said there were many false reports of them.
And truly when he read the
scripture so readily, I concluded in myself, that
what was reported of them was not true and
he saw that he had reached to the witness of saith the Lord, I will put my law in their inGod in me. Then he exhorted me to take heed ward parts, and v.'rite it in their hearts, and
to that hcfht that shined in my heart, and did will be their God, and they shall be my people.
;

show me

my

vain thoughts, and repi'ove me in And they shall teach no more every man his
word and action ; saying. neighbour, and every man his bi'other, saying.

secret for every idle

That "
every

that

man

was

the true light,

that

cometh

which

into the

world

should see more

lighteth
;"

Know

the

and from the

Lord
least

for they shall all know me,
of them, unto the greatest of
:

for I will forgive their
light, and that them, saith the Lord
me, and that I iniquity, and I will remember their sin no
should receive a measure of the same spirit that more."
gave them forth. Further he told me, It was
These and the like precious promises I was
" the more sure word of prophecy, unto which made willing to take hold of, and waited for the
I did well if I took heed, as unto a light that fulfilling of them in myself, and of that which
" It is
shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and Christ said to the Jews, John vi. 45
the day-star arise in your hearts," 2 Pet. i. 19. written in the prophets, and they shall be all
And he spoke much of the inward work, and taught of God. Every man therefore that hath
the operation of God's Holy Spirit upon the soul; heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh
recommending me to the " Grace of God, that unto me." He that cometh unto Christ Jesus
bringeth salvation,
teaching us, that, denying the Light, that lighteth every man that cometh
ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live into the world, though their sins and their inisoberly, righteously and godly in this present quities be great, they shall in no wise be cast
world," Tit. ii. 11, 12.
And so he departed out. And it is said, " and all thy children
from our house, and I set him a little along on shall be taught of the Lord, and great shall be
his way.
the peace of thy children," Isaiah liv. 13.
Now when I came back from him, the conWhen I came to know a little of the teachsideration of his words took fast hold on me, ings of the Lord, I took my leave of all my
that I could not go from under them
and the former formal teachers, and many times went
more I waited in that light that he recommend- to the woods and other by-places, where none
ed me to, the more my former peace, and that might see me, to wait upon the Lord, where I
in which I formerly took comfort, was broken; was much broken, and tendered by the power
and herein I came to see, that our former build- of God. And though I did begin to see a little
ing could not stand, for we built upon that which of myself, and something of the goodness of
the apostle called " wood, hay, and stubble." God, yet still I was afraid of being deceived,
Here I came to a loss of all my former know- for I had read and heard that Satan himself is
ledge; and my former performances proved but "transformed into an angel of light," 2 Cor. xi.
a sandy foundation.
Then I did, with much 14. And lest this man should be as the same
humility and poverty of spirit, beg of Almighty apostle said, in verse 13, " For such are false
God, that I might build upon that rock, that the apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themtrue church of Christ was built upon, that the selves into the apostles of Christ," I desired of
gates of hell might not prevail against me.
the Lord that I might see this poor man once
But for all this, I was yet afraid of being again, for I knew not where to see the face of
deceived by the Quakers
yet where to go any called a Friend ; and it pleased God that
outwardly for advice and counsel I knew not; he came again that way, and I desired of my
for I saw that my former teachers were upon master and mistress to give him lodging, and

in that light,

I

would open the

;

scriptures to

:

—

;

;

.

;
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which they conqueried 'of him their way ot^ worth p, and concerning those two great ordinances,
so called, that we so much relied upon, viz. the

that he might be with me, to
sented.

Then

I

Bread and Wine, and Baptism, and the Scripknow what was their judgment of them
to which he gave me some satisfaction.
In the
morning I parted with him, and to the best of
my knowledge, I saw him no more for several

tures, to

years
In

after.

[1657.

make thee wise unto salvation, through
which is in Christ Jesus," 2. Tim. iii. 15.
This main thing was wanting, the true and
saving faith, which is the gift of God. " It is
by grace we are saved through faith, not of
ourselves, it is the gift of God," Eph. ii. 8. So
it is the grace of God that brings salvation, and
not the bare historical knowledge of the scriptures.
Too many take a great deal of pride in
a literal knowledge of them
some for their
gain and pro^t others take pleasure in them,
by wresting them to vindicate their false and
erroneous opinions, that gender strife and contention, and take little or no notice of that meek,
holy, and lovely spirit of life that gave them
forth, for they are of no private interpretation ;
" but holy men of God spake them as they
were moved by the Holy Ghost, 2 Pet. i. 20,
able to
faith,

;

time

kept

my

retirement in
the wood, or some other private place ; and
there in my waiting, I desired of the Lord, that
all this

I still

I might be further satisfied by himself, as to
those things; first, Whether the scriptures were

word of God, as it was said and preached
unto ns they were, and the way to life and salvation?
Then the first chapter of John came
under my serious consideration in my meditation, which said, " In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God : the same was in the beginning
All things were made by him, and
with God.
without him was not any thing made that was
the

;

21.

Men may have

a great

literal

knowledge of

the scriptures, and yet remain in error, because

they

know them

power
them forth
the

that
;

so

I

ought to do, nor
holy men that gave

not, as they

was

in the

may

say, as Christ said to the

him was life, and the life was the Jews, " Ye do err, not knowing the scriptures,
light of men; and the light shineth in darkness, nor the power of God," Mat. xxii. 29.
So that
and the darkness comprehended it not." I con- which gives the true knowledge of God, and a
sidered that the Word was in the beginning; r^ght understanding of the scriptures, is the
with God the Father, and that no part of the power of God and I may say with the apostle,
scriptures were written until Moses, who we " For God, who commanded the light to shine
understand was the first writer of those scrip- out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to
the apostle tells us here, that give the light of the knowledge of the glory of
tures we have
" the law was given by Moses, but grace and God, in the face of Jesus Christ," 2 Cor. iv. 6.
truth came by Jesus Christ:" in this Word there And as men and women come to mind this
was life; Paul tells us, that "the letter killeth, light, that is, the Spirit of God, and to obey it,
but the Spirit giveth life ;" now this life is the they shall come to the comfort of the scriptures,
light of men, and the Word was before the as the same apostle says, " For whatsoever
made.

In

;

;

scriptures were written.

the

Word

of

God

is

By

this

we may

Christ Jesus, that

the Father before the world began

;

see

things were written aforetime, were written for

that we through patience and
;
" without comfort of the scriptures, might have hope,"

was with our learning

was not anything made that was Rom, .XV. 4.
history that Moses gives us, is
And being under a serious consideration of
said to be v/ritten about 3000 years after the what I read in the scripture, believing the Spirit
creation of the world, therefore the scriptures of the Lord to be the interpreter thereof; those
cannot properly be the Word of God.
great mysteries that were hid from ages and
generations, and are hid now in this our age
I, with many moi'e, was under that mistake
that the Jews were in, who thought they might from many, are come to be revealed by the
him

there

made."

The

have eternal life in the scriptures; Christ saith,
John V. 39, " Search (or ye search) the scriplures, for in them ye think ye have eternal life,
and they are they which testify of me; and ye
will not come to me that ye might have life."
As he is the life, so he is the way to the Father " I am the way, and the truth, and the
life: no man cometh unto the Father but by
me," John xiv. 6. As for the scriptures, I was
a great lover, and a great reader of them, and
;

took great pleasure in searching of them, thinking that would make me wise unto salvation,
as Paul said to Timothy; "And that from a
child thou hast

known

the scriptures, which are

Spirit

of God, and

if

they would have comfort

must wait in that
measure of the spirit, which God hath given
them, which is the only key that opens them to
in reading the scriptures, they

the understanding of those

who

are truly con-

scientious in the reading of them.

Though

I

read them formerly, as many do now, without
a true sense and a due consideration, yet now
I can bless God for them, and have a great
comfort in the reading of them they being no
more as a sealed book unto me, and many more,
who wait for the assistance of God's holy
Spirit, in all their duties and performances that
the Lord requires of them, for without him we
;

—
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know that we can do nothing that is pleasing
unto him: though formerly we ran, in our own
time and wills, to preach and pray, not having
such a due regard to the leading and moving of
the Spirit of the Lord ; yet, I bless God, it is
Many times, when I did arise
not so now.
from my knees in a formal way of prayer, a
reproof was very near me, " Who required this
at

thy hands

It

?

is

own

sparks of thy

kind-

was afraid that I should " lie down
sorrow," as was said to some by the Lord,
ling."

I

Isaiah

1.

in
in

11.

Here
I was naked," Gen. iii. 9, 10.
was the language of God to man, and the language of man to God. And in the searching
because

of the scriptures, I found that all the holy men
of God used that language, and Christ taught
" Our
his disciples to pray in that language
Father, which art in heaven, hallowed be thy
name, thy kingdom come, thy will be done on
earth as it is in heaven." Mat, vi.
And withal,
I knew a little grammar, and how that it was
improper to say vos [you] to one single person,
And though the learned
instead of tu [thou].
in our nation spoke it, yet I thought Christians
should not use it, but should take the Spirit of
God, according to the scripture, to be their rule,
and not to follow the confused language of the
heathens; for the Lord, by the mouth of his
;

But as to this head, I shall briefly conclude,
though much more might be said to the honour
of the holy scriptures but this is my desire,
that they who read them, may come to that
which will give them a right understanding
thereof: " For there is a spirit in man, and the prophet, commanded
;

mspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding," Job xxxii. 8.
Then, as concerning water baptism, which I
had under consideration, though I was no admirer of it, being not of the persuasion of rebapti?;ing.
Those that were Independents, were

much

not so

at first for re-baptizing

;

but after-

more among them in these
parts, when one Henry Jessy came here-aways.
And about that time it was, that I came from
ward

it

among

prevailed

them.

had much reasoning, and various consultations in my mind concerning this, and the bread
and wine. And when I was satisfied as to
those weighty concerns, I thought I might rest
there, and keep my old customs and fashions,
and language; but that would not do, I had no
peace therein.
God showed me the customs of
the nation were vain, and our language not according to the language of God's people, recorded in the scriptures of truth.
So I made a
I

conscientious search into this matter also

where

:

found the great Creator of heaven and
earth, who by the word of his power made all
things therein, created man in his own image,
" In the image of God created he him male
and female created he them. And God blessed
them, and gave them dominion over all things
that he had created on earth
and Adam gave
names to them. And God took him, and put
him in the garden of Eden, to dress it and to
I

:

;

keep

it.

saying,

And the Lord commanded the man,
Of every tree of the garden thou may-

est freely eat,"
first

Thou

to

Gen.

man,

ii.

that

I

This is the
15, 16.
read of in the scrip-

ture; and the great Creator said, "Every
thing that he had made was very good," Gen.
i.

31.,

and

his

language to

man was

verv good

Then again, when Adam transgressed the law and commandment of God,
" the Lord God called unto Adam, and said
unto him. Where art thou?
And he said, I
heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid.
and pure.

way of the

heathen,

his people,

—

for the

ple are vain," Jer. x. 2, 3.

I

"Learn not

the

customs of the peo-

also believed, that the

Lord would return to his people a pure language
in these days, as was promised in the days of
then, when they returnLord, he would bring them out of their
" For then, saith the Lord, will I
captivity
turn to the people a pure language, that they
may all call upon the name of the Lord to serve
him with one consent." Zeph. iii, 9.
Thus I was conscientiously concerned to
speak the pure language of thee and thou to
every one, without respect of persons, which
was a great cross to me. Though it seems to
some but as a weak and foolish thing, yet when
the Lord lays the necessity of speaking the
truth to all, in that language that God and all
his servants used, it comes to be of a greater
weight than many light airy people think it is.
The sayings of Christ came to my mind, when
he said, " If any man will come after me, let
old concerning Israel

ed

:

to the

:

him deny himself, and take up his cross daily,
and follow me," Luke ix. 23. He doth not say
he should do it, but let him do it, imperative" That we
ly
which was a command, viz,
should deny ourselves and follow him :" see
also Mat. xvi. 24.
And moreover it is said,
" He that taketh not his cross, and followeth
after me, is not worthy of me." Mat. x. 38.
This necessity being laid upon me, I spoke
:

;

my master in that dialect;

he was not offendbecause he was convinced of the truth
of it, and that it ought to be spoken to everyone but when I gave it to my mistress, she
took n stick and gave me such a blow upon my
bare head, that made it swell and sore for a considerable time
she was so disturbed at it, that
she swore she would kill me, though she would
be hanged for me the enemy had so possessed
her, that she was quite out of order
though
beforetime she very seldom, if ever, gave me
an angry word. But I considered, that the enraitv was between the two seeds, and that " that
to

ed at

it,

;

;

:

;

;
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persecute heart," Ephes. vi. 5, 6, and ver. 8.
"Knowbeing well ing that whatsoever good thing any man doth,
satisfied of the truth in myself, remembered the same shall he receive of the Lord, whether
Christ's words, " He that loveth father or mo- he be bond or free."
and
In thus doing, I had great comfort from the
ther more than me, is not worthy of me
he that loveth son or daughter more than me, is Lord, and did receive from him living satisfac-

which was born
him that is born

after the flesh, did

after the spirit."

I

;

me and he that findeth his life, tion and encouragement to go on in my way;
and he that loseth his life for my remembering that scripture that saith, "The
Mat. x. 37, 39.
righteous shall hold on his way, and he that
sake, shall find It."
The Almighty God put it into my heart to hath clean hands shall be stronger and stronsconsider the cost, and that through tribulation er," Job xvii. 9.
I might also say with Job,
and I "But he knoweth the way that I take; when he
I was to enter the kingdom of heaven
was faithful in this testimony that I had to bear. hath tried me, I shall come forth as gold my
his way have I kept,
I was much encouraged to go on in that strait foot hath held his steps
and narrow way, that God showed me I was to and not declined; neither have I gone back
walk in. I also considered the saying of Christ, from the commandment of his lips I have es" Whosoever doth not bear his cross, and come teemed the words of his mouth more than my
Again, necessary food," Job xxiii. 10
after me, cannot be my disciple."
12. The Lord
" Which of you intending to build a tower, sit- kept me, and his people, very meek and low in
teth not down first and counteth the cost, whe- our minds, in a self-denying spirit. We waited
ther he hath sufhcient to finish it ? Lest haply for the living word, that came with a living
after he hath laid the foundation, and is not able voice, from him that speaks from heaven to us
so that he gave us to discern beto finish it, all that behold it begin to mock him, by his spirit
saying, This man began to build, but was not tween the voice of wisdom, and the voice of
30.
the strange woman, which is the voice of the
able to finish." Luke xiv. 27
This consideration was weighty with me, lest flesh, and the lust thereof; and the living voice
I should begin to take up the cross, and to walk is the voice of Christ in us the hope of glory;
in this way, and should not be able to hold out which voice we esteemed more than our necesfirst, because of the temptation of sary food.
For obeying this voice, we came
to the end
" and they spoke
satan, the lust of the flesh, and the sinful cus- to be mocked and derided
toms and fashions of this world, which were all manner of evil against us, and hated us for
very prevalent; and the weight and burthen his name's sake," Mat. x. 22. I remembered
that was upon me was great, having none in what Christ hath told us in Luke xxi. 12,
the country to be an help to me in the time of " They shall lay their hands on you, and permy exercise, but the Lord alone, that hath pro- secute you, delivering you up to the synamised to be with his people in all their troubles gogues, and into prisons, being brought before
and exercises, and that he would not leave them kings and rulers for my name's sake and it
Settle it
wil- shall turn to you for a testimony.
nor forsake them.
I was very ready and
ling to take hold of his promises; and my pray- therefore in your hearts, not to meditate before
ers unto him were, That he would enable me what ye shall answer; for I will give you a
to go through all things that he required. I was mouth and wisdom, which all your adversaries
sensible, that without the assistance of his holy shall not be able to gainsav nor resist," Luke
Spirit, I could not perform that service which xxi, 13—15.
he required of me.
These and the like afflictions I was to meet
with, if I truly and faithfully followed the Lord
I was now first called a Quaker, because I
said to a single person thee and thou, and kept Jesus Christ; therefore I laboured to put on
on my hat, and did not go after the customs and the whole armour of light, that I might be able
fashions of the world, that other professors liv- to withstand the fiery darts of the wicked one,
ed and walked in. Though some of them would who sought to weaken my faith, and to percomplain of their formalities, and were weary suade me of the hardness, straightness, and
of the fashions of the world yet they did not narrowness of the way, that I should not be
take up their cross, and leave them.
able to hold out to the end, seeing there was
The rage of my mistress was not yet abated, not any in this country to help and assist me
though she had nothing against me, but not con- but the fiery darts of the enemy that I felt,
forming to the corrupt language and vain cus- came more by his servants than otherwise.
toms of the world
for I laboured to keep a Very prevalent he was in this poor misled woconscience void of offence, both towards God man, my mistress, who was persuaded by him
and men I did my work and service honestly to kill me, and shed innocent blood and one
and justly, "not with eye-service, as men- time, when she thought it a fit opportunity to
pleasers, but in singleness of heart, as the ser- execute her will and cruelty, she fell into a
vant of Christ, doing the will of God from the great rage, and I was freely given up to die
not worthy of
shall lose

it

;

;

;

:

;

:

—

;

—

;

;

:

;

:

;

;
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Lord was pleased to not thy servant away in anger: thou hast been
and I may say my help, leave me not, neither forsake me, O
with the apostle, "that I accounted not my life God of my salvation; when my father and my
dear to myself, that I might finish my course mother forsake me, then the Lord will take me
And the Lord alone appeared to up: teach me thy way, O Lord, and lead me
with joy."
my deliverance, and made her more moderate in a plain path, because of mine enemies,"
11.
the rest of my servitude, it being somewhat Psalm xxvii. 9
At length my mother came tenderly to me,
and after I went away,
less than two years
the Lord visited her with a sharp fit of sick- and took a view of me, looking on my face,
ness, in which time she spoke to her husband and she saw that I was her child, and that I
and them that were with her, that she thought was not, as they said, bewitched or transformed
she should not die till she had asked me for- into some other likeness which was reported
giveness, and desired them to send for me if it of Quakers then, and that they bewitched peowere at London
and so they did. I could ple to their religion, &c. Thus they deceived
freely forgive her, for that I had done long them and many others, with such strange stosince, and I prayed to my heavenly Father, ries, and we v*'ere accounted, with the apostles,

that hour

accept of

by her; but

my

the

free-will offering,

—

;

;

;

that he

and

might forgive her

God

also.

I

sent to her,

touch her with a sense of
his love, and lengthened her days, she confessing oftentimes the wrong she had done to an
honest careful young man, as she said I had
been, who minded her husband's inward and
outward good, more than they did themselves.
It pleased God to order it so, that she had a
visit from me, before she went out of this world,
and very comfortable and acceptable it was to
her; and in a little time she ended her days in
peace, and was buried in Friends' buryingplace near Dolgelle in Merionethshire.
it

pleased

to

deceivers, yet true.

And when

1

discoursed

with her out of the scriptures, her heart was
much tendered and affected with the goodness
of God towards me ; she went to see for my
father, and v/hen she found him, said unto him,
Be of good comfort, our son is not as was reported of him, we hope to have comfort of him
yet.

But when my father came to his house, he
spoke not much to me that night. The next
day, being the first day of the week, when I
heard the bells ring, it came upon me to go to
the steeple-house, to visit that priest that had
About this time, 1657, it was the great talk told my father, I was gone distracted, &c., and
of the country that I was become a Quaker. when he was at his worship, I went to our own
My parents were much concerned about me. seat to my father; there was no common-prayer
I was informed that the priest of Welch-pool, read then to the people, as part of their worship
W. Longford, went to them and told them, that in those days. There I sate still till he had done,
I was gone distracted, and that they should see and when he had done what he had then to
for some learned men to come to me and re- say, I stood up and told him. That he might
store me to my senses,
I had not been yet do well to stay, and make good the false docwith my father nor mother, but waited for free- trine that he had preached that day, if he
ness and clearness in myself, and then I went could
and if I was distracted, as he reported,
to see them, and in my way I visited an old that he might labour to restore me to my right
friend of mine, a professor, and had a little op- senses again.
But I spoke but a little while,
portunity to speak to him of the things of God, ere I was taken away to prison, with the young
and his goodness to me, and a young man, tnan before mentioned, that came to see for me,
called David Davies, was then convinced of the and found me in the steeple-house, so both of
truth
this was on a seventh-day, in the after- us were taken
there we were prisoners that
noon and when I was clear there, I went to night, in which time many far and near came
Welch-pool to my parents. It was a trouble to see us, expecting that we were some deformto them, to see that I did not, as formerly, go ed creatures.
God gave me a seasonable exdown upon my knees to ask their blessing, and hortation to them to fear the Lord, and indeed
bow to them, and take off my hat. My father to cry, "Repent, repent, for the kingdom of
soon turned his back upon me.
I had heard
heaven was at hand;" letting them know, "that
of his displeasure, and that he had said, he we were God's workmanship, created anew in
would leave me nothing; saying to my rela- Christ Jesus ;" with much more to that effect.
tions, that they thought to have had comfort of I spoke to them from the scripture, which was
me, but now they expected none, but that I much to their satisfaction, and we praised God,
would go up and down the country, crying Re- that kept us in his fear and counsel.
pent Repent
Now if my father should have
We were committed to prison on that law,
cast me off upon such an account, I was well made in Oliver's days, that none were to speak
persuaded it was for Christ's and the gospel's to the priest or preachers, neither at their worsake,
I remembered David's condition, when ship, nor coming and going.
The next mornhe said, " Hide not thy face far from me, put ing we were had before the chief magistrate of
;

;

:

:

!

!

;

;
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some dis- Christ's words, " Ye are the light of the world.
course with him, it seemed good to him to discity that is set on a hill cannot be hid. Neicharge us, for he could find nothing justly to ther do men light a candle, and put it under a
accuse us of, except concerning the law of our bushel, but on a candlestick, and it giveth light
Let your light
unto all that are in the house.
God.
So we went to our homes, the young man to so shine before men, that they may see your
his father's, and I to my master's ; he suffered good works, and glorify your Father which is
much violence by his father, in regard that he in heaven." Mat. v. 14—16.
could not conform himself to that dry, dead, and
1 was sensible that God had opened my Unhis father derstanding and lighted my candle, and given
formal praying that his father used
rose from off his knees when he was at prayer, me a sense and feehng of my own state and
and took a staff, and did violently beat his son, condition, how that I had been in darkness, and
and against natural affection he took a lock and under the region and shadow of death; and God
chain, and chained him out of doors in a cold having showed mercy and kindness unto me,
Thus our sufferings began to in- in calling me from this great darkness to the
frosty night.
crease, for the testimony of our consciences to- marvellous light of his dear Son Christ Jesus,
wards God ; but blessed be the name of the who is "the light of the world, that enlightenLord, who preserved his people that trusted in eth every man that cometh into the world ;" I
the town of Welch-pool, and after

A

;

him, saith

A

my

was made

soul.

came

hear that some of
the people that were called Quakers, were at
Shrewsbury in the county of Salop, being distant from the place of my abode about eighteen
miles
I waited for an opportunity to go to see
them, and the way of their worship, for as yet
I had not seen any of them, but that one poor
man before mentioned. When the time called
Christmas came, my master's work being somewhat over for a while, I got leave to go so far.
I went first to the house of John Millington,
where many Friends resorted, and they of the
little

after this I

to

;

town came to see me in great love and tenderness, and much brokenness of heart was among
We waited to feel
us, though but few words.
the Lord among us, in all our comings together.
When the first-day of the week came, we w-ent
to a meeting at W. Pane's, at the Wild Cop,
where we had a silent meeting, and though it
was silent from words, yet the word of the Lord
was among us. It vv^s a hammer and a fire
it was sharper than any two-edged sword, it
pierced through our inward parts, it melted and
brought us into tears, that there was scarcely a
dry eye among us the Lord's blessed power
overshadowed our meeting, and I could have
said, that God alone was master of that assembly.
The next day as I was preparing for
home, having had a considerable time with
Friends there, and being much comforted with
the goodness of God, and unfeigned love of the
brethren, we heard that John ap John was come
to town, and was to have a meeting there.
I
staid that meeting, where I heard the first
Friend that was called a Quaker, preach in a
meeting, and when I heard him, I thought he
spoke as one having authority, and not as
the Scribes, his words were so sound and
;

piercing.

After this meeting at Shrewsbury, I came
home to my master's house, where I was under
many considerations, and especially that of

willing not to hide

were under a bushel, or

to hide

my candle, as it
my talent in the

God, I was made wilwhich he pleased by his
grace to enlighten me withal, shine before men,
that they might come " to glorify their Father,
which is in heaven." Mat. v. 16.
The next public service that the Lord required of me, was to go and give my testimony
for him, and to warn a company of people to
think of their latter end, who were met to dance
and to play, at what they called a merry night,
not far from my master's house. When I came
within the room where they were dancing, the
fiddler ceased playing, and they dancing; I declared the word of the Lord among them. That
which was chiefly before me was that of Job;
" They send forth their little ones like a flock,
and their children dance. They take the timbrel
and harp, and rejoice at the sound of the organ.
They spend their days in mirth, and in a moment go down to the grave," Job xxi. 11
13.
When I had discharged myself of what lay
upon me, I parted in love and peace from them,
and they thanked me for my good exhortation,
and some of them came to set me home.
About this time, 1658, I heard of one that
was called a Quaker, who was come from Ireland to Llanvilling, a town in the county of
Montgomery, and in the love of God t went
upon the first-day of the week to visit him
where we had a comfortable refreshing meeting
together, and the Lord's presence was with us,
though we were strangers one to another, as to
the outward, yet we had fellowship and unity
one with another in the inward life of righteousHe tarness; his name was Roger Pritchard.
ried not long there, but went back again to Ireland
though it was said, he came to these
parts with an intention to stay here, and to bear
his testimony for God in this dark corner of
North Wales; but he not being faithful to God,
who sent him here, as he was going back he
earth

;

but in the love of

ling to let that light,

—

;

:
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suffered great losses

by

sea,

and

lost his

good

condition also, and turned back to the vanities
of the world, which was a great sorrow and ex-

fruit
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of righteousness, unto them which are ex-

ercised thereby."

After this, I still waited to know the will and
him again, counsel of God, and that he might direct me in
as may be seen hereafter.
Thus I was left my way and order my steps in this my spiritual
travail
for I had none to look unto but to him
alone again.
I continued, as the Lord made way for me, alone, who was all-sufficient to carry on the
to visit those in whom I found any inclination work which he had begun, though often by weak,
to the things that were good, and there was one poor, mean, and contemptible instruments in the
William Davies convinced of the truth with eyes of the world. Well might 1 say with the
me. I was also made willing to visit the Inde- apostle, " But God hath chosen the foolish
pendent meeting, and those people that I for- things of the world, to confound the wise and
merly belonged to, that were a separate people, God hath chosen the weak things of the world,
gathered together chiefly by Vavasor Powell, be- to confound the things which are mighty and
fore mentioned, a zealous man in his day. But base things of the world, and things which are
when truth broke forth in this country, I being despised, hath God chosen, yea, and things
the first that came to receive it in these parts, which are not, to bring to naught things that
ercise to

me

:

but the Lord visited

;

;

;

did separate myself from them, in love to that

blessed truth that

I

received,

and

it

became

my

So Vavasor Powell proved angry,
and preached much against the Quakers, their
way and principles I hearing this, came to a
place called Cloddieocochon, near Welch-pool,
true teacher.

;

are," 1 Cor.

i.

27, 28.

About this time I went to visit some young
men, my former companions in profession of
religion
two or three of them were convinced,
and received the Truth. When we were come
to the number of four, it was with me, that we
ought to meet together in the name of the Lord
for I remembered the promise of Christ, who
said, " Where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of
;

expecting to find him there ;
John Griffithes, a justice of the peace in those days, was preaching
there.
When I came in among them, they
seemed uneasy ; and when I had an opportu- them," Mat. xviii. 20.
nity, I bore a testimony for God, and his Son
So we all agreed to meet together, but none
Christ Jesus, his way, truth, and people, which of us had a house of his own to meet in.
they preached against.
When I had done determined therefore to meet upon a hill in a
what I had to say, he went on again; and common, as near as we could for the conveniwhen I found something more upon my spirit ency of each other, we living some miles disto declare among them, this John Griffithes tant one from another.
There we met in sicommanded to take me away , and a near re- lence, to the wonder of the country. When
lation of mine, that owned the house, took me the rain and weather beat upon us on one side
in his arms, and led me out of the house of the hill, we went to the other side.
were
through the fold, and through a gate that open- not free to go into any of the neighbours' incloed to the common, and shut the gate after me. sures, for they were so blind, dark, and ignoThere I sat under an ash tree, weeping and rant, that they looked upon us as witches, and
mourning to see the blindness, darkness, and would go away from us, some crossing themhardness of heart, pride and haughtiness, that selves with their hands about their foreheads
were come over a people who once were loving, and faces.
kind, and humble in spirit.
As I sat weightily
Thus we continued for some time, till two of
under a serious consideration, what and when them left me ; one of them was put apprentice
would be the end of these formalities and hard- by Friends to William Shewen, of London,
ness of heart, I prayed to the Lord for them. The other young man was a soldier in Oliver
And the word of the Lord came to me, That Cromwell's days, and he got, as soon as he
though they put me out of their house, yet in could, to be disbanded, so he went to Gloucestime they would come to own truth, and that tershire, and lived among Friends.
The third
house should be a meeting-place for Friends. was one William Davies, that lived hard by
Of this a further account may be seen hereaf- me, and we met together for some time ; but
to their meeting,

was not

but he

there.

We

We

ter.
So I went away, well satisfied of the love
and goodness of God to me that day, in giving
me comfort and consolation, for my tears of
sorrow and affliction, that I met with a little
before
and I remembered the saying of the
apostle, Heb. xii. 11, " Now no chastening for
;

the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous ;
nevertheless, afterward it yieldeth the peaceable

Vol. XIII.— No.

1.

one time he staid longer than usual, and a foul
dark spirit possessed him, so that the little time

we were together, was not comfortable to me;
and when we had broke up the meeting, by
way of discourse, he asked me. How I did
think we should stand in the face of the
whole country. I answered him with great
zeal,

The

Serpent, the Serpent, the

2-

same

that

;;
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woman

hath beguiled
And while
we were yet discoursing, I saw my master
coming, who was also convinced, but Avas not
faithful to that good spirit that convinced him of
the truth, and showed him what he ought to do,
but did it not; yet he continued loving to
Friends, and frequented their meetings to his
latter end.
As I looked back, 1 saw him coming towards us, with two women following him,
the one was his wife, my cruel mistress, the
other was his sister ; they both had staves in
their hands, and when they came unto us,
the sister began to beat her brother, my master and my mistress set a beating of William
Davies.
So his trial came very quickly, and
William Davies came no more to meet me,
nor any other Friends, for many years; yet
he afterwards came among Friends, and continued with them to the end of his days, and was
buried among them. It so happened that I had
never a blow among them, and if I had received
any, I had learned of Christ Jesus, my Lord and
master, to suffer patiently for his name's sake,
and not to depart from him, though my trials,
temptations and afflictions were not a few; so
that I may say with the apostle, " But none of
these things move me, neither count I my life
dear unto myself, so that I might finish my
course with joy." Acts xx. 24. 2 Cor. iv. 17.
Mat. X. 37, 38, 39.
These young men going away thus, I was
left alone again, but still I kept waiting upon
the Lord, to know his will and good pleasure
concerning me ; and when the time of my apprenticeship was over, I found freedom to go to
London, to visit Friends there, which was in the
year 1658-9 and finding many good and living Friends there, I settled to my trade, being a
felt maker, and I was very well satisfied, that I
could go to meetings, and follow my business.
When any thing would come into my mind of
my native country, barren and uninhabited with
Friends and Truth,'! endeavoured to shut it out,
and to keep where I was, and I did what I
could; but all my fair pretences and reasonings
would not do, I was disobedient to the. Lord,
and trouble and sorrow and judgment from the
Lord came upon me, for not obeying his command, to go to my own country, to stand a witness for him there.
In this my disobedience, I
continued till I lost his presence, and he smote
beguiled the

in Paradise,

thee; thou wilt not be able to stand.

:

with trouble within and pain in my bones,
that I could not work nor labour.
In this time

me

Friends of London were very kind and careful
of me, and would freely have administered unto
me, but I was not willing to accept of any thing
from them, so long as I had of my own. My
pain of body and spirit increased upon me, till at
last I was forced to bow to the will of the great
God, who was too strong for me ; and reason-
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ing with him one night, upon the bed of my
sorrows, he showed me clearly, that I was to
go to my own country; and I was made willing
to give up to go, if he would be pleased to let

me know

his will

and pleasure by

this sign

and

token, that he would remove my pain.
I also
reasoned with him thus that I was alone, like
;

a pelican in the wilderness, or a sparrow on a
The Lord still commanded me to
house top.
go, showing that he would provide an help-meet
for me.
And when I had made a covenant
with the Lord to go, immediately my pain was
removed, and I had peace and quietness of
mind and spirit. I arose next morning, and
went to my work
and when those tender
Friends, that had a regard for me in my sickness, came to see me that morning, I was gone
;

work; which was to their admiration.
So the Lord gave me a little time, and he
alone provided an help-meet for me; for I
to

prayed unto him, that she might be of
providing, for

it

his

was not yet manifest

own

to

me

where she was, or who she was. But one time
as I was at Horselydown meeting in Southwark,
I heard a woman Friend open her mouth, by
way of testimony against an evil ranting spirit
that did oppose Friends

came to me from

much

Lord

the

in those

that that

days.

It

woman was

my wife, and to go with me to the counand to be an help-meet for me. After meeting, I drew somewhat near to her, but spoke
nothing, nor took any acquaintance with her, nor
did I know when, or where I should see her
again.
I was very willing to let the Lord order it as it seemed best to himself, and therein
and in time the Lord brought
I was easy ;
us acquainted one with another, and she confessed that she had some sight of the same
thing that I had seen concerning her.
So after
some time we parted, and I was freely resigned
and when we came toto the will of God
to,

be

try,

;

Lord did order
her to be my wife, she must come with me to a
strange country, where there were no Friends
but what God in time might call and gather to
himself
Upon a little consideration, she said,
if .the Lord should order it so, she must go with
her husband, though it were to the wilderness
and being somewhat sensible of the workings of
God upon her spirit in this matter, she was
willing to condescend in her mind to what he

gether again,

I

told her, if the

wrought in her; but by hearkening to one who
had not well weighed the matter, she became
disobedient to what God had revealed to her
which brought great sorrow and trouble upon
her.
I went to see her in this poor condition,
and I rested satisfied with the will of God in
this concern, being freely resigned, if the Lord
had wrought the same thing in her, as was in
me, to receive her as his gift to me and after
some time, we waiting upon the Lord together,
;

;
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she arose, and declared before me, and the
who had begot doubts and reasonings in her mind, That in the name and power
of God she consented to be my wife, and to go
along with me, whither the Lord should order
us ; and 1 said, in the fear of the Lord, I receive thee as the gift of God to me. So I rested
satisfied in the will of God, for a further accomplishment of it.
Under a weighty consideration, which way
to take each other in marriage, we concluded to
lay our proceedings before our elders, and es(peopecially our ancient friend George Fox
ple in those days were married by a priest, or
before a justice) and I told George Fox, we
thought to take each other in a public meeting;
And
so he desired the Lord to be with us.
when we saw our clearness in the Lord, we
went to the Snail meeting in Tower Street,
London, in the morning and in the afternoon
to Horselydown, Southwark: and in that meeting, being the 26th of the fourth month, 1659,
in the presence of God, and that assembly, we
took each other to be man and wife.
God alone knew our innocency and inIt was not for gold
tegrity in going together.
nor silver, nor any outward thing but to be
serviceable to him in our age and generation,
and to stand witnesses for him and his blessed
I might say
truth, where he should send us.
with Tobias, " Thou madest Adam, and gavest
him Eve his wife, for a helper and a stay ; of
other Friend

;

;

;

them came mankind.

Thou

hast said.

It is

not

should be alone, let us make an
aid like himself," Toblt viii. 6.
Soon after, in the Lord's time, we made
what haste we could to come to the country,
where we believed the Lord would have us to be
and we said, O Lord, if thou wilt go with us in
our way, and give us bread to eat, and raiment to put on, then, O Lord, thou shalt be our
God; and the Lord was with us in all our journey, and gave unto us his sweet and comfortable presence.
Soon after we came to Welch-Pool, those
professors, who had been and were in great
power, began to be faint-hearted, because of the
report of bringing in king Charles the second
which in a little time was accomplished, and
those that were in great pomp, were brought to
prison themselves.
A nd I was had before the
first justices that were made in these parts by
the authority of king Charles the second, in the
year 1660, notwithstanding I was a prisoner to
the magistrate of the town.
When I went up
before them, many of the people of the town
followed me, to see what would become of me,
and to what prison they would send me, or
what punishment they would inflict upon me.
But the Lord was with me, and I feared not

good

that

man

;

man, whose breath

is

in

his nostrils,

When

I

was come

I

11

desired to obey in
into the

high

night, the

and the
see

whom

God,

living

the
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room,

all

it

things.

being in

Mostyn,
amaze, to
head amongst

colonel

sheriff,

justices stood as people in

me come

with

my

hat on

them, and spoke not one
time.
In a little while, I
they sent for me there
One of the justices asked

my

word

to

me

for

some

asked them, whether
they said they did.
me, where I had that
strange religion.
I answered
good old way that the prophets
God lived and walked in; and
found, and desired to walk in
That justice was peevish, and
;

new way, and
hhxi, It was the
and servants of
that way I had
it

my

all

days.

said, I think the

have him whipt
cording
it.

man
;

mad

I think we must
answered them acyet they were ignorant of
is

though

to scripture,

:

I

They demanded of me

to take the oath of
supi'emacy; I told them, that
Lord and Master- Christ Jesus, and his

allegiance and

my

commanded me not to swear at
They had a priest with them, who took
upon him to question me. The first thing he
asked me was. Which was first, reason or
apostle .Tames,
all.

scripture

;

I

told him, reason

was before

scrip-

God made man a reasonable creature in
his own image
and the first part of the scriptures now extant, was written by Moses
the
apostle tells us, "That the law came by Moses,
but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ."
I
further told them, "that holy men of God gave
them forth as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost." As to this, they seemed to be satisture;

:

:

fied.

But the

some ensnaring ques-

priest put

me; and when

it, I asked
whether he
was a justice of the peace or not; and whether
he was not a priest; they said, they looked upon
him to be a fitter man than themselves to discourse with me about religion.
I told them, I
thought he was as the high-priest among the
Jews, who put ensnaring questions to Christ,
when he was brought before them, to seek to
make him an offender; and turned myself to
the justices, and desired them to take notice of
that man, who laid those ensnaring questions,
to seek to make me an offender.
Then the
priest left me, and the justices asked me, seeing I would not take the oaths, whether I would
give bail; and said, they would take my father's
bail for my good behaviour.
I told them, my
cause was just, and I was innocent, and would
give them no bail, for truth binds me to my
good behaviour. Then the high-sheriff", a very
fair man, told me, I was a strange man, and of

tions to

the justices

what

that

t

a strange persuasion, to

my

perceived

man was;

come with my hat

head among them, and would not
take the oaths nor give bail.
You know, said
he, that Paul said to Festus, Noble Festus.
I
told him, that Paul had tried Festus, but I had
but the not as yet tried him and it might be, that I

upon

;
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might speak of him, Noble Sheriff, Upon this
they were most of them very pleasant. He
asked me, whom I did know there there were
several justices my relations present, who very
well knew me, but I made mention of none of
them; but told them, I knew the chief magistrate of the town, Charles Jones, whose prisoner
Then they called for him, and asked
I was.
him, whether he knew me ; he said he did,
very well, for I was born and bred in the town
among them, and was a very honest young
man all along; but, said he, what devil he hath
now, I know not. They asked him, whether I
was his prisoner; he said I was. Then, said
the justices, take him again to your custody.
As I was going out of the room, I told them,
that I brought a good hat on my head there,
but was going away without it, for some of the
baser sort had conveyed it away, but the justices made diligent search about it
so it was
brought me again, and put upon my head, and
they parted with me very friendly, and the
town magistrate took me a little from them,
and bid me go home to my wife and family.
Many of the inhabitants of the town accompa;

;

me home,

nied

my

praising

God

in their

way

for

deliverance, for several things were threat-

ened against me but, blessed be God, truth
was over all, and had dominion: and the witness of God was reached in many of them,
;

and the

hicrh-sheriff continued loving

to Friends,

and ready

to

and kind

serve them in what he
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me alone for that time, and they would engage, body for body, that I should be in prison
next morning but they could not prevail. At
length some of the aldermen fell into a rage,
let

;

and bid them meddle with me if they durst;
and bid me go to my house, which I was not
willing to do, for great fear came upon me, lest
there should be a quarrel among them concerning my going or staying.
But one or two of
the aldermen, being

more considerate than the

till the captain might
be spoken with, who was then in town.
He
soon granted that I should stay at home that

rest, desired their patience

and be in Montgomery prison next mornand was angry at that bad man for his incivility towards the aldermen that interceded
for me
for the captain knew I was a peaceable man, and never concerned myself in fighting for one side or other. When the troop had
their orders, they went on their way
and I
praised God, in the multitude of his mercies,
that there was no blood shed that day; for
night,
ing,

;

;

many

of the young men of the town, with the
aldermen, were gathered together with clubs
and staves, saying. What, should a town's born
child be so abused by such a bad fellow as that
was, before-mentioned ?
My heart often trembled within me, lest any thing should fall amiss
in. this tumult; and I desired them often, before
they went to the captain, that 1 might go along
with them towards my prison.
So that night I staid at home, and next morning took my journey towards my prison at
Montgomery.
the house of my
I avoided
uncle, a justice of the peace in this county,
near my vv'ay, and brother-in-law to this captain, lest he should stop me from going to pri-

his life-time, as also was his deputyand several other of the justices.
About the third month, 1660, many of these
professors, captains, lieutenants, and soldiers,
that were in arms in Oliver's and Richard
Cromwell's days, were put in prison in the son. So I went there myself alone, and told
town of Montgomery.
My wife and I did the marshal, John Mason, that I was come a
foresee, that I should be sent there to them, prisoner; and he took me up to an upper garthough I never was a soldier,, nor bore any ret for my lodging, but I had the liberty of the

could

all

sheriff,

arms

And

for either side.

a troop of horse

me,

for

in a

little

to bring

time

me

My

relations offered to give bail for

was

not accepted.

came

to prison.

me, but it
went to acquaint my
wife of it, and to make myself i-eady to go
with them.
One of the soldiers came up stairs
after me, with a pistol and naked sword, and
my wife raising herself up, and sitting in bed,
being confined but three days before with her
first child, she said. Dear husband be faithful
to God, whatever becomes of me.
The soldier
seeing her, retreated back.
So I went down to

So

I

the troop of horse, standing in the street before

my house. There was among them one bad
man, who ran away in my father's debt, that
threatened to compel

on

many

me

to follow his horse's

But by this time
aldermen, and others of the
town, were gathered together in the street, who

heels

foot

miles.

several of the
desired this

man, and others of the

troop, to

house, as well as other pi'isoners, there being
many Presbyterians, Independents, and Bap-

who were formerly my great acquaintbut now they appeared very strange,
ance
and would not discourse with me. I considered the reason, and was informed, that these
old formal church-members or professors had
agreed among themselves that they would not
discourse with me, nor receive any books from
me, lest the most serious inward Christians
amongst them should turn Quakers. But in a
little
time their orders and covenants were
broken, and I was moved to go to their meeting, sometimes having little to say among them,
but a sigh or a groan, and a travail in my spirit for them, which did often put them out of
order in their preaching and praying; and as
the Lord would order it, I spoke a few words
among them. A Baptist was convinced there,
and came to meet with me in mv room.

tists,

;
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Cadwalader Edwards was also convinced,
and came up with us to meet in the prison and
then discourses and disputes began between
them and me. I wrote a few lines to send
home to my wife, but knew not by whom to
send it, for it was very hard to send any papers
the marshal, or jailer, would
out of prison
examine and search such as came in, or went
An old friend, an acquaintout, for letters.
ance of mine, came to visit her friends and
;

:

brethren the professors in prison, whom I desired to carry that letter to my wife, as she
went through our town of Welch-pool, to her
home ; she was afraid to meddle with it, partly
for fear of the jailer, and also lest she should
offend her brethren there.

the jailer

I

desired her not to

would read it to her first, and
might see it if he pleased and after

be afraid, for

I

;

she was tenderly affected,
turned to her brethren again, and said, surely
these people will never come to us, but we
must go to them. Some time after, through
much trouble and affliction, she came to receive the truth, to live in it, and obey it; her
name was Margaret Bowen, wife of John Bowen of Colfryn, and mother to Peter Bowen, in
Martin's-le-Grand, London.
In a little time my service was over among
I

had read

it

to her,

those professors in that prison, and the

Lord

made way for my enlargement. In about two
weeks I came away, and left the rest of the
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room, where there
down. When
night came, sleep came upon us, we being
weary by travelling so many miles on foot, but
we were made willing and able to suffer all
so that night we lay upon the boards,
things
and it was pleasant unto us, being warm weaThe
ther, and about the time of hay-harvest.
next morning we were very fresh and well,
praising God for his mercies and goodness to
us, when the jailer came to us, and asked, how
we liked our lodging, and how we slept we
told him, we slept in peace of conscience and
quietness of mind, for we suffered for conscience-sake towards God, and durst not break
the command of Christ and the apostle, who
commanded us not to swear at all. For our
supposed transgressions was not only for meet-

that,

and put us

was scarce place

in

a

little

for us to lie

;

;

ing together, but for refusing the oaths of alleThe jailer being a
giance and supremacy.
very passionate inconsiderate man, would go
out in the morning from his own house, and

come back till night, and then returned so
drunken, that he could hardly speak or stand.
The next night when we went to lie down, the
room was so little we could not all lie at once.
The next morning we complained to the jailer,
that there was not enough of room for us all to
lie down, and desired him to let us have a little
straw, but it would not be granted us.
By this
time the Friends of the town had liberty to
come to visit us, and to bring us in some provision
and when the door was opened for us
to go into another room, there being a bedstead
with cords in that room, William Gibson and I

not

where they continued a consiwas well satisfied with the
goodness of God, that I found his presence,
life, and power with me
a present help in the
time of need, which kept me low and humble, lay upon the cords, and next morning we found,
that I durst not rejoice that spirits were made that the print of the cords was not only in our

prisoners there,

derable time.

I

;

;

clothes, but in our skin also, so that it had been
I found my
heaven.
I came home in easier for us to have lain upon the boards, as
great love and peace to my wife and family, we did before.
By this time having well oband many of my loving neighbours rejoiced to served the jailer's humour and temper, I began
see me.
to be uneasy in myself to let him alone ; so I
I continued about my calling and business, v>'atched him in the morning upon his first
and waited upon God to know his mind and rising, when he came to the court before our
will concerning me.
In this time I heard of prison door, and began to discourse with him
an honest old woman, who had received the about the prisoners that lay in such hardship.
truth some time before at Montgomery, her I told him, they were honest men and most of
name was Ann Hamon, wife of Thomas Lla- them masters of families, and had good beds to
mon my wife and I went to visit her.
lie upon at home, but now they were content
About the year 1661, I went to a meeting for Christ's and the gospel's sake, to suffer that
at Edgemont near Wem, in Shropshire.
Here hai'dship, I desired him to let them have liberty
our friend William Gibson and I were taken to go to their friends in town at night, and to
prisoners, with about twenty-five or twenty-six come there in the morning : and if he would
more, and sent to Shrewsbury.
found the not be pleased to grant them a little straw, then
temper of the jailer to be very cruel. He to let them go lie in their own beds which he
threatened us with a great deal of hardship, if surlily denied, calling them a company of
we did not eat of his meat, drink of his drink, rogues and knaves, and such like terms. He
and lie on his beds, and give him what he de- asked me, what made me plead for them I
manded.
told him, we were the king's told him, they were my friends.
He answered.
prisoners, and demanded a free prison, and Why your friends? You are no Quaker, are
straw to lie upon ; but he in a rage denied us you ? I said, I am called a Quaker.
He an-

subject

name

;

but rather rejoice, that

written

in

;

We

;

;

We

;
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swered, You do not look like a Quaker; and
he looked me in my face, and on my hands
and body. I desired him not to disgrace me
so, as to tell me I was no Quaker.
Then he
asked me, where I lived ; I told him, when I
was at home, I lived at Welch-pool, and my
family was there.
But said he, where are you
iiowl I asked him, whether he did not know I
was a prisoner there with my friends and he
asked me, whether 1 did lie upon the boards
with them
I told him I did.
He said, he was
sorry for it; but went away in anger, being
;

;

much

discontented in himself.

did not see

I

him till next morning, at which time I went to
him again, and discoursed friendly with him
he said, he enquired about me in town, and I
might take the liberty of the town. I acknowledged his kindness but told him, it would be
no comfort to me, to have the liberty of the
town, and leave my friends and brethren there.
;

He
So

said, then 1
I

then

did not see
I

went

to

might stay there with them.
till the next morning and

him
him

again.

He was

so cross

he would not suffer any
other Friend to speak to him.
William Gibson did so judge him for his wickedness, that
he kept him close in a room by himself. After
five or six nights lying on the boards, I prevailed with him, that Friends might have the
liberty of the town in the night, and be there
in the morning.
So the next day he began to
be more friendly to us.
After some days, I
desired our friend John Millington to come with
me to the jailer's house, to see whether we
could have leave to go home till the next assizes
but it was not then granted
but he told
me, if I pleased I might go home till then. I
told him, he might as freely let them go as me,
for most of them lived in the county, and I
lived out of the county; but no more could we
have that time of him. I was uneasy in myself, seeing I had got a place in him, to let him
alone, and pressed for my friends further lib-

and

ill-conditioned,

;

;

erty.

A

their

it

with weekly necessaries for them, I, with my
friend John Millington, prevailed with him to
let them go, and he took our words for our appearance at the next assizes.
Through the goodness of God, we all returned together to Shrewsbury, to our prison,
before the assizes, and found a great alteration
in the jailer; he was very low and mournful.
He had lost a prisoner, a malefactor, and was
to be tried for his life for his escape.
He was
very loving and kind to us, and let Friends go
themselves to Bridgenorth, about fourteen miles,
where the assizes were then held ; and he desired me to stay with him in his affliction, and
not be much from him.
He said his life was

[1661.

and if God and the judge would show
him any mercy, it was upon our Friends' account, and not for any deserts that were in
at stake,

himself, for he confessed he had been too severe to us but notwithstanding, said he, you
are merciful men, and can forgive wrongs and
;

injuries.

When we came

to Bridgenorth,

room

in a large spacious

in the

we were

put

house of cor-

day time, that we
and ready when called
for; but we had liberty of going in and out for
lodging, and what necessaries we wanted
no
keeper being over us, but what we set ourselves
to look to the door, and that too many Friends
might not be out at once, and those were not
to stay out too long.
We saw it was convenient, that Friends should go out by two and two,
to walk the streets
for it was a strange thing
to people to hear of Quakers.
Once it fell to
my lot to be at the door, though the door was
always open, that such who would, might come
and see us with several of whom we had reasonings and disputes about the way of truth
and righteousness there came one, who appeared something like a gentleman, and asked
me, whether he might see the Quakers I desired him to walk up along with me, and he
should see them.
When I had brought him up
to the room where Friends were walking, I told
him, those were they.
He answered, these be
Christians like ourselves, but where are the
Quakers? I told him, these were they that
were called Quakers. He asked me, whether
I was one of them
I told him, I was one so
called.
I had an opportunity to declare to him
the way of truth, and that the name of Quaker was given to us in scorn and derision; and
Some people were
he departed very friendly.
so blind and dark in those days, that they
looked upon us to be some strange creatures,
and not like other men and women. They
would gather much about us in the town, and
we had good opportunities to speak of the
But I was pretty
things of God to them.
rection, to be

might be

there in the

together,

all

;

;

—

—

;

;

time afterwards, by serious arwas harvest time, and hard for
wives, or some of their families, to come much with
little

guments, as
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the jailer, waiting

when

his trial

would be; and when it came, I went with him,
and stood somewhat near him, which he was
very glad of. The jury cleared him, being not
found guilty of a wilful escape; which was
And
gladness to him, and satisfaction to us.
when the assizes was near at an end, the judge
returned us to one justice Holland, except William Gibson, to whom the judge put it, whether
he would go home, if he were discharged: but
he could not make the judge such a promise as
he required, so he was committed again to the
same prison but we were freely and friendly
discharged, having had good service in that
town, and the Lord was with us, and brought
us safe home, to the comfort of our families
;

;
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and ourselves; and we have cause to bless and
name of the Lord, for ever, for all
his mercies and goodness to us all along, in the
We
time of our afflictions and persecutions.
could say, Surely God is good to Israel, and
unto all them that draw nigh unto him with an
praise the

upright heart.
In the year 1662, a further concern

came

One
about meetings in this country.
that was convinced in the prison of Montgomeupon

me
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supremacy, which they refused, because they
could not swear at all they being about six
sent together, viz., Charles Lloyd, Hugh David,
Richard David, Cadwalader Edwards, Anne
Lawrence, Sarah Wilson, &c., where they
were continued very close prisoners.
In a little time were added prisoners to them,
William Lewis, and Margaret his wife, who
were owners of the house at Cloddiecochion,
before-mentioned, where I was moved to go,
about the year 1657, to a meeting of the pro;

when I was there, viz., Cadwalader Edwho lived near Dolobran, promised me fessors, afterwards the place of my abode.
that we should have his house to keep a meet- This William Lewis, my near relation, was he
ing in.
I went to know whether he would per- that led me out of the house to the common,
ry,

wards,

and shut the gate against me, as before related.
form his promise, which he readily granted
and I appointed the day and time with him, And thus the word of the Lord was fulfilled,
which he gave notice of to his neighbours that came to me then. That those people should
thereabouts.
I being destitute of a friend to own and receive truth, and that house should
accompany me to the meeting, depended upon be a meeting-house for us, which it now is, and
the Lord, that he would provide a suitable hath been these forty years.
And my wife
The oath of allegiance and supremacy being
companion to go with me.
going to Shrewsbury, I told her of the meet- tendered to them, they could not take it for
swearing at all being forbiding, and desired her to speak to Friends there conscience-sake
of it, that if there was any public Friend den by Christ and his apostle James so they
there, he might come home along with her. were sent to prison, and continued prisoners
There happened to be Richard Moor, of Salop, there. Edward Evans also, an honest and
a worthy and faithful labourer in the gospel, substantial man, was committed to prison for
who came along with her to our house in the same supposed offence, who was convinced
Welch-Pool. This was in the ninth month, some time before; I having had some weighty
1662. A day or two after, we went to the discourse with him about the things of God.
meeting, where came in Charles Lloyd, of Do- He told me, when he was in prison with Vavalobran, who was formerly in commission of the sor Powell, with many more of their brethren
peace, and had been in election to be high- in Pool jail, that Vavasor leaning upon a winsheriff of that county, and also several of his dow of their prison that opened to the street,
well-meaning neighbours, some of them were saw me and my dear wife pass by, and said.
it was said
professors, belonging to the same people that I Behold Zacharias and Elizabeth
formerly belonged to.
The Lord was not of them, that they walked in all the commandwanting, but afforded unto us his good pre- ments of God blameless. This Edward Evans,
sence
life and power came from him, that and some others of the prisoners, looking out
reached to the hearts and understandings of through the window, saw us two called Quamost of the people then present, who gave tes- kers, that he and others a little before had
timony to the truth, life, and power of God, preached severely against. They looked upon
that appeared with us that time
and in the it, that the Lord had forced him to give that
love, fear, and life of truth, we parted.
testimony of us, and several of them, as EdThe next morning we went to visit Charles ward Evans said, were convinced by that testiLloyd, of Dolobran, who tenderly received us, mony of his concerning us and in some time
and several that were at the meeting, came after came to live in obedience to the truth, and
there that day; where we had a sweet, com- suffered' for it.
fortable, refreshing time, in the presence of the
These prisoners were kept very close; some
Lord; as it is said, "In his presence is fulness of them were substantial freeholders, who were
of joy, and at his right hand there are plea- put in a dirty nasty place, being a low room
sures for evermore."
Psal. xvi. 11.
and the felons and other malefactors in a chamThe report of this meeting went through the ber over head, their filth often falling upon
country, some saying, that most of that side of them.
Charles Lloyd, who was a little before
the country were turned Quakers. Whereupon in commission of the peace, was put in a little
divers were sent for, before Edward Lord Her- smoky room, and did lie upon a little straw
bert, Baron of Cherburj^, to a place where he himself for a considerable time
and at length
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

then lived, called Llyssin, about three miles
from Dolobran.
After some discourse with

was of a considerable family, daughter of Sampson Lort,
near Pembroke in South Wales, was made wil-

his tender wife Elizabeth, that

them, he sent them to Welch-Pool to prison,
for refusing to take the oath of allegiance and ling

to lie

upon straw with her dear and tender
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thus they both, with the rest of words, viz., that

it

is
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his fatherly care, to pub-

and prevent

Friends, did rather "choose to sufler affliction
with the people of God, than to enjoy the plea-

other acting, according to former acts

sures of sin for a season."

against liberty of tender consciences.

home

with them for some time,
keeping our meetings in prison; but at length
I

staid

at

the jailer had strict charge to keep

me from

among them, alleging, that I strengthened them
in their way and principles
and when the
;

kept me out, I went to a neighbour's
back yard, having leave of him, to see them
and speak with them.
The sufTerings of Friends being now very

jailer

lish this his declaration, to stop

all

made
And we

hope that you

will be as favourable to us, your
neighbours, seeing power is committed to your
hands, as the king, being chief magistrate, is
unto his subjects.
These things have we seen
fit and convenient to lay before you, that you
may understand we are not ignorant of the

king's

clemency towards

And

us.

names are underwritten, do

we, whose

wait the fulfilling

and performing this one other word more of a
king, by you who profess yourselves to be his
notwithstanding
ing paper to the quarter-sessions held at Mont- obedient and loyal subjects
all which former words and promises of the
gomery.
king, the supreme magistrate, we have been
To the Justices mid Magistrates of this County persecuted more by you, his inferior magistrates in this county, than in many other counof Montgomery.
ties.
And further, that you may be left with" Forasmuch as it is not unknown to you, out excuse for that, if you do persecute us, it is
that we, who by the scorners of this world, without any cause from us, or any order from
that know not God, are called Quakers, are the supreme magistrate, the king of England.
detained and kept close prisoners, only for the If you do justice herein, the Lord will bless
testimony of a good conscience towards God you if not, sin will lie at your door.
"These from your friends, that desire the
and man, our friends not being suffered to visit
us, though drunkards, liars, thieves and rob- good and welfare of your souls and bodies,
that
bers, are not debarred of their friends' admit- ^that have received the spirit of meekness
This unheard of cruelty, were can pray for them that persecute us, and detance to them.
enough itself to establish us in our ways, if spiteful ly use us, who in patience and longthey were never so erroneous, as you say. sufTering are content to submit to the will of
This we are persuaded in our hearts, that never God, who renders to every man according to
did Christ, nor any of his apostles, use this, or the deeds done in the flesh."
great,

and

still

increasing, they sent the follow-

;

;

;

any other way of cruelty, or persecution, to
convince any of their errors, but contrarywise,
by sound doctrine, and good conversation, and
doing unto others, as they would they should
do unto them;' for that was the rule that Christ

'

left to

Humphrey Wilson,
Richard Davies,

Edward

Hugh David,

consider, in the soberness of your

The

seeing

it

is

the king's clemency, in a de-

claration bearing date the 26th

day of Decem-

1662, wherein he says, he is glad to lay
hold on this occasion, to re-establish and renew
unto all his subjects concerned in those promises, indulgence of a true tenderness of conscience.
This assurance and confirmation of
his promise made at Breda, upon the word of
ber,

a king,
" '

viz.

We

do declare

ences, and that no

all liberty to

man

matters of religion.

same

shall be disquieted, or

And moreover he

declaration, as for

the penalties upon those,

who

1662.
A copy of
tices at

it

also

Ludlow by

was

sent to the chief jus-

the jailer, together with an-

other paper directed to them.

A little time after this I went to Penllyn,
near Bala, in Merionethshire, to visit some
Friends and tender professors there, who received me kindly, and there I settled a meeting
among them, in the power of God, and from
tender consci- thence I came home, where I staid but a little

called in question for differences of opinions in
in the

foregoing paper was sent to the magistheir quarter-sessions, held at Montthe 8th day of the eleventh month,

you were in our con- trates at
would not you desire your enlargement? gomery,

hearts and spirits, that if
dition,

Catherine Evans,
Anne Lawrence.

Charles Lloyd,

true Christians.

"Now
And

Evans,

William Lewis,
Sarah Wilson,
Margaret Lewis,

saith,

what concerns

living peaceably,

do not conform thereunto through scruple and
tenderness of misguided consciences, but modestly, without scandal, perform their devotions
We understand by these
in their own way.'

while, to visit these prisoners.

Soon

after

I

went to the house of Owen Lewis, at Tyddyney
Gareg, near Dolgelle, in Merionethshire, a man
that had been in commission of the peace in
Oliver's days, and was newly come from prison
from Bala, who received me kindly; he was
From
first convinced
by Thomas Briggs.
thence I went to Robert Owen's of Dolycere,
near Dolgelle, who had also been a justice of

;
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He tendered both to men and women ; and they
in Oliver's time.
testimony; as did also for conscience-sake refusing it, were sent to
Owen Humphrey of Llwyngwril, near the sea- prison in order to be premunired.
My friend Thomas Lloyd and I were moved
side in the said county, who was a justice of
the peace in Oliver's days, and his father, and to go and visit most of the justices that had a
his brothers, Samuel and John Humphrey. hand in committing Friends to prison ; we beThese, with many more there, received the gan at the furthest justice towards Machynlleth,
truth in the love of it, and continued faithful, and came down to Edward, Lord Herbert, Baserviceable men in their country, kept meetings ron of Cherbury, at Llyssin aforesaid, who had
in their houses, and many were gathered to the committed Charles Lloyd, and several other
Lord among the rocks and mountains in those Friends ; we understood on the way, that he
After this was at a bowling-green, and several with him,
parts; this was in the year 1662.
journey, the Lord brought me safe home to my near a place called the Cann Office, near the
wife and family, to the comfort of Friends, and highway side, and not far from Llyssin, where
we beheld them bowling. We considered with
one another in the Lord.
Not long after this, Thomas Lloyd, brother each other, which way to take, there being a
to Charles Lloyd, of Dolobran, hearing his peevish priest, the said lord's chaplain with
brother was in prison, came from Oxford to them ; so I asked Thomas Lloyd, whether he
visit him, having been a student there several would engage the priest in discourse, or go to
years, as also his brother Charles had been be- the said lord ; which he chose, and got into the
fore him; they told me that the great sufferings green leisurely towards him, where most of
of Friends, in that city of Oxford, by the ma- them knew Thomas ; but he went not in their
gistrates, and by the wild and ungodly scholars, complimenting posture.
He staid there but a
did work much upon them; and they had some little while, and they broke up their game, and
secret love for Friends then. So when Thomas while he discoursed with the Lord Herbert I
Lloyd came home, being some time with Friends discoursed a little with the priest. Lord Her*
in prison, and elsewhere, the Lord opened his bett coming towards the priest and me, he said
understanding by his light, life, and power, and to the priest, Mr. Jones, what have you got
he received the truth and was obedient to it, there? He answered, A Quaker, and habertook up his daily cross, and followed Jesus, dasher of hats, that lives in Welch-Pool.
Oh!
came to be his disciple, was taught by him, said Lord Herbert, I thought he was such an
and went no more to Oxford for learning; and one, he keeps his hat so fast upon the block.
I may say with David, "The Lord made him Then he intending and preparing to come down
wiser than all his former teachers,"
He staid a great steep ditch, I stept down to lend him
pretty much at home, and with his eldest bro- my hand to help him ; another priest would
ther Charles Lloyd, and in these parts.
have stept between me and him, but Lord Herpeace, and a

received

The

commander

me and my

of Welch-Pool was very cruel to bert refused the priest's help; and stopping a
little, said to the priest. Here is a brother that
stands by will say. The blind leads the blind,
by reason of the dampness and unhealthiness and both will fall into the ditch. The priest
of the room, and died ; and the jailer would was so drunk, that he could not stand by himnot suffer us to have his body to be buried, ex- self.
This lord being a very big fat man, took
cept we would pay the coroner, and so clear my help to come down, so we went along with
him, as if he had no hand in his death but at him towards his own house at Llyssin, laying
last his relations prevailed without a coroner's the sufferings of our Friends before him, and
inquest, and they took and buried him on a that their sufferings were for their consciencehill, on the back-side of the steeple-house in sakes towards God.
He gave us no grant then
Welch-Pool
and it happened, as they were for their enlargement, but we heard that he sent
digging the grave, they found some bones of a private instructions, and they had more liberty.
inan, and upon inquiry in some old records, it The jailer had an empty house at the end of
was said, there was an old judge buried there the town, and there he let Friends go, which
and the name of that place is called ever was a sweet convenient place near the fields,
since. Judge's Hill.
had got no burying- without any keeper over them, 'and they had
place of our own then, but were about having the liberty of the town, and to go where they
one.
pleased, except to their own houses.
Thomas Lloyd and I not being prisoners
So Charles Lloyd took a house in town for
now, though except us two, most that were then him and his family to live in; and we kept our
convinced were prisoners the report of such meetings in that house of the jailer's aforesaid,
who were turned Quakers being spread abroad, for several years. Most of Friends by this
they were soon sent for before a magistrate, time being under a premunire, many Friends
and the oath of allegiance and supremacy was came from several places to visit them, and
Vol.
No. 1.
3
jailer

Friends, and continued them in that nasty hole
before-mentioned, till Edward Evans fell sick,

;

;

We

;

XUL—

;;
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those that were convinced towards Machynlleth, last they called to him again, and bid him take
William Evans, and several others of that end them away. 'Then he rose from among the
of the county, who were formerly Independ- company and went to them, and desired them

were sent here to prison upon the same to go with him to the next room, for he had
account, refusing to take the oath of allegiance something to say to them, and the Friends
and supremacy. Peter Price also, a worthy went readily with him then he told them on
man of Radnorshire, was sent to this prison this wise : Friends, you see how we are met
he had been in commission of the peace in together here we are like the Prodigal, who

ents,

;

;

days
he, with several others Vv'ith
him, were committed by the justices of this
county, to the house of correction in WelchPool, for three months, as vagrants, because
they came out of their own county Radnorshire, adjoining to this county of Montgomeryshire, where they remained the three nionths
but they had the liberty of the town, and to go
Oliver's

;

his portion, and we have a little
and when we have spent all, we
must return to our heavenh'^ Father, and come
to you and your way. The Friends went awaywell satisfied.
I have made much inquiry who
these Friends were, and from whence they
came, but could not certainly learn who they

was spending

yet unspent;

As

were.

our Friend

for

Thomas

Ellis, the

Lord blessed him, and poured his Spirit upon
Other Friends, that lived in and about the town, him, and gave him part of the ministry, and
met with them in prison, and considerable meet- he became a faithful laboui'er and serviceable
man among us and at length he was made a
ings we had in that house.
A little after this, Thom.as Ellis, called a prisoner here at Welch-Pool.
About the year 1663, our Friend James
deacon in the Independent congregation, was
convinced
a man of great esteem among Parkes came from the north, hearing that some
them, and so he was also afterwards amongst of his acquaintance and fellow church-memHe came to my house to visit the prison- bers owned truth; he came to give them a visit
us.
ers, his former fellow church members, and in the love of God, and also to visit those Indeshowed me a letter that came to him from pendents he formerly walked among that were
and he left a paper with me to
their minister, Vavasor Powell, lamenting the not convinced
deplorable condition and danger they were deliver to them, which was thus

to the meetings with the rest of the prisoners.

;

;

;

:

in

that time;

at

were

in great

rocks, viz

:

saying, that the Christians

danger

the

be

to

split

between two

World and Q. (meaning

the

Quakers) but the worst, said he is Q. But the
Lord had opened Thomas Ellis's understanding, and given him a sight of their decay and

Some years before the Lord did
among them, to the convincing of
many of them; for Thomas told me, that there
came two women Friends among them, in the

formalities.

break

in

time of their breaking of their bread, (I suppose it was before I came from London) and
when they had the motion of truth upon them,
they opened their mouths in the name of the
Lord, in much fear and humility; so that the
Independent elders stood still and gave the women leave to speak what they had to say to
then the professors went on again
the people
with their business, and after some time the
Friends spoke again; and then they commanded them to be taken away, but no one was very
;

Then

Vavasor
them away.
Thomas Ellis told me, that he remembered
Christ was not hasty in passing sentence upon
the woman, that the Jews brought before him
in the case of adultery; but he stooped down,
and wrote with his finger upon the ground, as
though he heard them not. So Thomas Ellis
told me he was not willing to take them away,
till they had fully cleared themselves of what
was upon them to deliver among them; but at

ready

to

do

it.

Powell, called,

their minister,

—Brother

Ellis, take

A Lamentation and Warning from

the

Lord

God, in the love of Christ Jesus, unto all the
professors in North Wales, especially those
about

Wrexham

in Denbighshire, and Welch-

Pool in Montgomeryshire, ivhom formerly I
have known, and walked with, in a fellowship

and worship, till the Lord awakened me out of
and opened in me an ear to hear his
voice, which cried, Come out from amongst
them, and be thou separate ; touch no unclean
thing, and I loill receive thee.

sleep,

" Friends,
" Hear and lend an ear,
ye professors of
Wrexham and Welch-Pool, and all the places
and towns adjacent thereunto, who have been
called churches of Christ, and members of his
body, and followers of the Lamb.
I am come
in my Father's name to visit you, and in bowels of his love, in this the day of your calamity
and adversity have I visited many of you, in
obedience to his command, who sent me in his
name and fear into these parts, chiefly for your
sakes at this time, that you might hear, and
come to fear him, whose voice hath shaken the
He
earth, and removed it out of its place.
is making the keepers of the house to tremble,
and he hath bound the strong man in many,
that was armed, and formerly kept the house
then all was at peace but a stronger than he
;

;

!
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in his

name, and did

not deny his name.

"Dare you say, that you are saints, and of
him and through him, this church of Christ, and yet live in the breach
might believe. He is dividing the spoil, and of his commandments, who said, 'Swear not
and they at all ;' as some more eminent in esteem
spoiling principalities and powers
whose eyes come to see him the Lord of Hosts, amongst you have done, and have taught
come to be undone. When Moses saw the ap- others to do? Doth not the land mourn bepearance of the Lord, he did exceedingly fear cause of swearing?
Are not such like the
and quake. It was he that made Habakkuk scribes and pharisees, who would not enter
tremble, and his lips to quiver.
And whoso- into the kingdom of heaven themselves, nor
ever comes to know Christ, must know him suffer them that would to enter in?
Are not
through death, be baptized into his death, and such now shutting up the kingdom of heaven
sutler with him, before they come to live and against men?
And must not the woes from
reign with him.
They must repent of all their the Lord be pronounced against them ? Yea,
wickedness, and turn from it, before they can assuredly, and will overtake them
pain shall
come to be assui'ed of rest and peace. Let suddenly come upon them, as on a travailing
none think God will wink at their wickedness, woman, and they shall not escape it. The
as he did in the times of ignorance; for now Lord is come to deliver his people out of the
he is leaving all without excuse, and calling teeth of these devourers, who with good words
every man to repent. The light is risen, that and fair speeches have deceived the hearts of
manifests sin and hypocrisy in them that hold some more simple and honest amongst you,
truth in unrighteousness; it is not the name of and made merchandize of them, by promising
being called church-members, will serve any of you peace, while you are in your wicked ways
your turns.
and works which the true prophets and apos"O ye professors of all sorts, from the tles of old, whom the Lord sent, could not do;
highest to the lowest, from the richest to the neither can they, who are of the same descent,
poorest
I am moved of the Lord God to royal
seed, and offspring now; they know,
warn you, that while you have time and space, there is no peace to be spoken to any, while
you may be redeemed out of all evil; and that they are in their wicked ways, drinking up iniyou might come out from amongst evil-doers, quity as the ox drinketh water. Oh my heart
and so be saved from the wrath and destruc- is broken within me, and I cannot but take up
tion that will overtake the workers of iniquity, a lamentation for you, who have been esteemed
who repent not of their evil deeds, to give God beautiful, and the glory of many that have been
the glory; and with the whirlwind of his wrath, called churches, to see you carried away caphe will vex you in his sore displeasure.
O ye tive, by the prince of the power of the air, that
professors of Christ, and the apostles' words
ruleth in the children of disobedience; and that
who are not come to his life, nor to be of the you should be yet lying under the bondage of
same mind that he was of, who endured the corruption and in sin, the wages whereof is
contradiction of sinners, and was made perfect death
out of the glorious liberty of the sons
through sufierings
whom the apostles bore of God; and that death should reign over you,
testimony to, and suffered for; being of the subjecting you to the power of the enemy; and
same mind, thej^ did not shrink nor bow, nor you are taken captive by him at his will, laden
let go their testimony, when persecution arose with sins, and led away with divers lusts, like
because of the word but they overcame by the silly women spoken of in the scriptures of
the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of his truth, that were ever learning, and never able
testimony, which they held
and they loved to come to the knowledge of the truth, but renot their lives unto death.
Are you all so sist it and so err in your minds, not knowing
blind, that you cannot see yourselves to be out the scriptures, nor the power of God, though
of the light and image of Christ, and out of you talk of them. If you knew the scriptures,
their practice, who followed him, and confessed and the power of God, which brings into the
him, and did not deny him before men neither life of them, you would witness the ability the
did they change their religion, as the powers of saints in former times had, and now the saints
the earth changed. For whatsoever the powers of the Most High have, to stand over the powof the earth countenanced, or discountenanced, ers of darkness, hell and death; then you
they mattered not, who were of the true church would come to that which cannot be shaken,
that is in God, the Father of our Lord Jesus nor the gates of hell prevail against. But have
Christ, the pillar and ground of truth; but that not the powers of darkness prevailed against
which God made manifest to be his will, that you, overcome you, and made you bow to
they did and though they were charged, by their will, and to their laws, that will bind the
the powers that were then, to speak no more in conscience, and hinder its full liberty?
enlighteneth every one that cometh into

the world, that all in

;

;

;

!

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;;
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" Oh consider seriously, and weigh in the
coolness of your spirits, and in the fear of the
!

Lord, what you have done

;

whether you have

not received the beast's mark, either in your
foreheads or in your hands
have you not
:

day of adversity? Have you
not let go the profession of your faith, and
wavered in your minds? Have you not licked
up your old vomits again ? Are you not wallowing in the filth of iniquity, and in your
the

fainted in

walking

fleshly minds,

in sensuality

and

in the

carnal mind, which is enmity against God? Is
it not death to be carnally minded?
Are they
not in death that are in the carnal mind?
It is
not strange to me, if

I

find

such an enmity

expect no other from natural men,
who perceive not the things of the spirit. You
have rejected the chief corner-stone, which is
laid in Sion for a foundation, and have not bebelieved in the Light of the world, who is become the Head-stone in God's building and

because

I

husbandry, and of the church that is pure,
without spot or v/rinkle, which is in God, the
Father, of our Lord Jesus Christ, the pillar and
ground of Truth. This is the city sought out,
not forsaken.
This is the habitation of God
through the spirit, the stones whereof are laid
with fair colours, the foundation of sapphire, and
all the borders of pleasant stones.
Such being redeemed out of sin, and from under the
bondage of corruption, cannot plead for it, as
some, looked upon amongst you more than
others do and would endeavour to make you
believe, that the prophet Isaiah was always a
man of unclean lips but that was before he
was undone, and while the woe was upon him.
Ah, brutish is that spirit that would imagine
that our God should make use of a man to do
so much for his name and honour, as Isaiah
did, and yet continue a man of unclean lips.
This I testify, that Isaiah's iniquity was taken
away, and his sins purged out. Such manifest
themselves to be ignorant of Christ's death and
manifestations, which is to take away sin, and
in him is no sin.
All that come to believe in
his light, and to walk in it, have fellowship one
with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ
cleanseth them from all sin.
Such come by
him to be made free from sin, and servants to
righteousness
not of sin
for sin and iniquity
comes to be done away
and then God beholds no iniquity in Jacob, nor transgression in
Israel
and to such is given the tongue of the
learned, to speak a word in due season to
the weary.
Such come to know the pure
language, which the Lord promised to turn to
his people.
Such set a watch before their
mouths, and have a bridle for their tongue.
Now some plead for uncleanness, because the
prophet said, he was a man of unclean lips, before he was touched with the lively coal, and
;

;

;

j

;

:
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was done away, and his sins
and assuredly one day you shall
all know that this is a false cover, too narrow to
cover yourselves with, who break the commands of Christ, and teach others so to do
and that put your hands to the plough, and
look back
so that you are not fit for the kingdom of heaven. You are filled with your own
ways, wicked devices, and false covers you get
to cover yourselves withal; but all your false
coverings will prove too narrow, and your beds
of ease, and false rests, which you think to
stretch yourselves upon, too short; and no rest
or peace there shall you have, but you shall
all yet be farther tried, and your folly be made
more manifest and all the false covers, that
all professors out of the life and power of God
have been covered with, shall be plucked off;
yea, all that are covered, and not with the
Spirit of the Lord.
The woe is to them who
are adding sin to sin, and are not come to cleanness of heart, or cleanness of lips
and as long
as you are in the uncleanness, and the best of
you, as a brier pleading for it, blush for shame!
Relinquish the title of church-membership, till
you come to tread in the steps of Christ, and
obey him for his servants ye are to whom ye
Deceive yourselves no longer with the
^bey.
name of Christians only, but come to the nature, to witness the first old nature and birth
slain, and brought under
which you all must
do, before ever you come to know the new nabefore his iniquity

purged out

;

;

;

;

;

;

ture, or birth, that is

of the

for that

spirit;

which is born of the flesh, that is flesh and
that which is born of the spirit, that is spirit.
If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature
old things are passed away, and all things are
become new. The church of Christ is made
up of living stones, squared and hewed into
;

complete together, made a spiritual
household, purged, washed, and made white,
and the filth of the flesh done away. Such
come to be vessels of honour, fit for the Master's use ; receive of the heavenly treasure into
the earthen vessel, and out of the abundance of
order,

treasury of the heart, bring forth good
With the heart man believeth unto
righteousness ; and with the mouth confession

the

things.

is

made unto

salvation.

" So every one come to him that searcheth
the heart, trieth the reins, and will reward every
one according to their works, or deeds done in
the body, whether they be good or evil; for the
Lord God will be no longer mocked such as
you sow you must reap; he will no longer bear
your halt and blind service, and dead worships,
Your hypoout of the life and power of God.
crisy and dissimulation is seen by the spirit of
Truth, that leads and guides into all Truth,
which you shall one day know is now striving
with you, as it did with them before the flood
;

;

'

;
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It saith, warned you before your day be quite over, beyet shall not always strive with men.
who requireth these things at your hands? fore the Lord leave off stretching forth his hand,
And do you think God is pleased, or will now who knows and searches the hearts of all men,
be served with the dry, dead, and airy service who knows my love towards you all, and to
and worships? I tell you nay; the light of the that which is pure of him, which never con-

glorious gospel

great price

is

is

manifest, and

found, and

the pearl of sented to sin, in all your consciences ; even to
sold, and that, and nothing else, can I, or desire I to be

many have

all which was most dear to them,
and which they most delighted in, to buy it
and they who come to believe in Christ Jesus,
the Light, the Way, the Truth, the Life, and
to walk in the light, they stumble not, nor- stagger at the promises but come to have life in
themselves, and their minds, words, and actions,
They are the salt of the earth,
are seasoned.
a city set on a hill, that cannot be hid and
their lights shine so before men, that they who
are not wilfully blind, may see their good
works, and godly conversation coupled with
and they that walk in the light, as he is
fear
in the light, have fellowship one with another,
and the blood of Christ they witness, cleansing
them from all sin. So if ever you come to
know God aright, you must turn to the light
that reproves you for evil, for the reproof of instruction is the way to life; and they that hate
that which reproves them for their evil deeds,
and sets their sins in order before them, abide in
the chambers of death, and know not rest, life,
and peace for their souls. Now as you come
to the light, and wait in the light which comes
from Christ, all your sins will be set in order
before you, and it will show you all that ever
you did as you shall one day know, to your
woe and misery, if you continue rejecting him.
This is he in whom we believe, and of whom
the prophets and apostles bore witness, whose
name is better than every name, unto which
every knee must bow, and every tongue confess
and every tongue that would rise up in
judgment against him, shall be condemned, and

parted with

;

;

,*

;

;

shall

fall

before him.

"Therefore beware, and take heed what you
do repent of all your evil deeds, of all your
hard speeches which you have uttered against
him, and his glorious appearance in his sons
and daughters, in this the day of his power,
wherein he hath made many willing to follow
him wheresoever he goeth, even through many
tribulations, who have washed their robes in the
blood of the Lamb
when you deny him, and
will follow him no farther than it will make
with your peace in the world, and enjoyment
of your pleasures, and keep the friendship and
favour of the world, which none ever did, but
who were adulterated from the life of God, and
turned against the pure spirit of God in them;

:

made

manifest.
I believe there is a seed to be
brought forth from amongst you, which must
be gathered into the true fold of everlasting rest
and peace; for which seed's sake I travail night
and day, waiting for its redemption and restoration, who am your friend, who seeks not yours
that you might come to know in this
but you
your day, the things that concern your ever;

lasting peace, comfort,

and true settlement, upon

that rock that cannot be shaken, nor the gates

of hell ever prevail against, before they be hidden from your eyes. Knowing the terrors of the
Lord, and the wrath that is to be revealed from
heaven against all that hold the Truth in unrighteousness and having obtained mercy from
the Lord, and in his name, the strong tower,
hid myself, I cannot but persuade all to come
into the same; and being in a deep sense of the
loving kindness of the Lord, and what he hath
done for my soul, since I walked with you, and
was esteemed one of you, too large here to reneither indeed am I able to demonstrate
late
the loving kindness of the Lord, in the visitation
of his pure love, in turning me from darkness,
Which I must confess all the time I was with
you, I walked in, into his marvellous light, and
from the power of satan, unto God. lie hath
made me to feel and witness his power, wherein,
through his good will towards me, 1 have found
the ability to perform and to do the good, that
when I was amongst you I desired to do ; and
;

;

likewise to resist the evil that

This

is

own

the Lord's

vellous in

my

eyes

;

I

would not do.
it is mar-

doings, and

and

I

desire never to for-

get the Lord's great love to me, and powerful
effectual

working

own good

in

pleasure.

morsel alone

;

me,
I

to will

and

to

do of his

desire not to eat

but that all

and see how good the Lord

may come
is.

my

to taste

Great and mar-

vellous are his works, just and true are all his

ways
want

;

to

he waits

them

to

be gracious, and there is no
He never for-

that fear the Lord.

any good thing from
them that walk uprightly.
" So Friends, while you have time, prize it,
and put not the day of the Lord far from you,
for the Lord is not slack concerning his prosakes, nor doth withhold

mise, as some men count slackness ; but his
long suffering is not for any to perish, but that
Now is the day that
all shall come to repent.

and this shall you know.
every man's works must be tried, and ever}''
" So whether you will hear or forbear, in man's faith and love to God will be tried.
this I shall have peace.
My reward is with Now is the day that man)^ great professors
God, in that I have discharged my duty, and make shipwreck of their faith, and of a good
selves

;

:
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some that formerly seemed go home, I should not stay there. So I went
somewhat tender and honest amongst you, are first to see my friends the old prisoners, who
grown sottish and brutish, and their understand- were kept, for a little time, more close, and we
ings darkened, through the ignorance that is in were not suffered to go to them
they were very
The god of this world hath blinded the glad to see me, and I was refreshed also to see
them.
eyes of many great professors, by keeping them them, though we could not go to one another.
from the light, by which they might see their In a little time I went to see the other two priways, and the works which they are doing out soners that were at the other Serjeant's house,
of the light, in the blindness which hath hap- and the serjeant let them come home with me.pened to them but if you would come to the
On second-day following it came into my
light, which is pure, of God in you, then would mind, that the magistrates would try us with
ye receive power to perform the acceptable will an offer, to pass by that which they called a
and requirings of the Lord
which that you transgression, upon condition that we would go
may come to know and do, is the desire of your to the steeple-house to their worship the next
friend, that seeks not yours but you
and de- first-day following which I told to Friends.
conscience, and

;

;

;

;

;

your everlasting peace and happiness,
On third-day following, justice Corbet, and
who formerly was knov/n, and esteemed of, as the two bailiffs that had committed us to prison,
So we went, Thomas
a brother amongst you, by the name of
sent for us before them.
James Paekes."
Lloyd, Samuel Lloyd, and myself. After some
sires

Wrexham,

the 9th of the

first

discourse with them, they proposed to us, that

month, 1662.

we would go

to church and hear divine serthey called it, we should be discharged.
I told them, when I was last there, they turned
Friends in prison, and many sweet and com- me out of their church, and if I should make
any promise to go there, it may be they would
fortable epistles were written to them.
There was a great convincement in the year do the like by me again. Justice Corlset said,
1662, in these two counties, viz., Montgomery- he would engage I should not be turned out.
shire, and Merionethshire ; and as meetings in- Then I told them, I knew nothing to the conJustice
ci'eased, several Friends came into Welch-Pool, trary, but that I would come there.
where our meeting was kept in that house that Corbet seemed to be satisfied but one of the
was their prison. The magistrates and priest bailiffs said, Mr. Corbet, do you think that the
were discontented, some saying, that there came old Quaker will come to church, except it be to
Corbet asked me again,
as many to the meeting, as went to their wor- disturb our minister 1
if

Several Friends, both from the North and
South of England, were drawn to visit these

vice, as

;

ship at the church, as they called it.
So the inagistrates were resolved to

Whether I would disturb the minister?
come him, if God should put something in my

and break up our meeting, and one first-day they
they came, viz. Thomas Corbet, a counsellor
and a justice of peace in this count}^, together
with the two bailiffs of the town, the Serjeants
When they came
at mace and under ofRcers.
into the meeting I was at prayer, and they
were indifferently civil till I had concluded, and
When they
then began to take our names.
had done, my wife called to justice Corbet, and
told him, they had not taken the names of all
that were at the meeting
he asked her, who
was untaken and she put her child towards

I

told

heart

speak to the people, I hope they would not
impose upon me to hold my peace. He said,
Then I told
God forbid they should do so
him, I hoped I should perform what I had promised to do and so they discharged us. Now
none was under an engagement to go to the
steeple-house but myself, and the report went
about that the old Quaker would go to the

to

!

;

church.

When

came, and the bells began to
two Friends, viz., Thomas Lloyd,
and Samuel Lloyd, came to me and said. We
He said, that was think we must go with thee to the steeple-house.
him, about a quarter old.
under age. She answered, We are all as in- When the people went to the steeple-house, I
nocent from plotting, contriving, or thinking took my bible under my arm, and went to jusany harm to any man, as this little child tice Corbet's house, (that was but a few doors
which smote much this Thomas Corbet, and from my house) to let him see that I was going,
He
several others present. They committed me to and asked him. Whether he was coining
one Serjeant's house; and Thomas Lloyd, bro- said, He was not disposed to come that day,
ther to Charles Lloyd and Samuel Lloyd, (son but he would send his man to see that we
So the two Friends
to Samuel Lloyd of Dudson, in the county of should not be affronted.
Salop, eklest brother to John and David Lloyd and I went to my own pew, that was opposite
of London, and Edward Lloyd of Bristol) to the to the pulpit. There was but the curate to read
other Serjeant's house.
When the serjeant, the common prayer, and their service to them
whose house I was committed to, was come from that morning there was a great multitude of
the steeple house, he turned mc out, and bid me people; some said, there were some that had
;

first-day

ring, the other

;

!

;

;

;

;
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not been at their church several years before.
So nothing was laid upon us to speak to the

he had done. Then I stood up, and
I suppose you are not ignorant of the cause of our coming here this day,
which was thus the magistrates of the town
came to our meeting, and they found us upon our

people,

till

said to the people,

:

Almighty God, They were
at prayer, and when we had
done, they took our names and committed us
three to prison; most of the rest that were at the
meeting were prisoners before. And the magistrates told us, if we would come to church,
we should be discharged and now you see we
But I find
are come according to their desire.
that your priest is not here, and now I would
have you to inform him, that I say
1. If he prove this to be the true church of

knees praying
civil

:

; ; ;;

while

to

we were

;

23

all dissatisfied, that he would not prove them
I had a
be the true church of Christ, &c,
good opportunity to speak to the people more
at large in the grave- yard; the Lord's* presence,
life and power was with us, blessed be the name
of the Lord for ever, who doth not forsake his
people that trust in him.
When we came home, justice Corbet sent for
He met us in his court, and
us again to him.
said he was sorry that Mr. Langford was so uncivil, that he did not answer our queries, which
In a little
he thought were very reasonable.
time, many of the neighbours were gathered to-

but
to

we had
gether in the street, and in his court
a good opportunity to reason with him, and to
;

open to the people, and declare to them the way
and means to obtain the kingdom of heaven
and he was so moderate, that one of the neighbours said to him, Mr. Corbet, we think you
Christ
His answer was, I wish
will be a Quaker too.
2. And that he is a true minister of Christ
3. And that his maintenance is a gospel I were a Quaker in my life and conversation.
Towards the end of our discourse, he desired
maintenance
4. And this worship of yours to be the true me to give him my queries in writing, that Mr.
worship of God;
Langford might answer them for, said he, it
Then we will be of your religion, and come may be he was not prepared to answer you
then, but he may answer them in writing.
again to you.
I
But if he proves not this, then we must con- told him that was but a private way of answerclude,
ing
but if he was not prepared then, I told
1. Your church to be a false church
him we would give him the meeting next first2. And he to be no true minister of Christ
day at the steeple-house, or in the town-hall
He said, it was very fair.
3. That his maintenance is no gospel main- upon a market-day.
tenance;
Counsellor Corbet was very friendly and
4. That your worship is not the true worship loving to us, and did no more persecute us to
of God.
his dying day; but did us all the good he could
All the people were very civil and orderly, in all the courts of judicature where he was
and heard me a considerable while in the stee- concerned.
ple-house.
When I had done, Thomas Lloyd
As for this priest, William Langford, many
spoke a few very seasonable words to the peo- Friends were moved to. go to him to the steepleple.
And the people said, if Mr. Langford house in the time of his service, to declare to
(which was the priest's name) will not prove him and the people, what they had to say from
us to be the true church of Christ, and our wor- the Lord and when the magistrates have comship to be the true worship, then we will pay mitted some of them to prison on that account,
him no more tithes, for what Richard Davies when their service was over, this priest hath
said he proved out of the bible
for you see, got them to be released.
he had the bible in his hand all the while.
So
Some time after this, he sent the clerk of the
for that time we parted.
I asked
parish to me for Easter-reckonings.
When the bells rang again for them to go to the clerk, whether his master did expect any
their evening service, it lay upon me to go there thing of me, that had nothing from him
and
again, and the aforesaid Friends went along bid him tell his master, I would come to reckon
with me ; where the old high priest was, who with him by and by.
So the clerk went his
made a long sermon, till we were all uneasy way. And in a little time I made myself
but I desired the Friends to bear all things pa- ready.
When I went to him, there were a
tiently.
When the priest had done, he was pretty many people with him. I told him, his
going away but I stepped up in my seat, and clerk had been with me from him, for that
desired him to stay, for I had something to say which he called Easter-reckonings, and I was
to him
which was the same as aforesaid come to reckon with him, if he could make it
when he heard my queries, and what I had to appear that I owed him anything, I would pay
say,- he turned his back and went away and him, and I expected the same from him.
He
gave us no answer. Then I said. Behold the said, I owed him for several years for the sahireling fleeth because he is an hireling. Some crament.
I asked him, what he meaned by
of the people staid, and some went with him, the word sacrament, for I tbund no such word
;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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he said, It meaned the bread
and wine which was used in the church. 1
told him, I received none of him, and therefore
not liable to pay.
He answered again, Why
then you might come to church and receive it.
I told him, I did not believe that church was
the true church of Christ: and I did not believe
that he was a true minister of Christ, commissioned by him to break the bread, and give
in the scripture

it

;

to the people

money

for

it

:

much

less to sell

of the people

;

it,

or take

for I did not

read

in all the scripture, that the true ministers of

Christ did take

money of

the people for that

He said then,
bread they delivered unto them.
the labourer was worthy of his hire; and
under the law it was said, "Thou shalt not
muzzle the mouth of the ox that treadeth out
the corn."
I told him, he trod out no corn for
me; and though he was an hireling, yet I never
hired him.
The people coming thick to pay him for the
bread and wine, I asked him, how in conscience he could take so much money for so little
bread and wine ; it being, I suppose, about' ten
pence for man and wife. I asked him, what
scripture he had for it; and desired him to
prove his practice by scripture.
He asked me.
That

in

;

[1664.

joining in that spirit with John Perrot,

who

was newly come from prison at Rome to London, as it was said, with much seeming humility

and

lowliness

company

of mind.

A

considerable

where they
had me among them for a little time. The
tendency of that spirit was to speak evil of
Friends that bore the burden and heat of the
day, and so to cry out against Friends as dead
and formal. They expected a more glorious
dispensation, than had been yet known among
Friends and they kept on their hats in time of
prayer.
I was but a little while among them,
till a vail of darkness came over me, and under
that vail, I came to have a light esteem for my
dear and ancient friend George Fox, and some
others, who had been near and dear to me.
But it pleased the Lord to rend that vail of
darkness, and cause the light of his countenance to shine again upon me; whereby I came
to see the doleful place I was led into, by a spijoined together with him,

;

rit

that tended to nothing else but self-exaltation,

and (under a pretence of humility and self-denial) breach of that unity, love, and fellowship,
that formerly we had together, and the good
esteem we had one of another in the Lord.
Children we are of one Father, esteeming one
What scripture I had to eat flummery. I told abother above ourselves in the Lord. There
him, I had scripture to eat it. Paul said to was no jar or contention among us then,
Timothy, "For every creature of God is good, but all dwelt together in love and unity, and in
and nothing to be refused, if it be received with the fellowship of that blessed gospel of peace,
thanksgiving: for it is sanctified by the word life and salvation.
of God and prayer," 1 Tim. iv. 4, 5. His comAt my return home from London, I was soon
municants who were present, were much dis- taken to the same prison with my friends in
satisfied that he had no better answer and proof Welch-Pool
and a little before I came among
for his practice.
So I desired the people to them to prison, the under-jailer dreamed, that
take notice, that he could not make it appear by he had in his fold a flock of sheep, and that he
scripture, that I owed anything; but I told them, was wrestling to get in one ram among the
he owed me some money, and I desired him to sheep, but could not get him in but when I
pay it me, which he did. So we parted fairly. came to prison, he said to my friend Charles
We have a saying. That even, or often reckon- Lloyd, Now I have got the old ram in among
ings make long friends.
He was very friendly the sheep. But the jailer turned me out that
afterwards, and never sent to me more for night to my wife and family; and though I had
Easter reckonings. And as for the tithe, in time the name of a prisoner, and was premunired,
of harvest, he charged his servants to take as the rest of my friends and brethren were
from me no more than their due, nor so much. for several years, yet I was not kept close priI was informed he should say, He knew not soner.
why he should take any thing from me, seeing
This was a time when most travelling
He lived here among Friends were taken up prisoners, and though I
I had nothing from him.
us many years a good neighbour and though was a prisoner, yet it lay upon me to get liberty
in the time of great persecution, yet he had no to go and visit Friends, in several counties of
hand in persecuting any of us.
England and Wales. So I followed my good
We have cause to bless the Lord, who car- guide, that showed me what to do. I went to
ried us through all our services and exercises, the jailer, and told him, I had an occasion to go
in the time of our weaknesses
and though we out a little while, and I could not go without acwere little and low in our own eyes, the Lord quainting him of it, because I was his prisoner.
blessed be his holy name for- He said, I warrant you will go to preach some
did not leave us
ever.
where or other, and then you will be taken to
About the year 1663 or 1664, I went to prison and what shall [ do then, said he. I
London, and found some there sepai'ated from told him, that if I was taken prisoner, I would
that love and unity, which I formerly saw them send to him where I was, and he might send
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

»
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fov me if he pleased
so he bid me have a care
of myself.
In a litlle time, in the love of God, I took my
leave here of my friends and family, and committed myself to the protection of the Almighty.
I went to Shrewsbury, and so to Worcestershire, where I had good service for the Lord
so to Tewkesbury, where 1 was never before.
An ancient woman Friend followed my horse,
and before I had put up at the inn, she was
with me, and very cordially said. She had a
sense upon her, that I was one of her heavenly
Father's children.
I went in and refreshed me
a little, and asked her, whether she thought I
might have a meeting with Friends that evening.
She readily said, She would acquaint
Friends of it.
And after she had gone a little
way out of the inn, she returned again, and desired to know my name, that she might acquaint Friends of it.
I was straightened in
myself to give her my name, though I knew
not the cause then
but I desired her to go in
the name of the Lord, and if I came in the
name of the Lord, they would receive me. So
she went, and came again, and told me, I might
have a meeting, which was appointed to be at
Susan Smithin's; and a blessed heavenly meeting we had, and the Lord gave to us our expected end.
There were several professors at
the meeting.
Some came to me next morning,
and discoursed friendly with me about the
things of God.
From thence I went through Gloucestershire, where I had good meetings, and so to
Bristol.
When I was clear of Bristol, the Lord
having blessed me, and preserved me so far in
my journey, I set forward towards Pembrokeshire.
I travelled without any companion but
the Lord alone, who was with me all along in
my journey; he was my helper and preserver.
So I came to the house of our friend Lewis
Davies, who gladly received me in the Lord.
Staying there some time, they lent me a horse
to go to a meeting at Redstone, and I left my
own horse behind me, thinking he might rest
for some days after my hard riding.
When I
came to the place, the meeting was out of doors,
there being no house, that I knew of, that could
contain the multitude of people.
When we
came to the meeting, Meredith Edwards, whom
Friends judged unfit to preach the gospel, had
the confidence to speak to the people till they
were weary of him, and those that were sensible were burthened by him
after some time
there stood up a Friend and silenced him.
I
sat as a stranger among them.
The Lord was
with us, his good presence was our comfort and
satisfaction
and after some time I had an opportunity to open to the people those things that
belong to their eternal salvation; and having
concluded the meeting in prayer, this man.
;

;

;

;
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Meredith Edwards, aforesaid, stood up again
and preached to the people, and I turned my
back and came away, and the Friends, with
most part of the people, followed me. As I
was coming out, a Friend came and told me,
there were two soldiers, (I understood after*
wards they were the two sons of a priest) that
had brought my horse there some miles. When
I saw my horse, I drew nigh to them, and asked
them, who brought my horse there; they asked
me whether I was the man that came from
Bristol; I said I was; then, said they, you are
I asked them, by what
the man we look for.
authority they came, or what warrant they had;
and they showed me their swords and pistols.
told them, such warrants highwaymen had.
I
Then I asked them, how they durst venture so,
among such a con)pany; they said, they knew
we were peaceable men, and would not resist;

they would have brought greater
Friends, we were not bound to
obey them, and desired Friends to part, and
leave only two or three with me ; but Friends'
love was so great to me, that they kept mostly
in a body about me.
So I desired the Friend
to take my saddle and bridle, that was upon the
Friend's horse that I rode to the meeting on,
and put them upon my own horse ; so I got
upon my horse, and bid them lay their hands
off my horse, for I feared not their swords nor
pistols; but if they had a warrant from any
justice of peace, or lawful magistrate within the
Then they let my
county, I would obey it.
horse go, and I turned a little aside, and saw
them lay hold of the other man, Meredith Edwards ; I could not call him a Friend, because
he was not guided by a right spirit; and I
turned myself to them again, and told them,
that if any justice of the peace, or lawful magistrate within the county, had any thing to
say to me that came from Bristol, he should
hear of me at the house of William Bateman,
in Haverfordwest.
I told them my business
would require some stay in the country; so
otherwise
force.

I

told

they let us go pretty friendly, and I had several brave meetings in Haverfordwest, and other
places in the county.
The last I had was at Pontchison among the
Welch; they having notice of a Welchman
coming to keep a meeting in those parts, many
came to that meeting, and good service I had
for the Lord, his truth being declared in their
own language to them. We had the meeting
out of doors, and I stood with my back towards
the wall of Thomas Simmon's house.
I was
young and strong, and my voice was heard to
the steeple-house, and most of them came out
to hear me ; and very few came out with the
priest when he had done.
When the priest
saw such a multitude, he was moved to passion, and would have had the constable take me
4

:
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down.

It

was reported some

said to the priest,

they would not take me down, for I preached
Christ and the gospel to them, and they would
have him come and learn of me himself, I
was informed, that the priest's wife and two of
his daughters were at the meeting, and were
very loving and tender, and came to be conThe Lord was not wantvinced of the truth.
ing to us ; his life, power, and good presence
was with us, and that meeting was the last I
had in Pembrokeshire at that time. The Friends
of that county were very loving and careful of
Friends that came from far to visit them.

They

dwelt in love and unity

selves.

My

service

among them-

was weighty upon me,

;
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derstandings of some of them, and they began
reason among themselves, and saw that they

to

were

in

darkness

;

so that most of them were

first love, and lived
and died faithful to Truth, except Cadwalader
Edwards, who continued in stubbornness and
hardness of heart, and endeavoured to hurt
such who were simple-hearted. I was moved
to give forth a paper against him and all his

restored again into their

vain imaginations.
The following paper
likewise sent to him from Friends

was

We

"
whose names are here under-written,
are those that thou hast been seeking to insinuate thy corrupt principles into
and also are
those that testify against that seducing spirit
;

being myself only without a companion ; the
that thou art gone into
and most of us do
Lord alone, that knew the integrity of my heart,
know the terror and judgment of the Lord, for
was my comfort, support, and exceeding great
receiving that spirit; and we do exhort all, that
reward. As for M. Edwards, the two men bethey touch not, nor taste of it, lest they be sethe
fore mentioned took him before a justice
parated from the Lord and his people, and so
justice would have been moderate to him, and
come under the judgment of the Lord, as we
would have showed him kindness, but he, by
have done; and we have all seen the hurtful
his ungoverned temper, provoked the justice to
effects of that spirit, and in the fear of the Lord
passion, so that he committed him to the house
we do deny the same, and them that be joined
of correction as a vagrant for three months, to
to it.
the great trouble of Friends.
" Charles Lloyd, Richard Evans, Owen Jones,
I was informed that the justices and magisEvan Davies, John Reese, W^atkin David,
trates of that county, were generally very modWilliam Lewis, Evan Thomas, Richard
erate the hardest times of persecution.
From \
Davies, Thomas Hammons,
Elizabeth
Pontchison I took my leave of Friends in PemLloyd, Tace Davies, Ann Lawrence,
brokeshire, and came pretty directly home,
Katherine Jones, Sibil Jones, Katherine
blessed be the name of the Lord, to the comfort
Evans, Ann Hall, Sarah Wilson."
of my wife and family, and those Friends that
:

;

—

were prisoners
fied that I

;

came

and the
to

my

jailer

was well

satis-

prison, without further
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This being read

in

our monthly meet-

ing for worship, the Lord was pleased to afford
us his sweet presence, and his power melted,

Several were taken prisoners,
meetings I was at, but the Lord pre- tendered and mollified our hearts, and caused
served and delivered me, blessed be his holy us to praise the Lord, for his great goodness
name for ever.
and mercy to us, in bringing us out of that
I was but a little time at home, ere John darkness that came over us, by giving heed unWhitehouse, a follower of John Perrot, came and to the seducing spirit of John Perrot, John
had a meeting at my house at Welch-Pool. I Whitehouse, and Cadwalader Edwards. And
happened not to be at the beginning of the meet- now the Lord having restored us again, we
ing, but came before it was concluded, and did praise his holy name for the same ; and
found he had sown an evil seed, and that some Friends were careful afterwards of receiving
of our Friends had received it; who soon after any spirit that might tend to the breach of love
joined with that corrupt spirit, which led them and unity among us.
Many other Friends
to have a light esteem of their brethren, which brought in their testimonies against that spirit
was a great exercise to many honest Friends, amongst the rest, one came from our friend
and especially to my wife and me ; and we Thomas Ellis, who had been particularly warnwere ready to say, hath the Lord sent us here, ed by me, in the fear of the Lord, not to touch
to be instrumental for the gathering of a people or meddle with the spirit, though it came with
in this country, and hath he suffered the enemy much seeming humility, lest he should suffer
to scatter them in their imaginations. But some thereby ; which he did, to his great sorrow, as
time after, the Lord satisfied me, that those who he set out in his paper, and said. This have I
were simple-hearted among them, should be re- suffered for my mongrel moderation: but blessstored again into a more settled condition than ed be the Lord, he was sweetly restored again
they had formerly known and I believed in to his former love and integrity, to the great
the word of the Lord.
And in time the Lord comfort of himself and brethren.
broke in among them, and opened the unAs to John Perrot, John Whitehouse, and
trouble to him.
at those

;
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Cadwalader Edwards,* they turned their backs praying to God, that he might make some way
upon God and his truth, and followed the de- for their enlargement that time, it came in
my mind to write to the chief magistrate, Sir
vices of their own hearts and imaginations.
About this time, there being a meeting of Richard Price, and give him an account of my
Friends gathered at Aberystwith, in Carding- journey so far, and that iny friend Thomas Elshire, most of them were sent to prison to Car- lis and myself intending for Pembrokeshire, and
digan, and our friend Thomas Ellis, was taken resting with our friends, and having a meeting
Having the sulTerings of with them that day, were taken prisoners by
prisoner with them.
these young convinced Friends under consider- his brother Thomas Price; and if it was his
ation, I found much love in my heart towards pleasure to send us to prison to Cardigan, that
them, even so as to go to the magistrates of the he would be so kind as to leave his neighbours
county, to offer myself a prisoner instead of my at home, and accept of my friend Thomas Elfriend and brother Thomas Ellis, and some lis and me, as prisoners instead of them all.
others, that they might go home to visit their To this effect I wrote to him, and sent it next
morning ; but he sent me no answer. But the
families,
I acquainted my wife of my exercise,

which came pretty close to her ; but she likewise in love, after a little consideration, gave
me up for that service. So in a few days I
took my journey, and went first to Thomas El-

high-constable

came

to us,

and

told us,

we must

prepare to go to Cardigan town, where the
county jail was kept. So Friends freely and
When the
heartily prepared themselves to go.
lis's house, to visit his wife and family, before time of our going was come, they tenderly
I went further, his house being about twenty- taking their leaves of their wives, children, and
four miles from Welch-Pool, and not far out neighbours, (for some of their neighbours came
of my way towards Cardingshire, There I a little way to see them out of town,) the convery unexpectedly met Thomas Ellis himself at stable stopped, and bid all go home, except
home he told me they were all discharged out Thomas Ellis and me ; for it seems the highof prison. Thus I saw it was the good will and constable had private orders not to go with
pleasure of my heavenly Father to accept of them, but to do as I desired in my letter. Thus
my free-will offering instead of the deed ; and the Lord did try those tender Friends, and also
my friend Thomas Ellis and his wife were sen- deliver them.
sible of my love and kindness to them therein.
The constable had instructions to bring us to
And now my service being farther for Pem- the quarter-sessions, then held at Llanbedar,
When we came there,
brokeshire, Thomas Ellis was willing to ac- and not to Cardigan.
company me in my journey, and we went to the justices being upon the bench, we were had
Aberystwith, to visit those Friends there, where before them ; some of them were formerly acwe had a pretty large meeting the first-day in quainted with Thomas Ellis, he having been in
the morning, and there came one Thomas authority, and according to his place, somewhat
Price, brother to Sir Richard Price, of Gogord- sharp against offenders.
The justices were
dan, who took us all prisoners, and committed very moderate to him ; but the clerk of the
us to the town prison.
That evening we had a peace was very peevish and froward. I asked
meeting in the house where we. were prisoners. the justices, whether that man that questioned
Many of the town's people, some of them per- my friend, was a justice of the peace; they told
sons of account, were at the meeting that even- me, he was not.
Then I told them, we were
ing.
I declared the word of the Lord to them
not bound to answer him ; but if they would
in Welch, and showed them the way to the give me leave, I would give them a just account
kingdom of heaven.
sweet comfortable meet- of my business in that county, and upon what
ing we had, and great satisfaction it was to them account we were sent there before them
and
that were there.
they desired me to speak on. I told them I was
That night a weighty consideration came at my own house, with my wife and family, in
upon me, about those young convinced Friends Welch-Pool, in Montgomeryshire, and hearing
that were so lately discharged of their impri- that my friend Thomas Ellis, and other of my
sonment, because they were like to go so quick- friends, were in prison in this county of Cardily to prison again.
So I asked coimsel of the gan, for a considerable time, it was with me to
Lord, what we riiight do for, and in behalf of, come to the magistrates of this county, to offev
these young and tender Friends ; and being myself a prisoner, that my friend Thomas Elunder great exercise in my spirit, earnestly lis, and the rest of them, might go for a little
while to visit their families; in order thereunto,
as far as mj^ friend Thomas Ellis's
I caiTie
* He became afterwards very bad, and ungodly in his
house, where I found him at home with his wife
life and conversation, and died in the Fleet-prison, at London, being there-fbr debt yet near his end, he seemed to and family; and they being discharged of their
repent of his wicked lite, and told some, That they who
were preserved faithful among the people called Quakers, imprisonment, I had a further concern upon me
all

,•

A

:

;

'

would be happy, and

that they

were the people of God.'

to

go

to

Pembrokeshire;

my

friend

Thomas

;

:
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should go alone, acto Aberystwith, to
rest there the first-day of the week, and had a
meeting with our friends, so were taken prisoners, and sent here to you, and now desire to
know your pleasure. The justices answered. It
was great love indeed, that caused me to come
to offer myself a prisoner upon such an account; and they were sorry that Sir Richard
Price gave us that trouble to send us there
and so they discharged us. And the court being silent, I had an opportunity to declare the
word of the Lord among them. Very still and
attentive they were, as if I had been in a meeting.
I commended their great moderation, and
The
in the love of God we parted with them.
deputy-sheriff, and the high-constable that
brought us there, came out of the court and
treated us very civilly, and would have bestowed on us the best that the town could afTord, but
we were sparing of taking any thing of them.
I was informed, that the deputy-sheriff and the
high-constable were convinced, and very loving
to Friends all along.
I know not of any that
were imprisoned in that county afterwards.
The Lord was with us, and he had a regard to
the integrity of our hearts, and he alone pleaded
our cause, and was with us in our services.
Then we took horse and left the town, and
went towards Pembrokeshire, till we came to
met
Cardigan, about twenty-four miles.
with some hardship on the way, having little or
no refreshment till wc came here, where we
had very good entertainment for ourselves and
horses, and from thence we had a Friend for
our guide toward Pontchison in Pembrokeshire,
but we were benighted, and it rained
our
guide lost his way, and we wandered up and
down among the peat or turf-pits, and other
dangerous places, but the Lord preserved us out
of them all. At length we came to Pontchison,
but it being dark, we did not know the house
where our friend, that we intended to go to,
lived, but I spoke to our guide to see where the
steeple- house door was, and he brought us to
it; then I told them, the Friend's house was opEllis, not

being willing

companied me.

We

I

came

We

;

posite to

it,

for

I

remembered when I had a
back was against the wall of

meeting there, my
the house, and my face towards the steeplehouse door. So we went forwards and found
I desired T. Ellis to call and tell
the house.
them, that there were some Friends who had lost
their way, and desired to have lodging there
that night.
They being in bed, answered, they
thought that no good Friends were out at that
time of night.
T. Ellis reasoned a little with
them, but still they were not willing to rise and
let

us

in.

At

last

I

called to the Friend,

name was Thomas Simmons, and
and desired them

He

asked

to rise

me who was

and

there?

let
I

whose

to his wife,

come
told him
us

in.

in
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Welch, Richard Davies was there; What, said
Richard Davies of Welch-Pool? I told
them, I was the man. Thereupon the lenderloving Friends hastily came down and let us
into their house, and we were satisfied in the
love of God.
This was the first journey that
Thomas Ellis made to Pembrokeshire since he
was convinced.
Hence we went to Haverfordwest, and so
he,

the meetings in that county, till we
Pontchison again and had a meeting
there, where there came many Friends both
Welch and English, so that the house could not
contain us, and we had the meeting out of doors
in the street, and I declared the word of the
Lord to them, both in Welch and English.
As we came to Pembrokeshire, we went to a
Baptist's house, and the woman of the house being loving and tender, promised we should have
We also
a meeting among the Baptists there.
appointed a meeting at Newcastle, in Carmarthenshire
Peregrine Musgrave, James Lewis,
and several other Friends accompanied us to
the meeting at Newcastle.
The magistrates of
the town were very civil, and several of them
came to the meeting. The weight and service
of the meeting lay chiefly upon me; for though
our friend T. Ellis was reckoned a deacon, and
an eminent preacher among the Independents,
yet his mouth was but very little as yet opened
by way of testimony among Friends. He was
an understanding man in the things of God, and
was not hasty to offer his offering, till he found
As I was
a very weighty concern on him.
declaring to the people in the Welch language,
I stood opposite to a great window that opened
to the street, and there was an evil-minded man
in the street, that had a long fowling-piece, who
put the mouth of it through the window and
swore, that if I would speak another word, I
was a dead man. But blessed be God, I was
kept in that which was above the fear of man,
and the Lord kept me in dominion over all.

through

came

all

to

:

There were two women sitting in the window,
and the mouth of the gun came between them
one of them seeing the gun, turned her
both
back upon it, and said in VA'elch, when the man
threatened as before, I will die myself first.
And there was one in the meeting went to this
man, and took the gun away from him, and
that wicked man came into the meeting, and
was pretty quiet there; the Lord's good presence was with us, and a good meeting we had
and I may say, They that trust in the Lord,
are as Mount Sion, that cannot be moved.
And as it was said of old, As the hills were
round about Jerusalem, so is the Lord round
about his people, to be a present help to them
;

in

every needful time.

Here Pembrokeshire Friends and we parted,
and it being somewhat late, the meeting having

;
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over some told him, he should be my prisoner no longer.
He staid a little while with us, and then went

doleful hills, intending to be at the Baptist meet-

The jailer was friendly to us,
ing next day, which we had appointed, as be- homewards.
It was by computation about and after a while I went to the magistrates, and
fore mentioned.
twenty-four miles.
In this time we had little got them all released that night, except James
refreshment for ourselves or horses ; but when Adamson. The magistrates of the county gave
we came there we had no meeting. The wo- strict charge, that if any north-country Quakers
man of the house said, that the magistrates had came that way, they should be secured and I
heard of it, and charged them, we should have had a great care upon me, to get them disno meeting there. So the slavish fear of man charged as soon as might be for I knew there
;

;

The woman seemed

came over them.

sorrowful, and would have given us
tuals, but

to

come

I

told her,

we

to

some

be

vic-

did not travel so hard,

there for her meat and drink, but in the

love of God, for the good of their souls.

So here my friend and companion, Thomas
and I parted he went homewards, and I
went that night to William ap Pugh's house, a
Ellis

;

poor Friend, who had a considerable company
of small children. I lay on a little straw, upon
a hurdle of rods. When the morning appeared,
T took a bit of cake and a cup of clean water,
and William ap Pugh and I took our journey
towards Radnorshire, which was about twenty
miles, mostly over great hills
and when I
came there, I staid a liitle while among Friends.
Afterwards I hastened home to my family, and
:

when was

there, Margaret Bowen
me, and said. Here is a child
the Lord hath given thee
she had been sick
near unto death. When 1 was under my exercise
in Pembrokeshire, one told me, my child was
dead, and my wife not like to recover
which
was matter of sorrow to me and I turned a
little aside from Friends, and the Lord satisfied
me, that neither my wife nor child was dead.
When I came home they told me, my child
had been as it were raised from death to life.
Blessed be the Lord that restored her, and preserved my family, and we were comforted in
the Lord.
After this journey I staid a considerable time
at home with my family and friends, our meetings were pretty much supplied with Friends,
especially from the north of England
though
we were prisoners, yet we had our liberty to go
to meetings abroad.
W^e had a considerably
large meeting at Cloddiecochion, the place of
my abode, near Welch-Pool there were at our
meeting John ap John, and James Adamson, a
north country Friend but the magistrates of
Pool, it being in the limits of their corporation,
came and broke up our meeting and took us
prisoners.
We old prisoners went to the county prison, and the rest to the corporation prison.
I took my friend John ap John by the
hand, and told him he must come to prison
with me so several of us went together, and
when the hurry was over with them, they let
us, who were old prisoners, go to prison alone.
Then I discharged our friend John ap John, and

brought

I

come

my girl

to

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

was a great concern upon them,

for the churches of Christ wheresoever God sent them. So
when I saw a convenient time, I went to the
Serjeant of the town, and asked him by what
authority he kept my friend there a prisoner
and whether he had a commitment upon him :
he told me No. Then I desired him to let
him come with me, and I would answer for
him ; so the Friend came to my house, and
Friends and I concluded together, to let him go
to Shrewsbury, which was about iv/elve miles
from Welch-pool and I desired him to stay
there till he should hear from me.
The assizes being there a few days after, the
chief magistrate of Pool went, and I went also.
;

as my friend James Adamson and I
were walking under the hall at Shrewsbury,
we met the magistrate of Welch-Pool, to whom
James was a prisoner. He seemed a little angry
because I sent the prisoner away, and asked
me. How I could answer it for said he, we
sent to the lord Herbert of Cherbury, for a
commitment upon him. I told him, they had
kept him too long without a commitment,
which they could not legally answer. Now he
knew not that the prisoner was with me, so 1
asked him after some discourse, what he would

And

:

give

me

sidered,

for

a sight of the prisoner

;

he con-

and asked me, whether the man that

was with me was not

his prisoner?

I

told

him

he was, for I knew he was then out of his liberty.
So he said to the Friend, Your friend
hath done you and me a kindness and I see,
if there had been any occasion you would have
come back again so he parted very friendly
with us.
In these times the oath of allegiance and supremacy was tendered to most Friends that
came into the county, if they were taken, and
such were committed to prison, for not taking
it, till the next assizes, and then premunired
and, then there was little hopes of their being reand it came to
leased from their imprisonment
be a saying, that when any Quakers were taken
prisoners in Montgomeryshire, there would be
no end to their imprisonment.
About the year 1669, my ancient, well-beloved, and dear companion, John ap John, and
I, took our journey for South Wales, to visit our
friends and brethren in those parts.
went
first into Radnorshire, where we had several
;

;

;

;

We

;

;
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good meetings. We gave timely notice beforehand, where we appointed the meetings, and
several Friends and other people came from
Herefordshire to meet us at the lower end of
the county of Radnor, where we had a sweet
living meeting, and the power of the Lord

We

declared
tendered the hearts of many.
the word of the Lord both in Welch and English.

and

My

friend

intelligible

John ap John was very sound
in the

He

Welch language.

deserved the right hand of fellowship, for he
was my elder, and the first Friend that I heard
declare in a meeting in the English tongue;
and though he was not perfect in that language,
yet he had the tongue of the learned, to such
who were spiritual. When that meeting was
ended in Radnorshire, we both withdrew a little
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The Lord

helped us on in

our journey, and we came there according to
the time appointed, and a large, sweet, comibrtknow not that any
able meeting we had
I
meeting had been there before. I appointed
another meeting to be there; and in a few
weeks after my return home, I went accordingly.
The concern of that part of the county of
Herefordshire was much upon me, and I was
often there; and when the people of that village saw me come, they would say one to another, Come, let us go to Mr. Pritchard's, for we
and the
shall have prayers there to-night
A
house hath been soon near full of people.
comfortable time we used to have together, and
many were gathered to the Lord in those parts.
:

;

As for Roger Prichard, the Lord blessed him
bowed before the in his basket and in his store, and his heart and
Lord, in a sense of his goodness amongst us. house were open to Friends, and he built a fine
After a little while I turned my face towards meeting-house at his own charge, and also gave
the Friends, and saw a man coming towards a burying-place, and settled both upon Friends
me with much brokenness and tears; and when for that service, and lived and died in love and
lie came to me, he took me in his arms and favour with God, and in unity with his breth" Say to the righteous. It shall go well
I was very tender of him, ren.
held me there.
though I knew him not. He asked me, whe- with them."
About this time I was pretty much at home,
ther 1 did not know him
I told him I did not
though I said, I could remember something of and the enemy and adversary of the growth
He said, he had cause to remember me. and prosperity of Truth in these parts, stirred
him.
When I looked upon him again, I asked him, up an informer against us, one John David,
he alias Pugh, a weaver, a tenant to the jailer.
whether he was not Roger Prichard
said, he was the man that had gone astray. We had our meeting in an upper room in the
And I was glad, yea, very glad, that the lost prison, and the said informer dwelt below.
sheep was found, and that he came to know the Once as he was coming by my barns where
true Shepherd and his voice in himself; and he my cattle were, he said to some of my neighThey asked
followed him, and went not astray again, as he bours, These cattle are all mine.
did before.
He accompanied us to several him, how they were his; he said, Richard Dameetings in that county, and in Monmouthshire. vies had preached three times this day, and
As we were parting with him, John ap John that by the laws there is sixty pounds on the
By this it was noised
told him, he had come far out of his way with preacher for the same.
us.
He answered, we had put him in his right abroad in the town, that I was like to be unway again, and he hoped he should keep in it. done. My neighbours seemed to be concerned,
We went through Monmouthshire and Gla- and one of the aldermen, a relation of mine,
morganshire, visiting Friends. We had a good came chidingly to me, and asked me, whether
meeting at Scilly, and at Swanzey in Glamor- I had a mind to ruin my wife and family could
ganshire; where we met with some French I not leave my preaching, when I knew the
We could understand something of laws were so severe against us. I told him, I
Britons.
I
their language. We found they were passionate could not, when the Lord required it of me.
among themselves.
desired him to let the informer alone, and let
From thence we passed to Carmarthenshire. him take his course. He said, he would not
We had a meeting at Cardiff, and lodged at but, said he, I will tell thee what I will do I
John Mayo's; his wife Elizabeth was a nursing will take him along with me to Severn-side, and
mother to Friends in the beginning. At Car- whet my knife very sharp, and I will cut off
diff. .John ap John suffered great persecution,
one of the rogue's ears; and if ever he informs
and in other parts of that country, before I was against thee again, I will cut off the other. I
convinced: I suppose he might be prisoner there earnestly desired him to let him alone hut he
in 1653, or 1654.
and his neighbours were so enraged against
We went thence towards Pembrokeshire, him, that I was afraid they would have done
were we had several good meetings, and the him some mischief.
Lord was with us. Then we came homewards;
This informer was a weaver by trade, and
and before we parted with Roger Prichard, we the neighbours took their work away from him,
appointed a meeting at his house, which was in so that his children went soon after a begging.
aside from Friends, being

;

;

;

'

:

;

;
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He said to him, Is it not sufficient to
of the town telling them, their father had posed.
new rich trade, in hand, and that they put my peaceable neighbours in prison? Must
need not give them any thing. So the poor I give a warrant to make such a rogue as this
So
children suffered very much ; but my wife did rich, by ruining them and their families ?
the informer returned home; and as I was
not withhold her hand of charily from them.
One time I had my boots on, ready to go out going by his house, he desired me to walk in
I went in
the jailer, this informer's landlord, seeing him for he had something to say to me.
come up the street towards my house, I being with him, and he said to me, I am sorry I did
in the street, he said to the informer, Mr. In- you so much wrong, for I intended much evil
I was put on to be an informer,
former, you see Richard Davies is going out against you.
many
got a

to preach

somewhere

to-da}'^,

I

advise

you

to

look diligently after your business, and find
him out.
If you will not inform against

which proved
ruin

;

for

my

me, and when

to be mine and my children's
neighbours took their work from

my

children went to their doors,

You have they would scarcely give them any thing to reinform against you.
And now I desire you to pray to
got a good trade in hand, and if you do this lieve them.
and I pray you to forgive
great service for the king, you must needs God to forgive me
have either Dolebran, or Coedcowrid, for your me also ; for I think most of our bishops are
pains.
The one was the mansion-house, and Papists, and there is no trust to be put in them.
the other the jointure-house that belonged to my I desired him to have a care what he said, and
him,

I

will

;

friend Charles Lloyd,

and

his ancestors.

Thus

the jailer jeered him, and the poor informer travelled great part of that day, from one Friend's

house to another, to see for me, till he came to
Dolobran, where we were met upon church affairs.
As we were coming from the meeting,
I met him at the door, and discoursed a little
with him.
He told us, that he was going for a
warrant against us to Edward lord Herbert.
I felt the power of God was over him, and
Truth reigned among us. He went to the said
lord, and desired a warrant against the Quakers.
Lord Herbert asked him. What did the
Quakers do ? he said they preached. He queried of him, where did they preach 1
He told
him, they preached at his house, which was
their prison. Lord Herbert answered. Let them
preach there as long as they will, what have I to
say to Ihem ? But the informer told him, they
met at Cloddiecochion. He asked him, whether
those were not prisoners
he answered they
were.
Then said lord Herbert, What do they
do at Cloddiecochion 1 Do they preach there?
He said, No their way was to sit down, and
look one upon another.
He answered. Thou
;

;

art but a fool

;
the Quakei's are a loving peothey went to visit their children, and to
eat bread and cheese with them.
So lord Herbert took his cane, and went
from him with his gentleman to walk in his
The informer followed them, and spoke
park.
again to him, and said, Will you be pleased to
grant me a warrant against the Quakers ; He
asked him, who sent him there for a warrant?
He said, D. Davies. This was the priest of

ple

;

Welch-Pool, a quiet man, and no persecutor.
Lord Herbert asked him again, whether he had
a letter from him ; the informer said. No he
thought his word might be sufficient to get a
warrant against the Quakers, Upon this, lord
Herbert, with indignation, it was thought, would
have spoiled him, had not his gentleman inter;

for it was the enemy,
not lay the fault there
the adversary, the devil that begot that covetous
:

mind
I

in

him, against his peaceable neighbours.

desired the

me and my

Lord

to forgive

friends,

him

we would

;

and as

forgive

for

him

;

and I desired him to go his way, and to do so
no more. So he never informed against us afterwards.

Thus

the

Lord helped and preserved us
difficulties. There
at this time, upon

through great hardships and
was nothing taken from us
this informer's account.

About the year 1675, we heard there was a
severe persecution by informers in Merionethin
shire, especially in Penllyn, near Bela
which time our meetings did increase there, and
concern lay
many people came to them.
;

A

Lloyd and me to visit
those meetings, where we had a meeting on the
first-day of the week at Cadwalader Thomas's
There was abundance
called Wern-fawr.
of people, more than the house could hold.
Two informers came in, and staid all the
meeting-time; and after Charles Lloyd and I
had cleared ourselves by way of testimony,
the people's understandings were very much
opened in the things of God, and the way to
his kingdom, [which was preached] in the
Welch language, in which I concluded the
meeting, the Lord owning us with his great
power and presence to our great comfort, and
The two inthe satisfaction of the auditory.
formers kneeled upon their knees with us, while
I was at prayer, and one of them, called Robert
Evans, did exceedingly tremble; and when I
had concluded the m.eeting, the said Robert
Evans took a paper out of his pocket, and stood
before us with much trembling and shaking,
and could say nothing to us, but a warrant,
Friends stood quiet in
a warrant, a warrant.
the possession of that life and power that God
had blessed them withal that dav, and we said
upon

my

friend Charles

;
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nothing to him, nor he to us, which was almost a persecutor, but was put on by some peevish
In a little time they got
for he was a clergyman, so called.
to the spectators
spiteful envious man, that had done much spoil his letter for me, with his own seal thereon, but
upon Friends in those parts. At last [ asked not sealed up ; the tenor of it was thus Sir, I
him, what he had there ; he told me, he had a have stopped the complaint of his Majesty's

an amazement

;

:

He
warrant.
I desired him to let us see it.
was not willing we should see it but said, if
we would come a little farther on our way, we
told Friends, we were not
should see it.
bound to follow him, and desired Friends to deBut our loving
part to their own habitations.
tender-hearted Friends would not part with us.
;

We

subjects, called

Quakers, from coming before

the council-board, concerning the severe prose-

cution of the penal laws against them.
1

had

down
and

this letter,

I

made what

into the country,

i-elation

into his

and gave

of colonel Price's,

own hand.

It

So when

haste
it

to a

who

had good

I

could
Friend

delivered
effect

;

it

the

Charles Lloyd and I had a great mind to see Lord was pleased thereby to stop the rage and
what the tenor of the warrant was, and who ruin that was intended against Friends in that
So we went county. The justices of the peace called the
the justices were that did sign it.
along with him to the house where he said we informer to an account for what he had done to,
should see it; but the man of the house not be- and taken from Friends, but he could not make
The moderate justices following within, he was still loath we should see it. up his account.
told him, he should have it safe again, and ed him so close, in behalf of the king, that he
So it
at last he let us see it: and we saw that colonel was near ruined and undone thereby.
Price of Rhiwlas, and colonel Salisbury of Riig, pleased God that himself fell into the snare
went that night to John and evil that he intended against his neighbours.
had granted it.
Some time afterwards, one Price, priest of
Thomas's of Llaethgwn, and were concerned to
go and visit these justices. In the first place Llanvawr, in Merionethshire, was severe against
we went to see whether we could speak with Friends for tithes, and some Friends came down
Price of Rhiwlas, to lay the sufferings of to me to Welch-Pool with an account thereof.
Friends, that were his neighbours and tenants, I considered his proceeding upon a quo minus
before him, for many of them were his tenants; from the exchequer, and caused an attorney to
but we could not see him, though we heard he appear for the Friends, and he, in a ?ew terms,
was at home. Thence we went to Riig, where brought me a writ of charges against the
W^hen I had it, I was in a great strait
this colonel Salisbury lived ; and we enquired priest.
before we came to the house whether he was at what to do with it; for I knew if the priest was
home some told us he was : but when we taken upon it, it would exasperate him against
came there, they perceived we were those people Friends. I sent for some of these Friends to
called Quakers, by our habit and language, and be at our quarterly-meeting at Dolobran, which
I told them what my judghe being conscious to himself what he had done, they belonged to.
and what spoil was made upon Friends' goods, ment was in the matter; and that though there
was a writ of costs obtained against the priest, yet
would not admit us to speak with him.
desired one of his servants to acquaint him, it was not expedient to have it executed. I told
that we had come a great way to visit our suf- them, I thought it would be more convenient for
fering Friends in that country; and my friend them to take the writ, show it to the deputysheriff", and tell him the whole case; but to take
Charles Lloyd bid him tell him who he was
for it seems he was his relation, and old school- care that the writ should not be left with him ;
fellow. From thence we went to John ap John's which was well approved of, and the Friends
The depuat Wrexham in Denbighshire, and visited did accordingly, and kept the writ.
and then came home to our ty-sheriff" knew that would be for the advantage
Friends there
and of Friends, and was ready to do what he could
families, where we found all things well
for them. So he blazed it abroad that the Quathe Lord was with us in our journey.

We

We

;

We

;

;

time after this it lay upon me to go and
Friends in London. I went to see the lord
Powis and his lady who dwelt then at London,
they were my particular friends; and acquainted them with the sufferings of our Friends in

Some

visit

Merionethshire, by informers upon the late act.
be

They asked me. Which way they might

them. If they would
from their brother
the duke of Beaufort, then lord-president of
Wales, to colonel Price of Rhiwlas, I did not
question but that would moderate them very
helpful to Friends

be pleased

much:

;

to get a

I

told

few

lines

for the said colonel

was

not in the

main

kers had gotten a writ against the priest; and
the poor priest

was

afraid of

coming

to the stee-

ple-house for several days to perform his sertill
he employed somebody to come to
Friends to make an end of the matter ; and I
never heard that he troubled Friends again for
tithes while he was there.
About this time that I was at London to visit
Friends, there sprung up a new informer, whose
name was David Maurice he lived at a place
called Pen-y-bont, in Denbighshire, and was
newly made a justice of the peace of the county
of Montgomery.
He that recommended him

vice,

;

;
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was informed that he was a sober man, and not own proper fines, taken from him, and one cow
given to persecution ; but soon after he had his for the pretended inability of others convicted,
commission, he appeared to be a great persecu- upon a warrant from the said David Maurice,
But nothing was taken from
tor, not only of our Friends, but of other dis- of Pen-y-bont.
me, though my family was at the meeting, and
senters also.
The said David IMaurice, upon the 7th day I lived within the limits of the corporation.
I being at this time in London, and my serof the first month, called March, 1674-5, came
into a meeting at Cloddiecochion, with about vice there pretty much in the time of the said
fourteen or fifteen persons, most of them armed, hard persecution, my dear friend Charles Lloyd
where a small number of our Friends were
waiting in silence upon the Lord.
He requesting us to depart, our friend Thomas Lloyd requested of him a quarter of an hour's time before our being dispersed, which he readily
granted, and he with his followers sat amongst
us. Thomas Lloyd uttered a few words by way
of defining the true religion, and what the true
worship was
all which David Maurice approved of as sound, and according to the doctrine of the church of England
yet notwithstanding, he fined T^ Lloyd twenty pounds, for
preaching, though he was no magistrate of the
corporation, and he fined the house twenty
pounds, and five shillings a-piece for the hearers.
And on the 16th of the fourth month,
1675, he caused to be driven from Thomas
Lloyd four cows and a mare, all worth about
sixteen pounds, by two of his servants, one of
them being his clerk, and the other his tenant,
and no officer of the corporation, nor of the
;

;

parish, nor of that allotment of the hundred, in

These were lurking near the
ground about two hours before day, and drove
away the cattle before sun-rise, and they were
brought out of the county into his own domains.

place with them.

The same

me

and large account of the sufby this wicked informer David Maurice; and when I had read and
considered them, I was under a great consideration, what way to take to prevent the farther
and I laid their
intended mischief of this man
innocent and faithful sufferings in secret before
sent

up a

full

ferings of Friends there,

;

the great God of heaven, who hath the hearts
of all men in his hand, and may order them as
seemeth good to him.
After this, when the time of the quarter-sessions was come, the clerk of the peace told the
court, he had received the new commissions
which being read, and this David Maurice being
then present, and finding himself left out, he
fell into a great rage and passion.
In a little time the said D&tvid Maurice went
to London, and was put into commission again;
but being made high-sheriff of the county this
year, he could not act as a justice of the peace;
and he fell into a great rage, for the said office
was likely to be chargeable to him. So that
year we had peace and quietness and when
his sheriffship was over, he was coming through
a brook called Lynlleth, near his own house at
Pen-y-bont, and it was supposed his horse
threw him, and he was carried down into the
:

day, about the dawning thereof,
by a warrant from the said river Tannat a considerable way, and there
David Maurice, rudely broke through a neigh- miserably perished. Thus the Lord helped us
bour's fields, to the grounds of Thomas Lewis, through all our afflictions and troubles; and we
of Cloddiecochion, and drove from him six see that they that trust in the Lord shall not be
cows, two oxen, and two heifers ; alleging for confounded, but are as Mount Sion and cannot
his offence, that the said Thomas Lewis suffer- be removed ; and as the hills are round about
ed a meeting to be at his house, though the said Jerusalem, so is the Lord round about his peoDavid Maurice was at that meeting himself, and ple; blessed and praised be his holy name for
not only allowed of it at the time, but approved ever and evermore saith my soul.
what was spoken there.
In the latter end of the year 1674, I went to
About the same time Charles Lloyd, of Dolo- visit my ancient dear friend George Fox, who
bran, had ten young beasts taken from him by was a prisoner in Worcestershire ; I passed
John Jones of Golynog, an attorney at law, through Herefordshire, and had some meetings
who was that year overseer of the poor of the there. I staid with my friend George Fox for
parish of Myvod, together with the petty con- some time. He told me how he was taken pristable, &c. upon a warrant from the said David soner, and that he was indicted for refusing the
Maurice, the only informer and busy justice oath of allegiance that he had been twice reupon this mercenary act in our borders, for moved by habeas corpus to London ; that he
preaching at Cloddiecochion, within the liberties had his trial there, and no error being found in
of Welch-Pool, the 14th of the first month, his indictment, he was returned back again to
1674-5, though the said Charles Lloyd was his prison at Worcester. As he was opening
not at that place that day, nor many days be- his case to me, I thought there might be sufficifore or after, at any meeting.
David Jones of ent errors found in his indictment to get him disBranyard, for being a hearer at the said meet- charged. I told him of a counsellor, Thomas
ing at Cloddiecochion, had a brass pan for his Corbet, a friend of mine, then in London, who
the said drivers,

;
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was very excellent in finding out errors so minster hall,^ome Friends were much troubled,
after some consideration, he sent next post for that the Welch counsellor should start such a
an habeas corpus, which came down in a little plea, contrary to the opinion of the judges, and
time, and the sherifi' was served with it
so we all the counsellors; and some of them said,
set forward, George Fox went in the coach with they thought George Fox would have been dis;

;

and clerk of the peace of Worcester, charged, if the counsellor had not put in that
and I rode on my horse along with the coach, plea. But honest George Fox said, he had a
and no other Friend with us.
fine trial, and was cheerful in his spirit.
1 deWe came to London the 8th of the twelfth sired Friends to have a little patience, for I
month, and when we came there, several thought the Welch counsellor would stand upon
Friends much admired that he should be re- his own legs.
So I went to the hall again, and
moved up again for he was something private staid for counsellor Corbet till the court was up;
He desired the Friends, who and when I found him, I told him, he had
in the matter.
had the management of the business before, to started that which many thought he could not
let me have a copy of the record, which was make good
and if so, it would be a reflection
pretty difficult to be had
for several thought upon me, and the Welch counsellor, as they
but George Fox called him.
it was to little or no purpose
He desired me to bring him that
was not satisfied till I had it. I had acquainted evening another copy of the record, besides
counsellor Corbet of the whole case, as far as I what he had.
So I got one, and went with it
could understand it, before I could see a copy to him and he writ in the margin something
of the record and about the tenth hour in the in French, and gave it me again, and desired
night, William Mead came with me to counsel- me to go with it to Thomas Rudyard, who was
When he had read it, he an attorney in London, for George Fox, and
lor Corbet with it.
said. There were several material errors in it
desired him to deliver it that night to judge
which put William Mead to a consideration how Hale, and he would take the other himself to
that could be and he desired the counsellor to judge Wild
and then he thought there would
show him one error. The counsellor showed be little discourse of that matter more and so
him several errors. William Mead seemed to it happened.
wonder that such great errors could not have
For the next day they chose rather to let that
been found out by other counsel.
plea fall, and begin with the errors of the inThe next morning, being the 11th of the dictment and when they came to be opened,
twelfth month, we went to court, where some they were so many and so gross, that the judges
other counsellors moved first on George Fox's were all of opinion the indictment was quashed
behalf, and they were pretty close upon some and void, and that George Fox ought to have
things, but they knew not of any errors in the his liberty.
Upon which proclamation was
indictment.
All this while counsellor Corbet made, that if any had any thing to say against
was silent. Counsellor Walcott was against George Fox, let them come forth and they
George Fox,, and fearing lest they should find shall be heard, otherwise he is discharged. And
some errors in the indictment, he moved, that so he was set at liberty.
the oath should be tendered again to George
Counsellor Corbet, who pleaded this cause,
Fox, Upon which counsellor Corbet stood up got great fame by it for many of the lawyers
and moved, that there was no imprisonment in told him, he had brought that to fight, which
case of "premunire.
Whereupon the chief jus- had not been known before, as to the not imAnd after the
tice Hale said, Mr. Corbet, you should have prisoning upon a premvnire.
come sooner, at the beginning of the term, with trial, a judge said to him, You have attained a
that plea.
He answered. We could not get a great deal of honour by pleading George Fox's
copy of the return, and of the indictment. The cause so in court.
judge replied. You should have told us, and we
As we were coming out of the court, I had
would have forced them to have made a return an opportunity to speak to some of London, and
sooner.
Then said judge Wild, Mr. Corbet, to blame them for their unbelief; because ihey
you go upon general terms and if it be so as could not believe that any good could come
you say, we have committed many errors at the from that plea. I was then of a mind, and still
Old Bailey, and in other courts. Corbet was am, that the hand of the Lord was in it, more
for that trial
positive, that by law they could not imprison than the wit and cunning of man
upon a premvnire. The judge said. There is put an end to all the premunires in the nation.
summons in the statute. Yes, said Corbet, but Our friends, in this county of Montgomery,
summons is not imprisonment; for summons is were most of us under a sentence o? premunire
in order to a trial.
Well, said the judge, we for many years. Our friend Charles Lloyd
must have time to look in our books, and con- was not suifered to see his own house for sevesult the statutes: so Ihe hearing was put off till ral years, although it was but five miles from
As we were going out of West- Welch-Pool, where he was kept a prisoner.
the next day.
the sheriff

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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had the name of being a of them that had his commission when David
for about seven Maurice was turned out, as before related, who
and himself, together
years, but was not kept close prisoner in all granted him a warrant
that time, but had my freedom and liberty to with his bailiff" and a constable, meeting John
be at London, and in other places of the na- Burnyeat and Thomas Ellis upon the road,
tion, as my service was, and as the Lord made stopped them, and seized their horses, with their
way for me. In this time I visited Friends saddles and bridles, so that they were constrained to travel on foot,
John Burnyeat's
pretty much in their sufferings.
So, "good is the Lord, and good is his word, mare died within an hour and a half after seiand worthy is he to be praised by all that know zure, and Thomas Ellis's horse died in the informer's hands in half a year's time; in which
him, from henceforth and for ever."
1677.
Some years after this trial of George time also a distemper infected most of his catFox at London, counsellor Walcott, who was a tle, whereby he suffered very great loss the
counsellor against him, was made judge of three said justice likewise fined several other Friends
counties in North Wales, viz. Merionethshire, at the same time, though they lived in another
Carnarvonshire, and Anglesey.
He began his county. Thomas Ellis despatched a messenger
circuit in Bala, in Merionethshire.
He caused to me at Welch-Pool, being about twenty-two
several Friends to be brought before him, and miles.
The next day the lord Powis being at
tendered them the oath of allegiance and su- home at his castle of Powis, I went to him, and
premacy. He did not intend to proceed against acquainted him thereof, and he was very sorry.
them by premunire, but said. The refusal of I desired of him, that he would grant me that
those oaths was high-treason, and he would favour to make use of his name, that he had
proceed against them upon that statute for their heard such and such things concerning the belives the next assizes threatening that the men fore-said justice.
Not only so, said he, but let
should be hanged, and the women burned. Fie Mr. Edmund Lloyd (this was a neighbouring
was a wicked, hard-hearted man, and intended justice, and no persecutor) write to him and tell
much mischief to Friends, if the Lord had not him, that I am angry with him for such proprevented him.
So Friends of that county ac- ceedings. So I went to my friend, that other
quainted us here of the whole proceedings in justice, and got him to write a few lines to the
that affair.
It being the time that the parlia- said William Pugh.
He wrote effectually to
ment was sitting, Friends concluded, that our him, and I sent it away by night by which
friend Thomas Lloyd should go up to London means the rest of the fines were stopped.
But
immediately, and we desired him to advise with John Burnyeat's mare was dead, as before recounsellor Corbet, what to do in the matter, lated.
who was then in London. When counsellor
Some time after, there was in this county of
Corbet heard of the business, he was much con- Montgomeryshire, one Hughes, a priest, in the
cerned, for he was very well acquainted with parish of Hirnant, where lived a Friend, an
this Walcott, and said. By that way they might honest man, whose name was John Rhydderch,
try us all, if Popery came up again
for they who could not pay tithe for conscience sake.
have, said he, the writ De Hceretico Comhu- This priest brought several actions against him
rendo in force, which was executed in queen out of the county court for tithe; the sheriffs
Mary's days, for the burning of heretics, which bailiffs drove away several of his cattle, for
was not repealed to this day. So counsellor judgment had out of the county court. Our
Corbet and Thomas Lloyd went to the parlia- friend being well acquainted with the deputyment-house, and acquainted several parliament- sheriff^, acquainted him of the errors of the promen of it, and that session it was repealed; and ceedings in the county court; and the sheriff
judge Walcott was spoken to in London, and ordered the bailiffs to return the Friend his catour friends were no further prosecuted, but had tle again so the priest was in a great fret that
their liberty; and, blessed be the Lord, Friends he lost all that charge.
After that, he ordered
had great peace and quietness in that county the Friend to be sued at Ludlow court, which
for a considerable time afterwards.
This court
In a few was for the marches of Wales.
years judge Walcott died, so there was an end was a great yoke and bondage to Friends in
of that persecutor.
this dominion
for all answers were to be given
In the year 1677, our friend John Burnyeat upon oath in that court, which Friends could
came to give us a visit in Wales, and had a not do for conscience sake. This priest followmeeting at Machynlleth, in Montgomeryshire, ed the Friend with one contempt after another,
where appeared an informer, Oliver Maurice, till it came to a writ of rehellion. We let him
of Drain Llwdion, in Merionethshire, and go on as far as he could go, till the Friend was
caused a disturbance, and went afterwards to ready to be taken our attorney gave us an acWilliam Pugh, of Mathafern, near Machynlleth, count of it, and I desired the Friend to go to a
a justice of the peace for this county; he was one Friend's house in Shropshire, which was out of
as for myself,

prisoner on the

I

same account

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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intending to take shipping there for Ireland, to

he should hear from me. I sent to London to be at the half-year's meeting; but the wind
John Lloyd, brother to Charles Lloyd of Dolo- proving contrary, he was necessitated to come
bran, who belonged to the chancery-ofiiee, and for North Wales to Holyhead, and having a
he sent me down a prohibition, and I sent to meeting in this county near Llanydlos, they
The were taken prisoners and fined by Evan Glyn,
serve the priest and his attorney with it.
priest fell into a very great rage, and his attor- a justice of the peace, and sent here.
I was
ney came to him for seven pounds charge that very much concerned for James Halliday, that
he laid out for him, but the priest would not pay he should be stopped in these parts, and hinhim the attorney sued him, and got judgment dered of his service. So next morning about
against him, so that the poor priest could not two of the clock, I took horse and went to this
go to perform his wonted service for some time. justice's father-in-law, justice Devereux, and
Soon after which the priest died, and I know found him at a village three miles from WelchHe asked me, what was the matter I
not whether the attorney had one penny of his Pool.
money and that Friend was never troubled told him, that his son-in-law Glyn had committed some of our friends to prison to Welchafter on account of that suit.
Our friend Charles Lloyd, of Dolobran, was Pool, and fined them also and I told him, I
sued for tithe at the great assizes held for this thought by the law, that no man was to suflfer
county of Montgomery, by the earl of Castle- twice for the same supposed transgression. He
main, impropriator, and Randal Davies, vicar gave his son-in-law hard language, and desired
I went
of Myvod, the parish that our friend Charles me to see some way to get them off.
Lloyd lived in we were satisfied it was a court to a neighbouring justice, and got James Halof record, and they might sue for treble damage liday a discharge, and brought it with me that
so we hastened him away with a
for not paying tithe; so we concluded to go with morning
a copy of their declaration to counsellor Corbet, guide towards Holyhead, and I was informed
who lived then at Welch-pool, and when he he had a good and quick passage, and got in
time to the half-year's meeting in Ireland, as he
I asked
read it he said he would demur to it.
him whether he could demur in case of tithes ? ,intended.
For Thomas Ellis and the rest of the Friends,
He said, he would maintain a demurrer to that
So when the court sat, he ac- the jailer took our words, that they should be
declaration.
quainted the judge, that he would demur to that forthcoming at the next quarter sessions, at
declaration.
The judge said. Demur in the which time Charles Lloyd and myself attended
case of tithes? Yes, in this case, said he. The the court, and went to the clerk of the peace,
judge asked him, whether he would demur spe- and desired him to call our Friends first, which
Corbet said, when we join in he did. The Friends being all at the bar, no procial or general ?
demurrer you may know. So they joined in secutor appearing against them, (justice Glyn
demurrer and when it came to be urged, he being not then come to town), they were soon
showed his cause of demurrer. So the judge discharged, without demanding any fees and
and the court were convinced of the error, after Friends had refreshed themselves in town,
and they paid cost, and mended the declara- they went homewards, some of them towards
those that went towards
tion, and the next assizes they obtained judg- Radnorshire, and
ment upon Nihil dicif. So Charles Lloyd's Llanydlos, met justice Glyn, who had commitcattle were driven for treble damage
but the ted them, going towards the quarter sessions.
priest was so perplexed, and put to charge and He spoke to them, and they told him they were
He seemed not to be sorry for it,
trouble, that I do not know he ever sued any discharged.
Friend for tithe again.
for he was not a persecutor in the bottom, but
After this I went to London to the yearly was put on by a peevish, proud, informing priest,
jmeeting, and continued there some time, in and I know not that ever he did the like again.
and about the city, and so came leisurely down
I went to London to the yearly meeting in
Persecution was very severe upon
through several meetings, visiting Friends. A 1681.
while after I came home, Thomas Ellis and Friends in the city, and elsewhere in those
James Halliday came to our town I told James parts at which meeting it lay upon my mind
to move for a yearly meeting in Wales, and
it was well done of him to give us a visit in
these parts of Wales.
They said, they came after some consideration about it, it was left to
to visit us against theirwills.
I asked them, Friends in Wales to appoint their first yearly
whether they wei'e prisoners; they said, they meeting, as in the wisdom of God they should
were and soon after came other Friends with see meet, at their half-year's meeting, held at
them. I took them along with me to my house Swanzey, the 28th of the seventh month. An
to refresh themselves.
They told me, James account of which my friend Thomas Ellis sent
Hallidav came from London to South Wales, me to London, as followeth
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:
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" Dear friend, R. Davies,
" In the love of God is my remembrance of
thee at this time, with many others of the lilve
minded, in and about the city, and especially
those who from the beginning have been and
most exercised under the glorious
still .are
weight of the care and concerns of the church
of Christ the remembrance of whom hath divers times, and especially of late, as at this
present, wrought both eyes to tears, and hearts
Although I was disappointed in
to tenderness.
my expectations of seeing thee here, at this
half-year's meeting, yet thy letter to John ap
;

John, coming so seasonably, did so answer for
thee, that it was both joy and refreshment to
had a full meeting of Friends
many of us.
from most parts of Wales many having come
upon the account of the yearly meeting, which
was concluded to be at Haverfordwest, the second-day of the week, called Easter-week, for
Here were E. Edwards,
the following year.
John ap John, W. Players, Francis Lea, Philip
Leonard, and Richard Walter, who had testimonies ; and many other Friends besides from
other remote parts, all zealous for the yearly
had meetings here the three last
meeting.

We

;

We

days,

—Thy

friend

and brother,
"
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night, publicly in the town-hall.

Ellis,

day

first

;

Because

2.

their

ministry was

no gospel

ministry.

Because

3.

their ordinances

were no gospel

ordinances.

But they would not join with him

any of them, though

to

prove

often solicited thereunto;

Friends being sufferers must submit to all disadvantages; for they had not any notice beforehand of what matters they should argue till
they came to the place of dispute, and the last
day they forced Thomas Lloyd to about twenty-eight syllogisms, all written

disputed, to be
said

by any on

down

as they

answered extempore; and the

bishop said, he did not expect so

Thomas

The

our friends Charles Lloyd and Thomas
Lloyd gave their reasons of separation.
In
none of the three days would the bishop and
his clergy defend their own principles, or refute
ours
but only held the three days on the general principles of Christendom, and the apostles'
examples of water baptism, and once a small
touch at the bread and wine.
Thomas Lloyd
held the last day, our reasons why we separated from the church of England ; which were,
1. Because their worship was not a gospel
worship.
at Pool,

much

that subject, on so

could be

little

warn-

And he said, that he expected not to find
so much civility from the Quakers
he highly
About the year 1680, or 1681, came Dr. commended Thomas Lloyd, and our friends
William Lloyd, late of Martin's, in London, to came off with them very well. They had also
be bishop of this diocess, called St. Asaph. much discourse with the chancellor, and one
" Swanzey, the 28th of the Seventh month, 1681."

ing.

;

Persecution was very sharp and severe in several places about this time, upon account of ex-

communication, and the statute of .20 pounds a
month. But this new bishop thought to take a
more mild way to work, by summoning all sorts
of dissenters to discourse with him, and seek to
persuade them to turn to the church of England. Among the rest, when he came to WelchPool, in his visitation, he sent for us.
Charles
Lloyd, Thomas Lloyd, and myself, sought to
speak with him, but I was that day bound for
London, so could not, but my friends stayed till
they had an opportunity with him
and my
friend Charles Lloyd gave me an account afterwards of what passed between them, which

Henry Dodwell, and with the dean of Bangor,
afterwards bishop of Hereford, very learned
men, who were also

at the said dispute, with
of the clergy of the diocess, some justices of the peace, deputy-lieutenants of the
county, and a great concourse of people in the
town-hall aforesaid, in Llanvilling. Several of

many

the clergy, with

whom

seemed not well

satisfied with that dispute

I

afterwards discoursed,
;

for

they said, they thought the validity of waterbaptism was much weakened thereby ; and
several noted men that were present said, they
thought there could not have been so much said
against water baptism as had been said there.
It was agreed by consent of all parties conwas to this effect
cerned, that the dispute should not be printed.
That the bishop was much displeased that I
I staid a pretty while in London
and when
was absent ; and when he was told of my ur- the Lord made way for me, I took my leave of
gent occasion to go, and my stay on purpose the city Friends, letting them understand that I
some time to see him, he said, his business was was preparing homewards, intending for my
greater, whatever my business was. That day prison, upon the writ De Excommunicato
they discoursed with him, his chaplains, and Cajnerido, that was out against me and our
other clergy, so called, from about two in the Friends, and other dissenters in this diocess
afternoon till two in the morning.
Afterwards called St. Asaph. A little time before I came
they discoursed with him two days at Llanvil- out of the city, there came two or three grave
ling.
The first day from about two in the af- citizens, I suppose of the Independent congreternoon till night ; and the next day, from gation, and told me, they were come to let me
about ten in the morning till an hour in the know that there was a writ De Excommunicato
:

;

;
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Capiendo, out against me, and there was one
of their friends already in prison on the same
writ in our county, and if I would contribute
with them, they said, they knew how to make
I told them, I knew that there was a
it void.
writ out against

was

in

;

I

did also

know

there

of theirs, one Richard Trolkis, in

a friend

prison

me and

Welch-Pool on that

writ.

I

told

them

[1681.

at the dispute at Llanvilling;

we went

soon to dispute about water-baptism ; I told
them. There was one Lord, one faith, and one
baptism ; and that baptism was necessary to
salvation
and that water-baptism, which was
;

was to continue and remain but
So this, and such like discourse,
it was late at night
and then I
friend's house with an order to be

John's baptism,
for a season.

held us

till

;

thought they might make the writ void, went to my
but I would contribute nothing towards it ; for there again in the morning.
I came in the
I told them, I would hasten home as soon as I morning, and we disputed upon the same subcould, and go to prison if required. They said, ject. I said, if one should grant what they dethey were satisfied I had other reasons why I sired, viz. that water baptism was necessary to
would not make the writ void, and desired me salvation, which I would not, where should
to be free with them, and tell them my reasons. they have an administrator, seeing St. Paul
I told them, I thought they might make that says expressly, " He was not sent to baptise,

them,

I

but, but to preach the gospel ;" and thanked God,
you prevent the bishop from that he baptized none, except such and such ?
coming on again with another writ, which you 1 Cor. i. 14
17.
And Peter, who baptized
cannot make void? If there be any error in many, came so to see the invalidity of water-

writ void with a great deal of charges

said

how

I,

;

will

—

no doubt but the bishop
and chancellor will mend it in the next. And
whether do you think it is better for me to go
to prison on a false writ, or on a writ that you
can find no error in ? I said, if I go to prison
on this erroneous writ, and the sheriff or jailer
their proceedings in this,

gives

me my

liberty, the

bishop or the chan-

cellor cannot justly sue them.

away

well

them, and

make
I

These men went

with the reasons I gave
of no money they spent to

satisfied
I

know

the writ void.

acquainted

some Friends,

my

friend

that

I

William Penn, and

intended to give bishop

baptism, that he said,
saved, not the putting
flesh,

"

By

baptism

away of

the

we

filth

are
of the

(outward water could do no farther) but

the answer of a good conscience towards God,

by the resurrection of Jesus Christ," 1 Pet. iii.
21.
They went from this to their ordination.
I put them to prove who sent them to baptise.
T^'he dean told me, such an one ordained him
and so named from one to another. I told him
I thought I should send him to Rome for their
succession and ordination. They said. Yes, the
ordination might be good, though it came from
;

Rome.

He

brought a comparison

;

as suppose

Lloyd a visit before I went to prison, if the
Lord pleased to make way for me.
So my
friend William Penn, the morning before I came
out of the cit}^ sent me a letter from the lord
Flide to the bishop, with his coat of arms on it
unsealed.
I took my journey and the Lord
brought me safe home, to the comfort of my
family and friends, who were afraid I had been
detained from coming home.
The next morning I set out to see the bishop
without interruption though the sheriff, George
Mercer, was very envious to Friends, yet I escaped his hands at this time. I went to my
friend Thomas Wynne's who lived in Caerwys

was condemned to die, and a reprieve was obtained, and it came down by the
hangman's hand and though it came so, yet,
said he, the pardon was good.
Then said I,
your ordination comes not by the spirit and
power of God. This return made them somewhat uneasy; and the time being far spent, I
was willing to be discharged, having been there

in Flintshire, not far from the bishop's palace,

I

;

a malefactor

;

part of three days.
I told the bishop of good old David, who said,
Psal. xxvi. 6, " I will wash my hands in inno-

cency, so will
that

I

may

I

compass thy

altar,

O God

publish with the voice of thanksgiv-

of all thy wondrous works." Then
Thou canst not say thou
and he went with me. When we came there, wilt wash thine hands in innocency, nor comthe bishop's secretary came to the gate. I asked pass the altar of God, while thy writs remain
him whether the bishop was within; he said, against so many innocent people, willing to sufhe was; and asked me, Who would speak with fer till death, for the testimony of their conscihim? I told him, that Richard Davies would ences towards God. And I said. Bishop Lloyd,
speak with him.
What, said he, of Welch- if I go to prison upon this account, I shall
Pool? Yes, said I. What, said the secretary, have more peace there than thou shalt have in
my lord bishop Bishop, as it signifies an thy palace. I also said. Suppose another prince
overseer, said I, I own but lord bishop I deny. should arise that would impose something upon
So the bishop sent for us in, and there were se- thee that thou couldst not do for conscienceveral clergymen with him, among the rest the sake, what wouldst thou do?
He said. Then I
dean of Bangor, before mentioned. The bishop will go to Pennsylvania also for at that time
seemed to be dissatisfied that I was not with many Friends were about going there. Then
ing and

tell

said to the bishop.

!

;

:

;

;;
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came clearly to me, and I said to the bishop,
Though thy head be grey, yet thou mayest live

ing Friends, he often stopped and hindered the

of conscience in England; though
as to outward appearance, it seemed to be very
far from it at that time.
The bishop called for pen and ink, and said,
he would write to the chancellor for my liberty; but I told him, 1 was not satisfied for myself to be at liberty, and my friends in prison.
So he wrote to the chancellor, to suspend the
execution of the writ.
When he had done, he
read the letter to me, and I owned his kindness

hall,

it

to see liberty

to us all therein.
ter out

of

he saw
whence

my

Then

I

took lord Hide's letWhen
it him.

pocket, and gave

superscription, and knew from
was, he asked me. How I came by
it
I told him. As I was coming out of London, intending for prison, a friend of mine
brought me that letter the same morning that I
left the city. When he had read it, he said, he
hoped I was satisfied that he had granted me
the contents of that letter.
I told him it was
so, and I hoped he would have his reward for

the

it

;

his well-doing.

Then I was dismissed, had leave to come
home, and brought a letter to John Edwards,
chancellor, a peevish

man

against Friends,

who

Llanymynech, about eight miles from
Welch-Pool. When he received the letter, he
did according to the bishop's order, and those
Friends in the diocess, that were concerned
therein, were not molested nor troubled on that
account any more ; and the Friends that were
in prison before, were discharged.
We have
great cause to bless and praise the Lord for all
his mercies, kindnesses, and deliverances to
us for hitherto he hath been our Eben-ezer
that is, " the Lord hath helped us," 1 Samuel
lived at

;

vii.

12.

them. When we went to Whitewe waited a long time before we could

relief intended

speak with them, they being upon a committee
a considerable time but we had sent in by the
door-keeper, to acquaint lord Hide that we were
The
there ; and in time they sent for us in.
secretary looked grim upon us. I went to lord
Hide, and acknowledged his kindness for his
letter on my behalf to the bishop.
He told me
that I should tell the bishop, there would be
liberty of conscience in England.
I told him,
I did
say so; and did believe it would be
so in God's time. Secretary Jenkin spoke in a
;

manner, and asked me. What was
I answered him, Crynwr,
the singular and plural
number. But the secretary said. We had no
Welch for it, for there were no Quakers in the
Romans' days. My friend Charles Lloyd answered, If thou didst ask my friend the quesfor
tion aright, he hath answered thee aright
there is English, Welch, Latin, Greek, and
Hebrew, for a Quaker. So the secretary said,
Sir, I understand Welch pretty well, and English, and Latin, and Greek
but if you go to
your Hebrew, I know not what to say to you.
I left my friend Charles Lloyd to engage with
his peevish countryman, and presented lord
Hide with a long list of the names of men,
women, and children, in their several prisons
at Bristol.
I desired him to be so kind as to
present their sufferings to the king, which he
said he would
and our friend George Whitehead spoke farther to him. Then I turned to
the secretary, who directed his words to me,
and spoke to him thus in Welch
" Mae yn ddrwg gennif, fod vn o Hiliogaeth
yr hen Frittaniaid
yr rhai ydderbyniodd y
Grefydd Gristianogol yn gyntaf yd Loeger
yn erbyn yr rhai sydd gwedi derbyn y wir
Gristianogol Grefydd yr awr hon,"
The English is thus
" I am sorry that one of the stock of the
scornful

Welch for a Quaker
Crynwyr; it being

;

;

;

;

:

;

In the beginning of the year 1682, my dear
friend Charles Lloyd and I went to visit Friends

Worcestershire, &c., and
meetings to London, before
the yearly meeting.
I acquainted my friends
George Whitehead and William Penn, that I ancient Britons, who first received the Chrisintended to go to lord Hide, to acknowledge his tian faith in England, should be against those
kindness for his letter on my behalf, to bishop who have received the true Christian faith in
Lloyd.
George Whitehead said, there was this day."
some service to be done for our suffering friends
He replied, he was not against our friends
in Bristol, and it was thought convenient that but, he said, our Friends gave their votes for
three of the city, and three of the country, the election of parliament men that were
should go with the said sufferings, and desire against the king's interest.
I told him, It was
the kindness of lord Hide to present them to our birth-right, as we were freeholders and burthe king.
The three Friends for the country gesses, to elect men qualified to serve both the
were Charles Lloyd, Thomas Wynne, and my- king and country ; but how they were corruptself; for the city, George Whitehead, Alexan- ed, when they came within these walls, I knew
der Parker, and one more. Our friend George not.
The secretary would have engaged furWhitehead told me, that our countryman Sir ther with me in a dispute about religion. I
Lionel Jenkin, secretary of state, was so cross told him, he was an ancient man, and that they
and ill-humoured, that when the king was in- had been a long time there upon their business,
clined to moderation and tenderness to suffer- and if he would be pleased to dismiss us then,
in

Herefordshire,

came through

their

:

;
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and appoint what time we should some morning
wait upon him, we would, if he pleased, spend
an hour or two with him in discourse about'
Upon which he took ofT his hat, and
religion.
thanked me kindly for my civility; but we
heard no more of him about the dispute. Upon
the whole, our friend George Whitehead told
me he was more moderate to Friends afterwards, than he had been before.
The number
of prisoners in the

list

delivered to lord Hide,

to be presented to the king,

amounted

in both

DAVIES.
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him, the fountain of living waters, and hewed
themselves out cisterns, broken cisterns, that
could hold no water." Jer. ii. 13.
These were
such as the apostle said, " When they knew

God they

glorified him not as God, neither
were thankful, but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened.
For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections and a reprobate mind," Rom. i. 26.
And the apostates in our days, said I, have forgot the God that first made them acquainted in
measure with him; so having lost the sense of
his goodness, have separated themselves from
the love and unity of the brethren; but the children of God, who are faithful to the measure

one hundred and thirty-nine
of
which there were eighteen aged women, from
sixty and upwards, and eight children.
In the
latter end of the list it was said, " Blessed are
the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."
of the grace of God in themselves, know it to
I had my several exercises this year, 1682, be their teacher and leader into all truth. These
in London, both from false brethren and other- are not destroyed for want of knowledge,i
wise. Once I was at the BuU-and-Mouth meet- though the world know him not.
There are
ing, and there were in the gallery several trou- apostates in our age, who have lost the true
blesome people, and none of our ministering knowledge of him but the saints in light have,
brethren in true unity with us, but George and remain in, the true knowledge of him, beWhitehead and William Gibson. The gallery ing guided by the Spirit of truth, whom the
being pretty full, one of them seemed to strive world cannot receive, because it seeth him not,
" but ye know him, for
to keep me out, and our friends George White- neither knoweth him
head and William Gibson perceiving it, made he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you,"
way for me to come up to them another of John xiv. 17.
them had been speaking long in the meeting,
When I had thus eased my spirit, a concern
and had made many weary of him. I was came upon our friend and brother, George
under great concern in my spirit for the honour Whitehead, and he sweetly concluded the meetand exaltation of the name of the Lord and his ing in prayer.
truth, and the ease of many that were under
After this I was pretty well cleared of the
weights and burdens yet, for quietness-sake, I city, and was willing to draw homewards.
silently bore the weight and exercise that was Next first-day I came to Jordans in Buckingupon me, till he had done. Then my mouth hamshire, where we had a blessed meeting;
was opened in the name and power of God, then I had one at Chesham from thence I
who had compassion on his afflicted seed, and went to Robert Jones's near Tring. Thence I
caused the light and life of his countenance to went to the quarterly-meeting at Weston-Turovershadow the meeting, to the comfort and field, not far from Aylesbury, where it opened
great satisfaction of the faithful.
in me, to advise Friends to keep to those rules
I was
made to detect the false doctrine, and methods agreed on among us in our men's
which one of them had delivered to the people, and women's meetings. As I was declaring,
however I went on,
viz. That the children of God are destroyed for came in an opposite party
want of knowledge. I told the people, that the and showed them, how it was agreed among
children of God in these days, were the chil- the apostles to send chosen men, endued with
dren of the new covenant and the covenant the Holy Ghost, to set up good order and
that he makes with them is, that " They shall method among them.
I delivered unto them
all know him, from the least to the greatest
that it seemed good to the Holy Ghost, and to
and the true knowledge of God to his people us also, to set up our men's and women's meetings, that the care and concern of the church of
in these days, is life eternal," John xvii. 3
though Israel of old were destroyed for want Christ might be upon holy, self-denying men
of knowledge, because they forgot the God of and women, who might take care of the fathertheir fathers, that brought them out of the land less and widows in their afflictions and keep
of Egypt, and out of the house of bondage, in- themselves unspotted from the world; which
somuch that the Lord complained of them, and the apostle James says, " is pure religion,
said, " The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass and undefiled before God," Jam. i. 27.
And
his master's crib, but my people know not me;" that the care of all, both poor, strangers, and
Isa. i. 3. And elsewhere it is said, " They have prisoners in affliction might be carefully and
forgotten me days without number."
These tenderly looked after, and supplied according to
were those apostates that the Lord complained, their necessities
and that the ministers of
had committed two evils; they had " forsaken Christ in this day, might take the counsel of the
prisons,

to

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;
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who

apostle,

Acts xx, 28, " Take heed

said,

some be of

41

the judgment that the church of

therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock

Christ

upon what I then delivered. When he
had done, our friend Thomas EUvvood proposed
to the meeting, that all should sit down, and
wait to feel the power of God among us, and
let that decide whether I did speak in the name
and power of God among them this day; to
which the meeting agreed, and all were silent.
After which several Friends, as they were
moved by the Lord, gave tenderly their testimony, that what was delivered that day, was in
the name and power of God, and that his presence was with us; as honest Robert Jones, and
Richard Baker, who loved the Lord and his
blessed truth with all their hearts, and several
others present in that meeting. There stood up
a young man that I knew not, whose heart was
affected, and much broken in spii'it, and said on
There is a man come this day
this wise
amongst us, I know not from whence he came,
nor where he goes but this I am satisfied, the
Lord sent him here, and his power and presence
is with him, and his testimony for the God of

but the Father

upon Peter ; and I opened to the
over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you understanding of the people, something of what
overseers, to feed the church of God, which he is written in the 16th chapter of Matthew.
I
hath purchased with his own blood."
showed them, that which revealed unto Peter,
When I had ended what I had to say from "that Christ was the Son of God," was a manithe Lord among Friends, one of the party festation of the Spirit of God in Peter, for it is
stood up, and spoke something by way of re- said. Matt. xi. 27, " No man knoweth the Son
flection,

:

;

enquired afterwards who that young
they said he was one John Thornton.
Upon this one of the party broke in violently
and disorderly against what had been agreed
truth.

I

man was;

upon among us, before the meeting had fully
cleared themselves, and finished their testimoproved greatly to his dishonour and
was made manifest to those
that adhered to him.
The meeting held from
about ten in the morning, till (as they thought)
ten or eleven at night. But blessed be the Lord,
that doth not leave his people without a witness
to himself: and he is the preserver and defender of all his people that wait upon him.
They
that trust in him are as Mount Sion, that cannot
nies; but

it

disgrace, so that he

be moved.
After this I made what haste I could home,
taking meetings in my way ; at Banbury, and
the country about, and part of Worcestershire.
So, blessed be the Lord, I came safe home to
my wife and friends, where I found all things
blessed be his name for ever.
In the year 1683, I went again to London,
to the yearly meeting, and staid there some
time, after most of the country Friends were
gone out of the city. I was engaged one firstwell

:

is built

neither knoweth any man the
;
Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever
the Son will reveal him."
God revealed unto
Peter, that Christ
is

was

the

Son of God

the only rock that his church

;

and he

is built

the rock of ages, the foundation of

many

upon^
gene*

of hell never prevailed
But the gates of hell prevailed against
Peter, when he denied his Lord and Master in
the time of his sufferings; and therefore he was
not hke to be the rock which Christ built his
church on. It is said, 1 Cor. x. 4, " For they
drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them,
and that Rock was Christ." So Christ is the
suxe foundation that his church is built upon.
rations,- that the gates

against.

Peter saith, 1 Pet.

ii.

5, &c.,

"Ye

also, as lively

up a spiritual house, an holy
priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God, by Jesus Christ."
And in
verse 8, he acknowledged Christ to be the Rock.
Paul saith, 1 Tim. iii.'l5, that "The house of
God, the church of the living God, is the pillar
and ground of the truth." This, said I, may
inform the blind and ignorant of this age, that
lime and stone, and temples that are made with
hands, are not, as they say, the church of
Christ, and the house of God; "for God dwelleth not in temples made with hands," as saith
the prophet Isaiah, Ixvi. 1, and the martyr
Stephen, Acts vii. 48.
Thus I was concerned
stones, are built

to declare the truth in that

more

to the

same

effect.

meeting, with much
After meeting I went

with some Friends towards the city; and as we
were coming along the Strand, the queen was
going from her chapel, and some of her lifeguard were very rude, and with the staves they
had in their hands, they did knock and beat
Friends that had their hats on, all along as they
came. I received a blow upon my head, so
that it swelled, and was sore for a considerable
time.
But blessed be the Lord, in all our exercises and afflictions, his life, power, and presence bore us up in the midst of them all
praises be to his pure and holy name for
ever.

Before I came out of London, we met with
more exercises and troubles. One first-day in
the morning, I was not well, and could not go

day, for Westminster meeting, and there was to the meeting, nor scarcely get out of my bed;
no ministering Friends present but myself. but when the time of our afternoon meeting
Several weighty matters opened in me at that came, it lay upon me to go to the Bull-andmeeting, as, concerning the church of Christ, Mouth; and I told Job Bolton, with whom I
what it was, and on what it was built. I said, lodged, that I must go to the said meeting. He
Vol. XIII.— No. 2.
6
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reasoned with me ; but I told him I would go
and he said he would go
so far as I could
As we went through the passage to
with me.
go in, I heard a voice that I was satisfied was
not the voice of a true shepherd, the meeting
being already gathered, and many people there.
When I went up to the gallery, one was preaching of perfection, who said, " Be ye perfect, as
;
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suspend the rigour of their persecutions. But
it seems, when it came out, the Roman Catholics
took the advantage of it to themselves
which
was some surprise to Friends who had laboured
in that service.
George Whitehead hearing I
;

in the city, came to me, and told me the
whole business, and understanding that I had

was

interest with the earl of Powis,

who was

great

your heavenly Father is perfect," &c. I staid with the king, he thought it mio;ht be of service
to hear him but a very little while, till I stood if I would go along with him to the earl.
Next morning my friend George Whiteup and judged him, and told the people, that the
kingdom of God stood not in words, but in head and I went to the earl of Powis' in LinThen this coln's-inn-fields. When he understood I was
power, righteousness and holiness.
man went in a rage out of the meeting, and a come in, he very soon came to me and
considerable company followed him; and a when I had ended my country business with
Friend or two went after them as far as Fleet him, I told him I wanted a little of his adand one vice, in a case wherein our Friends were
Street, to see where they were going
of the company saw the Friend, and desired great sufferers by a law that was made against
him not to follow them too close, lest they them, and that we were severely whipped
should do him an unkindness. We heard after- upon their backs by the statute of 20 pounds
wards, there was a wager laid that this man, per month, for not coming to hear that which
who some said was a Jesuit, would preach in is called divine service. I told him that a
the Quakers' meeting, and that he should not friend of ours had waited upon the king, and
and had he gone without re- had told him the whole state of things, and that
be discovered
proof, they would say, that a Jesuit preached the king was ready to relieve us in what he
in the Quakers' meeting, and they could not could, and that an order was granted to that
discern him.
But it was reported in many purpose; but it seemed his friends had taken
places in the city, that he was detected in the the benefit of it, and excluded us, &c, I desired
Quakers' meeting, and he could not abide his advice, whether we should proceed further
We have cause to bless the Lord for in it or no he answered, By all means for,
there.
his goodness to his people, that gives them a said he, " I will tell you, that there was taken
discerning spirit to judge between good and from our friends in Lancashire, 8000 pounds
evil, and between those that serve God in truth upon this statute, and the king and myself went
and righteousness, and all deceitful hypocrites, to see how much of this money came into the
who are to be judged and condemned by the exchequer. When we saw it, it appeared, that
the king was in debt to that account about 28
word of his power.
In the beginning of the year 1685, king pounds, and all the rest gone.
I desired him,
Charles died, and king James came to the seeing it was his advice that we should go on,
throne, and the statute of 20 pounds per month and not be discouraged, that he would be pleased
for absenting from the public worship, which I to grant that a friend of mine might come in
suppose was made against the Papists in queen and speak with him, who was more able to give
Elizabeth's days, had been and was very much him an account of this business than myself,
put in force against our Friends, whereby many and who had been with the king to get relief in
for George Whitehead staid all
of them were almost ruined; the sheriffs and this matter
so he bid me
their bailiffs persecuted them so severely, and this while in an adjacent room
When George came, he
did make such a prey of them, that some worth bring him up to him.
many hundreds, were made so destitute, they opened the matter fully to him. When he thohad scarcely a bed to lie upon, but were robbed roughly understood the matter, he soon got
When king James came to be settled himself ready, called for his coach, and bid me
of all.
upon the throne, our dear friend George White- come to him at an appointed time; and he
head, who always was much concerned for the brought an absolute order from the king, to stop
sufferings of Friends up and down in the na- all proceedings by sheriffs and bailiffs upon
In a short time the
tion, and who did not spare himself to visit that account in the nation.
kings and parliaments, and all others, where rage, envy, and cruelty of such devouring men
he thought he could get relief for his suffering were stopt, and I know not that any have been
brethren, went to king James, and laid the pre- troubled or suffered since upon that statute.
sent condition of suffering Friends before him. Blessed be God, that hears the cries of the poor,
After some consideration, the king told him, fatherless, and widows, and sends relief to the
that what concerned him, or came to him of afflicted in his own due time.
I must say, that
those fines, he very freely and readily would the earl of Powis and his countess, were very
remit.
Upon which an order was granted, to ready and willing at all times, to do our friends
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;;
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room with them, and we disabout the times.
There was
I am apt to believe they did it conscientiously, some report of the coming in of the Prince of
for there were many of our friends in several of Orange, and in a little time 1 had an account
their lordships hereaways, and the earl never that the prince was landed, which was great satsuffered any of us to be fined for not appearing isfaction to the bishop; for he said some prosein any of his courts upon juries, or any other cuted him very close for his life.
And when
the Prince of Orange was made king of Engway or manner.
In the year 1688, it seemed good to king land, &c. and liberty of conscience was estabJames to publish a declaration for liberty of lished by law, he and others were well satisfied
conscience, and ordered the bishops to send it with it.
And now I think it worthy to take notice of
to their several diocesses, that it might be read.
Seven of them would not read it; bishop Lloyd the several kindnesses, upon account of our
aforesaid was one of them, therefore they were suffering Friends, I received from this bishop
committed to the tower. Then I remembered Lloyd, in several diocesses; for as we record
that which I spoke to the bishop at his palace the hard-hearledness and cruelty we have found
in the year 1681, when I queried of him. What from unmerciful persecuting bishops and clergy,
if another prince should arise, that would im- and how many they have made poor widows
pose something upon him that he could not do and fatherless, I think it is justice and equity
for conscience-sake?
And that year when at in us to record all the mercy, tenderness, and
London, I went to visit him in his troubles ; compassion, we find from those that are conand he said to me, I often thought of your scientious and charitable among them. For inwords, and I could wish I were in Pennsylva- stance
nia now myself.
He told me the reason why
Bishop Lloyd being at a visitation in Llanthey could not read the declaration, saying it villing, in this county of Montgomery, four
was arbitrary, and not according to law, and peevish men, church-wardens of Welch-Pool,
that it was a matter of conscience to them; and did intend to prosecute my son-in-law, Jacob
others were to have their liberty by it, besides Endon, for not paying towards the repairs of
Protestant dissenters.
He told me also, that their worship house I went with my son-inthey were put on to do those things which they law, and waited on the bishop, and told him the
had done against dissenters ; but when I told case ; he very quickly called the church warhim of it before, he could not believe it, till it dens, and told them there was an act of parliacame thus upon them. I had acquainted him ment ordering a more easy way, and with less
formerly, that I had read a sermon that was charge, to recover by distress, than to drive to
preached to prove the church of Rome to be a excommunications. He enquired for the act,
false church
because she was a persecuting which I gave him ; and he turned to that clause,
church and now, said I, the members of the read it to the wardens, saying that he himself
church of Rome puts you on, not only to per- drew that clause in the act, and told them how
secute upon the penal laws that were made they ought to go to the justices for a warrant
against dissenters, but by those laws also that but, said he. Why will you go to the charge of
were made against Popish recusants; and by the a warrant 1 Cannot you go and lake a pewter
same argument may we and they say, the dish, or some other thing near the value? I
church of England is a false church, because it warrant they will never sue you for it ; for,
is a persecuting church.
The bishop said, they said he, we must do unto them, as we would be
did not consider nor know it then as they did done unto, if we were in their condition : so he
now. I took my leave of him, and he kindly quickly despatched them. Then I told him, I
acknowledged my visit; and after some time was come moreover in the behalf of a prisoner
they were released.
on the same account, whose name was Richard
Afterwards the bishop came to Welch-Pool, Davies, near Ruabon, in Denbighshire; and he
in the assize week, and in the evening sent for advised me to go to the chancellor, Dr. Wynne,
me to the high-sheriff's house; there being with whom I should find, he said, a very fair man
them most of the justices and deputy lieutenants so he called him to us, and left us together
of the county, with many of the clergy, who and I took my leave of the bishop, acknowledgwere very civil to me. The bishop told them ing his kindness. When I had fully discoursed
that he had sent for me, and that he was more the chancellor about the prisoner, I found him
beholden to me than all the men in the diocess, very fair; and in a little time after, I heard my
for I came to visit him in his troubles
and he friend Richard Davies was discharged ; and
desired of them to do me all the kindness they several kindnesses I had of the chancellor since.
could, and he would take it as done to himself When the said wardens came home, they
When supper was over, the bishop and the high reported what favour I had with the bishop,
sherifT, Edward Vaughan, of Llangedwin, took and were troubled thereat ; but neither myself
any kindness that
them out of their

lay in their way, and to help
troubles

and

afflictions;

into a private

and coursed a

little

:

;

;

:

;
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nor son-in-law were ever after troubled about
those repairs of their worship-house.

or six small children, and his wife lately dead.
He several times took from him more than

Another time when I was going to London,
and visiting Friends in my way, I called at
Timothy Burberough's, at Aino on the hill, in
Northamptonshire, where I understood he was
gone to prison. I inquired the cause of his imprisonment, and his wife told me the priest of
the parish had left their small tithes, and other
tithes, till he thought they amounted to a considerable value
and then he came and took
away near all that they had, and sent him to
Northampton jail, where he had been for some
time.
I took a memorandum of it, and when I
went to London, I thought of the affliction and

treble the value of his pretended

due for tithe.
went to William Sankey's,
and told him I was to go to the bishop, and desired him to go with me.
In the morning we
went together. I inquired lor the bishop's secretary, Francis Evans, who very lovingly came
to us, brought us in, and said he would acquaint
his lord that I was there
and in a little time

From Bewdley

I

;

came

And

after some diswas not only come
to give him a visit, but I was come purposely
from home in behalf of some friends of mine,
who suffered for tithes in that country and
exercise of my poor brother.
My old friend that I was informed there had been three combishop Lloyd being then at London, I went to mitted to Worcester jail by one Kerry, the
his lodgings at Whitehall, and I must say, he priest of Tredington, and that two of them were
was very ready to come to me. After some released, and the third remains a prisoner.
;

my

the bishop

course

I

to us.

told the bishop, I

:

Released, said he, how are they released?
I
him, by the hand of their great Creator,
It seems then, said he they are dead ; and the
Aino was a stranger to him, and out of his dio- same man, said I, doth prosecute the widow of
cess.
I told him, if he would be pleased to one of them, viz. William Banbury, and hath
write a few lines to the bishop of Peterborough, already put her into your court, for that which
discourse,

I

laid the distressed

case of

friend

Thomas Burberough before him. He answered,
he did not know what to do in it, the priest of

it was in that diocess, I said, he might peradventure write a few lines to the priest of Aino,
to be more moderate and conscientious, in not
taking more than the value of that which he
called his due, and casting the poor man from
his family into prison also.
The case I left
with the bishop, and he took care to send it to
the bishop of Peterborough, who sent to the
priest of Aino ; and bishop Lloyd sent the
priest's answer, with a letter from the bishop
of Peterborough to himself, in a letter of his to
me near Welch-Pool ; which I took as a great
kindness and favour from him.
Not long after this I went to London again,
and called at my friend Thomas Burberough's,
where I found him at home, being released; he
told me the priest had sent an order for him to
come home and that he came to reason and
discourse with him.
It seems he was not so
unkind as he had been formerly.
In the year 1700 there was a considerable
suffering on Friends in Worcestershire, an account of which was given me by my friend
Edwai'd Bourne of Worcester, who desired me
to use my interest with bishop Lloyd for the relief of John Fowler, and his mother-in-law, the

for

;

widow Banbury, who was

a prisoner for tithe in

the out county prison in Worcester, and he sent
their whole case.
When I understood it, I
found a concern upon me to make what haste
I could to the bishop, who was then at his palace at Plartlebury, a few miles from Bewdley. I
considered also what a great sufferer our friend
William Sankey, had been by one Vernon, a
cruel ungodly priest of the parish he lived in,

me

who had

cast

him

into prison,

when he had

five

told

and we
her husband suffered and died for
reckon, that in common law, when the prisoner
dies in prison, the prosecution ceases. I do not
know, said he, but the debt may be paid, but the
charges are not and I know not what to do
with that man, for I hear he is a very covetous
man, and I have no power over him but once
;

;

in

three years.

I

was

lately in

my

visitation

and had I known this then, I might have
done your friends some kindness. I said, if
thou wilt be so kind as to write a few lines to
him, and let him know what complaint is made
to thee of him, and how thou art informed that
two of the three which he sent to prison are
dead I do not question but it might stop his
rage and severe prosecution against the poor
widow, if not be a means to release the other
So he bid his secretary to take noprisoner.
tice of it, and put him in mind to write to him.
Then I told him of the sufferings of William
Sankey, who was there present, and desired him
to give my friend leave to open the case himself
to him, which he did; and when he told how
cruel the said Vernon had been to him in casting him into jail, his wife being dead, and left
five or six small children; and he told him, that
he had taken from him goods worth about 12
pounds for about three or four pounds demand
for tithe
and about twelve or fourteen pounds
worth of sheep, for the like demand at another
time and several other cruelties he had done
him by this unconscionable Vernon. The
bishop taking it into consideration, caused his
secretary to draw an order for him to come
tliere with his accounts, that was due to him
from William Sankey, and what he had taken
there,

;

;

;

;

;
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from William Sankey towards that account;
and he gave the order to William Sankey, to
deliver to the priest, and desired William to be
I
there the day appointed, with the priest.
was informed the priest went the day before
to the bishop, and William Sankey went the
and I was informed that the
day appointed
bishop should say, that there was no help for
what was past, but he would take care he should
do so no more to William Sankey. I heard
since that time he hath taken it in kind from
him, with more moderation than before, and
that the bishop was kind to William Sankey

me

to
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who he was. I told him I
them both together, and said,
lately in London we had the suffer-

understand

was glad to
when i was

see

ings of our Friends in Lancashire before us, for

a small matter of

tithe, al [edged to belong to the
dean and chapter of Worcester; and I told the
bishop that I thought the chancellor was not a
stranger to it, for I heard he had been often solicited on their behalf The chancellor told him,
he did understand it, and that these men were
there for a small inconsiderable matter; and
said he was sorry that those men died in Worcester, because in conscience they could not pay
that little tithe to the priest of Tredinglon, and
ever since.
John Fowler, one of the three before mention- he was afraid these men would die there also,
ed, (Robert Grimes and Wm. Banbury being except some way was found out for their reThe bishop asked how long they had
dead) was discharged, and as for the widow Ban- lease.
bury's case, who was severely prosecuted by the been there; I think the chancellor said four or
The bishop said, discharge them,
priest, intending to get it to an excommunication, five years.
and ordered them to be disthat was stopped, and she was troubled no more. discharge them
Before 1 parted with the bishop, I told him, charged without paying any fees. After a little
there was a friend of ours, William Cattril, that time I parted with the bishop and chancellor,
I went to
kept school at Worcester, who was persecuted and acknowledged their kindness.
very close by some for keeping school without Friends in the city of Worcester, and told
a license, and they did intend to bring him William Pardee what success I had with the
under an Excommunicato capiendo, and if he bishop, desired them to wait on the chancellor
was not pleased to be kind to him, they would to get the order, that it might be sent speedily
put him to all the charge and trouble they and in a little time I heard they were dis;

;

The

bishop bid his secretary take care charged.
all that I requested of the bishop
at that time was friendly and kindly granted HiUierto, reader, thou hast had a short relation of
some of the labours and services of our ancient
me, and care was taken that they were not
troubled nor molested on these accounts. Then
and honourable friend Richard DAViES,yr«wi
could.

about

it.

So

the bishop ordered us to dine there that day,

and we parted friendly and lovingly with him
and he desired me, when I came that way, not
From thence I went to
to be strange to him.
Worcester, and gave Friends an account of my
success with the bishop
I staid with them a
little while, and then went to Bromyard, and
had a meeting there. So I went' through part
of Herefordshire to Leominster, and I can bless
and praise the name of the Lord, who was with
me all along on my journey, and brought me
safe home to my wife and family
and when I
gave them an account of my journey, they
praised the Lord with me, who had been my
preserver and defender.
In a little time after, I went to London, and

—

;

being

at the

meeting about Friends' sufferings,

was mentioned the sufferings of Friends
Lancaster castle by the dean and chapter of

there
in

Worcester, and they had been there for several
years, though Friends had made interest to get
them off, and Friends at Worcester used their
interest with the chancellor, who seemed to be
very kind to them yet for all that they could
not have them discharged.
When I came
from London 1 went to the bishop at Worcester.
He was very free with me, and in a little time
the chancellor came to us, and the bishop gave
;

his oion account, which he finished a Utile be-

fore his decease ;

some account of

it

remains, therefore,

his last

together with the time and

year''s

to

give

travels,

<^c.

manner of

his de-

parture, <^c.

In the year 1702, he went to London, his
daughter Tace Endon accompanying him, and
staid in and about the city several weeks, visiting Friends in their meetings, and had many
good and comfortable opportunities among
them.
He, together with eleven Friends more,
were appointed by the yearly meeting to go to
the queen at Windsor, with an acknowledgment
from Friends for the continuation of their liberty, and protection under her government; at
which time he in particular spoke to the queen.
When he was clear of those parts, he returned
homewards, and came through Worcester,
where he went to visit his old friend bishop
Lloyd, who was glad to see him.
That was
the last time they saw each other.
After his return home he often visited some
neighbouring meetings, and was at the yearly
meeting of Wales the spring following.
About the latter end of the third month, 1704,
he went up to London again to the yearly
meeting, his grandson David Endon attending

;
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Friends as he passed through Crowley's ; and so upon the 9th of the fifth
Aylesbury, &c. and month, 1706, he returned safe home to his fastaid in and about the city for near two months, mily at Cloddiecochion, near Welch-Pool, havWhen he ing been away nearly three months.
being somewhat weak and sickly.
After this journey he continued mostly at
was clear of the city, he returned pretty directhome, in his usual health, and visited several
ly home, and came well to his family.
In the beginning of the 5'ear 1705, he met neighbouring meetings. In the latter end of the
with some exercise
for on the 1st of the third eighth month, he was at the burial of an ancient
month, his dear and honest wife died, who had woman Friend, Anne Thomas, in Salop, and
been very tender and careful over him, and a at several other burials near home at which
woman very serviceable to Friends and truth times he often had very good service, and peoin many respects.
She was a plain, upright, ple would hear him gladly, for he had a solid
and honest-hearted woman ; one that loved and grave delivery, and was wise and sound in
truth in simplicity.
She left a good report be- his matter, which was very taking with most
hind her, after they had lived together about people.
His last sickness was very short ; for on the
forty-six years.
In the first month, 1706, he was at the year- sixth-day of the week he was at Welch-Pool,
ly meeting of Wales, Llanidlos, in Montgo- and finding himself not well, went home, and
On first-day folmeryshire, being the last yearly meeting he the next day kept the house.
was at in Wales. On the 15th of the second lowing several Friends went to see him from
month following he took his journey with his Dolobran meeting, and had a little opportunity
grandson David Endon, towards Bristol. He to wait together upon the Lord with him. He
had a meeting at Leominster, and at Ross in spoke very little to any ; and his pain continuHerefordshire, and thence went to Bristol, and ing upon him, the next day, being the 22nd of
lodged at Charles Harford's, jun. where he the first month, 1707-8, about the ninth hour
visited Friends at their yearly meeting, and in the morning, he quietly departed this life, bestaid about a week ; and on the 30th of the ing in the seventy-third year of his age.
The 25th being the day appointed for his busecond month, set forward towards London,
and came to Frenchay ; and had a meeting rial, many Friends from divers parts, and other
there.
The 1st of the third month he had a people, met at his house at Cloddiecochion, and
meeting at Sodbury in Gloucestershire; the 5th his body was borne by them to the grave yard,
at Cirencester; the 8th at Oxford, being the near his own house, and there decently interred
In the grave yard there
first-day of the week, where many of the scho- near his wife's grave.
was held a solemn meeting, and several testilars came in, and were rude for some time
but after our friend Richard Davies had spoke monies were borne, in the power and life of
a while in the meeting, they became more truth, to the general satisfaction of the people.

him.

visited

Stourbridge,

Banbury,

;

;

'

sober

;

some of them

down, and staid till
and Friends

sat

the conclusion of the meeting;

took notice that the meeting was more quiet
than usual.
From thence he went to Henley,

The Testimony and account of George Whilehead, concerning Richard Davies, and his

and had a meeting there and so to Windsor,
where he had a meeting thence he went to
London, and lodged at his friend and kinsman
;

ministry.

;

Lloyd's.
He attended the yearly
meeting, and staid in and about the city, visiting Friends at their meetings, until the 19th of
the fourth month
at which time he returned
homewards, and had a meeting the 21st at
Chesham, where William Bingley was; the

In a true and living remembrance of this our
dear brother, ancient and faithful servant and
minister of Jesus Christ, Richard Davies, and
of that dear and brotherly love which remained
between us, and which he had to all faithful
Friends and brethren in Christ ; I am concern22nd they had a meeting at Aylesbury, and ed to give this brief testimony in commemorawent thence to their yearly meeting at Ban- tion of his life, and faithful ministry.
He was not only a professor of the name,
bury, where were many Friends from divers
parts.
The 28th he came to Worcester, Wil- power, and spirit of our blessed Lord and Saliam Bingley still accompanying him, where viour Jesus Christ, but also made a partaker of
The 30th he went to Christ, in spirit, life, and conversation: a plain,
they had a meeting.
The 1st meek, and humble man of integrity; a man
Droitwitch, and had a meeting there.
of the fifth month he had a meeting at Broms- fearing God, and hating iniquity ; a man sancgrove; the 2nd at Birmingham, and lodged at tified by the Holy Spirit, unto unfeigned and
John Pemberton's; the 4th he went to the quar- constant love of his brethren in Christ a man
of a
terly meeting at Wolverhampton, and passed sound in faith, in patience, and charity
thence to Stourbridge, and lodged at Ambrose sound mind and judgment, being endued with

Thomas

;

;

;

^

;

:
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the spirit of love.

and

He was

a preacher of Christ

his righteousness, in his conversation as
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drink,

Israel partake
day, to their great re-

his

all

spiritual

in this his gospel

of,
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freshment and comfort in the spiritual commuand comfortable fellowship of his Holy
up to serve the truth and Friends ; and being Spirit. To this our dear friend's ministry
of a tender spirit, did truly sympathize with the tended to bring people ; that they might not
sufferers for the same, and used his industrious rest in lifeless shadows, but come to know and
endeavours for their relief, where he could inherit eternal life and substance, in Christ
have an interest or place with such as had Jesus, which all that truly love him shall partake of and possess.
power.
And I am fully persuaded, that as this our
His testimony and ministry were evangelical,
plain, and sound ; not in words of man's wis- dear and well beloved friend and brother lived
dom, but in the demonstration and plain evi- and died in the faith, in our blessed Lord and
dence of the holy Spirit and power of Christ, Saviour Jesus Christ, and in true union and
being a minister of the spirit, and of the New communion with his church and people here on
Testament; the new covenant dispensation, earth so I believe he is eternally blessed, and
which stands not in legal shadows, types, out- at rest in his heavenly kingdom where all the
well as in doctrine and ministry, wherein he
was exemplary to the believers. He was given

nion,

;

;

ward signs or

figures, but in the gospel

substance, even in Christ Jesus
the

in

;

life

and

whom

all

shadows, and dispensations thereof, are

ended.

And this our dear brother having travelled
through and beyond those outward dispensations, shadows, and veils; and understanding
their cessation, removal, and end, in and by
and
Christ Jesus, his sufferings and death
more especially by his inward and spiritual appearance, dispensation, and work in his heart
and soul; whereby he was made sensible of the
power of Christ's resurrection, as being one
risen with him
by the brightness and glory of
whose day, the shadows naturally vanish and
flee away
as this faithful minister of Christ
was witness, with many more of his brethren,
who were and are partakers of the inward and
spiritual revelation of the mystery of Christ, and
of the glory of his day.

meet in the great and
general assembly of Christ's triumphant church,
and enjoy glorious and everlasting communion
in the heavenly kingdom of glory and peace
which shall be the blessed estate and inheritance of all, who continue faithful in true love
and unity, in the grace of God, while here on
earth, unto the end of their days.
faithful in Christ shall

George Whitehead.

;

London, the 10th of the Twelfth month, 1709.

A

short Testimony concerning

;

;

And as this gospel minister did see and partake of the enduring substance, and end of all
vanishing shadows and carnal ordinances, he
well knew, that neither John's baptism with
any outward washings therewith,
though once commanded, could ever sanctify,
or wash the inside from sin and pollution,
or sprinkle and purify the conscience, or make
water, nor

a true Christian ; much less can sprinkling
infants, which God never commanded;
but
Christ's spiritual baptism, and washing of regeneration by the water of life, which is the
one baptism i. e. the baptism of the Spirit, is
the only saving baptism, as our said deceased
friend hath testified, according to Holy Scripture.

He also likewise testified, that outward bread
and wine cannot feed nor nourish the immortal
soul, or inward man, any more than the legal
passover but only the body or outward man
;

but Christ, the living bread, the bread of

life,

which comes down from heaven and the cup
of blessing, which he gives to his spiritual communicants
he being that spiritual meat and
;

:

ing father, Richard
I

CAN

father to

grew up,

my dear and
Da vies.

lov-

was a dear and tender
and as I
young years
had a sense of his great love and

truly say, he

me
I

in

my

;

and it seized my heart so that I
God, that he would keep me
from offending so good a father. And when I
was capable of travelling with him, he usually
took me along with him, in his journies to London and elsewhere many were the good opportunities that we had in travelling together,
and visiting Friends at their meetings.
And as his care was to me, so was it over
mine also, which makes our loss the greater;
care over
often

me

prayed

;

to

;

but

I

am

satisfied

it

is

his great gain.

How

and fervently would he pray to the Almighty, that his children might become the
children of the Lord, and that he might keep us
from the allurements and defilements of this
wicked world and we hope the Lord will answer his petitions on our behalf
My dear father was serviceable to most sorts
of people, rich and poor, in the country where
He was ready
he lived, and in other places.
to give his advice and counsel freely, both in
he
things relating to the law and the gospel
had much place and interest with several great
persons, and what he requested of them was
And I may say it to
generally granted him.
the praise of the Lord, he was well respected
often

;

;

;
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by most

sorts of people,

and a

loss of

him

is

known amongst them.
to serve the widow and
what lay in his power; and many
were his labours and travels of love but now
he is ceased from them all, and I question not
but he has gone to his eternal rest with God for

He was

very ready

fatherless, in

:

ever.

It

is

my

desire, that

we may

prize the

goodness and loving kindness of the
Lord, in sparing him so long to us, for he had
been but a weakly man these late years.
About the tenth month, 1688, my dear father
was very sick and weak, so that most that saw
but the
him thought he would not recover
Lord, in his tender mercy, so ordered that our
dear friends Robert Barrow and Robert Flaydock, came into these parts to visit Friends; and
they came to our house at Welch-Pool, and had
a meeting there; and as they were parting
with my father, they had it in their hearts to
pray, and they earnestly interceded with the
Lord, That it might stand good with his will, to
spare him again unto us for we were then a
Afterwards, I remember
sorrowful family.
very well, Robert Barrow spoke, and said to
my father, " Dear Richard, thou art a very
weakly man in the sight of those that see thee,
great

;

;

and not

likely to live

natural man's thinking
it

.

me

many

hours, as to the

but the

;

at this time to believe,

I

he sent for some Friends of Dolobran meeting,
and several of them came to him, and had a
meeting with him in his bed-chamber he desired
Friends to pray to the Lord, That he might
have an easy passage adding, " That the fervent prayers of the righteous, the Lord would
have a regard unto." And his time being come,
he departed this hfe, as it were in a sleep, it being about the ninth hour in the forenoon,, the
22nd of the first month, 1707-8, On the 25th
following, his body was accompanied by a considerable number of Friends and people, to the
burying place, near his own house at Cloddiecochion, and there decently interred.
;

;

And now

it

is

my

desire, that all of us

who

have had such good examples, by our parents,
may follow them in purity and holiness so
that we may be such good patterns to our offspring, that when we lay down our heads, and
leave this natural life, they may have cause to
praise and glorify the Lord on our account, as
many of us can say, we have had for our wor;

thy parents that are gone.

If

we

continue in

well-doing, and in the fear of the Lord, there

no question but we shall die in his favour,
which I desire may be the lot of the whole heriTace Endon.
tage of God.
is

Cloddiecochion, the 27th of the First month, 1708.

I

shall see thee at

A

Testimony from friends and brethren of the
Quarterly meeting for Montgomeryshire,
Shropshire, and Merionethshire, held at Dolo-

;

;

[1708.

Lord has given

our next yearly meeting at London." When I
heard these words it was joyful news to me,
and it proved very true the Lord in his wonderful mercy and loving kindness, I'estored him
to his health, and next spring he went to the
yearly meeting at London, where also Robert
Barrow was, and glad to see ray father there.
This was all the Lord's doings, and his works
they are marvellous in our eyes.
Much might be said but my desire is, that
as our ancient friends, fathers and mothers in
Israel, have borne the burthen in the heat of the
day, through many tribulations and afflictions,
and now have rested from their labours, and
their works follow them, and their memorial is
blessed for evermore so we also who are left,
may walk in the footsteps of the flock, and
It is,
tread in the path they have trodden in.
as to the outward, an easy way now, to what
our ancients had, but the adversary of our immortal souls is the same, he is unwearied
therefore we ought to be very careful, and
double our diligence, to be sober and watchful,
and cry incessantly to the Lord God of our fathers, that he may be our God, and enable us
to walk worthy of all his mercies and blessings
every way, for they are many.
Now I shall give some account of my dear
father's departure.
He was taken ill on the
sixth-day of the week, being the 19th of the
first month 1707-8.
On first-day following,
;

DAVIES.

bran in Montgomeryshire, the 25th of the
Eleventh month, 1708, concerning our ancient,
honourable friend and elder, IUchard Davies.
.

He was

parts,

who

one of the

first

of Friends in these

received the blessed truth in the love

it
and he laboured much in the morning
and heat of the day.
He and his wife were very hearty, loving,
and ready to entertain Friends, their hearts and
and
house being very open in that respect
they were very helpful and serviceable to
Friends in this country, who were prisoners
on truth's account in Welch-Pool, the place
where they then lived, when there were but kw
other Friends of ability to assist them ; until
the Lord raised up several eminent instruments
in these parts, who were very serviceable with

of

;

;

them.

Our said friend was wise and prudent. He
had a good understanding and capacity; a man
of great experience and was very willing to
advise and counsel any in things relating to the
gospel, and also to outward affairs.
And as he was discreet in his conduct among
men, the Lord gave him great place and favour
with several persons of note, with whom he had
often good service for truth and Friends.
;

;

!
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him with a good gift in the unsearchable wisdom, who discerneth the states
was made an able minister of and conditions of the sons and daughters of
sound in judgment, and well re- men, maketh choice of some, cmd calleth them
blessed

ministry, and he
the gospel

;

ceived by most people who heard him.
He travelled in divers parts on truth's service, especially in his

younger years

;

many

places, both at

home and

good service

in

He was

and had

London, where he
was well esteemed by many of our elders and

abroad.

often at

brethren.

He

lived to a

with a short

good old age, and was favoured

sickness at

last.

Some

of us

were with him the day before his departure
he seemed sensible that his end was near approaching, and appeared as one that was waiting for the same. He departed this life the 22nd
of the first month, 1707-8, in the 73rd year of
his age; and we believe he is at rest with the
Lord, together with many more of the faithful
followers of the Lamb.
shall not enlarge much further, but refer
to the foregoing account of his labours, travels
and services for truth and Friends on several
occasions, which contains a general relation of
the most remarkable occurrences of his life,
which was written by himself not long before

We

his decease.

And we earnestly desire that all, who make
profession of the glorious truth with us, may
really know a " working out of their salvation
with fear and trembling;" and that they

improve

may

and follow the
examples of the faithful elders and servants of
the Lord in all things wherein they followed
faithfully

their talents,

we may give our account at last
with joy, and receive an eternal rev.'ard with the
children of the Lord, when time to us will be
no more.
" Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord,
from henceforth; yea, saith the spirit, that they
Christ, that

may rest from their labours, and
do follow them." Rev. xiv. 13.

their

works

Signed on behalf of the said meeting, by

us,

Lloyd, Owen Roberts, Rowland
Owen, William Reynolds, Robert Vaughan,
Humphrey Owen, Robert Griffithes, Jacob Endon, John Simpson, Owen Lewis, Thomas
Cadwalader, Richard Lewis, John Richards,
Ellis Lewis, William Osborn, Thomas Oliver,
Joseph Davies, Richard Evans, Edward Ellis,
William Soley, Richard Bembow, Griffith
Owen, Richard Ruff, John Roberts, Juhus
Palmer, John Kelsall, Am.os Davies.

The Testimony of Rowland Owen, concerning
his dear friend Richard Davies.

A WEIGHTY
how

the

consideration

Almighty

Vol. XIII.— No.

2.

in his

came upon

among

my

unspeakable and

their neighbours

and

relations, to

amongst whom our
dear friend Richard Davies was called early, in
and
the day of God's visitation, to serve him
he gave up in obedience to the Lord, and took
up the cross in a time of great persecution.
The Lord made him willing and obedient, in
those days, to go abroad with a public testimony
for the truth, and moved him to come to our
country of Merionethshire, when some of us
were young in years and it pleased the Lord
to make him instrumental to bring glad tidings
to our ears, and his testimony was sweet and
comfortable, to the edifying and tendering of
our hearts and souls many of us loved him
exceedingly, and that love femamed between
him and us till the end of his days. He was
tender and careful of us, and a nourisher and
strengthener of some of us in our spiritual exercises, and was ready to assist the weak and
feeble, and willing to give a helping hand, counsel and admonition to Friends, and others, that
had any desires to serve the Lord.
the wonderful wisdom and love of God
who called him, and many others in those days,
and prepared and qualified them for the great
work they had to do, and strengthened them to
tread the way before us, that were weak and
feeble.
How strong and valiant instruments
did the Lord God prepare to begin to strike at
the great image of pride, haughtiness, &c. that
was then, and yet is in the world
Indeed
their memorial is worthy to be recorded, that
ages yet to come might see what the Lord
hath done for his faithful ones, who gave up
their lives, and all they had, on truth's account.
1 was acquainted with our said friend about
:

;

;

;

!

can say of a truth, that his
in the church of Christ, especially in times of persecution ; he having
much interest with the magistrates, and them in
authority in those days.
His house was very
open to entertain Friends, to the utmost of his
ability; and the Lord blessed him.
The Lord, out of his treasure of grace, eminently endued him to bear a sound and seasonable testimony, when great assemblies were
gathered together and he had a skilful hand
to administer unto them the way of truth, and
which many
to open it to their understandings
times gave them great satisfaction, and they
were made to speak well of truth and its follow^
ers.
O the deep sense that remains upon me,
of the great want we have of the service of such
as he was
The Lord who in his mercy qualified and fitted him, is able to prepare and raise
up other faithful labourers.
It affects me, when I remember his gravity,
7
forty years,

service

Charles

mind,

from

be serviceable unto him

and

I

was great

;

;

!
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disciples, to pray to the Lord of the
a meeting. harvest, which harvest is great, that he would
Now he hath finished his course, and I be- send forth more faithful labourers into his harlieve, hath done his day's work, and is gone to vest, that mankind might be gathered into the
inward possession and substance of Christianity,
his eternal rest.
Much more might be said on his behalf, but which many outwardly profess that the God
I desire that none may mistake me, I am not of all our mercies, and his beloved Son Jesus
giving honour to man, that is but dust and Christ, may have all the glory and thanksgivashes but that all might see how Almighty ing, to whom it belongs, not only now, but
God doth bestow his spiritual gifts upon those henceforth and for ever more. Amen.
Rowland Owen.
of whom he requireth service. And it is our
duty, as our Saviour Jesus Christ advised his

his

manly presence, and lovely countenance, beloved

especially

when he

up

stood

in

;

;

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

MARY ALEXANDER,
LATE OP NEEDHAM MARKET.

'

Ye when

ye shall have done

all

commanded you, say " We are unprofitable
was our duty to do." Luke xvii. 10.

those things which are
[only] that which

PREFACE.
In publishing
sister, there is

this

CHAPTER

account of a dearly beloved
fair transcript

Remarks by
of her

own remarks;

till the last few months of her
This period does not appear to be recorded by herself; and the omission is easily accounted for.
She died whilst from home on a
religious visit; and having a retentive memory,
it seems to have been her practice, sometimes,

life.

commit

we have done

I.

birth to the Eighth month, 1789.)

not a great deal, as editor to per-

form, more than to write a

to

(From her

servants:

to writing the events

after her return

of a journey,

home.

the Editor, including a testimony

— Her inducement for
— A remarkable occur—Her
rence at ten years
impression
respecting a gift in the ministry. — On reading
the scriptures, plays, and romances. — The
death of her father, sister-in-law, and a near
friend. — Further exercises respecting the minconcerning her mother.
writing these memoirs.
old.

first

istry.

The

Editor has thought he could not better
supply the defect in her own narrative, than by

The subject of these memoirs was born the
some information respecting her last 7th of the Second month, 1760, and was the
exercising labours, and by adding an account of daughter of Dykes and Martha Alexander, of
giving

Necdham Market,

the closing scene.
In

making an

addition to the valuable jour-

nals which already exist,

proper
rally

to

felt,

it

may

was

say, that a peculiar interest

the writer has held forth,

;

the county of Suffolk.

in the station

not be im- her mother in that of a minister.
is

natu-

in the biographical narrations of those

whom wc

father

have been acquainted. Where
by uniform conduct,
the impressive language of, " follow me as I
have followed Christ," this interest is doubly
excited
and has also a powerful tendency to
animate survivors, ia the work of righteousness
and salvation.
W. A.
ing testimony.

with

in

of an elder, and
The decease
of the latter, when my sister was about sixteen
years of age, was a heavy loss to her ; as maternal care and tenderness can find many opportunities of protecting the youthful mind,
which, from the different avocations of the
sexes, evade a father's most assiduous care.
The reader will be qualified to judge more
completely of this loss, by perusing the follow-

Her

;
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Eleventh month 18th, 1798.

A

Testimony from Woodbridge Monthly
meeting, concerning Martha Alexander:
short

—

It is not with the smallest supposition that
any thing I may have to commit to paper, can
" Our friend Martha Alexander, late wife of be likely to yield either edification or consolaDykes Alexander, of Needhani Market, in the tion to those who survive me, that I am induced
county of Suffolk, was the daughter of John and to attempt to write down some circumstances
Abigail Biddle, of Esher in Surry, both valuable of my life hitherto : but I
Her mother dying when she was a belief which sometimes
Friends.

am

do it, from
companion of
solemn seasons, that to look back
is

led to

the

young, her father was concerned to educate her, my mind, in
and the rest of his children, agreeably to their and consider the merciful, dealings of a gracious
station; especially to bring them up, according Creator, with one of the least in his spiritual
to the living principle of truth, and in the nur- family, (if worthy to conclude myself at all of
this number) and, as events may be brought
ture and admonition of the Lord.
"Our deceased friend was born the 13th of afresh to my remembrance, to pen them, may
the twelfth month, 1726, and married the 18th tend to my own future satisfaction and instrucof the twelfth month, 1747. She became early tion. If permitted to continue a few years longer
sensible of the reaches of divine grace in her

in this state of existence, I expect to experience

own

a partaking of the cup of mixtures.
Should
the bitter draught be more frequently dispensed

and embraced

heavenly visitations.
Earnestly desirous to obtain an abiding
therein, she submitted to the cross of Christ,
renouncing the pursuits of vanity and the pleasures of sin
and walking in circumspection,
humility and the fear of the Lord, about the
year 1750, she found her mind concerned to
engage in the work of the ministry; wherein
we doubt not but she endeavoured to discharge
herself faithfully, according to her measure.
" As she felt her mind drawn in the love of
truth, she visited Friends in divers parts of the
heart,

its

;

London and the parts
adjacent, in 1752, in company with Mary
Kirby
in the Isle of Ely and there away,
1753, with Margaret Marsham in the county
of Norfolk, 1771, with Mary Gurney; and
with the same Friend, she attended the quarterly meetings of Lincoln and York in 1774
nation;

particularly in

;

;

than the sweet consolations of His pure spirit,
who is the All-wise Physician, and who knows
best what potion is most convenient to keep the
immortal part in health, and in a state of readiness to receive the crown of eternal life, may I
resignedly accept it, and increasingly seek for
ability to say with the great pattern of submission:

— "Not my

will, but thine

be done."

Luke

xxii. 42.

At a very early age

I

mj

mind was,
power
knew what it was

believe

at times, visited with the heart-tendering

of the Lord

;

that contrited

long before

my

I

before him.

This led
very great love for such as I esteemed good Friends, and enabled me to plead
their cause when I heard some speak slightly of
them, on account of what were considered sin-

me

spirit

to feel a

both out and gularities.
My education did not subject me to
such frequent exposures as fall to the lot of
"She was not usually large in testimony, but many, and perhaps of most ; yet there were
very tender, solid, and v.'eighty ; a living ex- seasons when circumstances of this sort did ocample of the doctrines she delivered, in con- cur. One in particular I remember. When
versation and conduct; a shining pattern of hu- about ten years of age, I rebuked a person, who
taking divers meetings in the

way

home.

mility and patience, piety and charity, faithful was ridiculing one whom I believed to be a
and amiable in every relation of life; affec- valuable woman and the person's answer to
tionately united to the living in Israel ; kind me was
" I make no doubt but you will be a
and courteous to her neighbours; sympathizing preacher when you grow up." I silently rewith the afflicted and liberal to the needy of ceived what she said, and felt a secret reward,
all denominations.
which enabled me to rejoice that I was permit" She departed this life at her daughter ted to bear my little portion of suffering for esJesup's, in Woodbridge, the 18th of the ninth pousing the good cause.
Yet sorrowful to remonth 1775 and her interment was respect- member, several years after, I fear I should
fully attended, both by friends and neighbours, have felt less ability to have done it, than at
at Needham Market, the 25th of the same. that early period; but, with reverent thankfulShe was aged near forty-nine, a minister about ness I can acknowledge the wonderful goodness
twenty-five years."
of a merciful God, who never permitted me to
go long unrebuked, when I had wandered wideBy comparing these dates, the reader will ly from his holy guidance.
find that the writer of these memoirs was about
About the seventeenth year of my age, as I
thirty-eight years old when she thus commenced was sitting in a meeting at Woodbridge, I saw
them.
clearly, that if I was faithful, I should, after a

—

;

;

;
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time, be entrusted with a gift in the ministry.

retirement at home.

Notwithstanding my having been so favoured,
I went afterwards much further from the simphcity of my guarded education, in divers respects, than I had done before; but mercy followed me so nearly and closely, that at times
my heart was sad, though I was not guilty of
any thing which many thought much amiss of,
for a young person.
I indulged however in
many inclinations and propensities, which required to be slain by the sword of the Lord, before I could be brought into a state of acceptance with Him.

my

my

desires

:

;

;

space so permitted
I

to participate their

desired

or, in other

spising the

shame

;"

Heb.

xii.

2,

and must ex-

perience a willingness wrought in

my

up

fill

my

measure of sufferings

heart, to

for the pre-

cious cause.

Soon

after this time,

I

was permitted

to

share

largely in the gospel labours of several of the

Lord's anointed messengers

;

who were wonder-

my

state, and proved
were commissioned to preach the gospel of glad tidings to such as were seeking a
which 1 humbly
city that hath foundations

fully led to minister to

that they

;

trust

was

my

situation.

Among

cup

to

frequently caused

overflow, so that

Scriptures, which
to

my

I

often Took up

when

consolation and encouragement.

alone,

Then,

deeply did I lament that any of my precious
time had been spent in perusing publications of
an unprofitable tendency such as plays and
;

romances and I was made sensible that nothing I had ever been in the practice of, had so
much alienated my mind from the love and fear
of God, or led me so far from the simplicity of
the pure truth, as books of this kind.
How
often did I wish I could warn the whole world
of their pernicious effects, and especially the
young people in our own Society. Penning this
remark brings to my remembrance, how in an
instant, I was entirely weaned from ever desiring again to look into a book of this description.
It was by a ['ew words expressed by a beloved
friend, when I was about reading to her one
night after we got up stairs, and were retiring
bed.
She queried with me, and I believe
ito
under divine influence, " Dear Mary, is such a
joy, that subject likely to profit us upon our pillows?"

I might build a tabernacle,
words, continue in this blessed situHowever I was not allowed to abide
ation.
long here; for as he was instructed to hear the
beloved Son of God, so it was given me to see,
if ever I became of that happy number, I also
must hear Him who " endured the cross, de-

Peter like,

He very

my heart was
melted into such a state of humiliation before
him for past offences, as to enable me frequently to cry unto him, that his eye might not spare,
until all within me was brought into subjection
to his divine will.
At this time 1 was favoured
to receive much comfort jn reading the Holy

were earnest to witness
redemption from the world; and in the twentythird year of my age, one first-day evening,
after I came from a neighbouring meeting, in a
solid frame of mind, I went into my chamber,
and taking up the bible, opened it at the seventh
chapter of the Revelations, and read the last
two verses "They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any more; neither shall the sun
for the Lamb
light on them, nor any heat
which is in the midst of the throne shall feed
them, and shall lead them unto living fountains
of waters and God shall wipe away all tears
from their eyes." On reading this passage my
mind was so opened to view this precious state
of departed spirits, and I believe, for a short

At length

[1788.

those

who

helpful to my poor soul, was
beloved friend William Matthews, of York
Town, Pennsylvania, whose fatherly attention
and notice, in so needful a season, will ever render the remembrance of him dear to me while
preservation is mercifully granted to abide faithful to the requisitions of a gracious Creator.

were thus made

my

;

When my mind became thus far awakened,
and was seeking a better and more enduring
substance than had heretofore been my experience, how was my soul often contrited before
my heavenly Father, both in meetings and in

;

question so forcibly struck my mind, that
very willingly laid down the volume, and to
the best of my remembrance, I never more read
a page in that, or any thing of the like kind, I
have often thought those few words were indeed
" like apples of gold in pictures of silver." Prov.
XXV. 11.
In the fourth month of the year 1786, my
dear father was removed from us by death, after
an illness of several months ; during which
time my mind was often favoured with the consolating pi'esence of him, who is strength in
weakness to his dependent children. This ena-;
bled me to pass through that trying dispensation in a manner I could not have expected ; yet,
after the final close of my beloved earthly parent, it pleased my heavenly Father to try me
with the loss of spiritual enjoyment also and
for a long time, my poor mind was often in a
very distressed situation, " Tossed whh tempest, and not comforted."
InIsaiah liv. 11.
deed this was a time of sorrow both within and
without ; for that day nine weeks on which my
father expired, my dear sister Elizabeth Alexander, my brother Samuel's wife, breathed hev
last, and left a disconsolate husband and four
tender children, besides many other near connections, to mourn her loss.
Thus bereaved of beloved relatives, my brother William and myself agreed to continue together in our father's house ; and my brother

The
I

;

:
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Samuel was favoured with the company and
assistance of his wife's aunt, Mary Gurney,
who, from that time, resided with him and his
dear children. I believe she was made a blessing to many of us, while we were permitted to
have her society amongst us which was till
the autumn of the year 1788, when, after having been out several weeks on religious service,
she was taken ill at her cousin Joseph Cock;

Upton, and

field's, at

a few days, departed
peace with her God,
days in advocating his

in

this life, I fully believe, in

having spent her
holy cause.*

last

Though

may

a little out of the order of time, I
here observe, that on the 7th of Sixth

month, 1787, was my final parting with WilMatthews and Rebecca Wright, gospel
messengers of peculiar good to my mind.
liam

To

return to

my own

situation

:

My

poor

mind was long kept in a state of great inward
want, and I was sometimes ready to conclude

my God

had forgotten to be gracious. In such
seasons, I have been willing to offer up all unto
him and his service, so that I might again taste
of his goodness: and in this time of trial, I did
give up many things which I believed he called
for.

Whilst

in this

believe, that if

me

I

situation,

1

had sometimes to
it would be re-

stood faithful,

espouse that pure
cause, which, notwithstanding all my exercises, I could feel was more precious to me than
the increase of any outward comforts ; but the
removal of my before-mentioned beloved friend,
Mary Gurney, at such a juncture, was so great
a trial of my faith and confidence, that I was
almost ready to conclude it would now be impossible for me ever to break through ; though
quired of

I

did earnestly covet resignation to the divine

will therein.

ed

publicly to

In this situation of mind

her burial, and though,

I

I

attend-

believe, at

her

might have publicly borne testimony
of my belief in her happy change yet, as I did
not wilfully disobey what, I have since apprehended, was a divine intimation, I did not feel
much condemnation. It was some months after

grave,

I

;

this before I again felt as much as I did at that
time; yet, frequently was I in great doubt and
uneasiness, often feeling, as I thought, some-

when in religious opporshould begin in the great
work of public ministry before the right time, I
withheld speaking.
At other times, both at
meetings and at home, both by day and by
night, I was under very great exercise lest I
should be entirely mistaken, and that what I
felt should not be any right call to the ministry.

thing to communicate,
tunities

;

but fearing

I

* Among the extracts from letters, added to Sarah
Grubb's journal, is one peculiarly descriptive of this valued
relative.— Dated twelfth month, 1788.
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This was my situation one night in the beginning of the year 1789, when, after having
lain a considerable time in close exercise of
spirit, a light shined round my bed, and I heard
a voice intelligibly say " Thou art appointed
:

preach the Gospel." Immediately the light
disappeared, and I was left in an awful, thankesteeming it an intimation
ful frame of mind
granted by Him, who alone knows the deep
conflicts of spirit I then experienced, lest I
should enaao-e in his cause without his command. Yet, even after this mark of divine condescension to my poor doubting mind, being
sincerely desirous of abiding the full time in the
furnace preparatory for so important a work, it
was many weeks before I opened my lips, in
what I considered the work of the ministry.
The first time, was in the fifth month of this
year, in a religious opportunity in my brother
Samuel's family, I believe, in nearly the following words " When Peter in his vision, wherein
he saw the sheet let down from heaven, with
that great variety of living creatures, and heard
a voice commanding him to kill and eat, refused, fearing he should do wrong in so doing;
he, after his refusal, heard the voice again saying
unto him. What God hath cleansed or sanctified, that call not thou common."

to

;

:

had uttered these sentences, my soul
with the incomes of heavenly consolation to such a degree, as I never before had
experienced, which I humbly received as a token
After

was

I

filled

of Divine approbation for my evening's sacrifice.
Indeed so quiet and peaceful was my

mind for many days after, that I was ready to
;"
conclude " the bitterness of death was past
1 Sam. xv. 32; that I never again should feel
the distressing conflicts which I had long endured and that my having thus far surrendered
my will to the divine will, would be accepted,
and I never again might feel a necessity of the
like nature.
But I soon felt a similar engagement in meetings, though not with as much
clearness and strength as that evening, and
therefore did not venture to speak until it was
equally strong.
About ten weeks after the before-mentioned
time, on the first-day of the week, and 26th of
the seventh month, 1789, in our forenoon meeting, I felt a very powerful intimation to stand
up and express a few words, and put out my
hand to lay hold of the seat which stood before
me ; but even then I drew back my hand and
gave it up ; for which I felt much more condemnation than I ever had done before under
like circumstances ; and went home in very
great distress of mind, which I feared I should
not be able to conceal from my brother William
Whether he
while I sat at dinner with him.
did discover my situation or not, I cannot tell
but as soon as the table cloth was removed, I
;
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my chamber, and there made cove- only sure director, the unerring principle of
nant with Him, whom I sorrowfully felt I had Truth, and submits to be unreservedly guided
retired to

offended by my omission, that if He would be thereby.
mercifully pleased to try me in the afternoon,
From such considerations, I have often felt
with some new opening, I would give up fear- thankfulness raised in my heart, that while my
ing, if it were the same as in the morning, that mind was under the weighty exercises which
;

I

might move too much from

my own

feelings

without a sufficient renewal of litis.
And, oh! the unspeakable condescension of a
gracious Creator, when he sees the integrity of
the heart. I had not been seated many minutes
in meeting, before the petition of Caleb's daughter was brought so forcibly, with such clearat that time,

manner

ness, and in such a confirming

before

me, that I could not doubt its being given me
but it was so early in the
for communication
meeting, I thought I must endeavour to bear my
burden awhile, yet earnestly begged I might be
While I
enabled to speak in the right time.
was under these awful impressions, a Friend
got up, and had a lively opportunity, though I
knew not much of what he said for indeed my
own exercise at that time, seemed all I could
As soon as he sat down, I stood up
attend to.
and began with the before-mentioned petition
:

;

:

"Thou

hast given

me

a south land; give

me

and after commenting
upon it, I sat down full of peace.
This was twelve or thirteen years after I first

also springs of water;"

a

little

saw

a prospect of receiving a call to the minis-

try, as

sat in a

I

which

meeting

at

Woodbridge; and

then apprehended to be a
clear intimation of the divine will concerning
me, it was some years before I had any further
serious impressions respecting it.
The transi-

after this,

I

from tribulation

tion

to

joy which

my

the

me

way

time.

ability to follow

him

which

after

my

appearance in the ministry, and
some of my feeling friends, in

were permitted to behold,
they used such great caution in intimating the
subject to me, as seldom to give me reason to
suppose they had any apprehension of my real
situation.
I believe thai minds thus circumstanced, are better left to the guidance of Him
who begins the work, to carry it on, and bring
forth fruit in his own season ; even though,
through fear or care, a state of jeopardy may
be somewhat prolonged rather than that any
injudicious interference of others, should bring
the poor tribulated soul out of the preparatory
furnace, before the appointed baptisms are fulfilled.
I am fully aware, that the doubting
mind may sometimes be rightly encouraged to
obedience, by the countenance of those who
have had larger experience of the great Master's dealings with his humble and truly dependent followers ; but I believe, beyond all
(jloubt, that a much greater number have suffered by being injudiciously drawn forth, before
the full accomplishment of all the dispensations
which the Lord sees meet for them to pass
through.
;

CHAPTER
(1790

Her

was

Twelfth month, 1793.)

a friend.

—Acknowledged

—

as a minis-

—
Woodbridge and Ipsfamilies
— Norwich Quarterly Meeting. — Deep
exercises of mind. — Beccles Monthly Meeting.
— Bury Monthly Meeting. — Woodbridge
ter.

at

Visit to

wich.

often

enabled secretly to praise the Lord, as on the
banks of deliverance ; which encoui'aged me to
hope, notwithstanding all my foregoing omissions, that He who sees the bent and intent of
every heart, knowing my exceeding great fear
of going too fast, had passed by my offences,
and was now confirming to my mind, that to
serve him without reserve, was the way to ensure comfort here, as well as everlasting happiness hereafter.
Indeed I fully believe, that
while it is really a solid fear of running before
the Lord sends, which keeps back any sacrifice
he is calling for, especially in this important

to

II.

condition after appearing in the ministry.

Yislt to

faithfully in

soul

my

believe

the vision of light,

of his holy requirings, from time to

For some weeks

I

mind ex-

perienced on my return home, from the afternoon meeting, was such as led me to crave of
my heavenly Father, that he would be pleased
to grant

preceded

Monthly Meeting.

I

In the course of the first twelve months after
opened my mouth in meetings, I was permit-

ted to experience

many

different dispensations.

Some

of them were seasons of very great desertion of all good, which led me often to a
close searching of heart, to know whether I
kept pace with my heavenly Guide, or whether
I ran before or staid behind him in my little religious movements.
I think it was not often

work, there is less danger in tidying the fleece that my heart condemned me but when it did,
again and again, than in running too hastily it was for omission rather than for commission.
forward even when a living engagement is My soul often coveted the blessing of resignafelt
but to be preserved from erring on either tion to the divine will, that I might be enabled
hand, is a blessing which can be witnessed only to endure all the turnings and overturnings of
while the mind is engaged to keep near to its his holy hand upon me; so that I might be
;

;

:

;
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thereby prepared to accomplish the work he
should be pleased to assign me, in his house
and family ; if worthy to be esteemed the smallest of his dedicated servants.
In the autumn of this year, 1790, for many
weeks, at times, I was brought into a secret engagement, and I trust I may say, according to
my measure, travail of soul, on account of a
Friend in this county who, I fully believe, had
but
been an anointed minister of the gospel
through unwatchfulness, his brightness was

then

felt,

might

arise,
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only from a degree of

sympathy with some of my beloved friends of
the committee; and not being one myself, it
seemed to require a clearer evidence than if I
had been under the appointment, though it was
left open for any Friend of the monthly meeting
For
to join, who felt the weight of the service.
one so little experienced in the important work

make a second

attempt, under such circumthought would be looked upon to be
rather forward and indeed I sometimes feared,
much eclipsed. At length my feelings were so that my getting through at Woodbridge with a
closely arrested, as to lead me to apprehend I good degree of satisfaction, might too readily
should not get clear of the exercise I felt on his encourage me to go forth again, without a suffiaccount, without going to pay him a visit, though cient commission from Him who putteth forth
many miles distant ; which I made known to his own, and goeth before them. I coveted
my brother Samuel, who kindly accompanied permission to try the fleece both wet and dry,
me, in the forepart of the twelfth month. Al- which I think was mercifully granted ; and I
though I know not that the visit availed much joined my friends in a humble hope, that wheto the individual, yet I was favoured with ther it should please my great and gracious
strength to relieve my own mind, and came Master to employ me in advocating his precious
cause, or permit me silently to visit the pure
home in peace.
1791. In the fourth month of this year, I seed in the hearts of his people, I might be able
was recommended to our select monthly meet- to say in sincerity, " Thy will be done."
This circumstance Abundant cause have I to acknowledge the
ing as a minister in unity.
brought a very heavy exercise over my mind, goodness of an All-powerful Creator, who
fearing Friends had not had sufficient pi'oof of proved himself to be strength in my weakness,
my religious movements, to warrant their no- and granted the riches of his love to be emiticing me after this manner ; and earnest were nently shed amongst us, in divers families
my cries to Him, who I humbly hoped had put whereby he mercifully evinced that he was both
me forth in so awful a vocation, that he would able and willing to be unto his dependent chilbe pleased to grant such a portion of the bless- dren, a present help in the needful time.
ing of preservation, as to enable me to move portion of that peace which surpasseth every
forward vvithout bringing any dishonour on his other consideration, was felt in my return
pure cause. And oh may a care of this sort, home ; and raised a tribute of thankfulness in
be ever the attendant of my mind, under all the my heart unto Him, to whom I desire ever to
various dispensations of an unerring Provi- render the praise of his own works.
dence ; seeking more and more after ability, so
In the latter end of this year, in company
to steer along through this probationary state, with my brother Dykes Alexander, and two
as that " neither principalities, nor powers, nor other Friends, I attended Norwich quarterly
things present, nor things to come, nor height, meeting
and though we were not permitted to
nor depth, nor any other creature, may be able experience any great aboundings of heavenly
to separate" my poor soul " from the love of good, yet I trust we were strengthened by the
God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." Rom. Shepherd of Israel, to visit the oppressed seed
viii, 38, 39.
Such a care is needful to pre- in captivity in that city. After the meeting
serve, ft-om time to time, in unreserved obedi- closed, on fourth-day afternoon, the 28th of
ence to all His divine requisitions.
twelfth month, we left the place in peace, and
In the eleventh month this year, I visited, in went to Yoxford that night. The next morning
company with a committee of our monthly we went to Woodbridge, and attended the bumeeting, the families of Friends in Woodbridge; rial of our much-valued friend, Martha Stewand though it was not much that was required ard, there that day; in the evening went to Ipsof me, yet, in a few families, I felt my heart wich
and on sixth-day morning I came to
enlarged in gospel love, beyond what I had Needham.
heretofore experienced ; and in the close was
For some weeks after my return home, my
favoured to feel solid satisfaction.
Some of the mind was, at times, richly replenished with the
committee being about to engage in a similar incomes of my heavenly Father's love, so that
visit at Ipswich, a M'eek or two after, I thought I could indeed " rejoice in the Lord, and joy in
I felt it my duty to unite with them again
Hab. iii. 18. But,
yet, the God of my salvation,"
many were my fears lest I should be mistaken alas when a very different dispensation was
in my feelings, thinking that possibly what I permitted, which was my experience by far the
;

to

stances,

I

;

A

!

;

;

;

!

;

!
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greater part of the year 1792, then, oh then
found it hard work, and many times altoge-

some of them

[1793.

united with a part of our commit-

1

tee to Beccles, in the eighth

ther impossible to acl^nowledge with the prophet, that " although the fig-tree shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines ; the la-

My

bour of the olive shall fail, and the fields shall
the flocks shall be cut off from
yield no meat
the fold, and there shall be no herd in the stalls:
yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the
God of my salvation." Hab. iii. 17, 18. Fully
convinced I was of the truth of David's declaration, where he says, " Thy people shall be will;

month

following.

Hannah Evens and Martha Brewster, were my female companions
and we were
favoured to get through beyond our own expecfriends

;

my

return home,

I

did not feel

that evidence of divine acceptance

which had

tation

;

yet, after

sometimes been

my

experience, at the close of

little act of dedication.
ous of dwelling quietly in

a

I

was however

desir-

this condition, believ-

when He who knows

what is best
he can yield the
ing in the day of thy power :" Psal. ex. 3 and desired confirmation of peace and to be kept
in that day only, I saw it was that the poor frail in a state of waiting, is often a profitable, though
mind could be brought into a state of resigna- to the creaturely part, a humbling dispensation.
tion, to receive its appointed portion of suffering Therefore, when it is consistent with the great
Yea, 1 was some- Master's will to withhold the precious proof of
for the precious cause sake.
times mercifully enabled to see, in this time, acceptance, for any little acts of obedience, it is
wherein all sensible refreshment was withheld most assuredly his servants' duty to seek after
from my soul, that great caution was necessary submission to him, and ability to trust in his inrememnot to meddle with any forbidden fruit, or set finite wisdom for the food convenient
up any graven image in the absence of my spi- bering the counsel of the good Counsellor, where
he says, " When ye shall have done all those
ritual Moses.
Sometimes, in the anguish of my heart, I things which are commanded you, say. We are
have been strengthened to cry unto Him who unprofitable servants: we have done that which
knoweth the secrets of, all hearts, "Though was our duty to do." Luke xvii. 10.
As the committee of men Friends had not,
Job
thou slay me, yet will I trust in thee."
In such seasons it has been shown previously to our quarterly meeting, held in the
xiii. 15.
me, I trust, in the vision of light, that if ever I ninth month, proceeded in their visit further
knew a full release from the present bondage, than with us, it appeai'ed most satisfactory to
must be by going back to the place I had the women's meeting to continue our committee,
it
once left in peace, even to the city of Norwich, which some of us willingly acquiesced with, not
and there visit my friends, from house to house; feeling our minds rightly liberated from the
though I might thereby become a " spectacle to work and we were left at liberty to unite with
1 Cor. iv. 9.
This was the men's committee in all, or any pari of the
angels and to men."
indeed humiliating to the natural part; yet I remaining engagement, as way might open for
can honestly say that my mind was many times it. In the eleventh month we went through the
brought into a state of resignation thereto, if I monthly meeting of Bury: no small addition to
might but be favoured to have a suitable com- the weight of the prospect to me, was the loss
panion in the work and after many months of the company of my beloved friend Martha
of close exercise, I believed this would be grant- Brewster, who was at that time very unwell.
ed, when the full time should come to enter My female companions were my friends Hanupon the engagement. Here Lwas permitted nah Evens and Anna Perry, and we, as well as
yet
to leave the subject for a while, and my mind the men Friends, were all of us striplings
became, in some degree, relieved from its for- I believe we were favoured to experience the
mer exercises so that I was enabled to engage mark of discipleship, in that we had love one to
This another and we were enabled to move on harin some little services at and about home.
In the close of our visit,
I esteemed a mercy granted by my heavenly moniously together.
Father, having " lain long among the pots," we were favoured to feel a degree of that sweet
Psal. Ixviii. 13, cast off" and useless, and often quietude of mind which is not at our command
been ready to query, " Can these bones live?" and therefore, I trust, it might be received as a
token of divine acceptance; and some of our
Ezek. xxxvii, 3.
About this time, at our summer quarterly hearts were filled with thankful admiration, for
meeting held at Woodbridge, in the sixth month, the goodness and gracious condescension of our
1793, three other Friends from the women's Heavenly Helper.
In the twelfth month we went through Woodmeeting, and myself, were appointed to visit the
monthly meeting of Beccles, and the prepara- bridge monthly meeting, ended our mission
tive meetings constituting it.
A committee of peacefully, and carried a written report of our
men Friends having been previously nominated proceedings to the next quarterly meeting, held
to visit all the monthly meetings in the county. the 17th of the same month.
ing that

best

for us, is pleased so to favour,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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CHAPTER
(First month, 1794, to

III.

Tenth month, 1795.)

Nonoich, <^c. Decease of an individual
Needham.-^William Bleckley's decease.-^
Burial of M. Crowley. Cambridgeshire and
Huntingdonshire -^ Lincolnshire, and York

Visits

at

—

Quarterly meeting.

Very

soon after the close of the

monthly meetings, &c.,
impressed

deeply

my

visit to

the

mind became again

with the

before-mentioned
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he saw meet to appoint, he was pleased to say,
"It is enough," 2 Sam. xxiv. 16; andj "to
proclaim liberty to the captive; and the opening
of the prison to that which was bound." Isaiah
Then I was, in some families, enabled
Ixi. 1.
to tell of the Lord's gracious dealings with my
soul, thereby endeavouring to persuade others,
to enlist under the banner of the Lamb, who is
also "the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root
of David," Rev. v. 5, who was found worthyj
and still is, " to take the book, and open the
Thus, notwithstanding all the
seals thereof"

probationary seasons allotted me in this city,
the supporting and sustaining arm of never-failthat 1 believed the time for entering into that ing power, was experienced to be near, at times,
engagement was drawing nigh. Ardently did to my humbling admiration; and, on leaving
I crave of my Almighty Father that he would the place, I was permitted to receive a little porbe pleased to guide me in every step that I took tion of " the oil of joy for mourning, and the
concerning it, and to give me some undoubted garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness."
prospect of visiting the families of Friends at
Norwich ; and with such an increased weight,

evidence of the right time to move therein, and
of my right companion in the work. And I
think I did repeatedly see, when my mind, I
humbly trust, was brought in some degree under
his instruction, that I was to unite with a Friend
herein, who about this time had a certificate
from York monthly meeting, for visiting the
I laid
cities of Norwich, London and Bristol.
my prospect of visiting the families of Friends
at Norwich, before our monthly meeting in the
beginning of the first month, 1794, and obtained
the concurrence of my friends for the same.
On third-day, the 21st of the first month, we
commenced our visits in that place, by having
sittings in two families.
The next day we attended the burial of a young man at Tasburgh,
which proved a solemn meeting ; and I believe,
to some minds, it was an instructive and awfully
awakening time a day wherein the invitation
of the spirit of Christ, was renewed plenteously
and preciously, to some who had long been
;

Isaiah

At

Ixi. 3.

different times, whilst

we

we were

at

Nor-

neighbouring meetings,
besides the burial before mentioned, viz., on
first-day the 2nd of the second month, Wymondham Lammas week-day meeting on fourthday the 5th and Lammas monthly meeting,
held at North Walsham, on second-day the
10th of the same month.
left Norwich on fourth-day, the 12th of
On
the second month, and went to Tasburgh.
fifth-day, the 13th, my brother William met us
wich,

visited three

;

;

We

Tasburgh, and we all attended the monthly
meeting there. Next day, the 14th, we had

at

meeUngs at Tivetshall and Diss. On seventhday, the 15th, my companion, my brother W.
A. and myself, went to Beccles and visiting
the meetings of Friends at Pakefield, Leiston,
Woodbridge, and Ipswich, on our way, we arrived, on fifth-day the 20th of the second month,
at Needham, in time for the week-day meeting.
;

On the 21st and 22nd my companion and my»
Broadbank's, and re- self having felt a little engagement to sit with
turned to Norwich in the afternoon, where we some of the families constituting this meeting,
had two sittings more that evening. If ever I we proceeded, and were favoured to feel satisknew what it was to be "baptized for the dead," faction in our movements therein; and had to
1 Cor. XV. 29, I think I did experience it in the believe, it was a time of renewed visitation of
course of my visit through this place.
It was a heavenly goodness to some minds, who had
season of very close exercise.
Sometimes I been long called to work in the Lord's vinewas shut up in silence for several sittings toge- yard ; the vineyard of their own hearts.
ther, in great poverty of spirit
and sometimes
Afier visiting a few meetings in Essex, my
halting as between

We

dined at

two opinions.

Thomas

;

when

was brother William and myself returned home,
where I was favoured to receive a peaceful re*
whether all that I had ever felt, concerning this lease from the little field of exercise and labour
engagement, was not a delusion of the great which I trust had been by divine appointment
adversary of mankind. Yea, I was fearful lest allotted me.
And, at times, I felt gladness of
I had put my hand unbidden to the Lord's work, heart, that I had been permitted to suffer with
and, Uzza like, might fall a victim to the dis- the pure sufl^ering seed and could say, with the
pleasure of an offended Creator.
But, blessed Psalmist, " Gracious is the Lord and righteous;
The Lord preservbe the name of Israel's God, and I humbly trust yea, our God is merciful.
my holy Leader, when I had filled up such a eth the simple I was brought low, and he
portion of suffering for his pure seed's sake, as helped me."
Psal. cxvi. 5, 6.
Vol. XIII.— No. 2.
8

was granted, but
so that I was ready

utterance

obtained

;

little

relief

often to doubt

;

:

;
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First-day, the 30th of third month.

was an awful day

to

me.

It

was

This

the final close

He was

[1795.

of religious duty ; yet it was one, I could
look back upon with a peaceful calm, and with
thankfulness to the great Author of every comrejoicing that I endeavoured to pay the
fort
line

once of our Society,
felt on his account, believing the Lord had long been inviting last tribute of affection to an endeared friend,
him, to " give diligence to make his calling and removed a little before me, from the conflicts
election sure," 2 Pet. i. 10, before the solemn of time, I humbly hope, to the joys of eternity.
message was sent unto him of, "Thou shall die,
Soon after my return from the above menand not live." 2 Kings xx. 1. And thankful tioned journey, my mind became, at times, closeI was, that we had attended to the little pointing ly brought into exercise, under the renewal of
of duty, in stepping into some families here, a prospect, of visiting the meetings of Friends in
after our return from Norwich
believing, to the quarterly meeting of Cambridgeshire and
this poor man, it was permitted to be a season Huntingdonshire; accompanied with a belief,
of peculiar visitation from the Most High and that the time was drawing near, in which 1
it appeared to dwell with him to his end; which
must confess it to my friends, and request their
was about five weeks afterwards. He was ill concurrence and that without any knowledge
only two days. His wife remarked, after his of a companion. This increased the weight of
removal, that from the time of our visit, he had the prospect but before I had opened the subappeared quite an altered man very solid and ject to any one, our friends Ann Tuke and Rathoughtful; and that she had several times found chel Fowler, came into this county, on a rehim in his chamber with his bible, a circum- ligious visit; the latter expecting to leave Ann
stance which, I think she said, she had never after attending our quarterly meeting, and that
When I called at his house, for Norfolk and Norwich, in the sixth month
before observed.
Finding that Ann Tuke's prospect
a little after he expired, I did believe, from the this year.
precious quiet I was permitted to feel, that his was to go from these counties directly into
and Huntingdonshire, way
spirit was received into rest, which humbled my Cambridgeshire
soul, and all within me, before Him, whose opened with satisfactorj^ clearness for me to
" tender mercies are over all his works." Psal. propose uniting with her. Accordingly I laid
At the burial we were favoured with my prospect before our monthly meeting, and
cxlv. 9.
obtained the concurrence of my friends to join
a solemn meeting.
In the twelfth month this year, I attended the her through that quarterly meeting, and elseI met her at Bury
interment of our friend William Bleckley, of where as way might open.
Long Stratton, in Norfolk. It was a time of on the 13th of the seventh month and accomdivine favour; many hearts were humbled, and panied her to some meetings in this county,
greatly lamented the church's loss, in the re- both among Friends, and in some places,
moval of one, who was engaged to maintain the where the inhabitants were generally invited.
law and the testimony given to us, as a people, In Cambridgeshire and Huntingdonshire, we
to support. I was with him several times with- visited all the meetings of Friends; we also had
in the last few months of his life, at different many meetings in different places with people
meetings, which were seasons of solid satisfac- of other persuasions amongst whom we met
tion to my mind at the time, and I could now with
many well-disposed, serious, seeking
review them with comfort.
Much did I desire minds.
that those who felt their loss in his removal,
After we got through that quarterly meeting,
and particularly his near relatives, might be not seeing my way clear to return home, I conwilling to follow him as he had endeavoured to tinued with my beloved friend through Lincolnwhere we visited all the meetings of
follow Christ.
I believe it was a day of mercishire
ful visitation to several of his beloved offspring
Friends, and had many public meetings, as in
who, I trust, have since been made sensible the other counties. We afterwards continued toof the truth of David's declaration, where he gether to York, where my brother William met
says " A father of the fatherless, and a judge me, and we staid the quarterly meeting there in
of the widows, is God in his holy habitation." the ninth month and with Ann Tuke, visited a
Psal. Ixviii. 5.
lew meetings in that county. We also attended
1795.
In the forepart of this year, in com- the marriage of Joshua and Elizabeth Wheeler,
pany with two of my brothers, I attended the on our return to York; after which my brother
burial of my beloved friend Mary Crowley. and myself left York again, Henry and Ann
She departed this life on the 17th of the second Tuke accompanying us to Lincoln quarterly
month
and was interred after a meeting at meeting where we parted. They returned to
Devonshire House, London, in Friends' burial York, and we came home, where we arrived on
ground, near Bunhill-Fields, on the 24th of the seventh-day the 10th of tenth month, and were
same month. After my return home, though favoured to meet our connexions well.
it was not a journey which I considered in the
Thankfulness was raised in my heart, for the
of poor

and

.

my

mind had

often deeply

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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many

mercies bestowed by a bountiful giver
although many and various were the trials permitted to attend me, during this separation from
my outward habitation. Some were of a nature, wherein patience and resignation were
closely tried, so that I sometimes was almost
ready to conclude, I had lost all power of ever
again experiencing ability, even to lift up my
eyes to heaven, and crave the blessing of preYet after a disservation for my own soul.
pensation of this sort, through merciful condescension, light did sometimes arise out of obscurity, and the darkness, before experienced,
became as the noon day ; so that through all,
could set up my Ebenezer and acknowledge, " Hitherto hath the Lord
at

my

return home,

helped me." 1 Sam.

I

vii.

12.

CHAPTER

IV.

at

Walton

several other Friends, accompanied

My

me

there at

my

brother Samuel and
dear friend Martha Brewster, were of the number, and were fellow labourers in the gospel
the time fixed.

We

mission.
meeting, and
the people in

were favoured
I

think

I

may

to

have an open

say, parted with

much good will some of them,
having been reached, under the prevalency of the power of the great Shepherd and
I

;

believe,

My mind was permitted to exsome weeks after, a sabbath of
rest; which was cause of thankful rejoicing,
having previously past some time of deep anxiety
yet, I think I was not insensible, under
bishop of souls.
perience, for

;

change of

situation, of the necessity of
watching, lest I should take my flight upon the
sabbath day. I believe that after the mind has
been strengthened to perform any act of dedication, which yields a portion of peace, there is
great need to guard against erring on this hand.
under every dispensation of a
Yea, surely
gracious and all-wise providence, there is occasion to crave ability to maintain a constant dependence upon Him, and on the guidance of his
this

!

(22nd of Eleventh month, 1795, to the 8th of
Second month, 1796.)

A meeting

59

— Debenham— Writes

Friend imprisoned on account of

to

a

good

Spirit.

When

tithes.

at

York

Some Friends feeling their minds drawn towards the inhabitants of Walton in this county,
our monthly meeting appointed a meeting to be
held there, on first-day the 22nd of the eleventh
month this year. It proved a season owned in
a very precious manner, by the great Master
of assemblies
and some of our hearts were
bowed in humble thankfulness, under a sense
of his gracious goodness, and returned home in
;

autumn of last year, I
imprisoned in the castle

in the

visited several Friends,

for refusing to pay priests' demands.
Not fully clearing my mind, at that time, of the
sympathy and solicitude I felt for them, and
after my return home, receiving an acceptable
letter trom one of their company, I wrote an
answer
from which the following is an extract, dated the 8th of the second month this

there,

;

year.

—

"Dear Friend. Having frequently felt
For several of the latter weeks in my mind bended towards thyself, and thy comlast year, my mind was very closely tried, with panions in outward bonds since I passed a little
an apprehension of its being required of me, to time with you in your prison house, it was very
have a meeting with the inhabitants of Deben- grateful to receive thy token of kind rememham in this county. As the impression appear- brance. It renewed my sympathy towards
peace.

1796.

ed

to ripen, it proved a very weighty circum- thyself in particular, believing thou art often
stance to me, not knowing of any one who felt secretly coveting that the precious cause, for
a similar concern.
which you suffer, may not be let fall, in the
[ was brought under great
exercise, lest I should move in this important smallest degree, through unwatchfulness, in any
work, in a false zeal, unbidden by the great and of those who have so avowedly espoused it, as

good Minister of ministers ; and I earnestly to submit themselves to be separated from their
coveted to receive some undoubted evidence of nearest outward connections, rather than baulk
its rectitude, before I attempted to mention it to the testimony given them to bear to the great

my

This was mercifully granted, and Minister of ministers
without whose divine
day and hour for holding the meeting aid, none can really profit the people by their
pointed out with such clearness, that I could ministry.
And oh! that all you who have thus
not doubt the evidence received.
At our given up your names to reproach, may be wilmonthly meeting, in the first month this year, ling to remember, that there is need to seek
friends.

;

the

I laid the subject before

my

fectionately sympathized with

friends

me

in

;

who

my

af-

pros-

and feeling unity therewith, the men's
meeting appointed a committee, to provide a
suitable place for holding the meeting in, on
the 19th of this month.
The committee, with
pect

;

even in your obscure dwelland to feel the sustaining arm of neverfailing power to be near, not only to support the
mind in a cheerful submission to the present
trial of faith and patience, but also to afford a
portion of strength to go in and out before the
after daily bread,

ing

;

;
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Many rocky parts of England. He also occupied a
from my past small quantity of land; but with all his efforts,
and present feelings, are looking towards your was but little, or scarcely above want. He was
little company; and if all are concerned singly a man generally respected, and about his thirtyto eye the Captain of our salvation, your suffer- first year had come forth in the ministry, with
ing may tend to the exaltation of the precious the acceptance of his friends. Notwithstanding
name of Jesus in the hearts of some of them. I his poverty, he was nearly a constant attender
have also believed, dear Friends, that it is the of his monthly and quarterly meetings, genegracious design of our Holy Head, if this is rally performing the journey on foot. He twice
your individual concern, so to sanctify this af- attended the Yearly meeting in London, where
flictive dispensation to some of you, as there- I remember to have observed with pleasure the
by to enlarge your inward acquaintance and simplicity of his manners and appearance.
" In or about the year 1781, he, with several
communion with Himself; yea, to increase
your store of durable riches and righteousness. other Friends, was summoned, at the suit of the
And thou, my friend, with whom I am par- Vicar of Carlton, in which parish he lived, for
ticularly corresponding—T-situated as thou art, not having paid his small tithes, which amountamidst such a mixture of irreligious characters, ed, as appeared by a subsequent inquiry, to
as inhabit the different apartments in your about thirty-four shillings annually, and were
prison I make no doubt but thy feeling mind is, consequently far within the limits of the power
at times, introduced into spiritual bondage; and of a warrant from a justice.
The magistrates
perhaps darkness may be the covering thereof, before whom he appeared, judging the alledged
in sympathy with the pure seed in the hearts of demand exorbitant, recommended a more modeothers ; and thy conflicts and exercises may be rate claim
but the prosecutor refused to abate,
many and various. Notwithstanding this may and commenced an Exchequer process. This,
be thy frequent experience, I trust thou art, at after long delays, produced a decree which deother times, admitted to that peaceful retreat, termined the average amount of nine years tithe
where the Lord's table is spread with the dain- to be nearly as above stated.* The costs were
ties of his own house, and which is an ample above half as much more.
For not complying
compensation for many deep probations. And with this decree, in the fifth month 1795, he
I believe thou wilt be favoured with a continu- was committed to York Castle, together with
ance of the like sustaining power for truly he seven others, his neighbours and partners in the
is not wanting in compassion to his depending defence of the suit, as also at length in impridedicated children
but, unto such, a morsel of sonment.
The names of his fellow prisoners
food will be handed in due season."
are, John Wormall, John Stansfield, Henry
Wormall, Henry King, John Wilkinson, Wil[Of this friend Joseph Browne, the follow- liam Hartley, and James Walton; most of them
ing account is given in Piety Promoted.]
in low circumstances, and all of them dependent
on their own industry for support: the with'* In the present day, when it may
at least be drawing of which threw the families of some of
said, that liberality of sentiment, and mutual them upon the charity of their friends for relief.
" How long they would have remained priallowance for difference of jugdment, on religious matters, prevail in a degree unknown in soners, is hard to say. I do not recollect that any
the times when our pious forefathers first en- attempt was made to sequester their property
gaged the attention, and drew upon themselves and had this been attempted, it is probable that
the abuse of their countrymen, it is rare to find the property of some of them would not have
any one suffering imprisonment for ecclesiasti- been sufficient for the demand, costs, and excal causes. But as in the life of Joseph Browne penses.
At length, however, in consequence
we have an instance, and not a solitary one, of of a representation to the king, stating the sufsuch being the case, a concise sketch of the at- fering case of several of his peaceable subjects,
tendant circumstances may not be improperly and the continued delay of the plaintiff; a
introduced in this place.
clause was inserted in an act of parliament, em" Joseph Browne was an inhabitant of that powering certain magistrates to terminate this
retired part of the West riding of Yorkshire, oppressive case; by which means (except John
called Lothersdale, where he endeavoured to Wilkinson, who had died in the jail) they were
maintain a wife and a large family of chil- liberated after something less than two years
dren,* by the laborious trade of constructing confinement; and distraints were made on their
dry stone fences, so common in that and other property, to the satisfaction of the examining
people, within the walls of that place.

of them,

I

am

ready

to believe,

;

;

:

;

magistrates.

At

the time oi' his commitment he had ten children
but they were not all dependent on him for support.
*

It

may

be proper to add, that they

;

* Viz.

nine years,

15Z. 4s. Od. Iq.

— One year,

II.

13s. 9d. 3q.

!
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were kindly treated in the castle, and generally
by most that heard the case.
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CHAPTER

V.

pitied

"

The Friends of the quarterly meeting of
Yorkshire, in their testimony concerning this
Friend, observed that, though he was much afflicted with infirmity of body (for he laboured
under a pulmonary complaint,) and various
deep exericises of mind, both before, during,

(Ninth month, 1796, to the Third month, 1798.)

— Visits
—
—
— Yearly
the Principality of Wales,
meeting
Welch-Pool. — Coalbrook Dale. —
London yearly meetAnn
Left her
ing. — Joined her again at Plaistow. — Visits
Herefordshire, ^c. — Macclesfield quarterly
meeting, Wrexham in Wales. — Account of
their
the Principality. — Melksham —

Her

brother

William'' s

marriage,

c^c.

some meetings in company with S. Harrison
and S. Birkbeck. Deep conflict of mind.
Visit to

(fc.

at
imprisonment; yet he was enabled
sister
at
through all, to evince much patience, and reIn the course of his religisignation of spirit.
ous labours, say they, he had frequently to encourage others to a like dependence on the
arm of everlasting help, as well as to strengthen
is
visit to
Friends in the support of their various testimogoes to Cirencester and returns home.
ill there
nies, particularly that for which he had so
A dream. Settles in her new habitation.
deeply suffered.
He departed this life the 28th
In the ninth month this year, 1796, my
about
fifty-two
of the sixth month, 1803, aged
years, having been a minister about twenty-one brother William married my beloved friend Ann
Tuke.
Previously to their marriage, they
years.
" A kw days before his departure, some kindly proposed my continuing a resident in
Friends called on him, previously to setting out their family after it but, on considering the
He told them that subject, I felt most easy to decline their affecfor the quarterly meeting.
he also had thought of attending it; but,' add- tionate offer though not without an intention
ed he, ' we are short sighted creatures.'
He of staying with them for some months after their
which I accordingly did.
desired his dear love to Friends, and remarked union
Our friend Sarah Harrison, of Philadelphia,
that he never felt more love to them than at
that time
and that he was easy, and resigned accompanied by Sarah Birkbeck, of Settle, in
to the will of Providence, who had been won- Yorkshire, was, in the latter part of this year,
Besides visiting all the meetings
derful in goodness, and had supported him in our county.
through many difficulties, to his own admira- of Friends, she had many among other people,
tion so that he had to rejoice, even in tribula- and divers of them where no Friends meetings
tion.
He added, that whether it should please had been remembered before. Having looked
the Lord to take him at that time, or to restore towards some of the places with a similar prospect, before her coming this way, it was rehim again, he was easy as to the event.
" Thus it appears that peace and love attend- lieving to my mind, to have the opportunity of
ed his close; and where peace and love lake accompanying her, and her companion, to seveup their abode, it would not be an irreverent ral of the said meetings and also to a few
strain of expression to say, that heaven is begun. in Essex.
In the third month, 1797, I met
"Oh! that every awakened soul would daily them again, in Essex, was with them at two or
seek after the sweet influences of gospel love
three more public meetings, and was favoured
It sweetens society
it begets its likeness in
in the close to feel peace.
others
it excites gratitude
and even if beVery soon after these engagements, my mind
stowed on the ungrateful (as saith our dear had to experience much inward want, indeed to
Redeemer, love's holy and exhaustless fountain, pass through a season of deep conflict, and of
the rain falls on the just and on the unjust), it sore exercise; wherein it seemed to me as though
brings its own sweet reward with it
for it at- my soul's enemy was let loose, with an untracts the approbation of God.
Where then limited power to buffet me at his will. Never
will be contempt 1 where the indulgence of evil had I known my faith and confidence in Infinite
surmisings, and hard thoughts ?
where, either Goodness so nearly overcome before. Almost
studied or careless detraction 1 where, even the continually, for several weeks, was my mind in
needless disclosure of real failings 1 where the a state comparable to being " Tossed with temleast place for any enmity?
pest, and not comforted," Isaiah liv. 11, and
" These hurtful practices, and pride, the pro- left without one grain of lively hope, which
moter of many of such practices, will fall be- might have been as an anchor to the soul.
fore the prevalence of pure Christian love; and Some of my near connections were sensible
surely, when these are exterminated from the that my situation was a trying one, yet none
heart, is it not so far prepared for its best and knew how bitter was the anguish I felt, but He
most sacred purpose, to be a temple of the holy who knows all things. My health became imSpirit ?
Amen !"
paired, and at times, I was ready to conclude

and

after his

—

—

;

'

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;;

;
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I should sink away under the exercise I felt
though without any degree of cheering hope
that my sufferings would end with my natural
Could I have once believed this, oh! how
life.
should I have coveted such a release. But, peradventure, had this belief been experienced, I
might have felt less abihty to have sought after

patient resignation to

though

I

am

bear the present

fully convinced, I

was

trial

often too

[1797.

My

sister Ann and myself, left home togeaccompanied by my brother William, on
the 16th of the fourth month, and went to Bury;

ther,

intending for the Welch yearly meeting, to be
held the following week, at Welch-Pool, in Mont-

On

gomeryshire.

our

way we

passed through

Kettering, in Northamptonshire, and Coalbrook

Dale, in Shropshire, and attended meetings there.
On third-day the 25th of fourth month, we got

to Welch-Pool
apt to cast away my confidence in holy help
and on fourth, fitlh, and sixth
and not enough careful to abide at all times on days, was held the yearly meeting there. At
the watch-tower nor always willing enough to the close thereof, not seeing our way as we had
Alas! expected, to proceed in our visit to the Princistay in the ward this whole dark night.
;

;

how hardly

does the creaturely part bend to pality, we concluded to return to Coalbrook
Dale, and accordingly got back to Shrewsbury
During this season of close exercise with me, on seventh-day. My sister stopped by the way
my sister Ann at our monthly meeting in the to have a meeting that afternoon, at a small vilthird month, opened a prospect she had, of pay- lage we passed through in going ; but, finding
ing a religious visit to the Principality of Wales, myself very unwell, and not feeling any thing
and counties adjacent. For several years, I in my own mind for the meeting, I went on
suffering.

had had a similar prospect, and some months
had believed we should unite in this journey yet, now, all former views were closed,
and I could see no way to move forward and
earnestly did I covet to be preserved from warming myself by the sparks of my own kindling,
or putting forth my hand unbidden in so important a work.
Yet having passed through
some very trying seasons, I was made willing

before,
;

;

thereby to be any thing or nothing, so that I
might again experience, " the Lord to lift up his
countenance upon me, and give me peace."
Numb. vi. 26. When I felt any thing like a
willingness of this sort, oh how did the cruel
accuser endeavour to insinuate, that I had alI'eady overacted my part, in being too forward
to lend a hand in what I had thought the Lord's
work; and thereby had incurred his displeasure,
wounded my friends, and brought this state of
But boundspiritual death over my own mind.

and

left

her in

company with our dear

friends

Deborah Darby, Rebecca Young, and others.
On first-day we attended a morning meeting
at Shrewsbury, in which I was favoured to feel
a

my

strength, to relieve

little

ercise

I

had

felt

for

some

mind, of an ex-

individuals then pre-

whom I had seen, and felt for before at
Welch-Pool. In the evening we had a public
meeting, which for a considerable time was very

sent

exercising, yet in the close afforded

some

satis-

On

second-day we came back to Coalbrook Dale. Third-day, we attended the weekday meeting there, in which neither of us had
any thing to communicate but in the course of
the meeting I thought I saw clearly, that we
must go from house to house among them and
after meeting, I mentioned it to my sister, who
I then found, had had a similar prospect.
This evening we had a public meeting at a
neighbouring village. From fourth-day the 3rd
less mercy was pleased now, sometimes to af- of the fifth month, to fourth-day the 10th of the
ford a little portion of his calming influence, same, in company with our beloved friend R.
which, in some degree, stilled the boisterous Young, we visited the families of Friends in the
waves and enabled me, at times, to look for- meetings of Newdale and Coalbrook Dale, in
ward with hope, that I should again be permit- which my brother, who was still with us,
ted to experience the animating rays of " the united; and his company and help were very
Sun of righteousness," Mai. iv. 2, to dispel the acceptable to us. A few sittings I was preand in
thick darkness in which my poor mind had been, vented attending from indisposition
and still was enveloped.
some others I sat under great suffering, both of
In this situation I went to our monthly meet- body and mind, so much so that I was, at times,
ing in the fourth month, where I ventured to ready to doubt the rectitude of my having left
inform my friends what my farmer views had home yet I had, at others, the satisfaction of
been, and that within a short time they had ap- seeing my beloved companions were rightly
peared to be reviving, but I thought them still engaged, which tended to bear up my drooping
so faint, I desired to cast myself entirely upon mind
having been in some sort the means of
them to judge for me. This I did under a encouraging them to give up to this service.
greater sense of weakness than I had ever Though, in the performance thereof, I was but
opened any thing of the like nature before yet of little help to them; yet, in the close, I believe
it so far made its way with the meeting, as to
none of us had cause to repent giving up to
get a liberation at that time, for me to visit the what we had apprehended to be a required duty.
Principality of Wales, and counties adjacent.
Fifth-day the 11th, I staid at Coalbrook Dale,
faction.

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;;
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being very unwell ; and my sister had a public other of the midland counties, previously to our
meeting at a place at a short distance, and re- entering Wales.
Though I did not feel my mind so much
turned to me after it.
We had not, either of us, been bound to this prospect, yet I could not see my
Sixth-day.
and therefore thinking it
able to come at any satisfactory clearness re- way to leave her
specting our future movements, till this morn- most consistent with gospel order, we unitedly
ing, when I thought a little light arose in my addressed our monthly meeting for further cremind, with a pointing towards Cheshire, which dentials, and obtained the concurrence of our
we were glad to accept. Our dear friends D. friends at home, to proceed as in the openings
Darby and R. Young intending to set out this of truth might appear right.
;

[Their peculiar situation excited much sympathy in the monthly meeting and being atevening at Bridgenorth, we accompanied them tended with a feeling of near unity with their
there, expecting the next day to part with them extended concern, their friends were induced to
and take meetings from thence give them such a certificate as would fully libeat that place
in our way into Cheshire, and so into Wales. rate them to any service in this land,]
After visiting divers counties, on the 13th
But my sister not feeling easy to part with them
there, we went on with them till second-day, and 14th of the ninth month, we attended the
quarterly meeting held at Macclesfield, for Cheand parted with them at Campden.
There we opened our
After this we again moved on towards Wales, shire and Staffordshire.
and for a few days pretty satisfactorily till my prospect of visiting the Principality of Wales
sister's mind became so closely arrested for the hoping some of our brethren might feel bound
approaching yearly meeting to be held in Lon- to accompany us expecting to be engaged in
don, that it seemed safest to turn about, and public meetings in many parts very distant from
endeavour to get there as early as we could, any Friends. And our much-valued friend .Joseph Storrs, from Chesterfield in Derbyshire,
with taking meetings in our way.
[To be thus led about, and so frequently being present, felt a willingness to accompany
turned from the object at which they were aim- us; as did two friends of that quarterly meeting,
ing, as was on several occasions, their experi- George Jones and Olive Sims, who all met us
ence in this journey, proved no small trial to at Chester on the 23rd.
On the 25th we entered Wales, at the place
my beloved sister; yet, I have reason to believe,
this humiliating dispensation, was peculiarly and I had had a prospect of more than four months
To move in before, when we were at Coalbrook Dale and
lastingly instructive to her mind.
a feeling of weakness, and with such a portion that evening had a meeting there, viz. Wrexof light, as could not reflect its beams on dis- ham in Denbighshire. This meeting was large,
tant objects, but only just mark the present step and I believe there was a great variety of states
with a safe degree of clearness, though very among the people then gathered; some of whom
Indeed, I think in the
trying to the creature, teaches humble and full were seriously disposed.
future movements through this Principality, in
dependence on the Creator.]
We arrived in London two days after the a more general way, we met with a larger procommencement of the yearly meeting but I did portion of religious, seeking minds, than in most
Yet
not feel my mind at all bound to it, and still of the counties we visited in England.
found my health, at times, much affected, there- many even of those, we had often to fear, were
fore, after staying one day in London, I return- too much seeking the living among the dead
ed home, where I passed about ten days in not enough inward in their search after durable
peace, and found my health much recruited.
nor enough acquainted with the one
riches
On second-day the 5th of sixth month, I left essential baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire
home again and went to Colchester, where I which, if suffered to operate, would consume all
met my brother William, who had parted with that is of an unsubstantial nature. However,
sister Ann that morning, at or near London, to meet with here and there one who was so far
and was then on his way home. On third-day submitting to bear the cross of Chi'ist, as to beevening I met my sister at Plaistow. Sixth-day come willing to follow him, not only out of
we left the neighbourhood of London, and went many of the vanities of the world, but also out
into Hertfordshire, agreeably to a prospect I of many unsubstantial rites and ceremonies, and
had before I left home this time: having expect- who was seeking him, where alone he is to be
ed it might be right for us to take a few meet- found, in the secret of the heart was consoling
ings in that county, and from thence proceed to our often drooping minds.
I trust, some
pretty directly for Wales.
But our views were there are, who, if they are faithful to the day
again protracted
for after we got into that of small things, will, in due time, be made rulers
afternoon for London yearly meeting, and having appointed a public meeting to be held this

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

quarterly meeting,

gaged

to

my

go through

sister felt

it,

and also

her mind ento visit

some

over more
larged,

and

know

;

their spiritual

borders en-

their acquaintance with the

Beloved

;
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this may become their considerable time before.
The meeting was
happy experience, is what I often coveted when appointed on sixth-day evening, the 1st of the
with them, and oft-times since, when far distant twelfth month, which I attended, and we were
accompanied by our dear brother S. A. In this
from them.
We were in Wales about eight weeks, were meeting and after it, I was very unwell. We
in all the counties both of North and South got back to Melksham the next day, where I
Wales and besides visiting the few meetings took some suitable medicine which did not afof Friends, had upwards of forty public meet- ford so much relief as to enable me to attend
ings, many of them in places where it could not their meeting on first-day.
In the evening my brother finding me more
be remembered that any Friends meetings had
been held before. We very generally met with unwell, was desirous of my taking some mediand tra- cal advice which I submitted to for his and the
civil treatment from the inhabitants
velled nearly eight hundred and fifty miles in rest of my relations' satisfaction.
That night I was very ill indeed sometimes
that mountainous country.
Soon after we got into Wales, for nearly two I was almost ready to conclude it might be the
weeks, at times, I was very unwell in my final close of all things here; especially when I
health whereby I was prevented attending two considered the deep conflict of mind which both
public meetings on the Isle of Anglesea, and my sister and myself had lately experienced
two meetings of Friends on a first-day at and that my mind had been entirely relieved
Llwyndw in Merionethshire. Here our whole from any further prospect of religious service
company was detained several days at the house ever since I left Wales; not only during that
of our kind friend Henry Owen, on account of very trying dispensation, but also now, when

of souls increased. That

;

;

;

;

;

;

my

but after a little rest there, I
go through the remaining part
of this close travel in good health. My dear
sister was favoured to experience a continuance
of health during the whole time but, near the
close, she was permitted to know a very trying
depression of spirits, so much so as nearly to'
disqualify her for any public service, which
Yet 1 was mercigreatly added to my trials.
fully strengthened to keep up both in body and
mind, to the end of our engagements in that
indisposition

was enabled

;

to

;

Principality.

When we
believe, in

the

same

had finished our

sympathy with

situation

;

so that

visit

her,
it

I

in

Wales,

I

soon got into

seemed

safest for

us to leave a few meetings we had once expected to take in Herefordshire, and go directly from
Leominster, in that county, to Melksham, in
Wiltshire.
Our dear brother Samuel and his
daughter Lucy, were there, on a visit to his
daughter Martha who a few weeks before had
been married so Thomas Jeffreys of that place.
arrived at their house on first-day evening,
the 26th of the eleventh month. Our kind companions left us at different times ; O. Sims at
Caermarthen in South Wales, on the 30th of
the tenth month G. Jones at Leominster, on the
;

We

;

favoured with a very different one wherein all
serenity and peace.
In this situation, had
it not been for the trial I apprehended it would
be to my dear niece, Martha Jeffreys, to have a
circumstance so awful take place under her
roof, so soon after her settlement there; I could
willingly, yea, I think I may say, gladly have
exchanged mortality for immortality at that
time ; if it had been consistent with the good
pleasure of Him in whom is all power.
He is
able to cause even a sick bed to become pleasant ; yea, desirable, if in that situation the poor
finite understanding is more expanded, and the
mind more quickened to behold the marvellous
dealings of an all-wise Creator!
This I think
I can with humble gratitude acknowledge was,
at times, my experience on this bed of sickness:
and I was enabled to desire, whether life or
death should be my portion, that His will might
However, after a few days I got so
be done.
much better, as to think of moving from Melksham, when my brother and sister were at
liberty so to do, who, during my illness, had
engaged together in visiting the families of
Friends there.
After taking an affectionate leave of our kind
relations, who had very tenderly cared for me
;

was

in my illness, we all left their house on fourthday the 13th, and went to Cirencester in Gloucestershire
where we were kindly received by
our friends Samuel and Sarah Bowley. The
next morning my brother Samuel and his daughgetting there
but my sister was rather longer ter Lucy set off for home, and left my sister
Though I was favoured to
before she experienced the same relief; yet, in and myself there.
a few days, she was favoured also to feel the bear travelling the day before, twenty-seven
depression much removed, and a pointing in miles, with less fatigue than might have been
her mind towards Warminster, a place in the expected yet, after having parted with my broneighbourhood, at which she had missed having ther and niece, I was that day very unwell.
a public meeting when she was in the county a Continuing so, and not feeling any command to

23rd of the eleventh month; and J. Storrs after
we got to Melksham,
Very soon after we got to Melksham, my
mind was much relieved from the deep depression I had felt for some days previously to oin-

;

:

;
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forth again into the field of iabour,

go

I

believed

tion

may

be

my
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experience, that so the place

any of prepared may be happily mine, when time to
the meetings in that neighbourhood, with my me shall be no more
At our monthly meeting in the third month,
sister, who left me for a few days, and accompanied by Ann Bowley, visited some places ad- my sister Ann and myself gave up our certificates.
And the day following, viz. on fourthjacent and returned to me again.
As I did not improve in my health by longer day the 7th of the third month, 1798, I entered
which was mercirest, but rather grew weaker, we thought it best into my present habitation
it

was

me

safest for

to decline attending

!

;

our relations at home how we were fully permitted to be a very peaceful home, for
circumstanced; and my brother William came some weeks after I first settled therein.
to us at very short notice, intending to continue
with his wife till she saw her way clear to return home.
My dear brother and sister D. and
CHAPTER VI.
H. Alexander very kindly came to us in a few
to inform

days' after him, intending to

home

would admit of

my

the 3rd of the

first

accompany me

very weak situation (Fifth month, 1798^

my

as speedily as

travelling.

On

month, 1798,

fourth-day,

my

brothers

and sisters, and myself, all left Cirencester,
where I had been very affectionately nursed for
three weeks, at the house of my kind friends
The
before mentioned, and went to Burford.
next day W. and A. A. left me there; and the
day following, accompanied by my brother
Dykes and his wife, I went twenty-nine miles
On the 9th we
further on my way home.
reached Walworth, where I was taken more
unwell again, having rather mended in travelling till this time: and was detained there till seventh-day the 13(h, at the house of our friends
Richard and Jane Harris; who, with their whole
family, manifested

of which

I

much

aflfectionate

kindness,

desire ever to retain a grateful re-

membrance.

On

third-day the 16th,

we reached

Needham where my mind was favoured to
partake of a portion of enriching peace; and a
tribute of thankful acknowledgment was raised
in my heart to the great Dispenser of every
good.
My health gradually improved from this time;
yet it was some months before I fully regained
;

-

my

usual strength.

One

night while

dreamed

that

I

was

I

ill

had departed

at Cirencester,
this life,

I

and was

admitted into happiness ; but I met with only
whom I knew or had ever known in the
body, and she, I was told, was just admitted,
and was to continue there, for she had finished
her day's work; but as I had not, I must return
to; the body, and if faithful to what was manifested from time to time, I should be admitted
again when the work appointed me to do was
fully accomplished.
My mind being awfully
impressed with what had occurred in my sleep,
in the course of the next day I told it to Sarah
Bowley. Very soon after, we heard that the
Friend whom I had seen in my dream was very
dangerously ill ; and before I got home, I was informed of her decease and I have no reason to
doubt but she is admitted into everlasting rest

one

;

and peace. Oh, that the blessing of preservaVoL. XIII.— No. 2.

Eleventh month, 1800.)

to the

—

London yearly meeting. Sundry meetings in
Endures a very trying dispensation.
Suffolk.

—

—

livetshall monthly meeting, <^c.

Visits

—

Joins Elizabeth Cnggeshall in visiting sundry
places in Norfolk, Suffolk, Leicestershire, Derbyshire,

Nottinghamshire, and

Yorkshire^-^

Returns home.

At

our monthly meeting in the fifth month,
I mentioned a prospect I had of appointing a {ew public meetings in my way to or from
London yearly meeting ; in which my sister
Ann united with me and we were liberated by
our friends, to proceed therein as way might

1798,

;

open.
In the seventh month,

ther

Samuel

in

some

I

accompanied

public meetings

eastern side of our county

was favoured

to feel

much

;

and

my

bro-

on the

at the close

solid satisfaction.

has my soul longed that the inhabof this highly-favoured land, even many of
those who have been made willing, in some good
degree, to seek the Lord for themselves, might
become more and more acquainted with him,
through a willingness to centre unto the pure
Spirit placed in the secret of their own hearts.
Thus they might sensibly experience the privi-'
leges of the glorious gospel dispensation ; and
know an establishment on the unchangeable
and invincible rock Christ Jesus; and then they
would also know him to go before them, and to
be their rearward.
1799. On the 2nd of the first month this
year, our friend Sarah Harrison, from America,
who was then on a religious visit to Europe,
and who had, a few weeks before, returned froni
Germany, came to my house, and was confined
with me, by indisposition, till the 9th of the
fourth month following ; except going to Ipswich for two days. Great part of the time she
was much tried, not only with bodily suffering,
yet, I believe
but also with spiritual poverty
there were seasons in which she experienced
the Shepherd of Israel, the great Bishop of
9

Oh how
!

itants

:

;
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whereby she I was at Tivetshall meeting. Second and thirdwas renevvedly enabled to praise his holy name. day, I sat in the few families constituting Diss
Fourth-day attended the week-day
I was permitted to be her close companion in meeting.
souls, to arise for her deliverance,

suffering, but not in rejoicing; for,

day

the

until the

not once

after she first

day

I

made

I

think, from

came under my

parted with her at Ipswich,

roof,
I

was

sensible of the smallest degree

Indeed, such a total cessation, as to any visible appearance of spiritual
life, I have but very seldom experienced; though

of divine consolation.

meeting there, and after
pectation,
I

I felt full

did that afternoon.

peacefid

ride

it,

contrary to

liberty to return
I

home, ^nd

my

ex-

home, which

was favoured with a
felt

thankful for the

present unexpected release from further labour.

The next morning my mind became renewedly exercised concerning the inhabitants of
my mind was not so deeply exercised as at some some villages where I had been, in the course
other times.
Often did I fear, lest I should of the family visit with a clear prospect when
dvvindle into a state which might be compared and where to appoint the first meeting, though
to that which the church of the Laodiceans was without any uneasiness at coming home as I
However, I kept my feelings to myself,
described to be in, " neither hot nor cold," Rev. did.
•

;

15, and that consequently I must be in danger of receiving the same awful sentence. But,
just before we parted, which was on the 11th
of the fourth month, at Ipswich, I was permitted
to know the veil, which had long eclipsed the
Sun of righteousness from my view, to be removed and ability was mercifully afforded to
offer a tribute of thanksgiving and praise to the
great Author of all good, and to implore his divine protection over us when far separated ; and
iii.

;

was favoured to return home in peace, Sarah
Harrison left Europe within a few months,
having been from home, I think, nearly sever^
I

years.
I was exercised
some months, under the weight of a reli-

In the latter part of this year,
for

gious prospect of visiting' the families of Friends
monthly meeting, with some other

in Tivetshall

engagements in that neighbourhood; and in the
first month, 1800, finding my mind more closely arrested with this concern, accompanied with
what I believed a clear intimation of the time to
move in the same, I ventured to mention it to
my friends, in the second month, and obtained

until the day following, and then acquainted my
near connections, that I had a prospect of appointing a meeting at Yaxley, the next first-day
evening which did not appear to be any surprise to them, they having had reason to expect
that some further engagements than had yet
taken place, might be required of me. Accompanied by Thomas Broadbank, my brother Samuel, and other relatives, on first-day afternoon,
the 9th of the third month, I went to Yaxley,
where we were met by several Friends of Tivetshall monthly meeting, and were favoured
with a large and solid meeting. After it, T. B.,
my brother Samuel, and myself, went to Diss.
Next evening we had a meeting with the inhabitants of Scole and Dicklesburg; and after it
went to the house of our kind friends John and
Ann Holmes. On third-day, a meeting at Shottisham, to my own mind, was a very relieving
opportunity, feeling divine support in a very
precious manner to be near, which was cause
of thankfulness.
After it, we went to Thomas
Broadbank's.
On fourth-day we attended Tasburgh week-day meeting, which, though small,
was a relieving and strengthening season to my
mind. I was very unexpectedly, in the latter
part of the meeting, led to address an individual
present whose family I had been in, when in
that meeting before, but did not at that time feel
any openness to express any thing to him
though my mind was closely exercised on his
account.
He was in this meeting, much humbled, and I covet for him that through faithfulness to known duty, his last days may be his
;

proceed in my visit, as, in
way should open for it.
On the 12th of the second month, accompanied by my dear brother Samuel, I went to
Long Stratton ; the next day attended Tivetshall monthly meeting held at Tasburgh, when
I opened my prospect to Friends, and in it
found much relief.
After meeting we went to
Thomas Broadbank's, whose house was my
agreeable lodging during my stay in that meetSixth-day the 14lh, my brother went to best days.
ing.
That evening we had a meeting at Hempnall,
Norwich, and accompanied by T. B., I began
the arduous engagement in prospect. Seventh- where was a great variety of states; a few solid
day, I continued the visit to families, and my people, and many of a very difl'erent descripFirst-day he tion.
To the latter in a very remarkable manbrother returned from Norwich.
staid with me, and in the evening I had his ner, the extension of divine goodness and mercy
company very acceptably in two families. Se- was evidently manifested, to save them from
destruction, if there was but a willingness to
cond-day he left me, and returned home.
From this time until fifth-day the 27th, I was accept of the means of purificafion. " Come
their

concurrence

to

the pointings of truth,

now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord,"
Tasburgh meeting, and those in Isaiah i. 18, was awfully sounded amongst them.
First-day the 2nd of third month, On fifth-day the 13th, we attended Tivetshall

closely engaged in going through the remaining
families

in

Tivetshall.

I
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monthly meeting, which was a season owned companied by my brother Samuel, I went to
by the great Master of all rightly gathered as- Tasburgh. Next morning, at Wymondham,
we met E. Coggeshall and my sister Ann also
semblies.
After the last meeting, my brother Samuel my brother William, who went to meet his wife
;

and myself returned home in peace. And I
have cause to bear in remembrance my heavenly Father's goodness, in supporting and carrying me through those engagements having
to acknowledge, that although I did go out weepI have
ing, I was permitted to return with joy.
reason to believe my coming home before I had
those public meetings was right, in order to
have my dear brother's company yet, if I had
seen before I got home, with clearness, that I
was to retuin so soon, it would, I suppose, have
;

;

felt

to

rather trying in prospect.

To

be enabled

go on day after day, just moving in the pre-

sent ability afforded, without being unprofitably
anxious to see more of the work at once, than
consistent with the great Master's will to unfold, I have always found, is not more the duty

is

than the interest of his truly dependent serI have ever known this happy state of
mind; though for want of "letting patience have
her perfect work," James i. 4, I have oft-times

vants, if

increased

my

trials

and exercises,

I

believe be-

yond what might have been designed

for

me

to

After such feeble
work's sake.
efforts to promote the cause of truth, what a
mercy it is, to be favoured with any sensible
evidence of the approbation of the great MinisYet I humbly trust that such
ter of ministers
was my consoling experience in the close of
this visit; and under the humbling influence
thereof, I was enabled, renewedly to acknowledge, " Hitherto hath the Lord helped me."

endure

for the

!

a few days before.
there,

we

all

went

After attending the meeting
one held at Mattishall in

to

the evening.

my brother William and
went towards home and my brother
Samuel, E. Coggeshall, and myself, accompanied by our friend Thomas Broadbank, went on
On second-day my brother left
to Dereham.
us, and returned home, and Thomas, Elizabeth,
and myself, vvent to Holt, where we intended
having a meeting with Friends that evening.
The Friend's house where we were to take up
our quarters, being out of the town, and a contrary way to that which we entered, we were
and my mind
obliged to ride quite through it
became so much interested on account of the
inhabitants at large, that it did not appear right
to conceal my prospect from my dear companion, and she uniting v^'ith it, public invitation
was given, and we had a satisfactory meeting,
in which we were favoured with the overshadowing wing of divine mercy; and under the
After this meeting,

his wife

;

;

influence thereof, ability
ter to divers states

was

afforded to minis-

greatest part of the public labour devolved

Elizabeth

:

but

felt

I

The

and conditions present.

my

mind

in

upon

a peculiar

some individual, who, like the prodigal son, had "wasted
his substance with riotous living ;" Luke xv. 13
believing our heavenly Father was still gramanner engaged

for the welfare of

;

ciously disposed to receive such a one in mercy,

were a willingness to return unto him.
At the time I was speaking, I had not any
In the eighth month this year, Elizabeth Cog- knowledge who it was I was addressing; but
geshall, from Newport, Rhode Island, in the after meeting, I thought I could have lain my
course of her x'eligious visit to Europe, came to hand on the head of an individual, and have
Needham, accompanied by Abigail Pimm of said, " Thou art the man;" 2 Sam. xii. 7 but
London, who left her here and returned home. as it did not appear a divine requisition so to
When I first heard of their arrival, and that A. do, I believed it best to leave him to the unflatPimm was likely to leave E. Coggeshall imme- tering witness in his own mind.
diately, it very forcibly impressed my mind,
On third-day, the 9th, we were at Wells
that it would be right for_me to unite with the monthly meeting fourth-day, Swaffham weeklatter, in some part of her future prospects; and day meeting; fifth-day, Lynn monthly meeting.
before I saw her, it was,- 1 apprehended, pretty Sixth-day we had an appointed meeting at
clearly manifested to my mind, that [ should Wareham in the morning; and one in the evenjoin her in Norfolk, and continue with her until ing at Brandon
and on seventh-day, an apThis I kept to myself pointed meeting at Mildenhall. First-day, 14th,
she reached Yorkshire.
wholly, for a few days, while she remained in we attended Thetford meeting; and afterwards
and before she left it, I went to Bury. On second and third-day, the
this neighbourhood
found my sister Ann had a prospect of accom- quarterly meeting was held there.
panying Elizabeth for the present: but upon our
After our quarterly meeting, my dear E. Cogopening our views to. each other, her's appeared geshall, not seeing her way from Bury into
to close where mine began.
Leicestershire, I mentioned a place we passed
In the ninth month, I informed my friends of through in Norfolk, which had dwelt pretty
my prospect of joining our friend E. Coggeshall much with me during my stay at Bury, believfor a while, and received their concurrence. ing it would be right for me to have a meeting
On seventh-day, the sixth of this month, ac- with the inhabitants there, viz., Stoke. This
1

Sam.

vii.

if there

12.

;

;

;

;
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acknowledgment from me, soon cleared her much comforted and encouraged by dear Ruth's
way and sve made it known to our friends, instructive company and conversation. On
and had a meeting appointed at that place on sixth-day we had a meeting at Castle Doningfourth-day evening, the ITlh, which proved a ton, in which Elizabeth had some public labour
memorable opportunity. I believe it was a time amongst a people, many of whom appeared to
;

of precious visitation to many of the inhabitants
of that place and neighbourhood.
And though
it was somewhat more than usually trying to
me to propose this meeting, considering myself
set out with one, who, I expected, would gene-

be too much strangers to the precious privileges
of these gospel days, although most of them
were professing to be worshippers of the great
object of adoration in spirit and in truth; so
that it proved an exercising season
but a little
rally have to lead the way; yet, after it was opportunity of solid retirement in the family
over, the reward I was permitted to feel in my after dinner, enabled us to leave the place with
own mind, was a very full compensation for relieved minds; and that evening we had a meetwhat I had passed through before it indeed I ing at Derby.
think I have but seldom felt such an uninterOn first-day the 28th, we were at Nottingrupted flow of peace, as was my happy experi- ham meeting in the morning, where, after sitence through that evening.
ting a while in close exercise, a little ability was
;

:

Fifth-day, 18th.

Wareham,

with

my

We

went

this

morning

brother Samuel,

to

who had

kindly accompanied us the preceding day from
After breakfast, we had a precious season of solid retirement in the Friend's familythere
and after it took leave of them and my
dear brother, he returning home from this place.
proceeded towards Leicester; and on sixthday evening, had a meeting at Oakham, in Rut-

Bury.

;

We

me

my

burden.
I was pertook my seat again,
and my dear E. Coggeshall had a very lively
testimony afterwards, much to my comfort;
afforded

mitted to

to cast off

feel relief

when

I

and as far as relates to ourselves, I believe we
were both favoured to partake of a portion of
peace at the close of the meeting yet, I had
;

much

to fear that the

word preached,

to

some

would prove altogether unlandshire.
First-day, 21st, we were at Leices- availing.
Yet, oh! what a mercy, amidst the
ter, to good satisfaction
my mind was nearly many discouraging circumstances which we are
bound to some exercised minds in that place. liable to experience, when passing along from
Second-day, we had a meeting at Hinkley, and place to place in gospel bonds, to know that the
afterwards returned to Leicester.
reward of our labour is not confined to the reOn third-day evening, the select quarterly ception our mission meets with from man, but
meeting was held there; and next day the quar- is proportioned to our obedience to Him, who
terly meeting.
A mournful time it was to me; sees and knows the hearts of all men.
occasioned, 1 believe, by my withholding more
At Nottingham, Joseph Marriage, who had
than was meet, which tended to poverty, and accompanied us from Bury, left us, and returned
distress of mind
yet I think it was more from home.
That evening we had a meeting at
a preference I felt for others, whose public la- Mansfield.
On second-day morning we went to
bour I esteemed before my own, than from any Chesterfield, to the house of my much esteemed
unwillingness to offer the food given me to hand, friend Joseph Storrs, and in the afternoon we
though it might have appeared but as the bar- had a meeting there; which to me was a very
ley loaf; for that with a little of the divine bless- gloomy season; but dear E. Coggeshall had
ing, doubtless would have proved sufficient to acceptable service both in testimony and suphave fed those, for whom it might be designed; plication. On third-day we had a meeting at
which was my painful reflection when too late. Furnace, where my mind was pretty closelyAfter a time of sore conflict before we left the exercised for two individuals who came into the
family there, where we had been very kindly meeting rather late, and had but little appearentertained several days, a little ability was ance of being members of our Society.
Upon
mercifully aflbrded me, to intercede for them their entering into the meeting-house, I thought
and ourselves, that we might all be enabled so I felt a flow of gospel solicitude raised in my
to pass our time of sojourning here, as at last mind on their account; particularly did I feel
to know an admittance where sorrow is no for the female, and believe it was a time of
more. And matchless goodness was pleased, humbling instruction to her mind: I wish it
in the close, to convey intelligibly to my secret may prove of lasting advantage to her.
feeling, " It is enough :" and I left Leicester in
On fourth-day we had a meeting at Breach,
peace.
which was measurably owned by the great
On fifth-day we had a meeting at Loughbo- Shepherd of Israel. On fifth-day, we travelled
rough
and in the afternoon went to Castle through a mountainous country
and in the
Donington,to the house of our valuable, ancient course of this day, as we passed through some
friends George and Ruth Fallows, where we small villages, my mind was so attracted toenjoyed a peaceful evening with them, and were wards the inhabitants of them, that I believe,
states in particular,

;

;

;

;

;
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had we been free from previous engagements cluded to return. After the meeting at York
by other meetings being appointed for us, I on fourth-day, accompanied by Henry Tuke,
and on fifth-day
should have felt best satisfied to have acknow- we went part of the way
ledged it to my dear companion but as that morning we got in seasonable time to the meetwas the case, I kept my feelings to myself. In ing at Warnsworth, which was a low time with
;

;

was needful for meetbeforehand, on account
of the particular situation of some places thereabouts ; but, in general, I have found, in any

this instance

I

believe

ings to be fixed a

services of
gaged, that

it

little

this sort, in
it

was

We

acknowledgment, added

to the peaceful serenity

caused the rest of the evening to be
a season of humbling gladness.
On second and third-day, we travelled to
York ; but before we got there, E. Coggeshall
began to be apprehensive it would be best for
us to attend a monthly meeting to be held at

we

but dear E. C. had acceptable service, in

When I found that
Elizabeth had a prospect of attending this
monthly meeting, as I began now to feel very

which I have been en- near the end of my present mission, I thought
and indeed was my it probable some friend amongst them might

der mercies are over all his works.
Joseph
Storrs went with us to a meeting at Retford that
evening.
On first-day, the 5th of the tenth
month, we went to Blyth in the morning ; and
in the evening had a meeting at Barnby Moor,
a small village we had passed through in the
morning. It was a considerable trial to me to
give up to appoint this meeting, finding some
friends were apprehensive it would not be likely
One objection appeared
to prove satisfactory.
to be the smallness of the place, though I wished
invitation to be given beyond the village, if a
situation large enough could be procured to
admit of extending it further; but what weighed
more with me than any other obstacle, was the
difficulty which our kind friend Joseph Storrs
felt about its accomplishment ; yet, unless he
could have said he believed it best for us to give
up the meeting, I did not feel it safe to do so,
without making some attempt to have one, my
dear E. Coggeshall being fully resigned to it,
though she felt nothing towards it herself.
had, in the end, to acknowledge the goodness
and mercy of our heavenly Father, who, blessed
be his great and glorious name, does not send
his children and servants a warfare at their own
charge, but is mercifully pleased, sometimes
when they appear to be reduced to the greatest
extremity, to prove himself to be strength in
their weakness.
Our dear friend J. Storrs, before he parted with us this evening, told me he
was glad he had been at that meeting; which
felt,

Warnsworth

;

the meeting for worship.

safest,

incumbent duty, as much as possible, to live as
it were one day at once.
On sixth-day we had a meeting at Mony Ash,
and after it returned to Chesterfield. On seventh-day morning, before we left the hospitable roof of our kind friends Joseph and Mary
Storrs, we were permitted to experience a little
season of retirement, wherein, I trust, our minds
were humbled together before Him, whose ten-

before

me

the fifth-day following

;

and

got to York, the weight increasing,

we

a religious liberty to join her lor
a while ; and, thereibre, in the women's meeting, I mentioned how I was circumstanced, and
wished Friends present to endeavour to feel
whether the lot did not fall amongst some of
them, to unite with our beloved friend ; but no
one appearing to see it their place so to do, I
returned with her to York.
We were at York on first-day the 12th; and
I was able to rejoice, in ability being afforded
to my dear friend to labour in her great Master's cause, though it was a very low time with
me. As no companion offered, I did not feel
satisfied to leave her, and therefore I concluded
to set out with her again on second-day morning, in order to take some meetings in that
county; expecting we should return the following first-day.
We had meetings at Pickering and Malton
were at Pickering monthly meeting, and afterwards had meetings at Hutton in the Hole,
Helmsley, Bilsdale, and Kirby, and so returned
to York.
We left it again and went to Thirsk,
find, at least,

Borrowby, and Masham.
our

Mary

At

this latter place

Tate, of Cottingwith,

near
purpose of uniting with
Elizabeth, and that day, the 24th of the tenth
month, I parted with them, after a religious opportunity to be remembered with gratitude. My
soul was poured forth in supplication to the Father of Mercies, for the blessing of preservation,
through the remaining part of our pilgrimage
here, whether we should ever be permitted to
meet again in this mutable state or not; that so
we might be prepared to join the just of all generations, whenever the midnight cry should be
heard, of, "Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go
ye out to meet him." Mat. xxv. 6. My beloved friend and her new companion, went to
a meeting appointed for them that evening at
Leyburn, and I returned to Thirsk; and on the
friend

York, met

us, for the

way, by the food received before we separated,
was sweetly sustained, to the gladdening of my
heart.
Indeed for some days after, my mind
was preserved in such a state of tranquillity, as

was cause of thankfulness.

On

sixth-day

I

returned to

staid until fifth-day the 30th,

after

pany with

con-

2nd, first-day,

several

we

Friends.

York

where I
in comEleventh month

and

;

left

attended Friends' meeting at
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Derby, where we were joined by J. and E. tion result from an engagement of this sort, than
Hoyland, and with them we travelled to Hitchin, I was permitted to feel that evening.
which place we reached on fourth-day evening,
1801. In the forepart of this year I was
the 5th. Here I was nnet by my brothei" Dykes, often closely tried concerning an individual in
who accompanied me home on third-day, the the station of an elder, for whom I had long11th of the eleventh month.
After parting with my beloved companion
E. C, 1 thought it a privilege to have the company of my much-valued friends before mentioned
and that my dear brother was disposed
to meet me when I parted with them.
After I
got home, though I left it this time more from
an apprehension of duty to unite in sympathy
with a beloved friend, than from a prospect of
:

entertained

a

sincere

regard

;

but

who now

seemed in danger of making shipwreck of faith.
At our quarterly meeting in the third month,

my

painful apprehensions increased, so that, in

my soul, I was almost ready
mournful language, " Who shall
stand 1" Psalm cxxx. 3
when a ray of holy
confidence in the never failing arm of divine
the bitterness of
to

utter the

;

sufficiency, was mercifully vouchsafed, after
engagement on my own account, this season of deep discouragement. It proved
I felt peace.
And I humbly trust there were the eve of a precious day in the quarterly meetseasons experienced, wherein my dear friend ing at large, wherein we were graciously owned
and rnyself could feelingly acknowledge, we by the great Father of his people, and some of
were bound together in gospel unity harmoni- us had cause humbly to acknowledge his faously labouring for the advancement of the most therly dealings with us, and that to Him, with
noble cause, which can be advocated on earth. his beloved Son, our blessed Saviour, belong all
May it be our happy employ to celebrate it in thanksgiving and praise.
a joyful eternity, through an unreserved dediIn the sixth month, my brother Samuel and
cation of heart during our stay here, to the myself were a few days in Huntingdonshire and
whole will of Him, who has a right to dispose Cambridgeshire, with a friend who was then in
of us as he sees meet.
these parts on a religious visit, and was going
into Scotland.
The time we were together was
short, but feeling the uniting bond of gospel fellowship, I think we were permitted to be as a

any

religious

;

CHAPTER
(Twelfth month, 1800,

to the

d^c.

Visit to Surrey, Sussex,

terly meetings, (fc.

We

Ninth month, 1802.)

—Huntingdonshire
— Religious prospects. —

Concern for the youth,

and Cambridgeshire.

threefold cord.

VII.

and Hampshire quar-

— Returns

Isaac Brightwen.

—Decease of

—
— Burial of

home.

sundry villages in her own county.

Visits

.

Previously to our quarterly meeting, held
here in the twelfth month this year, and during
its sittings, my mind was dipped into a state of
mourning on account of some of its members,
who, I was ready to fear, through unwatchfulness, had of late declined, rather than advanced
in the way which leads to enduring felicity.
Many of the youth appeared on the wing, soaring above the pure simplicity of the truth ; and
having the company of divers of these at my
own house, I apprehended I felt a necessity laid
upon me to intercede with the Father of mercies
on their behalf. I was engaged to desire that
they, with many more, might be prevailed upon
to choose him for their portion, and be willing
to follow him in the path of unreserved dedication, which yields more substantial comfort
here, than any sublunary enjoyment can possibly do; and affords a well-grounded hope of
an admittance hereafter into unmixed happiness.
I

think

I

have not often

felt

more

solid satisfac-

parted with this friend, after a meeting
Huntingdon, in which I trust, I may say,
truth gave us the victory.
Though it was but
a small gathering, there appeared to be many
different states among them, a few I believe
humble travellers for the prosperity of the pure
cause. May they be strengthened in every good
word and work, by the mighty power of Him,
who can still enable " a little one to become a
thousand, and a small one a strong nation."
Isaiah Ix. 22. After meeting we were favoured
with a baptizing time in Hannah Evens' family;
and a little season of retirement in Phebe FulBrother Samuel and
ler's, before we separated.
myself reached home the next day, the 24th of
sixth month.
For some daj^s after, my mind
was permitted to experience an uninterrupted
tranquillity, which I desire to acknowledge with
at

whom

are

the blessings both of time and eternity.

It

humble thankfulness
all

to

Him, with

a morsel of nourishment for many
days, during a season of close exercise and
trial
which it was my allotment to experience
very soon after this time.
First-day, 23rd of eighth month, 1801.
A
weighty religious prospect, of which I have had
a distant view, at times, for several years, has
been the close attendant of my mind for many
weeks past, and occasioned me much deep,
though hidden, exercise; not feeling liberty to
disclose it to any one; though I have sometimes.
afforded

;
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of late, been almost ready to apprehend I must
make it public at our next monthly meeting.
Whilst I was awfully contemplating the subject
in ineeting this morning, with my mind entirely resigned to do so, if permitted to see clearly
that the time for moving therein was come ; 1
heard a voice distinctly, to my spiritual facul;"
ties, declare, " A ram caught in a thicket
Gen. xxii. 13, accompanied with an evidence
that, at least, for the present, the will

was

ac-

cepted for the deed.

Immediately after it, another prospect opened
my view with great clearness, viz. to attend
the ensuing quarterly meetings for Surrey, Sussex, and Hampshire; and to visit some particular meetings and places in those counties,
which appeared as a sacrifice that would be
accepted, and therefore might be compared
to " The ram caught in the thicket."
First-day, 30th of the eighth month.
This
prospect has continued with such unclouded
to

clearness, that. I dare not doubt

move

to

therein, if

my

its

being right

friends are free to set

And whether

me

the 27th,

71

we were

the meetings,

at Godalming, attended both
and had a relieving opportunity

Friend's family in the evening.

in a

On

se-

cond-day morning, my dear brother and the
rest of the yearly meeting's committee, with his
daughter, left me, and went to London, in order
to attend the quarterly meeting there, that being
a part of their commission.

As

I

did not feel

was most easy

any thing

to

draw me

there,

Surrey; and on
third-day, I attended Guildford monthly meeting.
Fourth-day morning I went to Esher, to
the week-day meeting
where I had the satisfaction of meeting my brother Samuel, who
had returned from London, and he continued
with me through the journey, to my comfort
and help. On fifth-day we attended Kingston
week-day meeting, and after it returned to
Esher.
In the eveninw we were at a meeting
at the meeting-house there, to which the inhabitants of a neighbouring village were invited,
no situation nearer appearing so suitable to hold
the meeting in with them.
If one could have
I

to stop in

;

more important been obtained at the place, it would, probably,
concern, because more extensive, ever should have proved more relieving to us ; yet, I trust,
be opened again, I desire to leave with Him, we had cause to acknowledge, that divine aswhose wisdom and knowledge cannot be search- sistance was mercifully afforded to minister to
ed
for assuredly his ways are past finding several different states amongst them.
On
out.
sixth-day we had a meeting at Dorking with
At our monthly meeting, in the ninth month, the Friends of that place and Capel; and in the
at liberty.

the

;

my

friends the above religious

evening had a public meeting at Capel.
concurrence to
Tenth month 2nd, first-day. We attended
move therein as best wisdom might direct. Ryegate meeting in the morning, and Ifield in
My brother Samuel was, at this time, under an the afternoon. In these two meetings, and in
appointment from the yearly meeting, to visit, a sitting in a Friend's family this day, we had
with several others Friends, the quarterly meet- cause to acknowledge the continued support
ings of Sussex and Surrey.
His daughter graciously extended, from the bountiful dispenLucy feeling an inclination to accompany her ser of his own precious gifts which, we are
father to the above quarterly meetings, we all otl-times permitted to know, are in no wise at
left home together on the 14th of this month, our own command
and therefore they ought
and went to Bury, in order to attend our own to be accepted with gratitude and thankfulness,
quarterly meeting to be held there
intending when they are dispensed to us.
to proceed on our journey after it.
On second-day we had a meeting at HorsIn our way to London, we had a meeting ham
third-day attended a monthly meeting at
with the inhabitants of Box ford, to pretty good Chichester and in the evening had sittings in
satisfaction. On seventh-day evening, the 19th, two Friends' families.
Fourth-day we sat with
we got to Ryegate in Surrey, where my brother the rest of the families there. Fifth-day attendmet his companions. The next day we attend- ed Arundel week-day meeting. Sixth-day, we
ed the two meetings held there, and in the even- had a large meeting with the inhabitants of Peting, the quarterly meeting of ministers and el- worth, which was an exercising season, but I
ders for that county
and on second-day, the think ended to a good degree of relief to our
quarterly meeting.
We likewise attended the tried minds. On seventh-day, we went to
quarterly meeting for Sussex, and that for Brighton, and on our way had sittings in two
Hampshire.
families.
On first-day, the 11th, we attended
I

laid

before

prospect,

and obtained

their

;

;

;

:

;

;

After this last quarterly meeting, a part of the meetings at Brighton.
In the forenoon, I
the yearly meeting's committee went directly to sat under a silent exercise ; and in the afterLondon. But my brother Samuel and some noon, for a considerable time, the same situation

accompanied me a -day or two longer. was my allotment ; yet I felt much for divers
seventh-day evening we had a meeting with states among them and at length was permitthe inhabitants of Issington and another village, ted to see the way open for a little casting off
in the neighbourhood of Alton.
On first-day, my burden, in testimony to them, and interothers,

On

;
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cession with the Father of Mercies on their be-

often ledto fear lest

half.

being sent by him

On

second-day we went to Lewes and on
we had a meeting there. After it, I
could not see, for some hours, which way we
but,
should be likely to move from thence
after a relieving opportunity in a Friend's family in the evening, it clearly opened to leave
these counties, after having a meeting with the
;

third-day

;

On fourth-day
of Bletchingly.
morning we returned to Brighton, where we
parted with our dear friend Sarah Hack, who
had very acceptably accompanied us from ChiThat afternoon we went to Ryegate.
chester.
Fifth-day evening we had a satisfactory meeting at Bletchingly, and after it, went home with
our kind friend Thomas Dann of Nutfield at
whose house we rested the next day, expecting to go thence to Rochester ; in order to attend a quarterly meeting there, to which my
beloved brother felt bound, and I felt full liberty
to accompany him.
On seventh-day, in company with Thomas
Dann and his daughter, we went to Rochester ;
and were at a meeting there, on first-day, the
On second-day, we attended the quar18th.
inhabitants

[1802.

should have run, without
alone can qualify for
his own service
yet at other times, I have
humbly and thankfully to acknowledge, I never
I

who

;

was more

and qualifiwhat appeared to be required
of me, both among Friends and others.
Under a humbling consideration of my heasensible of divine support

cation to perform

venly Father's goodness,

my

many

return home,

my

soul

was, after

times bowed in reve-

rence before him craving his protecting care,
both in heights and in depths
that under
every dispensation of his unerring Providence,
;

;

may be ability to say, "Thy will be
done." Mat. xxvi. 42.
Very soon after our return home, we had an
account of the departure of dear Mary Ann
Smith, who closed this life the day after we left
Tottenham. Though there appeared but little,
if any probability of her recovery when we
parted with the family
yet it was unexpected
to us, so quickly to receive the intelligence of
her awful change; but as I believe her spirit
was happily prepared for it, it is a great mercy
to her, that Infinite Wisdom hath been pleased
to cut the work short in righteousness
and to
Third-day went to London, to admit her to a full enjoyment of that precious
terly meeting.
our kind friends John and Tabitha Bevans. communion with himself, the foretaste of which,
Fourth-day morning we left them, after a solid I verily believe, she accounted her choicest
opportunity in their family, and went to Grace- blessing, whilst here.
1802. I had not been long at home, after
Church-street week-day meeting, where my
dear brother had a lively, and to some faithful- my return from the foregoing visit to the counly exercised minds, an encouraging testimony. ties of Surrey and Sussex, &c. before another
On fifth- religious exercise revived in my mind, which I
In the afternoon we went to Upton.
day we went to Tottenham, and on sixth-day had felt at times for several years viz. to hold
proceeded homewards; and reached Ipswich some meetings in small villages on the western
side of this county.
Very early^ in this year,
on seventh-day evening.
On first-day, tenth month 25th, we attended the time for moving therein appeared clearly to
the meetings there ; and in the evening, had a open, and I found my dear friends John Kirkhumbling season of awful retirement in our ham and Martha Brewster, had similar prosand that the former had felt his mind
friend Isaac Liversedge's chamber, who was pects
then very ill, of an indisposition from which he particularly impressed to make known to me
did not recover, though he lived several weeks his concern, without any previous information of
returned home after it, well satis- my having any such prospect. I informed him
longer.
fied that we went rotmd by Ipswich to visit and my friend Martha Brewster of the time I
there

;

;

;

;

We

him, that being our principal motive for going
After my return home, I
had renewedly to acknowledge the goodness
and mercy of Him, who is still graciously
pleased to reward the sincere, though feeble
endeavours of his little ones, with a portion of
that peace, which can come only from his
boundless treasury, and therefore, I humbly
trust, may be received as a mark of divine acceptance and is a jewel worth toiling long to
there at that time.

;

obtain.

In this

little

journey

I

experienced

many

dif-

Sometimes, when I believed it to be my duty to appoint meetings,
weakness has been so much the covering of
my spirit, in getting through them, that I was
ferent dispensations.

had in view which, after solid consideration,
they felt easy with, and we applied to our different monthly meetings in the fourth month,
and obtained the concurrence of our Friends respectively to unite, and proceed agreeably to
;

our prospects laid before them.
met at Bury, on seventh-day, the 10th
of the fourth month ; and on first-day attended
In the evening we
the morning meeting there.
had a meeting with the inhabitants of Horringsheath, a village in the neighbourhood of Bury.

We

From

this time, until

fourth-day, the 21st,

we

a similar manner engaged, holding
meetings within a short distance of that place.
And in most, if not at all of them, amongst a
people who were very much strangers to us as

were

in

:
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a religious Society.
also

much

Many

next day we attended the morning meetBury and in the evening had a large
which only can quicken number of the inhabitants. Invitation was par-

strangers to

that divine influence

73

all

of them appeared

true religion,

and

to

the soul, to a lively sense of the goodness and

mercy of our great and gracious Creator

The

ing at

;

ticularly given to the lower class of the people,

and and it proved a relieving opportunity to our
enable us to perform acceptable worship unto minds; which we esteemed a gracious mark
" Him, who is a spirit, and must be worshipped of divine condescension, after some deeply tryAfter this meeting was over, we
Yet, in ing baptisms.
in spirit and in truth." John iv. 23.
some places, we met with a few seeking minds, all felt the weight of our present mission so
to our comfort
and amongst them, at times, lightened, as to believe a release was near apwe were enabled to renew our strength in the proaching. After visiting a few Friends in
Lord, who from day to day was pleased to give their families on second-day, the way was
us to know that he was sufficient for his own clear for our coming to Needham on third-day,
work though when with a people who were the 27th of fourth month; and that evening my
so much unacquainted with his spiritual assist- beloved companions had a public meeting here,
ance, it was sometimes humiliating labour. invitation having been given to the inhabitants
However, some of these seasons were succeed- of Barking, at John Kirkham's request.
ed by a degree of that solid satisfaction, which
On fourth-day, after a solid opportunity tocompensated for the suffering of the day. gether, with our very kind helpers, John Mar'
Where the great Master is not admitted to reign, riage, jun. and John Perry, we parted the
his faithful servants cannot but suffer; and former accompanying John Kirkham home.
they ought to esteem it a favour to be found At the time of parting, my mind was permitted
worthy to abide with him, even in tribulation.
to feel a degree of peaceful quiet
biit, I think,
The last mentioned evening, viz. fourth-day I have seldom, if ever, experienced the same
21st, we had a meeting at Bottesdale, with the stripped, tried situation so soon after any eninhabitants of that place
and after it set off gagement of this sort, as was my allotment,
with several Friends who accompanied us thi- with but little exception.
Although I could not
We but believe we were right in parting when we
ther, intending to return to Badwell-Ash.
had not got out of the town of Bottesdale, before did, yet an apprehension was prevalent that it
we experienced a very close trial, occasioned remained an unfinished work. Earnest have
by one of our Friends receiving a very alarm- been my desires, that on whomsoever the lot
ing hurt on his head, by a fall from his horse, may fall to be again engaged in it, we may be
which ran away with him immediately after he enabled to keep our eye single unto the Shephad mounted. As soon as we could get him herd of Israel, who, I humbly trust, did put us
taken back to the inn which we had just left, forth, go before us, and granted a present re
we had a surgeon's assistance, who appeared lease from that field of labour then he may
to be a man of good judgement in his profes- be pleased to unfold to us the further discovery
sion, which was an alleviation to our tried of his holy will, and enable us to be resigned
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

minds.

After staying with him

till

all

was

thereunto.

On first-day, the 2nd of fifth month, I acthen circumstances, most of us proceeded, as companied my brother Samuel to Diss, to see
we had before intended, to Badwell-Ash, leaving our friend Isaac Brightwen, who, we had been
two Friends with him for the rest of the night. informed, appeared to be very near his final
On fifth-day morning, Martha and myself felt close ; and when we got there, we found he
most easy to go back to Bottesdale, to see the was not sensible, and in such a situation as to
Friend who had been hurt, whom we found leave no reason to expect his surviving many
quite as well as we could reasonably expect, hours.
attended a meeting there, which
which was cause of heartfelt gratitude to the was a solid opportunity, and after it returned to
great Preserver of his people.
staid with the house ; and his wife requesting our going
him until that afternoon, when his wife, who into his chamber to them, we did so, and sat
had been sent for, came to him ; and she ac- until we saw the awful conflict finished ; when
companied him home the next day.
had we were permitted to feel a precious covering,
one meeting more before we returned to Bury, accompanied with a belief that the deceased had
and got back there on seventh-day, the 24th.
quitted mortality, for a glorious immortality.
Though our absence was but for a few days, Before we left the house, we were favoured
we had experienced some deeply proving sea- with a humbling uniting season with his widow
sons, wherein our faith had been closely tried
The following first-day, the
and children.
yet we had abundant cause to acknowledge, 9th, we attended the burial, which was a methat our minds had been graciously favoured morable meeting to me, and I trust to divers
with divine support in the time of need, to our others who were present yet I fear such ophumbling admiration.
portunities are too frequently soon forgotten.
done

for

him

that

we were

able to do under his

We

We

We

:

Vol. XIII.—No.
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—

;
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Ninth month 30th, fifth-day. The remains
were interred in Friends' burial
of
ground here. He was one over whom I had
many times lamented, from a firm persuasion
that if he had been faithful to the pure manifestations of truth in his own mind, he would
have been dignified thereby, and have been
made useful unto others. But instead hereof,
it is to be feared, for want of keeping watchful
and faithful in the day of small things, to the
discoveries of the divine will concerning him,
the enemy of all righteousness prevailed so far
over his once enlightened mind, as to induce
him to let fall divers testimonies to the pure

and important engagement, which towards the
latter part of the time revived and spread in
my mind; though not with sufficient clearness
to satisfy me, the full time was come for open-

principle of truth, which,

was well

ing

it

to

my

friends.
I accompanied
and A. Alexander to

In the latter end of this month,

my

brother and sister

W,

Hitchin, where, on fifth-day the 27th, we attended the interment of dear Joshua Wheeler.
It was a solid meeting, and divers lively testimonies were delivered therein ; as there were
likewise in an opportunity in his family in the
evening.
Though, as to myself, I experienced,

through the day,

much

poverty of spirit, yet I
being there, and glad to
Yet be witness to the gracious support mercifully
youthful days, were precious in his view.
I am willing to believe, that through much vouchsafed to dear Elizabeth, who was strengthtribulation he has obtained mercy, and is ad- ened to bear testimony in the evening, to the
In the last few days of goodness and sufficiency of that divine power
mitted into holy rest.
his life, I repeatedly sat by his bed side, and which had supported her under the present
was sometimes favoured to feel a consoling be- deeply afRictive dispensation.
After my I'eturn home, I went again to Ipslief that this would be his happy experience.
wich, and staid about ten days longer with my
sister Hannah,
During that time I felt more
closely the weighty prospect which had revived
I

CHAPTER

(Twelfth month 1802,

A season

to the

VIII.

Visit to

Friends'' families,

trial.
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religious prospect alluded
before the

to,

feelings upon such occasions.

The

latter

end of

this year,

and most of the

month 1803, I was at Ipswich, with my
Though I was well satisdear sister Hannah.

first

fied therewith, believing

it

to

be

my

duty

to

do

could to alleviate a time of trial which
she was permitted to experience ; yet, as to
myself, it was a season of peculiar withdrawing
Sometimes I could
of all substantial comfort.

what

1

not but secretly

mourn

my

destitute

state of

mind and had there not been a little cheering
ray of holy confidence, mercifully vouchsafed,
in that AU-sutfieient Power, who is still able to
"open," at his pleasure, "rivers in high places,
and fountains in the midst of the vallies; to make
the wilderness a pool of water, and the dry land
springs of water;" Isa. xli. 18, 1 think, it seemed
almost as if I must have sunk into irrecoverable
;

sadness.

But, blessed be the

satisfied in

I left her.
After I got home, it so much
increased in weight, as to induce me to believe

before

Seventh month 1804.

of wilhdraioing, and

London yearly meeting.
visit to

verily believe, in his

name of

Israel's

God, he was pleased to sustain through this
long winter season; and at times, to afTord a
grain of living faith, thai when his wisdom saw
it was enough, the cloud should be removed
from the tabernacle. I was sometimes ready
to conclude, my present suffering was intended
as a preparatory dispensation, for an arduous

it

was

right for

me

to

open

the third month, a prospect

I

to

my

friends, in

had of visiting the

families of Friends throughout our quarterly
meeting; and also of holding public meetings;
particularly on the western side of the county,
in some villages which were left unvisited when
I was joined by John Kirkham and Martha
Brewster; and I obtained the concurrence of
Friends to proceed therein.
To give up thus far without any knowledge
of a companion, was a sacrifice which cost
me many hours of close execise of mind, and
many fears for the honour of the pure cause
about to espouse.
To be so engaged
I was
amongst divers who were not strangers to me,
increased the arduousness of the work in my
view believing it would be in a peculiar man;

ner needful to stand resigned, to renewed bap-

engagement
judgment rereliance, from hour

tisms, in the course of such an
in

order to experience

all inferior

moved, and to feel an entire
on the guidance of unerring Wisdom.
My mind for a short season was permitted to
receive consolation, from an acknowledgment
of my beloved brother Samuel's to the monthly
meeting, that he felt most easy to inform his
friends, he believed, if no other companion offered, he should feel bound to accompany me
through some part of the visit. He had their
full concurrence so to do, and in the course of
our religious engagements together, I had good
cause to believe, that his willingness to sympathize with me, and as far as was consistent
with the great Master's will, to become a felto hour,
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low -labourer in the arduous work, was not all
he was called to, but that he was separated for
a similar work, within the compass of our own
monthly meeting.
We left home on seventh-day, the 19th of the
third month, and went that evening to Woodbridge, and the next morning to Leiston, in
time for meeting. In the afternoon and evening we had four sittings in the families there.
On second and third-days we sat with the rest
Fourth-day
of that meeting in their families.
morning, we began a visit to the families at
Woodbridge; and finished the next evening.
On sixth-day morning, we had a meeting with
Friends there and in the afternoon were favoured to leave them in peace.
In the evening we had three sittings at Ipswich, and there we were in a similar manner
engaged, until fourth-day evening, the 30th of
this month.
During our visit in that place, I
underwent the deepest baptisms, I ever experienced. For several days after we got there, it
seemed as though every day they grew heavier,
so that sometimes I was almost ready to feel
dismayed, lest I had begun a work, which I
;

should not be able to accomplish.
praise of our

Holy Head and High

But, to the
Priest, I

was

favoured to witness, that, sufficient for the day,
the strength he was pleased in mercy to
dispense.
That evening, after the close of the
visit, and through the greatest part of the night,
I was favoured to partake more largely of the
foretaste of enduring felicity, than ever I had

was

75'

Foui"th-day, accompanied by my brother
Samuel, I visited the families in our own particular meeting
but my mind was under too
heavy a load of discouragement, in looking towards the future, to get relievingly through the
present engagement.
However, I have reason
to apprehend that the close of this day might
have proved more satisfactory, had I attended

wich.

:

more

to the great Master's injunction of,

therefore

morrow
self."

no thought

for the

morrow

"

Take

for the

;

shall take thought for the things of

Mat.

34.

vi.

This

was favoured

I

verified the next day, the 7th

it-

to see

of fourth month.

morning I took my leave of my beloved
brother Samuel, who expected to set out in a
few days for the half year's meeting in Wales.
It was a pinching separation to me, as we had
been- very nearly bound in gospel fellowship, in
In the

the course of our

My

late

arduous engagement.

brother William kindly accompanied

me

to

Bury, where I informed my friends, in their
monthly meeting, of my prospect in coming
amongst them. When I had done so, my dear
sister Hannah, who was then on a visit to her
sister Martha Brewster, in a weighty manner,
proposed to unite with

me

which met
was
After meeting, I was
therein,

the cordial approbation of her friends, and
truly comforting to me.

favoured to feel such a degree of tranquiUity,
was cause of humble thankfulness.

as

On

sixth-day,

we

visited three families,

the

families

in

the

and

We

continued visiting
country meetings round

travelled thirty miles.

done before. It was a night which I desire Bury, until third-day.
That afternoon and
may ever remain in my remembrance, with rev- evening we had four sittings there; which I got
erent thankfulness to the blessed Author of all through under much bodily suffering.
From
good.

I

thought

to feel

what

1

then

felt,

unin-

terruptedly, would, without augmentation, con-

a joyful eternity.

stitute

next day, at a meeting with Friends
there, I was renewedly plunged into close exercise, though not without some ability to cast off
my burden, by ministering to them, and interceding with the Father of mercies for them and

But

I

did not feel a full release from

Ipswich, without submitting to invite all my
brother Dykes' workmen, and such of their
families as inclined to attend, to come together
that evening; and it proved a solid opportunity.
After it was over, I was favoured to experience
a renewal of the precious peace, which had been
my allotment the preceding evening.
On sixth-day morning, the 1st of the fourth
month, after sitting with a young woman who
attends meeting, but is not a member of our So-

we came home; and a happy day it was
me, feeling the incomes of enriching peace.

ciety,
to

On first-day the 3rd, I attended Mendlesham
meeting, and afterwards sat with the lew Friends
in their different families.
On third-day the
5th,

I

was

at oin-

monthly meeting held

I

was much

at Ips-

indis-

posed from a complaint then very prevalent,
the influenza
and my dear sister had something of the same disorder; so that, visiting the
remaining families in Bury, was all we were
able to accomplish in the course of that week.
Under this unexpected detention my mind
was mostlj^ favoured to feel peaceful and it
was a great privilege to us, that we were so favourably situated as under our beloved M. B.'s
hospitable roof, at a time when we were unable
to proceed in the prospect before us.
On firstday evening the 17th, I had a meeting at Cockfield, for some of the inhabitants
scattered
thereaway ; and after it we returned to Bury.
On second-day we parted with our dear M. B.
and went to Haverhill. There we sat with the
few families of Friends; and afterwards attendOn sixth-day the
ed a meeting with them.
22nd, I had a meeting with the inhabitants of
Withersfield, and another village in the neighbourhood of Haverhill.
On seventh-day we went to Sudbury. With
Friends there, and a meeting with the inhabitants of an adjoining place, we were engaged
;

The

ourselves.

that time, for several days,

;

; ;
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until

1

third-day the

On

Needham.

the

26th,

way

when we came

honne,

my

[1804.

resigned to His unerring will; consigning her
to his fatherly protection, under every dispensa-

to

mind was

so strongly attracted towards some of the in- tion which he may see meet to appoint or perhabitants of these parts, that I did not feel a full mit her to pass through for his glorious cause
release from this field of labour, until I had in- sake ; humbly hoping, in his own time, to be
vited them to come together, the following first- favoured to see her restored to us again in
day, 1st of fifth month, when a large number peace. That her beloved husband, in a pecucollected in a barn at Hitcham. Amongst
them, I believe, was a great variety of states
some, I trust, awakened seeking minds, though
they seemed, as it were, almost lost in the
crowd. Quietness and peace were mercifully
vouchsafed to me on my return home that
evening though I think my mind was never
more humbled under a feeling sense of being
but an unprofitable servant, if at all worthy to
be esteemed one in my Heavenly Father's house.

were

:

manner,

may

be a sharer with her in the
and their tender babes know
the blessing of preservation, I feel at the present
moment nearly interested, may be their individual and united happy experience.
Twelfth month, 31st. For some weeks, near
the close of this year, my mind was tried with

liar

precious reward

much

;

But
has pleased infinite Goodness, a little to unveil himself to my comfort,
My beloved sister Hannah's sympathy, and and though it has been but of short duration,
secret exercise of mind, many times proved yet enough to renew a degree of living faith,
strengthening to me, in the course of our mov- and holy confidence, in his All-sufficient power,
And as it is the freing along and I earnestly covet she may reap and inscrutable wisdom.
the reward of solid peace, for this act of dedi- quent humbling experience of his servants, that
cation to the precious cause ; which will ever it is consistent with his divine will they should
be found enough to recompense for many deeply live by faith, it is a mercy which calls for thankbaptizing seasons.
I trust we may with thank- fulness of heart, when any ability is felt in sinfulness acknowledge, that although such were cerity to utter the submissive language, under
sometimes our experience, yet, the Author of those dispensations, " Not my will, but thine be
Luke xxii. 42. Humbled in the conall good was with us at other times, and re- done."
freslied the visiters and visited together, to our sideration of how frail I am, and unable in the
humbling admiration.
smallest degree to come to such a state of reThough it has been but seldom that I have signation without renewed help from time to
had any reason to believe it was right for me time, from the holy sanctuary, oh may my
to attend our annual meeting in London, having mind more and more seek after ability to bemuch oftener apprehended my allotment has come sanctified throughout, in thought, word,
been to tarry at home, while others of our little and deed. In reviewing this year, I perceive
company in this meeting were so employed that although many deep exercises have been
yet, this year, after the close of the foregoing permitted for me to pass through, yet the Lord
engagement, I was unusually led into feeling hath sustained me in the midst of them all; and
respecting the approaching yearly meeting; and I have had some seasons of sweet consolation,
my mind was nearly bound in gospel sympathy in which my heart hath been knit to the beloved
with my beloved sister Ann, who was going of my soul.
under a prospect of casting before the select
First month 1st, 1804.
My mind this aftermeeting, her concern to visit the continent of noon has been led to consider, that many may
America. I made some efforts to go which did be the changes which the present year may
not succeed, and the time being very short, I produce
many the trials and exercises I may
gave it up. Though I do not know that I can be permitted to experience. And oh! may there
say I felt condemnation, yet I have not had that be a centering to the source of all pure instrucclear evidence of being in my right allotment tion, for counsel to move according to divine
at home, which, at many other times, I have appointment
that whether suffering or rejoicbeen favoured to experience.
ing, that part destined for immortality, may be
On fifth-day, the 14th of the seventh month preserved in a state of acceptance with " the
this year, my dear sister left home for America. High and Lofty One that inhabiteth eternity,
On seventh-day, the 13th of the eighth month, whose name is Holy," Isaiah Ivii. 15, and who
she embarked at Liverpool, on board the Francis still condescends to dwell with them that are of
Henrietta, bound for New York.
She was fa- " a contrite and humble spirit."
deprivation of divine consolation.

within a few days,

it

:

!

:

;

;

voured to arrive in safety on sixth-day, the 16ih
of ninth month. The loss of her society is
great to many of our little circle in this place
yet the undoubted persuasion that she is led
forth by the great Shepherd of Israel, tends to
enable many of her near connections to feel

Fifth

pect

month, 11th.

In the forepart of this

became renewedly exercised in the prosof a religious engagement, which for many

year,

I

my fii'st appearing in a public
meetings, has, at times, weightily

years, even from

testimony
attended

in

my mind;

and particularly

in the

sum-

;
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mer of 1801, when, for a considerable time, I by my friends in a manner that raised humble
was ready to apprehend it would be consistent admiration in my deeply tried mind and castwith my peace to endeavour to move therein. ing the burden before them, afforded a precious
But infinite Wisdom was pleased at that time to portion of tranquillity, to which I had long been
I think I never was so
order it otherwise, as already remarked in these much unaccustomed.
memorandums. And now, when it first opened sensible of divine help and support, under a
with weight, I felt solicitous that whatever was a similar circumstance, as in the women's meet;

might be done; though many ing at this time, though I did not feel altogether
under similar im- the same strength in the men's.
Indeed I have but seldom felt as much ability
pressions, of being deceived by the great adversary, who cares not by what stratagem he can in communicating in this way to my brethren,
and I believe, the
betray. At length such became the state of my as when among my sisters
mind, under the deep discouragement which I necessity there is, in such cases, of repeating
have felt, that I but seldom possessed any ca- pretty much the same thing, does in degree
pacity to put up even a secret petition, to the lessen the weight of what is expressed.
My dear brother Samuel, at the same time,
Father and Fountain of life, for ability to know
and do his will though, day and night, in com- informed Friends how he had been circumpany and alone, 1 had not long together, felt stanced, and that he felt most easy to propose
Certificates for us were orliberated from an awful consideration of the im- to unite with me.
This morning I ventured to dered to be prepared for next monthly meeting,
portant subject.
right in his sight,

my

have been

fears, as usual

:

:

my

beloved brother Samuel a little of to be held on fourth-day, the 1st of
having long looked towards month.
him as a companion, if ever the way should
open for engaging in the prospect in view,

unfold to

my

tried situation

knew

not that he had ever felt a simiAfter speaking to him, my mind,
for a short time, was relieved from a very heavy
load, which leads me to believe, let the matter

though

I

CHAPTER

lar concern.

ever see ray way to
move further in it or not, that I have not done
wrong in disclosing my feelings to him. Though

issue as

it

"the

eighth

;

may, whether

IX.

(Srd of Eighth month, 1804, to the 1st of First
month, 1805.)

I

he said but a few words on the subject, yet,
from the manner in which he received it, and the
weight which accompanied us at the time, I do
apprehend his mind has been somewhat similarly exercised.

Fourth-day, 16th of fifth month.

My brother

Samuel revived the foregoing subject to me
and at the same time acknowledged, to my
comfort, that he had for some years felt an apprehension, that a similar engagement would
sometime be allotted him but he had not seen
the time for moving therein was fully come,
;

— Bury. — LitScotland,
— Chatteris. — Derby. — Cockermouth. —
Farton. —
of Man. — Whitehaven. — Dissington. — Cockermouth. — Mary Port. — Cockermouth quarterly meeting. — Graysouthen. —
Dundee. — Kinmuck. — Balhalgardy. — OldMeldrutn. — Aberdeen. — Stonehaven. — Montrose.
— Dundee. — Perth. — Glasgow. — Edinburgh
monthly meeting. — Newcastle. — Shields. —
— York. — Wellbourn. — NorthDarlington,
ampton quarterly meeting. — Chatteris. — Re-

Sets out on the visit

to

<Sj-c.

tle-port.

Isle

<^c.

times home.

Sixth-day, the 3rd of the eighth month.
though since I opened my feelings to him, he
has looked more than heretofore towards an After so long a time of deep exercise, it has been
early entrance into it
yet not with sufficient cause of humble admiration that I have been
clearness to gis'e me much expectation he shall enabled to look forward towards the weighty
be likely to see his way to join me in next engagement in view, with so much serene satiseighth month which has very much fixed with faction, as, for the last iJew weeks, has frequentme as being the right time for my leaving home. ly been the happy experience of my thankful
Much do I desire we may both be enabled to heart. Under these feelings, I left home, and
move under the direction of Him, who remains we went this evening to Bury. The next day
to be, " Great in counsel, and mighty in work." my mind was permiUed to know a different dispensation, and I was ready to fear we must part
Jer. xxxii. 19.
After many anxious hours, and some deep from our dear friend Martha Brewster, under a
conflicts of spirit, on this important subject, I sense of the deprivation of that substantial comwas enabled, at our monthly meeting in the fort, which, my soul longed to feel. But just
seventh month, to open my prospect of a visit before we left her hospitable roof, we were fato Friends and some others in Scotland, some voured to know a little of the renewed loving
of the northern counties of England, and the kindness of our gracious Helper, who, through
inhabitants of the Isle of Man. It was received our beloved friend M. B., was pleased to open
;

;

;

;;
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for us a

little

brook by the way, and

farewell to her under

On

its

we

bid

tendering influence.

my

[1804.

A. and J. B. how we were situated,
them to pursue their own prospect, if

friends J.

desiring

they continued to feel most easy to go that
which evening; but they likewise concluded to stay
was a very small gathering but we were per- the monthly meeting next day. It proved a
mitted to experience the fulfilling of the divine season of divine favour; and three Friends that
promise that, " Where two or three are gathered day were separated to accompany us, who
together in my name, there am I in the midst proved truly sympathizing helpers many ways,
viz. Henry Bragg, John Fletcher, and Ann
It was a humbling
Mat. xviii. 20.
of them."
baptizing season; to be remembered with thank- Fletcher, the latter as a female companion to
fulness to Him, in whom are all our fresh me, whose affectionate attention I have cause to
remember with gratitude. In the afternoon of
springs.
We went that evening to Chatteris, and that day, Henry Bragg and some other Friends
lodged at our friend John Bateman's, who was made much inquiry for a vessel to take us over,
from home on a religious engagement with John but could not succeed and late in the evening
it seemed needful to give up the expectation of
Abbott, with a view to visit the Isle of Man
and it now looks likely we may cross the water going the next day. This was another close
together.
Before we left this family, we had a trial of my faith, having so fully believed that
humbling opportunity of religious retirement. we should meet with something suitable for the
Very soon after it appeared
In the course of this week we travelled to Shef- next morning.
taking a week-day meeting at Loughbo- given up by my companion as a hopeless case,
field
At the latter, in Henry Bragg came in again and informed us
rough, and another at Derby.
the evening of the same day, we had a meeting he had just met with an offer of a vessel to take
with the richly visited inhabitants of that place. us either that evening or the next morning.
On first-day the 12th, we were at Sheffield We soon concluded to take the morning's tide
meetings. And thence, on second-day, we went and I went to bed with a heart filled with thankOn fourth-day we attended a fulness and peace.
to Huddersfield.
Fourth-day morning, the 22nd, we sailed
week-day meeting at Settle sixth-day, one at
Kendal; and on seventh-day, the 18th, we got from Whitehaven with a fair wind, and very
to Cockermouth, where we met our friends John fine weather, which continued until we got
Abbott and John Bateman. We all attended about two-thirds of the way over then it bethe meeting there the next day, and had one in came almost a calm; and when a little wind did
the evening for the inhabitants of that place, spring up, it was nearly a-head of us, which
Though we passed made it slow getting on. However we were
appointed by John Abbott.
through some close exercise, we had cause to favoured to land safe at Ramsay, thirty-four
be thankful we were there. The evening meet- miles, that night; and had cause to feel our
ing was a time greatly owned by the Shepherd hearts humbled in thankfulness to Him whom,
wind and waves obey.
of Israel.
We had a meeting at Ramsay the next mornOn second-day, we went to our friend Henry
Bragg's, at Parton, near Whitehaven; and were ing, and another in the evening in both which
At this
informed, on our arrival there, that the packet we experienced Holy Help to be near.
for the Isle of Man would sail that evening about place we met with great kindness from a family
ten o'clock. This was intelligence that brought who accommodated Ann Fletcher and myself
my mind under deep exercise, especially find- with a bed and manifested other acts of being all my intended companions were willing to nevolence to our little company, which bound
go at that time, though my brother gave a pre- them to our affectionate and religious feelings.
ference to staying over the monthly meeting at With them we had a solid season of retirement
Whitehaven, the next day. When I found him before we set off on sixth-day morning, in which
so circumstanced, I also endeavoured to look at they were recommended to seek more and more
going with them, but after a close conflict, I felt after an inward acquaintance with the Father
best satisfied to inform my beloved brother and of spirits, who is the sure reward of all his faithfellow-labourer, that, before I left home, I thought ful people, and worthy to be served both by the
I saw we were to attend that monthly meeting, aged and the youth. Intercession was also made
and sail the next day and that the prospect so unto Him, that, as they had handed much more
continued with me, as to lead me to believe it to us than a cup of cold water, in the name of
was safest to give up going by the packet disciples, they might receive their reward and
though there then appeared but very little pro- that he would be pleased to grant us, his pilbability of our getting conveyed to the island on grims, the blessing of preservation under all our
the day I had in view. My dear brother, when movements, in passing along through this little
he heard this acknowledgment, felt fully I'e- island, a very small part of his foot-stool.
On sixth-day evening, we had a meeting at
signed to stay with me. We then informed our
first-day the 5th,

and myself were

dear brother Samuel

at Littleport meeting,
;

;

;

;

I

;

;

;

;

;

;
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a place called Kirk Andrews. On seventh-day far from the great object of adoration and worOn first-day ship. Under a feeling of near regard, we parted
evening, one at Kirch Michael.
morning the 26th, we had a meeting at Balifi'; with them all, except the young man, who
and in the evening, one at Peeltown, where we kindly conducted us to the other families which
met with divers solid people among the society we visited wherein also we experienced the
of Methodists with whom we were permitted gathering arm of Israel's Shepherd. The more
to experience, in a very precious manner, the we saw of this young man, the more we felt
overshadowing wing of divine regard under bound to him in gospel love, in a sense whereof
the ini^uence whereof, ability was granted, to we bade him farewell.
That evening we had a meeting at Malinacespouse the truths of the gospel, given to us as
a people, in a peculiar manner, to bear unto the lig. On third-day evening one at Darby, with
world.
Under a humbling sense of his good- some solid people, but among them we appreness, and of our unworthiness of his multiplied hended there was a great diversity of states. It
favours, the tribute of thanksgiving and praise proved, however, a season wherein divine mercy
was offered unto his glorious name, who is for appeared to be near to do the people good.
ever worthy of all that can be ascribed unto Even some such as had been too much in danhim.
After meeting we sat a while with one ger of resting satisfied with former experience
family of the aforesaid people; where we were of the great Master's gracious visitation to their
again permitted to know, that our Holy Helper souls, without endeavouring to maintain the
but is watch against a situation, comparable with that
is confined neither to time nor place
condescending to deal out his bread to the hun- of those who thought themselves rich and ingry, when and where a due preparation is made creased in goods.
As there was not a place of public entertainto receive his bounty.
On second-day morning, I arose under an ment in this village, we were here for several
awful apprehension that it would be right for at hours taken in by a man and his wife, John
least a part of our company to go again into and Eleanor Ellison, who appeared to be of
With this family, after
the family we had visited the preceding even- truly religious minds.
ing, and into some others among that people, a meeting held in the place, we parted, under
and had
After breakfast I evident marks of affectionate esteem
before we left the place.
a beautiful moonlight ride, several of us in an
mentioned this to my companions collectively
and I had the satisfaction of finding my beloved open cart but tranquillity covering our minds,
brother had received somewhat of a similar im- though it was past midnight before we arrived
pression.
After solid deliberation, part of our at our proposed lodging place, we enjoyed our
band concluded to accompany us, while Henry situation. On fourth-day, we had a meeting at
Bragg and John Fletcher went to a place a few Castletown in the morning, and one in the evenmiles distant, in order to provide a meeting for ing at Ballamodda fifth-day, at Ballanorrass ;
and on seventh-day
sixth-day, at Ballasalla
the evening.
We went first to the family we had been with evening, the 1st of ninth month, we had our
the evening before, where we again met a very last meeting on this island, expecting to sail that
We had also the company night for Whitehaven.
cordial reception.
This meeting was held in a large assemblyof their parents, who resided at the next house;
and of a solid young man, their preacher. room at Douglas, and for some time after we
With them altogether, we were favoured to met, it was the most unsettled opportunity we
have a truly solemn and profitable opportunity; had known since our landing on the isle. Inat the close of which, apprehending we were deed, it was so much so, as to plunge my mind
with some of the heads of their tribe, my bro- into deep discouragement, considering that we
ther felt it safest to remark to them a custom could not have another meeting with the inhabwe had observed in many places, and particu- itants of that place, without missing our conlarly on this island, which was of those in their veyance by the packet.
I think it was a seasociety, when they attended our meetings, kneel- son of as close exercise as I ever remember to
ing down on their entrance into the room.
He have experienced. John Bateman and my dear
pointed out the difference we felt towards dif- brother, had each a little matter to offer to the
ferent individuals under this ceremony
some people, I thought very pertinent to the situation
we had cause to believe felt an awful sense of of divers amongst them, whose states, as to rethe object of our meeting together but with re- ligious sensibility, I believe, were very differspect to some others, their manner was so irre- ent
some of them appearing awfully aware of
verent, as to cause us to feel deep lamentation the intention of our gathering together.
Howon their account; and in some meetings, we had ever, so little place did the foregoing testimonies
believed it right at the close of them, to give a appear to have with those of another descripcaution against complying with such an out- tion, that soon after my brother had taken his
ward form, while the attention of the mind was seat again, I was ready to apprehend it might
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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be best

my

to close the meeting, but

companions

for

them.

It
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me

proved to

a particularly exerthought I had to labour

After endeadid not feel at liberty to do so.
burden the appointed time,
vouring to bear

cising meeting, wherein

would be safest for me to
at least get upon my feet, which I did in much
but with an earnest desire,
fear and trembling
to be rightly directed by Him, who only knows
Probably
the food convenient for his people.
the novelty of a female's appearance in such a
manner, might have place with some of them,

fication to the creaturely part, as at

my

I at

length believed

it

;

a short time they became much
and I was enabled
quieter, and more attentive
so

that in

;

to minister to

many different conditions present,
my own mind. After this, some

to the relief of

further communications were offered

low-labourers

;

and the meeting ended

by
in

in the gospel, in as

since

ready

my

I

much weakness and

leaving home.

Indeed

I

morti-

any time
was almost

of our
being there ; but, after we left the place, and
returned to Parton, I was permitted to feel a
degree of the calming influence of divine love,
to call in question the rectitude

as a canopy to cover

my

reverent thankfulness to

humbly

is

pleased to

but faithful endeavours of
dedicated children.

accept the feeble,
his

mind, so as to raise

Him, who

if

On

third-day we all attended the Aveek-day
meeting at Cockermouth, where we met our
solemn three kind fellow-helpers, who had accompa-

my

fel-

supplication to our universal Parent, for a bless-

nied us across the water.

and in humble
ing on the present opportunity
acknowledgements for his gracious assistance
unto us, mercifully vouchsafed at that time, as
also on many similar occasions in our passing
along, among the little handful of his people

In the afternoon

we

had a precious parting opportunity together; in
which we had to acknowledge that the sustaining arm of divine sufficiency had been with us
in our going forth, and mercifully supported
throughout; sweetly uniting our little band in
situated on that small spot of ground. We took gospel fellowship. We had also to acknowledge
an affectionate leave of many after meeting that many circumstances respecting our union,
and on our way to the inn, called at a house had been marvellous in our eyes, and claimed
where we had that afternoon taken tea, with a the tribute of gratitude and praise to our Holy
very valuable young woman and her aged fa- Director, who remains to be unto his people,
;"
ther; with whom we now had a solid and truly " Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God
retirement.
Isaiah
ix.
and
was
who
condescending, at
memorable season of religions
6,
When we reached the inn, we were immedi- that time, to bestow a portion of enriching
ately told the captain had been there to inform peace; though we could truly, with abasedness
We were therefore of spirit, adopt the language, " We are unprous lie was ready to sail.
obliged to leave the house without sitting down, fitable servants;" Luke xvii. 10.
On fourth-day, John Abbott and John Bateor partaking of any refreshment for the body
but our minds being richly replenished with a man went to Kendal; and my dear brother and
In the afportion of peace, and feeling a full clearance of myself to a meeting at Setmorthy.
that part of our mission, it was of but very little ternoon, in our way to Broughton, we visited a
very afflicted Friend, I think the most pitiable
consequence to us.
We went on board about ten o'clock, and object I ever beheld but we were comforted in
after a good sail, with a fair wind, were favoured believing his sufferings would terminate with
and we also were ready to
to land in safety at Whitehaven, at nine o'clock his existence here
on first-day morning. After breakfast, my bro- believe that it would not be very long ere the
ther and myself went to our friend H. Bragg's, gracious call would be in mercy extended to his
In the after- soul, to leave the shackles of mortality, for an
at Parton, to get a few hours rest.
noon we assembled with our friends at White- abode in durable happiness.
From fifth to seventh-day, we attended meethaven.
That day, before we parted with our
friend John Abbott, he informed us of a pros- ing at Broughton, Pardshaw, and Grey-SouOn first-day the 9th, we were at Marypect he had, of a meeting with the inhabitants then.
of a village between Whitehaven and Cocker- port. In the morning meeting there, I very
mouth, querying if we had had any view to- soon felt my mind under exercise, and divers
wards the same place. As it had attracted my states present were brought before me with
attention, so much as to lead me to apprehend what I apprehended clear openings for commuwe should not be likely entirely to leave those nication but I had not been sensible of the full
parts without a similar engagement, it seemed, time being come for it, when another stepping
we thought, very desirable to unite with him in, closed up the way, and we had no public laand John Bateman though I felt so fatigued bour there.
In the afternoon meeting we were permitted
and in want of rest, after our close travelling
and exercise on the island, as rather reluctantly to experience a good degree of relief, although
to submit to joining them in the appointment of I do not suppose we were endowed with as
a meeting there, Dissington, on second-day much strength, to warn some, and encourage
evening; which appeared the most suitable time and sympathize with others, as we might have
:

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
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been, had we met with no impediment in the thoughtfulness on the subject, it seemed best
However, we had renewed for us to attend that meeting before we proforegoing meeting.
cause, through all, to thank our gracious Help- ceeded for Scotland, which we accordingly did
on the 27th and 28th of ninth month.
er, and to confide in his all-sufficient power.
On seventh-day morning, after a solid opOn second-day morning, after a season of di-

vine favour, in the Friend's family where we portunity in J. and D. Ritton's family, where we
In the remaining had been divers times entertained with much
lodged, we left Maryport.
part of this week we visited the meetings at Al- kindness and afl"ectionate attention, we left Cocklanby. Holm, Wigton, Bolton, Kirkbride, Cold- ermouth for Parton, and there, in the agreeable
beck, and Mosedale. On first-day the 16th, we society of our dear friends H. and M. Bragg,
were at Carlisle, in the morning; and had a and their children, we spent a quiet afternoon*
meeting in the evening at Scotby. On second- On first-day morning, we attended Whiteday, we travelled over some veiy mountainous haven meeting, which proved a season of reroad to Aldston ; where we had a meeting the lief and consolation to our minds, not having

Fourth-day, we were at monthly
meeting at Allondale and in the afternoon attended a select meeting there, held in a Friend's
house, to accommodate an ancient woman who
was not able to get to the meeting-house. On
fifth-day, we had a meeting at Derwent, and returned to Allondale. Sixth-day evening we had
a meeting at Cornwood.
In the course of the last two weeks, many
have been our exercises. In some of the meetings we have attended, within that time, we
have been favoured to feel, concerning a few individuals, that the pure cause which we are engaged to espouse, is lovely in their view. But,
alas! by divers others it hath appeared to be professed only by tradition.
They hardly seemed
next day.

;

we were constrained
hearing and in one
meeting in particular, we had cause to fear from
the impressions we felt, that the enemy of all
good, had so far prevailed with his temptations,
that some were not clear of all unseemingly
and immoral conduct. May the God of all
grace, still be pleased so to plead with these his
poor bewildered children, as, by his powerful
and delivering arm, to preserve them eventually
from the jaws of the devourer; through a timely obedience to his gracious precepts and invi" Wash you, make you clean ; put
tation
away the evil of your doings fi'om before mine
eyes; cease to do evil; learn to do well. Come
now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord
though your sins be as scarlet, they shall
be as white as snow ; though they be red like
crimson, they shall be as wool." Isaiah i. 16
Even unto such as these, his subsequent
18.
promise is, " If ye be willing and obedient, ye
shall eat the good of the land." Isaiah i. 19.
On first-day the 23rd, we were at Sykeside
meeting in the morning; and in the evening attended one at Sol port; after which we returned
to Sykeside.
On third-day we had a meeting
at Moorhouse
which concluded our visit to all
the particular meetings in the quarterly meeting of Cumberland and Northumberland. This
week the quarterly meeting was held at Cocksensible of the lamentation
at times, to utter in their

;

:

:

;

ermouth and after
Vol. XIII.— No.
;

felt fully

clear of Friends there until now.

the evening

we had a very

In

large meeting with

the inhabitants of Workington, and went after it,
though late, to Grey-Southen, to our kind friend
John Fletcher's.
Tenth month 1st, second-day. This evening we had a meeting with the inhabitants of
Brigham, at the close of which we parted with

who met us there, to whom we
had been nearly united in gospel fellowship
expecting the next morning to leave those parts,
and go directly for Scotland.
On third-day we were accompanied one stage
on our way, by our dear friend John Fletcher.
On the road we were overtaken by H. Bragg,
who intended to accompany us to Edinburgh.
We got that night to Carlisle and on fourthday morning, after a little season of retirement,
we parted with our kind friend David Carrick
and his family.
A few miles from Carlisle, H. Bragg proposed
our calling to speak to a Friend's family by the
road's side, with which we complied; and were
several Friends

;

well satisfied in doing so.

This afternoon we entered into Scotland; and
fifth-day we reached Flawick, where there
are two families of Friends, who sit down together in one of their houses.
That evening we
had a public meeting there; and the next morning sat with the two families in that place separately, in which we felt satisfaction
and under
a feeling of gospel love, we parted with them,
except one Friend, who went with us to Edinburgh, where we arrived before dinner, on se-»

on

;

venth-day.

On

first-day the 7th,

we

attended the meet-

I was dipped
any opening for
communication, and the watch word which

ings there.

into

In the morning sitting

close exercise, without

deeply impressed

my

mind, appeared

to

be like

by our Great Master, to his
immediate followers, when they were about to
the injunction given

enter upon his mission to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel " Be ye therefore wise as ser:

and harmless as doves." Mat. x. 16.
This was accompanied with an awfid impresmany days of considerable sion, that to do our proper business, we must
3.

pents,

11

;
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submit to visit from house to house, amongst noon, we went five miles further to Old Melour friends in that place. Before the afternoon drum. On sixth-day we had a meeting there;
meeting, I felt a necessity to unfold to my be- and after a religious opportunity with a friend
loved brother, how I was circumstanced, who, before dinner, and an opportunity after it with
I found, had been in somewhat a similar situa- the family where we lodged, we essayed to
tion, but did not appear to be come at full clear- leave that place; but 1 could not, with satisfacness in his mind respecting it.
This I much tory clearness, see our departure thence, withdesired he might be favoured to do, before any out visiting the rest of the little handful of prosuch prospect was opened to our friends; though fessors under our name, belonging to that meeting; with which my brother united.
got
I apprehended it might be right for us to commence our visit that evening, and thought I saw through them that evening and the next day
with what family we should begin yet I could and afterwards returned to Balhalgardy.
On
not feel satisfied to divulge it further, until his first-day the 21st, we were at the meeting at
way was perfectly clear. However, after I had Kinmuck, which I think was in some good deinformed him what I did, I experienced a de- gree owned by the great Shepherd of Israel,
gree of relief from the weight of exercise which and ended to satisfaction.
had rested with me, previously to my speaking
As I continued to feel very unwell, after
But it was otherwise meeting we went back to Balhalgardy, and
to him on the subject.
with him, for he found the matter increase, and rested there the remaining part of that day.
fix so much, that at the close of the afternoon Indeed I was ready to suppose, I must tarry
meeting, in a very desirable manner, he informed there many days, before I should be well enough
friends of our prospect.
to move forward, with what still remained to do
From some of them we received expressions thereabouts. But I recovered so far, as to get
of sympathy, and encouragement to pursue to a public meeting appointed for us at Old Melwhat we had in view and it was by them pro- drum, on second-day evening; and though it
posed, as we shoul-d need some assistant to con- was very wet, without taking any fresh cold.
duct us from one family to another, that our On third-day we had several sittings with the
friend Henry Bragg, who had kindly accompa- families within the compass of Kinmuck meetnied us many miles, should, if he felt freedom iijig
and the remaining part of them, we sat
so to do, aid us a little longer, by continuing with before their meeting on fourth-day, which
with us through the impending engagement. we attended. In the evening we had a public
To this he readily assented, and that evening meeting at Inverary. The latter proved a seawe sat with two families. Second, third and son of some encouragement to my mind, feeling
fourth-days, were employed in this way.
On Holy help to be near, which remains to be a
fifth-day, we attended a monthly meeting at rock of defence to the truly dependent in all
Edinburgh and in the evening had one sitting. their exercises.
At the close of that day, we felt, at least, a preAfter this meeting we went to Balhalgardy.
sent release from this place
and had cause to The next day we parted with our kind and
testify that the Lord God Omnipotent, is worthy much esteemed friends of that family, with
to be sought unto, and trusted in, by his chil- whom we had a solid season of retirement when
And, oh! may we prove about to separate, which to us felt a comfortadren and people.
humble and grateful receivers.
ble close to our little services thereaway.
On
On sixth-day and seventh-day, we travelled sixth-day we had a meeting with Friends at
to Dundee, accompanied by Alexander Cruik- Aberdeen, where some of the iew professing
shank, our kind landlord at Edinburgh; we had with us, appeared very much strangers to the
also the company of our friend Henry Bragg, pure truth.
It was an exercising meeting; but
who did not yet appear prepared to bid farewell some ability was afforded to labour and in it
On first-day the 14th, we attended two we had peace.
to us.
felt much sympathy with
meetings at Dundee, and had two sittings in one individual, in whose family we had a reli-

We

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

On fourth-day we got to
Balhalgardy, to our friend John Cruikshank's,
under whose quiet roof I felt it a peculiar privilege to shelter that evening, being very unwell
with a close cold, and much depressed in mind
in the prospect of the remaining engagements

Friends' families.

in this land.

On

we

miles to Kinmuck,
monthly meeting there that
day but I was too ill to go to meeting, or to
keep out of bed much of the time Friends were
fifth-day

I'ode five

in order to attend a
;

sitting

;

yet, obtaining a

little

relief in the after-

gious opportunitjs before we left the place, in
the afternoon.
That evening we visited, at

Stonehaven, the only remaining member of
Ury meeting a very ancient woman ; but it
was comforting to our minds, to find, in her
very lonely situation, she was favoured, in her
old age, to retain a lively sense of the pure
principle in which she had for many years professed to believe.
This was now her comfort
and support; and we had a comfortable hope
would be mercifully vouchsafed to the end of
her pilgrimage here
and that at the close

—

;
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thereof she would obtain an admittance into the
kingdom, where sorrow and sighing are no

continued with us until this time, and

who had
was

83

particularly helpful to us in the late ardu-

ous engagement.
On sixth-day evening the 16th, we got to
the inhabitants of Montrose, which to me was Newcastle, and the 17th, rested there; which
a very trying one, believing but a small num- was the first day we had spent since we left
ber, in a large gathering of people, were heartily home, without either religious engagements, or

more.

On

first-day the 28th,

engaged

for their

own

we had

third-day the 30th,
satisfactory meeting with

Dundee;

in

travelling, or both.

eternal interest.

On

ants of

a meeting with

we had an open and
some of

the inhabit-

a part of the town,

no meeting of our Society had of

late

where

time been

held.

Eleventh month 1st, and fifth of the week,
attended a meeting at Perth, with a small

we

number

in profession with us,

amongst

whom

we had some exercising labour. My mind was
led much to fear for an individual in particular,
who, I believed, in days past, had known a beginning in the spiritual warfare but who ap;

peared in considerable danger of cherishing a
propensity to be " now made perfect by the
flesh."
Gal. iii, 3. This Friend coming to our
inn, I had an opportunity with him which proved
relieving to my mind. The word preached did
not appear to have much entrance into the
hearts of some; but blessed be the name of
Him, whom I desire to serve, not the fruits of
our doings, but the faithfulness of our hearts,

On

first-day the 18th,

we

wherein some
meetings there
ability was afforded to sympathize with the
rightly exercised in that place ; and to hand a
word of encouragement unto such, to hold on
in the line of manifested duty, for the promotion
of the blessed cause in themselves and others.
A caution was extended to some amongst them,
to guard against a disposition which might lead
to procrastination, in the very momentous concern of preparing for a future existence and
some other states present were, I trust, ministered to in the love of the gospel.
On second-day we had a meeting at Benfieldattended two

;

:

Third-day, after some religious opportuNewcastle, whereto we returned the
On
preceding evening, we went to Shields.
fourth-da}^, we attended the week-day meeting;
side.

at

nities

and before we left the place in the afternoon,
had a solemn season of retirement in Henry
Taylor's family, whose daughter I had felt

she being in a very delicate situawas apprehensive, not likely to be
My brother
again restored to stronger health.
acceptance.
On first-day the 4th, we attended two meet- was led to address both her and her father in
ings with our friends at Glasgow, besides sitting an affectionate, and I thought, a very suitable
with them in their preparative meeting. In the manner, after which I felt my mind strengthevening we had a solid opportunity in one of ened to supplicate at the footstool of Divine
their families, when divers others of them were mercy, that whether it might be consistent with
present.
On second-day morning, the way did the will of Him, who does all things right, to
not appear clear to leave them, neither could I lengthen the thread of life to more advanced
see enough light upon visiting their separate age, or cut it short in the bloom of youth, her
families, to admit of my proposing it to my dear way might be clear to the glorious abode of

comm.ends

his dedicated servants to his divine

deeply
tion

;

for,

and

1

soon found he had more fully sanctified spirits.
The five following days we had meetings at
command to go amongst
them in that way. Having felt so much a» to Sunderland, Durham, Auckland, Staindrop, and
On third-day the 27th, we atenable me cordially to unite with him, we, with- Cotherstone.
out delay, entered into the work, that we had tended a monthly meeting at Staindrop; and on
cause to believe was assigned us. On fifth-day fifth-day the 29th, were at the week-day meetthe 8th, we attended a second monthly meeting ing at Darlington, which we sat throughout in
at Edinburgh, where Ave were renewedly led suffering silence, except a short sentence, deinto much exercise.
Both our minds were so livered by my brother, at the close of the meetAfter some deep wading, and heartfelt
closely arrested in our separate apartments this ing.
day, as to lead us to suppose we should not be exercise, we both apprehended the way to obclear, without attempting to dip a little further tain a litte relief, pointed towards visiting the
brother

;

but

I

received the word of

into their situation, than

we

could do in their

monthly meeting. This we did in much fear,
and with an earnest desire to be preserved from
hurting the pure cause, if we were not permitted
to promote it, or help our friends; to all of
whom we felt much love. On third-day morning the 13th, my dear brother and myself left
Edinburgh, after a little season of retirement,
in which we had the company of dear H. Bragg,

most active members in their separate families.
This engagement occupied sixth and seventhOn first-day, the 2nd of twelfth month,
days.
we attended the meeting there, which with three
private religious opportunities that day, opened
the way for our liberation from thence on second-day and that evening we went to StockThe next and two following days we were
ton.
at meetings at Norton, Stockton, and Yarm.
;

;;
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On

third-day we attended a week-day meeting
Finedon, and after it, and a season of retireexercises; and I think tiiose which I have passed ment in a family there, we went to Thrapston.
through, in these parts, have sometimes been as On fourth-day we reached Chatteris, where we
spent a very pleasant evening, with our late
deeply distressing as any I have ever yet known
but so it must be, where the pure seed is in cap- ancient companion on the Isle of Man, John
tivity in the hearts of the people ; and a favour Bateman; who, we thought, appeared to be
reaping a reward for his evening's sacrifice.
it is to be found worthy to suffer with a cruciOn seventh-day evening the 29th, we were
However, some rightly exercised
fied Lord.
In the course of this journey
many very trying, and in

enced

travellers,

them, for
desiring

I

I

have experi-

some

sort

new

are preserved amongst
near sympathy ; much
hold fast their confidence in

believe,

whom I
they may

feel

Him, whose arm of all-sufficient power is still
able to support his humbly depending little ones,
under

all

tribulations

which they are permitted

to pass through for his pure cause sake.

Such

indeed may be comforted in the gracious promise, that " though a woman may forget her
sucking child, yet the Lord will not forget"
(Isaiah xlix. 15) those, who are rightly concerned for Zion's prosperity.

On

first-day the 9th,

we were

at

Whitby

and on fourth-day the 12th, after a meeting at
Here we staid two
Malton, we went to York.
days with our relations and friends. On seventh-day the 15th, accompanied by Henry
Take, we went to Doncaster, We staid firstday there, and attended the meetings, which by
me were passed in silent exercise. The next
morning we parted with Henry Tuke, he returning home, and we going towards Lincoln.
There, on fourth-day the 19th, we attended a

at

favoured to get well home and had the satisfaction of meeting our relations and friends in
usual health, and from them a very cordial
welcome to Needham again; which, with the
merciful preservation dispensed to us in our
long travel, calls for humble thankfulness to
;

Author of

the

On

all

our blessings.

third-day the 1st of

first

month, 1805,

attended our monthly meeting at Woodwhich as
bridge, and returned our certificates
far as related to myself, was under the humili-

we

;

ating sense of unfitness, and incapacity for the

great

work

which

in

I

had believed myself

re-

quired to engage, for the promotion of the most
dignified cause which can be espoused on earth.
Yet in retiring from the field of labour, and set-

my mind, at times, has
partake of a degree of peaceThis is not at our own comful tranquillity.
nftand ; and therefore, when it is graciously

tling

down

home,

at

been favoured

to

vouchsafed should be accepted with gratitude
praise, as from the treasury of Him, who
is a rich rewarder of them that diligently seek
quarterly meeting, with a small number of and serve him, with integrity and uprightness
On fifth- of heart.
Friends, to some solid satisfaction.
day, we called and spent two or three hours
with our kind and valuable friend Alice Burtt,

Welbourn and before we parted, we had
renewed cause to acknowledge that the presence
of the Most High is not confined to time or
place feeling, with her and her family, such a
at

and

CHAPTER

;

(First month, 1805, to the

X.

Ninth month, 1806.)

;

degree thereof, as,
ers

and

I

trust, will

enable the

visited to retain a lively

visit-

remembrance

one of another.

— Her
Ann returns her
— Quarterly meeting. — Accompanies W.
Forster, Jr. — Quarterly meeting. — Earitk.
sister

vidual.

certiji-

otites.

On seventh-day evening the 22nd, we got to
Wellingborough. On first-day we attended the
meeting there.
In the afternoon we went to
Northampton. That evening we attended the
quarterly meeting of ministers and elders there;
and the next day the quarterly meeting for worThis to me was a low
ship and discipline.
time; yet it did not appear right to withhold
communicating a little of my small stock of
spiritual bread to others, though not to much
But, in the afternoon, just before we left
in a religious opportunity, in the

relief

E. Gihsoii's burial, and that of another indi-

Within

a week after

my

brother and

I

had

returned from our join'ney into Scotland, we
left home again, accompanied by our dear bro-

interment of our much
Gibson, of Saffron
Walden, who was removed after about a week's
illness.
She was far advanced in life, being in
Her faculthe seventy-sixth year of her age.

ther

Dykes,

beloved

ties,

to attend the

friend

Elizabeth

both spiritual and natural, remaining very

much missed in
family where we lodged, several other Friends the militant church ; yet, as there is no doubt
being also present, I obtained an increase of of her happy admittance into the church trithat substantial food, which enabled me to leave umphant, we have no cause, on her account, to

the place,

them

in thankfulness

We

and peace.

returned to Wellingborough with our

bright to the last, she will be

mourn;

believing she

was

ripe for a glorious

transition from the troubles of time to the joys

much-esteemed friends B. and T. Middleton. of eternity.

She was permitted

to put off

mor-
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one from another with a tribute of praise to the
bountiful Dispenser of his own precious gifts.
In a more than common manner, has the conand the meeting, in the early part of it, was solation of that day been permitted to continue
solemn. Under this precious feeling, dear Mary uninterruptedly with me. Oh! that I may prove
Pryor of Hertford, delivered a very lively and a grateful receiver of this most desirable visitbut for want of all ant; and stand unreservedly resigned to all the
heart tendering testimony
keeping their proper ranks, I believe we lost, in future dispensations of his unerring wisdom and
some measure, the favour designed for us by goodness, saith my soul, Amen.
In the forepart of the seventh month, I acthe great Head of the Church yet the meeting
was permitted to end under a covering of good. companied VVm. Forster, jun. to several public
And at the grave side, an awful silence pre- meetings within the compass of our monthly
vailed, and two short testimonies were there meeting; and towards the close of it, I met him
delivered, before we quitted the remains of the at Tivetshall, and was with him a ihw days
while he was in that neighbourhood, engaged
dear deceased.
This I had reaIn the twelfth month this year, ray brother in the same weighty service.
Samuel and myself attended the interment of son to believe he was favoured to feel very imand had cause to believe, that after all portant; in an especial manner for one so young
the vicissitudes he had been permitted to expe- in years, and so recently called to a public esrience, during his long pilgrimage here, both in pousal of the cause of righteousness and peace.
spiritual and temporal concerns, he was merci- Though the meetings he appointed were not all
fully favoured to know his transgressions to go owned with the same degree of Divine influbefore-hand to judgment, and to obtain a seat ence yet, I think, there was not one, either
within the glorious confines of eternal felicity. about us, or in Norfolk, that I could doubt
had a solid meeting on the occasion, and I the rectitude of his holding. Some of them
believe divers minds present were led seriously were in a very precious manner sanctioned by
And some of us the presence of the glorious Shepherd of Israel.
to consider their latter end.
were enabled to feel a tribute of thankfulness Yea, it sometimes rejoiced my heart to see and
raised in our hearts unto Him, whose " mercy feel one in the days of youth, so dedicated to
the most noble cause, and so strengthened to
endureth for ever." Psalm 136.
At our monthly and quarterly meetings in espouse it. Humbly do I crave that the blessthis month, my beloved sister Ann Alexander, ing of preservation may be his happy experiMay ability be granted to keep near to
delivered up the certificates she had received ence.
from these meetings, in order to visit America, his holy Director, that thereby he may be faand produced several testimonies from thence voured to detect our common enemy, in all his
She appearances and so the good work begun in
of her acceptable services in that land.
also spread before us a humble, lively, and ani- his heart, may be carried on to the praise of
mating account of her exercises, merciful pre- Him, " whose reward is with him, to give
acknowledging every man according as his work shall be ;"
servations and divine support
The "Alpha and Omega, the
to the sufficiency and goodness of that power, Rev. xxii. 12.
who had enabled her to leave all and follow beginning and the end, the first and the last."
Him, and who had brought her home in peace. The all in all to those who serve him with inSixth month, 1806. For a considerable time tegrity.
past, my mind has mostly been permitted to
In the retrospect of the time we spent togeknow a season of deep depression, and great ther, my mind has sometimes been permitted to
deprivation of religious comfort.
In this state possess such a portion of tranquillity, as leads me
I went to our quarterly meeting held at Ips- to hope I was not moving out of my right allotwich, this week; where I was favoured, in some ment, in endeavouring to hold up the hands of
of the sittings thereof, to experience a revival this my junior friend, under the exercise which
of gracious communion with the Father of spi- I believe he was called to bear by the great
rits, which, in my drooping condition, was a Father of the spiritual family.
renewed mark of his merciful condescension,
Ninth month, 27th. At our quarterly meetthat calls for humble gratitude.
In our wo- ing last week, very different was my situation,
men's meeting, I felt strengthened to advocate to that which I experienced in the foregoing
the noble cause we were met to promote
and one. I think I have not often, if ever, sat
towards the close of it, my heart and knees through the several sittings of a quarterly meetwere bowed in awful thankfulness, to the great ing with so little truly religious feeling. But I
Master of all rightly gathered assemblies. I believe many others were permitted to obtain a
apprehend we were favoured with rather an morsel of spiritual food; both immediately from
unusual covering of good; under this we closed, Him, who is to his people, " meat indeed," John
and I trust many of us were enabled to separate vi. 55, and through the ministry of some righta remarkably easy manner, without
the least apparent suffering at the final close.
Many friends from different parts attended,

tality in

;

;

,

;

We

;

;

;

•

!
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the are dispensa- " Quietness, as a canopy covers my mind."
pass through, in When this calming influence prevails, I feel an
order to become altogetlier sanctified and meet unshaken persuasion, that all things needful
Oh! gracious Fa- will be provided. Oh! that my mind may be
for the kingdom undefiled.
ther, suffer not thy hand to spare, until all in preserved so steadily fixed on the immovable
me is removed which is contrary to thy pure Rock, that whatever adverse gales may be permitted to blow, my trust and hope therein may
and blessed will
After the quarterly meeting, though in a tried prove " as an anchor of the soul, both sure and
ly qualified servants.

tions expedient for

Many

some

to

mind, I went with my bro- stedfast," Heb. vi. 13, I can hitherto acknoworder to attend the marriage of ledge the goodness of Him, who, I humbly
Lovell Squire and Sarah Brown, at Earith. trust, hath called for this surrender of my will
There, on the day of their union, I apprehended to his all-wise disposal, in having granted me a

and stripped
Samuel

ther

I

received

state of

in

some small commission

to

espouse

but in so much feebleness as
to lead me to fear the rectitude of my movements : however, at the close of the evening, I
the good cause

;

was mercifully favoured to believe I had done
what was my duty to do, and no more, which

my

drooping mind.
Since our return home, though siill low and
poor, [ feel satisfied that I complied with my
brother's request to accompany him. Much do
I desire the dear young people, who are just entering into life, and whom I much esteem, may
•be disposed to " seek first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness;" Mat. vi. 33, unto which
state is subjoined the gracious promise, that, all
other necessary blessings shall be added.
afforded a ray of comfort to

little

portion of peace, since disclosing to

my

once more, in this way,
attachment to that cause, which I

friends a willingness

prove my
sometimes feel dearer
to

to

me

my

than

natural

life.

At

present,

meeting, at

is

it

my expectation

to

commence

Tottenham monthly
Waltham Abbey, on fifth-day the

with

the visit

attending

first month, 1807.
Tottenham, second-day, 12th of first month.
This evening I have parted with brother Samuel, who, in his wonted kindness, accompanied me from home last third-day, and the next

8th of the

we reached

afternoon

we

On

this place.

attended the monthly meeting at

Abbey, where
ti'iust,

I

produced

my

fifth-day

Waltham

certificate,

obtained the sympathy of

and

some of

I

my

brethren and sisters in this part of the vineyard.

CHAPTER

I

XI.

had also the

Forster, jun.
(3rd of Twelfth month, 1806, to the 8th of
Fourth month, 1807.)

thereabouts.

satisfaction to find

my

friend

W.

was bound to a part of the families
We commenced our visit on

sixth-day morning,

when

my

brother

left

me

two days, and we met again at WinchmoreWe all attended the meeting
hill on first-day.
Middlesex quarterly meeting, (Sfc.
Tollen.
there, and in the evening had a large assembly
ham.
Plaislow.
Tottenham. Southgate.
This mornof those not in profession with us.
Grace-Church-Slreet monthly meeting. Coling we were all at the meeting of ministers and
chester.
elders in London, and came to Tottenham to
Twelfth month 3rd, 1806. Yesterday I found dinner.
With so weighty a prospect before
strength to unfold to my friends, at our month- me, it feels pinching to part with one, who, both
ly meeting, a religious prospect which has long in natural and religious bonds, is so near to my
been weightily before me, to visit the families of heart, as my dear brother Samuel. But on that
Friends in three of the monthly meetings, con- Arm of Power which hath hitherto supported,
stituting a part of London and Middlesex quar- I desire to rely.
Humbly craving his holy aid,
terly meeting, viz. Grace-Church-Street, Tot- quietly to endure every dispensation of his
tenham, and Barking; extending also to some gracious Providence, both in heights and in

London and

Rpfleclinns on a prospect of visiting

—

—

—

—

—

—

other services, particularly to visiting the families of Friends at Colchester.

Awful indeed has been, and

still

be, the view of this very important

The

continties to

engagement.

take any
thought about a help-meet for the work, has,
at times, added to the weight thereof; yet, at
some other seasons, when I am enabled to attain to that state of pure submission, wherein I
can say to Him who is infinite in wisdom and
goodness, " Not my will, but thine be done,"

Luke

prohibition

xxii.

adopt as

I

feel

to

1 have sweetly felt ability to
own, an expression of Job Scott's:

42,

my

which

for

depths.

third-day, 20fh of first month.
had not got through my engagements in Tottenham quarter, I felt bound to attend a monthly meeting here to-day. After the
reading of my certificate in both meetings, a
committee was appointed in each, to render the
needful assistance in the performance of my
engagements in Barking quarter; and in a conference which I have had with the joint committee, I ventured to open a little prospect I
have for some time seen, of having the company of my friends John and Tabitha Bevans,

Plaistow,

Though

I

—
;

;
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I also then informexpected to visit this
monthly meeting before 1 returned to Tottenham, and to commence the engagement to-morrow morning. My proposals were cordially
received, and united with by the committee; J.
and T. B. being of the number, and acquiescing

in the families hereabouts.

ed

my

friends,

that

I

with the part which more particularly applied
All this proved relieving for the moto them.
ment: but, alas! my mind, this evening, is so

reduced and brought into deep exercise, that I
scarcely am able to believe that I ever was acquainted with the voice of the Good Shepherd,
I am almost ready to conclude that all I have
felt concerning my present awful engagement,
and every thing of a similar nature, have had
their origin in the grand deceiver of mankind,
who cares not by what bait he prevails over the
children of men to follow him, thereby alienating the soul from the bountiful Source of all substantial good.
Oh thou who canst search the
secret recesses of every heart, permit me to
know thy blessed will, before I get so entangled
with the power of darkness, as, in any wise, to
bring reproach on thy precious cause, which
thou knowest is more dear to me than my natural life; for this I could willingly surrender
this night, rather than remain here to harm the
pure testimony of truth.
Tottenham, third-day, 3rd of second month.
Yesterday I closed my visit to Barking monthly meeting, and returned here, accompanied by
my very kind friends, John and Tabitha Bevans,
whose company and help in the work, together
with the great kindness I experienced under
their hospitable roof, both from themselves and
their three daughters, I hope long to retain in
!

who

87

are faithfully engaged to hold out to the
Thus, after the various

end, in doing his will.

conflicting seasons hitherto permitted

me

to ex-

enabled to thank thee. Oh Father
for thy mercies past, and humbly hope
for thy gracious protection, under every future
dispensation of thy will.
Fourth-day, 4th. To-day is the monthly
meeting at Grace-Church-Street; and for some
days past I have been endeavouring to know
whether it would be right for me to attend it
but I have not been able to see any light upon
going; and feeling much indisposed in my
perience,

I

am

!

health, a day or two of rest under this roof, my
cousin William Forster's, is very salutary to
my enfeebled frame. As I have not seen my

way

to-day, I have forwarded
G. Bevan, to present it to
the monthly meeting; though I undoubtedly

my

to

go

to

London

certificate to J.

believe

it

will be right for

me

to finish

my

en-

gagements in this part before I leave this place
again
and as my friend Alice Chorley, an elder of this meeting, has kindly proposed accompanying me for a few days, I hope to be ena;

bled to enter afresh into this field of labour after
the monthly meeting here to-morrow.
Thus far, in the accomplishment of the ardu-

ous prospect with which I left home, I have had
abundant cause to acknowledge, that all things
needful have, to my humbling admiration, been
provided ; and therefore, I dare not distrust the
bountiful hand which hath already dispensed so
liberally.
However, awful indeed does the approaching engagement appear, of going amongst
the largest body of Friends I have ever visited,

way, without the most distant
but I
expectation of a companion in the work
marvel to find the calm resignation, which my
in this individual

;

remembrance; and as I believe my beloved friends, parents and children, were much mind
grateful

is mercifully favoured at times to experience, in looking towards this important part of
of a disciple, may they be permitted to receive my present mission. Yea, I am ready to bea reward for the work's sake. Though I feel lieve, that nothing short of the sustaining Arm

disposed to aid me, a poor pilgrim, in the

name

yet, with a of everlasting mercy, could uphold me under
can acknowledge that notwith- what I now have in view. I therefore feel
standing some of the closest baptisms I ever bound to adore Him, committing myself once
passed through, were permitted me whilst with more to his holy guidance.
them, I also knew some seasons of heavenly
Fifth-day morning, 5th of the second month.
favour; I think some, wherein my mind was J. G. Bevan has just been here, and informed
as nearly united to the beloved of souls, as at me, on returning my certificate, that their
any time in my life. Yesterday morning, after monthly meeting is adjourned till next fourtha religious opportunity with the two handmaids day, which gives me concern, having no exin J. Bevans' family, who are not in profession pectation of being liberated from these parts, so
with us, my mind could rejoice in believing, be- soon as that time but, for the present, I wish
yond a doubt, that the allotted portion of labour to leave much thoughtfulness on this subject,
in that part was finished.
Then I thankfully endeavouring to do what appears right in my
felt it to be an eternal truth, that though many allotment in this part of the work.
are the afflictions of those who are sent forth on
Evening.
At the meeting-house to-day, I
the Great Master's errands, yet as the heart is met a letter from my friend Mary Pryor, in
kept singly dependent on his arm of power, he which she expresses herself in these words;
" Believing a necessity laid on me, I venture to
will most assuredly deliver out of them all
and grant a crown of life, as a reward to all offer accompanying thee on thy visit to the

indeed but an unprofitable servant

humble

heart,

;

I

;
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So state of bondage, when and where the pure seed
yet it is a favour to be
unexpected a proposal, and one so truly accept- is kept in captivity
able, raised a tribute of thankfulness in my found worthy to suffer with a suffering Lord.
heart to Him, who I humbly trust, has bound I believe all the exercises which dedicated
this, my dear ancient friend, again to evince her minds may be permitted to pass through, for
attachment to his pure cause, and unite with a themselves and for others, are not so great as
little sister in this great work.
those which are often imposed, by the enemy
Tottenham, fourth-day, 11th. To-day I have of all good, upon such as are pursuing the vain
attended the adjourned monthly meeting at and delusive pleasures of the world.
Grace-Church-Street, where I informed my
Second-day, 16th of third month. Yesterfriends of the prospect I have of a companion, day my much beloved companion left me, after
who is not likely to be at liberty from her own our attending the morning meeting at Gracemonthly meeting, before this day week ; and Church-Street, and having a solid season of realso that I did not feel myself at present fully ligious retirement, at Joseph Savory's, where
clear of this quarter. My information was cor- we were nearly a month very kindly cared for,
dially received, and Friends kindly adjourned by him, his wife, and daughter Mary.
Mary
again until fifth-day, the 19th, for our accom- Pryor went that evening to Hertford, in order
modation ; which feels relieving to my mind, to attend the select quarterly meeting there, in
were favoured to part under
believing by that time I shall be favoured to see the evening.
my way to depart hence; where I have for a a feeling of that unity, which had been mercilong time been very affectionately cared for, by fully vouchsafed to us during our late engagemy much esteemed friends and relatives of this ment. A tribute of humble gratitude was raised
in our hearts to the bountiful giver of every blessfamily.
I have now ing, for the support which had been from time
Southgate, fourth-day, 18th.
visited all the meetings and families of Friends to time granted us; and for the holy aid which,
in Tottenham monthly meeting, except two or in a peculiar manner, was in some families disthree individuals, who are not at home, and a pensed to us, to advocate his precious cause.
few others, who do not incline to receive such a This, on the bended knees, was vocally acvisit.
I have also had a few public meetings ; 'knowledged by my dear friend, and heartily
the last was held yesterday evening at Mimms, subscribed unto by myself, in prostration of
and a song of
soul before the Most High
in a meeting-house belonging to Friends.
In the course of my engagements in this praise lived in my heart through the remaining
quarter, mourning and lamentation have been part of the day.
To-morrow I expect to reach Colchester,
much more frequently the covering of my spiYet, I verily where, the next day, I hope to meet my dear
rit, than any thing like rejoicing.
believe, there is a precious few, who are sweet- friend Martha Brewster, who is liberated by
May her friends at home, to accompany me through
ly preserved loyal to the King of kings.
their hands grow stronger and stronger in the the families in that monthly meeting, and to visit
holy warfare and may the number of upright some other meetings in Essex.
Colchester, seventh-day, 28th of the third
hearted standard-bearers, be increased amongst
We have nearly got through our visit
them.
month.
have to the families of Friends in this monthly meetFourth-day, 4th of third month.
now been nearly two weeks very closely engag- ing. And my beloved companion M. B. and
ed in our arduous service of visiting the families myself^, have harmonized in our feeble endeaof Friends in Grace-Church-Street monthly vours to promote the holy cause among our
meeting, and my beloved and honourable com- fellow professors hereabouts; many of whom
panion and myself, have hitherto been enabled we cannot but covet may know an increased
to move along in much harmony and concord. dedication of heart to the pure unfoldings of
heavenly love. By this means, they would beI feel it very relieving to my exercised, and often
deeply tried mind, to have the company and come strengthened to stand faithful to the varihelp of one whose religious experience has been ous testimonies given us as a people, to uphold
much larger than m)'' own. One who, after so to the world. We have felt our minds animated
long a warfare under the banner of the Captain and comforted in beholding the upright zeal,
of salvation, can frequently testify that he is which clothes our ancient and honourable
worthy to be obeyed to the utmost of our abi- friend and father in the church, dear John Kenlity
that verily his " yoke is easy, and his dall, under whose roof we have been kindly acburden light:" Mat. xi. 30. I think I never commodated during our tarriance here.
could more feelingly subscribe to the same graOn second-day the 30th, we left Colchester,
cious truth, than since the commencement of and went to Dunmow, where, the next day, we
the present engagement
for though, at times, attended a monthly meeting, and taking meetthe faithful labourer must be brought into a ings in our way at Stanstead, Bardfield, and
families of Grace-Church-Street meeting."

;

We

:

;

We

;

;

;
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Sudbury, we reached Ipswich on second-day, sant

On

the 6th of fourth month.

third-day,

we

at-

reflection, that

siding in the

same

89

during the time of our replace, a precious

harmony

tended the monthly meeting there, when I de- was uniformly maintained between us ; and
and had cause to ac- much do I desire, that though we are now likelivered up my certificate
knowledge, that although I had passed through ly to be far separated in body, we may know
some very pinching ti'ials, and some seasons of that durable cement, true unity of spirit, which
close exercise; yet, that Floly help has been is the bond of lasting peace.
On fifth-day afternoon, the 13th of tenth
near in the time of need. In the remembrance
;

my

beloved brother William Alexandet
his native place, with a prospect
This was to me a closely
of settling at York.
ing.
one to whom by the ties
from
separation,
trying
8th
and
fourth-day
the
on
home
returned
;
I
though the sensible enjoyment of divine ac- of natural affection, and the still more uniting
ceptance is much withheld, I feel, at times, abi- bond of rehgious kinship, I have, from early
lity to adopt the language of the psalmist, where life, to the present time, felt very nearly attach-

my

thereof,

soul

feels

renewedly bowed

in

thankfulness to the great Author of every bless-

month,

left

Needham,

" Bless the Lord,
my soul; and all ed. His removal with that of his endeared comBless panion in life, and their precious children, has
within me, bless his holy name.
my soul, and forget not all his made a chasm in our domestic circle here,
the Lord,
which I cannot expect ever to see filled up to
benefits;" Psal. ciii. 1, 2.
me ; yet, as I believe, my beloved brother and
he says

that

:

is

O

sister,

CHAPTER XII.

are entrusted with qualifications adapted

to their

(21st of seventh month, 1808, to the 27th of

eighth month, 1809.)

new

situation, I feel

something which

my

repining at the loss, which, as an
individual, I have sustained by their departure
though I have felt, and still do feel, so intimateforbids

W. H. A. and J. A.— ly bound to them, that the separation is one of
Ann and brother William. — my most bitter cups. But though these dear ob-

Parts with her nephews
with her sister

my love are so
of families in her own monthly jects of
Returns home through clude all probability of
York.

removed, as to presweet and
meeting.
social intercourse with them, I am fully aware
Lincolnshire.
that I have cause still to number my remaining
1808. Fifth-day, the 21st of seventh month. blessings, both in a religious and domestic point
This day William Henry Alexander, and his of view. And my heart's desire is, to stand so
of them
brother Joseph, left Needham for Broughton. unreservedly dedicated to the Author
A separation which, to my affectionate feelings, all, as to feel a capacity to know, what I shall
Visit to heads

—

—

far

much more

very pinching, having no expectation of ever render for his multiplied favours.*
1809. Third-day, the 1 0th of the first month.
seeing much more of them. They have always
been exceedingly dear to me for their beloved I have lately been engaged with divers other
meetparents' sake ; and at present, there is much in Friends, by appointment of our monthly
is

the precious boys also to attach

me

closely to

them. The prayer of my heart is, that whatever may be their future allotment in life, if they
should be permitted to arrive at a state of maturity, they may be preserved within the limitations of the pure truth, and so dedicated to the
most noble cause, as to be found worthy to become standard-bearers in our Israel, when many
of those, who now feel the weight of the Ark
of our testimonies resting on their shoulders,
shall be called from works to rewards. Amen.
At Bury, on the 21st of the ninth month, I
took leave of my beloved sister Ann Alexander, under a feeling of very near regard; she
intending to go forward thence towards York.
This was another parting which very closely
but a degree of
tried my tenderest feelings

*

As her own memorandums

marks on the period contained

furnish but ^ew rein this chapter,

the

following extract from a letter to a near relative,
dated 21st of twelfth month, 1808, may be acceptAfter stating that a heavy fall
able to the reader.
of snow had prevented many Friends from getting
to the quarterly meeting, particularly from the
had not
western side of the county, she says,
one from that quarter in the select meeting, and

"We

not a representative in the women's meetings
though four were appointed. Thou wilt suppose
such a deprivation just now, must prove particuIndeed I cannot delarly trying to some of us.

what my feelings were, when I found how
our little company was likely to be deserted but^
with thankfulness we may acknowledge, though
we were deprived of divers of our friends, whose
;
presence would have gladdened our hearts, yet the
quiet which I believe was not at my own comgreat President of our assemblies condescended to
mand, accompanied my mind in my journey afford a renewal of his ancient goodness, and enawas
gratitude
to
which
cause
humble
home,
of
bled some of our spirits to bow in reverence at his
Him, who is able to say unto the troubled sea, sacred footstool, and implore the continuance of his
" Peace, be still ;" Mark iv. 39. It is a plea- fatherly protection."

VoL. XIII.— No.

3.

scribe

:

12
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compliance with a recommendation of Supplement by the Editor, containing some ac-

the last yearly meeting, in paying a visit to the
heads of families, on the important subject of

count of her

and

last

journey, also of her illness

decease.

Though 1 have not felt the
The reader will probably have noticed a
weight of the work so to rest upon my shoulders, as I believe it has rested on some of my considerable chasm between the two last chapfellow-labourers
yet, since the close of the en- ters for concerning this period the Editor does
gagement, I have been permitted to review my not find any memorandum of her own. This
movements with them, in a degree of humble might arise from her not being particularly enconfidence that it was my desire, when I could gaged in advocating that cause which she
do nothing for the promotion of the cause which evinced to be so dear to her yet there is reaI love more than life, I might be preserved from son to believe, that during this, and the remaindoing any thing, that could, in any wise, weaken ing time, of which she relates but few occurthe hands of those with whom I have been band- rences, her mind was preparing for the engageed, and to whom I felt bound in near gospel ment in which she closed her faithful labours.
fellowship.
And 1 believe, in the close of our
Although much gospel service was not her
visit, we have, individually and unitedly, had allotment in these periods, yet she was very
cause to acknowledge that a portion of solid usefully occupied many times, and on divers
satisfaction has been the recompense of our re- occasions, in kind assistance to some of her
signation to this delegation of the church.
near relatives, whose situation claimed her skilThough ful care, as an affectionate nurse and attendant.
Fourth-day, 21st of sixth month.
my present motive in leaving home is a social One of these was our beloved neice, Lucy Barvisit to my endeared I'elatives at York, j^et I ton, whom she attended at the time of her defeel desirous of dwelling so near to the pure cease, in the summer of 1808.*
spring of eternal excellency, as to be permitted
I come now to relate some particulars of her
to accompany with the incorruptible seed of the last religious journey, the sequel of which deepthe fourth query.*

;

;

;

;

kingdom; whether
I

in suffering

or rejoicing: and

crave the blessing of preservation both

in

my

ly afl^ects

heart

tion to unerring

;

yet,

I

hope, with resigna-

Wisdom, who has seen meet

her work short in righteousness.
left home with the full unity and concurrence of her friends, on the 26th of the tenth
month, 1809, under a concern to visit the families of Friends at Worcester, and to hold some
meetings in those parts. She was accompanied
to Worcester by her brother and sister Jesup.
In a letter to her brother Samuel, from Warwick, after speaking of two Friends calling on
latter went into Lincolnshire, where we visited her at Bury at Martha Brewster's, she says,
all the meetings except two, which were taken " Before we left that quiet dwelling, my beloved
by my brother, in his way into Yorkshire. In M. B. in a little season of solid retirement, had
leaving home, I had no expectation of engaging a morsel to hand, which proved to my deeply
yet my beloved brother discouraged mind, for some hours after, truly
in religious service

heights and in depths.
First-day, 27th of eighth month.

to cut

Last fifthday evening I reached home, after an absence
Greatest part of
of nine weeks and one day.
the time has been spent with my dear brother
and sister at York. My brother S. Alexander,
met me at Ackworth general meeting, and I
returned with him to York; after which we left
the county by Hull and Thorne; and from the

She

;

going out with a prospect of visiting the above
meetings, and intimating it to our monthly meeting, I have felt well satisfied with the opportunity of accompanying him therein. I trust some
of the little flock, where our lots have been cast,
have been encouraged to pursue the one thing
needful, with increasing vigilance; and our own

yet, I have repeatedly, since that
consoling
time, experienced my faith to be, as it were,
smaller than the grain of mustard seed ; and I
have been almost ready to doubt the rectitude
At some other
of my present undertaking.
:

times a portion of holy aid has, in mercy, been
so far extended as to lead me to hope I have
minds strengthened renewedly to acknowledge not run without being sent."
" That evening we reached Hannah Evens'
the goodness and mercy of a faithful Creator,
who is ever ready to uphold in every season of hospitable habitation in good time for tea and
staid the
were not entirely unexpected.
trial, his humbly dependent children.
;

We

meeting next day, and left Godmanchester about
two o'clock, for Wellingborough where, from
"Do Friends endea- a letter I hope thou receivedst from Elizabeth
Friends, is as follows, viz.
vour, by precept and example, to train up their
Wheeler, I suppose you had anticipated an
children, servants, and those under their care, in
awful meeting with our beloved friends Benja*

This query, which

is

the

—

third

to

Women

;

a religious life and conversation, consistent with
our Christian profession, in the frequent reading- of
the Holy Scriptures, and in plainness of speech,
' For an account of Lucy Barton, see the 10th
behaviour and apparel?"
Piety Promoted.

part of

;
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We

had not Evesham the same night. On sixth-day evenmin Middleton and his daughters.
obtained the smallest intimation of the situation ing they had a meeting on the premises of a
of ths family till we got into the house, when Friend at Netherton, about four miles from
we were met by cousin Wheeler, whose coun- Evesham. The next morning they returned
tenance plainly indicated something important.
Greatly surprised we were, on being informed
that, after two weeks' illness, our much esteemed
friend, Tabitha Middleton, had, last fourth-day,
Dear Benjamin and
closed her valuable life.
his children received us with much composure,
and we spent a very interesting evening in the
house of mourning. Before we left them this
morning, I felt bound to yield to a season of
retirement, and in it to offer the tribute of sympathy which lived in my heart towards them,
accompanied with a persuasion, that not only a
glorious mansion was prepared for the dear deceased but that those who remained to lament
;

and called upon several Friends in their
and that evening were at a public
meeting, a mile and a half out of the town.
On first-day morning the 12th, they were at
and in
a meeting with Friends at Evesham

there,

families

;

;

Friends' meeting-house, in the evening, they
had a very crowded meeting with the inhabit-

Before she went to bed,

ants.
felt

herself

much

my

dear sister

indisposed, but did not

make

The

next day her companion
thought her very unwell ; but in the afternoon
they went to Alcester, and in the evening, at-

much

complaint.

tended a large and satisfactory meeting in the
Town-Hall towards the close of which, she
;

They
her departure, were in a particular manner was engaged in solemn supplication.
under the protecting wing of ancient Good- walked nearly a mile to a Friend's house to
There she appeared much exhausted
lodge.
ness."
At Worcester she was joined by William with fatigue, went to bed very unwell, and
The next morning the
Forster, Jr., (then in those parts on religious passed a restless night.
service) with a view of entering upon the ardu- 14th, they returned into the town, and had three
ous engagement of visiting Friends of that city sittings among Friends in their families^ in
At a monthly meeting held which, although very unwell, she took an acin their families.
In the afternoon, they returned
there the 2t5th of the tenth month, they present- ceptable part.
ed their certificates, and opened their prospects, to the Friend's house at which they had lodged;
which met the concurrence of Friends. The and in the evening, had an opportunity in the
next morning they entered upon the work ; and family, in which she was strengthened to labour
She was
proceeded without intermission, as to any other under considerable exercise of mind.
religious engagement, till the first-day week rather more unwell before she went to bed, and
Two meetings were
followhig, the 5th of the eleventh month ; when had another poor night.
they had a large public meeting in Friends' appointed for the following day, the 15th, and
meeting-house, appointed with a view, princi- it was pretty much concluded, over night, for
pally, to the lower class of the inhabitants of her to give up that in the morning at Broomsthat place. The next evening they had a meet- grove, and to meet William in the evening at
•

.

ing in a parish on the other side of the river
and on third-day morning the 7th, attended another public meeting in Friends' meeting-house
appointed under a concern for the higher classes
That evening they finished the
of the people.
family visit in Worcester. The testimonial sent
from that monthly meeting to the monthly
meeting of which she was a member, may be
the best criterion, by which to judge of the satisfaction this visit afforded to her friends.

extract from

it

will

be found

at the close

An

of this

Droitwich.

On

arriving

at

the latter place,

however, he was surprised and affected to find
that, accompanied by Candia Burlingham, who
had been her companion since leaving Evesham,
she was gone on to Worcester in a post-chaise;
finding herself so ill, as to wish to get on as fast
They arrived at Worcester in
as she could.
the evening, where she was violently affected
with sickness, but her complaint was deemed
bilious, as she was subject to such a disorder.

The

night she passed without much sleep; and
morning an eruption appeared. She

account.

the next

As her labours, at this period, were hastening to a close, perhaps a minute recital of the
occupation of her time, though sometimes unattended with any particular observations, may be
acceptable to the reader.
On fourth-day morning, the 8th of the eleventh
month, W. Forster, Jr. and herself, attended a
public meeting at Malvern, and one in the evening at Upton on Severn ; and that night went to
Tewksbury. On fifth-day forenoon, they were

discovered it herself and said, " Surely I
have got the small-pox," adding, " I believe I
know when I took it from a little child whom
I met in the street previously to leaving WorAn apothecary was called in, who
cester."
pronounced the disorder to be the small-pox.
He thought she had treated herself judiciously,
and spoke very encouragingly of the symptoms.
first

;

sister Jesup, who was returned to Worcesfrom a visit in Wiltshire, also thought it of
had a a large and favourable sort.
at a meeting of Friends of that town
She did not appear at all alarmed at finding
meeting at Pershore that evening, and reached
;

Her

ter

;
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who nursed her sometimes saying, " she
hoped they would be rewarded for their tenderexpressed great concern at the trouble she was ness and care, better than she could reward
likely to bring on her cousins Thomas and them."
She was favoured with much serenity
Eliza Burlingham's family, feeling very ten- and resignation throughout, and appeared to
derly for them. That afternoon William Fors- have nothing of importance, either of spirituals
ter, Jr., who was about to write to one of her or temporals, to claim her attention.
brothers, at her request, went up and sat awhile
Four days after the crisis of the disorder, she
with her.
She desired her very dear love to told her medical attendant she got no better
her brother and sister, and wished WiUiam to and on the following day, she desired that her
say, " That although she had passed through a relations might be informed, with her dear love,
greater degree of exercise and suffering than that she felt her weakness daily increase, and
ever she had experienced in the same space of thought she should hardly be likely to see them
time, accompanied with less evidence of divine any more.
Her weakness not being greater
acceptance; yet, that afternoon, she thought she than the apothecary expected, and no unfavourhad been favoured with a precious evidence, able symptoms appearing, he did not apprehend
that she had been there (alluding to her late any cause for alarm; on the contrary, on being
This, interrogated, at different times, he had always
visit) in better wisdom than her own.
she said, had tended to quiet the anxiety with expressed himself favourably as to her getting
which she was at first tried, in considering the through.
difficulty and perplexity she might occasion to
The next day, the 29th, her disorder put on
others
and she humbly trusted it might prove a very unfavourable appearance, and further
as a little anchorage to her mind in seasons of advice was immediately procured but the phy-

the disorder was the small-pox ; although, in
early life, she had felt much dread of it; but

those

;

;

;

future tossing."

sician did not think so unfavourably of her as

She further remarked that it looked probable
she might get through the disorder ; but added,
*' I feel
no wish respecting it." On William
Forster, Jr. asking her, just before he left the
room, how she was, she replied, "I am as comfortable as I can be."
At that time she was
quite free from pain, except a little fulness in
her throat.
In the evening, speaking of the public meetr
ing at Alcester, she remarked what a comfortable one it was, and said, " I little thought it
would be the last." Then pausing awhile, addShe then observed that it
ed, "Probably."
was trying to her to be so far from her relations ; but added, " The cause is dearer to me
than my natural life."
As soon as her complaint was determined to
be the small-pox, her cousins T. and E. Burlingham left their house and went over the way
to his father's, on account of their infant son.
The next morning, sixth-day the 17th, some
family arrangements were made, which in addition to the kindness and cheerfulness with
which her dear relatives gave up their house
for her accommodation, appeared quite to relieve her mind from all anxiety.
After this her head and throat became very
painful ; and the difficulty of swallowing, and
even of breathing, was very alarming; and she
herself thought she should never be able to
swallow again but, by proper application, these

the surgeon.
ing,

so

That evening and the next mornby the means used for her relief, there was

much improvement,

that her medical attend-

and those around

her, flattered themselves

ants,

with hopes of her recovery. She passed through
fifth-day night, the 30th, as favourably as could
be expected; but did not appear so well the next
morning as such a night led her attendants to
hope for; and in the forenoon, she seemed to be
She
sinking fast, and thought herself going.
asked the hour of the day, and being told it was
half past twelve o'clock, she wished to know if
the doctor had been there, and what he thought
of her. Being informed that he found her not
so well as he had hoped for; after a short
pause, she said
probability, of

favour

it

:

" There

my

no

is

no
what a

probability,

struggling through

:

would be to be taken now, rather than
have done, day after day, and night

suffer as I

after night."

was

She then asked her sister if she
and added, " What

willing to give her up,

a comfort it has been to me that thou hast been
Upon her sister asking her if she
with me."
had any particular message to any one, she replied, " No
My dear, dear love to all, to
all," adding, " and to all thy children ; I love
them all very dearly." She then further said,
" I hope my poor soul will be saved.
A place

—

!

in the smallest
in the smallest

mansion
mansion

is

all I

is all I

ask.

A

place

ask."

She was fully satisfied with the doctor and
symptoms were much relieved.
apothecary and that afternoon, having revived
At different times, in the course of her deeply again about the time of their coming, she told
trying illness, she would say, " It would be a them she hoped they would be rewarded for
;

;

kindness to let me sink quietly away, rather their kindness towards her, both in this world
than keep me in this state of suffering;" yet she and that to come. On account of the disorder,
frequently expressed herself very gratefully to her relations T. and E. Burlingham, had been
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till their infant child from the load of disease, and often said, " Dear,
That evening, Thomas oh dear," arising from the extremity of her sufcame to her; she knew him, took him by the fering yet these expressions were evidently
hand, and expressed herself very affectionately under a sense of care, to avoid, either in word
or manner, murmuring at the last trying conto him.
On seventh-day morning early she relapsed flict of nature.
Her brothers and niece were thankful in
again; and in the forenoon of that day, she

obliged to keep from her

had been vaccinated.

;

asked the apothecary

if

he thought her close being permitted

to see

her living not only for
from a secret belief
;

was near. He replied, " he thought it was."
She answered, " What a favour !" In the af-

their

that her

knowing they were

ternoon she said, " It is marvellous to me I am
so long in dying; it is not common, I think."
Some time afterwards, she said, " The spirit
cannot depart; the spirit cannot depart. Blessed
blessed."
At another time: " It will not do,
After that, to the
the time is not yet come."
admiration of her medical attendants, and all
around her, she revived again and took nourish-

mind a

little

—

inent freely.

On first-day, the 3rd of twelfth month, she
changed several times in the course of the day;
and in the evening, being informed that her
brother Samuel was come, she wished him to
come to her but desired he might be informed
she was a poor creature to visit, and could say
but little. Going to her, she took his hand and
turned her face towards him, seeming to try to
look at him, (for she had been several days
blind) and spoke affectionately, but only a few
words intelligibly. She was soon informed that
her brother Dykes, and her niece Lucy Maw,
were also in the room. She spoke to the latter,
and seemed to intimate her wish to speak to her
brother Dykes, but her weakness so increased
;

just then, that she could not articulate

;

yet she

gave afterwards several clear proofs of knowing
that her relations were present.
In the course
of the evening she laboured under great distress

own

satisfaction, but

there, afforded her
comfort under her deeply trying
During this last struggle of nature, at
conflict.
several different times, she held up her hands
as in the attitude of prayer; and about half past
three, on second-day morning, the 4th of the
twelfth month, she quietly breathed her last.
Her remains were interred at Worcester, on
She was about 50
the fifth-day following.
years of age, and had been a minister about
21 years.
Perhaps I cannot more suitably close these
memoirs, than by the concluding words of the
testimonial sent from Worcester monthly meeting to her own ; and which were adopted by
the latter monthly meeting in the testimony addressed to the yearly meeting:
may
weep over her as a friend or as a relation ; we
may mourn the loss which the church has sustained of one of her upright pillars; but, on her
account, there appears no cause for sorrow.
She was, we believe, favoured to finish all she
had in commission showing herself therein a
good and faithful servant. The great reward
of faithfulness was permitted to follow, in quick
succession, her allotted portion of labour; and
we doubt not she is entered into the joy of her
Lord, and into her Master's rest."

— "We

;

SOME BRIEF MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE
OF

DAVID HALL;
WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE OF

HIS FATHER, JOHN HALL.

TO WHICH ARE ADDED, DIVERS OF HIS EPISTLES TO FRIENDS, ON VARIOUS OCCASIONS.

Pursuant to the direction of Christ our
Lord,
Gather up the fragments that nothing
be lost, it is in my mind to commit to writing
some remarks of the Lord's gracious and gentle dealings with me, David Hall.
I have above
fifty years kept a boarding-school at Skipton in
Craven, Yorkshire, and apprehend it to be in-

—

consistent with the said divine precept, that

thing blessed and broken, by the hand of Jesus,
should be trodden under foot in the dust, though
it

might appear ever so diminutive in the eyes

of some.
I

was born

at Skipton, aforesaid, the

the tenth month, 1683.

My

22nd of
mo-

father and

ther, John and Elizabeth Hall, were signally
any owned and blessed by good Providence. They

;
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were both convinced of the truth in their youth, vered my depraved senses so that, after my
and received the same in the love of it, having piteous manner, I walked and rode about home
had their education in the way of the church for the space of five years, or thereabouts, not
likely ever to be capable to follow any business,
of England.
Soon after my father had joined himself in whereby I might get a livelihood.
About the fifteenth year of my age I assayed
society with the people called Quakers, he received a dispensation of the everlasting gospel to resume and open my grammar, which I had
of peace, even a living testimony to the truth, abruptly closed and thrown by, when attacked
of which, as he often said, he was thoroughly by this sore distemper, which through the blessconvinced in a silent meeting.
ing of God upon my diligent application, and
In the times of persecution they freely suf- almost incessant and indefatigable studies, I
fered the spoiling of their goods for truth's sake, did, with so good success, under the instruction
whereb}'^ they were reduced to a low ebb, as to of my beloved master, George Croft, master of
their outward circumstances ; but the Lord, the free-school at Skipton, that in five years
who blesseth the provision of Zion, and satis- time, I attained so much of the knowledge of
fieth her poor with bread, and supports his faith- those called learned languages, that I was judged
ful servants in all their sufierings, wonderfully by my said master to be fit for Cambridge or
With this good success, and through
blessed the little basket, and the small store, Oxford.
the mercy of kind providence, I was, in a good
and the poor endeavours of this pious couple
of whom it may be said, as in Isaiah, " So he measure, mercifully preserved in the aforesaid
was their Saviour. In all their afflictions he school, from running into the liberties which
was afflicted, and the angel of his presence pupils at such places are very liable to be drawn
saved them in his love and in his pity he re- into. Yet I must, from real experience of a case
deemed them, and he bare them and carried of this kind, say, considering the many bad examples, undue liberties, difficulties and dangers
them."
But it is observable, and hath by many been that Friends' children may expect to meet with,
taken notice of, that those persons who were that are imprudently and unadvisedly put to
the officious agents in spoiling these two reli- such schools, all Friends, who have their chilgious Friends, seemed to be remarkably blasted, dren's welfare at heart, should be very careful
which observation not to expose them to those dangers.
as to their temporal affairs
may give three reasons for my being put
I
hath also been made concerning the rigid perfirst, I had no probability of
secutors of the Lord's innocent people in divers to such a school
;

;

;

:

They had five children; the first and fifth
whereof being sons, died in their infancy the
second and third were daughters, who in two
days time both died of the small-pox, and were
buried in one grave on the 23rd of the seventh
month, 1693, the one aged about eleven, and
At this time, I
the other about twelve years.
;

being in the tenth year of my age, their only
surviving child, lay grievously afflicted with the

small-pox also, insomuch that my life was deYet He, who
spaii-ed of by most that saw me.
can raise the dead, restored me, a poor miserable creature, a moving object of the pity and
commiseration of all that beheld me, through
unaccountable difficulties, far beyond expectation, from the very brink of the grave ; yea, by
degrees, to a pretty good state of health, and
constitution of body. Some of the relics of that
dreadful contagion have attended me to this
day, and I expect will to the end of my race,
viz. something of a nervous disorder, not much

appearance, to a palsy, which at
I could scarcely, for a
considerable time, either plainly speak one word,
neither could
or distinctly discern any object
I stand or walk alone, my aspect and appearance being nearly like that of an idiot. By litunlike, in
first

was

its

so strong that

;

tle

and

little, I

recruited,

and somewhat reco-

my

bread if I should not attain to a
good share of learning, being unfit for mechanic
or servile labour; secondly, we having no
Friends' school near us, I was not in such a
state of health or strength as to be sent abroad
as a boarder; and in case I had been fit ; thirdly, my father's circumstances in the world, I
suppose, would not have been sufficient to answer the expenses of board and schooling.
getting

places.

Therefore I was excited to exert all my faculties, though small in comparison, to attain so
much literature as might in some sort countervail the disadvantages I laid under on the score
of my bodily weakness ; and by my unwearied
sedulity, under the blessing of Providence, I
outstripped my fellows that were endowed with
larger parts than myself: so was the maxim
Sedulity masters diffionce more verified,
" Gutta cavat lapidem, non vi, sed saepe
culty
cadendo."
On the 27th of the tenth month, 1703, I
opened a school of my own in my father's
house, which, through the assistance and continued blessing of God upon my honest endeavours, I managed in some degree to good purpose, though through many exercises on various accounts, having constantly in our house
boarders, sometimes above forty in number.
I met with no small disturbance from Roger

—

:

^

;
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of Joseph
Look not about you, but
open your hearts to the Lord
Make ready,
and I believe the Lord will be near to your
comfort and his own praise, to whom be praises
now and for evermore. When you come to
the meeting, then is the time to work
do not
pate my seminary, though he rigidly prose- wait only to know what you can hear from
which was to
cuted me both at the quarter sessions and in others, &c.," or to that import
the spiritual court, so called, at one and the me such an open time, and I was, in my own

Mitton, priest of Skipton,

in vain

endea-

flictions

!

voured, for several years, to root out the Quaker's seminary, as he styled my school, at Skipton. In vain said 11 .Yea, verily, for he could
never obtain his desired ends, neither by casting me into prison, nor any other ways extir-

!

;

;

same

apprehension, ia so much authority, that I was
proceed to say any more on that ready to suppose 1 had got the worst past. But
relate to the reader that God, who oh! the heavy exercises which soon after fell

time, for teaching school without license.

But before
head,

let

me

I

upon me, bowed me mighty low, and gave me
men, in a day such a turn of thought, that I readily concluded
of visitation, to give the light of the knowledge all was not over, but quite the reverse, that I
of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ, was even just entering a large field of exercislike as the sun in the outward firmament, that ing engagements, finding the station of a minisis

no respecter of persons, but

in his universal

love, shineth in the hearts of all

many

greater light to rule the day, that Hvely sign of ter attended with
God's merciful extendings of universal and sav- bations.

ing grace and favour to the children of men,
its enlightening and comfortable beams
.into and upon the solitary cottages of the lowdisplays

and upon the most
of the greatest monarchs and
potentates in the earth, graciously condescended
to shine into my soul, who was a despicable
whereby I saw
creature in my young years
myself, my own frailties, errors, and unworthiness on the one hand, and the goodness and
greatness of my merciful and gracious Creator
on the other. By this sight and sense I was
brought to an humble and grateful acknowledgment of the Lord's wonderful condescension, in
regarding the very low estate of me his poor
servant, who accounted myself as a worm and
no man. Those divine impressions being frequently made upon me, both in meetings and
in private retirements, I was prevailed on, somewhat like Jacob at Bethel, to enter into covenant with the Lord my God, which covenant
the Lord signally fulfilled unto me, and helped
me, his humble servant, in some degree to perform my part thereof to my righteous Lord and
est subjects, as freely as into

stately palaces

;

benefactor; so that I was manifestly blessed in
basket and store, according to that ancient and
conditional promise to Israel of old:

"And

For on the 22nd of the same ninth month,
a great weight seized me, to go through the
town of Skipton, and call the inhabitants thereof
to repentance, which concern and burthen grew
heavier and heavier towards the middle part of
that day, so that I could rest in no place however, keeping it to myself, I went to meeting,
it
being our week-day meeting, where I was
in great distress, having not given up to the
concern.
After meeting I returned home, and
remained under the same anxiety of soul. Next
morning came, and the same concern fell again
weightily upon me, growing heavier and heavier, as before, insomuch, that I went out of the
school into a place apart to crave the Lord's
assistance in the discharge of my duty.
The
weight growing intolerable, I privately laid the
matter before my father, who, at the hearing
thereof, broke out into tears, and calling my
mother into the parlour, acquainted her therewith, whereupon she fell upon her knees in humiliation before the Lord, to implore his aid
and at her rising up she encouraged me, saying,
Be not cast down. We all three wept.
After some little pause I gave up, and going to
;

—

the street-door, and pulling off

ye out on

Lord your God, and he shall
bless thy bread and thy water."
Moreover, as religion, and a religious exercise of heart, grew and increased in me, and I
therein, I felt drawings in my mind to say something in religious meetings by way of public
testimony; to which concern, after divers reasonings and consultations, I at length gave up,
shall serve the

humbling, stripping pro-

to

this wise,

warn

—There's an

my

hat, cried

exercise upon

mo

the inhabitants of Skipton to repent of

their fornications, drunkenness, pride, covetous-

and all their evil v/ays, for a
coming over England, for its in-

ness, arrogancy,

dismal day

is

gratitude.

The 28th of the aforesaid ninth month, I
gave up to another weighty concern that came
upon me, to go into the dancing-school in Skipon the 20th of the ninth month, 1711, in the ton. Entering the school, I asked the man,
meeting-house at Rillston, Thomas Burton from who seemed most like to be the master, if he
Norwich having appointed a meeting there that was the master of that school 1 Who replied,
day.
My first appearance was on this wise, yes, I said, I was come to warn him to desist
with a loud voice,
It is weightily upon me to from that his ungodly practice. &c., further
say, " Friends, stand open! stand open! stand adding, that I believed he was secretly judged
open
Oh how Cew are concerned for the af- for his said practice. Whereunto I could not

—

!

!

.
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remeAiber that the man made any answer, but meetings to which I belonged, and also visited
was very mild, and said, he believed what I the meetings of Friends in Yorkshire, Lancashire, W^estmoreland, Cumberland, the Bishopsaid was with a good intent.
About the same time an additional exercise rick of Durham, Derbyshire; twice Cheshire,

upon me, concerning the superstition and twice Northumberland. And several times I
extravagancies run into at the time called Christ- was at London yearly meeting, having comWherefore I could not be easy but go to monly an usher or deputy to leave with the
mas.
Keighley, on the great market-day there, im- boys at home.
In a meeting at Rawden, at the burial of
mediately preceding the said time, and upon a
step of the Cross of that town, openly declare Josiah Grimshaw, I was speaking of perfection,
having been and the end of Christ's coming, viz. to put an
against the said vain customs
fell

;

already very zealously engaged to dissuade
Friends from observing that time, in that extravagant and superstitious way, or promoting
or upholding people's vain customary observation of the same, by providing and selling extraordinary quantities of such things as supply

to sin, and to finish transgression, and to
bring in everlasting righteousness ; and that he
was manifested to destroy the works of the

end

and that such persons as profess to war
same time do not believe
they can ever overcome, are in a poor case, or
devil

;

against sin, and at the

them, and gratify their licentious minds; ac- to that effect. At which some rigid Presbytecounting Christendom's customs of celebrating rians, then present, were so galled, that some
this time, like a piece of idolatry, such an al- years after they challenged a dispute with me
most innumerable number of creatures being at Bradford, which to some degree of satisfacannually slain, and, as it were, sacrificed to tion, was had in the presence of divers Friends
men's lusts, or at least, to their inordinate feast- at Benjamin Bartlett's house in the said town,
ings, often using the exhortation of the apostle. where one of the Presbyterians asserted to this
Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not purpose, " that God was able, but not willing to
provision for the flesh, to

fulfil

the lusts thereof.

my

save

all

On

men."

first month 1724, a couple
morden, on the edge of Lancashire, I married of Friends were married at Rillston I was at
Mary Storrs, the youngest daughter of William /he solemnization of it, and together with
Storrs, formerly of Chesterfield in Derbyshire, Thomas Anderson, and some others, accompanied the bridegroom and bride to their habitawho died of her first child.
After that, having struggled through many tion, where an evening meeting was held; at
temptations, tribulations and probations, in an which a certain young man, who in a vain
anxious widowhood of near nine years, in which mind, came to the house of the newly married
time my aged and honourable father, John couple, was convinced, and a while after came
Hall died, I took to my second wife, Anne Fos- forth in public.
Note also, that for the good of my pupils,
ter, the eldest daughter of Christopher Foster,
that they might in their blooming years imbibe
of Rillston, by whom I had nine children.
Within three weeks after my second mar- the sound principles of the pure and undefiled
riage, my honourable mother, Elizabeth Hall, religion, and receive early impressions thereof
departed this life, having often said in my widow- in their tender minds, I generally kept little
hood, if I would get a good wife, she thought meetings in my house or school when at home,
In these
she should not stay long in this life intimating every third and seventh-day evening.
her apprehension, that her life was prolonged, I waited upon the Lord with- the boys, and as I
through the favour of kind providence, for my found openness and freedom, fed my lambs,
either by causing them to read the Floly Scripsake.
All this while I grew in my gift, though my tures by turns, and making observations to them
goings were as under the mountains; for I met upon the same, or by ordering them alternately
with divers trials on various accounts, of which to I'ead other religious books, or giving somewhen I had times my own mind and experience, to encourthis was not one of the least, viz.
forty three pupils boarded in my house, the rage the good, and discourage the evil in them
small-pox raged amongst them, so that five out all; having, as I often said, a greater regard to
of twenty-seven, that had not the disease before, my scholars advantage, than to gain their paI loved my good Master, and
died, being South-country boys, far distant from rents' money.
yet not
their parents, which came very close to my therefore fed his lambs with pleasure
heart; for, though I have had a boarding-school without exercise from some that would needs
thirty-two years, I never buried any besides creep through, or break the hedge.
Having now, through the gracious assistance
five, nor had any so much as a bone broken in
of divine providence, and the instrumental help
all that time.
Notwithstanding my confining province, I of my excellent yoke-fellow and consort Anne,
diligently attended the monthly and quarterly rubbed through various difficulties, in the fifty-

In the thirty-third year of

age, at Tod-

the 18th of the

;

;

;

;

;
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year of my age, at the request of my said ing at Preston in Lancashire. On the 5th of
dearly beloved wife, who, by reason of the the third month, I set forward to visit the meetgreat fatigue attending the boarding-school, ings of Friends on my road to London yearly
grew now much indisposed, as to her bodily meeting, after which I went from thence, and
health, I resigned my school to George Routh, visited part of Surrey, Hampshire, and the Isle
my usher, (who about that time, married Eliza- of Wight, part of Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Somerbeth Birtwhistle,) as also great part of my house setshire, Devonshire and Cornwall, the three

third

and household goods, reserving a suitable apartment and utensils for the necessary accommodation of my own family and my friends. This
we did with a view to live more retired and
comfortably together, and that I might be more
at liberty to wait on such service as I might
But though man prothink myself called to.
ppseth, God disposeth. For, oh the uncertainty of the very best of these temporary enjoyments
alas
how great is the vicissitude of
human affairs, and of all sublunary things, how
excellent soever in their time and place! Vanity
We
of vanities, all is vanity below the sun
had not lived much above two months together
in this our long desired private and i-etired way,
it pleased Almighty God to
before, alas
alas
take unto himself my second wife, who had
been unto me a choice help-meet, the darling of
my bosom, the support of my declining years,
and far the most excellent of all my temporal
She left me
enjoyments, next to my own life.
with three small children, John, Elizabeth and
For a considerable time my mourning
Sarah.
and grief stuck close by me, having now sorrowfully followed to the silent grave two choice
wives, a tender and pious father and mother, six
of my own children, and five of my scholars.
But God, who is good unto Israel, and especially to the upright, and commiserateth the case
!

!

!

!

!

!

of the tribulated, of

whom it is

testified in Scrip-

and witnessed in the experience of his approved servants, viz, " God setteth the solitary in
families he bringeth out those which are bound
with chains, but the rebellious dwell in a dry
land," mercifully lifted up my drooping head,
so that in the third month 1736, 1 visited Friends
in the east of Yorkshire, Bishoprick, and part
of Northumberland, John Binns being my companion.
In the fifty-fourth year of my age I
was enabled to visit most of Friends families in
the monthly meeting I belonged to, and also to
visit the meetings of Friends in Scotland and
Ireland, Jeremy Whalley being my companion
in Scotland, and Thomas Anderson in Ireland.
Some time after my return from Ireland, I
visited Friends as far as Bristol, George Dawson being my companion, where I was at three
meetings, and thence proceeded as far as Puddimore; then returned home about the 16th of
the twelfth month 1737, where I staid a while.
In the first month, and beginning of the second month 1738, I visited some meetings in
Yorkshire and Bishoprick, and was at the great
and notable solemnity, or circular yearly meetVoL. XIII.— No. 3.
ture,

;

thoroughly so returned by Bristol,
Worcester, Birmingham, Leek, Manchester,
&c. and reached Skiplon the 27th of the eighth
month 1738, William Gott having been my
companion.
I was at Kendal quarterly meeting the 5th
of the eleventh month 1738, and at the general

last pretty

meeting

;

at Preston-patrick

:

I

also visited

Gray-

Benlham and Settle meetings. In
twelfth and first month 1738-9, I visited
rigg,

the
part

of the Dales of Yorkshire, Kendal, and Crook
general meeting, Langdale, Hawshead, Height,
Swarthmore, Lancaster, Bentham, and Wray,
also Settle.

In the second month 1739, I set out for
Liverpool, thence to Chester yearly meeting,
thence, to Staffordshire, and visited all the meet-

was

at Nottingham great
Breach general meeting; thence by Coventry and Warwick to London, and visited all the meetings in that city.

ings in that county

;

annuall meeting, and at

Then

I visited the meetings in Essex, Suffolk,
Norfolk and Lincolnshire, and returned to Skipton about the 4th of the eighth month following.
On the 5th og'the third month 1740, I took
to wife Deborah (the eldest daughter of Daniel
Story) widow of Thomas Atkinson of Ashes, in
Westmoreland
we were married at Prestonpatrick meeting-house in the said county.
In the year 1741, having spent three or four
years in visiting Friends, I resumed my former
employment of a school-master, yet not with a
design to have so numerous a boarding-school
as I formerly had.
According to which purpose we proceeded, having sometimes a dozen
boarders, sometimes more, sometimes fewer,
:

finding

it

somewhat

difficult to

limit ourselves

number, though desirous not to be much
encumbered. And although we met with some
unpleasant occurrences, yet, with humble gratitude I may say, " Hitherto the Lord hath helped
to a set

us."

About the

latter

end of the year 1746,

I

was

attacked with a sore disorder, whereby I was
brought very low, as some thought near to the
silent grave ; but was in a short time so far restored, as to be capable to attend my school and
our own meeting, but pretty much rendered incapable of travelling abroad among my friends.
Yet through the great mercy of kind Providence,
I have been enabled at times to pay some visits
to neighbouring meetings on divers occasions
and humbly hope I can, in some measure, now
in the seventy-first year of my age. Anno

13

;
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Domini 1753, with many of the poor
say, godliness with contentment,

having,

I

humbly

trust,

is

in Israel,

great gain

some comfortable share

of that highly valuable legacy of peace in my
confinement at, or near home, left by our gracious Lord and Master to his disciples, in all
their tribulations they may meet with in this
world.
In going through all these, and even in
the whole course of their pilgrimage, the true
followers and soldiers of the Lamb of God, will
obtain the victory, be taught and enabled by him,
in Christian patience, to bear all indignities and
affronts offered them, and carefully to endeavour
but, by copying after, and faithto give none
fully warring under the glorious captain, Christ
our Lord and Master, they will learn more and
more to reduce to constant practice that beautiful and really Christian principle, bear and forDid all but proceed
bear, and forgive injuries.
on this wise, under the blessed government of
our peaceable Saviour and holy Head, then
would peace and harmony be enjoyed and
maintained throughout the whole body, the
;

church of Christ.

A

brief recital of some of the gracious dealings
of the Lord loith his servant John Hall, late of
Skipton in Craven, Yorkshire, as received from'
his own mouth and manuscript, by David Hall.

John Hall, son of John and Elizabeth Hall,
of Ayrton in Craven, in the west part of Yorkshire, was born in the year 1637; and as to
religion, his parents, to the best of their understanding, carefully educated him in the national
way of worship of those commonly called Episcopalians, or the church of England.
At the age of fourteen years he was bound
apprentice for seven years to a tailor, which
and having spent
term he faithfully served
some time, and gained further experience in
journey-work, he set up for himself, and through
the blessing of God upon his endeavours, he
got into a good trade, and was often employed
in the families of men of great note and circumstances, and had in esteem and repute amongst
them. He was capable and ready to gratify
them in the modes, cuts, fashions, and superfluities of the times, being himself at that time
a youth gay and modish in apparel, sprightly
and jovial in spirit, swimming as it were, with
wind and tide towards the profits and pleasures
of this fading world, yet all along preserved
;

[1653.

Christ," to the end that things which were out

of order might be brought right, that the new
birth and creation in him might be begun, duly
carried on, and thoroughly accomplished, that

he might witness a coming unto Christ, the true
sabbath of rest; and by being made a new creature in him, might know a ceasing from his
own works, he was secretly disquieted, and not
finding true satisfaction of soul under the dry
ministry, either of the hireling priests he mostly
used to hear, or in the notions of high professors
of other denominations, he was conscientiously
concerned to seek after life and substance.
Now it so happened that a Friend, one Gervase Benson, had a meeting near unto the place
where my father lived
he therefore, beingminded to go to the meeting, went, and found
them sitting in silence, which seemed to him a
strange thing ; and not knowing the advantage
thereof, he retreated and walked into the fields.
A while after returning near the meeting-place,
the Friend Gervase was declaring; he therefore
approached, and leaning his head to the doorpost, was so reached that tears trickled down
his cheeks. Notwithstanding which, being some
time after at a silent meeting, he was uneasy
with it, but resolved to go to one meeting more,
and if there were no words, he thought to go no
more.
So he went, and standing at the door,
Friends beckoned to him that he might come in
and. sit among them; he thereupon sat down
with them in silence, but presently the power
of the Lord seized upon him, and broke him
down, so that he was fully convinced of the
blessed truth in that silent meeting, and never
turned his back thereon to his dying day.
Now the light, the just man's path, " which
;

shines

more and more

to the perfect

day," made

For whereas
aforetime he had gratified the vain minds of
men and women in the fashions and superfluifurther

ties

laid
in

discoveries

unto

him.

then in vogue, now he found a restriction
upon him, and a conscientious scruple

doing such

like

things.

Howbeit,

for

a

short time, through reasonings, and permitting

who wrought with him,
have some hand in the doing it, he did not
at first thoroughly renounce all those superfluities and the profits that might seem to accrue
therefrom
but the light shone brighter and
brighter, and discovered things further cPnd furthei'.
And as he sat in a meeting upon a certain day, he was remarkably affected in body,
so that his hands were drawn together, the use
of his limbs taken from him, and he fell down
the be- on the floor, where he laid for some time, to the
his servant or servants,

to

;

from the gross enormities thereof
But when God, who by his Spirit in
ginning, when things were confused and out of admiration of the spectators.
After this, which he took to be a dispensation
order, moved upon the waters, and commanded
" light to shine out of darkness," was pleased of the righteous judgments of the Lord, for his
to shine into his heart, " to give him the know- being instrumental in setting on of lace on woledge of God, in the face of his Son Jesus men's apparel, and other superfluities of the
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eyes upon him, wherewith the priest was so
confounded, that he called out to the wardens
But they knowdiate succession- of a refreshing ministration of to come and take him away.
consolation, so that he could experimentally ing him to be a sober neighbour, and seeing
From that him stand still and silent, were not hasty to
sing of judgment and of mercy.
times, which frequently occurred in his business, he was sweetly favoured with an imme-

time forward he durst never set on any lace or
other superfluous ornaments, or gratify the
proud minds of men and women in the vain
fashions and changeable modes of the times,
neither with his own hands, nor the hands of
his servants, what disadvantage soever it might
seem to be unto him. But blessed be the Lord,

execute the priest's command ; whereupon the
priest being wholly at a stop, and beginning to
close his book, cries out. If you will not come
and take him away, I will take him away my-

worthy to be loved, served, obeyed and
trusted, who was with Jacob in the house of his
uncle Laban, and prospered what he put his
hand unto, although his wages were changed
ten times he was with his servant, and is with
all who faithfully follow the leadings and drawings of the light and truth, even to the giving
an hundred-fold in this world, and in the world
to come, life everlasting.
Soon after this he was sent for, by a great
man, to go to his house to make up some very
When he and his man came to
fine clothes.
the place and saw the work, behold it was very
fine, and to be wrought with many superfluities,
which for conscience sake he durst not under-

father

who

is

;

take.

Upon

might

let

him, that he
but he said, he
do them
durst neither permit his man to do them, nor
assist him.
Then they told him, they must
employ another tailor he was willing to lose
He
all rather than his peace with the Lord.
freely turned his back on all that worldly interest, and Providence so favoured his conscientious care, that he got plain work enough, and
and as he was faithful in
his wages increased
a little, the Lord made greater things manifest
unto him.
In the very families where, in the
time of his ignorance, he had been light, airy,
and wanton, he was now made to reprove vanity,
and bear a living testimony to the everlasting
God, both in word, doctrine, life and conversation.
For it pleased God through Christ, " who
his

his refusal, they told

man

;

;

;

ascended on high, and

led captivity captive," to

dispense to him a gift and-talent in the free and
living ministry of our Lord Jesus Christ, which
his blessing, improved to God's
honour, and the comfort of souls, he being rather a waterer, and a son of consolation, than
a son of thunder his gift was in the simplicity
of the gospel, tendering, quickening and re-

he, through

;

freshing.

In his early days, soon after his convincement, a weighty concern came upon his mind,
to go to the steeple-house, and stand before the
priest, while he was speaking in the pulpit,
under whose ministry aforetime he had often
sat ; to which concern he gave up, and going
into the steeple-house, stood

by

the priest,

and

with a steady countenance silently fixed his

Then

self

put

The
it

the wardens, or

some of the

people,

him out of doors.
priest fell to his

came

in

work again, and

my

again at a back-door, and found

his place silently to face the priest, as before,

which the priest being now a second time
confounded, they put him again out of doors.
After a little while the congregation were dismissed, and he cleared himself among the people in the grave-yard.
On a certain day he was working at the
house of a high professor. They sat down to
meat together. The priest having said what he
at

called his grace, seeing

my

father sitting

re-

he said. Come, John, come eat to which
he replied. When I have done the will of the
Lord, and answered his requirings, then I shall
Having spoken this, he was
eat with thee.
drawn forth to prayer and thanksgiving unto
the Lord.
The priest put off his hat, and was
very calm and quiet, many of the family being
present in the room, some of whom seemed to
be pretty much tendered and reached by the
truth; after which concern of prayer was over,
he being cheerful and easy, said to the priest,
Come, now I can eat with thee. Many other
exercises he had in great men's houses, through
which the Lord was pleased to lead him gently
and safely, which, for brevity's sake, are here
omitted.
And although he came forth, as it
were, in a winter season, when the penal laws
were in force, he was not discouraged, but willingly suffered the spoiling of his goods for
truth's sake; when he was very low in the
world, the informers took from him a mare, on
which he used to ride to meetings.
After some time he removed to Skipton,
where he bore a living testimony to the truth,
both in doctrine and conversation.
In the year 1682 he was taken with a capias
warrant for bearing his testimony at a meeting,
and kept prisoner until Knaresborough sessions,
and being fined, was released. Then was taken
from him almost all the substance that he had
in the world, insomuch that he, his wife, small
children, and servants, were forced to borrow
bedding to lie upon the chamber floor, neither
had they left them so much as necessary vessels
but by keeping near to the
to eat their meat in
Lord, he was prospered and blessed in his undertaking, and through the favour of Providence,
he recruited in the world, and lived reputably
tired,

;

;
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But the officers, who
good circumstances, and
were so rigorous in the execution of the said
law upon him, thenceforward went to decay,
and their famihes, insomuch that one of them
made an open and plain confession to my mother, and asked her, if she had cursed him for
No, repHed she.
taking her husband's goods ?
Well, says he, but I am cursed, for I never
throve since I took your goods, nor ever must.
In the year 1683 he was taken again with a
capias warrant, and kept prisoner till the quarter sessions at Skipton, and then released.
Again, he and his wife were taken twice the
same year with capias warrants; once he went
to Knaresborough sessions, and another time to
Wetherby, and was not called for again.
In the year 1684 he was taken with a warrant for his said testimony, and kept prisoner
one day, and was released. So the Lord made
way for him, who makes way for all who faithfully follow him, be their difficulties what they

among

his neighbours.

at that time

seemed

in

may.

He

kept an inn at Skipton for the space of
and kept his authority nobly in
the truth, while in that place, not allowing
drunkenness, singing, dancing, music, or excess in his house, but bearing his testimony
thirteen years,

faithfully against intemperance, ruled well his'

own

house, and kept
modation.

He was

it

for

necessary accom-

also several other times taken with

capias warrants and carried to the sessions, but
always released after a short time. He was

testimony against paying tithes, steeple-house rates, &c., according
to his measure, being zealous for the maintaining and keeping up the hedge of discipline in
the church, strict and conscientious in the nurture and education of his children, not suffering
them to associate themselves with others in their

all

along

faithful in his

the unchangeable truth, and in att*iding
meetings, now in this time of outward ease and

to

considered how much, and
Friends suffered formerly in
maintaining their necessary and Christian testimony in keeping to first-day and week-day
meetings, and other meetings for truth's service
often rehearsing his former sufferings
with great joy, and often declaring, that in well
doing there is great peace; and frequently, towards the latter end of his time, testified in

when he

liberty,

how

willingly.

;

public, that the truth

He was

who,

games or pastimes.
for his great

;

was

as precious as ever.

a diligent attender of meetings, both

and preparative, first-days
and week-days, and sometimes of the yeai'lyHis travels were not veiy
meeting at London.
much abroad, save in this county, and some
The Lord
other southern parts of England.
his God made him bold in the truth, yet meek.
Fie was an innocent man, a sincere Friend, a
loving husband, a kindly affectionate father, a
good and peaceable neighbour, and a grateful
receiver of God's mercies, whether spiritual or
temporal.
In a word, he was of that pure religion before God the Father, even to visit the
fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to
keep from the spots of the world.
When he drew nigh to the end of his course,
he often said, he had nothing to do but to die,
and that he was at peace with the Lord and all
men. Jn the very even-tide of his time he
quarterly, monthly

He took his last leave
of Friends, in several places of this county, in
flourished in the truth.

much

freshness,

love,

and

dwellino; in the house of the

living

zeal.

By

Lord he brought

forth fruit in his old age, openly declaring often,

and house were as open to Friends
with several other sweet expressions,
often remembered by some, which are here

that his heart

as ever

;

His lamp was trimmed, and by the
of the kingdom was maintained shining and
burning.
On "the 11th of the ninth month 1719, having been about a week somewhat infirm in body,
he expired like a lamb, and laid down his head
in peace with God and all men, aged eightytwo years, and his body vvas decently interred
in Friends' burying-ground in Skipton, where
several living testimonies were borne to the honour oi" God, and the mutual comfort of his peo-

omitted.
oil

When it pleased God,
name's sake, and the redemption of his people, smote the Red sea, and made
a way for his people to pass safely through I
say, when it pleased God to change the hearts
of the government, so that there was a great
calm, and a Christian toleration and liberty of
conscience established, and a summer season,
and as it were, a sabbath of rest was enjoyed
as the Lord had preserved him ple there present.
in our land
from taking a flight in the winter season, so
also now he preserved him in this sabbath-day.
As a pure and immortal spring of divine love A general Epislle
and virtue, which the Lord had opened in his

vain

[1719.

David Hall.

;

to

Friends,

respective quarterly

to

he read in their

and monlhly meetings.

was not frozen with the chilliness of the
Dear Friends, I do not see that I can rewinter time, so neither was it dried up with the
drought that attended summer but, as a good turn clear and easy to my habitation, except I
spring, strong and deep, kept running in a leave this farewell epistle behind me, whereby
sweet current.
He often lamented the state of I tenderly salute you in much brotherly-kind-

heart,

—

;

those that were backward and cool in their love

ness and charity, and do

humbly recommend
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the following advices to the serious consideration of the fathers, the young men, and the chil-

dren, being the three degrees, classes, or ranks
church, to which the beloved apostle John

in the

distinctly wrote, saying, " I write unto

really be under the
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government and

discipline

So speak and
of the blessed cross of Christ.
so act as men having authority, and not as the
Thus will ye be directed and helped
scribes.
impartially, and in a Christian meek spirit, to
place due judgment upon the head of the transgressor, and to be a terror to evil-doers, and a
praise and encouragement lo those who do well.

you fayou have known Him that is from
the beginning; I write unto you young men,
because ye have overcome the wicked one I
write unto you little children, because ye have Thus truly concerned at your hearts, you will
find it your incumbent duty, your great satisknown the Father."
First, you therefore, fathers, mothers, elders, faction, and the church's interest, after a fatherand ministers in the church; I earnestly entreat ly manner, to labour with the young and rising
you to come up faithfully in your respective generation, and to train up and usher in, examstations and services in your day and genera- ple and encourage, the orderly and religious
tion, carefully watching and praying, that no- amongst them, to attend monthly and quarterly
There not only to see and underthing here below may unfit you for, or divert meetings.
you from, the right performance of your duties stand, but also, in the wisdom of truth, to put
to God and his people
but that ye may, in the their hands and hearts to the management of
thers, because

.

;

;

pure liberty of the spirit of truth, whh true zeal, the affairs of the church, that when it shall
guarded by divine wisdom, " feed the flock of please the Lord to call the elders off" the stage
God which is among you, taking the oversight they may depart in peace, leaving the care of
thereof, not by constraint, but willingly; not for God's husbandry and building in the hands of
neither as hopeful, well qualified, and well instructed sucfilthy lucre, but of a ready mind
being lords over God's heritage, but being en- cessors, who will, by the direction of the good
samples to the flock and when the chief Shep- Husbandman and Master-builder, labour to
herd shall appear, ye shall receive a crown of fence, plant, water, weed, and build up, in the
most holy faith.
glory that fadeth not away."
And oh dear Friends, use your best endeaOh consider how many wrong things have
crept and are creeping in among the professors vours to suppress the growth of pride, and the
;

;

!

!

of the blessed truth, as pride, covetousness, con- vain fashions of the world, in your respective
formity to, and copying after, this vain world, families and meetings, in habit, speech, and decompany-keeping, and other hurtful things, portment as also, that vile practice of backwhich it is your indispensable duty impartially biting and tale-bearing, pursuant to the follow" Take us the foxes, the
to stand against, and endeavour as much as ing Scriptures, viz.
possible to redress, both by precept and prece- little foxes that spoil the vines, for our vines
dent.
And you parents of children, I fervently have tender grapes." " Thou shalt not go up
;

—

exhort to take a particiflar care to bring up your
tender offspring in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord, and to be in a Christian care and
concern for the preservation and salvation of
your servants also, even as ye could desire

and down as a tale-bearer among thy people."
" Thou shalt not raise a false report," (or, as in
the margin, " receive a false report.") " Wherefore laying aside all malice, and all guile, and

hypocrisies, and envies, and all evil-speakings,
others might do to your children, if they were as new-born babes, desire the sincere milk of

with the Lord, the soul of the word, that ye may grow thereby."
Likewise, you young men and women, I cordially exhort you seriously to ponder in your
tress.
And oh Friends, be nobly and warmly con- hearts these three things, viz. the end of your
cerned for the maintaining and keeping up of creation ; your own indispensable duty, and
the honourable and necessary church discipline your most certain interest annexed to the right
and good order, upon the right and true founda- performance of your said duty, both touching
and also, the present
tion thereof, having the truth at heart, and your this life and the future

their servants

the servant

;

for,

as the soul of the master or mis-

is

:

!

;

God, and the good of circumstances of the church. Now as to the
having no respect of persons for first, ye were created to glorify God, which ye
the Society
the sake of friendship, favour, interest, or kin- cannot do, but by bringing forth the fruits of
ship, or any other views whatever.
For the the spirit, " Herein, says Christ, is my Father
shepherds and principal men in the flock, the glorified, that ye bear much fruit, so shall ye be
Now this fruit ye cannot bring
pillars in the church, who are as stakes in the my disciples."
hedge, must be well grounded, founded and forth, except ye take up a daily cross to the
rooted upon the Rock, and in the root of life flesh, which is the opposite root to the spirit,
Therefore, dear young
established in the faith and practical part of and the fruits of it.
pure religion so that as ye sit at the helm of people, bear the cross, that ye may wear the
church government and discipline, ye may crown, and rightly apply to the Lord for the
eye solely

to the glory of
;

—

;

—
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grace; that so, secondduty called for by the
Father and the Son, viz. " I will yet for this
be inquired of by the house of Israel." " Seek
ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto
Which godly exercise is advantageous
you."
help of his
ly,

you

all-siafficient

may answer your

who

—

both as to this and

are found in
is evidently manifest in the
apostle Paul's fatherly admonition to his son
Timothy " But refuse," says he, " profane and
to all

it,

the other world, as

;

tion

of that good

ful elders,

truth

spirit

who were

.

[1758.

which dwelt in our faithday valiant for the

in their

upon the earth
ye may duly

that under these qualifi-

;

their vacant places,
and brightly succeed them, as Elisha did Elijah.
Please to remember king David's dying ad" And thou Sovice to his son Solomon, viz.
lomon my son, know thou the God of thy father, and serve him with a perfect heart, and
with a willing mind for the Lord searcheth all
hearts, and understandeth all the imaginations
of the thoughts.
If thou seek him, he will be
found of thee, but if thou forsake him, he will

cations

fill

—

;

old wives fables, and exercise thyself rather
unto godliness, for bodily exercise profiteth little; but godliness is profitable unto all things, cast thee off for ever."
Although the visitation and loving kindness
having promise of the life that now is, and of
of our merciful God be graciously extended to
that which is to come."
So, dear Friends, as ye come under these you, in order to make you truly happy and serdue considerations, ye cannot but with regret viceable here, and to fit you for glory hereafobserve the state and dwindling condition of the ter yet it is very plain, that the god of this
church in divers parts; how the places of many world, the prince of the power of the air, is exof our faithful elders and ministers up and down ceedingly busy about you in these your flourishare empty, and few seem rightly concerned to ing days, in order to blind that eye which the
come under suitable qualifications to succeed Lord hath mercifully opened in you, and in
them, and come up in their stations; which cunningly laying divers snares for your feet.
when we note, together with the loose courses I beseech you therefore by the mercies of God,
and undue liberties of many who profess the avoid unsuitable company, which has often
truth, who can but cry out with the afflicted proved of pernicious consequences to many,
prophet Jeremiah ? " For the hurl of the daugh- both of the elder and younger rank, by drawAs- ing them into intemperance and excess of divers
ter of my people am I hurt, I am black.
Is there kinds; the source and cause of many hurtful
tonishment hath taken hold on me.
no balm in Gilead? Is there no physician and pernicious effects, both respecting soul,
Why then is not the health of the body, estate and reputation, as is too apparent
there?
;

daughter of

"

Oh

!

that

my people recovered V And again,
my head were waters, and mine

eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep day
and night for the slain of the daughter of my
And oh! mind the consequences of
people."
swerving away from the truth into libertinism,

by those who follow

it.

It

makes

to

them

all

profession of religion null and void, and gradually darkeneth the understanding, vitiates the

mind, and alienates

it

from God, and so de-

prives the creature of the most comfortable en-

joyment of his presence in this world, the highLord saith, est attainment we are capable of arriving at
It emaciates the body, and fills it
because they have forsaken my law which I here below.
and
set before them, and have not obeyed my voice, with many grievous pains and infirmities
neither walked therein, but have walked after too often renders such unable to pay their just
there- debts, and reduces them to want, and many inthe imagination of their own hearts

in chap. ix. 13, 14,

15

:

"And

the

;

;

fore, thus saith the

Lord of Hosts, the God of nocent wives and children

behold I will feed them, even this peowith wormwood, and give them water of
Oh! may we not sometimes,
to drink."
in some places, take up a lamentation much
" The ways of
unto this, in a degree,

Israel,
ple,

gall

and
like

—

Zion do mourn, because none come to the solemn feasts all her gates are desolate, her
priests sigh, her virgins are afflicted, and she is
Therefore come away, oh! ye
in bitterness."
youths of this generation, I beseech you, come
away from the ends of the earth, and from all
Consider
earthly ends, which would obstruct.
these things, and let the glory of God, the salvation of your souls, and the service of the
church in this your day, move you to arise
from every bed of ease and false rest, and make
timely and suitable application for a double por;

to the

utmost distress

of circumstance, scarcely to be retrieved in an
age with the greatest diligence. Besides, intemperance, with its consequences, exceedingly
degrades men and women, who have been of

and reputation, and reduces them to a
meanest part of mankind, and
brings a very great and heavy reproach upon
and which
the religious profession they make
credit

level with the

;

worse, without repentance, renders their souls
unworthy of an admittance into the kingdom of
God hereafter. Oh consider in time these
dreadful consequences, and how much unlike
is

!

our Christian and high profession these evils are,
and how contrary to that excellent precept of
" Whatsoever ye would that men
Christ, viz.
should do unto you, do ye even so to them."

—

And

also to the apostle's exhortation, viz.

—
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" Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God give
none offence, neither to the Jews or to the Gentiles, nor to the church of God."
There is another snare, very prevalent in
these our sorrowful times, especially of late, viz,
the contracting of marriages with persons of
different persuasion in point of religion, whereby
many have laid a foundation for lasting repentance; divine providence signally manifesting
His displeasure against such unhappy and disagreeable matches.
For in their very nature
and tendency, they bring trouble into Society
sorrow upon good parents anguish upon the
party immediately concerned much confusion,
manifold perplexities and inconveniences into
families
and lastly, an almost irreparable loss
:

;

;

;

;

to their offspring, in relation to their rehgious

Therefore, dearly beloved, duly
observe our dear Lord's excellent precept,
" Watch and pray, that ye enter not into
temptation."
And that of the wise man, " If
sinners entice thee, consent thou not ;" for, as
saith the apostle, " evil communications corrupt
good manners." Moreover, ye fathers, be good
way-marks to the young people ; and ye, beloved young people, be good patterns to the
children
and ye, tender children, who have in
some degree happily known the Father, be ye
good examples in word and action to those dear
little babes and lambs in the flock, who as yet
have known little or nothing of the touches of
the love of the Father in their hearts
that so
each superior and more experienced rank may
say to the inferior, follow ye us as we follow
education.

—

;

ful
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professors thereof to maintain

;

particularly

very material and important one against
paying or receiving tithe. Further, may we all
consider, that the same grace and truth which
teacheth to live soberly and righteously, and
that which bringeth thus far, instructeth, advanceth and carrieth on the Christian scholar
and proficient, truly pressing after perfection, to
live godly, i. e. religiously, and in conformity
short of
in will and desire, to the will of God
which whoso resteth, be he never so regular in
his visible conduct among men, or never so
punctual in meum and tuum, he inevitably falls
short of fully answering the requirings of the
Almighty for he that commands to do justly
and to love mercy, also commands to walk
humbly with God. And they, who by the
teaching of the grace of God, thus do and persevere in sobriety, righteousness and godliness,
are of the third and best sort of professors, and
are alone the true Friends and thorough paced
Christians, agreeably to the words of Christ,
" Ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever I command you." Such dare not content themselves
in doing justly and loving mercy only, but are
fervently engaged in soul to proceed in the sacred gradation, and run the race quite through

that

;

;

to the end, that

God

;

many

which

also to

is,

walk humbly with

will alone effectually prevent the

and enormities herein advised
and also timely prevent that scandalous

evils

against,

and detestable evil of insolvency already hinted
at, which hath too often brought reproach on
our Society, to the sorrow of the hearts of the
faithful.
Finally, dear Friends, in the words of
Christ.
Christ to his church, I once more entreat you
Now, my well beloved Friends, both fathers, " Rise up and come away, for lo the winter is
young men and children, I must say unto you, past, the rain is over and gone; the flowers apthat there are three sorts of professors of truth, pear on the earth, the time of singing of birds
viz. libertines, who dare drink to excess, and is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in
;

:

appetites, in conformity
world and the vanities thereof Secondly, some like the Laodiceans, who
shunning open prophaneness and vice, are
pretty temperate and just in their dealings,
commerce and converse amongst men, who

gratify

their

carnal

to the spirit of this

our land

;

the fig-tree putteth forth her green

and the vines with the tender grapes give
and come away." That
a good smell Arise
figs,

—

:

it, " Our sons may be as
that our
up in their youth
daughters may be as corner stones, polished
seem too much to centre contented there, in a after the similitude of a palace." That this may
cool or lukewarm frame of mind, and not to be the happy effect of your obedience, is the
come up in true love to God, and zeal for his di- prayer of your sincere brother in the truth,
Davii)- Hall.
vine worship, which occasions a deficiency, or
neglect sometimes, in attending meetings for
')
the
From Sutton Benjar in Wiltshire,
worship.
At other times, in not attending at
3
12th of the eighth month, 1758.
the time appointed
and which is worse, in sitting there in a dull, drowsy, and sleepy disposition of mind and body, to the great shame and
To Friends at the quarterly meeting in York, the
scandal of our profession and Society it being
25th and 26th days of the fourth 7nonth 1746 ;
absolutely repugnant to the spirituality of that
being a caution against drowsiness in meetings
Whence progospel worship we pretend to.
of worship.
ceeds also a dwarfishness and shortness in keepUnder a sorrowfi]! sense
Dear Friends
ing up the several branches of our Christian
testimony, which truth hath ever led the faith- of the growth and spreading of some disagree-

as the psalmist has
plants

grown

;

;

;

!

—

;
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able things in the church, in this time of liberty of such poor creatures, who have contracted
and rest from persecution, which we have long that odious habit of sleeping in meetings, whilst
enjoyed, I cannot well any longer forbear, but under that dark cloud, are either living, holy, or.
hereby lay before you one of those grievous dis- acceptable sacrifices, not being transformed by
orders,

may

if possible,

be re-

medied.

The afflicting particular now before me, is
one of those creeping weeds, rising in the summer time of ease, which although not ranked
amongst immoralities, yet, nevertheless, is very
ignominious and noxious to our Society, viz.
dulness and sleeping in our religious meetings; which reproach would be removed from
amongst us, if all the professors of Truth did
observe and practice the faithful advice of the
" I beseech
apostle to the primitive believers
you, therefore, by the mercies of God, that ye
present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy and
acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable
service; and be not conformed to this world,
but be ye transformed, by the renewing of your
mind, that you may prove what is that good

;

;

:

and acceptable and perfect will of God." By
which moving entreaty and exhortation we may
understand, thatin the right performance of divine worship unto Almighty God, we should
endeavour so to appear before him, in such a
livino- and reverent concern, as that even our
very bodies may be as living and holy oblations
But alas alas it is too obvious, dulto him.
ness, slumbering and sleeping prevail over too
many, even when assembled on account of per!

!

forming worship to the Lord, to the great reproach of our Society and holy profession, and
particularly to the persons overtaken with this
weakness, which is so very inconsistent with
the spirituality of gospel worship professed by
This grievous fault causes no small afflicus.
tion to the faithful amongst us, and doubtless is
an occasion of stumbling to sober enquirers, if
they see such heaviness and dulness amongst
us, who have justly disused set forms of worship, and sit in silence, under pretence of waiting for the moving and operating of the Spirit
of truth, in which alone the Father is acceptably
If they observe several overcome
worshipped.
with the dark spirit of slumber, may they not
make their remarks on such unbecoming weakness? And doth it not render us and our silent

May not the tender
meetings contemptible?
enquirers justly charge us with absurd inconsistency?
it

And may

not the frothy

the subject of ridicule?

that

is

not the worst;

and airy make

But oh! dear Friends
our gracious God,

for

hath expressly said, I will be sanctified by
them that come nigh me, is dishonoured by
such poor dull souls, and they also deprive
themselves of that spiritual benefit and divine
goodness, which accrues to the true and living
Neither the bodies nor the spirits
worshippers.

who

renewing of their minds, but being dull,
dark and drowsy, are not in a capacity of
knowing what is that good and acceptable and
perfect will of God, much less of doing it.
Wherefore, my dear Friends, I beseech you,
in the bowels of Christ, that you would exert
yourselves in the wisdom of truth, to prevent
for although
this indecent frailty and disorder
the most efl^ectual way of amending this and all
other disorders is, that every one come to, and
witness the real work and power of the all-sufyet instrumental
ficient grace and spirit of God
means, discreetly used, may be of singular service.
And I hope it will become the care and
concern of this meeting, to give seasonable and
suitable advice to monthly and particular meetings, to entreat, exhort, and rebuke such on
whom a negligent, lukewarm disposition of
mind prevails, that they do watch and war
against sleeping in meetings of divine vv'orship.
that such may be roused up to a sense,
(3h
how they dishonour themselves and the truth
they make profession of, and in watchfulness
and prayer sit before the Lord in a living frame
of mind, waiting for the comfortable, enlivening
influences of the Holy Spirit, and not be again
overcome with the evil now spoken of; which
is the fervent desire and prayer of your exercised friend and brother,

the

humbly craving your renewed endea-

vours, that the same,

!

,

David Hall.
Skipton, the23dof the^.
fourth month, 1746. 5

All Friends, but more especially such
are liable to be overtaken with dulness and
sleeping in meetings, should eat and drink sparingly betwixt meetings, where two meetings are
P. S.

who

held on one day'.

A

compassionate

and hand reached forth in

call,

tender gospel love,

all

to

such persons, as hav-

ing once made profession of the blessed Truth,
yet by some misconduct or other, have unhapjniy
forfeited their unity toith the Society of Friends
in what capacity, post or station soever in the

Church they may have been ; or in what circumstance of

life

soever they

now

stand, in their

present disunited situation.

Friends,^

—When

consider the matchless

I

and inexpressible love of God, in sending his
Son to save sinners when lam helped to con;

template the gracious tenor of the glorious gospel, clearly and afTectingly set forth in the parables of the Lost Sheep, the Prodigal Son,

the

Good Samaritan

;

when

I

and

behold the father

:
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to meet his returning son ; when I observe the kiss with which he welcomed him
home, and how he commanded the best robe to

running

be brought forth and put on him, and the ring
together with the shoes
to be put on his hand
for his ieet, weary with his long vagaries in the
far country; when I remember our Saviour's
heart-affecting saying, " the Son of Man is
come to seelc and to save that which was lost;"
together with the express charge he gave to his
twelve apostles, when he sent them forth as
sheep in the midst of wolves, to publish the glad
tidings of the gospel; "Go not," saith he, "into
the way of the Gentiles, and into any cities of
the Samaritans enter ye not; but go ye rather
and as
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel
ye go, preach, saying, the kingdom of heaven
is at hand
heal the sick, cleanse the lepers,
;

;

:

my heart within
even my very bow-

raise the dead, cast out devils ;"

me

is

els

are

deeply affected, yea,
moved towards you poor, dear souls,
who may have so far missed your way, as that
you have set yourselves at a distance from your
brethren.
And hereby, in the sweet sense and
feeling of the unparalleled love and mercy of
the everlasting gospel of peace and reconciliation, I salute you, and most cordially invite you
in the name of the great and good Shepherd of
the sheep, who hath laid down his life for you,
make the best of your way
to look homeward
to your Father's house again; return to God by
true repentance without delay, which is the way
" The Spirit and the
to the fold of true rest.
Bride say, come
and let him that is athirst,
come; and whoever will, let him take the water
of life freely." Please to take notice, that the
sick, the lepers, the dead, the possessed with
devils, were to be the peculiar objects of regard,
to whom those early ambassadors of Christ
were first to administer special and suitable relief, according to the directions of him the blessed
Messias, the effectual repairer of breaches, and
the merciful restorer of right paths to dwell in,
from which mankind in the fall hath miserably
;

;

strayed.

O therefore, let the exhortation of the prophet Hosea universally obtain and prevail with
" Come, and let
all that are out of the way
us return unto the Lord
for he hath torn, and
he will heal us he hath smitten, and he will
!

;

;

After two days will he revive us;
in the third day he will raise us up, and we

bind us up.

shall live in his sight.
if

we

forth

follow on to
is

know

Then

shall

we know,

the Lord, his going

prepared as the morning ; and he shall
as the rain, as the latter and for-

come unto us
mer rain unto

the earth."

O, dear souls, may this be your steady resothe merciful
lution, and 3^oa may yet do well
arms of our most gracious Saviour are ever
open to receive penitent sinners. O remember
Vol. XIIL— No. 3.
;
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and practice the apostle's encouraging advice
" Submit yourselves to God
resist the devil
and he will flee from you draw nigh to God
and he will draw nigh unto you cleanse your
hands, ye sinners, and purify your hearts, ye
double minded; be afflicted, and mourn, and
weep humble yourselves in the sight of the
Lord, and he shall lift you up." There is a
blessed and open door, even faith in Christ, repentance and amendment of life, whereby all
poor souls, who have missed their way in any
respect (the sin against the Holy Ghost excepted) may re-enter into the precious favour of a
merciful God, and be reconciled to him through
Jesus Christ,
Please to read the royal Psalmist's penitential prayer. Psalm li., also Deut. xxx.
O dear souls return unto the Lord, be mindful of his repeated calls, and gracious promises
to the penitent, which run thus
" Go and
proclaim these words towards the north, and
say. Return thou backsliding Israel, saith the
Lord, and I will not cause mine anger to fall
upon you, for I am merciful, saith the Lord,
and I will not keep anger for ever. Only acknowledge thine iniquity, that thou hast transgi'essed against the Lord thy God.
Turn, O
;

;

;

;

:

—

backsliding children, saith the Lord, for I am
married unto you return ye backsliding chil;

dren, and

down

I

will heal

We

your backslidings.

our shame, and our confusion covereth us for we have sinned against the Lord
our God." " Repent, and turn yourselves from
all your transgressions; so iniquity shall not be
your ruin. Cast away from you all your translie

in
;

whereby ye have transgressed, and
heart, and a new spirit
for
why will ye die, O house of Israel For I have
no pleasure in him that diefh, saith the Lord
God wherefore turn yourselves and live ye."
gressions,

make you a new

;

!

;

And
"

he saith

in Isaiah,

Wash

ye,

make you

to the

degenerate Jews,

clean, put

away

the evil

of your doings from before mine eyes, cease to
do evil, learn to do well, seek judgment, relieve
the oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the
widow. Come now and let us reason together,
saith the Lord
though your sins be as scarlet,
they shall be as white as snow; though they be
red like crimson, they shall be as wool.
If ye
be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good
of the land. But if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall
be devoured by the sword for the mouth of the
Lord hath spoken it."
Moreover, king Solomon, at the dedication
of the temple, in his most cordial intercession
to the Lord on behalf of the people, whereby he
gloriously represents, and typifies the sacred
mediation of our blessed advocate, Jesus Christ,
pours out his most fervent prayers on this wise:
" And if thy people Israel be put to the worse
before the enem}'^, because they have sinned
against thee; and shall return and confess thy
;

;

14

—
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name, and pray,

make

arid

thee in this house

supplication before

then hear thou from the
heavens, and forgive the sin of thy people Israel,
and bring them again unto the land which thou
gavest to them and to their fathers.

"

no

When

;

the heaven

is

shut up, and there

is

rain, because they

have sinned against thee;
they pray towards this place, and confess
thy name, and turn from their sin when thou
yet

if

[1747.

their wicked ways ; then will I hear from
heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal

from

their land,

&c."

Finally, dear souls, in the Teachings forth of

well-wishing love I earnestly entreat you all,
you do not entertain any hardness or resentment against any Friend, or Friends, surmising, that such and such have borne hard
that

upon you

in the administration

of church

dis-

by so doing, you may soon still
and forgive the sin of thy servants, and of thy more hurt your conditions, block up your own
people Israel, when thou hast taught them the way, and still set yourselves at a farther disgood way, wherein they should walk; and send tance.
rain upon the land, which thou hast given unto
Some who have given just occasion, by their
thy people Israel for an inheritance.
undue liberties, for ihe censure of the church,
" If there be dearth in the land, if there be have nevertheless been so far from that humipestilence, if there be blasting, or mildew, lo- lity that always attends true repentance, that
dost afHict them; then hear thou from heaven,

c-usts,

them

or caterpillars

;

if their

enemies besiege

of their land; whatsoever sore,
or whatsoever sickness there be ; then what
prayer, or what supplication soever shall be
made of any man, or of all thy people Israel,
when every one shall know his own sore, and
his own grief, and shall spread forth his hands
in this house; then hear thou from heaven, thy
dwelling place, and forgive, and render unto
every man according unto all his ways, whose
heart thou knowest
for thou only knowest the
hearts of the children of men ; that they may
fear thee, to walk in thy ways, so long as they
live in the land, which thou gavest unto our
in the cities

;

fathers.

" If they sin against thee, for there is no man
which sinneth not, and thou be angry with them,
and deliver them over before their enemies, and
they carry them away captive unto a land far
off or near

;

yet if they bethink themselves in

the land whither they are carried captive, and

and pray unto thee in the land of their
We have sinned, we have
done amiss, and we have dealt wickedly if
they return to thee with all their hearts, and

turn,

captivity, saying,

;

cipline

;

for

refractory deportment to their offended
Friends hath heightened their offence, yea even
shut close that door against themselves, whereby
they might in due time probably have been readmitted into unity with the Society.
It will,
I assure you, dear souls, be much more pleasing, and acceptable to all the true in heart, to
receive you again in at the door aforesaid than
for, as Christ saith,
it vvas to exclude you;
" More is the joy over one lost sheep, (over one
sinner that repenteth) than over ninety and nine
just persons which need no repentance, yea,
even in the presence of the angels of God."
Let no poor drooping souls therefore despair,
or despond, for by the door aforesaid all may
be reconciled, re-instated, and re-united, though
far gone astray, as to the ends of the earth.
But yet, if it should ever so fall out, where
any person or persons, in any place, should
have given their Friends just occasion to exclude them from the unity of the Society, and
such person or persons should be brought to a
sense of, and godly sorrow for their misconduct,
and show forth the same by an orderly and religious conversation, and keeping close to meetings for a considerable space of time; yet notwithstanding all this, if upon their application
to Friends of the meeting to which he, she, or
they did belong, to be received into unity with
Friends, they may find some particular or particulars strongly to oppose and weigh against
their

with all their soul, in the land of their captivity,
whither they have carried them captive, and
pray toward their land which thou gavest to
their fathers, and toward the city which thou
hast chosen, and toward the house which I have
then hear thou from the
built for thy name
heavens, even from thy dwelling place, their them in the obtaining their desire let such, I
prayer and their supplications, and maintain earnestly entreat them, keep close to their extheir cause, and forgive thy people which have ercise, and humble walking before the Lord,
;

;

spreading and committing their cause unto him,

sinned against thee."

To which humble

address, the Majesty of patiently waiting for him to open their way,
heaven, the King of kings, and Lord of lords, and I verily believe, in his time, way will be
returned the following most gracious answer, made for them.
In the meanwhile, as above, I
as his royal assent thereto, viz.

—"

heaven that there be no rain, or if
the locusts to devour the land, or if
tilence

among my

people

;

if

my

If
I

I

I

shut up

command
send pes-

people, which

are called by my name, shall humble themselves and pray, and seek my face, and turn

beg such may take an especial care, that they
let in no hardness against any Friend or Friends,
nor yet against the honourable and necessary
discipline of the church, which we have good
ground to believe, was at first settled and established in the wisdom of truth, and is of great

;
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managed and administered mercy upon him, and to our God, for he will
of the gospel, which always abundantly pardon."
Having now honestly thus paid the debt of
breathes out
Glory to God in the highest,
peace on earth, good-will towards men ; hath love, I have long owed you, I bid you farewell,
charity to the souls of all men, but to the sins and subscribe myself, in much sincerity, your
service,
in the

where

sweet

is

it

spirit

—

of none; loves the immortal soul of every man,
but the immoral actions of none.
It has been, and is observed, that sometimes
persons that have given real occasion for the
line of judgment to be stretched over them, have
taken such a disgust at the just censure, when
passed upon them, that they have forsaken religious assemblies; who by so doing do evidently demonstrate great weakness, and that they
give way to the spirit of the enemy, who is always seeking advantage against us frail mortals,
in order to draw us farther and farther from the
truth, and nearer and nearer to his own dark
kingdom. Wherefore, I again most earnestly
entreat you, in much love and good-will, that
ye who have taken offence of this kind, would
forthwith endeavour to lay aside all resentment
and dislike, that you may have unwarily let in,
and wait to feel the peaceable spirit of meek
Jesus, our blessed redeemer, and therein attend
religious meetings
that in this manner humbling yourselves before the Lord, he may please,
in his tender mercy, to grant unto you faith,
repentance, and remission of sins; also, by these
means, your Friends may have a true sense of
your conditions, and of the frame of your minds.
Please to consider, that neither civil nor religious
society, morally speaking, can subsist, or be
preserved from utterly relapsing and falling
away into confusion, without proper rules and
government. And what signify rules if not observed ? And proper measures taken with those
;

that
ther,

knowingly transgress the same? And furmay it be calmly and seriously considered,

those persons, who owning our prinand professing themselves to be members of our Society, and were looked upon as
such, while they walked orderly, have wilfully
violated the wholesome rules agreed upon and
established amongst us, have by their own veryactions, and not submitting to the means used
by the church for their restoration, disunited
themselves from membership with the body of
which they had been members and that the
that

when

ciples,

;

papers of denial, given forth against them, are
but declarations, that such pei'sons having committed such things which are disallowed by the
church, and not truly repenting, and giving
satisfaction, are thereupon disowned.
So, dear Friends, with the words of the pro" Seek the
phet I shall draw to a conclusion
Lord while he is to be found call upon him
while he is near
let the wicked forsake his
way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts:
and let him return to the Lord, and he will have
:

;

:

and well-wisher, who can do no less
pray for you, that you may be reconunto God, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

real friend

than

still

ciled

David Hall.
Skipton, the 17th of the'?
fourth month, 1747. 5

Furtherrnore,

P. S.

may

all

humbly wait

on the most gracious promises of our merciful God, which are yea and

for faith, to lay hold

amen
all

and

to all those that truly believe.

And may

the puffed up, the stout-hearted, impenitent,
obstinate, timely

and seriously consider the

threatenings annexed thereunto, and justly de-

nounced upon the fat ones, while the day of
grace is extended, and the door of mercy is
opened unto them, viz.
"I will seek that which
was lost, and bring again that which was driven
away, and will bind up that which was broken,
and will strengthen that which was sick but I
will destroy the fat and the strong, I will feed
them with judgment."
And again, "As a shepherd seeketh out his
flock in the day that he is among his sheep that
are scattered, so will I seek out my sheep, and
will deliver them out of all places where they
have been scattered in the cloudy and dark
day."

—

:

—

An epistle of love and

caution

to the

quarterly

and

monthly meetings of Friends in Great Britain,
or elsewhere;

but

more particularly

to

the

Friends of Knaresborough monthly meeting,
assembled at Asquith, in Yorkshire, of lohich
Grace, mercy and
the author is a member.
peace, from God the Father, and from our Lord
Jesus Christ, be multiplied

among

you.

—

Dear Friends,

brethren and sisters,
Alhave now been a considerable while
personally absent from our monthly meeting,
and from most of the meetings that constitute
the same, not of choice, but of necessity, being
under bodily indisposition yet I have not forgotten you, nor would I be forgotten by you
I have remembered you in my prayers, as I
desire to be rennembered by you in yours.
And now, ye dear and faithful ministers and
elders, who yet remain upon the stage, to whom
the covenant of life, I
I am nearly united in
hereby greet you well in the love of the gospel,
earnestly desiring you may be preserved and
strengthened in the sweet and peaceable spirit of
our Lord Jesus Christ, and therein tenderly feed

though

I

;

;

;
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but the constant practice of late coming

symptom, denoting the want of a

is

a bad

true concern

over God's heritage, but being cnsamplcs to the of mind.
It aflbids matter of much concern
and when he the chief Shepherd shall and sorrow, to see divers professors of the truth
flock
appear, ye shall have a crown of glory which so slack and remiss in this incumbent duty of
" Warn them that are assembling themselves together, now when good
shall never fade away.
unruly, comfort the feeble-minded, support the Providence hath so rebuked the storms of perweak, be patient towards all men." "Brethren, secution, that we are favoured with a great
if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are calm; our way is open peaceably to attend, and
spiritual, restore such a one in the spirit of enjoy our highly valuable religious meetings.
meekness considering thyself, lest thou also be Yet some are so extremely negligent, that even
tempted." And by all means take care that on first-days, small matter's do sometimes hinbrotherly love and condescension remain among der them from appearing with their friends in
you.
And where any matter of debate or dif- that great and important duty, of the worship
ference, tending to divide or scatter, may fall of Almighty God.
And some that are pretty
out, wait singly upon the Lord for that wisdom constant in attending first-day meetings, sufl^er
which is pure and peaceable, without partiality, themselves through weakness, lukewarmness
and without hypocrisy, that ye may prudently and indolence, to be deprived of the benefit,
interpose as mediating peace-makers and mode- comfort and edification, that they themselves,
rators, to the healing, accommodating and mak- by duly attending week-day meetings, might
ing up such breaches ; and be sure use your probably be enjoyers of; and also deprive their
utmost endeavours, that the meeting or meet- friends of the benefit of their company, and are
ings, in which such unhappy things arise, may bad examples to the young ones.
be preserved from running into parties.
For
Again, there may perhaps be some that do
alas
how have some meetings been split and themselves attend meetings both on first-days,
shattered by these kinds of factions ; and how and pretty often on week-days; yet do not exert
have the young people been staggered and dis- themselves as they should do, in exciting their
couraged thereby. " The servant of the Lord," families to diligence, taking along with them
saith the apostle, " must not strive, but be gen- their children, but leaving their children behind
tle unto all men, apt to teach, patient; in meek- them, when very capable of getting to the meetness instructing those that oppose themselves." ings ; allow them from time to time to be abLet us all labour therefore to hold the unity sent, as though they had forgotten the wise
of the spirit in the bond of peace, ever standing man's precept, " train up a child in the way he
upon our guard against all things that gender should go, &c." The husband and wife ought
to strife, and against that temper of mind which to be jointly concerned in the strict and careful
is forward either to give or take occasion, or let education of their children, and to beware, lest
in, or retain grudges against any Friends,
And the one by indulgence, or for want of a right
labour what in you lies to prevent, and suppress zeal in a matter of such importance, should
that vile and anti-Christian practice of evil-sur- weaken the hands of the other.
And let none
mising, backbiting and traducing; tenderly ex- whilst in health and strength of body, and toleciting all Friends in your respective meetings rably near the meeting-place, be so weak as to
to faithfulness in the several branches of their let in reasonings that they cannot afford, or
Christian testimony, and especially in that very spare time to attend week-day meetings, being
material one, against the anti-Christian yoke of but of low circumstances in the world.
Contithes, and all things of that dark nature.
sider, that the blessing of God maketh truly
And ye masters and mistresses of families, rich if we give up our'selves to serve and obey
who have children, or servants, or both under him, and faithfully perform our duties to him,
your care, prize your present privileges. Be of which the due attending of religious meetings
diligent in attending, and vigilant in truly wait- is not one of the least, we shall find his blessing upon the Lord, the author of all our bless- ings upon our honest and moderate endeavours
ings, in your religious meetings, both on first- more advantageous to us than all our bustlings,
days, and also on other days of the week and anxious labours, and contrivances, without it.
take along with you your tender children, when " Seek ye first," saith our blessed Lord, " tiie
their age and reasonable convenience will per- kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and all
mit ; and allow sufficient liberty to your ser- these things shall be added unto you."
It is
vants to attend religious assemblies. Attend as concluded by many Friends of sound judgment
near the hour appointed as you can for often- and expei'ience, that none were ever poorer, but
times meetings are disturbed, and hurt by the richer, for duly and rightly attending religious
disorderly and unseasonable gathering of some; meetings on week-days, as well as first-days
though no Friend is to be blamed, if in case of but it is fully believed, that many have sutfered
necessity he may chance sometimes to be late
themselves to be much hurt, both as to the con;

;

!

;

;

;

;
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outward circum- spirituality of the said dispensation, the doctrine
and choaking of Christ the author thereof, and our own proin much brotherly love I corcares about things of this life prevail, and con- fessed principles
sequently by becoming negligent and remiss in dially exhort you, and by the meekness of
dition

of their

stances,

by

minds, and

letting the inordinate

;

attending

religious

—

meetings

;

for

the royal

" Except the Lord build the
Psalmist saith,
house, they labour in vain that build it except
the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh
but in vain. It is vain for you to rise up early,
to sit up late, to eat the bread of sorrow," &c.
The toleration and time of peace now put into
:

our hands, ought to be as cur seed-time, in
which we should be diligently sowing to the
spirit, that hereafter we might reap the harvest
of life everlasting.
But what saith the wise man of the sluggards
and slack handed, in so favourable an opportu" He becometh poor that dealeth with a
nit}^ 1
slack hand: but the hand of the diligent maketh
" The sluggard will not plow by reason
rich."
of the cold therefore shall he beg in harvest,
and have nothing."
I therefore tenderly exhort you, make the
best use and application of the present favours,
peace and tranquillity, yet lengthened out unto
the churches; double your diligence, be fervent
in spirit, serving the Lord. Slip no opportunity,
wherein ye ma)^ either do good to others, or obtain good to yourselves, or both.
But oh what excuse shall those professors
of truth plead in the day of account, who being
stationed by kind Providence in the affluence of
the good things of this life, and also situated
near the meeting-place, yet nevertheless seldom
appear with their brethren at week-day meetMoreover, which is still worse, some
ings?
having let in a dislike or disgust against some
particular Friend or Friends, on one account or
other, thence have taken occasion sometimes to
decline the meeting; yea, alas! some are so
much out of the way, that they will not come
at the houses or families of those Friends against
whom they have taken occasion of oifence.
Thereby not only betraying their own weakness, and a mean and wrong disposition of
mind, but also hurting and lessening themselves, and showing a bad example to the young
and rising generation, whose eyes are upon us,
and can quickly remark the failures and mistakes of such as should be as way-marks to
them. Oh
therefore I earnestly beseech all
such, that they let the time past be sufficient,
and that for the future they may be of better,
and more exemplary conduct.
Furthermore, in as much as the most solemn,
sacred, and profound part of the divine worship
of the Father, who is a spirit, is now in this
gospel and new covenant dispensation, to be
performed in spirit and truth, in a deep silence,
composure, and stillness of mind being alto-

Christ fervently beseech you, to labour with the
utmost diligence and application of heart and
soul, really to

become such inward and

spiritual

worshippers, which Christ hath told us, " the
Father is seeking to worship him." These are
the circumcision which worship God in spirit,

and have no confidence
principal teacher

is

in the

flesh

;

whose

the minister of the sanctu-

and true tabernacle, which God hath
man, and can never be removed into a corner. Although we must own,

ary,

pitched and not

that anointed instruments, while they keep their

places, are of service, comfort

and

edification

eyes and expectation of the
hearers are chiefly to the Lord, who alone can
give a blessing upon the plantings of Paul, and
;
the waterings of Apollos ; yet we see these instruments are not to be depended upon, being
liable to be shut up, according to the wisdom
and good pleasure of the great Master of assemblies, or to be removed from us by death.
But
they that duly wait for that water from the hand
of Christ, our blessed Mediator, which he told
the enquiring Samaritan woman of, sayino-,
" Whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall
give him, shall never thirst; but the water that
I shall give him, shall be in him a well of water
springing up into everlasting life," will not be
quite cast down, and totally discouraged, when
it shall please the Lord to take from them such
as have been as consolatory evangelists, ministers, prophets, or prophetesses among them;
but feeling, in the openings and bubblings up of
the aforesaid spring of life, the love of God,
that true charity, to be shed abroad in their
hearts, they will experience the truth of the
blessed apostle's words, " Charity never faileth
but whether there be prophecies, they shall
fail
whether there be tongues, they shall
cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall
vanish away."
Wherefore, beloved, be not disconsolate upon
the view of any of your meetings being left
bare of, or quite without instrumental ministers;
though some branches be removed, the root remains.
Oh! remember Christ's words, a little
before his departure from his disciples, as with
respect to his humanity, " If ye love me, keep
my commaridments, and I will pray the Father,
and he shall give you another Comforter, that
he may abide with you for ever; even the
Spirit of Truth ; whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth him not, neither knoweth him; but ye know him, for he dwellelh
with you, and shall be in you."
;
Again, " Where two or three, saith he, are
gether consistent with the divine nature and gathered in my name, there am I in the midst of
to meetings, as the

"

!

!

;
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them." If some eminent disciple or disciples be while may we all endeavour to live by faith,
taken from you, the head Master remains, to and in that faith to trust in God, for in the Lord
whom you may have free access. If some Jehovah is everlastins; strena-th.
Besides these things, I iurther humbly ensmall rivulets you have drunk of sometimes, be
now discontinued, your way is open to the treat you, parents and governors of families,
never-failing, inexhaustible spring-head. What that you strictly watch over your children and
The
reason have any then to be discouraged, or be servants respecting their moral conduct.
cool in attending their meetings, for want of in- wise man tells us, and experience confirms it,
Would not this be like " That the rod and reproof give wisdom but
strumental ministry ?
a slight upon the greatest and best Minister, a child left to himself bringeth his mother to
who hath graciously promised his most excel- shame." What truly conscientious parent, or
lent company, even at the least meetings, upon head of a family, can or dare suffer their chilmost reasonable terms? For the compassionate dren or servants, when not engaged in business,
promises above, as also this, " I will not leave to go whither they will, when they will, into
you comfortless," are not only applicable to his any sort of company, according to their own
This kind of imprudent inthen immediate followers, but to all his true dis- option or liking?
dulgence, and undue liberty, allowed by reason
ciples down to the latest posterity.
Let none therefore, old or young, be ashamed of the inconsiderateness, end want of true zeal
for they cer- in the governors, hath proved ruinous to many
of, or undervalue silent meetings
tainly are to all true worshippers of singular ad- of the young generation. How often hath grief
vantage, and dishonourable to none that rightly of mind been brought upon concerned Friends,
May all to see some professors of truth so careless about
attend them, but quite the reverse.
those who belong to meetings, wherein are no their children, as to sutler them to run even
Friends of the ministry, seriously consider that amongst the wild rabble of the town, or neightheir present situation is far better than if they boorhood, where they often receive corrupt imwere loaded with a dead, dry, fruitless, unac- pressions on their tender minds, both with regard to speech and deportment? Such inconceptable ministry.
Besides, as there may be danger of some de- siderate and indiscreet parents, being spoken to
pending too much upon the public ministry, 'by some concerned Friend, and admonished
the want touching their unsafe indulgence, would perhaps
where there is pretty much of it
thereof, if rightly applied, may prevent this reply, "they are but children; so what signifies
danger, and drive people home to the inward restraining them till they come to more understanding? We have been children ourselves, and
spring.
Well, but may some say, we have children wild too." But alas how often have these kind
and young ones coming up, which yet know of careless fathers and mothers laid for themnot these things, and our hearts ache for them. selves a sad foundation for too late repentance!
We must own, that when we have done our
I answer, let all of us, especially parents and
elders, use our very best endeavours to bring best in precept, in pattern, in restriction, and
up the young and tender plants in the nurture religiously turned every stone for the good of
and admonition of the Lord, exemplifying our our offspring, and the honest discharge of our
precepts in a prudent and suitable conduct, by conscientious duties towards them, some may
waiting in pure silence in- our religious meet- prove prodigals and libertines; yet happy those
ings, to feel the aboundings of that hfe which parents who can justly appeal to heaven on this
Christ saith, he came to give to his people more wise, " Thou Lord, knowest we have done our
abundantly; then, I trust, the Lord will from best for the preservation and right instruction of
his holy habitation mercifully look down upon our child or children." Such, with good Samuel
For my part, I know of old, in the conscientious discharge of their
us and our offspring.
no visible thing more likely to prevail upon duty, will have peace and joy in the Lord,
children, and to set them to thinking on though some of their children cause them much
good things, than to see the awful sitting, and trouble and anxiety.
Lastly, before I leave you parents and leadsometimes the overflowing tears of their parents
and elders, in their devotion before the Lord in ing persons in families and meetings, I humbly
together with a crave that we, and all faithful ministers and eltheir religious retirements;
careful and godly conduct at other times. Who ders, may be inward with the Lord, and join in
knows but it may please good Providence in due deep supplication to him, that he may be pleased
time to open springs in the desert, and dignify in his inexpressible loving-kindness to rememthe now poorest and dimmest meetings with the ber the youth of our time, grant them a gracious
brightest ministers?
Let none after a despond- visitation, lay fast hold on them, as by the
ing manner say, " Can any good come out of shepherd's crook of his blessed truth and power,
Nazareth ?" The Lord is able of these stones circumcise their hearts to serve him and also,
Mean that he would be pleased in his tender mercy to
to raise up children unto Abraham.
;

;

;

!

;

; ;

:
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" For if they escaped not who refused him that
spake on earth, much more shall not we escape,
if we turn away from him that speaketh from
heaven."
I earnestly recommend unto you, the serious
and frequent reading of the holy Scriptures.
Some Friends, with much concern of heart, are
afraid that this best of books is too much neglected by too many of our youth, if not by
some of the elder rank too. Please to examine
and consider the principles you are educated in
the profession of, that the religion of your education may become the religion of your judgment ; and be sure avoid the reading of such
profane books and pamphlets, as tend to vitiate
and alienate the mind from the simplicity of the
Please to read and duly observe 1 Tim.
truth.
2 Tim. iii. 15, 16, 17.
iv. 7, 8.
And above all things, be concerned to be
made sensible of the day of the Lord's power,
wherein and whereby, you may be made willing
entirely to resign yourselves to his service and
disposal.
O wait with diligence to know and
experience the quickening, refining baptism of
the Holy Ghost and of fire, whereby ye may
be truly baptized into the one body of Christ,
and by feeling the influences of his good Spirit
to descend upon you, from hiin the heavenly
Head, you may be truly serviceable in your respective and proper places and stations therein,
I'ents, as in Deuteronomy xxvii. 16, "Cursed be and so come up in the true line of succession
he that setteth light by his father or his mother, in this your day. Oh, that the spirit of Elijah
and all the people shall say Amen." Likewise might rest upon Elisha.
the wise man saith, " The eye that mocketh at
Please to consider, how meetings are deprived
his father, and despiseth to obey his mother, in many places of faithful ministers and elders.
the ravens of the valley shall pluck it out, and How many seats are now left empty, and how
the young eagles shall eat it." Also we find what meetings are now pretty much made up of the
was commanded concerning the stubborn and younger sort of persons, into whose hands the
rebellious children of the Israelites of old ; " If care and discipline of the church are likely to
a man have a stubborn and rebellious son, fall.
May the glory of God, may the service
which will not obey the voice of his father, or of the church, and the present state thereof;
the voice of his mother, and that when the)'^ may your own temporal and earnest interest
have chastened him, will not hearken unto and salvation move and prevail upon you, to
them ; then shall his father- and his mother lay apply your hearts unto wisdom, that you may
hold of him, and bring him out unto the elders of come under suitable qualifications for the much
his city, and unto the gate of his place; and they desired succession ; that those vacancies in the
shall say unto the elders of his city, this our places of ministers and elders may be honourson is stubborn and rebellious, he will not obey ably supplied.
our voice, he is a glutton, and a drunkard.
Having in much brotherly kindness premised
And all the men of his city shall stone him the kw things above, I find a concern remainwith stones, that he die ; so shalt thou put evil ing upon my mind, more particularly, in the

reach unto all poor wandering prodigals, wheresoever they are scattered, and bring again the
lost sheep to the fold of rest.
And now, oh! ye striplings and young people, I must address you in particular; my heart
is open unto you, and enlarged in the love of
the gospel, wherein I affectionate] j^ call upon
you, and lovingly advise you, to beware of unsuitable company; and take great care to avoid
all kind of intemperance, but especially that
pernicious, infecting, growing evil custom of
clubbing, tippling, and drinking to excess
which has proved the bane and ruin of so many
once hopeful youths, as well as persons of
more advanced age. And watch with the utmost caution, that ye do by no means let out
your affections to persons of other communions,
in order to contract marriages with them ; nor
yet with such as are too near akin, though
within the pale of our Society
alas
for alas
we have many sorrowful instances of the sundry
afflicting and dismal consequences that attend
these unhappy and disagreeable matches.
Oh therefore, let the harms of others be
your timely precautions, and always stand open
to receive the wholesome counsel of your parents, and well-wishing friends ; for this is well
pleasing unto God, who hath expressly commanded, " Honour thy father and thy mother,
and severely threatened such as slight their pa!

;

!

!

!

away from among you and all
hear and fear." And it were well,
;

Israel shall

same good

who

cautions to

if

such

here to subjoin some loving
you tradesmen and merchandiz-

will,
all

are rebellious and disobedient to their parents, ers, that ye be very careful to keep closely unto
did enough consider the punishment inflicted the strict and necessary rules of moral justice
upon them in that dispensation, by a law pre- in all your dealings, and duly to observe your
scribed by the Lord ; and such would do well words, promises, and contracts, punctually an-

remember,

law remains not swering all your just debts and demands in due
time, pursuant to the excellent Christian rule
ment as is adequate to the transgression of the " Whatsoever ye would that men should do to
spiritual law we now are under, waits for such
And be sure
you, do ye even so to them."

to

that

though

this

in force in this dispensation, yet such punish-
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take particular care, I beg of you, to keep with- the persons, whom the harms and mistakes of
in the compass of your own stocks and capaci- others do timely awaken to due caution and
more prudent conduct; all along taking the adties, that in case your affairs do not succeed
"Be diligent to know
It vice of the wise man,
well, you may but lose what is your own.
has been remarked, that divers at their first the state of thy flocks, and look well to thy
emiiarking in trade and business, have seemed herds ; for riches are not for ever."

—

and recomand animadversion of all you parents, elders and ministers,
together with all the school-masters and schoolproach has been brought upon our Society of mistresses within the pale of our Society, that
which they profess themselves members dis- afflicting case of the growth of pride, gayety,
tress upon themselves and families, and they and unbecoming conformity to the vain world
have unhappily fallen into that dismal and in- in apparel, dialect, and deportment, which seem
famous state of insolvency and have not only to spread and gain ground amongst the profesin a great measure ruined themselves, but di- sors of the blessed truth at this day, to the invers other honest and innocent persons have expressible grief of the faithful, and great reThe mouths
sustained much, and perhaps irreparable loss, proach of the Society in general.
by such their unwary and unwarrantable pro- of many of other communions, who have their
Wherefore, it is mtich to be desired, eyes upon us, observing the extent of our reliceedings.
that especially our young and inexperienced gious principles and pretensions, make their retradesmen and others, may not only be willing marks on our conduct and appearance, and are
Ye were once a
to receive and take due notice of the advice of ready to say to this effect
be pretty hopeful ; but inconsiderately putthemselves forth into more articles and
branches of trade, than their stock and capacity
were able to support and manage, great reto

ting

have here also further

I

mend

to add,

to the serious consideration

—
—

;

:

judicious and experienced Friends, when given,
but even apply to such Friends before they un-

plain people, distinguishable in divers respects,

particularly in plainness of habit, and speech,

dertake any affair of considerable moment, for from
Yea, too many, even of you
their counsel therein.

all

to

we now can scarcely know
community of the Quakers,

others; but

be of the

who at the first were very remarkable in their
and a timely ^•eligious conduct, for their humility, plainness
inspection into the state of their affairs, and pro- in apparel and expression, simplicity, sobriety,
but now, what conper application in the management thereof, have gravity, and selt^-denial
lamentably lost themselves, to the dishonour of formity to the fashions, customs, grandeur, and
God, scandal of our holy profession, and the vanities of the world, are you run and running
wounding the reputation of our free ministry; into, whilst under the profession of the guidance
of the Spirit ? You are coming over to us apace.
it being an absurd contradiction, to pretend to
preach the gospel, and neglect the rules of moral Oh therefore, I call upon you in a particular
and most fervent manner, begging of you for
justice.
To conclude this head. Whereas in these the Lord's sake, and the sake of the rising gekind of miscarriages, the wives, house-keepers neration, to lend your helping hand, and be
and servants, yea and perhaps children too, heartily and jointly concerned for the redresssometimes may have a share of the blame cast iu')- and suppressing these reproachful grievupon them, whether deservedly or not there- ances, so absurdly inconsistent with the pure,
fore I tenderly exhort all such, in their respec- plain and honourable principle of truth we protive provinces and posts at home, whilst hus- fess.
Dear Friends, bear the word of exhortation
bands and masters are acting abroad, that they
may use such an honest care, suitable industry, I am not rigidly censorious upon my friends,
frugality, and moderation in their house-keep- nor, I hope, laying too much stress upon exing, and all things under their hand, as may ternals, but most cordially and humbly treat
tend, so far as in them lies, to preserve them- with you, to the end that the aforesaid reproach
we now lie under, may be rolled away from our
selves blameless in these respects.
May all who profess the name of Christ, community.
First, therefore, ye parents, who have the
come under his cross, who is come to lead us
into all truth; learn of him who is meek and first and best opportunity of making impressions
lowly in heart, thankfully to be content to live upon, and biasing the tender minds of your
according to, or rather within our abilities. For children, by instilling into, or putting upon them
what ye please, take care you do not awaken
it is an undeniable proof of weakness, indiscretion, if not injustice too, for any but of low cir- or indulge, but rather nip in the bud those seeds
cumstances in the world (comparatively speak- of pride so interwoven with, and implanted in
If we take the aposing) to imitate, copy after, or in any wise to vie the fallen nature of man.
with persons of considerable estates, either in tle's advice, we must bring up our children in
dress, house-keeping, or furniture, &c. Happy the nurture and admonition of the Lord; which
such who have appeared

want of due care and

in

the ministry, for

integrity,

;

!

;

;
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is not arraying them with gaudy apparel, accup and the platter, that the outside of them
cording to the mutable fashions of this world, may be clean also ;" whereby we are informed
as they come in vogue in the nation.
But in and directed where to begin the work of regucase any of you, to whom Providence hath lation and reformation and also that a visible
given children, are taking undue liberties herein, regularity will ensue upon this invisible opera;

and love to be in these vain fashions, certainly tion.
you are not only inconsistent with the princi- and
ples

yourselves profess, but

alscf

are setting

Yet nevertheless

I say again, parents
are in the meanwhile to exercise
themselves, and the authority lodged in them,

tutors

your offspring inconsistent examples by your

to

conduct

what they see amiss

thority

;

for children think they act with au-

when they have

their parents for pre-

cedents.

As

off*

use a proper restriction and correction of
the branches

reach

our natures a propensity to
these gayeties, the same being indulged and
nursed up, tends to divert and alienate the mind
from the simplicity and gravity of the truth.
Yea, alas where the youth are permitted and
encouraged to take their swing in these undue
liberties, they not only afford frequent occathere

is in

!

sion for the aforesaid reflections, but are often

accounted to appertain to the numerous class
of temporizing fashion-mongers and citizens of
this world, rather than children of new Jerusalem.
If Christ, whose kingdom is not of this world,
should be our pattern, we certainly should be
plain in dress, words, and behaviour.
If the
apostle's advice is to be minded, we must not
" be conformed to the world, but be transformed,
by the renewing of our minds ;" and lay apart
not only filthiness, but all superfluity of naughtiness.
must own, conformity to the world
may make its appearance divers ways, and in
divers shapes ; but its root lodges in the mind ;
and therefore, according to the apostle's religious precept, we must be transformed and
changed by the internal work of the Spirit.
profess another and better way of thinking and
acting, by the renovation of our minds ; and
though we can by no means effect this inward
transformation, either in ourselves or in our
children, yet it is the sense of many persons,
truly judicious and experienced in the one true
Christian religion, that it is a duly incumbent
on parents to regulate and restrict their children
in their garb and conduct.
And though we
cannot give our children the power of truth, yet
it is our duty carefully to bring them up in the
form thereof, at the same time humbly praying
to the Lord to water our labours with his blessing, interpose by his grace in their hearts, and
so crown our endeavours with success, by thus
granting to them his power.

We

We

Some may

say, religion doth not stand in out-

ward apparel. Answer. We own it doth not consist barely in any externals, but in that power
which makes clean the inside so that an exterior
rectitude is thereby consequently effected, where
this power inwardly operating in the heart is
;

—

until

it

in their children,

and lop

— these being things within
shall please

God

their

to lay the

axe

May we not
of the tree in them.
therefore safely conclude, that libertinism, so
obvious and glaring- in anv-of its deformed
shapes, is a manifest symptom of a disorder
within, and of the deplorable want of experiencing this absolutely necessary power of regeneration ; unto which we, in the spirit of charity invite all our Friends, especially those too
much scattered in the fantastic modes, customs^
fashions, friendships and ways of this degenerate and depraved age
owning nevertheless,
that some persons appearing in plain garbs to
men, may be inwardly far wrong in the sight
of God.
are not in any wise countenancing Pharisaism, whilst we thus oppugn libertinism.
The King's high road to heaven lies
in the golden medium, even in the midst of the
path of judgment.
As the frequent and repeated advices from
the yearly meetings are against all bad and vile
things, disagreeable to our holy principles ; so
likewise against the extravagancies now before
to the root

,*

We

us.
And how closely and warmly, and to how
good purpose, doth our honourable friend WilHam Penn write against them in his No Cross
No Crown, to which I refer. " The very trimming of the vain world would clothe all the
naked ones," saith he in his Reflections and
Maxims, Into which exorbitances, especially
on the score of attire, furniture and equipagCj
many under our name, with regret be it spoken,
are now gone and going, notwithstanding the
purity, and where it is duly obeyed, the allsufficient efficacy of the principle of grace and
truth, which comes by Jesus Christ.
Truly,

Friends, the prevalency of these unbecoming
is such, and they have got so much head
amongst our youth, and too many of those of
mature age, that it seems very difficult to stem
the tide of these growing evil customs, except it
please the Lord mercifully to interpose.
Therefore I find myself engaged, as a bro-

things

ther, in love here to say, with a certain

honour-

able ancient minister, on the like occasion, in a
great meeting :^" Friends, if we cannot rule
our children, let us rule our purses." What he

meant is plain if our children are not willing
" Thou blind Pharisee," saith to take our counsel, and keep within the bounds
submitted unto.
Christ, " cleanse first that which is within the of truth, let us not support or supply them with
Vol. XIII.— No.

3.

;

15

.

—
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of themselves in exert ourselves in this good work, there is
ground to hope, through the blessing of God, a
Again, peradventure there may be some chil- stop, in some degree, might be happily put to
dren or youth in some families, well disposed the growth and prevalency of these liberties
and inclined, under some early influences of the many are taking in superfluous, modish, fangood principle, who do not affect these trifles tastical, and costl)^ apparel; using you to a sinthemselves, yet by instigation of their relations, gle person, with the untruth-like bowings, cringare pushed forward into fineries against their ings, and vain flesh-pleasing salutations, so disagreeable and repugnant to the cross of Christ.
will.
But alas if we or any of us, in these capaciSecondly, therefore I call upon you elders
and ministers, in the phrase of the man of Ma- ties, should ourselves, as above hinted, be found
cedonia to the apostle,
Come over hither, and in these undue liberties, how can we reform
help lis.
Embrace all opportunities of encour- those under our care 1 But rather render that
aging and strengthening the hands of the truly complaint of the prophet applicable to us,
concerned parents; suitably caution the remiss; " The leaders of this people cause them to err,
and admonish undutiful and libertine children, and they that are led of them are destroyed."
Let none say, the Lord doth not regard these
both by precept and pattern, as vigilant and
Please
skilful pastors in your respective meetings and outward things, he looks at the heart.
places where your lots are cast, now in these to consider, how he, by the mouth of his prosorrowful days, wherein so many are soaring phet, severely reprehends, and threatens with
aloft, and drop a word of encouragement to the heavy judgments, those among his people who
lowly minded children and youth, who may la- were run into pride in apparel, ornaments and
gestures, at that day, in their declension from
bour under the difficulties above.
Thirdly, upon consideration of the powerful the purity and plainness of their faithful foreascendency education often has over youth, I fathers :^" Moreover the Lord saith, because
now speak to you in particular, who are en- the daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk
trusted with the care and tutelage of young with stretched forth necks, and wanton eyes,
plants, in those weighty and important posts of walking and mincing as they go, and making
school-masters and school-mistresses, especially 'a tinkling with their feet; therefore the Lord
such who keep boarding-schools, desiring your will smite with a scab, the crown of the head
hearty and unanimous assistance, as necessa- of the daughters of Zion, and the Lord will disry coadjutors, in rectifying these licentious in- cover their secret parts. In that day the Lord
Is it not our incumbent duty, with will take away the bravery of their tinkling ordecencies.
all circumspection and diligence to watch over naments about their feet, and their cawls, and
the young generation, especially those commit- their round tires like the moon, the chains and
ted to our discipline, and honestly to study to the bracelets, and the mufflers, the bonnets, and
acquit ourselves as faithful and accountable the ornaments of the legs, and the head-bands,
The rings
stewards, not over the estates of our friends, and the tablets, and the ear-rings.
but, which is of infinitely greater moment, over and the nose-jewels, the changeable suits of
the souls and conduct of their offspring 1 Ought apparel, and the mantles and the wimples, and

money,

in

the gratification

these vanities, which bring reproach upon us.

!

—

we not to account it our indispensable duty to
labour with the utmost sincerity, application,
and integrity, timely to implant in them, so far
as we are capable, the maxims and principles
of the one true Christian religion, striving to
rivet the precepts we give, by the lives we live?
Can any truly conscientious school-master and
school-mistress be content to teach their scholars how to use their book, pen, or needle, and
seldom endeavour, in a proper manner, to teach
them even the first principles of this most honourable, most necessary religion ; and above
To make
all things, train them up therein?

them

writers,

linguists,

mathematicians, and

philosophers, though within the bounds of mo-

the crisping-pins, the glasses,

and the

and the hoods and the

And

veils.

it

fine linen,

come

shall

of sweet smell, there shall
be stink; and instead of a girdle, a rent; and
and instead
instead of well-set hair, baldness
and
of a stomacher, a girding of sackcloth
burning instead of beauty." Our blessed Lord,
who is given a leader to the people, and is the
very mirror of humility, self-denial and plainness of habit, speech and deportment, saith, " I

to pass, that instead

;

;

am

the light of the world; he that followeth me,

shall not

walk

of

life."

light

in darkness, but shall

May we

have the

not therefore justly

conclude, the airy fashionable temporizers of
the times do not follow him, nor imitate his

a subservient way, may be good excellent example.
May it also be noted, that as those badges of
and commendable, yet in comparison, is but a
small part of our charge.
In short, notwith- degeneracy were offensive to the Lord in the
standing the diflficulty observed above, if we foregoing dispensation, so the eminent apostles
parents, elders, ministers, school-masters and Paul and Peter, who undoubtedly had the mind
school-mistresses, would heartily concur and of God, remarkably exhorted to modesty in
deration in

—
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dress, and warmly at Ae same time dehorted
from gaudy and expensive attire, pointing out
advising,
whei'e the principal adorning lies
" That women adorn themselves in modest apnot
parel, with shamefacedness and sobriety
;

;

with broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly
array ; but, which becometh women professing
godliness, with good works."
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person, " to think that any modest matron, or
any chaste young woman, who is not lunatic

or delirious, should ever dare to appear in such
an awkward and unseemly dress, so far from
the modesty which should adorn their sex, and
so opposite to the shamefacedness commended
and recommended by the apostle."
" We are told with truth," saith our worthy
author William Penn, "that meekness and modesty are the rich and charming attire of the
soul
and the plainer the dress, the more distinctly, and with greater lustre, their beauty

" Whose adorning, let it not be that outward
adorning of plaiting the hair, and of wearing
of gold, or of putting on of apparel; but let it
be the hidden man of the heart, in that which
It is great pity such beauties are so
is not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek shines.
and quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of rare, and those of .Tezabel's forehead are so
;

great price.
time, the holy

For

after this

women

also

adorned themselves, being
their ovvn husbands."

manner

who

in the old

trusted in

in subjection

God
unto

common

;

whose dresses are

incentives to lust

;

but bars, instead of motives to love or virtue."
Dear Friends, although many brethren and

under much trouble and exercise to see
many amongst us so notoriously deviate from

sisters,

Hence therefore it is plain, that our faithful
and concerned Friends, who having the care of

so

the churches upon them, at simdry times, both

much concerned
a reformation therein ; yet we are not intending or desiring hereby, that our Friends,
either young or old, should be laced up Into
starched, precise or dishonourable singularities,
but only keep within the bounds of the blessed
truth we profess, vvhich ever teaches to be good
neighbours, loyal subjectSj pious parents, dutiful children, reasonable masters, faithful servants, and throughout the course of our lives,
in all our stations and relations, to be just,

from our yearly meetings at London, and at
other seasons, have seriously recommended a
becoming plainness in these externals, and
warmly discouraged the reverse, and still continue the same concern, have divine and apostolic authority on their side, how lightly soever
some may have looked upon these labours of
love.
And if we should here also descend into
particulars, we have the same precedents in our
favour.
Wherefore I now take freedom, not
out of ill nature, or in a carping spirit, as upbraiding my Friends with their weaknesses, but
in that love which wisheth well to all, and looks

reparation of all the breaches in the
walls of Zion, to specify some few things vastly
disgraceful to the professors of the glorious
for the

the simplicity of our forefathers in these things,
in conjunction with myself, are
for

charitable, prudently sociable, affable, merciful,

For the divine
chaste, humble and temperate.
and honourable principle we profess, always
teaches to behave handsomely, and with a good
decorum to superiors, equals and inferiors, not
withholding due honour from those to whom
honour is due, in Truth's way, in what post or

and airy poand capacity soever; but has from the beginning
ruffles, upon women's heads, &c., the curious ever led those, that were obedient thereto, out
girdles, and costly diamond buckles we are up- of the vain fashions, salutations, cringings and
braided with, with other pompous and expen- scrapings of the world, into much more solid
sive array.
As also the putting on of mourn- and real marks of honour, by their integrity,
ing apparel for the deceased, with some other fidelity, sincerity and discreet deportment, than
customs at funerals not approved of, but dis- can or could be rightly expressed by the hat comWhereliked and advised against by our faithful Friends, pliments and flatteries amongst men.
as not comporting with the truth we profess. fore we beseech you, to abide in that holy simBut of all the giddy modes, antic and fantastic plicity which was one distinguishing character
inventions, that ever old Satan or his agents, of our ancient Friends, some of whom suffered
with respect to external dress, have hitherto deeply for their testimony against the hat and
vampt up, since the fall of Adam was there knee honour, which serves only to gratify a
ever anything contrived so much for the ruin proud mind, remembering the saying of Christ
" How can ye believe, which
of female modesty, and the incitement to sen- .Jesus our Lord,
suality and corruption, as these immodest, in- receive honour one of another, and seek not the
decent, odious, extravagant hoops, calculated honour that cometh from God only."
not for the strait, but for the wide gate and
We are, I assure you, dearly beloved, far
Nay, some from desiring our elder Friends to use, or the
bi'oad way, leading to destruction 1
are ready to say, either contract these scandal- youth to be educated in a rude, unbecoming,
for we
ous expanded hoops, or else enlarge your doors, unmannerly and clownish behaviour
" It is mightily know this our principle teaches quite the reportals, styles, coaches, &c.
surprising, and really shocking," saith a certain verse; and whilst it makes the Christian, it doth
light

sition

of the Gentiles,
of men's hats

viz. the lofty
;

the ribands, knots,

;

—

;

;

;
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not unmake, but improves the rational man,
reputable tradesman, and good neighbour
and
;

women

manner, who recommend
themselves more by a modest appearance, than
all the advantage they may apprehend they obtain by the contrary.
Neither do we at all
grudge our rich Friends the use of the good
things and comforts of life, according to their
circumstances, provided they keep within the
bounds of that honourable moderation which
the apostle desired might appear unto all men,
the

in like

[1747,

vain flatteries in men's carriage one to another.

And

all who have yet embraced our principles
from real convincement in their judgment, and
were truly baptized by the Holy Spirit and fire,
always found it their incumbent duty to decline
and disuse these vain customs, practised in the
time of their ignorance. Besides this, how many
of our Friends' children in the time of their

by letting their minds out after the vain,
modish fashions of the times, have laid a foundation for repentance on sick and dying beds
in the conduct of the believers.
In which, if and on their languishing pillows have clearly
our rich brethren and sisters would be exem- seen, and bitterly lamented these their errors,
plary, we hope some persons of lower stations being then fully perceived and acknowledged to
in the world would be ashamed to run the be mere vanities and vexation of spirit.
This
health,

likely to prove the case of many, who in the
time of their health, strength and prosperity,
plenty, abundance, and increase of the enjoy- will not be prevailed upon, either by the rements of this life, would duly read, consider proofs of instruction in their own minds, or by
and apply the advice and caution of the Lord the church in general, or by particulars conto his people of old, viz.
" When thou hast cerned for their good and reputation, to keep

lengths they do.

Oh

is

that our rich Friends,

!

who

live in

much

—

and art
Lord thy God,

then thou shalt bless the within such limits in their deportment and arfor the good land which he hath ray, as are agreeable to the high and holy progiven thee.
Beware that thou forget not the fession of the Spirit of truth.
Lord thy God, in not keeping his commandThe reason why so many of the professors
ments, and his judgments, and his statutes, of truth have in these latter times taken such

eaten,

which

I

full,

command

thee this day; lest

hast eaten, and art

when

thou

and hast built goodly
houses, and dwelt therein ; and when thy herds
and thy flocks multiply, and thy silver and thy
gold is multiplied; and all that thou hast is multiplied
then thine heart be lifted up, and thou
forget the Lord thy God."
full,

;

liberties,

appears

to

the sensible

and

faithful

members of the church, to be the want of coming under the real work of Truth in themselves.
Therefore, in much sincerity, brotherly kindness and charitjf, I earnestly beseech you, my
dear Friends, of all stations, and especially you,
who from your infancy have been brought up

And

as these extravagancies occasion reflec- in any of these fineries, and you, who having
and smart animadversions from many peo- been educated in an humble dress and deportple, it is very probable they have aflbrded, and ment, in plain families in the north, or elsedo yet afford, occasion of stumbling to many where, and coming up to the metropolis, or
seekers and inquirers after the way of truth. other grand populous places, have been too apt
It is to be feared many, in a good degree con- in imitating and learning the polite airs and
vinced of the truth, observing the liberties great fantastic modes occurring to your notice, and
numbers of the professors thereof take, make are therein likely to come up with, or even outuse of them as pleas and apologies for their set- strip those who from their cradle have been
tling on their old lees, and coming no further
I say, I
trained up in some of these gayeties
so on the other hand, several persons of distinc- humbly beseech you all, for the good of your
tion have often much commended and admired souls, and the reputation of our principles and
the comeliness of the garb and attire of our Society, to delay no longer to embrace the bapplain women, who walk according to their pro- tism and cross of Chi'ist, whereby ye may be
fession, preferring Friends modest dress to their crucified unto the world and its corrupt ways,
own gaudy fopperies. And it is very observa- and the world unto you, lest that befall you,
ble, that persons under our profession, do not which was threatened to the degenerate people
gain but lose credit, by a conduct dissonant to of old; instead of " well-set hair there shall be
their profession.
baldness, and instead of other ornaments, a girdIf any object, that these are small and insig- ing of sackcloth bui'ning instead of beauty."
nificant matters I answer, with the unanimous
Finally, beloved brethren, may we all, both
concurrence of a large cloud of witnesses, that old, young and middle aged, use our utmost dilihow insignificant soever they may now appear gence, "to make our calling and election sure;
to any, our ancient Friends, in the breaking forth adding unto our faith virtue, to virtue knowof truth in the morning of the day, found them- ledge, to knowledge temperance, to temperance
selves indispensably engaged to stand against patience, to patience godliness, to godliness bro-

tions

:

;

;

the corruptions of the world, both respecting

apparel, using

you

to a single person,

and other

therly-kindness, to brotherly-kindness charity.
If these things be in us,

and abound, we shall

;
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neither be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ." Farewell, sailh

your affectionate friend and brother,

David Hall.

rising generation in general, that

come up

under suitable qualibody of
rightly anointed and spirited

in the right line,

fications for the several
epistle

to ministers,

of advice

he would be

graciously pleased to acquaint them with the
day of his power, and bring them imder the
blessed cross of Christ, and the refining baptism of the Holy Ghost and of fire; that so the
spirit of Elijah resting upon Elisha, they may

Skipton. the 13th of the^
twelfih month, 1747. C

An
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parents and

Christ; that

many

services in the

meeting of planters and waterers may successively be sent
vineyard, and that our Christian disKnaresborough, held at Asquith, the I9th of the into the
cipline may, from one generation to another,
third month 1752, and to the next ensuing
fall under the care of such as are or may be
quarterly meeting at YorTc.
In this
of sanctified hearts and clean hands.
As weighty concern and application, we may reDear Friends, brethren and sisters
the apostle testified in his day, that " he that ceive encouragement from this consideration,
ascended on high, led captivity captive, and that when our blessed Lord observed to his disgave gifts unto men and he gave some apos- ciples, that "the harvest truly was great and
tles
and some prophets and some evange- plenteous, but the labourers hw,''^ he moved
lists
and sonae pastors and teachers for the them to address the Lord of the harvest, "that
perfecting of the saints, for the work of the min- he would be pleased to send forth more faithful
;"
labourers into his harvest."
istry, for the edifying of the body of Christ
May we also remember, my dearly beloved,
so it has pleased the Fountain of mercies, in his
abundant and renewed loving-kindness unto his how the Lord spake comfortably to the church
church and people, to raise up and anoint many of old, promising that he would mercifully resuch instruments in these latter ages of the gard them and their children, as in Isaiah
and thou
world, for the same good and great end and " Fear not, O Jacob, my servant
Jesurun, whom I have chosen. For I will pour
service.
But, O beloved Friends, in consideration that water upon him that is thirsty, and floods upon
these kind of useful and valuable instruments the dry ground: I will pour my spirit upon thy
and ornannents, are now in many places re- seed, and my blessing upon thine offspring;
duced to a very few in number, many being and they shall spring up as among the grass,
gone from works to rewards, it springs in my as willows by the water courses." O that we
children, addressed to the monthly

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

heart in the love of the everlasting gospel of may truly wait and wrestle with him for the
And I much long that we may
peace, which ever did, and doth breathe out, Hke blessing.
" Glory to God in the highest, on earth peace, be tenderly concerned in the spirit of the gospel,
and good will towards men," to call upon you that the lost sheep may be sought out and
ministers, that are yet left, in the words of a brought home to the fold again, and the prodifaithful servant

of the Lord to the church

day, "

ye, stand fast in the faith, quit

Watch

in his

may return to the Father's house.
And now ye dear young persons, descendants

gals

of believing parents, I tenderly beseech you by
the mercies of Christ, that ye turn in your
minds, and wait for the manifestation and appearance of the blessed spirit of God, the root
God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, and source of all good gifts and services in the
rightly dividing the word of ti'uth;" ever mind- church, in the profession of which holy princiful of the apostle Peter's advice, " If any man ple ye have had your education, that coming to

you

like

men, and be strong

;"

desiring like-

advice of the apostle Paul to
his beloved Timothy, may be duly observed by
us all, " Study to show thyself approved unto
wise,

that the

speak, let him speak as the oracles of God if experience the heavenly influences thereof, ye
any man minister, let him do it as of the ability may happily witness your minds and affections
which God giveth, that God in all things may weaned and drawn from things that are below,
and fixed upon things which are above that
be glorified through Jesus Christ,"
:

;

I

further also find in

my

heart a close con-

cern to call upon and entreat you ministers, elders, parents of children, and all who have at
heart the cause of truth and prosperity of Zion,

we may humbly and
we

approach the
our way open,
and there unanimously pour out our sincere
prayers and hearty intercessions to the Father
of mercies, on behalf, not only of our own immediate offspring, but of all the young and

that

throne of grace, as

jointly

find

may

be entirely resigned and given up to the
service of the Lord in your day and generation, like Moses of old, who when he was come
to years, " refused to be called tHfe son of Phachoosing rather to suffer afraoh's daughter
fliction with the people of God, than to enjoy
esteeming
the pleasures of sin for a season
the reproach of Christ greater riches than the
treasures of Egypt; for he had respect unto the
recompense of the reward."

ye

;

;

;
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May
own

the glory of God, the salvation of your

your
day, as a three-fold cord, tend to draw you
to solid thoughtfulness, true devotion, and the
practical part of the pure religion and undefiled
before God and the Father.
You have had many calls and loving invitations; you have had line upon line, and precept
upon precept, both mediately and immediately,
which will rise up in condemnation against the
temporizing, licentious, haughty, and those who
souls, the service of the

church

in

refuse advice, as well as the indolent youth.

Such, if they persist obstinately, may have to
inourn at the last, when their flesh and their
body are consumed; and say each of them,
" How have I hated instruction, and my heart
despised reproof!
voice of

them

my

And have

that instructed

humble,

not obeyed the

mine ear to
While the dutiful,

teacher, nor inclined

me

1"

circumspect youth, will be
and temporally
and
experimentally know the truth of that apostolical 'assertion, " Godliness is profitable unto all
things, having promise of the life that now is,
and of that which is to come."
O! that children would duly and seriously
consider, how indispensable an obligation they
are under to be submissive and dutiful to parents,
and their wholesome admonitions, even from
that express command of the Almighty, written
by his own finger, "Honour thy father and mother, that thy days may be long upon the land
which the Lord thy God giveth thee." Which
is also notably recommended, re-enforced and
confirmed by the apostle on this wise " Children, obey your parents in the Lord; for this is
right.
Honour thy father and mother, which
is the first commandment with promise, that it
may be well with thee, and thou mayest live
long an the earth ;" adding also in the same
place, necessary counsel to fathers, saying,
" And ye fathers, provoke not your children to
wrath, but bring them up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord ;" not forgetting servants and masters, whom he thus adviseth,
" Servants, be obedient to them that are your
masters, according to the flesh, with fear and
trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto
Christ : not with eye-service, as men-pleasers,
&c. And ye masters, do the same things unto
religious,

blessed, both

spiritually

;

:

them; forbearing threatening: knowing that your
neither is there respect of
Master is in heaven
Neither let those sons and
persons with him."
daughters, who are grown up, vainly imagine
that they are** above, out of the reach, and exempted from the obligation of the above commandment, and need not now apply to their
pious parents for their good advice, or regard it
;

when given;

own
sin

lest

they become conceited in their

eyes, and be found guilty of that heinous

of ingratitude, and setting

light

by

father

and mother.

For as

slight of parents,

and
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and
good advice, hath

childrens' contempt
their

ever been and still is highly offensive to the Almighty, as appears by that dreadful curse denounced upon mount Ebal, in these words;
"Cursed be he that setteth light by his father or
his mother, and all the people shall say amen;"
so likewise the fond indulgence, remissness and
slackness of such parents, as are too easy and

backward in performing their incumbent duty
of restraining their children from undue liberties, and honestly training them up in the ways
of virtue, is no less so.
This is evident from
the words of the Lord himself to that pious
stripling Samuel, touching Eli's lamentable
omission of his duty, in exerting his paternal authority in curbing the extravagancies of his sons,
" In that day I will perform
expressed thus
against Eli, all things which I have spoken concerning his house ; when I begin, 1 will also
make an end. For I have told him, that I will
judge his house for ever, for the iniquity which
heknoweth; because his sons made themselves
vile, and he restrained them not."
On the other hand, a fervent and truly conscientious concern in parents and governors of
families, not only to admonish those under their
care, but even with zeal and prudence to lay
/heir commands upon them, as occasion may
require, according to the authority lodged in
them, is always well pleasing to the Lord, as is
manifest in the case of faithful Abraham, respecting his care in the economy of his family
"Shall I," said the Lord, "hide from Abraham
that thing which I do.
For I know him, that
he will command his children and his household
after him, and they shall keep the way of the
Lord, to do justice and judgment."
It must certainly be a very heavy load upon
libertine children who reject advice, when they
have justly to reflect on themselves, that they
have both embittered their good parents' lives,
and perhaps, sometimes brought their grey
hairs down to the grave in sorrow
and also
have by their disobedience and rebellion, occasioned and drawn down the Lord's just displeasure upon themselves.
It must also inevitably
be cause of great and heavy distress, when
parents," having been remiss and slack in the
management and instruction of their children,
observing their loose courses, are conscious to
themselves, that they are not clear of their
childrens' blood.
Is it not also a piece of mere
vanity, folly and absurd indiscretion, and generally terminates in vexation of spirit, that any
parent or parents should engross his or their
time and faculties, in accumulating great portions in this world for their ofl^spring.
By such
proceedings, the poor imprudent parents are
not only themselves often diverted from the
chief and most important business of their day
;

;

;
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treneration, their spiritual talents buried in
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peace, concord and brotherly condescension in

our respective families and meetings, and so
whole Society, and timely to suppress every appearance of the contrary
often puffed up with their ample portions, and so wisheth, so prayeth, your affectionate brolikely to be carried away and elevated above ther, concerned in my measure for Zion's prosDavid Hall.
the simplicity of the truth, and the blessed cross perity.
sometimes scarcely retaining even
of Christ
Skiptoii, the 18th of the third month, 1752.

the earth, and the good seed choaked in

them

the inordinate cares of this life, and deceitfulness of riches; but their children also are too

by

all

far as in us Hes, in the

;

the form of truth.

How
that

highly imprudent therefore must it be,
in a great measure,

any parents should,

lose themselves,

and

curtail their service in the

church, by acquiring and raking together that

which may endanger their own peace, happiness and safety, and tend to the very great loss
Wherefore, I fervently deof their posterity
sire that every father and mother may be far
more anxious and concerned, that their children
might get the truth for their portion, and the
God of Jacob for the lot of their inheritance,
than that they may become rich, full, and grand
in this world; unto which concern the Spirit of
truth we profess, will ever lead those that obey
But alas alas for want of duly attending
it.
upon this, and foithfully following its guidance,
how has the love of money, and the desire
after riches and grandeur, prevailed in these
times of ease and liberty, which the church
!

!

!

AN EPISTLE TO FRIENDS IN GREAT BRITAIN,
OR elsewhere;
Containing advice and consolation, particularly
addressed to those who are under tribulation, in the
1. To the widows
following stations of life, viz:
3. To ap2. To the orphans.
and fatherless.
5. To
4. To men and maid servants.
prentices.
6. To
fathers and mothers, with their chddren.
the poor, aged, and infirm, &c.

—

—

—

—

—
—

To Friends of Knareshorough monthly meeting,
held at Asquilh, the 21st of the Twelfth month,
1752, and to the next ensuing quarterly tneet-

ing

at

York; which

is

now

extended

to the

quarterly and monthly meetings of Friends in

Great Britain, or elsewhere.

Dearly beloved

— Notwithstand-

friends!^

precept upon precept, and
man)^ wholesome advices, suitable to divers
states in the church, have been from time to

ing line upon

line,

hath long been in a great degree favoured with,
as a great calm after the violent storms of perIs it time heretofore administered by several worthy
secution, which our forefathers endured.
not too plain that the cause of truth hath suffer- Friends, which I trust have been, and still may
ed much thereby 1 Friends, let us be very cau- be of service, if duly applied ; yet nevertheless
tious in this dangerous respect, viz. in the too in my confinement at home, occasioned by some
eager pursuit after the fading enjoyments of this indisposition of body, having had frequent op-

world
not forgetting what the apostle says portunities of solidly remembering my friends
thereupon, " But they that will be rich, fall into abroad, and weightily considering the present
temptation and a snare, and into many foolish state of the. church, I have of late time found
and hurtful lusts, which drown men in de- my mind engaged and drawn, I humbly hope,
struction and perdition.
For the love of money by the cords of gospel love, pursuant to the di;

—

" to him that is afflicted, pity
should be showed from his friend;" to seek out
all the honest-hearted and faithful poor Friends,
and even those of the lowest estate in our Israel,
and cordially to pay them the following epistolary visit, in all their various exercises and prowherein it will in effect be said to each of us, bations, wherever their lots are cast, which I
in what station or capacity soever we now .are, now here offer to your perusal, and serious conwhether ministers or elders, parents or children, sideration. And inasmuch as (if I mistake not)

is

the root of all evil ; which while some have
coveted after, they have erred from the faith,
and pierced themselves through with many sorrows."
Finally, my dear brethren, I beseech you,
inasmuch as that solemn time is coming on,

rection in Job,

masters or servants, "Come, give an account
of thy stewardship, for thou mayest be no longer
steward ;" let us all diligently come up in the
faithful discharge of our several duties to God,
and reciprocally one to another in our respective
stations and relations, giving diligence to make
our calHng and election sure, and ever labouring with the utmost sincerity and circumspection, in that wisdom which is first pure, then
peaceable, and easy to be entreated, full of
mefcy and good fruits, without partiality and
without hypocrisy, to preserve and promote

the following lines proceed from that universal
love which is not confined within the bounds of

one monthly meeting or county, I could desire
they might be suffered to circulate further.
Howheit, with that due submission, in which it
always becomes any one member of the body
to appear, whenever he or she may make any
I refer the matter to
dear friends' judgment and determination,
who am, in the love of Truth, your kindly af-

propositions to the Society,

my

fectionate friend

and brother,

David Hall.

—

—
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To the poor, and those even of the lowest
deoree and rank in Israel, as touching the things
of this life, wheresoever they are scattered, who,
professing the blessed principle of Truth, are
honestly endeavouring by the assistance thereof,
so to order their whole conversation, as that
they may have a conscience always void of offence toward God and toward men, according
growths and capacities, though

to their several

attended with many exercises, straits and pinching circumstances on divers accounts, a nearly

sympathizing brother of theirs

who

in

tribulation,

remembers them in the bowels of
gospel love and charity, wisheth consolation,
and tenderly sendeth greeting.

My

often

dear friends, brethren and sisters in tribulation

!

suffering people in all their difficulties. "

is

most

certain, that

the love of

God,

When

they were but a few men in number," saith the
text, " yea very few, and strangers in the land ;
when they went from one nation to another,
from one kingdom to another people, he sufl^ered
no man to do them wrong. Yea, he reproved
kings for their sakes, saying, touch not mine
anointed, and do my prophets no harm." " For
he that toucheth you, toucheth the apple of his
" He found him," saith Moses in his
eye."
song, " in a desert land, and in the waste howling wilderness
he led him about, he instructed
him, he kept him as the apple of his eye." " In
all their afflictions he was afllicted," saith Isaiah, " and the angel of his presence saved
them ; in his love and in his pity he redeemed
them, and he bare them, and carried them all
the days of old."
;

In the foregoing places

It

[1752.

ceive,

how engaging and

we may

plainly per-

well-pleasing to the

through Christ his Son our Saviour, is in a Lord the faithfulness of his people is, and ever
" surely they are my peomerciful day of visitation extended to all men, was; for he said,
of all nations and stations, high and low, rich ple, children that will not lie; so he was their
and poor, in order for their redemption, recon- Saviour,"
Yet in a peculiar manMoreover, my beloved, may all the faithful
ciliation and salvation.
ner, I am humbly and thankfully sensible, that and poor in Israel be encouraged by the privieven the very good will of him that dwelt in leges, virtues and promises of the gospel
the bush, when just about to send seasonable " Strengthen ye the weak hands, and confirm
Say to them that are of a
relief to his afflicted people, sighing and groan- the feeble knees.
ing in the land of Egypt, runs with a flowing fearful heart, be strong, fear not, behold your
stream abundantly to his upright-hearted, faith- God will come with vengeance, even God with
ful poor servants, who are going through many a recompense, he will come and save you,"
Again,
tribulations, often drinking various bitter cups, saith that same evangelical prophet.
and frequently meeting with disagreeable things, " And in that day shall the deaf hear the words
to the end that their bitter cups might be sweet- of the book, and the eyes of the blind shall see
ened and sanctified by His heavenly life-giving out of obscurity, and out of darkness. The
presence, as sure as ever the bitter waters of meek also shall increase their joy in the Lord,
Marah were by him, through the -mediation of and the poor among men shall rejoice in the
Moses, made sweet and refreshing to his poor Holy One of Israel."
What good cause therefore have all the faithpeople in their travels through the wilderness,
ful and upright in heart, in how low situation
towards the land flowing with milk and honey
that the poor in Israel might experimentally soever in this world, to be encouraged and trust
in the Lord 1
For as one of his tried servants
understand the truth of the apostle's assertion,
" all things work together for good to them that testified, " The angel of the Lord encampeth
round about them that fear him, and delivereth
love God."
Dear hearts It springs up in my mind to them."
How amiable therefore, how excellent must
say unto you, be not dismayed, nor discouraged,
for although you may at times be ready to la- the very tents and situations of the upright in
ment yourselves, under apprehensions that you heart be, though never so poor as to this fading
are sunk and pressed down very low yet, be world, who have the highly valuable pearls and
assured, the eternal God is your refuge, and un- riches of faith, hope and charily within, and
derneath are the everlasting arms. In all your such a powerful, glorious and heavenly Protecproving junctures, labour to stand still, and see tor to guard and defend them in their solitary
May we not then justly account
the salvation of the Lord, and I doubt not but habitations.
you will witness that blessed hope, so often spo- those the truly noble and right honourable
ken of by the apostle, to be unto you as an an- princes and princesses in Israel, comforted and
chor of your poor tossed souls, both sure and made glad by the lifting up of the light of the
stedfast, and which entereth into that within the countenance of the Lord, while he resisteth and
Let us ever remember, that the merciful beholdeth the proud afar off", though they be the
vail.
regard of the Almighty was, in all ages and grandees of this world, dwelling as in spacious
dispensations, signally manifested to his poor palaces, faring sumptuously every day, and

—

:

;

—

!

;

.
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stretching themselves on their soft and delicate
couches and beds of down. My heart is open
to you in the love of truth, being encouraged
and comforted in this my visit and salutation
unto you, humbly remembering the words of
" Blessed is he that conthe royal Psalmist
:

sidereth the poor; the

Lord

will deliver

him

in

time of trouble."
But, O my beloved, that I may pay you this
visit of love as thoroughly as I am capable, that,
as I may say, I may see all your solitary cottages, tents

and

families,

and greet you one by
am engaged and
1

one, from house to house,

drawn by the cords of love to descend to the
following particulars, viz:
1st.

2nd.
3rd.
4th.

To the widows and fatherless.
To orphans.
To those in the station of apprentices.
To men-servants and maid-servants; as
young people among Friends
what station soever they be, whe-

also to the poor
in general, in

ther married or unmarried, boarders in F'riends'
families, journeymen, or such as are just open-

ing ?hops, and beginning business for themselves
in their strait and narrow circumstances.
5th. To fathers and mothers, with their chil-

dren

in their families.

6th.

To

the aged and infirm, whether relieved

by the church, or otherwise.
First, O ye dear widows, who are widows
indeed, I mean faithful according to knowledge,
for to such lam now writing, although in some
respects your states may look disconsolate and
discouraging, being as lonesome doves without
your mates, vet the special rciiard of the Fountain of mercies is such towards you, that even
to pay you and your poor fatherless children a
visit in your afflictions, is affirmed by the hoi}'
apostle, to be a part of the " pure religion, and
undefiled before God and the Father."
And
the Lord God himself, in his tender mercy and
pity, many hundred years before the apostle

declared those his sentiments, hath often expressed his tender care and compassionate regard to persons in your situation, as particularly

in

Jeremiah,

—" Leave

thy

children," saith he, "I will preserve

fatherless

them

alive,

thy widows trust in me."
Also when
the Lord is treating with the degenerate Jews,
he mercifully condescends to propose what was
to be done, and what steps were to be taken by
them, in order that they might be reconciled
unto him ; three of which were these following:
"Relieve the oppressed: judge the fatherless:
plead for the widow."
Notwithstanding ye pious widows, my honoured friends, ye are deprived of your dear
husbands, do not despond, but receive ye consolation in this, that God in his holy habitation
is your Judge.
And although, O ye dear fatherless childi'en, who are of orderly conduct, and

and

let

Vol. XIII.— No.

4.
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grow in grace, and the saving
knowledge of God, though ye be left destitute
of natural fathers, God is, and will be much
more than a natural father unto each of you, so
long as ye shall continue and persevere in the
are desirous to

" A lather of the fatherless,"
virtue.
saith the kingly prophet, " a judge of the wi-

ways of

dows, is God in his holy habitation ;" who also
gave a strict charge concerning persons in your
condition, on this wise
" Ye shall not afflict
any widow or fatherless child," saith the Lord.
Likewise the Psalmist testifies "The Lord preserveth the strangers
he relieveth the fatherless and widow."
May it be remembered for your encouragement, O ye poor widows, how our unchangeable God, in his tender mercy, had compassion
upon two of your deeply tried sisters in former
days, when under very disconsolate circumstances.
And O ye dear fatherless children,
how three of your brothers were at the same
time mercifully and miraculously relieved. The
husband of the first widow dying, left her in
strait and afflicting circumstances, so that the
creditor was ready to lay hands on her two
sons, and take them for bondmen but upon an
humble and honest application to the Lord's
servant Eilisha, the Lord blessed her little oil,
and alleviated her distressed case. The second
speak of, was the widow of Zarephath, to
I
whom the prophet Elijah was sent for sustenance in a time of great scarcity; which poor
widow had only a handful of meal in a barrel,
and a little oil in a cruse, for the support of
herself and her poor fatherless child yet beingunder the tender notice of the judge of the widow,
and the Father of the fatherless, they both, and
their small provision, were mightily blessed,
and had a sufficiency granted them, both for
the prophet's cake in the first place, and their
own seasonable relief. Trust therefore in the
Lord cast your care upon him, for he careth
for you, as he ever hath done heretofore for the
faithful widows, and innocent fatherless.
Notwithstanding we do not expect such miracles to be wrought upon our oil and meal in the
same degree, yet the blessing of God maketh
poor widows and fatherless rich, and gives them,
in their low estate, really to experience the truth
of that worthy assertion of the apostle; "GodThe
liness with contentment is great gain."
Lord bless you, and sanctify you unto himself,
and your circumstances unto you. " She,"
saith the apostle, " that is a widow indeed, and
:

—

:

;

;

;

;

God, and continueth in supand prayers night and day." I hope,
dear sisters, that you, under the like pious, depending concern, and devout exercise, are jour
neying along. And be sure take heed that none
of you let in reasonings, that you have never
been capable of being so serviceable as many
16
desolate, trusteth in
plications
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others have been in those particulars mentioned
by the apostle, that is to say, in lodging stran-

[1752.

plaining sparrows on the house-top, they might
in faith look up unto this everlasting Father,

The

gers, in

and be comforted, relieved and preserved.

the afflicted.

evangelical prophet thus expresses his glorious

washing the saints' feet, in relieving
For if you have been, are, and
shall be honestly concerned to do your best,
your mites have been, are, and will be accepted,
as certainly as ever your sisters of old were not
only accepted, but even commended and preferred before the large gifts, which the rich persons out of their abundance had cast into the
treasury.
So be not uneasy on such accounts;
if ye have done what ye could, it is enough, let
" For," as saith
not your heart be troubled
:

the apostle, "

there be

if

first

a willing mind,

it

accepted, according to that a man hath, and
not according to that he hath not."
is

And, ye dear
it

may

so

fall

fatherless children,

whenever

out that the circumstances of

your poor mothers, by reason of sickness, old
age, or any other accident, may require your
succour and assistance, as you are and shall be
ready and willing, after the best manner you
are capable, affectionately to help and attend
them in their necessitous conditions, you will
undoubtedly have much peace of mind in thus
expressing your gratitude and affection, and
a blessed reward will from the Lord cerSuch good offices,
tainly be given unto you.
both natural affection and the truth, always in-

and heart-aflecting prediction
child

is

born, unto us a

government

name

shall be

Son

upon

his

" For unto us a
and the
given
shoulder; and his

:

is

;

shall be called VVonderful, Counsellor, the

Mighty God, the everlasting Father, the Prince
of Peace: of the increase of his government and
peace there shall be no end."
O dear creatures, if he be your counsellor, and if you, and
all now saluted in this epistle, stand in and
obey his counsel, you shall certainly know him
to be unto you the Mighty God to preserve, protect, deliver and save you
and also the Prince
of peace, to set up and establish his peaceable
kingdom in your hearts, and there to sway his
righteous sceptre
and also to be unto you a
never-failing and everlasting Father, to nourish
and provide for you according to his wisdom,
and to supply your wants by his blessing upon
your honest endeavours.
Therefore, dear children, be of good courage,
if your natural fathers and mothers have left
you, your best, most certain, most powerfiil and
everlasting Father ever remains, and cannot be
removed into a corner. Farewell. I recom'mend you to him, and leave you under his care.
Thirdly. You honest and well-minded, trusty
apprentices, whom I salute in much love, and
for your encouragement tell you, that many
being faithful to the Lord, and to their own
;

;

virtuous children, without grudging, to
perform as their incumbent and reasonable duty,
and honourable retaliation to their tender mothers, who took so much care of them when
they were not capable to take care of them- masters, according to the best of their understandings, though but very poor as to this world,
selves.
Mark, all sincere and faithful poor widowers and even of mean capacities too in comparison
are, in all their straits, with their hopeful chil- as to natural or acquired parts, have made notadren, included in this compassionate salutation. ble impi'ovements in their own natural parts,
Farewell, I must at present leave you, and pro- and in the arts and mysteries that they were
bound appz-entices to leai-n, have been wonceed to the next particular.
have
Secondly. You, dear orphans, who are now derfiilly blessed by divine Providence,
left without fathers and mothers in a dangerous laid a foundation in their apprenticeships for
and troublesome world, my bowels yearn over their becoming in due time honourable tradesYea, many have
you, and in the arms of love I embrace you, men upon their own bottom.
risen, through God's blessing on their honest
begging you may not be too much cast down
only live in the fear of God, and do your best ac- endeavours, from poor laborious apprentices to
cording to knowledge to obey his requirings, and prosperous, rich, and honourable masters, and
he will certainly take care of you. " When my often even have been anointed for the ministrafather and mother," saith the Psalmist, " forsake tion of the glorious gospel, and divers good serme, then the Lord will take me up." The stay vices in the church of Christ; while some rich
hereof the most near and dear relations is alto- men's sons have turned prodigals, spent their
We see how soon husbands substance in bad company, and have landed
gether uncertain.
are, by death, separated from their wives, and among insolvent debtors in prison-houses.
Therefore, dear children, continue faithful;
wives from husbands, parents from children,
and children from parents; but I have often have your dependence upon Jacob's God, and
thought, and sometimes told children, of that he can raise you from the very lowest state,
everlasting Father, which the evangelical pro- even from the dunghill, to sit among princes.
phet in a most moving manner speaks of, that Please to remember Jacob's having entered into
when widows, fatherless, and orphans, are left covenant with the Lord, the articles whereof
" That if the Lord would
in this vale of tears, something like mournful were on this wise,
pelicans in the desolate wilderness, and as com- give him bread to eat, and raiment to put on,
cline

—

;

—

—

;;
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would preserve and bring him safe

to his fa-

house at last, he should be his God."
After twenty years faithful and hard service in
his uncle La ban's house and field, he became
a religious, prudent and exemplary master of a
large family, and was made even two bands.
He was as a blessing to his uncle, flock and
family; so often do laithful and conscientious
apprentices prove to their masters' families.
ther's

Those that are bound as apprentices, and proceed honestly in all their conduct, they are like
as if they were casting good seed into the
ground, which afterwards will produce a plentiful harvest.
Such grow in favour with God
and good Friends, who will always be ready
with pleasure to assist them, as occasion may
For all those Friends, in whose hearts
and gospel spirit prevail and preside,
have always a tender regard to all such as this
require.

the truth
epistle

is

directed

freely consult

to,

with

and advise

in

whom
any

they

difficult

may
emer-

But they who are only eye-servants,
absence loiter, purloin,
unfaithful, lay a foundation for shame,
poverty, and sometimes for the house of correction too.
The Lord bless you, and preserve
gency.

and in
and are

their master's

you.
Fourthly.
My well-esteemed friends, who
are of orderly conversation, and religiously inclined, in the stations of men-servants and maidservants, be of good courage in the honest discharge of your duties to your masters, mistresses, and their children, looking up unto, and
begging a blessing of your good and great Lord
and Master, which is
heaven so you will be
preserved by him from the many snares of your
grand enemy and his agents, which are cunningly and subtilly laid for the feet of our dear
young people in their several posts and capacities.
As you persevere in the ways of virtue,
you may become, with the trusty and hopeful
apprentices, a blessing and advantage to your
masters' families, being good examples to their
children.
Thus proceeding, though you have
but little in this world, the God of Jacob will
bless your basket and your store, and add unto
you many blessings, even beyond your expectation ; for you being servants, will, by the Truth,
be made the Lord's free men and free women
and if the Truth make you free, then are you
free indeed.
Such young persons as these, are
with the faithful widows, worthy of double honour.
These have a blessed portion in the
truth ; these have a goodly heritage, and are,

m

;

1:23

being made experimental witnesses, in your
measures and degrees, of that glorious and
evangelical promise and prediction: "And it
shall come to pass afterwards, that I will pour
out my spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and
your daughters shall prophecy, your old men
shall dream dreams, your young men shall see
visions.
And also upon the servants, and upon
the handmaids, in those days will I pour out
my spirit." O ever}' one of you wait diligently
to know this gracious promise fulfilled in you.
And although some of you may, with some of
the apprentices, think your places hard, and
attended with divers difficulties on some accounts, yet fear the Lord, and depend upon
him, and he will give you patience, succour and
support you
yea, he will alleviate all your
grievances, and sweeten your bitters by his
comfortable presence, and the lifiing up of his
glorious countenance upon you.
O dear hearts, consider ye also the exei'cising case of your brother Jacob in former times,
who, though he had his wages changed ten
times, and thus complained,
" In the day the
drought consumed me, and the frost by night,
and my sleep departed from mine eyes." In
all which twenty years hard service, the God
of his father, the God of Abraham, and the fear
of Isaac, conducted and protected him safely
through all to the end of his servitude, and the
end of his life. And wheresoever apprentices
and servants have their lots cast in the families
of such religious masters and mistresses as not
only permit, but encourage and put forward
their servants in going to religious meetings,
both on first-days and other days of the week,
let it be accounted as a great privilege, and a
singular favour, which all ought carefully and
;

—

thankfully to make proper use of, who are favoured therewith.
And I hope that all our

well-minded young

men and women, that are
may use proper endea-

desirous to be servants,

vours to get such places in Friends' families,
where these valuable privileges and liberties
may be allowed them, and enjoyed.
And, ye dear young people, who are journeymen, or boarders in Friends' families, diligently working for your bread in your respec-

employments, and also ye that are setting
up for yourselves, and have not much of this
world to begin with, being piously and religiously inclined, for such I am seeking out;
please to observe the apostle's advice to the
Roman church, that they should be "not slothby the Lord and his people, esteenned far above ful in business," but " fervent in spirit, serving
those that are rich as to things of this life, but the Lord rejoicing in hope patient in tribulaare high and irreligious. As you continue thus tion; continuing instant in prayer." As you are
in the way of well-doing, ye may become very diligently labouring with your hands, breathe
serviceable to the church of Christ in your ge- with your hearts and minds to the Lord for his
neration, it may be both in the discipline, and blessing upon your endeavours, and be not too
some of you in the publication of the gospel anxious about temporals. Serve the Lord faithtive

;

;

—
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fully, and above all things in this world, mind
your growth and establishment in the Truth;
and fear not that you shall ever want those
three necessary articles, meat, drink, and apever remembering the exhortation and
parel
promise of Christ, most worthy of commemoration, most worthy to be written in letters of
gold, and ever to be reduced to constant prac"Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and
tice
his righteousness, and all these things shall be
added unto you." The Truth ever teaches all
tradesmen, who mind its dictates, to keep within
the bounds of their own stocks and capacities.
Be sure follow this your sure guide, and you
will do well.
Under the care and keeping of
Jacob's God I must now leave you for a while,
and step along to the next particular, where I
hope and expect to find industry, frugality, justice, true religion, and the blessing of heaven.
Fifthly. My well-beloved and much esteemed
friends, as I was approaching you, that ancient
salutation, prescribed and commanded by our
;

:

nets; to which

"Come

[1752.

young persons Jesus

said,

me, and I will make you to
become fishers of men. And straitway they
forsook their nets, and followed him."
Stand
open, I beseech you, therefore, and wait for the
call, and give up yourselves, and faithfully obey
and follow him that calleth. O consider their
ready obedience in straitway leaving both lathers, ships and nets
and of how eminent and
remarkable service those poor fishers became.
" Not many wise men after the flesh," saith the
apostle, " not many mighty, not many noble

ye

after

;

are called.
But God hath chosen the foolish
things of the world to confound the wise, and

God

hath chosen the weak things of the world
confound the things which are mighty; and
base things of the world, and thincrs which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and things which
are not, to bring to naught things that are; that
no flesh should glory in his presence."
see the faithful ministers and elders are reduced
to a few in number in some places; yea, divers
blessed Lord to his seventy disciples, just set- meetings have no public ministers belonging to
The present state of the church thereting out on their gospel visit to families, towns them.
" And into fore seems to call for this kind of useful instruand cities, sprang in my mind
whatsoever house ye enter, first say, peace be ments; the Lord, we must own, is not wanting;
And inasmuch as I believe the but in this case we may say, though many are
to this house."
Prince of peace is here among you honest, la- called, few are chosen, by reason of their disoborious, frugal, religious fathers, mothers and bedience and unwillingness to give up to the
children, all that are capable thereof, co-work- 'heavenly call and vision.
Too many of the
ing and employed together in your lawful and young people of this generation, under the pronecessary vocations, in love and harmony, in fession of truth, especially of those that are rich
order to earn your bread, and that your little and full, living in the affluence of the enjoyoil, through the blessing of God, may be made ments of this life, seem too much to soar above
sufficient to answer all just demands made upon the gracious calls and invitations of humble
you, having at the same time _your eye fixed on Jesus, sometimes called the carpenter's son.
the Lord above all things, and depending upon I beg and hope therefore that you, like the labohim, being all along conscientiously and fer- rious young fishermen above-mentioned, may
vently concerned to perform your several duties straitway leave all incumbrances, when you are
unto God, who is the author of your being, and sensible of the gracious and heavenly call of
your mercies, n()t daring to omit the attending the good and great Shepherd of the sheep,
religious meetings, both on first-days and other whensoever he shall call you to service among
days of the week, so far as your circumstances his lambs and sheep. In the mean while-, dear
and situation, with respect to distance from the children, as ye keep under the conduct of the
meeting-place, &c., will reasonably allow; for Holy Spirit of truth, the Comforter and rememTruth requires nothing unreasonable at our brancer, you will not forget, but often thankhands.
May the peace of God rest upon you, fully and humbly remember, acknowledge, and
and may all your labours be watered with his put a right value upon the favours of kind Problessing.
vidence which you enjoy especially that you
Suffer me, dear Friends, to lay before your have yet good parents to apply unto, and to
serious consideration, how that when Christ our receive wholesome counsel and assistance from,
Lord was going about in the body of flesh, and that you are not yet reduced to the number
doing good, and calling men to be his disciples, of the poor fatherless children or orphans; yet
messengers and promulgators of the gospel, he let your rejoicings in the enjoyments of these
went not to the courts of kings, colleges or aca- peculiar blessings be always attended with fear
demies of the learned, but walking by the sea and reverence, not knowing how soon they may
of Galilee, he saw divers young men with their be taken from you, or you from them.
fathers in vessels, industriousl}- concerned and
But before I leave you, I must here insert a
engaged in their fishing business, as you are in few words in much Christian sympathy and
your respective vocations. Some were casting commiseration, consistently with that apostolic
a net into the sea, and others mending their advice, " Weep with them that weep ;" to every
to

We

;

;

—
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such

faithful father

oi'

mother, whether properly

appertaining to any of the particular classes
specified in this epistle, or placed in other sta-

enjoyments of this life,
as may be deeply tried with that very afflicting,
heart-breaking exercise, and extremely bitter
cup, of having a son or daughter who takes bad
courses, somewhat like Esau, who by hunting,
roving about, and marrying out of the counsel
of God, and contrary to the mind of his good
parents, almost ruined himself, and brought
much grief on them. Under a sense thereof,
his tender mother sorrowing for the miscarriage of her elder son, and solicitous for the
preservation of her younger, thus complains in
her mournful strains,
"I am weary of my life,
because of the daughters of Heth if Jacob take
a wife of the daughters of Heth, such as these
which are of the daughters of the land, what
good shall my life do me?" Or in some respects like poor unhappy Dinah, the daughter
of her worthy father Jacob, who letting out her

tions with regard to the

—

;

mind abroad, took a

tour into the land to see

the daughters thereof; and while she

was

cast-

ing her wandering eyes upon the daughters of
the land, a son of that land cast his eyes upon
her, and ensnared her, to her
loss

and shame, and

own very

great

to the inexpressible grief

of her honourable father and brethren.
To
every such distressed parent, I have, in much
compassion, to say. Be not too much cast down;
thou art under the tender regard and merciful
notice of the Lord.
As I hope thou canst honestly make thy appeal unto God, who knows
the hearts of all men, that thou hast, both by
example and precept, done thy very best for the
preservation of thy child or children
and as
from time to time, in much humility and sincerity thou spreadest thy cause, and layest thy
sorrowful case before him, pouring out thy
humble petitions, prayers and supplications at
the throne of grace, for his gracious relief, he
will undoubtedly take notice and pity these thy
distressing circumstances and sorrowful tears.
He will in due time mitigate this and all thy
;

other anxieties, and help thee yet more to cast
thy care upon him, who careth for thee, and
not suffer thee to sink too low under thy trou-

and perplexing care. Yea, I am ready to
hope that some, if not many, will yet live to
see that joyful and much desired day, in which
they may have the happiness, after a long time
of mourning, to meet, embrace and kiss their

bles

long exiled penitent, returning prodigal sons or
daughters, and with tears of joy see them mercifully re-instated in the Father's house.
Moreover, as I am now on my way inquiring for all the poor Friends in distress, in order
that a word of comfort and advice might be tenderly dropt to each of them in this visit of love,
I find I must not pass by without speaking to

some
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particular cases, whether rich

who having been

professors

in

or poor,

the church of

England, or some other communion not of us,
have married therein. But some time afier
marriage, the husbands or wives being convinced of the blessed truth, receive the
the

love thereof,

and

same

in

resolve, through divine

to give up in faithful obedience
thereunto; yet by reason of the different opinions and ways of thinking those wives and hus-

assistance,

bands have, touching divine worship, and the
using of ceremonies, traditions, and formalities,
and also touching that weighty point, the education and management of their children, who
have them, there are often difficulties and proving exercises, on divers accounts, to be met
with by them.
To such convinced husbands

who are truly desirous faithfully to
discharge their several duties to God Almighty,
to their yet unconvinced wives or husbands and
their children, 1 find it to spring in my mind,
cordially to say. Dear brother or sister, as thou
knowest thy marriage covenant and nuptial ties
are not dissolved or cancelled by thy convincement, but art sensible that the precious Truth,
thou art in thy judgment convinced of, will ever
teach and excite thee to demean thyself well,
affectionately and prudently, in such manner as
becomes the Truth, to thy wife or husband,
though thou darest not join with her or him
in the set forms, ceremonies and superficial
performances, &c., which the Truth hath given
thee plainly to see are not consistent with the
spirituality of the new covenant or gospel dis-

or wives,

pensation in which

of Truth leads
their stations

its

and

we now

live;

followers into
relations,

for the Spirit
all truth, in all

whether husbands

or wives, parents or children, masters or servants,

and helps

all

to

perform their several

duties reciprocally one to another; so that, as

thou keeps under the conduct thereof, thou wilt
be enabled to give undeniable proofs to thy yet

unconvinced consort and others, that thy change
of opinion or religious principles hath not proceeded from a vain and whimsical imagination,
but from

a real, conscientious, sincere heart-

work, concern, conviction and illumination.
This will also be further confirmed, if by thy
prudent, circumspect and Christian behaviour,
thou shalt demonstrate to all impartial beholders, that thou art not a worse, but a better husband, wife or parent, than thou wast before the
said change.
And be sure, my dear friend,
whenever thou argues or disputes, either with
thy consort, or any other person, about matters
of faith, be very careful and watchful that thou
all along keep to, and retain that most excellent
for it hath been often observed
gift, charity
with sorrow, that some, if not many, have in a
fiery zeal contended for faith, until they have
As thou comest up in this Chrislost charity.
;
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who knows what good effect affectionate children lie under a pinching dilemthy prudent conduct may in time ma, scarcely knowing what to do, or what to
have on thy dissenting consort in the conjugal say, or how to demean themselves, so as rightly
for while they please
For, as saith the apostle on the like occa- to answer the command
tie.
sion, " what knowest thou', O wife, whether their father, they displease their mother in dithou shalt save thy husband?
Or how know- vers things: and by pleasing their mother, they
est thou, O man, whether thou shalt save thy generally disoblige their father.
wife'/"
However, the wise and cautious behaA certain worthy public Friend's son, who
viour of such a conscientious convinced hus- unwarily let. out his mind to a young woman
band or wife, may prove very winning and gain- of another Society, gained her affections, and
Be- married her; he had one daughter by her, who,
ing u|)on his or her opposite companion.
sides, it often happens that the poor children of as she grew up to years conversable, fell under
such parents labour under their respective diffi- these difficulties, as I heard her father with sortian deportment,
ar.d influence

;

culties,

being

many

times hard put to

it,

how

to

please both father and mother in their addresses,
deportment and proceedings in divers respects.
In

much

brotherly-kindness therefore,

I

cor-

say unto you convinced fathers and moand your children, who may incline to
go along with you to religious meetings; as
your present case, and the difficulties you lie
under, seem loudly to call for wisdom and prudence, patience and discretion, I earnestly entreat you to beg, and humbly wait for that wisdom, which is first pure, then peaceable, gentle,
For your encouragement, the apostle James
•fee.
speaks on this wise
"If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men
liberally, and upbraideth not, and it shall be
given him."
will be safely and
I hope you
honourably conducted in the several steps you
have to tread, whereby you will be preserved
from being overcome of evil, and helped to overcome evil with good and experimentally learn
dially

thers,

:

row

relate

;

for

when

his friends

came

to their

house, the child apprehended herself under obligation to behave in salutations and conduct
agreeably to her father's mind, though at the
same time quite contrary to her mother's liking;
and again, a while after, when a visit is paid
them by her mother's friends, the poor child
must turn about, put on other airs, appear after
another mode, in conformity to her mother's
fancy, though to the grief and trouble of her

father.

Alas the confusion of mixt marriages. If
our young unmarried Friends would seriously and timely ponder and consider all the
inconveniences and afflicting circumstances that
generally attend such unhappy matches as those,
wherein the husband and wife being of different
sentiments in matters of religion, which are of
1

all

far greater

moment than

temporals, are linked

together as uneasy yoke-fellows in the inviola-

covenant of matrimony for term of life; we
would hope they might be deterred from such
than strength." Knowing that seemingly great imprudent and unadvised contracts, as have
oppositions are often got through by patient suf- very often been an inexpressible grief of mind
fering
the fierceness of the lion is often con- to parents, proved perplexing to the parties conquered by the meekness of the lamb. And as cerned, and have ushered confusion and trouble
our good friend William Penn saith in his ad- into families and the Society, and have been
vice to his children,
" Silence to passion, pre- followed with such dismal circumstances, as
judice and mockery, is the best answer, and confirm many in their full belief, that the hand
of divine Providence is against such mixt
offen conquers what resistance inflames."
I
can but deeply condole with you, who are tried matches. Hapipy is he whom other men's
with these perplexing circumstances, and I must harms do make to beware.
Furthermore, I earnestly desire that the fain an especial manner commiserate the lot of
those poor children, who remembering the com- thers and mothers, and governors of families,
mandment, " Honour thy father and thy mo- according to the worthy recommendation and
;"
advice given from a late yearly-meeting at
ther, that thy days may be long in the land
and being very willing and desirous to keep and London, may often sit down together in their
perform the same, but the fathers and mothers respective families to wait upon the Lord with
differing so far in their sentiments on the score their children, servants and boarders, who have
of religion, it is next to impracticable or impos- them, to feel after his good presence that the
sible, that their children should always please elders may know their hearts opened to drop a
them both, in dress or address, language, de- word of counsel to the younger, as the truth
portment, or the performance of their religious may make way, and the hearts of those that
duties and devotion.
Whilst the father thinks are younger may be opened to receive the same;
and draws one way, the mother, of another so that the Lord may be comfortably rememmind, thinks and draws another way; the father bered, and acceptably worshipped in our famiproposes one thing, the mother dissents there- lies; and parents, children, servants, and all the
from, and proposes quite the reverse the poor household, may be mercifully reached unto,
;

the truth of that expression, "

Wisdom

is

ble

better

;

—

—

;

;

—
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and mutually

;

edified

one with another,

to the

my

yea,

further establishment of the elders in, and the

light,

to a sense and knowledge
of the blessed truth, and preserving them from
the corruptions of bad examples and unsuitable
company. In such opportunities the elders or
parents may probably have to give their children, servants, &c., at times, some encouraging
and instructive relations of the Lord's gracious
dealings with them, according to that divine direction given to Israel of old, viz: "And these
words which I command thee this day, shall be
in thine heart.
And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them
when thou sittest in thy house, and when thou
walkest by the way, and when thou liest down,
and when thou risest up."
And as servants are tenderly exhorted to
fidelity and circumspection in their places, it is
much desired that all masters and mistresses
might so abide under the guidance of the blessed
principle of Truth, as that they might always
behave themselves to their servants with such
prudent gentleness, justice and Christian moderation on all accounts, as becomes our holy profession, consistent with the apostle's advice,
" Masters, give unto your servants that which

Lord

drawing of the youth

will

was your morning
become your evening song. The
strengthen you upon the bed of lan-

beloved, he that

will

guishing,
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make

all

your bed

your sickness,

in

bear up your heads above the waters, and sanctify

your conditions unto you, and

a while

in

mercifully remove you out of this troublesome

world into his blissful kingdom, where the
wicked cease from troubling, and where the
Weary are at rest. And you, my dear poor
friends, who may not yet have attained to old
age, yet by the permission of Providence, labour under some distempers, infirmities, and
disagreeable discouraging circumstances, whether supplied by the benevolence of your
friends, with your elder brethren aforesaid, or
you are also
otherwise, be of good comfort
under the merciful notice and regard of the
Physician of value, the most compassionate
Shepherd of the sheep, and the glorious Bishop
As you have your
of the souls of his people.
reliance upon him, he will sweeten your passage, grant you patience, strengthen your faith,
make all your burdens tolerable to you. And
if, my beloved, we be but enabled to bear what
;

is laid

upon us with becoming patience, which
case we are not wanting on

will be granted, in

our part, all will be well. May we remember
that our brother Lazarus, in the parable, was
afflicted with sores, pains, and poverty, and the
rich man's dogs afforded this poor beggar
more relief than their voluptuous master did
yet being under the tender notice of heaven, he
was soon delivered from all his troubles, and
Though servants, yet remember they are bre- conveyed by angels into Abraham's bosom.
thren in Christ, and that you also are but stew- Humbly and patiently therefore trust in the
ards, and must account to God.
Wherefore Lord do your best to serve him with all your
let your moderation appear unto them, and that heart, and in a short time, I have to tell you,
will provoke them to diligence for love rather you will be favoured with the like happy
than fear, which is the truest and best motive change, and be removed hence from this your
to service."
Having made this digression, I house of mourning into the Father's house of
now find drawings in my mind to give some joy, wherein are many blessed mansions
counsel and advice, in brotherly love and cha- where, though ye are poor in this world, ye
rity, to such who may in divers respects be said will be heirs and joint-heirs in the endless
to dwell in the house of mourning.
kingdom of glory, ^est and peace. In the
Sixthly, and lastly.
In much compassion, mean time, dear brethren, though many of
sympathy, and brotherly-kindness, I am con- you, by reason of bodily weakness, cannot
cerned to visit you honest-hearted, infirm, af- personally attend religious assemblies, to worflicted dear friends, with all the faithful in dis- ship God with your brethren, your private detress on any account whatsoever, here or else- votion will be accepted, and you will feel acwhere, all the world over, bond or free, in your cording to your degrees and growths, a drinkseveral situations. Ye dear elders, who by rea- ing of the water that Christ shall give you,
son of age find your natural faculties and abili- which will be in you a well of water springties to fail, your sight to wax dim, and even ing and bubbling up into eternal life
when
quite, or almost to leave some of you
though your afflicted bodies are confined in your
you may in these proving circumstances be solitary chambers or apartments, and you may
confined to your rooms or beds, and being in- have to say, with a good friend now gone to
capable to earn your bread, may be supplied rest, who expressed himself thus, a while be" Although I cannot
by, and are under the tender care of the church; fore he made his exit
be not cast down, the Lord is with you, and as get to meetings, yet I know the way to my
you depend upon him, he will be your comfort; own spring."
just and equal, knowing that ye also have a
master in heaven; forbearing threatening."
And agreeably to our honourable friend William Penn's advice to his children, in case they
should have servants, on this wise: "Let them
know their business as well as their wages; and
as they do the one, pay them honestly the other.
is

;

;

;

:

;
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Furthermore, for the encouragement of every
and sincere lover of holy Jesus,
who is not capable personally to attend religious meetings, it is most certain that both the
Father and the Son will graciously meet with
every such an one, and mercifully grant unto
him or her, a comfortable and permanent visit;
"If a man love me," saith blessed Jesus, " he
will keep my words; and my Father will love
him, and we wilTcome unto him, and make our
faithful friend,

abode with him."
I take leave of you, and bid you
must put you in mind for your comlort,
there is a most glorious appointment made for
you, and all greeted in this epistle, as you and
they persevere in well-doing; of which Christ
our dear Lord is to be the minister and dispenser, as it is expressed: "To appoint to them
that mourn in Zion, to give unto them beauty
for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the garment ol' praise for the spirit of heaviness." As
these are the heavenly graces and sweet comforts you are in due time to receive, in exchange
for all your sorrows and anxieties; as this, I
say, is the glorious change of apparel you are
to be arrayed with, so I must put you all in
mind, who not only profess, but keep, i. e. have
in possession, the blessed Truth, though never
so poor, you are citizens of a glorious city, into
which you are Avelcomed by an inhabitant of
the said city, on this wise: " In that day shall
we
this song be sung in the land of Judah
have a strong city, salvation will God appoint
Open ye the gates,
for walls and bulwarks.
that the righteous nation, which keepeth the
Thou wilt keep him in
truth, may enter in.
perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee, because he trusteth in thee. Trust ye in the Lord
for ever; for in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting

And

adieu,

before

I

;

strength."

My dear

Friends, of

all

the six classes visited

my heart further to
put you in mind of the comfortable expressions
of our dear Lord and Master to his deeply
by

this epistle,

it

arises in

which I trust are applicable to
your circumstances in your respective degrees:
" Are not five sparrows sold for two farthings,
and not one of them is forgotten before God ?
But even the very hairs of your head are all
numbered. Fear not therefore ye are of more
" Fear not little
value than many sparrows."
flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure to
" Blessed are they
give you the kingdom."
that mourn, for they shall be comforted."
Finally, having thus far paid you, dear
Friends, the debt of love I have long owed you,
and left you this, it may be, my last legacy
after this manner, I recommend you to God,
and as I can do
his keeping and preservation
no less than sympathize with and pray for you,
I humbly crave your prayers for me and mine;

tried disciples,

[1752.

having met with comfort in each of your situations, ibr which I am thankful.
I remain your
aflectionate brother in tribulation and the patience of the kingdom, according to my small
measure.
David Hall.
Skipton. (he 17th
h of the 7
twellth month,
1, 1752.5
^

N. B. Notwithstanding the foregoing lines
are chiefly and especially intended, and sent as
a consolatory salutation, for the encouragement
of

all

the upright-hearted poor Friends, in their

I do not in any
wise forget, but comfortably remember our dear
Providence has
faithful Friends, whom kind
favoured with a plentiful share of temporal
blessings, whereby they are in a great measure
exempted from divers difficulties which gene-

several straits and distresses, yet

rally attend persons in low and pinching circumstances, praying for their preservation, further growth and establishment in the blessed
truth. Neither do I at all disregard or overlook
those professors of the Truth, in what station of
life soever, who are as scattered and straying
sheep from the true fold of rest, whether their
wanderings be in a loose and immoral conduct,
or they under the cloak of a plain outside, and
mere superficial conformity in a moral conver/sation among men ; yet are settled down in in-

dolence, with respect to the spirit and vital part

of the true religion, or are sufl"ering the precious seed of the kingdom to be choaked in
them by the cares of this life, or by the deceitfulness of riches, or by the love of, or lust after
other things.
Very fervent prayers are often
in my heart, and in the hearts of many brethren, that all the scattered and dispersed poor
wanderers may be happily prevailed upon,
speedily and timely to return unto our glorious
Shepherd and his fold, whilst the door of mercy
is yet open, and the gracious day of visitation,
and his compassionate invitation is yet mercifully afforded and lengthened out unto them,
which was the blessed experience of some
whom the apostle wrote unto on this wise;
" For ye were as sheep going astray but are
now returned unto the Shepherd and Bishop of
;

David Hall.

your souls."

;

;

Fruits of early piety, represented and exemplifi-

ed in several instances recorded in the Holy
Scriptures,

mended

and other good

to the serious

books, here recom-

observation of children.

—

Dear and tender children, In much love I
send you this little epistle, whereby I dearly
salute you, greatly desiring ye may strive to be
good, and never speak any bad words, or tell
any false stories, but always speak the truth
I

and remember the great and glorious God

that

!
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made you,

in

whose hands your

lives are,

who committed

grave when he pleases,
who many ages since gave out that special
command, duly to be observed by all children
who have fathers and mothers living, with a gracious promise joined thereto, as follows: "Honour thy father and mother, that thy days may
be long upon the land which the Lord thy God
Be sure constantly endeavour to
giveth thee."
keep this special cammandment, that so the
Lord's enriching blessing may attend you. And
oh seek to be acquainted with him, and the
blessed touches and teachings of his Holy Spirit,
now in j-our tender years; for he hath often
been graciously pleased in his mercy, to reach
unto the hearts of many children, as in the,
morning of their time, some of which, my dear
little friends, are here proposed to you as examples of early piety, for your solid consideration
and imitation, by a truly loving and well-wishDavid Hall.
ing friend of yours,

can

call

you

129

to the silent

!

FRUITS OF EARLY PIETY, ETC.

to his care, was, by divine Provipromoted from the sheepfold to the
crown and kingdom of Israel, and was in the
main, denominated a man after God's own
heart, the lamentable case of Uriah being ex^

dence,

ceptedi
fear of

Thus we see, dear
God is not only the

dom, but of
and honour.

all

children, that the

beginning of wis-

true promotion to real service

5th. The early piety and devotion of Jabez,
procured him the title of being more honourable
than his brethren, and he was thought worthy
to be inserted in the chronicles of sacred writ*
And Jabez called on the God of Israel, saying,
" Oh that thou wouldst bless me indeed, and
enlarge my coast, and that thine hand may be
with me, and that thou wouldst keep- me from
!

evil, that

it

may

not grieve

me

!

And God

granted him that which he requested." Oh
that all children and youth would seek to be
acquainted with their Maker, and in true sincerity thus address him for his blessing and preservation.

6th.
Josiah, that remarkably pious young
your notice how Jacob, prince, was eight years old when he began to
that pious and dutiful stripling, duly observing reign, and he reigned thirty and one years in
his good parents' directions in his young days, Jerusalem.
And he did that which was right
entered into covenant with the Lord, and was in the sight of the Lord, and walked in all the
remarkably blessed every way. Read Gene- ways of David his father, and turned not aside
to the right hand or to the left.
He caused
sis xxviii.
2nd. Joseph his son likewise was a remark- the book of the law to be read he renewed
able instance of God's merciful regard to, and the covenant of the Lord
destroyed idolatry,
preservation of, such dear striplings as fear him, anc" brake down the houses of the Sodomites.
and dare not yield to the temptations of the
Thus this honourable young prince, lived bewicked one and his agents and how the Lord loved, and died lamented, after his signal good
by his almighty power can, and often doth raise services.
pious young persons through many sufferings,
7th, Richard Bury, in his collection of sunyea and sometime through the evil treatment of dry notable occurrences, gives us the following
envious brethren, and false accusations too, to account of a boy, between three and tour years
great dignities and signal services. Read Gene- of age, who was remarkable for his religious
sis xxxvii. and xxxix.
disposition, very often reproving any person he
3rd. Samuel in his tender years, ministered heard speak profanely.
The day he died,
before the Lord, being a child girded with a though not attended with any apparent illness,
linen ephod.
Moreover, his mother made him when he came from school in the afternoon, as
a little coat, and brought it to him from year to he was sitting on his grandmother's lap, on a
year, when she came up with her husband to sudden said. Hark, grandmother, God Almighty
offer the yearly sacrifice.
Being dutiful to his calls to which she made some answer, but he
parents and to his master, he grew in favour said the same again, adding, Yes, but he doth
with God and men, and the Lord blessed him, call, and I must be gone; and died that night
made himself known unto him, and revealed his without any illness perceived by him, in the
secrets unto him
so that all Israel, from Dan year 1723.
Oh! dear hearts, take notice here*
even to Beer-sheba, knew that Samuel was es- by how soon the Lord can, and may make little
tablished to be a prophet of the Lord.
He was children sensible of his awakening call.
also an honourable and mighty serviceable
8th. A worlhy and honourable minister, now
judge in Israel, and went, as saith the Scripture, gone to rest, hath left behind him an account
from year to year, in circuit, to Bethel and Gil- of the Lord's gracious dealings with him on this
" That when he was between six and
gal, and Mizpeh, and judged Israel in all those wise
1st.

I

recommend

to

;

;

;

;

;

:

places, being a wonderful blessing a:nd help to

seven years old, being at play with another
the people many ways.
boy, through the force of a sudden temptation,
4th. David, son of Jesse, a virtuous and obe- he swore an oath, which notv.'ithstanding it was
dient son, faithful in the business his father had to a truth, yet such secret convictions of the

Vol. XIII.— No.

4.

17

;
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of so doing in the sight of Alnnighty God,
so affected his mind with sorrow and remorse,
evil

as

made a

on his judgment,
warning and (ear in his

lasting impression

and also imprinted

that

heart in this respect, that he says, he never did
the like since on any occasion." Therefore my

dear

little

early

children, fear

God, and mind the
which are the

reproofs of instruction,

way

of life, and the Lord will bless you.
Likewise this good Friend hath left upon record, that when he was about twelve or thirteen years old, a strong inclination took place
in him to have a coat made with some more resemblance of the mode or fashion of the time,
than in the plain manner which he, with other
Friends had used, and prevailed upon his father to grant it.
But he was made uneasy in
it, almost at the
first wearing of it, and the

more

them to love and fear God,
and pray to him to fit them to
die
and to attend religious meetings and to
think upon God and good things, and the Lord
would love them
and bid them do what
their father and mother commanded them, and
be obedient to them, and look in their bibles,
and they would find it was God's command to
children, to obey their parents, for it is wellpleasing unto the Lord.
Lie was sorry he had
been wild, and loved play too much, as above,
for which he was reproved often, and made so
uneasy, that sometimes he went into the garret,
and wept bitterly. But when enticed by his
comrades, he was again prevailed upon, and so
laid a foundation for renewing repentance; and
often prayed to the Lord in the night season on
his knees, when others have been asleep.
And
this child cried out, saying
Oh the Lord
loves solitariness
he doth not love laughing
and joaking I never read that Christ smiled,
but often praved and wept. See Piety Promoted,

brother, he exhorted

and

his truth,

;

;

;

so in using it, feeling the certain reproofs
of the Spirit of Truth, for his leaning to, and
joining with the vain and restless spirit of the
Avorld, and turning from the steady plainness
of the unchangeable Truth, &c. See Fother- Part IV.
gill's

Journal, p. 7, 8, 9.

9th.

Sarah Scott, who died before she was

woman,

have frequently prayed to the
and once being spoken to, when
still, she said, Let me alone, that I may meditate on my God and likewise said, she enjoyed
the streams of the love God
adding, she was
sorry for all that did live wickedly, and lamented what many would do when they came upon
a death-bed; desiring, that one of her acquaintance might take more care of her words and
actions, or she would find it hard when she
came upon her death-bed. And she said, I
have had much trouble, the enemy having been
busy when I was in meetings, so that I looked
out sometimes, and neglected the inward work,
for which I have known sorrow.
Lamenting
those that live in pride, and spend much time
in adorning the body, and walking wantonly
she addressed one on this wise: Be careful of
thy words and carriage, especially in meetings,
to keep in thy mind, for God is to be worshipped in spirit and in truth.
10th. William Fennell, who died about twelve
years of age, was often followed with the reproofs and convictions of God's Holy Spirit,
when he had sometimes been wild, and run to
play among other boys. When he was brought
on his sick bed, he was under an inward exercise of mind, desiring to have the ten commandments read to him, which was done; and
he was asked How far he found he had kept
them? He answered: He had not, as he could
remember, ever taken the Lord's name in vain,
and that he loved and honoured his father and
mother, and had been careful not to tell lies, or
false stories.
Then calling for his sisters and

Lord

is

said to

in secret;

:

;

:

stripling

young dear

:

!

;

;

p.

56.

fully believed, that this mercifully visited

It is

quite thirteen years of age, a virtuous

[1753.

made

Oh

a happy end.

!

therefore,

say again, duly observe the
reproofs of instruction, which are the way of
life, never consenting to any companions, who
would entice you to do those things that aftervVards will bring trouble upon your tender
minds by avoiding which you will make your
parents' hearts glad, and ye yourselves may be
blessed and happy for ever.
11th. Nicholas Gates, desirous to have the
true knowledge of God in his childhood, took
children,

I

;

great delight in reading the

and private prayer.

He

Holy

Scriptures,

received a gift of the

became a serviceable Friend, given

ministry,

to

hospitality, a labourer for the preservation of

unity,

&c. See Piety Promoted, Part V.

Mary

12th.

Post, aged about

eight

p.

117.

years,

was of a tender spirit, sober behaviour, religiously inclined, and a lover of plainness in habit
and speech, but a disliker of pride and finery in
Hearing some bo)'s in the street take
God's name in vain, she said: They take God's

apparel.

name
said

:

enough to fright one. She also
She should delight to go to meetings.

in vain

See Piety Promoted, Part V. p. 87.
13th. Phebe Daughty was dutiful to her parents and a great comfort to them, being from
a child mindful of eternity, meditated on the
best things, and had God in her thoughts, and
would enquire the meaning of some Scriptures.
She was never given to speak that which was
not true
so from these good beginnings, she
became an honourable woman, lived well, and
:

died happily.

14th.

Ibid. p.

133.

Taner Costard was of an innocent

conversation, dutiful, loving and affectionate to
his parents, religiously inclined

from

his infan-
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cy,

and greatly delighted

Scriptures, especially the

read

to

New

the

Holy

experienced the work of Truth in his heart.
living the life of the righteous, he attained to a
Aged about twentyblessed death like theirs.
two years. Ibid. p. 136.
15th. Rebecca Toovey, who died about the

age of nine years, was a dutiful and pious child,
a great reader and lover of the Holy Scriptures
and Friends' books of an innocent and wise
behaviour and carriage, and her conversation
was pleasing and acceptable; though she was
but a young plant, it pleased the Lord to endue
her with a large understanding in things both
natural and divine.
She was very just and
equal in all she undertook, and never known to
She loved to
tell a lie, or speak an ill word.
go to meetings, and said, it was sweet to her.
;

Thus proceeding, her
p.

short, but pious, life

was
V.

Ibid. Part

148.
16th.

lin,

was

virtue

George Newland, of the

city of

Dub-

also a remarkable instance of early

and

piety,

how

nearly soever any

He may have
So He began

Testament.

crowned with a blessed death.

from,

faithful followers
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very well worthy of the ob-

servation of the children and striplings, being
an orderly and dutiful child, and sought the

been attached thereto in times past.
to delight in reading and sobriety,
and when he read the Holy Scriptures, he
would desire that God would open them to his
understanding; and when he read of the crucifixion of our blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, it would break his soul into tenderness.
Yet nevertheless, being advanced to about fourteen or fifteen years of age, he used to shun the
cross of speaking in the plain language, which
is always used in the Holy Scriptures, to those
whom he conversed with, except his father and
mother, who would not allow him to speak
otherwise.
For these evasions he also met
with judgment, and was brought to take up the
cross to that flesh-pleasing kind of expression
of saying you to one person, whether high or
low.
From that time forward he used thou
and thee to one person, and in so doing found
peace in his own mind, and got more reputation
among considerate persons, than he had done
by conforming to the dialect of the vain world,
both unsound in itself, and inconsistent with the
principle he professed.
For people generally
know when any of us, either young or old, appear in deportment, habit and speech, inconsistent with our principle.
And what do any
of us get by running counter to our principle
in any shape, but loss, scorn and contempt 1
Oh that all our young people, and modern
temporizing professors of the blessed Truth,
would duly consider those things, and no longer
think light of practising what our good Friends
have suffered much for, by bearing their testi-

Lord in his young and tender years; and when
he was drawn or persuaded by his school-fel,lows to play, or be wild, he afterwards would
be under such trouble in himself, that he would
weep and mourn in the night season. And
when about ten years of age, desired he might
be sent into the country, and retire from his
companions in the city. So his parents sent
him into England, where, about eleven or twelve
years of age, the Lord qualified him to give tes- mony against, in this and other respects. T.
timony unto the Truth, calling him into the Chalkley's Journal, p. 3, 4, 5, 6,
19th. Joseph Pike, near Cork in Ireland,
ministry, in which he was faithful, and travelled
upon whose tender mind the divine Spirit began
in the work thereof in divers parts of Ireland.
As therefore a virtuous life is the way to an to work very early, even before he was seven
happy death, and to live in the fear of God is the years old, to draw him off from childish play
way to die in his favour, this honourable strip- and vanities: from which time, until he arrived
ling, after a pious and exemplary life, came to at the age of eighteen years, he underwent
an honourable and comfortable death, near great conflicts of soul, and at length grew up to
nineteen years of age.
See Vol.
Ibid. Part IV. p. 155.
be a useful member of the church.
17th. Another good Friend and minister 2nd of the Friends' Library.
likewise, when between eight and ten years of
19lh. In Ireland, the eldest son of a counage, was made very sensible of. the Lord's sellor at law and justice of the peace, who
dealings with him.
Notwithstanding this early possessed an estate to the yearly value of three
visited boy hated to hear wicked words, yet he hundred and sixty pounds per annum, embraced
loved plaj' exceedingly
and one time in the the Truth and became very religious, and joinmidst of his sport, he was reached with strong ed with Friends
for which his father, being
convictions, so that he could not forbear weep- offended when he met his son with his hat on,
He also loved music, dancing, and play- not only treated him severely and cruelly with
ing.
ing at cards, though unknown to his honest furious blows, but disinherited him, leaving him
parents, but was followed with the righteous only ten pounds per annum, to keep him, as he
judgments of God in the secret of his soul by said, from starving or relying on those seducing
which righteous judgments he was redeemed people, meaning the Quakers, and threatened
from those vanities, against which the Spirit of to turn any of his children out of doors that
Truth always appears, and redeems all his should go to their meetings yet this suffering
!

;

;

;

:

—
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youth became a worthy man, and by the cross
attained to the crown.
History of Friends in
Ireland, p. 325.
Finally, dear children, I have three things
1st.
to lay before your serious consideration
That you, and all, who have good religious
parents and guardians, that are much concerned for your welfare every way, and desirous to
bring you up in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord, and to train you up in the way you
should go, affording you all due encouragements
to go to meetings, and walk in all the ways
of truth, virtue and piety, being also themI say,
selves good examples to you therein
that you prize these your highly valuable privileges, and express the true value you have
for them, by a conduct agreeable to the good
precepts and examples you are favoured with.
I would have you know and consider,
2nd.
that many boys and girls have not such favors
and blessings, but are, alas! either left without
;

:

[1753.

parents or guardians in this dangerous world,
or are under the tuition of such as are not properly concerned for their right education ; but

being left much to themselves, are lamentably
exposed to bad company, and corrupting examples, whence they generally learn vicious
habits.

3rd.

— May,

therefore, all children of pious

parents be entreated, and prevailed upon, to
make a right application of the great favours
now put into their hands, even by this consideration,

—

that

many

well disposed and religious

youths have met with

much discouragement

and hardship, and cruel usage from their fathers
and relations, when in their search after the
Truth they inclined to go to the meetings of
Friends, as appears by the last cited instance.

David Hall.

—

Skipton, the 8th of the

ninth month, 1753.

'}
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A MITE INTO THE TREASUEY,
OR SOME SERIOUS REMARKS
/

ON THAT SOLEMN AND INDISPENSABLE DUTY OF DULY ATTENDING ASSEMBLIES FOR DIVINE WORSHIP,
Incumbent upon

all

persons

come

to

years of understanding, especially the professors of Truth, whilst

favoured with health, strength and liberty; together with some due animadversions upon the neglect
thereof; as also a

word of consolation

to

such sincere hearted Friends, as are rendered incapable of

personally attending them, by reason of old age,

TO WHICH

some

bodily disorder, or confinement, &c.

IS SUBJOINED,

AN EPISTLE TO FRIENDS OF KNARESBOROUGH MONTHLY MEETING.

BY DAVID HALL.
For where two or three are gathered together in
I

my

name, there am

I

in the midst of

them.— Mat.

xviii. 20.

beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable

unto God, which

Not forsaking

is

your reasonable service.— Rom.

xii. 1.

the assembling of ourselves together, as the

the more, as ye see the day approaching.— Heb. x.

manner of some

is; but

exhorting one another, and so

much

2,5.

PREFACE.
Friendly reader, may it be remembered
when Moses, that eminent and faithful ser-

who have been very humble while in
adversity and affliction, to become careless and
forgetful of the Lord, and his succour in their

watchful,

foregoing trials, when prosperity smiles upon
vant of the Lord, even the Mediator of the first them, gave them the following timely precaucovenant, having been, by divine commis.sion tions and seasonable charges, worthy of their
and assistance, signally and successfully instru- and our due observation and notice, saying;
mental in delivering poor sighing and groaning "Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one
Israel out of the Egyptian bondage, and was now Lord: and thou shalt love the Lord thy God
bringing them on their way towards the land of with all thine heart, and with all thy soul,

that

promise, flowing with milk and honey, being and with
how liable people are, if not truly which I

sensible

all

thy might.

command

thee

And
this

these words,
day, shall be
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and. thou shalt teach them
unto thy children, and shalt talk
of them when thou sittest in thine house, and
when thou walkest by the way, and when thou
And thou
liest down, and when thou risest up.
shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and
in

thine

heart:

diligently

they shall be as frontlets between thine eyes.
And thou shalt write them upon the posts of thy
house, and on thy gates. And it shall be, when
the Lord thy God shall have brought thee into
the land which he sware unto thy fathers, to
Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give thee
great and goodly cities, which thou biiildest not,
and houses full of all good things, which thou
filledst not, and wells digged, which thou diggedst not, vineyards and olive trees, which thou
plantedst not
when thou shalt have eaten, and
be full ; then beware lest thou forget the Lord,
which brought thee forth out of the land of
Egypt, from the house of bondage."
But alas though Israel, during the life of
Joshua, and of the elders that overlived Joshua,
were preserved in some good degree within the
bounds of good order and moderation, yet too
many of the succeeding generation took undue
liberties, and Jeshurun waxed fat, and kicked.
Have not we just cause to fear, that this is too
much the case with many of the professors of
the blessed Truth in these days, wherein so
great a calm and quiet, in a toleration is now
mercifully enjoyed by us?
have now a large succeeding generation
coming up in our Society, but too few of them
growing in the real work of regeneration, and
obedience to the Holy Spirit, their professed
;

!

We
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they profess, they are often driven into, and as
I may say, miserably shipwrecked upon that
scandalous rock of insolvency. Although some
of our great, bustling, extensive tradesmen, may
not perhaps, as to their outward affairs, miscarthey are often ?so much involved
ry, yet, alas
and taken up with the hurries, projects and
cares about things of this life, that they prove
lamentably deficient in those most material and
weighty particulars, viz. in working out their
!

own

and trembling, and

salvation with fear

glorifying

God

in

their respective services in

in

the church, and in their

own

Not-

families.

withstanding these last observations, there are,
I hope, some, though too few, extensive tradesmen, who are very careful that their hearts
may have room in them for the pure religion
and undefiled before God and the Father, and
that the temple may not be unsuitably crowded
with money-changers and their tables ; but that

though sometimes necessarily busy
may be preserved really a house
of prayer.
These religious tradesmen are
truly worthy of double honour, remarkable for
their prudent and Christian conduct and fortitheir hearts,
in

commerce,

mammon

tude, not suffering

but keeping

him

in

tance, as their servant

God

to be their master,

his place, at a proper dis;

so they are in a capa-

Lord and Master, and
chiefest Sovereign, and also his church and people in their respective places.
This kind of
honourable tradesmen, being above all other
things concerned to improve their talents of
city to serve

their

grace, dare not easily omit attending their

reli-

gious meetings, either on the first-days, or other

whence divers undue liberties in days of the week yea, some have even shut
speech, habit and deportment, quite inconsist- up their shops during the meeting time on the
ent with our said principle, are run into. Some week-days, lest their shops should have shut

principle,

;

are seemingly soaring aloft as into the air, as
though they were above the reproofs and teachings of the meek spirit of humble Jesus ; others
are grovelling as in the earth, and they are
hiding their talents, though perhaps wrapped up
in a napkin of seeming or moral righteousness.

them up, and debarred them from the enjoyment of Christ's company with the two or
three met in his name.
May not we account
these like faithful Abraham, who said to his servants upon a weighty occasion, " abide ye here,
and I and the lad will go yonder and worship,
and come again to you." When this sort of

Others seem neither to be on the wing in the
airy regions, nor yet choaked with gaping and highly valuable tradesmen are occasionally
grasping after the earth, but wrapped up, and called abroad, and are riding their circuits
as it were, lulled in that careless state of indo- among their chapmen, they endeavour, I be-

any stewardship,

many meetings, even on the
week-days, as they well can. These have good
ground to hope for and expect the blessing of
kind Providence to attend their honest endea-

als.

vours.

lence and base neutrality,

somewhat like the
inhabitants of Laish, and the secure Zidonians,
as if they were not accountable creatures for
either in temporals or spirituOthers, again, are in the other extreme,
pursuing the world as if it were their summum

bonum, or

lieve, to get to as

We

have also ground

to fear, that too

many

good, launching out into under our name keep and frequent unsuitable
multiplicity of business, as a horse into the bat- company, taking more pleasure in the society
tle ; mean while neglecting their respective spi- of wine-bibbers, at the tavern or alehouse, than
ritual talents, and consequently the greatest and with the two or three at the meeting, waiting
far most important business of their day and for the appearing of blessed Jesus.
generation, and for want of minding the direcMoreover, another afflicting sorrowful disorchiefest

tions of the great Pilot,

even the

Spirit

of Truth

der,

and

I fear,

a growing

evil, in

these times
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mixt vours and labours of love, I should be blamed
for making the following remarks, or producing
particular instances of the bad effects commonciety, much grieving, and almost, if not quite, ly attending the forsaking of religious meetings,
breaking the hearts of good parents, so that as though I exposed the weakness subsisting in
many anxious fathers and mothers, observing our Society; I assure thee, friendly reader, I
with sorrow the wide courses which many are am far from upbraiding any of my friends with
taking, do in effect, frequently revolve in their their failures, but in good will to the cause, and
pensive hearts that mournful query of solicit- the souls of all, I found myself engaged to
ous Rebekah of old, " If my child or children write something on these neglects and disorders,
do as such and such have done, what good and the pernicious consequences thereof, which
!"
shall my life do me
long before I penned these lines, were too noAgain, it is much to be feared there are some, torious, being plainly exposed by the very persons themselves, found in the errors spoken of
I wish I had ground to say there are none, guilty of that absolute and absurd contradiction of here, and in the subsequent lines.
So that the
professing the peaceable spirit of meek Jesus, remarks made, and the instances produced of
the King of Salem, and the Prince of peace, the deficiences of any of the professors of
and at the same time are litigious and conten- Truth, proceed not from ill will, or were hidtious persons, seeming to delight in strife, and den things heretofore, and now brought to light,
striving for mastery, either in the church, or but alas! have long been conspicuous and noted
among neighbours, or it may be, sometimes by many. For notwithstanding the prophet of
both.
The eyes of the people have long been, old was commanded on this wise, " cry aloud,
and still are upon us, and considering the extent and spare not," &c. yet I should be very sorry
of our high profession, have, and do make their from hence, to presume to say or write any
remarks upon us, and can quickly observe thing against the real interest of the good and
when our conduct is consistent with our pro- great cause, or to the prejudice of any man's
fessed principles, and when repugnant thereto, person, condition or character, but compassioneither in habit, speech or deportment.
Flave ating my brethren's ailings and failings, am ra" tell it not in Gath,
not some been ready to make the following ob- jther ready to cry out,
servations?
Such an one is an honest primi- publish it not in Askelon."
tive Quaker, his or her dress, address, and
In much humility and good will to the souls
whole conduct, agree to what he or she pro- of all, I cast my bread upon the waters, and,
fesseth.
But such and such are modern, fash- subscribe myself, thy really affectionate friend,
David Hall.
ionable Quakers, they profess the spirit, yet it
so they are
is plain they live after the flesh
but nominal Quakers.
To all the professors of the blessed Truth, whereNow inasmuch as the continuance of the
soever the subsequent lines may come.
above mentioned errors, and all others, are owDear Friends, in the universal love of the
ing to, and caused by men's slighting and disregarding the spiritual appearance and refining glorious gospel of Christ, which ever breathes
work of Christ in their hearts, who is now come out, " Glory to God in the highest, on earth
in Spirit to put an end to sin, and to finish peace, and good will towards men," I cordially
transgression, to make reconciliation, to bring salute you, and therein take freedom humbly to

of liberty and ease from persecution,

is

marriages, wliich

generally usher confusion,
trouble and perplexity into families and the So-

—

—

;

and inasmuch as
he hath promised his blessed presence to those
who, though very few in number, meet in his
name, I have in much good will written the
following lines for the encouragement of the
faithful and diligent, and for the rousing, if possible, the remiss and negligent, to that highly
necessary and profitable duty of rightly attending religious meetings, where he hath promised
So that
to be in the midst of such meeters.
men's neglecting, being the cause of these their
continual disorders, as Christ said, " while men
in everlasting righteousness

;

offer the following observations to

your

solid

consideration.

With much comfort I firmly hope, we have
number in our Society in a good degree

a large

Truth we profess,
and election sure, walking circumspectly and honestly
as in the day, both with regard to their moral
and religious conversation, though not without
their respective exercises on divers accounts,
not daring to forsake the assembling of themselves together whilst capable. For the encourslept, an enemy did mischief in the field," this agement of all such beloved brethren and sisbeing discontinued, and a vigilant diligence be- ters, wheresoever their lots are cast, to whom
faithful to the

principle of

giving diligence to

make

their calling

ing used in the room thereof, that evil cause my heart is nearly knit in the unity of the
being thus taken away, the evil effects thereof Spirit and the bond of peace, it springs up in
my mind to remind them of the apostle's tender
might consequently cease.
But in case, after these mv honest endea- advice, " Let us not be weary in well-doing, for
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due season we shall reap if we faint not."
" Be patient therefore, brethren, unto the comBehold the husbandman
ing of the Lord.
waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth, and
hath long patience for it, until he receive the
early and latter rain. Be ye also patient stablish your hearts, for the coming of the Lord
draweth nigh." " Wherefore gird up the loins
of your mind, be sober, and hope to the end, for
the grace that is to be brought unto you at the
revelation of Jesus Christ." " Watch ye, stand
in

135

assemble the elders ; gather the children, and those that suck the breasts
let the
gation

:

:

bridegroom go forth of his chamber, and the
bride out of her closet." " Thus saith the Lord
of Hosts the fast of the fourth month, and the
fast of the fifth, and the fast of the seventh,
and the fast of the tenth, shall be to the house
of Judah joy and gladness, and cheerful feasts;
therefore love the Truth and peace."
But the
neglect and slighting thereof displeased God,
and turned much to their own disadvantage, as
fast in the faith, quit you like men
be strong. being the sorrowful effect of their declension,
captivity and servitude, through their disobediLet all your things be done with charity."
Yet nevertheless, for the sake of some, yea, ence to the Lord. Judah, saith the text, " is
alas
with regret be it spoken, many of the gone into captivity," &c. " The ways of Zion
professors of the blessed Truth, who through do mourn, because none come to the solemn
coldness, lukewarmness, inconsiderateness, in- feasts
all her gates are desolate, her priests
dolence, and the want of a true hunger and sigh, her virgins are afflicted, and she is in bitthirst after righteousness, occasioned by their terness."
neglecting the work and guidance of the Spirit
It is worthy our serious notice and
3rd.
of Truth they profess, are become very remiss consideration, how acceptable and pleasing to
and negligent in this highly necessary and rea- the Lord the meetings, communications, and
sonable duty of attending religious meetings on the very thoughts of those that feared him, and
week-days, as well as first-days, I find it to rise what peculiar regard and tender respect he had,
in my heart, in much good will, to recommend what precious promises he made unto them ia
the following observations to their serious notice those depraved times, wherein irreligion so
and consideration.
much prevailed, that the proud were called hap1st.
Inasmuch as Almighty God, our faith- py; yea, they that wrought wickedness were
ful and righteous Creator, hath placed us in a set up
yea, they that tempted God were even
station absolutely dependent on him, in whom delivered. " Then," saith the prophet Malachi,
we live, and move, and have our being, in " they that feared the Lord, spake often one
whose hand and disposal we, our lives, health, to another, (whence we may conclude they
abilities both of body and mind, our preserva- were met together) and the Lord hearkened
tion, our protection, support, favours, privileges and heard it, and a book of remembrance was
and enjoyments, both temporal and spiritual written before him for them that feared the
are, we being as it were, tenants at will, having Lord, and that thought upon his name.
And
no known lease of our time, or command of they shall be mine, saith the Lord of Hosts, in
any thing, we are under most reasonable and that day when I make up my jewels and I
close obligations to behave ourselves as wholly will spare them as a man spareth his own son
dependent creatures humbly and honestly to that serveth him."
The Passover was so
pay due homage and obedience to him our gra- strictly enjoined, that it was commanded on this
" The man that is clean, and is not
cious and bountiful Sovereign, Lord and Bene- wise, viz
;

;

;

!

:

—

—

;

;

;

:

unmerited favours we enjoy in a journey, and forbeareth to keep the Passunder him, in faithfully answerings his requir- over, even the sarhe soul shall be cut off from
ings, in doing justly, loving mercy and walking his people; because he brought not the ofTering
humbly with him which three articles briefly of the Lord in his appointed season that man
contain all our moral and religious duties, shall bear his sin.
And if a stranger shall
which none rightly perform who are negligent sojourn among you, and will keep the Passover
in attending meetings for divine worship.
unto the Lord, according to the ordinance of
2nd.
May it be remembered, that in the the Passover, and according to the manner
preceding dispensations, the Lord God required thereof, so he shall do ye shall have one orof his people, and commanded them strictly to dinance, both for the stranger, and for him that
observe divers convocations, and feast-days; as was born in the land."
solemn feasts and
the feast of the Passover
Yet such was, and now is, the mercy and
fasts, as the feasts of the Tabernacles, of un- justice of God, that he neither ever did, nor now
leavened bread, of weeks, of solemn days and doth, require any thing unreasonable or impracassemblies
in the sincere and devout observa- ticable
for he condescended to allow a second
tion whereof, the people of God were accepted Passover to such as were necessarily deprived
of him. " Blow the trumpet in Zion," saith the of appearing at the first, by reason of indispoprophet " sanctify a fast, call a solemn assem- sition, through uncleanness, or absence in a
bly.
Gather the people sanctify the congre- journey afar off.
factor, for all

his

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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Let us now come to the glorious dis- Truth, after the long and dark night of apos4th.
pensation of the gospel that we hve in, wherein tasy, our ancient Friends, in the morning of
Christ, the Author thereof, our glorious High the day, finding a conscientious concern upon
Priest and blessed Mediator, himself spake un- them to decline the formalities then run into,
to the churches, who is the complete Antitype, retired and met together to wait upon the Lord,

whom

know and witness the fulfilling of that blessed promise of Christ to his disciples " But the
Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the
Father will send in my name, he shall teach

all the types, shadows and figures
and let it be with solemn reverence,
and all due regard, humbly observed, that he
hath graciously promised on this wise " where
two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them." " I beseech
you, therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God,
(saith the apostle,) that ye present your bodies
a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,
which is your reasonable service." " Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together, as
the manner of some is but exhorting one another, and so much the more, as ye see the day

in

centre

to

:

;

:

you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you."
As they were (we have good ground certainly
to believe) led into this practice, and by the
same also mercifully regarded and protected
therein, through many and great sufferings,
occasioned by the penal laws then in force
against those that dissented from the national

;

approaching."
Now, dear friends, have
to fear, that so

many

we

not

church, established bylaw; so that our dear
forefathers and ancient faithful Friends, conscientiously then attended religious meetings, both
on first-days and other days of the week, under
the hazard of their lives, liberties and estates.
They flocked to meetings as doves to the windows, though sometimes a good many miles
distant, and found great peace in so doing, and
the enriching blessing of God to attend them,

some ground

as under the profession

of the blessed Truth, who do, whilst

health

in

and strength sadly neglect the attending of religious meetings, so much encouraged by the
promise above, are not truly obedient, but neglecting their own mercies, by so slighting our
glorious High Priest, and his blessed company
with his two or three gathered in his name.
Oh that all the professors of Truth were
rightly concerned duly to regard the said gracious promise, with the full extent and conditions thereof; and also to reduce to practice the
advice of the apostle, " purge out therefore the
as ye
old leaven, that ye may be a new lump
are unleavened. For even Christ our Passover
Therefore let us keep the
is sacrificed for us.
feast, not with old leaven, neither with the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth."
May it therefore, I say, be humbly remembered, how this our gracious High Priest hath
not only promised his attendance and most
worthy company, where two or three are gathered in his name, as abore, but hath also
mercifully and tenderly invited needy souls unto
him, on this wise " Come unto me all ye that
labour and are heavy laden, and I will give
you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn
of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart, and
ye shall find rest unto your souls: for my yoke
And again,
is easy, and my burden is light."
" in the last day, that
his call is repeated,
great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried,
saying, if any man thirst, let him come unto
me and drink. He that believeth on me, as the
Scripture hath said, out of his belly shall flow
But this spake he of
rivers of living water.
the Spirit, which they that believe on him
should receive," &c.
5th.
May it be added to the premises, how
that soon after the breaking forth of the blessed
!

;

:

—

—

and often

,

their offspring too.

So

in time, as

they increased, by the direction and sweet influence of the blessed Spirit, they were engaged
to appoint and settle meetings here and there,
as in the wisdom of Truth they saw convenient,
both on first-days and other days of the week
and when they were haled from their meetings
to prisons, they had often precious meetings
there, and found those places, as Jacob said of
Bethel on his pillow of stone, to be to them as
the house of God, and gate of heaven, being
made to sing in the prison as Paul and Silas
did, when their legs were put in the stocks, by
the then secular powers.
Now, therefore, 1 beseech all that profess the
ever blessed Truth, and especially those that
are remiss in this important and so material a
duty now before us, duly to remember, and
truly consider, how wonderfully the Lord hath
wrought for his church and people; how he
hath turned the hearts of kings, and in effect,
hath said to them, " touch not mine anointed,
and do my prophets no harm." What peaceable, calm times have we long enjoyed, with
respect to those violent storms and rugged billows of persecution aforesaid Are not we now
both tolerated and protected in keeping our religious meetings! What then will become of those
poor professors of the unchangeable Truth, who
in this time of tranquillity, and, as I may say,
sabbath-day of rest from the afore-mentioned
probations, are taking their flight from the refining work and baptism of the Holy Spirit they
!

are making a profession of, into the inordinate
cares or pleasures of this world, or into indo-
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And now, my Friends, may I
make the following remarks.
1st.

—

It

take freedom

hath been objected by some on this

bling of themselves together, in order to worship wise; that as the sabbath was but one day in
and pay due homage to the bountiful Author of the week commanded and set apart for divine
all

our unmerited mercies, temporal and

tual

spiri-

service, in the time of the

need so

!

Inasmuch, therefore, as the divine Minister now?
of the Sanctuary and true tabernacle, which
God hath pitched and not man, hath so reasonably afforded us such great encouragement to
attend religious meetings, though consisting of
very few in number, and hath shown so undeniably and indisputably his peculiar approbation
thereof, by that gracious and special promise of
his vouchsafing to be present with the two or
the same duty being also
three that so meet
urged and earnestly recommended by the apostle to the believers of his day, that they should
not forsake the assembling of themselves together, as the manner of some in those times was,
and, alas of too many in these days, though
so highly favoured; " And let us consider, saith
he, one another, to provoke unto love and to
good works not forsaking the assembling of
ourselves together, as the manner of some is
but exhorting one another, and so much the
more, as ye see the day approaching ;" and

Mosaic law, what

much ado about week-days' meetings
To which very weak and poor objec-

shall in the first place answer thus:
Suppose there had been in that dispensation no
other day but the seventh in each week, appointed by the Lord, wherein his people should
cease from servile work, and devoutly and so"
yet in this
lemnly perform worship to him
tion, I

;

we

ought to be,
brought much nearer to God, and be much
more devout and spiritually minded, according
" for the law made
to the apostle's testimony
nothing perfect, but the bringing in of a better
hope did, by the which we draw nigh unto
God," Besides, the solemnities and holy con*
vocations, above mentioned, sufficiently refute
the aforesaid very weak plea and objection,
which solemnities were to be observed by the
Lord's people in that dispensation ; the neglecters whereof were to be taken notice of, and
What apology then, I
called to an account.
say, shall those make, or how shall they anlikewise remembering how the same apostle svver it, who are remiss and negligent in observfervently and pathetically addressed the Roman ing and attending the solemn meetings and aschurch, exciting them to pious and devout per- semblies in this glorious gospel day 1
formance of this their reasonable service, re2nd.
Some may perhaps object, and seem
minding them of the signal mercies of God, as to endeavour to excuse themselves in this kind
a pressing and cogent argument, moving grate- of negligence, and omission of so necessary
ful and truly considerate persons to the faithful and profitable a duty, as we are, in much good
performance of their reasonable duties to their will to the cause of Truth and the souls of its
merciful Benefactor, and the glorious donor of professors, treating of, by alledging, that theit
all their enjoyments, expressed his address on meeting is so small, or that they have no pub*
this wise,
" I beseech you, therefore," as above lie minister settled therein, they may perhaps
hinted, " brethren, by the mercies of God, that scarcely think it worth their while constantly
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, to attend the same. Answer. Are not there
acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable two or three ? If so many, Christ hath promisservice ;" may we not safely conclude, that the ed them his blessed company, if met in a right
right attending of assemblies for divine worship, mind, who being the most excellent Minister of
is both a duty acceptable unlo God, and sigthe Sanctuary and true tabernacle, which God
nally advantageous unto our souls
and that, hath pitched and not man, without whom, the
as this is an indispensable duty, whilst we are greatest of instrumental ministers can do nothin health and strength, and at liberty, therefore ing, are of no service.
But this most powerthe omission of this weighty service is of dan- ful, most merciful, and most glorious High
" Then were assembled Priest, and heavenly Minister, appears with his
gerous consequence,
unto me," saith Ezra, that deeply concerned people and flock, according to his gracious
servant of the Lord, "every one that trembleth promise. He can when he pleases, whose time
at the words of the God of Israel."
The true is the best time, effectually and suitably supply
hearted Quakers then did and now do, whilst all the wants of his true ibllowers, without instrength and liberty permit, assemble in or- strumental ministers
although we own, and
der to obtain help and relief from the Lord, to humbly confess, that the ministry of the gospel,
worship him in Spirit and Truth, to enjoy the by and through instruments influenced and acsweet and edifying communion one with ano- tuated by the above said all powerful Minister,
ther, as members of one body, by feeling the hath been, is, and ever will be of singular serone quickening Spirit from the Holy Head, the vice to the husbandry, heritage and plantation
living circulation of the blood of Christ.
of God, as it is rightly applied, and therefore
gospel dispensation

—

;

!

:

;

—

—

;

;
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ought to be valued in its place. But oh, alas
how do those ungrateful creatures undervalue
and put a slight upon our blessed Mediator of
this new covenant, our Physician of the greatest value, the Bishop of our souls, and our Saviour, who hath shed his precious blood, and
given his life a ransom for us, that in any wise
can find in their heart to omit the attending
even small meetings, though without any instrumental minister, when he hath upon most reasonable conditions promised his life-giving presence there.
3rd.
As the true hearted and faithful followers of humble Jesus find it their indispensable duty, and peculiar interest, to attend religious meetings, whether they be great or small,
whether they have in them instrumental ministers, or they have none, both on first-days and
other days of the week, they grow and prosper
in the Truth, even in the root of true religion,
and are very often signally blessed and favoured by kind providence, even in the things of
this life, and come up in the real improvement
of their talents, and consequently in their respective services in the church, enjoying peace
whilst in health, and the aboundings thereof
when on sick and dying beds. On the other
hand, those poor unthinking professors of
Truth, who, by neglecting the work thereof in

—

their

own

hearts,

become slack and backward

in the attending of meetings for divine worship,
letting in

reasonings, and

probably the vain

allegations above said, they do not thrive in the

true religion, and

seem

also sometimes blasted,

as touching their success in temporal affairs,
are of little or no help, but rather nuisances
in the Society, and often are made to bewail

on sick and dying beds,
of which more hereafter.
Divers remarkable instances of the peculiar
blessing of kind Providence attending the professors of Truth, who witnessed the real work

their past negligence

thereof in their
to

its

own

and were obedient

hearts,

requirings, have occurred to

my

particu-

my

pilgrimage ; one whereof I
may here mention.
A certain worthy ancient minister gave, in
my audience, the following relation " That in
his young years, (having been from his childhood educated in the way of the national
church), being favoured with the merciful visitation of the Lord, he became uneasy with the

lar notice in

:

traditional singings and superficial formalities
whereupon seekused in the said communion
ing and enquiring for the right way of worship
acceptable unto God, he dropt into a small
meeting of Friends, wherein no instrumental
ministry (as I remember) was heard that day ;
yet nevertheless the seeking youth was made
contrite, melted, and thoroughly convinced of
the Truth in that silent meeting,"
The like
;

[1753.

account I have also heard concerning the con" And thenceforvincement of some others
ward, persevering under an awlul regard to
that gracious Pland that had so visited him, he
grew in grace and the saving knowledge of
God; who, being of poor and low circumstances, as to things of this life, was obliged to labour hard for his bread, and being a taylor by
:

trade,

was

often obliged to

work

ple's houses, yet could not be

easy

at other peoto

omit week-

day meetings, but laying aside his work, was
engaged to walk often a pretty way to weekday meetings yet such was his diligence and
industry before and after the said meetings, that
those he worked for desired no allowance or
abatement for the time spent on account of the
;

said meetings.
ried a
little

Some

time after

young woman convinced of

Now

while before.

this

the

he marTruth a

the storms of perse-

now and then a
being himself in the ministerial capacity, they cheerfully suffered the
spoiling of their goods for Truth's sake, and
were stripped very bare as to temporals, having
two small children yet keeping faithful, according to the best of their knowledge and ability, and consequently not daring to be remiss
or indifferent in that important dut}' of attending religious meetings, they were blessed every
way, and their little oil and meal were thereby
rendered capable to answer all just demands,
and moreover to make many little cakes for
the prophets of the Lord, having all along a
place and house of reception and hospitality for
his messengers to the day of their death, which
was in peace inexpressible."
On the other hand many, by their wretched
indifference about spiritual and religious matters, though it may be at the same time pretty
staunch moralists, have become guilty of this
miserable deficiency of neglecting or forsaking
the assembling themselves, in order to perform
divine worship on week-days. And some have
so lamentably been prevailed upon by that indisposition of lukewarmness, or by the surfeiting and choking cares of this Avorld, the deceitfulness of riches, or the love of other things,
or, it may be in some weak persons, by taking
a disgust against some minister. Friend or
Friends of the meeting, [that they] have shamefully absented [themselves from] religious assemblies, even often on the first-days of the
week, absolutely contrary to the laws of God,
the laws of the land, and the repeated advices
and well known rules of the Society, they
cution rose high, and having

meeting

in his house,

;

would imreasonably be accounted members of
But, alas! alas! such are in a miserable dwindling state and habit of soul, laying a foundation

anguish and tribulation.
have appeared, and peradventure some such may at
for future repentance,

Many

piteous instances of this kind

"

:
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day be found, under the profession of the he will command his children and his houseTruth one of which I shall here take freedom hold after him, and they shall keep the way of
to mention, as a caution worthy to be taken no- the Lord."
this

;

"

A

I say, in the name of
under a truly awful, religious and
conscientious concern of mind, do not only perform their reasonable service to God, and so
reap his peace and blessing, but are of singular
help and comfort to the true hearted in the
meeting; whilst the absent worldlings, being as
miserable comforters, are neither just and honest to God, to themselves, nor to their friends
and families. Manifold, therefore, I say, are

All those that meet,

tice of.

certain

young man, as

I

remember,

Jesus, that

be-

ginning trade and business for himself, was
thereby so engrossed and hurried in his anxious
mind, that he too much omitted the attending of
religious meetings; but being attacked by sickness, and brought to a bed of languishing, his
past negligence became his burden, under the
sense of which he groaned and bemoaned himself; and being asked by a friend the cause of
his so great distress of mind, he answered, ' It
was because he had been too remiss in going to
but
meetings, especially week-day meetings
added, that if the Lord would be pleased to
raise him up again to his former state of health,
he would for the future be more careful and
more diligent in that important duty.'
Oh therefore, that all in time of liberty,
health and strength of body, may consider both
their own duty and interest in this respect, as
that they may not suffer themselves, through
too eager pursuit of, or too close attachment to
the enjoyments of this fading world, or supine
indolence, to be deprived thereby of the many
gospel privileges offered unto us ; of which the
peaceable enjoyment of our religious meetings
is one of great worth, and always so accounted and highly valued by the faithful and truly
thoughtful people of God.
Besides what is aforesaid, touching the
4th.
great disadvantage that accrues to those who
are found deficient in this momentous duty now
treated of, they are bad examples to the young
people and others, and especially those who
have children coming up, and perhaps servants
under their care too, being in the station of governors of families, (as they are evidently negligent) lose their authority, and render themselves bad precedents to their children and servants, and so, as such, cannot give effectual
precepts and advice to their families; but, alas!
through their dismal neglect and indolence, their
poor children, being too much left to themselves,
often prove libertines, and run to ruin.
How
then shall such unfaithful parents in the day of
account answer for these neglects, both with
respect to their own particulars, and poor families, and the meetings they belong to, which if
they had been honestly concerned, they might
have been of good service? Shall not such unjust stewards be called to an account ?
Oh
that all parents of children, and governors of
families, would seriously and timely consider,
how pleasing and acceptable to the Lord Abraham's care and concern for his children, and
for those under his immediate care was
" Shall I," said the Lord, " hide from Abraham
that thing which I do?
For I know him, that
;

!

—

!

the

we

come up

in

we

are all under, and more
have children and families,
the honest discharge of that our

obligations

especially
to

is,

that

reasonable service, viz., both with regard to the
due performance of our duties to God; to our
children and families ; to the meetings we reand that we may bear
spectively belong to
our testimony openly to all beholders, in assembling ourselves to wait upon, and worship the
;

Father in spirit and in truth, even on weekdays as well as first-days.
5th.
is
almost surprising to observe,
It
how divers professors of Truth, who seem very
disregardful of Christ's glorious promise, which
they plainly discover by their slighting and absenting themselves from meetings, where two
or three are met yet if a noted public Friend
appoints a meeting, how such are raised on the
wing, and flock to hear him, and sometimes
follow him to the next meeting. Now although
we ought certainly, whilst capable, willingly
and thankfully to give the Lord's messengers
and ambassadors our company, and seriously
hear, and rightly apply their messages
yet
insomuch as blessed Jesus, our great and good
Lord and Master, hath promised to be in the
midst of two or three rightly met, we ought to
prefer him above all
without slighting or un-

—

;

;

;

dervaluing the least servant who bringeth glad
tidings, whose very feet are beautiful upon the
mountains.
But they plainly appear to neglect
and slight the most glorious Minister and High
Priest, who seldom attend small meetings, pursuant to his said conditional promise, and as it
were, appointment.
I would by no means have my reader to
suppose, by what is afore said, that I am blaming

my

friends for

accompanying the messen-

gers of the Lord to the next meeting, for that
is a brotherly duty, which I myself took great
delight in, whilst in health and strength in my

younger years, and would encourage the right
minded in so doing neither would I hereby
discourage any, who, having been neglecters
;

of week-days' meetings, may find themselves
awakened and roused up by any instrument.
I would not, I say, discourage such from going
along with such a Friend to the next meeting,

;
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or further, as the cords of Truth may draw
him, and to keep close to that divine touch and
influence they have been favoured with, through
the ministry of the said instrument, which they
may undoubtedly find renewed and increased,
as they humbly retire to the Master and Spring
of all good in their own hearts, who hath pro-

mised

to

who

are, or

when such

instru-

be with the two or three,

shall be, rightly gathered,

mental ministers may be far absent, or even
removed from us by death. The great and
good Shepherd, speaking of himself and his
flock, saith thus
" When he putteth forth his
own sheep, he goeth before them, and the sheep
Whenfollow him, for they know his voice."
ever therefore he putteth forth any, old or
young, masters or servants, rich or poor, and
goeth before them, let them readily go forth
and follow him. We, heartily wish they may
grow and prosper; yet I must say, wheresoever
any professors of Truth are found and observed
from time to time to neglect or forsake, or at
least, do not duly attend their respective meetings at home, both on first-days and other days
of the week and yet it may be are forward to
attend monthly, general, and sometimes probamay not such their
bly quarterly-meetings
proceedings be justly accounted irregular and
preposterous?
Or how can we expect those
can be of real service at monthly and quar:

—

:

;

who

yet alas

!
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these parents, being themselves too

week-day meetings, and
consequently not good examples, did not train
up their son in the performance of that duty,
wherein they themselves were deficient. So he
grew up so much indulged in liberty, that I was
credibly informed he has been seen, even in the
very time of the meeting, which was held near
their dwelling-house, to walk into the fields
with his fowling-piece, &c.
But oh! what was
the consequence of such irreligious proceedings
and liberties ; this youth became rather an affliction than a comfort to Friends, lived fast as
a libertine, and died soon in the flower of his
age.
Which sorrowful remarks I make with
much awe, humility and reverence.
6th.
Some professors of Truth, as hinted
before, have betrayed so much indiscretion and
unmortified temper of mind, as to absent themselves from religious meetings, and it may be,
meetings of business too, through some dislike
or ofl^ence taken against some particular Friend
or Friends, or perhaps against some steps in
remiss in attending

—

the discipline, or

it

may

be, against the minister

This unjustifiable

belonging to the meeting.

step leads to confusion, the loss of unity with

the Society, and oftentimes
great disadvantage to the
/these

is

attended

with

immortal souls of

unhappy persons, who

foolishly fall into

so bad a practice; and besides

all this,

it

affords

and forsake the meet- a very bad example to the young people espeIt is much de- cially, whose quick eyes are upon them, and
ings they belong to at home ?
sired therefore, that all professing the blessed these their by-steps, and will very likely make
principle of Truth, in whatsoever stations or shrewd remarks on such misconduct, which is
vocations they are placed, may let the harms grievous to all good men that behold it, but
of others be their seasonable caution, that they most pernicious to those guilty thereof; of
may be efl^ectually roused up and excited to whom we may say, " Wrath killeth the fooldiligence in the honest performance of this ish man, and envy slayeth the silly one."
weighty duty, now spoken of in much good
7th.
As the truly concerned and faithwill to souls, the right discharge whereof has ful Friends to what they profess, do, whilst
often been, and is, attended with the enriching capable thereof, find it their incumbent duty
blessing of kind Providence in spiritual things, diligently to attend meetings, both on first-days
and sometimes in temporal and the neglect and other days of the week so it is their care
terly-meetings,

slight

—

—

;

attended with leanness of soul, with
disappointments and disadvantages.

thereof

is

many
And

further, with regard to that great duty
Friends owe to their children, in the due nurture and education of them, to which they are
bound by the laws of God and nature. We
ought in the first place to look well to ourselves,
and then to our children ; " Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me," said Christ, " but
weep for yourselves and for your children."
How shall any be rightly concerned for their
children, who are negligent touching their own
conditions ?
Tt is to be feared the wide courses
of man}' children, have been often occasioned
in great measure, by the indolence and irreligion of their parents.
I cannot well omit taking notice of one stripling, whose parents were
professors of Truth, rich in things of this life

—

;

both to observe, as much as they well can, the
hour appointed for the gathering of the meetings, and also Vv'hen there, to sit under a fervent and inward concern, that they may be

made

sensible of the fulfilling of Christ's gra-

cious promise abovesaid, that Christ will he in
the midst of

them

the other hand,

that

many

meet

name. On
and lukewarm

in his

careless

professors are both slack in meeting together,
and when they do come, often come very late
and straggling, and when met, sit too much un-

concerned, if not sleeping, while the honesthearted are in a deep travail, and perhaps
weeping; to whom those negligent professors
are so far from being help-meets, that they are
Yet,
often a burden to others truly concerned.
alas! the greatest loss and disadvantage is to
their own souls
so that, though they go at
;

—

!
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times to religious assemblies, they do not reap actually to labour for the things of this world,
that spiritual benefit that they might do, be- what reward have I ?
8th.
As king Solomon adviseth, "Train
cause they do not diligently sow to the Spirit.
Faithful Friends, truly concerned to improve up a child in the way he should go," &c., it is
their time and talents, find meetings of worship fully believed by a large cloud of living wittimes and places of impi'ovement, pleasure and nesses, that as men should go to, and diligently

—

and therefore are like careful, industri- attend meetings for divine worship so even
ous tradesmen, very desirous, though through children ought to be trained up in attending
some difficulties, to attend those places, where such assemblies, when in the wisdom of Truth,
the most gain and advantage may be in all pious parents, guardians and schoolmasters,
But how should they, who may see convenient and suitable. All those
likelihood obtained.
through the neglect of their talents of grace that have these tender plants under their care,
and Truth, find little or nothing of either profit as they mind their own conditions and growths
or pleasure in religious meetings, be desirous in grace, will be moved and helped prudently
Nay, and gradually to train them towards, and in
to press through crowds to get to them ?
may we not safely conclude those, who are re- due time in, the real performance of this so imneither over-driving the little
miss in getting to religious meetings, do not ex- portant a duty
perience, by reason of their own neglect of the lambs, nor, through a too fond indulgence or
profit

;

;

;

gift

of grace, that sweet and excellent gain of carelessness, leaving them

behind, or

suffer

always watching over them
may probably think it scarcely worth their with an eye of regard, in a due consideration
while to take much pains about such a matter; of their tender age, capacities and circumwhen it is very likely the same persons, in case stances. Being thus conducted, I do not much
they had ground to hope they could gain a sum question but they will find themselves engaged
of money, or make a considerable improvement to bring the little ones to meetings at proper
godliness, which the faithful do, and therefore

them

of their temporal stock, in the way of their outbusiness, would be very carefiil not to
miss the opportunity, although they can scarcely be prevailed upon to use such endeavours for
obtaining the most blessed, most excellent company and presence of Jesus, our glorious High
Priest, our Saviour, the King of Salem, and the
Prince of peace, though so lovingly invited by
him. May not they, who slight such a gracious promise, apply to themselves those words
of the Almighty " They that despise me shall

times.

ward

to loiter, but

Objection.

Some have

and then bring them
that

objected to such pro-

— Let them

posals on this wise,

to

was represented by a

who went

out early in the

have sense,
Answer. He

first

meetings.

certain householder,

morning

to hire la-

bourers into his vineyard, hath often touched
the tender minds of children in the early part
of their time, and, as it were, in the dawn and
morning of their day ; some about the sixth,
seventh, eighth or tenth year of their age, or
be lightly esteemed."
On the other hand, may some sooner, have been graciously visited,
not the true and faithful attenders of religious broken and tendered by the sweet influences of
assemblies, by faith lay hold on that promise,
Him, who blessed the little children that were
" Them that honour me, I will honour." And formerly brought unto him, commanding, that
likewise receive consolation and encouragement such should be suffered, and in no wise forbid" Fear not little den.
from these words of Christ
cannot fix the time of children's
flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure to visitations, whether at the third, sixth, or ninth
:

We

:

give you the kingdom."

Faithful Friends fore-

cast their business, so as nothing, so far as in

them hes, may interfere and hinder them from
attending week-day meetings.
Do not we generally know on what day the week-day meet-

We

hour he

shall be pleased to give

tation out
It

is

them an

invi-

of the market-place into the vineyard.

firmly believed that

it

is

the indispensable

duty of parents, school-masters, and those entrusted with the nurture of children, humbly to

say, so to

present them before the Lord in the solemn

and as much as we can, to order our
temporal affairs, that nothing which may be
well done on another day, may be suffered to
fall in our way as an impediment to hinder us
from meeting with Christ and his two or three.
If I attend religious meetings only on such days,
wherein the very laws of the land suffer no fairs
or markets to be held, nor will allow me to
open my shop, or to be engaged in servile work;

meetings of worship abovesaid, and fervently to
beg his blessing upon them ; which I am sensible is and will be undoubtedly the concern of
all those parents, &c., that are, or shall be,
But, oh
rightly engaged for their own souls.

ings will

fall 1

ought therefore,

I

forecast,

Friends,

how can

it

be expected, that they

who

neglect their own states and conditions, and
their own respective duties in attending meet-ings, should be effectually concerned for,

and
up in the nurture and adreligious assemblies on those days only, on monition of the Lord, who are under their care?
which the laws of the land do not allow me How should those parents, who do not weep for
if, I

say,

I

serve, or pretend to serve,

God

in

rightly bring those
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themselves, rightly weep for their children 1
" Weep not for me," said Christ, to the lamenting daughters of Jerusalem, " but weep for
yourselves and your children."
Nay, some of
those parents, remiss in their duty to God and
their

own

souls, in regard to attending meet-

and consequently to their offspring,
have too often rejected and taken amiss the adings, &c.,

vice of their

well-wishing Friends, for their

own welfare, and
consequently their children's good.
Some parents, it may be, have gone to meetings themselves, but have often left their children, or at
least too many of them, at home, exposed, very
negligence, respecting their

company, and undue libertown where the
and week-day meetings were held,

likely, to unsuitable
ties.

Nay, some

first-day

living in the

have both themselves and

their children too
forsaken the assembling themselves together, especially on the week-days, and perhaps
some of those irreligious professors would be
sitting, or walking, or talking in the street, dur-

much

ing the week-day meeting-time ; and when admonished to a more becoming conduct, they
have taken it amiss, and spurned the advice
and the adviser; and by such behaviour it has
been thought they have hardened their children
against Friends.
But, alas! those imprudent
creatures, both elder and younger, have been

attended with manifest tokens of the great loss
they sustained thereby divers ways. May therefore the

harms of others be our seasonable

pre-

cautions.

In answer to the objections

or

some have made,

may make,

against bringing children to religious meetings, scarcely thinking them per-

haps capable of receiving profit therein, I much
desire the words and observations of our
worthy Friend Robert Barclay, in his Proposition on Worship, may be seriously con" And this power would
sidered, as follows
:

sometimes also reach to, and wonderfully work
in meetings, even in little children, to the admiration and astonishment of many."
When honest parents have done what they
could or can do, on account of their own and
their dear children's souls welfare, all
little

enough

;

but

may

be

happy those poor parents,

who

being tried with that exceeding bitter cup,
and heart-breaking exercise, of having a prodigal son or daughter, can in sincerity appeal
unto the Lord on this wise,
Lord, thou knowest I have done my best for my children, both
by humble prayer and frequent intercession
with thee for them, as well as by example and

—

precept, for their preservation.

But what will become of those unhappy pawho have afforded their children neither
good examples nor precepts, but disregarded
the greatest business of their time, that is, of
working out their own salvation, and therefore
rents,

[1753.

have neglected, and by that neglect rendered
themselves incapable, to bring up their children
in the nurture and admonition of the Lord?
What, I say, will become of such parents, when
they see the miscarriages and bad courses of
any of their offspring, being conscious to themselves of their sinful neo;lect touching their education, and may be obliged to confess, and sorrowfully reflect on themselves for this their deficiency, as being in some sort accessary to the
ruin of their jjoor children.
I find in the journal of our worthy Friend
Thomas Chalkley, that he was sometimes concerned to exhort Friends to bring their children
to meetings, and educate them when young, in
the way they should go, that they might not
depart from it when old; which I am persuaded
faithfjl Friends have all along been and still
are, conscientiously concerned to do, as being
to them not a matter of indifference, but ever
esteemed by them as their incumbent and paternal duty.
read that, besides the five
thousand men, women and children followed
and were fed by Christ, even in a wilderness
or desert place, when he appeared amongst

We

body of flesh
Shall any therebe so unwise in these calm and quiet
times, wherein we may sit together peaceably
^nd undisturbed in our religious meetings, and
wait for the spiritual appearance of Christ, as
now to neglect religious meetings? Should we
not by all means, in point of gratitude to our
gracious God, in point of justice to our own
souls, our children, families, and our friends,
flock to our religious meetings, both on firstdays and other days of the week, taking our
children along with us, and allowing all reaBut oh! how
sonable liberty to our servants?
shall those answer for it at the great day of
account, who are, or shall be found negligent
The late
in an affair of so great importance
and disorderly coming to meetings of some of
the professors of Truth, who generally drop in,
when those who carefully observe the hour appointed have sat perhaps half an hour, or most
of an hour, not only interrupts and hurts the
meeting, but is a bad example to the young
people and others but the greatest loss is their
own. This irregular practice of coming late
to meetings is inconsistent with our reputation
as a religious Society, and contrary to the practice of Friends in the beginning, of whom we
read, that not only those of advanced years

them
fore

in the

!

now

!

;

were good examples

in this respect, but also

who were left at
imprisonment for
keeping up this testimony, were concerned honourably to attend their religious meetings, and
were themselves also called in question by the
secular powers for this their Christian testimony
Shall therein those trying and proving times ?

that

some of

home during

their children,

their parents
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holding

we

also

their

humbly

religious

consider,

in neglecting, or not duly at- how our gracious God has rebuked the storms
tending religious meetings in these peaceable of persecution, and has caused a long calm to
times, wherein there is, through the mercy of his church and people, this marvellous work
kind Providence, a great calm to the churches. of the Lord ought never to be forgotten, but
Here I take freedon) to insert some sensible thankfully, and in deep humility, ever to be re-

such ingratitude

expressions of some pious children, a little be- membered and duly acknowledged by all the
fore their death, touching religious meetings, professors of Truth, by a conduct truly religias a convincing argument that children have ous, circumspect and agreeable to these invalureceived benefit in attending them, and to obviate the objections that some parents may make,

able favours, and in the sincere, diligent and
fervent performance of all the several duties

we owe unto him the Author and Giver of all
our privileges.
But oh! Friends, the faithful in our Israel,
Mary Post, aged about eight years, a little with much sorrow and regret take notice of the
before her death, expressed her delight in lamentable lukewarmness of too many under
Piety Promoted, Part V. the profession of the blessed Truth in divers
going to meetings.
places, who have not only too much forsaken
p. 87.
Rebecca Toovey, aged about nine years, said the attending of week-day meetings, but in
near her death, she loved to go to meetings ; some places have quite dropt them, as many
faithful brethren think, to the great and certain
Ibid. p. 143,
they were sweet to her.
William Fennell, aged about twelve years loss of themselves, their families and their chilwhen he died, calling for his sisters and bro- dren, and to the dishonour of our gracious God,
ther, on his sick bed, he exhorted them to love to the disadvantage of our Society in general,
Truth, and to go to meetings, and think upon and the great affliction of the living members
God and good things, and the Lord would love thereof, and is likely to prove, as many good
Friends fear, an inlet to other undue liberties
them.
It is plain therefore, that young plants have and hurtful things.
While I am writing these words, the mournoften been, and may be truly sensible of the
singular benefit to be reaped in religious meet- ful expostulation of Moses, with backsliding
Israel of old, springs in my mind, wherein he
ings.
movingly cries out on this wise " Do ye thus
9th.
It is admirable to observe what difficulties, even through hail, rain and snow, up early requite the Lord, O tbolish people and unwise?
and down late, will some professors wade Is not he thy Father that hath bought thee?
through, in order to attend markets and fairs; Hath he not made thee and established thee,"
Wherefore, with much concern of mind,
but what small matter will sometimes deter &c.
them from setting out to a religious meeting. for the Lord's sake, for the welfare of yourI had, said one, intended to have been at such selves, families and children, that have them, I
a meeting, but there came a shower of rain, cordially and compassionately address you,
when I was just going off, and prevented me. who may be guilty of this defection and revolt
May we not say to such a poor cold one, O here mentioned and mourned for. Consider in
time of this your negligence, as the certain efthou of little faith.
Our worthy friend Thomas Chalkley ob- fects of your slighting the reproofs, teachings
serves in his Journal, p. 324, That " one John and operations of the Spirit of Truth ye make
Pickering, the governor of Tortola, made seve- profession of; and I beseech you, take away
ral new forms to accommodate the people in the cause, that the effects may cease, by timely,
religious meetings in his own house, which he diligently and devoutly retiring to, and obeysent six miles on men's heads, the roads not be- ing this precious gift of God in your own
ing passable by carriage, by carts, &c.
This hearts, whereby ye may be helped, before your
day be over, to repair those lamentable breaches,
I think worth noting, says he, that their zeal
may be had in remembrance, and that ours and as I may say, rebuild these very sorrowful
may he stirred up to a more religious concern, desolations. Oh! Friends, is this a time to drop
who will scarcely go six steps to a religious your religious meetings, when the Lord hath so
meeting, or will not go at all.
marvellously opened your way, so that through
10th.
When we remember and consider, as the clemency of the mild government we live
above observed, the heavy exercises and deep under, we, as a people, are not only tolerated,
sufferings, spoil ings of goods, imprisonments, but protected in attending them? He hath won&c., our forefathers were tried with, and mer- derfully, as I may say, opened our way through
cifully enabled faithfully and nobly to endure the opposition of secular powers, penal laws,
and go through with Christian patience for their prison-houses, &c. Shall any of us now sit down
against the concern of such Friends as advise
and mothers professing the Truth, to
bring their children to meetings whilst young.

fathers

—

—

:
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any engagement of this uncertain and children, and thy stranger which is within
world, short of a truly religious concern and thy gates, that they may hear, and that they
perseverance in the way and work of regenera- may learn and fear the Lord your God, and
I
observe to do all the words of this law ; and
tion, when I say, our way is thus opened?
beg of you, by the mercies of Christ, duly to that their children, which have not known any
remember, and practice according to the com- thing, may hear and learn to fear the Lord
mand of the Almighty, when he had opened your God, as long as ye live in the land whithe way for his people, saying: " Speak to my ther ye go over Jordan to possess it."
at ease in

my

beAnd
people that they go forward."
loved, herein earnestly sought after, and in the

mark here, strangers, and even
were not to' be overlooked or left at
good will of the gospel treated with, suffer me home, but to appear among the elders at the
to say, as this grievous dropping of week-day time and place appointed; neither were the peomeetings may justly be called a backsliding ple of the Lord to drop or omit the due perfrom the purity and integrity of our worthy an- formance of this charge so long as they should
Shall gospel duties then be
cients, and the practice of the faithful in this live in the land.
day, and from the repeated advices and direc- dropt in this glorious gospel dispensation? How
tions of many particulars, as well as our year- many good Friends, even upon their dying
ly-meeting from time to time, who have been beds, have been frequently concerned to advise
engaged to counsel in divine love let such re- their survivors, diligently and duly to attend
member the tender call of the Lord to his back- religious meetings ?
May we remember that the Jews began their
sliding Israel of old, with the heart-afl'ecting
"Return preparation of the sabbath at three o'clock in
conditional promise annexed thereto
ye backsliding children, and I will heal your the afternoon of the foregoing day, that is, of
should we not
backslidings." This gracious and compassion- the sixth-day of the week
ate promise, I humbly hope, will be vouchsafed therefore now, as the meeting-day and time apunto you, in case ye shall rightly observe the proaches, be after a suitable manner, abstractgracious invitation to return, and shall be sin- ing our minds and thoughts from earthly things,
cerely and heartily concerned henceforward to and get into a proper concern for meeting in
let your past negligence suffice, and for the fu- Jhe name of Jesus, with the two or three, in orture use your utmost diligence to make your der to know him in the midst of us. But would
calling and election sure, and shall, as the it not be a very sony and piteous case, if any
apostle exhorted the Ephesians, "walk cir- of us should have our minds so engrossed and
cumspectly, not as fools, but as wise redeem- employed with things of this world, that we
ing the time, because the days are evil ;" that should go talking and communing, on the meetwhen the great and notable approaching day ing-days, about earthly concerns, almost to
shall come, wherein each of you shall be called the meeting-house door, and likewise, meeting
to an account: "Come, give an account of thy being broken up, resume the same worldly
If such. should in the
stewardship, for thou shalt be no longer stew- subjects of discourse?
ard ;" each of you may receive this most desi- meeting receive any share of the heavenly seed
" Well done, into their hearts, being too much like the highrable and welcome sentence
thou good and faithful servant thou hast been way ground, are they not in danger of having
faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler the same devoured by the fowls of the air ? Oh
over many things enter thou into the joy of therefore, how great care and circumspection
ought we to be found in, both in going to our
thy Lord."
But, alas alas how can they expect to be meetings, waiting reverently in them, and awthen denominated good and faithful servants, fully returning from them, and even in the
who are thus ungratefully neglecting or drop- whole course of our short and uncertain time?
ping their week-day meetings, and so slighting If therefore an honest concern of this kind was
the encouraging expressions of blessed Jesus, come into, and duly observed by tlje professors
the righteous Judge of the quick and dead, of Truth, that is, a proper exercise, a strict obwhile they are yet in health and strength, and servation of the hour appointed, and a suitable
in a capacity to meet together with the two or concern and waiting for the sensible enjoyment of the divine Presence; all which necesthree?
Again, may it be observed, that when Moses, sary steps I am well assured the principle we
that faithful servant of the Lord, was near profess would, if rightly obeyed, lead all its
our religious meetings would,
leaving the people, being one hundred and professors into
twenty years old, he wrote the law, and de- in the best sense, become times and places of
livered it to the priests which bore the ark of pleasure and profit united. And as for the most
the Lord, and unto all the elders of Israel, part, or often, our meetings have in them some
with this positive command and charge, say- children, some infirm persons, who are scarcely
ing: "Gather the people together, men, women able to endure very long meetings, though we
Please to

children,

;

:

:

;

:

:

!

;

!

!

;
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" Fear not little fiock, for it is your
to you
by the methods Father's good pleasure to give you the kingabovesaid, through the Lord's blessing there- dom." And also, I am satisfied ye may lay hold
upon, meetings would be short and sweet, and on that promise " If a man love me, he will
the performance of this our reasonable duty keep my words, and my Father will love him,
would be rendered unto the general not griev- and we will come unto him, and make our
O my dearly beloved, alous, but joyous and profitable, even to the sin- abode with him."
cere weaklings of the flock, according to the though you be deprived of appearing personally
assertion of him who has promised his blessed with your dear friends in public assemblies, you
company " My yoke is easy, and my burden have here each of you, through the most merAnd inasmuch as our profession of ciful condescension of the Lord, a comfortable,
is light."
the guidance and teachings of the Holy Spirit most gracious promise of the permanent comin the gospel dispensation, implies an abroga- pany of the Father and the Son, who will
tion of the typical ceremonies commanded and make their abode with you.
In the love of the everlasting gospel I greet
practised under the Mosaic law, how greatly it
behoves us, and under how close obligations do you, and bid you all farewell, who am your
limit the continuation

cannot

by

of our meetings

:

the clock or hour-glass, yet

:

:

we

lie,

who

profess the blessed Truth, so to

demean ourselves

at all times,

and

David Hall,

truly well-wishing friend,

in all places,

Some may perhaps have said, or may
can have as good a meeting with a good
may appear no scandalous dulness or sleepi- book by my fire-side, as you can have at your
Answ. We must own the
ness, no gaping or yawning, no ^yandering public assembly.
eyes, no unbecoming or restless postures may Lord is Omnipresent, and will undoubtedly own
For, his people's private devotion, though they canever appear in the times of our devotion.

but especially in our religious meetings, that
nothing inconsistent with our high profession

P. S.

say,

I

;

whether we watch ourselves rightly or not, the
eyes of the people are upon us and if, while
we profess to be come beyond ceremonies, formal prayer, premeditated sermons, formal singings, and the like, any of us should be so unhappy and unwise, by an 'imprudent conduct,
lukewarmness, and an unconcerned frame of
mind in our religious meetings, to give occasion to any that have their- eyes upon us, some
it may be for good, and some otherwise, to say,
we, or any of us, are so poor, that we have
neither shadow nor substance, we shall certainly hurt our souls, and be bad examples to
;

others.

Finally,

my

friends,

having

charity and good will, not

in

much

love,

assure you, with a
view churlishly to expose the failings of any
weak brother or sister, but rather by way of
caution to all where these lines may come,

made

I

not personally attend with their

friends

;

but

whilst they are favoured with the blessing of
it is according to the
Heb. x. 25, and divers
others Scriptures, their undoubted duty to meet
and assemble together, to demonstrate their
care for the maintenance of the public worship
And it is often observed,
of Almighty God.
that this pretended fire-side devotion is only an
excuse, and tends to the destruction rather than
edification, not only of such particulars, but of

of health and strength,
exhortation,

apostle's

the Society in general.

much desire that the worthy and whole[
some advices, lovingly and suitably, from time
to time, recommended to us by our yearly
meeting on divers particular accounts, and especially these that follow, as pertinent to the

matter

by us

I now most dearyou our dear and near, friends, who
have dedicated the day of your health and

hand,

in

may

be read and duly observed

all.

the foregoing remarks,

YEARLY meeting's

ly salute

strength to the service of Truth, in diligently
attending meetings, and faithfully discharging

"

We

EPISTLE, 1754.

farther find ourselves, dearly beloved

you of
your duties therein, but now either through another mark of degeneracy too visible among
want of health, or by reason of old age, or other us, viz. a negligence of attending our appointed
circumstances, are rendered incapable of ap- meetings for worship, both on the first-days
a neglect which
pearing in religious assemblies
be not dis- and other days of the week
couraged, the Lord is with you, his holy arms calls for seasonable reproof, and a pressing ex" Trust in the Lord, for in the hortation, that a religious concern of attending
are about you.
Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength." He, all your meetings, and especially of your weekwho accepts of a man according to what he day meetings, may grow, increase and become
This we recommend as the
hath, and not according to what he hath not, more general.
will accept of your sincere and private de- proper means of renewing your strength, and
votions, and you may, I trust, by faith, lay as suitable opportunities of abstracting your
hold on these words of Christ, as if spoken thoughts from the hurries and incumbrances of
19
Vol. Xin.— No. 4.
;

brethren, earnestly concerned to remind

;
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and of habituating your minds
meditation on heavenly things.
And dear Friends, let not the smallness of your
numbers discourage you from constantly atworldly

to

a

affairs,

serious

tending those meetings, inasmuch as the words
of Christ remain unchangeably true and sted" Where two or three are gathered togefast

[1755.

To Friends of Knaresborough

'inonOily

meeting,

held at Asquilli, the 29th of the Fifth month,
1755, with desires the same
to

the

next

York; which

ensuing

may

be presented

quarterly meeting

at

of the said quarhere printed with the fore-

at the request

terly meeting, is

:

ther in

my name, there am 1 in the midst of
And as your affections come to be set

them."
on things that are above, your delight will be
in frequent retirement from the world, its trade
and concerns, and your chiefest care will be to
lay up treasure in heaven, secure from the
reach of corruption and disappointment; and
then where your treasure is, there will your
But on the contrary, it hath
hearts be also.
been justly observed, that where remissness and
neglect of attending meetings for worship hath
prevailed, it hath been too often an inlet to farther declension, and an introducer of such
other undue liberties, as the Truth and its
guidance do by no means admit of.
"The real and substantial enjoyment of
peace, increasing in proportion to your progress in obedience, your assemblies for the
worship of Alrtiighty God will become your
chiefest joy
and your own taste and experience of the consolations therein received, will
attract you to those places of spiritual feedings
and refreshment, with an earnestness of desire,
even superior to that of a natural man, when
being hungry, he resorts to the place of receiv;

As you attain this exceling his daily bread.
lent disposition of mind, you will rather come
before than after the appointed time of assembling, and render the repetition of the whole-

some

advices, often given on that account, less

necessary

in

time to come."

YEARLY meeting's

EPISTLE, 1755.

" Let us, we earnestly entreat you, brethren,
under the present circumstances of outward
ease and liberty in matters of religion, which
God in his mercy hath influenced the king and
parliament to continue to these nations, beware
of indulging ourselves, and of sitting down at
rest,

or falling asleep, in a state of indolence
security, &c.
And dear Friends,

and carnal
be mindful

to attend

your religious meetings

at

the times appointed, and labour diligently to
have your minds gathered to the gift of divine

going

treatise.

—

Dear friends! Notwithstanding I have
sometimes heretofore taken the freedom to write
to you in brotherly love, it may be, in some degree, to the like import with the following lines;
yet nevertheless, often I'emembering you in my
prayers, in a renewed manner I now find
drawings in my mind again hereby to salute
you in the love of the gospel, even in a dear
and near manner, with earnest desires that ye
may every one, in your several stations, growths
and capacities, whether elders or younger, parents or children, masters or servants, be truly
obedient to the dictates and guidance of the
blessed Spirit of Truth ye profess, that thereby
ye may be preserved from every hurtful thing,
and ma}^ be guided into all truth, both in your
temporal concerns and religious duties, and in
faithfully bearing your several Christian testimonies for God, when called thereunto against
tithes, and all anti-christian impositions, customs, and demands whatsoever, and ma)'- be
graciously helped to reduce to practice those
excellent precepts of the apostle to the Ephesian
church, viz "Children obey your parents in
Honour thy father
the Lord, for that is right.
and mother, which is the first commandment
with promise, that it may be well with thee, and
And ye
thou mayest live long on the earth.
fathers, provoke not your children to wrath, but
bring them up in the nurture and admonition of
Servants, be obedient to them that
the Lord.
are your masters according to the flesh, with
fear and trembling, in singleness of your heart,
:

as unto Christ; not with eye-service, as menpleasers, but as the servants of Christ, doing

God from the heart; with good will
doing service, as to the Lord, and not to men ;
knowing that whatsoever good thing any man
doeth, the same shall he receive of the Lord,
whether he be bond or free. And ye masters,
do the same things unto them, forbearing
threatening, knowing that your Master also is in
heaven, neither is there respect of persons with
him.
Finally, my brethren, be strong in the
Put on
Lord, and in the power of his might.
the whole armour of God, that ye may be able
to stand against the wiles of the devil."
My dearly beloved friends, in much brotherly
kindness and charity, I tenderly sympathize
with you that may be under suffering or disthe will of

grace in your own hearts, that so you may
witness a profiting by j'our coming together.
Wherefore, assemble yourselves in fear, and
hold your meetings in an awful, humble, and
reverent frame of spirit, considering yourselves
as under the inspection of his all-seeing eye,
who penetrates into the inmost recesses of couragement in any respect, and particularly in
men's hearts, and from whom nothing can be this, that divers of the worthy elders and ministers, in some places, are removed from you
hid."

!
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death, and divers meetings may now be
small and reduced.
I beg you will not be too
much discouraged on this account ; for the allsufficient rock and root remains, which, as ye
duly observe it, will supply all your wants, and
will qualify and teach parents and elders to be
good examples, and rightly to instruct their

by

and young generation, by precept and
and nursing mothers,
and likewise would direct and help children
and youths to demean themselves aright toward parents and elders, servants towards masters, and masters towards servants.
O dear friends, I beseech you go not out
after the lo-heres, and lo-theres, now crying
aloud in the nation, but diligently attend your
religious meetings, both on the first-days and
week-days, and other meetings for Truth's
service, as you may find your way opened,
while you are favoured with the blessings of
health and strength, and there devoutly wait
for the spiritual appearance of Christ, who hath
given this gracious promise " Where two or
three are gathered together in my name, there
am I in the midst of them."
It is now in my heart lovingly to address and
advise you, concerning two particular things of
no small importance, viz.
1st.
Be sure to watch against the least appearance of any thing that would gender to
discord, and with all care and circumspection,
labour to keep the unity of the spirit in the bond
of peace. " Now I beseech you," as saith the
apostle, "brethren, by the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing,
and that there be no divisions among you, but
that ye be perfectly joined together in the same
mind, and in the same judgment." Wherefore,
whenever any matter of debate may happen to
be, wherein Friends may be of different sentichildren,

pattern, as nursing fathers

:

—

ments,

much

may

cially,

to

carefully wait, and truly endeavour
dwell under the cross of Christ,

know and

and to be acquainted with the blessed Truth,
even the glorious appearance of Christ in their
own hearts and souls, being the principle of

and the

their education,

;

sit as among princes, and would
provide for them, and supply their wants, according to the gracious promise of blessed Jesus:
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness, and all these things shall be ad-^

that are low, to

ded unto you:" and as the royal Psalmist
saith " The Lord God is a sun and shield
the
Lord will give grace and glory no good thing
will he with-hold from them that walk uprightAnd thus would they be preserved from
ly."
the various snares and gins that are cunningly
laid by our common adversary for the feet
of the youth, especially in this afflicting case
of mixt marriages, wherein so many of our
careless, disobedient youths have so often fallen,
and alas yet are falling, to the inexpressible
sorrow of their honest parents, and to the great
trouble and exercise of their truly well-wishing
friends, and the Society in general
but alas
:

;

;

!

;

the greatest loss

and he that dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God,
and God in him." O blessed dwelling
O
glorious, safe and comfortable habitation
That all the young and rising gene2nd.
ration, and children of believing parents espe-

respects

is

to

:

!

—

!

absolutely

refining,

necessary saving baptism thereof, that thereby
they may be made truly usefiil members of the
one church and body of Christ, be serviceable
and honourable instruments therein while here,
as right successors of the faithful ministers and
elders now gone, and going off the stage, and
inheritors of the kingdom of heaven hereafter.
" Acquaint thyself therefore with him, and be at
peace, so shall good come unto thee," saith one
in Job.
If our dear young people would be
persuaded to choose the blessed Truth for their
portion, and the God of Jacob for the lot of
their inheritance, then would the enriching
blessing of God attend them in all their enterprizes
then would the Lord bring up many

be desired, that all Friends
would labour so to keep to and under the
government of the meek spirit of Jesus, as that
all animosities, ill temper, exasperating expressions and resentments, may be prevented, and
that mutual love, that certain distinguishing
characteristic of the disciples of Christ, may
ever be in all cases maintained and retained
among us. This honest care and concern,
would, I firmly believe, greatly tend to the
praise of him our heavenly Head, and to the
edification of his church and people, through
the influence of the divine Spirit, so that we
might thereby really and experimentally know
the blessed efficacy of divine love, according to
" God is love,
the apostle's moving assertion
it

147

have

many

is

their

And

own.

verily,

we

instances at this time of the miser-

such poor resolute, inconsiderhave brought themselves into, by
their imprudent and disagreeable proceedings
and contracts, on account of that very momentous affair of marriage.
Let therefore, I beseech you my dear young and unmarried
Friends, the harms and by-steps of others, with
the dismal consequences thereof, be your timely
able situation
ate creatures

cautions.

Faithful

Friends

in these

sorrowful

times,

can but deeply lament to see so many of our
young men and women so far straying from
the principles of their education, and the settled
and well known rules of our Society in divers

which

;

is

but

now

in

particular,

weightily before

I

say, in

that,

me and many

others, even that disagreeable, dangerous error,

of mixt marriages, whereby confusion and perplexity are ushered into families, meetings, and

:;
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How many that might probably
have been of singular service in the Society
many ways, have forfeited their unity with
Friends, rendered themselves lame, and rather
the Society,

causes of afHiction, than help to the community; having involved themselves in many inconveniences, by resolutely deviating from the
wholesome and safe rules agreed upon by the
Society in the wisdom of Truth, in this very
Wherefore in the bowels of
afflicting case?
love, once more I earnestly entreat you, that are
not yet enthralled in that dismal yoke of bondwatch and pray,
age, stand upon your guard
that ye enter not into temptation of any kind,
;

that ye be not allured into these
snares of being unequally yoked in these unsuitable marriages, which have perhaps seemed pleasant to some at the first, but generally
have, and do prove bitter cups afterwards, it
having long been, and yet is, the sense of solid
and judicious Friends, that the hand of divine
Providence is against such disagreeable mat" Bread of deceit is sweet to a man, but
ches.

and especially

afterwards his mouth shall be filled with gravel," saith wise king Solomon.
Finally, my dearly beloved, who have at
heart the prosperity of Zion, as the present
state of affairs, with regard to the church, and
the secular powers, seems loudly, in an espe-

manner to call upon us, as in times past on
a certain occasion: "Prepare to meet thy God,
cial

O

Israel !"

I

humbly and

fervently beg, that

we may

dwell so inward with the Lord, so
humble ourselves under his mighty hand, that
we, being ourselves preserved in covenant with
him, may in true brotherly love, and Christian

sympathy, be helped rightly to remember and
pray for our brethren all the world over, and

[1755.

particularly for those our dear friends

who may

now

be under sufferings and probations, occasioned by the commotions of war, which we in
these parts do but, as yet, hear the rumours of;
that the everlasting
their souls, that they

arms may be underneath
may be by him directed,

protected and supported through, and under all
the trials they may, by divine permission, meet
v.'ith
and with the exhortation of the apostle
" Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you
like men, be strong.
Let- all your things be
done with charity ;" I bid you farewell, who
am your brother in the unity of the Spirit, and
and bond of peace,
David Hall.
;

Skipton, the 24th of the 1
fifth month, 1755.
£

P. S.

I

beseech you, dear Friends, bear this
word of exhorta-

further caution and following
tion, that

is

to say,

carefully

beware

of,

and

avoid that vile and antichristian practice of evil
surmising, backbiting, or spreading evil reports

of any brother or sister behind their backs; but
rather, if any of us should hear something
ainiss concerning any Friend, let such who
hear of it, in a friendly and brotherly manner,
go to the person of whom the report is raised,
lovingly enquire into the truth of the case, and
tenderly admonish as the case may require,
'pursuant to that cordial and Christian direction
of the apostle : " Brethren, if a man be overtaken with a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit of meekness,
considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted ;"
ever mindful of Christ's excellent precept
" And as ye would that men should do to you,
do ye so to them likewise."

David Hall.

—

;
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The law of the Lord

is perfect,

converting the soul: the testimony of the Eord

ADVERTISEMENT.

is

pure,

making wise

measure of

faithful to the

the simple.— Ps. six. 7.

light

and grace

re-

ceived, have been given largely to experience

The

subjects

of the following Narrations "joy and peace

furnish a few of the

numerous

in believing."

These considerations ought surely to induce
not previ- those who hold the privilege of membership in
Society of this Society by birth, highly to estimate it;

instances, in

which sincere, seeking individuals,
ously connected with the religious
Friends, have been brought to see, with indubitable clearness, that the principles of that
Society embrace the Truth as it is in Jesus.
Under this conviction, and for the sake of
obtaining a feeding-place with this portion of
the flock of Christ, it has been the lot of many
such persons to " endure a great fight of afflictions :"
they have been constrained to press
forward through strong, and often protracted
opposition ;
they have been content to make
costly sacrifices : and as they have continued

—

—

also to seek,

through faithfulness,

to

retain,

with the profession, the life and virtue of the
Truth.
And how incumbent it is on all who

have been

made partakers of

treasure, to be found in

watchful care which
of the apostle

tion

that

:

we

—"implied
Look
is

lose not those things

wrought, but that
2 John 8.

we

this

heavenly

the exercise of that
in the

to

admoni-

yourselves,

which we have

receive a full reward."

Thomas Chalk.

Kingston on Thames, Fifth month, 1848.
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things

;

hold fast that which

is

good.— 1 Thess.

MEMOIR OF SAMUEL

v. 21.

CRISP.

Samuel Crisp, previous to his joining the for a very short time, as chaplain in a private
Society of Friends, resided in Norfolk.
He family.
was educated at College, and took the order of
In the year 1700, being then resident in
deacon in the church of England (so called) London, and about thirty years of age, he was
after which he officiated as a parish curate, also convinced of the truth, as professed by Friends,

;
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the manner described in his
Soon afterwards he was engaged

eis

tant to Richard Scoryer, a Friend

who

in

first

an

showing an

On

ness, ezathusiasm, &c., with an able defence of

assis-

some of the

his first

principles of Friends, in a Treatise
of three-and-a-half sheets, 12mo, entitled
Libeller exposed; being a Vindication of the
people called Quakers, against the malicious
attempts and foul aspersions of a book entitled,
'The Present State of Quakerism in England.'"

"A

This little work, however the circumstance
which called it forth is to be repudiated, fijrnishes interesting information, and a clear ex-

position of some important points of doctrine
a priest of the church of various extracts from it, are therefore given in
anxious to prevent his so the present compilation.
From this source we

inclination to unite with them, an

acquaintance of

his,

England, who was

doing, proposed to introduce

who, he

[1701.

letter.

kept a
large boarding-school at Wandsworth.
In this
situation he did not remain long, and subsequently opened a school on his own account,
jat Stepney, near London.
His adoption of the views and principles of
Friends, drew on him, not only remonstrances,
but also contumely and slander.

CRISP.

said,

was

him

to a person,

so well acquainted with their

writings, that he did not doubt of his I'eceiving

obtain the following particulars and remarks,

Samuel Crisp's withdrawing from
communion of the established church, and
" As to my
stations he occupied therein.

relative to

the

Samuel Crisp, desirous of being the
informed, and of exercising due con- leaving the church of England, God is my
sideration before taking so important a step, ac- witness I did it in pure obedience to the concepted ihe offer.
He was accordingly taken to victions of my own mind and the peace which
the proposed instructor, who proved to be no I have often felt returned into my bosom, is
satisfaction.
I'ightly

;

more than

I can express
I
have had a great
and abundant reward from the Lord for what I
It seems this person succeeded in putting him
have done in this matter.
to a stand for a very short time
but he soon
"I desire to fear God, and am heartily sorry
discovered the fallacy of his arguments and in- that I have spent so much time in the vanities
taking
sinuations, and forthwith joined in communion and impertinencies of this sinful world
with the people to whom he had felt attracted
things upon trust, swayed by temporal interests,
and this, as he feelingly acknowledged, from a;id following the prejudices of my education.
" a sincere love of the Truth, and pure regard It is true I was in the order only of deacon,
to his own soul."
Soon after this interview, and I bless God that I went no farther in such
two Letters were addressed to him by Lesly, orders.
Then I pretended to preach, and
to the first of which he sent a Reply, accom- could make shift to patch together an hour's
panied with a copy of a Paper written by discourse, with something that I got from
Richard Scoryer, proving the falsehood of an others, and something that I had read from the
assertion contained in " The Snake," that the Bible, filling up the vacancy with the dark conBible was never read in his school.
This cor- ceivings of my own brain and this was my
respondence, (with a Preface, to which the title gospel.
I could talk much of Christ, and heabelongs rather than to the Letters,) was pub- ven and hell, and extolled the Scriptures highlished in the following year (1701), under the ly, which were nevertheless a sealed book to
title of " Th& present State of Quakerism in
me; for though I read them often, both in pubEngland. Upon occasion of the Relapse of lic and private, yet my mind being outward,
Samuel Crisp to Quakerism."
and not waiting in silence upon that Holy
These letters to Samuel Crisp, are as misjht Spirit that gave them forth, I knew not the
be expected, of much the same character with Scriptures nor the power of God so then the
the writer's former scurrilous work, both as re- power of death and darkness ruled in me.
I
gards the manner in which the doctrines of had cure of souls, (as they call it,) but was a
Friends are vilified, and Samuel Crisp's con- physician of no value,
I knew, indeed, that I
duct relative to his convincement, is maligned. had served my time at the university, as apSome time afterwards, Samuel Crisp pub- prentices do to a trade and that I had passed
lished a refutation in detail, of the charges pre- the examination and the ceremony of ordinaand I thought this would do but as for
ferred against him by this opponent, as ficklei- tion
any immediate call or appointment of God, to
*This book, which came out in the year 1696, the work of the ministry, 1 knew nothing of it.
was pubii.-hed anonymously the author, who was I had the care of two parishes committed to me,
a "non-juring parson," was employed by some of by the bishop of the diocese, but had never any
the clercry, in this way to render Friends and their
call from God to go and preach to that people.
principles odious to the world.
His misrepresenSo I was like those prophets Jeremiah speaks
tations were disproved, and his crafty imposture
manifested, by Joseph Wyeth and George White- of, chap, xxiii. 21, who ran before they were
head, in a book, entitled, "A Switch tor the sent, and therefore they could not profit the
Snake."
people at all. 1 was a superstitious bigot
a poor

other than Charles Lesly, the writer of that notorious work called " The Snake in the Grass. "'^

:

;

;

;

—

:

;

—

;

:

—

;
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CRISP.

—

a hireling^-a blind leader of livelihood, such inconveniences as these would
expected thirty pounds a year for probably have been borne till an appointment
preaching that was my wages ; and if any less wearisome presented, could he have conshould question my commission, I knew I had a tinued here, and at the same time have enjoyed
but, " I left my chaplain's
little piece of paper to show, which I called my peace of mind

dark creature

the blind.

I

—

:

orders, if that would satisfy

was

I

in

my

them

And

understanding.

;

so brutish

God

yet

did

not leave himself without a witness; for in the
midst of all this darkness and ignorance, I can

was a measure of sincerity in
and good desires, and earnest cries and
breathings were oftentimes raised in me, that I
might once know the Lord and serve him, and
see his glory, and witness peace and joy, and
health and rest, and salvation to my soul, bethat so
fore I went off the stage of this world
I might live with him in that world which
never shall have an end, when time here shall
be no more. And God was not unmindful of the
travail of his own seed in that day; for blessed
be his name, he heard the groanings of it under
a great deal of rubbish, and he revealed his Son
in me, at the brightness of whose appearance
the clouds are scattered and the shadows flee
away. May the sense of his goodness and
tender mercy never depart from me, so long as
I have an hour to live, or a minute to breathe
in this world.
Even to the same God that had
compassion on Israel of old, when they sojourned in a strange land, where the Egyptians
and Pharaoh oppressed them with much cruel
and hard bondage-r— to that God I ascribe my
deliverance, who alone is worthy to be praised,
magnified and adored by all who make mention of his name.
He remembered us when
we were in trouble, and anguish, and deep affliction
being scattered upon the dark and
truly say, there

me

;

;

place," he writes, " purely upon a foot of con-

science

;

me

the

lustre

of

mammon*

could

not

and this was some months before I came amongst the people called Quakers, or had the least thoughts that way.
I
lived some time privately in London, inquiring
after the best things.
There was then a great
noise about the Quakers, and George Keith (who
was just then ordained deacon) was the talk of
the town.
So meeting one day with Robert
Barclay's works, in a bookseller's shop, and
understanding that he was a Quaker, and an
eminent writer amongst them, I had a great
desire to read them; which I did in the fear of
God, and with an humble mind; and thereby
keep

was so

there

fully

;

convinced of the truth of the Qua-

kers' principles, (notwithstanding the

clamour

of the world against them), that from that day
to this, I have never once communicated in the
church of England. And though I was then
destitute of any.outward business, yet I did not
doubt but the Lord would some way provide
me a competent subsistence in this world,
which was all desired— and this accordingly
came to pass for within a few weeks I was
recommended to Wandsworth school, Richard
Scoryer being then in want of an usher. But,
just upon my convincement, two things offered
to draw me back again into the world
one
was, to read prayers in an apothecary's house
in Huntingdon
and the other, to be chaplain
to one called the Lady Molesworth, as I rebarren mountains, as sheep without a shepherd*; member.
Here was some prospect of preferwandering from mountain to hill, from one
* S. C. in his Reply to Lesly's first Letter, had
form and empty profession of religion to another; even there did he find us, and his eye stated, that his " way being cleared up and the
pitied us, and he said to the dry bones, Live; Truth shining out again in great lustre, he found
a necessity to retnrn into the strait and narrow
for his mercy endureth for ever."
path, where he hoped to continue," &c.
His opHis office as chaplain, (in which it seems he
ponent tauntingly alludes to this expression by
continued but ten days), proved particularly t-aying, "At last we heard you were established
irksome and unsatisfactory and it is probable as usher to the grand Quaker-school at Wandsthat the circumstances connected with it, worth, and you told us your lustre was come!
I
strengthened, in no small degree, his desire to will not be so uncharitable as to suppose it was
be disengaged from the forms and ceremonies the lustre of mammon, for the sake of such a pro-'
in which he had been educated.
On alluding vision; you being destitute before."
It is pleasant to turn from such a prejudiced, ill-situation
in
that
his
capacity,
to
he states,
conditioned judge, to one whose testimony savourg
that he has had to wait three or four hours at
Samuel Bownas, in an account
of truth and love.
a time, to know when the family would go to of a journey which he took in the early part of the
prayers
and that his task was not finished year 1702, from London to the west of England,when the prayers were ended, as he was ex- on religious service, says, he "had in company a
pected to wait, to be ready when called for, in young man that had been bred at college, his
meek-spirited
an adjoining roomj where servants and others name was Samuel Crisp a pretty,
youth, and rightly convinced :" and a short time
were often passing, and company coming in
afterwards, when engaged in like manner in Hertand that he was sometimes thus kept in waiting, fordshire, he speaks of him as "a sweet compafrom morning till night. As he had occasion nion, having received the knowledge of the Truth
for some employment by which to procure a the right way."
See Life of Samuel Bownas.
1

;

:

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

:
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ment, and that before
school, or

knew any

I

heard of Wandsworth

thing of

So

it.

that if

I

had been so greedy of mammon as our author's
charity would seem to represent me, I might
have smothered my convictions and turned
back into Egypt again. But blessed be God,
who preserved me in that day, and kept me
low before him
I trusted to his kind provi!

dence,

who knew

the sincerity of

my

heart

;

CRISP.

were a great
in

thy

[1702.

many

it, and
acknowledge
you both, and to the

kind expressions in

sister Clopton's likewise.

I

myself much obliged to
whole family, for many repeated kindnesses
and if my school had not engrossed so much
of my time, I would have taken opportunity to
answer my dear friend's-letter now, and upon
that account

my

delay

will

be the

more excu-

sable.

The news thou hast heard of my late change
and I chose rather to be poor and destitute with
I cannot conceal it, for it is what
a good conscience, than to have all the riches is really true
and honours of the world without it. I had I glory in neither was it any prospect of temfound the pearl of great price, and I knew I poral advantage that induced me to it, but a sinmust sell all to purchase it. Truth was my cere love to the truth, and pure regard to my
own soul. Neither can 1 be sufficiently thankthat was my chiefest joy
greatest treasure
' For,'
our rejoicing is ful to God, that he hath let me live to this gloas the apostle says,
this, the testimony of our conscience, that in rious day, and not cut me off" in the midst of
He is
simplicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly my sins and provocations against him.
wisdom, but by the grace of God, we have had long-suffering to us-ward, not willing that any

—

—

;

'

"

our conversation in the world.'
This brief Memoir of Samuel Crisp, considered in connexion with the sincerity, humility, and genuine piety which his Letters, cSjc,
exhibit, shows that he had begun to build on
the one sure Foundation, and that he bade fair
to become a truly serviceable member in the
But any hopes of this kind that had
church.
been cherished by his contemporary friends,
were only realized to a very limited extent; inasmuch as it pleased the All-wise Disposer of

He
events to cut short the thread of his life.
died of the small-pox, at Stepney aforesaid, on
the 7th of the Fourth month, 1704, aged

34

years.

should perish, but that all should come to repentance.
He hath brought me off from the

forms and shadows of religion, and let me see,
a more illustrious manner, what is the life
and substance of it, as he found me in some
degree faithful to that measure of light and
knowledge he had bestowed on me, whilst I
was in the communion of the church of England
therefore he was pleased of late, as I
humbly waited upon him, to make known to
me greater and deeper mysteries of his kingdom. And I can truly say, that I find by daily
experience, as I keep low and retired unto that
pure gift which he hath planted within me,
things are more and more cleai'ed up to me,
and the truth shines and prevails greatly over
the kingdom of darkness
and if I should now
turn my back upon such manifestations as
these, and entangle myself again with the yoke
of bondage, surely I should grieve the Holy
Spirit, so that he might justly withdraw his
kind operations, and never return more to asFor God is not mocked
sist and comfort me.
religion is a very serious and weighty thing;
repentance and salvation are not to be trifled
with
nor is turning to God to be put off till
our own time, leisure, or convenience; but we
must love and cherish the least appearance of
Christ, not slighting or despising the day of
in

:

;
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[The three following Letters of Samuel Crisp
were written about the year 1702; the first and
second on the occasion of his withdrawing from
the church of England (so called), to join the
Society of Friends. These have passed through

The

several editions together, as a pamphlet.
third Letter, a

copy of which has been kindly

transmitted by a Friend, to the Editor of the
present volume, and which, it will be seen, contains the expression of his religious feelings to

:

;

a fellow-professor of the Truth, is now printed
this, although very short, is
for the first time
not without its value, showing, as it does, the
writer's conviction, that his having so far yielded to apprehended duty, as to unite in religious

small things, but embrace the

fellowship with Friends, furnished no ground

stinate as to shut

:

for relaxing in watchfulness,

and diligence

in

the Christian warfare.]

Letter
I

last,

I.

received a letter from thee, the

week

which was sent by thy uncle Bolton

before
:

there

first

opportunity

of following Christ in any of his commands.
When he speaks, it is with such force and authority, that

we cannot

stand to cavil, dispute,
we will be so ob-

or ask questions: for unless

our eyes again.st the sun,

we

must needs confess to the truth of his doctrine,
and presently strike in with it. And, therefore,
when for several weeks I had lived more privately and retiredly in London, than was usual,
fasting twice or thrice in a week, and sometimes
more, spending my time in reading the Scripand in prayer to God, this was a good

tures

!
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my

preparation of

mind

which he was then about
I lamented the errors of

to receive

to

the truth

make known

my

past

to

me.

and was

life,

desirous to attain a more excellent degree of
holiness than I had discovered in the church of
England. In this religious retirement God knew
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would show me something mere excellent; that
I might get a complete victory over all
my
lusts and passions, and might perfect righteousness before him^
For I found a great many
sins and weaknesses daily attending me
and
though I made frequent resolutions to forsake
;

my soul, how sincere I was;, those sins, yet still the temptation was too
him when alone. I wanted him strong for me so that I had often cause to
to set me free, and to speak peace and comfort complain with the apostle,^ in the bitterness of
to my soul, which was grieved and wearied my soul, " O wretched man that I am
who
with the burden of my sin for though I had shall deliver me from the body of this death ?"
strictly conformed myself to the orders and Who shall set me free, and give me strength
ceremonies of the church of England, and had to triumph over sin, the world, and the devil 5
kept myself from running into any great or that I may in every thing please God, and
scandalous enormities, (the fear of the Almighty therfe may not be the least thought, word or
preserving me), yet still I had not that rest and motion, gesture or action, but what is exactly
satisfaction in myself which I desired^ and agreeable to his most holy will, as if I saw him
greatly longed for.
standing before me, and as if I were to be
I found when I had examined my state and condition God-ward, that judged by him for the thought of rhy heart
things were not right with me.
next moment ?
O divine life O seraphic
As for a sober and plausible conversation in soul! O that I could always stand here! for
the eye of the world, I knew that was a very here is no reflection, no sorrow, no repentance;
easy attainment a good natural temper, with but at God's right hand there is perfect peace
the advantage of a liberal education, will quick- and a river of unspeakable joy.
O that we
the breathings of

and resigned

to

;

!

:

!

:

ly furnish a

man

with

abilities for that

;

so that

he shall be looked upon as a saint, and very
spiritual, when perhaps in chains of darkness,
in the gall of bitterness, and in the very bond
of iniquity.
If this sort of righteousness would
have done, perhaps I might make as fair pretensions that

way

some

as

others

;

but, alas

I

quickly saw the emptiness and unsatisfactoriness of those things this is a covering that
will not protect or hide us from the wrath of
the Almighty, when he comes to judgment.
It is not a man's natural temper, nor his education, that makes him a good Christian
this
is not the righteousness the gospel calls for,
nor is this the " truth in the inward parts,"
I

might imitate the

life

of Jesus, and be thorough-

ly furnished unto every good

word and work

This was the frequent breathing of

God when

was

my

soul to

country, but more especially after I had left my new preferment of
a chaplain, and took private lodgings in London.
In this retirement I hope I may say
without boasting, I was very devout and reliI

in the

and found great comfort and refreshment
from the Lord, who let me see the beauty
of holiness the sweetness that arises from an
humbled, mortified life, was then very pleasant
to my taste, and I rejoiced in it more than in
all the delights and pleasures of the world.
And now it pleased God to show me, that if
which God requires. The heart and affections I would indeed live strictly and holily as bemust be cleansed and purified before we can comes the gospel, then I must leave the combe acceptable to God therefore it was death to munion of the church of England but I knew
me to think of taking up my rest in a formal not yet which way to determine myself, nor to
pretence of holiness, wherein I yet saw to my what body of men I should join, who were
grief, abundance of people wrapped themselves, more orthodox and more regular in their lives.
and slept securely and quietly, dreaming of As for the Quakers (so called), I was so great
the felicity of paradise, as if heaven were now a stranger to them, that I had never read any
their own, and they needed not trouble them- of their books, nor do I remember that ever I
selves any more about religion.
I could not conversed with any one man of that commuentertain so dangerous an opinion as this
for nion in my whole life.
I think there was one
then I should be tempted to take up my rest by in Foxly, whilst I was curate there; but I never
the way, whilst I was travelling towards the' saw the man, though I went several times to
promised land.
his house on purpose to talk with him, and to
I think I made a little progress in a holy
bring him off from his mad and wild enthusilife, and through God's assistance I weakened
asm, as I then ignorantly thought it to be. As
some of my spiritual enemies, whilst I lived in for that way, I knew it was everywhere spoken
the communion of the national church. I thank against
he that had a mind to appear more
my God, I can truly say, whilst I used those witty and ingenious than the rest, would choose
prayers, I did it with zeal and sincerity, in his this for the subject of his profane jests and drolfear and dread
but still I ceased not my ear- lery with this he makes sport, and diverts the
nest supplication to him in private, that he company, for a Quaker is but another name for
Vol. XIII.— No. 4.
20
:

gious,
in

it

:

:

;

5

;

:

:

;

;
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a fool or a madman, and was scarcely ever and weeping for joy that I had found so great
mentioned but with scorn and contempt. As tor a treasure, I often thanked him with tears in
drollery, I confess I was never any orreat friend my eyes for so kind a visitation of his love,
but indeed, if all was true that was laid that he was graciously pleased to look towards
to it
So, though
to the Quakers' charge, I thought they were me when my soul cried after him.
some of the worst people that ever appeared in before I was in great doubt and trouble of
the world, and wondered with what face they mind, not knowing which way to determine
could call themselves Christians, since I was myself, yet now the sun breaking out so powerI
told they denied the fundamental articles of the fully upon me, the clouds were scattered.
hoi}' faith, for which I ever bore the highest was now fully satisfied in my own mind which
And notwithstanding, way I ought to go, and to what body of people
veneration and esteem.
I had always lived at the greatest distance from I should join myself
So I immediately left the communion of the
that people, and was very zealous in the worship of the church of England, and upon all church of England, and went to Gracechurch
After I had read Barclay, I
occasions would speak very honourably of it, Street Meeting.
moreover was content to suffer some few in- read some other books of that kind, among
conveniences upon that account, (as thou very which was an excellent piece, though in a
well knowest), yet my father still looked upon small volume, called No Cross, No Crown.
me as inclining to the Quakers; and some Thus I continued reading and frequenting meetyears ago signified to a friend, he was afraid I ings for several weeks together, but did not
and whilst at let any one soul know what I was about. The
would become an enthusiast
Bungan school, he sent me two books to read first man I conversed with was George Whiteone head and this was several weeks after I began
that were written against the Quakers
of which was John Faldo's, who hath been to read Barclay, and frequent [Friends'] meetings.
By him I was introduced into more acsufficiently exposed for it by William Penn.
Whilst I lived, in London, in that private, re- quaintance; and still the farther I went, the
tired manner I was just now speaking of, walk- more I liked their plainness, and the decency
They do
ing very humbly in the sight of God, and hav- and simplicity of their conversation.
ing opportunity to reflect upon my past life, as not use the ceremonies and salutations of the
I had occasion to be 'one day at a bookseller's church of England, but shake hands freely,
shop, I happened to cast my eye on Barclay's and converse together as brothers and sisters,
works and having heard in the country, that that are sprung of the same royal seed, and
he was a man of great account amongst the made kingfe and priests unto God. Othe love,
Quakers, I had a mind to see what their princi- the sweetness and tenderness of affection I have
" By this," says
ples were, and what defence they could make seen among this people
for sure, thought I, these peo- Christ, " shall all men know that ye are my
for themselves
ple are not so silly and ridiculous, nor main- disciples, if ye have love one to another."
tainers of such horrid opinions, as the author " Put on therefore," says the apostle, " as the
;

:

;

;

;

!

;

of The Snake, and some others would make
us believe.
I took Barclay home with me, and
I read him through in a week's time, save a
little treatise at the end, which finding to be
very philosophical, I omitted but, however, I
soon read enough to convince me of my own
blindness and ignorance in the things of God.
There I found a light to break in upon my
mind, which did mightily refresh and comfort
me in that poor, low, and humbled state in
which I then was for indeed I was then, and
had been for a considerable time before, very
and
hungry and thirsty after righteousness
;

of God, holy and beloved, bowels of
mercy, kindness, humbleness of mind, meek-

elect

ness, long-suff"ering."

Thus,

my dear friend, I
my proceeding

account of
to

my

have given thee an
on this affair. As

bodily state, if thou

desirest to

know

have my
health as well as ever, and I bless God I have
food and raiment sufficient for me, so that I
want no outward thing; and I have the neceslet us
sities and conveniences of life liberally
not burden ourselves with taking care for the
Let us possess
vanities and superfluities of it.
and
therefore I received the truth with all readiness our vessels in sanctification and honour
of mind. It was like balm to my soul, and as as we bring our minds into perfect subjection to
showers of rain to the thirsty earth, which is the whole will of God, so let us bring our boparched with heat and drought. This author dies to the most simple and natural way of livlaid things down so plainly, and proved them ing; being content with the fewest things;
with such ingenuity and dexterity of learning, never studying to gratify our wanton appetites,
and opened the Scriptures so clearly to me, nor to follow the customs and humours of men,
that without standing to cavil, dispute, raise but how we may so contract our earthly cares
argument or objection, or consulting with flesh and pleasures, that we may bring most glory
and blood, I presently resigned myself to God to God, most health and peace to our own
;

what

it is,

I

may

acquaint thee that

I

:

;

:

;
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And and this will be much more full, clear, and
to the Truth.
be our aim, certainly a very small por- satisfactory than I, or any other man living
tion of the things of this world will suffice us. can pretend to give thee, or any other friend
Seeing we are Christians, we should therefore who hath lovingly written to me ; for whom I
earnestly pursue those things which bring us desire, with all the sincere-hearted in the church
nearest "to God, and which are most perfective of England, that they may come to witness the
For what is more than a almighty power of God, to save and redeem
of human nature.
and that they may
competency, seems to be a burden to a gener- them from every yoke
ous, philosophical soul, which would breathe in clearly see to the end of those things which are
souls,

and do most service

if this

:

a pure vehicle, that so it may have a quick abolished, and come to the enjoyment of spirisense and relish of all blessings, both of the tual and heavenly things themselves, is the
daily prayer and deep travail of my soul, God
superior and inferior worlds.
Thou knoM^est, my dear friend, that religion knoweth. Till I can be more particular, if
is a very serious thing ; repentance is a great thou please thou mayest communicate this to
work, and one precious immortal soul is of them, and let them know that I am well, and
more worth than ten thousand perishing worlds, thank them for their kind letters. Let us rewith all their pomp and glory ; therefore let us member to pray for one another with all fertake courage, and be valiant for the truth upon vency, that we may stand perfect in the whole
will of God.
Amen, saith my soul. I am thy
the earth
let us not content ourselves with a
name and profession of godliness let us come most afTectionate friend and servant in Jesus,
Samuel Crisp.
to the life and power of it
let us not despond
have a little
of getting the victory.
strength for God : let us be fahhful to him and
Letter IL
he will give us more strength, so that we shall
My dear friend, I lately received a kind
see the enemy of our peace fall before us, and
nothing shall be impossible unto us. I say, my and brotherly letter from thee, for which I refriend, let us be faithful to that measure of light turn thee many thanks. I am now in the comand knowledge which God has given us, to be munion of the people called Quakers and I
profited and edified by it in a spirituallife; and have cause to bless God for this happy change
I am, through mercy, brought off
as God sees we are diligent and faithful to of my life.
work with the strength we have, he will more from the shadow of religion, and am pressing
and more enlighten us, so that we shall see to forward to get acquaintance with the quickenthe end of those forms and shadows of religion ing power, life, and virtue of it, that I may be
wherein we had formerly lived. But if he sees a Christian indeed, and not in the name and
we are about to take up our rest in those sha- profession only. I had a great while talked and
dows, that we grow cold and indilTerent in the discoursed of holiness, but did not understand
pursuit of holiness, running out into notions what it was to walk with God, to live and
Perhaps, indeed, some may
and speculations, and have more mind to dis- dwell in him.
pute, and to make a show of learning and sub- think I made a fair show of piety when I
I was deeply sentlety, than to lead a holy and devout life, then was with you ; but, alas
sible of my own faults and miscarriages; and
it is just with God to leave us in a carnal and
polluted state
to continue yet but in the out- I resolved, through God's assistance, to inward court, where we may please ourselves quire after something more noble and excellent
with beholding the beauty and ornaments of a than I had discovered in that state and blessed
worldly sanctuary, and never witness the veil be his name for ever, that God hath answered
being taken away, and that we are brought by the cry of my soul, and let me see a people,
the blood of Jesus into the holiest of all, where that are hated and despised by the world, but
for he hath revealed to them
alone there is true peace with God, and rest to are dear to him
he hath carthe mysteries of the kingdom
I could say much upon this
the weary soul.
ried them upon eagles' wings, and cherished
head, if time or leisure would give leave.

—

—

—

We

;

!

;

:

;

;

As

for a

particular

have not time now

to

answer
give

it

;

to

thy

and

letter,

I

for the pre-

them as the apple of
have been yet but

As for me, I
outward court, and far

his eye.

in the

short of that truth and righteousness that is
taught and practised among this people ; for
they
nature, and not suffer the prejudice of educa- they are come within the holiest of all
to
tion to sway thee, but in fear and humility wilt are come into a near communion with God
search out the truth for thyself, thou wilt find behold the cherubims of glory that cover the
sent let this general
wilt

consider

answer

suffice:

and

if

thou

things in their pure abstracted

no other answer to thy letter
have already given. For by waiting upon God, and diligently seeking him, thou
wilt find an answer to it in thv own bosom

that there needs

than what

I

—

—

—

mercy seat to be fed with the true manna.
These are mysteries that are revealed unto the
meek and lowly; but the haughty, insolent,
and profane cannot come near them, nor taste

;:
;
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of the sweetness noi* comfort of them. Indeed
the formal, traditional sort of people of the
world may talk of these things, as they have

:

;

I

;

the great critics,

all

and philosophers of the world, are
fools in these things. They are wearying themselves to find the deep things of our God, studying and racking their heads, tossing and tumbling to and fro like a wild bull in a net, that
knows not which way to disentangle himself:
the more he struggles, the weaker he grows
and the faster he is bound so the more these
vain talkers read, the more they write, the more
they cavil and dispute, the farther they are from
God, and the more they declare their hatred
and enmity to the spirit of Christ, and to the
I have been a long
simplicity of the gospel.
time weary of the folly and impertinency of
these men, and chiefly the celebrated fathers of
the church, as they call them the councils and
synods of old are now of very small account
with me.
I am not ashamed to sit under the
teachings of women and mechanics, howsoever
they may seem in the eye of the world for
they teach me more Christianity, and instruct
me more perfectly in a divine life, than all the
studied, elaborate sermons and discourses that
scholars,

;

:

;

heard at the universities or since; their
they are mightily asthey speak with
sisted with the spirit of God
and there is a native
majesty and authority
beauty, clearness, and solidity of expression,
that shines through their discourses, which is
sufficient to answer that groundless calumny,
viz., the Quakers' preaching is nonsense, and
nobody can understand them. This I have
ever

I

words are with power

—

—

they employ their parts and learning in the
God, to his glory and service, and to
As for
promote the true interest of mankind
the little jests, wittiness, and vain pedantry of
tbe age, which I know the world hath esteem
for, (and nothing will please but what abounds
with such fooleries); I say, if the Quakers be
deficient in any of these, it is not for want of
abilities, or because they have less wit than
other men, but because they have more prudence and wisdom to govern it; and that is the
reason why they avoid such childish vanities,
which are so freely used and indulged in by
others, to the great dishonour of God, and the
Christian rehgion.
Therefore because they do
not seek to please a wanton age, and make people laugh and be merry, nor to entertain that
carnal, airy mind with pleasant stories, fine notions, and witty expressions of natural things
from thence it is that they have been shamefully traduced by the world, as the most ignoi*ant, blind, and foolish people that ever made
any profession of religion and yet this is the
people to whom I have now joined myself in a
sincere love to truth, God knoweth.
I glory
more in this fellowship and acquaintance with
these lambs of Christ, than if I were related to
fear of

;

;

[1702.

for

heard them from others, and in their sober moments may have some faint glimmerings that
way but to be come to the real and inward
enjoyment of them, they can no more pretend,
all
than to work the greatest impossibilities
their wit, and subtlety, and learning, cannot
reach higher to handle of the word of life; this
is peculiar only to those who are content to forsake all, and become fools for Christ. They
are those who are in a good temper to receive
and co-operate with the influences of the Holy
Spirit, and have seen the emptiness and vanity
of all those things that are so much admired by
The schools and universities, and
the world.
learned doctors, and great rabbles, have not
they are ravened from the Spirit
profited me
of God, and gone out into their own notions
and speculations, thinking thereby to search
Alas
out God, and comprehend the truth.
the mysteries of the kingdom are far out of
they weary
their reach in their carnal minds
themselves in vain; the vulture's eye cannot
pierce into these secrets

CRISP.

—

:

the greatest kings, lords, and potentates

upon

the earth.
Oftentimes hath my spirit been refreshed with theirs, when we have met together
and my soul still longs and
to wait upon God
pants more and more to be filled with these diHe is ready always to pour
vine comforts.
;

down

blessings upon us, if

we would

ourselves for the reception of them

;

qualify
if

we

would put away vain thoughts, which cloud
and darken the mind, and so hinder the favourable influences and irradiations of heaven.
And since it has pleased God to visit me of
late, and to make known to me excellent things
in righteousness, he alone is to have the praise
and glory of all and now I freely resign myself to the conduct of the blessed Spirit.
Now let the truth prosper; now let it run
and be glorified in the earth let it shine out
in its full lustre, to the terror and confusion of
all the enemies thereof, and to the reviving of
the souls of the hungry and thirsty, who are
ready to faint, waiting for and expecting the
;

;

consolation of Israel, until the time of refresh-

ment comes from the presence of the Lord
will open a fountain for Judah and Jeru-

who

salem, so that rivers shall run in dry places
And
there will he speak peace to his people.
after they have sat silent a little while in the
dust, suffering patiently the chastening rod
of his love to pass over them, he shall then
comfort the daughter of Sion, and say, " Arise,

heard often refuted by many living testimonies; thou afflicted, and weep and mourn no more,
so that I do rather think them the best wits, but put on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem raise thy head, uncover thy face, and gird
and the most ingenious people in the world
;

!

!
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up thy loins with strength see the day break, craft, and diabolical enthusiasm.
But I am
and the morning spread itself upon the moun- content to lie under all these odious imputations
tains
now the sorrowful nights of affliction from the world, knowing very well, that better
are gone over, the clouds are scattered and men than f, have suffered the same things begone, the sun is risen in its brightness, and now fore me, and do at this present lime.
As for
joy and peace shall be multiplied in a little my enemies, I can truly say, I thank God I
wrath I hid my face from thee for a moment, pity them and pray for them they do not hurt
but with everlasting kindness will I have mercy me, but thernselves.
on thee, saith the Lord thy Redeemer." O
And now my dear friend, before I conclude,
let us wait, in humihty of soul and tenderness suffer me a little to speak of thy present cirof heart, before the Lord, that we may witness cumstances; for as God knoweth, my bowels
this great change and salvation wrought in us yearn towards thee in the tender love of Jesus,
and for us that the Scripture may be no more I suppose thou art now where I left thee, viz,
a sealed book to us, but that we may feel the with the lord Richardson, (so called), in the
precious truth therein recorded, to be fulfilled capacity of a chaplain; an office which I have
in our own particulars.
Then we shall never had a little experience of myself, since I last
be weary of praying, and reading the Holy saw thee but was quickly so weary of that
Scriptures; we shall never be loath or unwilling servile yoke, so unworthy of that holy function
to come into God's presence
for his love, and I bore, that in ten days' time I quitted my new
the sweetness of his ointment, will draw and preferment, and left it more free than ever I
allure us to dwell always under his canopy, undertook it.
What peace or satisfaction thou
that we may feel life and power to flow from canst have in such kind of employment, I know
him, who is the ocean that supplies all the not; for my part I could find none; my soul
wants of the children of men. And how shall was grieved and burthened every day with
we come to taste that heavenly banquet which seeing and hearing their evil deeds, beholding
he hath prepared for us, that we may eat and their vanities and excesses this was a sword
drink at his table, and that our souls may de- to my soul and spirit, it wounded me very deep:
light in fatness
I say, how shall we attain to
and I do solemnly profess, I had rather beg my
this, but by a strict and mortified life?
Cer- bread from door to door, than to live in the like
tainly the more we retire from worldly joys, bondage again, where I must be obliged to such
and empty ourselves of earthly comforts and ceremonies and formalities, to flatter men in
false delights, the fitter we shall be to receive their sins,
to cry, "peace, peace;"
and to
those that are spiritual and heavenly
and not sew pillows under the armholes of delicate peoonly to receive and rejoice in them for a time, ple, who can never bear the least check or
but to live and dwell in them for ever.
For frown but expect the mercenary priest should
this is the life of Jesus
and here the kingdom always laugh or smile in their faces, even when
of God reigns in the heart and soul, by which he sees plainly they are going to hell and desit is changed from glory to glory, even as by
truction.
And yet I must tell thee, the family
the Spirit of the Lord.
I was in was looked upon as one of the most
And now I would ask all the wise and pru- sober and regular, as the world goes now and
dent, all the rich, all the noble and learned I must needs say, I did not leave them for
men of the world, what they think of these any drinking, gaming, or swearing, that I perthings 1
Whether this is to be learned in their ceived amongst them
as to all these filthy,
courts and palaces'?
Or whether any of the scandalous practices, as far as I could see, they
great scholars and universities in Christendom were blameless but yet I saw their heai'ts were
can furnish us with such a system of divinity not right, for they were lovers of pleasure more
as this? No; they hate it and despise it; and than lovers of God
and thou knowest that he
instead of a sober answer to my query, they or they, let them be great or small, if they live
return scoffs and contempt. " This is canting," in pleasures, grow fat, and wanton against
they say,
" an idle dream, and forged chimera Christ; such persons are dead whilst they live.
of his own brain ;" and a great many more op- I say, whatever their faith, or principles, or
probrious names they have for such inquiries as professions may be, yet in religion they are
Sometimes perhaps they will soften the dead. 1 shall say no more, but hasten to a
these.
expression with an hypocritical show, will pre- conclusion. If thou desire a particular account
tend to pity me, calling it an unhappy effect of of my convincement, thou mayst see it in a
melancholy, and too much retirement from the letter I wrote lately to Richard Lake, junior,
world
and this they think too much conde- wherein I gave him a fair and true relation of
scension
that I ought to think myself beholden my proceedings in that matter
what steps I
to them for giving it so mild a character; for took
and how God did graciously assist me,
at other times they deal more sharply, and say when he had raised in me sincere desires and
confidently that it is madness, delusion, witch- inquiries after truth and holiness. Dear friend,
;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

—

—

—
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have no more at present, but to let thee know,
do most heartily pray for thee, that thou
mayst consider tilings without prejudice, and FROM SAMUEL CRISp's " VINDICATION OF THE
not suffer any of the temptations and allurePEOPLE CALLED aUAKEES."
ments of the world to draw thy mind from God,
[The first of the three following pieces is
and to hinder thee in thy pursuit of holiness.
He that loves father or mother, brother or sis- extracted from the Preface to Samuel Crisp's
Vindication, the next from the Treatise itself,
ter, or any of the endearments of this world,
more than Christ, is not worthy of him but and the remaining one from the Appendix to it.
It is believed that the weighty counsel, sound
if thou wilt come into communion with Christ,
and follow the guidance of his light and spirit, doctrine, and instructive remarks which these

EXTRACTS

I
I

:

O

what a blessed and happy rest shalt thou Extracts contain, will commend them to the
O what rivers of living wa- cordial acceptance of the serious reader.]
ters will spring up in thee of which thou mayst
drink freely, and praise God for all his mercies A PLEA FOR THE TRUTH, AND AN EARNEST
EXHORTATION TO BE FOUND WALKING
and benefits. That thou mayst indeed come to
THEREIN.
such spiritual enjoyments and refreshments as
find to thy soul

I

!

these,

is

the sincere desire of

Thy

loving and affectionate friend,

Samuel
Letter

Crisp.

" Stand ye in the ways and see, and ask for the
where is the good way, and walk therein, and ye
rest for

IIL

your souls."— Jer.

Reader,

Leeds, Sixth month 7th, 1702.

—

I

and unbiassed

shall find

vi. 16.

desire thou wouldst be serious
in

the reading of

present to thy view

Loving friend, G. Paxton,*

old paths,

—

what

I

here

so mayest thou reap ben-

These may acquaint thee, that last fourth- efit and advantage by it to thy soul. The noi.se
day was a week since I got well to my jour- and clamour against the Quakers, has of late
ney's end.
But though my body rests as to years been carried on and promoted with great
the outward, yet I still feel a necessity to con- diligence by their adversaries; insomuch as

my

inward, spiritual travel towards the
the heavenly Canaan, where
my soul may be satiated with everlasting and
unchangeable felicity. I must still keep on my
watch, that the enemy of my soul may not at
anv time take an advantage against me I must
still stand upon my guard, go on in the Lamb's
warlixre, and diligently pursue such things as
may make my calling and election sure and
this I think is the state of every Christian, so
long as he sojourns in this world. Perfect and
complete rest and peace are only to be expected
tinue

new Jerusalem,

:

laid aside these mortal, frail bo-

I

think,

be ignorant of

it.

;

—

ousness
ity

:

when we have

who converse

with the world, can
This gave me occasion to
and that I might
inquire into their principles
not take things upon trust, or believe the report
of others concerning ihem, I was willing to see
for myself
to read and consult their own authors. To this I applied myself with great serilew,

my

;

desiring of the

and bowed ness of
understanding in

Lord

humilhe would open
the great things of his
in great

soul, that

law, and that if the truth was amongst the Quakers, I might, without consulting with flesh and
blood, join myself to that people, however

mansions of glory slighted and despised I might be by the world
Head hath prepared for us. But for so doing. It was peace with God I wanted;
looked upon all
if we would reign with him in another world, and in comparison of that, I
we must suffer with him in this if we would other things as dross and dung, "l had been
wear the Crown, we must first bear the Cross; if always brought up in the national way of worwe would be conquerors, we must fight if we ship, and had been strict and punctual in the
would win the prize, we must not be cool and rites and ceremonies of the church of England
dies,

and

shall enter those

that Christ our

—

—

our strength in the beyond many but yet I found all that would
we would be per- not do my business ; the seed was oppressed,
and death reigned under all those forms and
fect, we must sell all, part with all our lovers,
and [be willing to] sacrifice all the nearest and specious appearances of godliness. It was an
dearest enjoy/nenls, that we have in this world easy matter to talk, and go the round of my
this is devotions ; but I wanted strength and power to
[when called for]
this is self-denial
and this is the repentance overcorne my sins and corruptions. There was
mortification indeed
My love to a cry raised in my soul after righteousness and
unto life, never to be repented of.
truth ; and this I found all my outward obserthy uncle and Friends.
vations could not give me, tor the kingdom of
I am thy loving and affectionate friend,
Samuel Crisp. God is within men, though I was seeking for it
And thus was
abroad, doating upon shadows.
* A Friend who resided in Durham.
I diverted from the pursuit of the knowledge of
indifferent,

but exert

Christian race

—

;

all

in short, if

:

—

—

;

:
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the truth, as

it

is in

Jesus.

lived in darkness

I

and ignorance of the true and saving knowledge of God, notwithstanding my high pretensions.
But it has pleased God to rend the vail,
to disperse the clouds, and scatter the mists and
fogs, in a good measure, blessed be his name.
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and

that are taught

by it they see their
and shines more and
more unto the perfect day. Trust not to un-

—

way

it

is

made

led

;

plain,

certainties; put not off thy repentance

;

delay

How

not the time of returning to God.

dost

know

thou shalt live an hour longer? Are
thy accounts fair and clear? Art thou ready

thou

Know, reader, that there is a people in this all
who have paid something for religion and to depart, if God should call thee before tothey will not be put off with shams and pre- morrow morning?
Reader, once more I say it concerns thee
tences, nor decoyed by the wiles of the enemy:
for the day of God hastens,
they are not easily to be imposed upon, in the to be serious
age,

;

—

;

great things that concern their everlasting peace
they cannot bow to images, nor satisfy themselves with the husks and formalities of religion, but labour to come into the life of holiness and the real practice of virtue; whom neither smiles nor frowns can prevail with to forsake the truth. These the devil envies, and to
render them odious, he paints them out in black
colours.
To be sure, in his account, they are
fanatics I'll warrant you
fools and madmen
heretics
schismatics
a dangerous sort of

—

—

—

people

:

—

and as you
beware of the infection of

Sirs, look to yourselves,

your
Quakerism.
love

souls,

This is the common language,
when people do not please him but if they are
tame, and easy to his insinuations, if they can
rest in a form, and dwell upon words and notions, then he reigns in peace
his kingdom is
quiet
no hard names then.
Well, reader, what I said before, I repeat
now it concerns thee to be serious, and to
weio-h thinors with a clear and disinterested
If thou wilt serve God, thou must take
mind.
courage and break loose from the world
if
;

—

—

—

:

come

thou wilt

to Christ,

thou shalt find true

and a fountain of inexpressible joy.
If
thou die with Christ, thou shalt live
if thou
suffer with him in this vain, transitory world,
thou shalt reign with him in glory for ever.
Look not at thy own weakness, but look unto
God, whose grace is sufficient for thee his
strength is magnified in our weakness.
Let
not then the cross discourage thee, but take it
up, and in meekness and patience bear it after
Jesus, who for the joy that was set before him,

riches,

;

;

wherein

coverings shall be rent off;
on the hypocrites, as sorrow upon a woman in travail, and they shall
not escape.
A name and profession of Christianity without the life and power of it, will then
stand in very little stead
it will
be a terrible
false

all

fear shall take hold

;

day,

who

shall be able to stand in

it

!

Certainly

none of the hypocrites, and shufflers, and vain
talkers, and disputers of this world, and empty
notionists, and time-servers, and men-pleasers;
no, they will be all swept away, as chaff before
" For behold the day cometh that
the wind.
shall burn as an oven
and all the proud, yea,
and all that do wickedly, shall be stubble and
the day that cometh shall burn them up, saith
the Lord of Hosts, that it shall leave them nei;

:

ther root nor branch."
fore

now

the

day of

is

— Mai.

iv. 1.

the accepted time, prize
salvation.

God, thou

the grace of

Know,

And thereit
now is
;

reader, that

by

art capable of great at-

tainments; true faith will remove mountains;
by that thou mayst escape the pollutions of the
world, and come clean out of Babylon and
Egypt, and all such things as would let or hinder thee in thy Christian race.
Why then
should we trifle away our precious minutes?
Why should we die short of true happiness?
Let the time past sufbce us, to have wrought
the will of the Gentiles, serving divers lusts
and pleasures, and walking in the vanity of our
minds.
God has borne long with us ; his
mercy and loving-kindness has been great ; let
us provoke him no longer, but instantly return
to him and humble our souls before him.
This
is the labour and travail of my soul, God knoweth, desiring that all men might be saved and
come to the knowledge of the truth as it is in

endured the cross, despising the shame, and is
set down at the right hand of the throne of the
majesty in the heavens.
Strip thyself from the Jesus.
O that all would taste and see how
creatures; wean thy affections from the world; gracious he is
If they would wait upon him
strengthen thy hand in God
cleave stedfastly in silence, with their minds retired from the
unto him make him thy friend, and then thou world, and staid upon him, they may come to
ncedst not care who is thine enemy
all the see wonderful things in righteousness; the mysrage of men and devils can never hurt thee. teries of God's kingdom should be opened and
Hearken unto God obey his voice mind the revealed to them, yea things which were kept
teachings of his Holy Spirit; give up thyself secret from the foundation of the world. Such
entirely to the conduct of it, for its ways are should find true peace and rest to their souls
ways of pleasantness, and all its paths are they should find strength administered accordThis is that Comforter which is given ing to their several wants, and grace to help in
peace.
to lead us into all truth
blessed are all those time of need yea, they should go from strength
!

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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and grow in grace daily, as the AposEph. iv. 13; "till we all come in ihe
unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the
Son of God unto a perfect man, unto the mea-

lo strength
tle said,
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God. None of these can
be said to be that spiritual worship and service
which God calls for in the days of the Gospel,

finds acceptance with

now

that he hath

sent forth the Spirit of his

whereby we cry Abba Fawhich, reader, that we may all come to know, ther not now, 1 say, when he has poured forth
so that
witness and experience in ourselves, is the earn- his Spirit upon sons and daughters
not now, when
est supplication and prayer of thy hearty well- they can and must prophesy
wisher and sincere friend, to serve thee in the God has so clearly' revealed himself to the
world, and told us expressly by his Son, that
Samuel Ceisp.
Truth.
he is a Spirit that the true worshippers shall
worship him in spirit and in truth and that he
seeketh such to worship him.
These are GosON DIVINE worship, GOSPEL MINISTRY, AND
pel days this is the last and most glorious disTHE TRUE CHURCH.
pensation that shall ever be in the world ; now
"God is a Spirit; and they that worship him, must worship God calls for a more than ordinary strictness
and purity of life. The times of ignorance, it
him in spirit and in truth,"— John iv. 24.
is said, God winked at
but now he commandOur Christian belief is, that every man eth all men every where to repent to leave off
ought to wait upon God, in the measure of his their dead forms, their empty ceremonies and
own good Spirit that he is to follow its mo- hypocritical will-worship, a worship which they
tions, observe its counsels, and make it the can go about in their own time, begin and fingreat rule and guide of his life and we say, ish it when they please. Here many are makas men wait in this and are led and governed ing a profession of religion and godliness outby this, so, and not otherwise, are they accept- wardly, going on in a round of bodily exered and approved in the sight of God. For this, cises, and pretended devotions, from one year's
and this only, can work all acceptable works in end to another, and yet are destitute of the in" Walk in the Spirit, and ye ward, experimental knowledge of Jesus Christ.
us, and for us.
shall not fulfil the lusts of the flesh." Gal. v. 16. Put blessed be God for ever, that he has in
" For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, this generation, made bare his arm in a wonIn derful manner, and brought a remnant near to
they are the sons of God." Rom. viii. 14.
the performance of all religious worship, we say himself: they have seen to an end of types
there is especial need that men should wait upon and shadows, and are come to Christ, the life
God, in the gift of his own Spirit, to feel the and substance, and to the one spiritual baptism,
conduct and assistance of it; for this is the salt that purgeth the conscience from dead works,
of the sacrifice, it is this gives savour and life to serve the living God. And they are come
to every duty, it is this must make known our to the true supper, and inward communion of
wants to us, and instruct us how to apply our- the body and blood of Christ; where they feed
selves to God for suitable relief. The apostle of daily at his table, and eat of that bread that
Rom. viii. 26, came down from heaven, which nourisheth the
the Gentiles is excellent in this
27,
" Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our in- soul unto eternal life.
These are brought off
firmities;
and he that searcheth the hearts, from all the world's carnal and literal teachers,
knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, because and are come to the ministration of the Spirit,
he maketh intercession for the saints according and the teachings of Christ Jesus, who is their
to the will of God."
God is to be worshipped Prophet, Priest, and King, the only true Shepin spirit and in truth; and we wait upon him herd and Bishop of their souls.
These are
in silence, that we may be enabled to perform come to a true silence, and ceasing from all
this worship and service, believing that his their own words
they wait for the arising of
Spirit will help and teach us to pray, better that Divine Power and Life which shall render
than all directories and common-prayer books. their service accepted of God and useful and
Shall we for this be ridiculed? and because we beneficial to men.
They preach and pray as
are tender of the righteous seed of light and the Spirit helps them.
They observe Christ's
life in ourselves and others, observing what the rule and precept, which is, to watch and pray
apostle enjoins, not to quench the Spirit nor plainly showing, that before men pray, they
despise prophesy ings, must we therefore be should watch that is, retire in their minds, and
called fanatics and enthusiasts?
wait upon God, that thej^ may " serve him acIt is not men's running over their prayers ceptably, with reverence and godly fear.
For
by heart, or reading them out of a book, or un- (as the apostle says) our God is a consuming
dertaking to pray or preach by the strength of fire."
Those who rush hastily into his pretheir own reason and natural faculties, that sence, without due preparation and watchful-^
sure of the stature of the fulness of Christ:"

Son

into our hearts,

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

—

;

;

;
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ness, they offer the sacrifice of fools

;

they do

come up with acceptance on God's altar.—
Isa. Ix. 7.
It is said of Nadab and Abihu,that

A Warning

not

" they offered strange fire before the Lord,
which he commanded them not. And there
went out fire from the Lord, and devoured them,
and they died before the Lord." 'Levit. x. 1,2.
Let the ungodly and uncircumcised priests and
people of the world, who on all occasions are
so full of their prayers and devotions, consider
this
they would, I am confident^ be ashamed

—

appear

in that posture before

some of

their

God

;

pleased to

make known

them the mysteries

to

of his kingdom, to prepare a sacrifice for himself, and to touch their lips with a live coal from
the altar. When the well springs up, then they
can sing unto it.---Numb. xxi. 17. When God
and when he shuts none
opens, none can shut
;

These

can open.

wait, as the apostles at Jeru-

salem, to receive power from on high when
God bids them speak, they must speak they
may neither add to [that which is given them,]
nor diminish from it. They must not quench
;

—

the Spirit, nor despise prophesyings.— 1 Thess.

20.

This

is

our Christian

belief,

with

respect

the worship of God, and the solemn

offi-

ces of religion, such as praying and preach-

And by the places cited, it may appear
every impartial eye, that these are no new

ing.
to

lights

Holy

to the

present generation,

wherein they are reminded of the

to

Lord

late dread-

ful tempest of wind.
"Whatsoever the Lord

pleased, that did he in heaven,

and

deep places. Ue causeth the vapours to ascend from the ends of the earth he maketh lightnings for the rain; he bringeth the wind out of his treasur-

and

in earth, in the seas,

all

;

ies

"—Psalm cxxxv.

How
in

this

6, t.

gloriously has the Truth broken forth
latter

age of the world, and how has

many

God. But, as I
rightly, have learned to wait upon him in
" Without me," says
the silence of all flesh.
Christ, " ye can do nothing."
Being sensible
of this, they have learned to bow and humble
not daring to open
themselves before God
their mouths, or speak a word, but as God is
fore

to

given

times appear be- England been favoured with the bright sunshine
said before, they who know of the gospel, and the revelation of eternal

superiors, wherein they

V. 19,
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consider their ways and turn unto the

:

to

CRISP.

or

upstart

notions,

but

agreeable

to

truths

I

And how

God

has

much

waited with

long-suffering and patience, to gather this na-

How

has the word of the
towns and cities, and
that with much dread, and great majesty and
power
And how has the Lord stretched out
his hand to the inhabitants of this island, day
after day and year after year ; that if by any
means he might gather them in the arms of
his love, and bless them, and make this land as
a garden of pleasant plants, an eternal excellency, the joy of the whole earth
But O, how

tion

to

himself!

Lord been proclaimed

in

!

!

have many requited him for his «kindness,
and mercy, and long-suffering
How have
they hardened their hearts, and rebelled against
his Holy Spirit, and slighted the overtures of
peace and reconciliation
How have they abused his servants, and shamefully treated those
that came purely in love to their souls, and
sought neither their silver nor gold, but their
eternal welfare
and were willing to leave their
families, friends and relations, and travel many
hundreds of miles to invite others to come in
and partake with them, in the glorious communion and fellowship of the saints in light
And
O how shily and disdainfully have the poor
worldlings and their blind priests
who were
settled in the earth
looked upon these innocent
And what an outcry
servants of the Lord
have they raised against them treating them
as rogues and vagabonds, of whom yet the
world was not worthy, and by calling them se*
ducers, and heretics, and blasphemers, and
Jesuits, and fools, and madmen, and anything
ill

!

!

;

!

and the practice of the primitive Christians
to whose blessed example,
holy and pious life, we desire in all things to
conform ourselves.
The church of God is the pillar and ground
of Truth it is built upon the foundation of the
apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner-stone. The church of God
consists of living stones
they are built up a
spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up that malice or ignorance could suggest
And
spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus O what flouts and jeers, and stripes, and knocks,
Christ
they are a chosen generation, a royal and bruises, have they met with, for their obepriesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people, dience to the Lord
and all this from a sort of
who in life and conversation, show forth the men that called themselves Christians from
praises of Him who hath called them out of whose professionj one would expect better things
darkness, into his marvellous light.
This is a at their hands.
glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or
And how ill both priests and people have re*
any such thing, but holy and without blemish. quited the servants of the Lord, for their testi*
This is the true church and true religion, which mony against the works of darkness
Surely
we desire all people would seriously consider God will judge for these things. And notwithand diligently press after.
standing the gospel has been so fully and de*
Vol. XIIL— No. 5.
21
Scripture,

;

—

—

!

!

:

;

!

;

!

;

!

;

;
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monstratively preached in this nation, yet how the wrath of God break forth against them, to
do sin and wickedness, injustice and oppres- their utter desolation.
What do people think of the late great storsion, fraud and violence, and all manner of
abominations, run down the streets of towns, my wind*
the most dreadful calamity of the
How kind perhaps that ever afflicted this nation?
cities and villages, like a mighty stream
madly and desperately do many lead their How were thousands distressed then, both by
What prodigious excess, and pride, and sea and land! What a consternation was upon
lives
vanity, and superfluity, are found amongst the the minds of people
fear without and fear

—

!

!

—

How

do ungodly men
devour the creation, and spend it upon their
lusts, and weary themselves to commit iniquity!
inhabitants of

England

!

within

!

And what

lamentation,

weeping, and crying, and

was there

how were many

many

in

and cast off
they rant and swear, dance
all seriousness
and sing, and fill the land with oaths and blasThey wallow in pleasures, and inphemies.
dulge themselves in ease and softness perpetuand are not valiant for the truth upon the
ally
earth, but live enslaved to the devil's kingdom.

the inhabitants of the earth.

They speak every man

a rotten, hypocritical heart,

They

bid defiance to all religion,
;

;

vanity with his neigh-

and as

:

knew

not

what to say, nor what to do
For the hand of
the Lord was upon them, and the arrows of the
Almighty wounded them and they knew not
which way to escape, nor where to hide themselves from the fierceness of his indignation,
who was come and coming to shake terribly
!

;

and flattery, hypocrisy
and deceit, there is no end of them. Hypocrites and formalists, shutHers and mammonists spare one another, wink at one another,
daub one another, and bolster up one another
in their unrighteous and ungodly ways and
practices. And such God hates; and his fierce
bour

And

places!

cut to the heart, and

And
I

then

believe,

many

was

rip-

for lying,

* This was a truly awful visitation the following account of it is extracted from some authentic
published Records of remarkable Events.
"One of the most terrible storms of wind that
was perhaps ever known in England, occurred on
the 26th of November, 1703, attended with vivid
It commenced about ten
Avrath will be manifest against them, except flashes of lightning.
o'clock at night, and continued to rage with exIhey repent. What a deep sleep and prodigious
treme violence till seven the next morning, when
carelessness possesses the minds of such men
it gradually moderated.
So tremendous were its
What do they study? What do they regard? effects, that people feared a total wreck of nature.
Nothing but to satisfy their lusts, and please Although the devastation was particularly afflictive
themselves. As for religion and meekness, so- in the Metropolis, yet every part of the kingdom
The
briety and virtue, they are bantered and ridi- experienced more or less of its ravages.
culed, hissed and spurned at, and kicked off damage sustained within the city alone, was esti:

!

Honesty, truth, and
plain-dealing, find no room in men's hearts;
they cannot bear to be told of their faults
daub them over and wink at them, and then
you please them. The consideration of these
things cannot but wound any Christian heart.
Ah sinful nation! a people laden with iniquity!
The Lord, in mercy, put a stop to this torrent
The Lord touch every soul
of wickedness
with a deep sense of their provocations, and
make them truly penitent, and incline their
hearts to the serious study and practice of holiness
May the great men and rulers of the
the stage of the world.

!

!

mated

two millions sterling; besides vast loss
of the Metropolis. Upwards of two
thousand stacks of chimneys were blown down
at

in other parts

and the streets covered with broken tiles and slates
from the roofs of houses. The lead on tlie tops of
several churches, was rolled up like skins of parchment; and at Westminster Abbey, Christ's Hospital, St. Andrew's Holborn, and many other places,
Several
it was carried off from the buildings.
houses near Moorfields, were levelled with the
ground as were about twenty others in the out;

parts, together with a great

and gable ends of houses.

number of brick walls,
Twenty-one persons

were killed by the fall of the ruins, and about one
hundred others greatly injured. All the ships in
the river Thames, between London Bridge and
Limehouse, except four, were forced from their
moorings and thrown on shore; upwards of four
hundred wherries were entirely lost more than
sixty barges were driven foul of London Bridge,
and as many more were either sunk or staved between the Bridge and Hammersmith: these events
were also attended with the loss of many lives.
The loss sustained at Bristol, was computed at
£200,000. But the destruction at sea far exceeded that on land: for in this dismal night, twelve
men-of-war, with upwards of eighteen hundred

make it their business, both by their example and authority, to check vice and wickedness, and discourage and suppress all profaneThey may
ness, debauchery and immorality.
be instruments of much good in their generation, if they would zealously and impartially
exercise that power which they have in their
hands otherwise they cannot escape, but their
condemnation will be great in the day of the
Lord,
O, may the judgments of the Lord,
awaken people to a speedy and timely repent- men on board, perished within sight of their own
ance that they may learn righteousness, and shore jjreat numbers of merchantmen were also
know the things that belong to their everlasting lost: and in fact the entire damage was so great,
peace, before they be hid from their eyes, and that its amount exceeded all computation."
earth

;

;

!

;
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men could fight and swear, and curse and damn, and
and were revel and be drunk, and cheat and lie last year,
ready to cry to the Lord for mercy wished for aught I see, can do so still. And few are
they had Hved better lives, and that instead of humbled under the hand of the Lord as they
talking of Christianity, they had practised it. ought to be
few mourn in secret, and turn
unto the Lord, and seriously lay thinos to
But alas, how soon are these things forgotten
And what amendment or reformation do we see heart, and consider their latier end. But they
in men's lives?
He that was a hypocrite and go on, every man in his own way, and set up
a formalist, and a time-server and a hii'eling their idols in their hearts, to commit abominalast year, for aught I see, is so still.
He that tion therewith. And the wanton, the voluptuwas bitter, passionate, peevish, uncharitable, ary, and the ambitious, pursue their pleasures
covetous, selfish and earthly-minded, and even and delights, and worldly interests, with as
without natural affection, is so still.
He that much eagerness and resolution as ever. And
was scraping and raking up wealth then, is do- is this a time, now when God has so eminently
ing so still.
He that was puffed up with pride, signalized his displeasure against us, to plead
and a loose liver, and a libertine, and strutted for sin and imperfection, and strengthen the
about with his sword and long powdered wig bands of wickedness, and for any to stir up
then, is and does so still. She that was dressed persecution ?
Surely we way find other work
a-la-mode then, and could patch, and paint, and to do.
What are not the sins of this nation
take her pleasure, and live in wantonness upon great enough?
Is this a time to wink and
the earth, does so still. O how the lusts of the spare, and daub and bolster up men in their
flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, sins?
What! shall profaneness and the most
abound amongst them! And the priest drives scandalous immoralities still go unpunished?
on his trade, and looks for his gain from his And shall the play-house still be suffered to
quarter; and his wife and children must be in laugh at religion, and droll upon everything
the proud fashions, or else what will the neigh- that is serious, to debauch the age, and propabours say of him 1
But how to rebuke vice gate a stock of atheists and libertines? Surely
sharply and boldly, and set a good example, he these things are not consistent with Christianiknows not the poor man has no heart to it, he ty: and truly whatever men may talk, nothing
fears it will not be for his interest.
And so he short of this, is like to avert those judgments
that was at ease in a diy and empty and fruit- that seem to hang over our heads.
How it
ped up, and the

saw

covering torn, off;

false

their shortness in

many

things,

;

:

!

!

;

less profession, thinks

himself secure

still

;

the

old clothes go on, and he runs the round of for-

may

please

know

not

:

God

to visit

but surely

if

us the next time,

we

still

go on

we
our

in

mality and hypocrisy. And the careless daughstill walk about the streets, with stretchedout necks, and their monstrous head-dresses,

impenitence and stifF-neckedness, it may be just
with God to be more severe with us.
And now, that the Gospel may prosper, and
mincing as they go, so delicate, as if the ground righteousness increase, the church flourish, and
were not good enough for them to tread up- truth and peace, love and good works take place
on. Is this our improvement upon God's judg- in the earth, is the desire of my soul.
ments our mourning in sackcloth and ashes?
The 15th of Second month,')
Oh the incorrigibleness of mankind
He that
(called April), 1704.
S

ters

—

!

A

LETTER FROM

ELIZABETH WEBB TO
CONTAINIIVG SOME ACCOUNT OF

ANTHOM WILLIAM

HER RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE, WITH

Tribulation worketh patience; and patience, experience; and experience, hope

cause the love of God

is

shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which

INTRODUCTION.

may

is

:

—

HIS ANSWER,

and hope maketh not ashamed;

given unto us.— Romans

—and

be-

v. 3, 4, 5.

prove instructing and comforting

alike piously disposed

The inducements to the publication of the
following Letter at this distant period from the
time it was written, are
the hope entertained

B(EHM;

to others

the desire to pre-

vent the further circulation of incorrect copies
in manuscript, such having been handed about.
It

has therefore been revised, and

is

now recom-

by some devout persons, who have been edified mended to the serious perusal of all those, who,
by the spiritual experiences it contains, that it having entered on a religious life, may desire
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and encouragement

to find instruction

to press

forward with stability and humble resignation,
through the various probations and conflicts attending them in their Christian progress, that
they may obtain under their spiritual leader, the
grace of God, " the end of their faith, even the
salvation of their souls."
It

may

also be satisfactory to the readers, to

[1712.

through, and what my soul hath tasted of the
good word of life, which is near ; that we may
have fellowship together in God the Father of
our spirits, and in his Son .lesus Christ our
Lord ; whom my soul hath known both in

mercy and in judgment, to the mortifying, in a
good degree, the iallen and corrupt nature, and
to the purifying

have some account of the writer, and of the can say

of

my

to his praise,

I

heart so far, as that

I

do not see him through

person to whom the letter was written.
They particular forms, sects, party impressions, or
No, my dear friend, I never
are therefore briefly informed, that Elizabeth any such thing.
Webb was an acknowledged minister among sought after the Lord in these ways, nor for
the people called Quakers, who, from an appre- any of these ends ; but I sought after him in
hension of religious duty and the constraints my young years for salvation, and I still seek
of gospel love, went from Pennsylvania to to him for the perfect restoration of my soul in
Great Britain, to visit her Friends there, about him. I have nothing of my own to boast of,
but dethe year 1712. When in London she contract- unless it be weakness and infirmities
ed some acquaintance with Anthony William sire to rejoice in the cross of Christ, by which
BcEHM, who was chaplain to Prince George of I am crucified to the world in a good degree,
Denmark, the consort of Anne, Queen of Eng- and the world to me ; so that I can say, I die
land, and by birth a German, yet well acquaint- daily.
And as touching the fondness for educaed with the English language he died in the
year 1722. The divers writings on religious tion, religious profession and conversation,
subjects which he has left, show him to have these things have cast no mist before my eyes.
been a man of a truly pious and catholic dis- I can see, own and love the image of my Lord
position ; which is also confirmed by the testi- and Saviour in any sort of profession, if the
monials given of him by men of character in soul hath been educated in the heavenly uniNevertheless, we
his time,* who, from their personal knowledge, versity or school of Christ.
mention him with great i-espect for his piety to fcannot see God in, or have fellowship with all
sorts of conversation ; that of the wicked is as
God, and benevolence to mankind,
if there was no God ; " God is not in all their
Philadelphia, Eleventh month, 1781.
;

:

And such as despise the image of
meek, humble Jesus, and will follow none
A LETTER FROM ELIZABETH WEBp TO
of his precepts, nor his self-denying example,
ANTHONY WILLIAM BCEHM.
whilst they are here, the Lord will hereafter
Worthy friend, The kind respect thou despise their image: for they shall have an imshowedst me, when in London, hath laid me age according to the seed or spirit in which they
under an obligation wherein I find my mind lay down their body every seed shall have its
drawn to communicate to thee in the openings own body in the resurrection of the just and
of divine love; on which I must desire thy fa- the unjust, and every one shall receive his own
thoughts."
the

—

:

almost a stranger sentence.
Thou well observest that sin, self-love, selfhath been on
my mind these several weeks, in that pure, in- will, &c., contract the soul into a very narrow
nocent love in which is the communion of compass but the love of God breaks down all
those walls of selfishness by which the soul is
saints.
I have no learned method in which to

vourable construction, as
to thee.

What

have

I

I

am

to write,

;

my religious experience, either by word hedged in and restrained from universal love
This is very true ; but there
or writing, but plainly and simply as the Spirit and benignity.
of Truth directs and I being the weaker ves- are those who will not receive our love as it is
deliver

:

have the more need to beg to be excused.
I shall
not write from notions and
speculations
I look on such things as unsafe,
and I know they are many times unsound but
I shall write a small part of what I have gone
sel too,

;

:

in Jesus:

nevertheless,

some have

felt

[towards

such], the flowings of the love and compassion

of Him,

who " would

but rather that

and

live."

I

all

am

not the death of a sinner,
to Him, repent

would return

a witness for the Lord, that

the shedding abroad of his love over the in-

*In

addition to the productions of his own pen,
translated from the German a valuable work, entitled " True Christianity," written

A.

W. Boehm

by John Arndt.

Among

those who bore testimony
to his worth, as a religious character, was the pious Isaac Watts, who said of him, that he feared
there were few such men in England, British or

German, Episcopal or Nonconformist.

habitants of this nation, hath been like showers of rain in the spring time.

I

well

remember

Friend in London, I felt the divine
extendings of the love of God so to flow to the
people, as I walked in the streets of the city,
that I could have freely published the salvation
of God, which is near, and his righteousness
that

I

told a

—

;
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be revealed, in the public will of her Lord is her will in all things : all
his commands are pleasant to her, because she
delights to wait on him, and to serve in his
presence, and had rather be deprived of all
the hearts of some who are unknown to the outward enjoyments, than of his presence, and
Her conversaworld, and hardly known to their own brethren; the enjoyment of his favour.
and this is not to be wondered at. Eli did not tion is adorned with humility and meekness,
know the inward exercise of Hannah, and the her steps are comely in- the eyes of her Beprophet Elijah thought he had been left alone, loved ; "all her children are taught of the
until the Lord told him he had seven thousand Lord, established in righteousness, and great is
in Israel who had not bowed to Baal.
The their peace." And my soul may say to the
prophet Samuel also, when he looked out with praise and glory of God, that no greater coman eye of reason on the goodness of the stature fort can be enjoyed on this side the grave, than
of Eliab, said, " Surely the Lord's anointed is to be a child or member of this church.
And now, my dear friend, I will give thee a
before him;" so now, unless the Lord be
pleased to reveal things to us, we are liable to short account of the dealings of the Lord with
mistake.
But blessed be the name of our me in my young years how he brought my
most gracious God, who is the same that ever soul through fire and water. For what end
he was, he sees not as man sees ; for man this has lived in my mind I know not, except
looks at the outward appearance, but God looks it be for our spiritual communion ; but when
at the heart.
my soul is lowest and nearest to the Lord in
I received thy second letter just as I was the simplicity of truth, then is my heart opened
going out of London, of which I have sent thee and my mind filled with divine love respecting
a copy, with some annotations
my view this matter. I desire thee to peruse it inwardtherein is, that if thou thinkest it may be of ly, when thou art retired, and not to judge of it
benefit to any, thou mayst communicate it ; if before thou hast gone through it ; and then
judge as freely as thou pleasest
not, let it lie by thee.
I was baptized and educated in the way of
I take great notice of thy Christian love and
good advice in thy second letter, and do accept the church of England and went to school to
of it very heartily ; and can assure thee, that a minister thereof, whom I loved and honoured
my labour is not to gather people into a for- greatly ; he showed great kindness and tendermality, but I labour according as the Lord ena- ness to me.
In those days I looked on the
bles me, to gather souls to Christ, who is able ministers to be like angels, that brought glad
When I was
to make the deceitful hearts of the children of tidings to the children of men.
men, plain, honest, upright and clean ; and about fourteen years of age, I went to live at a
when " the inside is clean, the outside will be knight's house, who kept a chaplain ; I obclean also."
But I freely acknowledge that the served his conversation, and saw it was vain,
glory of the true church or mystical body, or and I thought it ought not to be so, and was
bride of Christ (which is made up of souls, troubled in my mind; for I then began to think
who have entered into covenant with the Lord, on my latter end and also on eternity, and I
to love and serve him for ever), is within
had no assurance of salvation or a state of hap" her clothing is of wrought gold," and the piness, if it should please the Lord to send
curious needlework of virgin wisdom is upon the messenger of death to call me away.
So
her
for she hath been stripped of all her the fear of the Lord laid hold on my mind, and
old rags or garments of righteousness and I began to search the Scriptures, and found
unrighteousness.
Having been washed in they testified that "the wicked should be turned
pure water, her Bridegroom hath anointed into hell, and all those that forget God." And
her with holy oil
the holy unction of his I saw that both priests and people did too geneSpirit ; and he is clothing her with the beauti- rally " forget God," as soon as they came off
ful garment of his salvation
the robe of his their knees, or from their devotion.
was
I
righteousness.
She is depending on him for much afraid of hell, and wanted an assurance
her daily bread ; so that she is not eating her of a place in the kingdom of heaven.
Then
own bread, nor wearing her own apparel. She I began to think on the great promises that
cannot be content with only bearing his name, were made for me in my baptism, as they
but longs to be made more and more a par- called it, whereby they said I was made a memtaker of his divine nature.
And the love of ber of Christ, a child of God, &c., that I
her Lord hath been and still is so largely ex- should renounce the devil and all his works,
tended to her, with her love so to him, that she the pomps and vanities of this wicked world,
is wholly subject to him ; he ruleth in love, and and all the sinful lusts of the flesh, and should
she obeys in love, and this makes all things keep God's holy will and commandments. I
easy.
She hath no will of her own, but the thought indeed this was the way to obtain a

which

is

ready

to

places of concourse: the Friend said, he hoped
This I mention
it would not be required of me.
to convince thee that universal love prevails in

;

:

:

;

;

—

—

;;

!
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but I had no my soul with longings and breathings after the
power to do what I ought to do, nor to forsake knowledge of the only true God, and of Jesus
what I ought to forsake, for I was very proud, Christ! Thei'e was then no condemnation for
vain and airy.
But as I was thus inwardly the sins of ignorance, which the Lord winked at;
exercised, and outwardly searching the Scrip- but he called me to re|)ent and forsake my pride
tures, my understanding was more and more and vain company, which was a great cross to
opened.
1 read and took notice that the ministhe will of the flesh. Yet I took it up for seveters of Christ, whom he qualified, and sent ral months
and while I did so, my soul had
forth to preach, were to do it freely; for Christ great peace and divine comfort
so that many
said, " Freely ye have received, freely give," times the enjoyment of divine love was more to
and that those who run when the Lord never me than my natural food, or any outward

place in the kingdom of heaven

;

;

;

sent them, " should not profit the people at all."
Many such things opened in my mind, and I

j-emember when the family used to
I did not come to meat, I used to
used to ponder them in my heart
also the think I had meat to eat that they knew nothing
promises to the flock in the 34th of Ezekiel, of.
And in those times of retirement, I had
where the Lord promised to bind up that which manifestations of sufferings that I should go
was broken, and strengthen that which was through, and a sight of several things which I
sick.
These and similar portions of the Scrip- met with since and in those times I walked
tures were very comfortable to me, for I was alone.
sick of my sins, and my heart was broken
I was convinced that the Quakers held the
many times before the Lord. I thought, Oh principles of Truth, and that their ministry was
that I had lived in the days of Christ, I would the true ministry
but I dwelt then far from any
surely have been one of those that followed of them, only thus it had happened:
When I
him ; and I grieved because the Jews crucified was about twelve years old, I was at a meeting
him.
Thus I loved Christ in the outward ap- or two of theirs, and the doctrine of one man that
pearance, and could have said, as Peter said, preached there, proved to me, as the wise man
far be it from thee Lord to suffer
yet I did terms it, like bread cast upon the waters, for it
not know he was so near me by his Floly Spi- was found after many days
the sound of his
rit.
But I was convinced that the hireling v6ice seemed to be in my mind when I was
shepherds, who teach for hire and divine for alone, and some of his words came fresh into
money,* were not the ministers of Christ, by my remembrance; and the voice and the words
the testimony of the prophets and of Christ suited with the exercise of my mind.
At that
himself, who said, " By their fruits ye shall time I met also with a little book of theirs, and
know them." So I left going to hear them, finding the doctrine it contained agreed with the
and walked alone: for I had gone till a fear doctrine of the apostles, I was confirmed in my
followed me into the worship-house, and I judgment, that their profession agreed with the
thought it would be just upon me, if I was truth
but I did not join with them ; for by
made an example for my inattention to the that time flesh and blood began to be very unSpirit of Truth.
When I was about fifteen easy under the yoke of retirement, and to groan
years old, it pleased God to send the spirit of for liberty.
I was about sixteen years old
grace and supplication into my heart, by which and the subtle enemy lay near, and did not
I prayed fervently unto the Lord
so I was persuaded by reathere was a want instruments
divine breathing in my soul
I had no life in soning with flesh and blood, that I was young,
my forms of prayer, except that one which and might take a little more pleasure, and
Christ taught his disciples, for which I have might serve God when I was older.
I let go
always had a reverent esteem; but when I was my exercise of watching and praying, left off
in a state to pray, I found that the Spirit made retirement, and let out my love to visible obintercession in me and for me, according to the jects.
Pride and vanity grew up again the
present want and necessity of my soul.
divine, sweet, meek, loving Spirit withdrew,
I remember the expressions that used to run and I could not find it again when I pleased,
through my mind were " O Lord preserve although I did seek it sometimes for I could
me in thy fear and in thy truth, O Lord have been pleased with the sweet comforts of
show me thy way, and make known thy mind his love, yet I did not like to bear the daily
and will unto me ;" and I thought I was cross. And being convinced that was [required
ready to obey it, and much desired to know by] the Quakers' principles, and believing they
the people of God
for my soul cried, " O did enjoy the sweetness of divine love in their
Lord where dost thou feed thy flock ; why meetings, I went sometimes a great way to a
should I be as one that is turned aside from the meeting to seek for divine refreshment there
flocks of thy companions?"
O, the drawing but to no purpose; for I was like some dry
cords of thy divine love
O, thou didst draw stick that had no sap nor virtue, unto -which
rain and sunshine, summer and winter are all
*Micah, iii. 11.
thing.

ask

I

me why

;

;

I

:

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

—

—

;

!

!

!

—

:

—
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alike,

—Thus

it

was with me

for about three

Oh, the remembrance of that mispent time
Oh, the tribulation that came on me for my
!

But
never to be forgotten
when I was about nineteen years of age, it
pleased the Almighty to send his quickening
Spirit again into my heart, and his light shined
disobedience,

into

my

mind

in order

is

;

!

all

my

transgressions were set

before me, and

sensible of

my great

was made deeply

I

And

loss.

then, oh then

!

the vials of the wrath of an angry Father, were
poured out on the trangressing nature. Oh,

woe is me I am
I cried, " woe is me
undone I have slain the babe of grace
have crucified the Lord of life and glory to myself afresh, although I have not put him to open
shame." For I had been preserved in moral
then

!

—

honesty in
durst not

—

respects, to that degree, that

all

tell

!

a

lie,

I

or speak an evil word, and

could be trusted in any place, and in any thing;
for this would be in my mind many times, that
if I was not faithful in the unrighteous mammon I should not be trusted with heavenly
treasure.
But notwithstanding my righteousness,

found

whelp, can look into or tread in this
way Oh! the longing there is in
my soul, that all might consider it. But to
proceed
I thought all was well, [and said in my
heart,] " The worst is now over, and I am
again taken into the favour of God :" so I was
led into an elevation of joy, though inwardly in
silence.
But in a few days my soul was led
into a wilderness where there was no way, no
guide, no light that I could see, but darkness
such as might be felt indeed for the horrors
of it were such, that when it was night I wished
for morning, and when it was morning I wished
for evening.
The Lord was near, but I knew
it not: he had brought my soul into the wildei'ness, and there he pleaded with me by his fiery
law and righteous judgments. The day of the
Lord came upon me, which burnt as an oven
in my bosom, till all pride and vanity were
burnt up, my former delights were gone, my
old heavens were passed away within me, as
with fire, and I had as much exercise in my
mind of anguish and sorrow as I could bear,
day and niaht for several months, and not a
drop of divine comfort.
I could compare my
heart to nothing, unless it were a coal of fire,
or a hot iron ; no brokenness of heart or tenderness of spirit ; although I cried to God continually in the deep distress of my soul, yet
Oh
not one tear could issue from my eyes.
the days of sorrow and nights of anguish that
I went through, no tongue can utter, nor heart
conceive which hath not gone through the like.
I could have wished I had been some other
creature, that I might not have known such anguish and sorrow; for I thought all other creatures were in their proper places.
But my
troubles were aggravated by the strong oppression and temptation of Satan, who was very
unwilling to lose his subject so he raised all
his forces, and made use of all his armour
which he had in the house: and I found him to
for he
be like a strong man armed indeed
lion's

holy, narrow

years.

He whose eye penetrates all hearts,
me so guilty, that I thought ihere was

167

—

:

:

no mercy for me. Oh that testimony of our
blessed Lord Jesus, I found to be true, viz
Except your righteousness exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, there is
no admittance into the kingdom of heaven or
favour of God.
But after many days and
nights of sorrow and great anguish, having no
soul to speak to, it came into my mind to give
myself up into the hands of God and I said,
" O Lord if I perish, it shall be at the gate of
thy mercy; for if thou cast me into hell, I cannot help myself; therefore I will give up my
do
soul, my life, and all into thy holy hand
thy pleasure by me thy judgments are just,
for I have slighted thy sweet love and have
slain the babe of grace."
And as I sunk down
into death, and owned and submitted to the
judgments of God, my heart was broken, which would not suffer me to enter into resignation,
before was hard
and it pleased my merciful but would have me look into mysteries that apFather to cause his divine, sweet love to spring pertain to salvation, with an eye of carnal reaagain in my hard, dry, and barren soul, as a son.
And because I could not so comprehend,
spring of living water; the fire of the wrath of he caused me to question the truth of all things
God was mightily abated, and the compassion- that are left upon record in the Holy Scriptures,
ate bowels of a tender Saviour my soul felt.
I
and would have persuaded me into the Jews'
had living hope raised in my mind: yet greater opinion concerning Christ
and many other
afflictions came afterwards
so that I may say baits and resting places he laid before me.
by experience, " Strait is the gate and narrow But my soul hungered after the true bread, the
is the way," indeed, " that leadeth unto life."
bread of life, which came from God out of heaAnd I have cause to believe, none but such as ven, which Christ testified of, see John vi. beare made willing to be stript of all that belongs ginning at the 27th verse, to the end, which I
to self or the old man, and do become as little had felt near, and my soul had tasted of And
children, can rightly or truly enter in at the although the devil prompted me with his tempstrait gate.
And I do find by experience, that tations, my soul could not feed on them, but
no vulture's eye, no venomous beast, nor lofty cried continually, " Thy presence,
Lord or
I

I

;

!

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

!

;
:

:
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— Oh me
— O Lord

else

I

die

else

I

perish

thy saving arm, or open the gates of death, and repair the breach
that old Adam had made between God and
me faith."
soul exercised in earnest sup- man, and restored the path for souls to come to

let

!

feel

I

give

Thus was my
God

night and day
and yet I
outward occasions, and made
my complaint to none but God only. And I
have often since considered, that the subtle serpent finds suitable baits for the soul that can be
content to feed on any thing below the enjoyment of God. So having known the terrors of
God and the subtle wiles of Satan, I am concerned sometimes to persuade people to repent,
and to warn them to flee from the wrath to
come.
Now all my faith which I had before, whilst
in disobedience, proved like building on a sandy
All the comfort I used to have in
foundation.
reading the Scriptures, was taken away and
I durst not r'ead for some time, because it added
to my condemnation. So I was left to depend on
God alone, who caused me to feel a little hope
at times, like a glimmering of light underneath
my troubles, which was some stay to my
mind if it had not been so, I had fallen into
despair.
But I much desired to be brought
through my troubles the right way, and not to
shake off or get over them in my own time. I
had not freedom to make known my condition
plications unto

went about

;

:

any person

;

for

used to think, if the Lord
was the help of man

I

did not help me, in vain

and I have since seen
on several accounts

that

it

was well

I

did not,

might have come to
a loss if I had done so, as it was the will of God
to humble me, and to turn up and throw down
all that which might be imputed to man or self,
that I might know the work or building of the
Lord to be raised from the foundation of his
own power, where there is none of man's building; that all the glory might be given to him
alone.
For we are very apt to say in effect,
" I am of Paul, I am of Apollos, I am of Cephas, and I of Christ," as if Christ was divided:
;

for

I

but the Lord will not give his glory to another,
to graven images.
For as thou,
well observest, the chief that we
ought to labour for, is to make people sensible
of their corruption, to direct them to the word

nor his praise

my

friend,

nigh, and to be good examples to them.

So, in the Lord's due and appointed time,
suffering of that fiery
kind to be sufficient, he was pleased to cause

when he had seen my

his divine love to flow in my bosom in an extraordinary manner
and the Holy Spirit of
;

divine light

God.

my

;

to
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and

life

did

overcome

my

Then

a divine sense and understanding

given

me by which

soul.

to

And the Almighty was pleased
make my simple soul sensible,

at that

time

that he did

send the spirit of his Son into my heart, in
order to lead me through the process of his suffering
that as he died for sin, so I might die
to sin, by bearing the daily cross, and living in
self-denial, humility, and obedience to God, my
Heavenly Father, in all things he should require of me.
And then the baptism of the
Holy Ghost, compared to water as well as fire,
;

my soul came to witness ; and the ministration
of judgment and condemnation I saw had a
glory in it, which made way for the ministration of life.
The axe of God's word was laid
to the evil root of the tree, and the voice of him
who preached repentance my soul heard, that
called for the mountains to be laid low,*and the
valleys to be raised, viz. the mountains of my
natural temper, that a plain way might be
for the ransomed soul to walk in.
And
Lord showed me how John the Baptist

made
the

came

be counted the greatest prophet that
viz. because he was
the forerunner of Jesus Christ, and is rightly
t9rmed the mourner and how the least in the
kingdom of heaven, is greater than he that is
under his ministration only, which was to decrease; but the ministration of Jesus was to increase, whose baptism is with the Holy Ghost
and with fire, and he will thoroughly purge his
floor.
Then I came to witness that it is indeed
the work of God to believe rightly and truly on
Him whom God hath sent; that this purifying,
saving faith is the gift of God, and the very
spring and vital principle of it, divine love.
Then I mourned over Him whom I had pierced
with my unbelief and hardness of heart; and I
did eat my bread with weeping, and mingled
my drink with tears.
I was between nineteen and twenty years of
age when these great conflicts were on my
mind by them 1 was brought very humble
and I entered into solemn covenant with God
Almighty, that I would answer his requirings,
if it were to be the laying down my natural
life.
But when it was showed me that I ought
to take up the cross in a little thing, I had like
to have hearkened to the reasoner again, and
been disobedient in the day of small things
for althouo-h I had sone through so much inward exercise, yet I was afraid of displeasing
my superiors, being then a servant to great
persons.
It was shown me, that I should not
to

was born of a woman,
;

:

was
power and also
the love of God, in sending his only Son out of
his bosom into the world, to take upon him a give flattering titles to man; and I was threatbody of flesh, wherein he did go through the ened inwardly, that if I would not be obedient
whole process of sufl^ering for the salvation of to the Lord's requirings, he would take away
mankind and so did break through and break his good Spirit from me again. So I was in a
;

to

know

the
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God, and without leading them through such fiery trials
was as he brought me through, or without requiring
charged by the Spirit, with honouring man such things of them as he required of me, far
more than God lor in my address to God I be it from me to judge that such have not
did use the plain language, but when I spoke known the Lord, or the indwellings of his love,
to man or woman I must speak otherwise, or if the fruits of the spirit of Jesus be plain upon
Some would ar- them for every tree is known by its fruits,
else they would be offended.
gue, that God Almighty being that only One, and to our own master we must stand or fall.
therefore the singular language was proper to But dear friend, as thou well observedst, purifihim alone and man being made up of com- cation is a gradual work I may say so by expound matter, the plural language was more perience for when the old adversary could no
Oh the subtle twistings longer draw me out into vain talking and foolproper to him, &c.
strait;

I

was

afraid of displeasing

afraid of displeasing

man

till

;

at last I

:

:

—

:

:

!

of proud Lucifer that I have seen, would be too
large to insert but although God Almighty is
that only One, yet is he the Being of all beings, for in him we live, move, and have our
being.
But let the cover be what it would, I
had Scripture on my side, which they called
and I knew proud man disdained to
their rule
receive that language from an inferior, which
he gave to the Almighty. So it became a
great cross to me: but it was certainly a letting
thing in the way of the progress of my soul,
until I gave up to the Lord's requirings in this
These things I signify to thee,
small thing.
dear friend, in great simphcity, that thou mayst
see how the Lord leads out of the vain customs
that are in the world, not only in what I have
mentioned, but also in many other things and
into that humble, self-denying way which Christ
both taught and practised, when he was visible

ish jesting, then

among men.

when

;

;

;

tern,

and

by

I

show

voted to
for

the true Christians' pat-

I

I

am

;

people as a people

;

for

we

are

grown

to be a

mixed multitude, much like the children of IsBut
rael, when they were in the wilderness.
this I may say to the praise and glory of God;
the principle that

we make

profession

of, is

the

male and in the
female, the hope of glory
and Christ, thou
knowest, is the Way, the Truth, and the Life,
and none comes to God but by him. So there
is a remnant, who, like Joshua and Caleb of
old, are true to the Lord their spiritual Leader,
and follow him faithfully; and they stand clear
in their testimonies against all dead formalities,
which are but as images, when the vital principle, viz. the divine love is withdrawn. And yet

very Truth,

me

with vain

;

great trouble to

me

;

and

I

stood in great fear

one day or other I should fail by the hand
But the Lord spake comfortaof the enemy.
bly to my soul in his own words left upon record, " Fear not, little- flock, it is your Father's
lest

good pleasure to give you the kingdom ;" and
the Lord gave me an evidence along with it,
that my soul was one of that little flock.
Another time, when I was very low in my
mind, these words sprang with life and virtue,
viz: "Although thou hast lain amongst the pots,
yet I will give thee the wings of a dove, covered with silver, and her feathers of yellow gold."

Oh

!

it

was wonderfully comfortable to me
Holy Ghost did bring a promise to

the

remembrance, and gave me an evidence
So I pondered on this,
it was my portion.
concerning " the wings of a dove," and I
thought it must needs be the wing of mnocency,
whereby my soul might ascend unto God by
prayer, meditation, and divine contemplation.
I took delight to pray in secret and fast in secret, from the secret outgoings of my mind as
well as I could, and my Heavenly Father who
seeth and heareth in secret, did reward me
For then, when I went to meetings, I
openly.

my

thee this in truth and sin-

would not be misunderstood
a single soul, wholly dethe Lord, and so do not plead for a
neither do I plead for a
form's sake

because

thee, viz:

form

is

his Spirit their leader.

And now
cerit}',

Christ

he perplexed

thoughts; some of which were according to my
natural disposition, and some of them quite
Oh! I cried mightily unto the Lord
contrary.
for they were a
for power over vain thoughts

viz. Christ in the
:

that

sit in darkness, dryness and barrenness,
used to do in the time of my disobedience;
but I did reap the benefit of the end of the coming of Christ, who said, "The thief cometh not,

did not

as

I

but for to steal, and to

come

and to destroy: I am
have life, and that they

kill,

that they might

might have

it

more abundantly."

had, in the time of
soul from Jesus,

my

who

The

disobedience, stolen

said,

ther or mother, &c., or his

thief

my

Whoso loveth faown life more than

"

me, is not worthy of me." So it had been
with me, and I missed the benefit of reaping
the end of his coming, for several years ; but
he in mercy being returned, afforded my boweddown soul the enjoyment of his divine presence,
follow the leadings of his Spirit herein, that and was pleased to cause his love, which is the
thereby they may confess him before men. true life of the soul, so to abound in my bosom
But if it please the Almighty to accept of souls, in meetings, that my cup did overflow. And I
as the spirit of Jesus leads out of

all

vain cus-

which are in the world, and
into the plain, humble, meek, self-denying life
and conversation which Christ walked in while
he was visible among men, I could wish all to
toms and

traditions
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was

constrained, under a sense of duty, to
down in the cono;regation, and confess to

know

it

;

and

I
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pray thee

let

no

deceitfulness

but let thy
of unrighteousness lodge therein
the goodness of God, also to pray to him for judgments pass upon every thing that is conThus my
the continuation of it, and for power whereby I trary to thy pure, divine nature.
might be enabled to walk worthy of so great a soul used to breathe to the Lord continually,
favour, benefit and mercy, that I had received and hunger and thirst after a more full enjoy-

Jkneel

;

And 1 remember after ment of his presence. Although he is a consumhand.
had made public confession to the goodness ing fire to the corrupt nature of the old. man,
of God, my soul was as if it had been in ano- yet my soul loved to dwell with him. I found
ther world: it was so enlightened and enlivened many sorts of corruptions would be endeavourby the divine love, that 1 was in love with the ing to spring up again but 1 resigned up my
whole creation of God, and I saw every thing mind to the Lord, with desires that he would
feed me with food convenient for me. And this
I was showed things
to be good in its place.
ought to be kept in their proper places, that the I can say by experience, that the soul that is
swine ought not to come into the garden, and the born of God doth breathe to him as constantly
clean beasts ought not to be taken into the bed- by prayer, as the sucking child, when it is
chamber that as it was in the outward, so it born into the world, doth draw in and breathe
ought to be in the inward and new creation. out the common air; even so the child of God
So every thing began to preach to me the doth draw in and breathe forth the breath of
very fragrant herbs, and beautiful, innocent life, by which man was made a living soul to
And this breathing that is pure and
flowers had a speaking voice in them to my God.
soul, and things seemed to have another relish divine, all that are in the old man or fallen naThe judgments of God ture, know nothing of;, it is a mystery to them;
with them than before.
were sweet to my soul, and I was made to call but the babe in Christ knows it to be true.
to others sometimes, to come taste and see how And although the children in our Father's fagood the Loi'd is, and to exhort them to prove mily are of several ages, growths or statures,
the Lord, by an obedient, humble, innocent both in strength and understanding, yet this I
walking before him, and then they would see have observed in all my travels, that those who
that he would pour out of his spiritual blessings li>ve to God, continue in a state of breathing to
in so plentiful a manner, that there would not him while here, and hunger and thirst after a
be room enough to contain them but the over- more full enjoyment of his divine presence
flowings would return to him who is the Foun- that as every day brings us nearer to the
tain, with thanksgivings, &c. And I was made grave, so every day the soul may be brought
to warn people, that they should not provoke into a more divine union and communion with
It is a certain sign to me, of the divine
for although he God.
the Lord by disobedience
bears and suffers long, as he did with the re- life and health of a soul, if I find it sweetly
bellious Israelites in the wilderness, yet such breathing unto the Lord, and hungering and
And it is
shall know him to be a God of justice and thirsting after his righteousness.
judgment, and shall be made so to confess one very evidently seen, and easily known by the
conversation of persons, what manner of spirit
Thus, dear friend, I have given thee a plain, doth govern in them although many will not
but true account of my qualification and call to believe these things if declared to them; neiBut it was several ther will they try whether it be so or not, but
the service of the ministry.
years before I came to a freed state, or even they are satisfied with the husk of religion. Oh
temper of mind for sometimes clouds v/ould what will they do when the rudiments and begarise and interpose between my soul and the garly elements of this world fall off, and all our
my very
rising Sun, and I was brought down into the works must pass through the fire
furnace often, and found by experience that soul mourns for them but we must press forevery time my soul was brought down as into wards and leave them, if they will not arise
at his bountiful

I

;

;

;

;

:

^

;

!

:

:

;

the furnace of affliction, that it did still come
up more clean and bright; and although the

out of their false rest.

cloud did interpose between me and the rising
Sun, yet when the Sun of Righteousness did
appear again, he brought healing as under his
\vings, and was nearer than before. Thus dear
friend, I express things in simplicity, as they
were represented to me in the manifestation of
them in the morning of my days. I came to
love to dwell with judgment, and used often to
pray, saying, " O Lord search me and try
me, for thou knowest my heart better than I

great help to the soul to

!

Dear
tions,

friend, as thou

and from whence

know whither
true:

well observest,

know
it

its

own

is fallen,

that

it

is

a

corrupit

may

These things are very
the knowledge of them hath been a great

comfort

to

to return.

me, and so have the experiences of

the servants of the Lord, agreeably to the

testi-

on record, whjch are as waymarks
to the spiritual traveller; and we have a great
but above all in and
privilege in and by them
by Christ our holy Pattern and heavenly Leadmonies

left

:

—
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who hath said, " My judgment is just, because I seek not mine own will, but the will of
My soul
the Father which hath sent me."
prizeth the knowledge of his footsteps, the
leading of his Spirit, the Spirit of Truth, the
Comforter, whom the Father hath sent, to lead
us into all truth.
And O saith my soul, that
we may follow the leadings of our unerring
Guide in all things that he may lead us into
I have good cause to believe he will bring us
through all tribulations to the honour of God
and our comfort for the Lord hath brought
my soul through man}^ trials, one after another, as he saw meet, some more of which I
may give a hint of, viz:
After my inward tribulation was abated, then
outward trials began for there were some of
no small account, that endeavoured with all
their might and cunning, to hinder the work
from prospering in me and as Saul hunted
David, and sought to take away his natural
life, so these hunted my soul to take away its
life, which it had in God
but all wrought together for my good.
I have often seen, and
ei-,

:

;

:

:

therefore

—

!

may

say, the

Lord knoweth what

best for his children, better than

we know

is

for

ourselves: and so my enemies, instead of driving my soul away from God, drove it nearer
to him.
This trial caused me to prove the
spirit which had the exercise of my mind, and
I found it to be the Spirit of Truth, which the
worldly and self-minded cannot receive; fori
found the nature of it to be harmless and holy,
and to lead me to love mine enemies, to pity
them and pray for them. This love was my
preservation
and as I gave up in obedience to
the operation and requiring of this meek Spirit,
it
ministered such peace to my soul, as the
world cannot give. But there was a disposition
in me to please all, which I found very hard for
me to be weaned from, so as to stand single to
God: for when I did fear man, I had nothing but
anguish and sorrow ; and I used often to walk
alone and pour out my complaint to the Lord.
But after a long time, when the Lord had tried
my fidelity to him as he saw meet, one day as
I was sitting in a meeting in silence, waiting
upon the Lord, to know my strength renewed
in him, this portion of Scripture was given to
me, viz. " Comfort ye my people, saith your
;

171

brought into more stillness, and troublesome
thoughts were in a good degree expelled ; my

outward enemies grew weary of their work and
failed

of their hope.

The

praise

I

great humility, offer up and ascribe to

God

;

from

So

for

it

many

was

his

own work

to

freely, in

Almighty

preserve

me

strong temptations.

had [been favoured with] peace at
I was drawn by the Spirit of
love, to travel into the north of England.
On
my journey my soul had many combats with
the evil spirit: when I was asleep he tormented
me as long as he could. I have, indeed, had a
long war with the devil many ways abundance of courage was given me to make war
with him ; and I always gained the victory
when cowardly, fearful nature was asleep,
which was comfortable to my mind: and I did
hope that the Lord would give me perfect victory over the devil when 1 was awake, as he
had let me see it to be so when I was asleep.
The Spirit which led me forth, was to me like
a needle of a compass, touched with a loadstone ; for so it pointed where I ought to go,
and when I came to the far end of the journey.
In those days I had certain manifestations of
many things in dreams, which did come to pass
according to their significations I was many
times forewarned of enemies, and so was better able to guard against them.
I travelled in
great fear and humility, and the Lord was with
me to his glory and my comfort, and brought
after

I

home every way,

;

;

me home

again in peace.

In the year 1697, in the sixth month, as I

was sitting in the meeting in Gloucester, which
was then the place of my abode, my mind was
gathered into perfect stillness for some'time, and
my spirit was as if it had been carried away
into America; and after it I'eturned, my heart
was as if it had been dissolved with the love of
God, which flowed over the great ocean, and I
to kneel down and pray for the
seed of God in America.
The concern never
went out of my mind day nor night, until I
went to travel there in the love of God, which
is so universal that it reaches over sea and
land.
But when I looked at my concern with
an eye of human reason, it seemed to be very
strange and hard to me for I knew not the

was constrained

;

country, nor any that dwelt therein.
I reasoned much concerning my own unfitness, and
when I let in such reasonings, I had nothing

God speak comfortably to Jerusalem, and
cry unto her, that her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned
for she hath but death and darkness
and trouble attended
received of the Lord's hand double for all her my mind
but when I resigned up my all to
This brought great comfort to my the Lord, and gave up in my mind to go, then
sins."
soul; I treasured it in my heart, and made this the divine love sprang up in my heart, and my
observation, that from that time the Lord gave soul was at liberty to worship the Lord as in
my soul, as the apostle Peter expresses it, a the land of the living. Thus I tried and proved
more abundant entrance into the heavenly the concern in my own heart, till at last these
kingdom or New Jerusalem, whose walls are words ran through my mind with authority,
salvation and her gates praise
my mind was " The fearfial and unbelieving shall have their
:

;

;

:

;

;
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with the hypocrite, in the lake that
burns with fire and brimstone which is the
second death." This brought a dread I then
told my husband that I had a concern to go to
America and asked him if he could give me
up. He said he hoped it would not be required
of me; but I told him it was; and that I should
not go without his free consent, which seemed
a little hard to him at first. A little while after,
I was taken with a violent fever, which brought
me so weak, that all who saw me thought I
should not recover. But I thought my day's
work was not done, and my chief concern in
my sickness was about going to America.
Some were troubled that I had made it public,
because they thought I should die, and people
would speak reproachfully of me; and said, if
I did recover, the ship would be ready to sail
before I should be fit to go, &c. But I thought
if they would only carry me and lay me down
for the Lord was
in the ship, 1 should be well
very gracious to my soul in the time of my
sickness, and gave me a promise that his presence should go with me. And then my husband was made very willing to give me up; he
said, if it were for seven years, rather than to
have me taken from him for ever. So at last
all those difficulties passed over, and I sailed
from Bristol in the ninth month, 1697, with my
companion Mary Rogers. The dangers we
were in at sea, and the faith and courage the
Lord gave to my soul, would be too large here
to relate
for I had such an evidence of my
being in my proper place, that the fear of death
was taken away. Oh it is good to trust in
the Lord and be obedient to him, for his mercies endure for ever.
About the middle of the twelfth month, 1697,
through the good providence of the Almighty,
we arrived in Virginia. As I travelled along
the country from one meeting to another, I observed great numbers of black people that were
in slavery.
They were a strange people to
me I wanted to know whether the visitation of
God was to their souls or not and I observed
portion

;

;

;

:

;

!

;

;

their conversation, to see if

1

could discern any

good in them. After I had travelled about
four weeks, as I was in bed one morning in a
house in Maryland, after the sun was up I fell
into a slumber, and dreamed I was a servant
in a great man's house, and that I was drawing
water at a well to wash the uppermost rooms
of the house. When I was at the well, a voice
came to me, which bid me go and call other
servants to help me, and I went presently.
But as I was going along in a very pleasant
green meadow, a great light shined about me,
which exceeded the light of the sun, and I
walked in the midst. As I went on in the way,
I

saw

a chariot

meet me, and

I

shone about
cause them

saw

me
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should frighten the horses, and

When

in the chariot.

looked on them, and
servants

was

I

whom

throw down the people

to

I

came to them, I
knew they were the
call
I saw they were

I

sent to

I

:

both white and black people, and I said unto
them, " Why have you staid so long?" They
said, " The buckets were frozen, we could

—

come no sooner:" So I was satisfied the call of
the Lord was unto the black people as well
as the white
and I saw the fulfilling of it in
;

part, before

returned out of America, with

I

many more remarkable

which would
But O how
goodness of
God, to poor mankind it is a good observation
on the tender dealings of our Heavenly Father,
to set up our Ebenezer, and say, "Hitherto
hath the Lord helped us :"
and indeed I may
say to his praise, it hath been [so with me]
through many straits and difficulties, more than
and they have all wrought togeI can number
ther for the good of my soul.
And I have
things,

be too tedious here to mention.
great is the condescension and
!

—

;

cause

that every son or daughter

to believe,

whom

he chastens, tries, and
proves ; and those who do not bear the chastisements of God, do prove bastards and not
sons.
But I may say, as one did of old, " It
is/good for me that I have been afflicted," &c.,
and that it is good to follow the leadings of
the Spirit of God, as faithful Abraham did,
who was called the friend of God, and who
did not withhold his only son when the Lord
called for him.
And it is my belief the Lord
will try his chosen ones as gold is tried, and
And
will yet refine them as gold is refined.
what if he brings us yet down again into the
furnace, which way it shall please him, until
we are seven times i-efined ; we shall be the
better able to bear the impression of his image
upon us in all our conversation. And if the
day should come, wherein none shall buy nor
sell,

he

receives,

that have not the

in their right

but what

mark of the

hands or

in their

beast, either

foreheads,

it

is

and
must be

hath been told us beforehand

:

know an overcoming, it
by the blood of the Lamb, (viz. by abiding in
the meek love and suffering seed), and by the
word of their testimony not loving their lives
those that will

;

unto death.

We may

observe that those

who

had not the mark of the beast in their foreheads,
if they had it in their right hands it would do
they could show
take off a stroke.

O

it

if there

was occasion,

the mystery of iniquity,

works

how

secretly

to

it

We may

well say, the testimony that
Jesus boi*e to the Scribe who desired to follow
'^ Foxes have holes, and the
him, is very true
!

—

fowls of the air have nests, but the Son of man
innocent
hath not where to lay his head."

drawn with horses coming to
was in care lest the light that Truth!

O

O

plain,

meek, humble Jesus! Where
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O

my dear friend my heart
doth he reign without ter of Ezekiel.
is full of the goodness of the Lord.
But I must
Dear friend, excuse my freedom with thee, stop writing, lest I should be too tedious to
and I do thee ; and indeed, it might be accounted foolfor the love of God constraineth me
believe the Lord will show thee yet further^ ishness for me to write after this manner, to
what testimony thou must bear for his name, one in thy station. But I find a constraint
and what thou must suffer for his sake, if faith- thereto, and must commit it to thy judgment,
ful.
For trying times will come, and offences be it what it may and this I will assure thee,
1 mean as I speak, and I
will be given and taken
but there is nothing my heart is plain

doth he repose?
molestation ?

.

Where

!

:

:

;

;

Lord Jesus above find it safest so to do, and to keep in humble
all.
Many murmured and were offended at obedience to the Lord in whatsoever he requires
Jesus when he told them the truth, and that of me. Yet I know the wisdom of God appears
which was of absolute necessity for all to know to be foolishness in the eyes of the wise men of
and witness in themselves as we read in the this world, and we know that the wisdom of
Cth of John, beginning at the 32nd verse.
By this world is foolishness with God, and will
that time he had done, many of his disciples prove so in the latter end to those poor souls
went from him then said he to the twelve, that so mightily esteem it. But the souls of the
" Will ye also go away?" but Peter said, righteous are in the hand of the Lord, and then
" Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou hast the shall no torment touch them although in the
words of eternal life. And we believe and are sight of the unwise, both their life and their
nevertheless, they
sure that thou art that Christ, the Son of the death are taken for misery
living God."
So God hath given the faithful are in peace.
to believe,- yea, and we are sure that the Spirit
If thou findest anything on thy mind, please
So in the love that is pure,
of Truth is come, that leads the followers of it to let me have it.
into all truth
and that Christ who is one with doth my soul greet thee, and remain thy friend
Elizabeth Webb.
his Spirit, and who was once offered to bear the in true sincerity,
sins of many, has appeared again the second
will offend those that love the

;

:

;

—

;

time without sin unto salvation.
Oh surely
the goodness of God hath been very great to
the children of men from age to age, and from
one generation to another, ever since the fall of
our first parents. The more my mind penetrates into it, the more I am like to be swallowed up in admiration of his condescension and
goodness through all his dispensations, but
above all in the manifestation of Jesus Christ,
our holy Pattern and heavenly Leader,
O my
soul
praise him for the knowledge of his
holy footsteps, whom God gave for a light to
us Gentiles, and to be his salvation unto the
ends of the earth and hath given his Spirit to
dwell in us, and accepted our souls to dwell in
him. O admirable goodness!
Shall we leave
him ? He is the Word of eternal life, and whither shall we go?
So far as any are followers
of Jesus, so far I desire to follow them or to be
one with them, and no farther. Let these do
what they will, if any will go back into the sea,
out of which the beast ariseth, and receive his
mark, our Leader is not to be blamed He
holds on his way, and causes his trumpet to
be blown in Zion, and an alarm to be beaten in
his holy mountain
and whosoever heareth the
sound of the trumpet, and taketh not warning,
if the sword of the Lord do come, in any kind,
and take him away, his blood shall be upon his
own head ; he heard the sound of the trumpet
and took not warning: but he that taketh
warning shall deliver his own soul. Great
is the duty of the watchman, and gi'eat is the
kindness of God as expressed in the 33rd chap!

!

;

;

:

THE AJYSWER TO THE FOREGOING LETTER.

—

I am heartily glad you are
town again, so that I might have an
opportunity of seeing you before you leave Eng-

Dear Friend,

come
land.

to

Yoin- letter hath been read with great
by myself and many of my friends;

satisfaction

have not been able to recover it yet, out
Some have even desired to
transcribe it for their edification, and this
is the reason I did not send you presently an
answer; though it hath been all along upon my
mind to express the satisfaction I had at the
reading thereof, and to assure you how welcome it is to me to meet with a fellow-pilgrim
traveling to the city adorned with twelve
pearls, which is to receive all such who have
made up the family of God in this wicked generation, and have been presented for his peculiar
people in all parts and denominations of Christendom.
I had a mind to have given
you at large my thoughts upon your letter.
True love is of an universal and overflowing
nature, and not easily shut up by names, notions,
peculiar modes, forms, and hedges of men; and
if you will be pleased to correspond with me,
even after you return from America, I shall
always be ready to answer your kindness, and
to make up again wherein I have been wanting
at present; and so recommend you to the infiI renite favour and protection of the Lord;
main in sincerity. Your friend and servant,
Anthony William Bcehm.
but

I

of fheir hands.

...

Strand, Jan. 2, 1712.

MEMOIR

EVAN SEVAN
WHO

DIED AT PONTYMOIL, IN MONMOUTHSHIRE, THE 17tH OF THE SECOND MONTH, 1746

WITH

LETTER TO

HIS

A FRIEND,

CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF HIS CONVINCEMENT, &C.

Mark

the perfect

man, and behold

the upriglit

:

for the

Evan Bevan* was the son of Charles Bevan
of Lantwit Vardre, in Glamorganshire, and
was born about the year 1678. His father
having determined to give him a liberal education, sent him to the. university of Oxford,
where he made considerable progress -in various
He subsequently applied
parts of literature.
himself to the study and practice of the law in
Glamorganshire, and served the office of deputy-sheriff of that county with reputation.
But after a time, he was visited in an extraordinary manner with the convictions of the Holy
Spirit
and whilst judgment was thus passing
over the transgressing nature in him, he was
brought into deep sorrow and anguish, until
after long mourning and various baptisms, he
was favoured to know mercy to cover the judgment seat the Lord was pleased to bind up
the bruised reed, so that he seemed to be
brought forth pure, as gold seven times refined,
and was made a chosen vessel, fit for the great
;

:

end of that

man

is

peace.— Psalm xxxvii.

37.

Letter to a Friend.
' Since it has pleased, the Divine
Goodness to
endue me with reason, I heartily thank his
most excellent Majesty and that it has been
the further product of his good will to give me
life and being in that part of the world, where
especially in
I have had the freedom to use it
the choice of my persuasion, and way of returning my acknowledgments to him.
I 'wish
;

;

that all

who make any

would make use of

this

pretensions to religion,

noble faculty with sub-

to the divine will, to determine their
choice in this grand afiair and not [be tenacious of] the religion of their education [unless

jection

;

it]

be that of their judgment.

thus truly wise unto their

own

were
and

If people

salvation,

did not too lazily resign themselves to the con-

duct of their guides, thereby regarding more
their ease than safety, they would not only be
the better able to give a reason of the hope that

is in them, but they would show more warmth
This part of his religious experience, the in their devotion, more charity in their religion,
manner in which he was brought to embrace and more piety in their convei'sation, than at
the principles of Friends, and his answers to present they do.
When I was visited some time ago by the
some charges which appear to have been urged
against him for so doing, are well set forth by chastising hand of the Lord, for sin and my disobedience to his holy will, I laboured under great
himself, in the following
and
affliction of mind and anguish of spirit
though I was constant above many in my at* W. Sewel, in his History of Friends, desigtendance on the public prayers of the church,
nates him "Evan Jevans," and it seems, not withstrict in my observance of its ceremonies, and
out some reason: in the Testimony of his monthly
of private demeetino-, he is called "Evan Bevan alias Jevans," exceedingly frequent in the use
and so he sometimes signed himself, but generally votion, yet my burden increased and I waxed

Master's use.

:

only,

"Evan Bevan."

worse.
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In this wretched and doleful condition I was,

the

Lord

in

your own bosoms

175

:

you

shall find

house who had providen- your mourning turned to gladness, and your
This has been my experitially returned from Pennsylvania to his native heaviness to joy.
country, 1 lighted upon R. Barclay's Apology ence of the goodness of the Holy One of Israel,
for the Quakers
by reading which I was well who abhors sin and iniquity, therefore I recompersuaded of their principles: and by turning mend it to you: and I think this is no mistrustmy mind inward to the divine gift according ing of the cause, for they are the sick and
wounded in spirit, not the whole, that need the
it gave me victory, in a great
to their doctrine
measure, over our common enemy, banished Physician.
As for renouncing the covenant, which I and
away my disorderly imaginations, and restored
me to my former regularity. I received such every Christian ought to be under, of forsaking
comfort and satisfaction to my distressed soul, the devil and all his works, I am so far from
that thereupon I left the church of England, and entertaining one thought of neglecting that
and I am duty, that I think myself wholly obliged to objoined myself in society with them
and if I should affirm, that through
the more confirmed in my change, especially serve it
where it respects the worship of our Creator, the grace of God, and his assistance, for otherbecause it is not only the most agreeable to the wise I am satisfied I cannot do it, the observScriptures of truth, but Heaven has given us ance of it is possible, I can find no reason why
assurance of its approbation thereof; it having it should be false doctrine in a Quaker more
been at times, to my own experience, most than in a Churchman.
As for deserting that church and ministry
powerfully attended with the presence of the
which the Son of God came down from heaven
Most High.
to establish, I am not conscious to myself
I hope none will grudge me this mercy, beif thereof; for I say, Christ himself is the Head
cause I received it not by their ministry
they do, I have cause to suspect their charity of our church, and by his Spirit and grace, the
is not of a Christian latitude, since our blessed Ordainer of our ministry.
As to the last query my ingenious acRedeemer approved not of that narrowness in
quaintance is pleased to propose, I do let him
his disciples in somewhat a like case.
But here, to obviate an objection some may know that my former despair and forlorn conmake to my change, because of the distress I dition has been, since my adhering to that relay under, and the discomposure I was subject proached people, changed into a sweet enjoyI could not
to at times, I would have it remarked, that I ment of the goodness of God.
read the said Apology beyond my expectation, conceal the Lord's goodness, lest he should
with more sedateness than usual, and a more withdraw his mercies from me.
corrupt me in
quiet composure of mind
so that with the inI had no secular interest to
it is apparent to many, I declined
fluence of the Almighty, or Providence, or both, this change
I had also the benefit of that distinguishing it: but as it was peace with God my Maker,
faculty of man [reason] in the change of my and mercy to my soul I wanted, so having
O that I may never forget the Lord's found the pearl of great price among them, I
opinion.
mercy to my soul who had compassion on parted with all to purchase it; or rather, I was
me when I wallowed in my blood, and who restored to all, I mean the enjoyment of the disaid to the dry bones, Live.
O that all such vine goodness and of myself, by setting a due
as are visited by the chastising hand of their value upon it.
Maker, would seriously lay it to heart, and

when

at a relation's

;

—

—

:

:

;

:

—

!

consider their

own

could wish with

all

welfare and salvation.

my

heart, that those

I

who

labour under this anxiety of mind, would take
encouragement to hope in the Lord's mercy

sincerity, disinterestedness,

through their blessed Redeemer, by his
ness and long forbearance with me.
I am a
living monument of it now; and I hope I shall
be so, while he affords me a being here. If
these lines should come to the hands of any
that are afflicted and distressed as I was, I have
an effectual remedy through mercy, to prescribe unto them
Turn your minds inward to
the grace of God in your own hearts
refrain
from your own imaginations be still, and
quietly resign yourselves to his holy will
so
you shall find health to your souls, refreshment
to your spirits, and the sweet consolations of

For
spicuous in the character of the writer.
although qualified by his abilities, both natural
and acquired, to occupy a prominent station in
civil and religious society, yet he declined rather than courted popularity, and sought in a
retired life, to show himself approved unto God,
to experience a growth in grace, and to be
made a partaker of solid peace of mind. He
was engaged at times, during the last twenty
years of his life, as a minister of the gospel,
chiefly it is believed in the place and neighbourhood of his residence ; and his brethren were

This Letter presents lively traces of humility,
meekness and mO"
kind- desty, which qualities seem to have been con-

:

—

—

;

;
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often edified

by

his

and profitably

affected, not

lively ministry, but also

by the

[1710

only the heathen authors,

awfi.il-,

weighty frame of his spirit, manifested in the
solid gravity of his countenance, as he sat in
religious meetings, leeding in solemn silence on
the bread of liie.
And when from the fulness
of his heart, his mouth was opened to minister,
his words- were few and savoury, seasoned
with grace, to the affecting of the hearts of

lest

they should acquire a

disrelish for the principles of true Christianity.

was his general practice to assemble his
family and the scholars in the evening, for the
purpose of wailing upon the Lord in silence,
thus initiating them in serious meditation and
It

retiredness of mind
and as he felt his way
open, encouraged them in the performance of
;

their

moral and religious duties

—

particularly

the well-minded, but to the disappointment of this of waiting in silence ; laying before them
some, who knowing his talents, expected to the benefit arising from this practice, as afTord-

hear lengthened discourses delivered in elegant
language.
For, abiding under the power of
the cross of Christ, as in his general conduct,
so particularly in the exercise of his gift in the
ministry, his aim was of a higher nature than
to attract the admiration of men; the unity of
the edifying
the brethren in the bond of peace
them in love and the approbation of his Maker
for the discharge of his duty in simplicity and
godly sincerity, were the important ends which
he had in view. He could therefore acknowledge with the apostle, 1 Cor. ii. 1
5, " I came

—

—

—

ing facility for seeking after that divine influ-

ence which would season their minds with pro-

and strengthen them to
Heavenly Father, with the
prevailing language which proceeds from the
heart, when it is awakened to a feeling sense of
what it stands in need of.
He officiated as clerk of the monthly meeting to which he belonged, during most of the
time he lived at Pontymoil, and was very exemplary in the dischai-ge of those duties which
fitable considerations,

draw near

to their

devolved upon him, connected with the discipline, condescending to the weakest member in
His meekdeclaring unto you the testimony of God ; for I charity, good-will, and pure love.
determined not to know any thing among you, ness, patience and forbearance towards such as
save Jesus Christ, and him. crucified. And my by their unguarded conduct had incurred the
speech and my preaching was not with the en- censure of the church, were conspicuous; and
ticing words of man's wisdom, but in the de- the mild manner in which he treated them, has
monstration of the Spirit and of power.
That reached some and brought them to a sense of
your faith should not stand in the wisdom of their deviations.
men, but in the power of God."
In addition to many other services which he
He was pressing with Friends to be faithful rendered to the church, he was frequently entowards God in the various branches of our gaged with other Friends in visiting the famiChristian testimony
and especially to keep lies of the monthly meeting to which he beclear from the anti-christian yoke of tithes
longed.
and would often exhort them to be thankful to
His susceptible mind was sorrowfully affectGod for the manifold mercies received and en- ed on account of various unseemly and imJoyed, and particularly for the privilege of moral practices which prevailed around him,
meeting together without interruption in order as "Horse- racing," "Cock-fighting," "Comto perform divine worship ; also to consider mon Harvest Shouting," " Profane Swearing,"
what hardships and sufferings our worthy an- &c., &c. ; and he felt it to be his religious duty,
cestors were exposed to on this account.
So from time to time, to manifest his concern for
good an example of diligence was he in the dis- the true welfare of his countrymen, by writing
charge of this important duty, that the Friends dissuasives from such practices. These papers
among whom he resided could not remember he was accustomed to submit to the considerathat he ever missed the attendance of one meet- tion of his friends ; and they generally directed
ing, except on account of illness.
them to be printed.*
After he had united in religious fellowship
with Friends, he employed himself in the edu*The following' copy of a minute of the monthly
cation of youth, and kept a school in their meeting, under
date of tenth month 2ncl, 1730, is
meeting-house at Pontymoil thirty-five years. a specimen of these proceedings, and will serve to
He instructed his pupils in the useful parts of introduce the narrative to which the latter part of
literature, as Latin, Greek and Geography, the minute refers—*
"Evan Bevan proposed the printing of his Paper
with various branches of the Mathematics; but
he was chiefly concerned that they might be against Profane Swearintj and Cursing, and taking
the Lord's holy name in vain and it v;as assented
imbued with the love of virtue, and that by havto print [it].
ing religious impressions fixed on their tender
"It i? desired that the Paper also which he
minds, they might be preserved in innocence. wrote concerning the affliction and trouble our
not with excellency of speech, or of wisdom,

;

;

He

conscientiously declined instructing

them

in

friend Joseph

John

fell

under, on his dying bed, on
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His friends were affectionately attached to course in this world in peace, the 17th of the
and regrarded him as a tender nursing second month, 1746, aged about 67 years.
an elder and pillar in the His remains were interred in Friends' buryingfather in Israel
one who ground at Pontymoil aforesaid, and his funeral
church, worthy of double honour
exercised the oversight thereof, not as a lord was attended by a numerous company of most
over the heritage, but as an example to the persuasions and ranks in life.

him

;

flock.

—

Pie

—

was a man of very tender conand ready to con-

science, strict over himself,

fess his faults to his brethren.

His conduct corresponded with his doctrine
and the principles which he professed in his
conversation he was affable and engaging, inHis surviving friends
structive and edifying.
manifested their estimation of his character and
exemplary walk by testifying concerning him,
" His memory is dear to us and being dead,
he yet speaketh."
Thus having denied himself and taken up the
cross to the riches, honours, and preferments
of this world, with the pomps and pleasures
thereof, he looked forward with patience and
humble confidence, to the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus, and finished his

A

Testimony from the monthly meeting in Monmouthshire, concerning Evan Bevan.

:

;

him

the account of his wife paying the tithe for
clandestinely, may be printed."

A

short Narrative of our friend J. John's
tion

and

ing

the tithe.

is

man, and behold the

peace.

upright, for the end

— Psal. sx.xvii. 37.

The 17th day of

the second month, 1746,
our dear worthy innocent
Friend, minister and elder, Evan Bevan, aged
about sixty-seven years.
His father's name
was Charles Bevan, of Lantwit Vardre in Glamorganshire, who gave hiiTi a liberal education
at Oxford, where he made a great progress in
various parts of literature.
After he left Oxford, being duly qualified, he
practised the law in Glamorganshire, where he

departed

this

life,

them come and take it openly, or distrain my
goods according to the course of the law
but it
will be a great matter if they will."
His wife
was sorely grieved that she had been the occasion
of this grief and exercise to her husband and his

afflic-

—

;

who

paid the tithe for her, commiserating his condition, went to the receivers of
the tithe to desire them to refund the money.

brother-in-law

county of Monand conversation, One of them was very compassionate and readily
the world, and of good es- restored his share, adding withal, that he remitted

Joseph John of Trevthin,
mouth, a Friend of sober

in the

life

teem among Friends, held a

testimony
marriage and
not, yet inasmuch

faithful

ag'ainst anti-christian tithe before his

;

although afterwards he paid it
as he allowed his wife, through his too great indulgence to her, both to pay it herself and out of
his stock to reimburse her relations who privily
paid it for her, he fell under great exercise of
mind and distress for the same, on his death-bed.
He had often spoken to her about it from time to
time since their marriage, but towards the latter
end of his days, he had quite omitted to do so.
When on his death-bed, he spoke to her to this effect: "I am jealous some body or other has paid
the tithe, or else they would not leave me alone
more than others. The Lord will pass by thee it
was I who was in fault but I thought to win thee
by tenderness: yet now it is a burden to me; dost
" Yes," said she, " if 1 could,
thou not pity mel"
" O God!" said he, " what
I would help thee."
Then she and others endeavoured to
shall I doV
But he said again to her, " if thou
comfort him.
hadst hearkened unto me formerly" and she being conscious that she had erred in not doing so,
pleaded that she then saw no evil in the payment.
"I am a hyprocrite," said he, "I should not care
" O," said some of the
if all the world knew it."
standers-by, "you are no such man, you ought not
" It is no matter to me," said
to be cast down."
he, "if all the world spoke well of me, if God rejects me; or if God receives me, if all the world
spoke ill of me. I desire the tithe-mongers would
return the money that has been paid them, and let

—

:

—

Vol. XIII.— No.

the perfect

man

;

trouble on account of his wife's pay-

well reported of in

Mark
of that

5.

him with

all his

heart; the others likewise, in pity

to his afflicted condition, sent their shares of the
to him.
When the afflicted Friend heard
he said, "Well, they were kind! tell them I
thank them." His wife being very desirous to
know the state of his mind, would be asking him
now and then, how he wasi Once he answered,
" I am almost gone through the crowd ;" and a
few days before his departure, he said, " Well,
now I have nothing to do but to return thanks:
the Lord works his work without deceit; blessed
be his holy name for ever !"
As all things work wonderfully where obedience
is given to the will and requirings of the Lord, so

money

of

it,

the present case is a special instance of his goodHis wife is brought under a right sense of
her error and wrong-doing, being not only grieved,
as aforesaid, for causing that sore exercise to her
husband, but also resolved to bear a faithful testimony against that oppressive yoke of tithe for the
time to come. And whereas before she absented
herself from meetings for discipline, she now
heartily joins her beloved sisters therein, and
takes a part with them in those aftairs of the
church wdiich concern the prosperity of the blessed Truth.
Blessed and praised be the Lord's most holy,
most worthy and most excellent name, for his
merciful dealings with the sons and daughters of
men ; and let all the world say. Amen, Amen,
ness.

E. B,

Ath of the Seventh months 1726.

23

—
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served and executed the office of deputy-sheriff tice, laying before them the benefit thence acwith much reputation
yet, after some time, it cruing.
pleased Divine Providence to visit our said
He kept a school in Friends' meeting-house
Friend in an extraordinary manner, he being in Pontymoil, for about thirty-five years, and
cast down, as into the deep, in anguish and conscientiously refused to teach any of the heasorrow, until after long mourning and various then authors ; however, he brought up many
;

baptizings the Lord was pleased in mercy to in the useful parts of literature, as Latin, Greek
bind up the bruised reed with strength, so that and geography, with various branches of the
he seemed to be brought forth as pure as gold mathematics; most of which time he was clerk
seven times refined, and made a chosen vessel. to our meeting, and was a tender nursing FaAnd finding unity in his spirit with those of ther in Israel very condescending and forbearthe Society called Quakers, he joined himself ing with those who, by undue measures, had
in fellowship with them
as appears more fully justly deserved the censures of the chu-rch.
by an Epistle of his, published in Sevvel's His- Sometimes his mild behaviour has reached and
tory of the Quakers, page 706, under the name convinced the disobedient, and brought them to
of Evan Jevans.
a sense of their out-goings.
;

;

was concerned as a minister about twenWe do not remember that he missed the opnot made so by man, although he portunity of one meeting, unless through sickwas brought up in the languages and sciences ness. He had a great love for Friends, and
of men, but by a real experience of the power would visit those who were indisposed.
We
Fie

ty years

;

of truth, and through the demonstration of the had entire love and good
gospel.

will to him, as a corFriend, and as an elder and pillar
church, who was worthy of double

dial, sincere

Oh! in what an awful weighty frame of in the
mind we have seen him sit in meetings, solidly honour.

His memory is dear to us, and being
which the world dead, he yet speaketh. He did not lord it over
knows not of; and when words flowed from the church, although his knowledge and wishis lips, they were sweet as the honey-comb, dom, both spiritual and natural, might have
and seasoned with the divine salt; which, with entitled him to bear rule; but being clothed
his innocent deportment, affected the hearts of yith the spirit of meekness and patience, he
the hearers, unless grown cold through the love would condescend to the weakest member, in
of the world.
charity, good Avlll and pure love; thereby plaijaFie was pressing with Friends, to be faithful ly demonstrating whose disciple he was
yea,
towards God, in the various branches of our a noble pattern and example was he his conChristian testimony
especially to keep clear duct kept pace with his doctrine, and with the
from that anti-christian yoke of tithes the up- principles he made a profession of. He was no
holding whereof is an indirect denial of the respecter of persons, yet his conversation was
coming of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, free and agreeable, chiefly tending to instrucwlio, by the one acceptable sacrifice of the of- tion and edification.
fering himself upon the cross, made atonement
He having denied himself, and taken up the
to God the Father, brought mankind from cross, to the riches, honours and preferments
under the law, and put an end thereto, with all of this world, with the pomps and pleasures
types and shadows.
He would often remind thereof, despised the shame, looking forward,
feeding on the bread of

life,

:

:

;

;

Friends to be thankful to God for the manifold in j)atience, to the prize of the high calling in
mercies received and enjoyed ; more especially Christ Jesus, v/hich is the recompense of rein this time of our uninterrupted meeting to- ward
in hope of which, the humble contrite
gether, in order to perform divine worship; and soul is enabled to persevere in fear unto the
likewise, to consider what hardships and suffer- end.
ings our worthy ancients were exposed to on
We question not, but our loss is his great
this account.
gain ; and that now his spirit enjoys the crown
His words were few and savoury, his testi- of rest and peace, which is laid up in store for
mony short which was a wonder to such as the righteous in the mansions of glory, where
knew him, and expected long discourses and there needs not the light of the sun or moon,
eloquent orations ; yet he, through divine as- for the glory of God is the light thereof.
sistance, confounded the wisdom of the wise of
Flis body was interred in Friends' buryingthis world, who therein know not God.
He ground at Pontymoil, and M'as attended to the
would most nights wait in silence, together grave with decency and gravity by a great
with his family, and the scholars who lodged number of most persuasions and degrees.
with him, and would advise them to that prac- Collection of Testimonies, 1760.
;

;

AN ACCOUNT
OF THE

CONVINCEMENT AND CALL TO THE MINISTRY
OF

MARGARET
WHO

DIED AT LEEK, IN STAFFORDSHIRE, THE 24tH OF THE SIXTH MONTH, 1769.

I will bring the blind

by a

way

that they

INTRODUCTION.

:

instruction to the Christian traveller,

who

hath

" put his hand to the plough."
They hold
forth encouragement to bow under the earliest
impressions of the power of the Most High, to
be attentive to the Shepherd's voice, and to suffer all within them to be humbled in submission
to his requirings.
They show how important
it is for those who, like the writer of this narrative, have purchased an inheritance in righteousness, to take heed that they do not let go
to the injunction of the
wise man, " buy the truth, and sell it not." And
they are a call on those who have a birthright
in our religious Society, to prize their privilege
seeing the instance befoi'e us is a proof, among
many, of the difficulties and trials through
which those have to pass, who are called out
of the world, to be faithful labourers in the
heavenly vineyard.
From the following lively specimen, it is to
be regretted that no further documents are to
be found of the religious progress of this our
dear friend, who lived and died respected and

their hold, but attend

;

beloved.

I

WAS
;

born in the year 1701, in Fleet-street,

my

father,

knew not.— Isaiah

whose name was James

Brindley, kept a china-shop at the corner of
Fetter-lane.
I was the youngest of fourteen

xlii. 16.

my mother died when I was one year
and a half old; after which my father removed
to Vauxhall, where he erected a pottery, for
making Dutch or stone ware, and married a
second wife, who, dying before him, left two
When I was about seven years old,
children.
my father died, leaving six orphans, two of
them younger than myself, with no other rela-

children

The following pages contain the substance
of a letter from the author to a relation some
of her family and. several Friends who have
seen them, apprehend that they contain much

London

LUCAS,'

tion that

my

:

we knew

of,

except

my

aunt,

who was

and married the person hereafter mentioned as my uncle. My father dying
without a will, left things in disorder; and Elias
Turner, who was one of the three directors of
the South Sea Company, being the greatest
creditor, sent for my uncle from Leek to London, and advised him to act as guardian for us.
Three of us, at my father's death, were under
the care of his housekeeper, the wife of one of
She was very careful over us, and
his clerks.
brought us up strictly in the protestant religion.
My eldest sister, being weakly, lived much with
my aunt in the country, except in the time of
her education and my little brother and sister
were taken down to Leek by my aunt, on her
return from visiting us, after my father's death;
My uncle
but the little boy did not live long.
had a mind, at this time, to bring me down also, saying that, upon seeing my innocent amusements, he had a particular respect for me but
Elias Turner would not consent to it, and I,
with my brother and sister, continued under
the care of the housekeeper some years longer.
My uncle at times repeating his desire to have
us with him, and it being left to my choice, in
the year 1718 I came down.
I had conceived the country to be a more
and I
delightful place than I at first found it
expressed to the maid, that accompanied me,
my dissatisfaction and disappointment. She
staid with me till the return of the coach, and
father's sister,

;

;

;

* This account was originally edited by Frederick Smitli two editions of it were published in
the year 1797.
:

—
;

;
:
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a little sad ; yet my uncle and aunt
of love towards me, and I was careful of my expressions on the difference of situation.
But what added to my grief at this
juncture was the behaviour of my eldest sister,
whom I did not remember to have seen before
my coming down she gave my uncle so much
uneasiness, that he sent her out of the town
and, though he strove to prevent it, she married his apprentice, and never was re-admitted
On occasion
to his house while I lived there.
of this, and the irksomeness of my situation,
my uncle thought proper to board me at school,
though not altogether on account of my learning, for I was then thought dexterous beyond
most of my years and indeed, from a child,
there was a flexibility in my temper, which, like
the softened wax, seemed fit for impression and
improvement. My uncle concluded that I might
meet with something there to improve and divert my mind, though I concealed my sorrow
He took me to goto the best of my power.
verness Hyde's, in order to board me there
but there lived in Smythy Door, Manchester,
left

me

were

full

:

;

a widow whose husband died some pounds in
my father's debt and my uncle calling for the
money, and telling her whose daughter I was,
she said, if he pleased, she would board me,
and I might go to a day school. My uncle inquired into her character, and consulted with
one Nichols, a yarn merchant, in the Deans;

tellgate, who advised him to accept the offer
ing me that his house, if I did not like the other,
should be my home ; and here I always met
with a kind reception.
My uncle staid with me a few days, and then
left me with the widow and her daughter, the
I liked my new situation
only child she had.
very well it was much more agreeable to me
than Leek. The widow and her daughter were
Presbyterians ; but my uncle ordered me my
liberty, and that I should go to church ; which
she never forbade, though she was very strict
in her own way of worship, and kept good
order in the house, with family prayer night
and morning. From these I never absented
mvself, and I still remember the pleasure I
then received from the books I read, the repetition of my catechism, and those forms of prayers adapted to my years ; always esteeming
those I believed to be religious.
I staid at Manchester till the latter end of the
year, and spent the winter agreeably both to
my uncle and myself. In the spring he took a
;

;

journey to London, and as my younger sister
had been brought thence while young, he
thought fit to take her with him for her improvement
and there she staid four years.

[1716.

amends were fully made by my uncle bringing
down my other sister, with whom I had lived
under the care of oin' housekeeper. This gave
me, as it were, new life, for the month that she
staid with us; but her departure went very hard
with me; and my uncle, who ever sought before I went to meetings, to make me happy,
according to his notion, proposed to take me
This pleased me, and
to Manchester again.
the widow received me kindly.
She never
asked me to go to chapel, yet I many times
went at pleasure, and have since found occasion to remember what I met with there.
I
staid with her till the town was in confusion
about tory and whig and as she was afraid of
the consequence, she desired my uncle to take
;

me home.
I was now

my

past thirteen, and quite reconciled

growing

my

uncle and aunt's
They punctually fidfiUed their promise, that I should
want for nothing that was fit for me to have
and though I had learned to dance in London,
to

station,

in

favour, and in love towards them.

a dancing-master coming to the town, my
uncle sent me to him, it being a diversion
which, as I was very agile, it was said I was
fit for
and indeed I was very fond of it.
When I was past fourteen, my brother came
dovvn to see me ; and my uncle still studying
my improvement, sent me to learn writing, to
make pastry, and, on the return of the dancing
This gave me an
master, to his school again.
extensive acquaintance; and as I had acquired,
from the teachings of my London master, a
different air, as it is termed, I generally went
off with applause
which was not less pleasing
to my uncle and aunt, than to myself.
He
often showed his fondness for me at my return
home taking me to his knee asking if there
was any thing wanting in my dress, which my
acquaintance had, and I had a mind to have
saying he would buy it for me ; but his love
prevented my much asking, for no sooner did
he see a new mode than he mentioned it; nor
do I remember that I ever asked him for any
thing which he denied me.
;

;

—

—

I

was now

past fifteen,

notes,

my

many more, having
also

in

and there coming two

who

taught to sing psalms by
uncle sent me to them.
I went with

singing masters,

great delight therein, as

the worship of

God, as

I

had been

taught.

Here

I

cannot but observe,

how many

differ-

ent inventions there are, to divert the minds of

youth from opportunities of seeking after the
one thing needful; yet it was in the midst of
these hurries that I began to make reflections
concerning the clergy, and to account them
Though I was left at my uncle's as by myself, worthy of double honour; esteeming them most
happy, as their employment consisted of devoI did not regret the loss of these two sisters,
who were indeed but as strangers to me, and tion to God. I therefore concluded they had a
;

;;

;
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peculiar advantage in the mysteries of divine
things, and a more thorough knowledge of the

yet

I

believed this hope

was necessary

for

a

Christian to find, while in health, the better to
support his illness, and help him to submit him-

Lord than others often saying, if I had been
a boy I would have been brought up at the self
University, as my brother was designed by my was
;
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of God in his death.
My soul
time under a weighty pressure; and
was then ignorant what it was, I

to the will

at this

father to have been.

although

About this tiine some persons sought my
but I gave
company, by way of courtship
them no encouragement, for I kept myself
much reserved on that account; going on in
an earnest pursuit of my duties, as 1 had been
taught, which proved a comfort to my uncle
and aunt.
When about sixteen, my uncle made me an
assistant in the family, and on the First-days,
I not only read and gave out the psalms, but
also the family prayers, when my uncle was
so that
from home, or any way indisposed

have since believed it was no less than the
drawings of the Father's love; yet as the natu-

;

man

ral

I

discerneth not the things that be of

God, so he knoweth not where to seek them.
Thinking I wanted that zeal which I saw in
others, I was now increasingly fervent in my
prayers ; I made additions to my private, and
waited with attention on my public devotions
and sometimes went on with vigour in the repetition

of those exercises.

About the seventeenth year of

came a bishop

my

age, there

town, in order for a confirnow I stood high in their favour, with respect mation, which I thought was a singular good
both to their religious and temporal enjoyments. for me ; for from that ceremony 1 conceived
Indeed, I have many times since, thought my that a steadier hope and faith in Christ would
distressed uncle was similar to Micah, who, we seize upon my soul; and I entertained thoughts
read, thought himself blest when he had conse- that there was a peculiar power given to this
crated the Levite for his priest; but, alas! how high and holy function, from which I was to
soon did the priest not only leave Micah, but reap that which was divine. I doubt not but
take away his image: so, though I stole not the Invisible Being looked with compassion on
my uncle's god, yet I broke his peace, and left the fervent desire of my soul, and viewed with
him to contemplate the uncertainty of the de- acceptance the reverential awe in which my
mind, as well as my body, was prostrated to
light which is fixed on transient objects.
My uncle now intending my advancement, receive the earnest of my wish ; and I know
as he said, left his own small, though conveni- that my behaviour, both before, at, and after
ent house, to take a larger, for the better ac- that time, was taken notice of by my relations
commodation of me and my many acquaint- and intimates.
ances little suspecting that the removal would
A little while after, my uncle asked what I
overthrow his happiness ; but so it was. This thought of receiving the sacrament. I told him
house stood opposite the gates of the church, 1 did not believe it was proper for so young
so called, where I was frequently reminded of persons to adventure; for, as it is said, "those
the mortality of the body, and was thereby who receive it unworthily, procure to themstruck with many serious reflections on the selves damnation," 1 durst not receive it.
He
state of eternity, and the immortality of the told me of some that were as young as myself,
soul.
and whom he thought as unfit 1 told him I
As I lived so near, I often waited upon the knew it, but they seemed to exalt themselves
corpse to the grave, musing in myself how it amongst their companions on account of that,
must be with the deceased in the hour of death which I durst not, in the greatest humility, parfor, though I had often heard that sentence pro- take of; neither did I find, that my faith was
nounced, by the priest, in which it is said, " We sufficiently ripe to comprehend the mystery be;

to the

;

—

commit the body to the ground, (note) in sure
and certain hope of the resurrection to eternal
life;" yet, upon the strictest review, I could not
find I had any evidence of that hope abiding in
me. And though my reasonings would have
led me to conclude it was an immediate gift of

twixt the outward bread and wine, and the body
and blood of Christ.
Here I began to flag in my hopes of having
received any benefit by the laying on of the
bishop's hand; and what if I say, I staggered,
not only at one thing or two, but at all that I
God to the soul at the time of departure, and had done on a religious account. Did 1 now
my esteem for the clergy induced the belief, believe there was no God 1 Oh no but to my
that it was an assurance given to them, and inexpressible grief, I Could not find how to
that the people must build their hope thereon
worship him, so as to prove my own accept!

;

my

uneasiness was not thereby allayed
for that foundation was so shaken, that my fiith
could not stand thereon, and I was still uneasy.
yet

But although

it

was such a mystery

tural conceivings, that

I

to

my

could not fathom

nait

ance, or the assurance that I longed for; nor
could my soul rest without it.

—

had now laboured in my inventions spent
hopes and as a person quite fatigued,
sitting down, I was made to bear such a mortiI

all

my

;
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—

had never before known to see family and me our first acquaintance, though I
was dwindling away from that, which I had not the least thought at that time, that ever
thought was most expedient for me to be exer- I should change my name in respect to reliHence, however, many imagined my
cised in, and that my performances were no gion.
mure than so many fleeting comforts, continual- persuasion arose, of which I shall speak in
fication as I

that

I

the proper place.

ly wasting in the fruition.

I

went

at

my own

conve-

At last I went on so heavily, that I began to nience, according to our agreement, still keepbe weary of them, and willing to leave the bur- ing my exercise to myself; nor did I remark
den I had contracted in my own will. I found any thing particular in my new acquaintance,
enough to do to go on with them in their their exercises lying hidden as well as my own.
When the time came that I was to enter the
course, for I found 1 had gotten them only by
This was a close time, wherein I shop, my uncle had so good an opinion of the
tradition.
was far from exaltation of any kind; for it was Quakers, that he left appraising of the goods enI continued to board with
to me hard drawing on without faith, which I tirely to S. Taylor.
now concluded was the immediate gift of God. my uncle, and made it a constant rule to go diUnder this belief I had to cry like the poor pub- rectly home at night when 1 had shut the shop,
The
lican, " Lord have mercy on me ;" and my and thus shunned my former associates.
soul was more justified from these breathings, day I spent in business, and part of the night in
than it had ever been in all the wearisome la- much thought; the desire of my soul increasing
bours I had engaged in. But the enemy, who after that revival of hope, which as my little
faith in what is called the service of God, still
is always near to damp the good in us, troubled
me with many of his suggestions, as that it diminished, I found at times drawing me nearer
could never be the way to attain to happiness, to a reliance on him, and a patient waiting for
to discharge myself of the worship due to God what might follow.
I was now about nineteen, when we received
yet the more I gave way to
for his favours
the thoughts of throwing myself on the mercy an account of the death of my sister Lydia, for
of God, the more also I found a hope to whom our family went into mourning and I
spring within my soul, that the Lord would not only mourned in clothes, but in heart for
This drew me still 1 k)ved her more dearly than any sister I had,
point out a way for me.
farther from all ceremonies, and gave my mind and may truly say, her death added to the
;

:

,

;

such a turn from those diversions I once took weight of my exercise, as well as to my belief,
my uncle and aunt took notice that it was requisite for me to know my own
But it arose election to be sure. And oh the distress that
of it, and called it melancholy.
from a deep solidity of thought, not knowing in I now was in, when I looked upon myself and
what manner or path I should be directed how others, to see them posting on with cheerful-

delight in, that

!

—

should recover a proper sense of my afflicThis
tions, or obtain a satisfactory assurance.
pensiveness my uncle and aunt used their endeavours to prevent, and asked my acquaintance
I

to visit

me

oftener; but their

quent, suited not

my

company

so fre-

those nights, that
had once thought inno-

taste

:

were spent in what I
cent amusements, were now made to procure
and my desire of being alone,
dull mornings
with the fatigue of so much hurry, put me on
I therethoughts of shunning the occasions.
fore desired my uncle to let me go out as a
waiting-maid; but they would not hear of parting with me.
;

ness in the respective duties of their religion,
in my desires of it,

and myself not only barren

but so oppressed in the performance, that I
could neither assist my uncle, nor myself that

way.

They who have known

nature, can best judge of

my

the activity of

state,

when

my

used to show me so much indulgence, signified his happiness in my good behaviour by saying, he could scarcely go into
company, but they were speaking in my commendation.
It was, indeed, a thing very pleasing to my kind uncle, who told me a little after,
he would have me to be prudent; " for," said
he, " there are those eyes upon you that you
uncle,

who

When I was past eighteen, we heard that S. are not aware of:" and I believe he was then,
Taylor, a Friend, was about selling off the in his own thoughts, near having his ambition
goods of her shop, and going to live at Stafford; concerning me gratified, which was, to see me
and I desired my uncle to buy them for me, happily settled in the world, I conclude, that
thinking that such an employment might abate at this time, the parents of my associates had
was in. I was then a stranger generally a respect for me; for, although I
the perplexities
to her, and my uncle, who liked this proposal was of a brisk and lively disposition, yet was I,
better than the first, being ever ready to please through the goodness of God, preserved from
me, sent for her; and in a little time after, that which was immodest or profane, and kept
agreed that I should have the goods, and be within the bounds of what is termed innocent
This engaged
with her at times for my better information of behaviour and good breeding.
This gave that many, that had daughters, to encourage my
the business and customers.
I
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company. But how soon did I see a turn for main, and therefore I made a stop, and refused
that which ought to have raised me higher in to go to church, so called.
I had signified something of my uneasiness
their esteem, now seemed to prove my overthrow therein. So true it is, that the greater to my sister, who was coming down from Lonlike, once turned, proves the greater dishke. don again, and she had told my aunt that I faBut to go on I could no longer remain under voured the Quakers, and did not intend to go
for the Day-Spring to church.
the cloud of insensibility
This greatly incensed her, and she
from on high had visited me, and the veil was left me, saying, she would fetch out the parson
so far rent, that I saw the work of God was in and people to carry me in.
But so far had
the secret of my heart, and that a spiritual truth wrought With me, that I found I must not
worship must have place there.
only venture that, but also struggle against the
I now remembered that I had heard the oppositions which I felt in myself.
Quakers recommended people to mind that of
The following night was spent in more conGod in themselves, and to follow the teachings fusion than common and the next day my unof the Spirit. This I thought looked somewhat cle and aunt went to the parson's, and some
suitable to my condition; and my mind seemed time after sent for me.
He looked on me with
pressed to look at their doctrine again.
In surprise, signifying his great mistake in one
order to this, as I was not willing to be taken whom he had thought so religious, and so good
noiice of, I went out between the times of ser- an example to others
for I was a constant atvice, as though I would walk.
This was an tender upon those called Saint's days, as well
exercise that was allowed by the most strict, to as other times set apart for worship. He asked
take off any drowsiness that might hang on the me how long I had been uneasy
I told him a
mind, and unfit it for the support of the even- great while, and could not find any real satising devotions. Though this was not what I had faction in any thing that I could do. He signia real necessity for, being one of good spirits, fied that a perseverance in those duties I had
and before I knew the want of faith in my been instructed in, was the only way, and would,
!

—

;

;

;

—

way
in

of worship, being

my

in

my

devotions zealous,

diversions lively, and in

my

work

indus-

trious
yet I took this freedom, because the
meeting lay in my way, where 1 had a mind to
inform myself, and as I passed by the gate,
would make a stop. If I heard no voice, I
soon went off; but if any one was speaking, I
usually stepped within the door, the little end
being, as I thought, a good shelter from the eyes
of those who sat in the body of the meeting. I
made these visits as often as I could and
surely I have to say, the Lord was very condescending, and gave me a more clear understanding than ever I had found within myself
at the other meetings, and which, from our
house being so near, I had opportunities of. My
intentions were good in respect to these freedoms, and I used to stay as long as I durst,
then take a turn down the next field, and so to
my worship again whereby I proved the effect which the different doctrines had on me,
the former answering lo the hope of that justification I have before spoken of, and the latter
fruitless and dull.
Yet so far did I proceed in
;

;

;

no doubt, bring that satisfaction I spoke of.
" But," said he, " your uncle is afraid you are
going to be a Quaker." I answered, "I believe
not, though I have met with that satisfaction
from their preaching, which I never met with
elsewhere."
He said, it was no more than a
delusion of the grand enemy of our souls and
then set forth how dangerous it was for young
persons either to go to hear them, or to read
their books
saying theirs were seducing, erroneous principles, and he would have me promise, never to hear them any more.
Many heavy things he said of them, and
asked me particularly about the family of the
Taylors these I could justly clear, and said,
that neither they nor any other person had ever
endeavoured to insinuate their principles, or
turn me from one profession to another.
He
then said, if I would desist from hearing them,
and reading their books, I might do well, and
through the continuance of my duties, and good
company, might overcome my uneasiness. Indeed, he said so much against the persuasion
of the Quakers, that my respect for the clergy,
;

;

;

saw it was together with my indifference to the formalities,
are hard to believe the as I then termed the customs of the said people,
things they would not have to be true; but so seemed to determine me never to go to hear
closely did the truth and mercy of God follow them again.
I said, (and that very truly,) I
repeating these

with

me

trials, that I y^lainly

like those

who

me, that I found judgment in myself from the
Almighty, for persisting in that which gave me
not the least satisfaction.
Willingly would I
have retained this old profession, that I had
been brought up in from my childhood, and that
was as dear to my natural desires as Ishmael
was to Abraham but I saw it must not re:

would never be a Quaker, if I could help it
nor was I one till the desire of my soul for
peace could be no other way satisfied and no
one could wrestle more to escape it than I did,
as the following account will show.
Such now were my childish conceivings, that
though I had witnessed the work of God to be
:

;

:
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yet I thought, could I but come cap," and " Friend," or deridingly ask, " Does
possession of that which they preached, the Spirit move thee?" with which, and such
and which I found a savour of in my heart, it other mockeries, my natural inclination was
would not matter whetlier I attended any form much buffeted. The storm began to be more
boisterous, both within and without; my acof worship or not.

among them,
to a

My uncle said, the parson, whose name was
Leay, would board me, which he and my aunt
I understood his meanthought very well of.
ing, and thanked him, but said, " that would
only give the town reason to believe there had
been a difference amongst us, and if they would
be easy, I would see what I could do in going
But I well remember, what
to church again."
a heavy trial it was and I went with so much
indifference, that it gave my uncle and aunt
great uneasiness, and myself no less.
Not long after, parson Bennet sent for me to
;

he also expressed himself surprised at his being so mistaken in me,
saying, had it happened with many others, he
should not have wondered half so much.
being more equal and intimate, I could be more
he asked me if I was for being
free with him
1
said, " I do not know, yet I bea' Quaker
" Why," said he, " they deny the
lieve not."
Scriptures !" I said, " If they do, I promise you
I will never own them, but I know they do not."
" Why then," said he, " they wrest them to
their own destruction, and they deny baptism."
I said, " They do of water, but they preach a
"Yes," said he, "and a strange
baptism."
one too put your finger into that fire, (one
being in tlie room,) and see how you can bear
This filled my mind with inthat baptism."
dignation, and I said, "No, I scorn it; for I
believe they no more mean elementary fire,
than the baptism of elementary water." I may
conclude that at this time neither he nor I knew
that mysterious baptism, which my soul has at
He went fluently on
times since experienced.
respecting the principles of the Quakers, setting
some of them forth as quite ridiculous, and told
me, if I could not believe him, he would lend
me some of their own writings. I thanked him,
the

widow Brueton's

;

We

—

;

;

saying, I was not in a disposition to read the
and indeed
sentiments of any one profession
I was not, for even the Scriptures themselves,
in which I had been so conversant and taken
delight, seemed to me, just then, of little moment and so great was my separation from all
;

—

;

duties, that

I

found nothing

left

—

to trust in, but

quaintance abroad and

my

relations at

but above these, the enemies of

home

my own

house,
ready, at each difliculty I
met with, to turn the balance against my small
hope and by insinuating the necessity of my
being cautious, and deliberate in my proceed-

who were always
;

ings,

on

me such a length in trying to go
way that I was trained in, that the

had run

in the

righteous judgments of the Almighty seized

my

again, and in so weighty a manner, as
made that heart, which used to spring with joy
soul

at the

soul,

chiming of the bells, now to fear. That
which used to approach the consecrated

house with reverence, now trembled at the entrance; and those steps, that used to advance
towards the pew with pleasure, lost their former
activity ; and nothing but horror and darkness
ensued, in the

room of the once

delightful offer-

ings of prayer and praises unto God.

Oh surely I have enough to remind myself
of here, without particularizing the aflhctions,
which the anxious desire of my kind uncle and
aunt for my eternal welfare, produced.
Such
it was, and therefore I endeavoured
I iDelieved
to bear them with submission and resignation,
as proceeding from a principle of love. Indeed,
!

I

did all in

my

power to allay their trouble:
and appetite, and the dis-

the loss of their rest

quiet of their minds, being a cause of real grief

me under which, the little comfort that I
could find within myself was, that I was not
accessory to it, any farther than by studying to
find the answer of a good conscience towards
God, and an assurance of that which might go
with me beyond the grave but this I could not
find, in the present distressed situation of my
to

;

:

Notwithstanding, I secretly longed to
mind.
hear the Quakers once more and as my uncle
kept a strict eye over me, that I might have no
opportunity of gratifying my desire, I must account it a peculiar favour, that about this time,
there came a young woman from Newcastle to
visit us.
She was a stranger to our uneasiness,
and my mind being still pressed to hear as
above, I took her out, as though for a walk,
and when we were near the meeting, asked her
if she had a mind to hear the Quakers
she
answered me, " Yes for," said she, " there is
;

—

But to return, I said, " 1 could
not judge them by their writings, but was asI am
sured they were so far in the right that, as God no meeting of that people at our town."
was a Spirit, he must be worshipped in spirit sure, had she known the least of our family's
and in truth." He said but little after, only uneasiness, she might have read my confusion
" If you have got a notion of the Spirit, you are in my looks when I asked her the question, and
much more when I entered the door, and heard
past hopes."
The uneasiness of our family was now no set forth the disadvantage those lay under, who
The minister
longer a secret my intimates, one after ano- halted between two opinions.
ther, would accost me by the name of " flat- proved, from the apostle's expressions, " that a

God

alone.

;

:

;;
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double-minded man is unstable in all his ways;" parture from them, and to give an idea how it
and proceeding in that doctrine, it renewed my fared with me. He said, " if ever I went to the
hope and taith, that the Loi-d would still be gra- meeting again, he would bereave me of my
life."
I stood trembling, yet received the threat
cious to me.
I had before known the witness
of God that is placed in the heart, spoken to in a tender state of mind, and I could perceive
by several Friends yet this unexpected testi- he suffered for it the next moment. My life
.

.

;

mony was

so adapted to

my

present circum-

stance, and so answerable to the ardent desire
of my mind, of being dh-ected to that path

was not much
lieve

my

in

my

notice, neither could

uncle would execute his

vow

I

be-

but oh!

:

the idea of a separation overwhelmed my mind
which would lead me to the favour of God, that with sorrow for I found, at that moment, that
by this, and our non-acquaintance, all prejudice I durst not flinch from the truth with which my
was removed, and a clench given to the nail of mind had been impressed, nor could I think of
my new profession. For though I did not im- leaving my nearest relations thus.
Many thoughts revolved within me, and many
mediately join the Society, yet as I could not
but assemble with some community, I found it tears flowed, under the consideration of my unmust be with those whose doctrine now reached happy circumstance, as I then termed it. The
my soul with a resolution and good intention, enemy of my soul here manifested his malice,
not to persist any longer in a way that I had by suggesting, how unlikely I was to obtain
no faith in but to submit myself to the will of any conquest over either myself or my relathe Almighty, and to follow that which weaned tionis; and that m^y rash proceedings might bring
on a massacre. But my soul has to commemome from a dependence on formal worship.
We returned home; she satisfied with having rate the condescension of Divine Goodness,
indulged her curiosity, and I no less with the which, in this very low state, inspired me with
hand of Providence in this thing; both filled some encouragement and a desire pi'evailed,
with adiniration, she at the whimsies of the though I sought it not, to re-establish my little
Quakers, and I at their doctrine well resem- faith, by again hearing the most penetrating
bling the two women at the mill, the one taken word and 1 concluded it would be best, to moI could have derate my uncle and aunt's passion, by returnwith the truth and the other left.
concealed where we had been, but she could ing directly back from meeting to my own
not.
My uncle was informed of it, yet did not apartment, which was furnished with a bed and
but when she some few necessaries, bought at my entrance
take any notice while she staid
was gone, he indulged himself in liquor, as I upon the shop: I had hopes they would look on
have reason to believe he did one night before, my so doing with a favourable eye, and when
their hurry was a little over, send for me home.
in order to give a fuller vent to his passion
They did not miss me till I came from that
otherwise he would hardly have carried it so
meeting, and they thought fit to let me stay
far above his reason, as to use me as he did
They then sent a
for according to his own words, he had watched where I was till the next.
occasion to chastise me as a child, yet could person to see if I was thei-e but I did not find
find no fault with me, which could give him an engagement in myself to go, either at that
but now he time, or for some weeks after; nor was I so
sufficient excuse for so doing
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

thought nothino; was so cruel as to suffer me to
run on to my ruin, both of body and soul.
About this time I had put by a young man,
who, my uncle thought, was likely to make me
happy : he had proposed to settle on me a sufficient jointure, and my uncle had offered, out
of his own generosity, to advance a hundred
pounds in addition to what I had of my own.
But here how different were our views my
uncle thought of the advancement of my body,
and I was no less anxious for the welfare of my
soul for I could think of no delight but the immediate favour of Gfod ; and this I felt I must
prepare to suffer for, as I apprehended it stood
opposed to their proposals.
My uncle, as I have observed, having drunk
much, was violent in his behaviour; though I
could well cover all, as to his intentions, one
rash expression excepted, which escaped him
in the conclusion of that night's disorder ; and
which I mention, to show the reason of my de-

—

;

VoL.

Xm.— No.

5.

much

taken with

called

it,

degree;

this

as to force
for,

could

new fangle, as

my
!

uncle

have indulged myself ia

the persuasion, that one might serve

ceptably, without going to
I

my

inclination in the least

God

ac-

any public worship,

could, with ease, have remained separate from

This deliberation, however, gave encouragement as well as opportunity, for my old acquaintance to visit me by turns the younger
sort to show their wit, by railing at what they
called the principles of the Quakers -and the
more grave, to set forth, according to their noall.

—

—

of that people.
As
one struck dumb, I had but little to say in
reply only at times, I signified that their docbut as I had not
trine bespoke better things
yet obtained knowledge, by a perusal of their
writings, I durst not attempt, nor did I desire,
to be busy in making any defence for them.
My mind, indeed, had not hitherto inclined to
consult either men or books, lest thereby I

tion, the diabolical tenets

;

;

24

;

;
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As
should be seduced to believe what was not of paid me a second visit.
God for I plainly saw, that nothing short of him at a stand, dubious with
;

I

now seemed

whom

to join,

to

he

laid before me the profession of the PresbyteriI may
so, would satisfy my soul.
thankfulness to that Eternal Power ans, saying, he would freely give me leave to
which still preserved me, the arguments used join with them. But from the acquaintance I
did not abate my travail of soul alter the Divine had with that people, whilst twice at. Manchesfavour: and, though I hope 1 never was one ter, I knew they dwelt much upon the same
wise in my own conceit, yet so far did the truth things I was in the practice of before ; therefore
of God in the secret of my soul exalt itself, that I was not likely to find with them the satisfacMy uncle further proI proved its influences to be mere wise than all tion I was in pursuit of.
my teachers ; who, at best, were but as the posed, to take the shop and bear the loss he
hammer to the nail, in fastening in my soul the might sustain in selling off the goods, if I would

what was

say,

in

choose a place agreeable to board at, in any
other town ; for he thought the removing me
and the sternness of his countenance was al- out of the way of shame and disgrace, as he
tered.
He kindly signified to me, how hard called it, might be a means of altering my resoBut the idea I had conceived of spiritour separation was to them, and that if I would lution.
but bind myself by a promise, that I would never ual worship, was so fixed in my mind, that it
be a Quaker, he would give me a deed of gift, seemed to me, that I must have carried it with
that at his and my aunt's decease I should have me, had I been removed to the uttermost corner of the earth.
I signified this to him ; and
all they were worth.
I answered him, that if I
could make such a promise, I wanted no far- he, much wondering at my foolishness, left me,
Indeed, I
ther encouragement than the continuance of saying, I was certainly bewitched.
both myself could, not, at times, but wonder what it
their love but oh I could not do it.
My uncle men- was that bore up my soul against the many
sat and wept our passion out.
tioned my leaving- them so abruptly ; but in- hard things I met with from others, and the
impressions which

I

In this situation

;

had received.

my

uncle also visited me,

We

!

me home, he signified he could
take no pleasure in seeing me, without an

were daily presented to
mind; which so filled it, that, in the
sleep I got, I frequently dreamed of some-

stead of inviting

secret temptations that

now

my own

alteration.

lit/le

time I found the balm of Eternal
Goodness, which healed the wound that my mind
had been made to endure on truth's account.

thing relative to ray exercises.

There now came a young man to visit me
had been a student, and had received ornot one of the most
ders with a benefice
After he had used
thoughtful, as will- appear.
the compliment of, IVladam, how do you do?
and I had thanked him, he said, " Why I hear
you are turning a Quaker?" I answered, "We
sometimes hear that which is not altogether
true; but I suppose what you have to say."
" Why then," said he, "there-must be a great
change in you; and a deal of sobbing and sigh" And pray,"
ing, and thouing and theeing."
said I, "what have you against that language?"
" Why," said he, " it is not within the line of
morality, or common civility but what is used
betwixt men and their beasts, and more fit to be
I replied, " I am
used to brutes than men."
very sorry you should think I have already
forgotten myself; but I remember, and know,
it is that language which we, in all our prayers, and in the Litany, put up our petitions in
therefore, take heed what you say, for, by your

a bag.

In a

little

that

—

;

my dreams, a man appeared, commy door with a sieve in his hand, and

In one of

ing up to

He

sat

down, and opening the bag, put

some wheat into the sieve. I asked him
what he was going to do; he said, "to separate
Here the enemy
the chaff from the wheat."
out

shot his empoisoned dart against that fear which
lodged in me, and, through his insinuations,

made me

believe myself the chaff, blown from
former quietness, by aspiring after the
knowledge of things too high for me. Oh! the
consternation that my soul was in, from these
assaults of the enemy, who now brought up the
miscarriages of my life, and my foolish actions,

my

as so

many

witnesses against

me

;

whilst

I

en-

deavoured to withstand him by repentance, and
purposes of amendment pleading with myself
the just ground of my present proceeding. But
as I had not the evidence of hope at my own
;

command,

I

was

obliged to suffer,

till

I

was

again revived by the mercies of a God, who
would not break the bruised reed, nor quench
the

smoking

flax.

my uncle came again with
parson Leay, and still with hopes, from my
beasts, of what do you make your God?" staying at home, that they might gain me; but
" O," says he, " I perceive you side with the they found their mistake : for, though I said but
Quakers," "Yes, so far," said I, " as to be- little, I was as resolute to prove the truth as
sat down, and the parson ofl'ered to
lieve that language good enough for man, ever.
take in writing, any scruples I had to make
which is used in honouring God."
He went off; nor was it long before my uncle promising either to answer them himself, or to
saying

it

is fit

to

In this interval,

be used only to brutes and

We

;!
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I acknow- damned, for I have sinned against the Holy
get them answered by the bishop.
ledged his kindness, saying, I did not see how Ghost, and shall never be forgiven."
When
any one could be serviceable to me, for it was the words were passed, I felt bewildered, and
He signified, it immediately flung myself upon my face, crying
faith I wanted in the whole.
was not for the unlearned to pry into the mat- out, " O Lord forgive me ; but it is not I, yet,
Lord! forgive me." Thus, in confusion, I
ter of faith, but to believe according to the ca!

and went on largely in went on, sometimes begging for forgiveness,
commendation of the wisdom and great care and then denying the fact and when I did so
there had been amongst the learned fathers, far recover, as to know how I was, I felt, from
nons of the church

;

:

no default or error

that there might be
articles

was

of our

requisite

in

the

we

;

could not place my trust in
and
but had received a better faith already
that I believe I ought to seek God for myself.
nified that

the agony, in a complete perspiration

;

the bed

some time after, shook with
my strong trembling; and it was a considerable
man, time ere I could compose myself Yet when I

thence inferring, that it
should believe them.
I sig-

faith

I

;

He

whereon

I

lay, for

my great God did not acbut encouraged the sincerity of my
desire to look up to him, as God, who merci-

could,

cuse

I

me

found that
;

said, " You are obstinate, and if you do not
take care, you will renounce your vow of bap- fully saveth those that trust in his providence;
and is willing to remit the past transgressions
tism."
I answered, " I do not find that troubles me
for I. hold h. as a matter of indiffer- of the truly penitent.
And here I proved my
ence, which will do me neither good nor hurt." hope renewed, and my faith established ; yet,
He said, " You are hardened ; and if you per- even here I stumbled at the honour I had been
sist, you will be damned."
This struck us si- taught to give to those divine oracles, as I eslent ; and as soon as I could take my looks off" teemed the clergy; and thought I must surely
;

him,

I

cast

my dear

whose eyes be mistaken, in supposing there was no more
got up, in them than in other men
nor yet could I
" You have need of the prayers of lower my high esteem of their learning, and set
them on

plainly bespoke his grief.

and

said,

uncle,

The parson

;

I said, " I know I have
the congregation."
need of the prayers of all good people, and deAs they passed the shop,
sire to have them."
I heard him say something of my being quite
lost, and my uncle shook his head, and left me

in great sorrow.

This was a heavy trial to me, for the enemy
aimed his dart again to give a fatal blow, by
insinuating into my mind the doctrine of election and reprobation which strengthened those
doubtings the late conversation had raised.
What had I here to do? no person in the world
;

whom I could entrust my soul
my cause by the Bible itself
me as if written in an unknown

to flee to, with

no book

to try

!

being still to
tongue! no God or Saviour at hand, nor even
any comfortable desire that I was sensible of!
Read, in these expressions, the deep afllictions
of my soul, thus lying under the tramplings of
a most desperate fiend
Could I have found
just reason for his upbraiding me with lightness,
it would at this time have certainly appeared
or could I have believed that God was unjust,
!

and would

inflict

eternal

punishment on the

nocent, or on a repentant sinner that

—

was

in-

w^ill-

ing to turn from every evil way
I say, could
I have reconciled this to his attributes of mercy
and goodness, I must assuredly have fallen by
these suggestions of the cruel deceiver, who

now appeared

to

me

manner; producing
present time, gives
night, as
I

I

the

in

most

surprising-

that exercise, which, to this

me

astonishment.

For, one

lay in bed, on a sudden, a voice, as

thought, audible and like

Lord, and defied Heaven

;

my

own, cursed the

saying, "

Now am

I

the illiterate, (as I had been taught to call them,)
on an equal tooting of wisdom, with those having the high title of reverend. Yet here did my
God help me; for one evening as I sat, low in
mind, musing alone, the everlasting Truth seized
upon me, in an exposition of that remarkable
thanksgiving of our Saviour, "I thank thee, O
Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that thou
hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes."
This immediate favour, from the loving kindness of the Lord, had a great influence over
me; T arose from my chair, and fell upon my
knees to I'eceive the overshadowings of his
power and such was the effect, that by its assistance, I ejaculated from my soul, a kw words
in supplication to the Lord, begging a farther
manifestation of his will, and his preservation
therein. This, I apprehend, was the most lively
prayer I had ever then made.
When I had waited for a time on my knees,
1 remembered that I had read the passage, yet
desired to look at it again.
I had no Bible of
my own, my aunt having taken mine from me,
telling me I should have no use for it, as indeed
I had not much till this time; yet, being provided with one, I looked for the text, and casting my eye upon it, found a great alteration in
m_vself, and cause to say, " surely the Lamb of
God is found worthy to take the book, and to
open the seals thereof" From this time I
knew it was not in my power to read the
Scriptures in their right signification, but only
as I had the key of interpretation lent me, which
;

I

now

often

received, to

my

great profit and

—
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Thus I became again familiar to the truth ; and I remember it was as one
book, and prized that good companion having authority, pi'essing Friends to come out
more justly than I had ever done before; desir- of Babylon, and exhorting them not to partake
ing to be kept in the way 1 was to go to have with her of her sins, lest they should also be
bread to eat, and raiment to put on, and to be partakers of her plagues;, and though I was
enabled to return to my Father's house in very young in the truth, yet the Lord was
peace concluding that the Lord should be my pleased so to enlighten my understanding, that
I read him spiritually, and was made a partaker
God.
Whilst I resigned myself to his holy will, it of that life from M'hich the power came. Nor
pleased the Almighty to show me, that it was do I forget the encouragement which I received
not right that I should thus believe, and yet from another Friend, when, like a shower of
live alone, without assembling myself with those the former and latter rain, he watered the planthat I was satisfied were believers in the same tation of the Lord, by setting forth the blessedneither do I now think it ness with which he will reward those who forDivine principle
would have been good or right for, as sure as sake all for his name's sake, &c. But, though
the Lord thought proper, in his wisdom, to pro- I could take delight, yet I was not to build a
vide helpmates for the body, so surely does he tabernacle here ; my troubles were not quite
condescend to qualify many of his faithful ser- over for, though my aunt let me go free a {"ew
vants, to be helpful, in a spiritual, sense, to each times, yet she proposed to perplex me in my
other.
I therefore believed it was right for me new design, by aggravating the passions she
to attend meetings, in order to retain my favour found in herself, and by giving way to the foolwith him.
ish excitations of others.
In this my aunt did not interrupt me till I
The first time she met me in my going to
had been a few times ; notwithstanding which, meeting, was with a whip, and the next with a
I had enough to do within myself; the tears I black hood and green apron.
But I shall enshed at my entrance at the doer, and on pre- deavour here to be as brief as I can ; for I do
senting myself before the Invisible Being, were not desire to remember the foolish pains she
so many renunciations of my own will. I used took to mortify me
yet I feel engaged, grateto sit down on the first seat I came to; yet so fi)lly to acknowledge, that I was preserved
well did it answer, that what I sowed in tears above all the ridicule I met with
though, to
at my getting there, I reaped with joy at my many I was a subject of entertainment and diconsolation.

with

my

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

coming aw'ay.
version. Some, however, seemed to have comGoing with a soul desirous of improvement, passion for me though I cannot say that of
I was often highly favoured, and had to re- such, I knew at that time above three or four.
member S. Radford's recommendation to me, Among these was one that frequently expressed
to " buy the truth and sell it not ;" as also to be a concern for my preservation, and offered to
assured of the justice of the Almighty, and that assist me in having my aunt bound over to her
man's destruction is of himself I think it was
;

about, or a

little

after this time, that

I

heard

my

to the service of his great

Lord and Master.

came

when about

forth as a minit-ter

He

thirty-two
years of age, and laboured faithfully in that character for many years in various parts of England
* Joshua Toft joined the Society of Friends b}' and Ireland.
For about twenty years before his
convincenient in the early part of his life, and decease he was much disabled from travelling, by
through obedience to the teaching of Divine grace, a disorder in his head, which at times affected his
became whilst young, a good example of religion understanding, and vvhich deprived him of sight for
and virtue. His concerns in business at that time, more than fourteen of the last years of his life.
occasioned him to be much from home and in com- After this privation, his mental faculties resumed
pany with such as were unacquainted with that their former strength, and continued clear till his
circumspect demeanour which his religious profes- decease.
sion required ; from some of whom, in consequence
He bore great bodily suffering as well as the
of his consistent conduct, he met with ill-treat- loss of sight, with exemplary patience, resignation,
ment. But his mind was so clothed with patience, and cheerfulness, expressing his belief that all his
meekness, and love, that he was enabled to silence affliction was laid upon him in love, and his hope
the ignorance of foolish men and sometimes their that he should receive it as so dispensed.
enmity against him for his faithfulness, gave place
A short time before his departure he was much
He began business in comforted by a secret intimation in these words,
to respect and friendship.
a small way but the blessing of Divine Providence "I have been with thee, I am with thee, and will
crowned his honest endeavours, and whilst yet in be with thee."
the full vigour of life, he acquired a moderate comHe quietly departed this life the 15th of the
petency.
Thus circumstanced, and with a flow of eighth month, 1769, aged upwards of eighty years,
business which would have enabled him to accu- and was interred at Friends' burial ground at
mulate much wealth, with noble fortitude he de- Leek. (From the Testimony of Staffordshire
clined trade, in order to devote himself more fullv Quarterly Meeting.)

present uncle, Joshua Toft,* give his testimony

;

;

;
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good behaviour ; but I felt more desirous to be over to my views, I said, " Do you think. Sir,
there is room to believe I should be presumppreserved in a proper decorum towards her.
Others of my well-wishers advised me to tuous, if I should stay, and receive an injury
Fie said, he. thought not, so long
leave the town ; proffering me a room in their from them?
house, and liberty to. sell my goods with them. as I gave them no just occasion and added,
This, 1 must ever acknowledge, was a kind "Young woman, what dost thou think is best
I answered, " I would not, willingly,
part; but, though they pressed my compliance, thyself]"
for I run myself into danger, neither act any way
I could not find an inclination thereto
nor yet do I see
conceived that to quit the town would look as purposely to provoke them
though 1 had done some bad thing; and I knew how I can, at this time, fly from their anger,
no one could, justly, say any worse thing of and leave the town, without giving myself seme, than that 1 was a Quaker. Therefore, cret uneasiness." To this he replied, "To be
though I could willingly have been out of the sure, we ought to mind that for we might go
noise that my change had occasioned, yet I out of one trouble into another, and perhaps a
rather chose to commit myself to that Hand, worse."
He further asked me, how I thought
which I now believed could preserve me, and I could bear the trial saying, I had already
submit to the confusion of this time, till iny known something of an exercise of this kind.
God should say, it is enough; not doubting that I said, " Yes, I have ; and the truth I have
these things were permitted for the trial of my found so much on my side, that 1 have been
faith.
Yet, so far did their kindness prevail, hitherto supported through it, and now do not
that I inclined to ask farther advice upon it
doubt, but if I should lose my life, in the way
and, as S. Leay had been a few times to ask of my relations' anger, my soul would still be
;

;

;

;

;

me how

I

did,

I

him

told

my

desire,

and

re-

happy,"

He

such was

signified, if

my

belief

quested him to procure me an opportunity of and resolution, he could say nothing better to
speaking with one of the Friends Toft.
He me than, Go on and prosper.

He

asked me, which

three brothers, that

I

?

I

said, either

of the

could most conveniently

Wishing him the compliment of the
returned, desiring to remain stedfast to

my

night, I

what

I

uncle or aunt's knowing it
apprehended was my duty but when at home,
for I was much more troubled at their abuse of I could not forbear reflecting on the small asothers, than of myself.
Fie told me the next surance I had given this Friend and especially
day, that he had spoken to Samuel Toft, who on the odd ap[)earance, for a Quaker, which I
was willing to give me the hearing that night.
made; for, besides my speech, I went in full
Accordingly I went in the dusk of the even- trim. I had on my hoop, rings on my fingers,
ing, Nicodemus like not so much for the shame and ear-rings in my ears
my clothes, indeed,
of the thing, (which I was now used to,) as for were black and white crape mourning, which I
fear that my aunt should get knowledge of it. wore for my beloved sister, and therefore my
I did not know, by the name of Samuel, which
linen was without lace
neither was I thoughtwas to receive me; but, knocking at the door, ful, at this time, about my outward dress, my
he let me in. Flaving paid my compliments, I work lay more within. Nor did my friend resat down and introduced our discourse, by say- gard my appearance so much, as to overlook
ing, I supposed he was no stranger to the hurry the intentions of my heart ; for Samuel Leay
of the town, and the angry mood of my uncle told me the next time he saw me, that S. Toft
and aunt concerning me. I signified that I said, he was satisfied there was that within me,
could not help it, but that, notwithstanding this, that would prevail on me to lay my compliI found myself engaged to join the Society
ments aside ; and it was not long ere I found it
I
farther told him of the kind profiler made me, my place to do so.
I must now mention a
but doubting in my mind what would be for the probable reason, why I was not allowed to give
best, I had a desire to ask advice.
He told me, m}^ friend a fuller assurance and which may

go

to,

without

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

that to go

was

the most likely

self of those troubles

way

how blind I was to my own state,
had no and how much need 1 had to crave Divine light

to rid

my-

also show,

but asked if I
hopes of my relations being better humoured. to steer my course by for, though I seemed to
I told him, no; but was rather afraid they would
myself to be quite fixed in my purpose, yet I
be worse, for they said they could never rest soon found, by experience, how weak I was.
while I was a Quaker.
He then said, " It is a
1 received
a letter from my dear brother,
nice point to give advice in, for who can tell (who had kindly paid us a visit on the death of
what thy relations may do in their anger, or my sister,) saying that he had heard from my
how thou thyself canst bear it; perhaps the uncle, the melancholy affair that was amongst
surest way to be quiet from them is, to accept us
describing the fanatical and fantastical dethe proposals of thy friends."
portment of those I was about to join with the
This, however, was not what I expected, nor utter mistake they lay under, in respect to the
indeed, what I desired
and to bring him more doctrines of Christ, and giving me a kind invi;

;

;

;

;
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him, with a promise to take singular language and yet, rather than use the
fortune.
He afTectionately plural, would many times break the thread of
mentioned an opportunity he had of placing me our discourse; till I plainly saw it would not
with a near relation of his wife's, who was a do, and that I must either break my peace, or
milliner in the city, if I liked that business; and commit myself to my aunt's fury. This I soon
concluded in much brotherly love, and with experienced
for using the word thee to her, it
desires for my welfare every way.
so inflamed her, that, as there stood a fireThis so sensibly touched the natural affec- shovel in her way, she took it up and struck at
tion I had for him, that, had I not been favoured me.
My sister being in the little room, caught
from the Most High, with a sight of the snare hold of it, or she would probably have done as
which my enemy had laid for me, I should cer- she had threatened, for the room or closet betainly have accepted this ofler from my only hind the shop was so narrow, that I had no
brother; the consideration of whose love, in this room to draw back.
Thus was I once more
instance, and of the grief I had given my other preserved
but had reason to fear I should yet
near and dear relations, caused me to turn my be the cause of bringing my aunt to much disexercises round and round again
and to con- grace, as she often declared, that she believed
sider the cause of them.
In this affecting sur- it was no more sin to kill me, than a dog.
vey, many were my secret supplications to the
I found she had heard of my being advised
Lord, for his preservation and assistance, that to leave the town
and I believe, I suffered
thereby the enemy might be defeated in all his much for that kindness of my friends.
My
stratagems. Thus was I attacked on my weak- aunt's hopes seemed now, that either they would
est side for this tender treatment from my bro- draw me, or she should drive me out of the
ther, and my uncle's three last visits, gave me tow-n, for she said that, if I would be a Quaker,
more affectionate concern than all their abuses. I should not be one in her sight. And now I
But now I was to answer the letter, and I did had the former kind proffer renewed P. Helit
so thoroughly, according to that wisdom, ler sending me an invitation to come to Whitewhich my Heavenly Father was pleased to fa- haugh, for a quarter of a year, till my aunt
vour me with, that I never heard any more should be better reconciled. This v\*as indeed
from my brother on that subject but whenever a' kind invitation from one that I had never
afterwards he wrote to me, it was in great love spoken to; and I might have gone, for any buand respect.
siness or school that I then had
for my aunt's
Through the condescensions of the inex- behaviour had so frightened the scholars, that
pressible love of my God, I had surmounted their parents thought fit to keep them at home;
many difficulties and doubtings in my own and had it not been for the sake of seeing one
mind
yet had I divers trials still to wade called a Quaker, I should hardly have sold so
through, as now will appear.
many trifles as I did but there seemed a geneThe alteration of my speech was in this ral curiosity to see me.
manner:
one morning, as I lay in bed, a
Standing, thus, as an object of disdain and
weighty exercise came closely over my mind
derision, I could willingly have accepted the
and as I waited to know the cause, it came be- kind invitation of my friends yet, when I cast
fore my view, that I must use the plain lan- my eye toward the Captain of my salvation, I
guage.
I had, before, had this at times under found I had not liberty to move
and therefore,
my notice, and now had hardly time to recon- with an acknowledgment of their kindness, I
sider the thing and prove it was the truth, ere passed it by.
my aunt knocked. I knew her step, which
Another proof of my aunt's unguarded pasmade me tremble, and therefore I made no sion soon after occurred, which was this
we
great haste to dress
but as I knew I must were sitting together in the little room, as we
submit, I went towards the door, saying, Who very often did, and it was drawing towards the
is there?
What dost tliou want? She said, middle of the night; when, in the course of our
Let me in and I will tell thee. I did not in the conversation, she obliged me to use that lanleast question that; and she quickly let me guage which she could not bear, and a brass
know it, by many threatcnings of what she candlestick standing betwixt us, she flung it at
would do, if ever I thou'd her again. I could me with such force, that it struck against the
not but think it was a very hard allotment to wall
I had just time to see her intention, and
me, that I must begin this required alteration by stooping escaped the blow. Thus did Dawith my aunt yet, from the satisfaction which vid's God again preserve me, for the sake of
I felt in my own mind, I was encouraged in
the stem of Jesse, that now began to bud within
the truth
and from that time I did not shrink my heart: and although I stood here in jeopfrom that part of my testimony, except to my ardy of body, yet I was mercifully preserved in
aunt, whom I in no way delighted to vex, and stability of soul, and in a supporting belief of
therefore, as much as possible, I evaded the being in the way of my duty and was favoured
tation to
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with hope as an anchor in this assurance, that stant a bit of bread and cheese with a little
water or milk, or bread and butler with a dish
it pleased the Lord to permit the death of the
mortal part, he would be pleased to let his mercy of tea, were my only food for months ; nor did
light on my immortal soul, and I should die as I desire any thing else, till necessity obliged me
a martyr to my faith in Christ. Yet, a fear for to alter my course.
My aunt, though under some restraint, used
my aunt prevailed over me; and though I had
concealed her behaviour towards me as much to tell me, she would make me suffer yet; sayas possible, yet this I durst not conceal, lest 1 ing, no one had any business with what she did
should be chargeable with the consequence.
I
to me.
One market-day, she fallowed me as I
;

if

therefore desired

my

this violent action,

my

my

was good enough
it was impossible
grief that

for

me; and

uncle of went behind the counter, and kept me there
for some hours; saying, she would hear my
met with, language to-day ; and though I desired her to

He

fears.

whatever treatment

for answer, that

The

sister to tell

and

I

returned

as to^my aunt,

keep her at home.
passed under, for fear of

I

my

was gi-eat, and
the bowings-down of soul and body were frequent, with earnest supplication to the Almighty
aunt's going quite distracted,

—

of us both
she in her
way of my duty towards
him, and in a justifiable behaviour to my uncle
and aunt. I believe my uncle had, at that
time, more compassion for me than he would
suffer to be seen: he had my aunt talked to,
and would not suffer her to come at such unseasonable hours again
for she had several
times before spent most of the night with me
alone and what I then received from her, the
for

the preservation

senses, and

me

in the

;

;

Almighty knows, and indeed, did make up

me

her

in

reconciliation

afterwards.

me

to

Her

nightly visits here ended

but they had been so
;
long continued, late and early, that I had habituated myself to spend the nights in the little
closet, where I used to keep a fire. I sat much

go, yet she would not

;
nor did I choose
was, indeed, under exercise, and desirous to do my duty in the sight of
the Divine Being, though apprehensive I must
suffer for it.
When any came into the shop,
she told them I was the new-made Quaker

let

to put

to

her away.

I

filled those who were strangers to her,
with admiration of us both and 1 may say, I
blushed as much for her as for myself
Each
time she thus exposed me, she held me by the

and

!

arm, which was next her; and when I used
me very badly;
and so often renewed her pinches, that it was
very hard for me to bear them.
Yet I saw no
left

the plain language, she pinched

way

to avoid her ill usage, without using her
never had done, and bringing guilt on myself; I therefore endeavoured to hold out a little longer ;
and have since wondered how I
bore it without complaining.
She had, indeed,
inured me to suffer; and, would often say, the
Quakers had taught me ; and if she smote me
on one cheek, I must turn the other. She tried

as

I

if my aunt me so much on this occasion, that I many
candle and sit as times desired her to forbear ; yet had no hopes
still as I could lest I should be suspected of that she would regard my petition
but as my
keeping disorderly hours.
arm and hand were very visibly swelled, I wishI had here no intimate to converse with, or ed them to plead for me ; and by often looking
encourage me, and was left as a person quite at them, brought them under her notice; when
alone but the immediate visitations of divine she tauntingly said, " I doubt I have hurt thy

and when

there,

was

it

was bed-time,

absent, would put out

my

:

;

;" and in a little time went away.
When
she was gone, I tried to unbutton my sleeve,
but my arm being so very much swollen, I
could not.
Doctor Gravesnor's daughter, knowing my
aunt had been with me a long time, and seeing
her go out, stepped in, and helped me to unfect of these favours ; whilst, like a traveller, button my sleeve
and seeing the condition I
driven away from the haven of his happiness was in, went for her father.
When my wristby contrary winds, I was forced by grief into band was loose, my hand and arm swelled to
a confusion of thoughts, having frequently sat such a degree, that, before the doctor came, I
under the violent suggestions of the enemy till could scarcely shut my fingers. W^hen he saw
two, three, four, or five o'clock in the morning; my arm, he said it was a very bad bruise; it
and was sometimes no sooner in bed, than my seemed, for the space of the palm of the hand,
aunt would call me up.
It is hardly credible to be like a jelly, and exceedingly black toward

favour, at times, did most graciously establish

my

arm

and when almost overwhelmed, the
Lord would, in the condescendings of his compassion, direct my mind to some passage in the
Scriptures for my consolation
and I seldom
read, or contemplated on them without tears.
Yet how quickly did I lose the sight and effaith

;

;

;

how

went with: but surely, I sym- the shoulder. The doctor seemed surprised,
uncle and aunt in the afflic- and said, he was afraid it would mortify then
tion I gave them.
Meat was to me as trifling went home, and quickly returned with a medias sleep, whereby I proved on what a little na- cine.
He was one who had always shown me
ture will subsist: my meals were no ways con- great respect ; and his daughters were my
little

sleep

pathized with

I

my

;

;
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Here I ought not, and I hope never shall,
till my aunt thought proper to break
up the school. I believe it was both from his forget the best of visitors, the Invisible Comwho, in a good degree, made my afflicrespect and fear, that he took the freedom, after f )rter
he had dressed my arm, to scold and blame tions easy, and consoled my spirit, under a
me for ray foolish, childish sufferance; saying,! belief that I was persevering in the way of my
my case was dangerous, and I might lose my duty.
From the encouragement that I thus felt
arm, if not my life; yet he added, that he
would do all in his power to prevent it. I told within, I was excited, as soon as proper, to enhim I was satisfied with his kindness and judg- deavour to go to meeting again: and when I
ment; and I was more willing, that time, to had so far recovered as to dress myself, I
yet I struggled thought, from my weakly state, it would be
give up my life than my arm
in the secret of my mind to submit to the will better for me to board in a family, that I might
of God and the doctor, seeing my tears fall, be in the way of getting such provision as my
which had never been
said, " Nay, indeed, you have enough to bear, constitution required
for, be- very strong, and was now much impaired by
without being chid ^" and so I found
sides my inward exei'cise, his application was excess of trouble, and my different course of
very sharp. He often said he was afraid living. As there was a door from my apartof the bone and that it was such a piece of ment into the other part of the house, I thought
cruelty, as none in their senses could be guilty it convenient to board with Thomas Turnock,
of.
He staid with me a good while, repeating who lived there; and I was well satisfied to
the dressings often, which renewed the pain. do so.
My fingers were swollen stiff, and useless, for I had now some hope, from my aunt's absence
The during the last month, that she would no more
I could neither close nor move them.
but soon
doctor asked me, who I had to be with me, interrupt me in going to meeting
adding, that now I found it frustrated, whether by accident or insince I left my uncle's
For, one day, when I
could not do without assistance and charging formation, I know not.
his daughter not to leave me, till I had got came to the corner, near my uncle's house, I
somebody. When he left me, he directly sent saw her coming towards me. The thoughts of
and
for my uncle, and told him in how unchristian- Che doctor and my arm quickly occurred
adding, I concluded, should I suffer it to be hurt again,
like a manner my aimt had used me
As I
she was more fit to be bound, than to go loose; the consequences would be very bad.
and that he ought not to suffer her to come to was at liberty, it seemed right to keep so, and
me. My uncle promised she should not yet make the best of my way; yet so embarrassed
this did not move his pity, to induce him to was I, that, before I had gone many yards, I
come and see me, which was what I greatly faltered in my purpose, and my aunt got up
with me, before I was halfway to the meeting.
desired.
It was a month before I could turn my arm
I now saw my mistake, and that it would have
My sister had been better if my aunt had overtaken me soonbehind me, to dress myself
for the place looked dangerous, and the
been sent to school at Manchester, for fear, as er
I have thought, of her catching the infection of want of room to shake and push me about,
a Quaker nor did I much repine at the loss of gave me many apprehensions that she would
her company, for I found that she had acted throw me headlong down the precipice. It was
But few in this ill- about the time that Friends were going into the
treacherously betwixt us.
ness came to see me; yet I heard that many meeting, and this vexed her the more; for I have
were displeased at my aunt. Among those few reason to believe she could not endure the sight
that came, my present aunt, S. Whitehead, of a Friend, on my account. She did not spare
was one and her visit was very acceptable, to tell me of hurting my arm, nor to shake me
but as it had some folds of flannels
though I had then no acquaintance with her. by it
She spoke to my encouragement, and invited around, it was preserved. My endeavour to
me, when I was better, to come to see her outwalk her was not suddenly forgotten she,
which I could willingly have done, but thought many limes after, made mention of it, and
proper to delay it some time, for fear my aunt would signify that God was above the wicked
should know it, who spared no one that she spirit still.
Thus, with many admonitions and exhortaheard spoke to me in a friendly way.
S. Taylor, at this time, lived with John Win- tions, as she called them, she kept me till the
ter, at Stafford
and seeing my uncle and time when she might expect the meeting to
aunt's groundless dislike to that family, I had break up, and then left me.
They
desired they would not visit me often.
Being at liberty, I went towards the meeting,
saw my motive, excused the freedom 1 took and as it was not over, I stepped within, that
with them, and when I went to them, behaved my aunt might know that my intention w^as reto me in a loving and free manner.
This seemed to be a renewal of our
solute.
scholars,
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acquaintance, for she soon repeated her visits,
at the former unseasonable hours.
I have, many times, seriously reflected how it
was with nie in these straits, and may acknowledge that my composure was owing to a divine
power, which staid my mind on God, and kept
down those passions of nature, which otherwise
might have exceeded their bounds.
But, Oh

though not

193

raised a crowd about the door,
which occasioned him to pass by. When she
had wrought herself into a disposition to be
more quiet, she shut the door and sat down. I
turned out of my mind the thoughts of her un-

upbraidings

kind behaviour, yet could not help feeling recompany, being
desirous to see him, as he had been instrumenWhilst I was musing on
the calmness and tranquillity that did in these tal for my good.
times of trial possess my heart, whilst inno- these things, a messenger came and told me,
cency prevailed over shame: and [ found by that although my aunt was there, if I thought
submission to these lessons of mortification, it convenient, he would come to see me.
I
gret at the loss of the Friend's

!

that

I

grew

—

and resignation in the hesitated a little, to prove what would be best
and the mani- knowing my aunt's weakness, that she would
for he brought my heart not spare me, nor mind, in her passion, what

in patience

desire after the Lord's favour,
festation of his will,

into so

good a degree of submission, that

I

was she expressed

willing to undergo, or be termed anything, ra-

ther than lose the enjoyment of that in which
had now a small possession.
It

was about

of joy,

this

time that

at the freely giving

I

up

I

knew an

ecstacy

my name

to that,

which I once thought the most despicable.
There came a London haberdasher to my shop,
with whom I dealt in business he approached
me in his customary manner and as I did not
answer his compliment, as usual, he looked full
at me, and said, "Are you a Quaker 1"
My
soul was struck with this home question
I solemnly answered, " Yes ;" and immediately a
spring of joy seized my heart, accompanied
with this desire. Not only a Quaker, Lord; but
:

;

;

me
From

grant

an

to be

my

yet hoping, as

it

was

Wiih this conclusion I requested
pany
and my aunt being present,
;

would stay

his desire

to see this Friend.

On

his

com-

said she

his

knock-

with a degree of fear, and
watched to hear the salutation she gave him
which was: "Thou deceiver! thou antichrist!
thou hast seduced this silly wretch."
Had she
ing,

I

let

him

in,

—

known what my

heart could have told her, she
might have thought differently; for on the appearance of the Friend, I was made very sensible of that power by which I had been drawn
into the truth.

He

Israelite indeed.

;

come, that he would excuse what might fall
upon himself, and see through the falsities she
might cast on me.
to

endeavoui'ed to

show her

the unreason-

were ableness of her charge, by assuring her, he had
strengthened, and the ambition of being an Is- never had any conversation with me, nor had
raelite, became my exercise.
But here I can- visited me before. She answered, " If thou
not but remark, how like a fool I appeared in hast not, thy brethren have;" and proceeded
my own eyes for there seemed as great an with violence against the Quakers. He still
alteration in me as could possibly happen from tried to engage her attention, by reminding her
such a change. I could not now be fluent in that his mother and she used, as neighbours, to
compliments, and saw it best to keep out of ex- be acquainted she signified that was true, and
travagance of words, and such a latitude in if ever there was a good Quaker in the world,
discourse as I formerly indulged in.
So many his mother was one.
She walked to and fi'o between the shop and
cross words and knotty queries lay in the way
of all I seemed to have to do, that nature was the closet, laying many heavy things to my
abashed, almost beyond the hope of recovery
charge, which I had learned with silence to
yet I often contemplated the benefit that accrued bear, till she touched my modesty, and told the
to Zaccheus from that heavenly call, " Make Friend the freedom which she said, I gave to
haste, and come down :" and how willingly young men
when I desired her to keep to the
would I have made my situation similar to his; truth. She said, " If I spoke another word^
;"
believing there was something in that call al- she would knock my head against the wall
luding to the glories of eternity
which now which, 1 well knew, a word or two more would
appeared of brighter lustre to my eye, than have aggravated her to do. Upon his asking,
all the glittering objects of a transitory life. " How long I had been so bad," she said,
Surely the time would glide sweetly on, in re- "ever since I had been deluded; for I was well
citing those refreshing prospects which attend- enough before I was bewitched."
ed my intervals of grief; but the sequel of my
Thus she went on, as long, I believe, as she
history calls on me to cross my inclination.
had power; for, going out, she said, " I will
But she came no
It M'as about this time that John Toft gave go, but I will come again."
me an expectation of a visit; but that evening more till next day, when she laid on me with
I was threatened with a disappointment
for, blows, saying that I sent for the Friend on purmy aunt came in high displeasure, and by her pose to vex her. She had showed so much of
Vol. XIII.— No.^5.
25
time

this

good

desires
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her passion, as to make the Friend remark to proselytes must be made preachers, and tell to
me, that he could think no other than that she the brethren the abominations of the wicked.
was out of her senses; and that he could not Often would she tease me with such things
see, if 1 had not truth for my foundation, how well knowing, I had in my nature a great

was possible for me to stand. 1 told him that aversion to women's preaching.
Here I sat, in a restless condition, several
had no other view of coming amongst Friends,
than to procure the truth and peace of God times purposing to go out; yet the regard 1 had
and that I had still hopes I for the Friend prevailed on me to stay. Glad,
unto my soul
He observed to me the however, was I when the meeting broke up;
should be preserved.
emptiness of a barren profession; and advised and when it was over she gave me her hand;
me to wait on God in the secret of my heart, which J answered with my own, in token of foryet
to rely on his wisdom, and to trust in his giving her too forward, though loving act
power, expressing a desire that I might be pre- not without telling her, when at home, the
served; and adding, he would have come to see trouble she had given me, and desiring her
me sooner, but found himself engaged to take never to use me so again.
Shall I here say, that good came out of evil?
the apostle's advice, to " lay hands suddenly on
no one;" and after kindly inviting me to his no surely, but sweet came out of bitter for by
This visit I returned in this Friend's freedom of giving me her hand,
house, took leave.
several that were in the meeting did the same
about a month.
When he was gone, I considered what had and though this did not prove a time of confiryet
passed, and was thankful to the Great Disposer mation to my faith, but rather otherwise
of all things. I thought there was somewhat it seemed like a sign of union, no one having
extraordinary in my aunt's leaving us, for she done so before, and was pleasant.
I lost, for a time, the deep impression which
had never left me with any person before, and
I was glad I had an opportunity of gaining the Friend's apprehension of my aunt's being
such instruction, as I had never before received distracted, had made on my mind; but thought
nor could I less admire the afterwards, if, from the little he saw, he enterin conversation
Friend's prudent care, in observing the apostle's tained apprehensions of that kind, what had I
advice, which I had before thought alluded to/ fear, who had seen her so many times, a
only to the laying on of the bishop's hands, at great deal worse; yet, what could I do, or
the time of the young student's admission into what was there to be done; I could not renounce
holy orders, and the confirmation of youth. my salvation in order to appease my aunt.
These reflections caused distress in my counBut now I knew, by experience, that, for want
of prudence in particulars, I had been a suffer- tenance, which occasioned my aunt to say, that
and as an instance, shall mention one she read the very Quaker in my face.
er
It seemed hardly possible I could ever know
of the most uneasy meetings I ever attended
which was occasioned by a Friend's over-care, any sorrow like what I then felt; and my aunt,
who had often pressed me to come up higher either by information, or her own observation,
and by many
became acquainted with it
I remarked, that
than where I frequently sat.
the highest place in the meeting would be as frantic gestures, wrought in me a belief, that
My soul now
she was really as I imagined.
little regarded by my aunt as the lowest, should
she be inclined to make a disturbance there; fled to the Almighty for refuge, and I sat beyet, on frequent impoi-tunity, being willing to fore her a witness of her frantic behaviour,
show some respect to the Friend's advice, I with more solidity and composure than she exwas prevailed with to advance a form or two. pected. At last, she came up to me, and said
But when she came and saw I had not tho- " I am mad thou, thou hast driven me mad
roughly taken her advice, she took me by the and I am mad !" I was surprised to hear her
arm and though I signified my desire of sit- say so, and thought there was some hope for
ting still, as far as civility would bear, yet she me, as she had yet so much reason left as to
compelled me to rise, and notwithstanding I tell me of the thing she knew I was so afraid
showed a desire of turning in at the first and of.
Upon my showing so much indiflrrence
tlie second seat I came to, yet she would not let
me rest, till she had placed me by herself. about it, she abandoned that scheme, and soon
Then, Oh! the hurries that my mind was in; after, as one fainting in her hopes of victory,
for surely, had my aunt herself been there, she desisted from interrupting me in the street; yet,
could not have confused mv thoughts half so wishing to obstruct my desire of going to meetmuch for though, at this time, when at meet- ing, she would come to my room before the
ings, I had a desire to draw nigh with Friends hour appointed
telling me, we would have a
in spirit, yet it went much against my inclina- silent meeting, and I would gladly have had
tion to sit so near the place which, my aunt her keep to it, but it seemed an impossibility on
used to tell me, must be my seat; saying, all her part.
it
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practice, to keep

was her

it

me

at

intention,

home,

much

by

this

in order to pre-

the sooner
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ing serpent, who, if he can but get in his head
at the least opening of our inadvertency, will

and she, soon introduce

his body, under an appearance
she of sanctity, to effect, if possible, the utter desaw, that unless she rose sooner in the morn- struction of the soul. He saw thc.t his aim of
drawing me into any gross, obvious evil, was
ing, my resolutions would outgo hers.
Many were the paces which I was forced to defeated and as I had seen less of his stratatake in the fields on this account ; but my la- gems in the angelical form, he now insinuated
bour was not in vain, for my aunt then left me himself into my desires of being zealous for the
to my liberty, and many precious meetings I honour of God, and elevated me above my proAs I had nothing of tradition to trust per height; so that I fell to judging, cutting,
enjoyed.
to, when there, my earnest desire was to seek and trimming of!" every superfluous scrap from
the Lord; and he was found of my soul, to my my dress ; and not content with this, I went
from my apparel to my shop. In less than a
inexpressible consolation.
In, respect to silent meetings, my spiritual week, I made several sacrifices of value ; and
exercises at home had taught me how to im- so hurried was I in this blind zeal, that I seemprove by them : my heart inclining rather to ed impatient for more fuel.
And having gone
sit in fear and reverence, and to watch against through, as I thought, at home;
I next let
the tumult of unnecessary thoughts, than to be out the busy eye on others.
There were but
busy, as formerly, in the florid appearances of few who escaped my judgment, forgetting that
lip-worship.
But yet, I would not have it sup- tender advice, (Luke vi. 37,) "Judge not, and
posed, that I knew no difficulty in my exer- ye shall not be judged
condemn not, and ye
cises ; for surely, I have often felt the throng shall not be condemned."
I noticed each point
of natural cogitations to press so closely upon of behaviour and apparel till so great a critic
me, that I have found cause to implore the di- had I become, that I seemed all speculation on
vine aid, and to breathe forth this ejaculation ; the more minute things; neglecting the weighLord, if thou keep not the city, the watchman tier matters, as faith, mercy, and the love of
waketh, but in vain
God, which, surely, I ought to have regarded,
But though I was freed from my aunt's mo- though not to have left the other wholly unlestations, I found it was only as the changing done.
of a scene, and that the subtlety of the serpent
To what extravagance I had gone in this re^
was now more dangerous to me, than the rage spect, the all-penetrating Eye best saw, and
of the lion had been.
was pleased to look in compassion on the misMy freedom of attending meetings, from take of my intentions, and most graciously to

vent

it,

I

set out so

on the other hand, came

still

;

earlier,

till

:

;

;

!

had hitherto been much restrained, and illfimine my understanding; giving me plainly
mercy in subduing those spirits to see, that I was quite out of that charity, withwhich were a hinderance to my soul's serenity, out which, the apostle says, all our works
profit nothing.
I could not but gratefully acknowledge, with
So tenaciously did I adhere to
desires that I might answer the obligation. this thing, that I saw not the deceiver, till 1 disBut I was yet inexperienced in the craft of the covered such passions predominant in me, as
enemy and deceiver of men, and needed the as- I had never observed before. My temper besistance of some prudent intimate friend, whose came uncharitable, and unmerciful; I looked
counsel might have set right bounds to my zeal. with an evil eye on the innocent and was inThis subtle one, taking advantage of my ear- capable of either pleasing myself or being
nestness, cunningly twined a thread of his own pleased with others.
But according to the
into that work which I was endeavouring to greatness of my error herein, so was my abaserender acceptable to my God.
ment and I was at length brought down so
I had, till this
time, been taken up in seeking after an increase low, as to be capable of hearing the small voice
and establishment in the knowledge of the of Wisdom, saying, " Who hath required this
truth, and in keeping up a strict circumspection at thy hand ?"
in my behaviour, that thereby I might not give
Now was I filled with shame the serpent
my relations and acquaintances just occasion had beguiled me, and by his cunning had given
of trouble, or a pretence for vilifying the way me more uneasiness than by all his roaring. I
of tmith.
acknowledged my fault, and begged forgiveness
I had not yet made any great observations
and future protection of the Almighty; who in
on dress, but thought to make a stand, and his great condescension, made up the breach
judge what was best to be done; and doubtless, and restored the path to walk in. Yet had I
so far I was in the right, whilst I made some given the vaunting one room to sport with my
alterations.
indiscretion
and he would often bring into my
But now I found the prowling adversary, thoughts the loss I had sustained, by his poiwhat he ever was a malicious, deceitful, twin- sonous insinuations, even when no more of \he

which

I

the Lord's

:

;

;

!

—

; ;
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—

of it remained than was necessary to the other affair by destroying the articles, I
guard me against the same devices in future.
had put it out of my power to restore them
This exercise was scarcely abated, before and this dwelt longer with me yet, as I lived
another trial occurred. My relations being still to come of age, I took the debt myself, and bedispleased that I should stay in the town, came reconciled to bear it
though not without
thought of another stratagem, which greatly a belief, that if I had had a friend to give me
surprised me, and added to the trouble which advice, it would have been otherwise.
the destruction of my substance, as before reHere I bemoaned myself before the Almighty,
lated, had given me.
that 1 had lost my parents, disobliged my relaMy uncle having been to London about our tions, and had no friend to take more notice of
affairs, reported on his return, that, on account me than is common amongst the generality of
of a large debt of my father's, who had been professors
and, indeed, how could 1 expect
dead thirteen years, a suit in Chancery was that any would busy themselves to take the
This report ran care of me, in any degree, without my express
commenced against him.
current; and my uncle gave out, that as I was desire?
under age, he would take again those effects
I became more and more sensible of the
which he had put into my hands, though 1 danger to which my years, as well as other
had not received one quarter of my equivalent. circumstances, might expose me and 1 preThe unwelcome intelligence was brought to ferred many strong desires to the Most High,
me by many. I say unwelcome, because I that, in his wisdom he would appoint for me a
had contracted some debts in the way of busi' faithful friend, who would check my errors, as
ness, which, my uncle said, he could and would well as encourage me in virtue; one that was
refuse to pay.
My aunt had broken up my capable of instructing me by experience. These
school, and my former acquaintance having desires were often accompanied with a promiswithdrawn their custom, my, trade was at a sory hope and belief, that I could subject mystand, and had been so above a year, except self to the counsel, and bear the reproof of such
so an one; but where to find such a friend I knew
for some few trifles, as before mentioned
that I was now sensible, that the things I had not; I was afraid to trust my own judgment,
Having some apd often supplicated the Invisible Being to
destroyed were not my own.
acquaintance with Counsellor Hollingshead, I direct me in the choice.
laid before him my straits, and he civilly told
Accordingly, it thus happened
J. Toft was
me, I might be quite easy on account of the visited with sickness, and brought so low, that
adding that, if there had been any truth several Friends who met, did not know but it
debt
in it, he should have heard of it from my uncle, must be to take their final adieu.
I had also
who used to take his advice and besides, he the favour to be in the chamber, and heard
knew my father's creditors had met with due many things worthy of regard but that which
honour.
In respect to my uncle's taking back struck me most deeply was, his expression of
the effects he had entrusted me with, it was at an earnest desire for my preservation in the
his pleasure, and he might refuse to pay the truth, and a kind recommendation of me, as a
debts contracted, if the bills were made in my young person, to the Friends present, that they
name, unless he had given his promise to pay would have me under their notice. I was truly
them. The Counsellor desired me, if I had any touched with this sense of paternal care, and
farther trouble, to let him know it, and he secretly desired his life, and the restoration of
would speak to my uncle for me.
which, as it pleased the Almighty
his health
Thus was I fully satisfied concerning my to grant, I was no longer at a loss for a friend
father's debt
and in a little time after, was conceiving that in him, whose kindness towards
comfortably visited with the brcathings-in of me was manifested under such circumstances,
the love of God, in these few comprehensive I might reasonably hope to find such an one
words: "Fear not, I have overcome the world." as I desired.
From that time I looked on him
Had my trouble been even redoubled, like with a just regard, and with a resolution that,
Job's, surely 1 should in this season of favour whenever I found occasion for advice, I would
have forgotten it. Yet when it subsided, 1 apply to him for it. Nor was it long before
found there remained two occasions for sor- my exigency seemed to require it.
rowful reflection the one was ^paying off iny
The Beloved of my soul, who, in my tender
creditors which I soon got over, as I had cash state, had so graciously replenished my heart,
enough to balance all but one, from whom I now hid his face from me and I was not in-!
had received a parcel, which, through the small- dulged with those times of solace, which I beness of business, was nearly entire, and this I fore had so plenteouslv enjoyed
I waited and
sent back, with money to answer any defi- waited the return of the dearest object of my
ciency or damage.
It was kindly received, soul, often querying. Why stayeth my Beloved
and I was very easy respecting it. But as to so long? or, What have I done since his last

effect

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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:
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occasion his thus hiding himself and called me many impudencies for coming.
I stood about half an hour, and then bidding
them farewell, my aunt came with me a part of
the way back, scolding me as we went,
I
thought this was but poor encouragement, yet
was truly glad I had seen them.
In about six weeks I had a desire to go again.
I went in the former manner, knocked, and
stood as before; and after a little while my
uncle said, " Thou mayst sit down." My aunt
then fetched some books, (which, I believe,

from mel Impatient, I sought him in my
chamber, in meetings, and in the fields places
where I had used to receive his favour; but
these seemed now to have lost their lustre, as
well as my Beloved his benevolence towards
me. I sought him, but I found him not like
the spouse, in the Canticles, I was ready to
ask, Have you seen my beloved?
I was disconsolate days and nights, and I may say, I
mourned as one wanting her mate. Still I
thought my tears moved not his pity, and his
ear seemed deaf to all mv cries whilst the imperious watchmen wounded me, and the cruel
enemy upbraided me with all I had gone
through for my Beloved's sake, telling me I
had better have staid in Egypt, than thus to
languish in the wilderness.
Great were the
conflicts I here met with, not knowing why it
should be thus and fearing I was dying to all

—

:

;

:

was

that

spiritual,

my

I

at length resolved to

make

were the same that Bennet would have lent
me),* and read several absurd passages; to
which I only said, " I hope you do not think
that any sect can be so ridiculous as to believe
and pi'actise those things." During this interview my uncle sat at a distance; I staid a little
longer than before, and my aunt let me come

home quietly.
Thus I went

several times to see them, watch-

ing for permission

;

believing that to go without

to danger: but in my fourth
waited a or fifth visit, my uncle said to the maid, " Set
suitable opportunity to speak to him, the tears her something to eat." I could truly have said
trickled down my cheeks: yet when I had un- that his love was sufficient ; for I was so satisbosomed my complaint, 1 received great satis- fied with this little return of it, and with my
faction
for, from his kind inquiry of my past aunt's increased quietness, that my heart was
conduct, I found my opinion of his friendship ready to overflow. I went to the table, and beconfirmed.
From his tender advice my soul fore I ate, a contrite thanksgiving arose in my
was encouraged to hope a little longer and, to soul to God.

application to
I

went

to

his

friend.

house

;

it,

and while

might expose

me

I

;

:

my

some days after, I felt
After this, I took the liberty to go at sundry
the influence of Divine Love suggesting to my times to see them, and had frequent opportunimind, Follow on to know the Lord Joseph, the ties to remark, that I still had a place in their
spiritual Joseph, is yet alive.
Oh! surely here affection; which answered my desire; nor could
inexpressible joy, in

;

found again that inestimable jewel, the pearl I hope for more, as there always was, and is, a
of my best affection, and the life of my hope, contrariety between the spiritual and natural
with such revivings as Jacob experienced, when dispositions. They continued to return my vishe saw the assurance of the welfare of his son: its, and behaved kindly to me ever after.
and my soul bowed under an humble sense of
A little past the twenty-fourth year of my
gratitude; saying. It is enough, I will go down age, I was married, with the approbation of my
and see him ere I die.
friends, to Samuel Lucas
he was a worthy
It was a time of true humility, tenderness, man and well respected.
My uncle would not
and love. My covenant was renewed and it come to the meeting, but came to our dinner;
remained for some time as a summer season, and my aunt visited us the next day. They
or, " as the time when the voice of the turtle is both behaved lovingly and affectionately to my
heard."
Yet at intervals, I could not but re- kind husband and afterwards, were very tenflect on former days, and conclude, that the der of our children, my aunt exceedingly so;
smallest degree of my uncle and aunt's recon- and indeed, it yields me satisfaction, as often
ciliation, would add to my happiness.
As these as I remember the public testimonies she gave,
thoughts increased, so did my desire of making before her death, of^ my behaviour towards her
a trial and one evening I went to their house, in the time of my convincement. Though I
I

:

;

;

;

and knocked

at the door, stranger-like, as in- believe she continued to think it was right in
was, not having been there for above her to restrain me from going on in a way so
two years.
different from her own judgment, and from
Their maid let me in ; and I suppose I much whpt she thought was right; yet she acknowsurprised them.
They were sitting alone by ledged that she was angry, and exceeded prothe fire.
I just said, " How do you do?" and per bounds
and that she never saw me behave
stood within the house, a little distant from the unbecomingly, or heard me give her an undoor.
My uncle looked very sorrowful, and if handsome word. She was, again, as civil to
he spoke at (hat time, he only said, " I have no
pleasure in seeing thee." My aunt said enough,
* See page 184.

deed

I

;
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Friends as before I went to meetings and at
times asked several Friends of my acquaintance
to her house, and entertained them freely.
I maj' now conclude my narrative thus far,
with truly saying, how blessed I was in my
situation! having a loving, kind, and tender
husband; our lawful endeavours made prosperous
the affections of my relations restored ;
and, above all, the blessing of the. Almighty
sanctifying these enjoyments to my soul, to the
praise and adoration of his love.
Here was I
permitted to dwell as under the pavilion of the
goodness of God, yet not without something
still to combat with in my secret exercises.
I thus persevered comfortably for two years
after my marriage, when the best Physician,
whose penetrating eye saw the malady of my
soul, prepared a bitter cup for the purging out
a venom that lurked there, which I had imbibed
from the malicious adversary of truth, before,
and even after, my going to meetings, and which
remained to this time. Hence issued a fiery
trial, by which my professions of faith and af;

;

fection

were

This

may

to

be proved.

well be as a second part of

my

[1727.

lowance of women's preaching being the only
dislike I had to the discipline and order of the
church; yet still I satisfied myself with many
inconsiderate resolves against

it.

A

good opportunity was allotted me for shaking off those shackles which the fiend was fastening on me; but which I lost, and have remembered it many times with sorrow. Being
in discourse with a Friend, he frankly asked
me, if I had any scruples? or whether I was
satisfied with the principles of Friends?
I
stopped short in my mind, apprehending, if I
should mention women's preaching, that he
would think I spoke with regard to myself.
Thus was I bafHed and I answered, that I
;

was

satisfied

time

my

in the principle itself

idea of preaching was, that

it

At that
was an

act of love and friendship, separate from obedience; and glad could I have been, like Moses,
if all the Lord's people had been so inclined;

women

excepted.

continued thus for some years, until 1 became such a slave to my fears, that I could not
say, "Thy will, O Lord, be done;" but, like
Naaman, the captain of Syria, would fain be
I

went excused from this thing. I now began to bevery near to my spiritual as well as temporal lieve that such exposures were something moi'e
life.
The war was not with flesh and blood, than voluntary offerings, and was convinced,
but with the Majesty on high; under the prince frpm many proofs, that my state had been as
of the power of the air, who rules in the chil- clearly spoken to by my own sex, as by the
dren of disobedience.
yet, such was my perverseness, that,
other
I have before observed, that to be an Israelone day, I had much difficulty to stay the meetite indeed, had attracted my desires; but little ing, [when a woman Friend ministered,] though
did I suspect what I had to undergo, before my I could not help acknowledging within myself,
heart was cleansed from guile, and delivered that it would have been an acceptable testimony,
from that wrath which the enemy had been had it come from a man. Thus great was my
heaping up in me against the day of wrath.
prejudice; but greater, yes I may say, infinitely
To introduce this heavy relation, I must go greater, were the condescensions of God for
back to my childhood, and say, that the first I was still favoured in my waitings with a sense
time I ever heard a woman preach, from a pre- of his living presence.
The mysteries of true
judice imbibed from my companions, and pro- divinity were opened to my understanding; and
bably an aversion in my own nature, I thought through the influences of divine love has my
it very ridiculous; and the oftener I had opporcup overflowed with such acknowledgments as
tunities to witness it, the more I secretly de- these
" Oh, my Beloved
if thou dealest so
spised it. At the time that 1 joined with Friends, bountifully with me, my breast will be too narthis was one of my strongest objections to them; row to contain thy love
Oh withhold thy
but I endeavoured to silence it, by concluding hand, or I shall certainly speak of thy goodness
that others might do as they pleased, and so to others."
And I really believe, had I emwould I.
braced that opportunity, and joined with the
My aunt, as I have hinted, often alluded to Lord in his workings on my mind, I should
it, as she knew my dislike to the practice, from
have been delivered from my fears and escaped
my former confession and I have no doubt, those cross occurrences which I have since
the serpent, by means of this prejudice, injected waded through
but here my poor soul shrunk
his venom the more deeply; for since I have from the cross of Christ, whose yoke, to the
found out his workings, I have remembered a passive mind, becomes easy and his burden
secret fear, which I had at times on this ac- light.
Such was my weakness, that through
count, and which this cunning enemy had al- short-sightedness and the false suggestions of
layed, by reminding me of my many protesta- the enemy, I started aside; and may truly say,
tions against it.
The apprehension, however, the longer I carried my burden, the heavier it
continued, that I should certainly become a proved
and I now have, with regret, to look
preacher, which greatly distressed me the al- back and confess, that instead of closing with
history,

and was the most trying, as

it

;

;

—

—

!

;

;

:

:

:

!

—
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a thing shaken ; and my groans were like those
But I had learned, by dear
of a dying person.
experience, to cleave unto the Lord and when
I felt the power, what if I say, of his might, I
sought out places most proper to receive it, and
bowed in prostration from the weight of it I
have affectionately burst forth in this language,
"Lord, what wouldst thou have me to do?"
And as I believed it was a preparation for a
into my hand, and the best Interpreter has been further exercise, I often begged that he would
near.
So I withstood that tender love which be pleased to make me able to bear whatever
followed me; and have risen from my chair to he should think meet, in his wisdom, to lay
upon me indeed, sweet was his love, and merfix my thoughts on other objects.
My soul is deeply affected with the goodness ciful his dealings, many times renewing his
of God in the continuation of his mercies to- covenant with my soul. Yet here I was not
wards me, and under a sense of the sad state I to continue, but was led again to the test of my

the visitations of love,

I

joined with

my

invete-

enemy, and resolved not to wait for or enThus did I
courage any farther discoveries.
harden myself, wretched creature thaf I was
And when I have felt the power of the Almighty
moving with love upon my mind, I have no
less than said, " I will have no more understanding;" and have sundry times shut my
eyes when the book has been, as it were, put
rate

;

:

:

was then

He who
was

my

in,

rejected at

so

I

Thus went

I

sou!

;

enemy had

rule, and fidelity.
most precious blood,
Being in meeting, in a comfortable frame of
the hazard of the salvation of spirit, I found a motion in my soul to worship
sat down far short of a true God in vocal prayer; and although I had known
the same power in my own chamber, and with

whilst the

shed for

Israelite.

me

his

till

I

was pleasure submitted

which

I

lay,

on, stifling conviction,

lulled into a spiritual lethargy

;

in

to

it

yielding to the impulse,

there, yet here,

my

heart and

all

not
that

was within me became confused the whole
and this was taken notice
fabric was shaken
of by a Friend that sat behind me, who, as soon
as meeting was over, asked me how I did; sayunder the bitter reflections I had brought upon ing, she was sure I had been ill. I answered,
myself bv my rebellious proceedings: yet (as well I might,) that I was but indifferent.
through the unutterable goodness of God, I This seemed a good caution to me, as I desired
was again revived by his favours.
to keep my exercise to myself'.
Having recovered a little from this state of
Not many more meetings passed before I
deep affliction, I was visited with weakness of was tried again
when I fixed my body as
body so that both myself and others thought I firmly as I could, but found it impossible to still
was near death but it pleased the Lord, in an my mind, knowing too well how it was with
unexpected hour, to give me this assurance
me; though the whisperer would persuade me
" Thou shalt not die, but live, to declare what it was all imagination.
This was still so conI have done for thee,"
In this way I trifled so long, that the displeatrary to m)^ desires, that I could not rejoice at sure of the Almighty seemed hot against me,
I was
the lengthening of my days; for now I believed and life and death were set before me.
Oh the days and in confusion, both at home and abroad, wishing
I should certainly be tried.
nights of conflict that followed this intimation. myself any other creature.
I harassed myself,
My countenance changed, my health seemed till I could bear it no longer; and at length
daily impaired
the solitary places were made concluded it would be best to mention it to a
witnesses of my grief; and as the years in- Friend
I did so, and he signified that it had
creased so did my exercise, till I had another been for some time on his thoughts that somevisitation of sickness, and was, to all appear- thing of that sort lay upon me.
And though I
ance, past recovery.
Most willingly would I here proved, that it was not in man, by the
have yielded unto death; choosing rather to die force of argument and tender advice, to subject
than live to be any more disobedient: and it my stubborn will, yet I received some advanpleased the Lord to prove me again and again tage, and acknowledged the truth of his rein the secret of my soul, whether I would live marks: I did not, however, closely follow them,
to be obedient to his requirings, or die
my but became in myself as a piece of contradicchoice was, rather to die than live to be a tion.
Sometimes I would follow the Lord, and
Yet it pleased him in his wisdom to then resolve otherwise: I went to meetings as
preacher.
raise me again, contrary to the expectation of a slave goes to his labour.
At home I durst
the compassionate God, who wills not the
death of a sinner, was pleased to arouse me to
a consideration of what I had been doing and
I found enough to do to keep from sinking
till

;

:

:

;

;

:

!

;

:

:

those that beheld

me; none of whom,

at this

thing of the exercise of my
mind, which increased to such a degree as cannot well be expressed.
body trembled as

time,

knew any

My

sit down in solitude, being sure to meet
with judgment and into company I could not
go, without wounding myself by pretending to
be what I was not ; I was unwilling to be sus-

not

;

—
:
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power, be a witness of his
once more. My pen would
fail, fully to set forth the condescensions and
was with me.
Thus was I harassed, as betvvixt the upper long-sufferings of the goodness of my Creator
and the nether millstone
often wishing for towards me.
I here knew my pardon sealed
Great but my peace lasted not long
for I was
death, and that I never had been born.
was my strait; I could not go back again, be- quickly tried again and again and still I did
was sensible that I flinched
cause 1 was not able to shake ofi'the principle of not give up.
I
truth; but had thoughts of flinging myself into from that Power which was ready as a hand to
the jaws of death. Yet, for ever praised be the help me, and therefore became worse and
name of the Lord, his mercy withheld the de- worse. " It will never be better with thee,"
vourer and preserved me; giving me to see suggested the enemy. I knew not which way
I was weary of my own obstinacy,
into his false insinuations, and to believe that to turn
the life, which it was in his power to take at and would now see what I could gain by selfand as I could not work, I would
his pleasure, would not be a sufficient atone- mortification
ment for those rebellions I had been guilty of; eat but little. I studied several ways to afflict
and I was brought to an abhorrence of the myself; and thought, glad should I be if I had
Herein did no tongue. Here again I knew the old promptthoughts which 1 had conceived.
which,
the goodness of the Lord appear so evidently, er to be near to augment my distress
But with my own disobedience, made the whole
that I resolved to keep close to meetings.
alas
when there, instead of keeping close to creation appear to be against me. Oh I was
my exercise, through fear I kept myself from it, in such perplexity, that I said. Now shall I fall
and sat, as it appeared to me, empty, void, and by the hand of my enemy. I fretted and chafed
empty of those desires I used to pos- at myself and every thing about me, and could
waste:
sess
void of all that was good
and waste, as not attain true saabmission.
and all
At one time, as I was seriously reflecting on
being laid aside by the Almighty
through a slavish fear that I could not draw my situation, these thoughts passed my mind
Lsat as though I had nothing to and surprised me; "If thou be a God of power,
nigh to God.
do but to see, with a wishful eye, others partake irrkke me willing." This was no sooner past, but
of that food which my soul stood in need of. they were followed by the suggestion, " Soul,
Yet my state was different from that of being detest thou this presumption; tor though he is a
for when I looked at those God of power, it is in his own time that he will
at ease in Zion
who, I thought were in a right frame of mind, redeem." I was astonished, and said, " Lord,
they seemed to me to be feeding at the Lord's what is it?" and it came thus before me; "There
table, while my hungry soul stood in a state is war in heaven, Michael and the dragon."
of enstrangement from him, without courage When the flutter was over, I remembered the
passage where it is said, " In the day of my
enough to seek the scattered crumbs.
Thus it was with me many days till in one power my people shall be a willing people ;"
meeting, growing faint, a state of drowsiness and I was comforted by it.
overtook me, a thing with which I was not naThere also fell out another singular occurturally beset ; yet so far did it prevail, that I rence about this time, which I cannot well omit.
was forced to pinch myself, to keep awake. I was fully persuaded that if I went on in this
Now 1 thought myself worse than ever I had obstinacy, my house would be laid waste; and
been in my life; for in childhood I had the within a month afterwards, we had, in the
form, which I left to possess the power.
Here view of many spectators, a wonderful deliverduring which, whilst others
I found not so easy an access as I had expect- ance from fire
ed; and though I sought and sought, instead of were busy in considering how it should have
meeting with my True Friend, I met with my happened, I was busy in reflecting on myself
which weighed me down in
enemy, dressed in the doctrine of election and as the cause
reprobation.
Into this I had been led some humble acknowledgments unto God, for his
The world, comparayears before, and now I had much difficulty, merciful preservation.
through the sense of my own unworthiness, to tively speaking, seemed now to be near at an
shake it off; labouring hard against the tempta- end with me; and it was as if a total eclipse was
every scene and object looked
tion of destroying myself, and foolishly wish- drawing on
ing that some accident would do that office. gloomy
and whichever way I turned my
But here the riches of God's grace again ap- eye, an angry God appeared. There was no
nothing now to defend myself
peared: I was brought to see and acknowledge, shelter for me
that if my soul perished eternally, the Lord with
no way of escaping and nature must
was but just in his dealings with me; and these yield.
considerations had some effect. I desired to be
In a little time the trial of my obedience came
brought back to my former state, that I might again and at that moment the enemy of my
pccted of bcino; grave, and concluded that every
one who looked on me earnestly, knew how it

have access
love, and be

to his

tried

;

;

;

:

;

;

1

!

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
;

—

—

!
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soul suggested, that if

I

got up

thanks

I
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should not by his most gracious condescendings,

Almighty,

is

ena-

and encouraged to ascribe unto him honwas strengthened to try, and found him a liar. our, adoration, dominion and renown, with
The expression of a iew words produced a praises and thanksgiving, as due to his eternal
There seemed now a new love, for evermore.
blessed change.
heaven and a new earth old things passed
Upon perusal of the same,
away, and all things belonging to my state, became new; no more sense of guilt for past
My soul's enliven'd with a' flame
but new embraces and
disobedience remained
Of holy zeal, that I may know
new covenants filled up that joyful day. Yet I
The hand of God in all I do.
be able

to stand; but

to the

I

bled

;

;

looked forward with anxiety to another meeting day ; and though I formerly thought meetings did not come fast enough, yet now they
seemed to come too soon. In two or three of
them, I sat under a degree of slavish fear ; yet

my

Oh, that

And
This

I

integrity

A

;

my

soul secretly breathed

thus before
;"
the Lord, " Here is the place of my execution
and seeing the boss, " This is the block whereplace,

may

of

is

my

That of my

and obedience.- At length a second trial came; I was
moved to kneel down and while I viewed the
truly desired to keep

I

therein confide,

by the righteous Judge be tried

may

desire the scope,

love,

my

faith,

and hope,

not be asham'd; but have

heritance beyond the grave:

Which

to enjoy, Lord,

In fear

may

live,

grant that

I

and favour die;

And that my soul may on the wing
Of hallelujah meet our King.

on I must yield up the pride of nature, for a testimony of my obedience
remember me, O
Lord and the conflicts that I undergo to serve
;

!

Accept,
kneeled down

O

thee.

—
;

Lord! the sacrifice." I then The Testimony of the Friends of the Quarterly
meeting of Staffordshire, held by adjournment
and when I arose, this came
" the life that I must now live,
at Leek, the Srd of the Fifth month, 1770.

my mind
must be by faith in Jesus Christ."
into

Persevering in obedience, it wrought unspeakable satisfaction, and brought my soul, by
degrees, out of the place of thraldom and bondThus, by the goodness of God, were the
age.
strong holds of sin and satan brought down,
and the joy of my salvation was restored.
Meeting-times and days were pleasant again,
whilst my soul worshipped the living God, as in
the house of prayer.
Whilst I stand as on the bank of deliverance,
resounding hosanna in the highest, having the
harp of thanksgiving put into my hands, my
song shall be of mercies and of judgments,
through which my soul has been so far redeemed ; and of the victory of the Lamb, by whose

Margaret

was educated
worship and being religiously
inclined in her youth, she strictly conformed to
the external rites and ceremonies thereof; but
finding them unavailing to obtain that peace of
soul she sought after, was -engaged to frequent
our meetings in which she persevered amidst
the opposition and cruel treatment of her relaLttcas, of Leek,

in the national

;

;

tions.

For several years she appeared

at times, [as
a few words, to the satisfac^
tion of Friends.
Whilst of ability, she was a
diligent attender of our meetings ; and sorrietimes under much weakness and infirmity of

a minister,]

in

body; she was also exemplary in observing
hand and everlasting arm, my soul's ene- the time appointed. With becoming composure
mies have been driven back, scattered, and put and resignation of mind, she submitted to the
to flight.
severity of a long and painful disorder
and
Now, what have I to render to my God for calmly departed this life the 24th, and was inthis most glorious work, the salvation of my terred in Friends' burying-ground at Leek, the
soul, but the humble acknowledgment of one of 26th of the sixth month, 1769, aged near 68
the most unworthy and vile of sinners
who, years.
right

;

;
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SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS

THAT ANCIENT FAITHFUL SERVANT

OF CHRIST JESUS,

JOHN CROOK.
TO WHICH

IS

PREFIXED A SHORT ACCOUNT OF HIS LIFE WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.

An eloquent man, mighty in the Scriptures. Therefore thus saith the Lord, If thou return, then will I bring thee again,
and thou shall stand before me: and if thou take forth the precious from the vile, thou shalt be as my mouth. Acts xviii. 24,
Jer. XV. 19.

spirit, I believe, is

Edward

Testimony concerning
John Crook.

Chester'' s

As to my dear and well beloved friend, and
elder brother, John Crook, deceased, whom I
loved in the truth, and was intimately acquainted with, in his middle age and in the beginning
of Truth's appearance in Bedfordshire, I had,
though but young, the opportunity of often
He was a man of some
conversing with him.
note in that county, being formerly justice of

made

now amongst

the just ones

perfect.

He was frequent in prayer, praying for the
welfare of Zion, and the prosperity of Truth,
kingdom, rule, and
ihfi increase of Christ's
government, over the whole world and I do
believe, he died in the faith, That truth shall
:

prosper.

These ^ew

lines

as a testimony or

came into my heart
commemoration of

to write,

my

dear

and well-beloved friend, who is recorded in my
mind, from the sense that I had of him, as a
gave
him
God
and
the peace in Bedfordshire;
minister of the everlasing gospel, and one well
a great measure of understanding in the adaccepted of the Lord, and also of his people;
ministration of that part of the government,
and am persuaded he died a servant of the
which he was intrusted with.
And after he had received the truth, the Lord. The Lord fit us all for his service, that
same
Lord by his Spirit, made him an able minister we may all finish our course in the
of the gospel by which he was made instrumental in turning many to God and his truth.
He had great openings, and was sound in doctrine, and might be called a skilful marksman
in our Israel, hitting the mark.

Edavard Chester.

;

A man

greatly atBicted

by

The

29th of the Fifth month, 1700.

Richard Thomas's Testimony concerning

infirmities in his

John Crook.
body, and also exercises in his mind in prison
TESTIMONY
lives upon my heart, to give
A
often, likewise loss of his outward estate, greatly afflicted with the gout and cholic, insomuch for my ancient friend and brother John Crook,
that he would compare his.-state to Heman's, some time since deceased, viz. on the 26th of the
being afllicted from his youth and under the second month, 1699, and near the 82nd year
sorrow and grief that he had with some of his of his age, in the town of Hertford, where he
offspring, he would sometime, in a tender had lived for several years latterly; and where
frame of spirit, comfort himself in the words of he had a frequent conversation for forty years
;

:

David " Although my house be not so with
God, yet thou hast made with me an everlasting covenant, ordered in all things, and sure;"
and that the Lord remembered the kindness of
his youth.
I am melted in the renewed sense
of the unity I had with him in spirit whose
;

;

meetings, by testimonies to the truth, to the
convincing many, and to the refreshing and
building up of others in the faith of Christ
Jesus, in this town, and the adjacent parts of
this county, of whom many are gone unto their
graves, and but few of the ancient ones left

in

;

;
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after him.

And forasmuch

as

my

intimate and

familiar acquaintance with him, hath been for

sometimes formerly, and latterly conversant with him in the
time of his great affliction of body, by stone,
gout, and cholic, I have often heard him say,
that did he not feel and witness an inward
power from the Lord to support him, he could
not subsist under his pains, they were so great,
which continued on him to his end. And yet
I do not remember, that I ever heard him utter
an unsavoury word, or impatiently to cry out
yet after the extremity of the fits were over, he
would express his inward joy and peace that he
had from the Lord.
As to his ministry, it was very demonstrative and doctrinal, he had an excellent gift in
opening the mystery of the Holy Scriptures,
that it might be said of him, as it was of Apollos, Acts xviii. 24, 25, that he was an eloquent man, and mighty in the Scriptures, and
well instructed in the way of the Lord
and
being fervent in the spirit, he spake and taught
diligently the things of the Lord Jesus Christ,
as these his works and writing do in part testify.
And in former years, when he was at liberty, out of prison, he travelled much in the
publishing of the everlasting gospel
many
were convinced of his ministry in several of
these adjacent counties
and many were seals
of his ministry, and continued in the faith unto
the end of their race
though some that have
owned their convincement by him, are turned
aside, and gone into the world again.
He came forth in early days, and may well
be said to be one of the ancients in spiritual Israel, in our age, and had a share and part of
forty years or more, in travels

;

;

203

furnace of afflictions was of good use, to purge
away the dross and earthly part in us and
doubtless his and our experience, did, and can
witness the same.
He would many times say
unto me, that many of the ancient ones were
gone to their long homes, and we are making
haste after them
they step away before me,
and leave me behind ; and I, that would go,
cannot well, it will be my turn soon, or quickly.
In which he seemed to rejoice.
This was upon my mind, and much more,
that I could say of my dear and well-beloved
friend ; but not being willing to enlarge much,
knowing right well, that if there were opportunity, many Friends elsewhere in these parts
of the nation, could, with me, give an ample
testimony for him, who is gone to an everlasting rest, with the faithful, whose works follow
:

;

:

them; which everlasting

rest,

that sincerely follow Christ

that

I,

and

all

Jesus, in the re-

generation and newness of life, continuing in
well-doing unto the end, may attain unto, is the
prayer of
Richard Thojias.
Hertford, the 9th of the Ninth month, 1700.

George

Whitehead's

account

concerning our

;

ancient

deceased friend

and

brother,

John

Crook.

;

;

HAVING had

early conversation with him,
loving and tender reception of the
blessed truth, as it is in Christ Jesus, it being
I

after his

above forty years since we became first acquainted
I have this account to give of him,
that after he sincerely received Truth's testimony of Christ Jesus, as he is the true light
the ministry, for the publishing of the blessed professed by us, he became truly zealous for
truth
and also a large share of sufferings for the same, both in conversation and doctrine
his faithful testimony to the spiritual appear- and was in times of persecution exposed to
ance of Christ in this age; several times in im- great sufl^erings, by divers imprisonments, for
prisonments, as in Aylesbury, Huntington, his Christian testimony
being therein freely
London, and Ipswich in all which he was a resigned, in the will of God, rather to suffer in
patient sufferer, until the Lord's time of deliver- person and estate, than to decline his testiance.
He would sometimes say, with Heman, mony, injure his conscience, or break his in" I have been afflicted from my youth up :" ward peace with God, which he preferred beand declared what conflicts of spirit he under- fore life, liberty, or external enjoyments. He
went heretofore many days and nights, for had regard to the power of godliness, in life and
want of peace with the Lord and in his youth doctrine, above outward dead forms; and to the
he was, as many others of us have been that enduring substance, above empty shadows;
are ancient now, seekers of the Lord in lai'ge and to the spirit above the letter
and yet
professions; but it was on the barren moun- truly and highly esteemed the Holy Scriptures,
tains and hills, where we wanted life, as he with respect to the sacred doctrine thereof, bewould often say. But after he and we came to ing well read therein, and devoted for the faith
embrace the light of Christ Jesus, which shined and practice thereof, as the Lord gave him uninto our dark hearts, we could say, from an in- derstanding. He was both eloquent, allegorical,
ward sense, that which condemned sin in us, and mysterious, many times, in his ministry
as it was obeyed, became our justification
but did not thereby deny or invalidate the sawhich, through death, became life and peace, cred history of things, as literally recorded in
through Christ Jesus.
In his latter days, some Holy Scripture. He laboured to promote Christime before his death, he would say, that the tian religion in life and power, and the sincere
;

;

;

:

:

:

:
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practice of piety, above all

empty and

fruitless

professions.

[1701.

war, both to go out, and to come in." And
comforted in a sense of this faithful
friend, that in his old age he was as strong for

for
I

am

The mystery of Christ in Spirit, and as revealed and formed in true believers, and their the spiritual war as ever.
sincere conformity to him, in spirit and conversation, he greatly esteemed; desiring professors of Christianity might

come

into the true

sense and experience thereof, by a true, living,

and
ence

feeling
to

iiiith

A

and sincere obedi-

in Christ,

Daniel Monro.

him.

short Testimomj concerning John Crook.
Containing aho a few words spoken by him

a

as for helps and governments in the
church of Christ, 1 Cor. xii. he did not think
himself obliged to be so actually concerned in

before his death.

little

And

all the methods thereof among us, as many
other faithful brethren are; yet retained his
love and aifection to them who are truly help-

and
ful therein, both faithful men and women
therefore none ought to conceive, or excuse,
:

opposition

or disunion, from

his

passiveness

therein, or tenderness toward

them who might

some

lesser matters, or

be otherwise niinded

methods relating

in

good order and discipline:
nor spirited for government

to

are not gifted,
church of Christ, nor called thereunto;
every man is required to minister as he hath
all

in the

Nevertheless

this

good

man

received the

gilt.

was zealous

against disorderly conversation,

visions,

di-

It was about the year 1662, I was first acquainted with this painful labourer in the gospel ; and from the many comfortable opportu-

had in meetings where he was exercised
preaching the everlasting gospel, in much
tenderness, I could not but dearly love him, as
ope of the instruments of God's glory, and of
good to the souls of men, in this latter age.
His ministry was lively and demonstrative,
and plenteously opening the scriptures, and the
mysteries of life and salvation ; preaching
powerfully the power and coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ, in his spiritual appearance, and
nities I

in

work of

and regeneration

sanctification

His Christianity did show itself in the spirit
of meekness and humility, and in true love to
his faithful friends and brethren, their labours
of love, and gospel testimony and greatly esteemed a sound convincing ministry, for the
turning people's minds from darkness to the
;

the

;

thereof, in righteousness

and backsliding.

;

death of the old man, and the raising of the
new birth to serve the Lord, the Redeemer

and true holiness.

-About three weeks before his death, I was at
Hertford to visit him, and though he was weak
in body, yet did he powerfully declare, after a
prophetical manner, " Truth must prosper,

Truth shall prosper but a trying time should
first come, and afterwards the glory of the
light, and strengthening the weak in the faith Lord should more and more appear."
Among other his faithful brethren, he had a
and power of Christ.
For my own part, I can sincerely say, we reverend esteem of the coming of Christ, and
and
did tenderly love each other, and were kindly his sufferings, in the days of his flesh
affectioned one towards another, as Christian knew well how to distinguish his great work of
and I did in spirit sympathize with redemption and salvation, as he died for all
brethren
him, when he laboured under a long and sore men, or was a sacrifice for sin and also, as
in which the he was a sanctifier and redeemer, out of sin
affliction and weakness of body
Lord endowed him with much patience, in sub- the fruit and benefit of the one, being not obmission to his blessed will and though his af- tained without the other.
And were our adversaries duly sensible,
fliction and pains were great, the Lord gave
him intervals of ease, refreshment and comfort, what great things Christ both doth in us, as
from his presence, to support and bear up his well as did for us, surely they would be humspirit, until his desirable and long waited for bled under his mighty hand, and leave off their
George Whitehead.
slight esteem of his spiritual work in us, and
chano-e came.
not suppose the one to be in opposition to the
London, the 21st of the First month, 1701.
:

;

;

:

;

:

other.

The
in

Daniel Monro's Testimony concerning
John Crook.

Having been present at reading divers of
John Crook's writings, a fresh remembrance
came before me, of the saying of Caleb, Josh.
"As yet I am as strong this day, as
xiv. 11
I was in the day that Moses sent me: as my
strength was then, even so is my strength now,
;

his

apostle Peter saith, "

own body on

dead unto

sin,

He

bore our sins
we being

the tree, that

should live unto righteousness."
die unto sin, and live unto

And how can we

righteousness, but

manifest

by

in his light,

Our being born

his assistance

grace, and
again,

seed, but of incorruptible,

which

lives

and abides

der his being

made

sin

Holy

inwardly
Spirit?

not of corruptible

by the Word of God,

for ever, doth not hinfor us,

who knew no
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we may be made the righteousness
God in him.
Our owning we are sanctified by the work

sin, that

of
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About this time Dr. Crisp, and some others
appeared, preaching up free-grace, and that God

of sees no sin in his people, accounting theminward parts, hinders not our selves evangelical, and others, as legal preachhaving remission of sins in his name.
ers
these they called Antinomians.
After these appeared a people they called
He having left us an example, that we should
follow his steps, bars him not at all from being Seekers, of these there was said to be two
our King and Captain of salvation though he sorts; one sort they called Notionists, who were
is a condemner of sin in the flesh, yet he is said to be above all ordinances
preaching up
also our advocate with the Father, Christ Jesus God and the Spirit to be beyond all.
The
his Spirit in our

;

:

:

the righteous.

Our owning him

a sacrifice for sin, hinders

other sort called Seekers, denied that there was
visibly to be found, either true church or minis-

all his being our great High Priest.
try in England, that they knew of, rightly conOur acknowledging, he was tempted in all stituted, for want of an administrator, qualified
points, like as we are, doth not prevent his be- with gifts, and manifesting their sending by
ing able to succour us, when we are tempted.
miracles these, as was said, waiting for both
Thus our preaching him, the true light, church and ministry to be restored, as was in

not at

:

which

every

man

cometh

&c.
I remember, appeared those
they called Ranters; some of them having been
strict professors of religion; these preached up
woman, the Word, Emmanuel, Interpreter, One one power to act and do all; of whom there
among a thousand, Wonderful, Counsellor, were two sorts also; the one sort they called
mighty God, everlasting Father, Prince of peace, Civil Ranters, who kept themselves out of those
Lamb of God, Jesus, Saviour,- the very Christ, gross debaucheries the others ran into the
the Anointed, and many more: yea, he becomes last affirmed, there was no sin but to them that
ail these to us, as we walk in his light, who thought so, &c.
was given for a light to lighten the Gentiles,
Soon after appeared a people in the north,
that he might be God's salvation to the ends of whom they called Quakers, from their tremthe earth.
bling at the word of the Lord.
Theodore Ecclestoke.
These bore
into the

the apostles time,

world, doth not divest him of any of his blessed attributes, or offices, worthily iDestovved upon
him in Holy Scripture; as the Seed of the

After these, as

lighteth

that

:

testimony to the light of Christ Jesus within, in
the conscience, to throw down all the former
buildings ; yet owning the former true inward
INTRODUCTION.
experiences witnessed to be wrought in any by
Various and manifold have been the me- the Spirit of God, proclaiming the day of the
thods in religious affairs in England, within the Lord to come, and coming, that should throw
memory of man as may appear by these k\v down their fenced cities and their high towers,
short observations, or instances, amongst many and spoil all their pleasant pictures.
Some of
others that might be shown: viz; as by preach- these first preachers being sons of thunder,
ing, and proving their doctrine, out of the awakening many that were sleeping in security;
volumes of ancient fathers, as they call them, but being thoroughly awakened by their testiwhich was much used in the bishops times, &c. mony, they tbund their beds were too short,
Others preached by doctrine, and uses from and their covering too narrow : to such it was
their text, which they endeavoured to prove out as a midnight ci'y, unexpectedly coming upon
of the Scriptures. Others preaching by marks them.
and signs, showing by them, how a man might
Others of this people's first preachers, were as
know, whether he was a child of God or not, sons of consolation, trampling upon the moun&c. Which made way for independency of tains of opposition, to bring glad tidings to the
churches, living stones, as they thought by this hungering and thirsting souls, who readily repreaching, being already prepared for their ceived their testimony amongst all the former
building
which begat that angry book, called, sorts of professors. This being taken notice
Edwards's Gangrena, written by a zealous of, sonie cried out, the everlasting gospel is
Presbyterian, raking up all the miscarriages preached again
observing, that amidst so
he could hear of the Independents, &c.
many opinions, guarded with so much knowOthers preached up water-baptism, as be- ledge, and outward learning, as both their leadlonging only to those of riper years, that could ers, and many of themselves were armed withgive an account of their faith, as an initiating al, together with the countenance of the magisordinance, thereby not only unchurching, but trates, which many of them had on their side,
also unchrisfianing those that opposed it: some the Quakers should so prevail, by their testiof them preaching, that except men were bap- mony to the light of Christ Jesus within ; and
tized they could not be saved.
that published by poor contemptible and il;

;

;
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instruments at the beginning, depending
only upon the sufficiency of God's Holy Spirit,
without taking thought what they should speak,
till God opened their mouths, according to the
scriptures and the doctrines therein recorded
by the Holy Ghost, retaining still their belief
of the birth, life, death, resurrection, &c., of
Christ Jesus the Son of God, who died, and
shed his precious blood for them, witnessing
salvation, not for the merit of good works, as
works, though wrought in them by the Spirit of
God but for the sake of Christ Jesus, the author both of their faith and good works, that
flowed therefrom.
Finding, by experience, that generally all
professors of religion in England, continued in
a belief of the death and sufierings of Christ, it
was required of these first preachers of the
light of Christ within, to continue their testimony to the same ; witnessing in themselves,
that by waiting in the light, they were instructed to distinguish between the living and the
dead faith, and between the saving and historiThey found, by good experical knowledge.
ence, that the understanding between some professors of religion, and these first preachers of
the light of Christ within, about the man Christ,
his death and sufferings, &c. did not much
arise about the things known and generally believed, as about the nature and kind of the faith
and knowledge, whereby they were generally
literate

;

known and
The tree

being known by its fruit, and many
beholding the brightness of the Quakers' lives
and conversations, at the beginning, behoved
their doctrine, according to Christ's promise,
viz. He that doeth my will, shall know my doctrine; concluding their way, as people called it,
was " The good old way," and ancient path,
prophesied of in Holy Scripture, but had been
long over-grown by the weeds of men's imaginations, traditions, and inventions, being a way
too narrow for corrupt flesh and blood to walk
in.

But

being given to the

it

fessors of the truth

only

faithful sincere pro-

amongst

this people, not

be the truth, but also to
suffer for the same, they were enabled to withstand all opposition from others without, as
also the gain-sayings of the fleshly part within
themselves.
Their innocent sufferings so tendered the
hearts of many beholders, that many were prepared to receive their testimony.
So mightily
grew the truth and prospered, the word of the
Lord being precious in those days when, for a
time, there had been no open vision, but the vision of all was become dark, like a sealed book.
The gospel day, as it were, being now proclaimed many of the people, sensible of their
to

believe

it

to

;

;

inward wants and

meetings, where they met with spiritual supanswering their inward states and conditions, as if themselves had told them to the
preacher.
The kingdom of heaven, as it were,
suffered violence, and the violent took it by
plies,

days of John the Baptist: those
were eye-witnesses from the beginning,

force, as in the

that

may remember

When

necessities,

came

flocking to

these things.

Quakers, were but
few in number, being low, contemptible, and
poor in their own eyes, and had but few public
preachers amongst them, the harvest being
great, and the labourers few, their first preachers

this people, called

commended and

word of God,

them

left

to the Spirit

to be their teacher in their

and

own

unto which they did retire, in deep
inward silence, waiting to hear what the Lord
would speak in them
which he did, by his
Spirit, according to his own good pleasure, to

particulars

;

;

their

reti'eshment.

souls

Many

times

their

amazement of
to trickle down

hearts affected their eyes, to the

observing tears
;
cheeks, and not one word, outwardly,
spoken to, or amongst them.
In this pure silence they witnessed the outthe beholders
their

ward testimonies of truth to be inwardly sealed
whereby their spiritual love
hearts
was so endeared to the truth, that the called,
ch6sen, and faithful, loved not their lives unto
the death for its sake.
This caused them to be
to their

;

so watchful over their

them with

believed.

[1698.

own

all diligence, lest

hearts, as to keep
that fearful

exam-

of the church of Ephesus, should befall
them, whose abatement of the zeal of her first
love, made way to the removal of her golden
candlestick
and so to the bringing in of that
fearful darkness, whereby her former shining
light might be extinguished. This hath befallen
most, if not all, the church reformations we
read of in history.
Yet how few can endure
this sound doctrine, of the danger of departing
from their first love to God, and to his light
and truth in their inward parts. On the contrary they are apt to say, as lukewarm Laodicea did, they are rich, and full, wanting nothing, not fearing to say of their first estate and
condition, as some have said of the primitive
Christians and churches, viz. " they were but
in their infancy," &c.
"But now," say some,
" that grain of mustard seed is become a great
tree, because of the multitudes that sit down
under the profession of it," &c.
And in some
respects, such speak truer than they are aware
of; for most people having only a form of
godliness, sit down under the bare form and
profession of it, without the life and power of it.
But there are some others, more to be lamented than the former for they have in some
measure, tasted of the good word of God, and
have been partakers of the Holy Ghost, and of
the powers of the world to come, beyond the
ple

;

;
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former, as the Scripture speaks, and some of same, have caused them to be evilly spoken
these also, not hking to retain God in their of, by not living up to the heighth of the admi-

knowledge, have

their first estate,

left

love to true godliness, as

and are become wanton
vain

in their

it

in their

and

first

God

behaviour, and

late,

imaginations, whereby darkness

come upon them

;

is

had been under; for which cause
forsook such persons, and left them desoby withdrawing that presence and power,

nistration they

Christ Jesus,

in

is

which

and yet say, with Babylo-

appeared

at first

among them.

shall conclude with the apostle's prayer for

I

nish confidence, " They sit as a queen, reign- the Thessalonians, 1 Thess. v. 23 ; " And the
ing in the power as much as ever and are no very God of peace," saith Paul, " sanctify you
widows, their first love being still alive in them, wholly :" that is, all those which are in God
;

and they

the Father, and in the

shall see no sorrow."

When

Zion

remembers

their

she
come over
state,

mourns for the darkness that is
them, and prays for their return, as in the day
of their espousals. Then she knows she shall
sing again, as in the days of her youth, as
when she came out of the land of darkness,
and spiritual Egypt she shall sing that new
song, which none can learn but the redeemed
out of the earth, into the region of heavenly
;

glory,

&c.

hath hitherto been the great unhappiness
of all administrations, that the professors of the
It

A

Lord Jesus

Christ, as

it

&c. " And
" your whole spirit, and

the beginning of the epistle,

is at

pray God," saith he,
and body, be preserved blameless unto the
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ." Amen,
I

soul,

Amen.
upon the margin of the old Bible,
about the year 1599, this note, viz.
" When the mind thinketh nothing ; when the
soul coveteth nothing ; and when the body
;"
acteth nothing contrary to the will of God
I

find

printed

this

"

is

perfect sanctification."

John Crook.

SHORT HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF

JOHN CROOK.
I

this

HAVE

often been pressed in spirit, to write

following history of

my

life,

that so the

world, as well as my friends and acquaintance,
might know the Lord's dealings with me from
my tender years; both for the comforting of
the saints, and the information and instruction
of all into whose hands this account may come.

But above all, that the God of my life might be
feared and exalted in the hearts, and by the
conversations in holiness before him, of all the
sons and daughters of men for ever.
I was born in the north country, of parents
that were for religion of the common profession
of the times in which they lived, with whom I
was brought up, and instructed in their way.
Until I was about ten or eleven years of age,
within which time, I had many exercises in my
inward man, and often prayed in by-corners,
as words sprang in my mind, and as I learned
prayers without book yet many strong combatings remained within me, which continued
haunting me many months ; until one time,
above all the rest, I was almost overcome to
consent, the devil urging me thereunto by a
mighty violent striving, to run down all my resistance and withstanding of him.
But on a
;

sudden, there arose in me, a power and life
and gainsay the enemy, making
my spirit say within me, with much boldness
and courage, I will not serve thee, O satan, but
I will serve the Lord God of heaven and earth,
whatsoever I suffer, or becometh of me therefor.
Which, I do remember, my tongue also
uttered pretty loud, with much vehemency and
resolution, in full consent to what was spoken
inwardly in my heart, in opposition and conthat did oppose

tradiction to the evil spirit that strongly tempt-

me

ed

this, I

to give

was

up myself to wickedness.

affrighted

when

I

came

After

to consider

those opposite strivings in my spirit, what they
should mean, having never heard any body
speak of any such thing but especially I wtis
:

amazed, when I considered what that voice
should be, which spake with such an authority
in me, that it commanded my tongue to speak
so boldly in compliance with it, and against the
other, which had almost forced me to consent
unto its evil motions and suggestions yet by
the ease and relief I found in my inward parts,
I concluded it was the Lord who helped me in
;

so great a
I

strait.

remember

after this,

when

I

was tempted

;

;
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or troubled in my mind, I would go into some more, as I grew in knowledge and understandand still I applied
ing of the things of God
corner or secret place, and pray unto God
and when I had committed sin and evil, I was myself to reading the bible, and other good
afterwards, and then I would books, and prayed often, insomuch that those
still troubled
pray to God for his strength against them: in the family where I was an apprentice, took
and when I was alone, I was sure to hear of much notice of it, and would stand in secret
all my doings, they would come fresh in my places to hear me, though I then knew it not.
;

remembrance, and be so
could not get them out of

set before

my

me, that

I

endeavoured to get into some private place to pray
and weep and then would promise and covesight, but

;

with God, that if he would forgive these, and help me for the time to come, I
would never do the like again but for all this,
evils prevailed against me, and I could not keep

nant

in secret

:

my

promise with God.

my

upon

spirit,

heavily, not

and

I

So

often

that trouble came
mourned and went

taking that delight in play and
saw other children took
I

pastime which

which made me often conclude in my mind,
that they were in a better condition than I, and
that surely God was angry with me, which
made him so correct me, that I could have no
peace, whereas I saw other children merry
and cheerful, and not at all as 1 was. Yet
sometimes I had ease, and was cheerful, but it
seldom held long, without some intermixture of
had also many openings in my
trouble.
I
mind, which, did sometimes much amaze me
about heaven and hell, and wicked men and
good men and also I saw many of the priests
prophane in those parts, giving up themselves
;

But

mv

I

remember when

1

devotion, something in

me

was most

fervent in

me would

be

still

would not
wholly yet leave those evils I knew myself
guilty of, but would gladly have them pardoned and forgiven, and yet would I continue in
them.
Such a thing I found within myself,
gainsaying my earnest cries and petitions, as if
I would have had peace with God, and yet also
have continued still in those things I prayed
against; which at last made me conclude, 1 was
but an hypocrite, and did not belong to the
election of grace, but was to become some eminent spectacle of God's displeasure, and that
that which gainsayed my earnest cries was the
devil; and therefore concluded I was possessed
with the devil and would often, as I had ocpulling

back, as

it

were, as

if I

;

how

casion, be enquiring of professors

it

was

how they

understood the condition of those to be, that were possessed M'ith
unclean spirits in Christ's time; but all that I
could get irom any, could not remove this out
of my mind, but that I was possessed with the
with them, and

I thought I felt in myself something senand manifestly opposing those good motions and desires, that were in me, as if two
to divers kinds of wickedness.
About ten or eleven years of age I went to had been striving in me for victory and when
London, and there went to several schools, until I was so tired out with resistings and fightings
I was about seventeen years of age; in all in myself, 1 could get no relief or sensible
which time, I was not without much trouble ease, but by going to prayer, either secretl}'"
and exercises in my mind notwithstanding I within myself, or down upon my knees in some
And oft-times, when I was at
lived in a wicked iiamily, and amongst those secret place.
;

devil.

sibly

:

:

I
prayer, I was so possessed with fear that I
some by-corner, and pray and looked behind me, lest the devil stood there
weep bitterly, from the sense of my own sins, ready to take me so soon as I rose up and
and would often reprove my school-fellows and then I was troubled for giving way so far, as
companions for their wickedness; I often walk- to look behind me; yet I durst not leave prayAnd that which troubled me
ing alone by myself in some secret place, when ing for all this.
they would be at play and pastime. Thus I often times, was, that those which heard me

that scoffed at all strictness in religion, yet

would

get into

;

passed away my youthful days, in reading and pray, admired my gift in prayer, and believed
praying oft-times when trouble was upon me, me to be a child of God, when I concluded
which I was seldom free from whole weeks, nothing less of myself, than that I should demore or less, either in the night or day time; but ceive them, and cause God's name to be blasby my miscarriage at last, which I
all this time I did not mind hearing of sermons, phemed
being little acquainted with any that frequented concluded must needs be at one tiir\p or other
such exercises, until I went to be an apprentice, for I thought it impossible for me to continue in
that condition long, but I should be made an
about the seventeenth year of my age.

About this time I was placed in a parish in
London, where was a minister, who was in
those days called a Puritan, where I came acquainted with those young people that frequented sermons and lectures, so often as we had

any
tices

liberty
;

yet

example

to all hypocrites.

Thus

praying,
1 continued professing, and
and hearing, and reading, and yet I could not

any amendment in myself; but the
same youthful vanities drew away my mind
from our occasions, being appren- when opportunities offered, as before; which
trouble grew upon me more and was never much to outward gross prophaneperceive

;;
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and vain company, Then

ness, but only to idle talk
in mis-spening

much

my

in

my

time, and minding pride too

apparel, and such things, for all
condemned ; as also for wearing

I

resolved one first-day afternoon (called

Lord's day)

then the

when
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I

was an

being

full

apprentice, to

of trouble,

go that time

which way I should be moved or inclined in
I was
long hair, and spending my money in vain, my spirit, whether it was up street, or down
which I thought might have been better em- street, east or west, north or south, without any
ployed, if I had bought some good books, or predetermination or forecast, or so much as
been charitable to the poor ; all that I did was forethinking, either of any man or place to go
to, or hear that day, but only as the stafT
condemned, and myself for doing of it also
yet I durst not leave off my duties, for then I should fall, as it were, or as I should be led.
thought the devil would prevail over me, to Accordingly I came down stairs, and went, as
make me destroy myself; for I was afraid to I was led by something within me> which I besee a knife if I was alone, or to have any in lieved in and followed, until it brought me into
Thus I con- a parish church, so called, where I went in and
the room all night where I lay.
tinued, running to lectures when I had any sat down, and within a small season of time, a
time allowed me by my master from my occa- young man went up into the pulpit, and preach" He that
sions, which I endeavoured to get, by doubling ed out of this text, Isa. 1. 10

which

;

day time, and also from my walketh in darkness, and hath no hght, let
sleep in the night time, that so I might the him trust in the name of the Lord, and stay
more easily gain opportunities of my master upon his God." Upon which text he had
all which 1 employed in private meetings and preached before, and was at that time to pick
lectures, going after any eminent man 1 heard out, or discover, who that man was that feared
the
of, which by this time I had obtained the know- the Lord, and yet walked in darkness
ledge of, by much acquaintance with constant which he performed, as if he had known my
hearers of sermons, and frequenters of private condition and aimed at, and spake to me in
particular; which did much relieve me, and at
fasts and meetings.
I, have often been in congregations, hearing that time much comfort me, being so providensermons, when I have had much ado to forbear tially brought thither, where I never was before,

my

diligence in the

;

in the midst of the assembly, I am neither heard of any such man, that I rememdamned, I am damned but did not, though I ber. I went away much gladdened, and conwent often away full of horror and misery in tinued so for some time but trouble came upon

crying out

;

;

my

mind. The ministers then commonly me again afterwards, through some negligence
preaching by marks and signs, how a man and coldness, which gendered to distrust and
might know himself to be a child of God, if he unbelief; sd that the old enemy, the tempter,
were so and how it would be with him if he got in again, and tore me worse than before in
.

;

were not so which made me sometime to conclude I had saving grace, and by and by to
Thus I was
conclude 1 was but an hypocrite.
tossed up and down, from hope to despair and
from a sign of grace in me one while, and then
presently to a sign of an hypocrite and reprobate again
so that I could not tell what to do
with myself, or whether it were best to go to
church, or stay at home for I could get no
rest, or lasting peace, by all my hearing and
running up and down.
Yet I had no freedom
in myself, to go to any of those ministers, in
private, to acquaint them with my condition
partly, because I thought they could not help me;
and partly out of fear, lest they should discourage me, and tell me I was an hypocrite, and
;

;

;

;

;

then Satan, should prevail to force me to destroy myself; for I was afraid of any thing that
might confirm my own thoughts of my miserable state, which I believed to be bad enough,

my

mind so that I questioned all that ever I
at any time given me to refresh me, as being but a delusion, and no truth in it; for I was
a castaway, and all these things were but to
leave me without excuse.
Then I began to be
full of horror, so that my sleep was much taken
from me, and anguish and intolerable tribula;

had

my flesh; so that when I heard
any of the meanest poor people cry any thing
about London streets, I even wished and de-

tion dwelt in

sired

that

I

were

in

their

condition

;

for I

thought every man or woman to be in a better
condition than myself; nay, I thought myself
Had I
the only miserable man in the world.
been made the most contemptible creature in
the whole creation, I had been happy in comall
parison of my most intolerable misery
which w-as heightened by Francis Spira's
book, which came to my hand, but I would not
read it over, I thought it so to resemble my
present condition ; for when I had read but a
little, I cast it from me, and durst not look on
;

but was exceedingly afraid to have my thoughts
seconded by the sentence and judgment of
any other so that I remember not that ever I it any more.
went to any ministers to acquaint them with
In this extreme misery I continued, keeping
my condition, but bore it secretly in my own it to myself, mourning in secret, until one mornbosom, few knowing how it was with me. ing, as I was solitarily sitting, lamenting mv
:

Vol. XIII.— No.

6.

27

:
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began about this time much
I
present state ; on a sudden, there sprang in me that duty.
thou tossed, as to follow those ministers that came out of Hola voice, saying, Fear not,
with a tempest, and not comforted, I will help land, and some others that were more for the
thee ; and although 1 have hid my face from way of separation from the parish assemblies,

O

loving- disliking in my mind those mixed communions;
and thou shalt be much thirsting after,, and longing for a pure
mine; fear not, for I am pacified towards thee, communion with such as were most spiritual,
and will never leave thee nor forsake thee, and walked in the closest fellowship with God
in holiness, and watchfulness one over another,
saith I the Lord, the mighty God.
Whereupon all was hushed and quieted with- for good and increase in a holy life, which
in me, so that I wondered what was become of I much longed for, since I had seen the beauty
the many vexations, tormenting fears and of it.
Here
I walked with a company of young men,
thoughts that just before attended me.
was such a calm and stillness in my mind who met together as often as our occasions
for a pretty time, so that it was brought to my would permit, and prayed and conferred togemind, that there Was silence in heaven for half ther about the things of God; and 1 remember,
an hour and I was filled With peace and joy, when several would be speaking out of the
and there shone such an scriptures, by way of exposition, &c., I had
like one overcome
inward Hght within me, that for the space of little to say from thence,- not having much acseven or eight days time, I walked as one quaintance with them, being brought up, mostly in my young days, under such tutors, and
I was so taken up in
taken from the earth:
my mind, as if I walked above the world, not such families, as did not much regard the
taking notice, as it seemed to me, of any per- scriptures, accounting them Puritans and secBut
sons or things as 1 walked up and down Lon- taries that addicted themselves that way.
don streets, I was so gathered up in the mar- I would be speaking forth my own experiences,
vellous light of the Lord, and filled with a joy- delighting in, and loving those most who could
In speak from experience, my heart being most
ful dominion over all things in this world.
which time, I saw plainly, and to my great warmed and enlivened in those experimental
comfort and satisfaction, that whatever the discourses and conferences so that those who
Lord would communicate and make known of were most spiritual, delighted to be with me,
they would tell me, that I
himself, and the mysteries of his kingdom, he and I with them
for I thought that I
spake from experience
would' do it in a way of purity and holiness
for I saw then such a brightness in holiness, and could speak to most conditions and things by
such a beauty in an upright and pure righteous experience, as if I had had a volume of all subconversation, and close circumspect walking jects within me, while most gathered their diswith God in an holy life, although I had before courses from the scriptures without them.
In two or three years time after this, I began
obeyed to the uttermost that I could, yet I could
not set peace thereby, nor find and feel that ac- to gather scriptures into my mind and memory,
ceptance and justification before God, as I did what from hearing of others, and my own stuat this time, when it sprang freely in me, that, dies, which occasioned me to dwell more withso that by degrees, the
as it were, all religion lay in it truly so, and all out, and less within
profession besides, or without it, were as noth- knowledge in my natural understanding and
ing in comparison of this communion. For I re- judgment began to outgrow and overtop the
member, while I abode and walked in that light sense of my inward experiences. At last, havand glory which shone so clearly in my mind ing little besides the remembrance, now a great
and spirit within me, there was not a wrong way off, of those things which once were lively
thought appearing or stirring within me, but and fresh, growing up in me, as if it had always been spring time in my heart and mind
it vanished presently, finding no entertainment;
my whole mind and soul was so taken up my inward parts were like a winter, all retired
and many
with, and swallowed up of, that glorious light out of sight, as into a hidden root
and satisfactory presence of the Lord thus questionings' about the way of worship, and ordinances of the New Testament began to arise
manifested in me.
After this, I perceived an abatement of the in my mind, judging myself, that now the Lord
glory, and I began to read and perform duties had done so much for me, I could not but
as I had done before, which for about eight be chargeable with unthankfulness before the
days time, I could not perform so formally as Lord for his mercies, if I did not now seek out
I did use to do, before I was filled with joy and the purest way of worship, that I might enjoy
peace, but with much more livingness and zeal, all his ordinances in the purity of them.
faith and confidence than before, which caused Wherefore, after I had gone amongst several
many of my acquaintance to admire my gift in sorts of professors, of divers judgments, trying
prayer, and upon all occasions to put me upon with whom my spirit could sit down and close

thee for a

moment, yet with everlasting

kindness will

;

I

visit

thee,

—

;

;

;

;

;

;
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met with some particular perI joined in communion, in the
way of independency; and at times, we had
many refreshings together, while we were kept
watchful and tender, with our minds inwardly
retired, and our words few and savoury; which
frame of spirit we were preserved in, by comwith

;

at last, I

sons, with

whom

municating our experiences to each other; as,
how our hearts had been kept towards the
Lord all the v.eek ; with an account of most
days passages between God and our souls,
from the beginning of the week unto the end.
This continued some years, until it grew
formal
and then we began to consider our
church state, whether we were in the right
order of the gospel, according to the primitive
patterns; and in the consultation of the proper
administrator of baptism, and the right subject
thereof, we began to be divided and shattered
in our minds about it; from whence arose
;

many

questionings about divers things not at all
questioned before, which gendered unto much
uncertainty and instability.
Afterwards, we

began not only

to be

remiss in our meetings,

but also confused in our preachings and ser-

when we were assembled; so that at last
meet at all, but grew by degrees

vices,

we

did not

one from another, and into
principles of liberty,
and ease to the flesh, and from thence, to encourage and justify our present remissness and
coldness in religious performances.
But I was
not so given up, or devoted to remissness and
ease, as that I was wholly without checks and
reproofs for my so doing
and oftentimes the
inward distress and trouble of my spirit roused
me up again to religious duties, as prayers,
into estrangedness

carelessness,

consulting

;

and reading.
I found also by experience, that when I was
overborne in my judgment and natural understanding, by principles and tenets, which were

offered

mind

me

in

my

shattered state, to

draw

into carelessness about all religion,

a slighting of

my

my

and

to
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great troubles, in being delivered from

and sweet consolation

them

all,

had tasted I say, the
sensible remembrance of the former days did
stick upon me so, as to keep me from those
principles of Ranterism and Atheism, which
were rife and much stirring in those times.
Through faith in what I tasted, I was supported under many a bitter combat, and deep wave
and billow, and made to say and conclude in
my heart and mind, that the righteous was
more excellent than his neighbour; and that
there was a far better state and condition to be
known and enjoyed in this world, by walking
with God in holiness and purity, than by all
licentious and voluptuous living, or covetous
gathering of riches together, to get a name in
the earth.
This I knew from what sweetness
I myself had once enjoyed therein.
The result
of all which, together with an inward cry, that
was still continued underneath all reasonings
arid observations I could make, and lay deeper
lodged in my inward parts, than all floating apprehensions and wanderings to obtain relief
and satisfaction I say, this continued cry and
sound in my ears inwardly, called for watchfulness over my ways, and obedience unto
what was made manifest to be the will of God
in my conscience, as being more available to
afford me rest and peace, than either all my
I

;

—

notions,

observations,

beliefs,

or

sacrifices,

The meaning thereof, to know
them distinctly, was unknown to me, until it
whatsoever.

pleased the Lord to send one of his servants,
Quaker to join himself unto my con-

called a

dition, in his ministering, as Philip did

chariot of the eunuch,

who

unto the

before understood

not what he read; but afterwards, by Philip's
expounding the scripture to him, believed what
before he was ignorant of.
So it was with me,
through that servant and instrument of the
most high God, opening my eyes, and speaking plainly, and hot in parables, nor in dark
sayings; whereby I came to see what it was
that had so long cried in me, upon every occasion, of serious inward retiring in my own
spirit
that I could say of Christ, a greater
than Solomon was here, and one that divided
aright between the living and the dead, and

former strictness (as well as
others now); and as for sin and evil, those principles would have forced me into a belief, that
my former apprehensions of the wickedness
and danger thereof, were more from a sudden
fright, together 'with a traditional belief of the manifested plainly to whom the living child
thing, than from any grounded certainty from belonged, and what was the true woman, or
reason, or deliberate consideration thereof in church, in God the Father of our Lord Jesus
true judgment.
But against all this, and much Christ; and what was the harlot, or false
more of like nature, which I was exercised church and synagogue of Satan
whatever
with day and night, and often tempted to em- she could say to justify herself, as the true mobrace, both by inward suggestions, and outward ther-church.
allurements, from those that sometimes had been
And indeed this kind of preaching by the
as religious as myself, and no less acquaint- fore-mentioned Quaker, so called, appeared unto
ed with inward experiences of like kind with me, at the first hearing thereof, like as if the
my own yet from a sense and deep impres- old apostles were risen from the dead, and
sion, which remained upon my spirit, both of began to preach again in the same power, life,
:

;

:
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which they ministered when
first wrote and published
the gospel and New Testament of Jesus Christ.
I could truly say with Jonathan, after I had
heard and tasted of the honey and sweet ministration of the blessed gospel, that my eyes were
opened, and strength renewed from the same
power again, by which it was preached at first,
as free from the dregs and lees of man's wit
and inventions, by which they had darkened
counsel by words without knowledge.
I say
the truth, and lie not
after I had heard and
tasted of that honey of Canaan, that flowed
freely, without the forced inventions of man's
brain, my eyes were opened, and my strength
was renewed, and I obtained victory, through
that grace of the gospel, over those lusts and
corrupt desires which rose against those little
stirrings and movings after the living God,
which I had felt working at times in my heart,
even from my youth, until the time of my being born again of the incorruptible seed, and
received the earnest of the inheritance and seal
of the covenant, &c.
When the glad tidings of the gospel came
thus to be sounded in my ears, and reaching
my heart and conscience, they did not make
void my former experiences of the love and
mercy of God to my poor soul, nor in the least
begat my mind into a contempt of his sweet re-

and authority,

in

they gave forth, and

;

my wearied pilgrimage, all along
as streams of that brook which Israel drank of
by the way in their travels ; but on the contrary, brought all my former revivings that he
freshings in

gave

me

in

my

sore bondage fresh to

my

re-

order before me my
manifold rebellions against his wooings, also
my ill requitings of him for his tender dealings,

membrance, and

set

in

and long-suffering towards me all
which challenged a subjection from me, as
most due unto this tender dealing God and
Father towards me, and made me cry out.
What was God so near me in a place I was
not aware of, that I found my heart to be broken
and overcome with his love and mercy to me 1
And the more was my heart tendered before
him, in that all things were brought to my remembrance, as one that not only told me all
that ever I had done against him, but also all
that ever he had done for me; and this rendered the truth more lovely and acceptable in my

often visits

heart, that

it

should bring old things into

new

confessed to Christ, as soon as Christ told him,
he saw him under the fig-tree; so I could not
withhold my soul's subjection unto the truth,
it

ly told

so thoroughly searched me, and plain-

me where

times that

been

promise hath as really
me, as ever he spake it to Nasince that day of visiting me again,
Christ's

fulfilled in

thaniel

;

for

have seen greater things than ever I saw before, although I was sweetly comforted for a
time, as I have expressed, yet not with that distinct plain understanding as after.
My condition before truth conquered me fully,
and manifested itself distinctly, so as to make
me lay down all my weapons and crowns, and
give up myself to be on its side wholly, .was
like unto Hagar, who had her bag and bottle
given to her by Abraham, when she went into
I

the wilderness, for her son's lightness in

ing Isaac

;

which bag and

mock-

bottle being spent,

her condition with her son, was most miserable,
she knew not a well to recruit her

in that

neither could see it, though it was not
from her, until her necessity pierced God's
ears, and then he soon opened her eyes, and

again

;

far

she saw Lahai-roi,

i. e.

the well of

him

that

and seeth me. So it was with me, when
my bread and water of relief, which God often
gave me to maintain me in the wilderness, was
spent, and I likely to perish, I could not see
any well, or way of supply, vmtil the Lord sent
the angel of his presence to open my eyes, and
then I saw my Lahai-roi, which was there beforje, but I could not see it, until he had opened
mine eyes.
And thus, for want of an understanding, did
I, with many more, pine away many of our
days, like Hagar, in the wilderness, as a punishment of our lightness, joining with it in ourselves, to slight weaned Isaac, the weighty
Seed in our own hearts, which is the heir of
all spiritual blessings, and with it God establisheth his covenant for ever.
liveth

;

remembrance, and restore my old acquaintance
with my long provoked God again.
Thus it
was with me in spirit, as with Nathaniel, who

when

And

soul.

[1654.

I now was, and the several
God had seen and visited my poor

A

relation of the

since

I was

working of Truth in

my

heart

called a Quaker, until near the

time of my departure.
I WAS convinced of the Truth towards the
end of the year 1654, as I remember, through
the servant of the Lord, before mentioned,
called William Dewsbury, not knowing of
what judgment he was when I went to him.
For if I had known he had been a Quaker,
not have heard him, being
I think I should
afraid of strange opinions, lest I should be deceived
but being providentially cast where he
was declaring, I heard him and his words,
like spears, pierced and wounded my very
heart
yet they seemed unto me, as balm also,
healing and comforting, as well as searching
and piercing, I remember the very words that
took the deepest impression upon me at that
present, speaking of several stales and conditions of men and women; such words passed
from him, as implied the miserable life of such,
;

;

;
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to be many and great, as well as secret
and hidden, which, by the light in my own
conscience, I came to see more and more
through the exercise of my mind for all my
sins were but as fuel, which the wrath and inin all places, were like children tossed to and dignation of the Lord took hold of.
I saw that now the axe was to be laid to the
fro, and frightened with every cunning craftiness of men, to promote their own opinions root of the tree, and that there was an evil naand ways. This I knew was my own con- ture to be consumed in me, which had borne

who

notwithstanding their religious "duties or
performances, had not peace and quietness in
their spirits ; who through the want of an understanding, where to know and find a stay to
their minds, to exercise them at all times, and

dition at that time, as well as the state of

saw

;

many sway

long, notwithstanding

my

profession of

and that my superfluity in apparel,
selves about with the sparks of our own kind- words, and many other things, did but feed and
ling, which did but procure us sorrow, when keep alive that nature, and so prolong the fire
we came to lie down and be still, and commune to my own misery therein. And of this sort I
with our own hearts, having nothing inwardly saw plainly was speaking you to a single perto feed and stay upon, but either formal duties son, and putting off my hat after the customs
which perished with the using, or disputable and fashions of the world, &c. I reasoned,
opinions about Christ and doctrinal things, in the must all be left and put away, before that
natural understanding and memory; but want- fleshly worldly nature and part in me could
ed a spiritual understanding of that which might wholly die, and I be perfectly dehvered from it?
This I Because I saw that these things, together with
then have been known of God within.
came to know and behold afterward, as the ap- using many words out of God's fear, were but
pearance of the tried corner stone laid in Zion, as food, to nourish and feed, and keep alive
most elect and precious unto them that believed that nature and part in me.
whereby I understood certainly, that
But how strongly the reasoning part within him
stood me, in the parting with these and other
it is not an opinion, but Christ Jesus the power
and arm of God, who is the Saviour, and being things, none knows, but those that have been
felt in the heart, and kept dwelling their by exercised in the like manner; neither can I exfaith.
He differs as much from all notions in press the multitude of ways and arguments
the head and brain, as the living substance dif- which the devil used, to keep me in those forand so much the
malities and observances
fereth from the picture or image of it.
The reception of the word of life in my soul, more, because of my great acquaintance,
was like unto the little book, which John in the through some public employment, and other
And yet the difficulty to part with
Revelations was commanded to eat, which occasions.
proved sweet in his mouth, but bitter in his my wisdom and knowledge, in which I had
So was the truth unto me, most sweet profited beyond many my equals, I found to be
belly.
and delightful unto my taste, even like unto the greatest of tribulations that I passed through,
Jonathan's honey, by which mine eyes were before I could enter into the kingdom of God,
opened, and my strength i-enewed with great viz. to be, as it were, beheaded for the testijoy and clearness which continued for some mony of Jesus for I found by certain experimonths after my tirst hearing, whereby my ence, that until man be truly crucified with
judgment was so enlarged and fortified against Christ, he cannot bear a true testimony for
for it is but a bearing witness to himail batteries and assaults from any of the dis- Christ
puters of this world, that I doubted not, but at self, which is not true; but after he is truly
that time I could have maintained the principle crucified with Christ, and risen with Christ,
of truth against all opposers. But all this then if he bears witness of Christ, his witness is
while, there was Httle of the outward form of true
hence is understood aright that faithful
truth regarded by me, until I heard the same saying, viz. For the testimony of Jesus is the
person declare the word of truth again.
Then spirit of prophecy. After a long and sharp
I began to see that all knowledge was nothing, fight of afflictions, and deep exercise in my
without practice and conformity to what I heart and conscience, I at last gave up to be a
knew. Then began the truth, like the little fool for Christ, and as one beside myself for
This was not effected without deep
book, to be bitter in my inward parts, because the Lord.
for I thought I should have been disI did not yield obedience unto what I was con- agonies
vinced to be my duty as to lay aside all su- tracted, because of God's terrors that were
and carriage, upon my soul but when, by his grace, he had
perfluities in apparel, words
which was hard for me to do, being then in subjected the spirit of my mind unto himself,
commission as justice of the peace
but by that I was made through its prevalency to
degrees, I was brought out of all consultations yield, and be still, that so he might do with me
in this respect, by sore and sharp terrors in my what himself pleased, giving up to the death
conscience ; for all my sins and" evils, which I of the fleshly man, mind, and wisdom also;

more poor

shattered

people, compassing our-

religion

,

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;
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through which, as the slaying of the first-born
in Egypt, it was then said unto me, " out of
Egypt have 1 called my son," which was before as one slain, by whom 1 am now made to
live as one born of God, into his everlasting
covenant for ever; which being thus known to
be his own, having loved it, he loves it unto' the

ence of his appearance in me, and to me,
even when I was weak in my understanding,
and had but fleshly apprehensions of Christ.
Nevertheless, the true saving Christ of God, is
indeed life, power, and virtue, whom to know
as such, is the knowledge of the truth, as it is
in Jesus
for the opinion or conception of

end.

Christ in the natural understanding,

Thus

came

know him,

whom

:

is

too short:

no but while that within, which warreth against
occasion of stumbling, to be him indeed that si- sin and evil, is minded and followed, it will
lenceth the disputer and wise of this world, an- rectify the understanding, to the true and right
swering fully, and most satisfactorily, the deep acknowledgment of him, who is the true God
inward cry and want that was in my soul, and and eternal life, the very Saviour of all them
was as a most sweet shower, that reached unto that believe in him. Many come to be dwarfs
the root of the matter in me, while the former in experience, by giving way to the will, and
revivings were but as summer drops, ushering not to the light in the conscience, to command
in a greater drought afterwards: or like a way- and steer the understanding and judgment, refaring man, that tarries but a night; and as I fusing the light, as natural and insufficient; and
passed on my spiritual journey, the bringing yet at the same time, follow the will and unfresh into my soul, the fulfilling of these, and derstanding, which are both natural and insufmany more sayings of scripture, like a brook ficient but understand it not, through the subby the way, most sweetly gladdened my soul, tilty of the old serpent.
when the Lord made me drink of them, as a
And thus I passed from Mount Sinai, to
cup he put into my hand, and himself was the Mount Sion
from the ministration of conportion of.
demnation, to the ministration of the Spirit;
through which I could, and in heart did, give
I may not forget to relate in my journeying,
how that after I came to Mount Sinai, I felt the thanks to God, through Jesus Christ, freeing
burnings of that fire, burning up all my own me from that condemnation which I lay under,
righteousness like stubble and straw, as not be- notwithstanding all my duties and beliefs, as the
ing able to afford me any shelter or preserva- sum and substance of all, being now my rule
tion from those flames.
Then I thought to rely and guide. He was the guide of my youth in
upon the knowledge I had of Christ, by read- many things, although I knew it not then; and
ing the scriptures; as, that he was my surety, now is that spirit, which gives true liberty from
and God accepted him, as in my stead, he every yoke of bondage, as being now known to
having satisfied divine justice, together with the be that ministration of the Spirit, which doth
sweet experiences that I formerly had of Christ, war against the flesh, and contrary to it, wherebefore I came into this way, or did believe in by that soul that walks after the Spirit, enjoys
his light in my own conscience
and I said life abundantly but if the spirit of this world
within myself. Shall I let go all these things for prevail, then death and condemnation come
an uncertainty? Unto all which, and many again; as it is written, so I found it to be true,
more reasonings of the like nature, it was said he that is in the flesh cannot please God, and
in me, to my great relief at that time, Was it a he that walks after the flesh shall die.
bare remembrance of Christ, and his merits
After this, I felt the Spirit of truth to rule in
and suretyship, mustered up, or in thy own me, and my spirit to be really in union theretime applied, or [by thy] own natural under- with, as before I was in union with the spirit of
standing, that did save thee, or helped thee in this world; which was from that time forward,
thy distress ? Or, was it my free revealing of as really a true rule to me to walk by, leading
him, as my arm and power within thee, as unto peace and rest, as before, when the old
really felt by thee, to comfort thee within; as man ruled, in following of him I had trouble
sin and the devil were felt within, to torment and sorrow.
So that it was verified plainly in
thee?
So that the seed of the woman, reach- me, the stability of thy times are righteousness
ing to the weak estate man is found in, when and peace; and also, that other scripture was
Christ appears to save him, even when satan, fiilfilled in me, viz. Neither circumcision, nor
the old serpent, is most busy, lifting up his uncircumcision availeth any thing, but a new
head to rule and torment the creature, this seed creature; and those only are accounted for the
is also known to be the seed of God, according
seed, the Israel of God, that do inherit true
to the spirit, bruising the head of the serpent, peace, who walk according to this rule.
and putting down all rule, that he may be a
When thus I felt the birth immortal raised
Prince and a Saviour for ever.
up in my inward parts, like a most pleasant
Thus I came to the saving knowledge of plant I felt it often put forth many sweet and
Christ, which did confirm my former experi- heavenly breathings after God, with a frequent
I

to

in

is

;

;

;

;

;
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answer from God

:

so that

k never sought

his

face in vain, or asked without a satisfactory
return.
I found also, as naturally praises Ewid
thanksgivings to arise and spring to God, from
the holy root, as ever before I had known a
wicked wrathful nature to cast up mire and
dirt, and to send forth fear, horror, trouble, and
distrust.

Now my

joy

was

full,

me

and often

a

unto God, to keep me poor
and needy in the daily cross nothing in self,
but out of self-willing and working, in the daily

cry arose

in

;
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comm^anded me to publish what I had
and handled, and passed through, of
the word and work of God
the which, 1 gave

ter,

and'

seen,

felt,

;

up

to do,

all

my

my own

wis-

being thereby fired out of

reasonings and consultations,

lest

dom would either get up again, and so I should
lose my own condition, and be judged as forward in my own will, by those 1 went to minister

amongst
and

or

;

meetings,

I

gather

should go and appoint
people together, and

should sit as a fool amongst them, having nothpure birth, ing to say unto them; with many other reasonfinding him to be a treasury and storehouse of ings, too numerous to mention particularly. But
all supplies; whereby both alone, and in meet- being followed with daily stirrings and motions
ings, 1 felt him often to arise in great power and of life, and a command to go to such a place
glory, to the constraining me to sound out like by name, signified to me by God's Spirit in my
a trumpet, living praises unto my God.
Out inward parts; which I obeying, I found a
of the mouth of this seed of eternal life, would blessed effect
and many were at that time
words proceed within me as I sat in meetings converted, who to this day abide in the truth,
with God's people, and at other times, which I and others died in the faith.
The circuit and
was moved to utter with my tongue often times compass of counties, was showed me by the
in the ci'oss to my own will, as seeming to my Spirit of the Lord, where mostly I should labour
earthly wisdom to be void of wisdom, and most in the work of the Lord; though not restraincontemptible to my natural understanding, not ed from travelling elsewhere, when required
knowing the end why 1 should keep such thereunto by the motion of the same Spirit so
words yet I was charged with disobedience, that I could not contain myself, but words
and deeply afflicted and troubled in my spirit, would proceed from me in meetings where I
when I neglected to speak them forth ; and was ordered among God's people, both at my
sometimes some others have spoken the same own habitation, and elsewhere ; and many
words, while I was doubting in the reasoning places were opened unto me, where I was to
about them ; and then I was much exercised, go and having smarted so deeply by God's
that it should be taken from me, and given to judgment upon my soul, for disobedience in
another that was faithful.
this kind, I gave up to God
and I found him
always to be larger in his goodness than I
could expect, and more abundant in pouring
out of his Holy Spirit, than my faith could
How I came by my ministry.
reach, even to the breaking of my heart many
The Lord having thus pleased to reveal his a time before him in secret, when no eye hath
Son in me, showed me in myself, the deceitful seen.
workings of the man of sin, in the mystery
To omit all the hardships and losses, as to
of iniquity, and his exaltation in the tem- my family, and all outward concerns, through
ple of God, being worshipped as God, above which I was obliged by a close pursuit of God's
all that is called
God, and rightly deserves anger and displeasure if I disobeyed, as well as
that name, although Httle known, or taken by the sweet continuance of the melting and
notice of by the creature, because of the ex- heart breaking sense of God's tender mercy to
altation and rule of another thing which ap- my soul, in bearing so long with me, and at
peared as God, but was not.
All this I saw in last doing so much for me ; as not only to free
the light of the Lord
and not only so, but felt me from all my foes, but also from my fears
by experience, how God raised up the younger, of death, which all my life time I had been suband made the elder, in possession in me, to ject to at times until I felt Christ come to deserve the younger, which the Lord had now liver me
But also, I
praises to God for ever.
raised up, as the beggar from the dunghill, and was constrained to obey the Lord, in going up
to know him who is both Prince and Saviour, and down, as he sent me, about his message;
and Minister also of the true tabernacle which taking no thought what I should say, but cried
God had pitched, and not man; which I did to him ofien in my spirit. Keep me poor and
not know in myself, while the first tabernacle needy, believing in thee, and then I shall speak
was standing, neither the holiest of all, while from thee, and for thee ; yea, from the enthe vail was over my heart, which vail I found graven sense of God's mercy upon my soul,
to be done away in Christ, and the new and that he sent his servants from' far to seek me,
living way thereby set open into the holiest of and to preach the everlasting gospel unto my
all.
Of this way, the Lord made me a minis- poor lost soul and why shall I refiise to go to

dependence upon the Lord

in this

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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lost, as mine once tence of premunire with my brethren at Lonand shall I not love my neighbour as don, but also have been tried for my life in the
myself? And I knowing God's terrors, shall country, and all for a good conscience to my
God but this Holy Spirit never left me, but
I refuse to persuade men in Christ's stead, in
obedience to his motions in my soul, to be re- many times hath made me to sing in prisons,
conciled to God, knowing him to be a consum- and often at the bar did bring fresh courage;
ing fire?
After this manner were the workings who by its virtue hath bound judges, and quite
of my mind, and the thoughts of my heart and confounded envious witnesses, that thought to
when I gave up to go as before, when, and destroy the innocent but by this Holy Spirit
where the Lord directed me, and to come again all turned to my joy my help is in it, and my
when he called me, I never failed of his assist- comfort flows from it, and my daily request is
ance.
But when to my own sense, I was the to my God, that all his people may in all
weakest in all the meeting, and was as an empty things be guided by it, that he for ever may be
vessel without one drop to relieve any, wonder- worshipped in it, and his blessed truth may be
ing what was become of all my knowledge, preached through it, that neither wit nor parts,
and now I should sit as one in poverty, but in a outward learning nor gifts, persons, nor forms,
posture fitter to be ministered unto, than to min- may ever be set or esteemed above it but that
and yet as I had sometimes we all, who have been baptized in it, may for
ister to others
nothing to give, so I had no wants as to my ever be found drinking into it, while in the
own condition, only for the sake of others that body that when we all come to lay down the
expected something from me, I was exercised body, we may do it with joy, both to the praise
but by degrees learned to die of the riches of his grace, and the comfort of
in my mind
unto the will of God, whether by silence, or those that shall survive us in the same truth.

seek others, whose souls are

was

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

speaking, to be content.

Amen.

In giving an account of the doctrines which
he preached, and in a belief of which, says he,
unto
I die in full assurance of a resurrection
That God only
eternal hfe, he declares, viz.
is/to be worshipped, and not any image or likeness, either of God the Father, or of his Son
Jesus Christ, or of the Holy Spirit, proceeding
;
from the Father and the Son ; nor the Virgin
Mary, nor any image or likeness of the Virgin
And thus hath God made prisons to be as Mary; or any other saint departed, or yet alive,
the schools for the true prophets, or nurseries ought to be worshipped or prayed unto, &c,
" I always believed and taught, that neither
and then being preserved in
for true divines
much fear and awfulness of God, from the the Pope, nor his Papists, or any other man or
deep sense I had of his majesty and purity in men, have power to pardon sins, past, present,
my heart ; I spoke of him as I felt his requir- or to come, or to give indulgences for sin or
ings thereunto, and his rewards were in my that their doctrine of purgatory, or prayers for
bosom as a most sweet and comforting cordial, the dead, were according to truth, but quite
that did lift up my spirit above all discomfort- contrary to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
ings, both from the enemies within, and with- New Testament, and contrary to the doctrine
out ; although both oft-times sorely beset me, of Christ and his apostles.
" And I do not, nor ever did believe, that the
even like bees on every side ; yet God's blessed
power and presence in me, and with me, fur- church of Rome, or the papal church, is the
nished my heart and tongue vvith suitable mat- true church, out of which there is no salvation;
ter to the conditions of the auditory, above all or that the Pope, or see of Rome, hath any auI might thority derived from Christ Jesus, or any of
fear of any thing or person present.
swell a volume with this subject, but this is his apostles, to be head of the true Catholic
spoken to the glory of the Almighty God, the church; or that he, or the see of Rome, jointly,

began to minister about the year 1656,
after I had been some months in Northampton
prison, for being at a meeting with God's
people, where I came to learn divinity through
deep outward sufferings, as well as inward exercises, witnessing the opening of the sealed
for after
mysteries of God through the woes
the first and second woes were past, new seals
were opened into the mysteries of God.
I

:

:

;

comfort and encouragement of his ministers or severally, have any jurisdiction or suprethat abide in his counsel, and the abasing of all macy over the said Catholic church in general,
flesh, that the all-sufficiency of his Holy Spirit or myself in particular; or that it belongs to
may be trusted in, and relied upon, as the only the Pope, or authority of the church or see of
supplier of his ministers and people, that go Rome, to be sole judge touching matters of religion, or sense of Holy Scriptures ; or to comAmen.
forth in his name.
This Holy Spirit hath been to me both meat mand the least tittle of doctrine or discipline
and drink, as the Rock of old that followed the merely from his, or their own power and auIsraelites
yea, ten times, as I remember, have thority, without warrant or license from the
Holy Scripture. He or they in their so com»
I been in bonds, and not only incurred the sen:

•

;;
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manding, are not only tyrannical, but anti
and repugnant to the royal office of
Christ
and such I believe to be his and their
doctrines of transubstantiation and elevation,
and worshipping of the host or wafer after consecration, with the using of their cream and
spittle, and their penances upon their confession to a priest; and all the rest of his and their
inventions whatsoever; I ever did, and still do
deny and abhor the same, as false and contrary
christian,
;

I

217

and apostles had

;

yet neither believed, nor

taught, that either myself, or

any

other,

were

be equalized unto them, either in our speaking, or writings
either in the same degrees,
discoveries, or attainments : as it pleased God
to

;

make them his instruments, in delivering
those holy records and oracles of his mind and
will, contained in the Holy Bible, for an unito

versal service unto the children of

men

;

so far,

by the providence of God, their writings
came to be spread abroad in the world.
" I believe the Holy Scriptures to be the best
the worship of

to true Christian religion.

"

:

believed and preached that

as

and not carnal, in all its parts outward rule in the world, yet cannot rightly
and ordinances, and ought not to be imposed by and truly be understood but by the Holy Spirit
any outward force, but performed by the in- that gave them forth and that the Spirit of
ward leadings of God's Spirit and he that thus God can and may give the inward virtual knowworships God in the Spirit, his faith carries ledge of Christ unto salvation, where the Scriphim beyond his performances, with righteous tures, outwardly, never came to give the hisAbel, and preserves him, that he is not lost or torical knowledge of him; and in a sober sense
drowned in the form, like Cain neither falls what Chrysostom saith, to the godly and faithhe short of the glory of God, nor of his assur- ful, the Scriptures are not necessary
for so
saith the apostle. There is no law provided 'for
ance of acceptance with him.
" I believed and preached the truth of the the just.
And again, it behoveth us to have no
Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament, need of the Scriptures, but in all things to show
beginning my declaration most times with scrip- ourselves so pure and clean, that instead of
books, we might use the grace of the Holy
ture sentences, as moved by the Holy Spirit
not daring to open my mouth, until I was in- Spirit."
" Nevertheless, I believe that the Holy Scripwardly satisfied, and believed, that these were
the words, given me of God, to speak to the tures ought to be received upon the authority
people, where, by his providence, he ordered of the Spirit, evidencing the truth thereof unto
me to preach the everlasting gospel, according the conscience, and not only upon the bare auwhich was thority of any church or council whatsoever
to the assistance of his Holy Spirit
sometimes longer, and sometimes shorter, as Theodoret, Hist. lib. 2. chap. 7. saith, " The
the Spirit of God enabled me, and gave me ut- evangelical, apostolical, and prophetical oracles, do plainly instruct us by a touch or feelterance.
" 1 never wanted assistance suitable to the ing of their majesty or divine power."
" Neither any visible church, so called, or any
service God called me unto, as my will and
mind was subjected to the orderings of this Spi- outward councils, have authority or dominion
over true believers' faith towards God because
rit, freed from all forethinkings, or forecastings
how to begin, or what to say, or how to go on this doctrine, that they have authority over
when 1 was begun but the more passive I was, other men's faith, is not only contrary to Scrip'
the greater enlargements I had, with the sweet- ture, which testifies the apostles had no such
est inward contentment of soul, and yet in deep- authority or dominion^ 2 Cor. i. 24. 1 Pet. v. 3,
est abhorrency of myself at the same time
but also being a dangerous influence upon ouf
finding it always safest and best, both for my belief, to subject our faith to human resolutions.
" I believe that without supernatural grace
own preservation, and blessed success and effect upon the auditory
not daring to give way, there is no salvation
for although that which
or yield to the least tickling applause, praise, is called good nature, be as it were, an excelor commendation, either arising in, or from lency of the first creation, and hath such a demyself, or from any others but still felt an in- lightful union with itself in others, which is as
ward cry to my God, to keep me poor and like to the union of the measure of grace as
humble and mostly when I was poorest in may be yet it being but of the first creation,

God

is spiritual,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

beginning of the meeting, as I cannot of itself, bring man or woman into the
thought none so poor and empty as myself, happiness and bliss that appertain to the new
then I was most assisted, and the meeting most creation, or world to come ; yet its worth is
spirit

at the

refreshed

;

commonly
ing

"

and

in

was ended, as
I

my

spirit, at that

as poor and
I

time,

empty when

was before

it

I

was such,

the meet-

began.

believed and taught, that there are those

that a little grace easily commands it,
while that which is commonly called ill nature,
will hardly be ruled by a far greater measure.
" That nature and grace are of different na-

our days, that do speak and write from a tures or kinds for that good- nature seldom
measure of the same spirit which the prophets ters, except by some great outward trial or
Vol. XIII.— No. 6.
28

in

;

al-

in-
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ward conflict whereas supernatural grace often
causes inward disturbances, by reason of ils
opposition to every thing of a contrary nature
to itself: but it is greatly to be feared, that this
good nature, I have been speaking of, is too
much taken for, and believed to be, the super
natural grace; especially where this Divine
grace is not arisen in the heart, or come into
dominion, to bear some rule in the understand;

ing,

and authority

in the

inward

parts.

" That the new creature, or new creation,
in the Scripture, partakes of the divine nature, which is Christ the image of God,
also called Christ formed in us by the divine
power, 2 Pet. i. 3, 4, compared with Gal. iv. 19,
which is something substantially in the regenerate, whereby they cry and call in their hearts
after God, and after all those things that are
well pleasing in his sight, the life or spirit of
his Son in them being plainly and frequently
heard within them, leading and guiding this
new man, as it were, by the rule of its own nature, according to Gal. vi. 16, which the truly
regenerate experimentally find to be much more
than mere qualities or habits, as some imagine;
for by faith in its divine power, they do enter
into that rest which remains for the people of
God, spoken of, Heb. iv. 9. Such as are entered into this rest, have also teased from their
own works, as God did from his, when he rested from the creation on the seventh day, and
sanctified it.
So by following the guide and
rule of the new creature, the regenerate labour
against all that would hinder their entrance into
this gospel-rest, as not to do their own works,
nor to speak their own words, nor think their
own thoughts on this sabbath day, but still remember to keep it holy, lest they fall short by
unbelief; for the Word of God within them, is
quick and powerful to make it manifest, when
any distrust or negligence is given way to; and
that Word pierces, to the dividing asunder of the
soul and spirit, &c., and is a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart.
All things
are manifest in his sight, and open and bare before his eyes with whom we have to do."

spoken of

An

Epistle of Love

to all that

are in present suf-

ferings, whether inwardly or outwardly.

[1660.

and live ; and therefore hath he sent unto you
of his servants, early and late, to forewarn you
of the evils and dangers that were coming upon
you. But your hearts were so hardened, through
the deceitliilness of sin, and you choked with
the cares of this life, and your minds so filled
and taken up with the present enjoyments of
worldly delights, and fleshly ease, that there

was no room or entrance for any thing that
came unto you, though delivered in never so
much tenderness and bowels of affection, from
a true sight and deep sense of what must unavoidably overtake you.
Like Jeshurun, you

were grown

fat, and kicked against what could
be said unto you ; looking upon yourselves as
so enriched with worldly glory and delights,
and so decked therewith, that you sat as queens,

as if none could pluck you from your throne,
or seats, because of the sureness and firmness
of your standing, as you thought and concluded
in yourselves.
And your v.'ork was, how to

climb up higher, and to soar aloft in your glory,
beyond any that had been before you ; that so
your families might be great, and your names

renowned

to posterity, and your children enriched with your gettings and possessions ; so
that you were just like the wild ass colt upon

the mountains and high

hills,

snuffing up the

wind, and kicking the heel, and laughing at,
and having in derision, all those that came unto
in the name of the Lord, with the word of
Lord concluding it to be but the fancy of
a drunken brain, or the offspring of a precipi-

you
the

tate

;

zeal, without

you made

light

of

a true understanding.
it,

and made no doubt

So
in

yourselves, to shake off those things, like Paul's
shaking off the viper from his hand, and like

Samson to go forth as at other times but
knew not how, by that fleshly confidence, and
;

carnal security, and worldly delights and pleasures, which had made you, like drunken men,
not only fearless and careless, but also senseless

of what could be said unto you, or done

against you.

So high had you made your nests, that you
hand that could pluck you down;
and therefore it was your manner, in that light,
elevated and transported spirit, with scorn and
disdain, wholly to reject and refuse either the
feared not the

hearing of such counsels as were tendered unto
you, by message in words or in writing, or
otherwise to receive them in feigned humility,

day of the fourth month, 1660,
upon the way, there came and a complimentary spirit
putting ofT the
upon my heart a deep sense of your conditions; more serious hearing or reading thereof, with
whereupon I was pressed in spirit to write these Felix, until a more convenient season
satisUpoiv the

as

I

was

first

travelling

;

;

following lines.

fying yourselves with this imaginary conceit,

Many

have been the warnings, counsel and that you had pleased and given content unto
you from the persons that so spake or wrote to you this
the Lord, out of the love that he bears unto you, being your utmost end and design, if by all you
who would not have you to perish, but rather could but procure popular applause, and ingrathat you might repent, and do your first works. tiate yourselves into any party or interest,
advice, which have been given unto

;

;
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thereby to corroborate and strengthen your seat shall overtake; for you shall not be able to
and standing. All your confessions, profes- escape his fury, though you fly to the uttermost
sions, and acknowledgments, were but like Ab- parts of the earth, yet there shall his hands find

salom in the day of his advance, saying with you out. You have numbered him amongst
him in your hearts, " O that all men would transgressors, and hardened your necks against
come unto us," that there might be none to op- his reproof in your own hearts and consciences,
pose you, or disquiet your ease, and " we would and have had them in derision that have directdo them justice !" but this was to palliate your ed you thereunto, to take heed and to obey his
worldly interests, that you were with so much
But now is your
eagerness seeking to exalt.
month come upon you, and the day that was
threatened, and you forewarned of it, hath overtaken you ; and it is a day of gloominess and
darkness, and thick clouds; so that it appears
to be night, rather than day, and the sun to be
set and gone down, and the shadow of death

counsel, lest you perished in the gainsaying,
and the spirit of grace ceased striving with you;
and then, he that hathsuffered long, and borne the
iniquity, withdraws his shoulder, and the word
of his power, whereby he upholds all things:
and then you shall bear your own iniquity, and
feel the weight and burden thereof; and then
shall you know by woful experience, and drink
approaches, and fears and amazements seem of the cup of his fury, without mixture of mercy,
And who is able then to abide or
to compass you about as a mighty host, and or support.
your names and posterities to be blotted out, stand, when thus he ministers pure wrath and
and ignominy and reproach to be cast upon displeasure in the fierceness of his indignation,
you, and to be your portion, from the. basest of against and upon the rebellious, who would not
men. Instead of crisping-pins, and gorgeous hearken in the day of their prosperity, but were
attires and apparel, and mincing with your feet, grown rich, and full, and wise, and strong, and
and sweet fumes, and odours and smells, shall said in themselves, " We have need of nothing;
be stenches and that which shall be an abhor- our tongues are our own, who shall control us?
ring and a loathing unto them, that you have We know what it is to be religious, and to protrampled upon, and thought too mean to con- fess God and Christ, and the Scriptures. These
verse with. That conformity to the world, and things we have professed and known, and were
the greatness and glory thereof, and that fel- once zealous in them, and for them, and were
lowship and communion which you are increas- tender-hearted, and broken in our spirits, and
ing apace, with those who have their portion in then could we weep and mourn, and pray and
this life, even unto them also shall you be a fast, and tell of our experiences, and durst not
disdain and an hissing; so that you are become, commit sin, nor do anything that we knew to
like Israel of old, as the vines amongst the trees be evil, because of a fear that was upon us.
"Now we are past those things, and mind not
of the forest, which when it hath left its bearbut account those as posing, and bringeth forth no fruit, is good for no- the feeling of them
thing, not so much as to make a pin of, so as sessed with a fanatic spirit, that say they are
to hang a vessel thereon, but is only become moved by the Spirit of the Lord, to remind us
as fuel for the fire.
of our former days of tenderness, and speak so
Wo is me, wo is me for you what will be- much to us of feeling that broken heart, and
come of you ? For I am pained, because of the contrite spirit, and true thirst and hunger after
utter desolation that is coming upon you, even the living God, which sometimes we felt
and
to the utmost!
And then shall those that you condemn and cry against all knowledge and
have scorned, laugh at your calamity, and speculative notions, above and beyond the feelmock when your fear comes, which shall come ings, as that which will not avail, nor stand in
upon you as an armed man; and you shall not stead in the day of the Lord. And these in
be able to withstand his dread, because of the ourselves we condemned, and the spirit by which
load of guilt, and the weight of sin, that lies they spake to us, we judged to be fanatical
upon your consciences, and presseth you down, and therefore it is justly come upon us, to have
and plunges you into the utter darkness, even that name given unto us by our enemies, which
thick darkness, that may be felt.
For your we gave unto our friends for if we had not so
time of working is over, and the night in which looked upon them, we would have taken their
no man can work is come upon you and counsel. But we looked upon those former
though you seek to fly as upon dromedaries, times of tenderness in religion, to be the days
and to make a league with death and hell, and of our minority and infancy and we are now
by your compliances with, and your calling to come beyond those things, and some of us
the rocks, the hills, and the mountains; yet grown past feeling, into a belief, that there is
shall they not be able to hide you from the nothing sin, but what a man imagines so to be;
wrath of the Lamb, nor to shelter you from the and so are soared aloft, and mounted up upon
indignation of him that is too strong for you. the wings of reason and state policy, looking
And though you fly upon the swift, a swifter upon that to be religion, wherein self-security
;

;

!

;

:

;

;

;
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most preserved and promoted. And so have
concluded within ourselves, that the ground of
our former trouble inwardly, and of the like
trouble that is upon others now, did and doth
and so
arise from the distrust of our reason
have concluded all inward feeling and possessing of the presence of God, and the light of his
countenance, to be but the strength of fancy or
imagination.
This apprehension and belief
hath been strengthened in us by the many experiences and examples that in our observations
we have taken notice of; namely, what a
general and universal defection there hath been
in all sorts of persons, of various judgments and
opinions, that have sprung up, and the respective confidence that they have had of their
ways and opinions, and their proneness to be
taken with the glory and riches of this present
world, and equally with a zeal to pursue after
them, when they have had an opportunitity to
enrich themselves thereby.
And when tiiey
have been tried with such opportunities, they
have been found too light, and lost their zeal
and tenderness in religion and therefore from
these observations, we have been strengthened
in our belief, thatto get wealth and live at ease,
and secure our places, and to comply to any
man, or with any thing, in order to this end,
hath been goodness enough, and the very religion of our hearts; though with our lips we
have spoken and professed otherwise."
O thou exalted above the stars, who art
climbed up another way, and hast set up thy
nest on high, and fenced it about, as with impregnable walls, whose searedness and confidence is all thy safety ; the Lord is undermining thy foundation, and he is bringing thee
down as with a mighty hand. He is causing!
thy fall to be as a mill stone into the sea, and
he is making thine enemies to rule over thee ;
even thou that hast been in thy jollity, and
making merry, and sending and receiving the
gifts, in this way wherein the witnesses have
The
lain slain in the streets of this great city.
Spirit of life from the Lord is entering into
them again, and they shall stand upon their
feet, and fire shall come down from heaven,
and consume their enemies, and they shall torment all that dwell upon the earth. Therefore,
hear the word of the Lord, O ye stout-hearted
is

;
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hear the voice of the rod in the day of your
fulness, you shall hear the voice of wrath and

and flood upon flood shall come
upon you, and billow upon billow shall overflow you
so that you shall not be able to escape, nor fly from his presence.
O hear, hear the word of the Lord, and
hearken, that yet, notwithstanding, your souls
may live ; and if it be possible, may be redeemed out of the land of darkness, and the
deep captivity in which they are plunged.
Do
not fly, nor make a league with thine enemies
neither let despair and unbelief swallow thee
desolation,

;

up; but bear the indignation, because thou hast
Lay down thy back, that the plowers
may plow deep furrows ; lay thy mouth in the
dust, and say, " I have sinned, I have sinned;
and for my iniquity are these things come upon
me, and because of the weight thereof, am I
pressed down; and if the Lord arise not, I must
perish under them." Think not upon revenge
" for vengeance is the Lord's, and he will repay it." For thy rising up, and thy restoration, and thy recovery, must not be by an arm
of flesh, nor by a bow of steel, but by the revealed arm of the Lord, that must bring salvation to thee
and therefore must thou be patient,
and still, and quiet, and ascribe righteousness
to the Lord, until he arise.
For through sore
judgment must tliou be delivered, and all thy
ways must be hedged up with thorns, that thou
mayest not be able to pass from under his
hand, nor from the smart of his stroke.
For
this is the day of the recovery, not only of thy
soul out of the pit, that waits in the patience
and long suffering, and out of the mire and the
clay, wherein thy feet have stuck fast, so that
thou hast not been able to run in the ways of
righteousness ; but also, of the recovery of the
corn, and the wine, and the oil, which he gave
unto thee, and thou hadst forgotten that he gave
it thee, that thou mayest return unto him, from
whom thou art fallen by thine iniquity. For
was it not better with thee in the day of thy
meanness and poverty, not only of spirit, but
outwardly, when thou hadst not those possessions in the earth as now thou hast, nor faredst
so deliciously as now thou dost?
Was it not
better with thee then, than it is now?
Let the
witness of God answer.
And therefore like
and stiff-necked, whose hearts are become as a bull in the net must thou be cast, who hast
an iron sinew, and whose sins are written as been seeking liberty and largeness for thyself,
with the point of a diamond. O tremble, tremble but hast not cared how much others were in
and therefore is the
at the word of the Lord, which saith, " He straightness and captivity
gave you space to repent, but you repented day come upon thee, wherein the same meaWherefore a bed of torment is pre- sure, thou measuredst to others, is measured to
not !"
Therefore thou must bear in patience,
paring for you, and the cup which you gave to thyself.
others shall you drink, and you shall squeeze that the seed thou mayest know, which the
out the dregs thereof.
and misery is com- Lord's love is unto, and feel it in thyself; that
ing upon you, and languishing and distress which hath sufl^ered long, even all this time of
shall cover you ; and because you will not thy wantonness.
For this is the seed which
sinned.

:

;

j

|

;

Wo

:
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cries unto God, though thou regardest not the
cry thereof, because of thy fulness, and because
of the noise that hath been in thy heart, both
about keeping what thou hast already gotten,
and how to enlarge thy barns to hold more but
the cry of the poor hath not been regarded, even
that seed in thee, which hath groaned for deliverance; and sometimes, because of the anguish
though,
thereof, thy soul cried out for distress
through the variety of thy pleasures, thou endeavourest to murder it, and to stop its cry.
Is it not now an acceptable time, to speak a
word in due season to thee, from one that is
sensible of thy burden, and travails with thee
for thy deliverance? O that thou wouldst hear,
And even now, when
that thy soul might live
the Lord is as one retired into his place, and
all thy comforts and lovers seem to stand at a
distance from thee, and thou art as one termed
desolate and forsaken, and the wrath of the
enemy is ready to swallow thee up, in telling
;

;

!
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the hand of the Lord, and give it again
with the same freedom that it was received
and though it hath nothing in the world, as to
the enjoynients of the world, yet it possesseth

at

things, in that

all

world.
scent,
its

Neither

is

kingdom is not of this
a seed of so low a de-

its
it

and so ignoble an

offspring, as to

have

delight or, joy in this world: but though

it

hath lain amongst the pots, and been as in the
manger, yet must it have the wings o^ a dove,
in the simplicity and innocency thereof, must
mount up over the world, and have its rest
with its father Abraham.
And this is the seed

and
it

and forsakes all, to go to
Lord shows it and believes
in the hope, against the hope, and staggers not
through the weakness of faith, by considering
that follows his steps,

the land that the

;

the reasonings of the earthly birth, or fleshly

but
glory unto
spirit;

is

strong

God and

in

the faith, and

gives

submits unto him, to

let

him do what seemeth good in his sight.
O Friends had you hearkened unto this, and
thee, there is no hope for thee, and that the day
of thy visitation is over, and that the pit will let it gone free, then had not this day come
open its mouth, and swallow thee up in the upon you, nor this hour of darkness overtaken
Arise, arise, thou you
and therefore now be wise, and receive
sight of all thine enemies.
I

;

captive, thou exile, thou outcast of Israel, thou
that art termed

forsaken, both in thine

eyes, and in the eyes of

all

own

that behold thee;

day of thy deep visitation, hear the
voice of the rod, and know the hand of him
this is the

who speaks
unto you in the secret of your hearts, that you
may hear his voice, and live. For he is saying to you, as once he did to Adam, in the cool
of the day, now the heats are over. Where are
ye? And what have ye been doing? Have
ye not sinned, in eating that which was forbidthe instructions of the Almighty,

that smites with it, that through the chastisings
and the rebukings, thy soul may be recovered.
O cease from man, and from all revengeful den, and in feeding upon that which was likely
thoughts, and hearken not to the counsel of to make wise, and was beautiful to the eye, and
thine own heart, neither lend an ear to the pleasant to the taste, but is become as gall and
wicked, and lean not to thy own understanding. wormwood in the belly?
In this day of adFor God's thoughts are not as thy thoughts, versity, when you come to consider where you
neither his ways like thine; thine are thoughts are, and what you have been doing, are you
and ways of evil, his of good therefore judge not indeed naked ? And are you not flying, as
the disquietness of thy mind with that grace and he was, to the bushes, and for shelter to every
light, that gives thee the sight and the sense of imagination that springs up in your minds, and
it, and say not, " He hath shut up his loving
counsel that is given to you from the earthly
kindness in forgetful ness, or will be merciful no spirit, either in yourselves or others? And are
more." Fear not thou, worm Jacob, though all you not sewing fig-leaves, and making covertread upon thee, be thou still
for thy deliver- ings for yourselves, to mitigate the offence, as
ance must be from the Lord and that is the he did, by saying, " The woman that thou
seed, that lies low under all, that is dumb, and gavest me, deceived me?"
And so you are
opens not his mouth in revenge that lies do^n covering and hiding by excuses and pretences,
in his will, and drinks the cup, because it is that which in the day of your simplicity and
the Father's good pleasure.
This is the seed, tenderness you would not have been ashamed
to which the blessings belong; and it is that of, and since, in the day of your prosperity,
which must hear the word of the Lord, and have gloried in as your crown. O do not so,
come out of Egypt, to worship God in his own for the Lord will not be mocked for such as
land, that it may be set free ; from which he you have sown, such shall you reap.
Be not
cannot withhold his bowels, nor the strength of like Israel of old, to add evil to evil, not only
his love
but that it might be set free, that he in forsaking the fountain, but hewing out invenmight render double unto it, beyond whatever tions and excuses, which will not hold in this
entered into thy heart to conceive.
And this is day of your distress but be upright-hearted
the seed that the Lord hath blessed, and that and single to God, seeking out no covers, nor
can be content both to abound, and to suffer sinful compliance, lest you lose this day of visiwant; and to be abased, and how to receive tation also, and the little glimmering of hope
:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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you persist not in
your wickedness, but on the contrary, if you
do, ye sliall go down to the pit, where there is
no Remembrance of him.
that yet remains for you, if

To you

thai are called Public Preachers, or

Mi-

Gospel, and are under present

nisters of the

sufferings, or possessed loithfear, thai you shall
suffer either in relation to your places or consciences.

Why are you afraid? And wherefore are
your hearts disquieted? If you have preached
the gospel in season, and out of season, will not
Or is not your gosthat keep you in peace?
Or are you afraid,
pel, the gospel of peace?
because you made use of the gospel, to preach
up war? If you have discharged your duties
faithfully, and sought no man's goods, but their
good if so, will not the good overcome the
evil ?
And if you suffer for righteousness sake,
are you not blessed? And if you can live upon
the gospel, will not that maintain you, and save
you? Why are you then troubled?
;

If another generation, more righteous than
you, spring up; and those that have been long
humbling, and under a sharp rebuke, be re-

stored to their places again,
if

;

and separathave died in a

in casting poor people into prison,

ing

man and

wife, until they

gaol, and that for a thing of naught, as for
smoke-penny, and a garden-penny, and such
like trifles as should not be named amongst
Christians, much less amongst those who call
themselves the ministers of the gospel and all
;

because for conscience sake they could not
let them gather that had not scattered, nor him
reap that had not sown, nor his ox feed in that
corn which he had not trodden out, nor pay him
wages whom he never hired, neither did any
this,

work

for

him:

if

those ministers, that

after you, shall not do these things, nor

come
make

faith and a good conscience, by
serving the times, and complying with worldly
interests, to enrich themselves, and fare deli-

shipwreck of

but shall at all seasons preach
good example both in life and
doctrine; oppressing no man's conscience, but
giving freely, and freely receiving; not following your steps, but the steps of Christ and his
apostles, who chose to obey God rather than
man; and not to comply for self-safety and
advantage, who spake as the spirit gave them
utterance; and not what men commanded, con-

ciously thereby

;

freely, giving

trary thereto;

But

if these,

will

that

not the

come

in

Lord
your

bless

follow your steps, in all or atiy of the things

Lord drive them out, and
and unfaithfulness, as he hath done, and is doing of you before them ?
And therefore why should you be
troubled, except for the load of guilt, and weight
of oppression, and merciless cruelty, that lies
upon you ? And for these things you ought to
be humbled, that if it be possible you may be
recovered out of the gall of bitterness, and bond
of iniquity ; that so your souls may be saved,
in this day of your visitation and sore chastisement that is coming upon you, and you restored
to your former integi'ity, and uprightness of
heart, which sometimes some of you were acquainted with, before you walked in the way of
Balaam, to attempt to curse Israel, or to run
greedily for gifts and rewards.
O that there
were an ear open, to hear the voice of this
chastisement, that your souls might be recovered out of the snare of the enemy.

aforesaid, will not the

them

cast

To

off, for

all those that

their rebellion

are in present sufferings in their

and minds, because they do not understand the end of the Lord in these late transachearts

tions.

Know ye

and you put out

they preach better, and live better, that
their moderation may be known unto all men
and that they are not so greedy of filthy lucre,
as you were ; nor use that rigor, and severity,
and inhumanity, which some of you have done,

and
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them?

places, shall

the seed of God, even Abraham's
and as that comes to be raised, and
brought forth, and bear rule in your hearts, so
shall ye understand the mind of the Lord, and
he will not hide from you the thing that he
Are you strangers in Israel, that you
doth.
know not the causes and provocations that the
Lord hath had from day to day, from a gainsaying and disobedient people, who draw near
him with their lips, but their hearts were far
from him and who said, " Is not the Lord
amongst us? No evil shall come unto us:"
who had provoked him to jealousy from day to
day; and after many a warning given unto
them by the servants of the Lord, and his overturning time after time, yet would they not
hearken, but rebelled more and more, and continued to oppress the innocent, and for their
own ends gratified the ungodly, and cried up
those whom the Lord by his word cried against?
And not only so, but what wickedness was
there found within their gates, and injustice in
their courts, and pride and fulness of bread
within their palaces, exceeding any that had
been before them besides, their profession of

s6ed

;

;

;

religion,

made

subservient to state policy; bro-

and one friend undermining another, and all to promote self, which
the Lord had thrown down in others, and they,
in an eminent way, were setting it up in themselves?
How could the Lord but reckon for
Was not his suffering long, and
these things ?
ther betraying brother,

his .patience stretched out to the uttermost,

the

measure of

their iniquities full

?

and

And was

;;

;
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not then righteous with the Lord, to give them

hands of the treacherous dealer, who
themselves had dealt treacherously one with
And so hath he reanother, and to others?
paid them with that which they requited others
Therefore say not you, Why hath the
withal.
Lord done this? Nor busy your minds or
up

into the

223
and shall

that into mischief,
that

you had hearts

rise

no more.

O

to consider the languishing

state of this nation that righteousness might be
encouraged, justice promoted, sin and iniquity
stopped, and you a terror to the workers thereof.
Let not that be found amongst you, which was
found amongst them that were cast out before
thoughts about the cause of his dealings but you, to advance any sect, party, or opinion
mind that in your own hearts, that accuseth but let him of every sect, party, or judgment,
you for your treachery against the Lord, who that fears God, and works righteousness, find
hath showed thee, O man, what is good, " to protection from your government: so shall pardeal justly, to walk uprightly, to show mercy, tiality be shut out, and distributive justice, and
and to walk humbly with thy God." Keep impartial righteousness be administered unto
thou to that in thine own heart; for it is that all, and run down our streets like a stream.
which may be known of God, which is mani- Then shall it be well for you, that the Lord hath
fested in thee
and by that he shows thee, O so long chastised you, that you might learn
man, what is good and to that must thou take righteousness, and hate iniquity; so shall the
heed, lest thou drop into the same snare with nations be healed, and the distiactions thereof
those, whose fall thou art admiring, and so their composed.
But on the contrary, if iniquity be
case become thy case. If thou standest by faith, sheltered under your wing, and unrighteousyet except thou believest in that within thyself, ness, profaneness, and ungodliness, be countethat shows thee what is good, thou canst not nanced, encouraged, or connived at; then shall
avoid falling likewise neither canst thou, by the fury of the Lord smoke against you, and
beating thy brain, or musing in thine under- his righteousness shall be revealed, to throw
standing, understand the end of these things ; you down, and that with an hand more eminent
for they are too hard for thee to find out; until and remarkable, than that which brought you
thou return into the sanctuary, which is the in ; and the sound and report of your destrucgrace of God manifested in thee ; and thereby tion and extirpation, shall exceed and go farshalt thou learn the fear of the Lord, whereby ther, and strike the nations afar ofl^, with greater
the heart shall.be kept clean, and thou kept out astonishment, and amazement of spirit.
Even
of their snares.
their ears shall tingle, and fright shall take hold
apon them, because of the revelation of the
To you who are in present power, who are raised righteous judgments of the Lord, against a reup by the fall and overthrow of those that toent bellious people, whom he would have healed
again and again, but they would not, but inbefore you.
sulted and revolted yet more and more, and
Do not you boast yourselves in your own abused the patience and long-suffering of the
strength, nor glory over those who are under Lord towards them, and turned their deliveryour feet, but consider the end of the Lord in ances against the Lord, to puff and swell themthese things.
For, not for your sakes hath he selves up, beyond any that ever was before
wrought this change, that you might glory in them if^ this be your state, you shall perish
the arm of flesh, or exalt yourselves, because suddenly, and that without remed)'^ ; and then
the day is -yours; but know assuredly, that it shall you know, that the Lord hath spoken by
was to be avenged of an hypocritical and gain- me.
saying generation, who said, and did not. And
therefore is he arisen in righteousness to plead To all that fear the Lord, and whose hearts are
with them, and that those, whom they have
upright with him, and yet are sensible of the
ruled over, might once more rule over them
suffering state of the Church that is in God
that you by their fall might take warning, and
because of the oppressions, and weights, and
not lust after that which they lusted after, nor
burthens, that lie upon the righteous seed.
oppress that which they oppressed, both in
themselves and others ; but that you might
Fear not, nor be dismayed with any amazeundo the heavy burdens, and take off every ment. For your sakes will the Lord arise, and
yoke, and let the oppressed go free ; which if shake terribly the earth, and remove that which
you do, both as to civil and spiritual rights, is shaken, that that whiih cannot be shaken
which they promised to do, but did not, then may remain. Your heads will he lift up above
shall you prosper, and the righteous rejoice in all your enemies, and the day of your redempyour government but if those things continue, tion shall draw nigh, and satan shall be trodfor which they were cast out befoi'e you, then den under your feet, and you brought into the
shall the indignation of the Lord smoke against mountain of the Lord, where ye shall feed upon
you, and your fall be great and speedy, and the fat things which he hath prepared upon his
!

;

:

;

:

:

:
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holy mountain. This mountain shall you know but by his Spirit will he remove the mountains,
be over, and on top of, all the mountains ; and all that lets, out of the way.
Therefore be
and here you shall abide, and dwell in the not faithless, but believing, and dwell in the padwelling-place that is upon Mount Zion ; and tience, out of that which would limit the Holy
upon all your glory shall be a defence, and One, either to time or means
so shall yon
none shall be able to make you afraid. Then come to the overcoming and to be more than
shall ye know him that shall stand the last conquerors through Christ your life, who is
upon the earth, and ye shall receive dominion manifest in your mortal flesh. And concerning
from him, whereby ye shall reign with him for the times and seasons, I need not write unto
For you know perfectly in yourselves,
evermore. Therefore watch ye unto prayer, you.
and be you diligent in the work of the Lord, that the day of the Lord so cometh, as a thief
that when they shall cry peace
that you may finish with faithfulness the testi- in the night
mony that he hath given you to bear for his and safety, then sudden destruction shall come
name's sake; and know assuredly, that nothing upon them
for now is their hour, and the
can harm you, while you follow that which is power of darkness but dwell you in the secret
Watch ye in the light of Christ, that ye place of the Most High, under the shadow of
good.
may be kept out of that part, in yourselves, his wing, and enter into your privy chambers,
which appertains to this world, and the things and shut the door till the calamity be overpast.
thereof, in that good part which shall never be For it shall not be long until the Lord shall
taken from you, in which the god of this world visit his seed, and gather it from off the barren
hath no part.
There is your safety for ever; hills and mountains, that they that have gone
there is the faith known, that stops the rqouths astray, through the allurements, pleasures, and
of lions, and rebukes the roarings of the sea, vanities of this world, shall be gathered into
and keeps in the calm, as in an ark, when all the fold; then shall there be one fold, and one
and the sons of God shall sing tothe world shall be overwhelmed with the LordV shepherd
wrath and displeasure. Then shall you be gether, and the morning stars shall rejoice, and
safe, and plant the earth with righteousness; clap their hands for joy, because of so great
and the former things shall be passed away, salvation. They that are faithful shall know
and the old heaven and the old earth melted c5nd see this, and be glad for the Lord will
away, and passed as a scroll ; and the new not leave you, nor forsake you ; you that are
heaven and the new earth, wherein dwelleth bold, valiant, and faithful for his name, and
righteousness, shall remain, and the inhabitants love not your lives unto the death, that you may
therein shall rejoice, and shall sing the songs finish the testimony of Jesus ; but are as sheep
of Zion, and the songs of the Lamb, the praise appointed for the slaughter, and are like those
of him that hath saved them. For your king- that are killed all the day long; yet the Lord
dom is not of this world, but he hath chosen my God will arise for your sakes, and will
you to be as pilgrims and strangers in and to utter his voice from Zion, and his thunderings
Although your bodies be in the from Jerusalem ; and you shall be glad with
the world.
world, yet use it and possess it, as though you his salvation, to the praise of his name for ever.
John Crook.
that you may be Amen.
used and possessed it not
known to be the redeemed of the Lord, that are
seeking a city that hath foundations ; and your
conversations may be known to be above the To Friends in Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, and
earth, with all its glory, and you be saved out
thereaways: mercy and peace rest among you.
of all, and raised up over all, by him that
throws down, and exalts at his pleasure.
Dear friends and brethren,—-Many and
This is the word of the Lord to you all; you long have been the days of your sorrow and
are the Lord's host, and he will go before you, mourning, and great also have been the deand be your rear-ward
and by you, and liverances which you have known what peothrough you, will he bring mighty things to ple have been saved by the Lord, like unto
pass, at the sound whereof the nations shall you?
And who have been carried as upon
Who in
tremble, and at the hearing whereof the earth eagles wings, as you have been?
and
shall be astonished, because of the Lord's ap- storms, have known him making a calm
unto the in a tempest, have known him rebuking the
pearing in his sons and daughters
brightness of whose arising, many shall come winds ?
And when no rock could be seen, befrom far, and at whose feet the riches and the cause of the swelling of the mighty waters, but
glory of the Gentiles shall be laid down
and through the dashing of the waves, the rock
to

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

know. hath been covered over with water, and
Be not inquisitive which way the Lord will yet in a little time the rock hath appeared
whereby
bring these things to pass for his own arm again, as unmoveable and fixed
shall do it; and that not by might nor by power, you have learned both how to want, and how
these things,

you

that are faithful shall

;

;

;
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and to suffer hunword of his patience, and
let none take away your crown, but hold fast
what you have received, which hath already
made you to differ, not only from what you
were in times past, but also from your familiars
and acquaintance, who account it strange to see
what you are, considering what you once were.
And now the day is come and coming, wherein
the difference must yet more appear, between
those that fear the Lord, and those that fear him
not; and the difference between those that say
they are Jews, and are not, though they mayhave the praise of men. But the true Jew shall be
now known from the formalist and time-server,
and the upright-hearted from those that were
never true in any form or profession. For it is
the truth in the inward parts which many have
talked of, but few have kept unto; such vain
talkers shall now be known from the pure innocent seed, which now can lift up their heads,
and not change their countenance, but are single to God.
Come life, come death, liberty or
to

abound

;

Keep

ger.

and

to be full,

fast the

bonds, their loyalty appears ; for they are not
of the earth, and therefore cannot sell their
birth right for vanity, nor their inheritance for
that which is changeable. But however, the God,
whom this royal seed serve, deals with them,
either to kill or save alive

bow

yet they will not

;

must be faithful in all
things, knowing in whom they have believed.
And though none may be tempted like unto
these, or none seemingly so desolate as they,
to the world, but

yet they will trust in the hope, against the hope,

and believe for the inheritance beyond all because of a secret dependency upon, and a near
alliance unto, the God of the whole earth, whose
children they are
and their Father they dai'e
not forsake, whatsoever becomes of them, for
he never did nor will forsake them and their
care is, that he may not be against them, whatever becomes of them.
O ye begotten of the
Lord
lift up your heads, and know, in the
Word of the Lord, that whatsoever trials he exerciseth you withal, though it be to the offering
up of all that is dear unto you, even as Isaac
unto Abraham, your father; yet will he not
fail, but provide himself a sacrifice, to save your
hope from perishing, and your faith from failTherefore be strong in the power of his
ing.
might, and valiant for his name, unto the end
giving up all that is dear unto you, that the
trial of your faith may appear to be more precious than silver, seven times tried in the fire,
for the perfecting your joy, that it may be unspeakable, and full of glory that through the
stedfastness of your faith, you may not fail of
deliverance, but by walking in Abraham's steps,
you may come to Abraham's blessing
and
your faith, as it was to Abraham, shall be imputed unto you for righteousness
and God
Vol. XIIL— No. 6.
;

:

;

!

;

;
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will be your friend, and you shall walk with
him, and he will not hide from you the things
that he doth ; but you shall know his secrets,
when all the dreamers shall be starved, as with
their dreams, and the despisers shall wonder

and perish
ashamed.

;

but your hope shall not

make you

my

dear Friends, as one that hath
you and amongst you, I beseech
you stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ
hath made you free, and be not entangled again
but give up all
with any yoke of bondage
freely and wholly, and keep nothing back, but
let the Lord of the whole earth be your posses^
sion, and the mighty God of Jacob your inFor certainly, great is the
heritance for ever.
work our God hath in hand, and glorious shall
Therefore,

travailed with

;

be the issue of these things, unto all who stand
faithful ; but sorrow, horror, judgment, and
wrath, unto all hypocrites and dissemblers,
who are now running in the way of Esau, as

way of Cain
and Ishmael. But whither can they fly from
God's presence? Or where can they hide from
his hand?
Surely he will arise in his fury,
and his jealousy shall burn as an oven, against
all that are chaff and stubble. And after he hath
tried his seed, and made the excellency thereof appear, beyond all the vain talkers, and hath
purged his floor, and cleansed his sanctuary;
then will he renown his name for ever, and
make Zion a praise, and Jerusalem the beauty
of the whole earth.
And therefore now^ my dear friends and
brethren, keep your meetings, and be not at all
affrighted, and take no notice of the boisterous
winds; but be still, and they will pass over;
know your dwelling, and abide there with Godi
As any are moved, let none keep silence, or
but
withhold from letting the fountain flow
build up one another in the holy faith, that God's
presence, life, and power, may abide with you^
that you may be a
and run through you
watered garden, and as beds of spices, that the
beloved may blow [upon], and cause the scent
thereof to ascend; that the Lord, your husband;
may walk in you, and be with you for ever^
Thus the fearful and unbelieving may be seen
to dwell without, and you to have no fellowship
with them, but rather to reprove them that a
pure lump you may be, and a holy temple;
that nothing may be heard or seen amongst
you, but what is becoming so high and holy a
calling, as you are made partakers of; that
purity may shine through you, and greenness
and freshness may be your condition, and
righteousness and holiness your whole course^
at all times, to the praise of him who hath call*
Amen.
ed you for ever.
My God and Father keep you all, deai'
friends and brethren, in his arms of love and
before they were running in the

;

;

:

29
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peace, and fill your meetings witli his power not shift nor flee, but lay open to the spoiler,
and presence, that you may be a blessing one to execute his fury upon you so helpless were
In this state
to another: and let peace and unity be amongst you in yourselves in that day.
you; let every one keep their place in the body; were many of you found, when the Shepherd
;

and whereto you are called, abide faithful;
and none strangle any moving of the life, but
all in the innoceney and simplicity keep, which
will make you bold and valiant for the truth of
our God, in this day of storms, wherein all the
blossom trees, that bear no fruit, shall be
for
cursed, together with the dry and fruitless
;

now

shall they be blessed for ever,

who

stand

Keep your meetings, as at
other times; and take no notice of any thing,
and so the God of
but what is pure and holy
peace keep you all, with all the faithful brefaithful to the end.

:

thren and friends, in his love and peace to the

John Crook.

Amen.

end.

From Huntingdon jail,

the 28th of
^
\
the Eleventh month, 1660.

An

epistle for unity to prevent the wiles

of the

enemy.

of Israel arose
not

1

remember

to

Oh do you
Was not your

seek his sheep.

these things?

!

grief unutterable, and your pain grown to that
extremity, that you had perished immediately,
How
if he had not found you when he did?

were some of you

fled

into solitary holes,

and

of the craggy rocks, and
were mourning there, desiring that your eyes
were as a fountain of tears, because of the
wickedness of the wicked, and miserable state
of mankind, and there was no helper found?
Others of you like a sparrow chirping alone
upon the house top, seeing over the world, with
all its glory
and yet could not tell how to get
rid of it, but still had an eye over it, and yet
This caused you
could not break through it.
to sigh and mourn, and you could not meet
with a mate or companion amongst all the sons
of Adam; and so inward sorrow wasted your
others into the

clifts

;

consumed your
and when you went to break through,
you were torn by the briars and thorns, that
you could not find a way to escape. And
others of you had learned to herd with the
beasts of the field, and could eat of their bread,
and drink of their drink, and lie down in their
resting place. Oh how did the Shepherd chase
you with his judgments, and hunt you with his
crosses and afflictions outward and inward, to
bring you home?
And what care hath he
taken, since your recovery, to keep you in the
fold amongst the lambs, that you may no more
find out any of your old walks and haunts, but
strength, and outward griefs
flesh;

Dear lambs of my Father's fold, who have
been rescued out of the hands of the devourer,
and known the wolves, and the roaring of the
lions, and the craft of the foxes, who made a
prey upon you, while you were vvithout a
shepherd, and while you were in the open
field, and upon the wide mountains, without an
hedge about you, or a wall to defend you; but
every wild beast, and ravening bird, was ready
There was no one found
to prey upon you.
either to pity or gather you, until the good
Shepherd, from whose fold you had strayed,
sought you out, and brought you home, some
upon his shoulders, and some driven gently,
and others, who would have run away after
you were found, being accustomed to wander,
and in love with your wandering, he constrained by his sharpness; after whom he hath
had a watchful eye, because of your liableness
to go astray again, to feed by yourselves, and
not with the

rest

of the flock, whereby you

have been liable not only to be torn by the briars and thorns, but also with the wolf, and other
preying beasts, unto your wounding again.
O all ye lambs and sheep of my Father's
fold
Were you not all torn and wounded by
going astray, and many of you ready to perish
of your wounds, and weary with complaining?
And yet could not but complain, but were even
tired of that also; so that you did but add to
your own sorrow, whereby you made your
condition worse than the worst, by being your
own tormentors; your sorrow keeping you from
rest, and your complaints from feeding, where
!

!

be kept for ever to feed with the lambs, that
all might lie down together, as sheep of

you
one

fold.

My

heart and all that is within me, is pained
you, and mourns in secret after you, and
cries day and night unto the Shepherd, to look
after you, and take care of yon all, that none
of you be lost, or stray, or be worried, or hunted any more; but that you may for ever lie
down together, and neither hurt, grieve, nor
offend one another, nor harden those who yet
go astray; but that all naay be kept in the sense
of what, and where, once you were, and of the
for

and mercy, that pitied you then, and
bound you up, and brought you
home, and passed by the remembrance of all
Oh!
yotjr trespasses, and loved you freely.
let the bowels of the Shepherd to you, beget
compassions unto the scattered, and unto one
love, care,

healed and

who will again soon be scattered, if
For you were
he should look not after you
all once in that nature, by which you were chilothers got some relief
Your strength being dren of wrath, and in darkness as well as others;
wasted, and your power gone, so that you could and wherein any of you differ, either from what
another,

!
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yourselves once were, or from what others are,
it is

by

Oh

!

that

which you have

art thou strong in the

freely received.

Lord?

many great things been done by
many mighty men been made to fall
by

his

and

Yea, was any
work, besides the obedi-

perfect his praise for ever?

thing yours in

And have ence
thee; and
bolore thee
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to his

no

that

power?

flesh

Therefore,

all this

all

And was

might glory

you children

o!"

not all his,

it

his

in

presence?

the Lord, with-

power; and the host of the Philistines out respect of persons, that have seen his wonand the power of darkness, ders, and mighty goings forth, and have behdd
to flight

been put

;

and satan, the prince thereof, been withstood,
and made to turn his back, and vail to Him thy
strength; and the dead been raised thereby, and
the graves opened at his word, which went out
And many which were bound,
of thy mouth?
as in fetters of iron, have been loosed by him;
and others, that have been shut up close prisoners, in the pit where they saw no light; and
yet at his rebuke, and lifting up of his voice,
the dead have risen, and those prisoners come
forth, and sounded out the praises of that God,
And hath the
in whose power you did it?
tongue of the learned been in thy mouth, and
the weary been refreshed by thee, and the
mourners been comforted through hearing of
thy voice; so that the evil spirits have fled
away, when thou hast taken up thy harp, and
all the minstrels and worldly joys have departed at his appearance; so terrible was his presence, and dreadful his countenance, that no
eye was so quick, as to abide undazzled before
him; nor any craft or deceit so closely couched,
nor any
but it startled when he made search

his

marvellous doings, not only as spiectators,

but sharers in the victories, and dividers of the
spoil with the mighty, whose souls have been
delivered out of captivity, and rescued from the
land of darkness; who have drank of the wafer

of

life,

that hath been brought unto

you by the

valiants of Israel, through the hazard of their
lives.

Oh

!

do not you forget the sweetness of

the waters; nor the dangers they ran,

tured through the enemies

camp

who

bring

ven-

unto
you, with their lives in their hands. How sweet
it was unto you then, and how did you prize it
beyond all the rivers of Damascus? Let your
love never abate unto it, but heighten more and
more; for it is not of a wearing nature, but provokes the appetite, and stirs up the desire after
more of the same for ever. For it is the vitito

ated palate that blames good diet,

it

and the full
stomach that loathes the honej'comb but the
true seed drink the wine new continually in the
Father's kingdom, and the redeemed sing a
new song, and have all things new and fresh,
as the water out of the fountain, springing up
paint so artificial, but it melted before his dis- into eternal life; where nothing can remain in
so that the old channel, but is washed away by the
solving presence, and scorching glory
all spirits were discerned, and tried, and judged running of the pure water, that proceeds from
with righteous judgments, in the day of his the fountain.
strength ? O how did the wise men of Egypt,
Hear, O ye children of Jacob, what is the
and the soothsayer, peepers and diviners, with advice and counsel of a poor redeemed captive,
all the magicians and masters of that crew, to- once your companion in bonds, and now in
gether with all the merchants of Babylon, flee freedom
As we mourned once under the opbefore him, like the routing of a mighty army, pression of the oppressor together, so let us
and scattering of all their generals, and officers now rejoice in that love, that hath pitied and
How wast thou, and thy com- set us free; let nothing slop our mouths from
of command?
panions, in the strength of the Lord, like David praising, nor our hearts from rejoicing, in the
with all his worthies?
And how have you, ocean of eternal kindness and mercy, that hath
like mighty men, by his power, broken through delivered us.
Let us haste upon the top of
the whole camp of the uncircumcised, to bring Mount Gerizim, opening our mouths in blesswater unto the thirsty?
What service was too ings and thanksgivings unto our God for ever,
hard for you to venture upon, to relieve the who hath made and chosen us to be a people,
captives, and set free them who were bound, that were not a people, that we may keep his
who, like Samson, have broken all the cords statutes, and delight in his law and then let
and bindings of the Philistines, and snapped us stand upon moimt Ebal, that the curses and
them asunder like a thread? With many more righteous judgments of the Lord may come
achievements that have been done by his arm, upon the head of the wicked one, and all that
which time would fail to record; but living would divide us from God, or one from anomonuments remain, as pillars and standards ther and whatsoever rejoiceth in unrighteousreared up, to keep in remembrance what hath ness, or delighteth in false judgment, and upon
been done by the strength of the God whom that root of bitterness, that brings forth gall and
you served, to his praise and eternal glory wormv/ood. Let nothing escape the righteous
for ever.
stroke of the Almighty that genders to bondage,
For, was it not all by his own arm, and his or would entangle our hearts and minds, whereeverlasting strength, that out of the mouths of by that sweet peace and rest, and satisfaction
babes and sucklings he might ordain strength. in the Lord God, might not be enjoyed, as
;

;

;

!

!

;

;
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it hath been
for the wicked one will
be sowing his tares in the night of security and
carelessness, and it will soon spread and grow,
that thou canst not get it rooted out of thy heart,
but it will eat, defile and stain, that thy very
comeliness will be disfigured, and thy beauty

heretofore

:

[1661.

against the altar at Bethel, and after he had

withstood the temptation of the king, was slain
by the lion, for going from the word of the

Lord

in himself, and hearkening unto the counof the old prophet, whereby he was deceived,
and returned not according to the command of
which once thou hadst will be marred by it. the Lord. And, my dear brethren, Paul, a
Thou J who sometimes wast tender and full of champion in Israel, and master builder in God's
love and meekness, wilt be so changed, that work, who saw need, in the bowels of love and
nothing but roughness and envyings of Jacob's mercy, that the faithful, without respect of perblessings will secretly follow thee, with an evil sons, should watch one over another; did, as
eye to spy out new faults, and a memory to need required, say to Archippus, Take heed to

mind the old infirmities of thy brethren;
whereby thou wilt have a large treasury of evil
in thy heart, which will be furnishing thy mind
and thoughts with unprofitable matter, unto the
daily wounding of thy life, and clouding of thy
understanding, and thickening of the vail and
call to

sel

which thou hast received in the
Lord, that thou fulfil it.
And did not satan
present himself amongst the sons of God, in the
days past, when they were met together; and,

the ministry

O

remember, the serpent got

into Paradise, to

who is the same
tempt from the innocency
mask over thy beauty. All this may be done that ever he was, and most busy about those
by the enemy, under pretence of valour, and who are chiefest in the work of the Lord for
witness bearing, against formahty and deceit. who was so tempted as the Son of God ?
Oh! how easy is it for the simple to be deceived Therefore let the strong bear the infirmities of
for we all
here, and the strong to be betrayed, as through the weak, lest they also be tempted
He that is most in the life of
Delilah's flatteries, saying, it is not for want of stand by faith.
love to God, and zeal for him; if a testimony the Son, is most sensible of the hurts of others,
without delay be not borne, and a dislike showed, and most touched with the feeling of their
against such and such things; whereby the an- wounds not slightly passing by, like the priest
gry part will soon get up, and quench the love and Levite; but mercifully pitying and healing,
For it is a symptom
to the brethren, and drown the mercy, so that like the good Samaritan.
all will be covered besides the hard rocks, and of hardness in him, that makes slight of the
lofty mountains
and upon these they may see wounds and bruises of his brethren, thereby
afar into the enemy's country, but cannot be- pouring brine into their wounds, rather than the
Such physicians
hold the holy land, with its inhabitants, on the oil of love and tenderness.
And from hence, if the rather help to fester, than cure the hurt and
other side of the sea.
watch be not kept, may even the valiants in to increase the pain, than to stop the spreading
whereby a little slip proves a
Israel receive a stroke, and come to a loss, by of the disease
dangerous sprain, and a small bruise sometimes
this craft and disguise of the evil one.
And then others perceiving it, against whom to the loss of a member and grieving of the
the ofi^ence was taken, not dwelling always in whole body and all for want either of skill or
the love that covers all, but venturing too much sense, or both, in the physician.
Where skill is wanting, there the physician
to take the air, and to walk as upon the walls,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

without the castle, may soon let in the knowand taking notice of it, which will beget
the same in them; whereby the distance will be
increased, and the evil one will gain ground,
ledge,

may administer that which increases the distemper, and thereby disparage himself, and endanger the patient and where sense is wanting, there austerity and rigidness are usually
;

met withal. So that he who feeds the lambs,
and hurts them not, must himself be conformascattered abroad, and gender unto more ungod- ble to Christ, who is holy and harmless, and
liness, for want of a timely prevention, both in separate from defilement, and touched with the
the one and in the other. Thus may the lambs feeling of their infirmities having shoulders to
of my Father's fold be disturbed by the little carry the lame on, as well as a tongue to diand arms to bear up the
foxes, who should be taken by the watchmen rect the ignorant
weary, as well as feet to go before them in exof Israel, that they might not wander to hurt.
One who ought to feed the lambs, as
Therefire, O ye children, and mighty men, ample.
Remember how a testimony of his own love to the Father; and
with the leaders of the tribes
easy it is for you all to miscarry, if the watch wash their feet, as an example of humility; not

and the enemy

will

soon show himself

to the

troubling of Israel; and so will the evil seed be

;

;

!

be not diligently kept ; for satan will be standing at the right hand of Joshua, to resist him.
Call to mind what is recorded in the Scriptures

How

man

of God, after he had
gone forth and finished his message, in crying
of Truth

!

the

seeking honour, lest he be infected with lordliness thereby and so by seeking pre-eminence,
;

some other outward thing, hurt
and stop the simplicity, that otherwise would have had them highly in esteem,

by

eldership, or

the lambs,

;
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for their work's sake in the power, but now will
be hindered, because looked for ; whereby the
enemy will get advantage, of the one by seeking it, and the other by taking notice of it, that
prejudice will increase, and the life in both be
hurt
and all for want of watching, to be content with the honour that comes from God only,
and himself to be as one that serveth the lowest
and weakest babe, striving rather to be under
all, than seeking to be over any; counting it
honour to serve, knowing sensibly, that one is
their Father and Master, even God, and they
have all but one Lord and Master unto which,
both he that teacheth, and they that are taught,
must be subject, as the body unto the wisdom
and direction of the head so must all be unto
And if any hold
Christ, the promised seed.
not the head, they run into the error, and so
out of the sense, by which only the members
can serve one another in love, the law which
God hath set to govern the body by. For he
that is most in the seed, is most in the life, and
so in the sense whereby the unity and sympathy in the body is preserved and that member
most grieves for the hurts and bruises of the
rest, where the sense is quickest, whereby its
;

;

;

;

usefulness in the body

is

discerned, and the

is given unto it by
members, which is not sought by
him, but given freely by others, because they

double esteem and honour
all

the living

are sensible of the usefulness of that member to
;
and so is the whole edified in, and

the body

up by love.
But if, through any prevalent humour, the
health of any be impaired, whereby the sense
is lost or benumbed, that it feels not when others
are hurt, and yet will continue to officiate in the
in that
body, whereby the rest are grieved
case it must not be ruggedly fallen upon, lest,
through its own unsensibleness, it hurt the living members, without either mercy or sense,
and so either make them grieve, or wholly unsensible also, unto the increasing of farther discord in the body. But rather gentleness and
forbearance must be used, as by the application, not of harshness, and present judging, or
standing at a distance, but, of warm clothes,
and suppling oils, used by a gentle hand, with
much pains, and often exhortation, in the stirrings of love, and risings of the life.
Yet feed
not the benumbedness, or senselessness, but
cherish the life, and so recover the sense,
whereby it is restored to the former office in
the body, and more filled with compassion, usefulness, and diligence, than before.
And the

built

;
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God of everlasting
goodness and mercy.
And thus will the wiles
of the enemy be prevented, and the body prefecting of the praises of the

served in unity, and edify itself in love: and
hereby will the world be convinced, that you
are the disciples of Christ, and have learned of
him to love one another and in love, as the
members of the natural body, to serve one an;

and to minister to its benefit, of the abiliwhich God giveth, and from the rising of the
life, and breaking forth of it, as the sun from
under a cloud, and not under a vail or burden.

other,

ty

Wait until the way be clear in thy own particuand the power hath wrought through and
scattered all clouds
and then, with open face,
and not from under a vail, doth the word of life

lar,

;

go forth to the cherishing of the tender babes
and plants, and so there will be a springing of
the

life in all.

He

and those
and neither wants milk to feed
himself, nor the word to minister to others; but
will distinguish in himself between the word,
and the milk of it, and also between that which
looks at the passing away of the time, and to
answer the expectation of others in words, or
the keeping of its own authority over others,
and that which dwells in the cross unto all
these things, heeding nothing but the rising of
the life, and overcoming of the power, and so
knows how to behave himself in the church of
God, both when to begin, and when to make an
end ministering in the life, and reaching to the
seed, and not to the judgment and aflections
that so ministers, saves himself,

that hear

him

;

;

only.

Feeling in himself

when

the

seed

is

this
and the power stirs in another
sense makes him cease, that the life may speak
And so noin whom and when it pleaseth.
thing will be quenched, nor any burthened, but
unity will be preserved, and all lordship and
mastery destroyed, and every member have its
liberty, without being restrained by anything
and so every one will prebesides the power
fer others before themselves, keeping no authority over any, but minding the arising of the
power in their own hearts. For what knowest
thou, but the power may be quiet and still in

raised,

;

;

thee, be thou ever so strong, that

it

may show

a weaker vessel, and perfect its praise
out of the mouths of babes and sucklings
which may be hindered by thy negligence, in
itself in

not minding the power in thyself, and God's
end in exercising thee in silence, rather than
speaking which may be, either to speak him;

self in

some weaker

babe, or to

come

forth in

members are now made more

sensible of thee with great power, after long exercise and
the benefit of patience and long-suffering, and silence, and patient waiting, in the cross to thy

other

see from

whence

that springs, that

would

limit

own

will,

and

all

that

unto seven times, and how narrow and short it the power.
is of the fulness of mercy itself, that is unlimitHere the simplicity
ed, but binds the limiting spirit, unto the per-

would be anything out of
in all will guide,

and the

several gifts, given for edification of the whole,

;;
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will shine; and no candle be under a bushel, judgment, or corrupted by intermingling the
nor any signification of the Spirit resisted, but words that man's wisdom teacheth. Let the
all will be as servants unto it.
And in this life put on what clothes he pleases, and as it
order will there be time for the lambs to feed, dresseth itself, so let it appear and go forth
in their green pasture, as well as others to be thou being as the trumpet, but the breath of life
exhorted, and the world instructed.
And so must make the sound, in what order it pleaswill your meetings be as a feast, and the elders eth and so will all the babes be refreshed with
judging not so much what words are spoken, its melody, and the soufid be certain, that every
as what life and power is stirring, all laying soldier may be prepared to battle, to the help of
down their crowns at the feet of him that sits the Lord against the mighty, in their own
upon the throne. So will all take heed how hearts and so will the blessings of the Lord be
they hear, as well as what they hear; and they amongst you.
Let not time limit you, but in the power and
that speak, as well know in what they speak,
as what words they utter; whereby all will be wisdom of God, wait to know when he gives
done unto the praise and glory of God in the leave to depart in perfect freedom, lest any go
churches, and many will rejoice to behold your away burdened, by having something stirring
order.
This is that behaviour in the church of in them, and moving to speak, or pray, or
God which all must learn, that there may be otherwise sound out the goodness of the Lord,
no schism in the body, but all may be preserved by what signification the Spirit itself pleaseth
in unity for ever, and in the tender bowels of that so in all things you may stand fast in the
compassion one unto another all being sensi- liberty wherewith Christ hath made you free,
ble what trespasses have been forgiven them by not being brought under the power of anything;
God, the Father of mercies and they, his chil- but, every one, without respect of persons,
dren, will be merciful like him, knowing their using your own liberty unto edification, minddaily dependence is upon him; and they have ing always the preservation of unity in the
no strength or ability, either to stay where they body, more than your own particular ease and
are, or to go on to perfection, but as it freely benefit, avoiding singularity in anything, except
flows from him, upon whom they depend every by a positive command, lest division or separaday for fresh springs, as the babe upon the mo- tion follow.
Let not your ears be open unto every word
ther.
Therefore, O ye children of the living God, that is spoken, lest dislike or prejudice enter
be like minded unto your Father, in mercy and but mind the life more than words, that your
love one to another, and in his fear consider unity may stand in the Spirit that speaks, and
these things, that in his saving health you may not in the vvords that are spoken; lest the affecbe kept, and none be hurt or bruised amongst tions be tickled, and a love and unity arise from
thence, whereby a false fellowship will be beyou.
Meet in the faith, and in God's fear, that gotten, and held in outward observance, like
your minds may not be suffered to wander, be- the world, and so will gifts and persons come
cause of the diligent watch; but mind feeding to be set up, and death and formality increase.
more than hearing, every one coming as unto But the mystery of the fellowship in the Spirit
a feast, and sitting in the pure light of the Sun and life will decay, and so form and power will
of righteousness, that all your souls' wants may clash, and discord soon enter and the wisdom
be supplied, and every one return laden and of the brain, in the abundance of knowledge,
filled with the milk and honey of the good land; will set up a judgment against the tasting paSo
that it may be known and taken notice of by late, and inward feeling by the power.
all that converse with you, or come amongst may the power come to be lost, or much
you, that you have been with Jesus, and have abated, because its way of overcoming is rather
received his virtue, from the touches of his life; by suffering, than open contest which hitherto
whereby you that come to meetings, bowed hath been the cause that so ikw have been on
down and heavy laden, may go away with its side in ages past, the greater part going still
your burdens removed, praising the name of the other way but by your keeping in the savory spirit, you will try and judge all words,
the Lord.
And let him that ministereth, first feel the and the spirits also from whence they proceed,
state and condition of the meeting by the sensi- to the keeping out of all distempers.
Let there be no whisperings among you, nor
ble stirrings of life; not judging according to
the sight of the eye, or hearing of the ear, but that nourished which delights to hear or bear
with righteous judgment in the life; minding tales but every one minding their own meamore their state, as represented in the power, sures, which neither doth nor thinketh any evil,
than by any outward intelligence that so the but judgeth that as a seed sown to cause the
word may be divided aright, and not handled flesh's strength to increase. For as that evil
deceitfully, according to any outward guess or seed is hearkened unto, it will beget a fellow;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ship in the prejudiced part, unto the cooling of and the ark of the testament, with the rod that
love, and nourishing of iniquity, whereby it will budded, and the monuments of his mercy and
secretly spread itself, to the poisoning of the goodness will be brought into remembrance by

tongue with private smitings, and also mis- the Spirit of truth, and this glory of the latter
spending of precious opportunities in unprofita- house far exceed the former, unio the praise of
ble discourses, unto the burdening of the true his everlasting mercy and goodness for ever.
For this is the message which 1 am to sigseed.
Let no harshness to, nor judging of one an- nify unto you, in the name of the Lord God of
for your mother, hosts, and in his fear I deliver it.
Thus saith
other be found among you
I have
seen, 1 have
that brought you forth, is free from all these the Lord God of hosts
things, swallowing up, and covering all, as the seen the afflictions of the afflicted, and their cry
sea the earth, by infinite depths lower than all, is come in remembrance before me ; and I will
and unmeasurable heights above all. So that awake as a man of war, and come forth as a
all is cleansed through it, and compassed round giant refreshed with wine, to finish my deterby it on every side, that nothing but perfect minations, and to execute mine own decrees
love and purity may appear, the multitude of and in righteousness and judgment will I do it,
I will plead with all the
evils being covered by it; so that though they saith the Lord God.
be sought for, yet they shall not be found. And rebellious inhabitants of the earth, as with fire
therefore let it appear you are her children, by and sword, to make my power known in their
passing by, and covering all with that mantle destruction, and to the salvation of my own
which yourselves were once swaddled in, and seed, saith the Lord. I will not leave one lost
But if any- sheep unfound, nor one lamb unbrought home,
to this day are kept warm by.
I will give
thing that is evil spring up in the garden, let it nor prisoner in the pit unset free.
be soon weeded out by the care of the owner. commission to the graves to open, for the dead
But when thou seest it either in thy own, or to arise, and unto the sea, to cast up her slain.
neighbour's garden, let not anger or fretting I will deliver the mourners, and set free all the
boil in thee against it, but wait for skill and captives, because the day of the everlasting jupower to pluck it up, without hurt to the walks bilee is come, and the Lord of sabbaths hath
Do it not in haste or heard the cry of the elect, and is risen to plead
or pleasant flowers.
wrath, lest thou nip the top only, leaving the their cause, and to execute judgment on their
root in the ground to spread more, and do behalf, and to clear their innocency before all
greater mischief; and so shalt thou in wisdom people. For I will not leave one of them under
keep the garden clean, thy duty be discharged the power of the adversary for my decree is
unto thy neighbour, and thy brother saved from to break all bonds, and to snap all chains asunand thou shalt shine, der, and to suffer no bounds or limits to be unto
the spite of the enemy
because thou hast saved him from the error of my love
for they shall know the largeness,
Like a
his way.
sweetness, and everlastingness of it.
Let anger and distaste be far from thee, not sea it shall be unto them, to overflow all banks,
having any place in thy heart " Let not the and cover all mountains and hills, and to fill
sun go down in thy wrath but when thou re- them with the knowledge of my life and prememberest thy brother hath aught against thee, sence, as the waters cover the sea.
leave thy gift at the altar, and go thy way and
I will, saith the Lord God, make the nations
be first reconciled to thy brother, and then offer know, that I have loved them, and that they
thy gift upon God's altar ;" and so shalt thou are a people saved by the Lord, and the glory
meet with acceptance from him, and thy soul of all nations, and the blessing of all lands.
be preserved in his peace, and thou kept in " Therefore let no straitness be upon you, nor
unity with thy brethren.
gall of bitterness in you: for this is the message
Let not an accusation be received against an that I am to deliver unto you from the Lord of
elder, without two or three witnesses, that so it hosts, the God of your salvation," viz.
That
may be established to be true; and then in love, your God hath looked upon you with everlastand bowels of meekness and tender compas- ing mercy, and upon your scattered brethren
sion, let him know of it privately, that he may and sisters, the royal seed of Abraham, that are
be reclaimed, and the body preserved pure, hungering and thirsting after righteousness, and
unto the praise of God.
So will all things be will deliver them all, and rend all mountains
done decently and in order, and the Lord God that lie in their way, and cleave all rocks of
of life and power, will appear amongst you in opposition against me, divide all waters that
power and great glory, setting up his mercy separate from me, saith the Lord of hosts, that
seat over you, and the cherubims stretching my ransomed may pass; and this will I do
forth their wings, and covering their faces, be- both within and without them.
For what I
cause of his presence.
Here will be found the will do in them, shall be as an earnest and
substance of all figures, the pot with manna, pledge of what I will do without them. Within
;

:

:

;

;

:

;
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freshment was received by you, to the comfodLord ing of your souls in your weary and wounded
Do you not rememGod: within them, shall lodge no ravenous estate. Oh my friends
And can you not tell what God hath
beast, nor devouring bird, nor any evil surmis- ber it ?
And how
ing one against another, nor any envying shall done for you, and when he did it?
but they shall be all seasonable and suitable it was unto you, in the
be found amongst them
And how welcome, and
righteous, and the everlasting gates shall open day of your misery ?
at the word of my command, and they, the with what acceptance and thankfulness did you
Was any either able or worthy, in
righteous nation, shall enter into mine unlimited receive it?
glory, and boundless everlasting loving-kind- heaven and earth to help you, besides him?
ness, in the free covenant of life in Christ Jesus, And if he had not freely succoured you in your
that I may rejoice over them to do them good distress, had you not perished in your blood?
Oh
Why should his mercy be forgotten, or
for ever.
And without them shall not be an oppressor his love slip out of remembrance for ever?
found to hurt them, nor any destroyer upon all Surely he did it that he might be feared,
my holy mount, saith the Lord God. I will and that he might be praised and that a
rid the earth of the briars and thorns, and burn birth might be born, that cannot and will not
up the straw and stubble, and consume all the forget his goodness, nor give the glory of his
workers of iniquity, that my blessings may doings unto another, but unto him for ever unto
come upon my people unto the uttermost that whom it belongs and in this birth is your
all nations, bond and free, may hear of my safety, and in this birth is your peace and
Oh do not let the false
marvellous works, and be astonished, and all quietness for ever.

them

shall not be

thing, but

evil

I

any

root of bitterness, or other

will destroy

it,

saith the

!

;

!

;

:

;

!

my

children comforted together one in another,

and

in

me,

will

fill

their

birth be painted with the

openings that belong

Lord God, for ever. I unto the true, nor the true want the food that
Let not the earthly selfish
hearts and their meetings with my is proper for it.

saith the

covered or clothed with the profession
of the true and heavenly birth, while the imgladness may be in them and amongst them, mortal is covered with rags, and with death and
to the ravishing of their hearts, and astonishing d/arkness, and is kept prisoner in the pit, and
of all that behold them for Jerusalem shall be captive in the dungeon of falsehood, and fleshly
a praise, and Zion a rejoicing unto the ends of reasonings; locked with chains of fears, and
doubts, and cares for self-safety, while there is
the earth.
Therefore lift up your heads, and put on thy a cry for want of bread, and a famine in your
strength, O thou city of the living God for thy hearts ; and while the earthly and fleshly part
walls shall be salvation, and thy gates praise; is fed with dainties, and fares deliciously every
no complaining shall be in thy streets, nor beg- day, with the knowledge and remembrance of
gar in all thy land and strife and debate shall what was once enjoyed, but now is departed
for ever be banished out of thy dwellings and from, and barrenness and coldness is come
and yet there is a mind that will
peace and plenty, love and unity, shall be the over again
motto upon your houses; and the Omnipotent not take notice of it, nor believe it, but sits as
One, the Lord of hosts, thy husband, thy Lord, queen, notwithstanding all that was once honglory, that they, as the sons of the morning,

may

birth, be

sing together, and the voice of melody and

;

:

;

;

;

and thy God

for ever.

From Aylesbury common gaol, the
day of the Seventh month 1661.

J.

19th

Crook.

^
3

and forsaken, and self and the
would rule
is gotten up, and
where once the pure and holy Spirit ruled.
Oh take heed of this usurper, for it is but
one o? Babylon's children, and happy shall he
For the
be that dashes it against the stones.
Lord God is making the house of Jacob to be as
a flame, and the house of Esau to be as stubble,
and Jerusalem to be as a burdensome stone
Therefore all of you that
unto all nations.
have seen the wonders of the Lord, and have
beheld his marvellous doings; and have been
patients of the true and everlasting physician,
upon whom he hath exercised his skill, and
manifested his love, that you for ever might
sound out his praise, and procure many to inquire after him who heals without money, and
gives all freely, and expects nothing but returns of praise and obedience in the strength of
what he hath given. Do not so requite the

ourable
earthly

!

An

Epistle to the children of the Lord.

—

Dear children of the lord, Great hath
been the love, with which the Father of mercies hath visited you, when you were fallen into
the hands of your enemies, who had wounded
you, and bruised you, so that there was no
soundness in you; and in that state you lay,
and none was able to comfort you, or to bind
up your wounds. The priest and the Levite
passed by, as void of compassion, and as physicians of no value, until the good Samaritan
came, whose own compassions reached unto
you, so that oil was poured into your wounds,
and a place of entertainment provided, and re-

is lost

spirit

;
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Lord, as to forget his mercies, or to slight what
he hath done ibr you in times past ; neither let
the ungrateful, and disingenuous spirit, prevail
again over youj lest your bondage be greater
than before, and the enemy come in like a
flood, and like the breaking forth of waters, and
overflow the banks of temperance and moderation, and your excess prove greater, and your
folly more remarkable, than before you knew
The
the Lord, and the power of his word.

enemy comes
he begins

may

not but to steal and to rob, and

in craft,

and great

subtilty, that so

not be suspected; and his art

is,

he

in cover-

bait, that his intended mischief may not
appear, but that it may be swallowed down
without suspicion; that he may have the greater
hold, he begins with a small matter, and ends

ing his

with a greater.
dear friends

My

him

not, for he
and he will bedid Eve, if you watch not
he
will tell you, that you may take care for your
families, and so bring in distrust of God upon
you.
He will tell you, that you must be as
wise as serpents, and so will bring in fleshly
wisdom and devilish subtilty upon you. He
will tell you, you must not give offence either
to Jew or Gentile, or the church of God, and
so will bring in respect of persons, and sinful
compliances upon you.
He will tell you, that
you must love your enemies, and so will bring
coldness upon you, to quench your zeal for
God, in reproving of iniquity, and bearing a

was a liar from
guile you as he

!

believe

the beginning

;

;

testimony for God against it. He will tell you,
as he did Eve, you must feed upon the knowledge of this thing and the other thing, and by
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your answering of God's requiring in all things,
That the
unto his praise and glory fur ever.
blessings of Abraham may be enjoyed, and
your peace with God may abound, and love,
one unto another, and with all his children
shining through, and manifesting itself in your
diligent coming together to worship God, and
faithful keeping of your meetings, out of the fear
of men, in the fear of God, unto his praise, and
sweet refreshing of one another and so will
you delight to meet together, and the joy of the
Lord will be your strength, and you thereby
encouraged to wait upon him. His sweet and
precious presence will be manifest amongst you,
unto the building up and strengthening one
another in the faith of the gospel, vanquishing
your fears and scattering all your enemies so
that you will not be bowed down under any of
your enemies, but be delivered out of all their
;

;

hands, that you may serve the Lord 3'our God
without fear, in holiness and righteousness before him all the days of your lives, unto the
praise of the glory of his goodness and mercy,
that endures for ever.
So in the love of God, and peace one with
another dwell, and judge with the light of Jesus
Christ, all that genders unto bondage, or that
would lead you unto the self-safety or fleshly
ease, out of the daily cross

and you all comforted by his
your hearts, unto the endless
mercy for ever. My God keep
life, fear, and love, unto the endj

the midst of you,

And

Amen.

beginning with
bring to more

a

little,

by

his

he may afterwards
weakness, and cold-

and so will
and hardness, and stitTness, increase and
come upon you, like gray hairs here and there,
and you know it not, but will grow most in a secret benumbing and insensibleness. Other evils
will follow, and be pleaded for, and prejudice
arise and grow, against all others who are not
in the same, and who testify against them; and
so the love will abate, and evil surmising
spring
and that which should bear reproof^
and receive information, is pressed and loaded,
and burdens will grow, and the unity with the
faithful will be lost, and the latter end be worse
;

living presence in

praise of his

you

than the beginning.
Therefore watch,

my

all in his

John Crook.

From my outward bonds

for the testimony of

Jesus, in the common jail, in Aylesbury
•}
the 16th of the Seventh month, 1661.

ness,

;

but love the cross

unto God, and you sensible of his heavenly
dew, and the showers of his blessings to water
your heartSj that you may be kept green and
fresh as a garden, and the beloved walking in

your knowing what is good and what is evil,
you shall be like God, when it is the way to
make you like him, who knows God's will,
but is out of the power that enables to obey.
so will he paint over his wiles, that

;

of Christ, and delight in the yoke, that all may
be slain and crucified, that oppresseth the seed
of God. So shall your hearts be kept open

Another

tlpislle to the children

of the Lord.

Dear friends and children of the

My

lord^

with you, and my life is refreshed, when you are in my remembrance by
the Spirit of my God, because of your stedfast-

dear love

is

ness in his truth, and valour for his name; and
I have been often refreshed amongst you,

as

when I have been present with you, even so
now are my bonds sweetened to me by the re*
membrance of you in the Lord. Oh! I cannot
forget how sweet his presence hath been unto

dear friends, against
you may be preserved out of all his snares, and that the holy us many a time in our meetings together.
seed may grow, and you, in the love and unity, Surely it is never to be forgotten ; and sooner
may be preserved, faithful, bold, and valiant, in let our right hands forget their cunning, and

the

enemy of your

Vol.

souls, that

XIIL— No.

6.

30

;
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our tongues cleave to the roofs of our mouths,
and the sucking babe forget the breast that
nourished it, than that we should forget the
goodness of the Lord our God, or to suffer the
remembrance of his manifold mercies and often
deliverances, which he hath wrought for us in
the deeps, and the sands and the rocks, which
he hath again and again saved us from falling
into, and splitting upon, to be forgotten by
us.
Oh are not the wonders that he hath
And his prewrought, exceeding admirable?
servations from time to time, inexpressible
and innumerable? Who is a God like unto
him! Or where is he to be found, that can
rescue out of his hand? Is not his salvation as
walls and bulwarks, and his pure and holy
name as an invincible castle, and his mighty
arm as a wall of brass about the dwellings of
Zion ? For how hath he chosen her to be the
delight of his heart, and the spouse of his
bosom, from whom he will not withhold the
thing that is good, but will delight her with his
riches, and clothe her with his ornaments, and
feed her with the finest of the flour, and gladden
her heart with the wine of the kingdom, and
be with her at her goings out and comings in,
that she may be known to be the beloved of
that kings may be in love with her
the Lord
beauty, and the mighty be astonished because
of her glory, and of the blessings which night
and day attend her that she may never more
for the Lord
be termed desolate or forsaken
!

;

;

;

Holy One of Israel,

will tabernacle
with her throughout all generations, and the
children that are yet unborn, shall call her

himself, the

blessed.

This is that Zion, that hath been as a wife
of youth forsaken, whom none hath regarded,
but hath been mourning in the state of her
widowhood for want of her beloved for there
was none besides him, in whom she could take
delight, during the time of his absence, which
she thought long, being restless in every condition, because he was wanting whom her soul
loved.
She could not but inquire after him,
though she met with stripes from the watchmen, and frowns from those that wondered
what her beloved was more than theirs, that
she was so restless in her inquirings, and eager
in her pursuit after him, as if none among all
the sons of Adam were to be compared to him;
;

him was she,
whose
O ye children

so inquisitive, and laborious after
that

if^

possible at last she might find him,

presence would

of the Lord

!

make up all.
Can ye not read me here ?

Do

[1661.

enjoyment of him ? And whatever your further sufferings may be, because of
your following of him, and love to him, yet all
is not to be compared to the sweetness of his
presence, and inestimableness of his worth,
whose price is beyond rubies, and the enjoysatisfied in the

ment of whose company is beyond the fine gold,
and the sweetness of it far exceeding the honey
or honey-comb?

Oh

you

faithful

And
ones!

this

I

need not

For you know

tell

you,

it

right

well; therefore let your delight be in him, and
your whole life streaming into him, that you
may be one with him, never more to be parted.
Whatever would separate or eclipse, either
within or without, let it come to judgment, that
he may be an everlasting covenant unto you

whom the strength of the Father's love
run towards you, and may be continually
amongst you, as the breaking forth of mighty
waters drowning all the unbelief of your hearts,
with whatever else may beset you either outwardly or inwardly. For you may easily know
your beloved from all likenesses of him, either
in heaven or earth, because he is without spot
or blemish, neither is there any wrinkle in his
face, nor seam in his garment, but he is all
lovely; neither dwells in his breast one thought
of evil towards you, or dislike against you,
either because of anything, that in times past
you have done against him, or because of anything that the enemy can lay to your charge,
or beset you on every side withal ; for he will
scatter all with the brightness of his glory.
And though the moon should cease to give light,
and the sun its shining, yet shall the covenant
of the Father's love in him never change, nor
come to an end. Therefore let your souls delight themselves in fulness, and let no straitness
nor barrenness be in you, or upon you, but
drink ye into his life, and be ye filled with his
virtue
for the good, which he is determined to
do unto and for his people, shall none hinder.
In vain do the heathen rage, and the people
imagine, and the councils of the earth conspire
for Zion must go free, and Babylon must go
down, and her fall must be great, and none
shall be able to hinder it.
And this is the word of the Lord God to you,
and to all the inhabitants of the earth, who shall
bewail her downfall
but ye shall rejoice, with
all my Father's children, begotten of his love,
and brought forth by the arm of his power, and
by it strengthened to stand in the evil day, and
to have your mouths open, and your hearts be
enlarged, to sound out his praise with all the
followers of the Lamb, in whose work and serFor
vice it is honour enough to be employed.
where he is, and when he comes, his reward is
still with him.
Therefore in his love I leave you all, and
all, in

may

:

ye not know right well the thing that I say?
Since you have found him, have not your sorrows fled away? And is not your joy now
complete, not repenting of your former pain,
hardships, and difficulties, which you have undergone to find him?
Are not your souls now commend you

;

to his faithfulness,

who comes

to
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do the Father's
found,

in

my

will, in

you

which

all, in

place, with the rest of

my

I

am

suffer-

ing brethren with me, and remain a lover of all
your souls, and a rejoicer in your joy and
unity ; praying, that it may be perfected daily,
and continue to the end. Amen.
Your dear friend and brother in the truth of
the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, with my
dear love to all the faithful in Hertford and Bal-

dock, and thereaway.
From Aylesbury comnion jail,

J.

Crook.

this fourth day
aay-)

of the Tenth monlh, 1661, where I renriait
outward bonds lor the testimony of Jesus,

1

THE CRY OF THE INNOCENT FOR

in V-

3

lying, falls upon righteous Abel, for no other
cause than the worshipping of God according
to his conscience, in the faith and power of
God, which was not consistent with Cain's hy-

And

pocrisy and fonnality.
first

began about

religion,

thus the quarrel

whether power or

form should bear sway; and by religion it shall
Therefore blessed are they for ever who
are found faithfid unto death, for they shall
have the crown of life: for sincerity shall prevail over hypocrisy, and the power against all
idolatry and formality
for the Lord hath spoken it.
And as holy writ furnisheth us with examend.

;

ples

JUSTICE.
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in

this

have stood

matter, both as to witnesses that

God, against the imposers on
John Crook, and the conscience, as Daniel, the three children,
others, at the General Sessions, held in the Christ himself, and his apostles, with other
Old Bailey, London ; beginning the 25th day clouds of witnesses; and also of his righteous
judgments upon the oppressors and imposers,
of the Fourth month, called June, in the year
as the curse upon the serpent, and the plagues
1662 ; before the Lord Mayor of the city of
upon Pharaoh, and the brand upon Jeroboam
London, and Recorder of the same, Chief Justhe son of Nebat, who caused Israel to sin by
tice Forster, and divers other Judges and Jushis imposing
with many more that might be
tices of the peace, so called.
named.

Being a

for

relation of the trial of

;

Eccles. V. 8. If thou sepst the oppression of the poor, and
violent perverting of jiidgn^ent and justice in a province,
marvel not at the matter; fur he that is higher than tlie highest, regardeth; and there be higher than they.

So our histories and laws are not without
precedents in this case also ; witness the Book
of Martyrs which testifies of the sufferings of
the martyrs,

AN EPISTLK TO ALL MODERATE READERS.

how

that they, as the apostles did,

suffered for bearing witness against, not only

unrighteous persons, but unrighteous laws also.
For the laws of the kingdoms and nations, in
have been the afflictions, trials, and oppressions which they suffered, as well in England under
of the righteous, as have been foretold by the the Christian governors, so called, as in other
holy prophets, Christ, and his apostles, since parts, did require those things, or some of them,
the world began; yet God hath not left himself the denial of which, was the cause of their sufwithout witness, both in preserving some in all ferings then, as it is of us now ; and may be
ages to testify against the idolatries and oppres- seen at large in those books, from whence
sions of the times in which they lived ; as also came the name Protestant, because they were
of his judicial appearances to punish the unjust witnesses against the unrighteousness and idoland merciless imposers on men's consciences, atrousness of the times in which they lived,
because of their worshipping of God. For notwithstanding any laws that were to the conabout that the first quarrel began ; witness the trary.
As tokens of God's displeasure against
serpent tempting from the observance of God's these things, many eminent judgments fell sudcommand, which he could not do by flat and denly upon the persecutors, as some by sudden
plain denial, because of the positiveness of death were taken away, others by bursting
God's command to man, saying, " Thou shalt asunder, their bowels falling out in a wonderful
not eat of the tree of knowledge," &c. There- manner, with like violent deaths, which for sigfore he did it by expounding that command, nal testimonies of God's wrath and fury, did
saying, " It is because God knoweth, that by fall upon many, to the astonishing of the beeating thereof you shall be like him, knowing holders in those days.
good and evil." By this interpretation or meanAnd our law books furnish us with several
ing of the devil, who was the first that ever put acts of justice that were executed upon unjust
meanings to God's words, man was deceived, judges for their not keeping to the laws and
and thus was transgression brought in, and by rules of justice, made and appointed both for
the same means hath continued unto this day the people's safety, and them to act by ; as
in the world.
For as it was, so it is; God said may be seen in King Alfred's time, mentioned
to man, " Thou shalt not ;" but the deceiving in the Mirror of Justice, where it is recorded,

Many

and great,

in all ages unto this day,

saith. That is not intended as it was that forty-four judges, or justices, were hanged
spoken, for it hath a meaning, &c.
And soon in one year for their injustice, whose crimes
after Cain, the devil's successor in murder and may be seen, as set down in the said book.
spirit

;

;
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and then remanded us to
where we continued for some
days, and then removed us to Newgate, where
son, of Tresilian, chief justice of the king's we remained until the sessions in the Old Baibench. Sir Robert Belknap, chief justice of the ley aforesaid: whereby thou mayest understand
common bench, and others of their fellows what justice I met withal, by what now farther
and of John Lockton, one of the king's Serje- follows.
Silence being made, the chief judge comants, &c. But, saith Coke, more detestable were
the

Lord Coke, so

called,

Institutes,

part 3, cap, 2. p. 23, saith thus. What damnable opinions those were concerning high trea-

New

the opinions of the justices in the 21st Rich.
II. and of Hankford and Brinchley, the king's

manded

others,

Prison,

the crier of the court to call one of the

who was brought thither
and Serjeants accordingly out of the bail dock from amongst
being called in question afterwards in the par- the felons and murderers.
What meeting was that you
Chief Judge.
liament, holden 1 Hen. 4, for their said opinions,
answered, as divers lords spiritual and temporal were at ?
Where is
Prisoner.
I desire to be heard
did. That they durst no otherwise do for fear of
yet were these two chief justices, and mine accuser?
For I expect the issue will be
death
Serjeants,

These

&c.

prisoners to the bar,

justices

:

:

the rest aforesaid, attainted, for that it was, as
the parliament affirmed, for the great honour

brought forth, having been thus long in prison.
C. Judge.
Your tongue is not your own,
and you must not have liberty to speak what

and common profit of the realm.
These, with many more examples, are re- you list.
Prisoner.
I speak in the presence and fear
corded in our law books, and elsewhere, as
monuments of justice against those that caused of the everlasting God, that my tongue is not
injustice thus to be acted; and of terror unto all my own, for it is the Lord's, and to be disposed
corrupt judges, for the future to be afraid of the of according to his pleasure, and not to speak
See Walter Rawleigh's History my own words and therefore I desire to be
like injustice.
Then
J. Crook.
heard
I have been so long in prison.
of the World, lib. 3, chap. 4.
he was interrupted by the judge.
Judge. Leave your canting. And commandThe Cry of the Innocent for Justice.
ecihim to be taken away, which he was accordThis was the substance of
I have here collected the proceedings of the
ingly by the jailer.
present chief justice of the king's bench, with what the prisoner aforesaid spoke the first time.
his brethren, occasioned by a late trial before
C. Judge. Call John Crook to the bar; which
them at the public sessions for the peace and the crier did accordingly, he being amongst the
jail-delivery, holden in the Old Bailey, begun felons as aforesaid.
the 25th of the fourth month, called June the
John Crook being brought to the bar:
the lord Mayor of the city of London and sheC. Judge.
When did you take the oath of
riffs, with divers justices and aldermen then allegiance 1
present.
J. Crook.
I desire to be heard.
Reader, I here give thee a brief account of
C. Judge.
Answer to the question, and you
my taking and imprisoning, that thou mayest shall be heard.
the better judge what justice I had from the
J. Crook.
I have been about six weeks in
court aforesaid which is as followeth
prison, and am I now called to accuse myself?
For the answering to this question in the negaI being in John's Street, London, about the
13th day of the third month, called May, with tive, is to accuse myself, which you ought not
some others of the people of God, to wait upon to put me upon for, nemo debet seipsum prohim as we sat together, there came in a rude dere. I am an Englishman, and by the law
man, called Miller, with a long cane in his of England I ought not to be taken, nor imprihand, who laid violent hands upon me, with soned, nor disseized of my freehold, nor called
some others, beating some, commanding the in question, nor put to answer, but according to
constables who came in after him
but having the law of the land
which I challenge as my
no warrant, they were not willing to meddle, birthright, on my own behalf, and all that hear
but as his threatenings prevailed, they being me this day, or words to this purpose. I stand
afraid of him, joined with him to carry several here at this bar as a delinquent, and do desire
of us before Justice Powel, so called, who the that my accuser may be brought forth to acnext day sent us to the sessions at Hick's Hall. cuse me for my delinquency, and then I shall
After some discourse several times with them, answer to my charge, if any I be guilty of.
manifesting to them the illegality both of our
You are here demanded to take
C. Judge.
commitment, and their proceedings thereupon
the oath of allegiance, and when you have done
yet notwithstanding, they committed me and that, then you shall be heard about the other
others, and caused an indictment to be drawn for we have power to tender it to any man.
against us, founded upon the late act against
J. C.
Not to me upon this occasion, in this
;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;:
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for I am brought hither as an offender accuser come forth, or otherwise let me be dis;
already, and not to be made an offender here, charged by proclamation, as you ought to do.
I am an Englishman, as Here [ was interrupted again.
or to accuse myself.
take no notice of your
Judge Twisden.
I have said to you, and challenge the benefit of
the laws of England ; for by them is a better being here otherwise than a straggler, or as

place

We

inheritance derived to me as an Englishman, any other person, or of the people that are here
than that which I receive from my parents; for this day ; for we may tender the oath to any
by the former the latter is preserved and this m.an. And another judge spake to the like
;

the 29th ch. of

Magna

Charta, and the Petition
the third of Car, I. and

of Right, mentioned in
and therefore
in other good laws of England
I desire the benefit and observance of them.
You that are judges upon the bench, ought to
be my counsel, and not my accusers, but to inand
form me of the benefit of those laws
wherein I am ignorant, you ought to inform
me, that I may not suffer through my own ignorance of those advantages which the laws of
England afford me as an Englishman.
Chief Judge.
sit here to do justice, and
are upon our oaths; and we are to tell you
;

purpose.
J.

C.

am

I

restrained of

ther

here at your bar as a prisoner

my

you ought

liberty,

and do question whe-

in justice to

tender

me

the oath

on the account I am now brought before you,
because I am supposed to be an offender; or
else why have I been six weeks in prison already? Let me be cleared of my imprisonment, and then I shall answer to what is
charged against me, and to the question now
propounded; for 1 am a lover of justice with
all my soul, and am well known by my neighbours, where I have lived, to keep a conscience
therefore, sirrah, void of offence, both towards God, and towards
;

We

what is law, and not you us
you are too bold,
man.
Judge.
J. C. Sirrah is not a word becoming a judge
for I am no felon; neither ought you to menace
J, C.
:

the prisoner at the bar

for

:

I

stand here ar-

Sirrah, leave your canting.
Is this canting, to

speak the words of

the Scripture?

my life and liberty, and the premy wife and children, and outward

It is canting in your mouth, though
Judge.
they are Paul's words.
estate, they being now at the stake, therefore
J. C.
I speak the words of the Scripture,
you ought to hear me to the full, what I can and it is not canting, though I speak them; but
say in my own defence, according to law, and they are words of truth and soberness in my
that in its season, as it is given me to speak
mouth, they being witnessed by me, and fultherefore I hope the court will bear with me, if filled in me.
do ask you again. Whether you
I am bold to assert my liberty, as an EnglishJudge,
man, and as a Christian and if I speak loud, will take the oath of allegiance? It is but a

raigned as for
servation of

We

;

my

it is

zeal for the truth,

and

the Lord; and mine innocency

Judge.

It is

an

evil zeal

;

for the

interrupting

Crook,
J.

C.

No,

I

am

name of

makes me

bold in the

bold.

the

Lord God Almighty, the everlasting Jehovah,
and stand as a witness for
accuser be brought forth, and I am
ready to answer any court of justice.
Then the judge interrupted me, saying Sirrah, with some other words I do not remember:
but I answered, You are not to threaten me,
neither are those menaces fit for the mouth of
a judge ; for the safety of the prisoner stands
upon the indifferency of the court and you
ought not to behave yourselves as parties, seeking all advantages against the prisoner, but not
heeding anything that may make for his clearing or advantage. The judge again interrupted
me, saying
Sirrah, you are to take the oath, and
Judge.
here we tender it you, (bidding, read it.)
Let me see mine accuser, that I may
J. C.
know for what cause I have been six weeks
imprisoned, and do not put me to accuse myself by asking me questions; but either let my

it

:

let

my

:

C.

J.

John der it ?
Then,

name of

to assert the truth,

may answer it if you will.
By what law have you power to ten-

short question, you

after some consultation together by
whispering, they called for the statute book,
and turning over the leaves, they answered,

Judge.
By the third of King James.
for
I desire that statute may be read
J. C.
I have consulted it, and do not understand that
you have power by that statute to tender me
;

the oath, being here before you in this place,
upon this occasion, as a delinquent already

and therefore I desire the judgment of the court
in this case, and that the statute may be read.
Then they took the statute-book, and
Judge.
consulted together upon it, and one said, We
are the judges of this land, and do better understand our power than you do, and we do judge
we may lawfully do it.
Is this the judgment of the court?
J. C.
Yes.

Judge.
J.

C.

I

desire the statute to be read that

to tender the oath to me upon
occasion in this place ; for, Vox audita
perit, sed litera scripta manet ; therefore let

empowers you
this

me

hear

it

read.
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Judge.
Hear me.
J. C.
I am as willing to hear as to speak.
Judge.
Then hear me: you are here required to take the oath by the court, and I will
inform yon what the penalty will be, in case

time,

and

1662.

in this place, legally to tender

me

the

oath.

Judge.
Read the oath to
clerk began to read.

him

;

and so the

J. C.
I desire justice, according to the laws
of England
for you ought first to convict me,
concerning the cause of my so long imprisonment for you are to proceed according to laws
already made, and not to make laws; for you
ought to be ministers of the law.
Judge.
You are a saucy and impudent fellow
Will you tell us what is law, or our dujustice, in bringing my accuser face to face, as ties? Then said he to the clerk. Read on; and
by law you ought to do, I standing at your bar when the clerk had done reading,
as a delinquent ; and when that is done, I will
J. C. said, Read the preface to the act; I say
answer to what can be charged against me, as again, read the title and preamble to the act;
also to the question
until then, I shall give no for titles to laws are claves legimi, as keys to
other answer than I have already done, at least open the law; for by their titles, laws are un-

you refuse; for your first denial shall be recorded, and then it shall be tendered to you
again at the end of the sessions; and upon the
second refusal you run a premunire, which is
the forfeiture of all your estate, if you have
any, and imprisonment during life.
J. C.
It is justice I stand for
let me have

;

:

;

:

;

derstood and known, as

at present.

Then

was

there

Take Then

a cry in the court,

him away, which occasioned

men by

their

faces.

the judges would have interrupted me,

I said as followeth
If you will not hear
me, nor do me justice, I must appeal to the
Mind the fear of the Lord God, that you may Lord God of heaven and earth, who is judge of
come to the knowledge of his will, and do jus- quick and dead; before whom we must all aptice; and take heed of oppressing the innocent, pear, to give an account of the deeds done in
for the Lord God of heaven and earth will as- the body; for he will judge between you and
suredly plead their cause: and for my part, I me this day, whether you have done me justice
desire not the hurt of one of the hairs of your or not.
heads; but let God's wisdom guide you. These
'These words following, or the like, I spake
words he spake at the bar, and as he was car- as going from the bar, being pulled away, viz.
rying away.
Mind the fear of the Lord God, that you may
On the sixth-day of the week, in the fore- do justice, lest you perish in his wrath. For
noon following, the court being sat, John Crook sometimes the court cried, pull him away, and
was called to the bar.
then said, bring him again
and thus they did
Chief Judge.
Friend Crook, we have given several times, like men in confusion and disoryou time to consider of what was said yester- der.
day to you by the court, hoping you may have
The same day, in the afternoon, silence bebetter considered of it by this time; therefore, ing made, John Crook was called to the bar,
without any more words, will you take the before the judges and justices aforesaid
the
oath? And called to the clerk, and bid him indictment being read, the judge said,
read it.
Mr. Crook, you have heard your indictment,
Are you guilty, or not guilty ?
J. C. I did not, neither do I deny allegiance, what say you ?
J. C.
I desire to speak a few words in hubut do desire to know the cause of my so long
imprisonment for, as I said, I stand at your mility and soberness, in regard my estate and
bar as a delinquent, and am brought hither by liberty lies at stake, and am likely to be a preforce, contrary to the law; therefore let me see cedent for many more
therefore I hope the
my accuser, or else free me by proclamation, court will not deny me right and benefit of the
as I ought to be, if none can accuse me
for law, as being an Englishman
I have some
the law is grounded upon right reason, and reason, before I speak any thing to the indictwhatsoever is contrary to right reason, is con- ment, to demand and tell you, that I desire to
trary to law; and therefore if no accuser ap- know mine accusers I have been kept this six
pear, you ought to acquit me first, and then weeks in prison, and know not, nor have seen
I shall answer, as I have said, if any new the faces of them.
Judge. We shall afford you the I'ight of the
matter appear
otherwise it is of force, and
that our law abhors, and you ought not to law, as an Englishman, God forbid you should
take notice of my so being before you
for be denied it
but you must answer first guilty,
what is not legally so, is not so; and therefore or not guilty, that so in your trial you may
but if you
I am in the condition, as if I were not before have a fair hearing and pleading
you and therefore it cannot be supposed, in go on as you do, and will not answer guilty, or
right reason, that you have now power, at this not guilty, you will run yourself into a premu-

tion

;

and

J.

a great interrup-

but

:

C. spake to this purpose, saying.

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

::
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and then you lose the benefit of the law,
and expose yourself, body and estate, to great
hazards and whatever violence is offered to
your person or estate, you are out of the king's
and
protection, and lose the benefit of the law
all this by your not answering guilty, or not
guihy.
If you plead not guilty, you may be
nire,

;

;

heard.
C.

J.

It

is

28th Edw. 3.
these words:

recorded in the statutes of the

&

and 42nd Edw.

3.

3.

&

3. in

No man is to be taken, or imprisoned, or be put to answer without presentment
before justices, or matter of record, or by due
process, or vvrit original, according to the old
law of the land ; and if any thing from henceforth be done to the contrary, it shall be void
in law,

and holden

for error.

And

also in the

25th of Edw. 1, 2. and the 3rd Car. 1. and the
29th cap. Mag. Chart.
No freeman shall be
taken and imprisoned but by the law of the
land These words [the law of the land] are
explained by the statute of 37th Edw. 3. 8. to
and if any
be without due process of law
judgments are given contrary to Mag. Chart,
they are void, 25th Edw. 1. 2.
Judge. Mr. Crook, you are out of the way,
and do not understand the law ; though you
adore the statute law so much, yet you do not
understand it.
J. C.
I would have you tell me the right
:

;

way.

239

humility and meekness
dare not betray the honesty of my cause, and the honest ones of this
nation, whose liberty I stand for, as well as my
own ; as I have cause to think I shall, if I
J.

C.

I

to say,

I

do desire

shall not

in

I

!

plead to the present indictment, before 1 see
the faces of my accusers: for truly, I am not
satisfied in my judgment and conscience, that

ought

to a created offence bv you,
be first acquitted of the cause of my
being brought prisoner to your bar and therefore it sticks with me to urge this farther, viz.
I

before

to plead

I

;

that

I

may see my accusers. Interruption.
The errantest thief may say he is not

Judge.

satisfied in his conscience.
J.

C.

My

case

their accusers;

And
do so

is

and

not theirs, yet they have

may

not

I

;

as Christ said to the

for mine?
you ought to

call

therefore call for them, for

woman, Woman,

where are thine accusers? So you ought to
say to me, Man, where are thine accusers?
Interrupted.

Your indictment is your accuser,
Judge.
and the grand jury have found you guilty, because you did not swear: what say you, Mr.
Crook, are you guilty, or not guilty ? If you
will not answer, or what you have said, be taken for your answer, as I told you before, you
and what I tell you,
lose the benefit of the law
is for your good.
What is for good, I hope I shall take
J. C.
;

Mr. Crook, hear me, you must say it so.
if you plead not guilty,
Judge.
If you will not answer, you run
you shall be heard, and know how far the law yourself into a premunire, and you will lose the
favours you.
And the next thing is, there is benefit of the law, and of the king's protection,
no circumstance whatsoever that is the cause unless you plead guilty, or not guilty.
of your imprisonment, that you question, but
J. C.
I stand as brought forcibly and vioyou have, as a subject, your remedies, if you lently hither; neither had 1 been here but by
will go this way, and wave other things, and a violent action, and that you should take no
answer guilty, or not guilty and what the law notice of it, seems strange to me and not only
affords you, you shall have, if you do what the so, but that you should hasten me so fast into
law requires you or else you will lose the be- a course, that I should not be able any ways to
nefit of the law, and be out of the king's pro- help myself, by reason of your hasty and fast
tection.
proceedings against me, to put me out of the
J. C.
Observe how the judge would draw king's protection, and the benefit of all law
me into a snare, viz By first pleading, guilty was ever the like known, or heard of, in a court
or not guilty, and when I have done so, he and of justice ?
his brethren intend suddenly to put me, as an
Judge.
Friend, this is not here in question,
out-lawed person, out of the king's protection
whether you are unjustly brought here or not
and how then can I have remedy for my false do you question that by law, but not disable
imprisonment?
if
Therefore first clear me, or yourself to take advantage by the law
condemn me, from my false imprisonment, brought by a wrong hand, you have a plea
while I am in a capacity to have the benefit of against them; but you must first answer guilty,
the law, and not to out-law me for an offence or not guilty.
created by yourselves
and then, to stop my
How can I help myself, when you
J. C.
mouth, you tell me, that if I have been wronged, have outlawed me? Therefore let proclamaor false imprisoned, I may have my remedy tion be made in the court, that I was brought
afterwards this is to trapan me, and contrary by force hither, and let me stand cleared by
to both law and justice, &c.
proclamation, as you ought to do; for you are
Judge.
You must plead guilty, or not discernere per legem, quid sit justum, (to deguilty.
termine by law what is just) and not to do what
Judge.

guilty, or not guilty

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;
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seems good

in

your own eyes

(here

;

I

was

in-

terrupted again) but might have spoken justice

Crook's words in Hamden's case, who said,
That we who are judges speak upon our oaths,
and therefore must deliver our judgments

reason of the law, being the law itself.
I am
no lawyer, and my knowledge of it is but little;
yet I have had a love to it, for that reason I
have found in it, and have spent some leisure
hours in the reading thereof; and the law is
that which I honour, and is good in its place;
many laws being just and good (not all) but,
and
T say, a great part of it, or much of it

to our consciences; and the fault
upon us, if it be illegal, and we deliver
it for law
and farther said. We that are judges
must not give our judgments according to poli- that

according
will

lie

:

[1662.

;

is

not

my

intention in the

least to

dis-

cy, or rules of state, nor conveniences, but parage, or derogate from.
Judge.
Mr. Crook, you have been told, you
only according to law. These were his words,
which I might have spoken, but was interrupted. must plead guilty, or not guilty, or else you run
What, though no man tendered the yourself into a premunire; be not your own
Judge.
oath to you, when you were committed, as you enemy, nor be so obstinate.
J. C.
I would not stand obstinately before
from the
say, it being now tendered to you
time you refused it, being tendered to you by a you, neither am I so ; if you understand it
lawful authority, you refusing, are indicted; otherwise, it is a mistake indeed.
Will you speak to the indictment,
Judge.
we look not upon what you are here for, but
;

here finding you, we tender you the oath and
you refusing it, your imprisonment is now just,
and according to law.
(Something omitted which I spake after;

wards.)
J. C.

How came

you know not
I have told you it is force and violence, which
our law altogether condemns and therefore I
not being legally before, am not before you
and I not
for what is not legally so, is not so
being brought to your bar, you ought not to
I

here, if

;

;

take notice of my being here.
Judge.
No, no, you are mistaken ; so you
may say of all the people gazing here, they
not being legally here, are not here I tell you,
a man being brought by force hither, we may
tender him the oath, and if he take it not, he
may be committed to prison authority hath
:

;

and then you may plead if you will not answer guilty, or not guilty, we will record it,
and judgment shall go against you. Clerk,
;

enter him.

Mr. Crook, if you will answer,
Recorder.
may plead for yourself; or will you take
The court takes no notice how you
the oath?
came hither: What say you? Will you answer? For a man may be brought out of
Smithfield by head and shoulders, and the oath
tendered to him. and may be committed, without taking notice how he came here.
That kind of proceeding is not only
J. C.
(here was some
unjust, but unreasonable also
interruption) and against the laws aforesaid,
which say, No man shall be taken or imprisonso
ed, but by warrant, or due process of law
that this speech of the recorder's favours more
of passion, than justice ; and cruelty, than due
observance of law for every forcible restraint

you

—

:

given us the power, and the statute law hath
given us authority to tender the oath to any
and of a man's liberty, is an imprisonment in law.
person, and so have we tendered it to you
for your not taking of it, you are indicted by Besides, this kind of practice, to take men by
answer the accusation, or con- force, and imprison them, and then ask them
the grand jury
fute the indictment, you must do the one or the questions, the answering of which makes them
guilty, is not only unrighteous in itself, but
answer guilty, or not guilty.
other
:

;

:

;

but might against law, and makes one evil act the ground
were spectators, of another; and one injury offered to one, the
beholding and hearing the trials, are not to be foundation of another; and this is my case this
be- day. -^Interruption.
called gazers, as the judge terms them
Mr. Crook, you must not be your
Judge.
cause it is their liberty and privilege, as they
are Englishmen, and the law of England allows own judge, we are your judges but for our
will you answer
so that they are not to be termed parts we will not wrong you
the same
If not, you will run
gazers upon this account, but are legally in guilty, or not guilty?
that place, to hear trials, and see justice done, yourself into a premunire unavoidably, and
and might have spoken, if occasion had been, then you know what I told you would follow
any thing in the prisoner's defence, tending to for we take no notice how you came hither, but
clear up the matter in difference, and the court finding you here, we tender you the oath.
Then it seems you make the law a
J. C,
must have heard them or him and this as a
trapan to ensnare me, or as a nose-of-wax, or
stander-by, or amicus curice ; so saith Coke.
J. C.
The law is built upon right reason, or what you please: well! I shall leave my cause
and whatever is con- with the Lord God, who will plead for me in
right reason is the law
But suppose I do take the oath
the righteousness.
trary to right reason, is contrary to law
J.

have

C.

Here

I

was

interrupted,

said, that the people that

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;
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now at this time, you may
morrow and make a new
may call me before them.
Judge.
there

fall

Yes,
out

there be

if

me

call

tender

new

;

again

to-

or others

matter; or,

if

any emergent occasion, whereby

you minister on your part new occasion.
Crook, will you swear?

Mr.

J. C.
If I do take it to-day, it may be tendered me again to-morrow, and so next day,
ad infinitum ; whereby a great part of my time
may be spent and taken up in taking the oath
and swearing.
C. Judge.
When you have once sworn, you
may not be put upon it again, except you minister occasion on your part,
J. C.
Is this the judgment of the court, that
the oath once taken by me is sufficient, and
ought not to be tendered a second time, without
new matter ministered on my part?
Judge.
Yes, you making it appear you
have once taken it.
J. C.
Is this the judgment of the whole
court ?
For I would not do any thing rashly.
Judges.
Yes, it is the judgment of the
court; to Vi^hich they all standing up, said.
Yes.
J. C.
Then it seems there must be some
new occasion ministered by me after I have
[once] taken it, or it ought not to be tendered
to me the second time.
Judges.
Yes.
J. C.
Then by the judgment of this court,
if I make it appear that I have taken the oath
once, and I have ministered no new matter
on my part, whereby I can be justly charged
with the breach of it, then it ought not to be
tendered me the second time ; but I am the
man that have taken it once, being a freeman of
the city of London, when I was made free, witness the records in Guildhall, which I may produce, and no new matter appearing to you on

^

my

part, if there do, let

me know

it

;

if not,

you
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again ; as for instance, the king hath been out
of England, and now is come in again, there
be many have taken it twenty, thirty, or forty
years since, yet this new emergency requires
it again;
and although you have taken it, yet
you must not make it appear before you answer guilty, or not guilty ; therefore do not

wrong

yourself,

and prejudice yourself and

Do you

family?

think that every fellow that

comes hither shall argue as j-ou do? We have
no more to do, but to know of you, whether you
will answer guilty, or not guilty, or take the
oath, and then you shall be freed from the indictment; if you will not plead, clerk record
it:
what say you? Are you guilty, or not
guilty?
J. C.
Will you not stand to your own judgments? Did you not say even now, that if I
had once taken the oath, it ought not to be ten-

dered to
kept

me

the second time, except

new matter on my

tered

it,

part that

I
I

adminis-

have not

&c. but no such matter appearing, you

ought not

to

tender

it

to

me

your own confession, much

the second time

by

me

for

less to indict

refusal.

If you will not plead, we will record
and judgment shall be given against you

Judge.
it,

we

therefore say, guilty, or not, or else

cord

it.

(The

will re-

clerk beginning to record

it.)

Before I answer, I demand a copy of
my indictment; for I have heard it affirmed by
counsel learned in the law, that if I plead beC.

J.

fore

I

tions,

my excepexceptions afterwards against the in-

have a copy, or have made

my

dictment will be made void therefore I desire
a copy of the indictment.
Judge.
He that said so, deserves not the
name of a counsel ; for the law is, you must
first answer, and then you shall have a copy.
Will you plead, guilty, or not guilty ?
J. C.
If my pleading guilty, or not guilty,
will not deprive me of the benefit of quashing
the indictment for insufficiency, or other excep:

ought not, by your own judgment, to tender me
it the second time
for De non apparentibus, tions that

I may make against it, I shall speak
non existantihus eadem ratio est. Inter- to it.
rupted by the shout of the court, when these
Judge.
No, it will not. Will you answer,
last words might have been spoken.
guilty, or not guilty?
If you plead not, the inJudge.
Mr. Crook, you are mistaken, you dictment will be found against you will you
must not think to surprise the court with criti- answer? We will stay no longer.
cisms, nor draw false conclusions from our
J. C.
I am upon the point ;
will not my
judgments.
pleading deprive me of the benefit of the law ?
J. C.
If this be not a natural conclusion For I am tender in that respect, because it is
from the judgment of the court, let right reason not ray own case only, but may be the case of
judge and if you recede from your own judg- thousands more therefore I would do nothing
ments in the same breath, as it were given that might prejudice others or myself as a
even now, what justice can I expect from you ? Christian, or as an Englishman.
For, if you will not be just to yourselves, and
Judge.
Understand yourself, but we will
your own judgments, how can I expect you not make a bargain with you, said another
should be just to me?
judge, you shall have the right done you as an
Judge.
Mr. Crook, If you have taken it, if Englishman, the way is to answer, guilty, or
there be a new emergency, you are to take it not guilty
if you plead and find the indictVol. XIII.— No. 7.
31
;

et

—

:

;

:

:

:;
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ment not good, you may have your remedy
answer, guilty or not guilty

?

As

to the indictment it is very large,
be confused, and made up of some
things true, and some things false; my answer
therefore is, what is true in the indictment I
will not deny, because I make conscience of
what I say, and therefore, of what is true, I
confess myself guilty, but what is false, I am
not guilty of that.
Judge. That is not sufficient; either answer
guilty, or not guilty, or judgment will be given
against you.
J. C.
I will speak the truth as before the
Lord, 8^ all along I have endeavoured to do; I
am not guilty of that which is false, contained
in the indictment, which is the substance thereof.
Judge.
No more ado, the form is nothing,
guilty, or not?
J. C.
I must not wrong my conscience, I
am not guilty of what is false, as I said before
J,

;

C.

and seems

to
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J. C,
I desire we may have justice, and that
we may not be surprised in our trial, but that
we may have time till the next quarter sessions,

our indictment being in Latin, and so large as
it

is

and

and

;

is

this

is

but that which

reasonable,

is

the practice of other courts

:

but an action above forty shillings,

for, if
it

it

be

not or-

is

And

dinarily ended under two or three terms.

one be indicted for a
the value of five shil-

in the quarter sessions, if

it be but to
he shall have liberty to enter his traverse
and, up^ security given to prosecute,
he shall have liberty till the next sessions, which
is the ordinary practice
which liberty we desire, and we hope it is so reasonable, it will not
be denied, especially upon this occasion, we
being like to be made a precedent and courts
of justice have used to be especially careful in
making of precedents for we are not provided,
according to law, to make our defence at this
time, and therefore if we be put upon it, it will
what is true, I am guilty of: what is not true, be a surprisal.
There is no great matter of law in
I am not guilty of that; which is the substance
Judge.
thereof, as I said before.
the case, it is only matter of fact. Whether you
Recorder. It is enough, and shall serve turn. have refused to take the oath or not, that is the
Enter that, clerk.
point in issue and what law can arise here 1
The seventh-day of the week, called SaturRecorder. Mr. Crook, the keeper of the prison was spoken to, to tell you, that we intended
day.
Silence being made, John Crook was called td try you this day, and therefore ordered him
The clerk of the sessions read that counsel might come to you if you would
to the bar.
something concerning the jury, which was em- and also that the clerk should give you a copy
panneled on purpose, as was said, the jury of the indictment: this is fair; therefore we will
being discharged who were eye-witnesses of go on to swear the jury; for the matter is, whewhat passed between us and the court and this ther you refiise the oath, or not? and that is the
jury, being divers of them soldiers, some of single point, and there needs neither law nor
whom did by violence and force pull and hale counsel in the case and therefore we consiFriends out of their meetings, and some of us dered of it last night, when we sent you word,
out of our houses and these were of the jury and did determine to try you, and therefore it
by whom we were to be tried. The clerk read- is in vain to say anything, for the court is resolved to try you now therefore swear the jury,
ing the indictment (as I remember.)
desire to be heard a few words, crier.
J. C.
I
then
I hope you will not surprise us
which are these, That we may have liberty till
J. C.

trespass, if
lings,

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

who

were indicted,
ment, it being long, and in Latin, and like to cried out, having spoken something before. Let
be a precedent and I hope I need not press it, us have justice, and let not the jury be sworn
because I understood that you promised, and till we be first heard so there was a great noise,
especially the Recorder, who answered, when the court being in a confusion, some crying,
Take them away ; others. Stay, let them alone
it was desired, " You shall," that we should
have counsel also, the which we cannot be ex- others saying, Go on to swear the jury which
pected to have had the benefit of, as yet, the the crier in this uproar and confusion did do
time being so short, and we kept prisoners, that something, as if he had done it then we all
we could not go forth to advise with counsel, cried out for justice and liberty till the next sessions the court being in a confusion, some cryneither could we tell how to get them to us
we having no copy of the indictment before ing one thing, and some another, which now
this morning and because so suddenly hurried cannot be called to mind, by reason of the
the next quarter sessions to traverse the indict-

the other prisoners,

also

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

we cannot reasonably be
supposed to be provided, as to matter of law, to
make our defence.
Judge.
have given you time enough,
and you shall have no more for we will try

down

to the sessions,

We

;

you

at this time, therefore

swear the jury.

great distraction that

what we said

to

was

in the court

them, nor they

;

neither

to us, the noise

so great, and the commands of the court
so various to the officers, some commanding
them to take us away ; others, to let us alone

was

others, to bring

us nearer

;

others cried, Put

;:
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othei's, to put them
where the felons used
to stand
where we were forced into accordingly and in this hurliburly and confusion that
was amongst them, some men were sworn to
testify that we refused to take the oath, which

them

into

the bail-dock

within the farthest

;

bai'

;

:

we never

other officers of the
they would have sworn, refused
to swear, though pressed to it by the chief jusThen spake
tice, they desired to be excused.
one of the prisoners again pretty much, but
could harldly be understood, by reason of the
noise in the court ; but the people, to whom he
spake with a loud voice, by way of exhortation,
might hear the substance of what he said, which
cannot now particularly be called to mind ; but
it was to express the presence and love of God
to himself, and to exhort others to mind his
fear, that they also might be acquainted with
court,

positively did

God, &c.
Judge.

Stop his mouth, executioner

;

which

was accordingly done.
Prisoners.

Then we

cried out. Will

you not

We

give us leave to speak for ourselves?
except against some of the jury, as being our

enemies, and some of them who by force commanded us to be pulled out of our meetings,
contrary to law, and carried us to prison without warrant, or other due process of law ; and
shall these be our judges

?

We except

against

them.
Judge.
It is too late now, you should have
done it before they had been sworn jurymen.
Jury, go together, that which you have to find,
is. Whether they have refused to take the oath
or no, which hath been sworn before you that
they did refuse you need not go from the bar.
:

And like words said the recorder and others,
there being a confusion and noise in the court,

many

speaking together.

Prisoners.
that

Then we

we might be

where he spake to the court to
purpose: I desire to know whether, according to law, and the practice of this court,
myself and my fellow-prisoners may have liberty to put in bail, to prosecute our traverse at
the next sessions?
the inner bar,
this

Court.
Judge.

,*

whom
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No, we

will try

you presently.

Stop their mouths, executioner and
this was the cry of many upon the bench, they
being still in a continued confusion ; some crying to the jury, Give in your verdict, for we
with other words, which
will not hear them
could not be heard for the noise, the court being
:

;

in confusion.
J. C.
You might as well have caused us to
have been murdered before we came hither, as
to bring us hither under pretence to try us, and
not give us leave to make our defence; you had
as good take away our lives at the bar, as to
command us thus to be abused, and to have our
mouths stopped
Was ever the like known ?
Let the righteous God judge between us. Will
you hear me ? You have often promised that
you would.
Judge.
Hear me, and we will hear you
then he began to speak, and some others of the
bench interrupted him sometimes they speaking two or three at a time, and a noise amongst
the officers of the court
but the judge said,
:

;

:

We may
but

give

you

liberty

we may choose and
;

till

the next sessions,

therefore will try

you

now.
J. C.
I bade the people take notice of their
promise, That I should have liberty to speak,
saying. See now you be as good as your words.

Judge.

The law

of England

is

not only just,

but merciful; and therefore you shall not be
surprised, but shall have

allows.

what

justice the

law

Interruption.

J. C.
I remember what the judge said even
and now. That the law of England was a merciful
make our defence, law that the court had said before, They might,

cried for justice,

heard, to

before the jury gave their verdict

;

;

but the judge

they would, give us liberty till the next sessions, but they would not ; and the maxim of
the law also is, Summum jus, est summa injuria ; therefore I hope your practice will make
it good, that it is a merciful
law ; and not to
execute summum jus, &c. upon me, and thereby
condemn yourselves out of your own mouths.
if

and recorder said, we should not be heard,
making good by their practice, what the chief
judge had said the day before, viz. That if we
had liberty to speak, we would make ourselves
famous, and them odious, crying again. Stop
their mouths, executioner ; which was done accordingly, with a dirty cloth, and also endeaJudge,
Jury, give in your verdict.
voured to have gagged me, J. C, striving to
J. C.
Let me have liberty first to speak, it
get hold of my tongue, having a gag ready in his is but few words, and I hope I shall do it with
hand for that purpose and so we were served what brevity and pertinency my understanding
several times.
Then I called out with a loud will give me leave, and the occasion requires
voice, Will you condemn us without hearing? it is to the point in these two heads, viz. MatThis is to deal worse with us, than Pilate did ter of law, and matter of conscience to matter
with Christ, who, though he condemned him of law, I have this to say, first, as to the statute
without a cause, yet not without hearing him itself, it was made against the papists, occaspeak for himself; but you deny us both.
sioned by the gunpowder-plot and is entitled.
Judge. Let Mr. Grey come to the bar, room For the better discovery and suppressing of
being made, he was conveyed to an officer in Popish recusants
but they have liberty, and
;

:

;

:

;
:;
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—

we are destroyed, what in you lies. (Interrupted by the judges, and disturbance of the
As to conscience, I have something to
court.)
say, and that is. It is a tender thing, and we

[1662.

rather as parties, than as equal judges between

two.

Because we were surprised in our trial, expecting that, according to our mittimus, and

and there- former proceedings, we should have been tried
it is to offend it
we dare not break Christ's commands, who upon the late act of parliament, made on purand the apostle pose against Quakers, &c. Not in the least
hath said. Swear not at all
James said, Above all things, my brethren, expecting any such proceedings as we met

have known what

;

fore

;

swear not

—

(interrupted)

—

the

court

calling

again to the executioner to stop my mouth
which he did accordingly, with his dirty cloth,
as aforesaid, and his gag in his hand.
Hear the jury who said something
Judge.
to him, which was supposed to give in the verdict, according to his order ; for they were fit
for his purpose, as it seems, they beginning to
lay their heads together, before we had spoken
anything to them, only upon his words.
;

Crier, make silence in the court
Judge,
then the recorder, taking a paper into his hand,
The jury for the
read to this purpose, viz.
king do find, that John Crook, John Bolton,
and Isaac Grey, are guilty of refusing to take

the oath of allegiance; for which you do incur
a premunire, which is the forfeiture of all your

and therefore could not be provided to
defence according to law seeing we
were committed upon pretence of one law, and
prosecuted under colour of another
which
could not, without force, cast any face upon us,
as persons concerned to be tried by it, viz, 3
Jacob 4, entitled. An Act for discovering and
repressing of Popish Recusants,
It further appears, in that our judges declined
the late act, which was made on purpose, after
the imprisoning so many thousand Quakers,
only for refusing to take the same oath of allegiance
which imprisonment begat so many
debates in both the houses of parliament, that
it may be supposed they concluded the penalty
of premunire, according to the former laws,
was either too great and severe, or that the
Quakers, so called, were not at all within the
intent of those laws and therefore they enactwithal

;

make our

;

;

;

life, and personal estates for
be out of the king's protection,
;
and to be imprisoned during his pleasure and ed, That for the first refusal to swear, they
might be fined, not exceeding five pounds for
this is your sentence.
But we are still under God's protec- the second refusal, not exceeding ten pounds;
J. C.
and the third refusal, it might be lawful for the
tion.
Adjourn the court: which vvas king to cause them to be transported, &c. But
Recorder.

real estates during

ever

;

and you

to

:

;

done accordingly, and we remanded
where we remain prisoners.

to

New-

gate,

these judges, not liking the parliament's act,

nor their judgments expressed in the same, concerning punishing the Quakers, have found out
a

Some animadversions upon

way

to

make them

feel

their

little

finger to

whole matter,

be heavier than the parliament's loins, as is
shoioivg the severity and unmercifulness, if manifest by the sentence of premunire lately
not cruel injustice, of the late proceedings passed, only for refusing to swear ; whereby
against us: Leaving it to be judged by God's they also slight the king's declarations, which
say, That no man should be molested, or called
witness in every conscience.
in question, for his conscience, &c., as they did
Considering our first taking without warrant his late proclamation, when it was given them
the

force of arms, and our commitment thereupon, with the proceedings upon that commitment at Hicks's Hall, Middlesex, by indictment
against J. C. upon the late act of parliament
against Quakers, &c., and his pleading not
guilty thereunto, with the court's committing
him again to prison, where he remained until

by

be read, which saith, That no man
his house searched, or be taken, or
imprisoned, under any pretence whatsoever,
except by a warrant first had and obtained from
some of the privy council, or some justice of
in court to

shall

have

the peace,

&c.

But of these the court would

when they were urged to them.
Because, when time until the next sessions
the sessions in the Old Bailey, as aforesaid
1. Because the
the court's often refusal to take any notice of was desired, for these reasons
former proceedings, or any injury or wrong indictment was in Latin, and so large. 2. There
3. It was to
that he had sustained, either in apprehension or vvas need of counsel in the case.
proceedings, or so much as the cause itself, for be a precedent; and therefore, for themselves,
as well as us, there was need of time judges
which he was imprisoned.
The court's putting him upon interrogatories, heretofore being careful in making precedents.
no accuser appearing, to accuse himself, in ten- Unto all which we had this answer returned,
dering him the oath of allegiance, as a snare, Stop their mouths, executioner; and. Take them
that so his refusal might become a crime for away and all this when it was the proper time
them to punish him for carrying themselves for us to make our defence.
take no notice,

:

:

:

;

:

:
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Because the moderate jury, that had served
upon several trials at the same sessions, were
dismissed, and a new jury empanneled only for
us, consisting of several persons who had a
hand in our illegal apprehensions and commit-

eousness in the earth ; and hate him that rebuketh in the gate, and abhor him that speaketh uprightly;" and at verse 27, it is said,
" Therefore will I cause you to go into captivity," &c. saith the Lord, " whose name is the

ments.

God

Their unrighteousness is farther manifest
from the recorder's answer to us, when we

Now followeth

pressed for time, who said, They could not
grant it, because they must deliver the jail; and
yet several persons, that were taken and imprisoned upon the same account with some of
us, are continued

in prison, there being

still

of hosts."

J.

Crook.

some collections, that passed at the
same Court of Sessions, by Isaac Grey, called
Doctor in Physic, at the Old Bailey, receiving
the same sentence of premunire with the other
two.

nothing done unto them in order to any trial
Isaac Grey being called to the bar
but as liars have need of good memories, so
Judge. Will you take the oath of allegiance?
have such judges of cai'eless auditors and specGrey. I have been near five weeks in pritators, that their words and actions may not be son ; I desire to know for what.
Besides, at the same sessions,
take no notice of your imprisontaken notice of
Judge.
the oath was tendered to some persons, and al- ment, nor how you came here
will you take
though they refused, yet was liberty granted the oath ?
them till the next sessions ; which renders such
Grey. I desire to know for what I am imjudges guilty either of partiality, or injustice, or prisoned, and then I am ready to answer for
both
and thus they condemn themselves by no man, in this particular, hath received so
their own sayings.
much wrong as myself, having received a
Lastly, That which aggravates their severity wound, whereby I was in jeopardy of my life.
and cruelty to us, is farther manifest by these
Judge.
If any have wronged you, take your
1. That none of the kings course in law: will you swear?
things following:
of Israel that we read of, ever required such an
Grey. I am a man of a tender conscience,
oath of the people. 2. Inasmuch as the refusal and do desire time to consider.
of the oath, simply considered, doth the king no
Judge. Take him away: which was accordharm, nor the taking of it any good. 3. If it ingly done.
were an offence to refuse to take it, yet the
The next day Isaac Grey was called to the
punishment is not proportionable to the offence, bar, and asked by the judge, if he would yet
which by the just law it ought to be. 4. To take the oath ? Recorder speaking unto him
conclude, the oath was not duly tendered, ac^ on this wise
Mr. Grey, you are a wise undercording to their own law, inasmuch as it was standing man, and a scholar be advised what
not read at all to some of us, only we were you do, and do not ruin yourself, but take the
asked, if we would take it ; and to others but oath.
once, and not quite through neither, to our hearGrey. I desire time to consider, and to do
ing and understanding; and none of us in words nothing rashly.
He that deserves pundenied then to take it.
Then in the afternoon were all three again
ishment, is supposed to have done or said some called to the bar, and the indictment read.
evil Now the law saith. Malum non hahet effiMr. Grey, will you take the oath?
Judge.
ciendam, sed deficiendam causam; in English Crier, hold him the book.
thus, Evil hath not an efficient, but a deficient
Grey. I desire to know the cause of my first
cause, saith Coke, because, some virtue is want- imprisonment, and to discharge me of the same,
Now what virtue is wanting in him that before I give my answer to the oath ; for I do
ing.
doth speak the truth, without dissimulation, but not know myself guilty of any crime.
dare not swear at alH
Judge.
The law supposeth you to be disThese things truly considered, and duly affected to the present government, and thereweighed in the balance of the sanctuary, it will fore the oath is tendered you.
soon appear which scale goeth down, and over
Grey. I understand that the fundamental
whom this motto deserves to be written, mene law of England alloweth no man to be accused
TEKEL, &c. Thou art weighed in the balance, or condemned upon supposition I do farther
and art found wanting for this is the day for affirm, and that in the light of God, That I am
discovering of false weights and measures, and not an enemy to the king, nor to any man livof the measuring of the temple, and the wor- ing upon the face of the earth.
shippers therein, according to John's prophecy,
Will you answer guilty, or not
Judge.
in Rev. xi.
And hearken also what the pro- guilty?
phet saith, Amos v. 7 and 10, "Ye who turn
Grey. I desire time to consider of the truth

We

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

judgment

into

wormwood, and

leave off right-

of this matter; the indictment being large, and

—
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having

much

contained in

it,

which indeed

I

do

Judge.
indictment

Grey.

Will you yet swear, or plead

told you, and that for condare do nothing rashly.
What do you talk to us of conEvery fellow may plead conscience.
I

science sake,

Judge.
science?

have
I

Grey.
Do you use
no conscience?
Judge.

to the

?

swear such as make

to

We

To which

they answered.
might not.
them to do me and my fellow-prisoners justice : for you are to know, that
as we stand arraigned at this bar, so shall you
appear before the great tribunal of God's justice, to give an account of this day's work, as
also of all the deeds done in the body, whether
they be good or evil ; and what measure you
mete to us, shall be measured to you again.
Judge.
know that as well as you ; and
then called to swear the jury, the court being
in a confusion, and the officers and hangman
abusing my fellow-prisoners, as aforesaid ; then
I went my way, the chief justice, so called,
being in a rage, called to me in an abrupt manner, saying. You shall be tried according to the

Then

not well understand.

[1662.

I

desired

We

Guilty, or not guilty

?

When you

have answered to this, you may plead what you
but first answer
can in your own defence
guilty, or not guilty the rule of the law is, you
must first answer.
Grey. Would you have men swear, whe;

:

ther they will or nay, especially

when

against

laws.

Grey. I do desire to be tried by the laws,
have consciences as well as and not by passion. They then went on, being
you if there be anything, as to matter of con- all in a confusion and disorder, unto sentence,
you must plead guilty, which was on this wise. You shall forfeit all
science, it is nothing
or not guilty, that we may not spend time any your real estate for life, and your personal
longer.
and be put out of the king's
estate for ever
Grey. Truly, I desire not that the time protection, and imprisoned during the king's
should be taken up in anything that may not pleasure, according to the statute of premunire.
advantage the good of the people therefore be- Which sentence was also passed upon my two
fore I plead, give me a copy of the indictment, fellow-prisoners aforesaid.
and then I shall plead.
These things are part of what passed between
Sirrah, guilty, or not guilty ?
Judge.
the court and myself, many things being omitGrey. I desire first to be heard as a Chris- ted by reason of the often interruptions, and
tian, and then as an Englishman.
are written to prevent mistakes, and to inform
Do not I tell you, sirrah, if you all moderate inquirers concerning the severity
Judge.
but and injustice that we met withal, not only to
will plead not guilty, you shall be heard
if you will not, you will run yourself into a the loss of all my estate and liberty, but of my
premunire.
practice also, to the damage and detriment of
Grey. I appeal then to God Almighty, for many of my patients, who, through necessity,
I shall not wrong my conscience.
are compelled to come to prison to me, but have
Judge. It is no matter of conscience guilty, been sometimes hindered from coming to speak
or not guilty ?
to me.
Grey. Not guilty.
But our desires are. To forgive them that
The last day of trial all the three persons trespass against us, as God hath forgiven us
aforesaid being called to the bar, after some our trespasses against him.
I. G.
discourse between my fellow-prisoners and the
court, myself was forced from thence before I
their conscience

Judge.

?

We

:

;

;

:

;

;

was heard,

my

the bench,

was

desired to be with

my

fellow-prisoners,

the felons' bar, but

command from
but

and

I

fellow-prisoners being violently

myself, by
not thrust there;

thrust within

to fare as they fared,

and so was put

Glad- tidings proclaimed

to the

upright in heart,

of life : and judgment
pronounced against Babylon and her merchants, whose reioards must be according to

who walk

in the light

in

her works.
with them ; but after some time, the court being
Dear flock of my heavenly Father, whom
in a confusion, and their officers abusing my
fellow-prisoners, by stopping their mouths and he hath visited and chosen out of the world, to
whose tears are botthe common hangman endeavoured to gag one be his peculiar treasure
;

of them, that they might not speak in their own
defence ; then I desired I might be heard
upon which the court called me nearer to them
then I approached to their bar, and spake on
this wise, I desire to know whether, according
to the law of England, and the proceedings of
this court, we may not be allowed to put in bail
to prosecute our traverse at the next sessions ?
:

and whose groans are in remembrance
before him, that he cannot withhold from doing
you good. Oh ye faithful and valiant ones for
his truth upon earth
He hath seen, he hath
seen your afflictions, sufferings, and trials, and
hath weighed them in the balance, and tempered your cups, that you may say of the bitterest of them. My God is the portion of this
tled up,

!

;
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Hath he taken thy vahant men, and reBecause
moved them hence ? What is it for

also.

'I

of distaste that he hath taken against thee, or
to live in this life that
to bring thee, O Zion
never dies ? The former is to be searched into
and according to the discovery from God therein, the deep sense is to be impressed upon thy
spirit; that his vi'ill may be done, and his end
Shall I take up a lamentation, and
answered.
say. How are thy mighty men fallen, or removed by death? And how hast thou been
tried, O daughter of Zion even since thy coming forth from amongst the pots, and since thou
Though thy
hast appeared out of the holes?
days be but young, and thy beauty scarcely
discovered ; yet how hast thou been hunted ?
Not only when thou wast in the wilderness,
and desert land, but since thou art on thy way
how hath Amalek vexed thee, and
to Canaan
the nations everywhere been troubled at thee?
Art thou born unto it ? And must it always
be so ? Must war still follow war, and new
tempests arise so soon as the calms appear?
What, no time given thee to put on thy beauti!

!

:

and to show thyself forth to the allurYes^ surely, thou shalt
ing of the nations?
have a day, and thy glory shall shine, and thy
beauty and comeliness be made manifest, as
ful attire,

He is
well as thy blackness and deformity.
but emptying thee from vessel to vessel, that
thou mayest not taste of thy lees ; but that thy
words may be as new wine, to refresh the hearts
of the mourners, and as apples of gold set in
pictures of silver, to take the eyes of the be-

may
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proclaim glad tidings in thine ears, in the
life, and dominion of his name;
and to tell them, that thy warfare is nigh to be
accomplished, and thy redemption out of the
hands of all thine enemies, hastens ; that thou
shalt worship and serve thy God, in the beauty
of holiness, and land of the living; when Babylon, with all her upholders and adherents, shall
not have whereon to lay their heads, or set their
feet ; but as she hath dealt to Jerusalem, so
shall it be measured to her again ; " The word
to

authority of his

of the Lord hath spoken it."
Only wait ye in the shepherd's tents, with
the flocks of the companions, and these things
you shall see assuredly brought to pass : and
the time hastens, that he that hath wisdom shall
read, and he that hath understanding, shall understand the number of the beast, and of his
name for it is the number of a man : he that
can reckon, let him. The key to open this
mystery, and to unlock this secret, is the brightness of the coming of the Son of Righteousness,
shining unto the soul, to give the discovery of
every motion of the spirit of man in the things
of God ; that it may pass no longer for the Spirit of God, but may be ceased from for ever, in
praying, in speaking, with all the rest of God's
worship and service ; that all may be done by
the spirit of his mouth, who hath the key of
;

and openeth, and none shutteth and
and none openeth. Then shall be
read and distinguished the ministration from the
ministrator, that when he removes, the minis-

David

;

;

shutteth,

tration

may

not be adored, but the

Lamb

fol-

lowed wherever he goes so shall there be no
not that which will corrupt, but upon the tree more sea, but the former things shall be passed
of life, whose leaves shall heal the nations, and away, and a sea of glass mingled with fire, apwhose fruit shall not fail, but in every month pear in the room thereof, and the followers of
and change be green.
the Lamb standing by it, as with harps in their
Oh then why shouldst thou not be content, hands, and praise in their mouths, unto the
and thoroughly satisfied with all the dealings of Most High, that lives for ever.
thy God towards thee, and say, " It is the Lord,
Oh my dear friends, brethren and companlet him do what seemeth good in his sight ;" he ions, whom my soul greeteth with these saluWhat shall
will bring me forth, after he hath thoroughly tations of love and good tidings
purged me, and I shall shine as the sun in lus- I say to you all, that may be as oil to make
tre, and triumph, after the darkest day, and your faces shine, and wine to make your hearts
thickest clouds.
Then shalt thou see clearly, glad, in the midst of all your besettings, huntand understand the end of the Lord, as well in ings, and temptations ? Your God sees, and
taking away thy mighty men, as all the rest beholds, and ponders all your trials leave them
of his dealings towards thee how that it is not all with him, and cast your care wholly upon
only from the evil to come, but that their blood him for by all your care, not one cubit can be
might cry, now their bodies are dead, louder, added to your stature. He will bring to pass
and more powerful than when they were living. his purpose, and your desires. O ye upright
For know, O Zion to thy comfort, and Baby- in heart be faithful unto him, and follow those
lon
unto thy sorrow, that though their bodies things that make for peace and take heed of
be dead, their blood speaks, and the spillers this present world, that neither its riches, its
thereof shall not escape in the day of the inqui- frowns, its fears, its sufferings, nor its pleasition of the mighty God
for from his hand sures, may move you out of your tents; but
thou shalt have justice, and the nations shall that the signs of the coming of the Son of Man
know it, and be ashamed and confounded for may be always in your eye, lest either the marever.
For the spirit of the Lord is upon me. rying, or giving in marriage, spoken of, or the
holders

;

that

it

be known, that thy food

is

:

!

!

;

;

:

!

1

;

!

;

;
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beating of the fellow-servants, do overtake any
of you and then the kingdom of heaven be indeed like unto ten virgins, five wise, and five
;

1656,
will

be the

For

but to forewarn

written, not to upbraid any,

all,

that they stir not

;

cherishing the good in all, and strengthening
the weak hands ^ dwelling as Saviours upon
Mount Zion ; for it is easy to judge and con-

demn, but hard

So

to save.

shall

it,

for

last.

his life

I

was

and conversation,

I

can speak

to

perfectly acquainted with him, both

man, and inwardly as a Chrishe was endowed with a competent measure of understanding, and did improve it, unto that end, in the managing of the
creation, for which it was given him
being
discreet, sober, and of good report among men,
and his carriage courteous and loving unto all.
Much more might be said of this nature, which

out of outwardly as a

but dwell continually in the lowly
mind, preferring one another before themselves;

their tents

which prison he ended his days, as he
Northampton was the first, and

in

foretold, saying,

foolish.

These things are

[1664.

ye be known

tian

;

as a

man

;

be children of the Most High, and as epistles
written upon one another's hearts, seen and read I omit.
And as a Christian, he was holy, harmless,
of all men and the blessed presence of your
Father will be with you, and his glory will not patient, meek, valiant and bold, contending
cease to rest upon you which is the desire of earnestly lor the faith which was once delivered to the saints, and in which he himself, as a
my travailing soul for you all who am
Your brother and companion, in the faith and saint, did walk, live and die. Christianity to
him, was not a talk, but a life ; for rather than
John Crook.
patience of Jesus,
he would deny it, he suffered loss of estate,
From visiting my Father's children, the'?
17th of the Twelfth month, 1662.
S
liberty, and life itself: witness his often imprisonment, and his laying down his life at last
to

;

:

;

for the

same

cause.

As a minister, he had a dispensation of the
and faithful testimony concerning John
Samm, the servant of the Lord, who finished his gospel committed unto him, in which he was a
faithful labourer in the work thereof, with great
course, by laying down his life in Northampzeal and fervency of spirit, taking all opportuniton jail, for the Truth of Jesus, the 16th of the
ties and occasions in the wisdom of the Lord, as
first month, 1664.
moved by him, to deliver his message unto all
Dearly beloved of the lord, Although people, of all estates and degrees, that he might
many of you are not ignorant of the departure be free from the blood of all men.
of John Samm out of the body, and for what
His gift was large, his utterance plain to be
cause he was in outward bonds, which was for understood, his words savoury and powerful,
meeting with the servants of the Lord and not painted with man's wisdom, but as given
what his life and conversation was, together him of the Lord, being often spoken in much
with tlie ministry committed to him by the authority, cutting deep to the wounding of the
Lord, as well as his faithful discharge thereof, wicked one in man, and easing of the poor and
is well known unto you: and I might be silent, needy prisoners, being often mindful of the capif this were the only end, to tell you of these tive daughters of Zion, as of the pure seed in
things for is there such a stranger in Israel, deep captivity, that he might reach it help.
among you all, as knows them not? But not- When his words began to reach it, he was as
withstanding, I have a testimony in my heart, one transported with joy
and when it was
from the Lord, on this behalf, and do desire it once raised, and come forth of the prison-house,
may find acceptance with you, to stir up your the song of Moses, and of the Lamb, was in
pure minds, to be sensible of the Lord's deal- his mouth, with much joy, and great gladness
ings with you in his own particulars ; and also of heart unto the astonishment of the wicked,
of his providences and disposings of those, that and filling the hearts of the righteous with
are near and dear unto you all, as I know this great joy, through the overflowings of his cup,
in
servant of the Lord John Samm was, unto all and aboundings of God's love in his heart
that thoroughly knew him, and had inward ac- which state his face was full of dread, and did
quaintance with him.
speak as one having authority, and not as the
For his education, it is well known in Bed- scribes
besides, the melody of his voice,
fordshire where he dwelt
as also his con- sometimes sounding out the high praises of the
versation, which was just and honest among God of Israel
and at other times the blessed
men, before he was convinced of the truth
state of the righteous, as they stood in union
for the sake of which he suffered imprison- with the living God, and one with another.
ment five or six times for bearing testi- Oh how have I seen him make the earth to
mony to the same truth, which at last he seal- tremble, and the hearts of the upright to overed with his life in Northampton jail, where he flow with joy and gladness, through that abunfirst suffered
imprisonment, about the year dance of life that hath run through his vessel,

A

true

—

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

!

;
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unto the forcing of water out of the rocks, and

things under the sun, with their lamps burning,

tears out of the eyes of the saints, in great abun-

and

shining, having the loins of their

lights

sounds, sometimes were minds girt about with the girdle of truth; keepas flames of fire, consuming the drossy matter, ing close unto the Lord with a pure heart, that
and at other times, as swords and spears, cut- he may yet further n)ake known unto them his
ting down, and thrusting through the tall mind and will ; for although you are now be-

dance

:

hymns and

his

cedars and lofty oaks, and wild beasts of the come the sons of God, it doth not yet appear what
which did echo to the true seed, ye shall be but this know, the more and ofwilderness
and often made sweet melody in their assem- tener ye see him, the more like to him ye shall
blies, when but few words were spoken by him. be: and let this be your care, that he may be always before you, that you may not be moved.
And my dear friends, keep low in your minds,
An exhortation unto all the righteous^ especially and delight to be often in the deeps with God.
Oh watch I even beseech you all, as dear
those that were partakers of John Samm's
brethren, that by the Lord's taking away of his
ministry.
servants of late, that have been blessed instruDid Joseph seek a place where to weep over ments in his hands, you may come the nearer
Benjamin his brother, though yet alive? And unto that teacher, and hear his voice daily,
can ye, O ye sons and daughters of Joseph, re- which cannot be removed into a corner ; that
frain from mourning for the loss of a father to ye may all say, in truth of heart, we are come
many children, whom he had begotten in the unto that ministry which cannot be taken
Lord ? And is there a time when the true am- away by reason of death. Oh that you may
Can it all feel more of this ministry in your assembassador of peace may weep bitterly 1
be more seasonable at any time, than when the blies daily, and keep in that seed of life, where
And hath you live with the spirits of those just men,
J^ord takes away the righteous?
he not done so to many valiants of late, whose whose bodies are removed from you. Indeed
trumpets alarmed the world, and made many I feel the Lord mightily at work in this his
What was day ; be but still, and you will see his wonders
dead to arise at the sound thereof?
the cause, and wherefore the Lord hath done as in the days past
let love abound among
it, becomes every one to make inquiry in their
you, as at the beginning, and be pure and clean
own hearts ; and the rather, because there is in heart, and you will see, by all God's dealneed, yea, great need, of valiants in this day, ings, what he aims at, which is certainly to
the harvest being great, and the labourers few. raise up his own life in you all, over all the
And why the Lord should lessen the number, world, unto his own praise, and your joy for
seems to challenge a diligent inquiry at every ever.
one's hand, to find out the cause thereof: and
All you that are sensible of the taking away
;

:

!

:

let me stir you up, all ye that love the Lord, to
search every one his own heart, with the light
of Jesus : and for this, let my harp also be
turned to mourning, and into the voice of them
that weep
for indeed I will tell you. Oh ye
children of my Father my soul hath deeply
considered this matter.
And I have this answer ; The Lord will do what pleaseth him,
with the instruments of his choosing: and who
hath been his counsellor?
He will raise up,
and lay aside, at pleasure for he will have
no idols of jealousy, lest it come to pass, as
when he made the brazen serpent at Nehushtan
neither will he have his work neglected,
nor his servants slighted, whom he sends forth
in life and power.
He would have his people
to wait upon him in their own measures, every
one as they have received, in it to keep close to
him, that they all may be taught of him, and
have the rejoicings in themselves, and not in
:

!

of dear
life,

J. S.

as being often refreshed

and comforted through

down

by

his

his ministry, sink

from whence he had all
and drink ye of the same, blessing

into the fountain

his supplies;

Lord, that the fountain is in Christ the
promised seed, unto whom feel your daily access, oh ye beloved of the Lord
Say in your
the

!

my

O God

is enough that
and that we can
in thy life, enjoy communion with the spirits of
the just ones: and lift up your heads overall
the world, and be not dismayed with any
amazement, either inward or outward, for your
Redeemer lives, and your ransomer will not
tarry.
And you that are full of sorrow, by
reason of your temptations and trials, which
are many, and that your own strength is so
small I say unto you all, lift up your heads
for you that cannot live without Christ, but
feel your daily need of him, he will not leave
another.
And the Lord will yet raise up in- you, nor forsake you. Thou art a true heir of
struments to fulfil his purpose, for his work him, that canst not live without him; to thee
shall prosper.
he will come, and will not tarry and in the
By these ways and dealings of his, he would mean time, as a good soldier, endure the hardhave his children's hearts made loose to all ship: it is but yet a little while, and he will apVol. Xni.— No. 7.
32

hearts with

we have

soul,

thyself to go unto

!

it

;

;

:

;

;
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pear A\ithout sin unto thy soul's salvation. For
I feel thee, and do travail for thee.
Oh thou well beloved
How are my cries
unto my God for thee, who laments in thy
spirit for want of the Lord, and can hardly be
persuaded of his love to thee, thou art so uncomely in thine own eyes; and thou lookest
upon his dealings, both within, in thy spirit,
and without, in his taking away those instruments whom thou lovest, and by whom thou
wast refreshed, as being in wrath against thee,
and for thy sake well I know thee, and am to
testify unto thee, in mine, and thy Father's
name, that he doth behold thee, and his eyes do
pity thee, and he is waiting to be gracious unto
thee, that in an acceptable time he may commend his love unto thee, and thy salvation is
sure, oh thou travailing soul
And I could
even put my soul in thy soul's stead, to ease
!

:

!

thee a

little.

my

Well,

cries are for thee, that thy faith

so unto our God give up, and when
thou art sinking, as to the bottom of sorrow,
there is a hand to support thee, and thou wilt
feel it in the lowest dungeon, and darkest deep.
fail

not

:

Be thou

and my God will be thy interprethee see, know, and understand thy

still,

ter, to let

and condition with whom I leave thee,
bosom where Lazarus dwells safely,
and at rest, when Dives is tormented, and hath
not one drop of that mercy with which thou
art filled, to the praise of our God for ever.
state

;

in that

Amen.

Some reasons tohy
absent from the

Quakers do

the people called

public

way of

worship, and

cannot conform thereunto, though they are exto great sufferings because thereof.

posed

We

are a people that have desired, and

gently enquired after the

true

dili-

knowledge of

[1605.

by

leave that to him, to direct them

his

good

Spirit, in things pertaining to his

worship; and
he is to persuade them thereunto
and that
they ought not to be compelled or forced to the
true worship ; much less to that which is so
justly suspected by many people, not to be the
true way of worship.
And it doth appear to us, that the public
way of worship, or the worship of the church
of England, is very different from this spiritual
worship
for we see, that they have not received the measure of the vSpirit of Christ, which
leads into all truth, but they daily rebel and
transgress against it, doing those things that
they should not, and leaving undone those
things which they ought to do
so that they
are without spiritual health
and these cannot
be the spiritual worshippers ; for they that do
worship in the spirit, do feel health and peace
in it.
And therefore we have good reason to
absent from the public way of worship.
And because that those, who do frequent that
worship, are not born again of the Spirit of
Christ, John iii. 3. but are still in an unregenerate state, following the pleasures and
vanities of sin, and living in all manner of
wickedness, as swearing, lying, drunkenness,
murder, cozening, and cheating, and what other
evils may be mentioned, which may be found
among those worshippers ; and these are the
works and fruits of the flesh, and not of the
Spirit of God, Gal. v.
And therefore we do
absent from that worship.
Besides, they do not seek to draw and win
people by love and tenderness, and by the example of a good conversation, but labour by
violent force and compulsion, to bring people
to their worship ; which the true worshippers and Christians never did ; and persecute,
and cause such to suffer, who are otherwise
minded, that cannot come to their church and
worship, according to their prescriptions; which
the true worshippers never did, but said, " If
:

:

;

:

God, and the way in wliich he is worshipped
which way we .desire to walk
and after any were otherwise minded, God should reveal
much seeking, and serious consideration, we the same unto them," Phil. iii. 15. and they did
do find, and are persuaded in our hearts and not by force impose their religion upon others.
consciences.
But we do believe, that imposing religion upon
First, That God is a Spirit, and that his people, is of antichrist
and that all that do so
worship is spiritual according as Christ hath impose, are in the way of antichrist and we
said, John iv. 24.
And that none are true do, and must, absent from them.
;

in

:

;

;

;

worshippers, but such as worship in the Spirit,
And also, we find their ministry is much difand in Truth.
ferent from the ministry of the true church of
Secondly, That men must first feel and re- Christ, both in call, maintenance, doctrine, and
ceive a measure of the Spirit of the Lord, be- conversation; for they were "ministers of the
fore they can come to know the true way of spirit, and not of the letter," 2 Cor. iii. Neither
worship, which is only learned in the Spirit, were they called by man, nor taught by man
ver. 22, 23.
neither did
the things which they did preach
Thirdly, That no man upon the earth, can they "receive it from man, but by the revelaor ought to prescribe how, or after what man- tion of Jesus Christ," Gal. i. and they had
ner, God Almighty is to be worshipped, so as " received his Spirit, by which the deep things
;

to

impose any practices upon

men

;

but

is

to

of

God

are revealed,"

1

Cor.

ii.

But these

;;:;
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ministers are made at Oxford or Cambridge, by
learning natural languages, and old books and
authors, and serve such a time there, before
and when they have attained
they go forth
;

they run, when the Lord never sent
them ; and they use their tongues, and say.
He saith it, when the Lord never spoke to
them, nor called them forth to preach his word.
They are made ministers by man, and sent out
by man, and two or three hundred pounds a
year calls them thither and there they will
stay; and such the true prophets and servants of
the Lord witnessed against, as may be seen,
The ministers of
Isa. Ivi. Jer. xxiii. Mic. iii.
Christ did give freely, as they had freely received, according to Christ's command. Matt.
that, then

;

But these ministers receive and force tithes
from the people, which Christ came to put an
end to, Rom. x. 4. The apostle said, " The
priesthood being changed, there is made of necessity a change also of the law ;" by which
law, tithes were paid, Heb. vii. which the ministers of Christ never received, much less to
force people to pay them, but did witness
against them
for they pertained only to the
priests of the first covenant
and so in their
maintenance we find them contrary to the minX.

;

:

isters

of Christ.

And

also they

difl^er

in their

doctrine; for the ministers of Christ did preach,
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stroy the devil's works, and to save from sin

and that he that
say,

on

we

is

this side the

ledge, there

is

We

born of God, sins not.

believe that such a state

attainable

is

grave and yet we acknowa state the saints knew, and
;

passed through, in which, if we should say we
have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the
truth is not in us ; but if we confess our sins,

he

and just

us our sins,
unrighteousness
this was spoken to little children in the
truth, that they should not sin, John ii.
But
is faithful

and
and

to forgive

cleanse us from

to

all

there were fathers, that had

known

and young men, that were strong,
word of God dwelt, that had (take

in

the truth,

whom

the

notice) over-

the wicked one.
Many other things
might be mentioned, but these may be sufficient to show, why we deny that ministry,
which hath not profited the people at all but
they are proud and covetous, as thousands do

come

;

know.
Again, we do absent from the public way of
worship, because of its deadness and formality ;
because we cannot find, that the immortal souls
of people are refreshed therein, nor that true
and spiritual comfort is received thereby and
we do believe, and upon true search and examination, do find, and also are persuaded in
our consciences, and that by the Spirit of the
Lord, that the most part of their ceremonies
and practices, in their worship, are but vain
traditions of men, and no heavenly divine insti:

might wait to receive Christ into
and that they might know Christ
in them, else they were reprobates
and if
and we may say, as the apostle said
Christ was in them, the body was dead because tutions
of sin, and they came to be dead unto sin. in another case, "They do not make the comers
Every particular member of their church was thereunto any whit the better;" but they are
" and if still miserable and dead, and want that which
to know the Spirit of Christ in him
any man had not the Spirit of Christ, he was only can give life and satisfaction to the soul
none of his," &c. Rom. viii. But these minis- to wit, the knowledge of Christ's appearance in
ters tell the people, that they are Christians, themselves, and of his life and virtue.
And having seen these things, that they
and the church of Christ though they know
nothing of this in them, but live in sin and want the Spirit of the Lord to exercise them in
unrighteousness, and are dead to truth, and their worship that they are not born of it
feel nothing of the operation of the Spirit of that they want the fruits of it
that they force
Christ in them, but still sin against it, doing and persecute people, that cannot for conscience
that they should not do, and leaving undone that sake conform to their way of worship
that
which they should do, and are not saved from their ministry differs from the ministry of
sin, nor made free by the truth.
They tell Christ, in call, maintenance, conversation and
them, they must never expect to be free from doctrine, and is the very same with the false
sin, nor to know the revelation of Jesus Christ, prophets and deceivers in the days of old, beas former Christians did, nor to know the ing found in their very steps and practices, that
power of God, to work mightily and effectual- their worship is dead, formal, and carnal, and
ly in them, to destroy the works of the devil, doth not give satisfaction to the soul
we canwhile they are on this side the grave; and so not conform to it, but have denied it upon just
keep them in blindness and ignorance, ever ground, and in conscience to the Lord do ablearning, but still laden with sin, and divers sent from it
and not out of obstinacy, as some
lusts, and never able to come to the knowledge would accuse us.
of the truth, which makes free, as we have
And again, we absent from it, because we
seen; and therefore we have denied them. We have found a better way, in which we can
believe, with the ministers of Christ, that the trust our souls
and find health and peace, and
truth makes free
and that it is possible to spiritual comfort, and true satisfaction, in this
kr^w Christ so made manifest within, as to de- way in which we now walk with the J_iOrd, and
that people

their hearts,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;;
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and we
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cause why
only and singly
in the worship and service of God : for we in pure obedience and conscience to the Lord
meet together to wait upon him, and to perform Jesus Christ, who saith, swear not at all; and this
holy duty to him, and speak as his Spirit is his command unto his followers : " Though

worship him in

spirit

and

truth

;

find

his living presence in our assemblings together,

moveth
is

testify for us, that this is not the

refuse to swear

but

;

it

is

and gives us utterance, and pray it was said by them of old time, thou shalt not
and this only is acceptable to him. forswear thyself, but shalt perform thine oaths

spiritual vvorship,

Lord exerciseth man

when

the Spirit of the

he performeth towards God and if his spirit doth not stir
or move in us, we are silent, waiting to hear
and this is
the Lord speaking in our souls
according to the saints practice. And because
we have found great peace and satisfaction to
our souls in this way, in which we now walk,
we cannot deny it, whatever we suffer and
choose rather to obey the Lord, that we may
have and feel his peace in our hearts, than to
obey men, to avoid all sufferings.
And because we would not lose that peace,
and make shipwreck of our faith, we cannot
conform to the public way of worship and not
out of any wilfulness or obstinacy. We desire
to spend our days in the fear of God, to walk
in justness and righteousness towards all men,
and to do unto all men as we would they should
do unto us to love God with all our hearts,
and our neighbours as ourselves and to avoid
the iniquities and abominations that daily
abound among those that are of the public
way of worship. And we dare not riot in the
day time, nor spend our precious time in vanity,
nor waste God's creatures, and spend them upon our lusts, which will be cause of God's severe judgments upon men and nations.
cannot go with multitudes to do evil, but must
have respect to the Lord God that made us, to
live unto him, that we may die in his love and
favour, and that we may be heirs of that kingin the things

:

;

;

;

;

;

We

dom which

is

everlasting; into which the say-

must not enter, but those that
do his will. And this is that we seek, and which
and
is our only end and aim, the Lord knows
if for this we must be hated and afflicted, we
cannot help it for we must not deny the Lord,
but will trust in him, though we perish for our
obedience unto him
and because this is our
desire and resolution, we do absent from the
public way of worship, and cannot have fellowship with the unfriiitful workers and works
of darkness, but do rather reprove them.
ers Lord, Lord,

;

:

;

And

We

we

in us,

in the spirit,

This

day

unto the Lord."
it

come, who
of

They might then swear, for
but now Christ being

was commanded
is

saith.

it,

;

the end of the law, and fulfiller

Swear not

at all

:

by which

it

is

swearing is forbidden; for the
law did forbid and prohibit all vain and frivolous swearing.
If these words of Christ did
reach no farther, than to prohibit that, as some
would limit them, then Christ had only forbid
that which before was forbidden by the law
but it is very plain his words extend farther,
because he repeats what before was forbidden
and commanded, and then goes on farther. But
I say unto you. Swear not at all, &c.
And
how he could have spoken more fully, I cannot
tell. Also the apostle James preaches the same
clear, that all

same absolute

doctrine, with the

But above

all

things,

my

prohibition

brethren, swear not;

it was so positively forbidden by Christ, that
he put that as it were above all things, neither
by heaven, nor earth, (mark) nor any other
oetth
no oath was to be sworn by the true
Christians, who were brought out of^ the strife,
that was among men, into love, and peace, and
good will towards all men.
And truly it is a token of darkness, and

tor

:

much

ignorance, that any

man professing

Chris-

have any word to say against
such a thing, which is so clearly forbidden.
And how many Christians have suffered since,
for refusing to swear, appears by several ancient histories
and upon the same account
only do we refuse to swear at this day, having
received the Christian spirit, which in us saith,
swear not. And therefore, upon this general
account, we cannot swear allegiance to the
king but we can and have proffered to promise in faithfulness, and do desire, that the same
punishment may be inflicted upon those that
break their word and promise, as on them that
break their oaths
and if this were taken, it
would appear, that we make as much conscience, and more, to keep our promise, as any
men do their oaths, and it is to the full as binding to us
for it is a common saying among

tianity should

:

;

;

:

as for our refusing to

would have

all

men

to

Swear :

know,

that

men, those
it

is

we do
though we had any reserve to ourselves, because we cannot swear allegiance to
the king, as if we would plot or contrive mischief against him.
No, God knows, and his
people knows, and the witness of God in the
consciences of our very adversaries, will one

that will

that will swear, will

now swear

lie

;

and many

allegiance to the king, to

not out of obstinacy or wilfulness, that

save their outward liberty, would soon swear

refuse, or as

against him upon occasion.
And if it had
been known, that ever we could swear in any
case, since we were a people, and would not
now swear allegiance to the king; then indeed
but we
there were great cause of suspicion
have always denied to swear, in any case,
:

—

;
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This is spoken unto you, whose consciences
we knew the truth, and had the Spirit
of Christ to guide us and have suffered upon are tender, having the deep sense of God's
divers accounts in former days. Therefore, in judgments upon your spirits, which are now
reason and justice, we ought not to suffer in upon the city of London, and other parts of
whether -upon your own persons or
this case, for refusing to swear allegiance to this isle
the king; neither ought men to ensnare us, be- families, or as yet more remote from you, who
cause of the tenderness of our consciences to wait upon the Lord in the way of his judgments
for we have always desired the good if possibly he may be entreated by you, to stop
the Lord
and happiness of the king, and all men, in this his hand from slaying the righteous together
And inas- with the wicked, and those who know not their
world, and that which is to come.
much as we live in the fear of God, and peace- right hand from their left. Ye know if his
ably, it is that which brings honour to good anger be kindled but a little, that blessed are
government and kings, when subjects do live all those that put their trust in him.
I know your griefs, and am well acquainted
in the fear of God. And such as do live wickwhich are most of all, that
edly, in ungodly ways and practices, dishonour with your sorrows
God and good government, and kings too. ye yourselves have not redeemed the time, as
are for peace, and deny that spirit that ye now see ye might have done, although ye
would plot or contrive mischief against the grieve to see others despise God's laws. In
king, or any man's person
for our principle that for your time ye might have been teachers
is peaceable, and leads to love and good-will of others, ye have need to be taught the first
towards all men; which is the principle of principles of the teachings of God as repenttruth and honesty ; as will appear, when all ance from your dead works, it being your daily
false suspicions will die, and the refuge of lies, burden, that ye can feel no more life stirring in
and evil reports, will be swept away. Thus your hearts and services, nor any more faith
we have spoken the truth, in simplicity, desir- towards God, to draw life and virtue from him
ing that it may be for good unto all, to whom nor any more of the operations of his hand,
and openings thereof, to fill you with his blessit may come.
This makes you doubt sometimes,
are lovers of truth and righteousness, ings.
and every one that truly desires to walk there- whether ye are the sheep of his pasture, or of
in
in which alone true happiness and ever- the number of the flock of his hands, by realasting peace are enjoyed, by all such as be- son of your leanness of soul, and poverty of
concluding in yourselves, ye have not
lieve and walk in the light of righteousness, spirit
which leads out of the evil way, that the sons yet truly learnt the doctrine of baptisms seeof men have long run on in, in the time of ing ye find so much of self, and the spirit of
great darkness, which hath overshadowed the this world alive in you, and so little of the hay,
earth, shall pass away; and light shall shine straw, and stubble, yet consumed and burnt
more and more in the hearts of men in which up in you that ye question, many times,
all that do walk shall know the salvation of whether ye know the foundation of God laid
God, and partake of his mercies, and great in your hearts. And ye find- daily so many
loving kindness, and praise and magnify his temptations and vain thoughts lodge within you,
to the disquieting and vexing of your righteous
glorious name for evermore.
souls, that ye fear the baptism of the Holy
Reading Jail, the 22d day of the '}
seeing your
Spirit is not yet attained by you
Fifth month, 1665.
S
sorrows are so many, and your comforts so few
since

;

;

;

;

We

;

;

;

We

;

;

;

;

;

;

and uncertain, that ye know not certainly,

[The following address appears to have been whether there be any such Holy Spirit come
written while the plague was prevailing in into your hearts.
London, and designed to bring those who were
And for the resurrection of the dead and
in affliction to a proper consideration of their

eternal judgment, ye fear that ye know little of
and of the administration of the them, more than ye have received by the hearLord's judgments in the earth, that they might ing of the ear, and reading of the letter withprofit by them.
Ed.]
therefore ye doubt that your faith
out you
Compassion to all the Sorrowful, Afflicted, Visited, stands but in word, and not in power because
out of your hearts that
Tempted, Suffering Seed ; whether inwardly it removeth so little
stood there before, and giveth you no more
or outwardly, in the city of London, or elsebut as ye were, so ye
victory over the world
where in England.
are still, too much in bondage to it, which is
Thus saith the Lord, say to them that are of your grief; although, too long after, victory is
a fearful heart, be strong, fear not
behold present with you
but how to attain and
your God will come with vengeance, even God perform it continually over all things, both
with a recompense he will come and save you. in words, thoughts, and actions, ye find not.

own

states,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;;
:
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Yet ye cannot

mon
is

com- which novr appears

satisfy yourselves with the

faith, viz.,

That such a

[1665.

state or condition

to be a monstrous birth,
although before nursed and dandled as a most

not attainable, but rather find cause enough

beautiful child, and none so likely to inherit the
your own remissness kingdom as it; but now ye see it is for judgnot watching in the light, ment, and must not be heir with the son of the

in yourselves, to judge

and negligence, in
keep your hearts with all diligence, experiencing that now your own folly doth correct
you, because ye have often had precious seasons and opportunities, as a daily price, put into
your hands, but ye improved them not as ye
might have done. Nevertheless, ye dare not,
like those, whose foolish hearts are darkened,
lay the fault upon God, as if the reason was,
because he denied you power never intending
to make you perfectly holy, lest your salvation
But experience hath
should be of yourselves.
taught you otherwise, in that when ye are at
any time most holy and sanctified throughout,
ye, are then most
in body, soul, and spirit
meek and lowly, inheriting the presence and
kingdom of God in your hearts.
Further, ye know there would be no variance
or discord between the Lord and you, but for
your defects in love to him, and watchfulness
from which causes, flow your
to his counsel
miscarriages in life and conversation and such
darkness upon you, that ye cannot see the salvation of God, crying out as undone
saying,
We are cast out of thy sight, O Lord wilt
thou be merciful no more?
And no marvel,
because ye know right well, that if the Lord be
always before you, ye cannot be moved.
Thus far I have traced you, by the footsteps
of the flocks of the companions although to
you they seem as untrodden paths, and like the
way of an eagle, and as a ship at sea yet be
it known
unto you, the same steps have been
trodden by your brethren that are in the world,
as the way of the Lord, to show them what
was in their hearts, like as he did to Israel of old.
O that I had the tongue of the learned, so
as to show you the causes of your diseased
weaknesses, that a perfect cure might be reto

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

free

woman.

—

Again, as many by talking of what once
they did possess and enjoy, have lost the sense
and comfort of what they should have to support them at present
so others, by speaking
so much of sutfering, are made unfit to suffer
and at this day, how many are there, who have
;

so spent their precious time, in often relating
the cruel deaths and hardships of others, that

they are neither prepared to die, nor fitted for
themselves
and hence also ariseth the
multitudes of their fears and troubles.
Another cause of your fear and trouble, I
find to be the falling of many good and righteous people in this common calamity ; as if the
Lord had no more respect to them that serve
and fear him, than to the wicked and profane
seeing what befalls the swearer, befalls him that

trial

:

an oath. But this comes to pass, that
presume, and that all may fear before him
yet the accuser of the brethren
wounds you so sorely on this account, that ye
daily feel his stinging, by all tidings that come
to your ears, concerning the Lord's visiting the
righteous with the wicked, and little children in
fears

none

may

;

innocency, with grown people in their
As this doth much embolden the ungodly
in their presumption, so it doth discourage the
weak in the faith, as if they served God for
naught not remembering that it is written, No
their
sins.

;

man knoweth

either love or hatred,

And

meet

by

all that

should be so,
because the love and hatred are to the two
seeds of Jacob and Esau, which are invisible
therefore, they that keep not to the light, in the
daily watchfulness through believing in it, but
look out at things visible and temporal, such
are unstable in all their ways, and misinterpret
ceived.
whence ariseth
all the Lord's proceedings
First of all, I find your minds abroad, and such discontentedness of mind, and trouble of
your eyes gadding too much in the ends of the spirit, that they are ready to say with Jonas,
earth, where ye find many wandering like They do well to be angry, thinking they have
yourselves ; which so occupies your minds, as cause enough for it, even unto death.
to strengthen your hands in this evil, and thereThus doth the evil nature deal with the
Lord, when it gets loose from the bit and
by to lessen [the sense of] it in yourselves.
Also the wicked one so busieth you, in find- bridle. But this is the plague, for people to
ing fault with others, as if ye were to keep die in their sins, as Christ said to the Jews, all
their vineyards, whereby he cunningly enticeth must die, but ye shall die in your sins.
you to neglect your own, under pretence of
Yet hear, O Jacob, and hearken, O Israel,
service to them ; or otherwise, to fill your hearts that art afflicted, tossed with tempest, and not
so with prejudice against religion itself, as if comforted ; the Lord will lay thy foundation,
all men were liars.
Which thing lurking so as with precious stones ; thou shalt be taught
secretly in your bosoms, that when the winter of the Lord, and in righteousness shalt thou be
cometh, and storms arise, it gendereth to fear established thou shalt be far from oppression,
and bondage, through the mixture of unbelief, for thou shalt not fear.
carelessness, and lukewarm indifferency
all
A further cause of fear ard trouble, mny be
is

before him.

it

is

:

:

;

it

;;

;
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temper and inclination of your you, as the death of Lazarus was unto Marconcerning which, Christ said,
not yet knowing the seed of tha and Mary
He was glad, although they were troubled, in
life, so raised into dominion in your hearts, as
to witness it stronger in you, than he that is in that it should be an advantage to their faifh,
the world
therefore ye lie open to the storms whereby they saw the glory of God in Christ,
and blasts of fear and distrust notwithstand- raising him from the dead.
But I know you are so overwhelmed with
ing the root of the matter may be in you, yet
is it but as a seed sown in weakness, and as fears, many times, that ye cannot hearken or
By reason of your be still, like the children of Israel that could
yet not raised in power.
natural temper, ye may labour more with your not hearken unto Moses, because of the anguish
own hearts, than some others do, and yet not of their spirits even so do your fears and unbe able to attain that victory and courage which belief indispose and unfit you for any service
which makes you conclude, the acceptable in God's sight, whereby ye are
they arrive at
and that one ready to conclude yourselves to be without,
root of the matter is not in you
day ye shall fall by the hand of Saul and amongst the fearful and unbelieving, &c. Rev.
your fears do so attend you, upon every ap- xxi. 8. But I say unto you, that he who came
proach of danger, as those that can do nothing not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentof your own selves, and yet are able to do all ance, shall not break the bruised reed, nor
he it is that invites
things, through Christ strengthening of you. I quench the smoking flax
know you well, that when ye are naked, none you, because ye are weary and heavy laden
so timorous, ye knowing self to be of no repu- and whoever comes to him, he will in nowise
tation
but when ye have girt on strength, and cast off; for he comes to deliver those, who all
sunk down into the armour of light, none so their lifetime were subject to bondage, by reabold and valiant
although thou be but a little son of the fear of death. Therefore, take heed
one, thou art as David, not afraid of great ye refuse not him that speaks from heaven,
Goliah, when into the name of the Lord thou who appears the second time unto them that
Feel me, for I would not have you look for him, without sin unto salvation, to set
art gotten.
dismayed, because of this kind of fear there- them free, through believing in the truth, which
fore be ye still
when ye feel it arise in you, God loves in your inward parts. This freelook not at it, but keep your minds out of all dom, in due time, ye will reap, O ye that have
compliance with it ; and the just that live by sown in tears, if ye faint not; and that ye may
faith, will spring in
your hearts, suddenly not faint, he hath provided a cordial for you,
daunting your fears, and driving them back
and that near you, even the Spirit itself to help
whereby you will witness the power of God to your infirmity, and to comfort you by bearing
arise in you
by which, through faith, ye will witness with your spirits, that ye are the
Lord's; which above all things ye desire to
be kept unto salvation.
But in your journey it will fare with you, as know, and to have the full assurance of. The
sometimes with Ahaz, unto whom the Lord counsel of the Lord is unto you in this case, to
said, Ask thee a sign, when the enemies con- delight yourselves in him, and hereby will you
and through
spired against him
but Ahaz said, " T will enjoy the desires of your hearts
not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord," &c. In keeping his sayings, which ye will hear him
like manner will he find your souls compassed daily saying in you, and unto you, as humble
about with evils some that ye are guilty of and meek, in his light ye will abide and walk,
through negligence, &c., and others laid to your and ye easily know his voice, and his words to
charge by the accuser, as if because he tempted, be spirit and fife; and that ye may be fully
ye had consented
and others also by him assured it is he, the works which he doth in
threatened to come upon you, as a just reward you, and for you, bear witness of him.
And
yet in this very condition the by faith in him, will he become an inhabitant
for the former
Lord bids you believe in his grace, that shall in you for we are all the children of God, by
be sufficient for you in this great strait but faith in Christ Jesus and by faith he dwelleth
take heed, at such a time, lest, like Ahaz, you in your hearts
and hereby will ye know that
hastily reply, " I will not, nor I cannot believe
5'e know him, and have the full assurance of
neither will I tempt the Lord, in presuming to him, because the Son of God is come to give
be quiet and still, through believing in his light you this understanding, by virtue of his being
and power, that secretly shows me my duty, in you, and ye in him, who is true God, and
and stirs me up unto it in my own breast, in eternal life.
this close besetting."
I have now something to say to those fearful,
I say unto you, if ye will not now believe, as
that are without amongst the unbelievers, and
in hope against hope, ye shall not be established
abominable, murderers, and sorcerers, and all
but on the contrary, if ye will believe in the light, liars, who shall have their portion in the lake
this great distress, and sore siege, shall be unto who cannot endure the Lamb, nor the presence
the

natural

minds and

spirits,

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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of God, when he sits upon the throne, but fly
to the mountains and hills, in which they have
trusted, to hide them in the day of calamity.
These are of Cain's generation, that are better
at killing than sacrificing; and as the fruit of
their doings, they are always afraid, and that
where no fear is, even of every man, not
knowing whom to trust, as Cain was and
although such hide their sin, as Adam, they
shall not prosper.
But of this sort I have
something to say, more at large, by themselves,
and so I pass them by at present.
Others there are, who are yet without
amongst the dogs, unto whom I intend not the
children's bread before spoken of; and they
are such who are always learning, but never
;

[1665.

wings; for ye love his present appearance
your hearts, and wait for the brightness of
his coming, to consume whatever is contrary
to himself, that he may be, and none besides
him.
Therefore, for your comfort, I have this
to assure you of, from my God and your God,
that he will come quickly, and will not tarry,
and ye know his reward is with him because
ye never enjoyed him, but ye were sufficiently
rewarded for waiting upon him.
And these clouds of sufferings, whether
his

in

;

sickness, bonds, or banishment, are but as the
evening, which must be added to the morning,

make up

which God

will

perfectly raise up his seed, as well as the

first

to

day.

the last day, in

and thou that didst

sing, thou barren,

come to the knowledge of the truth, to not bear for now shalt thou be fruitful in chilmake them free from their fears, being laden dren, and they shall sing together, as the sons
of tl)e morning of this blessed holy day, the
with sin, and led away with divers lusts
thinking an opinion of truth will save them, new song, which none can learn, but the rewhile they are crucifying afresh the Son of deemed out of the earth: although now in
God, and putting him to open shame flying the evening thou mayest be weeping by the

able to

;

;

to scripture sanctuary,

as the Jews did,

who

searched the Scriptures, but would not come to
Christ ; and in a wrong zeal, as the disciples
did, when they would have had those consumed
that followed not with them, urging to Christ,
the example of Elias.
But let these know,
that their fears flow from the guilt of sin that
defiles their consciences ; which all the sacrifices that they offer day by day, can never
take away, nor make the comers thereunto
perfect because they reach not the conscience,
but still there remains a conscience accusing
for sin ; because they believe not in the light
to walk in it ; that the blood of Jesus might be
known, to sprinkle their hearts from an evil
conscience; that they may witness by it perfection, as pertaining to the conscience. Therefore these are not free from affrighting, terrifyhow coning fears, because their sins remain
fident soever they may seem to be of their
eternal conditions, in that they know not the
truth, as it is in Jesus
for if they did, it would
make them free. Unto such I say, they are
yet too high and wise for God, and therefore
must come down to know a meek, poor and
quiet spirit within them ; which is of price,
beyond all their talk, knowledge, and empty
profession of Scriptures, God and Christ without them, while they have not learned to stand
still, to feel the Spirit of Christ to be their
;

;

;

rivers of Babylon, with thy instrument untuned,

because

in a

Behold the bride-

strange land.

groom Cometh,

whose presence thy sorrow
shall be turned into rejoicing, and thy joy shall
none take from thee: but the world shall
mourn and now is the day of their sorrow
begun, even that great and sore distress of
at

;

nations spoken of, with that inexpressible wo,

wo, wo, upon the inhabitants of the earth
which hath been often sounded through the
Lord's witnesses and servants, that it may be
known there have been prophets in England,
and sounding in thy streets, O London
But
!

who

shall live

when God doth

seed that shall serve the Lord

this, besides

the

!

it already begin to arise in your hearts,
ye that fear the Lord by all the opposimeets withal and saying in you, if
it

Feel

O

all

tions

!

;

be to be vile, to rejoice at the return of the
glory of Israel, I will yet be more vile, and all
the lookers on, like Michal, shall be ashamed,
when the seed of David shall be exalted over
all, to the praise of the glory of the name of
this

its

is

God

for

good

ever

:

therefore, thou royal seed,

for thee to

draw near unto him

;

it

that

when he

takes peace from the earth, both withand without, that then thou mayest encourage thyself in the Lord thy God, who is over
in

blessed for evermore.

all

Amen.

This is from a sufferer with the righteous seed,
these shall
strength and leader within them
and one that prays and waits for its deliverlikewise perish and die in their sins, if they
ance out of all its troubles, in all where it
bring not forth fruits meet for repentance,
yet groans for redemption, a salutation of
through that faith which is held in a pure con:

unfeicrned love.

science.

But unto you whose hearts are tender, and The
consciences awakened unto righteousness, shall
the Son of Righteousness arise with healing in

fuurth of the Seventh
month 1665.

',

J.

Crook.
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might wound and slay that enemy, which hath
Short -Rdation of its
stopped any in the race which once tTiey were
first Appearance and Publication after the
running in, to obtain the crown
What shall
Apostacy. Contahiing 1. An Epistolary SaI say unto you, or do for you 1
For my bowels
3. The Delutation.
2. All Expostulation.
yearn after you, and my spirit is grieved for
scription of the Truth, as it loas declared in you, night and day, that are hindered
that ye
the beginning, with its Progress, Operation, should come so near the good land, as not only
and Opposition. 4. The Rise and Ground of to behold it afar off, but many of you so near

Truth's Progress:

or,

A

—

!

;

To

who have

any the borders thereof, as to taste the fruit of it
and yet go back again into the vvilderness,
my loords or writings, as some have done, to amongst the briars and thorns what pity is this.
2. Shall ever length of time, multitude of
make them suit with their evil intentions;
that they may be convinced of their evil, and business, increase of worldly riches, offences,
snares, or temptations, or whatever
do so no more. 6, That all jealousies, and all prejudices,
can be named, be able to blot out the sweet refalse judgments grounded thereupon, may be
membrance of the tender mercies of God unto
removed out of the minds of all concerned
your souls, showed unto you in the day of your
therein ; and they cautioned for the future of
sore and deep distress, which I am persuaded
7.
The
all such dealings and practices.
many of you once felt, and were in measure
Author\s Appeal concerning himself. 8. An acquainted withal 1
Shall any heighth, length,
the true Ministry.
lime, or in

any

5.

all

at

5

place, wrested or misapplied

:

Exhortation

to

all,

to

try themselves by the

was received and published in the
beginning. 9. That all who are fallen may
be restored ; and the way of their recovery
declared.
10. A Word of Reproof to all
people and professors, who encourage themselves and one another to hope for the downfall of the Quakers, so called, and the Truth
which they profess, because of any thing that
11. The afjlicted
befalls them in this world.
souVs complaint and cure.
Truth, as

it

Dear Friends,

— From

the deep sense of

the great care, love, mercy, and long-sufiering

of God, which he hath exercised towards us
desiring
all, do I at this time write unto you
the Lord so to direct my heart, that what is here
signified, may fully and effectually reach every
conscience and condition
that they may bo as
words in season to every state, hitting the
mark and as nails fastened by the Master of
the assembly, in every particular of you.
;

;

;

If Christ loved the

young man, as

it

is

re-

corded in Scripture, because from his youth
upward he had been towardly, affecting the
best things, and observant of God's commands;
then, in pursuance of Christ's example, ought
every one of us, that are his disciples, to pity
and compassionate all those who have been
convinced by the everlasting gospel, of the way
to life and salvation, which some of them have
been breathing after, ever since their young
years, and yet now may be hindered, by satan's
wiles and devices, from walking in that way
and path of peace and happiness ; some by
one snare, and others by other stratagems,
which the subtle adversary useth to beguile the
simple withal.
Indeed my heart affects mine eye in this
matter, and I could say from my very soul, O
that some arrow out of the bow of the Almightv

Vol.

XIII— No.

7.

breadth, or depth, be able to separate you, that
have tasted of the good word of God, and the

powers of the world to come, fi'om the sensible
soul engaging feeling of that love and mercy,
so freely bestowed upon you 1 Or to stop your
mouths from proclaiming, in the assemblies of
his people, what he hath done for you, when
you were very low, even like unto dry bones?
O take heed, take heed lest your continuance
in evil be accounted, by the pure and just God,
a despising of the riches of his goodness and
forbearance, and long-suffering; not knowing
that the goodness of God leadeth to repentance.
For who can, with Samson, return to view
the dead carcases of the strong lions, which by
the grace of God they once overcame, and that
but while young and green in the truth, and
not be melted in spirit, and broken as before
the Lord, through the sense of the sweetness
and freeness of that love and goodness, that so
fully gave them the victory, through faith in his
name and virtue 1
O can you remember those years of drought
and famine, not of bread, but of hearing the word
of the Lord, which passed over your heads,
when the very heavens were as brass, and the
earth as iron, and not be astonished, that the
little black cloud
should appear in your day,
which must spread until the face of the whole
heavens be covered, and all the earth be
1

I

watered thereby

What were

1

or yoiu* father's house, or
as the poor shepherds
that kept their flocks by night, that then the

any of

us,

ye,

when we were

day-star should appear, and arise in our hearts,
first manifest itself to the doctors and
great rabbles of the time, that first from them
might flow the light of life ; but that God's
free choice in the promised seed might appear,

and not

to

enemy and avenger ?
have been eye-witnesses of
33

the stilling of every

And

shall any, that

:;
:
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any measure, draw back, or be small a compass as I can, with freedom and
found unthankful to him, that found them out, clearness.
After the long, grieved, retired, solitary state
and ordained strength for them when otherwise the devourer had at that time destroyed of the church in the wilderness, it pleased God,
in his appointed time, to cause a voice to be
them ?
But lest I should seem to any to be like those heard, crying, Make strait the way of the Lord
the apostle speaks of, that said, " Be clothed, all flesh having corrupted their way, and their
fed, and warmed ;" but neither gave them guides being blind, there was no hope that ever
clothes, food, nor fuel, to relieve and succour people could find their resting-place, which
them I shall descend into particulars, for the they had so long forgotten their physicians
clearing the truth, for the relief and better in- being of no worth or value, working no perfect
formation of all those principally concerned in cure upon any of their soul-sick patients
this testimony, and for the keeping of my own pouring brine, instead of oil, into their wounds;
and bear and giving bitter gall and vinegar to dying
soul free Irom the blood of all men
with me, if 1 use plainness, and let no man men, instead of reviving cordials ; mistaking
account me his enemy, because I tell him the both the disease, its seat, and way of cure applying words and promises to the memory and
truth.
the practice of the prophets and natural understanding, as if the malady had
It was
apostles in their time and day, to remind the been in the head, for want of knowledge in the
When as the people, Mephiboshethpeople of the wonders, mercies, and deliver- brain.
ances, that the Lord had given to them, and to like, were -all diseased in their feet ; not looking,
their fathers ; as may be seen by Nehemiah, as they should, unto their walking, to make
David, and others ; and by the martyr Stephen, straight paths for their feet, and the law of
and the apostle Paul: both of God's dealings God to be a light unto their feet, and a lantern to
with them, and with their fathers and how the their paths.
Now the word of the Lord was precious in
truth grew and prospered, and who were the
enemies of it; and how the Lord upheld his those days; for there was no open vision. And the
and voice which at fii'st was heard in the wilderness,
witnesses, and scattered his adversaries
also by what way and method those were crying, Prepare the way of the Lord, came
reclaimed and reduced, that had backslidden afterward to be heard upon the Mount, out of
and fallen from theii' steadfastness, and from the most excellent glory ; confirming his apas in general may be seen pearance, saying, " This is m}?^ beloved Son, in
the gospel-order
by the prophets' exhortations and messages whom I am well pleased." So mighty was the
blacksliding Israel ; and in particular, word of God, that it grew and prospered, cutto
ting down whatever stood in its way, the strong
Samuel towards Saul, and Nathan to David
and others also, recorded in Scripture. In like oaks, as well as the tall cedars; levelling
manner I find it recorded in the New Testa- many high mountains with the low valleys. It
ment, that it was the apostles' practice, to re- was so quick and powerful, that it discerned
store from mistakes and irregularities, by bring- between the thoughts and intents of the heart,
ing them concerned to the beginning; as in and divided between the flesh and spirit, shell
the case of divorce by Moses, for the hardness and kernel, form and power, painted Jezebel
of people's hearts ; but it was not so in the be- and the true Spouse, and between the marrow,
And also to rectify mis- and the bone that cased it: discovering to all
ginning, as it is said.
takes, and confirm due subjection in the mar- men their thoughts, making all flesh to tremble
whence, in scorn, came the
riage state; the apostle instanceth God's giving in its progress
or, that Adam was first name Quaker to be given to those that came
the woman to the man
formed, and then Eve; and also, how Sarah under its power.
It abased itself and made it of no reputation;
called Abraham lord. And likewise in the abuse
of their love feasts, or breaking bread, Paul brings and it made the cross to be endured, and taken
them to the beginning, or Christ's practice of up daily, to all excesses and superfluities,
whether in meats or drinks, apparel, or
it at first; saying. In the same night he was beAs if to bring honours and dignities below; in whatsoever
trayed, he took bread, &c.
abuses and mistakes to the first, were to see they fashioned themselves to this world, and
and to
its glory, that was not of the Father
their last.
3. In like manner let me mind you a little of follow only those things that made for peace,
the appearance and publication of truth again, and whatsoever was of good report; reforming
as in the beginning, and of its progress unto throughout, in body, soul and spirit, as well as
these things in

;

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

day : not at large, in all particulars, lest I
should swell the volume beyond my intention
but, as in a map, to bring the substance pertinent to the occasion, to the reader's view, in as

this

;

outwardly, in gestures, and postures, and language, and behaviour, diverse from all people;
which made them a gazing-stock to men and
angels, and to be hated of their near relations

;
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to those Nay, what zeal, what care to preserve those
came up- then begotten, lest they should be turned aside
The truth of by the enemy? If but an evil report was oc-

through taking up the cross daily

things, they despised the

shame

on them from the wicked world.

that

these things is known to them that were casioned through any indiscretion, what pains
was taken to stop it ? Or if any nakedness
eye-witnesses from the beginning.
It made many to cast away things of great appeared in any, what love and pity was used
lest the world should know it, and
value, as in the apostles' days, their pictures, to cover it
laces, and other needless attires and superflu- blaspheme the pure name of God thereby, and
ities, with which many, (that the word of eter- the person perish in the snare of the devil, for
all

;

life met with in its progress,) were then
adorned after the fashion of this world. By
its authority, it spoiled the image and pomp of
this present world, insomuch that the very
visage of many was so marred, that they became a wonder to their former intimates and
acquaintance laying low all sorts of people,
bringing down the honourable of the earth, in
that day to deny their titles and attendants
some from the judgment-seat, and others from

nal

;

;

their

great gains, in their

making many

needless

traffick;

men

of war to put up
their swords, and become men of peace, and
to learn war no more.
But what shall I say of the wise and learned,

men

valiant

all professions, religions, and opinions,
were gathered from all quarters of the
laad, as it took them in its progress ; and
honourable women, of all persuasions, not a
few? Making some to leave their nets, and

of

that

little halm and restoring medicine?
need not mention, except to provoke those
that are in a declension in these things, the love
that abounded, and the delight that the sheep of
God's pasture took, in being often together,
their hearts cleaving to each other, like the soul
of Jonathan and David; many hours seeming
but a short time; and often meeting together,
although through great hardships and difficulties, appeared as nothing, in comparison of the
great joy and comfort they found in coming together to meet with the Lord, and to feel the
glory of his presence amongst them.
All which is known, and much more, unto
those that were eye and heart witnesses from
Let me remind you also of the
the beginning.
great care and circumspection that every sound
heart had at -that day, of whispering or backbiting any, or of letting in any hard or prejudicial thoughts or jealousies, concerning any

want of a
I

others the receipt of custom, to become follow- that were in the least measure in the truth but
ers of truth
though not to disdain their lawful much more touching the least of those that had
as Paul the message of glad-tidings to deliver from the
callings, but to return to them again
did to his tent- making, and others to their nets, great God ; whose care was, to approve themupon occasion. An ancient father once said, selves in all things, lest the gospel should be
;

;

;

blamed, either through life or doctrine. How
few and savoury the words of all convinced
were, that had their hearts seasoned with the
grace of God, to the edification of all that conversed with them; being watchful, lest their
again.
4. What unwearied pains the truth made hearts should be sown with mingled seed, or
many take, to run to and fro, to inform and that they should mix spirits with the world
forewarn their relations and acquaintance, lest being principally careful, that their hearts
they should neglect the day of their visitation; might not be overcharged with the cares of this
not at all affecting great things for themand, they, knowing the truth, should become life

" we never read, that those who were called
from the receipt of custom returned thither any
more:" observing thence, that some callings,
once laid down, ought never to be taken up

:

name in the earth; but to
stand approved in God's sight, which they vaHow many, like David's worthies, brake lued beyond the judgment of the wise, and of
through an host and camp of dangers, to bring the honourable in the earth, or of any of the
is also fully known to them that
the water of life to the thirsty souls ; and what sons of men
blows and bruises, imprisonments and suffering were converted in the beginning.
What the testimony itself was in the beginthey met withal, there was scarcely in that da}^
guilty of their

blood,

forewarned them;

is

because they had

known

to

many

not

selves, nOr to gel a

witnesses.

;

ning, as to doctrine and good manners, I need
not mention in particular; because it is also
that sent them, as great ingratitude in those known and testified unto by many witnesses,
as also, its form
that received of thejir water, but now have for- as it was in the beginning
gotten it, so as evilly to requite them for their and dress, in which it first appeared upon the

such a stranger

And

well.

will

in

it

Israel, but

knew

it

right

not be chai'ged by the Lord,

:

good

?

How

tender were the hearts of those made
in that day, who received the word of life ?
^Vnd what was too dear for them to part with,
for the advancement of truth, and its testimony?

Only let me remember
stage of this world.
you of its disguised habit, that none of the
worldly wise could know it, or receive it in
reality.

How

it

did anatomize

and dissect men

in
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inward parts, whereby they came to see
and understand the mystery of iniquity in all
workings, lineaments, and dependencies,
its
with the man of sin, his seat and government
in them, above all that is called God, and how
which was the
he was worshipped as God

their

;

cause why those, who thus learned of Christ,
appeared so rough and sharp against hypocrisy
in all professions, of what form or opinion soever they were, from a true certain sight and
knowledge they had of the slates and conditions of all people, in their several

ways and

discerning the insides of others, by
the spirit of truth, which had given them a
certain knowledge of themselves. From whence,
as truly learned, and like skilful physicians,

worships

;

they came to understand both the diseases, and
the cause of them, and also the right way of cure
for them; and durst not daub with untempered
mortar, as the unskilful builders had done benor heal the several hurts and disfore them
but first removed the
eases of people slightly
;

;

cause, and then the effect ceased.

Thus

the

and prospered it from
the beginning, in the hearts and hands of those
who continued faithful witnesses of it, and to it,
as it was in the beginning: blessed be his holy

Lord blessed

name

the truth,

for ever.

Amen.

But the way of cure being so sharp and
rible to all flesh,

many

ter-

that assented to the skill

of the physicians, and were convinced of the
had tasted a little of judgment,
as the sharp medicine, to eat through all the
deadness and darkness within them; all the
passages of life being dammed up, and the

truth, after they

to remove all those
escaped, and fled the judgment, not being able to endure the mightiness
of its operation, and therefore never came
through the work of regeneration ; but got

power working strongly
obstructions,

many

wound, and so became

loose, after a deadly

only formal for a time.
Such, although they
might come out with us in the beginning, yet
went away, some to the earth, and others to
their old courses, according to the proverb,
having opportunity of returning, they returned
again with the dog to his vomit
which manifests, they did not stand by faith, nor were born
of the immortal seed.
These, like the star John speaks of in the
Revelations, fell from heaven to the earth, and
then became chief factors for the evil one, being
entrusted with the keys of the bottomless pit,
and had power to hurt all but the green thing,
for the time suffered, which will not be long,
beyond those that never attained to a state
higher than the earth and such revolters are
profound to make slaughter; and are like unto
Gehazi, coveting after those things, which that
master refused, whom they pretended to serve.
But they have been, and shall be also requited
;

;

with

[1665.

plague and

like

punishment

;

the

for

leprosy of Naaman came upon Gehazi.
him read that can understand.

Now,

friends,

it

is

my

in

heart, as

God

Let
shall

enable me, somewhat to let you understand the
cunning workings of the enemy, in his opposition to the truth, and to betray the simple; to
this end, that they who have been beguiled by
him, may be delivered out of his snare ; and
others prevented by their example, that the
truth may prevail in and over all.
The contests about religion hitherto, have
not been so much about the trial of spirits, as
between opinion and opinion, and between interpretation and interpretation of Holy Scripture.
And yet it hath been the complaint of all
sides, that they have not had fair dealings
from the adverse party especially from those
that have had the sword, and outward power
on their side because, like the Jews against
Stephen, when arguments have been wanting,
they have presently run to the heap of stones.
Like dealings the innocent have met withal in
this age; when, as in religious matters men
ought to be conquered or silenced, as the stars in
brightness do exceed each other, and the darkness also, and the moon them all
and as the
sun doth both the moon and stars, by a transcendent and outshining glory, which rather
naturally swalloweth them up, or comprehends
them, than forceth them, or as the vast ocean
doth the little brooks and rivers or, according
to Scripture phrase, as mortality is swallowed
up of life and in this sense ought every less
measure to be subject to the greater ; and so it is
not hurt by, but blessed of the greater; as it is
written, the less is blessed of the greater.
And not as beasts do each other, by force and
qaastership
as it is written, man being in honour abideth not, but becometh like the beast
that perisheth
and what the master-beast's
carriage is to all the rest, experience showeth.
But Christ gently leads, not forcibly drives, his
lambs into the fold of rest.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

But now as the contest comes closer between
and spirit, it must needs be hotter, because the relation is nearer and differences
between near relations, if one side doth not
bear, are more disquieting, than between neighbours,and worse between neighbours than strangers
for now the enemy, as it were, hath all
at stake at once, knowing his time is but short,
and therefore rageth the more ; and the battle
must needs be sharp, because he is cast out of
many already, blessed be the Lord, and must
because that everbe cast out of more daily
lasting gospel is preached again, and must
spirit

;

;

;

be, to all nations, for a sign of his destruction,

but their recovery and salvation

;

that, as

sin

hath reigned unto death and darkness, so
righteousness might reign to light and life, un-

;
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til the knowledge of the Lord covers the earth,
as blindness and ignorance have done, and as

the waters cover the sea.

So

that

now

the great business

is,

for all

who
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Let none that are guilty think to wipe their
mouths, and say, these things concern not me.
To the witness in thee thou art brought, from
whence there is no appeal for if that condemn
;

God

am now

are convinced of God's everlasting truth, to examine themselves with the light of Jesus Christ,

thee,

guided by it, or because they have it at present
convincing them, or striving with them, to gain
obedience from them in all things unto itself
And therefore to father all actions and motions
upon it, as the author of them ; is not only an
heinous offence against God, but also dangerously hazardous to that soul which so presumes.
Therefore I shall in short speak something
concerning the pure, holy, sanctifying Spirit of
God, that every one may understand what
spirit they are of; as the apostle did, in order
to recover those that were drawn aside amongst
the Galatians, bringing them to the beginning,
saying, Ye began well, ye began in the spirit
and also reminding them of the fruits of it,
which while they abode in it, they knew and
also the fruits of the flesh, which also they
might know to abound in them, so soon as ever
they had departed from the Spirit and doubtless he instances such particular fruits of the
Spirit, as most abound in those who abide in
it, toward those which have departed from it,
as the most effectual means to reclaim them.
On the contrary, the like may be said of the
particular fruits of the flesh, which he instanceth ; else he spake but in general, and so answered not the particular occasion, as most
proper to obtain his travail, which was their recovery.
The particular fruits of the Spirit he
instanceth, are love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance ; against such there is no law.
Now the contrary to these, must needs proceed from the ffesh ; otherwise they could not
try themselves according to his advice. In like
manner do I exhort all to come to the light and
Spirit of Christ within them, to show them their
miscarriages, and whether they hold the truth
as it was in the beginning.
For envy, strife,
bitterness, fierceness, wrath, watching for evil,
despising those that are good, and such as are
employed by the Lord to feed his lambs, and
to preach the everlasting gospel freely, as they
have freely received it ; or to lay stumbling
blocks in the way of the weak ; or to cause the
way of truth to be evil spoken of, because of
the miscarriages of some; these, and the like,

whether my heart and my soul desireth or
seeketh any thing else besides the advancement
of truth, and the liberty of every captive, that

is

greater.

I

in all faithful-

ness endeavouring thy recovery, and if I may
that they may know what spirit they are of; speak it without offence, I could even desire
and not to conclude, they are all born of that that my breast were as a window, that every
right spirit, because they once were in measure one might see through me, and within me,

:

;

any measure breatheth

in

after the living

God;

am

sure there is a seed that would serve
the Lord, did not a hard heart hinder it within,
as Pharaoh did without.
Let me in honesty of heart reason with you
a little : what can you charge against this elect
seed?
Who hath it wronged? And whose
name hath it defamed ? Or whom hath it befor

I

trayed ?
Or whose gold, or silver, or apparel,
hath it coveted ?
Or what good order hath it
broken ? Or did it ever put any upon the forsaking the assemblies of the saints? Either for
fear of suffering, or out of sullenness of mind,
because of prejudice against the persons of any;
or out of slighting contemptuous thoughts,
either of those that meet, or of the worship and
Nay, is it not
service which they perform ?
the hasty peevish spirit that concludes all men
are liars, because some are so, that profess the
truth ; and therefore slights all in the mind,
how fair soever they may seem^ to be to any
Take heed of it, for indeed the
outwardly.
enemy works secretly to thy hurt, while thou
lettest in such thoughts and reasonings ; lam
sure these things are not with the consent of
the pure seed of life, but to the grief of it,
couldst thou understand

its

voice,

which

at pre-

stopped from thy hearing, by the multitude of thy thoughts, prejudices, consultations,
and conclusions ; all which make thee confident in thyself, that thou dost well in what thou
dost; like Jonah, who replied to God, he did
well to be angry, even unto death.
sent

is

Oh remember,
out,

that

when once

and darkness takes

its

the light

place,

how

is

put

great

is

I
darkness, as Christ said to the Jews.
have a travail in my spirit at this time for thee;

that

the

Lord

is

my

witness,

I

lie

not.

Oh what

do for the poor oppressed innocent soul,
that lies under the dust of fleshly rubbish, as
Shall I
in a grave covered with earth in thee?
say to thee in the fear and name of my God,
for why wilt thou die?
Arise, and come forth
Arise, and shine, for thy light is come, which
doth make manifest thy state, and all the
doubtless, are evils that the Lord will not suffer mountains shall melt before thee, and all clouds
to go unpunished
and are for judgment, and shall be scattered, and brightness appear in the
must be repented of, by all that are guilty of face of the whole heavens and instead of cruel
them.
bondage, that soul in whom life ariseth, shall
shall

I

;

;

;

;
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enjoy a glorious liberty; and for grief and God, knowing good and evil; which the aposIt is
heaviness, the oil of joy and gladness; and for tle calls, a beguiling through his subtilty.
mourning and sorrow, the beautiful garments good abiding with God, in the state whcreunto
of praise and thanksgiving; for where the man is called by God, and not to remove, until
Spirit of the Lord is in rule and authority, he is sure the advance and remove is by the

and the Lord is that Spirit, same God.
My love to the seed in all, and readiness to
from death, by breaking the bands thereof, and snapping the chains lend those my hand that were fallen, hath proin sunder.
All thy straitness is in thy own cured like judgment from some, as the Jews
bowels, by letting in evil thoughts, jealousies, gave against Christ; because he kept company,
and surmisings. But thou wilt be enlarged and eat and drank sometimes with publicans
through thy accepting of judgment upon all and sinners, to seek the lost amongst them.
these things, and whatever else is contrary to But the Jews seeing his readiness to mercy,
for I am to preach the everlast- tried him, whether he would do justice at all in
the holy God
ing gospel to thee this day, that thou mayest any case, by bringing to him the woman taken
which thing, alarise that sittest in the dust, and show thyself in the act of uncleanness
forth
and avvake to righteousness, thou that though it proceeded from an evil intent in the
yet it proved an occasion to him, to
sleepest, and stand up from the dead, and Jews
For manifest both mercy and justice; mercy upon
Christ shall give thee light and life.
Christ Jesus the Son of Man, is this day held the woman, and justice upon her accusers, as
forth, and lifted up unto thee, that thou mayest being faulty persons themselves, and therefore
see him, and be saved by him, as the serpent not competent and true witnesses, to be taken
was lifted up in the wilderness, to cure all the in the due and right administration of justice
and to which method Christ still observed, to meet
hurts they received in the wilderness
heal thy backslidings, and love thee freely, if with forward and malicious prosecutors.
yet thou wilt hearken diligently, that thy soul
I have longed for an opportunity, a little to
may live and look up in the light to him over express my spirit and soul in this matter. I
all thy thoughts, miscarriages, and fears, and have been a man, like Heman, afflicted from
sin no more, lest a worse thing come upon 'my youth up, and few, but the Lord, have been
For the time to come, owe nothing unto acquainted with my exercises inwardly though
thee.
any man but love and when thou art convert- outwardly also I have had my share. Indeed,
as be- having had much forgiven me, and much love
ed, thou wilt strengthen thy brethren
fore thou didst weaken them by thy evil exam- and mercy showed to me, I cannot but be likeple and conversation, inventing of that which minded; as I am kept to the seed of life in mywill now be thy shame, as in the converted es- self, for the sake of which, I have been upheld
in and over all
and what I have felt and seen
tate thou abidest and continuest.
the Father do to me, when I have at any time,
I long and travail in my spirit, to see the day
wherein many that have been beguiled, hke in any thing miscarried, that do I, or at least,
Samson, through the cunning craftiness of the ought always, and in all things, and like cases,
wicked one, shall be restored again for why to do to others and when I have not done so,
may not the long grieved resisted spirit of grace, I have felt the Lord rebuking me for it.
I acknowledge from my heart, that in cases
yet so strive again, as to give them victory
over all that hath captivated like the hair of wherein I agree with others, both concerning
Samson that was shaven, but grew again, the disease, and the danger of it, yet in the way
whereby his strength returned, that he slew of cure, I somewhat vary; especially if I have
more through his death, than he did by his laboured under the same temptation myself,
Surely those that delight to dwell inward- and remember what way I was restored or
life.
Some by corrosives, and sharp medily in close fellowship and communion with helped.
God, are sensible of the many wiles and de- cines, where the case is desperate, may be revices which the enemy useth, to draw out their covered and some others also may be lost and
minds to give heed to those vanities which he slain, which, by a skilful hand, through the
on purpose suggesteth to make them forsake use of lenitives or cordials, might have been
their own mercies, tendered freely to them in preserved.
And if experience may give her
vote, I judge she will direct to love and pity, as
the light of Jesus.
What bait more likely to take, than the re- the most excellent way, in the first place, and
semblance of that which the right innocent in ordinary cases. But wherein I have misspii-it lovcth?
As may be seen in the serpent's carried in being too mild, and otfended any, I
beguiling Eve from the simplicity of Christ, the hope they will forgive me that wrong, as they
express likeness and image of God, under a expect to be forgiven, who have at any time
pretence of bringing hrr more into it
as it is miscarried on the other hand.
written. And ye shall be as God, or like unto
5. But if»anv, on the one hand, have taken
there

is

which

liberty;

sets free the soul

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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encouragement, either from my speaking or courses? 0,r whether, at any time, I suggested
writing, to strengthen themselves in evil prac- jealousies amongst you, concerning any of the
Or to beget a low esteem in
tices, contrary to the truth, as it was in the be- Lord's people ?
ginning I'eceived and held forth, from the light your minds, of those that labour in the word
and Spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ; I declare, and doctrine of Jesus? Or, whether I have
in the holy name of my God, whom 1 serve sought to get entertainment in your affections
with my spirit, in the gospel of his Son, that I Nay, had it been the will of God, I could have
never intended any such encouragement, but desired often, that my message might have been
always intended and endeavoured peace and delivered, and my face and person have been
union.
And, whatever might proceed, at any unknown. I have often said, and again I do
time, either from my pen or tongue, was only declare, that those who keep in the feeling love
to heal and make up breaches, where any were of God, and honour and respect his Spirit in
already made and never in the least either to themselves, let such so kept, if they can, dismake new ones, or the old ones wider. And respect the ministers of life and peace. Bear
whoever they are, that have wrested my words with me, if I use plainness in this matter, for
or writings, to suit their humours and evil in- it is for no other end, but to answer the good in
tentions, to hinder the prosperity of truth, and all, and that the gospel might have a free pasto make discord among brethren, whether in sage in all hearts and consciences, wherever
this isle, or the isles beyond the seas, they have it is published, either through this vessel, or
wronged my words, and the naked intentions any other, whom the Lord shall use
and
of my heart, and will bring upon themselves that an open door may be ministered through
misery and destruction, if they continue there- all the churches of Christ, for the word of eterin.
This I desire may be prevented by the nal life to enter into them, from henceforth and
Spirit of Jesus, making them sensible of their for ever.
danger therein, and to bear the indignation of
I labour, and am pained in spirit, until all
the Lord, because they have sinned against bands be broken, and all the hearts and minds
him, unto a thorough change and reformation of those convinced, be opened, and prepared as
in them for the time to come: and I can and a bride for her husband
that none may be
do freely forgive the wrong done unto my par- found foolish virgins, contenting themselves
with the words and talk of truth, like oil in the
ticular.
6. On the other hand, if any have conceived lamp only, which will go out and be consumed,
jealousies in their minds, and watched for occa- if the seed of truth within be not daily felt, as
sion against the innocent, and grounded a false oil in the vessels, to keep your lamps burning,
judgment upon those misapprehensions, and and your lights shining, that men may see
then sent it abroad as a certain thing, on pur- your good works, and glorify the God of your
pose to bespatter the guiltless such shall bear salvation.
their jugdment, whoever they be.
8. I beseech you, friends and brethren, to
1 have often, in secret, considered what rea- suifer the word of exhortation to prevail with
son there should be for some men's jealousies
you, unto a thorough examination of your own
and I could find none more probable, than that hearts, with the light of the gospel of Jesus,
of Saul's against David, viz., because of the whether you have kept to the truth, as declared
voices of others, with this note upon it, " And and practised in the beginning
or you have
Saul eyed David from that day forward." But suffered loss in your inward man, and find
whether any thing of like nature or resem- decays of love to God, and of zeal for his
blance hath ever been in my heart, much less truth upon earth.
I know right well, that a
endeavoured by me, concerning the least la- good condition may be easily lost, but hardly
bourer in my Father's vineyard, is known to recovered.
Examine thyself, whether thou dethe Lord.
lightest thyself now, as much as at first thou
7. And I appeal to all you that have known didst, in communion with God and his people?
me in bonds and at liberty, amongst whom I Are the assemblies of his children as dear to
have laboured, and been conversant these thee as ever they were ? If not, seek out the
twelve years and upwards, who have known cause, and let no pretence blind thy mind
my doctrine, and manner of life, whether I from a diligent attending thereupon but keep
have sought myself, or any thing from you, to to the seed in thyself, which thinketh no ill,
enrich myself, but have gone a warfare at my much less doth any, and in that thou wilt feel
own charge 1 And whether I have handled the benefit of communion with God's people,
the word deceitfully, but endeavoured always and wilt be bound up together with them, as in
to stand approved in God's presence, and to be the bundle of life
and a bundle is not easily
manifest to your consciences in his sight? broken and shattered, as particulars apart are.
And whether I have used lightness among you, Search whether thou hast kept thy garments
to stir up the vain mind to unprofitable dis- clean, from being defiled with the spirit of this
!

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

—
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world, building again in thyself, that which
once thou destroyedst in otliers. If riches increase, set not thy heart on them
which they
will easily get, if thou be not watchful and diligent in keeping thy heart close unto the Lord,
;

and

his truth in the

of money

is

inward parts:

the root of all evil, as

for
it

of the

many,

enemy of

often a view of the truth, as

in the beginning,

and what

effect

holy seed

?

And

that

and temptations,
you, who stand by

be of the Lord,

Take

the

fallen into their snares

by the spirit of meekness in
faith, might be restored, to the making of you
shine more gloriously in the firmament of
the love God's power, through the converting of many
is writfrom the evil of their way. Blessed shall you

ten.
9.

[1665.

it

was work.

and operation

this

For

who

this is

are found diligent in this
testimony for the Lord

my

day, that another gospel shall never be

when thou wast first con- preached, to gather men and women to God
vinced
how low, how meek, how poor in for it is the everlasting gospel and those who
spirit, and humble in heart and mind; making know it to be the gospel of their salvation, can

it

had upon

thee,

;

:

;

say, that there is more than a bare opinion, or
seeing and knowing more evil in thyself, and different judgment between them and others,
in that nature by which thou wast a child of that do not believe in the light within, that
wrath, than in all the world beside, as in thy lighteth every one that cometh into the world,
thee to esteem every one better than thyself;

eye

day.

at that

And

surely experience show-

eth unto the watchful, that that nature

same, and
again,

if

is

the

be bringing forth the same fruits
be not mastered, and ruled over by

will

it

which made the
That in him,
was no good thing

the pure and divine [Spirit]

;

apostle say, after his conversion,
that

is to

say, in his flesh,

:

which quickened state made the poor disciples
cry out as guilty persons, though clear fi'om
Is it I?
Whilst searthe act, Master, is it I?
ed Judas takes no notice of a particular intimation given by Christ, concerning himself, who
told him plainly, "He that dipped his finger
with him in the dish, should betray him;" of
which his hard heart took no notice. Again,

to be sufficient to lead

from

whom

it

comes

:

to

yet

God, through Christ,
it

possible for one,

is

once knew the truth in measure, and after
departed from it, to think as slightly of the truth
as those that never knew it.
It was not Dives,
but Lazarus, in the parable, that knew the difficulty of the passage into Abraham's bosom ;
while Dives thought the way passable at pleasure. Nevertheless, this gospel must more and
more spread and shine, in its glory and beauty,
until the man of sin be fully discovered in all
minds and hearts, that the kingdoms of this
<vorld may become the Lord's, and his Christ's.
Whatever hath fallen out, or shall yet be
sufl^ered to come to pass, to obstruct and hinder
that

keep the truth without the work of this gospel, shall in the conclusion
? and as ready to
be ordered of God to work together for its adrestore the fallen, and to cover the nakedness of vancement, as if such things had never been
thy brother, as at first? Is there no whispering, for those flames of fire, which are and shall be
evil speaking, and backbiting, and watching rendered upon those that obey not the gospel,
with an evil eye, and searching after weak- shall make those, that are sanctified through
nesses and baitings in some, accounting them obedience thereunto, the more to glorify God
great and heinous miscarriages, being glad of and the perishing of others, through unbelief,
them, to defame those whom thou hast a mind shall make those that are saved, through faith,
and taking no notice of greater the more to admire the riches of God's love
to defame
miscarriages in others, whom thou respectest, and mercy unto them.
Therefore, arise thou that sittest in the dust;
and wouldst have thought well of? Durst thou
do thus in the beginning, when thou wast first and sing forth the high praises of God
and
convinced, and the lively quickening spirit come forth of the pit, and out of the prisonruled in thee, keeping thy spiritual senses house, and show thyself forth
for the day of
always exercised, to discern between good and God's mercy is come, even the set time to pity
evil ?
Thus let every one try themselves with Zion, that mourned in the dust, because God
the measure of truth, that they may see whe- had forsaken her.
Thou that shakest thyself,
ther they have kept to it as it v/as in the begin- like a man of war, and rejoiceth like a giant
to run his race, notwitstanding the storms and
ning.
But you that have kept your habitations with winds, clouds and mist, that may seem to interGod, and close to the truth, bless the Lord for pose, thou shalt yet sing in the heights of Zion.
for if he had not kept For thy sake am I stirred in spirit, that all
his goodness unto you
you, you had run out, and miscarried, as well bonds may be broken, and all weights and
as others; for you do not bear the root, but the burdens laid aside, and the yoke of Christ put
root you.
And how know you, but you have on every neck that with one shoulder we may
been spared for such a time as this, like Queen all draw in the work of the Lord, until the falEsther, to attend the king's presence, that you low ground of people's hearts, whereon groweth
may be instruments to divert the evil purposes briars and thorns, be plowed up, and the seed
art thou as careful to

blame, as

at

the beginning

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

'

;

;
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in them any further trial; for, according to Christ's
garden of doctrine, the remaining of sin, is a sufficient
of Eden, and the mountain of the house of the conviction of blindness; as he said to the Jews,
Lord be on the top of all mountains, that the Because you say you see, therefore your sin
remains, &c. But all that do walk in the light,
nations may flow unto it for ever.
Amen.
10. Now I have a few words unto you, sons as he is in the light, have fellowship one with
and daughters of men, into whose hands this another. We never asserted, that all convinced,
testimony may come, of what judgment or per must needs be converted nor that all convertsuasion soever you are
and it is by way of ed must needs always keep in that state, and
advice, to take heed that you harden not your could never depart from it; but that every
hearts against the truth, because of any mis- one's safety was, in keeping to the grace,
carriages in those that do profess it.
It is no whereby they should know how the grace kept
new thing for a Judas to betray his master, and them as it is written, Hereby we know that
a Demas to embrace this present world nor we know him, if we keep his commandments:
for all Asia to turn aside for a time.
Remem- and it is but our reasonable service, that we
ber, thou art doing the same thing daily, and should do as much for God, as we have done
knowest it not, in thy heart and spirit, against for the devil as it is written, Rom. vi. 19,
the strivings of God's good Spirit in thy own "As ye have yielded your members servants
bosom. Remember that Sarah's laughing at the to unrighteousness, even so yield your members servants to righteousness," &c.
How this
angel's message, was rebuked by the angel
and Hagar was cast out, with her son, for his hath been done unto the motions of lust within,
even so may the mooflence, who mocked Isaac after he was born, may easily be known
tions of the good Spirit within, be known and
which by the apostle is called persecution
saying, As he that was born after the flesh (re- yielded unto, which is but most just and equal,.
ferring to Ishmael) persecuted him that was So that the union with God, and one with
born after the Spirit, (referring to Isaac) so it another, in the light of Jesus Christ, amongst
all that abide and walk in it, stands as firm as
is now.
I know many are big with expectation,
concerning the downfall of the Quakers, so ever it did, between the faithful and watchful in
for we never held out a fellowship and
called, and the truth which they profess, and ig- spirit
norant of the Quakers' foundations. Take heed communion between light and darkness, nor
of speaking evil of things ye know not, lest ye between good and evil but in the good only.
render yourselves more like beasts than men, in Therefore your hopes and expectations shall be
so doing. Say not, as those mockers did, Where abortive, and your eyes shall fail, who look to
is the promise of his coming?
Where is that see your desires accomplished upon the truth,
As you love your own
perfection you speak of, and that union you and children of it.
souls, cease such thoughts and expectations
glory in ? lest your bands become strong.
The doctrine of perfection doth stand, and for you will but harden your hearts the more
shall stand for ever, which the Quakers assert- thereby, and be disappointed at last
but bow
ed for they never assigned any particular man your necks unto the yoke of Christ, which will
to the world, as lodging it there
but Christ convey you to the true rest for your souls, and
the promised seed, and those that abide in him; show unto you, as in the light you believe, the
and such, the Scripture saith, siij not, because end of all your observations, and carnal ordiin Him is no sin.
The Quakers asserted per- nances, and beggarly elements, to the rending
fection attainable through God's grace, and the veil off your hearts ; which will remain
that every Christian ought so to believe, in de- and continue, until Christ be witnessed, the sum
spite of the devil's enmity
which priests and and substance of all things to you, and in you,
professors opposed
and this was the question through the application of his Holy Spirit, and
between us and them and not whether this not thi'ough any imagination, or traditional

of the kingdom

may

also, until the nations

sprout and

become

grow

like the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

or that particular man hath attained it.
And
so it stands firm and safe ; notwithstanding
what the evil eye doth, or can spy out against
it.

For the union we speak of with God, and
one with another, we never placed it in the
name, or outward form only, but in the light of
Christ
not talked of, but walked in.
But if
;

any convinced of the

light

of Christ, say.

They

credulity, in yourselves.

11. A few words to you, little children, that
are ready to be troubled, because of the prosperity of the wicked, and your own trials in-

creasing upon you, and it may be such as you
never expected to meet with
saying within
yourselves. Have I forsaken all that is near and
dear to me in this world, to embrace the truth?
Have I left all other societies and fellowships,
:

have fellowship with us in him, and yet walk to come into the fellowship of truth; expecting
in darkness, they lie, and do not the truth
for I should never have found those, professing the
no lie is of the truth and their practice is a same ti'uth with me, and such as were consufficient evidence to convict them, without vinced before me, to differ among themselves
Vol. XIII.— No. 7.
34
;

:

;
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that any such fruits should have been
brought forth by any that profess the truth?
Nay, saith some weak one, I would have
thought hardly of such in time of my profession, as not fit for the fellowship I then was in,
I know the enemy tempts thee sorely, sometimes by raising doubts in thy mind, whether it
be truth or no, which thou hast received and
suffered for; but after a little combating with
him about this, thou shakest him off, as that
liar which from the beginning thou wast troubled with.
But then he comes upon thee, with
a new assault, to justify this man, and to condemn the other and to take part with this
thing, and to condemn the other ; which doth
so bewilder thy mind, and darken thy under-

or

;

[1665.

the fellowship of saints for ever
that
through thy experiences many wanderers may
be converted to God, and thyself established in
his blessed truth for ever, and become a pillar
in God's house, and go no more forth
but be
found to the praise of the riches of the glory of
to

:

;

his grace,

whose mercies,

wilt thou say, en-

dure for ever.

Thus having

my

finished

time, in faithfulness to

testimony at this

God, and

his requirings,

what plainness he was pleased to bring things
to my remembrance
desiring to answer the
least good in all hearts and consciences, but not
in

;

to

regard the evil will of any, nor to please the

minds of the unstable multitude, whether proknowing the one sort, like
standing, that thou art at a stand what to do, fessors or profane
sometimes liking, and sometimes disliking, this the Jews, will cry Hosanna to day, and crucify
and the other thing, the enemy suggesting to him to-morrow; and the other, like the barbarithee, that thou hadst better never have received ans, who sometimes concluded the apostle a
the truth and thou seest, saith the enemy with- murderer, and presently changed their mind,
for I am more a freein, what thou hast gotten through all thy hard- and said. He was a God
ships and sufferings
more trouble, vexation, man, than to sacrifice my just liberty to any
and disquieting of spirit, than ever thou knew- man's humour and more a Christian, than to
est before
thou resolving at sometimes to sit ask any man leave to perform my duty to God,
;

:

:

;

;

:

and to meddle no more, and never to come
meetings with God's people again, but to
pass away thy time with as little trouble as thou
canst ; thinking sometimes to take this course,
and sometimes the other, to get ease to thy
mind ; or else to mourn away thy days in sorrow.
r have this to say to thee, thou poor soul ;
Keep thou thy own habitation with C4od, in the
measure of his grace committed to thee ; and
meddle not with other men's matters, neither
those that are given to change.
Shut out all
that would interrupt thy communion with God,
and with his people that keep their minds out
of strife, and that follow those things which are
of good report, and which make for peace
these things follow.
And keep in love with all
those that love the truth, and are tender of it,
and seek its advancement above all ; who have
no end to self, nor to this world, nor the things
of it ; but unto purity and holiness, and a close
walking with God in Spirit ; and thy temptations will wear away, and those broken bones
shall be set again unto a firmer union with God,
and his truth and people, than ever thou wast
in before. Then the broken bones shall rejoice,
and thou conclude, that in faithfulness God
hath suffered thee to be tried, that thou mayest
learn obedience by all thou hast suffered
and
understand, that it was to make thee abhor thyself more than ever thou couldst have done,
still,

to

;

had not these things befallen thee

;

that, with

Job, thou mayest attain to a knowledge of

God

of^ our Lord Jesus Christ
with respect to persons but in Christ alone,
the author of it, who is God over all, blessed

or to hold the faith

;

for ever.

An

epistle

and

young

to all that are

salan,

;

tcho

and continue and

loalk in the

way of

righteousness.

We

call to

remembrance

the labours, hard-

and inward travailing pangs and throes
of the true gospel ministers in the days of old;
and we know^the same in our day, in our meaships,

sures, the apostle saying.

And

Of whom

I travail in

Christ be formed in you.
blessed be the Lord, there are

birth again,

till

many

witnesses in this our day, not only of instructors, but of such as, through deep travail, have

begotten many to God
and these, being once
children themselves, retain the sense of the
childish state of those who are come inwardly
;

feel some rencwings in the spirit of their
minds, by the gospel power, in order to the
overturning of all their old building, that now,
like to Jerusalem of old, for their despising and

to

rejecting the true prophets, there was not to
be one stone left upon another.
The old serpent perceiving his kingdom to
be shaken, by the operation of that divine light,
grace, and power of God, which will admit of
no terms any longer to be made with him or

beyond the hearing of the ear which will reward thee double for all thy sufferings and trials,
and make thee keep close unto the Lord, and any subjection or compliance
;

in the Truth,

walk in, and assemble amongst, the People of God called
Quakers ; that they may escape the wiles of
lately convinced

;

in the least to be
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any of his works, every
being to be plucked up, that the
heavenly Father hath not planted; yea, the figtree that bears no fruit, whereby the hungry
may be relieved, must wither by the curse of

appeared to be goodly children
these were
sweet encouragements unto us, greatly refresh-

his displeasure.

to the

yielded to him, or to

plant

now

Then

crooked serpent, that is more subtle than all the beasts of the field, twists and
turns himself every way, if possible, to entangle again those that are turning from his thick
darkness, to Christ's marvellous light, that
hath showed them where they have been, with
whom they have been conversing, and what
they have been doing in the dark, and what
path they must walk in, if they will arrive at
the land of rest.
this

:

ing to behold these prisoners thus showing
themselves forth, which made us, with many

more

faithful brethren, not to love

our lives un-

but even for the truly good
dare to die, when called thereunto.

death

;

man,

The

spirit of that blessed man began so to
our bosoms, that we could even, in a
sense, have wished ourselves accursed for our
kindred, acquaintance, and countrymen, that
they also might feel what we felt ; knowing upon what ground they stoodj and what zeal they
as well as we had
but the true knowledge of
the truth, as it is in Jesus, was wanting; the
vail of observations and carnal apprehensions
And thus we found judgment to begin at the being over the heart, which nothing can rehouse of God, in order to the overthrowing and move but Christ ; who is the life and light of
purging out of all that had defiled, that our men, and glory of his people Israel.^
bodies might become the temples of the Holy
There are many witnesses yet alive, who

in

stir

:

can testify to these things, and much more than
Oh, the many devices that the enemy useth, we intend at this time to mention only some
that true judgment might not take place! and few particulars we may hint at, to the end that
when it did take place, how did he transform no travellers towards Zion, may turn aside from
Spirit.

;

make

himself, to

us believe

suggestions,

his

That now we had lain long enough in the
furnace, and the tin and dross was all gone,
and nothing now was left but pure gold. But
when we at any time lent an ear to these his
delusions, we found by experience, that which
he suggested to be gold, was but tin and counterfeit metal; and that he lied unto us, when
he said, VVe had been long enough in the refining fire
although the fleshly part was glad
of these tidings, hoping thereby its life would
have been spared.
So that we saw, we must go into the furnace
again, and there continue all the appointed time
of the Father, till, indeed, we were changed
viz.,

:

into the state of the precious sons of Zion, truly

comparable

And

to fine gold.

was

this

the

way

in

which we waited,

under the great tribulations and sore judgments;
that we might not only be convinced, and take
up a rest there, in that we believed the words
of truth, and could dispute for it but that we
might be converted, and, in the spirit of our
minds thoroughly renewed ; that we might be
as saviours upon Mount Zion, and as workers
together in the gospel of our Lord Jesus, to
to help and strengthen the weak brethren and
sisters, and speak a word in due season to the
;

the footsteps of the flocks of the companions,
nor err from the right way, as it was received
and walked in at the beainnina;.

O

;

souls were right glad.

fear

and holy dread was upon our

we should think our own thoughts,
or give way in the least to the fleshly motions
of our own minds, or admit any of the cares
for the things of this life, or give way to any
inordinate affection to the nearest and dearest
relations, lest thereby

the

we should be hindered

in

day of our espousals, from being chaste

virgins unto Christ!

Likewise, what carefulness of our words
what watchfulness to our ways! what heedfulness of our company that we might keep our
consciences clear that our lives and conversations might show unto all men, that we are
under the government of Jesus, that we might
be manifest to God's witness in every man's
bosom and in these things the Lord blessed
!

;

;

us.

-

—

Again,
how careful were we, that we might
not lose one tittle of our testimony, by the keeping to the plain language
that we might not
lift up the proud spirit in any, by mincing in
;

that particular.

How

did our moderation appear unto all
our meats, and drinks, and apparel?
And how inwardly retired did we walk, fearing to draw out the minds of any into unprofitable discourses
having a principal regard to
the inward exercise of our minds, lest we
should lose our own conditions
which made

men,

weary soul which work was not at all wearisome to us, though our hazards and hardships
were great sometimes, to get a hand to the
helpless ones
yet when once we got but a
little hold, and we felt them coming nearer to
truth and us, then our hearts rejoiced, and our us
;

what

!

spirits, lest

in

;

;

prize retired meetings, in

which we were

sensible of the teachings of the true prothey whose beauty was hid as with bull- phets from the false, in ourselves, and others ?
rushes, and smeared as with mire, then they Then we were sensible of the living word to

And
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take deep root downward, that from thence we to any wisdom, parts, or arguments of their
might bring forth fruit upward, to the praise of own, in the earthly or natural comprehension.
For we have found by many years experiGod desiring ye may walk in these steps.
Time would fail to tell of the poverty of ence, that true simplicity, and inward poverty
spirit, humility of heart, lowliness of mind, of spirit, God hath always had regard unto,
brokenness of soul, contempt of the world, not beyond all flourishing expressions, and gilded
only of its glory and riches, but of all its wisdom speeches, that may charm, and take the outand knowledge, counting it dross and dung, in ward ear, but never deUver the prisoner out of
:

comparison of the excellent knowledge now
manifested in us, through the revelation of our
Lord Jesus Christ.
We cannot pass by that godly fear, which at
that day was in our hearts, lest by discoursing,

the

pit.

Neither hath the work of God thus far prospered by such weapons of war, or words of
man's wisdom but by a secret virtue, that always attended the truly poor in spirit, that did
or reading many books, we should awaken appear what they were only by grace, and its
again the old wisdom and understanding, and work upon the conscience and to this day do all
again get the notion of things in the carnal the true labourers work with the same means.
And if you that are newly convinced, would
comprehension, and thereby lose our experimental knowledge of the inward work of God be kept lively in your conditions Godward,
from which expedience we your gi'owth must be, only in walking in the
in our particulars
light, and keeping in the grace of God; and
are careful to speak about the things of God
finding it our safety and preservation, to keep then for words and knowledge, they will come
to our own measures ; and not to deck our- fast enough upon you, as God hath service for
selves with the words only, or other men's you and by so doing, you will both save yournor yet to pride ourselves with our for- selves, and them that hear you ; and also, frusgifts
mer experiences and knowledge, though God's trate them that wait for evil.
From which grace of God these things are
jewels, according to the prophet's words.
These things being witnessed in the begin- written, and in the same commended to your
ning, we exhort and advise all, especially those consciences; desiring heartily, that in your own
that are young in the truth, and newly con- measures of the same, you may be preserved
vinced of the everlasting way, and make pro- amongst the faithful witnesses of Jesus, till
fession of the same, that they be careful to your days be accomplished, and you finish
avoid all those things which the godly fear your course with joy.
caused us to avoid at the beginning; and so
This from us, who labour and travail in the
much the more, because our enemies and opwork of the gospel, for the advancing of the
posers are waiting for all occasions to asperse
name of the Lord, your friends in God's
the holy truth, and the true professors of it: in
John Crook,
truth,
which practice they follow the steps of the eneThomas Gkeen.
mies of God in former times, who not only
watched for mischief, to make offenders for a London, the 15th of Eleventh )
month, 1672.
S
word, but were ready to fall upon the hindermost and weakest amongst them ; and that
when they were but newly convinced of the
even while they were yet in deep ex- An epistle to all that, profess the light of Jesus
truth
ercise of mind.
Christ (within) to be their guide.
Then if they could draw them out, to disDear Friends, Brethren, and Sisters,
pute of any thing beyond their own measure,
they will boast of that, and charge any advan- that believe in the inward and spiritual grace
tage, that they have gotten from the weak, or which is the light of our Lord Jesus Christ, I
;

;

:

;

:

;

;

newly convinced, upon the whole body; and salute you all desiring, that as we received
put us, either to deny the unlearned words that Christ Jesus the Lord, we may all so walk in
were spoken, or them that speak them, though him. In order hereunto let us all watch, and
their intentions were right, these men being be mindful how we received the truth at the
which is the subject-matter upon
willingly ignorant of, as well as envious against beginning
my heart, by this epistle, to signify unto you.
the truth, and them that walk therein.
For you know, many of us, before we reTherefore cast not pearls before swine, lest
so out of our ceived the truth, as it is in Jesus, felt some stirthey turn again and rend you
and therefore separated in our
love to, and care for the truth, we desire all rings of life
such friends, and convinced people, to keep to judgments and opinions from the generality of
countrymen where we
their own measures, trusting more to the sim- our neighbours and
plicity of Christ manifest in themselves, than dwelt, because of an inward cry from a deep
;

:

:

;
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our souls, and hungering after the con- were our countenances ? How serious was our
enjoyment of that which we with many cari'iage ? and how exemplary our behaviour
others professed
but could not find in any and conversation amongst all that we conversed
with, lest we should give occasion for any to
thing under the sun.
So poor and needy were we, that the deal- speak evil of the blessed truth of the living

want

in

stant

;

God

with our spirits in that day, in
be said to resemble God's
proceedings with Adam, when he set all the
creatures before him, before he gave him a
meet-helper ; that when he saw he could find
out no fit helper for himself amongst them all,
he might have the more account of the meetings of

some

may

sense,

helper that was after given him of God.

So

was inwardly with us, until that trumwhich directed our minds to the
light of Christ Jesus in our own hearts and
consciences, which when we believed the report, and made trial of its sufficiency, we soon
it

pet sounded,

found the meet-helper for our souls to wit,
arm of the Lord to be revealed in it, and
made so bare, that we knew it to be the Lord's
arm, which brought deliverance to us.
But not from all our enemies at once, yet so
that we understood plainly, by certain experience, that the tendency thereof, and the end of
its being made bare, was to deliver us out of the
hands of all our enemies that being delivered,
we might serve God, without a tormenting, dis;

the

;

trustful fear, in holiness

fore

him

And
of

this

make

all

God?
And

any, though but newly convinced
walked disorderly, or that took up
their rest in a bare convincement, and came
not to be converted to the life and power of
God in their own particular, which at the beginning was soon discovered by that spirit of
discerning, which in the light we received from
God, how conscientiously solicitous were we to
admonish, instruct, advise, and counsel them,
to take heed of a false rest, or running into, or
doing any thing by bare imitation from others?
Yet how tender were we of bruising, hurting,
stopping, or hindering any stirrings of light
and life, lest the lame should be turned out of
the way, and the feeble be left behind.
The spirit of holy David was in our hearts,
who would not consent that the sore and weary
if

thereof,

ones, that could not get over the river Bezor,
should lose their part of the prey, because they

made

tarried with the stuff; but

it

a law and a
have

statute in Israel for ever, that they should

part alike.

And how did we love and pity those that
took pleasure in the stones of Zion, and favourwas, by the working ed the dust thereof?
What carefulness was
our inward parts, to upon us for them ? And if we found any like
between the precious the young man in Mark xix. 22, that had been
our own spirits and religiously inclined from their youth, how did

and righteousness be-

the days of our lives.

way thereunto
arm of power in

the

a separation within,

and the vile, and between
God's Spirit between our own wills, and God's
will
between our own thoughts, and God's
thoughts
and our own ways, and God's
ways.
So that we found the great business of regeneration and restoration, was to be wrought
within us
and what sorrow, what trouble,
what horror, what distress, what wars, and rumours of wars, were within us, many know
and what earthquakes were in divers hearts,
which might occasion the name Quaker to be
given to some of us
those that were eye-witnesses from the beginning are not ignorant of
;

;

;

;

we love them ? Watching for opportunities
communicate some spiritual advice to them.

As
Matt.

if

the

xii.

new
to

to

kindred, that Christ speaks of,

wit,

whosoever

shall

do

my

same is my mother, sister,
and brother, who was now discovered again,
and the beauties of holiness were now made
Father's will, the

manifest, with the

many

glorious privileges en-

joyed thereby, as to see clearly, and know certainly the living God ; for hereby came we to
know, that we knew him, because of the beauties of holiness, in keeping close to his com;
mandments, whereby our love to God, and one
these things.
to another, was manifest unto all.
O what carefulness, what watchfulness, what
For we durst not let in distrustful thoughts
circumspection, what awfulness of God, and of God, nor one of another
faith in him then
what dread of his power, was upon our spirits, becoming our law : so that our care was steadlest we should speak our own words, work our fastly and constantly to believe in the light, by
own works, walk in our own ways, or think which we had seen him and to dwell in a
our own thoughts! so diligently did we keep holy fear, lest we should trangress the law of
watching over our hearts, being conscious to faith ; by which Christ was then kept dwelling
ourselves, that we should give an account for in our hearts, and all boasting of self-righteousevery idle word ; which caused us to learn a ness was utterly excluded.
bridle for our tongue, that our words might be
But with how much difficulty we kept that
few and savoury, ministering grace to the faith, you only know, who like valiant soldiers
hearers.
have endured hardships in the good fight of
How solid were our looks? How grave faith ; whereby we ourselves were preserved
;

—

;

!
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and kept, by the power of God through faith, unto the thick darkness where God was
that we might in due time receive the end of others made this mountain the end of
our

faith, to wit, the salvation

of our

soiils.

And then, because we believed in the
as we were moved of it, we spake by

power,

it, and
such words, like Jonathan's bow, never returnlike
ed empty, but wounded the hypocrites
the man that shot the arrow out of simplicity,
which smote disguised Ahab between the haraccording to the word of
ness, so that he died
;

;

Lord by Micaiah.
You may remember

the

at first,

we were

as

also,

little

how

like

Ephraim,

children, and spake

trembling ; saying often in our hearts, as Jacob
did of the mountain where God appeared, to
And how
wit, How dreadful is this place?
quick and powerful were those words that proceeded from that dread of God in our hearts
The great mystery of tlie false prophet, that
rides upon the beast, being then inwardly discovered, with the mystery of his name, and
number thereof, to wit, the number of a man ;
which caused us at the beginning to cry down
vain, corrupt man, both in ourselves and others;
feeling that God was risen in his power, to confound his wisdom, and to bring his fleshly prutherefore we
dence and policy to nothing
feared the getting up of that man's part in ourselves, being so battered by the inward judgments of God upon ourselves.
That with good Jehoshaphat we said in our
know not what to do, but our eyes
hearts,
are towards thee, O God : then in this valley of
:

We

helplessness, straights, poverty, lowliness, and
humility, God pleaded with our fleshly part; so

:

but

their

journey, escaping with their lives still in their
own doings ; yet these, though they might in
profession come out with us thus far, they were
not of us, and in time will go out from us, that
it may appear, they came not through all the
tribulations that a remnant went through.
For from thence a remnant came unto the
ministration of the prophets, where they met
with openings and prophecies of good things yet
to come, before they did come: and here others
fled as on the sabbath day, as if now all labour was at an end and here they took up their
rest, but God did not sanctify it, and therefore
glorying and pride got up in these boasting in
the sifted man, soon forgetting all dependence
upon the opener, viz., the Spirit of Truth, to
exercise their hearts and tongues in the management of all, for the glory of God, and refreshment of his own seed in the hearts of his
;

;

people.

But a remnant still travelled on, through
John Baptist's cry in the wilderness. Make
straight the way of the Lord, and come to i-epentance from all their dead words and works, that
every valley might be filled, and every mountain and hill brought low, and the crooked
made straight, and the rough ways made
smooth then came we to see the salvation of
God, to wit The Lamb of God, that takes
:

;

away

the sins of the world,

lowed

;

leaving John as

whom

some of

we
own

then

fol-

his

dis-

ciples did.

Some also came with us as far as John's
although we baptism, that washeth avvay the filth of the
but not coming to the baptism of Christ,
multiplied our services, and doubled our ofTer- flesh
ings and observations, to obtain relief; yet which washeth away all filthiness both of flesh
such as
Christ refused all these our works, that he and spirit ; also they left us at John
might freely make himself known unto us, these may be compared to the king of Israel,
which in due time he did, as Joseph unto his who, at the command of the prophet, smote
but not smiting it long
brethren, and saith that scripture, " there stood the ground often
no man with him, when he made himself enough, until the enemy was consumed, he
known unto them ;" to the exalting of the missed of a perfect victory, and full conquest;

that in the

day of our

distress,

;

:

;

riches of the glory of his grace in us, whereby so do all that take up their rest in any thing
sorrow fled away, and our own mournful spirits short of the Lamb of God.
These things being thus witnessed in the
were now made to rejoice in God, and our formerly troubled souls began to magnify our Sa- spiritual travails of a remnant at the beginning,
let us all search and try our ways, whether we
viour.

Thus former things passed away, till the
tempestuous sea was no more but joy and
gladness was in our dwellings, and the voice of
melody in our hearts, and in the midst of our
;

be

still

following the ancient footsteps of the
by keeping in the

flocks of the companions,

pure separation from the fleshly part in our-

from the ability that
which a remnant, that have kept
But before we came hither, you know, fel- to their first love, and their garments clean
low-travellers, that Mount Sinai was first in our therein, have done, to the praise of the Lord
way, where we tarried a while, and felt the en- God Almighty for ever.
My exhortation therefore is unto all, but
tertainment of her flames, and heard the voice
of words, and the sound of her trumpets, and more especially to you that are children of bewere witnesses of her terrible earthquakes, yet lieving parents, and servants to believing masfled not; but with Moses a remnant drew near ters, with all the younger men, and younger
assemblies.

selves, ministering only

God

gives

;

•

;
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women, convinced in these latter times, know- Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill
ing that a remnant of these also have kept the law of Christ.
My heart is overcome,^ when I take a view of
their garments clean, to examine yourselves,
how you came by your profession ; Whether God's dealings with us, from the day that he
My
you, that are children and servants, received it first visited us, unto this present time.
by tradition, only because of your outward re- dear friends and brethren, you know how Christ
lations, &c., or from the inward work of God (our Joseph) knew us, when we knew not him;
upon your own spirits, as those did that and made himself known to us, as Joseph did
received the truth, in the love of God, at the unto his brethren, while guilt and fear, distrust
For many may endure sufferings, and horror, were in their spirits; and then combeginning.
and undergo the repoach of a Quaker, and all manded, that they should do unto, and one
for sinister ends ; to whom I say, as Jacob did for another, as he had done unto and for them
to Simeon and Levi, You have troubled us, and, all.
Therefore let all come down to the rememas much as in you lies, have made the truth to
stink amongst the inhabitants of the land
yet brancer, the Spirit of Truth, which will disa remnant dare not do so, blessed be the Lord. tinguish between those that are now arrayed
But to you that are grieved and troubled, be- with the beautiful garments of their youthful
cause of these, I say to you also, as the Lord days, viz., humility, meekness, righteousness,
on this occasion said unto troubled Jacob, and the true zeal of the Lord and those that
Arise, and go up to Bethel, the house of God, have only a show of it : and there let us behold
one another in our comely attire, with the gloand dwell there, Gen. xxxv.
O the bemoanings of many tender souls at rious visions of the Almighty in our hearts ;
the bemnnins; for the loss of their conditions, judging down all stirrings of envyings and evil
sometimes through their own negligence, and surmisings against any. For, can we consider
;

;

sometimes thi'ough the enemy's subtilty, weeping like Rachel for her children, and refusing
to be comforted, because they were not, are

my remembrance.
But of later times many come amongst us,
that in outward appearance may seem to be of
us, who as yet never truly knew the meaning
of such bemoanings, nor the bitterness of Rachel's tears, but walk as if the gate of entrance
into the truth was grown wider, and the path
and way thereof broader than it was at the beginning for how careful were those that came
to witness the truth, at the beginning, to keep
low and humble, that they might not be drawn
from their own measures, lest their own words
should become their burden, and they be confresh in

;

demned in themselves for uttering that, as in
the name of God, which came not from the
Spirit of the living

God

it

;

:

:

:

;

mercies

all his

?

And can we remember our

!

was, that so mightily grew the
word of God, and prospered, bringing all down,
to the loathing of their persons, in true humility,
growing up in every honest heart
that the
fruits of the spirit Avere manifest, as in the
apostles' days, to wit, love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
temperance ; against such there is no law, saith
and they that are Christ's have
the apostle
crucified the flesh, with the affections and lusts.
If we live in the spirit, let us also walk in the
spirit
let us not be desirous, saith the apostle,
of vain-glory, provoking one another, envying
one another. But like brethren, if a man be
overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual;
restore such an one in the spirit of meekness ;
considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted.

Therefore

the price we cost at first, and the love, care,
and watchfulness of our God over us unto this
day, of whom a remnant can say, as Jacob
and not
did. He hath fed us all our life long
be in the love one with ariother ?
Can we contemplate the miseries we have
been delivered from, and the mercies we have
been made partakers of, since we were a people,
and not be humbled before our God, for any unCan we view the
thankfulness and distrust?
prisons and dungeons, the banishments, and all
outward losses, and spoiling of our goods, with
the reproachful scoffs, and scornful slightings,
by such, that some could say, with holy Job,
They were not worthy to eat with the dogs of
their flocks
and not to be melted before the
Lord, and abased, as unworthy of the least of

blessed support

those sufferings, and the sweet presence of the Spirit of Christ in our hearts, saying in us, under all these trials and exercises,
as the disciples did, when they returned to

under

all

Christ their Master, after their

We

weary

We

travels,

wanted
no perfumes to take away the noisome smells
we wanted nothing to make our hard lodijings
easy
we wanted no pleasant walks to make
our straight confinements joyous; and we wanted not the society of outward relations, and
former acquaintance, to pass away the time;
because the Lord our God turned all our hardships into unspeakable comfort, and true contentment?
And shall any now say, God's arm is shortened, that he cannot save; or his ear is heavy,
to wit

;

;

wanted nothing,

6z;c.

;
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that he cannot hear?

God

forbid, that all the

milk, and wine, and honey, and other

with

fat

An

epistle to

[1686.

young people professing

things,

which we have been often spiritually
God's table, should be all forgotten,

feasted at

— Knowing

that

many which

and think upon

his

name, have

Dear Friends,
fear the Lord,

the truth.

wilderness; saying in ourselves, as rebellious Israel did of old, to wit
Can he now prepare such a table in the wilder-

had, for some time, a concern upon their minds
for the declining conditions of many young
people that are amongst us saying often one

ness for us?

to another,

But rather let us, with Manoah's wife, the
mother of Samson, conclude. If the Lord were
pleased to kill us, he would not have received a
burnt-offering and a meat-offering at our hands;
neither would he have showed us all these
things, and done so much for us, as he hath
done, from the very beginning that we were a

ration, considering the

and buried

in the

Therefore lift up your heads, you valiants of
have come through the dark burning mountain, and through the pleasant and delightful openings and prophecies, through and
beyond all outward washings, unto the Lamb of
God, that your robes may be washed white in
that thereby you may overcome,
his blood
Israel, that

;

sit

down

kingdom which can-

in that

not be shaken, with weary Abraham, thoroughly tried Isaac, and wrestling Jacob.
how glorious are you all in the sight of

O

people, even as an army terrible with banners, in the sight of all adversaries!

God, and

all his

therefore keep your ranks, and march on in
your heavenly way, which the Lord of Hosts

himself hath set you

in,

and Babylon the great

more and more for the
Lord of Hosts hath spoken it and you, with
shall

fall

before you

;

;

will

become of

the next gene-

youth of

this are so de-

generated from those that received the truth at
the beginning?
Whereupon it came into my
heart, according to the examples of Christ and
his apostles, who to rectify abuses in marriage,

and other

things, saith, but

the beginning

amend

people, unto this day.

and then

;

What

;

things amiss,

beginning

;

was not so from

is

way

to

to bring people to the

that as they received Christ Jesus

the Lord, so to

and end of

it

intimating, that the best

walk

this

in

him

;

which

young

epistle to

is

the drift

people,

and

others professing the truth.

Many are yet alive, who from their own
knowledge can testify the humility, mortification, and self-denial of the youth at the beginning, together with their contempt of all youthful vanities, &c., their words few and savoury,
their countenances grave and serious, in their
being examples of
places diligent and faithful
temperance and sobriety to neighbours and acquaintance; in the worship and service of God
carefully improving all
atfentive and watchful
opportunities to increase their communion and
acquaintance with God, in Christ Jesus the
light. All which were as blessed signs of those
times of refreshment from God's presence, that
the souls of the faithful were then made partakers of
;

;

all the holy martyrs of Jesus, shall rejoice over
her downfall for ever.
Let children inquire of their parents, that
These few words farther and again, spring
up in my heart to you all, dear friends, brethren were eye-witnesses from the beginning, and
and sisters, to wit ; That we may be always they can tell them let servants ask their faithmindful how we received the truth at the begin- ful masters, and they can inform them, what
ning, and be careful that we travel on with our manner of people the younger sort of Quakers,
feet always shod with the same humility, and so called, were at the beginning : nay, there
poverty of spirit, as when we were first shod were few such strangers in the places where
with the preparation of the gospel of peace; the truth first took place, but they could denever forgetting, nor changing the poor man's clare these things. By all which, as in a glass,
food, to wit, our old water and pulse, for any many now, professing the same truth, may see
portion of the rich man's dainties ; but still themselves bearing another image: therefore
waiting on God, that in due season gives both ought diligently to make inquiry, what is the
milk to babes, and strong meat to them of riper cause, and whence the disparity ariseth ; for if
age; bearing in our remembrance the great the gospel at the beginning proved itself to be
execution that was done at the beginning, by preached again, by the fore-mentioned, and
the smooth stones out of the poor shepherd's many more blessed effects upon all those that
what is the
received the truth in the love of it
bag.
Now to the pure harmless seed, that cries in matter ? Is not the gospel an everlasting gosour hearts, I commend you all, that therein as pel, and Christ the way, the truth, and the life,
in the cleft of that rock, against which the the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever?
gates of hell shall never prevail, we all may And doth not his works still, in the hearts of
dwell and abide for ever so shall the work of the called, chosen, and faithful, bear witness of
the Lord prosper, to his own glory, and all our him?
Therefore, it is to be feared, those that are
John Crook.
Amen.
comforts for ever.
thus fallen, have received another gospel, or the
The 17lh of the Sixth month, 1678.
;

;

:

:
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gospel perverted, or turned upside down, as the
apostle speaks; seeing those at the beginning,
began in the spirit ; but since that, many that

began
fiesh,

made

well, think to be

where

too

many

perfect

by the

hold the truth in un-

But my design is, not to accuse, but to inform those that are out of the
way, if possible they may be reclaimed, before
the evil day overtake them.
I know some of the younger are ready to
blame the elder, and some children their parents, and some servants their masters' examples
to all which I say. That such as are
guilty thereof shall bear their own burden, and
shall not escape the righteous judgment of God
righteousness.

:

make

273

-"got into the vineyard, and rooted
hopeful plants; and others are (alien
into the world's customs, ways and fashions,
who are become as spots in the true Christian

forest hath

up

many

assemblies, and

was

at the

blemishes to the truth, as it
beginning; as if the sins of Sodom,

which were pride, carelessness, excess, and
contempt of the poor, were become the virtues
of Zion.
Many young people, and others, getting into those things again, which their pa-^
rents, relations, and acquaintance, for good
conscience sake, were forced to lay aside; as if
in these latter times the efficacy of truth was
not the same as at the beginning; and as if the
cross of Christ, that was so powerful then was
now become of none effect.
Little doth the wanton youth of this age
think what sighs and tears their godly parents^
and friends that -love them, pour out in secret
for them, both because of their eternal estates
hereafter, and the dishonour they bring here
unto the blessed name and truth of God 5
whereby it is become a saying amongst ancient
people, that the Quakers now a-days are not

plea, know, that the
and the witness of God
in your consciences, if hearkened unto, will
convince you of the vanity of this fig leaf
covering, and the deceitfulness of your own
hearts, in thinking that the e'vil example of
others will be an excuse for your backsliding.
For those that in their youth received the
truth at the beginning, were surrounded with
evil examples on every hand; so that if exam- like those at the beginning.
ples could have prevailed to continue them in
What watchfulness, what carefulness, what
worldly vanities, they could never have broken diligence therefore ought every one to use, lest
through those oppositions from acquaintance by bad company and examples, they should be
and nearest relations for if they had looked ensnared before they are aware, and so by de-

but you, that

this

soul that sins shall die;

;

outward, all hopes of preferment in this world
were wholly gone ; and looking inward, there
appeared such strong holds of satan, as seemed
impossible ever to be overcome; the truth itself
being such a stranger in the earth, that almost
every body was backward to give it entertainment, especially if they had any thing in this
world to lose for harbouring of it.
Whereas the youth and others of later times
found the truth both ready proved, and successdefended, against the subtile arguments
and wits of those professing times, in which it
at first broke forth
and that not by the might
and power of wit, or outward learning, but by
fully

;

simplicity and godly sincerity, accompanied
with holiness of life and conversation ; which
was a great confirmation to the first publishing
of it: together with the meek and patient, yet
bold and valiant, suffering the loss of all for
the truth, as it is in Jesus.
By which, in a
great measure, the rough way was worn
smooth, and the passage made much more easy
to those that followed, than it was at the beginFor those that were as gazing-stocks at
ning.
the beginning of latter times came to be well
known; and that estrangedness to persons
and principles came to vanish away, and a
good esteem of the truth, and of those that proso
fessed it, sprang up in divers persons
mightily grew the word of God, and prospered
at the beginning.
But alas, of latter times, the wild boar of the
:

Vol. XIII.— No.

7.

grees be drawn to such inconveniences, as afterward they will find very hard to withstand;
until they are brought to that degree of stupidity, and hardness of heart, that all exhortations
to virtue

and godliness

find so little entertain-

ment, that even strangers in our meetings are
more serious, and tenderness of heart sooner
procured in them, than in many who have frequented our assemblies from their childhood
unto men and women's estates, so evil and
catching are the bad examples of others to them
whose hearts are not kept tender to God.

Be serious therefore, all you that make
profession of the truth, in your tender yearsj.
and examine yourselves, how you came to
make profession of it. Was it for some by
ends, and sinister respects, or was it by educaNot
tion from your parents, or others only?
regarding the good intention and end thereof,
so as to come to the root of the matter in yourselves, nor heeding to be guided by the light in
your own consciences but from time to time
feeding only upon good words from others, as
I
too many do at this day.
it is to be feared
say unto all such careless ones, I pity your
condition; for all your goodness will prove like
the morning dew, that soon vanisheth when
and your profession will wither,
heat ariseth
like the corn upon the house top: therefore let
the time past suffice, that you have spent your
precious time to no purpose, and rest no longer
but sink
in an easy mind, above the cross
85
;

;

;
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down in deep humility to the oppressed seed of than those young
God in you, which he hath left as a witness the beginning.

people

have mentioned

I

at

Suppose by your conformity to the vanities
of this present world, you should gain a large
share therein, which but few obtain
what will
it avail when terrifying death looks you in the
face ?
Have you forgotten Moses's choice,
who esteemed it greater riches to suffer afflictions with the people of God, than to be related
to the court of a great monarch? What shall I
say to prevail with you ? Is it not great pity,
that any who in years past bore the frowns of
rents, at the beginning, looked u|)on the truth the great ones of the earth patiently, went
as the best portion for their children not so through reproaches cheerfully, and many hardmuch heeding their preferment in this world, if ships constantly, for some time, and doubtless
by any means they might have an interest in such felt a reward from God for their encourWhy then should you lose your
that which is to come. And in order thereunto, agement?

you might not be as Sodom,
and like unto Gomorrah, if you diligently
hearken to it in your own particulars.
Parents and others, that fear the Lord, are
bound in duty to God, to use all means they
can to impress the tender minds of their children and youth with the sense of God's power;
and in so doing they shall not lose their reward from God, although their children, when
grown up, turn their backs upon it. For pafor himself, that

;

;

to mind the inward and spiritual grace, that so they might
not rely upon any outward and visible thing
because that infor preservation and defence
ward and spiritual grace was commended to us
at the beginning, as the best teacher, to deny
ungodliness and w^orldly lusts, and to live godly, righteously, and soberly, in this present
world. But if young people will reject the good
advice of their parents and others, and degene-

they counselled their children

;

rate from their education, their destruction will

be of themselves
rents,

and

;

others,

and their poor grieving pacan but mourn in secret for

them.
Children and others ought to know, that
there is no standing at a stay, or stop in religion for not to go forward therein, is to go
b&ckward hence it is that the scripture saith,
Heb. vi. "It is impossible for those who were
once enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and were partakers of the Holy
Ghost, and have tasted the good word of God,
and the powers of the world to come, if they
shall fall away, to renew them again imto repentance seeing they crucify to themselves the
Son of God afresh, and put him to open shame."
And being a business of the greatest importance, the apostle urgeth it from the similitude
" For, saith he, the earth which
following
;

:

;

;

crown at
Come,

last?

let us reason together, and let God's
Wanted you any thing, while
witness speak.
you kept your integrity ? Did you not witness

one day

God's presence, better than all the
you had, since your minds
by looseness and vanities have been enstranged
from him? Did your pleasures and companions
in

delights that ever

folly ever afford you that comfort, and
inward contentment and peace, which sometimes you have felt amongst God's people?
Why then do you deprive yourselves, by your
negligence, of that sweetness and comfort,
which no created enjoyment can recompense
the loss of, besides that further hope of glory
that is laid up for those that walk uprightly ?
Many of the youthful people and others
amongst us, need not say. What is truth ? Because I know it hath often proved itself to their
consciences, beyond all outward demonstration
and they cannot be ignorant how divers
that have backsliden have been followed with a
secret hand against them, in all they have gone

in

;

about.

Come away
in lying

cannot

therefore,

vanities

.leave

;

them

your soul's enemy

and
;

and tarry no longer

let

not

for that

is

any say, they
the language of

to discourage you
wherehim stedfastly in the iaith, and he
from you for he hath no power, but
;

fore resist

drinketh in the rain that cometh oft upon it, will fly
;
forth herbs meet for them for in darkness and unbelief.
Watch therefore to
whom it is dressed, receiveth blessings from the light of Christ Jesus, that discovers all the
God but that which beareth thorns and briars, twistings of that crooked serpent, and take up
is rejected, and is nigh unto cursing, whose the daily cross to those evils that so easily beend is to be burned."
set you ; and you will find, as you have often
If there be therefore any consolation in heard, the armour of light at hand to defend
Christ the Truth, if any comfort of love, if any you against all your youthful lusts: as, blessed
fellowship of the spirit, if any bowels of mer- be God, there are yet a cloud of witnesses

and bringeth
;

cies, you that live carelessly and wantonly upon
the earth, consider your conditions, and examine yourselves, how far the fore-mentioned
scripture affects you ; for I have a deep con-

cern upon

my

saken your

heart for you

first love,

alive, that can,

P. S.

have for- plainness
and bear another image, ginning,
all,

that

from good experience,

testify

the same.

Let none despise these lines for their

we were a plain people at the
know some of the younger sort

for

;

I

be-

are

:

;
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me

in his secrets, and confirmed me in his
and given me the benefit of that counsel
but experience shows, that that which tickles which I have given to you and others so that
the outward ear, commonly stops there, very I have found the virtue of those exhortations
seldom coming so low as to the truth in the in- to be a comfort to me in my greatest extremiward parts: therefore this epistle is sent abroad ties, to my unspeakable satisfaction and joy.
This I speak, not to boast, but to confirm
in so plain a dress, on purpose, answerable to
a plain seed in them that are puffed up, but you in the truth, that we may all persevere
ought rather to have mourned which seed be- unto the end, and finish our coarse with joy, in
ing reached, and their souls relieved, my end despite of all opposition whatsoever. And this
shall you do, that are faithful to the light of
John Crook.
is answered,
Christ Jesus in your own particulars
for that
Luton, the 16th of the Sixth month, 1686.
must be watched unto, and waited in, unto the
end that the light, as it comes from Christ, so
it leads to Christ, and exalts the Father, through
To Friends of SeweVs meeting, Bedfordshire

apt to be taken with fine words, and fashionable language, as with other things in fashion

ed

truth,

;

;

;

;

Dear
I

was

friends,

— Having

the Spirit,

this opportunity, I

my remembrance of
was conversant in my

willing to signify

you, amongst

whom

I

now am old yet I can say,
have seen, I never saw the righteous forsaken and therefore these lines are to
encourage you all, to be faithful to the light of
Christ Jesus, in your hearts and consciences,
for that is the true grace of God, in which the
faithful do stand, and shall stand to the end, notwithstanding all discouragements either from
enemies in your own bosoms, or from without;
notwithstanding the wicked one's rage, who
goes about every way to discourage and hinder,
both the prosperity of truth within, and without also
yet the truth in which you have believed shall prosper; and you that are faithful to
it, shall hold out to the end.
Therefore love the
truth nevertheless, but rather the more, because
it is rejected of men
but it is that which God
hath chosen, to exalt his name in the whole
world in his due time, and at present doth exyoung

years, and

in all that

who

is

God

over

all,

blessed for ever.

John Crook.

Amen.
Hertford, the 3rd of the
Third mo. 1698.

;

I

;

Truth's principles

and
lieved and
trine

called

or,

:

those things about doc-

which are most surely bereceived amongst the people of God,
Quakers, viz : concerning the man
loorship,

Christ, his sufferings, death, resurrection, faith

in his blood, imputation of his righteousness,

sanctifcation, justification, <^c. Written to stop
the

mouth of clamour, and to inform all who
know the truth, as it is in Jesus, by
servant of the Lord, John Crook.

desire to
the

;

;

alt

it

in the faithful.

It is

now near

forty-four

myself, and it may be, some
others, that are yet alive in the body among
you, heard the joyful sound of truth ; since
which time we have seen the wonders of the
Lord, in preserving both the truth and the
faithful in it, blessed be our preserver for ever.
My exhortation to you all is. To love the
truth, and one another in it, for it is the best
portion you can have in this world ; therefoi'e
do your utmost to make it the portion of your
children after you ; for godliness hath the promise of this life, and that which is to come.
And, I beseech you, refuse not the chastenings
of the Lord ; for I can tell you, by good and
long experience,4hat afflictions are God's furnace, in which he refines his people as gold
then they can tell of his doings, and that they
are miraculous in their eyes, as my soul can
do this day, as a man that hath been afflicted
from my youth up. Now in my old age, being
eighty years, in all which the Lord hath tried
me, but never forsaken me but often instructyears, since

first

;

;

TO THE READER.
by^ome late adversaries,

being allowed
are more sound

It

we

that

the fundamental doctrines of
the Christian faith, than they thought of; yet they
persist to object, that we have altered our religion,
and that our ancient Friends held grievous errors:
I am therefore willing in the 81st year of my age,
that this following treatise should be reprinted,
that they may see what myself, with our ancient
friends, held in the year 1663.
John Crook.
in

Hertford, the 10th of the

Tenth mo.

1698.

TRUTH

S

PRINCIPLES.

Many

are the reports that are abroad concerning this people, not only as to their practices and deportments, but also as to their doctrines and belief.
The former, time having
in a great measure resolved and worn it out, as
being the refuge of lies for the ignorant and

unrighteous to flee unto; for that stormy and
wintry appearance is well nigh over and gone,
because the sun is so far risen, and the true light
so shineth, that most begin to see, that those
reports were but lies and scandals, raised as
fig-leaves to cover the nakedness of other professions, that begun so manifestly to appear,
through the light that shined in these people's
But though the first
lives and conversations.

2
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be gone, yet the

latter

still

knowing what they
some saying; They deny
not

sticks with

many,

We

as

hold, as to doctrine;

nal

[1698.

believe, that as the true

life, is

known only by

God, and

eter-

the light of this gift

and the and grace, according unto the Scriptures; from
which light and Spirit of God came the Scriptures,_both of the Old and New Testament, as
ings, and imputation of his righteousness, and it is written, 2 Pet. i. 21. So can they onlj' be
Wherefore, for the sa- read, as truly to be believed, fulfilled, and pracfaith in his blood, &c.
and
tisfaction of all that would willingly be received, tised, in the light and power of the same
and know the truth, as it is in Jesus, I have all that are out of this spirit, must needs be igwritten this short account of their failh and be- norant and unlearned, in the apostle's sense,
lief; and if it were possible, to stop the mouths who wrest the Scriptures to their own destrucfor Peter and John were
of clamourous tongues, before sentence be giv- tion, as it is written
en ao^ainst them, by some signal stroke of the unlearned men outwardly, but inwardly read in
Lord from heaven; which he will undoubtedly the knowledge of this light and Spirit of God,
in his appointed time, reveal and make mani- and wrested not the Scriptures, Acts iv. 13;.
fest, to the trembling of all hearts concerned Pet. iii. 16.
We believe, according to the Scriptures, 2
therein, and tingling of all ears that shall hear
That wheresoever the power of
thereof; when it shall be said unto them, " The Cor. iv. 3.
holy shall be holy still, and he that is filthy, let God is not known within, there the gospel is
hid, and unknown unto them that are lost, in
him be filthy still." Rev. xxii. 11.
We believe, that the God of all grace, hath whom the god of this world hath blinded the
given a measure of grace, or some manifesta- minds of them that believe not, lest the light of
tion of his Spirit, and light thereof, unto all the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image
men according unto these scriptures, John i. of God, should shine unto them, and God should
Because it is only by the light of
1 Cor, xii. 7
Neh. ix. 20
heal them.
9; Titus ii. 11
and experiences of all men, who, at some time Christ, the power of God, that the creature
or other, do feel something in their hearts and comes truly to see himself in his lost and unconsciences, that doth lust against the flesh, and done state; from which sight ariseth a true
and that these two are con- sense in the heart of the creature, that makes
the flesh against it
trary the one to the other: one lusting after han cry out of his wretchedness, by reason of
the other after good, which the body of sin and death, which necessitates
evil, which is evil
the one carnal, the other spiritual the him to look out for a Saviour, whom God mais good
one from the earth, the other from heaven, Gal. nifesteth in and by the same light, that shines
in the heart, on purpose to give the light of the
V. 16, 17.
We believe, by this gift, grace, and inspira- knowledge of the glory of God in the face of
tion of the Almighty, man only can come to Jesus Christ, God's image, whereby God healknow the true God truly what he is, and how eth the soul. And therefore doth the devil, the
he works in the hearts and consciences of peo- god of the world, strive so much by the gifts
ple, to regenerate them, and make them bear of the pleasures, profits, vanities, and lusts that
according unto 1 Cor. i. 19, 20, are in the world, which he presenteth fu men
his image
21 Luke x. 21, and experiences of all that and women now, as he did to Christ, in the
days of his flesh, when he showed to him all
ever were regenerate and born again.
We believe, that all the errors and mistakes the world, with its glory which glory is, the
about God, and the things relating to his king- lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the
whatever may make this life
dom, sprang and arose from men's wandering pride of life
from this gift of God, into their own imagina- happy, as it were, in the things that may pride
whereby, though they thought them- it, or lift it up to sit as queen. And as men
tions
selves wise, yet they became fools, and erred, and women take and receive these gifts from
their foolish hearts being darkened, according! the god of this world, their minds are blinded,
to Rona. i., not knowing the " Scriptures, nor because they believe not in the light, which
the power of God;" as it is written, Matt. xxii. showeth them the vanities of all the gifts of the
god of this world; which gifts, the devil knows,
29.
We believe and know, that this gift and grace if they be received, will so blind the minds of
of God appears in and unto all men, that all them that receive them, that they will not come
may be without excuse, accusing for the evil, to be sensible in the true light of their lost conand excusing for the good, according to Rom. ditions, so as to cry unto God from the deep
and true sense ; for then God, out of the depths
ii. 15, 16, showing unto man what is good, and
reproving of him in his own conscience for the of his love and mercy, could not but heal them.
and And therefore, lest the true light should shine
evil, whether thoughts, words, or deeds
that this " reproof of instruction is the Way of into them, to give them the sensible knowledge
life." Prov. vi. 23.
of themselves, and God should heal them, the
the scriptures,

resurrection of the body, and all ordinances,
with the man Christ, and his death and suffer-

;

!

i

!

;

i

:

'

j

j

'

j

\

;

j

;

;

;

I

:

;

;

;

j

;

;

;

;

;

;

I

'

!

:
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;
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We

believe also, according to the scriptures
god of the world, by the tilings of the
world, endeavours to blind the nnind, not the of truth, that this same Jesus hath God highly
brain-knowledge, but the heart-feeling sense exalted, and given him a name above every
within, in the mind, lest the light within should name, that whosoever believes in him, shall not
devil, as

God

should heal them and all the
with his gifts, are but to
blind the mind, lest God should heal the soul,
that complains to him, from the true sight and
sense of his misery, as in himself.
By this grace and gift within, we believe,
that to us, though in the world there be lords
many, and gods many, there is but one God, the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, witnessed
so shine, as

;

bustlings of salan,

within man, only by the Spirit f truth, that
manifests both the Father and Ine Son; and

have everlasting life; and that there
another name, whereby man can be
saved, than this name of Jesus Christ; nor is
remission of sins to be preached by any other
name. But as we do not believe that the outperish, but

is

not

ward

and syllables are

letters

that

name,

that

are to be bowed unto by the outward knee, no
more than the letters or syllables in the words
God, or Spirit, seeing the scripture saith, " Unto

God, who

Isa. xlv.

a Spirit, every knee shall bow,"

is

But

23.

that

name which

saves,

is

these three are one, and agree in one ; and he the power and arm of God, that brings salvathat honours the Father, honours the Son that tion from sin, and makes every soul that names
This is that name
proceeds from him ; and he that denies the it, to depart from iniquity.
Spirit, denies both the Father and the Son, and is which was preached, and which is preached,
Antichrist
but he that believes in the Spirit, through faith; in which name, remission of sins
;

and

is

led

" As

14.

by

it,

is

many

a son of. God;

by

as are led

God, are the sons of God."

We

Rom.

viii.

believe, the Scriptures bear witness unto,

testify

;

;

:

;

ceitfully, for selfish ends,

and

obtained

:

was

therefore

the

outward word
;

of Christ but they say, the witness
of God is greater than them the Spirit itself
bearing witness with our spirits, that we are
For it is not the scriptures
the sons of God.
without the Spirit, nor the Spirit contrary to the
scriptures; but the Spirit's discovering the will
of God in the heart, or opening of the scriptures in its own time and way, and not in or by
the will of man, but as itself pleaseth, who
searcheth all things, even the deep things of
God, and manifests them unto the soul, which
giveth the perfect, sound, and saving knowledge.
For, said Christ, the Spirit shall take of mine,
and show them unto you and as holy men
gave forth the scriptui'es, 2 Pet. i. 21, so holy
men, and they only, come truly to-understand
them and not proud or ungodly, because their
hearts and lives do not answer the hearts and lives
of those that gave them forth, as face answereth
face in a glass. This we believe to be the reason, why so long preaching, by men of corrupt
minds, who have and do handle the words de-

and

is

Thou
the Spirit of Jesus, given him, as his outward name
shalt call his name Jesus, for he shall save his

filthy lucre

sake,

(mark) for he shall save,
which saves, is the name, which
is to be believed in, which is that arm of God
that brings salvation, when no eye pities, neither
the power of God that
is there any to help
then saves, is that grace that comes from the
fulness of Christ the Saviour: and without this
virtue, Christ and Jesus are but empty names,
" No man can say, that Jesus
1 Cor. xii. 3
is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost."
people from their sins

&c.

So

:

that

;

:

We believe also, that this Jesus died for, or
because of sin, and rose again for the justification
of those that believe in him, as well as to manifest to all the world, that he was the Son of
God, and that he thereby spoiled principalities
and powers, and triumphed over them openly,
and led captivity captive in his own person
yet we believe and know, by his grace in our
hearts, that as his name Jesus, without virtue
and power, is but an empty word ; so his
dying, without man's conformity to his death,
or being planted in the likeness thereof, or being
crucified

Rom.

vi.

with Christ, as saith
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; Gal.

the
ii.

scripture,

20, will not

hath brought forth so little fruit, and been to profit man, as to the salvation of his soul, no
so little purpose; for " had they believed, and more than the naming of his outward name
therefore spoken, and stood in God's counsel, Jesus doth at this day make people to depart
For we believe, and ai-e sure,
they should have profited their hearers," Jer. from iniquity.
xxiii. 21, 22, 23, to the end.
that man must die inwardly, as well as Christ
Through this gift we believe, that Christ died outwardly, and must be put to death in his
for " he that is in
Jesus, the Son of God, was manifested in the flesh, as Christ was in his
And this we the flesh, cannot please God," Rom. viii. 8,
flesh, in the fulness of time.
know by the same spirit, by which our fathers " neither cease from sin ;" but " he that is
:

was come, and Abraham saw his dead is freed
day by the same we do believe he is come, man's dying
and do see his day as also by the prophets ciple of it in
and apostles' writings which two-fold cord is void Christ's

believed he
;

;

And yet
from sin." Rom. vi. 7.
unto sin, and the root and prinhimself, is so far from making

:

not easily broken.

'
,

establisheth

it

death
to all

in

his

own

person, that

it

those ends and purposes,

'!
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As their own destruction," Luke vii. 30. (see the
for which it was intended of the Father.
And yet it doth not follow, that the
the cures which the physician doth, manifest margin).
and establish his skill and ability ; so doth grace is insufficient itself, no more than it
man's dying unto sin and self, and living unto follows that Christ's death is insufficient, beGod, manifest and establish the virtue and pow- cause he tasted death for every man, and yet
er of Christ's death.
For as man manifests every man is not saved. Neither doth regenebis being risen with Christ,

by

ration, or the believing in the light of Christ

his seeking the

make void the death and sufferings of
manifest his knowledge of the death of Christ, Christ without at Jerusalem, no more than beby his being crucified with Christ, and bearing lieving the scripture testimony without, conabout in his body, the dying of the Lord Jesus. cerning Christ's death, makes void the work of
For as it is not an outward belief, gathered from regeneration and mortification within. But as
the letter, that will change the heart and life, the apostle saith in another case, so say 1 in
though it may the judgment and opinion, so is this. For as the man is not without the woman,
neither is the woman without the man in the
it not a belief from the history, or letter only,
even so is not the death and sufferings
that can give man a saving knowledge of the Lord
death of Christ; but he must have the same of Christ without at Jerusalem, to be made void
glory and power of the Father in measure, and of none effect by any thing within ; neither
working in him there, to beget faith in his heart, doth the light within make that of none effect
that he may believe unto salvation from his own without, but both in the Lord answer his will.
filthiness and unrighteousness, as well as con- For though there is, and may be, a knowledge
fess with his mouth, Rom. x., and must have and belief of what Christ did and suffered withthings that are above, Col.

iii.

1, 2, so doth

he within,

;

that spirit in him, quickening his mortal body,

as well as to believe that

it

was

in

out the gates, in his

" and raised him up from the dead," Rom. vlii.
And this man, whoever he be, bond or
11.
free, that thus believes the death of Christ, and
its satisfaction to God, as well as its usefulness
to man, cannot make it void, nor divide it and
its virtue upon the soul that thus knows it.
But
he will say, here is a dying man witnessing the
death of Christ, and nevertheless the same man
living with

had not
sin

this

;

Christ,

and concluding,

man must have
being the way found

died,

if

him

i.

;

Christ

perished in his
out by God to

;

crucified,

And we

18.

By

the tree,

sin alive in the heart,
;

whereby he knows Christ, and
and what the preaching of the
cross of Christ is, which is foolishness to them
that perish, but to them that are saved, the
wisdom of God, and the power of God. 1 Cor.
recover him

own body upon

and the work of
regeneration not known
yet it cannot be so,
where the light within is believed on, and obeyed, so as to have its perfect work in the heart,
to regenerate and make all things new, and
to be of God
this man can never make void
what Christ hath done and suffered without.
And yet this new birth, or Christ formed within, and dwelling in the heart by faith, doth not
limit or confine Christ to be only within, and
not without also, but both within and without,
according to the good pleasure of the Father,
to reveal and make him known, for, " He fills
all things, and the heaven of heavens cannot
contain him," and yet is he at God's right
hand, far above all heavens, in a glorious body.

and yet

Christ,

just

and

also believe the resurrection of the
unjust,

the

one

to

salvation,

and

of God in our hearts, we further other to condemnation, according unto the
believe, that Christ Jesus rose again from the judgment of the great day ; and then shall
dead, according to the scriptures, and sits at every seed have its own body, according to 1
God's right hand in a glorious body and we Cor. XV. 36, 37, 38, which we verily believe
believe that our low estates and humbled bodies, for if the dead arise not, we are, of all men,
shall be made like unto his glorious body, most miserable.
But because we dare not be
through the working of his mighty power, so foolishly inquisitive, as to say. With what
whereby he is able to subdue all things unto bodies shall they arise? Therefore do some
himself; and that this mortal shall put on im- say,
deny both the resurrection of the body
morlality.
For though we believe, that Christ! of Christ, and of all that shall or will be dead:
Jesus hath lighted every man with his light, but this also is false ; for "every man shall be
whereby man may come to know himself lost raised in his own order ; but Christ the first
and undone, as before is said ; yet therefore is fruits," 1 Cor. xv. 23. And we believe, they
not every man saved, though the grace that ap- shall be raised with the same bodies, so far as
this gift

:

;

I

We

'

j

pears to

all

men

is

sufficient in itself; but

some a

have the grace of God bestowed on them

in

natural and spiritual, corruptible and incorterrestrial and celestial, can be the

ruptible,

God in their know- same.
though something within them shows
We further believe, according unto the scripthem what is good " but they reject the coun- tures, concerning faith. That that faith is only
sel of God within, or against themselves, to true, which is God's gift, and hath Christ
vain, not liking to retain
ledge,

;
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he that sanctifieth and

justifieth is one, so do
and when the soul hath the
by its fruits for though in description and de- greatest sense of justification upon if, through
finition they may carry a resemblance, yet in the virtue of the blood of Jesus by the living
nature are as different as a living man is from faith, then is it most in love with holiness, and
a dead, which wants not form or shape, but at the greatest distance from sin and evil and
So saith the apostle James, whenever there is a failing in sanctification,
life and power.
" As the body without a spirit is dead, so is there is also some eclipse of justification in the
faith without works ;" even so is that faith eye of the soul, until faith hath recovered its
which stands in the wisdom of words, and not strength again, which it lost by sin's prevailing.
in the power of God.
By the one, man is kept For as the farthest and clearest sight is in the
brightest day, so is it with the soul, when it is
in captivity to the world, and the things of it
but by the other he hath " victory over the most in the brightness and beauty of holiness,
world," 1 John v. 4, and the seal and witness its justification appears most glorious, and its
thereof in his own heart, whereby it is purified, union and communion most sweet and lasting ;
and God is seen for the pure in heart see God, and so, like twins, as they are much of an age,
This faith differs men now, and so they are like one to the other; and " what
Matt. v. 8.
for, 'God hath joined together, let no man put asuntheir worships, as it did Cain and Abel
" by faith Abel offered up a more excellent der."
We also by this light believe, that acceptance
sacrifice than Cain," Heb. xi.
By this living
and 'by his
faith, Abel saw beyond the sacrifice unto Christ, with the Father, is only in Christ
the first-born of God; beyond the firstling of righteousness made ours, or imputed unto us ;
and therefore God not by the creaturely skill, but by the applicathe flock, which he offered
had respect unto Abel and his offering but tory act of God's gift of grace, whereby the
God rejected Cain and his offering, though he soul feels the difference between self-applying
had faith to believe it to be his duty, yet stick- by its own faith, and God applying by his
ing in the form, and not flying on the wing of Spirit, and so making Christ unto the soul,
faith unto Christ the one offering, he missed the wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, and remark, as all have done ever since, that have demption so that we believe, and are sure, that
gone in Cain's way of worshipping, as well as there is^ great difference between imputation, as
But we believe it is the act of man's spirit, and as it is the act of
killing men about worship.
And so we
that faith to be only true and saving, that flies free grace, without man's forcing.
over self-righteousness, as well as filthiness, distinguish between imagination and imputation,
unto the fountain of life in Christ which faith between reckoning or imputing that is real, and

Jesus, the
ject,

and

power of God,

is

for

its

distinguished from the dead faith,

these go together

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

hath nothing of man in it, but is as the breath
of life, by which the soul lives ; not a bare assent to the truth of a proposition in the natural
understanding, but the soul's cleaving unto God,
out of a naturalness between Christ and the
soul ; and so lives rather by relation, than bare
not
credit, or desperate adventure and hazard
looking at its doing to commend it, but God's

reckoning or imputation that is not real, but a
and imagination in the creaturely will
and power and because we are against the latter, we are clamoured upon, as if we denied
the imputation of Christ's righteousness, when
made righteit is only unto those that are not
For, as
ous by it, to walk as he also walked.
the scripture saith. It is not he that saith he is
love and bounty in Christ the light, to receive righteous by the imputation of Christ's righteit
and yet holiness is its delight, and he can ousness, but, " He that doth righteousness, is
no more live out of it, than the fish upon the righteous, as Christ is righteous," 1 John iii.
dry land.
7
he that believes otherwise is deceived. And
We believe, That this faith keeps the mind yet it is not acts of righteousness, as done by
pure, the heart clean, through the sprinkling of us, nor as inherent in us, as acts, by which
the heart from an evil conscience, by the blood we are accepted of God, and justified before
of Jesus, which remits the sin, and justifies the him but by Christ, the author and worker of
fiction

:

;

;

;

;

soul,

through the virtue of

this blood

received

those acts in us and for us, whereby

we know

by this living faith, which re- that we are in him, and he in us, and we hold
ceives all its power and virtue from Christ, in him as our head; into whom all things are gawhom it abides as its root and object, whereby thered together in one, even in him.
justification is witnessed " from sin, not in sin,"
W^e further believe, that God is only to be
Rom. vi. 22 " But now being made free from worshipped, and not any likeness that man
sin, and become servants unto God, ye have makes unto himself of God, from any view,
your fruit unto holiness, and the end everlast- sight or knowledge that he hath had of him,
ing life."
but in every act and service, man is to know
We believe. That jusfification and sanctifica- what substantially, as well as whom speculainto the

heart

:

tion are distinguished, but not divided

:

for as

tively or notionally,

he worshippeth

;

as

it

is
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John iv. 22, " Ye worsliip yc know not "That he should be made manifest to Israel,
we know what we worship; for sal- therefore am I come baptizing with water,"
And he that thus wor- saith John: and 1 Pet. iii. 21, " The like figure
vation is of the Jews."
ships the Father, honours the Son by the same whereunto, even baptism, doth also now save
spirit, which is one with the Father and tiie us, not the putting away of the filih of the flesh,
Son in which spirit only God is worshipped, but the answer of a good conscience towards
according to the form of its own choosing, and God, by the resurrection of Jesus Christ."
manifesting of itself in and by, according unto This one spiritual baptism into the name of
the water
the good pleasure of the Father, who is a Spirit, Jesus Christ, is that which saves
and limits man unto the Spirit's form; but allows being but a figure, that Christ might be maninot man to limit the Spirit unto his farm though fest to Israel, who had divers baptisms imposed
written,

what:

;

;

:

be not of his inventing originally, but of the
Father; yet man must no more limit God unto
it

on them,

the

until

time of reformation

;

but

come, the shadows
And yet, wherever any believe
than he could command God to appear in it flee away.
first: for as he chose it himself, so hath he they are commanded now by the same Spirit

it,

at

reserved liberty to leave

it

at his pleasure;

who

works all things after the counsel of his own
will, which he hath purposed in himself; that
the gift of the knowledge of the mystery of his
will, might for ever be acknowledged to be of
his grace, and from the riches of the glory
thereof, according to

but

God

free

;

Eph. i.,and

man bound

man

be bound,

to wait in the light

God's raovings; but God free to move in
whom, to what, and when he pleaseth then
man is to go, when he saith. Go; and come,
when he saith. Come and such servants do
for

:

;

and then there is no more curse,
as in the days of will-worship and voluntary
humility, " but the throne of God, and of the
Lamb,'"' Col. ii. 18. 23.
Rev. xxii. 3, 4, and
"they shall see his face, and his name shall be
on their foreheads."
serve him

;

We believe also, that this

worship

is spiritual,

Christ, the substance, being

that

commanded

the believers to be baptized in

the days past, either for the furtherance of the

gospel, or

trial

of their

faith,

we judge them

very rare

to be found ;
and we could heartily desire, that all would
consider seriously, whether literal sayings, observed only by outward reading, hearing by the
ear, or inward impulses upon the heart by the
Divine Power, are the motives unto obedience
in this kind.
And if honesty and uprightness
of heart may be heard, we believe and know,
the many dead souls every where, notwithstand-

not: but this obedience

is

ing their baptisms, will be as so

against them,
earth, as so

by

many

their
slain

many witnesses

grovelling

and

killed

upon the

men by

the

while the Spirit's quickenings have not
For we
been in the true baptism into death.
find by daily experience, that most men and
women live like Pharaoh's lean kine, only to
eat up the fat, and to envy those that are not so
lean-souled as themselves.
letter;

and Jiot carnal, in all its parts and ordinances
and not to be imposed by any outward force,
but performed by the inward leadings of God's
We believe also, that as there is one true
Spirit, according as the holy men of God were saving baptism, so there Is one bread or body
led and guided in the days past, who gave forth of Christ, which all the saints do feed upon ;
the scriptures
all impositions of worship out- and though they may be many, as to persons,
ward, being only enjoined under the first cove- yet their bread is but one, and they all in it but
nant, that made nothing perfect, until the time one bread.
And this we believe is the " flesh
of reformation, spoken of, Heb. ix. 10.
But that came down from heaven," John vi. 33,
Christ being come, there is an end as well of Though tbe outward Jews now, as then, mursuch impositions, as of the meats and drinks, mur at him, because he said, " I am the bread
and divers baptisms, and carnal ordinances
which came down from heaven," ,verses 41,
they being all but temporary, and in order unto 42.
But Christ, verse 45, to stop their muran end but all to vail Christ, the sum and muring, tells them, that the knowledge of this
substance of all, (the first) pointed at by allj mystery was only revealed unto them whom
and (the last) ending of all, the Amen. And God, and not man, teacheth and no more than
he that thus worships God in Christ, his ordi- are taught of God, can set seal and subscribe
nances are spiritual, not carnal, and his faith unto (his truth in Jesus though we believe
carries him beyond his works, with righteous also, that Jesus did take outward bread, and
Abel and preserves him, that he is not drown- brake it, and gave it to the disciples, as the
ed in the form, like Cain
neither falls he short scripture saith; and this was a figure of his
of the glory of God, nor of his assurance of body, that was to be pierced and broken upon
acceptance with him.
the tree, to show forth his death until he came.
We believe there is one baptism necessary And we believe he did arise again, and appear
unto salvation, Eph.iv.5, "One Lord, one faith, unto his disciples " And all that believed were
one baptism." And this baptism is spiritual, of together, and had all things common," &c.
which John's water was but a figure, John i. 31, " And they continuing daily with one accord in
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;;
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We

the temple, breaking bread from house to house,
did eat their meat with gladness and singleness

believe, by the same gift of grace, that
there are several administrations, and several

of heart, praising God, and having favour with
all the people." Acts ii. 44,45, 46, 47. And we
believe that the apostle, in 1 Cor. xi^ 20, saith
true, where he saith, " When ye come together
therefore in one place, this is not to eat the Lord's
And all that he speaks in that chapsupper."
ter, is not to perpetuate that outward breaking
of bread, otherwise than as the believers did,
that were "filled with the Holy Ghost, in singleness of heart :" and yet we judge not those
who break outward bread, and drink outward
wine, being in a belief they are commanded so
to do, to put them in a remembrance of the
body and blood of Jesus Christ, by the Remembrancer, the Spirit of Truth, which is ap-

operations, according to

pointed by the Father, to lead into all truth.
But to do it by imitation or tradition only, as
most do it, if not all, at this day, we know it is
not an offering unto God in righteousness, neither do we believe this to be the communion of
and yet, the eatthe body and blood of Christ
ing of the flesh, and drinking of the blood of
Christ, we believe man must know and witness,
or he hath " no life in him ;" John vi, 53, 54,

do at Jerusalem, to receive the
promise of the Father for, by this Spirit, he
that speaks, speaks as the oracle of God.
And
therefore as it was the practice of the people of

;

We

55.

"

incT,

many

believe that

Jews

in their spirits, as the

How

can

this

man

now

are striving

did, verse 52, say-

give us his flesh to

not only the Jews, but many of
his disciples said, "This is a hard saying, who
And at verse 63, he
can hear it?" verse 60.

And

eat?"

them, "

tells

It

is

the Spirit that quickens, the

the words that I speak
:"
unto you, they are spirit, and they are life
and he that hears and understands these words,
that are spirit and life, will not be offended at
what I have spoken of the flesh and blood of
flesh

profiteth nothing

:

Christ.

1 Cor. xii., and all
" by the same Spirit ;" as before the law, and
after the law by Moses ; and after by John

the Baptist,

and Christ and

his apostles

;

and in

these the ministration had acceptance with
God, through the management of the Spirit

all

and its rejection and dislike of God, for the
want thereof. And by this Spirit were the
Scriptures given forth, and holy men of God
did speak, prophesy, preach, and pray, as they
were moved and for want of it, the letter did,
and doth kill. And for the further appearance
and pouring out of this Spirit, answerable unto
the work and service that God had for them to
do, they were to wait, as Christ commanded
;

his disciplesto

:

God

in

time, to wait

old

for

the

moving and

might speak as
it gave them
utterance, in the evidence and demonstration thereof; so do this people, called
Quakers, now ; and according to its moving in
their hearts they minister, according to the signification of the Spirit, whereby they understand both what and when to speak, and when
as also, who they are that ministo be silent
ter and speak in their own wills, above the
cross of Christ, which the apostle was careful
always to be in subjection to, lest he should
make it void, by speaking the wojds which
man's wisdom teacheth and therefore as the
saints did, so we do believe, and therefore we
speak
and such preaching and speaking in
faith, as well as praying in faith, is acceptable
unto God, as his worship, and not otherwise*
stirring of this Spirit, that they

;

;

:

And we further believe, by the same Spirit,
same spirit and grace we believe, that
an ordinance of God, when performed that the sum of all religion, according to truth,
by his Spirit, in its words, and not those which and the signification of the word (religion) is
man's wisdom teacheth, or without words, by man not at liberty in his will, but bound again
sighs and groans which cannot be uttered; and unto God, by his having given to him, by the
but light of Christ within, the true sight and knowthese so often as the Spirit itself pleaseth
the form without the Spirit, whether it be by ledge of himself, as in himself, as lost and undone
words of other men's framing, or words of a for ever and from this sight, a true sense to
man's own spirit, according to his will, time, arise upon and remain with him, from whence
and manner this is not the prayer that pre- spring unutterable groans and cries unto God,
And we believe, there is none under the weight of the burden and wretchedvails with God.
so weak and infirm, but this Spirit proffers its ness, by reason of the body of sin and death
help at some time, though man regardeth it and then when there was none to help or pity
and the more man's mind is gathered in this state, then is mercy showed in Christ
not
from all visibles, the more he comes to be sen- the arm of God, which is revealed as an help,
sible of the movings of this Spirit, in its secret neither seen, nor known, where, how, or when
and this begets in
cries to God, answerable to the wants of that to come at, or meet with it
man or woman, in whom it moves. By due the heart of that man or woman, in and unto
watching thereunto, we believe and know, the whom it is thus revealed, thanks and praises
spirit of prayer and of adoption that cries unto unto God, for this gift and revelation of his Son,
God, comes to be discerned and distinguished in this needful time, whom the soul sees to be
the gift of eternal love.
from a man's own spirit and will.
36
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and know, upon this love an overpowering and irresistibleness, as they
God, is founded, built, and are not able to withstand and gainsay; lest such
established, the everlasting covenant, whereby perish through a wilful neglect, for want of
not only all men may be saved for its ability, but stretching out their hand, when the Lord holds
some shall be saved because of its prevalency, out his and so they perish in the ditch, with a
which is not like to 4he covenant which he vain expectation of farther power, or cry in
made with our fathers. And although all man- their mouths, Lord have mercy upon us. And
kind is not saved, yet it is not because either of with the sluggard, while they cry. Yet a little
insufficiency in this covenant, or of the weak- more slumber, and folding of the hands to sleep,
ness of the grace that appears in and unto all their garden is overgrown with weeds, and their
men; but because of man's will, loving death, backs clothed with rags, and they beg in harwhilst others, that have sown in tears,
and choosing his own delusions, whereby his vest
destruction is of himself, and God clear of his not fainting, do in due time reap in joy and not
blood, in the free tender of his grace, gift, and despising the crumbs that fell from the table,
striving of his spirit within him. For we know nor the day of small things, witness the presence
and

believe

faithfulness of

;

;

;

assuredly, according to the scriptures of truth,
and experience of all souls that ever were truly

converted to God, that though by grace man is
saved, not of himself, but by the free gift; yet
as the old world did, and those rebellious Jews
spoken of, Acts vii. who, as did their fathers, so
did they, always resist the Holy Ghost; so do
men now. And yet in the tender of this grace,
and striving of his spirit, the Lord is a God so
hiding himself in the management of this striving, and ministration of his Spirit, as if it
wholly depended upon man's choice and consenting, that man's will as to him, is, as it were,
free, in rejecting or accepting, life and death
whereby, in the wisdom
being set before him
of God, the propensity of his nature, as it came
out of the hands of his Maker, hath an advantage, by this dealing of God, to put forth itself;
so that man is as free in the choice, as he is in
the refusal of the tender of mercy and help,
and that with an equal indifferency, as it appears to him in this state; notwithstanding
afterwards, in the further growth in this grace
and knowledge of Christ, he sees clearly and
convincingly, that the grace, that wrought hiddenly from his sight and knowledge, in the first
working, tender, and ministration of God towards him, gained his consent through its own
prevalency in the love of God ; by which sight
and sense, self comes to be abhorred, and the
free love so admired, that he knows from first
to last, all was of grace, and that free; that
self is not able to challenge any thing, as due
from what it had done; but all of gift; and
yet, as before, with such an equal indifferency
on man's account so that God may and will
be just, both in condemning and saving, and
the justifier freely of all that believe in Jesus,
the light of the world.
Therefore let all take heed how they dislike
this ministration of God, and striving of his
Spirit in their hearts and consciences, under
colour and pretence of its insufficiency ; and
therefore they will not come to him, because
his drawings and strivings are not so strong as
they would have them to be, looking for such

of their beloved,

come down

his

into

garden,

and walkincr among the lilies.
Let these things be truly considered, pondered, and weighed in the true balance of light and
righteousness, lest any soul perish through the
false weight and measure
so shall my soul
rejoice, that any have escaped the net of the
fowler, through the discovery of the true light,
and God have all the glory, unto whom alone
it belongs
and man ashamed, confounded, his
mouth stopped, and he laid in the dust for ever
and then shall my end be answered in writing
;

;

:

these things.

John Ceook.

;

:

An

epistle to Friends, for union and edification
of the church of God in Christ Jesus. 1 Cor.
i.
10.
Now I beseech you brethren, by the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all
speak the same thing, and that there be no

divisions

among you

;

but that ye be perfectly

joined together in the same mind, and in the

same judgment.

Dear Friends and Brethren,

&c.,

—

you all in that first love wherewith God
loved us, and we so dearly loved one another.
In my old age I cannot forget those times and
seasons of comfortable refreshment we have
enjoyed together in the Holy Spirit of our heasalute

venly Father

:

praised be his blessed

name

for

ever.
is in my heart to you in tliis
remind you of that free love of
God, that visited us in our low estate, when we
were cast out, as it were, in the open field,
void of all shelter, as in a weary land, quite
tired, and weary of every thing
then was
made known to us the hiding-place from the
storms, &c., which we found to be as a rock in
that weary, wayless, wilderness-state and con-

That which

epistle,

is,

to

:

dition.

My

dear friends, you that know and can
I write, what remains, but that
love him that first loved us, and one another

witness what

we

;
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appear hy our keep- greater loss than you were in before for then
the latter by our it may be said, It had been better for you that
diligent and tender watchfulness one over you had never known the way of truth
viz.
another, for our preservation in the same love (better) not only because it will be harder to
return again, than before your first convinceunto the end.
Remembering that all miscarriages, both to- ment but also the fiery furnace, through which
wards God and towards one another, arise and such must pass, will be hotter because the
spring, commonly from the decay of love: this state the backslider is fallen into, is aggravated
which renders
procured that dreadful threatening to Ephesus, by his being once enlightened
of having her golden candlestick removed, be- that condition near unto impossibility of return*
cause she had left her first love, &c.
ing according to Heb. vi. 5, 6.
This I speak as a warning to all concerned,
I doubt not but there are those yet left among
us, who can remember that esteem and good per- that they which stand, or think they stand, may
suasion that many people had of the truth, and take heed lest they fall
for, " Blessed is the
in him.
ing his

will

:

commandments, and

;

;

;

;

;

of those that professed it at the beginning, because we loved one another ; and therefore
many concluded we were the disciples of Christ.
And it may be observed, that because Peter
knew man's heart is not more ready to deceive
him in any thing, than concerning true and
unfeigned love, he prefers not his own knowledge of his heart, but appeals to Christ's knowledge of it, viz., "Lord thou knowest I love
thee."

And

because true love to the brethren

an excellent grace and

virtue,

the

is

such

primitive

it a sign of their regenerasaying, "
know we have passed from
death unto life, because we love the brethren :"
but seeing there is an hypocritical fawning,
that looks like love, the apostle sharply reproves
that, saying, " Let your love be without dissimulation."
Therefore as God's free love in Christ Jesus
was the cause of our gathering to be a people
at the beginning, who were not a people, but
gathered us, as it were, out of all sorts of professions of religion, to be a people to his praise;
and did, agreeably to his promise, Jer. iii, 15,

Christians counted

We

tion,

16,

raise

up pastors, according

to

his

own

wisdom and unsome measure the

heart, that fed us with divine

derstanding ; which was in
fulfilling of that prophecy, so that we pursued
after the substance, which is Christ Jesus ; and
left the shadows, ceremonies, and figures, as
ending in him the substance ; of which figures,
the ark of the covenant under the old law, was
chief; as Jeremiah, prophetically speaking of
the gospel times, saying, " In those days saith
the Lord, they shall say no more the ark of the
covenant of the Lord, neither shall it come upon the heart," as the margin hath it, " neither
shall they go after it," &c.
Now, dear friends, seeing we began in the
substance, which was the appearance of Christ
Jesus in spirit and power, let all watch, and be
careful, that they turn not aside, lest by hearkening to the fleshly wisdom, and carnal reasoning, any of you fall back again into the naturals, where the shadows pass for substances
and so become bewildered again, and at a
;

man

feareth

that

casteth

away

true

always

;"

fear will

because he that
prayer

restrain

and the restraining of prayer, will discover the
irreligious and careless
and the hypocrite
doth not truly discern prayer, though he makes
:

long prayers.
Therefore, dear friends, as you would persevere unto the end, in your spiritual union with
God, and communion one with another ; and
as you would have such as should be saved
added to the church, and that the number of
them may be increased through the world, until
the kingdoms thereof become the kingdoms of
the Lord, and his Christ's ; which must be accomplished, and the mystery of God finished,
Rev. X. 7, conipared with 11, 15; I say, as
you desire the accomplishment of all these
things, in their season, what manner of people
ought you to be in all godliness of conversation ? which brancheth out itself into all particulars of religion, and the duties thereof, as
children to parents, subjects to their governors,
wives to husbands, servants to masters, and
the younger to the elder, &c., as the apostle
writes to Titus: which exhortation would be to
no purpose, did not the grace of God appear
to them all
therefore he saith, " For the grace
of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to
all men," &c., whereby the apostle exalts the
sovereignty of grace, for the performance of all
these duties ; exhorting them to keep the
" unity of the spirit in the bond of peace :" for
peace must be kept in all the states and conditions God hath placed people in ; peace and
love being the bond that will preserve in the
unity, both with God, and one with another.
The children of God are bound together, as
it were, in the bundle of life ; and as they continue so bound, the gates of hell can never
but if any separate from
prevail against them
that bundle of life, and unity in the spirit, they
Therefore I exhort all, to
are soon broken.
keep the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace;
and then will you abide in the new covenant,
that is ordered in all things, and sure.
For^
although the great covenant is between the
Father and his Son Christ Jesus yet that cov;

:

:

;

;
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enant

is derived from the Father to all his
children in Christ Jesus: so that every partic-

holiness round

present world, hasting to be rich,
&c,, such oftentimes miscarry, not only to the
loss of their own estates, and ruin of their families
but also to the wrong of their neighbours; and above all to the dishonour of their
holy profession, and causing the way of truth
to be evil spoken of
Let not such deceive themselves, by thinking
such miscarriages may be salved over, or
covered with an outward and formal profession
of the truth ; for God is not so tied to any profession, that they should be at liberty to walk
after the lusts of the flesh, and to please themselves ; but if we break covenant with him,
he is not bound to keep covenant with us but
the breach is always first on man's part, as the
prophet Zechariah speaks, Zee. xi. 10, which
was signified by the two staves, beauty and
bands, saying, " And I took my staff, even
beauty, and cut it asunder, that I might break
the covenant that I had made with all people;"
and it was broken in that day ; and the poor
of the flock that waited upon God, knew that
it was the word of the Lord.
And when the unity of the Spirit is departed
from, and the bond of peace broken, the other
staff", bands, which signified their outward form
or discipline, could not keep them together;
but God soon cut that asunder also, that he
might break the brotherhood between Judah
and Israel ; for the brotherhood between Judah
and Israel of old did not stand in the outward
form of the same profession only, as appears
Isaiah Ixvi. 3, where it is said, " He that killeth

the earth.

about, even in all our ways,
words, and actions, that the doctrine according
ular, according to their measure, can say, with to godliness may be maintained, even that godholy David, " Thou hast made with me an liness that is in Christ Jesus, although we suffer
everlasting covenant," &c., as they abide in the persecution for it.
The name of this house,
unity of the spirit, and bond of peace.
THE LORD IS THERE, wiU end all other names,
But if this unity of the spirit be departed as it is foretold, that the time shall come that
from, by disorderly walking, and running greed- the Lord shall be One and his name One in all
ily after this

;

;

His name is his power, and presence of his
and glory, and as we give up wholly to
his disposal and ordering of us, then it will be
with us inwardly in all our meetings, as it was
outwardly at the dedication of the temple
which God took so kindly at the hands of Solomon, that he would not dwell in it himself,
though it was so much famed in the world, but
gave it up to the Lord, that " God so filled the
house with his glory, that the priests could not
enter in," as it is written in 2 Chron. vii. and
not only so, but God provided such plenty of
Spirit

sacrifices,

that there

was scarce room

to re-

ceive them.

As we give up to the divine power of God,
as Peter calls it, that will make us partakers of
things that pertain to life and godliness, and
our meetings with greater glory than at
the beginning
when few words ofientimes did
the work of, the ministry, to God's praise and
glory, and to the comfort and satisfaction of the
all

so

fill

;

souls of his people.

Those pastors which God raised up at the beginning, according to his own heart, went out
to God's work, as Abraham did out of his
country and father's house, not knowing whiso they not questioning God's assistance,
;
or disposal of them in his service ; and like
ther

Israel

when they

left

three days journey,

Egypt, and set forth their
saying, " We know not

wherewith we shall serve God

until

we come

there."

So poor in spirit were they in that day, and
he that sacri- so closely kept they retired unto the light and
ficeth a lamb, as if he cut off a dog's neck ;" measure of the Spirit of Christ within, that
even when these things were outwai'dly requir- they durst not, out of an holy fear, open their
but they were departed from the holy mouths, till the word of the Lord came, saying,
ed
Spirit of God; therefore it follows, "But to as the prophet Jeremiah speaks, and when that
this man will I look, saith the Lord, even to stopped saying, they had done speaking until it
him that is poor, and of a contrite spirit, and came again.
trembleth at my word."
This was one great cause, wherefore the
Dear friends, let us be careful to keep to the truth, at the beginning, so mightily grew and
laws of the house upon the top of the mount, prospered, together with the holy conversations,
which is, " Holiness round about," Ezek. xliii. answerable thereunto, of those that received the
If holiness be round about, then God is truth in the love of it, into the good and honest
12.
there, according to his promise, and Christ is heart, as it is written.
in the midst, be the number never so small
These things I write unto you by way of reyet it may be called the house upon the top of the membrance, to stir up your pure minds to folmount, because the Lord is there then there is low these good examples, that those of latter
no room for formality, or carnal liberties, nor times may beware of lusting to speak many
any thing else, that tends not to holiness and words, and of thinking that may do the busipurity
but whatever advanceth and promotes ness of the ministry; and of lusting to preach
an ox,

is

as if he slew a

man

:

:

;

;

;
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or pray, to gratify an itching ear after speaking ; or sometimes to show their gifts and eloThis is not spoken to
cution, for applause.
stop the motion of God's Spirit in any, nor to
despise youth truly sanctified and gifted, but
that none may be exalted when they see peoPray observe
ple affected with their ministry.
Christ's caution to those early messengers, that
came and told him, that unclean spirits were
subject to them, dzc, by advising them not to
rejoice in that, but rather that their names were
written in heaven, Luke x. 20.
This may be
a caution to all those of lower attainments and
less authority, who had need to take heed of
popularity, or striving for a name on earth, but
be sure their names are recorded in heaven..
Timothy was a young preacher, but rarely
qualified, yet Paul in his epistle to him, amongst
other counsel that he gives him, he advises
him to exhort the younger women, as sisters,
with all purity.
Timothy was a young man,
and probably attended with temptations of
youth
therefore Paul adviseth him to shun
youthful lusts ; and instructs him to be careful
in his exhortation to young women, that he do
it with all purity, lest any sinister or by-end
should creep in to defile, and so frustrate his
exhortation. A good caution to all young men,
that are but young preachers also.
Those pastors after God's own heart, at the
beginning, kept much to the word of exhortation, to the light of Christ in the conscience, as
a seed that was sown for the righteous to bring
forth a plentiful crop of iioliness to the Lord ;
from whence also sprang pure living praises to
the Almighty, for bequeathing such a legacy
and gift through Jesus Christ, unto such poor
orphans as we were, at that day, when as to religion, we could call no man father on earth
nay, we scarcely durst call God father, in that
state we were then in, at our first convincement.
Yet I can say, with many more at that
day, viz. in God, the fatherless found mercy,
through Jesus Christ.
Let all be careful, how any meddle by way
of prophecy of tii*ies and seasons, so as to fix
destructions and desolations to be on, or within,
such a certain time. But keep to the form of
sound words, and gospel doctrine, used in holy
Scripture, and examples of gospel ministers,
and not to be too positive about persons, places,
and things; which if imaginary, presumptuous,
or mistaken, proves to the great dishonour of
truth, and stumbling of many, if not to the ministering an occasion of atheism, to such as
;

watch

and also to
not to regard true prophets.
preachers among us, as all true
preachers do, minded more the goodness and
sincerity of those that came among us, than
for opportunities thereunto,

many
The first

cause

they did the number of the people

:

their busi-
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ness and message was, to gather the poor lost
sheep of the house of Israel ; and to call sinners not only to change their opinions, but to
change their hearts, lives, and conversations,
that such might be added to the church, as
should be saved ; and in all things they showed themselves workmen, that need not be
ashamed they were expei'ienced in the word
and doctrine, and knew that a bare convincement in the judgment and understanding, was not
sufficient to make disciples of Christ
and that
unhewn stones, as they came out of the quar;

;

were not fit to build God an house to dwell
but would rather prove a disgrace to the
workman that useth them, and a dishonour to
the whole building, if made use of; for such
ry,
in

;

unskilful builders indeed, may well be ashamed
of their work, and give it over till they are
better experienced.
Therefore such ought to be remembered, as
have spoken unto us the word of God, whose
faith follow; considering the end of their conversation, Christ Jesus, the same yesterday, to-day,
and for ever, as Heb. xiii. 7, 8, 9. And that you
be not carried about with diverse and strange
doctrines ; for it is a good thing, that the heart
be established with grace, and not with meats,

as saith the apostle.

Therefore dear friends and brethren, let us
abide with God, in the calling wlicreunto
he hath called us and none to strive for mastery, nor to be many masters, and to set up, as
it were, for themselves, but all to serve the full
time of silence, in order to be well experienced
in the word and doctrine
and when you are
thoroughly taught of God yourselves, you will
understand, and learn of him, how to instruct
all

;

;

others.

But

let all, in the first place,

learn well the

doctrine of self-denial, submitting ourselves to

So will every one know
and service in the house, or church,
of the living God; where none that are really
mernbers of it, but will submit to the laws
thereof, which are " all holiness round about,"
and God in the midst, judging out all stubbornness, self-will, and all that wickedness of
jealousies, evil-surmisings, whisperings, and
backbitings, &c. which produce discord and
divisions: and all his little children, serving
one another in love, and the younger receiving
the counsel and advice of the elder, embracing
God's glory, and their own
it thankfully for
so will all, from the highbenefit and comfort
est to the lowest, submit one to the other in
true love and godly simplicity, for edification
and preservation of the whole. And then forgiving and forgetting all former distances that
in the unity of the Spirit you may be all knit
together by the bond of peace
and the gates
of hell shall never prevail against you, but you

God

in Christ Jesus.

their place

:

;

;
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Therefore, dear friends and brethren, be
remain a people to God's glory, and your
comfort: and so you will abide in the pure diligent- in your meetings together, in God's
religion, unspotted from the world ; manifest- fear and service, and that will procure his
shall

own

ing plainly, that you have received a kingdom
by all that noise and

that cannot be shaken,

upon your diligence

your particular
stir up and
exhort one another thereunto, by the elder giving good examples to the younger sort, who
are apt to content themselves with going to
meetings on the first-days only and then, too
many, instead of waiting and exercising faith,
to meet with the teachings of the Spirit of God
in their inward parts, only exercise their outward ears in hearing what may be spoken outwardly which in tender love and good will to
the souls of all, I desire may be prevented for
blessing

callings; therefore

in

beseech you,

I

clamour that is made against you.
Which kingdom, as it came not by outward
observation, so it stands not in word or opinion,
nor yet in meat and drink, but in righteousness
and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost and he
" that is in these things," saith the apostle,
Rom. xiv. 17, 18. " serveth Christ;" such a
man or woman is accepted of God, and approved of men having this evidence fixed to
this pure religion, viz. of Father, Son, and
John Crook.
Farewell.
Spirit, and of all good men, as being that only the future.
pure and merciful religion before God and the
Father, that the apostle James hath given, as
were a short definition or description of; An exhortation to standfast in the truth, accordit
ing to our ancient testimony, which you have
James i. 27.
heard from the beginning.
So that whoever professeth this pure religion,
and abides and continues in the same, bringing
Dear friends, brethren and sisters,
forth in his whole life and conversation the
pure and holy fruits thereof, need not be
I cannot forget those ancient days, in which
ashamed of it for to such an one, it is not we were refreshed together, when it was my
only given to believe it, but also to suffer for the lot to labour, both by exhortation and suffersame which hath been, and is a great confir- ings, amongst you: there being those yet alive,
mation to many, by that sweet power and pre- that may remember, with what success those
though many of our ansence of God, that assisted them in all their af- dg^ys were attended
flictions and exercises, both from within and cient friends are gone to their long homes; and
without, and joyfully, in that needful time of others, as well as myself, are hastening apace
great and sharp trials, borne up their spirits to after them.
their great satisfaction and comfort, and to the
That which I have to write to you, is by
eternal praise of God's most holy and blessed way of exhortation, to stand fast in the truth,
John Crook.
name for ever. Amen.
according to our ancient testimony, which you
have heard from the beginning for I am sure
Hertford, the 26th of the Third month, 1698.
we began well, who began in the Spirit, for the
A POSTSCRIPT.
fruits of it were manifest, by our deep humiU;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

ation into the death of the selfish

man;

being

it

your outward con- made of no reputation by many at the begincerns prevent your religious meetings and ning, after the example of Jesus, as also our
service on the week-days, lest the earthly mortification to this present world, and the
so we were crucified unto it,
spirit get up again, and bury you before your friendship of it
time but meet in the faith that you shall meet and it unto us, at the beginning.
with God, whether you hear words spoken outAnd above all, let us not forget those
wardly or not so by retiring into the inward aboundings of unfeigned lovt one towards anoand spiritual grace, you will avoid the ex- ther, by which it was manifest, that we were
tremes of dead formality, and false liberty, and passed from the death, where the whole world
witness that pure silence, wherein was felt the lies, in hating and being hated, unto the life of
breast that inwardly nourished, and those paps Jesus, that died for mankind, and rose again
and
for their confirmation and justification
that gave us suck, when we were young.
When Christ ascended, he commanded his where it is otherwise now, it is because of the
disciples to wait for power from on high, the enemy sowing his tares, while the good man
promise of the Holy Spirit, which, according to slept but he that continueth to the end, shall
his promise,, fell upon them when they were be saved.
We have been confirmed in the truth by
met together with one accord and the apostle,
2 Thess. ii. 2, exhorts them by their gathering many remarkable ways as, our God supporttogether in Christ.
Seeming to use their meet- ing us under all our deep sufl'erings, and someing together, as an argument to keep down times by his eminent hand upon those which
that wicked one, and them from that falling caused us to suffer, as also by the heavenly

Dear Friends,

let

not

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

away he speaks

of.

testimonies of

many

faithful

friends

at

their
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dying hours

;

but above

all,

by

the testimony

of the same spirit in our own hearts and souls,
who are yet alive.
All which, with much more of like nature,
that might be mentioned, may be as a cloud of
witnesses to the truth of the testimony which
we received at the beginning ; and of the true
grace of God, in which the faithful now stand,
through Jesus Christ our Lord, the fulness and
foundation, from whence all our refreshings,
and springs of life and comfort proceed: which
makes the sincere soul cry out, " Spring up, O
well; sing ye unto it;" and to honour the
Son, as we honour the Father, who is, over all,
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a conforming knowledge; "We shall be like
him," 1 John iii. 2. "for we shall see him as
he is;" "and hereby" saith the same John "we
know that we know him, if we keep his commandments :" implying, that there is no true
knowledge of God without holiness and also,
it is not the bare knowledge, for " hereby" saith
he " we know that we know him :" which experimental knowledge puts an end to all disputes about him.
And therefore without controversy, " Great'

is

:

the mystery of godliness!" and where that
mystery is known truly among such, there is
no controversy about it; for both that mystery
itself, and that faith, by which it is known and
God blessed for ever.
But, dear friends, there are goings out of the believed, are fitter for admiration, than man's
as into the house comprehension is, as the apostle speaks, 2
truth, as well as goings in
And Thess. i. 10. "When God shall be glorified
the prophet speaks of, Ezek. xliii. 11.
Rev. xi. 2. John speaks of the altar and temple, in his saints, and admired in those that beand them that worship therein, how all came lieve."
Therefore all that forsake and leave spiritual
under the heavenly measure given from above,
He also speaks in Egypt, must learn to stand still, and be quiet,
into the hand of the angel.
the same place of the outward court, adjoining that they may see the salvation of God, and
to the temple, in which were such, as should witness the joy of it, that they shall be of the
being left unto number of those, who shall sing the song of
tread under foot the holy city
their own measure, as it were, of opinion and Moses and the Lamb.
Dear friends, in my afflicted old age, I have
imagination of their own conceivings; which
all ought to watch against, lest, being left to found that saying made good unto me, That
ourselves, we be found, after all, but in the out- they who go down into the deeps, see the wonfor there is witnessed that
ders of the Lord
ward court, that is given to the Gentiles.
Let those that are spiritual, judge what I say, spirit which searches to the bottom of things,
and they will confirm it by their own experi- and manifests the deep things of God which
is

;

;

;

;

ence, that there is flesh, as well as spirit, in us the fallen man, with all his searchings, in his
all; as the apostle saith of himself. Gal, v. 17. wisdom that is from below, cannot find out.
Therefore I beseech you, dear friends, watch
Therefore there is great need of a strict watch
to be kept " with all keepings" as the margin unto the light and Spirit of Jesus, that you may
hath it, lest we forget there is going out of the be preserved, as born of the incorruptible seed

by many unsuspected ways, as well as and word of God for all things else may be
by Christ the door, both being faith- corrupted but that which is born of God, is
as many that that elect which cannot be deceived
unto
fully told us at the beginning
remain at this day can testify.
which light and spirit I commend you, in the
These things I signify in short, that all may simplicity of the knowledge of Christ Jesus our
be diligent and careful to keep the word of Lord, that you may be preserved unto the end.
God's patience, as those Philadelphians did. Amen. Your friend in the truth.
Rev. iii. 10, 12, who by overcoming, shall be
John Crook.
as pillars in the temple of God, and shall go no
Hertford, the 6ili of the twelfth month, 1698.
more out.
Anno Mtalis 81.
But he that will build high, must lay the

truth,

:

going

in

;

:

;

foundation deep: for this I have observed, the
deeper the humiliation, the deeper the reformaAs it is said of Christ, Acts viii. " That
tion.
in his humiliation his judgment was taken
away he was as a lamb dumb before the
shearers
he opened not his mouth ; and who
can declare his generation ? for his life was
taken from the earth :" who hath left us an example that we should follow his steps for he
was both a Saviour, and an example, 1 Pet. ii.
21.
And what God hath joined together, let
no man put asunder.
;

;

:

THE rOSTSCEIPT.

We

live in a captious age, therefore

I

thought

explain our ancient testimony to
I never
light and spirit of Christ within.
derstood or believed that the testimony was
or of
clusive to Christ, being without us

good

to

:

the
unexthe

and suffering without us,
as the price by which we were bought, and re" For we were bought with
conciled to God
validity of his death

:

a price," saith the scripture, 1 Cor. vi. 20.
" For if, when we were enemies, we were
For the true and saving knowledge of Christ, reconciled to God by the death of his Son,
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suffered for us, by that grace we receive of his
God's fulness, which is "grace for grace," John i. 16.
Something, as it were, of every thing
right hand in heaven, and maketh intercession viz.
And is also by his life, that is in him, in whom we are accepted, even
for us. Heb. vii. 25.
So we verto wit, the life of Jesus, made manifest in our in his beloved Son, Ephes. i. 6.
mortal flesh, as the Scriptures testify. 2 Cor. ceived perfection of parts, though not of de-

much more,
by

being reconciled,

his life."

Rom.

v.

10.

we

Who

shall be saved
sits

at

And what God hath joined togenone ought to put asunder.
This I take to be, in short, our ancient testimony, as to the God and man Christ Jesus; of
which I hope we shall never be ashamed.

iv.

10, 11.

ther,

John Crook.

grees, as to that fulness that dwelt in Christ.

Therefore, as holiness here, in order to our
happiness hereafter, was a great end of Christ's
so now he is in the
sufferings, while on earth
heavens, at God's right hand, his intercession,
and all that he doth, is in order to perfect his
waiting henceforth until his
saints in holiness
;

;

and

The design of

The name

enemies be made his

their

footstool,

Heb.

X. 12, 13, 14.

Christianity.

Whereby

Christian, implies the anointing
" anointed above his fellows,"
;

it appears, there were enemies yet
be subdued, which doubtless were those of a
man's own house as the prophet speaks of,

to

being
Those lusts and corruptions that still re2. importing his fellows to be anointed viz.
And the beloved disciple John, 1 John mained to be put under, in the minds and inalso.
he writ, had " re- ward parts of his people, Mic. vii. 6. Matt. x. 21.
ii. 27. saith. Those to whom
Christ preached to Nicodemus the necessity
ceived the anointing from the Holy One," &c.
to make them holy, no doubt, their " heavenly of regeneration, saying, " Except a man be
Which is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God,"
Father being holy," Lev it. xi. 44.
Yet Nicodemus made a good conthe great design of Christianity, as the, scrip- John iii.
see Levit. xix. 2,and fession to, Christ in words, saying, " Rabbi, we
ture abundantly testifies
Christ

Heb.

;

i.

;

XX. 7.

1 Pet.

Christ

was

i.

thou art a teacher come from God; for
man can do those miracles that thou
dost, except God be with him," a kind -of short
creed, as it were. Christ nevertheless tells him,

know

15.

also called Jesus, "

For he

shall

for

no

save his people from their sins," Matt. i. 22.
" By abolishing and destroying them," saith
And a
Leigh, on John i. 29. in his Crit. Sacra.

man must be born again, &c. " For that
"For this end was I born, which is born of the ffesh is flesh, and that
and for this end came I into the world," John which is born of the spirit is spirit." Though
xviii. 37. " To bear witness of the truth:" by Nicodemus understood this birth carnally, yet
Christ saith himself,

drinking that bitter cup of sufferings, Mat. xxvi.
39, 42. for his sheep and followers, for whom
he laid down his life, and shed his most precious blood, to restore man to the image of God
again, that they might follow his steps, as he
had left them an example, 1 Pet. ii. 21. Signifyincr thereby, that he was both a Saviour and

he took it to be a real birth Christ spoke of;
as appears by his question, " Can a man enter
the second time into his mother's womb, and
be born again?"

words also

Christ's
less,

as if he had said,

signify, so

"As

much, and no
which is

that birth,

born of the mother, is of the nature of the monone ther; so that birth which is born of the Spirit,
who "learned is spiritual, and of the divine nature," 2 Pet. i.
suffered," Heb. 2, 3.
no reputation,"
Now, where this birth is witnessed, the deAll which was not only meritori- sign of Christianity is answered, by keeping the
Phil. ii. 7.
ous for all that should believe in him, but also commandments of God, 1 Cor. vii. 19. and
exemplary to them, that they should follow his that is through walking by the rule of the new
steps, in all those afflictions and sufferings that creature, which avails with God, as the apostle
should betide them in following him, in the re- speaks, Gal. vi, 15, 16. Whereas a bare opingeneration, to fill up the sufferings of Christ ion, and formal performance of the things of
that are behind, for his body's sake, which is God, avails nothing.
Wherefore, from the want of this experithe church. Col. i. 24.
Not that our sufferings, or following of him, mental knowledge of the new birth, proceeds
did equalize his sufferings, or were the merito- formality, strife, and envy, about the things of
rious cause of salvation, and acceptance with God; for the new man, born of the Spirit of
God, either for ourselves, or others but that God, is renewed in knowledge after the image
we might be partakers of " God's holiness," of him that created him. Col. iii. 10. Observe,
It
Heb. xii. 10. the fulness whereof dwells in it is said to be renewed in knowledge, &c.
Christ and that we might show forth of the knows and understands divine things otherpower and virtue of that which Christ did and wise, and after another manner, than the flesh-

a pattern which being joined
ought to part, or. put asunder,
obedience by the things that he
" And made himself of
V. 8.
;

together,

'

;

;

:
;
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"For whosoever is born of God, none that do what they do, out of conscience
doth not commit sin, for his seed remaineth in to God, will condemn us for.
Now if the drift of the scriptures, the end of
him ; and he cannot sin, because he is born of
God," 1 John iii. 9, 10. « And in this the chil- God's sending his Son Jesus Christ to bless
dren of God are manifest," saith John. So that people, not only by his dying for them, as aforely birth doth:

is holiness and
advance the great design
of Christianity in the world, and thereby Christ's
kingdom is exalted, and himself magnified, who

by " turning every one of them from
Acts iii. 26, and the end of his

the very end of regeneration

said, but

godliness; which

their iniquity,"

is

is to

the express image, " of his Father's glory,"

Heb. i. 3. Jt is no wonder, therefore, thai such
by
as answer the design of Christianity, viz.

life

and sufferings

in the world, his resurrection,

his ascension into heaven, his intercession, to-

gether with his expectation of
to

be

made

his footstool

;

all his enemies
and the end of God's

living god-like in Jesus Christ, suffer persecu-

and exercising his people^ be all to
advance holiness and righteousness in the worldj

tion.

as the great design of Christianity,

:

afflicting

how

miser-

and con- ably mistaken are those, that content themversation in Christ Jesus, is the end of the af- selves with the belief of certain creeds, which
flictions and exercises that befall God's people, are many in the world as history informs us^
In the next place, holiness of

life

j

according to prevailing parties, &c., who comtribulation works patience, and patience expe- monly maintain this
persecuting principle,rience. And the apostle James exhorts, to " let That an error in judgment, is worse than an
patience have its perefect work, that they may error in practice.
Others contenting themselves with state rebe perfect and entire, wanting nothing," James
" He stayeth his rough wind in the ligions, and with that Christianity they received
i. 3, 4.
day of the east wind ; by this shall the iniquity at the font; little minding the necessity of hoof Jacob be purged ; and this is all the fruit, to liness, " without which none can see, or know
take away his sin. God will render to every man the Lord." Heb. xii. 14.
And the beloved
according to his deeds; to them who by patient disciple testifies, " Hereby we know that we
Isa. xxvii.

8,

9, as

trials

of their

faith

;

for

continuance in well-doing, seek for glory, and
honour, and immortality, eternal life : but unto
them that are contentious, and do not obey the
truth, but obey unrighteousness, indignation, and
wrath," Rom. ii. 6, 7, 8.
All which, with
many like sayings and exhortations in scripture, shows, holiness and righteousness to be
the great design of Christianity.
And the
apostle, Rom. xi. saith, " The kingdom of God
is not meat and drink, but righteousness and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost:" adding,
" That he which in these things serveth Christ,
is accepted of God, and approved of men :" as
if this was the only true gospel service, and
the great design of Christianity.
Now I appeal to all impartial and unprejudiced Christians, whether amongst all the denominations of professors of religion, they know
any people, as a people in general, that more

know him,
John

3.

ii.

if

we keep his commandments," 1
As if he had said. There is no

and saving knowledge of God, without
to which is annexed a promise, viz.
" He that doth God's will, shall know of his
doctrine ;" which should rectify the mistake of
true

holiness

:

those that study to
to practise holiness

know
;

doctrine,

as also those

more than

who

believe

they cannot, though assisted by the grace and
spirit of God, perfect holiness in the fear of the
Lord, notwithstanding the exhortations of scrip*
ture thereunto, which, they say, are to be un*
derstood only to stir up our endeavours, not to
encourage our faith to believe perfection attain*
able, as aforesaid*
This belief of the necessity of imperfection^
is not only dangerous, but hurtful ; for, instead
of inciting endeavours after holiness, it dis*
courages all attempts thereunto.
For whaf
need a man set forth towards a city, while he
believes he shall never come there.

answers the end of Christianity, by holiness and righteousness in their lives and conversations, than the people of God called QuaBesides, this belief is grounded upon a great
kers do : notwithstanding their being misrepre- mistake, as if perfection in holiness lessened
sented to the world by some, as if they were the conquest or merits of Christ, while, indeed^
not Christians at all ; because, say some, they it confirms them, by making his people more
baptize not with water, nor use bread and wine than conquerors through him. Which may be
as the Lord's supper.
called more, because it is a double conquest
To which I answer, in short, for myself and First, by himself, without them, as having
brethren, we do not disuse them out of contempt, spoiled principalities and powers, he made a
but upon a thorough search, and serious exami- show of them openly, triumphing over t^em in
nation
which ought to be allowed us we do it. Col. ii. 15. And secondly, because jie connot find those outward and visible signs to be quers all his people's enemies within also ; that
required of God at our hands ; which we hope they being delivered out of the hands of all
fully

—

Vol. XIII.—No.

—

8.

37

;
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fear,

saith

the preacher, "

the

work

into

God shall bring every
judgment, with every secret thing,
whether it he good, or whether it be evil:" with
days of their lives." Luke i, 74.
So that perfecting holiness in the fear of the these words the preacher ends his Ecclesiastes,
Lord, is so far from lessening or undervaluing after he had seen all to be " vanity, and vexathe merits or conquest of Christ, that it mani- tion of spirit, under the sun."
John Crook
fests him to be " able to save to the uttermost
all that come to God by him." Heb. vii, 25.
Near entering into the 82d year of my age.
Not only from the guilt, but from the filth of
Hertford, the 17th of the ^
sin also
and to sanctify them throughout, both
12th month, 1698-9.
S
and to make them
in body, soul, and spirit
whole every whit, as he did those he cured
outwardly.
This way of holiness was the good old way An Epistle to Friends belonging to Hertford
their enemies,
in holiness

" miglit serve him without

and righteousness before him,

all

:

;

;

it was called so in Jeremiah's time, chap. vi.
16, and such as walked in it, found rest for
therefore it must needs be an old
their souls

for

:

way, even that old way, in which Enoch
walked with God, and "Abraham instructed
his children," Gen. xviii. 19, '' and walked in
it himself." Gen. xxvi. 5.
And as it was the first way described, so it
is

the last mentioned in scripture, as appears

meeting.

Dear Friends,
(but

I

—

Being the Lord's prisoner,
have a merciful keeper, blessed be his

name for ever), I was moved to signify
remembrance of you as foUoweth 1 beseech you be mindful of your reconciliation
holy

my

:

with God through Jesus Christ, walking in all
well-pleasing before him, that you may be kept

xxii. 14, with a blessing annexed to it, unrebukable in his love, for our God is a jea" Blessed are they that do his command- lous God, lest a divided heart cause you to err,
But if we love
ments, that they may have right to the tree of in giving his glory to another.
him with all our heart, and with all our soul,
life, and may enter through the gates into the
we shall, in our reconciliation to him, be reconcity."
But this is a narrow way, and to be sought ciled to all states and conditions that we meet
" for fury is
for amongst the paths, as Jeremy speaks, chap, withal in this present evil world

Rev.
viz.,

;

16, as if the reason, that it was no more
beaten, was, because it was not a common
road, but to be sought for amongst the paths ;

vi.

as if

it

was a kind of Shibboleth

hit of, that

walked

in those

that few could

many ways

:

yet,

not in me," saith

it

cerning the poor man delivering the besieged
city; concluding that by which he did it, was
better than strength, and better than weapons of
war notwithstanding the poor wise man was
despised then, as the poor in spirit are now,
whom Christ calls blessed, and begins his ser:

mon upon

the

mount withal

;

as

if all

blessings depended upon poverty of spirit.

other

;

;

kingdom of

his dear
heaven.
Dear friends, let us not always be dwarfs in
Christianity, as it were, for Christ is a thorough
spirit, into

in

the

Son, as Enoch was, outwardly,

in

Redeemer

Adam

to all that the first

lost

;

as

Abrahain recovered all for the king of Sodom,
Therethat Chedorlaomer had carried away.
fore mind your growth, I beseech you, from
little children to young men, that
you may
overcome the wicked one and unto the state
of fathers which for your time divers of you
might be that you may know him that was
from the beginning, that is, Christ Jesus, yesterday and to-day, the same for ever.
If you
are in the spirit, walk in the spirit, that discovers the deep things of God, that we may,

shall conclude this discourse with the
I
preacher at the end of Ecclesiastes, saying,
" Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: fe:ir God, and keep his commandments,
for this is the whole duty of man :" or as Doctor Gell reads it, All the man, in his Essay, p.
392, " And," saith the Doctor, " whatever else
in man, contrary unto this, is either the beast after our long wading,

—
—

or the devil."

against the

and thorns that muster up themselves in
battle against him. It is our corrupt and fleshly
part that God fights against, that we might
walk with him as Enoch did, that was not, for
God took him he took him out of flesh into
spirit, as he doth all those that walk with God
in the light, as he is in the light
he translates
briars

was amongst the paths, &c.
A mystery like that which Solomon wondered at, and said, " This wisdom seemed great
unto him," Eccles. ix. 13. 15, that was con- them,
notwithstanding,

the Lord, but

those waters, where

all

;

at last learn to

swim

in

things live, as Ezekiel

To this may be added also the saying of speaks, &e.
Richard Baxter, in his Sheet to the Light,
For the barren fig-tree in God's orchard is
" The question at the great day," saith he, in no better case than the bramble in the wil" will not be. How righteous Christ was ? but derness profession without God's likeness in
How righteous we were ?" Thus Baxter. And Christ Jesus, will receive no better answer from
;

;

;
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the judge of all, than "I know you not," comfortable feeling of God's presence; and then
deadness and dryness will be your miserable
we be found workers of iniquity.
You have had plenty of words outwardly, portion.
Be careful how you spend your precious
but to hearken to the word inwardly, is better

God,

if

than

all

for

;

that

is

both able to comfort at

present, and save for ever.

an account must be given of every
word, though but few regard it but foolish

time, for
idle

;

hand of God is in jesting, and vain talking, are said to grieve the
read Eph. iv. 29, 30.
this town, and none of you know how soon Spirit of God
But immortality may enter into your dwellings, there- prove your time in prayer and religious exerfore I beseech you, live as you would die, and cises, &c., and be diligent in your lawful callthen death will not be terrible unto you
but ings, for " The desire of the slothful man
as a messenger of glad tidings to your inward killeth him." Prov. xxi. 25.
man, though displeasing to the outward.
Be careful what company you frequent for
I rest your friend and brother in the faith and a man is commonly known by the company he
keeps, as much as by any one outward thing;
patience of Jesus,
and of your behaviour in company for I have
John Crook.
found, that a wise and sober deportment, adds
Hertford, the 25th of the
^
12th month, 1698-9.
much to a man's reputation and credit in the
S

Dear

friends, the visiting

:

;

;

;

world.

Watch
Advice

to

my

children

Dear Children,

—

and grand-children.

I

;

speak it, that the ways of holiness afford more
true comfort and peace to the upright soul, than
the greatest pleasures this world can afford
the former reaches the heart and soul, while
the delights of this world are but a show, and
appearance only, vanishing like a dream and
whoever believes otherwise of them, will certainly find them to be but lying vanities; therefore the apostle, Rom. vi. 21, might boldly put
;

the question to the converted

What

to the light,

and

you

may

evil, that

Satan's devices

must leave you in a
wicked age, but commend you to the measure
of the grace of God in your inward parts,
which you have received by Jesus Christ and
as you love it, and mind the teachings of it,
you will find it a counsellor to instruct you in
the way everlasting, and preserve out of the
ways of the ungodly.
I have seen much in my days, and I always
observed, that the fear of the Lord God proved
the best portion, and those thai walked in it,
were the only happy people, both in this life
(while they continued faithful) and when they
come to die, though they meet with many hardships in their passage.
By experience I can

"

good and

Romans,

viz.,

its

discoveries of

not be ignorant of

so the net will be spread in
vain in the sight of the bird
for watchfulness
;

;

will

make you

in love with a retired estate

and the more truly and perfectly any man
knows and understands himself, the better discerning will such have of other men as in the
beginning, when deep silence of all flesh was
;

more in use, the spirit of discerning was more
common, and quicker, than since it hath been
neglected
therefore be sure you spend some
;

time, at convenient seasons, in waiting

God

though

upon

be displeasing to flesh;
for I have had more comfort, and confirmation
in the truth, in my inward retiring in silence,
than from all words I have heard from others,
though I have often been refreshed by them
in silence,

it

also.

Love

the Holy Scriptures, preferring them to
other books whatsoever; and be careful to
read them with an holy awe upon 5'our spirits,
lest your imaginations put constructions upon
all

them

your hurt

to

;

but exercise faith in the

promise of Christ, who hath said, " My spirit
shall take of mine, and show them unto you."
Keep constantly to religious meetings amongst
Friends
but look to your afifections, that you
;

had you then in those^ things respect not persons, but the power and life of
whereof you are now ashamed? for the end of truth, from whomsoever it comes not minding
those things is death."
the tickling of your affections, but the demonTherefore, dear children, be in love with stration of the truth to your understandings
holiness
make it your companion, and those and consciences for that will abide, when
that walk in it
you may find buddings of it, flashes of affections will fade and come to nofrom an holy seed in your hearts as you mind thing, after the words are ended.
the inner man, the light will manifest the stirLove one another truly, manifesting your
rings of it after God, which I felt from my ten- love by good counsel, and being helpful to each
der years although I understood them not so other upon all occasions being good examples
plainly, till I heard the truth declared.
to all you converse with, especially to your
I advise you to keep a pure conscience, both children, and those of 'your own families, that
towards God and man for if that be defiled, pride and vanity may not be countenanced by
hypocrisy and formality will deprive you of all you, but rather reproved remembering, while
fruit

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
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they are under your government, you must
give an account of the discharge of your duty
to God towards them.
Lastly, be always mindful of your latter

some measure, you know

age, because, in
but

I

[1768.

could not have been without

it,

it

as the

Lord hath showed me, for I have seen his
wonders in the deeps therefore I say again,
not knowing despise not afflictions, but embrace them as
:

end, and live as you would die,
how soon your days may be finished in this messengers of peace to your souls, though disworld and while you do live in it, despise not pleasing to the fiesh.
These things I commend unto you, out of
the chastenings of the Lord, whatever they be
he is pleased to visit you with. I have been true love to your souls, knowing how the vain
:

afflicted from my youth up, both inwardly mind of man little regards such advice as this
and outwardly, but the God whom I served, I leave behind me but by this advice I show
provided for me, when all my outward relations my true love to you all, desiring God's blessforsook me, none of them giving me any por- ing upon it to whom I commit you all, my
This 1 speak, dear children, and end my days.
tion to begin the world withal.
Your loving father and grandfather,
to let you know, I shall leave more outwardly,
John Crook.
even to the least of you, than was left me by
I need not mention this Hertford, the 1st of the^
all my relations, &c,
1st month, 1698-9.
5
sharp affliction (beyond expression) in my old
:

;
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"And

they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament; and they that turn

the stars forever and ever.

Daniel

many to

righteousness as

xii. 3.

It has been much upon my mind, of late, to
throw together some short memorandums of
sundry occurrences which have happened to
me, and also of the gracious and merciful dealthrough whose
ings of a watchful Providence
mercy and superintending care over me, from
my childhood, I have experienced many preservations and deliverances, both inwardly and
outwardly, during the various vicissitudes which
have attended my pilgrimage through time if
haply they may afford instruction or encouragement to any Christian traveller when I am
no more.
I was born at a place called Elizabeth, in the
county of Norfolk, and colony of Virginia, the
19th day of the twelfth month, 1756, of honest
parents, whose names were Joseph and PaThey were both in profession
tience Jordan.
with the people called Quakers, and endeavoured to train up their children in the principles
which they themselves professed but my mother dying soon after the birth of her seventh
;

;

;

and I being the youngest but one of the
surviving six, have but a faint remembrance of
child,

My

father was at times much from home
course of his business, and there being
no religious meeting near us, we were left exposed, without a friend to associate with ; and
was at the Friends' meeting
I think I never
house more than twice, during our stay in
that part of the country, which was until !
was aHout twelve years of age. About this
time, my eldest brother, who had been some
stay to us, died
and soon after my father removed with the rest of the family to North
Carolina, (a short time previous to the American revolution,) and we became members of
her.

in the

;

which
from our residence.
all this time, and for several years
after, nothing very remarkable respecting myself, occurred, only that I remember I was
early visited by something, that impressed my
mind with a sense and belief in a state of future

the meeting of Friends at Richsquare,

was about
During

six miles

;
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rewards and punishments. I had heard much
about a heaven and a hell, but the impressions I now felt were different from those
produced by this kind of talk for I was made
to feel something of their power, and from that
time was sensible of great disquietude and distress of mind, when I had been guilty of using
bad words or actions in my play, or at other
and I was also sensible of calmness
times
and peace of mind, when I had been more

talk

;

;

I saw then that
watchful over my conduct.
of mind was greatly to be desired, but
alas for the poor fallen nature which Adam's
children are clothed with ; what proneness to

this state

Notwithstanding I
my misconduct,
cried and promised amend-

evil

rather than to good

was

often chastised in spirit for

insomuch

that

I

!
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only continue for a time, rather than to be
is with all thy sins and multiplied offences, into hell, " where the worm

will

cast bodily, that
dieth not

can

I

and the

fire is

bear the thought

not quenched!"
;

How

how can I
any thing new

and yet,

But is there
under the sun? was not the ministration of condemnation, to the rebellious sons of Israel, a
day of terrible burnings, and the blackness of
darkness, and of mighty thunder and lightnings,
and the sound of a trumpet; which so awakened and wrought upon their senses, that they
trembled exceedingly and durst not behold?
And yet they soon returned to their folly. Oh,
how could they so soon forget what they had
seen, as even to form to themselves new gods!
But in the day of Christ, when he visits and
brings under the ministration of condemnation

abide the conflict

!

ment, yet when these stripes were withheld,
how did I run again into the same excess of for sin; it penetrates the heart; it stirs the
folly and dissipation
For although my lot powers within, and is not so easily eradicated
was now cast more amongst Friends, so as from the mind. For indeed, such was the confrequently to go to their meetings, yet many of flict of my' spirit for days, and weeks, and
the children and youth amongst them, who be- months, that when it was day I wished for
came our associates, were worse than many of night, and when it was night, I wished for day;
my former companions, whose parents made during which time the enemy of my soul was
no profession with Friends, so that I believe I not wanting with his temptations and evil sugarrived at a higher pitch of folly and dissipa- gestions, insomuch that at times my mind was
tion in a few years among them, than I had almost constantly assaulted with evil thoughts,
ever done before.
and I abhorred myself, until I thought, that of
That day at length came, when, blessed be all the creatures which God had made, I was
God, I was made to see that I was undone. the most wretched and miserable. And when
The axe was then laid, indeed, to the root of I had no faith to believe that my condition
the corrupt tree, and that which did not bring would be better, then the tempter endeavoured
forth good fruit must be hewn down and cast to persuade me to put an end to my miserable
into the fire.
This is the day of Christ and existence, as the only way to get relieved from
who can abide it
But if a separation [from my pain, sorrow, and distress. I had so far
evil] is not now suffered, according to the doc- given way to this temptation, that I was contrine of that very Christ himself, all must be templating in what manner I should effect it so
cast into hell;
alas, who can bear the thought! as to be the quickest over, and give the least
No, I must leave my companions in folly, pain when, adored be the ever blessed Reand endeavour to submit to the dispensation deemer, I was brought so near to Him, as to
of a separation
but truly it was a day never cast myself down at his feet, and the language
to be forgotten, wherein my situation, I suppose, of my heart was. Lord, if I perish, let me
resembled that of Legion, who saw the Re- perish here let me go no farther away from
deemer coming towards him in order to make thee.
the separation, and cried out, Jesus thou Son
For some time this was mostly my cry, until
of God, most high, art thou come hither to tor- at length I felt a little secret hope that I should
ment us before the time.
Ah it seemed yet obtain mercy ; and I said in heart. Oh,
verily as if the pains and torments of hell had Lord, if thou wilt pardon and deliver me I will
laid hold on me, even now while in the body, serve thee.
I will follow thee whithersoever
before the time of final judgment and sentence thou art pleased to lead me
and will do whatwas come, and the decree sealed, " that time soever thou commandest me, if thou wilt be
should be no longer."
pleased to be with me and show me the way in
Well might the prophet query, to what end which thou wouldest have me to go, and what
is it that ye desire the day of Lord, seeing it is thou wouldest have me to do, even although it
a day of darkness and not of light, even very be to tell what great things thou hast done for
dark, and no brightness in it.
Ah sinner, my soul. After a time it seemed as though my
how canst thou abide it yet, remember that cries were heard, and the conditions accepted,
this is only parting with the offending hand, and I soon began to think that I should be
and the offending eye, and is it not better to called to publish the glad-tidings of the gospel
endure the pain of parting with these, which the prospect of which became very awful to
!

;

!

—

—

;

;

—

;

!

;

!

—
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thought myself too vile a creature,
no way qualified for such an undertaking.
Then 1 concluded I would endeavour to
be as good as I could, without attempting this
awful work, for I was afraid of it, lest if I should
undertake it, I might again slide into some
weakness, if not wickedness, and become the
subject of contempt and ridicule, and so the
last state be worse than the fij:st.
Thus I reasoned away several years, sometimes in hope I should get along in this way,
then again almost in despair, and in great fear
of falling quite back again. I did not always
resist temptation to sin, and so at times brought
upon myself great trouble and distress; though

me,
and

I

for I

fore

in

Friends.

may remark

with thankfulness, that

any part of my
amongst men, and in
in

life,

my

lost

this respect

I

never,

reputation

perhaps stood

my age

and experience in the
world.
But, ah me, I have seen that it is possible to fulfil all those duties which relate to
civil society, and
are due to our neighbours, while those which we owe to our Creator
as fair as most of

are almost,

my

if

not altogether neglected.

Much

his

death, an approved minister

My own

father possessed a

and offered

work

[1781.

me

my

among

number of slaves,

several of them, to help

mind

me

years before,
had been so thoroughly impressed with a belief
that it was not right to keep them as slaves,
that I modestly declined accepting them, although it cost me some displeasure from him,
as he had not then fully seen the iniquity of the
practice. I had to lay my hands to hard labour,
yet I felt a peaceful conscience in the course
I

:

but

for several

had taken, and thus

got on pretty quietly

I

had become an adblack people, and
many Friends were now setting them at liberty.
But still, when weighed in the balance, I
was found wanting and was brought to see
and fully believe, that notwithstanding God approves of every act of moral righteousness,
benevolence and justice, yet he requires the
heart to be devoted to Him
and while this is
wanting, our hope of salvation can never be
permanent
there is still something wanting
that cannot be numbered
the mind is left in
unsettlement and not established on that foundation which is immovable, and against which
all storms and tempests beat in vain.
After I had thus struggled and wearied myself for several years, endeavouring still to get
along in my own way, until I had well nigh
silenced those heavenly calls to revealed duty;
a travelling friend came to our meeting, and
was led to minister to my state, (which no mortal knew of by information from man,) in such
a manner, that I accepted it as a renewed visitation from thatksame gracious Father of Mercies, who had been so long striving with me.
This dear servant, who had left all to follow
for a time, especially as

vocate

the

for

I

oppressed

;

;

;

and transgressions was now of
this kind, and I was often sinning and repenting,
repenting and sinning again. O, merciful God
long-suffering and long-forbearing
how hast
thou followed me, and often brought my covenant with thee into remembrance, and like an
indulgent Father, showing me at times, in pa^t,
the blessed, hidden recompense of reward.
Sometimes I had precious openings in meetings, insomuch that at length I thought I would
yield, and at one time in particular, it was so
clear and powerful that I laid my hand on my
knee in order to rise, but being fearful, I thought
I would try it a little longer, until at length the
opening gradually disappeared and was quite
withdrawn from me. But like the fruitless fig- his blessed Master, was made instrumental to
tree, I was mercifully spared for several years strengthen in me the weak things that remainlonger, without being wholly forsaken, and cut ed, so that I was once more enabled to renew
down sometimes unstable as water, and then my resolutions and in a short time after this,
again experiencing a little more stability.
I was raised upon my feet in a small meeting
At length I concluded that if I was married then held in a Friend's house, near my habitaand settled, my situation would be more fa- tion. I expressed but a very few words, greatof

iniquity

;

!

!

''

;

;

vourable to rny religious prospects, as I was
much exposed in the world. I was now ready
to enter into covenant in this respect, and to say
*' If thou will be pleased to grant me this, and
direct my steps herein, then I will assuredly
yield to thy requirings."
Oh indulgent hea-

ly to the surprise of those present, but the
peace and sweetness which flowed into my
soul afler the meeting, were better felt than
described
indeed I could not, neither did I
wish to describe it, but soon got home in order
to be quiet.
ven even my request for right direction was
I think I did not speak again in meeting for
granted, my marriage was reputably accom- some weeks, and notwithstanding my call to
plished, and I settled down with my compan- this work seemed so indubitably clear, yet my
ion, who was a young woman that sustained appearances, for several years, were but selan amiable •character in the world, and whose dom, though I could perceive they were gene:

!

!

religious

education

far

exceeded mine

:

her rally

approved,

and

acceptable

to

Friends.

name was Pharaby Knox, youngest daughter But I was afraid of having more top than root,
of Thomas Knox, who was for many years be- and thought if I must be a preacher, I greatly

,
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desired to be one of the right sort; yet

gress in this
often doubtful
line,
it

I

my

work was so slow, that
of ever coming to much

think, as well as

was about the

I

can now

twenty-fifth year of

I

pro-

Crew's, near

was

first-day

in that

recollect,

my

age,

when I first began this work ; and I did not
venture out on any considerable journey, within the space of ten years.
I was however frequently made use of in our meetings for discipline, under appointments to sundry services
in Society, and also travelled on several small
journies in the work of the ministry, within
that time, I believe to the general satisfaction of
Friends and others where my lot was cast.
Between the years 1790 and 1797, I several
times attended the general Assembly of the
state, on behalf of the oppressed
Africans
among us, in company with others appointed
by our yearly meeting, in order to remonstrate
against some existing laws, which had opened a
door for much injustice, to be committed against
the rights and liberty of that people.
was

engaged to travel on foot to sevewhere great cruelty and injustice had
been exercised, in taking up and selling sncti
negroes as had been liberated by conscientious
persons; and I had some memorable opportunities among them.
During the same period I
I

also

ral places,

was

we

silent
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Cedar Creek

:

next

day being

attended their meeting, where

throughout

:

1

meeting went to
with his dear Rachel

after

Clark T. Moorman's, who
accompanied us next day to Caroline, where
we had a meeting on the twenty-seventh, in
which I had some communication, but it was a
laborious time.
On the following day we were
accompanied by Matthew Terrill baited at the
house of a kind man in Fredericksburg, and
had a religious opportunity with him and his
wife to good satisfaction, and reached Robert
Painter's at Stafford the same evening
had a
meeting there next day, which was also an exercising time, both during the silence, and in
;

;

the utterance of a short testimony.

We got to Alexandria on the thirty-first, and
on first-day the second of fourth month attended two meetings there to a good degree of satisfaction
second-day went to Sandy Spring in
Montgomery, and the day following had a
meeting there, which was a time of deep wading,
but I was favoured to get through to a good deWent
gree of comfort, blessed be the Lord
that evening to Samuel Snowden's, and the
next day, being the fifth, had a satisfactory
meeting at Indian Spring. On fifth-day the
:

!

we

sixth,

set

out for the Clifts^ nearly fifty

and dreary country;
and attended several of their yearly meet- had a small meeting with the kw under our name
ings to satisfaction.
there
and on our way back another at West
Having had drawings in ray mind at times River, where Friends are so reduced in number
for several years, to pay a religiotis visit to that no regular meeting is held, though formerly
some of the northern and eastern states, I laid it was the place of their yearly meeting. Here
my prospect before our monthly and quarterly I was baptised for the little remnant left under
meetings, and obtained certificates expressive our name, and had to mourn, as over, the city
of their unity and concurrence with me therein; of their fathers' sepulchres, which seemed to
and my esteemed friend Josiah White, of Per- lay without walls, gates or bars, and encouragqimans county, agreeing to be my companion ed them to aiise if possible, and endeavour to
in this weighty undertaking, also obtained the rebuild them, that they might not be thus exconcurrence of the monthly meeting to which posed to the incursions of their potent enemies,
he belonged. We set out on the seventeenth of which had almost brought desolation upon that
the third month, 1797, and met at our friend place.
They seemed much affected with the
Ann Scott's at Western Branch, Virginia, on visit and with the testimony of truth at that
the eighteenth, and next day being first-day we time
I wish they may profit under it, for I
attended their meeting, in which I sat as an ex- believe some of them were made sensible that
ample of silence to the people. We returned it was a fresh visitation to a declining people.
to Ann Scott's, tarried that night, and next day
This part of Maryland is so generally cleared
rode as far as Thomas Pretlow's, and the day of timber, that in riding about fifty-two miles, I
following reached Barnaby Nixon's at Burlejgh. think we passed about one hundred and twentyHere we met our dear friends Benjamin Albert- five gates, set up across the road to save fencing.
son and wife, who accompanied us next day to
On our return to Indian Spring, it being firstBurleigh meeting, which was a low time to me,- day, we attended another meeting with them,
and mostly silent, except a few words near the and rode the same day as far as Elk Ridge,
We went that evening as far as and next day had a comfortable meeting there.
conclusion.
John Hunnicutt's, and thence took our journey On the following morning we went to visit a
by way of Petersburg and Curies, and spent a sick friend, and after a comfortable opportunity
day with my ancient and honourable relative at our lodgings, with the family, and several
Robert Pleasants.
others who vvere pi'esent, we called to see BenTwenty-fifth. We proceeded by the way of jamin Banneker, a black man, an astronomer.
Richmond, and in the evening reached Micajah He showed us a copy of an almanac which he
also travelled considerably in the state of Vir-

miles, through a poor, hilly

ginia,

;

—

*"

;
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had just calculated for the succeeding year, also
a clock which he had made several years ago,
us, without any instruction.
I think he told
After some conversation on these subjects, I felt
my mind engaged, in a weighty manner, to recommend him to turn his attention inward, and
seek after the knowledge of God, the Creator
of all, who is the Giver of every good and
perfect gift, and hath bestowed a measure of
his divine grace on all men, in order that they
might glorify him in their day and generation,
and when time here shall be no more, receive a
crown immortal in that world which is to come;
this being the great end for which he created
them, which man never can arrive at by all his
skill and knowledge in the secrets of nature or
He seemed
art; or something to this import.
somewhat afTected by the communication, and
enquired after my name, saying he would record

it.

We

went that afternoon, the eleventh of the

fourth month, into Baltimore, to the house of

James Carey, and finding

that the small pox
had done in several
places we had passed through before, we be-

prevailed in the city, as

came somewhat

it

intimidated respecting the dis-

order, in looking forwards; however,

we

attend-

ed their monthly meeting, which was on the

and having solidly weighed the
to take the small pox by
innoculation, and our kind friends aforesaid,
having offered their house and assistance, the
operation was performed on the fourteenth.
We had great attention paid to us by this kind
and
family and several of their neighbours
I
got through the disorder favourably, for
which mercy I felt thankful in heart. My dear
companion had it much worse than myself, for
on the third day, the doctor finding that instead
of the pock making its appearance, his fever
had nearly lefi him, his pulse slow and confused,
and little or no inflammation in his arm, but
the part rather sunk and livid, recommended
him to dine on solid food, take a glass of wine
and exercise himself by walking, which was
iall attended to;
and whether from this circumstance or the state of his blood, the pock made
its appearance soon after, in great abundance.
They filled very slowly, and he was sometimes
not without the appearance of danger, yet
through the particular care and attention of the
physician and kind nurses, under the blessing
of a kind Providence, he was brought safely
through, for which we were humbly thankful.
These circumstances occasioned my detention in this city much longer than I had expected, being nearly six weeks; though towards
the latter end of that time, my companion getting better, I attended a meeting at Ellicott's
mills to satisfaction; was alsoat sundry meetings with Friends in the city, and had three
thirteenth

matter,

;

we concluded

;

[1797.

public meetings for those not professing with
us.

I

had also a religious opportunity with

the masters and scholars in the academy, as
well as many private opportunities, and 1 may
say with humble thankfulness, that my little
dedications here, have through divine help tended greatly to the relief of my poor depressed
mind and feeling as I apprehended, fully clear
of this place for the present, I left my dear
companion to the care of very kind friends and to
the protection of Divine Providence, and set out on
the twenty-ninth of fifth month for the Eastern
shore of Maryland and Delaware.
Rode that
day to Gunpowder, and next day had a meeting there to satisfaction, after which I went to
Fawn in the border of Pennsylvania, and on
the following day attended their meeting
rode
about twenty miles that evening, and next day
was at the meeting at Little Falls, which, on
After meetthe whole, was a time of favour.
ing we called to see William Amos, senior, an
ancient friend who had not only travelled much,
but also suffered greatly on Truth's account
rode that evening to Bush, and had a meeting
there next day, which tended to our solid comfort and rejoicing.
We went that evening to Joshua Husband's
at Deer Creek, and the next being first-day attended the meeting at that place, which was
large
many not of our Society came, and the
gospel was freely preached to them, showing
why Jesus Christ vvas pleased to manifest himself unto his immediate followers, and not unto
the world, giving them to understand the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, while he
spake unto others in parables. It was a season of divine favour, wherein thanksgiving
and praise ascended to Him who liveth for ever
We crossed the Susquehannah
and ever
river that evening at a place called Bald Friars,
where the current was very rapid and more
than a mile over, and next day, fifth of sixth
month, had a meeting at Little Britain, and the
following day attended an appointed meeting at
East Britain, which I hope was profitable to
some.
We then went to a meeting appointed
at West Nottingham, where I was favoured to
;

;

;

!

my mind in a close searching testimony,
warning the negligent and lukewarm professors, yet had a word of comfort and encouragement to the few mourners in Zion.
On the ninth we had an appointed meeting
at East Nottingham, where that eminent servant of the Lord, John Churchman, formerly
belonged this was a pretty large meeting, and
prove a profitable season to many
I hope will
Next morning, after a
if carefully improved.
family of George
solid opportunity in the
Churchman, I proceeded on my journey and
reached Appoquinimink in the evening; attended the monthly meeting at Duck Creek on the
clear

;

—

;
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and on first-day the eleventh and was very loving towards Friends he took
was at Friends' meeting at Little Creek, which me in his chaise next day to Accomack courtwas a favoured time. At four in the afternoon, house, where we had a public meeting; and
The
I had a public meeting in the State house at returned to his house the same evening.
Dover, which was very large and a good time; twenty-seventh, returned up to Mifflin's place,
following day,

;

the people seemed glad of the opportunity. On
the twelfth had a meeting at Canterbury, and
the following day attended the monthly meeting

and had a comfortable opportunity with the
youno; people who occupied the house, who,
though not members of our Society, entertained
of Motherkill, which was a time of fevour. In us very hospitably, this opportunity was like
the evening went to Camden, and on the four- a morsel of living bread broken amongst us,
under a humbling sense whereof we took our
teenth had a public meeting there to satisfaction
indeed there seemed to be great openness in the leave, and that day reached a little town in
minds of the people generally, in these parts, Maryland called Snowhill, a noted place for
and they flocked together in abundance at a ship-building, where we had a meeting in the
very short notice when they heard there was court-house, which aflx)rded me some relief,
though I believe it is a place of great dissipato be a public meeting.
On the sixteenth we had a meeting at a little tion.
We tarried here this night, at the house of a
village called Fredericka, where no Friends reside, which was a solid, good time
here War- person, who with his wife and daughters were
ner Mifflin and his wife met us, and we had a very kind and civil to us next day went to
meeting the same afternoon in Friends' meet- Salisbury and had a meeting that evening in a
ing house at Milford, and on the next day one large inn, which was satisfactory, though the
at Coolspring, which was a dull exercising time, people were generally light and gay on coming
in, yet they seemed much humbled
it felt to me as though they were settling upon
under
their lees.
We lodged at a Friend's house, Truth's testimony, blessed be the Lord Next
where we had a religious opportunity in the day we proceeded to Easton and lodged and
evening to some satisfaction, and on the day on first-day the second of seventh month, we
following, being first-day, we attended Cool- had a meeting in the tbrenoon at a place callspring meeting again, where I was favoured to ed the Fork, and another in the afternoon
clear my mind in a close searching testimony
twelve miles further at Centre, both among the
may it be remembered to profit. Next day, Nicholites and to satisfaction the testimony of
in the forenoon, had a meeting in the court truth went forth freely amongst them, which
house at George Town, and another in the they received with gladness.
They are a plain
afternoon at a little village called Dagsborough, people, both in their dress and manners, and
both to a good degree of satisfactiorh* From much esteemed by their neighbours for their
this place we went to the house of a respectable uprightness and honesty in their dealings, and
man, in the state of Maryland, and after a sa- I was induced to believe that many of them
tisfactory religious opportunity in his family, were not far from the kingdom of heaven. We
we proceeded into Accomack county on the went that night and tarried with James Harris,
Eastern shore of Virginia, and had a solid who is said to be the principal leader among
meeting next day among a sober people at this people, and is I believe an honest good
Horntown went in the evening and lodged man. He entertained us with much affectionwith a justice of the peace, and the day follow- ate kindness, and at parting expressed his glading, being very rainy, we rested.
On the ness at my company, taking his leave of us in
twenty-fourth crossed the Chinkoteague Bay, a very friendly manner.
about seven miles, to an island of the same
We had an appointed meeting with Friends
name, and had a comfortable meeting with a of Marshy Creek, where I was painfully exerfew sober people there; returning the same cised throughout the meeting in silence
yet
evening, and there-being eleven of us in a small found relief in the conclusion, from the belief
fishing boat and the weather rather blustering, that I was in the way of my duty
then went
the passage was not without the appearance of on across Choptank river, and on the following
some danger, but we were favoured to get day attended meeting at Choptank, which, in
safely to land.
the forepart was very exercising, but towards
Twenty-fifth.
Being first-day, we had a the close, truth arose and gave the victory
pretty large meeting in the morning in the blessed be the Lord
Proceeding thence, we
dwelling-house of the late Daniel Mifflin, and were at several meetings, viz., Bayside, the
another at the same place, in the afternoon, for preparative meeting at Easton, Tuckahoe, a
the coloured people; both were satisfactory. public meeting in the court house in Easton, a
The dajf after, we rode about eighteen miles to meeting at Choptank Bridge, and another at
the house of a justice of the peace, who ap- the head of Chester, with Friends and others,
peared to be fully convinced of our principles. mostly to satisfaction.
The next meeting was
Vol. XIII.— No. 8.
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appointed to be held in Friends' meeting-house
at Chester.
As I approached this place I felt

under an inexpressible cloud of exercise, insothat as I sat in meeting, it seemed as
though the very pains of death and hell had laid
hold on me.
I thought I was never more sensible of the necessity of earnestly crying unto
Him who alone is able to rebuke the storm and
raging of the sea, and to save us from sinking;
and as this was my fervent cry in this meeting,
blessed be his name, he was pleased to hear in
this hour of distress, and cause the sea to cease
from raging, and give ability to exalt his testimony over the heads of even whoremongers
and murderers, for such there were present (as
I afterwards understood)
towards the latter
end of the meeting it seemed as though the
powers of hell were shaken, and the great name
was praised and exalted over all, who is worthy

much

—

forever

~

Ori fourth-day the

twelfth,

were

at

Cecil

meeting, which was also a time of deep exercise; a spirit appeared to prevail amongst
them not much unlike that of the Egyptians
formerly, which refused liberty to the chosen
seed, until a darkness covered

be felt : there was
order to bring them
to

them which was

much

labour bestowed in
to a sense of their condi-

seemed

have little effect
must be left with
him alone who hath power to give it. Next
day we attended an appointed meeting at the
head of Sassafras, where was a number of
tion

;

but alas!

for the present

it

—

to

the increase

people not professing with Friends, some of
whom were from the head of Chester, nine or
ten miles off, and others from the neighbouring

who behaved with becoming order and
solemnity, while the gospel was freely and
largely preached amongst them, which they
villages,

appeared to receive with gladness. It was
given me to believe that there is seed in these
parts near to be gathered, if Friends keep their
habitations in the truth ; which is the prayer of
my soul for them dined at the house of a
hopeful young man, and a number of other
Friends being present, we were favoured with a
comfortable opportunity together.
Journeying thence we got to Appoquinimink,
and next day had a meeting with Friends there,
which was a time of favour, wherein a remnant
were given to rejoice in God's salvation we
reached White Clay Creek the same evening,
and here I met my dear companion, Josiah
White, after a separation of more than six
weeks we were truly rejoiced to see each
other again.
Next day being the seventh of
:

:

—

the week,

we

and on first-day in the
forenoon, attended Friends' meeting at White
Clay Creek then rode to Wilmington and attended their afternoon meeting, which was
large, but dull and poor to me. I sat it through
;

rested,
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I believe to the great disappointment
of many, but I was thankful in being preserved
from gratifying the itching ears.
rested
on second-day and wrote letters to our friends,
and on third-day attended an appointed meeting
at Chichester, which was a large, solid, good
meeting: went that evening and tarried with
John Tolbert, whose dear wife was then in Europe on a religious visit
he appeared to bear
her absence with becoming resignation.
Next day we had a meeting at Chester which
was rather a low laborious time Lord more
and more show unto thy people the necessity of
labouring for daily bread.
Rode to Darby,
and on the following day attended a large meeting at this place, which was also a time of deep
exercise, but truth arose and gave us the victory, blessed be the Lord therefor
Several Friends from Philadelphia met us
here, and in the afternoon, the twentieth of
seventh month, we went into the city: next
morning, being market day, we walked in the
market, which both for quantity and quality of
the provisions, far exceeded any market I had
ever seen ; and amongst the many thousands
of people which I supposed to be there, I was
much delighted in observing not only the cleanliness in every department, but the orderly conduct of the people ; insomuch that I do not remember to have heard a single oath repeated,
or any indecent behaviour, but all seemed to be
conducted in peace and harmony, which yielded
real satisfaction to my mind.
On first-day we attended Market street meeting in the morning, where I had a pretty open
time in testimony, and it was a solid good
meeting in the afternoon attended the North
meeting, which was to me laborious, but I was
favoured to get through to a good degree of
satisfaction.
On second-day morning we went
to the meeting of ministers and elders held in
Fourth street meeting house, after which we
returned to our lodgings and were visited by a
number of our valuable friends. Third-day
attended the monthly meeting for the Northern

in silence,

We

;

:

!

!

:

where I had good service, to the comand tendering of many minds and much
praised be the Lord!
to the relief of my own
In the evening severaF Friends came in, and
being drawn into solemn silence, the divine
presence was felt to be near, and we had a
District
forting

—

heart tendering time together, like a refreshing

shower from heaven on the thirsty ground, under an humbling sense whereof, praises and
thanksgiving ascended up to Him who alone is
worthy forever
We attended the monthly meeting held at
Pine street meeting house on fourth day, where
I was opened into the mystery of the holy
waters as seen by the prophet in the vision of
life, pointing out the glorious work of reforma!

;
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and the spreading of the kingdonn of Christ dined with Nicholas Wain at his country resiJesus upon earth.
It was an humbling time, dence, who with his dear wife were affectionin which the hearts of many were made renew- ately kind to us ; several Friends from the city
edly thankful to the Lord for the continuance also came in, and we had a religious opportuof his mercies, especially the remnant who nity, to the solid comfort and refreshment of
were engaged to travail with the seed, and who our spirits, after which we returned to the city.
tion,

We

waited lor the consolation of Israel.
vis- Third-day we went to the North meeting, at
a social way this after- which there was a marriage.
I was much exnoon, and next day went to the preparative ercised in the meeting, and had a clear opening

ited several Friends in

meeting at Market street, which was also a
and good meeting. In the evening on returning to our lodgings we found a number of
Friends who had come in to see us, and after a
time of pleasant conversation, being drawn into
stillness, I was opened in testimony, and it
proved a blessed opportunity, like the distilling
of the precious dew of heaven upon our spirits;
it was the Lord's doing, giving us to rejoice together in his blessed presence praised be his
solid

;

name

On

forever.

sixth-day,

it,

;

be thy blessed will, that so thy holy cause may
not suffer by me
Fifth-day we were at the
!

we

attended the monthly meet-

ing of Philadelphia, for the middle district, held
in the Fourth street meeting house
here I felt
:

such an exercise on my spirit, that I was ready
to cry out, " for Zion's sake I cannot hold my
peace ;" and as I gave up thereto, a door of
utterance was opened upon the subject of the
evil spies, who, after they had been favoured
not only to see the good land, but also to eat of
the fruit thereof, and to bear some of the clusters on their shoulders in the sight of the people, brought in an evil report, and made the
hearts of many to melt, because of their discouragements and unbeHef This was opened
and set before us in the light of the gospel, to
the bowing and humbling of many minds
for
which favour, thanksgiving and praises ascended up to Him, who thus mercifully continues
his holy help to the remnant of his people that
trust in him
Amen. Went and spent a little
time with our ancient and honourable friend
James Pemberton, and the meeting for business
having adjourned to four o'clock in the afternoon, we sat with Friends again, and then went
to see our worthy friend David Bacon.
We rested on seventh-day and wrote letters
to our families, and on first-day morning attended Pine street meeting, which was large, many
not of our Society being present the Lord's
power broke forth amongst us, and I was engaged in testimony and supplication until I was
almost faint; the divine presence shone amongst
us, to the comfort and consolation of many
blessed be the name of the Lord
hearts
In
the afternoon we were at Market street meeting,
where I was silent, but satisfied in the belief
that I was in the way of my duty.
On second-day, the thirty-first of seventh
month, we attended Abington monthly meeting,
held this time at Frankford, about five miles
from the city, which was a favoured time. We
;

;

:

—

my mind,- but could find no way to express
and went away with my burden and had a
poor evening.
Next day attended Pine street
week-day meeting, which was a time of close
exercise, yet I was enabled to wade through to
a good degree of satisfaction.
We made a
few social visits, and returned to our lodgings
my mind in rather a poor stripped state. Lord,
grant me patience preserve and help me, if it
on

!

Market street meeting, where I was led to treat
on the subject of Solomon's coming to sit on
the throne of his father David, and bringing his
father's enemies to justice this was a solid and
good meeting.
Sixth-day, fourth of eighth month.
We
kept pretty much to our lodgings, and wrote
letters to our friends, there being no meeting in
;

On

the city.

seventh-day,

fifth,

we

attended

the quarterly meeting of ministers and elders,

where

I

visions,

was largely opened on one of Daniel's
I believe it was to general satis-

and

faction.

We

First-day, sixth.
went to the North
meeting in the forenoon, which was large. I
was opened on these words, "that which is afar
off pnd exceeding deep, who can find it out ;"
from which I was led to treat on the mystery
of the true church, of which the man Christ
Jesus is head through the extension of holy
:

help this

was a

blessed opportunity,

which

I

hope will not soon be forgotten by me, and
many others present. I soon retired to my
lodgings after this meeting, being unwell, but
felt solid peace of mind.
In the afternoon,
though still poorly, I attended Market street
meeting, which I was favoured to sit through
in peaceful silence, and returned to our lodgings
with a thankful heart.
In the evening, several
Friends coming to see us, after a time, we were
drawn into silence, and our gracious Master
was pleased to favour us, as with a celestial
shower, to the comfort and refreshment of our
souls ; under an humbling sense of which,
praises and thanksgiving ascended up to Him,
who alone is worthy thereof forever.
On second-day the seventh, we attended the
quarterly meeting which was large ; several
Friends from the country being present, and on
the whole it was a solid and good meeting,
which I was favoured to enjoy in silence, while

:
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several others were acceptably engaged in pubcommunications. After meeting we went to

lic

see the wife and children of our friend

Thomas

Scattergood, he being at this time in Europe on

—

Third-day the eighth, in the
a religious visit.
forenoon, a youths' meeting was held, and in
the afternoon one for the blacks, but I continued
so unwell that I did not attend either of them.

my

indisFifth-day the tenth, getting better of
position, we attended the Market street meeting

[1797.

day, the fifteenth, attended a meeting at the Falls,
which was also very large, many not professing with us being there, who behaved well, and
seemed humbled under the testimony of Truth,
which was largely declared amongst them in
its own authority.
This was a solid good
meeting, wherein thanksgiving and praise ascended to the great She[)herd of Israel, who
still continues to care for his sheep.
After meeting we went home with Jonathan
Kirkbride, accompanied by Peter Yarnall and
wife; in the evening a number of young people
coming in, we had a religious opportunity

morning which was large, perhaps more
on account of a marriage. I felt very weak
in body, but being soon clothed with an exercise of spirit, I ventured to stand up and was among them to some satisfaction.
We left PennsylvaFourth-day, sixteenth.
opened on the subject of wisdom, from which I
was enabled to utter many gospel truths, and nia and crossed over into New Jersey at Trenattended an appointed meeting there the
the meeting concluded in solemn prayer and ton
supplication to the Almighty Father, for the same day, which was poor and dull in the
continuation of his mercies towards us his poor forepart, but at length Truth arose and gave
This was a glorious the victory, and its own testimony was exalted.
dependent creatures.
meeting, wherein my soul, with many more, After this meeting we rode to Stony Brook, and
were refreshed and enabled to thank God and on fifth-day, seventeenth, attended a meeting
take courage in pressing forward in the hea- there which was a very exercising one to me
venly journey, loolving imto Jesus the author I was opened on the words, " Foxes have holes
and finisher of the saints' faith; to him be glory, and the birds of the air have nests, but the Son
of Man hath not whereon to lay his head ;" and
dominion, and praise, forevermore.
We left Philadel- was favoured to get relieved. We rode about
Sixth-day, the eleventh.
phia and attended a quarterly youths' meeting twenty-three miles that afternoon, and next day
this

so,

;

at the
at Abington, which was a solid season
house where we dined, a considerable number
of Friends came in, many of whom were young
people, and we had a satisfactory religious opportunity with them, after which we went home
with Peter Yarnall and wife to Byberry, where
;

we

rested next da3\
First-day the thirteenth, attended a meeting
at Bristol which was large, many not of our
Society being present, the gospel was freely
to this auditory and the people seemed
humbled under Truth's testimony, and behaved
wuh a becoming solemnity throughout, much

preached

my satisfaction, although the meeting held
near three hours ; many were made thankful
called to see an
and gave glory to God.
ancient Friend in the afternoon and had a religious opportunity in the family, and then rode
to William Blakey's.
Second-day, the fourteenth, attended an appointed meeting at Middletown, which was the
largest appointed meeting we have been at in
stood forth in the love of the
I
this country.
gospel in this large assembly, until my nature
was well nigh exhausted ere I was aware of it;
but the Lord's truth was exalted over all, insomuch that I was scarcely sensible of the want

to

We

of anything;
ever!

blessed be his great

After the meeting

was over

I

name

for-

soon with-

drew to William Blakey's with a thankful heart,
and in the evening had a comfortable opportunity with the family and several other Friends,
some of whom were from Philadelphia. Third-

^ot to

Rahway, where we

attended the quar-

meeting of ministers and elders, and on
seventh-day the quarterly meeting for discipline.
First-day, we attended two large meetings
for Avorship at the same place, there being a
very great number of people not of our Society,
which
to whom I was enlarged in testimony
went forth in a close searching manner to the
careless professors and to the sons of folly, yet
a word of comfort and encouragement was
handed to the mourners in Zion, who were
made alad this dav, for the exaltation of the
Lord's truth over all, under a humbling sense
whereof, praises and thanksgiving ascended to
Him who liveth forever and ever. Besides
these memorable meetings, we had sundry private opportunities in this village, in most of
which our souls were humbled and melted
down before the Lord, under a sense of his
living presence being felt amongst us, whereby
the stone was rolled away and the poor of his
flock were watered by the pouring forth of diterly

;

vine consolation into their souls glory be to his
great name forever, who hath not forgotten to
be gracious to his humble depending children,
;

who

Second-day, the
had a public meeting at Elizabethtown, about five miles from Rahway, on our
way to New York, which proved very laborious to me, with very little prospect of much
good resulting from it.
We got to New York that evening and took
up our lodgings with our kind friends Robert
desire to wait for him.

twenty-first,

.

;

;;
:
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and Elizabeth Bowne on entering this large were collected who made a very plain appearO Lord, ance, but I sat the meeting through in silence,
city I felt low and dejected in mind.
look down upon me and preserve me through lamentably poor, and so went away.
After
every trying scene. Fourth-day, twenty-third, this meeting we went to Fry Willis', and on
attended their week-day meeting, which was fifth-day attended the meeting at Jericho to
Sixth-day, first of ninth
large; I had considerable to communicate, and some satisfaction.
We visited some of our month went to an appointed meeting at Holfelt some relief.
friends, and returned to our lodgings, where we low Hills, which, on the whole was a time of
in the afternoon called to see an anspent most of the remaining part of this week; lavour
for I felt so low and dejected in mind, that I cient Friend who was blind, and had a satisfac:

:

:

could not think of much visiting
but endea- tory religious opportunity in his family.
Sevoured to abide in patience, inwardly breathing venth-day attended a meeting at Bethpage,
to my gracious Master, for preservation and which was very exercising and trying in the
Our friends frequently called forepart of it, but towards the close, a door of
right direction.
;

and some of these I
hope were not unprofitably spent one of them
in particular [ thought was rather a remarkable
time, much of it being spent in solemn retirement, wherein several were broken into tears
it was a heart-fendering time, though there was
not a word spoken amongst us.
Seventh-day,
still so low and shut up, that I stay mostly in
my chamber.
to see us in the evenings,

:

First-day, twenty-seventh, attended the fore

and afternoon meetings here

the

;

first

was

glorious time, wherein Truth reigned over

a

all,

humbling and bowing of many minds
name was magnified, and the
little remnant of his dependent ones sweetly
comforted the last meeting was not quite so
open as the first, but I hope was a profitable
to the

the Lord's great

:

We

utterance
in a close

many

was opened to labour pretty largely
searching manner for their help; and

for the present,

seemed

pretty

much

af-

opening of their states and setting
them before them in the authority of Truth.
I left this meeting with the evidence of peace,
and in the afternoon had religious service in two
families, the latter of which was truly a soulreviving season
here the heavy burden and
covering of sackcloth, which my poor soul has
borne much of the time we have been on this
island, seemed to be rent and measurably taken
off, and I had to witness something like the oil
of joy for mourning, and the garment of praise
for the spirit of heaviness
for which my soul
bowed and worshipped Him who is the Alpha
and the Omega, the beginning and the end
worthy to be worshipped and exalted over all
so be it, world without end.
fected at the

:

—

time to many.
called to see our ancient
and honourable friend Joseph Delaplaine, and
returned to Fry Willis' the same evening,
then returned to our lodgings in the evening
a number of Friends came to see us, and we and next day being first-day, the third, after a
were favoured with another heart-tendering op- comfortable season in the family, we went to
portunity together
blessed be the Lord there- meeting at Matinicock which was large, there
for.
Next day we went to visit an ancient being a considerable number present who were
Friend whose name was Henry Haddock, he not of our Society.
Here my spirit was un^
appeared to be not far from his final change
commonly baptised into feeling, on account of
we had a comfortable religious opportunity a state of infidelity and disbelief in Christ
with him and his daughters.
Jesus the Saviour of the world, and my mouth
Third-day, the twenty-ninth, we left New was opened largely on the subject, in a manner
York, crossed the East river at Brooklyn, and I thought strange of, amongst so many Friends;
attended an appointed meeting at Newtown, but I was afterwards informed that these prinwhich was small, yet a door of utterance was ciples much prevailed in that neighbourhood,
opened to preach the gospel in good authority and that there were a number present supposed
to this small gathering, most of whom were to have imbibed those dark principles of deism.
broken and tendered before the Lord, and the Oh what will become of these wicked agents
meeting ended in prayer and thanksgiving at of satan, unless they repent and turn to God
the conclusion, my poor spirit felt so relieved Will he not miserably destroy these wicked
that I left the meeting with joy and gladness of husbandmen, and let his vineyard to others that
heart; glory to Him who said, " I go away and will receive his Son
The meeting ended in
come again."
rode about twenty miles to solemn prayer, and the Lord's truth was this
Westbury, and lodged at the house of Gideon day exalted over all, to the humbling and conSeaman, whose father is a very aged man and founding of the gainsayers ; glory to his great
blind, but otherwise active, frequently goes to name forever.
meeting more than a mile on foot, and seems
Went after meeting to Silas Downing's, and
cheerful and lively in spirit.
several Friends coming in after dinner, we h%d
Fourth-day, thirtieth.
Attended the week- a heart-tendering opportunity together.
Next
day meeting at Westbury, where many Friends day we had a meeting at Oyster Bay, where

We

:

;

!

:

!

!

We

;
:
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are not many Friends, but a considerable number of others came in, to whom the gospel was
freely and largely preached, with which they

seemed well

satisfied
the meeting concluded
with prayer, and the people parted with great
solemnity.
returned to Silas Downing's,
and on third-day, the fifth, attended a meeting
:

We

appointed at Cowneck, which, though not large,
was very exercising. I laboured considerably

humbled and many
were broken into tenderness and tears
it
was said there were several lawyers present,
who were also affected under Truth's testimony. The meeting concluded in prayer, after
which I commended the solid attention of the
audience and took an aflectionate leave of them,
many of the people wept and departed with
great solemnity may the Lord bless and sanctify this opportunity to their lasting benefit, and

the people were generally

;

:

amongst them, and though it appeared to have
but little effect, yet I was favoured in the con- take
clusion to feel relief;

we

also had a comfortable

opportunity in the evening where we lodged.
Fourth-day, sixth, returned to Westbury,
where we met with our countrywoman Charity

Cook, on her way to Europe, and were truly
next day we all atrejoiced to see each other
tended Westbury meeting, which was very laborious and exercising, but ended to a good deWent that evening to
gree of satisfaction.
Flushing, and on the following day attended
the monthly meeting there, to which Friends of
New York belong. This was a glorious meeting
I thought I never had been a witness to
such a solemnity at any meeting for so long to:

:

gether

;

it

continued throughout both the meet-
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it

is

all

the praise unto himself, to

whom

alone

forever due, but unto us, self-abasement as

in the dust.

Fifth-day, the fourteenth, attended the monthly

meeting at Purchase, which was large, and
eminently owned by the Divine presence; the
lukewarm were powerfully called unto, and
aroused, and shown the danger of their situation, at which many of them seemed to be
humbled for the present, while the true mourners were comforted and encouraged.
Sixth-day, fifteenth.
This morning as I
walked to and fro alone, I rejoiced in spirit,
and all that was alive in me returned thanks to
my gracious Master, who had enabled me to
leave my all for his gospel's sake. May I keep
the word of his patience under every turning of
his divine hand upon me, until he fully perfect

ing for worship and discipline, which held
was largely engaged in
about six hours.
I
testimony and supplication, greatly to the relief his will in me to the praise of his own name.
of my poor exercised mind, and to the comfort Amen.
Seventh-day, sixteenth.
took our leave
and rejoicing of many others.
Apprehending ourselves clear of Long Island, of Friends here in near affection, and set out for
we parted with Charity Cook and company, Rhode Island through Connecticut, a very rough

We

and other dear Friends, and set out for the main
had religious opportunities in two families on
our way, and after riding about fifteen miles
crossed over the Sound to New Rochelle.
Seventh-day we attended an appointed meeting at
West Chester, which was very poor and exercising in the forepart, but ended to the relief of
my mind. First-day, the tenth, were at Mamaroneck meeting, which was large, there
being a burial. I was led to treat on the nature
and spirit of the gospel, which breathes peace
on earth and good will to men. Truth reigned
^
over all this day, and a glorious meeting it was
to us, and to many who did not profess with us,
but who seemed glad of the opportunity.
.

.

road.

On

we

first-day

attended

their

little

meeting at Middlesex to satisfaction, and then
took our journey by the way of Mill River,

New Haven, Guildford, Killingsworth,
London, &c., and on fourth-day, the

Stratford,

New

twentieth, got to a Friend's house at a place

Pawtucket Bridge, which is on the boundary between Connecticut and Rhode Island.
This is the first Friend's house we have seen
the people among
since we left Middlesex
whom we have passed are generally civil and
called

;

respectful to strangers.

.

Third-day, the twelfth, we attended a meeting at New Rochelle, appointed for those not of
our Society, which was pretty large: their priest
and his wife were there, and all were quiet
the meeting ended to satisfaction, and I returned
to our lodgings with the evidence of peace.
Fourth-day we had a meeting in the courthouse at White Plains, which was also large,
and the people behaved in a solid becoming
manner; and although I suppose I sat silent
n?ar an hour and a half, yet they continued
quiet, until at length a door of utterance was
opened, and it proved to be a glorious meeting:

Fifth-day, the twenty-first, attended a meet-

ing at Hopkinton, which was a low time, and
indeed, for several days
I left it much dejected
;

be as it were under the weight of" a
mountain.
Oh Lord, withdraw not thy help
from me, for without it I cannot persevere, no
I

seemed

to

therestill, nor watch one hour
oh my God, enable me yet to lean on thee,
for on the arm of thy power I desire to trust,
in which alone there is safety and preservation.
Sixth-day attended an appointed meeting at
Westerly, which was small, but on the whole,

not even stand

;

fore,

—

blessed
a precious soul-animating opportunity
were then at
be the name of the Lord
South Kingston upper meeting-house, Richmond
!

We

and South Kingston lower mecting-housc,

all

of

;
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which were seasons of favour on second-day to and we met about eleven o'clock this meetcrossed over two wide ferries, by way of ing being rather uncommon and a great task
Conanicut Island, to Newport, Rhode Island, for me, we went to it, trembling and in great
and put up with our friend Thomas Robinson. fear, but my gracious Master who, I did beThird-day, the twenty-sixth, we attended the lieve, laid this service upon me, mercifully
monthly meeting here, which was large, and helped me to labour tenderly with them in his
proved a laborious, exercising time to me, yet love, insomuch that many were broken and
:

:

we

I found some relief in a faithful discharge of melted down under the influence of the holy
apprehended duty, and hope it was a profitable power that attended us in this opportunity.
I also visited
the women's After the meeting some of the Friends ventured
season to some.
meeting, I believe to the satisfaction of Friends. to tell me that there was a cause for my exerIn the evening we had a time of retirement at cise, and marvelled at the manner in which I was
it was the Lord's doings
our lodgings, with the family, as we had had led amongst them
the evening before, both which opportunities and marvellous in the eyes of his children.
My soul bowed and acknowledged the kingpassed in silence, with which I was satisfied
" there is a time to keep silence, and a time to dom and the power and the glory to be His, to
speak," may I be rightly directed in both. whom alone all the praise is due forevermore.
Fourth-day we staid mostly at our lodgings, Amen.
Third-day, the third, we left Newport and
and wrote letters to our families, and on fifthday, twenty-eighth, attended their week day were at an appointed meeting at Portsmouth,
Having a
meeting, which was large, and the testimony of which was a solid favoured season.
Truth flowed forth freely, especially towards Friend of Newport for our pilot, we crossed over
the rising generation, of which class there was to Tiverton that evening, and next day had a
a large proportion present, many of whom were meeting there, which was small and poor, but
much tendered, and the meeting ended in pray- ability was mercifully afforded to labour pretty
er.
In the afternoon we paid social visits to largely amongst them, to the relief of my own
some Friends to satisfaction, and returned to our mind, and I hope to the profit of some. We
lodgings.
Sixth-day this morning my mind had a religious opportunity in the Friends' family where, we dined, and rode the same evenis humbled and contrited before the Lord, under
a fresh sense of his continued goodness to my ing about eighteen miles to New Bedford. On
poor soul.
Oh Lord, so continue and keep me fifth-day, we attended their week-day meeting
in the way that will please thee
for without at this place, which I hope on the whole was to
some profit, though very exercising to me.
thy help I see that I can do nothing aright.
On seventh-day, the thirtieth, we had a very Sixth-day, was a very low and trying time.
large public meeting in Friends' meeting-house Lord, keep and preserve me in the right way
Seventh-day, the seventh, about three o'clock
for those not professing with us, who at their
gathering sat in a soHd becoming manner but this morning we went on board a sloop and set
one stood up very soon in testimony in a way sail for the island of Nantucket, where we
that unsettled the meeting for a time
but at landed about four the same afternoon.
length it seemed to become more settled, and continued on this island about three weeks,
I expected soon to stand up, but that same per- constantly attending meetings with Friends on
son I'ose again with a repetition of many words their meeting days, had several public meetings
without life, at which the people were so dis- for those not professing with us, and also visited
turbed that they began to leave the meeting; many families; and although we found it a low
and although my concern for them was great, time with Friends generally, so that much inyet I durst not offer any thing until the coming ward exercise and deep wading was my lot,
of the heavenly Prophet, lest I should be a during most of the time, yet I was often opened
means of scattering instead of gathering them. and enlarged amongst them in gospel authority,
And in the remembrance of the passage re- to the tendering of many hearts both in public
specting Saul's conduct and the effect of it, in and private opportunities.
At length that deep
a case analogous to this, I was settled down in inward travail of spirit and covering of sackthe quiet and passed the meeting in silence, and cloth, which had been so much my clothing
left it rejoicing in my own preservation.
since we landed, seemed to be taken away ; so
First-day, first of the tenth month, we at- that on the twenty-eighth, we took leave of
tended the fore and afternoon meetings in course, Friends early in the morning, set sail for the
which were both seasons of favour, wherein continent and being favoured with a fine pastruth reigned to the humble rejoicing of many sage, we landed safely at New Bedford the
minds.
Second-day, not feeling clear in my same afternoon, and next day being the first of
mind, I proposed a meeting this morning for the week we attended both the meetings here to
the ministers and elders only, which was agreed satisfaction
and on second and thii'd-days we
;

—

:

—

!

;

We

;

;

;

!
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visited several families of Friends, in some of day at a meeting at Smithfield, about six miles
which we were favoured with precious oppor- from Providence, in which I had some close
searching labour, and left it with a quiet mind
tunities to our comfort and rejoicing.
Fourth-day, eleventh month, first, we had a and returned to Moses Brown's.
Fifth-day,
blessed meeting at Acushtiet, about four miles sixteenth, attended the week-day meeting at
from New Bedford, with the few Friends there, Providence, which was a blessed heart-tendering
William Rotch, senior, and his wife, and seve- opportunity. Next morning we took leave of
ral other Friends from this town being with us. our friends and set out for Hartford, where we
Fifth-day, attended the week-day meeting at arrived just in time to get to their little meeting
New Bedford to solid satisfaction, and on sixth- on first-day morning we also attended that
day had an appointed meeting at New Town, held in the afternoon, both which were favoured
and another next day at Aponyganset, both seasons.
Second-day we rested, and on third-day appretty large, and favoured, the last eminently
so, wherein the great name was exalted and pointed a meeting in the city of Hartford, which
many present were humbled and was attended by but few of the towns-people.
praised
bowed under a sense thereof, and at the con- Fourth-day, twenty-second, attended the midclusion of the meeting, withdrew with great so- week meeting at Hartford, which was a solid,
good time, several not professing with us being
lemnity.
;

;

fifth, attended both the meetBedford again, which were blessed
opportunities, through the arising and overSecondspreading of divine power and love.
day, sixth, had a public meeting for the town's
people which was also a solid, good meeting
we had likewise several favoured opportunities
Third-day, the seventh, had an
in families.
appointed meeting at Long Plain, in which I
was led to treat pretty largely on the Babylonish captivity, where mention is made of the affecting situation of the people when they sat
beside the waters and wept in remembrance of
Zion, with their harps hanging on the willows,
not able to sing the Lord's song in a strange
land.
This was a solemn time, wherein there
was much weeping and brokenness in the meeting, and some Friends seemed almost astonished
at the testimony I had to bear, and informed
me afterwards that a member, and one reputed
a minister, belonging to that meeting, had imbibed principles contrary to the well known
doctrine held by Friends from the beginning,
and had drawn away a number after him to the
great confusion and dividing of the meeting,
and to the distress of Friends.
Fourth-day, the eighth, we were at a poor
small meeting at Centre, the next day at
Acushnet preparative meeting, and the day following at a meeting at Little Compton, the last
two to pretty good satisfaction. We rode about
five miles to Jeremiah Austin's, and on seventhday had a public meeting at this place to pretty
after this we took our sogood satisfaction
lemn leave of Friends there, and got to Tiverand on first-day, the twelfth,
ton that night
rode about eight miles in the morning, and attended a meeting at Swanzey, which I sat
through in silence then riding about eighteen

First-day, the

ings at

present.

New

;

;

Apprehending ourselves clear of

this place,

we proceeded towards Oblong, and prosecuted
our journey through much difficulty, occasioned
by the

frost

and snow, and were

until first-day,

when we

at

no meeting

attended Friends' meet-

ing at a place called the Branch, near Oblong,
in the state of New York, which was a pretty
solid opportunity.

long, and next

Rode

day had

was a season of much

that afternoon to

a

Ob-

meeting there, which

close exercise:

it

seemed

me

as though most of the people there had
neither ears to hear, nor hearts to believe, or to
to

receive the heavenly

dew

;

and

my

mind was

so impressed

with a state of obdu ration and
hard-heartedness, that at length I cried out in
prayer and supplication, and then felt relief.

With a heart melted into tenderness I left them,
and rode that afternoon to Daniel Haviland's,
where we lodged. On third-day attended a
meeting at the Valley
fourth-day at Peachpond, and on fifth-day a preparative meeting at
Bedford the first two were exercising and laborious, yet to some relief, but the last was a
highly favoured opportunity, wherein our spirits seemed generally melted into tenderness
before the Lord
glory to his name forever
After this precious meeting we rode about fifteen miles on our way towards New York,
though the weather was extremely cold, and
;

;

—

arrived there next day, being sixth-day, the

first

of twelfth month.

On

first-day, the third,

we

attended the fore

and afternoon meetings in the city, which were
crowned with theovershadowingof Divine power,
to the humblina; and melting down of the souls

of many, especially among the young people,
of whom there was a large number present: it
was a day which I trust will not soon be formiles further, we got to Moses Brown's at gotten by many of us, especially the afternoon
Providence, where we spent most of next day meeting, at the conclusion of which, prayer and
in writing letters, &c.
On third-day we were praises ascended unto Him, whose is the king;

at their

Meeting

for Sufferings,

and on fourth- dom, the power and glory, forever, amen.

—
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After this last mentioned meeting, I felt much ings ; and the day following a committee of
spent and almost faint, and having previously Congress, with some Friends appointed by the
taken some cold which was now renewed, I yearly meeting, to present a memorial respectwas considerably unwell, but blessed be the ing the abolition of slavery; in the evening we
Lord, I had sweet peace of mind. I continued had a religious opportunity with some young

poorly until fourth-day, the sixth, when I at- people at a Friend's house.
First-day, seventeenth.
In the morning we
tended the monthly meeting in the city, in
which I was silent and felt relieved on fifth- attended the Market street meeting, which was
day we left New York and got to Rahway a time of favour, and in the afternoon a meetthat evening, and on seventh-day reached Bur- ing with the prisoners in the state prison, there
being at that time about two hundred of them s
hngton, and lodged at John Hoskins'.
attended the meeting they sat very orderly and attentive, and that
First-day, tenth.
of Friends here, in which I was also silent, and same poor man whom we had previously visited
next day, notwithstanding I was very low in was also brought into the meeting, he having
my mind, and had been so most of the time obtained from the governor a respite for one
since we left New York, I concluded to pro- week
it was a time to be remembered with
ceed to Philadelphia, but when we got to the thankfulness ; the prisoners seemed generally
Delaware river opposite the city, there was so humbled, and several of them broken into
much ice in it, that we could not get our horses tears ; the meeting concluded in prayei', and
over, so we were under the necessity of leaving the solemnity which prevailed was to my humthem, and with much difficulty worked our way bling admiration. In the evening we were at
through the ice, and got into the city about the large meeting at Market street, which on
three o'clock in the afternoon,- where we were the evening of this day is attended by Friends
from the other districts, and also by a number
again kindly received by our friends.
Third-day, twelfth.
Attended the week-day not professing with us it was a very large,
meeting at the North meeting-house, which was crowded meeting, and proved to be a time of
large, and I felt very poor and stripped at sitting favour, divine good being near us, and It condown, and sat a considerable time in much weak- cluded with great solemnity.
ness and fear, especially as I was amongst so
Second-day, eighteenth. Attended the semany worthy fathers and mothers as were then cond-day morning meeting of ministers and elpresent ; but the Lord, who can raise the poor ders, and in the evening went to a meeting of
as from the dunghill, and set them among the young women who had formed themselves into
princes, was pleased to raise up my poor soul a society for the benevolent purpose of relieving
this day, and* enlarge my heart in the love of the poor, sick and aged of their own sex in this
the gospel, to my humble admiration, and to city.
After they had gone through with the
the satisfaction of Friends.
Dear Samuel Em- business of the evening, a solemn pause took
len said, he had been made to rejoice in the place, and this little meeting was eminently
Lord, that day, for the offers of his salvation
owned with the overshadowing of Divine good,
was indeed the Lord's doing, who is our greatly to the comfort and encouragement of the
it
strength in weakness, our riches in poverty, }f0ung people in their present arduous underand our present help in the needful time
taking the opportunity concluded with solemn
blessed be his holy name forever.
prayer and supplication, and we went on our
Fourth-day, we attended Pine street meeting, way rejoicing.
which was a solid, good time : fifth-day, we
Third-day, attended the preparative meeting
were at Market street meeting, which was at the North meeting-house, and on fourth-day
pretty large, and here I was again raised up in that at Pine street, in both which I was silent,
the authority of Truth, to stand as a monu- while others were engaged in public labour.
ment of adorable mercy, to the humble rejoic- Fifth-day was at meeting at Market street to
In the afternoon, being accom- satisfaction, and in the evening visited a black
ing of many.
panied by Samuel Emlen, James Pemberton, school
sixth and seventh-days were spent
and some others, we went to the prison to visit mostly in social visits to satisfaction. Firsta criminal who was under sentence of death for day the twenty-fourth, attended three meetings
murder, and the time appointed for execution in this city, in all of which I was silent, as also
was near at hand. The opportunity was truly next day in the morning meeting of ministers
humbling to my mind I was opened on the and elders, and my desire is that I may be pre*
awful subject of the two malefactors who were served in a holy watchfulness and resignation,
crucified by the side oi" our Saviour, and of either to do or to suffer, according to the will and
their dispositions as appeared from their speech- direction of my gracious Master, so that he will
es on the cross, and this poor man was earnest- but be pleased to show me what to do, and
ly recommended to the example of the last. what to leave undone.
Next day we attended the meeting for SufferThird-day, twenty-sixth. Attended the month:

We

:

:

:

:

:

:

VoL. XIII.— No.

8.

39
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ly meeling for the

Northern

number of

District,

which understanding between Friends and the natives:
we understood they were going to Congress

Friends from different parts of the country being there, it was
I was
a blessed time to me and many more.
again raised from a very low estate and set as
among the princes of the people, it was of the
Lord and not of man, therefore I rejoice with
trembling
the meeting concluded in solemn
supplication in a powerful manner by Jacob
Lindley, and broke with great solemnity, and
the harmony was like the pouring forth of pre-

was

large, a

solid

;

cious

[1798.

oil.

Attended the
Fourth-day, twenty-seventh.
monthly meeting at Pine street, which was not
so large, and more laborious than the preceding
one. 1 was engaged to go and sit awhile in the
women's apartment, where I was pretty largely
opened in testimony to my great satisfaction.
Fifth-day, the twenty-eighth, attended the pre-

with some complaint of grievance.

There was

countenances which appeared serious, but their interpreter being at this time
behind, I could not speak to them, though they
all stopped and held out their hands to me in
token of friendship.
Truly under the awful
clothing of my spirit at that time, I was ready
to cry out, O America, America; how wilt thou
atone for the injuries thou hast done to this people and to those of the nations of Africa 1 Hath
not the universal Father of mankind testified,
" with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again."
O thou land of my nativity, how wilt thou be able to stand, when He
who hears from heaven the cries and grievances
of the unjustly afflicted and oppressed, shall
arise to plead their cause. Oh, for thee I trem-

something

in their

was a ble, when I see clouds, thick clouds arising
and on sixth-day the monthly meet- over thee and ffatherincr blackness.
Third and fourth-days, I went not much out
ing of Philadelphia, held at the Fourth street
meeting-house, which was also a favoured sea- from my lodgings, being poorly, and also low
Seventh-day, the thirtieth, being unwell in my mind, though I was not quite idle, but
son.
was employed part of the time in writing letters,
I staid mostly at our lodgings, and on first-day
we attended the North meeting in the morning. &c. Fifth-day, eleventh, attended the monthly
Pine street in the afternoon, and a large meet- meeting here without much relief, and not seeing in the evening at Market street, in all of ing my way out of the city, nor yet to appoint
which I was pretty largely opened in testimony, yany public meeting on first-day we attended
dear Peter Yarnall con- the two meetings of Friends, in both of which I
especially the last
cluded this meeting in supplication, and the end was pretty largely opened in testimony in a
close searching manner, especially in the afterwas crowned with great solemnity.
Second-day, first of first month, 1798, we noon, when dear Mary Mifflin being present,
attended the morning meeting of ministers and concluded the meeting with solemn prayer.
elders, where I was opened on the subject of After this I seemed to feel in a good degree relieved with respect to my own mind, and conit was a heart tendering seagospel ministry
son, and tended greatly to the relief of my cluded we might leave Baltimore accordingly
mind. This was the last meeting we were at on second-day, the fifteenth, we took our leave
in the city, and we returned to our lodgings of Friends, and went on our way as far as
with thankful hearts, blessed be the Lord there- Ellicott's mills, and the weather being very
for.
On third-day morning, several Friends rainy and the waters high, we did not get away
came to see us, and we had a precious parting until fourth-day, when we attended their weekopportunity, and then took our solemn leave in day meeting at Elkridge to solid satisfaction.
Fifth-day, we attended the preparative meeting
near affection, and went to Concord that day
next day attended the monthly meeting there, at Indian Spring, and next day a monthly
and rode toWilmington the same evening, and on meeting at the same place, to which the
fifth-day attended the preparative meeting there. Friends of Elkridge and Sandy Spring belong:
these were both favoured opportunities, many
I felt very poor, low and almost dejected, and
so went to this meeting, but blessed be the name not professing with us attending in the morning
of the Lord, through the renewing of his good- of each day, that is to say, during the part of
to these the
ness, it was a season of comfort and rejoicing. each meeting spent in worship
The following day we went towards Baltimore, gospel was freely preached and they withdrew
though there was so much snow and ice that in a solid manner.
parative meeting at Market street, which
solid time;

:

:

;

;

:

;

we

found considerable difficulty

in

crossing the

On

seventh-day, the nineteenth,

we

got to

Susquehanna but we got safely over on the Alexandria, and the day following attended two
meetings there, both laborious and exercising to
ice, where it was more than a mile wide.
I left them
First-day, the seventh, we attended a small me, yet I hope profitable to some.
meeting at Bush to good satisfaction, and on rather low in my mind, and next day got to Ocsecond-day reached Baltimore. In our way coquan, and had a public meeting there the day
we met with some Indian chiefs who seemed after, which was also laborious and not to
;

glad to see us, there being a particularly good

much

relief,

the people's hearts

seeming

to

be

;

!
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Fourth-day and fifth-day, we got to
hard.
Caroline, and our friend David Brooks of North
Carolina, having arrived there just before us,
in the course of a religious visit, had appointed
a meeting to be held at Caroline meeting house
next day, which we attended ; it was nearly
We went that evening to Pleasant Tersilent.
rill's, and it came on so very rainy and snowy
that we staid there all night and next day, and
on first-day set off" for Cedar Creek, but the
snow and water so abounded on the earth that
we did not reach it in time for meeting; so we
stopped at a Friend's house, and on the morrow went to Genito, where we had an appointed
meeting the day following, to satisfaction.
Fourth-day, the thirty-first, we got to Richmond and had an appointed meeting there also
satisfactorily; then went to Curies and tarried
Sixth-day, second of
with Robert Pleasants.
second month, attended the preparative meeting
at White Oak Swamp, and on seventh and
first-days, were at the monthly and general
meetings at the same place, and also a meeting
of ministers and elders, in the afternoon of firstday ; all of which were seasons of favour,
though the testimony went forth in a close
searching manner, especially in the general
meeting ; may it have the desired effect, but
this we must leave to the Lord.
Our next meetings were at Curies, Petersburgh, Gravelly Run, and so to the quarterly
meeting at Black Water, most of which were
exercising, laborious seasons.

Here

my

com-

panion and I parted, after being together about
eleven months; he returning home by way of
Western Branch, I went to my brother Benjamin's in Southampton, staid with him a day or
two, and attended their week-day meeting to satisfaction.
On fifth-day, the fifteenth, I reached
home, and found my dear wife and little family
well, and things as to the outward, better than
I expected, considering my long absence, for
which I was thankful in heart to Him who
hath graciously promised, that neither grace
nor glory, nor any good thing, shall be withheld from those who faithfully serve him.
May I henceforth be enabled to serve Him
more fully and unreservedly, yea, worship and
adore Him with all my heart, even to the end,
that so no other beloved may have the preference in my heart, which ought to be his tem-

so that

307

have scarcely seen one fair day, neimy mouth in one of our

I

ther have I opened

meetings since my return, but my spirit has
been almost continually covered with inward
exercise and mourning, for what cause I have
not been favoured fully to see therefore, oh,
my God, be thou pleased to draw near to my
poor soul in this time of trial, and sustain me,
;

that so

thee

;

may

I

for

I

not cast

away my

confidence in

desire yet to trust in the secret

arm

of thy power for preservation and support from
day to day.
First-day, eighth of fourth month. This day
I was opened in testimony for the first time in
our meeting since my return home ; but " al-

speak my grief is not assuaged ;" for
opening was with a good degree of
clearness, yet my sorrows have returned upon
me. Lord, increase my faith, and also my patience, that I faint not under these proving conflicts, that so I may be enabled to hold out to
the end

though
though

I

my

Sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth, cold,
the fruits,

and consuming frosts, cut off
and caused much of the tender vege-

tation

wither

blasting winds,

to

;

thus,

it

is

evident that the

Father of mercies is repeatedly informing our
senses, and our understandings, that we are entirely dependent on his goodness and mercy,
for every temporal as well as spiritual blessing.
Nineteenth and twentieth of fifth month; had
a pretty open time in testimony both at our
monthly and general meetings, which had been
the case a few times previous: I also attended
our quarterly meeting in this month, which was
through divine favour, a solid, good meeting

and was

day after the quaron my way home,
which was a solid time, and I returned home
with a good degree of peace and satisfaction of
at a burial the next

terly meeting, several miles

mind.

First of eighth month.. I have continued
mostly about home since our quarterly meeting,
and now Gervas Johnson, a Friend from Ireland, being here on a religious visit, I concluded
to accompany him to a few meetings, which I
did, both in the lower part of this state, and a
few within the borders of Virginia, which on
the whole was to pretty good satisfaction.
I
returned home with a fever on me, which I had
not been clear offer several days; it increased
ple.
Amen.
to a severe attack of the bilious kind, which
In this journey I was from home about elev- proved tedious, and confined me at home until
en months, and travelled upwards of three about the time of our yearly meeting in the
thousand miles. SIxlh-day, sixteenth, being tenth month, which I attended, though very

my

home, fell the weakly yet I was glad I was there, for alhave seen in though some of the first sittings were truly sufNorth Carolina.
fering seasons, on the whole, it was a solid,
Third-day, twentieth of third month. Mostly good yearly meeting, for which my soul bowed
disagreeable weather since my return home, and worshipped before Him, who has thus graand the state of my mind much resembling it, ciously continued his care and loving kindness

the next day after
greatest

snow

that

I

arrival at

remember

to

;

;
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New

Garden, where I also revived my concern
Europe in the meeting of ministers and
incitement to us to love him more, and to walk elders, and laid my certificates from the monthly
worthy of the vocation whereunlo he hath been and quarterly meetings before them, which obtained the attention and sympathy of the meetpleased to call us.
Soon after this yearly meeting, I attended ing in an affecting manner, so that after a time
our state legislature, in company with some of solid deliberation, I was set at liberty with
other Friends appointed by. the yearly meeting, much brokenness and tears of near fellow
to present a remonstrance and petition on behalf feeling, for which my soul was bowed, and we
of the oppressed Africans after which I con- worshipped together.
Having obtained a certinued about home, almost continually covered tificate from this meeting, and attended the
with gloom, temptations, inward exercise and several sittings of the yearly meeting to satistribulation, until I almost loathed myself and faction, I returned home, where I staid pretty
all around me, and this both in meetings and much, except the attendance of our own meetout of meetings, so that my faith has well nigh ings, until the eleventh month, when I was at
Oh Lord, reach forth thine hand our quarterly meeting at Piney Woods, and in
failed me.
and preserve me, while I am endeavouring to the twelfth month attended the monthly meetcome unto thee on this sea of trouble, that my ing of Jack Swamp.
poor soul sink not in the depths thereof, that I
First month, twenty-sixth, 1800.
Having
may yet live to priase thee for the multitude of felt an engagement to visit some people not
Amen.
professing with us, in the upper part of this
thy mercies
Third month, sixteenth, 1799,
At our county and at Halifax, especially among the
monthly meeting, I have now, after passing higher classes and those in authority, and
through many deep baptisms, and sore conflicts having liberty of our meeting so to do, accomof mind, resigned myself up to the prospect of panied by a member thereof, we visited General
visiting some parts of Europe, and this day Allen Jones, in the upper part of this county,
laid my concern before the meeting.
Several and had a public meeting near his house,
solid Friends from other monthly meetings hap- which was large
the people behaved soberly,
pened to be present, which I esteemed a favour: /and seemed glad of the opportunity; the Genewas a memorable baptising season with ral and his wife were very kind and attentive
it
Friends, many in the meeting being melted to us, and his son-in-law, William R, Davie,
After this I felt my being one of the ambassadors sent over at this
into tenderness and tears.
mind brought into a remarkable calmness and time by our government, in order to negotiate a
serenity, even beyond expression, and my bur- treaty with France, and the General knowing
of my intention of going to Europe, gave me
den much lightened.
In the fifth month, I attended the quarterly letters to the ambassador, in case I should stand
meeting at Western Branch in Virginia, as also in need of his assistance, it being a time of
their yearly meeting held this year on the north war between England and France,
I accepted
side of James' River, and returned home with his kindness, which I believe was providential,
peace of mind; praises and thanksgiving to for a treaty was happily negotiated between
Him who thus leadeth about and instructeth in France and the United States, and these letters

to us

poor creatures,
favours.

dignified

who

May

are unworthy of such
it
prove a powerful

to visit

;

!

;

way

I staid mostly about home
month, when I attended the
monthly meeting of Jack Swamp, and being
under an appointment in our yearly meeting
with some other Friends, to visit our select

the

until

of peace,

the eighth

members

in their families,

I

attended to that ap-

pointment with another Friend or two, in the
counties of Northampton, Chowan and Perquimmons, also attended our quarterly meeting
at Wells' ; and having obtained a certificate
from our monthly meeting, expressive of their
unity and concurrence with me, in my concern
to visit Europe, I laid the same before the quarterly meeting, and obtained their endorsement
to the same purport, with much unanimity and
near sympathy, insomuch that it was an hearttendering season, and tended much to my encouragement.
In the latter end of the tenth month, I attended our yearly meeting, held this year at

proved of singular service to

We

went

also

to Halifax,

me

afterwards.

and lodged with

one of the judges of the Supreme Court, who
had married one of the General's daughters,
and we found great openness and kind attention
with them
we had a public meeting in the
town, to which came a number of people of
note, and among them the judge and his wife
many seemed to be humbled, and a number
broken into tears. After this highly favoured
meeting, we dined with the judge, afier which
we parted with them, and I returned home with
the answer of solid peace.
Soon after this, John Hall from England,
who, with his companion, was on a religious
visit southward, came to our house, and tarried
to rest a few days, and be at our monthly meeting
this was time very agreeably, and I trust
proved very
not unprofitably spent
it indeed
strengthening and encouraging to my dear wife,
:

:

;
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who was

so soon to part with

me

for so long a

Having been favoured, as

I

apprehended,

to

see the right time for my setting out, it was
fixed to be on the twentieth of second month,

and the solemn time arrived only about two
days after we parted with these dear friends:
was a memorable day ; a number of my
it
friends and neighbours came to see me, and
take their leave, and after a religious opportunity together, I took my solemn leave of them,
and set out on my journey, being accompanied
by my dear wife, and several of our friends,
as far as the Western Branch, in Virginia,
which is about sixty miles. Here we attended
their monthly meeting on the twenty-second,
which was a time of favour, though the testimony went forth in a close, searching manner;
we also attended their meeting on first-day;
and then I went to visit some of my relations,
and staid to their meeting on fourth-day, my
dear wife being still with me, and also some
other Friends, who came with us from home on
a

visit to their relations in

these parts.

The weather being very rainy and snowy,
we continued about the Branch until seventhday, first of third month, when we went to
Robert Jordan's
ing to

teenth of fourth mohth,
at

journey.

at Suffolk,

Summerton

;

and the same even-

attended their meeting next

day, and on third-day, the fourth, after a solid
opportunity with a number of Friends who came
to see us, I took a solemn and affectionate leave
of my dear wife, and of other Friends who
were present, and got on to Black Water that
evening, where we attended their week-day

meeting next day; and the day following, not
feeling easy without appointing a meeting at
the same place, we attended it, and then feeling
Crossed James'
clear we went on to Burleigh.
River, and were at Curies meeting next day,
and on second-day, tenth, got to Richmond,
and visited a few families there ; then took
meetings at Cedar Creek, South Land, Goose
Creek, and so on to the quarterly meeting at
Fairfax, where we met our friend I3aniel Haviland, from New York state, who had been on
a religious visit to the southward.
This was a
very laborious, exercising meeting to me, but
I was favoured to leave it in a good degree relieved, and I hope clear of the place.
Our
next meetings were Bush Creek, Pipe Creek,
Monallen, Huntingdon, Warrington, Newberry,
and so to Yorktown in Pennsylvania, where we
attended two meetings on first-day staid their
preparative meeting on fourth-day, and rode
about ten miles that evening.
Crossed the
Susquehanna at Wright's ferry, and had a little
meeting in Columbia
from thence we took
meetings at Lancaster, Lampeter, Sadsbury,
East Cain, a monthly meeting at Uwchlan, and
another at Goshen, and on first-day, the thir;

;
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Springfield,

we

attended a meeting

and reached Philadelphia

t?ie

same evening.
Although

I

have generally made but short

notes in this journey hitherto, yet

I

may now

remark, that notwithstanding some highly favoured seasons have been witnessed in the
course thereof, many others have been attended
with much exercise, deep suffering and inward
travail of spirit, and sometimes almost discouragement, so that I have been ready to compare
myself to Noah's dove that found no rest to the
sole of her foot.
Second-day, fourteenth: attended the morning meeting of ministers and elders, which was
third-day, was at the weekrather a low time
day meeting at the North meeting-house which
was a highly favoured season I also attended
several other meetings this week, in which I
was silent, exept at a youths' meeting on sixth;

:

day evening.
The Yearly Meeting of ministers and elders
for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, &c., began on
seventh-day, which I thought was the largest
of the kind I ever attended, but it was rather a
low time, may it tend to deepen us, and may
the Lord draw near to us in all the further sittings of this annual assembly to the comfort of
our souls, and to the exaltation of his great
name. The public meetings for worship on
first-day at Market street and North meetinghouses, were very large the meeting for discipline began on second-day, the twenty-first,
and continued by adjournments until sixth-day
evening it was very large and many weighty
and interesting subjects were deliberated on,
and although some of the sittings were not so
lively as could have been desired, yet it was on
the whole a time of favour, and concluded with
great solemnity.
I was glad that I was there,
as it was a time of deep instruction to me,
though I did not open my mouth in any of
the sittings, until the last da}^, and then but a
very kw sentences.
1 was considerably opened in one or two of the sittings of the meeting
of ministers and elders, I believe to the general
satisfaction of Friends, and much to the relief
;

:

of

my own

mind.

First-day,

the

twenty-

seventh, attended a meeting at Darby, seven

miles from the city, after which

I

returned to

and being much fatigued and somewhat unwell, I concluded to rest a few days in
order to recruit; accordingly went into the
country with Nicholas Wain, to take a little
fresh air; afterwards returned to the city and
the city,

attended meetings in course.
Sixth-day, eighth of fifth month.

Having

been pretty constantly employed in attending
meetings as they came in course, and the Quarterly meeting in the city being also now over,
and no way opening for me to take my passage
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from this port, I went with Samuel Smith to withdrew and came after us, in order to see us
Bucks county about twenty-two miles we vis- embark it was the ship Warren of New Bedited several families of Friends in that county ford, of about three hundred tons burthen,
When we got to
to satisfaction, attended a meeting at Byberry Jonathan Parker, master.
on first-day morning, and returned to the city the wharf she was under way and had to pursue her several miles by boat, but at length we
the same evening.
Seventh-day, seventeenth
went in company with several Friends, to pay got safely on board and bid adieu to our dear
a visit to the President of the United States, and friends but the wind soon shifting to the easthad a religious opportunity with him and his ward, and the tide also making against us, we
wife, which was a time of favour, and they ex- came to anchor near Sandy Hook within sight
In
pressed their satisfaction therewith, and thanked of New York, where we laid that night.
the evening, just as we were preparing to go to
us for the visit.
attended Market bed, two young Friends came from the city,
First-day, the eighteenth
street meeting in the moi'ning, and in the after- and brought the agreeable news of the yearly
noon had a meeting in the state-prison with the meeting's making a peaceful conclusion that
convicts
three of them were under sentence afternoon, which we were glad to hear, our
of death for treason and insurrection, who minds being much with them; and this gave
were also brought into the meeting the testi- us another opportunity of letting our friends
mony and doctrines of Truth went forth freely know how we were, and of sending some of
amongst them, and a number were reached them fresh tokens of regard.
Third-day, third, early in the morning they
and some affected under the power thereof: the
three poor criminals aforementioned appeared weighed anchor and put the ship under way
very sober and attentive; the meeting concluded we have a fine breeze, the ship sails well, and
;

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

we are fast bidding adieu to our American
to our satisfaction.
Second-day, attended the morning meeting shores, I feel thankful in heart for the continuW^e have the
of ministers and elders, which was a blessed ation of a quiet, peaceful mind.
opportunity, and the same afternoon I took my company of our friend Gervas Johnson, and three
held meetings in the
leave of friends here, and set out for New other cabin passengers
York, being accompanied by my valued friend dibin every first-day to satisfaction, and on the
John Parrish, who was going on to attend the whole, had a fine passage of thirty days, when
Yearly meeting there. We went pretty directly we landed safely in Liverpool, glad and thankon, taking only the monthly meeting at Rah- ful in heart for our preservation and the priviway in pur way, and got to New York on lege of setting our feet once more on firm
sixth-day, the twenty-third
Samuel Smith of ground. We were met at the dock by our
Philadelphia having obtained certificates in or- kind friend Robert Benson, who took us to his
der to visit Ireland and some other parts on the house, where we were affectionately entertained
other side of the Atlantic, we concluded to take by him and his dear wife, who is a sweet spiour passage from this port, if way opened for rited woman.
And now I can hardly help remarking a
it
and in order thereto, some Friends here
had been applied to, to endeavour to find a suit- little on my feelings in first landing in this
able ship for our purpose, which they had done country, so much boasted of for freedom, insoand agreed for conditionally with which we much that if a man of any nation, or colour
were well satisfied and confirmed it, after we whatever, land on its shores, he breathes free
had been on board though she was to sail so air but alas the number of ships we had met
soon that we were doubtful whether it would af- going hence to Africa for slaves, and others of
ford us an opportunity of attending the yearly- the same description which we now saw laying
here, employed in that abominable and inhuman
meeting.

much

;

:

;

;

;

;

I

On seventh-day, the twenty-fourth, the meet- traffic, was so great, that when my foot first
ing of ministers and elders began, and on se- trod on English ground, the thick darkness and
cond-day, the meeting for business, which con- distress that covered my mind were beyond deI was afterwards told that the Engtinued by adjournments until second-day, the scription.
second of sixth month, which on the whole, I lish have about two hundred ships employed in
think

was

the most solid yearly meeting

attended, which

I

ever

that trade,

chiefly

was cause of humble thankful- trade many draw

We

were favoured to attend
ness to many.
these precious opportunities, until the last day

from

this port

;

their great riches

from this
and live in

making their boast of living
country, while thousands of their lel-

pride and luxury,
in a free

of the yearly meeting; just as it was sitting low-creatures are groaning under the iron hand
down we were ordered on board. We directly of oppression through their means, and all this,
went into both apartments, men's and women's, it seems, is sanctioned by this free government,
and took our leave of our dear friends publicly, and even in its own territories abroad. Alas
which was a verv affecting moment, a number will God's justice sleep for ever? Surely nay,
!
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but the measure of their iniquity must be filled,
and then his judgments will be poured out upon
them, and on all the nations that have long
wrought abominations before him
The next day after we landed being fifthday, the third of seventh month, we attended
Friends' week-day meeting in this town, which

ings were Terril, Penrith, where

both unwell, staid at our lodgings ; seventhday being a little recruited, we visited some of
our friends, and on first-day in the morning, I
was so unwell that I did not go to the meeting;

pulation of this

we had

public meeting, Moreland, Carlisle,

also a

Cornwood,

monthly meeting and a public meeting at AlDarwin, and so to New Castle
some of these last mentioned
upon Tyne
meetings were dull and laborious, wherein
Truth did not arise into much dominion, but
was a blessed time, wherein the wrestling seed others were open and much to our satisfaction.
of Jacob was raised into dominion, and my These northern parts of England are very bare
soul was enlarged in his love and power, both of wood, the country very broken and romanin testimony and supplication, and many souls tic, and in some places barren, but well cultiI was not a
with mine, bowed and worshipped him who is vated where it is fit for tillage.
little surprised to see so much land in England
Lord over all blessed for evermore.
Sixth-day, Samuel Smith and myself being lying untitled; for notwithstanding the vast po!

•
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in the afternoon feeling better, I attended,

much

and

a

stone, Allendale,
:

little

island,

it

is

said that nearly

one-fourth part of the lands in the kingdom
are uncultivated, yet in times of peace they

have plenty and

On

entering

to spare.

New

Castle

my mind was cover-

uncommon

oppression and dison the couragement: we had the company of Mary
favour, and I believed Stacey of London, who was a daughter of that
some.
eminent minister of the gospel Rachel Wilson,
we set out on our jour- and her companion Sarah Lynes from Ireland,
going by the way of who had been mostly with us since we left
Ormskirk and Preston, and so to Lancaster, Lancaster. Twenty-seventh, attended the fore
Third- and afternoon meetings of Friends here.
I
about fifty-four miles from Liverpool.
day, we attended a monthly meeting in the laboured a little in the morning, but the cloud
afternoon at this place, and their select quarterly soon returned upon me, and so I remained both
meeting for Lancashire the same evening, both in public and private, with very little interveNext day we attended ning light so that I kept myself as much refavoured opportunities.
Lord,
the quarterly meeting for business at the same tired from company as I well could
Meeting with
place, which was a day not soon to he forgot- look down in mercy upon me.
here were several Friends' from London our dear friend John Wigham at this place, on
ten
and other parts, and we were sweetly comforted his way home from the yearly meeting, he contogether in the Lord and one in another, and cluded to pilot us to Edinburgh.
Third-day, twenty-ninth, set off for Edinburgh
many souls bowed and worshipped him, who is
worthy forever and ever. Fifth-day, tenth, we by the way of Morpeth, Weldon, Whittingham,
attended their week-day meeting here, which VVolverhaughhead, Cornhill, Greenlow, Blackwas also a crowned meeting, a number of shield, and so to Edinburgh, about one hundred
We arrived
Friends from a distance being present. Hav- and six miles from New Castle.
ing landed in this country in a very low tried at this place on sixth-day, the first of eighth
situation, I have great cause of humble thank- month, and on seventh-day, rested and wrote.
fulness and gratitude to my gracious Lord The country from New Castle is more level
and Master, who hath not forsaken or left me than we had travelled through before, better
in this strange land, but has been pleased to timbered, and to us appeared better as to its
draw near in mercy and magnify his own quality, except that near Edinburgh, where
cause, which he sent me over the mighty deep there are a great many coal-pits, and the counto espouse, giving me a place also in the minds try has a more dreary appearance.
However,
of sympathising Friends blessed be his holy my business is not to remark much on the soil
name forever.
and produce of the countries through which I
We had a comfortable meeting at Yelland pass, but more particularly on the religious,
with Friends and a few others on sixth-day, civil, and moral character of the people.
and got to Kendal the same afternoon, where
First-day, third, we attended two meetings of
we staid until first-day and attended two meet- Friends here, in both of which we were enings of Friends, which were on the whole op- larged in the love of the gospel, greatly to our
portunities of favour, especially that in the own comfort, and to the comfort and satisfac-

although Truth did not
minion as when I was
whole it was a time of
of renewed visitation to
Second-day, seventh,
ney towards Scotland,

arise so

first

into do-

ed with rather

there, yet

;

;

;

;

morning

;

but not feeling quite clear to leave

we

tion of Friends.

On

third-day,

we took

post-

iew families of chaise and went to Glasgow, and attended a
Friends and staid their meeting on third-day, meeting there
although there are not many
which was to our satisfaction. Our next meet- under our name in this place at present, yet the

this

place yet,

visited

a

:

;
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principles of Friends seem to be gaining ground, Kinmuck, where I was still shut up
in the
and we understand that a number frequently afternoon was held the select half year's meetcome and sit down with Friends, in their silent ing at the same place, which through the re;

meetings indeed, my heart felt enlarged to- newed extendings of holy help, was a season
of comfort and refreshment to my poor soul
wards the people as we walked the streets.
We returned to Edinburgh and attended their blessed be the Lord. Next day was held the
two meetings on first-day again, which were half year's meeting for business, which, on the
Se- whole, was a time of refreshment and comfort
solid, good meetings, especially the last.
We went in the afternoon to
cond-day, we went on to the north by way of to many minds.
Kimross, and on third-day had a meeting in a visit a sick B'riend, had a precious opportunity
pretty large town called Perth, where are only in the family, and returned to Kinmuck.
Fourth-day, twenty-seventh, we set our faces
two members of our Society at present residing,
but a number of sober people attended, and it towards Edinburgh again, and got as far as
was a heart-tendering time blessed be the Stone Haven to lodge, and next morning went
Lord who was with us, and gave us to rejoice to see Robert Barclay at Ury: he had three
There sisters with him, one of whom had lately marin the renewed offers of his salvation.
was one called a clergyman at the meeting, who ried; her husband and a young clergyman who
behaved in a solid manner, and at the conclu- had been tutor to some of the children, were
They received us very kindly,
sion came and took his leave of us, wishing us also present.
well, and praying that every blessing might we breakfasted with them, and after walking
awhile in the garden, which is beautifully situattend us.
Fourth-day, thirteenth, went to Dundee, and ated on a lively running stream of water, and
had a meeting there in the afternoon, and on cultivated in great perfection, we returned to the
fifth-day proceeded by the way of Arbrotb, house, which is said to be the same that the
Montross, Bervy, and so to Stone Haven, where apologist lived in.
It is a large stone building,
we lodged. Just by this last place is Ury, the in which still remains the study in which the
the pre- Apology was written, which is now a library.
seat of Robert Barclay, the apologist
sent proprietor, the great-grand-son of the apo- After we had viewed various parts of that anlogist, now resides there, but makes no profes- 'cient good man's relics, we proposed a religious
Seventh-day, sixteenth, we opportunity with these young people, who had
sion with Friends.
rode to Aberdeen, and on first-day attended two neither father nor mother living, which they
meetings there, at both of which we had a acceded to it was much to the relief of my
number of the town's people with us, amongst mind, and I hope will be remembered to profit,
whom were some soldiers, who behaved well, by most, if not all of them. Robert and his
and seemed to be humbled under Truth's testi- brother-in-law walked with us near a mile, and
mony, one of them especially was broken into seemed loath to part with us, taking their leave
Oh, may the
tears
these were both pretty solid, good meet- in a very affectionate manner.
ings.
Next day we rode to a place called Bal- lives and testimonies of those eminent instruhalgardy, and on fourth-day got to Old Mel- ments and faithful servants of God, in their
drum, and attended the week-day meeting of day, like "the blood of righteous Abel, though
Friends there, and feeling our minds drawn to- dead, yet continue so to speak " to after generawards the town's people, we appointed a meet- tions, and to their own posterity in particular,
ing for them in the evening, to which many of that they may be stirred up to follow them as
them came, and behaved in an orderly manner, they followed Christ.
Being thus clear, we passed on to Montross,
while many gospel truths were freely declared
to them, and I hope some were profited there- where we had a religious opportunity with an
ancient woman Friend and her daughter, who
by.
;

;

;

;

;

Fifth-day,

twenty-first.

We

attended

a

Kinmuck, which was a
highly favoured season dear E^lizabeth Wigham, wife of John, obtained a certificate to visit
monthly meeting

at

;

are the only persons under our
there.

Next day we

at a Friend's

house

his wife not being a

;

name

residing

got to Dundee, and lodged

he was not

at

member of our

home, and
was

Society,

thus the messengers are running to
and fro, may true knowledge be increased. My
companion, Samuel Smith, having a desire to
return to Old Meldrum on first-day, I accompanied him, and we attended two meetings

very averse to her husband's joining Friends,
yet she would not let us stay at an inn, but
came and had us away to their house, saying,
that though she was not one with us in outward
profession, she loved them that loved the truth,
She seemed getthere again, to which, especially the last, came and believed us to be such.
many of the town's people, to whom my com- ting more reconciled to her husband's change
panion had considerable communication, but I we thought her an honest-hearted woman, willwas silent in both meetings.
Second-day, ing to be instructed, so recommending her to
twenty fifth, in the morning had a meeting at the Lord, we departed.

Ireland

:

;
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On

seventh-day, the thirtieth,

we

got to Perth,

and next day attended Friends' little meeting in
the morning, and in the afternoon had a public
meeting in a large building called Guildhall,
but there came such an abundance of people,
that the hall could not hold them by perhaps,
many hundreds, so that they were crowded in
the street, and in the court round about the hall.
All seemed so unsettled and confused, that my

mind was very much

tried, but

for their everlasting good,

being exercised

pretty soon stood

I

they became still and solid, and a door
was opened to preach the gospel pretty largely

up

;

to this great concourse,

tisfaction

:

I

believe to general sa-

the meeting concluded with fervent

prayer, and the people withdrew with great solemnity.
I believe it was a memorable time to

some of them
I

hope he

and not

will

;

—

may
but

—

Lord help them and
must be in his own time,

the

it

in theirs.

I may now remark, that in passing along
through Scotland, it has not felt so dark and
distressing to my mind, as in many other
places
has seemed to me that there are
it
;
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who came to take leave of us,
parted from them in much near afl'ection,
and set out for Carlisle by the way of Selkirk
other Friends

we

and Hawick. At this place we went to see a
friendly man, who appeared to be convinced of
our principles, and had a religious opportunity
with him and his wife, to satisfaction. We had
no meeting until we reached Carlisle, where we
arrived on seventh-day, and on first-day morning attended a meeting with Friends there, to
which came many of the town's people, and in
the afternoon we had a pretty large meeting at
Scotby, three miles from Carlisle, both of
which were solid opportunities. We visited
several families of Friends at this place, and
next day returned to Carlisle, and from thence
took the following meetings viz., Moorehouse,
Wigton, Beckfoot, Allonby, and a monthly
and select meeting at Maryport, most of which
were times of deep and laborious exercise.
From Maryport we went to Broughton, and
lodged at the house of our friend John Hall,
who at this time was on a religious visit in
America we were pleased to find his dear
wife and children enjoying good health and
:

:

many precious souls, who are secretly enquiring
the way to the Zion of rest
but oh for those cheerful resignation in his absence.
On firstpastors and teachers, who keep them as it were day we attended their two meetings, and in the
;

outward court, and instruct them to look
something without them, even
in their ceremonies and ordinances.
But how
can it be otherwise, when they themselves have
come no further, but are still framing ordinances out of the scriptures, without the spirit, and
without the life.
Oh, what running to and
fro, to find this rest
what divisions in their
churches, so called
yea, divisions and subdivisions, and none seem to be yet settled. How
my soul felt for them and I was not a little
confirmed in my mind, that a door would be

evening had a very precious opportunity with
this family, and several other Friends who came
in.
After this we took meetings at the following places
viz., Graysouthen, Pardshaw Hall,
a quarterly meeting at Cockerm.outh, and a
public meeting at the same place, and from
thence we went to White Haven these last
meetings were mostly to satisfaction.
attended the meetings at White Haven on first*
day I was silent in the morning, and feeling
my mind drawn towards the town's people, we
had a public meeting in the afternoon, which
opened, yea, was already opened, for the true was very large, and the doctrines of the gospel
messengers of the gospel to labour profitably were pi-etty largely opened to them, and they
in that country, if they do but travail deep seemed to pay great attention ; the meeting
enough in the spirit and in the life, which it is concluded to satisfaction, and we went on our
the earnest solicitude of my, soul may be the way rejoicing.
case there, and wherever it may please the
Next day, visited a few families the day
Lord to send them.
following, went to Cockermouth, and from
We got to Edinburgh on third-day, and at- thence to Kendal, and attended the quarterly
tended their week-day meeting on fifth-day, meeting, which was a very exercising time to
which was a time of favour in the afternoon me. After this meeting was over, I felt convisited some Friends in their families, to satis- siderably unwell, and laid by for a day or two,
faction
sixth-day I was unwell, having taken but got so as to attend meetings on first-day
considerable cold, but got out with my compa- again, in both of which I was silent.
Next
nion to two families, at the last of which I was day, being the sixth of tenth month, we went
taken ill, and did not get away until seventh- to Lancaster, and the day following to Preston,
day evening, when I went back to our lodgings, where we attended their little week-day meetwhere I still continued so unwell that I was ing on fourth-day, which was a very searching
not able to attend either of the meetings on first- time among the {"ew, but some of them were
day, though my companion attended both.
humbled and contrited before the Lord, having
Fourth-day. After being favoured with a their states opened and set before them in the
precious, heart-tendering oppoitunity, in the authority of Truth.
We lodged with some
family where we lodged, and with a number of young people whose parents were deceased
in the

for this rest in

:

;

We

;

;

:

!

;

;

:

;

Vol.
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appeared hopeful, and

we had

a precious

W^e had a
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solid opportunity in the

evening with

where we lodged, and the day

opportunity with them.
Fifth-day, nineteenth.

the

had
and

Second-day, the twentieth.
Samuel Smith
having expressed a prospect of going towards
London, and my way seeming pretty clear for
Ireland, it became a close trial to us both, having been favoured to travel together most of the

Went to Bolton, and
meeting there next day, to our comfort
rejoicing
went to Manchester in the afternoon, and on first-day, twelfth, attended their
two meetings, which were large, but a deep,
exercising, suffering time it was to me.
Both
of us had something to say near the conclusion of the last meeting, which was rather particular, but there seemed to us but little room to
receive it
and thus it is, if we who make so
high a profession in religion above others, una

:

;

family

closed peacefully.

time since we landed, in the fellowship of the
gospel, but as each of us endeavoured to keep
close to our own prospects, we became resigned

our separation, believing it to be for the
work's sake, and not in our own wills there-

to

;

down in the form, without the fore, after calling a number of our Friends togelife, we become
more benumbed, dead, and ther, in order to let them know the ground of
hard to reach than any other people.
We left our separation, I concluded to embark for Irehappily

settle

them with heavy hearts, and

evening a land by the first opportunity but the wind bein to ing at this time unfavourable, I staid here until
see us, particularly of the younger class, we fifth-day, and attended their week-day meeting
were favoured with a good opportunity together, again, when there was another burial, and the
which afforded some relief to our exercised opportunity was pretty open and satisfactory.
minds.
Sixth-day, twenty-fourth.
The wind being
We went from thence to Warrington, where still unfavourable for sailing out of this port, a
that eminent minister of the gospel, Samuel young man Friend from this place agreeing to
Fothergill, in his time resided
and on third- accompany me to Dublin, we took a boat and
day, the fourteenth, we attended that meeting, sailed up the riv€r Mersey, about ten or twelve
which, at our first sitting down, I hoped would miles to a canal, where we got into a canal
prove a watering season but alas, the scene boat and proceeded to Chester, the county
soon changed, and I was let down into such a Jown of Cheshire, and put up at an inn with
state of suffering and distress, that it seemed as very civil people.
The passengers in the boat
though I was brought to the gates of death, were generally very respectful to us, though
and hell seemed ready to triumph; yet, blessed none of them were professors with us; several
be the Lord, as I endeavoured to trust in him, who lived in Wales, a considerable distance
and patiently wait for his help, I was raised up from this place, came next morning to take
again in his power, to declare the everlasting leave of us. There are so few under our name
Truth in a close, searching manner. Oh, surely, in this place, that Friends are not much known:
the time is approaching, when the sinners even it is a large walled town, and commands a
in Zion will be made afraid, and fearfulness prospect of a most delightful and well cultivated
will surprise the hypocrites
may they be country around it, and is noted for the ancient
aroused and stirred up, now, while the day of structure of the buildings, and its large fairs.
First-day, twenty-sixth.
mercy is still offered. But alas, many in some
Attended the little
places seem settled down at ease, contented meeting of Friends in the forenoon, to which
with the name, without the thing itself; and at came a few not professing with us
and in the
the same time are so insensible of their situa- afternoon we had a public meeting, which a
tion, that they can almost bid defiance to the number of the upper class attended, among
testimony of Truth, because they do not appre- whom was an officer in the army. The people
hend that it can belong to them. Notwithstand- behaved with becoming solidity, and we had a
ing our close, searching labour in this meeting, blessed meeting, wherein the Lord's living
the word of consolation was imparted to a few power reigned over all, and his great name was
lender-spirited souls, particularly of the younger praised to the humble rejoicing of many hearts.
class, who appeared to be under a concern, on After this blessed meeting we retired to our inn,
account of the low state of things amongst a number of Friends came and supped with us,
and having invited the people there, which was
them may the Lord help them.
Fourth-day, fifteenth, got to Liverpool on my principal object, they were very ready to
fifth-day attended their week-day meeting, on come and sit down with us, and a precious resixth-day a burial, and on first-day were at ligious opportunity we had together, which I
their meetings in course
most of which were was induced to believe was a fresh visitation to
exercising seasons, yet on the whole they were some of them, particularly the inn-keeper and
gotten through with a good degree of relief to his wife, who were a couple of goodly young
our poor tried minds, so that we left them pretty people; they expressed their regret at our leaveasy and quiet, for which we were thankful. ing them so soon, but we being engaged, took
considerable

in the

;

number of Friends coming

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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our seats in the mail coach about one o'clock
in the morning, and arrived at Holyhead about
six in the evening, the distance being upwards
of ninety miles, through a very rough and
mountainous country.

The

inn

being

full

when we

arrived,

we

were under the necessity of getting private lodgings, which we did not obtain without considerable imposition.
Being weary we slept well,
and next morning, the twenty-eighth, arose
early and got on board the packet, but it was
rainy and boisterous we soon got under sail,
and had scarcely cleared the Head, when the
wind set in against us, so that we were beating
about for two days and nights before we reached Dublin, though it had been run, we were
told, in eight hours.
This proved not only a
rough and tedious, but also disagreeable passage, there being so many passengers on board
before us that we got no bed, and the passengers
were all sea-sick, except myself, and I think,
one more but all these trying circumstances,
;

came

in course,
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which was three times a week,

but had no opening to appoint

a

any

poor school,

public meet-

of
about two hundred children, and had a religious opportunity with them to satisfaction, which
also appeared to be well received by their teaing.

I

chers.

visited

I

consisting

also visited several Friends in their

of a Friend, and
one of their monthly meetings
and
feeling my mind clear of Dublin for the present,
I
may say with heartfelt thankfulness and
gratitude to my God, I leave Friends here in
love, there appearing among them a general
openness to receive me and the testimony given
families, attended the burial

was

me

at

;

to bear, notwithstanding

visions had gotten in

some unhappy

among them,

di-

to the great

grief of the right minded.

Having prepared myself to travel on horseback, I set out from Dublin the nineteenth of
the eleventh month, and took my journey into
the north of the nation.
The first meeting I
came to was Rathfriland, about fifty-seven Irish
;
together with that of having the company of miles from Dublin, where I had a public meetsome dark, wicked spirits on board, were made ing, many of the town's people came in, and it
tolerable to me, through the blessed pre valency was to pretty good satisfaction.
The next
of a quiet and easy mind, so that my soul meetings I took, were Lurgan, Hillsborough,
praised the Lord for the preservation through Milecross, Belfast, Ballinderry, Lisburn, and
all these difficulties and dangers.
back to the quarterly meeting at Lurgan, for
On fifth-day about eight o'clock in the morn- the province of Ulster, which was held on the
ing, we landed in Dublin, and were conducted eighth of the twelfth month.
I had considerato the house of a young Friend, who* received ble satisfaction in most of these last mentioned
us kindly and gave us some refreshment, and meetings, especially in a large public meeting
at our request took us to the house of his father, at Lisburn, to which came many officers and
Joseph Williams. Being now set down, with- soldiers.
I think I never saw so many people
out a companion, in this great metropolis, where of this description at a meeting before : they
there are by computation upwards of four hun- behaved in a solid and becoming manner, and
dred thousand souls, and not one inhabitant the people generally seemed satisfied ; several
whose face I have ever seen before to my of the officers stopped at the conclusion of the
knowledge, the cause I came to. espouse, feels meeting to take me by the hand, which they
precious
O Lord, preserve me. Sixth-day did in a respectful manner, and I believed
being the time of holding one of their week-day many of them were sensible of the favours of
meetings in the city, I attended it, though pretty that evening.
much cast down in my mind, in consequence
After the quarterly meeting was over, I took
of my situation but it proved a time of favour meetings at Moyallen, Antrim, Grange, Colebeyond my expectation. I had not much to rain, Charlemount, Richhill, Coothill, Edensay in testimony, yet was favoured with some derry, Rathangan, and so to the quarterly
precious impressions, and this language was meeting at Carlow for the province of Leinster,
sweetly uppermost in my mind, " the kingdom which was held the twenty-ninth of twelfth
stands not in word, but in power;" and I trust month
in most of these meetings, the testithis meeting concluded under a humbling sense mony went forth with clearness and good auof the renewing of this power in many minds. thority, much to the relief of my mind.
O, it
I soon returned to my lodgings, notwithstanding is of the Lord's mercy and goodness to his
many kind invitations, but I want to feel my poor ambassadors, yea and the power of his
way clear, before [ go much abroad therefore, love, both secretly and openly manifested in
O, my God, be thou pleased to be near me by and through them, that they are thus supported
thy blessed power, and keep me on that foun- and carried through perils by sea and perils by
dation, against which all storms and tempests land, yea, and perils among false brethren
beat in vain, and upon which alone, thy peo- blessed be his name forever, which is a strong
ple can truly rejoice in thy salvation.
Amen. tower in the day of trouble for all his faithful,
I staid in
and about Dublin nearly three dependent children. O may I find access to it
weeks, constantly attending meetings as they in every dispensation, that so I may be enabled
:

;

:

;

—

;
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out through every future storm and was again exalted over all, to our humble retempest, peril and danger, of whatsoever kind he joicing, and the great name was praised, who
may be pleased to order or permit, even unto alone is worthy fbrevermore. In the afternoon
I set out in order to be at the quarterly meeting
Amen.
the end.

to hold

The

next meetings

I

attended,

were Kilcon-

Carlow, and had a public
meeting there, and then to Ballitore, Athy and
First-day, eleventh of first
Mountmellick.
month, 1801, I attended the fore and afternoon
meetings of Friends at Mountmellick for the
first time; they were large, there being two
private boarding-schools of Friends in this town,
ner,

and back

to

of the inhabitants are Friends. On
down among so many good
looking Friends, I hoped the tide of gospel life
and power would have arisen amongst us, to
also

many

my

first

sitting

our comfort and rejoicing ; but, alas when we
look outward, how often are our pleasant prospects blasted, and we disappointed in them.
This was truly a laborious exercising meeting,
!

with very

little

relief;

and

in the afternoon,

Clonmel, about fifty-two Irish miles from
we attended one small meeting in
the way at Ballynakil, and then went to the
aforesaid quarterly meeting, held for the province of Munster.
This meeting was large,
and I thought on the whole, the most solid
quarterly meeting I have attended in this nation.
The meeting for business was held on secondday, and a large parting meeting on third-day,
which was a time long to be remembered by
me, and I humbly trust by many more present:
my cup ran over and I wept tears of joy, rejoicing in God our Saviour, and the souls of
many bowed and worshipped Him who lives
forever and ever.
I visited several families of
Friends after this memorable meeting, and next
day set out for Mountmellick again, where we
arrived the day following, though it was very
cold and snowy, but through all I am preserved
Staid over their two meetings
in good health.
at

this place

;

O, this afternoon, when shall I forget it? verily
for a considerable time, as if death
it seemed
and hell triumphed, and the pains thereof had
got hold of me pains which I believed were on first-day, and visited the young women's
not much unlike the miseries those souls endure boarding-school to satisfaction, and this week
which are forever separated from the presence went to Ballymurry, in the county of Conof God so that I often cried out in my spirit. naught, about forty- two Irish miles from MountLord have mercy on me! what shall I do? I /mellick, taking a meeting at Moat in my way
expressed very little in testimony and sat down, had a meeting with Friends and a few others at
and at length being clothed with the spirit of Ballymuwy, and returned to Moat, and attendsupplication, in as awful a degree as I almost ed their two meetings on first-day, and visited
On secondever experienced it, I was engaged to call pub- a family or two in the evening.
licly on God omnipotent, that he would be day, rode to Tullamore, and had a meeting
pleased to break the chains of death, the bands with a few Friends there then returned again
and fetters of hell, in the hearts of the people, to Mountmellick, and attended their week-day
and remember in mercy the poor souls that meeting, which was large, and something was
wei'e laying under the altar, crying in the bit- experienced hke the precious evidence of vicThis tory over that spirit, which so oppressed and
terness of their spirits to Him for help.
was the substance of the language with which bore down my soul when I was first at this
Here are a few exercised sincere souls,
I was awfully engaged to address the almighty place.
Father in this congregation and blessed be his with whom I was nearly united in their low
The Lord, who knoweth
ever adorable name, He was pleased to draw and tried situation.
near, and by the arising of his own power, them that are his, gave us the victory, and we
caused the powers of darkness to tremble un- were made to rejoice together in his salvation
der an humbling sense whereof, my soul felt blessed be his name forever. O, saith my soul,
For two may these hold fast their confidence in Him,
relief as I arose from my knees.
nights before this, I got very little rest, walking and not give way in the day of battle and sore
in my room when all were asleep, crying to conflict, which must be their portion.
I visited the provincial school for Friends'
the Lord for help; but praised be his goodness,
this night I had good rest, yet being nearly children, and had a religious opportunity with
tried, I see the need I have of crying daily to them to satisfaction, and then leaving MountHim, for the support of his blessed arm under mellick, I took meetings at Mountrath, Knock,
every dispensation, that so indeed, " neither Roscrea, Birr, and so to Limerick, most of
heights nor depths, principalities nor powers, which were favoured opportunities, except the
things present nor yet to come, may ever be last, which was a very hard, laborious time,
seemed to me as
It
able to separate me from his love, which is in without much relief.
Amen.
though the world had well nigh gotten the vicChrist Jesus our Lord."
what exercising meetings,
tory at this place
I staid here until fourth-day, and attended
meeting with them again, Elizabeth Wigham what times of suffering among a people so capand her companion also attended, and Truth tivated, do those experience who are endeavour;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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From this place I went to Youghall and ating to choose the Lord for their portion, and to
thence to Garryroan,
have their minds centered on things above; may tended two meetings
where I met Samuel Smith, who had lately arI always be enabled to prefer Jerusalem to my
Alter a
chiefest joy in this world, and those things rived in this nation from England.
;

which endure forever, to those which must soon very exercising meeting we went to Clonmel,
where we attended several meetings together,
pass away, and perish with the using.
From Limerick I went to Cork, about .fifty- and also visited a number of families, all to
two miles, and having taken a cold on my pretty good satisfaction; indeed, some of these
lungs, 1 kept house pretty much for several opportunities were eminently owned with the
days, though I attended meetings with Friends, divine presence and power, insomuch that the
as they came in course, and once visited a little gospel tide seemed to overflow its banks, and
meeting at a place called Bahdor, about fourteen cause almost a general watering; blessed be
miles off, and returned to Cork. And now I have the name of the Lord, who hath richly refreedom to mention, that my mind has been warded me for my second visit to this place:
deeply baptised whilst in this large city, not
only in relio-ious exercise and labour, but also
in the prospect of the suffering state of the
poor.
I had seen and felt it generally through
the nation, but here it was more obvious. One

may

also tend to the benefit of the visited,

it

I must leave in the hands of Him, who
alone can give the increase, and return Him
thanks for the evidence of peace in the labour.

but this

Amen.

We went next to Anner Mills, and spent a
town was
alarmed with an apprehension that a mob was day with Sarah Grubb and her school children,
collecting; and several parties of soldiers were where a considerable number of Friends came
called out and sent in different directions, in in the afternoon to see us, and we were favourorder if possible to prevent it.
But all efforts ed with a precious heart-tendering opportunity
of that kind proved in vain, for next morning together. Next day Samuel Smith and I parted
again, he going towards Carlow, and I to Wait took place, and an awful scene it was to me.
Being in my chamber, and hearing a- great terford attended three meetings at this place^
noise, I looked out at the window, and behold and visited some Friends to satisfaction. Fromt
the street was darkened with multitudes of poor Waterford I took meetings at Ross, Forest,
meagre looking creatures, with the marks of Cooladine, Enniscorthy, Ballentore, and so by
want and distress imprinted on their counte- Carlow, to the quarterly meeting at Mountmelnances, and as a token of their starving con- lick, where I again met Samuel Smith, and we
dition, they had a small loaf of wheat bread attended the quarterly meeting together, which,
fixed on a staff, and just above it a piece of poor on the whole, was a solid, instructive time we
looking barley bread, dressed in black cloth, also attended their week-day meeting and an-,
which hung down a little below it. This was other at Mountrath about eight miles off, which
surrounded by a company of poor, miserable was a blessed watering opportunity to a numlooking women and children, who marched to- ber we returned to Mountmellick with joyful
wards the Exchange and went to the mayor of hearts.
the town.
The general of the army then staOn second-day, seventh of fourth month, I
night, just after

went

I

to bed, the

;

:

;

company with

tioned in Cork, observing their motions, rushed

set out in

moderate man,
advised the mayor to go out to meet them and
speak kindly to them, and promise them some
relief, and advise them to go quietly home
which he did, and it had the desired effect.
But relief not coming that day O what will
not hunger drive men to! the next morning the
same awful scene passed again before my eyes,
only with a more formidable and desperate appearance the general then drew out his troops,
and stopped their march, while he ventured to
ride in among them, and endeavoured to reason
with them, and succeeded in dispersing them
without mischief.
Measures being then immediately devised for their relief, they were afterwards quiet during my stay there the number
of inhabitants in this city is said to be about
one hundred and twenty thousand, and more
than a fourth part of them were at this time in
a state of want.

to attend the quarterly

on before them, and

like a wise

;

—

-

:

several other Friends

meeting

at

Cork, about

ninety Irish miles from this place, and Samuel
Smith went towards the north. I had an agreeable journey, attended the quarterly meeting,

which was a time of instruction, though very
exercising for the most part, and returned di-

back

Mountmellick, with a peaceful
one night, and next day
went to Rathangan, where 1 again met Samuel
Smith, who had been detained there about a
week with indisposition we were glad to see
On firsteach other again in a strange land.
day, I attended both their meetings here, and
next day, Samuel being a little recruited, we
took the canal-boat and went by water to DubThird-day, attended one of their meetings
lin.
in the city, and on fourth-day I went to Wicklow, about twenty-three miles, had a meeting
with Friends and a few others, and returned to
Dublin, in order to attend the yearly meeting.
rectly

mind

:

to

tarried there

:

—

—

;
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which began with a meeting of ministers and prophetic spirit foretold the sorrowful conseelders on seventh-day, twenty-fifth of fourth- quences which they would inevitably produce,
monlh, and on second-day the meeting for busi- if persisted in. And he lived to see these preness opened, which held by adjournments, un- dictions verified.
The hand of Divine Providence seemed to be turned against the advotil third-day, the fourth of fifth-month: and notwithstanding it appears to be a low time with cates of these notions in a remarkable manner.
the Society in many places in this nation, inso- Some who had lived in ease and affluence expe-

much

that there

is

at present a great forsaking

and even a time of treading down
and trampling under foot many of the precious
testimonies and privileges which our forefathers
dearly purchased, and left us in the quiet pos-

in the land,

rienced a sad reverse in their situation
many
not only lost their religious reputation, but even
;

suffered in their moral character,

an astonishment

and became

former acquaintances.
Others, awakened by timely warning, abansession of; yet, blessed be the Hope of Israel, doned their errors, and through the mercy of a
He was pleased to draw near in several of the gracious Redeemer came to experience repentsittings of this yearly meeting, and to evince by ance and forgiveness
they embraced the Christhe exaltation of his truth and the power there- tian religion in faith and sincerity, and were
of, over all opposition, that he hath not for- again restored to the bosom of the Church.
saken nor forgotten to be gracious to the remWhen the same pernicious principles invadnant of his people ; yea, the remnant of this ed the peaceful borders of the Society in Amepeople, whom he gathered out from the lo- rica, and began to spread discord and unbelief
heres, and the lo-theres, and brought to sit among its members, Richard Jordan as a faithdown under his own immediate teaching. ful and experienced watchman, was one of the
Blessed for ever he his great name, may his first to raise his warning voice, and exert himIsrael now say.
self under the influence of Divine love, to counFeeling my mind now released from any teract their banefiU effects.
Memoirs of R- J.]
further travelling or prospect of religious labour
Early the following morning we hired a coach
in this nation, I signified the same to Friends and chaise, and set out for London, going by
near the conclusion of this yearly meeting, and the way of Salop, Colebrookdale and Birmingthey accordingly gave me a certificate of unity ham, at all which we attended meetings and
with me in my religious labours amongst them. arrived in London on the fifteenth.
I am now
On fourth-day, the fifth of fifth-month, I took a here, in this great city of London, comparing
solemn farewell of Ireland, and with Samuel my situation to an empty purse, and as dependSmith, his companion, and Mary Sterry from ent as the sparrows that have neither storeEngland, and several Friends from this nation house nor barn. Lord, thou feedest them ; I
going over to the yearly meeting at London, also endeavour to look unto thee for support
went on board a small vessel called a cutter, and I pray thee look down upon me, preserve
and arrived at Holyhead the next day in the and support me, if it be thy blessed will, that so
evening.
r may be kept from dishonouring thy holy
[His visit to Friends in Ireland, was some- cause, wounding any of thy children, or makwhat extraordinary in its character and produc- ing work for sorrow and repentance to my own
tive of memorable consequences.
A short time soul ; that thus, through thy gi'ace, O Lord ; I
previous to his going into that nation, a number may be enabled to honour thee in thought,
of persons, members of the Society, deluded by word and deed, who art worthy forevermore.
false pretensions to spirituality, and greater deI took my lodgings with our friend Josiah
grees of light on religious subjects than the rest Messer, who, with his wife and children were
of their brethren, began to promulgate many affectionately kind to me. On first-day, sevenwild and sceptical notions relative to the doc- teenth, attended two meetings at Westminster,
trines of the Christian religion.
in both which I was silent ; also in two sittings
The avidity with which undisciplined and of the yearly meeting of ministers and elders
superficial minds grasp that which is clad in on second-day at Grace Church Street.
On
the garb of novelty, and the propensity to amuse third-day morning, the meeting of ministers
themselves with speculation, rather than sub- and elders sat again, and in the afternoon a
mit to the restraints of the religion of Jesus large meeting, for considering the state of AckChrist, render the propagation of error less sur- worth school.
prising than it would otherwise be.
Against
The yearly meeting for discipline began on
the dangerous errors embraced by many under fourth-day, the twentieth, at Devonshire house,
the name of Friends, in that Island, Richard at the opening of which I had a little to comJordan bore a solemn and powerful testimony
municate, and a precious covering spread over
he laboured with undaunted zeal, to expose the assembly. This meeting was very large,
their falsity, warned both old and young against and continued by adjournments until the second
adopting them, and under the influence of a of the sixth month, in the course of which,
to their

:

;
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several important and interesting subjects were
deliberated on, and we were favoured with
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themselves to the passengers with
bility

much

affa-

and respect.

many

Besides these, there were Jews, Italian, Gerfresh evidences, that notwithstanding all
weaknesses and deficiencies prevalent man, French, English, and myself being an
amongst many of the members as a society American, made the sixth nation we soon got
we are still owned by that ancient Goodness under sail and had a fine passage of about fiftywhich first gathered us to be a people, and seven hours to Cuxhaven in Germany, one
many were given renewedly to rejoice in his hundred leagues from Yarmouth all the pasAt
saving help, and to adopt the language, " What sengers were very civil and respectful.
shall we render unto thee for all thy bene- Cuxhaven we got pretty good accommodations
at an inn, and next day several of us who were
fits !"
The next day after this large and solemn as- bound to Hamburgh hired a small vessel and
sembly concluded, the meeting of ministers and had an agreeable sail up the river Elbe, about
but as they did
elders sat again, where it appeared that all the seventy miles to Hamburgh
other American Friends, four in number, now not permit any to pass through, or come within this nation on religious visits, were clearing in, the gates of the city of Hamburgh, after nine
out in order to return to their respective homes, o'clock at night, we were not in time for adsome of them having been here several years mission, and therefore lodged in a little town
so that I am likely to be left as it were alone, called Altona, about a mile below, where we
in this strange land.
A prospect which I had were well accommodated at an English inn, and
before leaving home, of visiting some parts of on the following day hired a couple of men to
the continent of Europe, now revived, and I ex- carry our baggage, and went into Hamburgh,
The
pressed it in this meeting, with which it feel- where we put up also at an English inn.
ingly concurred, so that I know not yet how Elbe, divides Holstein, belonging to the king of
long I have to sojourn here, a poor lonely pil- Denmark on the north, and Hanover, belonging
Be pleased, O Lord, to keep near and to the king of England, on the south.
grim.
Finding no opening for religious service in
guide me in the right way.
Hamburgh, I went to Altona, and spent a little
I continued in and about London until the
attended many time with Vander Smithson, a religious man,
middle of the seventh month
meetings, some of which were very laborious who appeared to be convinced of our religious
and exercising, and others eminently favoured principles, and whose son, Gilbert V. Smithson,
and owned by the divine power and presence, I had seen in Scotland about a year before. I
And now- then returned to Hamburgh, and on fifth-day,
to the humble rejoicing of many.
feeling my mind clear of London for the pre- the thirtieth, we took our journey towards Pyrsent, and having procured my passports for mont, travelling all night through a dreary
leaving this country, it being a time of war country, thinly inhabited, where no comfortawith France, and having the company of two ble accommodation could be had for a long disyoung men Friends, going over to Germany on tance. Having taken some provisions with us,
business, I left London the fifteenth of seventh we travelled on until about twelve o'clock next
month, and took post-chaise for Yarmouth, day, when we arrived at Zell, about sixty-eight
about one hundred and twenty miles, where we English miles, and at ten that night reached
arrived next day, and put up with a Friend Hanover, a very fine inland town, and famous for
whose name is William Sewell, where we were the king's gardens. The next place we halted
kindly accommodated until the packet in which at was a little town called Sprent, seated in a
we were to embark, sailed for Hamburgh. fertile valley, covered with luxuriant crops of
Priscilla Gurney and her companion, whom I grain, and the high hills surrounding it clothed
had seen in London, being now engaged in a visit with beautiful groves of trees, which afforded a
the deep green verdure of
to the families of Friends in this place, and the delightful prospect
packet not sailing until third-day the twenty- the forests circling large fields of corn, now
first, I joined them in the visit on sixth and part whitening for harvest, and the labourers just
of seventh-day, and attended two meetings on entering into them.
O, that I could have seen
first-day, one of which was a public one
all to as much respecting the spiritual condition of
good satisfaction. On second-day sat with the people among whom I have been travelling
them in a few more families, and very early on in these parts of Germany but, alas until I
third-day morning we were ordered on board, came to this place, on which nature has so
but all the passengers did not get collected un- bountifully bestowed her gifts, I have seen very
til nearly seven
o'clock, there being a, large little that seemed to attract my particular nonumber, made up of different nations and tice, except the barrenness of the soil, and the
the

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

among whom was the Prussian ambassador to the English court ; he and his wife
were very agreeable persons, accommodating

tongues,

licentious, extortionate disposition

!

of the people,

which has been evinced with very few exceptions, so far as we have had any thing to do
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At this place we had to wait for a
with them.
change of horses, being under the necessity of
submitting to the
this country,

common way

which

is,

of travelling

Next day

of coarse bread for their horses, which
custom.
Such is the slow
motion of some of them, that at one time, I
think the boy with a good looking pair of
horses, drove us only about one of these miles
I can hardly forbear remarking
in two hours.
on their extortion at the inns, where they generally charged for each person, two marks for
dinner, and two for supper, without any kind
of drink ; two marks for each single bed, sometimes with extra charge for candlelight and for
breakfast of tea or coffee, one and a half marks,
the marks are about one shilling and six pence
sterling each, and the rix dollar four shillings.
We
Seventh-day, first of eighth month.
reached Pyrmont about ten o'clock in the evening, and were kindly received by Frederick
Seebohm, with whom we lodged that night.
First-day, second, attended the two meetings
of Friends at Pyrmont, to which came a considerable number of persons not of our Society,
a place much resorted to by peoit being
ple from many parts of the world, on account
of the mineral waters, which are esteemed the
best in Europe.
I
had never before spoken
through an interpreter in a meeting, but being
pretty soon opened in the love of the gospel towards these people, I stood up, and a well concerned Friend of this place interpreted for me.
were favoured with a blessed opportunity
through the fresh extendings of holy goodness ;
indeed such was the spreading and prevailing
of divine power and mercy, that my interpreter
could not refrain from tears as he rendered
what I spoke into German, there being very
few present who understood English. IVIany
people also attended in the afternoon, and the
gospel was again freely preached to them ; a
number appeared to be humbled under the precious influences thereof, so that both these meetings concluded in a solemn manner, and
humbly trust that the souls of many bowed with my
own, and worshipped and praised the Lord for
the renewed manifestation of his love and

common

i

mercy.

my

kind

when

there was no open vision, the word of the
Lord was precious;" and through the renewing
of his ancient goodness, which is ever new to
those who are made partakers of it, this was a
time which I hope will not soon be forgotten by

;

We

lodgings with

;

bit

their

my

place called Peacedale, about
:

not be urged beyond his common gait for love
or money, and yet has a right to demand what
they call snap money, which is about six or
seven pence per mile, to furnish them with beer
is

took

one English mile from Pyrmont it is beautifully
situated on the side of a rich fertile valley, and
surrounded with high hills, which are covered
with delightful groves of trees.
Several other
Friends also live here their houses form a
kind of village, and they have a manufactory
of cutlery, in which a number of the poor
Friends are employed, also a spinning factory
for the poor women Friends.
The prices of
labour in this, as well as several other parts of
Europe, are so low, that many of these industrious people are very poor and hard set to get
a living, so that I often felt deeply for them.
About four o'clock on second-day afternoon,
their monthly meeting was held at this place,
for Friends of Pyrmont and Minden, this last
being a small meeting within the territories of
Prussia.
After a considerable time of silence,
when the clerk was just proceeding to business,
I stood up with these words; " in those days,

in

for the traveller to pro-

cure a carriage of some sort, and then hire
horses from stage to stage, the length of each
The hire of
being about three German miles.
these horses must be paid before we leave the
post-house, at the rate of half a rix dollar per
mile for each horse, and then in getting to the
next stage, submit to the impositions of a dull,
slow, and sometimes insolent postilion, that can-

and a

I

interpreter, at a

[1801.

many of us then present my cup run over,
and I wept tears of gratitude and joy before
Him, who had enabled me to leave my all in
this world, for his blessed Gospel's sake, and
the good of souls, free from any prospect of
outward interest and gain the countenances of
;

J-

:

many

season of favour, as well
as their hearts, were softened and bedewed with
tears, acknowledging it to be the Lord's doing,
and I think one or more of them, in words, at
After
or near the conclusion of the meeting.
this, I returned to my lodgings with the incomes of sweet peace, and I now did not reat this blessed

many conflicts and difficulties which
had attended my coming to see these dear peoO, may my soul be filled with thankfulple.
ness for the abundant fulnesss of comfort it now
gret the

enjoys, for in addition to the inexpressible fa-

vour just hinted at, the next day I received letters from home, giving agreeable information
of the health, peace and harmony of my dear
wife and little family, and also of the prosperity
of my outward affairs blessed be the Lord.
Fourth-day, fifth a good time at the weekday meeting next day wrote sundry letters to
my friends in America. Sixth-day, the young
man who came with me from London left me,
and returned homeward thus 1 am once more
left as it were alone in a strange land, but I
will endeavour to lean on the blessed Arm which
hath hitherto supported, preserved, and carried
me through Lord enable me so to trust.
First-day, ninth, attended the fore and afternoon meetings at Pyrmont many not of our
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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were there; some of whom
were very light and airy. I had considerable
communication amongst them in the morning,
and my interpreter in the afternoon, and both
were, on the whole, pretty solid opportunities.
Fourth-day, twelfth, 1 was at the week-day
meeting again, which was also a pretty solid
Seventh-day, accompanied by Lewis
time.
Seebohm, I went to visit the little meeting of
Friends at Minden in Prussia, it being about
We
forty-two Enghsh miles from Pyrmont.
got there the same evening, and put up with
Frederick Smith, an honest Friend of that place,
religious Society

who
ly

with his daughters, received us very kind-

and affectionately.

We

attended the two meetings of
First-day.
Friends, which were both highly favoured seasons, especially that in the morning; it was
much crowded by people not professing with

Friends, and a door was opened to preach the
gospel among them with clearness and good
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I was permitted, to dip my foot afresh, as
were, into oil, as rejoicingly so perhaps, as I
ever experienced ; and O, saith my soul, what
shall we render unto the Lord for all his benefits, which we cannot merit, and especially such
eminent condescendings of his love and goodness as he was pleased to vouchsafe to us this
day, under a humbling sense of which, our
souls seemed melted down together as wax be-

ing
it

were few, if any
dry cheeks in the meeting; may the Lord
sanctify this favour to our lasting benefit, and
take all the honour to himself, unto whom it is
due, now and forever; amen.
Early in the morning we lefl
Third-day.
Minden and returned to Pyrmont, and next day
attended the week-day meeting there, which
was a comfortable time in silence, and I had to
fore the sun, so that there

believe that
is

many were made to feel that which
may they grow and

preferable to words

;

prosper therein.

1 attended the two
and atFirst-day, twenty-third.
and meetings here for the last time in the morning
the meeting concluded in solem prayer and sup- I was pretty largely opened in testimony, and
This was the first lime I was ever it was a precious time in the afternoon I was
plication.
engaged in this awful service through an inter- silent, but my interpreter had some communihe kneeled down beside me, and seem- cation, which appeared to afford satisfaction,
preter
ed nearly united with me in spirit, as he trans- and to command stillness in the meeting, which
lated my words, with which the people seemed had been somewhat interrupted by a man in
Many of them came forward at liquor, but ended quietly.
also to unite.
Not feeling quite easy to leave Pyrmont
the conclusion of the meeting, and took me by
without seeing Friends together by themselves,
the hand, in a very solid, affectionate manner
indeed, I felt a stream of gospel love in my I proposed such a meeting this evening, and in
heart towards the people as I walked the streets, order to effect it they met at Peacedale, and a
the countenances of many seemed to me to be- few others under convincement also attended.
speak the sadness of their hearts, and a desire The forepart of this meeting was rather hard
to be relieved from the yoke of spiritual bon- and laborious, requiring great deliberation in
dage my soul secretly prayed, May the Lord delivering what I had to say, looking well for
A dear, seeking woman, the stepping stones, which seemed to lay in
Almighty help them
having heai'd of my intention of being at Min- such an intricate situation, that it brought disden at this time, came fifteen miles in the morn- couragement over me, and I began to look for

authority

tentive,

:

the people were very solid

and appeared

to be well satisfied,

:

:

;

;

!

ing on foot, to be at the meeting, but being de- a stopping place; when blessed be the Lord, his
tained in crossing a river, did not reach Minden power broke in upon us, and was so eminently
in time for the first meeting : she attended that manifested, that it proved like a plentiful showin the afternoon, which was also a blessed time, er upon the thirsty ground, and we were gene-

She came
through the renewing of holy help.
and supped with us in the evening, and on being asked, if she was not weary with her walk,
replied, " Nay ;" seeming rejoiced that she had
Many of these dear peobeen at the meeting.
ple would stand, and look me in the face with
tears in their eyes, regretting that they were
not able to speak to me, telling my interpreter
that the language of their hearts towards me
was love, and truly, mine often over-flowed
with love to them.
Second-day, seventeenth, I requested a meeting for Friends only, which was held at the
house where we lodged, a little out of the town :
the aforementioned woman, and another sober
person or two, also attended it.
At this meetVoL.

XIIL— No.

9.

and melted down before the Lord,
and his great name was praised, who alone is
worthy, now and forevermore.
After this memorable meeting, I felt, as I
apprehended, fully released, and next day, being the twenty-fourth, Lewis Seebohm having
rally broken

agreed to accompany me as interpreter, I took
my solemn leave of Friends, and set out for
Amsterdam in Holland, about two hundred and
travelled about six
forty miles distant.
German miles to Bielfeldt, where we got a
pretty comfortable lodging.
travelTwenty-fifth and twenty-sixth.
led most of these two days among Roman
Catholics, and along the way side there were
abundance of crosses and images, particularly

We

We

41
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at the most noted posed sitting with them on the morrow, of
image of our Saviour, which they seemed glad.
which appeared to be made of a Ivind of alabasWe went near half a
First-day, thirtieth.
ter, and was nailed to the cross in the attitude mile from our inn to meet these people, and sat
of expiring; on some of them was also repre- down with them.
I soon felt, as I apprehended,
sented the crown of thorns.
At other places that although their outward appearance was not
were images of Mary and the child Jesus, much like Friends, their beginning was under a
placed on stone pillars, and also likenesses of right dispensation, and their disposition like
several of the saints. O, how my soul secretly that of children who were willing to be inmourned over the great superstition manifested structed. The truths of the gospel ran forth
among them in these and other respects yet like precious oil amongst them, and a blessed
notwithstanding their ignorance, they received watering time we had, both in the morning and
and entertained us kindly for our money, and again in the afternoon may the Lord send
seemed to look respectfully on us, though pro- them help out of Zion, saith my soul.
bably by them accounted heretics.
Many of
According to the custom of
Second-day.
them had goodly countenances, and I did be- this place, we gave in our names, places of
lieve were sighing under their burdens
may abode, and business, and waited on the Burghthe Lord look down in mercy on these and has- er's office with our passports
they refused at
ten the day of their deliverance.
first to admit us into the office with our hats on^
Twenty-seventh.
We entered Holland, and though my interpreter informed them that we
making a little halt at the first town we passed were of the people called Quakers, and it was a
through, I felt my mind so strongly drawn in religious, scruple we had, and not from conat

parting

the

places

was

of roads

:

the pretended

;

;

;

;

gospel love towards the inhabitants, that I could
not help thinking of a meeting among them, and

mentioned it to my interpreter, but no way
seeming to open then, to bring it about, I heavily passed on, and most of this day felt rather
uncomfortable.
May the Lord do more for
thein than such an opportunity could have
effected.

We

Sixth-day, twenty-eighth.
got to Utrecht,
a neat, well built town on the Rhine, where we
lodged, and on seventh-day we had a very
agreeable ride of about twenty-four English
miles, into Amsterdam, the road lying along a
great canal, on the banks of which for a considerable part of the distance, were beautiful
country houses set off with delightful walks,
groves of trees, beautiful arbours, and the most
extravagant temples of pleasure I had ever seen
in any country ; these were surrounded with extensive level fields of grass, like a plain, over
which were dispersed herds of fine cattle feeding.
In viewing these delightful improvements, which
were like a pleasant garden, I concluded within myself, that if these people were but gathered
in spirit to the alone source of all true and
permanent happiness, and to an humble dependence thereon, this place would approach
the nearest to a paradise below, of any situation
I had ever seen.
But alas, a disposition quite
different

from

this

seemed

to

me

to prevail in this

country, that is to say, soul eat, drink, and enjoy the good of all thy labour, for thou hast
goods laid up for many years.
Having heard of a few religious people in

Amsterdam
ship,

and

M'ho had forsaken the national worsome time had met together, and

for

much in the way of Friends,
sought them out this afternoon, and pro-

tempt or disrespect to any, that we refused that
honour to men ; one of them said, in a scoffing

manner, that the spirit had not told him so.
were turned into a long entry, until they
had taken counsel of their committee, as they
and after we had waited without, a consaid
siderable time, which we were favoured to do
patiently, we were called in, and respectfully

We

;

received with our hats on.
They then executed
our business and discharged us in a friendly
manner, without any fees, and we went on our
way rejoicing that we had been enabled to bear
this little testimony on behalf of Truth and
Friends.
then went and spent a little time
with some of those friendly people aforementioned, and they seemed to rejoice in our faithful testimony before the magistrates, so that we

We

hoped it would tend to their encouragement
under similar trials.
Fourth-day, second of ninth month. We attended another meeting with the aforementioned

There are now
no members of our religious Society in Amsterdam, though formerly there was a considerable
number: the remains of a fine meeting-house
are still there, which with a considerable privilege attached to it, belong to the Society, and
are under the care of Friends in England. We
went to see the house, and I having been requested by the meeting for Sufferings in Lonfriendly people to satisfaction.

don, to attend to

some business respecting

the

estate belonging to Friends as aforesaid, they

not having opportunity to do
troubles in Europe,

it,

during the

we undertook

to

late

examine

into it for them, and settle it as well as wecould,
which occupied part of two days, it having laid

so that our at-

sat insilencc, pretty

a considerable time

we

tention appeared to be very seasonable,

neglected

;

and gave

;
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in England good satisfaction, and we
were glad that it was in our power to assist them
herein. This week I also waited on our American consul, in order to procure a passport to travel in France he treated me with much kindness
and civility, gave me a good passport, and
would not take any fee for it, though entitled to

Friends

;

it

in virtue

of his

office.

I

also called at the

French consul's office the same day, where I
likewise met with civility and attention, and got
my passport endorsed under the seal of the
French Republic. We went to see several religiously disposed people in the city, not those

we
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Lillfe, where we were put into a room the most
extravagantly furnished of any that I ever
lodged in, and being very weary I soon got to
sleep.
On second-day we could get no stage,

and were therefore obliged to remain at Lille
but on third-day we proceeded, though the
roads in some places were so bad and the carriage heavy, that at one place the horses stopped, and we all got out to Walk, but my interpreter having observed that walking fatigued me,
persuaded me that I had better get in again, and
I at length consented, though 1 did not feel easy
with it, which seems as though the mind sometimes I'eceives a presentiment of approaching
distress.
I believe I had not been in the car-

met with staid over first-day, and attended
two more meetings with those first mentioned serious people, several others also coming in, these riage five minutes before the horses ran off the
were both favoured opportunities and the even- causeway, and overset it down a precipice pering closed peacefully, blessed be the Lord.
haps twelve or fourteen feet. The fall was very
Fourth-day, Lewis Seebohm having after great, and the postillion seeing the danger
some difficulty obtained passports to travel in jumped from his seat, before the carriage went
France, this morning we left Amsterdam and down, leaving all to me who was shut up alone,
took our journey towards Antwerp in French and had no chance of escape.
Ah surely it
Flanders.
We went about twenty-four miles is of the Lord's mercy that I am left to give
this day in a treckschute, along a large canal this account.
The passengers who saw the
to a town called Gouda, where we lodged, and carriage go down thought I was killed, and ran
next day took the mail for Antwerp.
We tra- back as quickly as they could. I opened the
velled until about j:iine o'clock at night, when door, and begged some one ta help me out,
my interpreter was taken so ill that we were when they found not even a bone broken, only
obliged to stop at an inn until morning, when my right hand was strained, and my leg and
finding himself better we proceeded and reached shoulder on the same side much bruised. The
Antwerp about ten o'clock. After taking some French passengers were all very kind in assistrefreshment we went to the town-house, and ing me, especially a lawyer of Paris, who had
presented our passports for examination
they travelled with us from Gouda, and when I bereceived us with much civility, and put off the came so ill that I could not go on in the stage,
examination for a few hours on account of the staid with us until we arrived in his native city
press of business, fixing an hour for us to come of Paris, which was on the eighteenth, his name
again.
was Alexander Moyanat. He continued his
We went accordingly about the time ap- kindness as long as we staid in Paris, coming
pointed, and got our passports endorsed under frequently nearly a mile to see us, and several
the seal of the French Republic, and delivered times invited us to dine with him.
Had I not
to us vei'y respectfully, so much so, that I told been in so much pain from my hurt, I think I
the principal secretary, if I lived to return to should have enjoyed the fine prospects in this
my country again, T should take pleasure in beautiful country; and I may safely say from
speaking well of French civility and kindness
general observation, that it rather exceeds any
he seemed somewhat affected, and said it was country I have ever before travelled in.
but their duty to do so, and took his leave of us
At Paris we met with Abraham Barker, a
in a very friendly manner.
Thus, way has Friend from New Bedford in North America,
been made for us hitherto, even in the minds of and no way opening for any religious meetinothose in authority.
Our endorsements recom- at this place, when first-day came, we sat down
mended us to the Prefect's office in Paris, and together in our hired room in silence, and a
we journeyed on through a fine, well cultivated sweet time it was to me. It may not perhaps
country, and lodged in a neat and well built be amiss to mention how we were treated at the
town called Ghent.
municipality, when we attended to present our
First-day, twelfth, travelled in a very heavy passports.
We were stopped by the guards,
carriage called the Diligence, carrying many who had strict orders, it seems, not to suffer
passengers, I think at one time we had fifteen, any man to pass, unless he had what is called
and the roads so broken up in some places that a cockade in his hat, but on our desiring our
we were obliged to get out and walk. One of guide to step forward and inform the officers,
these carriages broke down just behind us in that we were of the people called Quakers, and
the evening, but we were favoured to get to our that our not observing those signs of the times
intended lodging place, a fine town called was not in contempt of authority, or disrespect
first

;

!

;

;
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office, but from a religous scruple in our on so rainy that the Rhone became dangerous
Next day in the afternoon
minds, it being the same with us in our own for our little boat.
country, they readily accepted our reasons, and we got out our carriage and went on again by
one of the officers came and took us by the land, which proved a merciful deliverance, as
guards and so up into the chamber, where we we afterwards understood; for the day after
were suffered to remain quietly with our hats we left the Rhone a boat was lost with a conon until our passports were examined by two siderable number of people on board, who were
officers, and again endorsed under the seal of all drowned.
First-day, eleventh.
Through considerable
the Republic, permitting us to go to Calvisson in
Languedoc. Thus it often appears to me that fatigue and difficulty, we arrived at Congenies,
we make our way better in the minds of the where we were kindly received by Lewis Mapeople, when we keep strictly to our religious jolier and his wife, with whom we put up.
profession, in all countries and amongst all sorts Third-day, had an appointed meeting at this
place with those under our name, and although
of persons.
I not being well able to travel, we staid here we found them in a very weak state, and not
for several days, and though no way seemed much appearance of the Friend about them, yet
to open for a religious meeting, we spread sev- it proved through the renewal of holy help, one
eral books which we had taken with us for that of the most watering seasons I ever experienced
found it necessary to use
purpose, and found considerable openness in the in a meeting.
minds of the people to receive them they treated great deliberation in our communications, in
also went order to be at all understood, so general a weepus with much civility and respect.
to Versailles about twelve miles from Paris, ing prevailed at hearing the sound of the goswhere we met with some friendly people who pel in plain, simple truths delivered among
seemed glad to see us ; we only staid here one them.
Next day we went to Nismes about ten miles
day, and returned to Paris. Twenty-third was
what the French call their Decade, or the anni- distant, and visited one or two under our name
versary of their revolution, which seemed to be there, and the day following we went to a place
kept with great joy, and such a concourse of peo- called St. Giles about fifteen miles from Nismes,
ple as were collected on the occasion, I never be- plose on the sea, and said to be noted formerly
fore saw. The Friend aforementioned and my- for containing many protestants, who suffered
self took a walk in what are called the Elysian much, especially in the reign of Lewis XIV.
fields, and were not a little surprised to observe for their religious principles, which occasioned
the order ihat prevailed throughout this vast a great dispersion of the inhabitants from that
think we did not observe one place, and it has never recovered, being now
concourse.
I
drunken man, or the least sign of wrangling only a small town, but the remains of a large
and scarcely one loud sentence spoken among city. There are, however, at this time, a numthem, neither do I know that we met with so ber who make some profession of our princimuch as a sneer from one of them, or any kind ples, with whom we had a meeting, of which
of insult, notwithstanding our appearance must they seemed glad, though it was not so open as
the aforementioned one at Congenies.
have been singular to them.
I walked out a few other times during our only staid one day, and then returned to Constay in Paris for the benefit of fresh air, but be- genies.
On first-day morning, attended meeting again
ing poorly and sometimes low in mind, and not
having the advantage of the language to con- at this place, which was considerably larger
verse with the people, I staid much in my cham- than the first, and was also a time of favour.
ber, reading in my bible, which I had taken After this meeting, feeling my mind much exercised for the right advancement of Friends here,
along with me, to my great satisfaction.
left I proposed a meeting to be held at some suitaSixth-day, second of tenth month.
Paris and had a pretty agreeable journey through ble time, which was acceded to, and held this
a fine, well cultivated country to Lyons, up- afternoon. My mind was opened and enlarged,
wards of three hundred miles, where we staid in laying their weak and disordered state before
Being desirous of getting on to them, and the consequences of having no rule,
only one day.
Congenies, where we understood there were a or order of discipline, to unite them in supportconsiderable number of professors with us; we ing and holding up the testimonies of Friends.
concluded to take boat and go down the Rhone, Many seemed fully sensible of it, and confessed

to

any in

own

We

;

We

We

We

a very rapid river, as being more agreeable
than going by land ; the southern parts of
France being much more hilly than those we
had passed over. On fifih-day we got our carriage on board a boat, set out early from Lyons,
and had a pretty fine run that day, but it came

much brokenness that their deviations liad
been such, that they had been only usurpers of
This was truly an affectthe name of Friends.
ing opportunity, and after much time had been
spent, in which many with weeping lamented
their situation, it was proposed to hold a meetin
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ing next day, to try if they could get into sonne
order, which was agreed to, and in the evening
several articles were drawn up, in order to lay
before them.

Second-day, a meeting for business was acwhen the aforementioned artiThey consisted of
cles were laid before them.
sundry heads of testimonies from the book of
Extracts of London Yearly Meeting, accommodated as much as might be to their local and
weak situation ; and it was proposed that all such
among them, as were willing and desirous of
supporting these rules and testimonies, should
subscribe them and become united in the work.
This proved also a time of general weeping
and brokenness, and I could not forbear weeping with them.
I think about thirty of them
stood up, and declared their willingness and desire, to support and maintain these rules of discipline as proposed, and subscribed thereto.
Others confessed with tears that they felt too
weak to engage at present, and desired to know
•whether a door would be left open for them
hereafter, in case they should be better able to
cordingly held,
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ly people near the Quay, where I met with
some who could speak English I enquired for
a passage to England, but none seemed immediately to offer, and as it was now growing late
in the fall season, when a passage through the
Bay of Biscay is reckoned dangerous, I was
:

under the necessity of taking one as soon as it
through the country six
or seven hundred miles, to Calais or Dunkirk,
and this without an interpreter, the young man
aforementioned having left me and returned
home. Such was again my trying situation
alone, far separated from all my dear friends and
connections, and in a great straight to know
rightly what to do for the best
Lord look
down upon me in mercy preserve and support
me under these dispensations, and be pleased to
show me the way that I should go, for thou
knowest me altogether, and my desire to trust
in thy eternal Providence
0, withdraw not
thy soul-animating presence, altogether from
me, but preserve me in these proving seasons,
and keep me, O my God, in every hour of
offered, or else to travel

;

:

;

!

temptation and trial, that so I may not wound
and become a reproach to thy holy cause, where
time had been thus spent, and they had appoint- my lot is cast, nor make sorrow and repentance

come

in at

a future day.

After a considerable

ed some of their number as overseers, &c., the
meeting concluded, and I believe many minds
with ours, were greatly relieved may the Lord
prosper the work in their hands to his own
glory
for I did believe in our passing along in
this country, that thei-e was a precious seed in
many places, that would at some future day be
gathered.
May the Father of mercies bow
down his gracious ear to the groanings thereof,
and hasten the day of its deliverance.
Fourth-day, twenty-first. Apprehending myself clear of any further labour among these
people, Lewis Seebohm and I parted ; he concluded to stay a few days longer about Congenies, and then take his journey homewards
through Switzerland, and I proceeded towards
Bordeaux, in order to look for a passage to some
port in England.
This proved to be a very
trying journey, it being between two and three
hundred miles, and I had only the company of a
young man who had lately been an officer in
the French army, and did not understand a word
of English; but as he was so kind as to offer
himself, and it being the best shift I could then
make for a pilot, I accepted his kind offer, and
very attentive and assisting he was to me, so
far as we could understand each other, which
was chiefly by the help of a dictionary. This
was my tried situation for about eight days,
for meeting with some accident by the way,
by getting one of the axletrees of our carriage broken, and also having some very
stormy weather, we did not reach Bordeaux
until the twenty-eighth.
I happened to get lodgings with pretty order:

—

my own
my God,

for

soul
I

;

but that through thy holy aid,

may

yet be enabled to sing thy

on the banks of deliverance, for unto
Thee only is praise due, now and forevermore!
praises

Sixth-day, thirtieth, I wrote letters to my
dear wife and others in America.
It was nearly two weeks from this time before I could engage a passage to answer my purpose, but at
length one offered by a Danish brig bound for

Gurnsey, and I concluded to embrace this opportunity, and cast myself entirely
on that all-supporting arm of Omnipotence
the island of

which sustains the earth, and rules the raging
sea.

may now

remark, that although much of
have been waiting here has seemed
almost like imprisonment, and at times as if
forsaken both of friends and the world, yet as
1 have endeavoured to renew my trust and confidence in the eternal Arm, blesssed be his ever
adorable name, through the renewing of his infinite, love and mercy to my soul, my lonely
room, especially during the latter part of my
stay here, has been made to me as a pleasant
museum, wherein I have been favoured with
precious openings into some of the wonderful
works both of nature and of grace, to my own
humble rejoicing in the eternal Providence, and
I was made a renewed believer therein.
O, my
God, how unsearchable is thy wisdom, how
boundless and unfathomable are the riches of
thy goodness and mercy thy ways are hid as
in the great deep, and past finding out
who
shall refuse to adore thee, who art the everI

the time

I

;

;
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lasting Father

bow

nations

and God over

before thee,

all

who

!

Shall not

hast

made

all

both

and the dry land, and hast appointed
unto them the bounds of their habitations, for
the Lord of Hosts remains to be thy name
I have been made to see and believe the fall of
Adam, and how all his offspring have been and
are affected by it
and the means appointed for
their redemption, and how it is to be effected, I
have seen and do most assuredly believe in. O,
well might the poor man mentioned in the goshelp thou mine
pel, cry out, " Lord, I believe
unbelief."
O, who can disbelieve in Christ Jein his manhood,
sus, the Saviour of the world
also in his disufferings and death therein
the Redeemer and
vinity and eternal power
Savioui", in whom, as testified by the apostle,
the seas

!

;

;

!

!

;

dwells

the fulness of the

all

Godhead

bodily.

Tremble, O ye Deists, before Him, unto whom
all judgment is committed, that all men might
honour him, even as the Father is honoured.
This is the Stone which was set at naught and
rejected

by you wise

builders, but truly

it

is

by Him all
your buildings will be tried, whether you will
or not although you may, in your wisdom,
elect

of

God and

precious; and

;

carry your fabric

Nimrod, yet
shall

come

to

in the

to

a prodigious height, like

day of

his

power when he

inspect your work,

it

shall fare

Nimrod's did. 0, tremble, lest
and everlasting disappointment be
But O, my God, be thou pleased
your portion
to strengthen and enable me from time to time,
to hold fast even unto the end, what thou hast
now been pleased to renew in my soul, and
given me to believe most firmly.
Amen.
Sixth-day, thirteenth of eleventh month, I
went on board the brig Mercurius, Ole Nelson
captain, and all the crew Danes
but such was
his delay, that although he was to have sailed
a week or ten days before this time, yet it was
a full week after I got on board before they
weighed anchor, which I very much regretted,

no

better than

confusion

!

—

;

it

being fine weather.
Sixth-day, twentieth.

fell

down

a

little

Weighed anchor and
below the shipping, which we

did not effect without

some apparent danger,

there being abundance of shipping in port and

Next day we fell down
and got a pilot on board
in order to put to sea, when the wind turned
against us, and the weather became so rainy,
that although we kept the pilot on board a full
week, we only made about twenty leagues from
Bordeaux, the wind continuing ahead until firstday, the thirteenth of twelfth month
sometimes it blew so hard, that several ships drifted,
and others were driven from their anchors;
one sloop sunk, which we saw drifting near us
with her topmast only above water, but we
the current very rapid.

a k\v leagues

further,

;

[1801.

could not learn whether the men were saved or
lost
this sight was very awful to me.
:

The wind coming

for us, we weighed
and had a fine run for
about twenty-four hours.
There were two
other passengers on board, one a Scotchman,
the other an Irishman, both lately from the
English navy, and we all began to hope now
for a speedy passage: but, alas! for causes
fair

anchor and put

to sea,

unknown

how

to us,

are

pects sometimes blasted

all
;

our pleasant prosthe afternoon

for in

of the fourteenth, the wind shifted and came
right against us, and presently blew so strong
that we were obliged to heave to, with only our
foresail spi'ead, and let her drive wheresoever
the wind and waves would carry us.
This
seemed to be only the beginning of our sorrows,
for from this time we had contrary winds almost constantly, and at times such violent
storms and high seas, that we were mightily
tossed, and so beaten by the heavy seas, that
we were in danger of being shattered to pieces
by the violence of the waves at other times
swallowed up in the belly of the mighty deep,
as though we were going down, never to rise
again
first driven near upon the French coast,
which was very rocky and dangerous, and then
upon the English.
several times saw the
/English land, but so mightily had we been
driven about, that our mariners hardly knew
where we were, and our brig became so leaky,
that it was with much difficulty and hard labour,
that our poor seamen could free her of water by
;

;

We

pumps.
At length, our captain was determined, if possible, to get into the first port we could make, and
therefore on the twenty-eighth, we stood in for
the land, early in the morning, and about eleven
the

we came so near in with the land, that
they thought they knew it to be Portland.
were beginning to rejoice again in the prospect
of soon getting into safe harbour, when perhaps about two o'clock in the afternoon, they
concluded they were deceived, and could not
find any port before dark, and we might be in
danger of driving upon the land in the night,
therefore with fallen countenances were standing out to sea again, when providentially a
pilot espied us, and gave us a sign, which we
returned, and gladly received him on board, and
that evening he brought us into Dartmouth bay,
o'clock

We

where we were obliged to anchor tor want of
wind and tide however, they rose between
three and four o'clock in the morning, and
weighed anchor again, and after considerable
exertion we got safe into the port of Dartmouth,
about twelve at noon, when I was favoured once
more to set my foot on firm ground, which I
had not done before in more than forty days.
directly conducted to the house of
I- was
:

;
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ing which the fury of contending elements
seemed let loose upon them. The waves were
wrought up to an appalling height, and the vesat his house, although I was an entire stranger, sel heaved and tossed to such a degree, as to
and had no credentials about me, having left my induce them to fear she would be buried in the
baggage on ship board. I was truly glad and opening sea.
Their situation soon became apparently hopethankful in heart, for the merciful deliverance
vouchsafed to me from being entombed in the less, and the ofBcers gave their wicked crew
mighty deep, though, blessed be God, in whom I the dreaded warning to " prepare fo?- a watery
was enabled to put my trust, when the counte- grave." Oh then, what a change was seen in
nances of the mariners wore a dismal aspect, and their conduct. Terrified at the prospect of
all hope of being saved was nearly gone, I never the awful fate which awaited them, smitten
no, not for a mo- with remorse for their past wickedness and conquite lost my confidence
ment, even in the greatest extremity of danger. tempt of God, they gave way to despair, and
At one time in particular, when I verily thought became almost incapable of managing the ship.
we were going down to the bottom, never more The helm was ordered to be lashed, and giving
to'rise, being so deeply covered with the rolling up all hope of safety, they let her drive at the
Amidst this
surge that the mighty roaring thereof ceased to mercy of the winds and waves.
sound in our ears, and there was a profound general consternation, when all around him besilence in the ship; even then did my mind feel spoke distress and terror, Richard Jordan sat
so calm and quiet, that I could not doubt of peacefully in the cabin, waiting in humble conHis mind was calm
fidence upon the Lord.
being clasped in the arms of everlasting love
and I yielded to his blessed will, saying in se- and collected, securely anchored on that Rock
cret. Lord, if it be thy blessed will that this of Ages which no storms can move, no tempests
shall be my grave, I yield, if I may but go overturn.
As shipwreck seemed, in all human probadown clasped in the arms of thine everlasting
love, or if thou art pleased to bring me safe to bility, to be inevitable, he took from a trunk
land again, I will surely sing thy praise, I will his certificates and a few other valuable documents, and fastened them around him, that in
tell of thy goodness in the congregation of thy
the event of his body being afterwards found, it
people, I will speak of thy wondrous works.
[During the period of his tarriance on the might be known and the papers forwarded to
But although he made these arcontinent of Europe, the existence of a state of his friends.
warfare, presented many obstacles to travelling rangements, he did not, during the whole scene,
The captain,
with safety, and exposed foreigners to much entirely lose his confidence.
But his steady awakened from his sensuality and wickedness,
suspicion and many difBculties.
adherence to the religious principles which he and tremblingly alive to the doom which seemprofessed, his circumspect deportment, and his ed to be impending, betook himself to the cabin,
uniform reliance upon the direction of heavenly and seconded by his anxious crew, besought
wisdom, made his way comparatively easy and Richard Jordon to implore for them the mercy
procured him the respect and esteem of all and protection of that Being, whose power they
classes of people. The voj'age across the Bay had so lately contemned, nay, whose very exof Biscay is often performed in less than a week, istence they had impiously denied. He informed
but owing to a violent storm which they en- them in a few words, that the spirit of availing
but after
countered, and a succession of boisterous weath- prayer was not at his command
er, they were forty-five days on the passage. waiting for a considerable time in solemn siThe crew of the vessel in which he embarked lence, he was permitted to approach the throne
were principally Danes, and during the first of grace in reverent vocal supplication.
This religious service seemed to be in some
few days of the voyage, seemed to vie with
each other in wickedness and profanity, neglect- degree blessed to them; they were humbled
ing the proper care of the ship, and spending into contrition, and became more composed
They their conduct towards him was now reversed
their time in drunkenness or gambling.
treated Richard Jordan with great contumely every one seemed desirous to do him some
and contempt, scofl^ed at his religious life and kindness, and so sensible were they that the
serious demeanour, and even abused his person. Divine presence was near to preserve and supHis situation was indeed a pitiable one: he was port him, that all were anxious to get as close
wholly at their mercy, and from their negli- to him as possible. Their exertions in managgence and unconcern about the vessel, it seemed ing the vessel were renewed, but owing to the
probable they would have a tedious passage. continuance of boisterous and foggy weather,
They had not been long at sea, when the sky they had lost their reckoning, and pi'ovisions
was overcast with clouds, the atmosphere be- running short, they were put on allowance;
came dark and hazy, and a tempest arose, dur- and although the violence of the storm soon after

Walter Prideaux, a very kind Friend, and I
think the only one under our name living in
Dartmouth. I met ,with a very kind reception

;

;

:

;

—
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Kingsbridge
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evening.

abated, yet the probability of reaching land be-

to

were exhausted became very
The vessel was so much injured that
doubtful.
she began to take in water very fast, and the
pumps had to be constantly worked to keep her
Discouraging as the prospect before
free.
them appeared, such was the confidence and
faith with which Richard Jordan's mind was

twenty-fourth, this morning at meeting

fore their stores

replenished, that he told the captain

it

was

his

belief they should yet be brought safely into

in

the

First-day,
I

was

awfully engaged, and my heart enlarged in solemn prayer and supplication for all my home
Friends and their meetings in general, that the
blessing of preservation might be vouchsafed ;
as also

for

all

those engaged in like

with myself to leave their

all

manner

for the gospel's

that the great and glorious work
thereof might be carried on to the praise of the

sake, and

In a few days great name.
Second-day, twenty-fifth, went to Dartmouth,
portions of
bread and water were served out, they descried and next evening had a large public meeting
land, and soon after entered the harbour of there, made up of a mixed multitude, who beDartmouth. His gratitude for this happy de- haved well while many gospel truths were deliverance from imminent danger, and his re- livered to them, with which they appeared to
port, without the loss of a

after this,

when almost

life.

the

last

lease from long confinement in a vessel, which

a variety of circumstances rendered extremely
He
unpleasant, may readily be conceived.

be well satisfied, and the meeting concluded in a
solemn manner, after it had held about three

hours ; a number of the people, as I understood
appointed a public meeting for Divine worship afterwards, were desirous of another meeting.
in the town, to which the captain and some of I also went to see the ship in which I had witthe crew came, and it proved a memorable and nessed so marvellous a deliverance, and found
humbling opportunity to many present, Me- her in dock, and many workmen were employed
in repairing her, for so much was she wrecked
moir of R. J.]
Hearing there was to be a quarterly meeting that 1 was informed, she narrowly escaped be-

condemned as not sea-worthy,

held next day at Kingsbridge, about twelve miles
from this place, I felt very desirous of being at

ing

and therefore took horse, though perhaps after sunset, being accompanied by George Pri-,
deaux, a kind young man, and nephew to the
above mentioned Friend. We got to Kingsbridge
about eight o'clock, though it was very dark
and rainy, and the country very mountainous,
and being clear of wood, I thought in the evening the hills somewhat resembled the mighty
waves in the Bay of Biscay. The young man.
took me to his father's house, where I was also
very kindly received and agreeably accommoNext day I attended the quarterly meetdated.
ing, which though small, was a blessed time,
and I trust will not soon be forgotten by many
of us then present, but long had in remembrance
as a fresh memorial of the Lord's love and

again,

it,

and crew seemed

much

rejoiced

the captain
to

see

me

of second month, went to
and staid until second-day
morning, in which time I attended three meetings, all times of favour, returned to Kingsbridge, and attended a monthly meeting on
fourth-day, for the Friends of Plymouth, Modbury, Kingsbridge and Dartmouth, which was
Fi nil-day, fourth

Modbury

again,

Fifth-day, eleventh,
time of favour.
evening had a large public meeting
with the town's people, which was attended with great solemnity, many gospel truths

also a
in

the

were

delivered

to

them,

which seemed

to

be received with joy and gladness, and I did
believe there were many seeking minds amongst
I now began to look towards leaving
them.

Kingsbridge, a place which I trust will not soon
week-day be forgotten by me, but long be remembered
meeting at this place, which I attended, it was with gratitude for the many favours which I
I had proalso a precious opportunity, blessed be the was made partaker of while there,
Lord, who causeth ail things to work together posed setting off on the morrow, but being a
little unwell and not feeling quite clear in my
for good to them that love and fear him.
Find- mind, I staid until first-day, and had another
Sixth-day, first of first month, 1802.
ing myself much reduced and exhausted in my precious opportunity with Friends in the mornnature, I have concluded to accept the kind in- ing, and feeling my mind again drawn towards
vitation of these dear Friends, where I lodge, the townspeople, I requested Friends to inform
to stay with them awhile, and endeavour to re- them that the doors would be opened in the afcruit, before I proceed further on my journey, ternoon, for all that were disposed to come,
though I have attended meetings here constant- which was done, and they came together in
ly as they come in course, both on first and such abundance, that the house could not conweek-days.
tain them, and blessed be the Lord, this was
Fourth-day, thirteenth, I went to a monthly through the manifestation of his goodness and
meeting at Modbury, where I sat the meeting power a crowned opportunity, which I humbly
through in peaceful silence, and returned again trust will not soon be forgotten. Many of these

mercy

to

our souls.

Fifth-day, thirty-first,

was

their

:

:
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we

left Plymouth, in which
open my mouth in public.
Fourth-day, I sat the week-day meeting through
may the Lord have all the praise, to whom in deep silent exercise after meeting went to
see a woman Friend who was very ill, and peralone it is due, now and forevermore. Amen.
Second-day, fifteenth, after an affectionate haps near her end in this world. I had a comand solemn farewell with the dear children of fortable opportunity by her bedside, which was
this agreeable family, where I have been abun- also a precious season to some others present
dantly cared for in the time of need, and hav- after this, visited another family or two, and reing the company of their dear father and mo- turned to my lodgings.
Fiflh-day, went to Perran- wharf, and attendther, George and Anna Prideaux, I left Kingsbridge, and rode to Plymouth, where I put up ed a small meeting of Friends there, which was
with James Fox, and on fourth-day attended a a blessed time; in the evening returned to Falmeetingof Friends at this place, in which I was mouth and feeling considerably unwell, I consilent.
First-day, twenty-first, I attended two tinued mostly at my lodgings until first-day,
meetings at the same place, in which I was again when I attended the meeting here again in the
raised up in the authority of Truth, to preach morning, and went to Perran-wharf in the afthe gospel to a pretty large audience, and felt ternoon, and attended theirs, both to pretty good
Spent a little time with Friends
considerably relieved.
Fourth-day, attended satisfaction.
the week-day meeting, which was a solemn here, returned to Falmouth, and was at their
time, wherein the testimony went forth in a monthly meeting on fourth-day, thirty-first, and
set out the same afternoon for the Land's End,
close searching manner.
Hilstone, a
First-day, first of third month, in the morn- taking the following meetings, viz
in the afternoon si- public meeting at the same place, Marazion,
ing enlarged in testimony
staid their weeli-day meeting again, and and so to Redruth, and attended both their meetlent
was considerably enlarged in testimony, but ings on first-day.
Next day returned to Falmouth, and fourthPlymouth;
still 1 do not feel clear to leave
Lord preserve me in the right way and give me day, the seventh of fourth month, attended the
to understand thy dispensations towards me, quarterly meeting there, which was a deeply
and be pleased to gi'ant me renewals of strength exercising time, both in silence and in public

dear people, who could not get seats, I believe
stood quietly near three hours, such was the
solemnity that prevailed in this large meeting

out of seven since
I

have been able

to

;

—

:

;

:

and
them

patience, from

time

to

time,

to

abide

labour
relief,

all.

;

but in the conclusion

though

I

did not yet

I

felt

seem

considerable

quite clear in

Again attended the fore
meetings, but was shut up
throughout both, in deep inward exercise.
Their monthly meeting was held here this

leaving the place, and therefore I endeavoured
patiently to wait the Lord's time, being very

week, which I also attended, and blessed be the
Lord, the alone Helper of his people, he was
pleased to give the remnant of the deeply suffering souls, to drink of living water, to their
humble rejoicing in his salvation. Seventh-day,
feeling clear of this place, and having the company of George Prideaux, I set out for Cornviz.
wall, and took the following meetings
Germains, Looe, Liskeard, Aristoll, and Mavegessey in the two last I was opened in a good
degree of clearness and gospel authority, I hum-

several Friends, and attended their two meetings

First-day, eighth.

and afternoon

;

desirous of seeing

my way

out of places, as

After this meeting

well as into them.

visited

I

again on first-day, which were times of deep
inward exercise, though I was opened a little in
the afternoon.
O Lord, when shall I be released from this almost constant weight and burden, by which my poor soul is so much borne

down and

afflicted in this place.

yet liberated,

I

was

afraid to

Not

feeling

move under

the

cloud, and therefore endeavoured to wait in the

little longer, if happily I might be
So I staid
favoured to find a peaceful retreat.
bly trust to the edification of many as well as another meeting with them on fourth-day, fourAnd O, may I be teenth, where I was enlarged in a particularly
the peace of my own mind.
enabled to keep that testimony, " he openeth close searching testimony to some states, which
and no man shutteth, and shutteth and no man perhaps are not often reached by instruments,
Ah when he shutteth, who dare the meeting concluded in solemn prayer and
openeth."
;

patience a

!

attempt to open and 0, may I be preserved
from being numbered among those that " compass themselves about with sparks of their own
kindling," whose portion is to " lie down in

supplication

sorrow."

name

;

bled

—and

many minds seemed

;

sion of this meeting

burdened

We

in

my

T

felt

spirit

;

and went

in testimony, this being only the third meeting

meeting with the people

XIIL— No.

9.

hum-

quite relieved

and un-

praised be his glorious

forever.

Sixth-day, reached Falmouth, and on firstday attended both the meetings of Friends at
this place; in the afternoon had a favoured time

Vol.

to be

blessed be the Lord, at the conclu-

took our solemn leave of Friends here,
to Perran-wharf to dinner, and there

being a large iron-foundry, &c. here, we had a
in the evening, which

42
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a highly favoured opportunity. Next day
went on our way back to Plymouth and reach-

was
ed

it

day following,

the

viz

:

sixth-day, the six-

teenth.

First-day, attended the fore and afternoon
meetings, which were times of deep wading and
close exercise without much relief: here also I
seemed to be kept in a state of imprisonment,
(as I had been at Falmouth) until the twenty-

which time I had one public meeting,
and attended sundry meetings with Friends, and
much of the time I was so covered and borne
down under inward exercise and suffering, that

ninth, in

I

ate but

little

the Lord, as

I

pleasant bread

;

but blessed be

endeavoured patiently

tc

wait his

grant a clear and satisfactory release, so that at the conclusion of a

time, he

was pleased

to

meeting the day before

I set

out, the joyful in-

was given, "thou hast encompassed
mountain long enough." I received it with
heartfelt gratitude and joy, and left the place
Next day got to Exeter and
quite relieved.
staid over their two meetings on first-day, which
were on the whole solid instructive opportutimation

this

nities.

Third-day, fourth of fifth month, I got to
Chard, and had a precious meeting with a few
Friends there the same evening; next day
reached Compton, and the day following attended a week-day meeting there, which was made

up

chiefly of

this

was

Thomas Thompson's

also a

solid

opportunity.

scholars;
I

got to

Marnhull the same evening, where I met with
dear Deborah Darby, and we were truly gladdened in seeing each other, as also her old companion Rebecca Byrd, who now resides here
First-day, we attended two
with her husband.
meetings, in both of which I was silent. Thirdday, eleventh, attended a monthly meeting at
Sherburne in which 1 was also silent, but dear
Deborah Darby was set at liberty in an affecting manner, much to the relief of my mind.
Fourth-day, twelfth, attended the week-day
meeting at Marnhull, where I was opened in a
short testimony to the relief of my own mind
and on fifth-day, accompanied by William
Rawes, junior, and his wife, I set out for London, distant about one hundred and twentymiles.
I had a very agreeable journey with
these two valuable Friends, who were very kind
;

[1802.

a journey as that on the continent of
Europe.
Fourth-day, nineteenth.
The yearly meeting for business opened, which was a solid opportunity, as were the sittings next day. Sixthday, all the meeting-houses of Friends in the
city were opened for worship ; I attended that
at Grace Church street, which was a good time.
The yearly meeting proceeded with its business
until first-day, when the meeting houses were
again opened for worship, both in the fore and
afternoon.
Second and third days, the yearly
meeting continued its sittings, and on fourthday meetings for worship were held, 1 attended at Southwark meeting-house, which was an
exercising time to me, but I was favoured to
in
relieve my mind, so that I left it peacefully
the afternoon the yearly meeting resumed its
business.
Fifth-day, soon after the meeting
gathered, I proposed a visit to our women
Friends in their apartment, which was readily
acceded to ; it proved a precious opportunity,
and the day closed peacefijlly blessed be the
Lord,
Sixth-day morning, the twenty-eighth. The
yearly meeting for business concluded in a solid
manner, and in the afternoon the meeting of
ministers and elders met, which was a time of
renewed favour, such as I trust will long be had
in grateful remembrance ; in this concluding
opportunity I was permitted to be as it were
rilous

;

;

numbered among the princes; blessed be the
Lord, who causeth all things to work together
sancfor good to them that love and fear him

—

and exercises,
own peace and rejoicing.

tifying their
their

at times, to

toils

First-day, the thirtieth.
I attended Devonshire-house meeting, wherein I was enlarged in
testimony on the fall of man, also on the sub-

of his redemption and restoration to the favour of God through Jesus Christ this was a
solemn time, the meeting was large, and many
not professing with us were present, but one
stood up in the meeting (who was in profession
with us,) and expressed something like lessen1
ing the validity and weight of this doctrine.

ject

:

felt that spirit at work in many places, and
some it had openly made its appearance. I
was also engaged in prayer and supplication in
this meeting, and near the conclusion was con-

had
in

London next afternoon, cerned to stand forth and testify, that I had trawas again kindly received by my old velled in most parts of North America, and also
in most places in Europe where Friends were
Josiah Messer and wife, of Holborn.

caretakers, arriving in

where
friends

I

Attended two meetings
Westminster second-day, two sittings of the
yearly meeting of ministers and elders, and another sitting of the same on third-day morning,
at Grace Church street, most of which were
solid, good opportunities, and Friends seemed
glad to see me returned from so trying and peFirst-day, sixteenth.

at

;

and that we were uniformly as a rebody, of the same principles, and held
lorth the same doctrines, as I had done in that
The meetmeeting, or words to this import.
ing seemed clothed with a profound solemnity,
scattered,
ligious

and so concluded, and
joicing,

believing

that

went my way
I
many were made

reto
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blessed ing for business, in the first sitting of which,
rejoice with me, in the Hope of Israel
be the Lord who gave the victory this day. In while men and women were together, I was enthe afternoon I attended the meeting at Grace larged in testimony, with clearness and good
Church street, where I met with my friend authority, to my own humble admiration the
opportunity concluded with solemn prayer and
Joseph Cloud, from North America.
;

,•

The dear family thanksgiving to the blessed Father of mercies,
thirty-first.
sojourn removed out of the city to who had been pleased to cover us this day as
Hampstead, and toolv me with them, which I with the canopy of his love, under a renewed
find a pleasant retreat from the noise of Lon- sense whereof many souls with my own, were
Second-day,

with

whom

I

don.
Returned to the city on fifth-day, and
attended the week-day meeting at Westminster.

given to rejoice in his salvation, and
trust that this

day

will

I

humbly

long be gratefully re-

and seventh-day, staid mostly about membered by many of us.
Fifth-day, first of seventh month.
Hampstead, and wrote letters to America,
I attendFirst-day, sixth.
I attended the two meet- ed Westminster meeting, where was a marriage,
ings of Friends at Tottenham, which were solid which drew a number of people not professing
opportunities through the fresh extendings of with us, among whom were several French
holy help.
Fourth-day attended the monthly noblemen, one of them a member of the Nationmeeting of Grace Church street, and next day al Assembly at Paris this I think was one of
the meeting at Westminster. First-day, was at the most solid opportunities that I ever experithis great man
the meetings of W^estminster again, in which I enced on such an occasion
was silent, as I had been in the week-day meet- from France was introduced to me after meeting preceding.
Second-day, fourteenth, attend- ing, and seemed sensibly affected with the
ed the morning meeting of ministers and elders, favours of the day, the service of which fell
where I communicated to Friends my appre- chiefly on Mary Dudley and myself.
hension of having pretty nearly fulfilled my
First-day, fourth.
I attended a large meetprospects in coming to Europe, and my expec- ing at Devonshire house in the forenoon, where
tation of soon being at liberty to return to my was a burial
communiI had considerable
own country this was a blessed opportunity, cation, which I hope was of some use, but the
and several Friends were appointed to prepare solemnity of the meeting was much interrupted
a certificate for me.
by an unseasonable and unsanctified appearThird-day, fifteenth, was at a monthly meet- ance, yet it ended better than I expected
in
ing at Southwark, and next day attended the the afternoon I attended Grace Church street
meeting at Grace Church street, in which I was meeting, which was silent. Third-day, sixth,
raised up and enlarged in Gospel authority, attended a monthly meeting at Devonshire
and matter flowed freely like precious oil, to the house, which, through the renewed extending
humbling and contriting of many souls before of holy help, was a memorable time. Fifththe Lord
day, was at a week-day meeting at Radcliff",
it was a blessed watering time, and
concluded in solemn supplication by our dear which was also a time of favour.
friend Sarah Lynes. Fifth-day, I was at WestFirst-day, in the morning, attended Westminster monthly meeting, which was a time of minster meeting; in the evening a large public
favour.
First-day attended both the meetings meeting appointed by Mary Dudley at Devonat Westminster again, in which I had consider- shire house, and on second-day was at the
able communication, but did not feel so com- morning meeting of ministers and elders, where
fortable after these meetings as I had done in I obtained a certificate addressed to my friends
some of the aforementioned ones, but perhaps at home, purporting unity with me in my trait is better for me.
Lord, preserve me both in vels in Europe. I spent the remaining part of
heights and in depths, so that nothing may be this week among Friends in social visits, except
able to separate me from thy love, nor shake attending a monthly meeting at Westminster;
my confidence in thee.
and on first-day morning I attended the meetFourth-day, twenty-third. Attended an ad- ing at Grace Church street, where I had a sojournment of the monthly meeting at Grace lemn farewell opportunity. In the afternoon I
Church street fifth-day went to Radcliff", and attended Westminster meeting, where I suppose
on sixth-day was at a school meeting at Isling- the expectations of many were raised, seeing
ton, in all of which I was silent except the last, this was to be my last opportunity with them,
which was a pretty open time, and I believe and it being the meeting within the limits of
was to general satisfaction.
which I had resided during my stay in London,
First-day, twenty-seventh.
Went to the but they were disappointed, for I was silent,
meetings at Peel, which were both solid, good except near the conclusion I told them, that in
opportunities. Second-day, I attended the quar- looking over the many exercises and baptizing
terly meeting of ministers and elders, and on seasons which I had passed through among
third and fourth days, a large quarterly meet- them, I felt quite clear and relieved
and with
Sixth

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;
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very little addition took my solemn leave of down, and pressed in spirit for several days, in
them, and bid them a long farewell this seem- this place, and my mind now felt more calm
ed to occasion considerable solemnity, and and quiet.
Third-day, tenth.
The half year's meeting
opened a door for dear Mary Dudley, who had
in Wales, which is to be held this month, hava favoured opportunity.
I returned to Hampstead that evening, and ing engaged my attention for several days, afnext day attended a school meeting at Isling- ter some very close thinking on the subject, I
Third and fourth days have believed it safer for me to resign myself
ton, to satisfaction.
rather unwell, and staid mostly at my lodgings. to the prospect of attending it; and accordingly
On fifth-day, having the company of two young I set out this afternoon crossed the river MerFriends of London, I took leave of my Friends sey from Liverpool, and took our journey by
at Hampstead, and got to Colebrookdale on the way of Chester, where we arrived the same
Their meeting being next day we
staid over first-day, and attended evening.
seventh-day
their two meetings, which were highly favoured attended it, and it was a time of favour, tending
opportunities, wherein truth was eminently ex- to the encouragement of the little few who realted over all, and many souls with mine, were side here, as well as to the comfort of our own
comforted and refreshed and praised the Lord. minds.
We lodged another night in Chester, and on
We were also favoured with a precious opportunity in the evening, at the house of Richard fifth-day got to Shrewsbury, being upwards of
Reynolds, with his family, and a number of forty miles. Sixth-day, had an appointed meetyoung Friends who came in, and the evening ing with Friends of this place, which was a
blessed watering time, and that evening had a
closed peacefully.
On third-day reached Warrington in time to very agreeable ride to Colebrookdale. Firstattend their meeting the same morning, which day, fifteenth, we attended a meeting at a place
was a blessed watering opportunity, especially called the New Dale in the morning, four miles
we also had distant returned to their meeting here in the
with some of the younger class
a good opportunity with some young people afternoon, which was large, owing to the comwho came.to see us at the house where we dined, ing in of many not professing with us. I exand the same evening we got peacefully into pected during a great part of this meeting that
Liverpool, where we were again kindly receiv- 1 should have sat it through in silence, as I had
ed at the house of our dear friend Robert Ben- done that in the morning, but at length, when
son. Fifth-day I attended their week-day meet- I began to be apprehensive that it was nearly
ing, and after a time of close exercise, Truth time for the meeting to conclude, I stood up
broke forth to our comfort and rejoicing bless- with a few words, and, as I expressed them,
ed be the Lord. Here I also received agree- life seemed to increase, until, blessed be the
able accounts from my dear wife, which was Lord, it was exalted to our humble admiration,
and many of us were renewedly enabled to bow,
cause of thankfulness and gratitude.
and worship, and praise Him, who lives for
I attended
First-day, first of eighth month,
two meetings here, which were baptising sea- ever and ever, and we went on our way rejoicing; thus the day again closed peacefully.
I have
sons, and the day closed peacefully.
been very much tried in my mind for two or Third-day, attended a week-day meeting at the
three days past, having been on board of seve- old Dale, and in the evening a meeting of minral fine ships in order to see for a passage to isters and elders at the same place, and next
America, but all has seemed to close up re- day a monthly meeting at the New Dale, all of
specting it at present, so that I could not see which were, I humbly trust, profitable and inmy way to engage a passage in any of them. structive opportunities to me and many more.
Fifth-day, nineteenth, we left Colebrookdale
Lord, look down upon me in mercy, and preserve me in patience, until thou art pleased to and reached Leominster, where we put up with
open the way for me according to thy own William Young, a very ancient and valuable
Fourth-day, Josiah Messer, Friend, who received us very kindly; we staid
blessed counsel.
his wife and two daughters, from London, in and about this town until first-day, and atcalled here and spent two or three days very tended their meetings to good satisfaction. Seagreeably with me, they being on a journey to cond-day, we rode to the Hay in South Wales,
Fifth-day, where the half yearly meeting is to be held;
the north, to visit their relations.
;

;

;

;

;

;

attended the week-day meeting, where I could
see no way for me, but to abide in my tent, in

we met with dear Deborah Darby again,
who had not been home since the yearly meet-

here

and about Liver- ing in London.
twenty-fourth; at eight
the
"Third-day,
and attended their two
meetings again, when, blessed be the Lord, I o'clock in the morning, the select meeting was
was enabled, in a good degree to cast off my held at eleven, a public meeting, and at four
burden, with which I have been so much borne in the afternoon, the meeting for discipline

inward exercise.
pool

until

I

staid in

first-day,

;
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opened, which continued by adjournments unnext afternoon, and in the evening a large
Sundry Friends
meeting was held.
public
from London, and many from other parts of
England attended this half year's meeting,
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family, and arrived there that evening

;

next

day attended their week-day meeting, which
was a blessed relieving opportunity spent the
remainder of the day with this valuable family,
and in the evening before we retired to bed,
divine good being renewed, we were favoured
;

and on the whole, the several opportunities in
the course thereof, were times of favour, and with another blessed opportunity to the comfort
and consolation of our souls, and the great
we left the place with thankful hearts.
Fifth-day, twenty-sixth, Deborah Darby hav- name was magnified and praised, who alone is
ing appointed a public meeting to be held this worthy forever.
Next morning early we took our solemn
morning about fourteen miles from this place,
on our way to Leominster, and another in leave of these dear Friends, and returned to
the evening at Leominster, I attended them Livei-pool, and first-day, twelfth, I attended
both the meetings here in the afternoon I was
both, and they proved to be seasons of favour
Sixth-day, Debo- raised up, and enabled to bear a testimony on
the day closed peacefully.
rah Darby and we parted, she went towards the subject of the first and second commandWorcester, and we back towards Shrewsbury. ments, in an affecting manner, and the meeting
We lodged at an inn at Church Stratton, and concluded with solemn prayer. I left it unnext morning got to Shrewsbury, having the der a fresh sense of divine favour, and went
company of several Friends we staid over to my lodgings, and this evening a number of
first-day and attended their meeting in the fore- Friends coming in, we had another heartnoon, and in the afternoon had a pretty large tendering opportunity.
Second-day, thirteenth, I went to the custompublic meeting, both of which <vere solid, good
opportunities, and tended much to the relief house and gave in my name, nativity, occupaSecond-day morning we took tion, what country I was last from, where bound,
of my mind.
an affectionate leave of these Friends, and set the ship's name in which I was to sail, and the
I then
out for Chester, where we arrived in the even- persons to whom I was known here.
ing; next day had a public meeting there, obtained a permit to leave the country and go
which was a solid good time and in the even- home. Well, if my blessed and heavenly
ing had a precious opportunity at our lodg- Master doth but go along with me, and carry
ings with some newly convinced persons. me safely and peacefully there, I believe all the
Next day being the first of ninth month, we difficulties, dangers and hardships which have
got well to Liverpool, where I met with my attended me in this journey, will weigh lighter
dear friend William Jackson from America, than vanity in comparison with his superinwho had just before arrived, with Mary Jef- tending care, love and mercy to my soul;
feris, after a passage of thirty-eight days from eternally blessed be his name.
:

;

;

—

;

New York

;

our meeting was truly rejoicing.

Third-day, attended the burial of a Friend,

on which occasion a large meeting was held at
week-day meeting here, which was to us a the meeting-house, which was a solid time, and
day of liigh favour blessed be the Lord our I believe one of renewed visitation and warnGod who comforteth those that are cast down, ing to many. Fifth-day being meeting-day in
he was pleased to comfort our souls in this course, and I not having had any warning to
meeting.
Sixth and seventh days, William go on ship board, I ventured to attend the meetJackson and I spent most of these two days ing, which proved to be a blessed opportunity, the
together, and attended the two meetings of day closed peacefully and I seem only waiting
Seventh-day, eighteenth, the
Friends next day, which were large, especially the ship's time.
that in the afternoon, many not professing eight passengers who are to go in the cabin,
with us coming in both these meetings tended and sundry others in the steerage were ordermuch to the relief of my mind. In the last ed on board, and now I took my last leave of
I had sjomething like a solemn farewell to the dear Friends where I lodged, and a number
many whose faces I was to see no more, and of others who came to see me on the occasion,
next day I felt freedom to engage my pas- and got onboard between ten and eleven in the
sage in a ship called the India, Captain Hatha- morning the ship was very soon under way,
this day dear and having a fine breeze, we presently got
way, bound for Philadelphia
William Jackson and I parted, he going on out of the mouth of the river Mersey; the
his journey towards Cheshire, I staid in town breeze gradually increasing, and our ship beand went about preparing for my voyage.
ing a fast sailer, we soon left all behind that
Fourth-day, accompanied by Isaac Hadwin came out with us, though there were many
and wife, took passage in a canal boat to fine ships, some of which came out before us,
Writtington, about twenty-one miles from Liv- but the wind dying away in the evening we
erpool, to see dear Robert Benson and his were almost becalmed, and continued so most
Fifth-day, the second,

we

all

attended the

;

;

:

;
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of the night; all the passengers continue pretty ket street again, in most of which I got confree from sea-sickness.
siderable relief indeed
I hoped the late caNext day in the afternoon a fine breeze lamity would prove a blessing to many sursprang up, and our sailing increased to seven vivors
may it not be too lightly looked over
knots and a half per hour, and we seem now by any, but be a means of arousing all from
to be fast bidding adieu to Europe.
I leave
a false rest, or too anxious a pursuit after
many of its in- perishable enjoyments, as these awful visitait with a peaceful mind, and
habitants will be long remembered in gospel tions plainly tell us that we have no continuaffection by me, if I am continued in this ing city here, and this is not the place of our
state of being.
feel that I have much to rest.
I
Sixth-day, twelfth, I set out for New
be thankful for to the great Author of my York, being desirous to visit Friends there
being, who by his all-supporting arm of Om- before I returned homeward
got to Burlingnipotence, hath carried me through many ton, staid over first-day, and attended meetheights and depths, and covered my head in ing there to satisfaction.
On fourth-day sevthe day of battle, and hath often enabled me enteenth, got to New York, where I met with
to set up my Ebenezer, and say, " hitherto a hearty welcome from many of my dear
He hath been Friends, who seemed to rejoice with me on my
the Lord hath helped me."
with me in perils by land, perils by sea, and safe arrival in my native country.
perils among false brethren, and hath delivFirst-day, attended the fore and afternoon
ered me from the power of them all yea, meetings of Friends, and in the evening a
when the proud waves roared tremendously large public meeting appointed by Martha
and essayed to swallow me up, then was his Routh, in the last two I was pretty largely
voice experienced to be mightier than the noise opened in testimony much to the relief of my
of many waters, yea, than the mighty waves own mind, and I believe to the general satof the sea.
I was favoured with a good pasindeed I think I never
isfaction of Friends
sage, good accommodations, a kind captain, felt more openness in this city than at this
and all the crew civil and respectful towards time, both among Friends and others.
me.
staid this week and attended their preparative
We landed in Philadelphia on fifth-day, the and first-day meetings again to good satisfactwenty-eighth of tenth month, being just forty tion
and on fourth-day, first of twelfth month
days from Liverpool I accepted the invita- was at the monthly meeting here, also to our
tion of our kind captain, and dined with him solid satisfaction
next day in the evening a
this afternoon
he resides here when at home. large public meeting appointed by a Friend,
The yellow fever prevailing in the city at this from Purchase in this state, in which I was
time, and many Friends as well as others hav- opened and enlarged on several subjects with
ing deserted it, I went to Abington this even- clearness and gospel authority, to the humble
ing and returned to the city next day, and rejoicing of my own soul, and I believe of
attended the select quarterly meeting, which many more.
At the conclusion of this humwas small by reason of the prevailing fever, bling season, I took my leave of the people
but it was a solid opportunity.
I returned to
and bid them farewell, and a very solemn
Abington in the evening, and on first-day at- and affecting farewell it appeared to be to
tended meeting there, which was also a good many dear souls then present.
;

;

;

;

;

We

;

:

:

;

time.

Second-day, first of eleventh month. Having taken cold, and it increasing, I became
considerably unwell, and staid mostly about
house until fourth-day, when I attended the
select quarterly meeting at Abington, and next
day a large quarterly meeting for discipline;
these were both solid instructive opportunities.
Seventh-day, sixth, went to the city and finding that the fever had subsided, I resumed my
old quarters.

First-day, the seventh,

meeting

I

attended the North

morning, and in the afternoon
that at Market street, both of which were on
the whole highly favoured seasons
secondday attended the morning meeting of ministers and elders
third-day, meeting at the
North meeting-house, fourth-day, meeting at
Pine street, and fifth-day the meeting at Marin the

:

;

to

Sixth-day, third, we left New York and got
Rahway, and attended their two meetings

on

first-day, in

which

through the renewed

extendings of holy help. Truth was exalted
over all after much painful exercise; glory to
On third-day, seventh, atthe Lord forever.
tended a monthly meeting at Crosswicks, and
the same afternoon got to Burlington, where
we staid over the week-day meeting, and visited several of our Friends both in town and
Seventh-day, we got to Philadelcountry.
phia and found the city in good health, and
our Friends there glad to see and receive us
again.
First-day,

twelfth,

in

the

morning

I

at-

tended the North meeting, in the afternoon
that at Pine street, and in the evening a large
meeting at Market street, in all of which I

was

silent,

except a

kw

words

in

the latter
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Second-day, I the evening, which last I thought was one of
evening meeting.
attended the select morning meeting at Fourth the most sohd meetings of the kind I ever
Next attended ; so much so, that for the present it
street house, which was a good time.
day, I attended the North meeting, which was seemed as though there was not a soul but
very large, and a bowed hnmbling season it what was sensible of the favours of this evenwas, to me and many more, blessed be the ing, in which prayers and praises ascended
part of the

Fourth,

Lord.

fifth

and sixth days, attended up

the meetings at Pine street. Market street, and
also the Meeting for SufTerings, in all which

to

who

is

Him who

lives

forever and ever,

and

alone worthy thereof, through time and

eternity.

Second-day, a favoured time at the mornwas silent. First-day, nineteenth, attended
North meeting in the morning. Pine street in ing meeting of ministers and elders third-day,
the afternoon, and a large meeting at Market attended the North week-day meeting, which
two Indian chiefs were at it, and
street in the evening, in all of which I was was large
silent, except a few words in the meeting at sat remarkably still and solid, while I was
I

:

:

Pine street near the close, and

I

have been engaged

thankful in believing that I was preserved in
these large meetings in the way of my duty,

keep the word of the Lord's
I know not the cause why I
have been so much shut up since last in this
city, but an earnest solicitude hath attended
my mind, that the true, inward, spiritual worship may be more and more sought after by

and helped

to

patience, though

me, and all the professors thereof. First-day
evening, twenty-sixth, I have been at seven
meetings since the above account, in all of

which

I

was

silent.

Seventh-day,

my

of

first

month, 1803,

I

more meetings since last enall silent, except one, and yet I cannot see thereby.
way out of the city Lord preserve me,
Fourth-day

have attended
try,

first

opening several

in

five

:

me

my

instructive

pas-

sages respecting the many revolutions which
the seed of Abraham passed through, before
they entered into the land which God promised unto them as an inheritance. This afternoon was their select preparative meeting,
which I attended, and this opportunity, I humbly trust, will not soon be forgotten by some
of us then present, but be held in grateful
remembrance before Him who was pleased to
loose, as it were, a seal, and let us into some
of the mysteries of his kingdom, so that my
cup run over— I wept tears of humble gratitude, under a sense of our unworthiness of
these his unmerited mercies ; may we profit
the nineteenth.

Attended Pine

which I was pretty largely
thee, strengthen me I pray thee to abide every engaged in testimony on some deeply interestdispensation which thou mayest see meet to ing subjects, with clearness and good authoorder, or permit me to be proved with, though rity
in the afternoon I attended their select
preparative meeting, which was also a time
it be even to follow thee through much tribuFiflh-day, twentieth, attended Marlation and sorrow, or into prison or even unto of favour.
death
enable me O Lord to say in deed and ket street week-day meeting, which was large;
in gospel authoin truth, thy will be done and not mine.
I was opened in testimony
rity, and this was also a bowed, humbling
First-day, second.
I attended three meetings this day, in two of which I had some opportunity; several Friends from the other
public service, especially in the large evening meetings were also present.
Sixth-day, atmeeting at Market street, which was truly an tended the Meeting for SufTerings, which was
humbling time. I attended five other meet- a time of favour.
ings this week, mostly silent, except in a meetFirst-day, in the morning I attended Pine
ing for the school children, where there was street meeting, which was a highly favoured
supposed to be upwards of a thousand col- season, much to the relief of my poor exerlected
to these dear children I had conside- cised mind
in the afternoon attended the
rable communication.
First-day, ninth, I at- North meeting, which was a good time, and
tended three large meetings again, also meet- in the evening the large meeting at Market
ings on second, third, fourth, and fifth days, street, which I sat through in silence, and was
mostly silent, but cannot yet see my way any well satisfied that I did so. Second-day, twenwhere out of the city. Lord look down upon ty-fourth, attended the morning meeting of minme in mercy, and keep me near and watch- isters and elders, which was a time of fafully attentive to the dispensations of thy di- vour.
Third-day, was at the monthly meetvine Providence.
ing for the Northern district, which I sat in
First-day, sixteenth.
I attended Pine street silence, and being very unwell I did not stay
meeting in the morning, which was very large, until they got through the business, but went
and I was considerably opened in testimony, to my lodgings, where I continued poorly for
and found some relief. I was at the Market several days, and very low in my mind. Lord,
street meeting in the afternoon, and again in when shall I escape from this city ?
O look

and enable

to hold

fast

confidence

in

street meeting, in

;

—

;

;

—
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John Morton, junior, got to Darby that
next day attended the meeting there,
which proved a good time to me, and I believe
Second-day we went to Conto many more.
cord, and on third-day attended their quarterly
meeting, which was an exercising time to me,
yet Truth seemed to get the victory, and I
felt pretty quiet and comfortable after meeting.
Fourth-day attended their week-day meeting
altogether, and the way that 1 take, and that
same place, which was small, but a
1 cannot see aright unless thou art pleased to at the
neither can I walk in the blessed heavenly season it proved to be, much
open mine eyes
right way, except thou art pleased to lead me to the comfort and refreshment of our minds.
by thy light, and to guide me by the right The same afternoon went to Brandywine, and
next day attended the week-day meeting at
hand of thy power O my God
I did not go out to any meeting after the Wilmington, which was a time of close exerabove-mentioned, until first-day, thirtieth, in the cise with me, both private and public, but I was
morning, when 1 sat the North meeting through favoured to leave the meeting with a peaceful
Second-day, sat the morning meet- mind, and was therefore content. Went to
in silence.
ing of ministers and elders in silence, but my London Grove, and seventh-day, nineteenth,
mind was covered with a peaceful calm blessed attended a select quarterly meeting there firstSecond-day, seventh, I attended day was at their meeting for worship, and on
be the Lord.
the quarterly meeting, which was held at the second-day, a large quarterly meeting for disNorth meeting house, and was a very large and cipline at the same place, in all of which I
highly favoured meeting.
I was opened and
was silent, except tbe meeting on first-day,
Third-day atenlarged in the authority of Truth, and again and then I got but little relief
enabled to preach the everlasting gospel from tended a large youths' meeting, in which I
these words; " What am I, O Lord, that thou was silent throughout, I believe to the great
hast spoken unto thy servant concerning my disappointment of many, but I could see no
house for a great while to come;" and blessed /way for me to step forward to espouse the holy
be his ever adorable name, through whose con- cause, and therefore I endeavoured patiently to
descending goodness in the opening and shed- abide in my tent. This evening went and
ding abroad of divine light and life, this was tarried with Jacob Lindley, and next morning
a day which I humbly trust will long be had in several young people being present, we had a
grateful remembrance by many of us then precious heart-tendering opportunity, and next
present, as a fresh memorial of the Lord's day set out for Baltimore, but the roads being
love and mercy to our souls
blessed be his excessively heavy, we did not reach there until
holy name forever. Third-day attended a large sixth-day, the twenty-fifth, when we were
meeting for the blacks at Market street, where- favoured to arrive without any material acciin I was engaged in prayer and supplication dent.
on behalf of this oppressed race of mankind,
First-day, twenty-seventh, were at the two
in as awful a manner as I almost ever ex- meetings of Friends here, which were large,
perienced, and the meeting closed with great being attended by a number not professing
solemnity.
with us, but I could see no way for me pubin mercy, and be pleased, if
thy blessed will, to show me what
thou wouldst have me to do, and also give
me strength to perform what thou art pleased
O Lord, preserve me in thy holy
to require.
counsel, keep me in the hour of trial and
temptation, grant me patience ta endure all
thou knowest me
things for thy name's sake
it

be

friend

afternoon

;

:

;

—

!

;

;

;

Attended a large quarterly
Fourth-day.
meeting at Abington, in which humble thankfulness and gratitude arose to our gracious
Master, who caused his own blessed Truth
this day to be exalted over all opposition in
the minds of the people, and the meeting concluded under a humbling sense thereof; we
went on our way rejoicing, and returned to

espouse the holy cause in either of these
meetings, and therefore I sat them through in
licly to

silence.

On

fifth-day, third

of third

month,

attended their week-day and preparative meeting, which was also large, and I was raised

up

in

gospel

authority to

declare

the

ever-

Truth, and the meeting concluded in
solemn prayer, after which I felt my poor
the city.
exercised mind relieved from a great weight
Sixth-day, eleventh.
I had a religious meetof oppression, which has been my almost coning with the convicts in the state prison to stant companion for some time, and very much
good satisfaction; and now, blessed be the shut up both in and out of meetings.
Lord, I seem relieved and quite easy to take
Attended both the meetFirst-day, sixth.
my leave of the city, and look towards home. ings here again, which were large, and I had
Seventh-day, twelfth, after a solid opportunity pretty extensive public labour and exercise in
with the dear Friends where I have lodged both of them
I think it may be said, they were
so long, I took my solemn leave of the city, humbling, baptising seasons, and the day closed
and being accompanied by my kind young peacefully ; blessed be the Lord, to whom be
lasting

:

;
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alone is worthy, both should not be swallowed up by the proud
Third-day, eighth, went waves, when they roared about my head, and
out to EUicott's mills, and attended a meet- threatened destruction. Thus thy countless mering there next day, with a number of Friends cies, O Lord, have been round about me in all
the way, and thou hast brought me safely back
and others, which was also a blessed time
after this we returned peacefully to Baltimore. again to my dear connexions at home; for all
Fifth-day attended their monthly meeting, in these thy mercies, O Lord, I desire to bless and
which I had considerable public service, and it praise thy name, which is great and adorable
forever.
was on the whole a pretty solid time.
And now, O Lord, I am not worthy
Attended both the of all these thy mercies ; yet since thou hast
First-day, thirteenth.
meetings again ; in the first I was pretty been pleased of thy unmerited bounty to grant
largely opened in testimony, but quite shut up them hitherto, and hast given me to speak
in the afternoon, and not yet seeing my way well of thy name in the congregations of thy
clear to leave the city, we staid their week-; people, even to some of the nations afar off,
day meeting again, when blessed be the Lord, be pleased to remember and not forsake me,
I was enabled to clear
my deeply exercised in my future steppings along through the reand oppressed mind, and felt quite at liberty maining part of my pilgrimage here.
to leave the city the same day, which we did,
Preserve me, O my God, and deliver me from
and got to Indian Spring that evening, about all my enemies, both within and without, for
twenty-three miles, and attended a monthly thou knowest them all, and seest their snares,
meeting there next day, which was a solid even before they are laid ; give me to see and
time,
First'day, twentieth, were at a meeting strength to shun them all, both on the right
of Friends at Alexandria, which was very dull hand and on the left, even unto the end, that
and exercising for a considerable time, but at so I may be enabled to bring honour and praise
length Truth and life gradually arose, until it unto thy great name through all the remaining
became so exalted, that many minds were part of my days here, and unite with those who,
bowed and humbled, and enabled to return in unceasing anthems, sing thy everlasting
thanksgiving and praise to Flim, who lives praise beyond the grave.
Amen.
forever and ever.
My kind young triend, John Morton, junior,
Second-day, twenty-first.
left Alexan- who came home with me, only staid one day
dria, and had no meeting in our way until before he returned homewards, being desirous if
we got to Burleigh, on the south side of the possible to reach home before their yearly meetJames' River, where we attended a meeting ing.
I was loath to part with him so soon, for
with Friends on first-day, the twenty-seventh, I loved him dearly, and I hope his kindness
and the same afternoon got to Black Water, and attention to me will meet its reward. Firstand next day to Suffolk. Third-day, twenty- day, third of fourth month, I attended our own
ninth, a Friend from our country having ap- meeting for the first time since my return; and
pointed a meeting at Summerton, we attended had some communication in a public way ; as
it, and it was a solid, good time.
On fourth- also once or twice within a few weeks afterday, thirtieth, I reached my habitation, and wards, but my way in this respect soon befound my dear wife and family all well, and came quite closed up, so that I almost became
glad to see and receive me again
and I re- a wonder to my friends and to the people. How
joiced to see them, and to find that they had hard it is for wise people to become fools ; inbeen preserved and abundantly cared for by a deed it seems as though they would rather
kind Providence, during my absence.
remain fools than become wise through this
I was from home on this journey three years,
medium.
one month, and ten days, in which time I traIn the latter part of the fifth month, my dear
velled by land and water, about fifteen thou- wife and I attended our quarterly meeting in
sand miles. Thus, O Lord my God, in whom Pasquotank, which was a suffering time to me,
I have endeavoured to repose my trust, thou
accompanied with some very awful sensations;
hast carried me through many heights and but the vision was sealed, and not then to be
depths, perils and dangers ; yea, perils by opened to the people, and I was thankful for
sea, perils by land, and perils by false breth- preservation in what I believed to be my lot,
ren ; and through all these didst preserve me. though deeply trying ; however, on the last
When thy billows went over my head, and my day of the meeting, being first-day, and a mixheart was ready to melt within me, even then ed multitude gathered, my mouth was opened
didst thou make bare thine arm for my deliver- among them, and many were broken and melted
ance, and sustained me by thy matchless good- down as before the Lord ; may it be rememness, and made me to see thy wonders in the bered to our lasting profit as the Lord's doing,
great deep ; then thou wast there, and guided which is ever marvellous in the eyes of his
me by the right hand of thy power, that I children. I felt considerable relief after this
all

the praise, for he

now and evermore.

We

;

Vol. XIII.—No.

9.

43

;
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meeting, and returned homewards, calling to
see a lew of my old acquaintances and near
friends, at one of whose houses we were favoured with a heart-tendering opportunity, to our
mutual comfort and relreshment.
got home pretty directly after the quar-

was ready
"

to

make my

[1804.

request to the king, that

might not return to the house of Jonathan,
lest 1 should die there;" and as yet I have no
assurance that I shall not be as deeply plunged
I

as ever; yet

be consistent with infinite wisrefinement, or if it may
terly meeting, where I have been ever since, eventually redound to the good of others, 1 subpretty much engaged in instructing some poor mit, though tremblingly.
Lord, look down in
children, in our neighbourhood, and attended mercy and preserve me.
Eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth of elevour meetings constantly as they came in course,

We

and almost as constantly
having opened my mouth

silent therein, not
in

dom, either

enth

if

for

it

my own

month, were held our

more than three and general meetings,

monthly
which I was

select,

in all of

or four meetings for worship, perhaps in near opened in gospel authority, once more to declare
six months, and frequently witnessing as great the everlasting Truth to our own people at home.
desertion as I almost ever experienced, insomuch These were humbling seasons; may the Lord
that that scripture was often remembered by of the vineyard sanctify them to our improveme, " for I think that God hath set forth us ment. After these meetings I felt considerably
relieved from a great weight and burden, with
the apostles last, as it were appointed to death
for we are made a spectacle to the world, and which my spirit had for a long time been

About these days my clothed. Twenty-second, I attended the burial
mourning and la- of a youth belonging to our meeting, who dementation, not for the dead, but for them that ceased after a very few hours illness it was a
were gone into captivity, and for the slain of memorable season, and I hope will prove as a
the daughter of my people.
O, Lord, by whom nail fastened in a sure place to some then preshall Jacob's seed arise, seeing it is so small and sent.
This week I also attended our quarterly
oppressed.
meeting at Piney woods the select meeting was
In the latter part of the tenth month, I at- on sixth-day, meeting for business on seventhtended our yearly meeting, held this year at day, and a large meeting for worship on firstNew Garden, about two hundred miles west- day, all of which were seasons of high favour,
ward from my dwelling. I returned my certi- especially the last two, in which many blessed
ficate to the meeting of ministers and elders, God for the renewed offers of his salvation.
which they had given me in 1799, to travel in Amen.
Europe; and also produced several from Friends
1804. Having been apprehensive from the
in Europe, expressive of their satisfaction with manner in which my mind has been exercised
my travels in those countries, which were read for several years past, and more especially
At the same time I gave some since my return from Europe, that my future
in the meeting.
little account of my visit, particularly that to religious labours would be chiefly in the norththe newly gathered meetings on the continent, ern and eastern parts of this continent, insowhich was very affecting to the minds of many. much that I was induced to believe it my duty
On the whole it was a memorable season, and to resign myself up to the prospect of removing
I think it might be said, that the yearly meeting with my wife to New England ; I accordingly
throughout was a time of favour, which we have communicated my prospects to our preparative
abundant cause to remember, with heart-felt and monthly meetings in the second month of
thankfulness and gratitude to the Father of this year, and a committee of men and women
Several ministers from abroad were Friends was appointed in the monthly meeting,
mercies.
at this meeting, with prospects of visiting the to take the matter under their consideration,
several branches thereof, which seemed renew- and to visit us on the occasion
my mind felt
edly to evince that our vineyard is not yet sweetly calmed in this resignation to appreto angels

situation

and

was

to

men,"

that of secret

;

—

;

'

;

wholly forsaken, notwithstanding the very little
fruit which it has produced in proportion to the
care and abundant labours of the great Husbandman, which demands our humiliation and
endeavours for amendment, lest many of us be
miserably destroyed, and the vineyard let to
others.

Not having any further prospect at this time
than to attend the yearly meeting, I returned
pretty directly home, and found the city as it
were, still encompassed and threatened with
desolation, and my prospect of returning to the
mire and dungeon was so discouraging, that I

hended religious duty.
I attended our quarterly meeting in the latter
end of this month, held at Little River, in Perquimons, and also several other meetings in that
county, which were mostly exercising and laborious, but on the whole tended considerably to
the relief of my own mind.
I also attended a
public meeting at Gate's Court-house, appointed by a Friend from Ohio.
Third month tenth, the committee appointed
by our last monthly meeting to enquire into our
circumstances, and to visit us on the subject
of our removal to New England, met at our
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house, and divine

Good

attending the oppor-

remarkable manner, they unanimously concluded that the movement was right,
and encouraged us to attend to our prospects;
it was a watering time, which tended much to
our strength and encouragement. Seventh-day,
seventeenth, at our monthly meeting the committee reported their care and sense respecting
our removal, and having prepared certificates
for us, they laid them before the meeting.
This was also an affecting time, sundry Friends
from other monthly meetings being with us ;
after a time of solid deliberation and sympathy, Friends generally seemed induced to believe it their duty to resign us, and accordingly
signed our certificates with much unanimity
and great solemnity. After which my poor extunity in a
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and then took our solemn leave of them, and set
out on this arduous journey.

We reached Suffolk in two days, though the
weather was very hot, and spent nearly three
weeks about Western Branch, visiting our
friends and relations, and attending several
meetings in the time and having agreed for
a passage in a vessel bound for New York,
we embarked, the twenty-fourth of sixth month,
and landed in New York on the first of the
seventh.
The passage being tedious, and my
dear female companions very sea-sick most of
;

the

we staid in New York until the
when we again took passage in a packet

time,

ninth,

for New Haven, where we arrived the next
day about noon, and the day following went
by land to Hartford, the intended place of our
ercised mind felt humbly thankful, in being en- residence, where we arrived the same day
abled once more thus far to make a full surren- about one o'clock in the morning, and met a

der of myself and

my all,

for the glorious

any thing

I

possessed in this world.

First-day, twenty-fifth, at our meeting

I

was

favoured with rather uncommon peace and tranquillity of mind, and towards the latter part of
it, I had considerable communication, 1 thought
with a good degree of clearness but very soon
after meeting a fear possessed my mind, that it
had been too much my own, or at least that
notwithstanding the vision seemed to be clear, I
had taken my own time in opening it to others,
and for a considerable time after I felt miserable.
Lord, if it be thine hand that is thus chastening me, go on, spare not, nor let thine eye
pity until thou hast made a full end, and brought
me into unreserved conformity to thy own blessed mind and will concerning me, as thou art
pleased clearly to manifest it to me on all occasions; that so, O Lord, I may be preserved
watchful and attentive, not only to the opening
of thy holy visions of light, but also to the times
and seasons, as thou art pleased to make them
known in thy own blessed power. So, O Lord,
take unto thee thy own power, and rule and
reign both inwardly and outwardly over all, who
art God over all, blessed forevermore.
Amen.
Having now obtained certificates of removal,
I began to dispose of my little outward affairs,
in which I succeeded beyond my expectation, in
;

much calmness and

resignation.

month, I attended the yearly
meeting in Virginia, and returned to my outward affairs with peace and tranquillity of mind,
and by the first of the sixth month, I so far accomplished the settlement of them, that on the
fourth, being the day appointed for our departure, a considerable number of Friends and
neighbours coming in to see us on the occasion,
we had a solid religious opportunity together.
In

the

fifth

house of our kind
Charity Rotch, with
whom we sojourned about six weeks. In the
course of this time I purchased a farm, agreeably situated, about a quarter of a mile from
the little meeting of Friends here, but did not
get full possession until the spring following,
but we took a couple of rooms in a Friend's
house where we sojourned about seven months.
I spent most of the winter in keeping Friends'
little school here, and about the twenty-sixth of
the third month, 1805, we got to our new habitation on the farm ; and though it was very
much out of repair, we felt very glad and
thankful in being favoured once more to settle down in a cottage of our own, having for
a considerable time sojourned from place to
place as poor pilgrims, having no certain
dwelling place.
After our settlement I went very little abroad,
except to the monthly meeting of Oblong, and
the quarterly meeting of Nine Partners, of

cause cordial

had embarked in, and which at times has been
more precious to me than my natural life, or
I

reception

which
I

the

at

Thomas and

friends,

vye

were now members.

This summer

also attended the yearly meetings of

Rhode

New

and a few meetings
Bedford, Providence, &c., and return-

Yoi'k and

Island,

New
my little family
with whom I think

at

with solid peace of mind,
never enjoyed more
I
sweet comfort and satisfaction than about
these days.
May the Lord preserve us in
his love and fear, and keep us thankful for
ed to

many favours which he hath been pleased
bestow upon us in these days of our pilgrimage.
the

to

I

now

some

felt

time,

at

liberty to

and attend

to

stay

at

my domestic

home

for

affairs, in

order to make my family as comfortable as our
circumstances would admit of, though constantly attending our own meetings both for worship

and discipline,
meeting settled

for

we had now

at Hartford.

a monthly

;

!
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[1806-9.

About these days, temptations and Lord. I attended a number of meefings after
seemed to assail me with redoubled force, this memorable yearly meeting, to good satisso that I was almost ready to conclude my best faction, and returned home with solid peace of
help had departed from me, and I had scarcely mind.
Having had drawings in my mind for a constrength to look up or cry for help, either in
meetings or out of them, but verily was often siderable time to visit Friends in some parts of
afraid that I should finally loose my hold, and Rhode Island and Massachusetts, I obtained a
minute from our monthly meeting for that purfall into grievous and horrible temptations, and
so become yet a reproach to that blessed cause pose, and set out in the latter end of the first
which I had once so much loved, and thus the month, 1808. I was out in this tittle journey
But blessed nearly three months, and in that time attended
last error be worse than the first.
be the infinitely wise and merciful God, who about sixty meetings, sundry of which were
1806.

trials

regard even my weak efforts of
Him, and accept it as prayer;
blessed be his holy name. He is still a God
hearing prayer, and in tender mercy is pleased
to accept the sincerity of desire, when we have

was pleased

to

desire towards

public meetings, appointed for those not in pro-

which were largely attended by

fession with us,

them, and generally to solid satisfacfion, inso-

much that the priests at several places, as well
as the people, would desire another meeting

no words in which to call upon him and when but I dare not do any thing of the kind in my
we can bear no more, and are brought to see own will and as I endeavoured to keep near
that all our own help has failed us, he is then my good guide, and to be led about and inpleased to draw near, and repel the enemy, and structed only by Him, I humbly trust preservaO, what shall I tion was vouchsafed, so that the holy cause of
deliver us out of his hand.
render unto thee, saith my soul, who hath been religion was not wounded, nor the minds of any
and I returned to
pleased thus to draw near and deliver me, yea, class of its professors hurt
poor helpless me !—-magnified be thy blessed my outward habitation with solid peace of mind;
and ever adorable name, now, henceforth, and blessed be the Lord.
forevermore
I went very little from home this summer,
I was mostly about home, except the attend- except in attending our quarterly meeting at
ance of our quarterly and yearly meetings, un- Nine Partners. In the second month, 1809, I
was at the quarterly meetings of Providence
til the fourth month, 1807, when I attended the
yearly meeting of Philadelphia, and several and Smithfield, in Rhode Island, and also sevother meetings in the city and neighbourhood, eral other meetings in the course of the journey
to solid satisfaction; and on my return took the in that state, generally to good satisfaction
and
yearly meeting of New York in the fifth month, in the fourth month, having obtained a minute
and so home, where I only staid one week be- from our monthly meeting for the purpose, I
fore I again set out, and attended the yearly attended the yearly meeting of Friends in Philameeting of Rhode Island, and a few other meet- delphia, and spent some time in that city, much
ings, and soon returned home, where I staid to my satisfaction.
I also visited some parts of
mostly until the latter end of the ninth month. its vicinity, as well as their West-town BoardI then again left home, in order to attend the ing School, which appeared to be in excellent
yearly meeting of Baltimore in the tenth month, order, and attended the meeting on first-day
indeed, I morning with the children, about two hundred
which was to good satisfaction
thought it one of the most solid, instructive and in number, which was a blessed heart-comfortencouraging opportunities of the kind I had ever ing season indeed it was like a plentiful showexperienced.
er on tender plants; blessed be the Lord.
;

;

;

;

;

;

I

have now attended

all

the yearly meetings

and some of them
several times over, and I may remark, that notwithstanding weaknesses and imperfections are
still observable amongst this people, yet I have
had abundant cause to marvel at the preservation which is still vouchsafed to them by the
great Shepherd and Bishop of souls, in keeping
them so near together, in that harmony and
oneness, which ever characterizes his true folfor discipline in the world,

New

also took several meetings in

I

on

my way

to

New York, where

own yearly meeting

in

the

fifih

returned pretty directly home.

I

Jersey,

attended our

month, and then
Lord, preserve

me here in my lonely, pelican-like state, for
thy rich favours I am not worthy to abide under
but if for the sake of others, thou art
pleased at times to vouchsafe them, I magnify
and adore thy name.
this summer, exI went very little abroad
lowers.
May neither heights nor depths, prin- cept in the latter end of the eighth month, to
cipalities nor powers, things present nor yet to our quarterly meeting at Nine Partners, and
come, nor life nor death, nor any other crea- spent about two weeks in visiting the meetings
ture, ever be able to separate them from this of Friends in that and Stanford neighbourhoods,
love of God, which has been so marvellously to the satisfacfion of my own mind, and I be.,
manifested to them, through Christ Jesus our lieve of Friends generally, and I returned home
;

—

;
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And now I may mention a
with solid peace.
trying dispensation, which I have had to pass
through for more than eighteen months indeed it has been nearly two years, since my
mind became impressed with a language which
was intelligible to my mental ear, saying,
" Ye have encompassed this mountain long
;

enough

;"

and

I

said in

my

heart,

"

What must

break up again, and become a sojourner?"
For a time I saw not where 1 should go, and 1
where shall I go, and where shall
said, " Lord
I

!

I

sojourn ?" and

I

seemed

to be left

conflicting dispensation, without

under

any

this

sight or

any particular place or service ; but
a time of sore conflict, and seeking to
know the blessed mind and will of the Lord
concerning this thing, at length a little meeting
of Friends called Newton, in New Jersey, a
branch of the monthly meeting of Haddonfield,
opened as the place, within the verge of which
This
I was to go and reside with my family.
prospect became so impressive, that I mentioned it in our meeting at Hartford more than a
year since, in order for their sympathy and
communication, as way might open. I had
here a fine farm now in good order, and likely
to be very productive, so that we were comfortAh Simon
ably settled as to the outward.
son of Jonas, how didst thou feel, when, under
the blessing of heaven, thou hadst just made a
fine draught in the line of thy outward business,
and thy divine Master queried, " Simon, son of
Jonas, lovest thou me more than these?" Yea,
when thy creaturely attachments were so closely tried, and brought to the test by His querying even to the third time, respecting thy
preference for Him, until thou wast grieved,
because thou hadst aforetime professed to love
Him and yet even at the third query, being
sensible of thy own weakness, thou seemest
almost afraid to say " more than these." But
He who loved thee would prove thy love, and
therefore did tell thee plainly, that although in
thy younger years thou didst gird thyself, and
wentest whithersoever thou wouldest, yet now
if thou " lovest me more than these," or above
all, so as to go and feed my sheep and lambs
at my bidding, thou must submit to be girded
by another, even by me, and carried where
thou wouldst not, of thy own inclination, go
but as though he had said for thy encouragement, " never heed, Simon, only dp as I
bid thee and all will be well," he saith unto
thee, " follow me."
pointing to

after

!

;

[The meeting in the neighbourhood of Hartwas very small, and the inhabitants general-

ford

ly Presbyterians,

who were

disposed towards Friends.
ter

he

resided

against him

not very favourably

For some time

among them,

was such,

the

af-

prejudice

that the people

were

scarcely willing to have any intercourse with
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him, or even to treat him with common ciIt happened, however, that one of his
vility.
neighbours was taken ill, and as he was known
to have some skill and experience in medicine,
Visiting at the house
his advice was solicited.
necessarily brought him into their society, and
the means which he recommended proved effectual, which seemed to prepare them for
forming a more correct opinion of their new
friend.
Another case of severe casualty occurred soon after he removed there, in which
his assistance was also requested, and the discharge of these and other kind offices to the
afflicted both in body and mind, together with
his consistent and steady deportment, his social disposition, and his faithful maintenance of
the testimonies and doctrines he made profession
of, soon produced a very agreeable change,
and removed the erroneous opinion which had
been previously imbibed respecting the Society.
His company was now sought by the most
respectable inhabitants, and there appeared
much openness to receive the religious communications which he sometimes found it his
duty to make.
He was now a member of New York yearly
meeting, which he regularly attended, and in
the course of his visits to that city, he early
perceived the buddings of the seeds of sceptidisorganizing spirit, whose
had sorrowfully witnessed in the Society in Ireland, was soon detected by him, secretly endeavouring to insinuate itself among Friends, under the plausible
cism.

The same

desolating influence he

profession of superior light.

Having

suffered

much on account of

this

creeping, deceitful spirit in Ireland, he hoped

when he came from

had left it
however, he was mistaken, and as soon as he perceived the first indications of its approach, as a watchman on
the walls of our Zion, he sounded the alarm.
Notwithstanding few were then willing to admit the effects, which he early predicted would
flow from the adoption of the plausible opinions
that were promulgated, he felt himself constrained, as a steward that must render an
account to his Lord, solemnly and emphatically to forewarn his Friends of the danger, if
happily they might escape the deplorable consequences, which he had seen similar sentiMemoir
ments produce in a foreign land.]
of R. Jordan.
I must now leave this seeming digression,
and mention, that as soon as I was fully satisfied in my own mind, of the propriety of my
giving up to this prospect, I requested a certificate of removal, (which was some months ago,)
and having now obtained one, and having also
settled my affairs, so that none should suffer
by me, I took my solemn leave of Friends and
behind him.

In

that country, he

this,
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neighbours, and left Hartford with my family,
about the eleventh of the tenth month, 1809,
and after a pleasant journey, we arrived at
Samuel Cooper's, near the place of our intended residence, and met with a kind reception
from that amiable family, and at their invitation sojourned with them for a few weeks, un-

our household goods arrived, which we had
shipped round by water, and we had got a little
prepared for house-keeping, which we commenced in the eleventh month, within a mile of
til

Newton meeting-house.
The good angel whom we

.

believe to have
been with us in all the way, has still hitherto
been near, comforting our minds in our lonely
habitation, in our solitary walks, and in our
religious meetings, enabling me to speak of his
goodness among the people, which seems to
have endeared many of us one unto another.
And now, O Lord, thou hast seen all our
temptation, and the anxiety and tribulation of
our souls we are here under an apprehension
of its being according to thy requiring, and in
Oh Lord, look down
thy divine appointment.
upon us, and be near unto us in all our temptations and besetments, in all our tribulations and
distresses, and in all our goings in and out
;

among the people. Be pleased
us, we pray thee, as among the

to

:

little

some visits to
some others among

meeting, as well as in

the sick and afflicted, as also

my

friends, and in the attending of our late
In the latter
yearly meeting in Philadelphia.
part of the fifth and fore part of the sixth
months, I attended the yearly meetings of
Friends in New York and Rhode Island, and
a few other meetings in the course of the journey, to satisfaction, which took up about six
I am now returned to my habitation
think as sensible as ever of my entireLord! keep and preserve
ly dependent state.

weeks.
again,

I

me low, and in a state of entire dependence on
Thee, who art the Giver of every good and
perfect
In

gift.

the tenth

nearly all the meetings of Friends in these
lower counties, and had a few public meetings ;
and also visited the place of my former residence in North Carolina, and sundry of my
near relations, both in that state and Virginia,
1 was helped to labour in the love of
the gospel among my friends and isolations in
this journey, which I believe was accepted by
many of them as a renewed visitation, as well
as by others to whom the gospel was freely
preached, and which tended greatly to the
solid peace and comfort of my own mind.
On my way homewards I spent about a
week at Baltimore, in which time I attended
sundry meetings with Friends, and then returned pretty directly home to my family,
where I found all well and comfortable, for

which
the

I

many

was

truly thankful,

as well as for

favours, preservations and deliver-

ances, through the

had encountered

in

difficulties

and dangers

I

the course of this journey;

blessed be the Lord,

1811,

I

attended the yearly meetings of
New York to satisfaction, as

Philadelphia and
also

some of

the neighbouring quarterly and

monthly meetings

in

Pennsylvania and

New

Jersey, in the course of this year; and hav-

remember ing now

poor and dependent ones, that have daily need of thy aid
we ask neither worldly riches nor honour;
give us, if it be consistent with thy good will
and pleasure, food and raiment convenient for
us, and be thou, O Lord, onv strength in weakness, our riches in poverty, and our present
help in every needful time, that so we may be
enabled to honour thee in thy blessed cause on
earth, and bring praise to thy great name
through our lives and in our death, who art
God over all, blessed forever more.
I have had
1810, Fifth month, fifteenth.
great satisfaction in the constant attendance of

our

[1811-14.

lived two years in a hired house, I
purchased a small house and lot near our
Newton meeting house, to which we removed
in the spring of 1812; and for some time
after our removal I went not much abroad,
except to attend the yearly meetings of New
York and Baltimore, until the beginning of
the year 1813, when, with the concurrence of
Friends, I visited the meetings along the sea
coast in this state.
Although sensible that
the seed of life lay low in many places where
my lot was cast, yet as I endeavoured to keep
low, and dwell with it, I was enabled to labour
in the love of the gospel, and at times to experience the arising and prevalency of it over
all, to our comfort and rejoicing.
I was favoured to return to my family in peace, after
being out about five weeks, in which time I
travelled between four and five hundred miles,
and attended about twenty-three meetings with
Friends and others, to satisfaction blessed be
the Lord, our alone helper and preserver.
1814.
In the winter of 1814, I spent a
little time in visiting the meetings of Friends in
Philadelphia, to good satisfaction, and on my
return, my dear wife was seized with a malignant typhus fever, and was brought nigh unto
death
but the Lord had mercy on us, and
raised her up again, after a confinement of
more than three months for which favour I
;

;

;

month

I

attended the yearly

was

truly thankful, as the loss to

me would

meeting of Baltimore, and also that of North have been inexpressibly great, although I was
Carolina, which was held this year at Little well convinced that my loss would have been
TRiver, in Perquimons county.
her unspeakable gain ; as her innocent soul
I also attended

;

;
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through

all

her bodily sufferings, seemed cen-

tered in a state of calm, quiet resignation to the

divine will.

I

my

vation of

was

also thankful for the preser-

bodily health, so as to be able

343

visit sundry neighbouring quarterly
meetings, and to attend our yearly meeting, as

abled to
also our

own monthly and

particular meetings;
times living desires are raised, that
after the example of good old Simeon, 1 may
be found " waiting for the consolation of
in

which

at

through the
to attend upon her
whole may all these favours be remembered
by us with heart-felt gratitude. By the time Israel,"
1823. Eighth month. My mind has long
of our yearly meeting in the fourth month,
1815, my dear wife was so far recovered that been burdened with hearing assertions made,
that every child coming into the world is
I attended it.
constantly
:

I

New

also attended the yearly meeting of

York
home

month, and returned directly

in the fifth
;

and

the

in

month

tenth

following,

attended the yearly meeting of Baltimore,
to the satisfaction of my own mind,
turned pretty directly home to my
affairs, where I enjoyed my health
well as usual, until about the first oi"

I

much

and

re-

domestic
quite as

the sec-

ond month, 1816, when I was seized with
the ague, which operated violently upon me,
about once in twenty-four hours, for several
days, and my health was so affected by it,
that I was mostly confined in and about the
house for several weeks, in a very weak state.
But are not these dispensations of mercy, from
,

Him who

afflicts

not willingly, neither delights

in grieving his children

Afflictions are said

?

not to arise out of the dust, nor troubles out

of the ground, and as He who is the Great
Controller of events, can sanctify all our troubles

and

afflictions to us,

servient to his

own

prove under every

and make them sub-

wise purposes,

may

afflictive dispensation

im-

which

may they all be
sanctified to my good, and may He make them
all subservient to his own wise purposes, that
in all my ways,
I may acknowledge him
and know Him to direct my paths even so.
is

permitted to befall

me

I

;

;

Amen.
1818. Since the latter end of the year 1815,
have not been out on any considerable journey, but have apprehended that my business
I

was much about home in the attendance of
our own meetings as they came in course
yet not unfrequently I went to some of the
neighbouring quarterly and monthly meetings,
and also attended our Meeting for Sufferings
in Philadelphia.
Being now in the sixty-third
year of my age, my prospects seem much
closed as respects long journeys, feeling an
increase of the infirmities attendant on advanced years, though blessed be my gracious
Helper, I enjoy a good share of health and

placed precisely in the

was when

same

situation as

Adam

he came out of
the hands of his Maker, and speaking slightly
of the atonement of Christ, bringing down that
blessed suffering Saviour and Redeemer of
men to the level of other good persons in common. Well would it be for such, in my apprehension, if they would seriously consider
the import of a part of the apostle's comment
on the law of Moses viz " He that despised
in Paradise, or as

;

:

Moses's law died without mercy under two or
three witnesses ; of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy,
who hath trodden under foot the Son of God,
and hath counted the blood of the covenant
wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing,
and hath done despite unto the spirit of grace
for we know Him that hath said, vengeance
belongeth unto me, I will recompense, saith
the Lord; and again, the Lord shall judge
his people
it
is
a fearful thing to fall into
the hands of the living God."
I am sometimes ready to tremble at beholding the signs
of the times, as relates both to church and
state, and I think I never saw with greater
clearness, the necessity of being diligently engaged to feel after a foundation in ourselves,
if happily we may be favoured, at least at
times, with a comfortable evidence that it is
the sure one, on which alone there is safety
and preservation and the awfulness of feeling which sometimes covers my mind, seems
to produce a solicitude at least, if not something like a prayer, for myself and for those
of my Friends whose situation may somewhat
resemble that of those who wept as between
the porch and the altar ; " Lord increase our
:

;

faith."

1825.
Having now for several years been
very much indisposed in my bodily health, I
have not been out on any long journey, though
mostly able to attend our own yearly and other
meetings, and a few neighbouring quarterly
strength at present, considering my time of meetings, as also a yearly meeting or two,
life; yet the prayer of David seems prevalent, until last summer and fall, when I got very
" Cast me not off in the time of old age, for- little out, but was favoured so far to recover
sake me not when my strength faileth."
my health as mostly to get to our own meetSeventh month. I have now been ings, as they came in course, during the past
1821.
for most of two years, afflicted with a com- winter.
plaint in my chest, which has rendered me
And now what shall I say more. The
unfit for much service
yet I have been en- Lord has been pleased in the inscrutable couiu

—

;

;
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me my

dear lamenting with much feeling, the deviations
world from simplicity and plainness which were conon the morning of the second of third month spicuous in many of the members, the avidity
last, almost without sickness or pain, in the with which they pursued the pleasures and
seventy-third year of her age; being as well as riches of the world, and the apparent want of
usual the day before, and engaged in her do- religious concern on their own account, and
had sojourned together for the welfare of the church. Much labour,
mestic concerns.
for most of half a century, and I could say he remarked, had been bestowed upon them
much of her virtues, not only as a faithful help- spiritual and temporal blessings had been dismeet in our outward concerns, but in always pensed with a liberal hand, and yet disobedigiving me up cheerfully to the service of Truth, ence and ingratitude had been too generally
and sustaining my absence with Christian mag- returned for all these favours ; and he feared
nanimity, and sympathy with me in my la- lest those who might be considered as the chilbours and travels in the cause of Truth and dren of the kingdom, if they persisted in this
righteousness, and a consoling evidence attends course, would be cast out, and others raised up,
her departure, that she has sweetly fallen asleep as from the stones of the streets, to support
in Jesus ; and therefore though I sorrow, yet the doctrines and testimonies given to Friends
for surely I to bear.
not as those who have no hope
He however expressed, that gloomy
am one in faith with the apostle of our Lord, as the prospect of a succession of upright
that " them that sleep in Jesus, will God bring standard bearers seemed, he had faith to bewith him." And now, O Lord, thou hast taken lieve, that those doctrines and testimonies
and although
the mother with the children, and left me be- never would fall to the ground
hind a little space longer in this state of proba- many were predicting that the present comtion, for causes known only to thyself; for motions within our borders* would disorganize
thou art not bound to give account of thy mat- the Society, yet this would not be the case,
ters to any ; it is enough for us to know that but those who continued to maintain the anthou doest all things right and will do for us cient faith and discipline of Friends, would be
more than we can ask or think. But because preserved as a distinct body of Christian prothou art a God hearing prayer, be pleased O fessors.
Lord to be near by thy secret power, and
On parting with the Friend who accompakeep and preserve me during the short re- nied him, he alluded to his late visit to the city
mainder of my time in this world, so that I of Philadelphia, and after expressing the great
may be enabled to finish the good fight, and peace he felt in recurring to it, observed that
keep the faith of thy beloved Son, Jesus Christ it would be his last visit.
The Friend exour Redeemer and Saviour, and so finish my pressed his earnest desire that the solemn precourse with joy; for thou, O Lord, art faith- sentiment might not be realized, and remarkful who hast promised a crown of righteous- ed, how much he would be missed at the preAmen.
ness.
sent time of trial ; to which Richard Jordan
replied, " Yes, but you must part from me at
some time, and perhaps it will be as easy
now as ever," repeating the assurance that it
ADDENDA.
would be his final visit. This was on fifthAfter the decease of his dear wife, our day afternoon, the eleventh of eighth month,
following day he was taken sick.
beloved friend seemed to pass the remainder and on the
of his days, as a servant waiting for the com- After this he attended meeting but a few times,
to the house or bed, exing of his Lord, having a clear foresight that being mostly confined
riding out for a change of air
occasionally
cept
pilgrimage
was
accomplishhis earthly
nearly
sel

of his

partner,

will,

to

take from

who ended her

useful

life in this

We

;

;

;

and several times spoke of his decease as
He attended the yearly meetbeing at hand.
ing of New York in 1826, and shortly after,
in the seventh month, was at three of the
monthly meetings in Philadelphia, and spent
some time in visiting his Friends there, much to
the peace of his own mind, remarking, when
about to return home, that if it proved his
last visit he should be well satisfied with it.
In the eighth month he attended the quarterly meetings of Abington, and of Salem held at
Woodbury. On his way home from the latter,
his mind was much engaged in contemplating
^he present situation of the Society of Friends,

ed,

and exercise.
His last illness was tedious, continuing for
more than two months, and while the gradual
decay of his bodily powers was apparent, the
strength and vigour of his mind seemed to remain unimpaired almost to the close.

He did not appear disposed to converse much
on ordinary topics or temporal affairs, but at
times made many instructive remarks upon religious subjects.

lating

efl^ects

He mourned

of the

spirit

over the desoof unbelief, which,

* The difficulties which arose from the unsoundness of
Elias Hicks and his followers.

—
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under the plausible but false pretext of exalting
the " light within," was leading many incautious

minds

into a denial

of the saving truths of

Christian Redemption, and a disregard of the
plain and irrefragable testimonies contained in
the sacred volume, declaring, as his full belief,
that all those

who were

of Christ, would

feel

really led

by the

spirit

themselves constrained

reverently to believe in, and to acknowledge all
is recorded in the holy scriptures, concern-

that

ing the coming and sufferings, the death and
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

offices,

as he appeared in the flesh at Jerusalem.
He several times mentioned his firm conviction at that solemn period, that painful as is the
present state of things amongst us, to the true
disciples of the Lamb, it would be made the

means of purifying

the Society of

much of

its

dross; that such as stood faithful in their allegiance to Christ, would be deepened by it in
the life of religion, and some of them would
live to see the Society in a far better state than
it now iSi
He had seen, he said, that the Lord
would take the cause into his own hand, and
none should be able to hinder him that he
would choose his own instruments, and those
of this Society who had been highly favoured,
but who had turned their backs and forsaken
Him, would be cast out, and others brought in,
who would stand for the honour of His great
name and for Flis cause in the earth.
On the sixteenth of the ninth month, a Friend
calling to see him, he made some observations
on the nature of his disease, and intimated that
he thought his recovery doubtful, considering
his advanced age and the great prostration of
his strength; but he several times remarked,
that he had no will but the Lord's will. " Yet,"
added he,
I have lived to see the end of one
revolution, (meaning, as he himself explained
it, in the Society of Friends in Ireland, during
his visit there,) and if it was the Lord's will, I
should have no objection to see the end of the
troubles that have come over the Society in
this land."
With much feeling and deep sorrow he then expressed his concern for those
under the name of Quakers, who, by giving
way to their creaturely wisdom and carnal reasoning, have departed from the Christian faith,
the principles and doctrines of the religions
Society of Friends.*
With much emphasis,
he said, " Oh, what will those men do that
deny the divinity of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ?
VVhat refuge will they have at
such time as this, on a sick-bed— Oh, what
will become of them !" Once he said, "I would
not be in their state for any thing in the
world."

—

''•

*.

E. Hicks and his adherents.
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He intimated, that during this sickness he
had had great opportunity for reflection, both
by day and by night, and he had thought much
upon the awful state of those people that deny
the Lord, and the only hope of salvation
" which, added he, is by the mercy of God,
throuijh the merits and o-race of our Lord Jesus
Christi" Then with much emphasis exclaimed,
" My hope, my only hope for salvation is in
the mercy of God, through the merits of Jesus
These, or words nearly like them,
Christ,"
he repeated several times during the conversation.
He commented very instructively on
the ground of this his hope, and the great
stay and consolation it was to his mind. " Oh,"
said he, " I would not give this hope in the
mercy of God, through Jesus
that during

Christ, for the

He

then proceeded to relate,
his illness, many scripture pas-

whole world."

sages, both in the old and

been unfolded

to his

new Testament, had

mind with great

clear-

ness and comfort, respecting the plan devised

by Divine Love for the restoration of poor
fallen man, and the salvation of sinners.
fall of man through
and subtlety of satan, and his
aspiring above the condition allotted him by
his beneficent Creator, he proceeded to open

After setting forth the

the temptation

some of those passages, beginning with the
promise of the Seed of the

woman

that should

15;
iii.
adducing many other scripture testimonies,
which show that this Seed is Christ, even He
who died for our sins on the cross, and who
is a propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of the
whole world, our advocate with the Father^ and
He enlarged
Mediator between God and man.
upon what faith in God, and in our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, had done in every generation, and then emphatically sa:id, " this is
also my faith, and I shall die in it as I have
lived, hoping in God's mercy through our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ." He made
many other remarks at the same time, that
evinced his deep solicitude on account of the
spirit of infidelity which had crept in, tracing
its origin to the pride of the human heart.
On second-day, the eighteenth of the month,
a Friend being with him, he made some instructive observations on the present situation
of the Society, and with much tenderness of
feeling mourned over the young and inexperienced, who were deluded by the fair pretences
of some who were considered leaders of the
people, and whom they had been accustomed
to look up to as examples and instructors in
while these were taking advantage
the church
of the influence they had obtained, to inculcate
pernicious principles, and infuse into their unFor
suspecting minds the poison of unbelief
these unwary youth, thus exposed to the artibruise the serpent's head. Genesis,

;

44
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of designing men, he manifested tender
commiseration and sympathy. But he said, he
beUeved the time was coming, and perhaps was
not far distant, when these false teachers would
be fully exposed.
There were many, he remarked, who went
under the name of Friends, that had never been
convinced of, nor yielded obedience to, the
principles and doctrines of the Society, but had
made a mere empty profession and it was no
marvel if such as these were carried off with the
unsound notions which were now promulgated.
He believed it had been permitted, in order to
as a Society we were
manifest such as these
very impure, and needed much sifting to make
But he was firm in the
us as we should be.
faith, that the ancient doctrines and principles
of the Society, as set forth in the Holy Scriptures, must and would prevail over all opposithat all those who were building on Jetion
sus Christ, would be preserved amid all the
storms and commotions which now agitate
the Society, and that it would yet arise and
shine in more of its ancient beauty, than many
now living have ever seen it adding, " I may
fices

;

—

—

;

not live to see

it,

but there are

He
of

expressed

much more during

this interesting conversation, not

the course

only mani;

calm and confiding state of his
mind, and his unshaken faith in the Rock of
Ages on which he had built, but also his full
Testing

the

conviction, that the Christian faith of the So-

would eventually triumph; and
and suffering
were endured, to purify it from such nominal
ciety of Friends

that after the necessary conflict

professors as hold the truth in unrighteousness,
and bring reproach upon the name of Christ by
their

who sat by him, " can nothing be
done to prevent these persons from going about
sowing their pernicious principles."
To a Friend who called to see him, he observed, " it is a satisfaction to reflect, that my

a Friend

outward concerns are all settled ;" after a solemn pause, he added, " I know that I am a
poor creature, and have nothing to depend on
but the mercy of a gracious God, through
Oh these poor things
Jesus Christ, my Lord
that are trying to do away all belief in the
authenticity of the scriptures and in a Saviour,
what will become of them? No other foundation can any man lay than that which is laid."
In the conversation with this Friend he observed,
to anthat his day's work was accomplished
that he did not feel as
other of his Friends
though he had much more to say, but was
labouring after true stillness and patience, to
and
be gathered to the Source of all good
throughout the whole course of his illness, it
was obvious that his mind was often engaged
in deep, inward, awful retirement, and waiting
on the Loi'd.
:

unholy conduct and unchristian opinions,

The

made its progress;
symptoms attending it were not

disease gradually
the

very alarming, yet he seemed impressed with
the belief that he should not survive it. When
his Friends would express their hopes of his
recovery, though he seemed unwilling to give
them pain by positively saying he should not,
yet his replies generally evinced that he had
no prospect of it. Once he said, his friends
must exercise a patient hope, he had not seen
that he should get well.
At times his bodily
sufferings were very great, but he was preserved in much patience and resignation to the
Lord's will, often ejaculating with earnestness,
" O blessed Saviour, O Lord Jesus, help me !"

dependence was placed on

showing

present difficulties, and with renewed
brightness hold up the light of a Christian conduct, conversation, and profession to the w'orld.

the Physician of value.

its

;

;

the Society would be enabled to rise superior
to

!

—

some of you and though

that will."

[1826.

that

his

A

few days before his decease, he remarked
Friend who was with him, " the crisis has
Great was the anxiety he evinced, that the not been shown me, when I shall be taken
Friends of Christ and his holy cause might but from the way I feel, it seems as if it could
the Friend replying,
stand firm in a patient, persevering testimony not be much longer;"
against every innovation, whether in doctrine " then thou dost not think thou wilt recover"
or discipline; and by the steadfastness of their he answered, " I leave it all to Him who
to a

—

faith, the purity of their lives, and the meek- knows how to order all things for the best ; I
ness and humility of their spirits, evince that have no desire but that his blessed will may
while they dare not strive to carry party views be done."
On sixth-day night, the thirteenth of tenth
and schemes, they felt themselves constrained
by a sense of religious duty, earnestly to con- month, he became much worse his strength
was fast failing, and the power of articulation
tend for the faith once delivered to the saints.
meeting having been appointed near his almost gone and about three o'clock on the
residence, by a person who held and promul- following morning, the near approach of death
He was in great suffering for
gated the new notions, he appeared under much was apparent.
exercise of mind respecting it, and greatly con- a few hours, but about ten in the morning, the
cerned at the sorrowful consequences which conflict seemed over, and exhausted nature
resulted from the dissemination of these un- re~dy to sink away: he said nothing during
sound views, and with great earnestness asked this time, except ejaculating with uplifted hands,

—

A

—
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O Lord," which were his last words. He soul. His appearances in the ministry were
breathed shorter and shorter, until about a for a long time small, and not frequent, his
quarter after eleven, when his purified spirit mind being covered with a fear and dread lest
quietly departed to the mansions of eternal he should shoot out into branches, and not
glory.
truly know an establishment in the root of imHis remains were interred in Friends' burial mortal life.
He kept much at home, except
ground at Newton, on second-day, the six- attending his own yearly meeting, and some
"

teenth of tenth

month, 1826, after which a neighbouring meetings in Virginia, and also
was held.
traveUing on foot in religious visits to some
places in North Carolina.
Being faithful in,

large and solemn meeting

the

little,

his qualification for further services

became enlarged

and feeling a religious conTestimony of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, cern to visit the meetings of Friends in the
concerning our beloved friend Richard northern and eastern states, he opened the
same to his Friends, and in the third month,
Jordan, deceased.
1797, obtained certificates of their unity, from
It appears from memorandums which he the monthly and quarterly meetings of which
has left, that his parents, Joseph and Patience he was a member.
His visit to those parts
Jordan, were members of our religious Society. was attended with the savour of divine life,
His father being much from home on busi- and as a messenger of Christ, his fervent laness, and his mother dying whilst he was bours in the ministiy were made effectual to
quite young, his. education was so far neglect- the quickening of many minds, and to the
ed, that he was but a few times at a religious real edification of the church.
Some time afmeeting of Friends, until he was twelve years ter his return from this journey, his mind
old.
But the watchful care and unspeakable being often greatly reduced and humbled, a
mercy of the Lord, was manifested in the ten- prospect of extensive religious service in fodering visitations of his holy Spirit, exciting reign parts was weightily spread before him,
awful impressions on his mind respecting a which, through holy help, he was enabled to
future state, and raising at times fervent de- give up to; and in the second month, 1800,
sires after an inheritance among the spirits of after receiving the requisite certificates, he left
the sanctified in heaven, when time to him his residence with a humbling sense of the
should be no longer.
But not keeping close Lord's hand upon him; and soon after emto this religious exercise, the tendering sense barked at New York, in a vessel bound for
of divine goodness became much effaced, his England. Being strengthened to complete his
mind alienated from the source of all true visit with much acceptance and in the unity
comfort, and his feet with avidity were trac- of his Friends, to most of the meetings in
ing the paths of temptation and lying vanities. Great Britain and Ireland, and also to seveIn this condition it pleased the Shepherd of ral parts of the continent of Europe, where
Israel renewed ly to bring him under a deep he experienced many remarkable preservasense of judgment and condemnation for sin; tions, and signal interpositions of Divine Proand as he patiently and humbly abode under vidence, he returned to America in the tenth
this refining baptism, though at times tempted month, 1802. After the lapse of several months,
to give up all hope of ever attaining to a state believing himself called upon to reside some
of acceptance and peace, he was, through time in Connecticut, he removed with his famigreat mercy, enabled to surrender himself into ly to Hartford, in that state, in the year 1804.
the hands of his all-sufficient Redeemer, and Whilst an inhabitant there, he paid several
brought into a living and heartfelt experience religious visits to distant meetings
and in
of reconciliation to God, through Jesus Christ 1809, being satisfied that it would be right
our Lord.
for him to leave those parts, and again change
Being married and settled in North Caro- his residence, he spread the same before his"
lina, and having passed through many deep friends, who after due deliberation, signified
and various baptisms, with an awful impres- their unity with his prospect, and he accordsion that he was called to the ministry, and ingly came and settled within the limits of
at times a sensible feeling of the divine hand this monthly meeting.
His time for several
putting him forth therein, which he strove to years was much occupied in attending to the
avoid
he was, in the twenty-fifth year of his services of our religious Society, and in perage, enabled to resign himself to the disposal forming some religious visits.
In the manageof the blessed Head of the church, and strength- ment of his temporal affairs, he was remarkaened to express a few words in a small meet- bly cautious of entering into engagements or
ing of Friends, which yielded indescribable contracting debts, lest through any unforeseen
peace to his hitherto oppressed and afflicted occurrence, an honourable and punctual dis;

;

;

:
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charge of them might be improperly delayed ened by it in the life of religion. He had seen
or prevented, and a blemish be thereby brought (he said) that the Lord would take the cause
upon the cause of Truth, which to him was into his own hand, and none should be able to
more precious than any earthly possession hinder him that those of this Society, who
this guarded circumspection was so strictly had been highly favoured, but who had turned
maintained, that, making his wants few, he their backs and forsaken Him, would be cast
out, and others brought in, who would stand
rarely had any imsettled accounts on hand,.
Being devoted to the service of his heavenly for the honour of his great name, and for his
On the 16th of the ninth
Master, he was made an able minister of the cause in the earth.
gospel
and though at times in the beginning month, a Friend calling to see him, he intiof his communications, he might seem to the mated that he thought his recovery very doubtsuperficial observer, to move on in weakness, ful, considering his age, and the great prostrabut he several times reyet to the truly gathered spirits he was felt to tion of his strength
be exercised in watchful care not to proceed marked, that he had no will but the Lord's
He expressed with much feeling and
faster or further, than as the great Shepherd will.
of the sheep was pleased to lead along, in the deep sorrow, his concern for those, who, by
His reverent hum- giving way to their creaturely wisdom, and caropenings of the divine gift.
ble waiting, and deep exercise of spirit, in his nal reasoning, have departed from the ChrisWith much emphasis he said,
silent sitting in our meetings, were instructive tian faith.
and at times had a reaching effect upon the " Oh, what will those men do, that deny the
:

;

;

and when put
was not with
enticing words of man's wisdom, but in demonbaptizing
stration of the Spirit and of power
the audience, and clearly opening to individuals their states and conditions, showing with
indubitable certainty, that the pathway of peace
and salvation was through the effectual operation of the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.
In the third month, 1825, he met with a

minds of those around him

forth to speak to the people,

;

it

;

close trial

in the death

of

his

beloved wife,

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ!
what refuge will they have at such a time as
this
on a sick bed O, what will become of
them !" Once he said, " I would not be in
their state for any thing in the world."
He
intimated that during this sickness, he had had
much opportunity for reflection, both by day
and by night, and he had thought much upon
the awful state of those people that deny the
Lord, and the only hope of salvation, which,
added he, is by the mercy of God, through the
merits and the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.

divinity of our

;

—

—

which he bore with exemplary resignation.
In the eighth month, 1826, returning from Then he said with much emphasis, " My hope,
a visit to Salem quarterly meeting, held at my only hope for salvation, is in the mercy of
Woodbury, and conversing with a Friend in God, through the merits of Jesus Christ:" these,
allusion to a visit he had lately made to or words nearly similar, he repeated several
Friends in Philadelphia, he expressed the great
peace and satisfaction he felt in recurring to
it, and emphatically said that it would be his
last visit
and appeared settled in the conviction that the happy period of his release from
In a few
the trials of time was near at hand.
days after this, he was taken unwell and in
this his last illness, which continued about
two months, he had much conversation with
several of his dear and intimate Friends, upon
the present state of our religious Society, earn;

;

times during the course of the conversation.

He

enlarged very instructively on the ground
and the great stay and comfort
" Oh," said he, " I would
it was to his mind
not give this hope in the mercy of God, through
Jesus Christ, for the whole world."
He then
proceeded to relate, how, during that illness,

of

this his hope,

:

many

—

scripture passages, both out of the old

and new Testament, had been unfolded to his
mind with great clearness and comfort, respecting the plan devised by divine love for the resestly declaring as his belief, that all those who toration of poor fallen man, and the salvation
After setting forth the fall of man,
were led by the Spirit of truth, would feel of sinners.
themselves constrained to acknowledge all that through the temptation and subtlety of satan,
and his aspiring above the station appointed
is recorded in the holy Scriptures, concerning the coming, the sufferings, and offices of him by divine wisdom, he proceeded to open
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, as he ap- some of those passages, beginning with the
He several promise of the seed of the woman, that should
peared in the flesh at Jerusalem.
times declared as his firm conviction at that bruise the head of the serpent and enlarged
awful period, that however painful the present upon many scripture testimonies, showing that
state of things was to the sincere followers of this Seed is Christ
even He who died for our
the Lamb, yet he fully believed it would be sins on the cross, and who is a propitiatory
made the means of purifying the Society of sacrifice for the sins of the whole world, an
much of its dross, and that such as stood faith- Advocate with the Fathei-, and Mediator beful in their allegiance to Christ, would be deep- tween God and man.
He enlarged upon what

—

;

;

;
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in God, and in our I^ofd and Saviour
Jesus Christ, had done in every generation
then emphatically said, " This is also my
faith, and I shall die in it, as I have lived, hoping in God's mercy, through our Lord and Safaith
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and several times he ejaculated with much
earnestness, " Oh, blessed Saviour
Oh Lord
I

—

—

Jesus help me,"
evincing that his dependence
was placed upon the Physician of value.
A few days before his decease, he remarked

to a Friend, that the crisis had not been shown
viour Jesus Christ."
On the 18th of the month, being alone with to him, when he should be taken ; but from the
a Friend, he entered into conversation on the way he felt, he thought it could not be much

The Friend intimating that she suppresent state of Society, and remarked, that longer.
there were many under our name, who had posed he thought he should not recover, he anmade a mere profession, but had never been swered, " I leave it all to him who knows how
convinced of, nor yielded obedience to, the principles and doctrines of Friends, and it was no
marvel if such were carried off with unsound
notions.
He said, he believed it had been permitted, in order to manifest such as these, but
he was firm in the faith, that the ancient doctrines and principles of the Society, as set forth
and all those
in the scriptures, would prevail
who were building on Jesus Christ, would be
preserved, amid all the storms and commotions
:

to order all things for the best.
sire but that his blessed will

On

may

have no de-

I

be done."

sixth-day, the 13th of tenth month, he

became much worse, and about three o'clock
on seventh-day morning, the
change was apparent. He was

—

fering until about ten o'clock,

seemed

to

be nearly over

;

er and shorter, he quietly

approaching
in

when

much

suf-

the conflict

and breathing shortand calmly departed,

about a quarter after eleven o'clock, that forein the seventieth year of his age, being a
yet arise and shine in more of its ancient minister about forty-five years.
beauty than many now living have ever seen
Read and approved at an adjourned Monthly
adding, " I may not live to see it, but there
it
meeting of men and women Friends, held at
He remarked to
are some of you that will."
Haddonfield, New Jersey, the thirteenth-day
a Friend who called to see him ; " It is a satisof the third month, 1827, and directed to be
faction to reflect that my outward concerns are
signed by the clerks of the respective meetAfter a solemn pause, he added,
all settled."
ings, and forwarded to the Quarterly meet" I know that I am a poor creature, and have
John M. Kaign,
ing.
nothing to depend on but the mercy of a gra^
'
Sarah Clement,
cious God, through Christ Jesus my Lord.
Clerks.
to
do
Oh, these poor things that are trying
Read and approved in Haddonfield Quarteraway all belief in the authenticity of the scriptures, and in a Saviour, what will become of ly meeting, held third month fifteenth, 1827,
No other foundation can any man lay and directed to be signed and forwarded to the
them
His bodily sutfer- Meeting for Sufferings.
than that which is laid."
David Roberts,
ings were at times great, but he was preserved
Clerk.
in patience and resignation to the divine will j
that

now

agitated the

Society; and

;

it

would noon,

—

—

-

!

—

A SHORT NARRATIVE OF OUR

DEAR AND WORTHY FRIEND,

ISAAC SHARPLES,
LATE OF HITCHIN
WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.

:

TO WHICH ARE ADDED, SOME OP HIS SOLID AND WEIGHTY

EXPRESSIONS A LITTLE BEFORE HIS END.

Being now about the 80th year of my age, year 1702, my parents, William and Phebe
in my mind to leave some few hints of the Sharpies being members of that meeting.
My

it is

me from my

youth mother died about three years after, leaving
and encourage- six children, who, by her removal, were subleave behind me.
My father, for want
I was jected to much hardship.

Lord's tender dealings with

to this time, for the information

ment of those
born

I

may

near Prescot in Lancashire, about the of keeping his place,

forfeited his unity

with

:
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by which the family became dispersed, trade, and went to London, where I worked
some time. Afterwards I proceeded westward
and none of us continued in the Society.
When I was about twelve years of age, by by way of O.xibrd, Cirencester, and Bristol,
Friends,

the persuasion of
I

was sprinkled

I

continued to

some of my father's relations, intending to travel through the western counOrmskirk from which time ties, and return again to London. But I had

at

;

frequent

the

public

worship,

At about fourteen I
was placed out apprentice to a taylor, where I
suffered much
but my master, to whom I was
bound, not having sufficient employment for
me, after I had served about half my time,
turned me over to a Friend for the remainder
of the term, whereby I got some relief And
in this family they would often be speaking
of my mother, who was esteemed a valuable
until

I

Friends.

joined

;

Friend.
in

Having now frequent opportunities of being
Friends company, and observing their regu-

and conversation, it gave me a secret
them but looking upon myself
to be a settled member of the established church
(so called,) and there being most liberty for
worldly indulgence, I endeavoured to satisfy
myself in that way as long as I could being
often strongly tempted by youthful lusts, after
lar lives

liking towards

;

;

the

common

evils, that

are in the world

;

yet

I

"WKS mercifully preserved from the grosser part

not gone far from Bristol, before kind Provi-

dence, watching over

me

my good, mercimy way in his wisput a stop to my rovfor

iully interposed, directing

dom

;

he was pleased

to

me of the truth
man that walketh

ing mind, and to convince

of

that saying, "

to

direct his

own

not in

It is

steps."

Meeting with employment in my trade in the
county of Somerset, and being convinced of

amongst Friends,
I settled
and continued in that part of the country some
years; when, about the year 1724, my mouth
was first opened in the work of the ministry at
a meeting at Claverham, in the said county,
which I attended for some years, before I went
the blessed truth,

much abroad. After my stay here about
twelve years, I entered into a married state
with Esther Thurston, of Thornbury in Gloucestershire, widow, where I then settled.
lived together in true unity about five years,

We

when she was removed from me by
During

my

residence

here,

the

Lord

death.
laid

a

concern upon me to pay a religious visit to
divers northern counties, and Scotland, also
with which I acSouth and North Wales
and awakening visitations, to show me that quainted my friends, and having their concurwas not my rest, because it was polluted. My rence and certificate, I set forward, endeavourpresent state and condition being now clearly ing to look with a single eye to my good guide,
laid open to my view, by the light that shined who was pleased to enable me to perform this
into my dark heart, I saw sin to be exceedingly service to my own comfort, and the satisfacfor which, and for his
sinful, and that it was that which separated me tion of my friends
from my God, and caused him to withhold preservation and care over me every way
good things from me. I was also favoured to unto this time, I bow the knee to my gracious
Although I sometimes set
see my great loss of time and neglect of duty, and merciful God.
out in great inward poverty, yet I was secretly
and how far I was behind in my day's work
for although the Lord was pleased to wink at supported by an invisible hand, that I could
the time of ignorance, yet now I found his call truly say, the Lord was my shepherd, and
and command was to repentance and amend- bountifully supplied all my wants, so as many
ment of life. And when I set my heart to seek times to make my cup to run over, filling my
him, I met with great inward opposition from heart with his love that I can now say. What
the combined force of my three potent enemies, shall I render to the Lord for all his benefits,
the world, the flesh, and the devil, who assault- who has been my morning light, and I humbly
ed me with manifold temptations. But for ever hope will be my evening song?
After this journey I continued at Thornbury
magnified be my gracious God, he made good
the saying of our blessed Saviour; " My Fa- about five years longer, visiting the ineetings
ther is greater than all, and none shall be able of my friends in most of the western and northThus, west counties, as the Lord was pleased to open
to pluck you out of my Father's hand."
And about the year 1743, a conalthough I was like one cast out and forsaken, my way.
thereof
At length it pleased the Lord, who
had long followed me by his secret rebukes, to
break in upon my soul by his powerful love

;

:

;

in great measure destitute of those natural
advantages many are favoured with, (my education being low) yet, in this state of weakness
and ignorance, the Lord took me under his
care and protection.
When out of my apprenticeship, having but
few friends or relations that took much notice
of me, I concluded to travel in the way of my

and

cern was laid upon me to visit the principal
towns in the county of Devon, where there
were no Friends and notwithstanding the undertaking looked difficult and arduous, yet as I
was preserved in a faithful obedience to the
;

Lord's requirings, he who put me forth was
pleased to go before me in such a manner, that
notwithstanding; it was sometimes attended with

:
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close exercise, yet through his divine assistance I was enabled to perform this service to a

good degree of satisfaction, and to meet with
no opposition except in one place from an
ancrry priest.
At several towns I had meetI afings in the streets and market-houses.
terwards went into Dorsetshire and Hampshire,
and passed over into the isle of Jersey in company with my friend Jeremiah Waring.
1744. This year I visited Ireland.
1745. Visited several western counties as
far as Cornwall, and the circular yearly meet;

ing there.

1746. This year I entered a second time
married state with Mary, daughter of
our worthy friends Joseph and Mary Ransom,
of Hitchin in Hertfordshire, where I then setShe has been a true helpmeet to me,
tled.
we having now lived together in great unity
about thirty-six years.
After my marriage I visited most of the
counties of England and Wales at different
times, as the Lord was pleased to open my way,
and enable me for it through all which I have
into a
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from home, he diligently attended his own and
neighbouring meetings, frequently appearing
therein in short but hvely exhortations, endeavouring to stir up the minds of Friends to a
He had a spifaithful attention to their duty.
rit of discerning beyond many, and an excellent gift in the discipline of the church, having
a clear sight of the insufficiency of the outward
form, without the influence of the divine power
His ministry was
to suppoi't it to edification.
plain and powerful, often reaching the witness
of truth in the hearts of his hearers.
In supplication he was inward and weighty,
an awful solemnity covering his spirit, whereby he was frequently favoured with near access to the throne of Divine Grace.
An innocent cheerfulness, tempered with
gravity, adorned his conversation, and his conduct was a pattern of meekness, moderation,
and love, which gained him general esteem.

Thus persevering

in true

watchfulness, the lan-

guage of the apostle (which he was known

fre-

quently to repeat) may be truly adopted concerning him, " Our rejoicing is this, the testi;
to acknowledge with thankfulness to my God, mony of our conscience, that in simplicity and
in whose service I went forth, that I lacked godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but
nothing, but was wonderfully preserved and by the grace of God, we have had our conversupported
yet have nothing to glory in but sation in the world."
In his last illness, being sensible his end was
that arm that was made bare for my help, and
have done no more than was my duty to do. approaching, he expressed himself after this
:

have had many public services in barns and
other places where there were no Friends settled, and have attended many marriages and
I

burials not herein particularly noticed,

whereby

have endeavoured to fill up my time and
under an humbling sense of the Lord's goodness, 1 can now look back with satisfaction and
thankfulness, to him who has enabled me so
far to do my day's work in the day time, and
am now favoured in my old age to drink of
that Rock, out of which flow the issues of life;
so that now, through his merciful aid, I can
set up my Ebenezer, and say, Hitherto the
Lord has helped me.
I was called into the vineyard when young,
and have ever since found work enough to do,
either in digging, watering, or pruning
it not
being a time for slothful servants, nor will it
do to put that candle, which has been lighted
in us, under a bed or a bushel.
The Lord did
not find me out amongst the wise and prudent
of this world; but he took me from the stones
of the street, where, in his wisdom and goodness, he has often raised up children to Abraham. I have now to rejoice my day's work is
so near a happy close, having only patiently
to wait my appointed time, until my change
shall come.
Flere ends the account our dear
Friend gives of himself.
When, through the infirmities attending old
age, he was rendered incapable of going far

I

:

;

—

manner
"

I

feel

my

natural faculties

desire- to be content with

fail

much

the Lord's will,

;

I

and

days of my appointed time, until
change shall come and it is pleasant to
think I draw so near the end of my race, and
can now set up my Ebenezer, and say. Hitherto
the Lord has been my shield, and exceeding
to wait all the

my

;

great reward."

At another time a few Friends sitting by
him, he said, " I find my body, advancing
apace towards its dissolution but death is no
king of terrors to me ; I hope I shall be ready
and although our meetfor my final change
ing in this place is but small, it affords me a
secret satisfaction to see the forming Hand at
work in some of our youth, and that they are
;

:

measurably called into service; which I hope
The world, and the
they will give up to.
things of it, has lain too near, and hurt the
growth of some, who might have made further advances, had they not been hindered
thereby."
At another time, speaking of the state of our
religious Society, he remarked, " Although
many have fallen, and some degenerated into
form, yet I believe the truth is kept to in as

much

amongst us, as amongst any
have often thought of Paul's address
to the Galatians, his particular converts, where
he says, " I marvel that ye are so soon removed
people.

simplicity
I
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bed, and seemed to fall into a sleep; soon
and after which he quietly departed, without sigh or
would pervert the gospel of Christ; but though groan, the 18th day of the fifth month, 1784,
we, or an angel from heaven, preach any about the eighty-second year of his age: a

unto another gospel, which says he,
other, but there be

some

is

not an-

that trouble you,

He then minister about sixty years.
let him be accursed."
Thus our dear and worthy Friend, after a
observed, there was but one gospel, however
some may have degenerated into form, and long and well-spent life, finished his course,
and we doubt not hath entered that glorious
called it the gospel.
other gospel,

He was favoured to feel very little pain, his
complaint being a gradual decay of nature.
He kept his bed about two or three days, during which time he said but little, although he

of rest and peace, prepared for
His remains were interred in
Friends' burial-ground at Hitchin, the 23d,
after a large and solid meeting of Friends and
seemed quite sensible to the last. About an neighbours.
hour before his end he turned himself in his
immortality

the righteous.

AN ACCOUNT
LIFE AND TRAVELS, IN THE

WORK

OF THE MINISTRY, OF

JOHN FOTHERGILL:
to WHICH ARE ADDED, DIVERS EPISTLES TO FRIENDS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND
AMERICA, ON VARIOUS OCCASIONS.

The succeeding part of this collection, has
been compiled from the short notes he kept of
It was not till within a few years before the his several visits, and some other papers and
author's decease, that he entertained a design to letters.
It was not without hesitation, that some parts
leave behind him a memorial of this nature.
But being requested about the year 1742, to turn of the following collection were committed to
such as the summary journals of
his thoughts this way, by one of his sons who the press
had been much less under his immediate tuition several of his visits. Nevertheless, as even

PREFACE.

;

than the rest of his children, and consequently
less acquainted with many particulars of his
life, he replied, that though he had been mostly
easy in relation to writing any thing by way
of journal of his labours
yet it had not passed
wholly without thoughts concerning it ; and so
frequently of late, as to have somewhat turned
his inclinations that way.
From this time it
fixed more closely upon him, and he employed
great part of his leisure time, when health permitted, in drawing up the first part of the ensuing memoirs, which extends only to the time
of his return from his first visit to America,
and was finished but a few weeks before his
The
decease, under gteat weakness of body.

—

plain,

sensible

and

lively

manner,

in

which

these short hints

may

possibly occasion^ in the

minds of divers who remember those visits,
and his labours therein, some useful considerations, it was thought most proper to retain
them.

A

painful, deep, searching, laborious minis-

was oftentimes the author's portion aiccompanied with a zealous concern, that all
might come to the certain knowledge, and inward experience of an holy living principle operating in the hearts of mankind; in order to lead
them from error and unrighteousness, into all
try

;

every Christian
read with a view
to profit, not barely amusement ; and in order
that they may both be informed of, and anitruth,

virtue.

and

into the practice of

And

to those

who

account is drawn up, occasions regret mated by example, to come up in their respecthat he had not earlier engaged herein, and tive duties, the perusal, we hope, will be bene-

this

that the

many

servations, that

interesting and instructive obmust have occurred during the

remaining part of

his

life,

are

now

lost.

ficial.

This was the general tendency of
bours in the ministry, as

many now

his

living

la-

can

—
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testify

;

and

in the following sheets the

important doctrine
inculcated, and

the

to

reader,

is

now

with

earnestly

desires,

truths herein delivered,

upon every mind

who have

;

same

strongly and frequently

is

and

recommended

that

may have
that

the

many

a due effect

those especially

been witnesses of his zeal and

vency, may,

in calling

his

services

fer-

amongst

them to their remembrance, be incited to follow
him as he followed Christ, and thus secure to
themselves the benefits he diligently laboured
for ; and at the same time to pay the most expressive regard to his memory.

ties.

And
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secondly, to

stir

up parents and others

professing the holy and blessed Truth, to labour
carefully to feel after and obey it; and also to

be good examples and certain

way-marks

before

and the youth, who may see
them both in meetings and out of meetings.
I have had to remember divers of the elders,
and the instruction which their conduct afforded me in my young years so it hath often
brought a fresh care and inward concern of
soul upon me, that I might be such a light, and
their offspring

;

such an instance of diligence, as might carry
some true demonstration with it to my children
and others and in this concern of mind we
are often renewed in a capacity to pray, or de;

sire for others, with

WAS born

Wensleydale, in Yorkshire,
[in the year] 1676, of parents not only convinced of the blessed gospel dispensation of
God to mankind, in sending the Spirit of
Christ to enlighten and reprove for sin, and to
lead the believers in it into truth and righteousI

in

I

am

some

access,

not easy without leaving this testimony

behind me, that I fully believe one great hindrance to the growth of our youth in true godliness, is the want of that true spiritual mindedness which ought to be regarded by all, but in

an especial manner by the elder and more
by the people called Qua- knowing.
kers
From this fear to offend the Lord, which I
but also, who endeavoured carefully to
feel after, and live up to the powerful principle mentioned above, to be early raised in my
of truth, whereby they were both instructed heart, I loved religious meetings and true minand enabled to be exemplary in life, and in re- isters; and as many such ministers, who traligious concern to attend meetings for the wor- velled in the service of Truth often lodged at my
ship of God; and in an humble, steady, dili- father's house, I greatly loved to be near them,
gent waiting upon him for the appearance of and to remark their conduct and conversation,
his enlivening presence and power, to enable which hath often been beneficial to me, both
them to worship acceptably. This also led then and in the after part of my life. It hath
them into a godly care to train up their chil- likewise made me glad to see the like inclinadren in the fear of the Lord, and to take them tion in youth, and taught me to be careful to
to religious meetings frequently, both on first- converse with, and behave before them with
days and others days of the week, which they godly prudence.
seldom failed in attending especially my moAlthough inward fear and care, with some
ther, whose care herein, and her spiritual, re- heavenly touches of the life of Truth, enabled
verent travail of soul in meetings, often in me to live more sclf-denyingly and gravely
silence, for the sacrifice of a broken heart to be than some others of like years, which my moprepared in her by the Lord, had very early ther particularly noted with some comfortable
a deeply affecting impression in my considera- hope, and mentioned it to some in private ; yet
tion. I was convinced fully, when very young, she was removed by death when I was about
both of the existence of an Almighty, holy, all eleven or twelve years old, which was a great
knowing Being; and that there is a part in loss to me. For though my father's care conman that is immortal and from hence arose tinued, yet being more from under his eye, and
a fear to offend him in word or deed.
he being obliged to have other house-keepers,
I have made this mention of my parents, and
who were not duly seasoned with the Truth
ness, as testified unto
;

;

;

the benefit accruing to

ous

life,

as well as of

me

through their

religi-

some other Friends, mani-

towards the Lord, and
feeling after his humbling love and life to renew their strength from time to time, for this
end chiefly to instruct our youth, who have
religious parents or tutors, to prize such privileges, and to consider, that if such advantages
be disregarded and made light of, those who so
do, have much more to answer for, and will
have heavier condemnation to bear, than those
who have not had such convincing opportunifestly exercised in spirit

;

VoL.

XIIL— No.

9.

some of

thein, with other servants proved in-

and a looser conduct, instead
of being examples of a religious and godly so^
briety.
Thus the evil power took advantage
of my natural activeness and propensity to
sports and plays, and oflen stifled that heavenly desire and care toward God, which I ought
to have retained.
So I became more thoughtless about my soul's interest, and subject to be
led into folly, which yet was often made a burden to me, and an occasion of sorrow secretly,
which caused me to beg mercy for my negliciters to airiness

45

—

;
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gence, and to make covenants to be more vation of God in the land of the living," and
watchful against temptations
but alas! I often some other like sentences were brought to my
remembrance, accompanied with glimpses of
failed in performing them.
Yet divine mercy, by renewed convictions heavenly goodness, which graciously helped to
;

me in some patient hope under the heavenly refining hand, which sometimes, as it
such a manner, that I often with secret lamen- were set me upon my feet a little, and withdrew again, I was left in a sense of weakness,
tation bemoaned myself under his judgment
much fearing that I should not be regarded in fear and sorrow. But the blessed presence of
mercy any more ; nor durst I make any more of the Saviour of the world, which at times
promises, as I had done, lest I should by fail- filled and overshadowed my soul, in my thus
following him, though mourning, is never to
ing increase my soul's bondage.
As I was kept for a time thus low and be forgotten by my soul this was about the
watchful to this heavenly principle of Truth, seventeenth year of my age.
But I am not easy to proceed much further
which let me see my sin, and the danger of it,
I was favoured with the springings of hope for in this account, without making mention of
mercy and salvation and then my cry was some kw cases respecting my younger time
frequent and strong to be purged thoroughly, and though they may seem little in some reawhatever I had to bear, if the Almighty would ders thoughts, yet I cannot but think they may
Thus I wrestled several years, be of service to others, and at least stand as a
but enable me.
and durst not believe that I gained any efTectual testimony to the purity and spirituality of the
victory ; and as the baptism of Christ by his blessed and glorious gospel dispensation of
Spirit had began to operate in me, to bring a God, in pouring out of his spirit upon all flesh,
death to sin, and the lusts of the flesh, that and writing his law in men's hearts.
When I was between six and seven years
through faith, and a diligent attendance to his
power, I might live to him in -newness of life, old, as near as I can recollect, being at some
little play with another boy, through the force
I had some hope that the fan in his hand would
thoroughly purge me, which was the very ear- of a sudden temptation, I swore an oath, which
nest cry and longing of my soul. But the win- •notwithstanding it was to a truth, yet such senowing, refining work of the spirit of judgment cret conviction of the evil of so doing in the
and of burning, now kindled to take away my sight of the Almighty God, so affected my
dross, was so heavy upon me, that I was often mind with sorrow and remorse, as made a
tempted to conclude I was forsaken of mercy, lasting impression on my judgment; and also
and that judgment and darkness were to be my imprinted that warning and fear in my heart in
Under such apprehensions the enemy this respect, that I never did the like since on
portion.
of souls would have turned my heart against any occasion.
Wherefore, as I cannot but believe that the
the righteous Almighty, or prevailed upon me
to give myself a loose into present fleshly plea- pui'e law of God, which is light, makes its apblessed regard from on high pearance against evil in all, and often in tender
sures ; but oh
Avas near, to manifest the wicked design of the years; so if a careful regard were yielded in
evil spirit, and the tendency of his suggestions, youth to this inshining of the day of God in
A resolution, in a degree of living faith, was secret, many evil practices and defiling liberfirmly fixed in my heart, to endeavour to lie ties would be prevented, and would never get
and wait as at the Almighty's footstool, if haply that room in the mind, and in use, which with
he might regard me in mercy to salvation and sorrow we too often observe they do.
Another thing I am inclined to mention is,
if not, but that I must perish, I would perish as
when I was about twelve or thirteen years old,
near it as I could get.
And as this desire after divine favour and which was after my mother's decease, a strong
mercy, and devotedness of heart to lean to- inclination took place in me to have a coat
wards, and wait for his arising for my salva- made with some more resemblance of the mode
so he was gra- or fashion of the time, than in the plain manner
tion, was of his own begetting
ciously pleased to stay my mind in humble which I had, with other Friends, used, and I
but I was
resignation, until he brought forth judgment prevailed upon my father to grant it
into victory by degrees, and caused the Son of made uneasy in it, almost at the first wearRighteousness at times to arise upon me, with ing it, and tbe more so in using it, feeling the
healing in his wings. Yet he often saw meet to certain reproofs of the Spirit of Truth, for leanhide his face from me again, and to strip me, ing to, and joining with the vain and restless
not only of a sense of his favour, but even of flesh-pleasing spirit of the world, and turning
hope of obtaining a place among the redeemed. from the steady plainness of the unchangeable
At this time, the scripture which saith, " It is Truth. I was indisputably satisfied, that the
and awakening
consider

my

visitations,

gave

me

to see

unfaithfulness and weakness

and stay
in

:

;

!

;

;

;

good

to hope,

and quietly wait,

to see the

sal-

enemy of all good worked

in the earthly affec-
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of those wherein he could get place, to
at times, of the youth especially, after the unsteady corruptions of the
depraved world, in its changeable and vain
fashions in dress and cloathing, in order to
lead into the broad way, and by degrees into
the wide world, one step making way for anOn the other hand, I was in measure
other.
then, and have been since more immovably
assured, that the light of the gospel-day, the
Spirit of Truth doth appear against, and reprove
the very conception of such vain desires and
and would lead and preserve out
inclinations
of them, if people did but attend thereto, and
labour honestly to bear the cross of Christ in
This, as it hath done before our
this respect.
age, hath also in our time, blessed be the name
of the Lord therefor, saith my soul, crucified
many to the world's spirit and ways, in these

355

though much

silent in

our meetings,

tions

after

draw out the mind

that there soon appeared a lively

;

it,

and truly regrowth among us; and in little more
than two years after the aforesaid Friend's
decease, there were five of us engaged by the
Truth to open our mouths in the ministry of the
gospel, to the satisfaction and comfort of the
meeting.
So that instead of a decay and a declension, about which I had been distressed
with fear, our meeting increased in number
and in true godliness.
Discouraging thoughts may at times attend
even some well disposed minds, and the evil
spirit may be busy in making use of them to
so that
their hurt, and weakening their faith
is necessary to endeavour to watch against
it
him, and call to mind with sincere devotedness,
wherein the alone sufficiency of God's people
ligious

;

is.

By

duly seeking to witness divine help

and succour from Christ the good shepherd,
Oh! well would it be even one person, though poor and often dejectto others of its evils.
(and for this end it hath been with me to men- ed, may become instrumental to incite and
tion it) if the youth would duly consider these encourage others in a rightly religious applicathings, and learn to bear the yoke of Christ in tion, drawing down more of divine and truly
their tender age, while they are teachable and strengthening help by which means many peoinnocent before many wrong liberties harden ple and meetings have been I'evived and helped,
the mind, and darken the understanding, and and have become more fruitful, to the praise
embolden in a disregard to that one ever bless- of God.
I have sometimes heard complaints, or a
ed spirit in the heart, which only doth and must
bemoaning of the state of some places, for the
lead man to God and true godliness.
Another thing is fresh in my remembrance, fewness of ministers, and truly religious helpers
which I am not easy without mentioning. in the churches, and I believe not without
There was in our meeting an ancient and truly cause. Yet it hath long been my judgment,
valuable minister and when I was about six- that this is principally owing to too many of
teen or seventeen [years old,] I was often affect- our brethren in profession, neglecting a proed with discouraging reasonings in myself; per labour to improve the gift or manifestation
how we should do, and what would become of the Spirit of Truth, given to every man to
Under this anxious profit with; and holding their profession of the
of us when he died?
thoughtfulness I was induced to consider, how doctrines of Truth, in a barely rational appreand by what means he was made so valuable hension and carnal understanding. This, as
That it was through his our Saviour Jesus Christ taught in the parable
and serviceable.
faithfulness, his waiting to feel after, and ad- of the unprofitable servant, is attended with
hering to that manifestation of divine power taking away that which he had, and so came
and life from Almighty God, whereof he de- on a dark, restless condition. Those who diliclared, that this Holy Spirit, to which he la- gently regard the Giver's direction, to attend
boured to turn and gather people's minds, ap- upon the gift, improve it, and more is given.
peared in all and as hereby he was made It is promised to the faithful in the little, that
which often
truly serviceable, so that heavenly living prin- more shall be entrusted to them
ciple was well able to help, feed, fit and preserve hath been, and yet will, I believe, be fulfilled
all who truly sought to know and be subject to to the honest, diligent and spiritually minded.
it,
and make them truly serviceable also. Thus many persons and meetings, by labourThis consideration both instructed and encour- ing to be found in their duty, seeking their
aged me to look to the Lord, and beyond out- soul's interest, have been regarded and by
ward instruments. And I have reason to be- degrees, through the humbling operation of the
lieve, the like thoughts affected some others power of Christ, the blessed and everlasting
of our youth in that meeting also, to advan- High Priest, fitted for, and engaged in the sersome in one
vice of the Lord in his wisdom
tage.
The said minister was taken away by death station and some in others, to the edification of
in about a year after, and the heavenly and the body, and the building up and beautifying
Oh that
merciful springings of divine life, so owned and his city Zion in the sight of nations.
relieved many of us, in our humble hungerings this right thoughtfulness and application of
enticing and adulterating fashions, as well as

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

!
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which is both the duty and certain inter- words. That as it is an everlasting truth that
of mankind, may more and more prevail God is One, and his Way is One so the peowhen [ am no longer here and be a means of ple professing the one truth, may walk and act
such fruitfulness in righteousness and heavenly consistently with that One way in all things.
During my father's imprisonment, for want
qualifications, to show forth the praise of God
to the earth, that multitudes may see and flock of his staying, guarding eye, and present help
in Zion with everlasting joy upon their heads. to watch against and resist temptations to hurtful and deadening liberties, I suffered some loss
Amen, Amen.
When I was about the eighteenth year of my inwardly chiefly by regarding company too
age, a nearly affecting exercise befell me ; my loose and airily disposed, particularly some of
father being prosecuted on account of his Chris- our servants. I earnestly desire that all possible
tian testimony against tithes, and carried to care may be exercised by parents who have at
prison at York, forty miles from our dwelling; heart their children's growth in godliness, to
and I being the eldest he then had living, both keep them from corrupting company, and the
the care of three other younger children, and dangers they are exposed to from irreligious
our business and servants fell upon me. This servants. The want of this hearty zealous
with my father's imprisonment at such a dis- care, has certainly been an inlet to many ruintance, and he in a poor state of health, brought ous temptations, often destructive both to relia deep and heavy concern upon me, that things gion and morality and the sense of my own
might be well outwardly and I well remem- loss, and the danger I was in of suffering
ber a kinsman, not of our Society, came to see more, induce me to leave this remark ; both
me, labouring to improve the thought of our as a caution to others, and with deep and awful
present difficulties, and urged me strongly to reverence to acknowledge the merciful goodheart,

est

;

;

j

;

;

;

give him liberty to agree with my father's prosecutor, and that I would reimburse him the
money. When I considered this a little, my
understanding was of a sudden fully satisfied,
that it was the mind and cause of God that this
testimony against tithes in this dispensation

should be borne, and that what suffering soever might attend our faithfulness to him, he
could readily make up, and I then believed he
would on the other hand, that he could soon
blast and consume any seeming advantages
that might be hoped for, by giving way to self;

ish

reasoning, or shrinking from the faithful

ness of God, in secretly disquieting and bringing a dread over my heart, to deter me from
liberties, which though not generally condemned, yet the Lord would not allow me in, merci-

me

heavy and seendeavoured to sit down
under his chastising hand and power, revealing
itself against the remains of the lusts of the
flesh, he was pleased to deal gently with me,
mixing mercy with judgment, and filling my
soul again and again with reverent hope, as
well as humble supplication, that he would
thoroughly purge me, and spare nothing alive
fully following

A'ere reproofs.

As

at times with
I

and reverent bearing of that testimony. Thus in me that was offensive to him. Thus was
Truth itself, as it were in a moment, both clear- my heart often exercised both by night and by
ed my judgment, and brought a holy boldness, day, in the fields alone, and in company, often
and somewith heavenly comfort over my soul in which likewise when about my business
I answered the man so, that he went no further times the brightness of the salvation of God,
and enlargings of his love were so abundant
in the case.
I am the more strongly induced to mention in my soul, that I could scarcely (nor did I
keep from falling down upon the
this, in order to leave an additional and experi- always)
mental testimony to the nearness and clearness ground, to adore and worship his glorious preAnd at sometimes I apprehended it
of the inshining of the light of the gospel, the sence.
true light that enlightens every man, to con- might be required of me, to open my mouth
vince the understanding of what is evil, and to for the Lord in the congregation, which was
an exceedingly humbling matter to me to
I fully believe,
lead into the practice of Truth.
that as a truly innocent and honest desire hath think of.
My father being released from prison after
due place in the mind, to know and be enabled
to do the will of the Lord our God, the profes- about six months confinement, I had some outsors of the blessed Truth especially, would have ward ease, though I had a deep mournful tratheir judgments rightly opened and cleared, vail inwardly, often feeling little comfort, but a
respecting this Christian testimony against pay- heavy humbling weight, which at times I still
But as nothing but
ing tithes in any shape; and would find it to feared was in displeasure.
be their duty, and be encouraged in themselves, divine favour could give me any real satisfacin feeling the arising of divine life and heavenly tion, so a steady submission to bear his purging
power, to stand firmly and act cheerfully with hand was my desire and secret hope.
When I was about the age of nineteen my
their faithful Friends, in confessing Christ before men in this respect, in actions as well as father was removed from us by death, which
;

;
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deep travail, to be and to do what Truth
would have me, let the event as to myself be'
what it might. This hearty care and fear I was
to remember me with merciful help many ways, made sensible, was favourably regarded by the
all-wise Being, by the humbling sense of his
I believe he opened my way to have less temagain increased my exercise in clivers respects;
I endeavoured to seek the favour and
counselofthe most High God, he was pleased

in

but as

poral business, which
to

my

Was

not only

mind, but more safe

near, notwiihstanding the
threatening danger of being overset by sore
tossings secretly, and various temptations with

some ease awful presence being

in several respects,

giving opportunity for more undisturbed retirement of mind, to feel after the salvation of which the evil

it

In

spirit was permitted to assault
For some months I could not either eat
or sleep much, but was often alone in the
fields both day and night, mourning under a
load of inward sorrovV and deep fear, lest I
but by degrees
should yet become a castaway
I was brought to a desire after stillness, and a

me.

God.

my

twentieth year

I

was

often

more ap-

prehensive, that something of the ministry of

me and some
words and matter would often come before me,
in waiting attentively upon the Lord in our
meetings.
But I was very much afraid of be- patient waiting for the saving help of God to
ing mistaken, as well as backward about so appear; that if happily the blessed Saviour
weighty a work, and put it off one time after might arise, and rebuke those distressing waves
another; but I was often exceedingly distressed which lay heavy upon my soul, occasioning a
after meetings, under a thought that I had re- visible declension in my health.
In thus labouring after stillness, and through
fused to answer the requiring of God, and had
thereby incurred his displeasure so as not to submission to the day which burns as an oven,
be forgiven.
Under these tossings and fears I one difficulty after another, and the disturbing
often concluded in my heart, that if 1 was but afflicting uncertainties and imaginations, wherecertain that it was the requiring of the Lord, I with I was beset during this dark time, graduwould endeavour to obey, whatever was the ally vanished, and more powerful and living
event.
Thus I often concluded, both out of light, with an humbling yet joyful hope spread
On one hand the sense
meetings and in meetings and some matter in and over my soul.
would often be before me, but in a more tran- of the mercy, and a feeling in degree of the salsient manner, or less certainly distinct and po- vation of God, was made the more unutterably
and on the
sitive, than what I reverently and sincerely glorious and precious to my soul
other, I was more pressingly and clearly inbegged for.
And after this poor, distressing, sifting man- structed and warned to be fearful and watchful,
the gospel would be laid upon

;

;

;

;

ner, I waded near about a year
but when the
time came indeed, that I was to open my mouth
in a few words for the Lord among his people,
;

it

was so indisputably

ple of

its

clear, that I

had no scru-

being certainly the holy requiring.

in fear I reasoned it away one meeting, to
deep sorrow.
But the all-seeing One knew
it was from an innocent fear, and not a rebellious contemning of his small appearance, and
therefore he graciously owned me again
and
in another meeting shortly after, a fresh, strong
motion, or concern, came upon me, and I broke
forth in a ibw words, but scarcely durst stand
upon my feet. After the meeting I got quietly
away, with some ease and an holy peace of
mind, but thought I should perhaps never be
farther concerned that way.
Yet now and then
a necessity came upon me to speak a little
again, which I mostly endeavoured to answer,
but with great fear and care not to enlarge be-

Yet

my

;

both against unrighteous vain self creeping in,
in the shape or show of religion.
was given me to see and consider, that
the holy One was not only setting up his judgments in the earth, for condemning sin and ob-

and acting

Thus

it

vious evils in the flesh, that the righteousness
of the law might be fulfilled in me ; but that he

would overturn
ly

human

all rests

or dependencies mere-

respecting religion, that he, the Lord,

whom alone is sufficiency, might rule and
have the pre-eminence in all things and in a
special and particular manner, in the ministers
in

:

of the Gospel.
I am concerned

to

observe this further, in

relation to the uncertain

manner

in

which some

matter and expressions were before me in meetings, as is hinted above, at times for near a
When the clear and evident time and
year.

I then saw distinctly, and I
have often considered it since, it was a trial
yond the requiring which fear often prevailed suffered to attend me, whether I would venture
upon me, so as hastily to dehver a small part to act in the uncertainty, (though a measure of
only of what was set before me, by which the presence of truth was about me for my own
many times I got but little ease and satisfac- help to worship) and by bringing forth untimely,
tion
so that I was still ready to fear, and and unripe fruit, soon fall to decay, and become
sometimes to conclude I was wrong some way, rather hurtful than strengthening to others.
but knew not wherein. Under these apprehen- But though the Lord our high priest suffered
sions I was often much dejected, and humbled this exercising trial to attend me, he did not
;

;

requiring came,

;
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and miscarry here, but he re- to vouchsafe regard, and staying help, as a
and resolution to do my best, to tender and wise Father, knowing me better
wait for distinct assurance of his injunction, if than I did myself, and acquainting me feelingly
I must be so concerned.
This as it was and is with my nothingness, and with the absolute
my duty, so I believe it to be the duty of others necessity .of his own power to enable me to
also, and acceptable to the Lord, who fails not, live, and especially to act in religion, truly to
leave

newed

to fall

fear

nor ever will fail to manifest his mind, as he is
duly sought unto, for understanding to do what
he requires.
But I am not without fear, that such a due
attention for distinct certainty of the immediate
call or requirings of the Word of life, hath not
always been suitably practised and for want
hereof, some have appeared as ministers before
ripe, and have brought forth fruit of very little
because none can
service, if not detrimental
give what they themselves have not.
Whereas if these had waited with proper diligence for
the living Word to open and engage, in the
entire subjection of self, they might have been
great and good instruments, as clouds filled by
the Lord with heavenly rain.
And as the divine and certain requiring of Truth, is the only
right entrance into the ministry, because the
Lord said, Some run and I sent them not,

his praise.

About this time I found my mind drawn to
sometimes one neighbouring meeting,
sometimes another, though much afraid to go
because of the expectation that would be towards me, through a sense of my own weakness, and a fear lest I should do more hurt
than good.
But as I endeavoured to answer
such drawing, I was beyond my expectation
often owned, and strengthened, by and in the
Word of life, to speak a little with that demonstration, which was edifying to others and easy
to my spirit
begetting humble and living reverence in my soul, with secret worship and
praises to the Almighty helper. It was exceedingly awful to me, and what I could not readily
get to obey the Truth in, to open my mouth in
supplication to the infinite Holy One in public
assemblies, though I was often full of praises to
But as he saw
therefore they shall not profit the people
so his mighty and glorious name.
the reason of my putting off" some strong moit is only his fresh and renewed requiring, not
only opening matter to speak, but engaging to tions to call vocally upon the Lord, so he dealt
speak it at this time, whereby the church or tenderly with me, and renewed strength to comparticulars are edified, as our Father would ply with the motions of life in this respect, but
have his children edified. These observations with inexpressible fear and awfulness. Which
respecting the entrance into, and proceeding in holy dread and due caution, I beg may ever be
the ministry of the Gospel, I could not be easy properly renewed upon all hearts from time to
without leaving behind me, believing they will time, in the exercise of this solemn duty.
aflx)rd instruction and encouragement to some
About the twenty-second year of my age, a
low and careful travellers and likewise afford concern came upon me to visit Friends in
some necessary caution to such as may be in Scotland, and I acquainted some of our Friends,
the elders especially, therewith, who carefully
danger of being too active.
Though I was nearly tried, and had many encouraged me in it and I hearing of some
hidden sorrows under the weight of the hea- other Friends likewise so concerned, I gave up
venl)' refining hand, yet a degree of living to go along with them, with their free consent
hope was often revived that I might in time, and the monthly meeting approving my propothrough humble attention and godly care, be sal, gave me a certificate according to good
set more at liberty in the freedom of a son; order.
Setting forward in much fear and lowand through a true labour to wait carefully for liness of mind, I met the other Friends at Carthe distinct openings of the light of life, and lisle, and travelled with them into the west of
being faithful thereto, I should gather strength Scotland, to Glasgow and some other places,
to discharge myself to more ease and satisfac- where we had satisfactory meetings, and came
tion, in the little appearance in public I was to Edinburgh.
From thence we went into the
engaged in. But I had so many discouraging north, visiting the meetings of Friends to Aberviews, and was often almost wholly cast down deen, and where any meetings were settled,
after some little spring of ease and comfort in Friends every where appearing glad of our
the love and peace of God, that I often thought visit
and being easy thereaway, we returned
I had surely more dross and refuse in my naby Edinburgh, and so by Kelso into Cumberture than other men, and therefore I must go land.
We travelled together in true unity and
oftener into the furnace, and be melted down comfort, divine regard, and fresh heavenly
again and again.
help being graciously afforded us, from place
I often begged the Lord not
to spare any thing in me that was offensive to to place, enabling us to perform the service for
We met with
him, how low soever I was brought, so that he which we were drawn thither.
would but deal with me in mercy and not for- abusive treatment in several places, especially
sake me and gracious Goodness was pleased at Glasgow and Edinburgh, by the mobbish
visit

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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county, and the county of Durham, and afmatter at hand terwards several other northern counties.
It
amongst them ; which was a very frequent pleased the Lord, the blessed Fountain of wispractice and continued many years, yet we dom and all truly sufficient help, not only to
were preserved from any material hurt. I had engage me in that service, but to fin'nish with
nothing to depend upon, but as it might please supply for inward life and public labour, to my
the Lord our God to open and supply with his humbling admiration before him
I being altoown hand ; so attending patiently upon him, gether poor and empty, but as he renewed
that his will might be done, he failed not to af- help afresh in my careful waiting upon him
part of the people disturbing Friends' meetings,

casting stones or

any

other

;

daily bread to live upon, and often
and engagement to labour in the ministry,
which seemed much to Friends satisfaction,
and very much more to my own than I dared
to hope for, so that I returned with peace and
encouragement humbly to trust in God, and to
follow the drawings of his divine love.
I had given up house-keeping some time before this journey, yet kept a little ground in my
own hands for some necessary employ, which
I loved and believed was good for the body,
and a beneficial stay to the mind. Yet being
much alone, I had often comfortable retire-

ford both
help,

ments, through the merciful regard of divine
goodness, opening heavenly instruction, and
increasing clear discernment betwixt the transformed and betraying suggestions of the evil
spirit, and the steady, pure, heavenly openings
and motions of the Word and Spirit of Truth.
Some further concern and drawings to leave
home coming upon me, I thought it best to dispose of that land and business also ; yet for
employment I worked often for others, both
for a living, and that my mind might not be
too much disengaged from some temporal concerns.
There appeared to me then, and more
so since, a danger of being tempted to be easily
drawn abroad, after having been somewhat
engaged to travel, even before or without that
distinct requiring of Truth, both to go and return, in which only the ministers of Christ

move

in true safety,

and

to right edification.

indulging such an inclination, we may be
in danger of missing or losing the clear knowledge of the pure requirings of the everlasting

By

and so make way for formality,
and unprofitable labour,
whereby some have hurt themselves, with respect to real service in the church, and true
esteem among the living and sensible part of

High
a

Priest

barren

;

ministry

the people.

On

the

other hand

I

—

was

afraid

— and

;

ings.

Some months
I

found

it

after the aforesaid little jour-

my

concern

to visit

our

it.

likewise the terrible and awakening calls to
some bold libertines, and those who were sitting
down in the deadness of formality. Though
this labour was like a fire to the house of Esau,
and therefore unpleasant some yet the inward
and living among the people were relieved and
made glad in the Lord, vyhose favour and peace
;

often filled

my

heart with awful reverence to-

wards him, with strong desires purely to know,
and be helped to do his will faithfully.
About this time several were convinced in
the northern parts where I was drawn to visit,
and were gathered into the knowledge of
Truth; of whom some became valuable minisof the gospel.
loved to be as much at home with our
own Friends as I could with ease, and to labour with my hands, though some concern was
growing upon me towards part of the south
which as I kept still in my mind, desiring to
see my duty clearly, both places and times
were set plainly before me, and a hastening to
go forward. So with the approbation of our
Friends at home, I set out in a poor low frame
of spirit, full of fear, and reverent desire after
heavenly help, and went through most of the
meetings in the western side of the nation, and
to London.
After some weeks stay and labour there as Truth gave ablility, I travelled
westward, through several counties to the
land's-end in Cornwall
then back by Bristol
to the yearly meeting, and shortly after that
turned into Wales, visiting, as I remember, all
the meetings of Friends there, also in Cheshire
and part of Lancashire and so home again
with gladness and thankfulness of heart, having
been about nine months on that journey, though
I travelled diligently.
My health was preserved
to me almost wonderfullv ; though as I came
through Somersetshire, I was for some days
very ill, but pressed forward in the service to
Bristol, and the day I got thither after the meeting, the measles appeared upon me, on which
occasion I kept house only two davs ; and being clear of the place, in a few days more I set
forward again.
An earnest desire and care
ters

I still

;

;

so

should all ministers be
of being involved in
temporal concerns so much, as to hinder me
from true inward retiring often to feel the life
of Truth, for the daily supply of my soul, and
where I might understand when he called to
service abroad
and made willing and ready
to leave every thing to follow the Lord's draw-

ney,

Indeed his goings-forth in my miniswere often wonderful to me,
both because of the humbling and encouraging effect that my labour had upon the betterminded, the younger especially, and which was
not forgotten by many while they lived ; and
for

try in that visit,

own

.
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I was now easy, and glad of being at home
was very early imprinted upon me, and hath
continued to this time, to occasion as little trou- among my friends, as they were also therewith,
ble and charge to Friends, in my travels, as and I continued there, mostly visiting adjacent
could be, vvhich I believe is but mine and every meetintjs as I found drawina:s, and attending
our monthly and quarterly meetings, which I
other minister's duty.
This journey afforded various occasions of had an honourable esteem for being often in;

Sometimes divine disputably satisfied, that the Lord God in his
goodness and heavenly life was graciously and wisdom and power had directed to, and estabplentifully opened in my soul, both for my own lished them in love and mercy to his church.
I was livingly sensible, in sitting reverently befeeding and renewing of strength to worship
and furnishing me with matter and power hind the elders in meetings for the good order
minister prevalently to others, that the and discipline of the church, that the divine
to
name of the Lord our God might be felt and wisdom and presence of the Highest, was often
yet at some other times access to with Friends for counsel and strength, enabling
glorified
food was much more restricted, and with pa- them to lift up a standard against the enemy of
profitable instruction to

me.

;

:

tience as well as diligence to be wrestled for.

Sometimes

it

was longer before any thing was

when

godliness,

all

prevail

likely to

through

the various evil liberties of the flesh.

In about a year I found a concern growing
given to minister to others, and the openings
were with less clearness for a time, and not so weightily upon me, to visit Friends in Scotland
with the approstrong, nor engagements so lively or sensible to again, and likewise in Ireland
myself as I much loved. But often as I attend- bation of my friends, and having a certificate
;

ed upon the Lord in due stillness and resignation of mind, at such times hath he opened a
supply of food, though less plentiful, and something, though small in appearance, to ofTer to
I found it my duty to seek for
the people.
satisfactory evidence, that it was a degree of
the word of Truth, before I durst open my
mouth, and then contentedly to labour accordYet
ing to the measure of present ability.
some such seasons, through the merciful,
though gradual arisings of heavenly greatness
and wisdom, were made both comfortable and
strengthening to me, reverently to trust in the
Lord; and signally beneficial and memorable
to the congregation.

ness what

it

was

to

forward in
desires of
soul before the Lord for his presence and wisdom to guide and enable me. I went through
Cumberland, to Edinburgh, and so to the north
of Scotland, visiting the meetings of Friends
every where in those parts, and returned by
Edinburgh to Glasgow, and the meetings thereaway. In many places I was truly comforted
with Friends, and they encouraged and glad in
a living sense of the continued fatherly regard,
and extendings of the love of God towards

monthly meeting,

from our

the sixth month, 1701, v/ith

them

and
wicked

was made a wit- A
abound, and how to suffer people both

Thus

I

nation

in that

ceited,

in

some

set

amongst a hard,
places an envious

prevailed with

spirit

in

;

I

humble

self-con-

people.

the mobbish

Edinburgh and Glasgow,

to de-

Friends in almost all their
meetings sometimes throwing stones, &c. whilst
of the heavenly power; neither in more plenti- others with all the noise and vain sport they
ful seasons to forget God, the blessed author and could invent, endeavoured to drown the voice
giver thereof; nor in times of poverty to put of any who were concerned to minister publicly
And oh good and gra- among them. Yet at times the power and auforth a hand to steal.
cious was that divine arm, which engaged my thority of Truth arose over those wicked endeabe resignedly content with
with the various dispensations, and operations

want; and taught

to

light in disturbino;
;

!

spirit in that travail,

showing me plainly many vours, and the

evil spirit was so weighed down,
some of the worst would go away, and
others lend some attention to the testimony of
and Friends were the more edified,
Truth

dangers and by-ways, which youth especially are
liable to fall into; and that our safety only consists in keeping in watchful fear, and in carefully feeling from day to day, for the influences of
divine life in the eternal Word, wherein is the
light of men, for all stations and religious services, throughout all generations. It was made,
through divine mercy and help, a teaching,
strengthening, encouraging time to myself; and
the Lord of mercies, by the attendance of this
power, made the labour I was engaged in,
profitably awakening and relieving to many.
Several were convinced and gathered to the
Truth in this journey some of whom, in time,
were made zealous and useful ministers in the

that

church.

and

;

;

and their faith and hope in God strengthened.
This disturbing, envious, persecuting spirit, was
suffered to exercise the faith and patience of
Friends there, in that manner, during many
but a case happened at Glasgow, when
years
on a firstI was there, somewhat remarkable
day of the week, the people had very much
:

;

disturbed us in the afternoon meeting especially,
their usual wicked and vain manner, and
followed Friends after meeting along a large
open street, where the number increased, some
shouting and scorning, others throwing stones
in

dirt.

One

stone of

some pounds weight
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passed with great force very near one of my
which if it had been hit, must, I believe

legs,
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vine help and wisdom, which alone can sufficiently qualify for real service, and preserve in

have been broken by it ; yet we were pre- the way and work of the Lord.
The people who
served from much harm.
I then visited the meetings of Friends through
were gathered in great numbers about their the other pans of the nation with diligence; but
doors, and saw what passed, seemed rather to forgetting natural ability too much, I fell into a
be pleased with the abusive behaviour of the dangerous illness from a violent cold, which
mob towards us, than to offer any discourage- forced me to stop about ten days at Mountmelto them ; whereupon a soldier, an Eng- lick.
I set forward again in the work I was
lishman, began to cry aloud three times, as if engaged in, though before some Friends thought
he had some public proclamation to make; and it was fit for me, but got well along till I was
when he had thereby drawn the people's atten- clear of the nation at that time. My labour in
tion to him, he called aloud again. Behold the the gospel power and word of life was cheer*
godly town of Glasgow, how they entertain fully received, and made profitably awakening
strangers and repeated it three several times. to some, reviving to the living, and a means of
This reproof made the people so ashamed, that divers of the youth amongst Friends being in-

ment

!

they mostly took to their houses and got out of wardly affected with the power of Truth, to their
;
and the more grown people drawing lasting advantage, and the church's comfort.
away, the rest soon left us and made off" like- And so with the love of my friends, and an humwise, so that we had no further disquiet that ble and thankful heart before the Lord of all true
day ; and I heard, when I was at this place help, I took leave of Friends at Cork, and went
some years after, that the people had never of- over to Minehead in Somersetshire, having
fered the like disturbance again, either in their something remaining upon me to a few places
meetings or in their streets.
thereaway, and about Bristol ; and from hence
From hence I went down the river Clyde for came pretty directly home again, with reverent
Ireland, and landed near Belfast, and thence awe towards the ever blessed Helper.
went to Lisburn, where several Friends lived,
I staid mostly about and near
home with
who received me lovingly. I began to labour my friends, in true comfort, for we were made
diligently among Friends, hoping to get clear of and preserved truly dear one unto another in
the north part of that nation before the half- the love and life of Truth, employing myself in
year's meeting in Dublin in the ninth month, bodily labour with diligence, which I still loved,
which I was enabled to answer, in a good mea- for the reasons abovementioned. But in less
sure to my satisfaction.
At Dublin there was than a year after, a concern came upon me to
gathered a large body of Friends, not only very visit the east part of the nation.
I set forward
consistent and in grave appearance, but a liv- through Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Esing and truly religious concern and zeal for the sex, and went over the Thames, and through
Truth was upon many of them, and great har- Kent, and Sussex, returning through Surrey to
mony amongst them. Here I met with our an- London, and through the middle part of the
cient and honourable friend William Edmund- nation home, as I remember, in about five
son, whom I had a great desire to see, having months, the supplying presence and power of
a deep and reverent value for him from seeing Christ being mercifully renewed for assistance
him before in England, though he knew little from time to time. But a deeply exercising
or nothing of me. I believed, if I was not what trial for about two weeks was suffered to attend
I should be, he would not only observe where- me, by a heavy weight of trouble and distressin, but would deal plainly with me.
ing doubts lying almost continually upon me
I went
with some other Friends to see him at his day and night, especially out of meetings,
lodgings, where he looked sternly and earnest- which brought very narrow searching of heart,
ly upon me, and said little.
I
sat down and and much fear of being forsaken of all-savins:
little was spoken amongst us, but I observed
help, and lest I should thereby become a rehe often cast his eye upon me.
When we proach to the glorious name I had made menparted from him, he seemed more free and tion of.
Yet I was not left void of some hope
cheerful to me; and in several of the public in his mercy, who is all-knowing. This so far
meetings 1 was concerned to testify for the affected ray behaviour, that I could not conceal
Truth among them, which both he and other my sorrow in mourning alone, and conversing
Friends gave free way and time for ; and he so little, though unexpected relief and supply
openly manifested his regard to, and satisfac- mostly attended in meetings. But as I was
tion with me, as made my way easy among brought to endeavour and desire after a thoFriends through the rest of the nation ; and rough search to know if I had offended, or mishad a deeply humbling, and yet encouraging sed the right way in any case, and to double a
sight

upon my heart, to
VoL. XIII.— No. 10.

cfl^ect

feel

carefully after di-

watchful waiting and walking;

46

I

was

streno-th-
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resolution, or desire at least, to labe duly devoted to follow the Almighty's
requiring, if he would but give a clear understanding thereof, with necessary help, whatever it was to do.
And by degrees life sprang
up in my soul through death ; and a peaceful
devotedness, with a cheerful, yet awful, trust in
the Almighty searcher of hearts, overspreading
my whole inward man, imprinting instruction
upon me not to be forgotten.
Not long after this, a concern, which had
been at times moving in my mind, but at
some distance, to visit the churches in America,
now grew more constant and weighty upon
me; and my late exercising time had contributed to bring me into the more quiet and
ready yielding to follow the Truth any way, if

bour

it

to

was but

cast

up

to

me

clearly

;

so

when

the

matter was fresh before me, I endeavoured to
be duly still and devoted and when it seemed
almost out of sight, or gone away, I was pleasantly easy therewith
which resignation and
quietness 1 have found to be my duty, and the
safest way to attain a clear discerning of the
motions of Truth in those cases, and also of the
time; for I am very sensible the Lord directs
as to time, as well as the thing in this respect.
This was in the fore part of the summer, and
the next second month seemed to fix with me^
to be the time, though I yet kept the thing
mostly to myself; but as it seemed to remain
settled with me, I grew inclined to acquaint
some particular Friends, some especially who
had been engaged in that travail, with the concern I was under, who engaged me to be given
up properly in that respect and a young man of
our county, viz. William Armistead, finding his
;

;

;

mind likewise drawn

that way, gave up to go
along vvith me.
I having some acquaintance
with a Friend, who was master of a ship, who
used to go to Maryland, I had thought of going
with him, and wrote to know when he expected
to sail, and had answer he intended to go about
the twelfth month 1705.
This account put me
out of expectation of that opportunity, because
I durst not move before the time that appeared
to me the right one. But as the matter remained with me I continued to make myself ready,
and having the approbation of, and a certificate
from our monthly meeting, and the meeting of
ministers and elders at the quarterly meeting,
we set out in the second month towards LonWhen we came thither, we soon heard
don.
that the above mentioned ship and master had
not sailed, and though nearly ready, yet we
had a seasonable opportunity of more than two
weeks, to visit Friends in the city before we

[1706.

it was his time
and likewise that this was the vessel ordered for us to
go in I had therefore the stronger hope we
might be preserved. All these considerations
humbled my heart before, and revived my hope

requiring, also that

;

:

Lord
was at

the

in,

there

;

and

the

that time

more relievingly, as
war between England

and France, and the French had abundance
This occasioned us to
of privateers at sea.
be longer in the channel than usual, that the
large fleet might get together, being three

weeks ere we parted from the land's-end,
and we were ten weeks more in getting to
yet
our port in Patuxent river in Maryland
we had a safe and good passage, though long.
The difficulty arising to me from so long a
confinement vvith little business, having been
much accustomed to be stirring, was abundantly eased, and rendered often joyful to me,
by the gracious regard and comforting nearness of the Heavenly presence to my soul,
never I hope to be forgotten.
After we had staid a few meetings with Friends
;

thereabouts,

who

received us with great cheer-

minds drawn towards Philaand so northward to New England, we
crossed Chesapeak bay and had some meetings with Friends on the eastern shore of Maryland, and so into the lower counties of Pennfulness, finding our

delphia,

sylvania.

We

got to Philadelphia before the

Yearly Meeting there, which was large and
comfortable to us and Friends, by the gracious
and powerful influence of the love of God,
whose glorious name was worshipped and
praised for his mercy and salvation.

We set out for Long Island
who came from

with some Friends
thence to this yearly meeting,

and though I had an intermitting fever upon me,
which distressed and weakened me very much,
yet being desirous to be getting forward

in

work we were there upon, I was not willing
to be hindered by it, whilst I could any way
After staying a few meetings on Long
avoid it.

the

Island

we

set

out for

New

England, having

near two hundred miles to travel by land
through the colony of Connecticut ; in which
space there were few or no Friends, and the
people generally very shy of us, and partly by
reason of some severe laws then in force there,
they were afraid to converse with Friends.
Though I was enabled to bear the journey, yet
it was not without difficulty and being much
weakened ; having almost no appetite to any
food.
But getting to Rhode Island, we were
gladly received by our Friends there, to our
encouragement ; after a week's rest, and the
trial of some medicines, though to little efl'ect,
departed.
resolved to go forward in the service, in
I
This circumstance I mention, because it af- the ability that Truth would be pleased to afford.
forded me matter of secret encouragement,
visited the meetings down to Sandwich,
both in confirming me that it was the Lord's and thence through Plymouth colony to Boston,

We
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Yet some did come, and behaved

being favoured with the presence and help of
Truth, often to our own and Friends comfort
went
and encouragement in the Lord.
forward by Salem, and to the furthest meetings
of Friends that way, and had several meetings

of Friends.

about Dover.
It was then a very exercising and trying
time with Friends here, by reason of the bloody
incursions that the Indians frequently made
upon the English, being hired by the French
about Quebec, which lies behind New England,
Many of the English inhabitto the north-west.

ments with regard

We

ants were frequently murdered in their houses,

or shot, or knocked
fields

some were

;

whom

down on the road or in the
away captives and

carried

;
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with attention, and the true love and power of
Truth being measurably with us, they carried
such satisfactory accounts to their neighbours,

much

more favourable sentiFriends and the doctrines
I often thought that a thick cloud
of Truth.
seemed to be over the country, and especially
about Boston and parts near it though light
seemed to me to be breaking through in several

as tended

to beget
to

;

and I fully believed would more prevail
remains of that wicked and persecuting generation was gone off" the stage. We had
nevertheless in Boston some blessed meetings
with a few innocent Friends there, and some
others, who would often come, in the evenings
places,

after the

they cut round the
head about the skirts of the hair, and then pull- especially.
From Boston we travelled back up the more
ed the skin off the head ; and for every such
skin, which they call a scalp, they were to have western parts, towards Providence, having
a sum of money. These barbarities caused meetings with Friends ; and I was not easy
many people to leave their habitations with without going up to some of the latter settled
their families, and to retire into garrisons, towns, to see if we could have some meetings
which the people built in many places for their among them ; the people thereaway being little
greater security.
Yet that which was sorrow- acquainted with Friends, or their principles.
ful to me to observe was, that few of them We accordingly went to several towns, being
seemed to be affected with due consideration, accompanied by two Friends, and sought for
so as to be awakened to think rightly of the liberty to have meetings among them, but the
cause of this heavy chastisement, and be in- people were afraid either to grant room, or to
duced to seek the Almighty's favour, as they come to a meeting yet vve found several wilBut it was a profitable, humbling time ling to converse with us, asking questions and
ought.
to many of our Friends, who generally stood in receiving answers, and who seemed pleased to
the faith, and kept at their usual places of be better informed. Several gross misrepresenabode, though at the daily hazard of their lives; tations concerning Friends and Truth, which
and it was very remarkable, that scarcely any had been spread amongst them, were confuted
who thus kept their habitations in the faith, and cleared away ; with which many seemed
were suffered to fall by the Indians, though few well pleased in several places ; so that we redays passed but we heard of some of their cruel turned in peace and satisfaction, believing we
were in our duty, and that our labour theremurders, and destroying vengeance.
were in these parts, backwards and for- away was of some service.
came back to Rhode Island, and after
wards, a considerable time, having many meetwhich having a few meetings on that island and near
ings, before being clear to leave them
through the merciful regard and succouring it, where there is a good and valuable body of
nearness of the Almighty Power and presence, Friends, with whom we were comforted in the
was satisfactory to us, and very strengthening heavenly Father's love and regard ; we came
and comfortable to Friends ; we and they being back to Long Island and New York, and had
all graciously preserved, though in the open some large and heavenly meetings thereaway;
lodged several times at one where some were convinced of the Truth, and
country.
also had
Friend's house, at some distance from the gar- joined honestly with Friends.
rison ; and we had reason to believe a party of drawings to visit some towns towards the east
Indians was for some time about it, the marks end of that island, being some days journey
of their feet being plainly to be seen next morn- from the places where almost any Friends
accordingly went to several towns,
ing, but they went away without doing any dwelt.
damage, though it was but a mean little tim- and procured liberty to have some meetings,
VVe got a though there was a rigid Presbyterian people
ber house, and easy to break into.
kw meetings in some towns where few Friends there-away. At one town the preacher and
lived ; but not many people durst come to them, the justice consulted together while we were at
because of the laws of the country then unre- a meeting in the evening, and contrived to give
Next morning the justice,
pealed, which had been made to prevent the us some trouble.
spreading of Truth, and also because of the whose name was Hubbert, sent forth a vvarrant
went, and many
dark and envious industry of their preachers to to bring us before him.
hinder them, by monstrous misrepresentations of the town's people hearing of it, gathered

those

they

killed,

;

We

We

;

We

We

We

We

;;
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He began to examine
about us, and went in.
us of our names, places of abode, and our business there, to which we gave him answers, so
that he seemed to be at a loss what further to
say to us but he bethought him to examine
We desired to
us about taking the oaths.
know what oaths he meaned but he was
much at a stand to tell us, nor could he find
them in his book, which he tiirned over carefully, but met with nothing to his purpose ;
;

;

whilst the

people

who were

seemed

there,

[1707.

those parts, and return toward

New

York, and

took our leave of Friends in much nearness of
heart, under a sense of the Lord's blessed
presence and fatherly care, and with holy and

hearty returns of thankfulness and praise to
the

Almighty

deliverer.

As we

passed through the colony of Connecticut, we found some concern upon us, to
endeavour to have a meeting in New Haven, the
chief town in the government.
enquired

We

we

could have a room, or where
could procure one to have a meeting in

at the inn if

pleased to see him so fast, and in a manner we
Then another justice of the peace but were told that none in the town durst allow
came in. The first being behind a table, stood such a thing, and that but very few would dare
up and said, come Mr. Wheeler, please to come to come to one of our meetings, except the mi-

confounded.

here, this is a part of your business. To which
he replied sternly, I know not that it is, or
yours either and so they fell to argue the case
one with another with some heat, we standing still with an innocent cheerfulness for the
love and presence of Christ was measurably
with us, and much beyond our expectation
comforted us.
The people were pleased to see
the poor, dark, envious man, who gave us this
;

;

trouble, confounded.

Then

the other justice

in, said, I have been at our own
meeting three sabbath days one after another,
and did not hear Christ named from the pulpit
and I confess I was at the meeting with these^
people yesternight, and heard Christ preached

who came

;

A

pretty deal more passed betwixt the
and some of the other people began to
show their dislike of him and his proceedings
with us, so that he seemed much to want to
have the discourse over, and us gone, though
we were then in no haste. But after a little
while he set us at liberty, though he had threatened us with a prison before. So after some
truly.

justices,

time spent satisfactorily among the more friendly disposed people in the town, we being easy
in our minds, left that part and returned up the
island, having some service, and several meetings in other places, till we came again to where
Friends were settled.
But we could not find ourselves clear without returning again to Rhode Island, though a
long journey, in order to be at the yearly meeting held there, for that government and New
England, which we got to through some hardThere we saw Friends
ships in travelling.
from most parts of those provinces, it being an
exceedingly large meeting, and very eminently
comfortable to many, through the strong and
lively spreading of the love and power of God
therein for several days

;

and the edifying

ac-

counts brought from the several parts belonging
to this meeting.
Friends generally keeping
their places and habitations in the faith, were
eminendy preserved in that distressing, bloody

time,

when

the sword, like a scourge, afflicted

the country.

We

then were free to go from

gave
house seemed desirous
that we should have a meeting, and said he
hoped the minister would not deny it, if he were
sought to for it; and offered himself to go with
us, if we desired to speak with him, which I
found my mind inclined to.
We went accordingly to the priest's house (his name was
Pierpont) he spoke to us civilly, and invited
us in.
I told him, that as we, as a people, and
our doctrine, had in many places been much
misrepresented, and unjustly reproached, we
were often desirous of opportunities that people
might hear us, and so be the better able to
judge for themselves; and that we desired to
have such an opportunity in that town, but did
not find the people durst allow it, unless he
would consent thereto, and the occasion of our
nister (as they call

One man

leave.

their teachers) first

in the

;

coming

him was

to

to

make

that reasonable re-

But he smoothly excused himself from
giving such liberty, with divers allegations, but
after a seeming civil manner
for by this time a
quest.

;

many of the

pretty

upper-sort of the town's peo-

were gathered in. Then he was told, that we
had nothing in our hearts towards them, or any
On which
else, but the universal love of God.
expression he began to observe, that he supposed
ple

they did not understand the love of
universal in the
ed.

manner

that

we

That seeing the Scripture

did.
is

God
I

to be

return-

positive that

ransom for
men, and by the grace of God tasted death
every man and that he became a propitia-

Christ our Saviour gave himself a
all

for

;

only for their sins

tion not
at

that time)

world

and

(viz. the believers

but for the sins of the whole

he spiritually enlighteninto the world
that a
manifestation of the Spirit was given to every
man to profit withal, and that the grace of God
which bringeth salvation, hath appeared to all
men, from hence we have good reason to believe the love of God in Christ to be universal
and desired him if he thought fit, and could, to
show from Scripture to the contrary. He answered, they understood that salvation was extended to mankind, as the Gospel was out;

ed every

also, that

man coming

;

;
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proof of which opinion from ited Friends and some others in several places
was then desired. He mentioned down the eastern shore, into Virginia, to pretty
of the law coming to Israel, and the sta- good satisfaction, though the affairs of Truth

wardly preached

;

Scripture
that

and that God had not dealt so among Friends there-away, were at that time
He also mentioned but low, partly through a neglect of discipline.
with any other nation.
got over the great Bay of Chesapeak, so
Galilee of the Gentiles, the people that sat in
darkness saw a great light, &c. which was, he through the lower part of Virginia and into
said, the Gospel was preached verbally amongst North Carolina, and had many strengthening
answer&d that we scrupled not to and comfortable meetings in those parts,
them.
allow, that the Almighty manifested a particu- through the gracious extendings of the love
and and power of God towards a well-disposed
lar regard to the house or family of Israel
also favoured the people of Galilee of the Gen- people, both professors of Truth, and some
tutes to Jacob,

We

We

;

causing the gospel to be instrumental ly
Yet they did not
preached unto them early.
prove, to our understandings, that others had
not offers of saving help from God,; because
the Apostle Paul had asserted, that the Gentiles who had not the law, yet did those things
contained in the law ; thereby showing forth
Then
the law of God written in their hearts.
he began to say, he supposed we were come
prepared for disputing matters, and that he was
or to this effect.
not apprised of any such thing
told him we were newly alighted from our
horses, and came to him to ask his consent to
have a meeting for the people's satisfaction
that this discourse was altogether unexpected
by us, and that we considered we were in his
house, and would not impose upon him.
By this time the house was almost full of
soberly behaved people, which occasioned both
tiles, in

;

We

more

fear

lieve

the

and care upon the priest and I beTruth both supplied and seasoned
;

our spirits for their good. I think we might
have had about an hour's conference at least,
mostly in a commendable calmness and civility
we parted with an holy comfort and
thankfulness of heart before the Lord for his
;

merciful assistance.

We

others

among whom we had some good

;

ser-

vice.

We

Maryland again, upon
over some large
rivers with great difficulty and hazard, in the
and visited some Cew
severity of the winter
places in Pennsylvania and the Jerseys, which
we were not clear of, greatly to our comfort;
then

came up

the western-shore,

into

but got

;

to take our leave of those parts
But I hope never
Barbadoes.
to forget the heavenly nearness and openness
of heart, wherein we had to take leave of our
Friends there-away, with the offers of thanksgiving and praise to the Almighty Helper and

and so prepared
in order to visit

Protector.

As particular marks of the interposition of
Divine Providence, should be had in remembrance, I think it fit to mention here something
There were two vesthat we esteemed such.
sels both nearly ready to sail for Barbadoes,
and many were inclinable to our going in one
of them rather than the other, believing the
The
master would behave respectfully to us.
other was accounted a morose sour-tempered
man, yet we could not be easy but in concluding to go with him.
The other vessel went
out first, but quickly lost her mast, and lay
many weeks tumbling at sea we went well,
and were nearly six weeks before the other,
which was owing to the providential care
over us.
were kindly received by Friends at
Barbadoes, and entered upon our service among
them, labouring therein nearly two months, to
but through the heat
pretty good satisfaction

go forward, and came
and having some
few more meetings there-away, we came
through part of the Jerseys into Pennsylvania;
We
in which provinces we travelled, visiting meetings most of the summer, having many large
and heavenly seasons. This very much spent
my bodily strength, so far that I think, I never
But the Lord added a blessing of the climate, and my diligent labour, I was
recovered it.
some were con- seized with a violent fever, which most of those
to our labours in these parts
vinced and gathered to the Truth and one who saw me, expected would have taken me
young woman, who after some time became off; but it pleased the Lord of all mercies to
engaged in the ministry of the gospel, wherein restore my health again, in about a month's
she was made a very eminent instrument, to time; and shortly after, being clear of the
the help and comfort of many in divers parts island, we took leave of Friends in much nearness in the love of the gospel.
of the world.
We were also at the yearly meeting in the
We sailed to Antigua, but in our passage
seventh month, at Burlington, for Friends of were attacked by a French privateer, which
Pennsylvania and the Jerseys, which was ex- after firing a few guns, without doing the ship
ceedingly large, and to good satisfaction in the or men any damage, made sail and left us.
Some of us were very thankful for the mercidominion of Truth.
We then turned towards Maryland, and vis- ful protection and that evening we landed at
to

were then easy

Flushing

in

Long

to

;

Island,

:

;

;

;
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Antigua, where

we had good
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We

laboured near three months in this island
the few Friends in it, and sometimes
the neighbouring people
been out of good order, but we were helped
but grandeur
to leave things better, and were clear to depart and vain liberties very much obstructed the
in about three weeks, and sailed for Jamaica, growth of true religion at that time, and more
so afterwards.
where we arrived in the eighth month.
were favoured with heaThere were at this time four meetings of venly help, and much holy comfort and peace
Friends in Jamaica mostly kept up though in our labours amongst them.
When we became clear in our spirits, and
several of them were remote from each other ;
we visited them frequently, and had some meet- easy to leave the place, we prepared for our
ings at times among the people, so that our departure for England ; and a ship bound for
labour became of good service for the Truth. London being almost ready to sail, we had
There was a priest toward the farther part of some thoughts of going in her. My companrespects

among

service in divers

Friends; several of

whom

had

among
among

;

We

;

who grew very angry about

us, call- ion being indisposed, desired that I would go
and gave out on board the said ship to take our passage. I
We thereupon went accordingly to speak with the master, but
let him know, that though we were not much quite unexpectedly to me, I found myself so
in love with such opportunities, they often disquieted and uneasy in mind, that I durst not
proving more noisy than really edifying yet say much to the master, though the vessel had
as he had frequently taken the liberty to ca- the character of the best sailing ship in the
lumniate and asperse us as a people, and the trade.
I learned that there was another vessel
doctrine of Truth which we had to publish, in almost ready to sail for Bristol
I went
on
a public manner behind our backs, we were board her to see how things were, and here I
willing to meet him in a public place, when and found my mind easy and quiet.
I let my comwhere he would appoint, that we might make panion and Friends know what I had met with,
our defence.
He then sent us word by letter, and the occasion of altering my intention. My
that he would only have a private conference companion readily agreed with me, to come in
before six of our people, and he would bring the Bristol ship, and we embarked for England
as many with him.
But we chose that the ^the 18th of the eleventh month, 1707, but were
meeting might be so public as that all might eighteen days in beating through the windward
come and hear who desired it which as it was passage to Crooked Island, t'l'om whence it is
his own proposal at first, he could not fairly called thirteen hundred leagues to England,
which distance we run in twenty-six days.
refuse.
Time and place being agreed upon, he and The master and mariners agreed that they
many people came he had fixed upon four never had had so expeditious a voyage and
things to discuss, in order to prove us errone- through heavenly protection it was safe.
I
ous, viz.
The disuse of the two sacraments, mention heavenly protection at this time, I
as they call them our holding perfection and think from very evident reason.
The ship
allowing women to preach
and to keep to which we first thought of coming in, had we
Scripture for proof.
He first entered upon not been restrained by a supernatural heavenly
water baptism, in order to prove it a standing hand, foundered somewhere at sea, and was
ordinance in the church of Christ, which he never heard of more, which was a very teachendeavoured to do by a chain of arguments, ing thing to me. Secondly, when we were got
artfully linked together
but when these came within the Irish channel, the master intending
to be taken asunder, and their inconsistency to keep as near the Irish shore as he could, one
discovered in much calmness of mind, he fell of the seamen on a sudden called out land.'
into a furious passion, using angry threats in- The master asked where ? and was answered
After becoming some- on the larboard. The master replied, God forstead of arguments.
what more cool, he wanted to proceed to an- bid that land should appear there then almost
all running to look at the land, I walked upon
other article.
1 told him, I would allow him
to proceed to the next as soon as he pleased, if the forecastle, and looking into the sea, saw a
he first yielded up that, or could advance some rock a-head of us, not above six feet under
more convincing proofs of his assertions, but water; of which I gave notice to the master,
not till then.
He was so uneasy and ashamed who immediately saw it, and called out to the
with his management of the debate, that he man at the helm, with the most lamentable cry
soon left the house and company.
We and I ever heard, helm a-lce, helm a-lee, for God's
many of the people staid, and had a good sake, or we every man of us perish. This he
and edifying meeting, and parted comfortably. quickly did, and so the ship steered by it, but
The priest in a little time after left the island within half the length of the vessel. A dark
and got a place, as I heard, aboard a man-of- fog with drizzling rain had occasioned the
war.
master's mistake ; it cleared up a little before

the island

ing us deceivers and deluders
that he would dispute with us.

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

'

;

;
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clanger occurred, and enabled us to discover it, but it soon returned again thicker
got a good way up the
than before.
channel, but our wind failing us, we dropped
anchor, and early next morning got into the
port of Minehead, with deep and humble thankfulness before the Lord of heaven and earth,
whose guardian angel was manifestly regardful of us.
It was now a time of hot war betwixt England and France, and great numbers
of privateers were out, yet we were preserved
out of their hands, as well as from the perils
of the sea, which was owing to divine mercy,
and not to any merit of ours.
this

To Friends of the Monthly Meeting of Richmond in Yorkshire*

We

To

of time our dear and honourdown the account of
his life and labours in the service of Truth
and finished it only a few weeks before his
decease.
The remaining part chiefly consists
of Christian Epistles to the churches and some
particular Friends in divers places, together
with such an account of his travels, as could
be collected from the short journals he kept.
In them he seldom put down more than the
times when, and the places where he had
meetings, with some general observations upon
this period

able father had brought

them as these might in some respects assist
him to give a particular account of his travels,
;

and the

of the churches, to his brethren
at his return he was wont
to communicate it, with a peculiar warmth of
gratitude and reverent thankfulness to Him who
had called him to labour in his vineyard, and
accompanied it with such instructive observations, as made these opportunities often very
precious and edifying.
But as these lessons were too deeply fixed
in his mind ever to be forgotten, so as he had
not, at least, during a great part of his life an
intention of writing any thing by way of journal,
he omitted inserting them ; we are therefore
deprived of many valuable observations, and
Christian experiences, and are obliged to present the reader with such an account of some
of his visits, as though worthy of notice, yet
will be the less satisfactory, as it appears from
the preceding sheets, that the remaining part of
a life so usefully employed must have afforded much important instruction.
have inserted here the copies of such
epistles, written by him during this visit to America, as we could find among his papers, or in
the hands of his Friends, and were thought
proper to be added to this collection, reserving
to the conclusion some pathetical exhortations,
which though written very early, may be till
then postponed, without prejudice to order or
at

home

state

;

to

whom
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Dear Friends,

my

—

In the bowings of living

freely reach towards
you, in earnest travail for the prosperity of the
Lord's work among and in you all.
My heart
virtue,

spirit

doth

humbled before the Lord Almighty to maghim for his mercy, in bringing me to have
a share of that solid comfort which the living
is

nify

enjoy, in the sweet gospel-fellowship of Jesus

Herein my life is strongly with you
very often, though I am outwardly far separated from you for the great name's sake, as
he hath hitherto given my soul large and plentiful confirmation, in being pleased frequently
to visit with his humbling presence and life,
which doth support through various difficulties:
Christ.

To

his

Almighty power

let

my

soul

bow

for

evermore.
And dear Friends, both male and female,
I cannot easily forbear signifying to you, that
I have
been under deep exercise of soul on
your behalf many days, and for some time
wanted to see my way opened to speak to you.
But in my inward and secret attention upon the
Lord, my heart was opened, my life set at liberty, and my spirit engaged to remind you all,
of the inexpressible love and mercy of the God
of heaven, in manifesting his saving Truth to
our understandings, whilst many as worthy as
we were, do not yet know it. And now a consideration of the end of so great a favour from
on high should engage us all, and be always
before us.
Surely it is for no less a purpose,
than that we by the power of it, should be redeemed from all iniquity, and be purified as
unto himself, a peculiar people. Oh this word
Redemption is often in my mind, and lives
!

closely with
all to

me

at this

take notice of

it.

time,

It is

and

I

entreat

you

a word soon spoken,

but requires deep travail to experience

it

to be

and without this experience, all other
enjoyments can never make us truly happy.
This is the word of life that is in my heart at
that you may be redeemed
this time to you all
from the power of all such humours and inclinations as are carnal and fleshly, and consequently opposite to the pure nature and will of
the Lord God; that so, answerable to primitive
fulfilled;

;

doctrine, every thought

subjection

and obedience

may

be brought into

to Christ.

This

is

the

We

utility.

* In a private letter to a Friend, to whom this epistle
was sent, he writes thus: " I have been under a concern
of spirit on behalf of the monthly meeting of Richmond,
and all its members, and through secretly seeking to the
Lord, my way was opened lo visit yon with a letter,
which I desire thee to take to the monthly meeting, and
if Friends think fit, 1 would have it solidly read both to
the men and women : and also copies of it sent and read
in the particular meetings, for stirring up of all; or however that I may be so far cleared."
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which the Lord is gathering his
though often mournful followers. For
though prejudicial and hindering thoughts and
incHnations may sometimes appear and arise;
yet they being brought to the light, the Spirit
of Christ, the Spirit of Truth we make profession of, to be tried and proved, he shows the
nature and danger of them, and also makes
way for the deliverance of such inward ChrisAnd as they yield obedience
tian travellers.
to his leadings, they go on from strength to
these are they who experience what
strength
redemption is, and dare live no longer unto
themselves, but to him, who has called them.
Thus the blessed end of the Lord's mercy in
visiting us will be answered, to the glory of his
great name, and our souls will have the comfort and enjoyment of his love.
I again say, and it is an everlasting Truth,
that though we submit in our judgments, and
give up to profess the blessed saving Truth,
yet if we sit down short of witnessing redemption, by the humbling power and virtue of it,
we can never reap the benefit of God's salvanor be brought
tion, which is indeed therein
into covenant with God, nor partake of the
sweet and holy communion of saints, and the
true spiritual union which is among the living
members of the true church. The want of
right devotedness of heart and diligence in this
state

into

faithful,

:

everlasting, undefiled, glorious

God

[1707.

Truth

mercy has given you

in his

;

which

to believe in,

which must be over

all, and shine to the very
ends of the earth. Those who are faithful livers
to it, shall be dignified with riches and honour
that shall never fade away.
My Friends, my heart is open in the extendings of eternal life towards you, and for the
I
discharge of my duty I am plain with you.
cannot but desire you to consider, how industriously careful, and earnestly concerned some
both men and women are about temporal
things, some in one sort, some in another, in
their trades and dealing, and about the very
cattle, and by such industry attain to great
skill and acuteness in their professions and employments though most of this is to gratify human desires and inclinations, and to make them
and their posterity appear great in this world.
;

such did but employ the capacities and qualiwhich God has given them, with the
like earnestness, about heavenly things, proportionally to the weightiness of matters, and
to be great in favour with the Almighty, rich
in faith and good works, and to endeavour to
bring up their children in the nurture of the
Lord and as much as in them lies, to prepare
their minds to receive the power of Truth, without which they can never be happy oh then
we should soon have many, both men and womomentous concern, is the reason why many men, excellently qualified with clear underfall short of the enjoyment of that engaging standings, sound in judgment, not wanting zeal
life which doth descend into many bowed souls, for the Lord, which at present is too much
and fills them with holy zeal. On the other wanting, because the engaging love of God
hand, not feeling this, is the cause of so much would be shed plentifully in their hearts, drawMay we
coolness and indifference in many, about the ing them to serve the Lord heartily.
Lord's business, so that the necessary care and not justly say, if some were as zealous for the
concerns of the church, for its preservation Lord and his Truth, as they are for themselves
and growth in righteousness and holiness, in and their own concerns, they would soon be
order that Sion may become the beauty of na- mighty men and women for the Lord, and
tions, according to God's determination, is' al- great would be their comfort and reward both
If

fications

;

;

;

!

here and hereafter.
to them.
1 say,
Dear Friends, my heart is reverently bowed,
concern, I am afraid, is become like a burden and uneasiness to some among us, and I that the Lord has opened my way to ease my
have often borne a part with the living, of the spirit a little to you, from the concern I am
weight of such careless easy spirits my soul under for your good. I beg earnestly of you
cries, that the Almighty and powerful God may who are more elderly, to let what I have here
awaken such by his eternal word of Truth, written, have a place in your solid considerawhich though people may change, and become tion, knowing there is no reason for the truly
less fervent and zealous for his cause, is the living to be offended. And you who are young,

most become a wearisomeness
this

;

lay these things to heart, for now is your time,
and as you wish to be happy, bow inwardly to
Truth, that you may be saved by it, and become of the redeemed of the Lord, so will he
be a tender Father to you, providing for you
what he sees you have need of, which, without
Christ.
You are not called to be idle, neither him, you cannot provide for yourselves.
And you truly living souls, you travailers in
to serve yourselves
but that with your abilities and qualifications, you should above all, the deep, that nothing can satisfy but God's
and in every undertaking, labour to exalt and arising, first in yourselves, and then in others;
show forth the glory and excellency of the so that he alone may be exalted, and may

it was, and remains so forever.
dear Friends, brethren and sisters, my
soul entreats you, as though I was present with
you, every one to see to the discharging yourselves in the time allotted to you, of your respective duties and services in the church of

same

that ever

And

;
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sway

his sceptre in righteousness, that whatever is contrary to him, may come under judgment.
As I know there are such among you,
my spirit is steadfastly with you.

Dear Friends,

this

heart to, you; keep in

one thing
mind, that

is
it

yet in
is

the

servants from country to country, to visit and
strengthen one another in the way to peace.
The strength of this love, often engaged my

when with you,

in a deep travail, both by
by day, for the exaltation of the goof vernment, and righteousness of our gracious

my

life
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Truth which quickens the soul to God if ever
we become of his people indeed, it is by retaining a thirst after the renewed springings up
thereof in the soul.
This alone can keep us to
be of his people, and whoever loseth this true
thirst after life, humbling, bowing life, they
lose the access to God, and that wherein
;

spirit

night and

God that he may delight to dwell among us,
and through our faithfulness to him, his glorious name may be magnified among them who
;

are afar

off.

very often since has my heart been
drawn towards you, and it remains engaged,
with those who are truly concerned among you,
alone is acceptance with the Father.
know there are, both elder and
It is the and such I
life that is the light
younger, male and female; whom I beseech in
it is the life that is our only
strength, and the alone sanctuary and place of the bowels of engaging, uniting love, some as
safety in all besetments.
And though it may fathers and mothei:s, and some as brethren
sometimes seem as' if it were sealed up, and the and sisters, as to age, to labour that nothing
heavens may appear like brass, yet the truly may hinder your growth and progress in due
thirsty soul, that retains its earnest travail, and care and diligence ; first I'especting your own
cries after the enjoyment of life, will never be souls, and then in faithful care and suitable
tried beyond what it will be helped to endure, dealing with those of your household, your offto the encreasing of its experience of the Lord's spring especially, if such you have.
Endeavgoodness, and adding obligation upon it to serve our not to be behind in due labour, not only in
him faithfully, who is Lord God Almighty, living zeal to advise, but to restrain from what
worthy to be served and obeyed by all people you see, or may have seen to be inconsistent
for ever; into whose hand of love, I commit with the mind of Truth, and pernicious to them,
you all with my own soul and in the sense of in respect to their souls happiness. In the next
his uniting heart-tendering love, I bid you fare- place, relating to the churches in the respective
well, and remain your near friend according places where your lots may be cast
having
to my measure, who earnestly seek the good of especial care that those who come among you,
and are reputed to be of you, may live to Truth,
all people.
and come up in obedience to the holy leadings
Cliffs, in Maryland,
md, in-\
inAmerica, the 17th
L7th off.
of it.
JoHISf FoTHERGILL.
This Irue and diligent care over one
the Sixth month,
1, 1705.J
another, hath often proved greatly helpful to
some weak and staggering people, and a comfort to the admonishers.
For Friends may
To Friends in Rhode Island and New England. have heard line upon line, and precept upon

And

;

:

;

precept, in a public or general way ; and they
In the love of believe that Truth is Truth, and are willing to
our heavenly Father, whereby through his Son make profession of it, and love to hear its testithe Lord Jesus Christ, our blessed Saviour, he mony
yet continue in what the truly living
;

Dearly beloved friends

!

—

hath graciously visited our souls, and by the know is condemnable, and not of the
nature
merciful drawings thereof, hath gathered a peo- of God's blessed Truth.
ple into acquaintance, and measurably into coveMy friends, we must come to this, to tell
nant, with_^himself, and one with another, my
spirit doth at this time tenderly salute you;
earnestly praying, as at

many

other times since

such thou

art the

man who

this or the other thing,

Spirit of

Truth,

if

art unfaithful

in

which we know the

regarded, doth

show

to

be

our outward separation, that the eternal and
divine spring of love and life may abound

evil,

and would lead out

own

particular, a reproach to the blessed Truth,

among

and a cause of sorrow

you.

firmly believe it will be so, as
you wait for it with diligence and patience; as
it is the incumbeni duty of both old and young,
because daily bread to our inward man we all
I

Sion's prosperity.

near

of.

It is

a hurt to thy

to the true

Be they

seekers of

rich, or ancient, or

acquaintance, or under what circumstances soever
this I believe is the way in
which the Lord will have them dealt with, if

—

have need of. And that our blessed Father may
guide and keep us, and may ever be with us concerned persons shrink not from their
places.
on all occasions, is my fervent cry.
Bear with my plainness, dear friends, I must
And my dear Friends, as it is divine love be so, if I be right; think on these things, and
that hath overcome our souls, and gathered us look to the full discharge of
that trust and serto be a people to show forth the praise of the vice, which the living
and holy God has reliving God
the same divine love draws his posed in you, and fitted you for,
many of you
Vol. XIII.— No. 10.
47
;
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in divers places, both

would

fit

many mere,

male and female; and he never forsake his
if they wouLd but stand him.
My heart

from the loadins;, cloii;gincr, reasoning
world, and the hindrances that attend those who
earnestly pursue it.
Arise, arise, you who
know that the Almighty would make use of
you in his house, his church, if you would but
cast your care upon him; mind heavenly
things more than earthly, and shake off your
reasonings and entangling enjoyments, and the
Lord will then make use of you, and you shall
not want your reward, but shall have what he,
who is wiser than man, sees convenient for you
here, and an eternal glory with him hereafter.
But if all the labour of love thus every way
looser

[1705.
little
is

ones, as they confide in

filled

and overcome, with

the living sense of the immediate extending of
his love and fatherly care over all his family;

especially the faithful warriors for his righte-

ousness and holy testimony against the corruption of the world.
Whether they are such
as are immediately engaged in person, or are
such as have been valiant in their day, and
have done their day's work truly; or are true
in

faith,

and sufferers

in

spirit,

and right in

who are so en<j;a";ed, though
be much personally concerned;

heart with those
not required to

and stood not upright like men for him in the
day when he would have made principal warriors of them; by these means and doings they
have marred and wounded themselves, so that
they have not the clearness of sight nor under-

such are all the Lamb's followers and warriors;
and the Lord of heaven and earth has a careful eye over them for good
and in keeping
true to him, he will be with them, and they
shall have the victory.
Thus my heart is open to all my faithful
brethren and sisters, in a pure stream of love,
which sprung up, and a little drew me from
another matter and from persons under some
other circumstances, who for age might have
been more serviceable, and more worthy of true
honour, than now they are.
Some of these
have had a service in their time, and I know,
kindness from a tender Father has often reached
towards them for their good, and in order to
stir them up closely to consider where they had
stooped, and given way to the wrong thing.
Although I am led to treat after an unpleasant
manner to some, and 1 am sure, as a man, it is
so to me, yet my heart was engaged on this
wise, sometime since, to treat with such
and
my spirit, though at first attended with sorrow

standing, nor are they to be leaned upon, as

on

bestowed, doth not prevail with the earthlyminded, or those who mind themselves too
much, the Lord will pass by them, and choose
others into their places, and will give them
their reward.
Thus I am eased on this head,
being truly plain in God's love.
Yet I have further to treat with some
among you, who may perhaps be of the elder
rank, but have not gone on in the way, that in
the visitation of the love of God, they were convinced was right, so honestly and uprightly as
they should have done ; but have stooped a little here, and a little there, and rather shrunk
from the work of the mighty God, sometimes
with one shoulder, sometimes with the other,

according to their age they might have been.
For if they had walked uprightly and faithfully
before the Lord, regarding his honour and testimony as they ought to have done, he would
undoubtedly have made them capable of being
thus serviceable and honourable in his hand, as
he hath made a remnant among you, through
their faithfulness to him in a day of trial, unto
whom my soul cleaves in immortal love.
But this is not all the damage which has ensued by giving way in this manner; the spirit
of the world, and its corrupt fruits, which
Truth has to make war against, hereby have
been spared and got strength, and were the
harder to encounter by such as God raised up,
and who must stand for the Truth in good
earnest.
Their work was harder, their burthen heavier, and the warfare in some respects
made longer through such unfaithfulness; but
the Lord is on his way in good earnest, and is
and will be mindful of all who truly wait for
his counsel, both old and young, and who give
up their all in true dependence upon him. He
has been the God and helper of his people in
all their straits and besetments, and he will

;

;

;

their account, yet was presently full of the
reachings of immortal love to them, with an

from the God of mercy to such
holders-back and hinderers of the work of
the Lord.
Such you may soon find yourselves
invitation

have been, not only by your giving way
when any thing has been to be
discoursed of as a branch of our holy testimony,
have you not generally rather opposed it, and
been pleaders for ease and liberty, and withholding of right judgment from being placed upon
things that were inconsistent with Truth
Oh
that you may see yourselves, and lay hold of
that searching, purifying power of the living
God, which is extended towards you, which
though it would lay hold in judgment, yet
mercy follows very near.
Let a time of
searching and humbling have its way, I beseech you in that love which I know comes
from the Holy One.
For he will bring men to
account when he pleaselh, and in judgment
to

yourselves, but

!

regard

will

not

The

faithful,

their stations

!

in this world.

upright walkers, the lovers of
God's testimony, more than life, or liberty, or

any other enjoyment, these will be
admitted into the Lord's rest ; when some more
estate, or
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knowing, in their own eyes, or older, or richer, pure word of Truth, the Spirit of holy Jesus;
and of more account among men, will be dis- or to the flesh, and the vain corrupt spirit of
owned by him, if they do not come up in more this perishing world. You have had many reproofs, by the grace of God
you have also
faithfulness.
had many opportunities of hearing the everI am earnest with you upon this head, because a concern fastened close upon me, well lasting gospel and word of Truth plainly deknowing that the Lord would have such truly clared, in the love and power of the Father;
awakened that as some are hastening to the all which has been for the gathering you to
grave, they may go away living and bright, Truth and righteousness, and out of the corrupand leave an encouraging example to the tions of the world, to be a people to bear a
And faithful testimony, in words and actions, against
younger, whom the Lord is stii-ring up.
that others who to appearance are not so near the apostate practices, and to that power.which
their latter end, may be aroused up out of their never fell, and is come to redeem the fallen to
And many of you have been advised
unsafe rests, and stand up like men for God, itself.
indeed.
He would make some of you, I fully and plainly dealt with, by the servants of God,
believe, who have rather been retarders of the and of his church; though some to their own
work, valiant for his cause, and serviceable in hurt, as it will be found at one time or other,
many respects whereby you will at last re- have slighted their advices, and rather despised
ceive the good sentence of well done.
That them. But be it known to all such, as would
the Lord God of mercy and salvation may have no bounds set to their corrupt inclinations
thus prevail upon you all, is my earnest prayer, and humours, that the Lord will yet concern
with an heart full of true love believing there others to treat plainly with them, yet for no
will be but few, if any offended at my plain- other end, than the honour of his Truth and
And if all will not prevail with
ness, except such as have some need to lay their good.
fast hold of this renewed visitation.
For it will such to obey the righteous and holy Truth, the
not touch the Lord's deeply engaged servants harvest will pass over their heads, and they
will be ungathered
and will then, though too
and faithful burthen-bearers for Zion's sake.
And as I have been drawn to entreat, and late, remember, who were their friends, and
tenderly to caution both older and younger, acknowledge the great mercy of a long-suffermen and women, whose spirits are engaged to ing God towards them. That you may be
seek the honour of God every way according brought forward in true faithfulness, while time
to their capacities, the prosperity of his holy for it is continued, I am thus engaged to treat
blessed Truth, and the growth of those who with you in the Father's love, which I heartily
make profession of it, in the righteousness which desire you may embrace, and be fitted to enjoy
it both here and hereafter.
it would lead, and doth lead the faithful followers of it into
There yet remains upon my mind, a near
that they who have this care
upon them, (as I know many have) may see to concern for such as have been mostly educated
so I have to and brought up in the profession of Truth, and
the full discharge of their duty
speak to such as have been convinced in their are children of believing parents, whose care it
judgments, that Truth is Truth, and make some has been, both to advise their offspring faithprofession thereof, yet live out of the life of it, fully, and to set before them good examples.
and shun the cross of Christ, that would break Though you might be included in what is above
them off from their former vain conversation, written, yet I have to treat with you in particuin words and actions, which are of the ilesh lar, in hopes that the cautions may be more
and the world, and not of the Father; and tend prevalent. There are several, I fear, if not
to nothing but to gratify the fleshly mind and de- many, who take more delight to be like the
sires in yourselves and others, whom you may vain world in their conduct and conversation,
strive to please, either for worldly profit or plea- than to grow up in obedience to Truth which
sure, though in so doing you slight and neglect worketh in you, and in a gravity and comewhat would make for your future happiness liness answerable to the care, the labour, and
and eternal peace. Oh my bowels are full of the example of your honest parents. But relove and pity for you
and I am engaged, member, that both these inward convictions, and
though absent in body, to call unto you once the care and advice of parents and others, are
more, to consider your latter end, the time merciful visitations to you from your great
whereof is uncertain; and that you must give Creator; in order to gather you in your young
account to a righteous God, who has long years into righteousness, without which none
waited over and invited you in mercy, and who can enter the kingdom of God.
Be assured,
will be just in his rewards according to the the time will come, and it may be unawares,
Look into yourselves when you must be accountable for them all to
deeds you have done.
in coolness, I beseech you, and see whose will the Judge of heaven and earth.
Therefore be
you are doing, and whether you live to the entreated to seek after acquaintance with, and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;
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submission

to,

the pure principle of Truth in

yourselves, which you

by the power and

make

virtue of

pioi'ession of; that

you

it,

may come

saving you from vanity, and
dcliverinii; yon from corrupt inclinations; and
so you may he brought into communion with
the living God, and become faithful testimony
to he witnesses oi'its

in your generation, in the room
of your parents and others who are passing
away. The blessing of the Lord shall then bv.
upon you while hen*, and at last an inheritance

bearers for him

among the sanctified will be your portion.
And though some young people among you

[1705.

the enjoyment of it, and that you may grow up
such as God would have you to be; though
you are often beset with the strength of your
own inclinations, and the secret allurements of
satan, rendered njore ensnaring by means of
associates and former ac(|uaintance, drawing
your minds out after one little thing, or another
little matter, according to your various circumstances and tempers, and pleading the harmlessness of it too.
Beware of such things I
entreat ycni, and as your faces are turned from
them, when your hearts are most tender, and
your spirits the most sweetened with divine
love, be careful not to tamper with them when
that may be a little withdrawn; fijr then is the
time of the enemy's working. Love, I beseech
you, and as much as possible keep to solid company, there you will find help; and shun the

may not have had those advantagcsof due care
over them, nor the benc^fit of examples in sobriety and (aithfulness, from their parents,
which some othc^rs have; yet I believe these
canS'see that it has been tlieir parents' fault,
and if they had been true to their princi- company that love idle jangling, and airy disples, or rather to the Spirit of Truth they course, for this draws back and hardens.
professed, it would have taught them, both to
Thus, dear young Friends, be careful that
have been better examples, and to have advised the work which the Lord has begun in you,
and restrained you more, from vain ways and in order to fit you for himself, and to encompany, and youthful pleasures, which we joy his holy living presence, may jiot be hinknow war against the soul. Wherefore be per- dered. If you cleave close to him, and regard
suaded, I beseech you, as you are I believe him diligently, he will be with you, and you
convinced concerning the Truth, to learn of il, know not what use he may make of you in his
and suirer it to lead you, though it be from family, or to bear his glorious name to other
your pleasures; and instead of taking liberty pco[)le.
And you, my brethren, and tender sisters,
cither from your parents' indulgence and neglect, or their looseness and misconduct, rather who have something of this work committed to
let them serve as caution and instruction to you your charye, to appear in public in and for the
not to do the hke
seeing you know or believe great name; some of whom are fitting for more
JVly and more service, yet are attended, as 1 know
that they should have done otherwise.
heart is engaged for your good and happiness some of you are, with many fears, and know
every way, who have been brought up in some times of withdrawing, as it seems to you, so that
profession of the blessed Truth of God, and I you think you are emptier and leaner than
;

you in plainness to cleave to Truth,
you may be broken off from vanity, and
vain and idle company, which it is impossible
to use fr(H|uenlly and unnecessarily without
damage and hurt. Therefore be warned and
shuji it in time, before you be like it, as I fear
some are already too much. Let the extending of divin(> love, both secretly in your hearts
and instrunientally, win upon you, and humble
and soften your spirils before the Lord of mercy, vvho is abundantly gracious, and waits to

entreat
that

other people; and sometimes the great disturber
seems almost to be let loose upon you. These
are indeed distressing, humbling, proving times;
yet they are times of learning great experience,
fitting for divers services, as well as

and of

plunging thoroughly down, that we may see
what we are, when the power of Truth hides
itself from us, and to exercise our careful dependence upon the arm and power of the Lord.
know there are among you, who are witI
nesses that this hath been the way in which
they God hath led them, and fitted them for his

shed his love abroad in many hearts, if
would but make room for it in the issuing
forth thereof towards many of the youth, who
have been lovers of their own ways, more than
the ways of gospel Truth, I thus discharge myself to you, with prayers that this renewed visitation from our heavenly h'ather, vvho would
make you his children indeed, and heirs of the
kingdom, may have due weight with you all.
And to you dear and tender spirited ones
among the youth, up(jn whom the sweet influence of the love of God halh made some impression, and hath begotten desires in you after
:

and in leaning upon the divine hand
and opens as He sees good, they have
been preserved living and sweet to this time.
And I wish that all who take the mighty hame
in their mouths in this respect, were rightly
prepared for it, and had come in at the right
door, and kept a due dependence upon renewed, divine opening, and would open and shut
with it.
fear with some it is otherwise,
Hut
though those who stand most in need of caution, are often the most backward to receive it;
and those who want rather taking by the hand,

work

;

that shuts

1

;
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are the mast subject to search and get under from her tender years, and eminently distinguished by that most valuable ornament, a
undue discouragements.

Dear friends, I am led somewhat further meek and quiet spirit.
but I
From this time we meet not with any acI was inclined to go in this respect
see not how to ease my spirit otherwise, and count of his being engaged in much public ser-

than

;

add this entreaty to €^"ou my dear and
esteemed brethren and sisters, ^vhose
hearts and souls are engaged in care for God's
honour, and the churches growth in righteousLet
ness, and soundness in every respect.
this last mentioned observation be under your
notice; and let all unsavoury and unseasoned
spirits, who do, or would bring forth their dry,
dead and killing offerings in public, be discouraged, let their words be as smoothly composed
as they may
for this, you know, may be done
by the wit of man, but they can never beget
And as this ought to be disrightly to God.
couraged, being a distemper, as I may call it,
that hath attended your country, and is a very
great hindrance to peoples' growth; so the tender and simple who are living in the Truth,
though little, must be encouraged. I pray
God, that he may stir you up whom he has
qualified for his work, and help you with his
powerful presence to labour in his vineyard
that people may have the opportunity of feeling and tasting the difference, betwixt that
which is but the words of men, and the ministry of Jesus Christ, which quickens the
shall

truly

;

soul.

Thus, my truly near and esteemed friends,
brethren and sisters, in the covenant of life, and
fellowship of the everlasting gospel, I open myas I know Truth has many times
self unto you
;

my

heart, in secret hope, that though
something of advice and stirring up
herein, from a younger brother to many of you
yet you will not set it wholly aside, but give it
room in your minds. In immortal love from
the Father and fountain of all our mercies, I tenbederly embrace the truly living among you
ing brought under an engagement of spirit, for
many days and weeks, to visit you with this
general epistle, as it settled upon my mind in
that which drew me from my native country,

opened
there

in

is

;

to leave with

of America.

you now before I take my leave
remain your friend in the Truth

I

and a travailer for Zion's prosperity and Jerusalem's peace, and that her glory may shine
forth to the ends of the earth.
Aniigiia, the 1st of the'
Ninth month, 1707.

'

Not long

J.

F.

till the year 1709, when he found
himself engaged in spirit to visit Friends in the
south-west parts of England, of which journey
the following short account is preserved.

vice abroad,

The 12th of the seventh month, 1709, I set
forward on my journey, to visit the south-west
parts of England, having been under some concern of spirit, engaging me thereto, some time
friends at
before.
I left my dear wife and
home, in a sense of our heavenly Father's love
and care ; and met my uncle Gilbert Thompson, who had been under the like concern, at
Middlewich in Cheshire; where we joined together in the service, and had a good edifying
season with Friends there in the attendance of
the virtue of Truth, to our comfort ; and went
to Namptwich, where we had a meeting, the
15th, to which came several of the people;
with v/hom we had a pretty open time.
From
hence we went to Wolverhampton, and to Stourbridge, where we had rneetings
and so to Worcester, where on the 18th, being the first-day
of the week, we were at two meeting^ ; that in
the afternoon especially, was a good season,
through the free extending of Truth, both towards Friends and others.
After this we had meetings at Tewksbury,
Gloucester, and Painswick, where we had a
pretty satisfactory meeting, through some deep
labour of spirit, and so to Nailsworth, and had
a large meeting, in which the love of God engaged us in a deep labour, and supplied with
strength to discharge our spirits, though in a
rousing, shaking manner, and Truth prevailed
much to our comfort, and to the help of the
faithful.'
From hence we went_to Thornbury,
where we had a seasonable opportunity in the
meeting there ; and so to Bristol, and were at
both their meetings on the 25th, being iirstday; wherein Truth owned us freely, both in
giving its testimony forth, and in coming up in
a good degree of dominion.
On the third-day
following, we had another good solid meeting,
through the labour of both, tending to bend
some lofty ones, and to stir up some who embraced this world more than the life of Truth,
to more care in their duty to God, and for their
own good. From hence we went to Glastonbury, where we had a meeting, attended with
some heavy labour in the extendings of the
love of Truth in order to stir up some dull-spi;

after he returned from this his first
America, he married Margaret the
daughter of Thomas Hough, of Sutton in Cheshire, a family of esteem in the world, and walk- rited professors, as well as to strengthen the
ing answerable to our holy profession. She was faithful and so to Grinton, where we bad a
a person of exemplary piety and prudence pretty edifying season with Friends in their
visit

to

;
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meeting and also the next day at Long Sutwhich Truth owned with its presence, much
to ours and Friends comfort.
The '2nd of the eighth month, being the
first of the week, we were at a meeting at Wellington, which was pretty large, but very exercising, by reason of a dull, earthly spirit having prevailed upon the minds of some of the
professors of Truth.
But the divine power in
mercy, worked strongly in a rousing manner
though attended with much tenderness towards
the faithful, who were glad, and praised God
And that evening we had a good
in reverence.
open meeting, both among Friends and many
sober people, and the power and testimony of
Truth was exalted.
We had also a meeting at Minehead, where
there was a marriage, and the testimony of
Truth went freely forth amongst the people,
there being of divers professions, and our spirits were comforted with Friends.
We then
went to the Quarterly meeting for Devonshire
at CoUumpton, which began that day for worship, and was solidly comfortable.
The next
day was their meeting for business, and a seasonable edifying time.
From hence we went
to a meeting at Spiceland, where Truth accompanied us mercifully, to the stirring up of those
who were at ease, and to the encouragement
and help of the upright and so to Exeter, and
were at Friends' meeting, which was pretty
large, and Truth opened freely towards them,
engaging us to declare, that in becoming subject to the power of God's Spirit, we only can
become his people indeed; and that to live under the sense thereof, was our preservation.
At Stickle Path we likewise had a meeting
with Friends and many other people; amongst
whom we were favoured with a pretty open
time.
From this place we went to Launceston, Pershore, Falmouth, and the Lands-end,
and had a meeting at each place as also at
Marazion, where several other people came
in, and through the attending of Truth, we
had a good edifying season. We then went
to Falmouth, and had a meeting there that
evening, which Truth owned very eminently,
to our, and Friends' solid comfort; as also at
Key the next day, to which place many
Friends from Falmouth accompanied us; from
;

ton,

;

;

;

whom we

parted in great sweetness.

We

set

Tregany and Liskeard, to a general
meeting, which was large, and a blessed op-

out for

we had, through the gracious attendance of Truth, and the Lord's holy name was
magnified. From hence we went to Plymouth,
and had a meeting there, and the next day at
Kingsbridge, where a considerable number of
other people came in, and the power and testimony of Truth was exalted. From hence we
went to Topsham, Chard, Thorncomb, Bridportunity

port,

and

to

[1709.

Dorchester

;

in

all

which places

we had meetings, and at the last place many of
the town's people came in, together with a considerable number of Friends, and the Lord's
power and testimony prevailed to our satisfaction in a goodldegree, and the Lord was
praised.

On

the 4th of the

ninth

month we went

thence to Ringwood, Fordingbridge, Southampton, Alsford, and so through
Alton and Guilford, to London the 12th; in
all which places we had meetings, and in most
to the help and comfort of Friends, and the
honour of the great name.
The 13th, being the first of the week, we
were at the Bull-and-Mouth meeting in the
morning; wherein the ancient power of Christ
our Heavenly Head, came over Friends' spirits,
much to our comfort and strength. In the afternoon we were at the Peel meeting, which
was very large, and many sober people came
to it ; and the Lord's power was over all in
a great and solemn manner, and his holy
name was magnified.
visited the weekday meetings, and on the 20th, being firstday, were at Savoy in the morning, which
was a very large meeting of Friends and
others, and an open good time, through the
blessed prevalency of the power of Truth and
also in the afternoon at Westminster, to our
great comfort and satisfaction.
continued
to visit the meetings in course through the
week, and on the 27th were at Devonshire
House in the morning, which was a very great
meeting, and were very bowingly opened by
the power and virtue of God's blessed Truth ;
in the afternoon at Grace Church Street, which
was very large of Friends and others, and was,
through divine goodness, a truly edifying and
strengthening time to the upright, of whom I
took leave in great sweetness.
On the 28th we set out on our way homewards, and had a meeting in the evening at
Waterford, and the next day another at Jordans, where several Friends met us from
some other meetings ; and it was an edifying,
strengthening time in the prevalency of God's
power.
had a good open meeting the day
to

Pool, from

We

;

We

We

following at Aylesbury, where there were

some

newly convinced of Truth, and some other
sober people, to whom the power of Truth
reached freely, and came into good dominion;
We
blessed be the name of the Lord God.
had a meeting at Banbury, which was pretty
large, and a good comfortable time, through
much deep labour with divers sortsof spirits, and
circumstances of people. From hence we went
homewards by Warwick and Birmingham,
where we had meetings; on the 9th we parted;
and on the 10th I got home, and found my
dear wife well and we were humbly and truly
;
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comforted together, in the consideration of the think it may not be without
Lord's providence to us, and in a sense of his in this place, viz.
great and unspeakable goodness, in affording
us his blessed presence, both abroad and at

its

use to insert

it

home.

Margaret Fothergill,

From

the time of his

late wife of John
Wensleydale, Yorkshire, was
America carefully educated, when a child, by her pa-

returning from this

Fothergill

in

17U9, to his second voyage to
1721, it does not appear from any memoirs rents, among the people called Quakers; and
in our possession, that our father was engaged
while she was but very young, did not onlyin much public service abroad.
It seems most
delight to go to Friends' meetings, but came
probable that he was now at liberty to dis- under a concern of heart that she might becharge the necessary care over an increasing come acquainted with the Lord for herself, and
family.
In this interval, however, he visited
be made a partaker of his quickening power
Friends in several of the neio;hbourina counties and virtue in her own soul.
This concern the
frequently, attended the Quarterly meetings at
Lord was pleased to regard, and graciously
York pretty constantly, and the Yearly meet- came in upon her heart by his power and love,
ings at London, as he found himself engaged
and thereby helped her to draw near him, and
for that service.
For though k,w were more worship him knowingly, white she was but very
visit in

in

diligent in business,

more

carefully affectionate

every part of his family, or loved more to
be at home yet whenever he perceived it was
his duty to leave them, he could cheerfully cast
his care upon one that was able to supply all
wants, and on whom he secretly and steadily
relied, not with presumptuous boldness, but
with humble, reverent trust and often, yea,
very often, would he take occasion to recite to
his family the signal interpositions of Divine
Providence, in many trials and exercises of
to

;

;

various kinds.
In the year 1719, he

met with a very closely

And

young.

as she grew up, she continued to

upon God, and feeling after
goodness secretly, through the pure influence whereof, she came to be clothed with a
meek and quiet spirit, and also helped to show
it forth in a
grave, modest and exemplary behaviour; because whereof, she was much beSometime beloved by most that knew her.
fore she was married (being likely to leave her
own county,) she came under some ex.ercise
to exhort Friends in several of their meetings, to
a close walking with, and a true depending upon God and to beware of an unconcerned mind
when they appeared before him in meetings,;
which exercise she made mention of, being fresh
in her mind, on her dying-bed.
After she was married, she continued a true,
lover of meetings, and an humble waiter for
the resurrection of the life of Truth, right well
knowing, therein is all ability for the performance of worship acceptable to the Lord. And
as she was often attended with fear and care,
lest any thing should divert her mind from the
fervent search after the Truth itself, which is
absolutely necessary
so would she often express her sorrow of heart concerning a dullness and indifference she apprehended to be
growing upon some people's minds, who had
professed the Truth long.
Notwithstanding her being often unfit for attending meetings as she had a good will to do,
especially monthly and quarterly meetings, by
reason of having several young children, and
sometimes being very tender and weakly as to
yet would she often
her constitution of body
express her care, that the affairs of Truth in
those meetings might be managed with suitable zeal and care for the glory of God
sometimes saying, She could be glad, and was not
without hopes of living to be a little more at
liberty to attend those services, and to discharge herself more fully among Friends for
delight in waiting
his

;

being deprived of a
faithful and affectionate companion ; as were
seven young children, the eldest not ten years
old, of a religious and most tender and careful
parent, before they were capable of knowing
their loss.
This he bore with holy resignation,
and acquiescence to the divine disposal, as apaffecting dispensation, in

pears from his answer to a Friend, who was
sympathizing with him on this mournful occasion," The Lord gives, and he takes away
his
will be done, he is worthy.
But, what if I
must be called from my little ones also? For
at this time he was apprehensive, that it would
ere long be required of him, once more to visit
America.
Which must render the trial still
the harder, as iew, or perhaps none, ever exceeded him in paternal care and affection for
his children.
Yet when he became fully satisfied that it was the Lord's requiring, he gave
up freely, saying to his children, as some
of them could remember, that though he had
all the anxious concern of a father for them,
yet he must obey the holy call of the Lord,
who he believed would care for them in his
;

absence.

Though an account of our mother's
and exemplary
ed in the

Dying

* Piety

Promoted, Part

VI.,

page

90.

;

;

religious

hath already been publishSayings of Friends,* yet we

life,

;
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righteousness sake.
Whereof she was a pat- said, "It is great, or absolute mockery, to go
tern in her conversation, being humbly careful, sit down before the Lord in meetings in a
that the Lord's holy name might be glorified. careless mind." After some little stillness in the
At the birth of her last child, she expressed strength of the word of life, she said, "There

much

thankfulness to the Lord, saying in a
mind, " How shall we be thankful
enough for all his help, and wonderful goodness !" And the third day, after she discovered

was a terrible day of judgment coming, or hastening upon the backsliders in Sion." And after that she seemed to be easier in her spirit,

her apprehensions of being taken away, in these
words: " I wonder that I cannot be troubled that
I am like to leave my little ones, and my dear
husband?" which expressions nearly affecting
her husband she added, " they, (meaning her
children) will be cared for; and thou, (meanand there is
ing her husband) will be helped
a place prepared for me." She afterwards continued in a steady expectation of being taken
away, and spoke of things relating thereto,
with such cheerfulness and resignation as was
much admired. Divers persons in particular,
she advised to prize their time, and make right
use of the visitation of God to them.
And she
also expressed herself in a living concern, that
the young people among Friends might not
content themselves with barely going to meetings; and said in a weighty manner, " It will
not do, it will not do ;" and so spake of her own
concern and desire to meet with the Lord in
her young years, when she went to meetings;
and that she could not be content without his
presence or his love; and humbly acknowledged his mercy and goodness to her, from
her youth upward.
Also said, that she had
often thought herself poor and bare, but she
followed on after him, and could not let him
alone; and humbly acknowledged. He had often appeared to her as a morning without
clouds ; and her heart then being filled with
the love of God, with unspeakable joy in the
holy Spirit, she sang praises and hallelujahs
to the Lord God and the Lamb her Saviour,
for his loving kindnesses and goodness to her
in many respects till that very time.
Another time, one coming in to see her,
of whom she quickly took notice^ she called
her by name and charged her to be careful about
going to meetings among the Lord's people;
and that she did not go in a careless and
unconcerned mind, but sit down at his footstool, and wait to hear his gracious words.
She charged her to tell her daughter thereof;
and so spake further of the sorrow which
had seized upon her spirit, because of an unconcerned mind, and indifference, with respect to waiting for the knowledge of the Truth
itself, that she had seen coming
in among
Friends, which that day (or then about) she
said, she well remembered she had to advise
Friends against, the last time she had any
thing to say in meetings before she left her
own county. And with great weight further

softly

reverent

;

;

and lying some time more

still, her husband
asked her, How she was?
She replied,
" Well, or pretty well my love ; I find nothing
but ease and peace." And though her weakness had then prevailed much upon her, and
she lay pretty still for some time, yet her

was renewed in the power of Truth,
wherein she brake forth in supplication, in a
very humble and fervent manner, for the church
in general; and also mentioned her little ones.
And further said, " Let me be bowed down before the Lord, that the fruit of my body may
be enriched with the same savour, love and
goodness ;" and so went on in praising and glorifying God, in the aboundings of his love, and
merciful goodness, to the tendering the hearts
And after some time, she
of most about her.
being entreated to endeavour after rest, or
sleep, she answered, " I had a finaor easy day,
yesterday, but this will be a hard day
(or I
think I shall rest little more, till I rest for altogether ;" that being about or before the middle
of the day
and so she continued in humble
acknowledgments to the Lord for his goodness
and mercy, and in praises to him, who she often said, was worthy, worthy oi^ it for evermore, so long as her words were intelligible.
And though she had a hard struggle with
death, yet the sting of it being taken away, she
seemed not to regard it, or complain, her spirit
being borne over it by the sense of joy and lasting pleasure she was near to launch into the
full fruition of; and that evening she departed,
the 16th day of the second month, 1719, in
the forty-second year of her age, and was buried the 18th day in Friends' burying-place,
accompanied with a great concourse of people,
among wh-om the testimony of Truth was borne,
in the power and goodness of the Lord Almighty, to -the comfort and strengthening of
strength

;

;

many.
Not long after this, it came before him to
pay another visit to America for which journey he began to make the necessary preparations, committing his children to the care of
But a dangerrelations and proper persons.
ous accident which befell him about this
time, seemed likely to retard his journey.
By a fall in the dark, upon an instrument made
use of for cutting hay, he received a deep and
:

in the fleshy part of his thigh. As
a part of the country where no proper assistance could speedily be had, he di-

large

wound

he lived

in

:
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servant

his

to

it

together himself.

Of this accident he recovered so fast, as to get
abroad in less than two weeks, to the admiration and surprise of many of his neighbours,
who being little acquainted with any other
calls than those of temporal interest, or any
duties

where

interpreted

it

this is not the object, ignorantly

as a judgment inflicted upon

him

Providence, for leaving his family
and outward concerns.
Being hindered by this accident from attending the Quarterly meeting at York, as he had

by

And

sew up the wound, of our day.

whilst he held the lips of

divine

377

my

as

heart

is

made

often

awful reverence before him, for
help to live so that access to the pure spring of
sufficiency may be renewed
so my bowels in
true brotherhood move within me for my brethren's sake, that a suitable watchfulness and
fervency of spirit, in feeling after immortal goodness, may grow and be maintained, through
And if we
all degrees in the Lord's family.
slack not in attending upon the pure spring, I
am well assured, the Lord our gracious and
mighty helper, will be near to supply with life
to stoop in

;

and favour, wisdom and ability, to serve him
acceptably, and to show forth his mercy and
Benjamin Horner, with the occasion of salvation, to the enlargement of the borders of

designed, he
friend,

acquainted

his

much esteemed

his absence, in the following letter addressed

partly

to

him, and

the Quarterly

partly to

his sanctuary, so that his

so be

meeting at York.

it,

my soul.
am like to

be

more

in the earth

j

saith

Though

—

name may

and more known and renowned
I

be disappointed of the

opportunity of being present with you at this
time, yet I am thankfully glad, and strength-

has hap- ened in my hope, both on your and my own
home some- account, if I should not meet with you here
what longer than I expected when I was last any more; in that I find my soul enlarged, and
with thee, partly in that my own affairs have flowing in a current towards you, in that pure
not seemed to rid out of my way so much to love wherein new Jerusalem's children have

Dear Friend

pened that

my

I

B.

Horner

have been

:

It

staid about

as I have desired to leave
and also having been enlarged beyond

satisfaction

things

;

saw, to visit divers places in my
I then
country, in the movings of the blessed
Truth, which has been graciously sanctified

what

own

their true consolation,

friends, I

my dear
you, hoping to be

and wherein,

tenderly salute

your tender remembrance when
and thus I shall
conclude, remaining your loving and near
bettered,

we may

for

be far separated

;

all which gives me brother in pure fellowship.
have hitherto been ordered, in Carend, ihe llih of the )
j
^ Fotttpbrttt
JOHN
fOTHERGILL.
First month, 1720.
$
the will of the all-wise Disposer, which to me
is enough, being all I desire on my part; and

and made truly
satisfaction.

profitable

;

I

to me to see a likelihood to
comfort of being with my near
friends in the Quarterly meeting at York
At the time proposed he set out for London,
again before I leave my native land. But now in order to take shipping for America; of
I am like to be prevented, by reason of an ac- which voyage, and of his labours in the work
cident, whereby I am like to be unfitted for of the ministry in that country, he kept the
travel a week or two at least.
Yet my friends following Journal, which though short, was
may know, that though I have been beset with judged worthy to be preserved, viz
some straits and fresh difficulties in this pinching time, altogether unlooked for ; having been
In the year 1721, an exercise of spirit, in
plunged in expectation of having to wade the moving of the word of life, came upon me
through a narrow passage to the service before to visit Friends in America again ; and though
me yet I am not dejected, or unsettled in my the matter seemed somewhat strait at the first,
spirit, under the siftings which are suffered to because my wife being taken from me, I was
attend me, because my mind is preserved en- left with a pretty many young children ; yet
tirely quiet under renewed sweetness, believing the moving of the word in my heart was so
the Lord Almighty is near, and will go before powerful, and sweet, that I was soon made
in his due time.
perfectly willing to give up all and to follow
And, dear friends, although I desire not to the Lord freely. I laid the concern before the
magnify myself among my brethren, yet is brethren at our Monthly meeting, and then at
my heart engaged in travail to be more and the Quarterly meeting, where Friends readily
more known among the Lord's family of all signified their unity with me in the exercise.
ages, in the hidden root of immortal goodness, I then settled my afTairs and placed my chilwhich is the only true engager of hearts for dren under proper care, and in the latter end
the Lord's cause and testimony, and which of the first month, 1721, took leave of Friends
rightly fits, and maintains strong for the work in our own country, in the love of God, and
it

was pleasant

have

the

;
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for London, having Lawrence King as
had some
a companion in the service.
meetings among Friends in the way, in which
the Lord owned us, and strengthened us by
greatly confirmhis holy and living presence
ing us that we were on the way in his counsel
and requiring. We came up to London in the
second month, and staid there about three
weeks, visiting the meetings, the Lord opening
a door for our service among Friends in the
city, and mercifully attended with his blessed
presence, much to ours and Friends comfort,
and the name of the Lord was glorified.
Then finding our minds set at liberty to go
forward, and a vessel bound to Virginia being
ready to sail, we took leave of Friends in the
love of Christ, and left London the 6th of the
were favoured with a safe
third month.
passage, and arrived in York River the 6th of
The Lord's countethe fifth month, 1721.
nance was often graciously manifested to my
great humiliation and comfort, often filling my
soul with praises to him.
We got up to Skimino, and the 9th of the
month, being first-day of the week, we had
a meeting there, where there are but a few
Friends, though several sober people came in
and were very attentive to hear the testimony
of Truth; and it was made a good season to
On the
us through the presence of Truth.
11th we had a meeting at Warwick, where a
pretty many sober people came in with Friends,
and we were favoured with the free extendings
of the love and goodness of God to our comfort, and the satisfaction and encouragement of
On the 13th we went
the meeting in general.
to a Monthly meeting at Chuckatuck, where
was a fine appearance of Friends and the
Lord's good presence, in the opening of his
word and counsel was with us, and his holy
name was magnified. The 16th we were at
Friends meeting at Perquimons in Carolina.
The 1 8th we had a meeting at Joseph Barrow's, to which many sober people came, and
the Lord's power and goodness was graciously
present with and amongst us, to our great

set out

We

;

We

comfort,

the

people's

satisfaction,

and

mighty name of the Lord was glorified.
came back from thence to a meeting at
River, where

We
Little

we were

favoured with sacred
testimony of-Truth prevailed

and the
amongst the people.
On the 20th we were
help,

the

[1721.

some hundreds of people were gathered the
meeting was held under the shade of a large
tree, it being extremely hot.
My heart was
much enlarged in the power and testimony of
;

the gospel of salvation towards the people, to

Lord of mercies. We came
over the river to Mary Glaister's, and on the
24th visited some Friends' families there-away.
The 25th we came to Little river meeting
again, which was very large of Friends and
others; and the testimony of Truth opened
freely and plentifully towards the meeting, and
prevailed sweetly over many hearts ; and I so
far forgot my bodily strength as to be very
much spent, the weather beinw very hot ; but
the life and goodness of the Lord God was
magnified, and the might of his holy arm supported me beyond reasonable expectation.
The 26th we came to the lower meeting
house upon Perquimons river again.
The
meeting was very large, and very solid and
The 27th we came over the river
edifying.
again to a meeting not far from Gabriel Newby's
but so great a number of Friends and
others were gathered, that the house could not
contain them ; the meeting was, thefefore, held
under a large Mulberry-tree, and we were
greatly favoured with the glorious presence
and power of the Lord God, to our great help
and comfort ; the testimony of the gospel prevailed in an establishing, strengthening manner over many souls ; and the name of the
Lord was magnified.
On the 28th, being accompanied by many
Friends, we went among some new plantations, where we had
appointed a meeting,
which, considering the place, was very large,
(it being towards Virginia) and the Lord was
pleased to bless the time unto us, by opening
his life and testimony to the edification of
Friends, and the satisfaction of the people, who
took leave of most
were very attentive.
of the Friends of Carolina here, in a sense of
the love and tendering power of Truth, and in
much nearness to one another. From thence

the glory of the

;

We

we came to Nathan Newby's, in Virginia,
where we had a large meeting the 30th, mostly
of other people, who were, as in many other
places there-away, attentive to the testimony
of Truth, which in the openings of the power
of Christ, went freely forth among them that
went the 3 1st
day to the glory of God.

We

Monthly meeting

Robert Jordan's, and on the 1st of the
of Friends in Pascotank, whither came many sixth month we had a large and a solid meetFriends; and vve had an edifying season to- ing near Nansemond River, and on the 2nd
gether, through the abounding of gospel life at the Western Branch meeting house, which
and wisdom, blessed be the holy and great was large, and mercifully favoured with divine
name. We had a meeting amongst some ten- attendance to the help of some tender Friends
der Friends the 22nd, at Joseph Henley's and there
though there were many other peojile
went from thence to the other side Pascotank, with whom Truth itself had but very little
to a meeting we had appointed, and where place.
at the

to

;
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Rasperneck, new settlement, where on the 18th we had a
the Lord meeting with some people who lived dispersed
was with us to declare his excellency and among the woods, and though many of them
The 6th, being first-day, seemed to know very little about religion, yet
safety, for refuge.
we were at Friends meeting in Levy Neck, the Lord was good to us in owning us with his
which was large, as many Friends and others presence, and enabled us to preach the gospel
came to it many miles. It was a searching, of Christ in the power of it, among them,
exercising time, but through the Lord's good- wherewith divers of them seemed much affected.
ness, it proved a good and serviceable meeting. The 20th being the first of the week, we were
On the 8th we went towards the Head of at Friends meeting, in their meeting house in
Elizabeth river, where there were a few Surry County, which was pretty large but too
Friends, and had a meeting at Sarah White- many of the professors of Truth there, as in
house's, to which came some pretty innocent some other places, for want of living to the
people, with whom I had a good open time. Truth, stood in the way of the gospel life, and
From thence we went to a place called the hindered its prevalency among the people yet
Great Bridge, and had a meeting at a friendly the Lord helped to declare the Truth, in the
man's house, to which likewise came many so- power thereof, and filled my heart with praises
ber people, and some of the more considerable to him.
The 23rd we had a meeting at the widow
thereabouts, and we had a satisfactory season
among them
and there being one Henry Butler's house, to which came several soberly
Woodward at the meeting, he invited us to go behaved people and through the Lord's goodwith him to lodge, which I was very easy to ness and help, we had a good opportunity
We came back from thence to
accept of, and three other Friends who were among them.
with me accompanied us.
Both he, his wife Robert Honicut's, and had a meeting near his
and children, were exceeding friendly and lov- house, among the few Friends who live thereing; and both the former went with us to abouts, and a pretty many other people,
another person's house, where we had a meeting wherein the Lord's power, and the testimony
amongst several sober and tender people and of Truth, made some impression on them, to the
glory of the Lord of all our mercies.
From
it was made a profitable time to many of them,
through the Lord's goodness. We then went to hence we went with a Friend called James
visit one Robert
Stewart (a loving friendly Benford, in whose family we had a good little
The next day we
man) and his family, and had a good opportu- meeting that evening.
nity with them and lodged there that night, as crossed James River to William Ladd's, where
a small meeting is usually kept and we had
he would not willingly part with us.
The 11th being clear of that part of the one that day, in which the Lord mercifully
country, we came back to John Holliwell's, owned us with his living power, and furnished
near Nansemond River, and had a meeting with ability to preach the glorious gospel of
that evening with a few Friends who lived near Christ in a good degree of dominion, to the
him, much to my satisfaction.
The 13th we praise of our gracious God. The 27th we had
were at Friends meeting near Nansemond, to a pretty large meeting at Curies, and lodged at
and on the 28th, with
which came many Friends from several other Thomas Pleasants'
meetings
and though I was but weak in some other Friends, we rode up the woods to a
body, and much indisposed, yet the Lord's place called Dover, where few Friends live
goodness and life strengthened me, and we had we lodged two nights with one Joseph Parson,
a solid, settling meeting, to the Lord's glory, who with his wife entertained us cheerfully,
and the comfort of many. The 14th we visited though not professing with us. On the 29th
a widow woman, whose name was Baker, and they went with us about four miles, where a
her children; where our gracious God was pretty large meeting gathered
in which the
mindful of us, and by the springing up of his power and testimony of the blessed Truth
love among us, made glad our souls together. reached freely to the people, to their general
The 15th we had a meeting in a barn at satisfaction, and the comfort of many. The
James Copeland's, whither came a considerable 30th we had another meeting, seven miles
number, both of Friends and others, from higher up in the woods. The 31st we crossed
among the woods and the power and dread of over James River, and had a meeting amongst
the Lord of Hosts mercifully owned us, and some people who requested it; to which many
prevailed over many
the testimony of Truth came out of the woods, and the Lord favoured
being over all.
The 16th we passed over a us with his presence and help, so that Truth
river called Black Water, to a place newly prevailed.
That evening we came down to a
settled, and had a pretty large meeting among French settlement called Manikin town, and on
some Friends and people thereabouts.
The the 1st of the seventh month, we had a meeting
17th we rode through the wilderness to another there
to which divers of the French people,

The

which

4th,

went

small,

is

to a

meeting

but

the

at

name of

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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with others, came and the Lord was graciously
mindful of us, his gospel testimony freely
reaching forth in his free love towards the
people, and Truth was magnified amongst them.
lodged with one Daniel Groom, a man
upon whom the Truth had made an impression
in a visitation of mercy, and we left him tender
and loving. After the meeting we took leave
of that part of the country, in much ease of

[1721.

of them

in His love, and lodged at J. Pleasants,
where the next morning we had a truly edifying opportunity, in the openings of the power

;

of Christ, with
leave of us.

We

The

9th

some Friends who came

to

take

we went over James and Appomattox

rivers, lodged at the

widow

Butler's,

and went

Joseph Patterson's, a friendly man, who
lived on the bank of this last river, up in the
We had a
spirit, and came to Thomas Pleasants' that woods, his wife being a Friend.
night.
pretty large meeting on the 10th, among a
On the 2nd we went to the monthly meeting at tender people, being almost at the outside of
Edward Mosby's, where many religious people, the inhabitants that way ; and the Lord was
besides Friends, were gathered ; and the power pleased to open my heart and mouth to preach
and goodness of the Lord appeared among the gospel of life, in much openness of spirit,
us, to the satisfaction, comfort, and establish- to his praise.
The people appeared satisfied,
ment of many ; as also in faithful warning to and seemed very desirous of another meeting,
backsliders and luke-warm professors of the which I gladly submitted to, and appointed it
Friends went through the business of to be at Timothy Harrison's.
truth.
It was held on
the monthly meeting in a peaceable tender the lllh accordingly, among a larger number
We lodged that night with John than before, of sober people, and the Lord of
manner.
Johnson, at the Swamp, and on the 3rd, being mercies was tenderly mindful of us, and grafirst-day, had a large meeting of Friends and cious in extending his love and goodness to the
many others, where divine mercy and good- people. I left that part of the country with
ness owned us, and helped to declare the much peace and comfort of spirit, and came
way of life and salvation, in the demonstration back again to the widow Butler's that night.
of the Holy Spirit many were comforted, and The 12th we had a little opportunity with her,
the name of the Lord magnified in the midst of her children and family, wherein Truth opened
his people.
my heart in counsel to them, to our comfort,
The 4th we went to Black Creek, where we blessed be the Lord for his help and goodness.
had also a large meeting, and many people not Taking leave of them, we came down to .Tames
of our Society, though generally very sober, Benford's, where we had appointed a meeting,
were present. But through the backsliding, or which was held there accordingly the i3th ; a
indifFerency of some, who had been convinced of considerable number of Friends and others
Truth in that part, the way of the testimony of came, and Truth was pleased to own us, in its
yet the blessed power and wisdom, to the establishing of many
the gospel seemed very strait
power of Christ did by degrees prevail, to the in the way of life.
praise and honour of Truth, and the encourageThe 14th we took our journey towards the
ment and comfort of many. We lodged at Ger- yearly meeting, and came to Matthew Jordan's
The 15th to Chuckatuck,
ard Ellison's, and on the 5th, we had a meet- at Pagan Creek.
ing over the Pamunkey river, where iew or no where the yearly meeting was held, which conFriends had ever been, or had a meeting before. tinued three days, part of the first being for
The people who came were generally sober, the business of the Church ; wherein divers
and attentive to hear the Truth declared, and we things were inquired into, and offered to Friends
had a satisfactory time among them several consideration, relating to the building up and
came back to G. Elli- preserving Friends from the corruption of the
were very loving.
son's, and had another meeting the 6lh, at world, and maintaining the testimony of Truth
Black Creek, more select to Friends or friendly amongst them in that country which was done
people, where the Lord appeared mercifully and received in a spirit of love.
The public
mindful of them, opening both counsel and meetings were very large, both of the Friends
warning to the loose, encouragement to the and many soberly behaved people.
And
honest, and in the riches of his ancient love, through the merciful help of the Lord's power,
made the time very comfortable to us.
the glorious gospel, both in its testimony and
The 7th we went to the meeting at William holy life, was exalted over all ; and Friends had
Ladd's again, where the Lord graciously owned to part under the sense of the love and goodus with his presence, and opened counsel for ness of God, whose holy name was magnified,
the establishment of the well minded.
We as it is worthy to be forever.
lodged at John Crew's, and went again to a
The 17th being first-day, and the conclumeeting at Curies, where we had a mercifully sion of the yearly meeting, we came back again
open time in the love of Truth, to exhort Friends to Matthew" Jordan's. The 18th we took our
to

i

;

;

:

We

;

to faithfulness to the

Lord; we took our leave journey northward, and came

to

James

Bates',

J
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at Skimino.
The 19th to William Trotter's, a
Friend who lives remote from any meeting,
and had a meeting in his house next day, to
which divers of his neighbours came, and we
had a good open time in the love of Truth. We
went that evening to Thomas Pretlow's. The
21st, to Warwick, where we had a meeting
with the Friends who live thereabouts, and
lodged at Miles Carey's.
The 22nd, we went
to Skimino again, where we had appointed a
meeting to be that day, and though it is a low,
decayed place respecting religion, yet the Lord
was good to us, and helped us to declare the
unchangeable Truth, and way of life, and to
exalt its holy testimony over all unrighteousWe lodged with James Bates, and on
ness.
the 23rd took our leave of him and his wife,
and went to Black Creek to Gerard Robert
Ellison's.
The 24th, being the first of the
week, we had a large meeting, Friends coming
thither to meet us from many places thereWe had a good edifying season in the
abouts
love of God, and took leave of one another in
much tenderness of spirit, as children of one
Father. We went to a place called the Swamp,
that night, and on the 25th, accompanied
with a pretty many Fi'iends, we went up the
country to see some friendly people, newly
settled at a place called Cedar Creek.
The 26th we lodged at Thomas Stanley's,
and had a meeting there, wherein divine Goodness favoured us with a satisfactory opportunity.
A few there were who made some profession of Truth, and many soberly inclined
people, towards whom the love and testimony
of Truth extended freely, which was greatly
comfortable to us.
The 27th we took our journey through the
country towards Potomac river, and came at
night to William Duff's, in Prince George's
The 29th we had a meeting among
County.
a few Friends, and some other sober people,
at Peter Skinner's where we had a good and
seasonable opportunity.
The 30th we went to a meeting held at Mattocks, at Justice Washington's, a friendly man,
where the love of God opened my heart towards the people, much to my comfort and
their satisfaction ; and the holy name of the
Lord was glorified. We came back to William
Duff's again that night, and the 1st of the
eighth month, the first of the week, we had
a large meeting there, to which came many
other people
many of them were very attentive to the testimony of Truth, and the Lord's
love and power were greatly magnified and exalted overall.
The 2nd we had a little meeting
with Friends living thereabouts by themselves,
which our Heavenly Father owned with his
presence, and made it a good time to them and
us ; His great name was praised.
:
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The 4th we took our journey over Potomac and Patuxent rivers, and came to the
widow Hutchins' that night, and the 5th we
were at the week-day meeting at Cliff meeting
house we had a sweet season in the love of
God. The 6th we had a meeting at Patuxent
meeting house, several being with us from the
Cliffs; and a comfortable time we had through
some deep travail, but the Truth prevailed over
all.
The 7th we came back to Kinsey John's
house, at the Cliffs, and the bth we were at
their meeting again
which was large and
precious, to our comfort, the help of many, and
God's glory.
The 9th we had a large meeting at Herring
Bay, where the ancient love of God, and its
holy way and testimony reached freely, and
;

;

was

exalted

much

world too

divers of

whom

libertine spirit

of the

among Friends

were much hurt by the

;

prevailing; yet ihe love

power of God was over
help.

and

comfort and

all to their
I

The 10th we had

a

large

and edifying

meeting with Friends at West River, in the free
extendings of living power, tending to build up
the living, and gather the wanderers who had

gone from the simplicity that
nearer to

it

in

is

Christ,

again.

The 11th we came to Samuel Chew's.
From hence we crossed the bay, and lodged
the 12th at one Edward Ellicot's, not a Friend,
but were kindly entertained by him. The 13th
we went to Daniel Richardson's, and the 14th
Treadhaven meeting house,
meeting there, which continued

to

to

the yearly

days sucwhere a great number of Friends
and others were gathered
and the Lord's
goodness and majesty manifested among us, to
the gloi-y of God, and the comfort and confirfive

cessively,

;

mation of many souls.
The 18th we went after meeting to Rebecca
Pitt's, where we rested the next day, and from
thence through Chester to Cecil, where on
first-day, being the 22nd, we were at a large
meeting, and came back to William Thomas'
the 23rd, and had a meeting at Chester, wherein
the power of Truth prevailed, to the comfort and
strengthening of many.
The 24th we came
down to the widow Pitt's, and the 25th to
Treadhaven meeting house again, to the quarterly meeting, and the monthly meeting, which
was held the next day wherein the life and
goodness of Truth attended us to the encouragement and hope of those who loved it, and its
;

testimony.

The 27th we went

to

Tuckaho, and had a

large and profitable meeting, through the emi-

nent manifestation of the Lord's power and
to the comfort of the living, and to
the awakening of the careless ; the loose were

goodness

faithfully

warned, and Truth was exalted.

The

;

:
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28th we went to the bay-side, and were at the sea-side, to a meeting appointed before to
meeting there the 29th, being first-day, and which many sober and well-behaved people
at a marriage there the 30th, to which came came, and the testimony and life of the gospel,
many sober people and the Lord merci- in the love of God was opened towards them,
fully owned us, and magnified his own name to their satisfaction and our great comfort in
and testimony, which prevailed over many the Lord.
The 17th we went up to A'laryland again,
The 31st we
hearts, gi'eatly to our comfort.
went to Choptank meeting, which though and the 19th, being the first-day of the week,
small, yet was made very comfortable and edi- we had a meeting at the widow Truit's, which,
though but small, was favoured with the
fying to Friends.
The first of the ninth month we went over extending of merciful regard for the people's
Choptank river, to the meeting at Joshua help. On the 20th we set out towards a part
Kinnersly's, where many others beside Friends of Pennsylvania, and the 21st went to Robert
were gathered, among whom the glorious gos- Lodge's, a Friend living at Cold Spring,
The 22nd
pel life and testimony ran freely forth, and through some dangerous swamps.
we had a good and comfortable meeting near
prevailed in a great degree over many souls
I was much comforted, and the Lord's holy his house, and were at several others in the remaining part of this week.
name was glorified.
The 26th we went to Duck Creek meeting,
The 2nd we went to Transgeeking meeting,
which was large, and many others not of our being first-day, and Truth favoured us and
profession being present, it was rendered to us Friends with a good and strengthening season,
a profitable season. The 3rd we had a meeting in the free opening of divine power and goodWe had divers meetings betwixt this
river. ness.
at the widow Fisher's at Nanticoke
The 4th we crossed that river and Nicoco- and the 1st of the tenth month, when we were
mico to Mannie. The 5th we had a meeting- at Chester meeting, which was large and solidly
there, wherein the Lord's power and goodness comfortable, in the free attendance of divine
many Friends met
helped us, and his testimony went freely forth Goodness and counsel
meetings.
The
to the information and encouragement of the us here from several other
religious minded, and powerfully against a Sfd, being first-day, we had a large meeting
backsliding worldly spirit, which has almost at Darby, wherein seasoning goodness, fiom
overrun the few Friends there. The 6th we the Lord of mercies, was comfortably maniwent to the widow Waters' at Annimesset, and fested, and ihe holy name of our gracious God
on the 7th had a good little meeting there, to was magnified amongst us. The 4th we went
to Philadelphia to William Fishbourn's, where
which divers other people came.
On the 8th we took our journey downwards I met with many near Friends of my former
into Virginia, and on the 12th had a meeting acquaintance, and we were much comforted
I
at Neswadax meeting house, to which came a together, in the love of our gracious God.
considerable number of soberly inclined people, staid there about a week, and had several
and the Lord's power and testimony were ex- good and truly edifying meetings in that time,
through the Lord's merciful goodness.
alted to our comfort and the glory of God.
The 12th I had a meeting at Springfield,
The 13th we went to one Arthur Upsher's,
a friendly man's house, and had some service which was very large and solidly profitable
in the love of God in his family, and lodged and on the 13th another large and good meeting
there that night.
The 14th several of the at Providence. On the 14th I had a meeting
family went with us to a meeting at William at Middletown, which was likewise very large
Nocks', to which came many sober people, but it was an exercising time, because a worldly
and the Lord gave us a good and seasonable spirit, and love to vain liberty seemed to have
time among them, though we were much af- unfitted many hearts for the love and life of
yet the Lord's blessed power prevailed,
flicted in a sense of the prevailing of an earthly Truth
The 15th I went to
spirit, leading some that had been convinced and was exalted over all.
of the Truth, into indifl^erence and slackness re- a meeting at Chichester, wherein God's love
specting its testimony
by which the progress and testimony likewise prevailed over hurtful
of Truth and righteousness has been much ob- things, to the comfort and strengthening of
structed in divers parts of that country.
The many.
15th we went to Muddy Creek, and had a good
The 17th, being first-day, I went to Conopen meeting there that day, through the gra- cord, where a great number of Friends, and
;

;

:

;

:

;

cious nearness and help of the powerful pre-

some

others

were gathered, and the Lord's

sence of the Lord God, whose name was power and goodness came over us, and were
exalted over all.
went that night to Mary magnified to the comfort of many, and to the
Johnston's, an honest woman's house, on the awakening of others.
The 18th I had a meet16th to Thomas Preeson's plantation, near the ing at Centre a laborious time, but Truth pre-

We

—
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and came over loose spirits. The 19th
went to a meeting at Kennet, where the Lord
gave us a good and edifying season, and on the
20th I had a meeting near Abraham Marshall's, being a newly settled place, and the
Lord gave us a good time among the people
there. The 22nd I went to another new place,
called Cain, where a pretty many people were
gathered, towards whom the love and mercy
of God extended freely, to their help and com-

883

vailed

time, in the reachings of his

I

The

7th

were

at

fort.

being

wisdom and power.

first-day of the

Falls meeting, which

the

week,

we

was very

and through the blessed attendance of
power and goodness, we had an edifying season. The bth we went to Makefield,
and had a good meeting that afternoon with
some Friends, and many friendly people who
came in. The 9th we went to Wright's town,
where we had a large meeting that day, wherein
the testimony of Truth reached forth in an
awakening manner; and to the comfort and
large,

the Lord's

The 23rd I had a meeting at Uwchland, to
which came a considerable number of Friends, strengthening of many.
and in the Lord's goodness we had an edifying
The 10th we had a meeting at Buckingham,
season.
The 24th being first-day, I was at and went the 11th to North Wales, where we
meeting at Goshen, which was large, and a lodged at John Evans', and had a good meeting
heavenly informing and truly edifyiflg time it that evening, with alarge number of Friends who
was, in the demonstration of the Lord's power. came to see us.
The 12th, being accompanied
The 25th I was at the monthly meeting for by several of those and some other Friends, we
business at Providence, which was large, and went to a new settled place called Great Swamp,
the ancient goodness and living power of the and though the snow was deep, and the frost
Lord God was comfortably among Friends, very severe, yet through the Lord's goodness
and therein the service of the meeting was we got well through, and had a good little meetcarried on in much unity and peace.
ing with some Friends and other people, who
The 26th I went to Newtown, and though it came in that evening, at Peter Leicester's.
was extremely snowy, yet we had a large and The 14th, we were at the meeting of Friends at
blessed meeting.
The 27th, to Haverford, North Wales, which was very large, several of
where we had a very large meeting, and Truth other professors coming in, and the gospel was
was near to help through much exercise, to my preached in its own authority and wisdom, and
comfort and ease. The 28th I went to Radnor, was exalted in many souls, to the comfort of
where was a large and solidly profitable meet- the living, and the glory of the Lord of all our
We had another meeting that evening, and the powerful testimony of Truth was mercies.
The 29th, ing, at the house of Hugh Foulke, which was
exalted to the help of many souls.
The loth we had
to Merion, where a large number was gathered, much to our satisfaction.
and the blessed gospel testimony, and humbling a meeting at Plymouth, a good, informing and
power, greatly prevailed that day, to the joy profitable season.
And the 16th we were at
and help of many, and the Lord God was mag- North Wales meeting again a large solidly
nified.
I went that evening to lodge with J. edifying meeting it was, and the Lord's power
Roberts, where I had a good and edifying sea- spread weightily over many hearts.
son with the old people, many Friends also
The 17th we had a meeting at Horsham,
coming there to see us. On the 30th I came wherein the wisdom and power of Truth preto Philadelphia, in order to take my companion vailed greatly to our, and many Friends' comalong with me in a visit further up the province, fort. We lodged that night at William Stockhe having remained here about three weeks, dale's, where we had some good service in the
being unwell. I staid here over the next day, love of Truth that evening, among a pretty
viz., the 31st, and first-day, and had pretty many Friends.
The 18th we were at Abington,
good meetings.
where the meeting was large, and an awakenThe 2nd of the eleventh month we had a ing rousing season. We lodged at Morris
meeting at Frankford, which the Lord blessed Morris', where several Friends came in, and
We we had some service among them.
to us, and made it a comfortable season.
lodged at Jonathan Dickinson's, where Truth
The 19th we went to a meeting at Germanopened the way to extend a merciful visit town, which was a large and blessed meeting,
The 3rd we went to Byberry through the prevalency of Truth. The 21st,
to the family.
meeting, which was very large, but a strait being first-day, we were at the meeting at Burlsuffering time. The 4th to Neshaminy, which ington, where we were favoured with a good and
being the monthly meeting for business, many solid meeting
and the 22nd at Springfield,
Friends came, and the Lord strengthened and where the holy arm of the Lord was revealed,
encouraged us together, by the attendance of to the comfort and help of many souls, and His
his blessed power and goodness.
The 5th we name was magnified over all. The 24th we
went to Bristol, where many Friends gathered, had a meeting at Mount Holly, which was
and the Lord gave us an heavenly relieving pretty large and the blessed arm of power was
;

;

;

;
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And, dear Friends, as you are in general
manifested therein, tending to stir up sonne
slack and loose people, and to encourage the often fresh in my remembrance in brotherly
uprio-ht.
The 25th we went to a meeting at love, so I have been influenced to write a little
Rancocas, where there was a marriage, to which to you, and therein I now send you my near
many people came and Truth made it a profi- salutation in engaging love from the holy spring
The 26th we of pure edification praying that you may all
table and establishing season.
had a large and blessed meeting, through the wait diligently, to feel a holy fervent thirst to
;

;

be raised in your hearts, after certain experience of divine life and enlarging goodness in
we were at Newtown meeting, wherein Truth yourselves, and more and more to be prepared
appeared in mercy and good will to revive and for it so will you come to have bread in your
The own houses, pure water in your own vessels,
build up a weak and staggering people.
29th we had a good and prevailing meeting, in and so to have rejoicing in yourselves, and not
Thus will all grow towards God,
the help of the life and goodness of Truth, at in another.
Woodberry creek. The 31st we had a meet- and become fruitful in righteousness, to the
ing at Alloways creek, which was an establish- comfort and help one of another, and to show
ing, strengthening season, through the merciful forth the nature of Truth, to the praise and
The 1st of glory of the one most holy Head.
attendance of the power of Truth.
And it is also fresh upon my spirit, with
the twelfth month we had a very large meeting
strong arisings and goings forth of the testimony
and life of Christ. ^The 28th, being first-day,

;

Salem town, which the Lord made an some weight, earnestly and tenderly, to advise
all of you, to see carefully to the improvement
awakening time, to the comfort of many.
in

own gifts or talents; which is not only
your duty, as they were given for this purpose,
Friends in his own County, but more especially but is also the alone way to a truly happy end.
And although all have not received gifts alike,
to Friends of Wensleydale meeting.
neither with respect to measure nor operation,
whom I very often re- yet all are from one God, one spirit, and are to
Dear Friends
member, though now separated far from you be improved, whether five, tvvo, or one. The
yet as I am a part of you in many faithful improvers, the diligently exercised
outwardly
of your

From hence

he wrote the following Epistle

:

to

—

;

we have, many of

respects, especially in that

by one heavenly Father, into
and near kindred and by and in his

us, been begotten

one

faith

;

the measure given, only
have the sentence of well done, and enter
into the joy of the Lord at last
as well as be
hearts, according to
will

;

many

of our souls have often favoured with access to life here. It is the
been fed, and nursed up as bone of bone, both careful waiters for the spirit of Truth, and its
in true and near love, and readiness to serve quickening power, such as sow and live to the
one another with pleasure. This, as it is the Spirit, who will reap life everlasting, and from
effect of divine love, so we shall never lose the time to time, have the free earnest of a nevercomfort and profit of its being renewed to us, fading inheritance. And thus, strength in faith,
and upon us, both to our own particular help and vigor in zeal for the Lord God, and his
and supply, whatever any of us may have to holy testimony, and for the peace and prosperwade through, or be tried with ; and also to ity of his family, are renewed and maintained ;
nourish and maintain a holy strengthening fel- and thus we grow up truly subject to one holy
lowship, as brethren and sisters, if we in our- and living Head, and near to, and careful over,
selves keep the pure faith in the everliving one another.
power, and walk in due fear and care before
And, Friends, be careful that heavenly
the Lord God of mercies and all-sufficiency. things have suitably more room than earthly,
love and living power,

For

my

heart often breathes to the Lord with you all; and walk in the Spirit, as well
and for you all ; and in a tender as talk of it, and then the lusts or unprofitable
near manner for the humble, inwardly needy, desires of the flesh will not be fulfilled, but the
and baptized souls among you, towards whom mount of Esau will be gradually judged in all
my bowels, often as it were, turn within me; and the kingdom and government of your
you being almost daily before me in the love of hearts will be the Lord's, whose right it is.
God, whose compassionate eye is surely over Then will your hearts enlarge one towards
you in a fatherly manner, and his mighty arm another, and grow stronger in an heavenly
extended towards you, both to feed and wash, mind.
Thus will the elder among you be
and fit you for a further service in your day, if built up and maintained bright in Spirit, and in
you wait patiently and diligently upon him, in life and the younger will be gathered from
true resignation of heart, to be what he would the lofty mountains, where the world's deceivhave you to be for love and care from the ing, dazzling glory is viewed and coveted
Lord Almighty, I am often very sensible, reach where the hurtfiil things mostly range where
graciously towards you to do you good.
coolness and barrenness often reign ; and then
this

for myself,

;

;

;

;

the Lord alone will be exalted in feeling knowledge among them, and he will become a fountain of blessing to them, that

generation for
his salvation

God

they

in their time, to

and redeeming power

may

be a

show

forth

in the earth.

My hope is strong, that many of the youth will
thus grow up to their own, to yours, and the
comfort of
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many

others.

I

am

well satisfied

power of Truth, to my humbling joy and the
most holy and worthy name is magnified. We
;

get forward pretty well, though not very speed-

my

hopes are renewed that I may yet
you again in the Lord's time, unto
whose hand I am freely resigned, having my
ily,

but

live to see

evidence, or confirmations, through divine help,
that

it

is

well

I

am

here.

and regard is, and will be extended towards you in general, to do you good,
The 2nd of the twelfth month (continues the
according to your several wants but be asJournal) we had a meeting at Pilesgrove, where
sured, it must be in the Lord's way and terms,
many soberly inclined people were gathered,
and not in man's. And one thing further take
and the love and testimony of Truth reached
and
caution
good notice of, which hath both
freely towards them, and made it a profitable
encouragement in it, that although Saul was
season.
sent against a great people, and with orders to
The 3rd we came up the country again, and
destroy Amalek utterly, yet was he attended
in the evening crossed over the river Delaware
So is the
with ability suitable to the service.
to Philadelphia, where on the 4th, being firstLord carefully near to help you in every re- day, we were at the burial of an ancient Ffiend,
spect, in the performance of what he requires,
at which place a
Nicholas Wain, at Fairhill
both in resisting and eschewing whatever he
great concourse of Friends and others were
shows to be hurtful or evil and also in pressing
met.
We had a large meeting that evening in
on, though through a crowd, and drawing near
Philadelphia, which the Lord was pleased emidistemevery
for right and effectual healing of
nently to own by his gloriotis power, and the
per.
He will also be with you, and near to help gospel testimony and life was over all in a great
forward in answering his requirings, in any
and blessed degree. The 5th we were at the
thing or service for his holy name, the good and
quarterly meeting for business for the county,
comfort of his family.
where the Lord owned us, and opened divers
I
say again, in a steady sense of holy
weighty things, to recommend to the meeting,
goodness in my heart, at this season reaching
in the power of Truth, which Friends received
towards you, that the Lord God, who manifests
in tenderness, and an holy reverence, with deep
unto man what is good, and what he requires,
thankfulness, was brought over our souls bedoth and will attend and assist you to go forfore the Lord.
blessed
answering
the
ward, in performing and
The 6th we were at a general meeting for
end, to our peace and his glory, how weak
worship at Haverford, wherein the Lord's power
soever any may appear in their own sight, if
gloriously appeared, and shook the earth in
they do but duly labour to follow him with full
many hearts, in divers respects and it was
pin-pose of heart
and that this may be more
made a day of gladness and comfort to others,
sincere
is
humble
care,
my
and more all our
blessed be the name of the Lord God for ever.
advice to you, and prayer to him who can do all
The 7th we were at a monthly meeting for
Amen.
things.
business at Darby, where we had a good and
Thus, dear Friends, I have freed my spirit
The 8th we
edifying time, in the love of God.
a little towards you in our Father's love, wherewent to Springfield, visiting several Friends by
though
mindful
of
you,
almost
daily
in I am
the way, to some advantage, and had a large
at this great outward distance, and in it once
meeting there, wherein the Lord's power and
more dearly greet you, and remain your sinlife was exalted and magnified, to the encourcerely loving friend and brother, in the unagement of many. The 9th we had a meeting
changeable covenant of life.
at Middletown, wherein the powerful word of
John FoTHERGfLt^ life arose and greatly prevailed, to our comfort
and the helj) of Friends. The 10th we visited
Salem, in West Jersey, ihe
several Friends' families, and went to Chester.
1st of the twelfth month, 1721. ^
The 11th being first-day, we were at Friends'
P. S. I may further acquaint you, that through meeting there, to which Friends came from
divine goodness and mercy, my health and many places, and a solid settling time it was in
The 12th we went to the
strength are every way maintained and renewed, the power of Truth.
to mine and many Friends admiration, consid- quarterly meeting for business at Providence,
ering my diligence and the depth of labour and where the Lord's power and love were emialthough I am led to trace out, and wade through nently among Friends, to our encouragement
many exercising circumstances attending the in the service of Truth. The 13th were at a
churches, yet the Lord's arm often makes way general meeting for worship at Middletown,
to great dominion in the resurrection of the which was very large, and a blessed, humbling
Vol. XIII.— No. 10.
49
that divine care

;

;

;

;

:

')

:
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them through my heart, for their help
and encouragement in the work of the day.
the We went back to Bristol by boat, and rode to

season, in the prevalence of the gospel of Christ,
and the holy name was magnified.

The 14th we went to Lewis Walker's, in
Great valley, where we had a large meeting out
of doors, with many other professors all were
very attentive, and the gospel power and testimony went freely forth to general satisfaction
and con)fort. The 15th we vvent over to Perkiomen, where we had a good meeting in a
sense of the prevalency of the power of Truth.
lodged with Joseph Richardson, in whose
house we had a serviceable humbling season
with his family, and some others who came in
;

We

that evening.

The

we went up the country to a new
Manatawny, where were
gathered some Friends and others
we had a
settled

16th

place about

;

good season amongst them

in the love

of Truth,

much tending to their establishment. The 17th
we had a meeting in the Baptist meeting-house
near Skippack, at the request of some of them,
the Lord owned us in his wisdom and
powx'r, and gave us a comfortable time to general satisfaction.
We parted lovingly, and
came that night to Evan Evans' at North
Wales, and the -18th were at Friends' meeting
there, which was large, and it being first-day,
we had another in the evening; in both which,
the great Lord and fountain of life and wisdom
graciously owned us, and prevailed upon the
hearts and understandings of many, both of
Friends and some who professed not with us.
The 19th we went to visit an ancient Friend
who had lost her sight, being accompanied by
several Friends, with whom we had a profitable season in the love of God.
went to
Philadelphia that night, and the 20th into the
Jerseys to a general meeting, which was very
large botK of Friends and others ; and though
I met withsomeaflliction and suffering of spirit,
because of the prevailing of a careless and lib-

where

We

ertine disposition

Truth

among many

professing the

showed himself gracious,
in extending help to many conditions
and
many souls were comforted in the love of
Truth, the power whereof was exalted.
We
came back to Philadelphia that night, and went
the 21st to Neshaminy, to the meeting of ministering Friends and elders, where we were
comforted together in the love and power of
;

yet the Lord

—

things to

Joseph Kirkbride's.
The 25lh, being first-day, we got over the
river in a boat near the fulls, but were driven
down a great way by the strengihoi'the stream,
so that it was not without ditficulty and danger
that we passed.
VVe got in pretty good time
to Stony Brook, where we had a good meeting
among a few Friends, and many other professors, at Joseph Worth's.
The 26th we came down to Burlington again
to Friends' quarterly meeting, which was very
large, and a strengthening encouraging season
in the love of God, and a peaceable spirit was
sweetly over many hearts, to the glory of the
Rock of all our strength.
The 27th we were at a Youths' meeting at
the same place, where many Friends were
gathered, and the blessed order and testimony
of the Truth, in the power of it was exalted and
extended to many hearts.
The 28th we went
to Mount Holly to a General meeting of several
particular meetings, which was large, and the

Lord was pleased

to

make

it

a solidly strength-

ening time, in the free spreadings of divine love
and edifying life, much to our joy in the Lord.
We lodged at Nathaniel Crisp's, where the
Lord's goodness arose among us in the family
to profit.

The

1st

of the

first

Chesterfield meeting,

doctrine of Christ

month [1722], we were at
wherein the power and

reached eminently forth,

the great comfort and help of many souls.

to

That

evening we went to F. Sykes', intending to set
forward from thence toward Egg Harbour; the
3rd we took our journey through the desart to
Little Egg Harbour, and came
to Gervas
Farrar's, and on the 4th were at a meeting
there, and had a pretty good time in the extending of the love of Truth to the poor people
thereaway. The 5th we travelled part by land,
and through dismal marshes, and part by water
in canoes to Great Egg Harbour, and on the
6th had a meeting among some poor dark

came thither yet the Lord was
draw near, and comforted divers of

people that
pleased to

;

The

7th we had a meeting at one
where a considerable number of
Truth.
difl^erent professors came in, and we had a
The 22nd we were at the quarterly meeting pretty good time among them. The 8th we
for the county, wherein the Lord's power endeavoured to go over a great river to Cape
greatly prevailed, in humbling and strengthen- May, but the wind was so violent that we could
ing

many

souls.

We lodged at

F. Stack house's

and on the 23rd visited several
Friends' families thereabouts, wherein we had
some good service, and returned that night to
Adam Barker's, and went the 24th over the
river to Burlington, to a meeting for ministers
and elders, where the Lord God opened many
pretty near,

us sweetly.

John

Scull's,

not get over
ing,

till

and much

The

9th

pointed

we

at the

evening,
tossing,

when with hard rowwe got safely to land.

was apwidow Townsend's and gave

got to a meeting which

have another meeting there on the
was first-day and a large one we
had, wherein the Lord graciously owned us
notice to

10th, which

;
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with his counsel, and the going forth of his may likewise add, that pure and living love
goodness to our comfort, and the satisfaction of often moving in my heart towards you, has
the people, most of whom were of other pro- encouraged me to send a few lines as a token
fessions, and but few Friends.
The 12th we of my remembrance of you, and therewith my

took our journey through the wilderness and

boggy marsh, and swimming our
horses over Maurice river, we came to Cohansey, and on the 13th had a meeting at Greenwich with a few Friends and several other
professors
and had a good open, confirming time in the love of God, which was graa

great

;

ciously extended to us.

dear salutation in the love and fellowship of
Christ our Lord
and in humble reverence to
let you
know, that the living and powerful
Word, that drew us away from amongst you
for the present, hath been graciously near in
our services hitherto, to our great comfort,
notwithstanding it has been our lot sometimes
to wade through sorrow and suffering of spirit
for Truth's sake, and has prospered the work
in several places ; both in awakening some of
the forgetful and lukewarm— in reaching to
;

The 14th we went to a meeting at Salem,
which, through the Lord's goodness, was made
an edifying season and on the 15th we had a
meeting at Pilesgrove again, where a pretty many amongst the poor, airy, and wanton
many people were gathered ; and the doctrine youth, by his baptizing power also in gatherand power of the gospel of Christ reached ing some from without in divers places : and
freely towards them, to the satisfaction of the living and concerned hearts for Sion's pros;

;

many.

perity, are strengthened and encouraged.
meeting at
And though a forgetfulness of the Lord's
Woodberry Creek, where the wisdom and goodness, and merciful visitation in some, and
mercy of the Lord our God was evidently of the duty of living near the Truth, and an
manifest in dividing the word of life to the sev- unwillingness to walk within, and a slight of
eral states and benefit of many
and His holy the bounds of Truth, in others, have sorrow-

The

we came up

16th

a

to

;

name was

magnified.

fully prevailed in too

In his passage through west Jersey, he wrote
the following epistle, viz

be the Lord
arising to

:

God

many

My

the

Quarterly meeting at York.

dear brethren and sisters in the covenant

Although I am now outwardly far separated
from you for the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ's sake, yet as I have been favoured with
to obtain

amongst you

a share of near brotherhood
heavenly relation so you

in the

;

are very often truly fresh in my remembrance,
in the springing af heavenly love from our
Father, wherein I believe I am often bettered
for your tender breathings to the living Rock of
The remembrance
all our ability and comfort.
of that near unity, and sweet fellowship, which

many of us have been nursed and built up in,
and wherein we had to take leave one of another, is often renewed in my view, and made
somewhat
in

my

like

travel.

a

stafT' to

lean upon,

(in

part,)

In feeling the renewal of quick-

ening virtue from the everlasting Root,

my

often filled with supplication to the

God

heart

is

;

at

yet blessed

work, and

power and

;

and

life

hurtful

am

strong
of righteousness
I

prevailing, and will spread in the earth,

and

even in this generation, to
the glory of God, and the comfort of the living.
And, my dear Friends, I have it in my heart
to request of you, and tenderly to advise all
fathers and mothers, ministers and elders, in
particular, carefully to wait to teel the love and
life of the blessed Truth to arise in your hearts ;
to strengthen and increase a heavenly zeal and
concern to do the work of your day, according
to your abilities, with due diligence, while you
have time and opportunity.
I believe the Lord
will enlarge your capacities for your several
services, and will bless your labour and care
in and for the Church
will also loosen some
from these lower enjoyments, and striving too
earnestly after them, both with respect to the
gain, and the greatness of this enticing world,
either for yourselves or your posterity; the
grasping after which, has hindered diverse
amono;st us from being so serviceable in their
day as they might have been and not only so,
but a way hath been opened thereby to greater
damage, in their becoming snares and hurts to
in these countries,

of life.

mercy

in faith, that the
is

is

turn the stream of divers

things which have crept in

To Friends of

places

forever, he

and Father of

;

all our mercies, that his power;
presence may be with all your spirits, to
strengthen heavenly zeal and care in every
heart for your own good, and for that of the their offspring.
And you who are mothers, keep in a diligent,
and that pure wisdom and
family of God
unity of heart may be, and continue to increase watchful labour, that the youth, who generally
are more immediately under your eye, and
among all.
sometimes your ordering too, in several reI doubt not but that it will be a degree of joy
to you, to hear of me and my companion being spects, may grow up, and be preserved in such
well, and on our way in the Lord's work.
I society and conversation, as is most likely to

ful

;

—

;
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influence

them to love the Truth, purity, and
adorning and behaviour agreeable to it;
which is the most beautiful of all: and fathers
likewise should carefully unite together in this
Suffer, dear Friends, this word of
concern,
exhortation to have due place with you for the
pure love from the bosom of the Father moves
in my heart often, and at this time towards

Friends with

the

Bristol,

you.

The 23rd we went over the river Delaware,
and called to visit a Friend, Thomas Lambert's
wife, who had been long indisposed, with whom
we had a comfortable opportunity. We then
went forward to John Watts', at Stony Brook,
and had a meeting there that evening, which
was helpful and seasoning. The 24th we went
to John Kinsey's, at Woodbridge, and on the
25th, being first-day, were at a meeting there,
to which came many other people, and the
Lord gave us a good and prevailing season
among them. The 26th we set out towards
Long Island, and on the 27th had a meeting at
Newtown, where many Friends met us, and
several other professors came in
and it
pleased the Lord to give us a good time to the
profit of many.
The 28th we were at a large
meeting at Westbury, where the gospel doctrine
and life was freely extended and declared in its
own authority, to the help and comfort of many,
_The 29th we had a meeting at Matinicock,
where many people not of our profession came
in, and a blessed opportunity it was made to

—

;

you, tender and concerned youth, who
are very dear to me, be encouraged to follow
on to feel the humbling love and goodness of
God to arise and prevail in you, and to hope
in the strength of his powerful arm ; which,
though it may sometimes lead through exercising siftings, yet will it carry forward that

And

way
many amongst

blessed work, and

to blessings,

which

is

you.
I am well assured, that the love and favour of the God of
blessings is mercifully extended towards the

begun

in

make you serviceable
and females, and truly
honourable in your day: and I have strong
hopes, that the Lord will raise up many among
you, who often walk with heavy and doubtful
hearts, and make you as polished shafts in his
mighty hand, and instruments of honourable
service in the Church, to the comfort of many
souls, and the spreading the fame of wisdom in
the earth, if you patiently wait and depend
upon the sufficiency of his holy power.
And that thus, my near Friends, the Lord's
power and love may be with you, his own life
rise higher and higher among you, and the
glory of the reign and government of Sion's
King shine through you, in all your services,
to the glory of the Lord God of our salvation,
is the humble travail of my spirit, who remain
your near brother in the heavenly covenant
younger generation,

to

in his house, both males

John Fothergill.
Jersey, 6th of the
First month, 1722.

The

17th of the
to

ministers,

it

to

a meeting at

his wife,

from among

the Seventh-day Baptists, had been convinced

when we were

there before

:

the

woman was
The

there now, and in a solid tender frame.

meeting was, in the main, comfortable and edifying, though under some exercise with a dull,
unfaithful people.

;

many hearts being reached with the life of
;
Truth, and were bowed before the Lord God
Almighty. The 30th at Cow Neck we had a
very large meeting of divers professors ; and
the blessed testimony and humbling power of
Truth, in the love of it, affected many hearts.
us

The

31st

and on the

we

called to visit several Friends,

1st of the second

ing,

month, 1722, be-

—

which was very large it was a time of
warning to some, and of solid edification

>

faithful

\

to

many, through

The 2nd we

Delaware

22nd,

ing first-day, were at Friends' meeting at Flush-

farewell, farewell.

West

us; the

where a man and

first

the Lord's goodness.

set out

on our journey towards

Rhode Island, and had a meeting with Friends
month we came over at West Chester upon the Continent, and the

the meeting of
being their half year's meeting,
principally for worship, for the Provinces of
Pennsylvania and the Jerseys, to which came

Philadelphia, to

to which several people came, and
favoured us with its help and living
presence, to our comfort.
The 4th we proceeded on our journey, and got, on firstday, which was the 8th, to a Friend's house,

2rd

at

Rye,

Truth

a great number of Friends, and our gracious
God was pleased to favour the meetings with John Richmond's, in Rhode Island governhis holy presence, and opened many things ment, where we had a good little meeting with
through us, to their comfort and help, tending a few Friends and others who came in. The
to stir up and engage many hearts to diligence next day we visited several Friends in our way
Friends to Kingston, where, on the 10th, we had a
in following and serving the Lord.
parted in thankfulness towards him, and true meeting, to which pretty many people gathered,
nearness one towards another.
and the Lord gave us a good time among them.
After some other services among Friends in That evening we went over to Conanicut
the city, and preparing for our journey towards Island, and has a meeting with Friends there
New England, we set forward, having many and on the next day in the evening, we came

:

;
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and were, the that was given way

to, by divers called Friends
was pretty here-away, much to the dishonour of Truth
we went to yet we were comforted in the Lord who helped

12th, at the meeting there, which
The 13th
large and comfortable.

;

us.
The 25th we were at Friends' meeting at
Sandwich again, wherein the Lord opened our
hearts and mouths in counsel and admonition,
some exercise attending Friends, from some also in encouragement to the honest-hearted
but the power of God and gave us a blessed opportunity together, to
brittle, unsettled spirits
was over all in a good degree, to the comfort his glory and praise, who is alone worthy for
of the right minded. The next day we were ever.
The 26th we went to Succanesset, where was
at their meeting for ministers and elders, and
came from thence to Newport, and on the 15th, gathered a pretty large meeting of Friends and
being first-day, we were at the meeting there, others and the testimony of Truth and rightwhich was very large; and the Lord's power eousness, in the love and power of Christ, exand glorious testimony reached eminently forth, tended freely among them, both to inform, remaking profitable impressions on many hearts, prove and confirm in the way of righteousness,
to the glory and praise of the Lord our God, to the profit of several, and our comfort.
The
next day we rode to Pembroke, and on the
who alone is worthy forever.
The 16th we went to a meeting appointed at 29th, being first-day, we were at Friends' meetTiverton at J. Wanton's, to which came pretty ing there, in which the Lord was near to help
many Friends and others; and the Lord gave us in his service though we found that a great
us a good opportunity, in the ability of his deal of dulnesss and indifferency about religion,
power to declare the Truth, and its holy testi- had prevailed among Friends; whereof they
mony was exalted over all earthly and loose were warned, and stirred up to consider its
spirits.
The 17th we had a meeting at Little tendency, and to be more careful in feeling
Compton, wherein the testimony of the ever- after the power and life of Truth in themselves
lasting Truth went freely and powerfully over and we had our reward of peace and sweetthe loose and lukewarm, to the awakening of ness in the love of God.
some, and much to the encouragement of the
The 30th we had a meeting at Scituate, to
living travailers for Truth's prosperity.
The which came many sober people, and the gosday following we had a good and solidly edi- pel power and testimony rose and went forth
fying meeting at Acoakset, and the next day among them freely, to the great satisfaction
another very large one at Poniganset ; and a and comfort of divers.
We took our leave of
blessed time it was, in the fresh extending and Friends there, and came up to Pembroke ao-ain,
prevalency of the Lord's power.
and from thence to Joseph Eddy's near TaunThe 20fh we had a meeting at Rochester, ton, where on the 2nd of the third month we
which through the gracious attendance of the had a blessed and open meeting with the few
power of Truth was made a good opportunity Friends ; many people not professing with us
to many, and the Lord's holy name was mag- came in, who seemed much satisfied with the

Portsmouth

to Friends' quarterly

meeting

for

the business of the Church wherein Truth was
renewedly present in counsel and help under
;

;

;

;

;

The 21st we

of Friends testimonies delivered.
The 3rd we had a meeting with Friends at William Chase's at Swanzey, wherein the Lord's goodness was manifested, much to our comfort; and the next day
we had a meeting over a great river, in a place
called Fairtown, where few Friends live, but a
considerable number of other people came, and
heard the Truth declared attentively ; but in
general they are a hard dark people.
came over the river again, and went towards
Providence woods, where on the 6th, being
first-day, we were at a large meeting in Friends'
meeting house near this place, and Truth helped us to declare the way of life and salvation,
among a wild raw people who came in, and
the religiously minded were comforted and en-,
couraged ; the life of Truth seeming low among
them.
The next day we went towards Menwe had a meeting near Yarmouth among a few dam, where on the 8th we had a meeting, in
Friends, and several others who seemed to at- which we had a good and profitable season in
tend to the testimony of Truth with diligence
the love of God ; and on the 9th were at the
but it went forth against a loose negligent spirit monthly meeting of Friends in the upper part
nified.

visited a family

way, where we had some good service,
and went to Sandwich. The 22nd, being firstday, we were at the meeting there, wherein the
great duty and advantage of loving God and
his Truth, in sincerity of heart on one hand
and the mischief and hurt with respect to religion, by loving the world, the things and spirit
thereof, on the other, were largely declared;
to the help and stirring up of many minds, the
exaltation of the power of Truth, and the praise
of the Lord God Almighty.
The 23rd we had a meeting near this place,
at the house of a person who was indisposed,
to which several who did not profess with us
came, and the Lord was pleased to own us in
his power and goodness, greatly to our satisfaction, and to the comfort of many. The 24th
in the

;

We

;
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of Providence, wherein the Lord opened counsel in his living power, and gave us a good and
heavenly time with Friends and several others.
Friends afterwards went through their business
in peace, and we had some service with them

[1722.

Friends' meeting there, and notice having been

given some time before, several Friends from
many of the country people
came in so that it was a very large meeting,
and the testimony of Truth went forth among
other places, and
;

them in great dread tending to awaken them
Benjamin out of a slothful ease, which many in that counSmith's, visiting several Friends in our way, try had long sat down in several of them hav.
and on the 11th vve had a meeting in the town, ing been convinced some years, but shunned the
It was a meeting of good serto which came many sober people, and the cross of Christ.
Lord's power and gospel testimony went freely vice in the love and mercy of God, and much
we had good to our satisfaction.
forth, in a tendering manner
Being clear of these parts at present, we
service, and the people were glad of the opporWe went that night to Warwick, went along with Friends over a water to Conantunity.
where we were at a large yearly nneeting on icut, to David Green's and on the 21st we crosthe 12th, to which came many of other profes- sed another ferry to Newport ; and there a
sions, and the Lord's power and blessed testi- passage offering, we set out directly for Nanmony reached freely and was established over tucket Island, whither we then inclined, and
therein, to their help.

The

10th

we

;

down

came

to

;

;

all,

to

Friends

satisfaction.

The

we

13th

went to Greenwich, where a yearly meeting
began that day, and was held the following.
The meeting was very large, many hundreds
of people being gathered, so that the house
wherefore we kept
could not contain them
the meeting in a Friend's orchard, and though
:

there

was a great multitude of young wild

peo-

Lord's blessed presence and glorious power favoured the meeting, and the testimony and doctrine of the gospel was declared
in great dread, and went over most there, stilling the spirits of the people wonderfully. It was
made an alarming season to the careless and
forgetful ; a tender visitation to many of the
youth, and a time of strengthening of the
hearts of the true seekers of Zion's prosperity,
ple, yet the

got there through the care of divine Providence,

next day in good time, but wearied with
hard travelling, and poor lodging; but all was
well, Truth being with
us, and
sweetened
We lodged at Nathaniel Starbuck's,
all.
and staid a week upon the island, having
several large public meetings, and
many
the

others in families.

The Lord Almighty was

own and

attend us with his living,
strengthening power, and holy counsel, for the
several services, to the glory of his own name

pleased to

;

and blessed our labour, to the great comfort and
help of Friends, and the satisfaction of many
of the people, who came freely and pretty generally to our meetings, especially on the firstday of the week. We took our leave of Friends
in much sweetness and nearness of spirit in the
to the glory and praise of the Lord God, who love of God, with true thankfulness of heart to
him, for the help and comfort of his living and
is worthy for ever.
The 15th we went up into the woods to glorious presence.
The 29th we set out for the main land again,
Ishmael Spink's to a meeting, where several
friendly people were met, and we had a good accompanied by several Friends in a sloop,
The 16th we went and got well ashore, and were the 30th at
opportunity with them.
further back into the wilderness, to a new set- Friends' week-day meeting at Poniganset. The
tled place called Volintown, having sent to 31st we went to Thomas Hathaway's at Cushanet, and on the next day, which was the 1st
have a meeting appointed there for that day
but a very few of the people came to it, being of the fourth month, we had a pretty large
very rainy. The Lord was pleased to open meeting there of Friends and others with
his hand of love amongst us in the little meet- whom we had a profitable, informing season in
ing we had, to our comfort and the people's sat- the power of Truth, but very heavy and strait
We went that night to another town amongst such as might have been a comfort.
isfaction.
where were no Friends, and on the 17th had a The 3rd we were at the meeting at Poniganset
meeting there, in which the Lord our God was again, where most of those in that part of the
graciously near, and opened us in the life and country, and some Friends from a great disdoctrine of the gospel to our great comfort the tance, met together; and it pleased the Lord
people were very loving, and seemed much of mercies so to help us with power and wisdom,
satisfied.
The ISth we had a meeting at the that the doctrine of the kingdom, in the life of
house of one not a Friend, and who was desi- Truth went freely forth and prevailed in a good
rous thereof, where the Lord's power reached measure over many hearts, and the Lord's
forth freely, and the testimony of Truth pre- name was magnified, being worthy for ever.
The 4th we went to Swanzey, through the
vailed to our mutual comfort.
The next day
we came to William Robinson's at Kingston, woods and bad way, to Joseph Chase's and
and on the 20th, being first-day, we were at were the next day at a large meeting, where
;

;

;

:
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a marriage of two young people was solemnized ; a considerable number of people ofdifferent professions came to it, and the i^ord was
pleased to magnify his own name and testimony
to our comfort.
The 6th we went towards Rhode Island, and
the next day were at the yearly meeting at
Portsmouth, wherein the Father of all mercies
greatly owned us with his power, encouraging
to hope for his help for the service of the other
part of the meeting, which was held at NewOn
port, to which place we went that night.
the 8th the meeting gathered at Newport, and
It was supposed to be the
continued four days.
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consideration ; so that the Lord's
cause gained ground over worldly ease and
darkness in some good degree blessed be his
powerful name for ever.
The 18th we went to Newberry, and on the
19lh we had a meeting near the middle of the
town, in a warehouse belonging to captain
religious

;

Brown (so called) wlio offered it freely, and
was very loving to us. Many of the town's
people came in and about the house, some appearing afraid to come in yet the word of life,
and testimony of Jesus, was evidently manifest
among us in the love of God, and had a satisfactory reach and impression upon many.
;

held there; it being com- We parted with much cheerfulness, and our
two thousand people were hearts were made truly glad, in that the word
present. The Lord Almighty, the never-failing of Truth prevailed among them.
On the 20th we had a meeting at Haverhill
helper of his depending children, graciously
opened his glorious gospel testimony to the at Robert Peasley's, to which a pretty many
people freely and plentifully, in the demonstra- people came, and we had a good season among
The 2 1st we
tion of his eternal power and wisdom, greatly them. Truth in part, prevailing.
to the comfort and confirmation of many souls. were at a meeting at Amesbury, which was
There appeared to be a general satisfaction, pretty large, it being Friends' monthly meeting
for the affairs of the Church; and it was a
and awful reverence on the minds of people
divers matters came under the consideration of profitable, awakening and edifying time
the
Friends, relating to the propogation of Truth living power of Truth being manifestly among
and righteousness, and the comely order of the Friends to our comfort.
gospel, in the meetings for business; all which
The 22nd we had a meeting at Hampton,
were carried on in peace and amity, and the and, though much dulness and flatness of
great and most worthy name of the Lord was spirit had prevailed upon divers, yet through
largest that

puted

was ever

that

near

;

over all.
After this meeting was the blessed attendance of the Lord's counsel
forward towards Boston, and the and power, we had a profitable season.
east, and came to Swanzey the 12th, visiting went the next day to Dover to Friends' monthly
meeting, and on the 24th, being first-day, we
several Friends in the way.
The 13th we went to Taunton, where we were at the meeting again, where some sober
had appointed a meeting at Joseph Eddy's, to people were gathered with Friends, and the
which many Friends accompanied us, and a power and testimony of Truth was sweetly
pretty many people likewise came in ; so that manifest among us through divine favour.
The 25th we travelled through a long dismal
we kept our meeting in a barn, and had a good
open season, and the word of life went freely wilderness, to a town called Wells, being desiforth to the people, who seemed to hearken with rous of having a meeting there, which was held
gladness, and the life of Truth affected many the 26th.
But the people were very shy of
hearts with solid comfort.
After meeting we Friends, through the crafty and false insinuawent about seven miles, and got the 14th to tions of the priests, who nevertheless did not
Boston, where we had a meeting that day, to appear while we were there.
lodged at
which a considerable number of people came, an Inn that nisjht, in our way to York, at
and Truth favoured us with a pretty open time. which place we also inclined to have a meeting;
The 1 5th we went to Lynn, where we had and the 27th, with much endeavouring, we got
a large meeting, in which the power of the liberty, and had a little meeting.
Several
Lord God, and the holy testimony of Truth people came in and sat quietly, others came
went forth eminently against a dulf carnal about the house, but seemed afraid to come in
mind, and worldly libertine inclination, which yet it pleased the Lord to own us, and to open
prevailed too much
and for the purity and in the word of life, so that divers appeared
saving nature of the gospel; and many hearts much satisfied, and were loving to us.
were comforted.
went to Salem the day came that evening to J. Morrill's at Kittery,
following, and on the 17th, being first-day, we and on the 28th went down by water, near the
had two large meetings there several soberly mouth of Piscataway, and had a meeting at a
inclined people came in, and through the good- place called the Point, with a considerable
ness and love of God, Truth's testimony and number of people, no Friends living thereaway;
power was exalted, to the refreshing of many and the glorious gospel, both in doctrine and
hearts, and the awakening of others to more living power, went over all many were affected

magnified
over,

we

We

set

We

;

We

We

;

;
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with Truth, and the

name of the Lord was mag-
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furnished us in his living power, and truth was
satisfaction, blessed be the

exalted to general

nified.

Lord God forever. The next day we visited
where abundance several Friends' families, and on the 8th, being
of people gathered, and were in general very first-day, were at Friends' meeting again,
The Lord's glory and where abundance of the country people were
attentive and sober.
heavenly testimony arose and prevailed over gathered from all parts thereabout, and the
the hearts of most present, many of ihem freely Lord was pleased to own us with his living
presence, and opened our hearts in the things
confessing it was the truth which was declared
and we were truly comforted in the God of of salvation in many respects, which went forth
We went that evening to Kittery, freely to the meeting in much plainness, and livstrength.
and on the 30th came back to Hampton to the ing demonstration, to the establishment and inquarterly meeting of Friends which began that formation of many souls; some were convinced
day, and we had a good season in the love of of the Truth, and brought to taste of its goodness, who I hope will continue to walk in it.
God, among the ministers and elders.
The 1st of the fifth month, being first-day, It was a day of good service for the Lord,
we had a very large meeting both of Friends through his gracious help, who has the glory
and many others, and the Lord was pleased to of all. The 9th, being about to depart from
magnify his own power and testimony in divers this place, many Friends came to see and take
respects, greatly to the help and edification of leave of us, with whom we had a heavenly
Friends, and satisfaction of the people generally; bowing time, in the life of Truth, which was
and he had the praise of his own work, who is plentilully with us, greatly to our comfort, and
worthy forever. The 2nd I was at the meet- uniting our hearts in the fellowship of Truth.
ing for business, where I stayed, a part of the We parted with many Friends there, and others
meeting, and was opened in divers weighty ex- accompanied us to Stretham, where a meeting
hortations, and to recommend to Friends more was appointed at a Friend's house, to which
particular care, [respecting] some hindering divers of the neighbouring people came, who
we had some
things vvhich were creeping in among them, that were much strangers to U'ruth
they might watch in their respective places service among them, and came away with true
against the corruptions of the world. I took my s"atisfaction, in the peace of the Lord our God.
The 10th we had a large meeting at Amesleave of the meeting, and rode to the burial of a
Friend's wife, whither a great number of people bury again, which greatly tended to our comcame who had never been at a Friend's meeting fort, to encourage the living, and to awaken
before with whom the Lord gave me a blessed some sluggish, unfaithful professors, and to the
time, to their great satisfaction, and to our com- winning upon the hearts of many of the youth.
And then went to the Grove, about five Some of the neighbouring people seemed much
fort.
miles further, where many people came, and satisfied, and it was a time of good service for
there also the word and way of life was livingly the Truth, in the Lord's power, and through

The 29th we had

a meeting at the town

called Portsmouth, in an Inn,

;

;

;

set forth,

and they

we

staid with great attention.

up early, and rode thirtyfour miles to a meeting beyond Piscataway
River, where we had a blessed season in the
and
life and power of God to preach the Truth
several of the people were deeply affected with
We went that night to Francis Allen's in
it.
Kittery, and the 4th had a meeting in Newichawannack, at a Friend's house; to which came
several other people, though greatly afraid on

The

3rd

got

;

his

help.

—'We

Dowe's, where,

that night at Henry
evening, the Lord gave

lodged
in the

us a blessed edifying season, in his
love and power, to the

humbling

help of the family and

our comfort.
The 11th we had a meeting at Newberry,
wherein the Ijord greatly owned us in his love
and counsel, for the spreading of Truth, and to
On
the solid comfort of Friends in general.
the 12th we had a meeting at Ipswich, with a
sober, innocent woman Friend, her children,
and some of the neighbours, together with
several Friends who accompanied and met us
here, and had a satisfactory season among
them. The 13th we were at a large meeting
at Salem, where the Lord opened many close
and weighty things to Friends in the sense of
the life of Truth, tending to their growth in

yet the testimony of
account of the priests
Truth in the love of God, went freely forth
among them, and divers were tenderly affected.
The 5th we were at Friends' meeting at
Dover, where we had a good opportunity, the
lifeof Truth, and divine part of religion was
earnestly recommended and prevailed ; and the
slothful, idle, and remiss were warned and admonished. The 6th we had a meeting at righteousness and preservation in the life and
Cachecy, at Ebenezer Varney's where many of substance of religion, and helped me to disthe neighbouring people came in, and staid with charge my spirit faithfully, and to a great degreat and solemn attention, to hear the ever- gree of inward liberty and comfort; blessed be
lasting gospel declared, whereunto the Lord his holy name for ever.
;
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Finding some engagement remain, and remy spirit towards Dover again, I
could not be easy without returning back
therefore leaving my companion, and having
another Friend with me, we rode to Dover on
seventh-day, though it was extremely hot
weather, and we had several large ferries to
cross, and got to John Kenny's in good time.
On the 15th, being first-day, met with Friends
who were abundantly glad of my return, divers
signifying their expectations of my coming
again and the Lord was pleased to give us a
good and confirming meeting, much to the help
of many, especially of some tender spirited people, who had been reached by the love and
power of Truth when we were there before.
The 16th I had a large and prevailing meeting at Oyster river, in the power and goodness
of the Lord, wherein many hearts were affected
with reverence and worship to the Almighty
but I believe the evil spirit was disturbed, and
stirred up a woman to make a jangle and clamour against the truth and Friends; but not
being able to show any thing from Scripture,
either against what was delivered there that
day, or against us in any thing, which I desired
the people
her to make appear if she could
generally blamed her, and would have had her
been quiet, for Truth prevailed that day in
many rriinds. The 17th I went to a meeting
I had appointed at Spruce creek, where divers
soberly inclined people came, much strangers
to the Truth and its doctrine, and the Lord
gave us a good season, in the ability of his
Several of the people were very tender,
power.
and I believe some will be gathered, ere it be
long, to the knowledge of the Truth.
vive upon

;

;

;

;

The

18th

I

visited

some Friends'

families,

and on the 19th had a meeting at Andrew
Neal's in Newichawannack, which was made,
in the extendings of divine favour, a good season, to the help and comfort of many, both
Friends and some strangers. The 20th I had
a meeting in Cachecy at Joseph Estis' near
the priest's house
many of whose hearers
came in, and several were much affected with
the life and doctrine of the gospel, which I had
to bear testimony of, and the truth gained
ground to our comfort and the glory of God.
We went up to Thomas Hanson's that night,
to be some encouragement to the family to keep
their places, and their trust in the arm of the
;

Lord, the sure defence of his people,

it

being

at that time strongly reported that the Indians

were on the point of commencing hostilities
against the English, and the people were generally gathering to garrisons, this country being

We
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and they were very tender and humble, with

some other young people who came in, so that
it was a profitable edifying season, in the sense
of strengthening life from the Lord God.
The
21st I was at Friends' monthly meeting, where
many Friends gathered, and it was a good,
confirming time; the love and goodness of
Truth being very near, both to help the truly
needy, and the stirring up of the unfaithful and
negligent.

The 22nd, being first-day, I was at Friends'
meeting at Dover, where gathered abundance
of people of many sorts, and our blessed and
never-failing Helper was graciously regardful
of his own work, and owned us with his power,
both to inform the unlearned, to warn the rebellious and negligent, to strengthen the travailers, the babes, and the tender; very humbling
impressions having been made upon many
We had some
young people thereaway.
precious sweet seasons in the extendings of the
life of Truth that evening among Friends in
some

families.

The 23rd I came to Hampton, accompanied
with many Friends, and had a good settling
and reviving meeting, in the sense of divine
love, and parted well, and near one another.
The 24th I had a large and blessed meeting at
Haverhill, at Robert Peasley's, and took leave of
Friends thereaway, under a weighty and tendering degree of the love and life of Christ our
Lord.
The 25th, after some time of weighty
exhortation, and tender salutation to the family
and children, which was a comfortable season,
blessed be the Lord our God forever, 1 set out
towards Salem, and had some service at an
inn by the way, to declare the Truth and the
way of its working; of which the people had
never heard so much before, and seemed glad
of the opportunity, and I was comforted in the
love of God, which was with us sweetly.
The 26th I was at Friends' meeting at Salem
again, not finding I could pass easy by it,
though I thought I had been clear before, and
the Lord gave us a good time, to the refreshing
of many, and his great name was glorified.
The 27th I had a meeting in Lynn at a Friend's
house, at the request of
it

was a good open

some of his neighbours;

time, in the love of Truth,

which flowed towards some, in clear doctrine
and sweetness, but close and humbling warning to some deceitful professors ; some good
impressions were made on several that day.
The 28th I came to Boston, and here met
And on the 29th,
with my companion again.
being first-day, we had two meetings likewise
another on second-day, and again on third-day,
To all these
in Friends' meeting house there.
;

almost a frontier that way.
had a good
season that evening in his house ; there were came a considerable number of soberly betwo young women present who had been con- haved people, especially to the two latter;
vinced where I was some few meetings before, and Truth's testimony went forth freely, and
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have considerable influence upon
the younger people particularly,
and on some of the young priesthood. There
were but a few Friends in the place, and some
of those few not what they ought to be in their
We laboured to have them toconversation.
gether select from other people, in order to
advise them to be more wise, and to have more
and
regard to the truth and their own good
we hope it may be of some service to them,
and to the truth, and the comfort and strength
of such poor hearts among them who love the
But
truth, and seek the honour of God.
abominable pride, envy and hypocrisy prevail
still higher in that place, more and more incurring the Lord's displeasure, which will certainly
come upon them, as an armed man, sooner or

seemed

to

several

of

;

later,

except they seek

a place of repentance

in time.

The

1st of the sixth

month we

left

the town,

and came to William Chase's, jr., at Swanzey,
and had a meeting there the day following
which the Lord was pleased to own, and bless
with his presence and coimsel, to our great
ease and Friends comfort, and the Lord's name
was magnified. The 3rd we had a meeting
over the river at Nesannet, to which several
people, not of our profession came, and we had
a profitable season, the people appearing much
satisfied.
The 4th we had a meeting at some
distance from hence, where the people were
much strangers to Friends and truth, yet they
seemed satisfied with the doctrine and the tesThe 5th, being first-day, we
timony of it.
came to Portsmouth on Rhode Island, where
the meeting was very large, and through the
Lord's goodness was made a helpful season,
The 6th
the life of Truth prevailing over all.
we came to Newport, and spent some days
among Friends there, and went to the weekday meeting at Portsmouth again, which proved
a time of much ease to us, through the free
opening of life, and ability of Truth, which
greatly prevailed, and revived many hearts to
the praise of the Lord Almighty.
The fifthday of the week we had a great and humbling
meeting at Newport, under the merciful attendance of Divine power, which opened us both in
warning the loose and self-lovers, and extended
relief and help to the upright and tender; and
;

[1722.

The Lord's goodness and mercy
abounded towards them, and raised his own

declared.

testimony

among

the help and

and

us into great dominion, for

warning and winning of many;

up the honest travailers in th holy
God of mercies blessed
the opportunity, and his holy testimony gained
ground in the judgments, and in the heaits of
he people, to his glory and praise, who is
worthy for ever.
We lodged one night at
William Robinson's, and the other at 'i'homas
Rodman's, where we had a precious time with
to build

faith

;

so that the Lord

I

several Friends.

The l4th we returned to Conanicut, and the
15th had a meeting, to which many of the people of the Island came, among whom the Lord
opened our hearts and mouths in dread and
terror to the loose, and the rejectors of the
cross of Christ; many of them having been
a convinced people; yet healing goodness and
fatherly love ran sweetly towards such as were
in want of help; and it was made a graciously edifying season.
In the evening we came
over to Newport, and on the 16th we were at
the week-day meeting there
for my heart remained under a deep travail and suffering for
the Seed's sake, some hurtful thinijs having
crept in among Friends on this island respecting vain, worldly liberty, which was a great
obstruction to the current of Divine love, that
gathers into, and maintains in unity.
In this
meeting the life and wisdom of Truth greatly
prevailed, many hearts were bettered, and holy
strength, I believe, was gained by several, to
;

watch and war more diligently against that
which leads towards the world, and the
death and darkness of it.
The 17th we went to a meeting at Tiverton
on the main land, where abundance of Friends
and others were gathered and the Lord blessed the time with his presence and holy help ;
and divers not of our profession seemed much
spirit

;

satisfied with the doctrines declared

;

we

part-

ed under the blessed sense of the good will of
God, and I believe many holy resolutions were

renewed that day, through

divine goodness

prevailing.

The

we

returned to Newport again,
Friends in our way, to comfort, and on the 19th were at both forenoon and
information to others not of us, pretty many afternoon meetings, which were very large,
being present that day on account of a marriage. most of the Friends on the island being there,
The sixth and seventh days were partly spent and many other people and the Lord God of all
in visiting Friends, some widows, and some power and mercy was near and among us, in
sick, and went to Conanicut in the evening.
wisdom to divide the word according to many
The 12th we went to Kingston in Narra- states, making it a precious and blessed season,
ganset to a yearly meeting, which continued to the help of the lovers of Truth, and warning
first and second days, where many Friends, of the
unruly and disobedient. Our hearts
and abundance of wild, airy, insensible people were set at liberty in his life, to our great ease
were gathered from divers places, though many and discharge from this part of the country
of them have long been willing to hear Truth and we had to part with Friends, and the gen-

18th

visiting several

;
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true brotherly

respect, with

nearness and

humble hearts

be-
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be the Lord our God for his presence, and
helping us to discharge ourselves faithlully

who was so graciously near and from place to place, to the
many ways, and his glorious name couragement of many; so

fore the Lord,

stirring

good

that

to us

was magnified, which

is

worthy

for ever.

We

now

being at liberty in spirit to leave these
parts, set Ibrwards the 20th, early in the morning towards Long Island, accompanied by many
Friends, and came over the two ferries to tlie

clear of those parts,

ourselves

England
to

The 1st of the seventh month we came
Long Island again, to Samuel Bowne's,

ting several

Friends

Truth.

tions in dividing the

21st

we came

to

New London

ferry,

and meeting with a person who was willing to
carry us over the sound the next day, we lodged
at an inn, and on the 22nd took boat and had a
fine easy passage, and got ashore early in the
afternoon, and rode up to Southwold.
The
23rd we came to John Hollock's at Scatanakit,
and the next day had a meeting there with a
few Friends and others who came in, amongst
whom the Lord's goodness and counsel reached
forth, to our comfort, and their help.
We
came away that evening to Bethpage, and to
Westbury the 25th, to Friends quarterly meeting which began that day, and continued the
26th, which was first-day, and the meeting
was very large, it being supposed there were
present near a thousand people
and the power
and testimony of thb gospel of salvation extended freely towards them, and prevailed over
many hearts to the glory of God.
The 27th we went to Sequela uge, and had a
meeting with a few Friends and some other people, which was a pretty open season
we came
;

:

back to Bethpage to Thomas Powell's, and
had a meeting there that evening; and the
28th we went to a meeting at Cowneck, which
was very large, and the Lord made way for
his own name and testimony, so that many,
both Friends and others, were humblingly affected therewith, and praised the God of all
mercies.
The 29th we were at Friends'
monthly meeting at Westbury, and had some
good service among them, in the going forth of
the love and counsel of Truth.
We went to
Flushing that night, and the 30th crossed the
ferry to the main land again, to a meeting at
Marnaroneck, and had a profitable season, in
the extending of heavenly love and counsel towards a poor negligent people among them.
Hereby I was pretty much eased, and the 3lsf
we went to a meeting at Benjamin Ha^iland's
in Rye woods, where pretty many of the several
persuasions were gathered, and the Lord favoured us with his love, and helped to declare
the Truth to the conditions of many of them.
The meeting was of service to divers, blessed

New

in

over
visi-

our way, and on the
were at the meeting at

2nd, being first-day, we
Flushing ; and though divers things seemed to
have crept in among Friends there, to their
truth

The

and of

in general.

Narraganset country, and came to Westerly
John Richmond's, where we had appointed
a meeting some time before; which was made
a time of great comfort and dominion in the
goings forth of the life and testimony of
to

up and en-

we now found

which obstruct

and

hurt,
;

the prosperity

yet the Lord helped to

of

give due por-

word to the profit of many
and we were made truly near
to the living.
The next day we visited some
Friends families, I hope to profit in the goodwill of Truth
and on the 4th we had a large
and precious meeting at Oyster bay, in a barn
where most of the chief of the place, and several justices of the peace were present, and
different states,

;

the Lord's powerful testimony prevailed in the

hearts of

Truth

many

of the people, and

I

belive the

will again be exalted in that place.

We

night to William Withers's at
Westbury, and on the 5th had a large and
comfortable meeting there in the establishing
returned that

blessed life and love of Truth, wherein we took
leave of Friends thereaway, and came that

night to John

The

Rodman's

at

bay

side.

we were at the monthly meeting at
Flushing, where many Friends were met,
and the Lord our God was pleased to favour
6th

us with his presence and power, to declare many
profitable and weighty things among them;
tending to stir up and engage Friends in doub
ling their diligence

and care

to

selves faithfully, in example,

discharge them-

and

in

zeal for

name

of the Lord ; and it was
a blessed time, to the help and humbling of
many.
parted with Friends in love and the
nearness of the heavenly relation, and lodged
the glory of the

We

at

Samuel Bowne's, where

also

we had

a pre-

many Friends, who came in
evening.
The 7th we came to New

cious time with
there that

York, and had a meeting the same evening.
There are but few Friends, but a pretty innocent people
with whom, and some others who
came in, we had a good and strengthening opportunity, in the love of God.
The 8th we came over a part of Long Island, and Staten Island, to Woodbridge in
East .Jersey, and on the 9th, being first-day,
we had one meeting at Friends meeting house,
and another at Rahway river, at .John Shotwell's; both which were favourably owned by
the Lord of mercies, and his power and blessed
testimony extended in a comfortable manner to
us, and the help of many; blessed be his glo;

rious

name

for ever.

;
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The iOth we had a meeting back in the
The 27th we had a meeting at Nevvgarden,
woods at John Lane's, where a considerable which was large, and also mercifully favoured
number of people came in, and we had a good with the presence and power of the Lord Alopportunity to declare the truth among them mighty, whose holy word of wisdom and counto satisfaction, and came down to John Kin- sel was freely opened among us, to the great
sey's at Woodbridge.

The 11th we went

Shrewsbury, wherein the
open many things through
us, tending to gather the strangers, and to
build up the convinced in the power and counsel of the holy Truth, much to our ease, and

large

meeting

at

Lord was pleased

to

of

confirmation

some in the way of
Holy name was mag-

many
many

And here
Friends from several parts, in the living sense and true nearness
of the love of Christ, our holy Head, with praises
to God, for his goodness and mercy.
The 28th we had a meeting at Nottingham,
which was likewise large, and was made a

over comfort and help of
we took our leave of

the ferry at Araboy, and the 12th had a very

hearts.

and edifying time, and
amongst those
who were not of our Society. The day follownified.
The 13th we went to Manesquan, where a ing we crossed over Susquehanna into Maryfew Friends live, and had a meeting with them, land, and the 30th, being first-day, we were at
to which several other people also came
and a meeting at Bush river, where there are but
through the merciful help of the power of a few Friends but many of the neighbouring
Truth, we had a seasonable open meeting. people came in, and we had some good service
The next day we set out for Burlington, in or- amongst them.
the

righteousness, and the

blessed, strengthening,

the testimony of Truth prevailed

;

;

der to be at the yearly meeting there,

being

accompanied by many Friends, and were the
15th at the meeting for ministers and elders,
which was the beginning of the yearly meeting
for the province of Pennsylvania and the JerThe public meeting began on the 16th,
seys.
and continued by adjournment three days, and
the fourth for the affairs of Truth among
Friends all which were not only very large
and orderly, but were greatly favoured with
the weighty and glorious power, and humbling
presence of the Lord our God, much to the
comfort of Friends, and a heavenly visitation
;

to

many

The

others.

was managed

business of the meeting

wisdom of our
heavenly Head, to Friends great encouragement, and renewing of true zeal
we parted
under a sense of the love and favour of our
gracious God, whose glorious name was
prais-ed and magnified, who is worthy forin

the peace and

:

ever.

The 20th we came

to Philadelphia, to

week-day meeting, which was

the

large, there be-

ing a marriage solemnized that day ; and on
22nd went down to Chester, in our way towards Maryland, we being not yet clear of that
province.
The 23rd being first-day, we were

the

at

Concord, where Friends from

many

parts

gathered the meeting was very large, and the
Lord's power and holy testimony, in many
weighty respects, extended freely and largely
;

in a prevailing
visited several

manner.

The

next day

we

Friends' families, and the 25th

had a meeting at Kennet, which was large, and
through the Lord's goodness was made an ediWe had a large meeting also at
fying season.
John Smith's at Marlborough, the 26th, where
through the blessed favour and help of divine
power and wisdom, we had a precious and
profitable meeting.

The 1st of the eighth month we came down
near Patapsco, to Jonathan Hanson's, and on
the 2nd had a meeting with some Friends who
live thereabout, and several other people; and
through the merciful attendance of the help of
Truth, we had a good time though we found a
great want of zeal and faithfulness to the truth
among the professors of it thereaway ; yet
some are honestly concerned, and the Lord is
mindful of his own work and the good of his
;

heritage.

On

the 3rd we had a meeting up the river
Charles Pierpoint's, a pretty tender man,
under some convincemeiit, and his wife also,
with some friendly people thereaway. We had
a good opportunity among them, in the reaching forth of the gospel love and hope the Lord
will prevail in his visitation, to gather in and
build up a people to bear testimony to the truth
thereaway. The 4th we came down to Henry
Hill's, near South river, and on the 5th had a
meeting there, where several friendly people
were gathered, and the gospel spring livingly
opened towards them, making impression upon
some; and we were comforted in the Lord our
gracious helper.
got over the river that
night, and came to West River, to Ann Galloway's.
The 7th, being first-day, we were at
Friends' meeting there, where pretty many
people gathered from divers places, and the
Lord our God was pleased to open our hearts
in his power and holy counsel, to their help
and we were concerned to stir up and warn
against several hurtful practices which 'were
creeping in among them, and in discharging
ourselves we were filled with the peace of God.
The 8th we had a full and pretty open meeting at Herring Creek, to our satisfaction, and
were helped to deal plainly, in the love of
Truth, with Friends there, and we parted in a

at

;

We
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The tender desire
comfortable degree of nearness of spirit, through love, wherein I salute you.
The of my heart and brotherly advice to you, ac9th we had a meeting at the Cliffs, where there cording to the apostle's exhortation, is, that it
may be your care and hearty labour to draw
is a goud body of honest, religiously minded
Friends, with whom we had an open, and a near, and feel after sensible access to the living
solid comfortable time to our satisfaction, and God, the fountain of living water, and I may
their encouragement in the way and service of be positive he will draw nigh to you, to your

the merciful extending of divine regard.

Truth.
The 11th we took boat, with many
Friends in company, and went over the bay of
Chesapeak, in our way to the approaching
Yearly meeting on the eastern shore, which
began at Treadhaven the 13th, being seventhday, and held till the 4th of the following
week for public worship, and the affairs of
Truth among Friends, Great numbers of almost all sorts of people came thither, and the
Lord God was pleased to open the glorious
testimony of Truth, and the way of life, in his
mighty power ; and the word of wisdom prevailed in a good measure, both upon the hearts
of many of the people, and to the great encouragement of the tender; and also to the
alarming and rousing up the indifferent and
negligent.
Their business was managed in
much peace and amity. They were also stirred
up to more diligence in plain dealing, and care

inward comfort and relieving satisfaction; to
the enlargement of your understandings in
things appertaining to life and peace, and to
build you up by degrees, in the experience of
his salvation, and of that redemption which the
Father, in and through the power and spirit of
his dear Son, Christ Jesus, hath offered to the
children of men.
For as the great mischief brought upon mankind, and upon Christians, so called, in particular, by the adversary, has been by drawing into
a disregard to the pure God, who is a Spirit,
and from the feeling sense of Divine favour,
and into a separation from his living presence
and inward consolation to the soul so the great
and blessed advantage which is offered to mankind, and of which the Lord Almighty would
make them partakers, through his Son, is to
draw them nigh to God again; that through
in divers respects, which was gladly received faith in his invisible power, they may become
by many, and the Lord's power and love witnesses of help in themselves to war against
crowned our meeting to our mutual joy and and gain victory over the lusts of the flesh and
comfort, and his glorious name was humbly the world, and by degrees over all that unfits
praised, who is worthy forever
for it is he who for inward access and a sense of acceptance, in
doth whatever is well done.
After we had measure, in his sight.
For this many souls are
taken our leave of Friends in the love and in travail
and that the way may be opened
peace of God, we went that night to the widow which leads to the holy mountain and table of
Pitts', and the next day up the country to Ches- the Lord indeed
which, though it is through a
ter, where we had a meeting the 19th, and the baptism into death to corruption, and an exer20th came to Cecil and had a meeting, which cising and refining which is unpleasant to the
was a good edifying season, in the free and creature, yet the end is to prepare the hearts of
gracious extending of the good will of God, people to draw near feelingly, and to approach
much to our ease and satisfaction, many of the to him that is invisible, with acceptance. And
people in those parts having long been in a while this access and acceptance in the Father's
poor lukewarm and indifferent state.
sight is not in a certain measure attained to, the
very life and marrow of religion and worship
;

;

;

;

is wanting, both in regard to pleasing God, and
wrote the following letter, to our own true solace and edification.
Wherefore, my friends, my heart cries for
to a Friend lately convinced in New England,
and his wife, who was at times under some con- you, and begs of you, that your chief concern
cern of mind on account of religion, though from time to time, may be to seek the Lord
then professing among the Presbyterians.
God, and draw nigh to him through the spirit
It
measure to all to profit
is worthy of the perusal and consideration of of his Son, given in
those who would indeed be truly religious ; viz: with ; and he will certainly be mindfiil of you,
and draw near to you, to your sure help and
Near and loving Friend. As true bro- comfort, and will, by degrees, rend the vail,
therly love and tender well wishing, have been and take away the covering which hath been
often renewed in my heart towards thee, thy over every heai't.
The departing from the
wife and children, since 1 left you, so of late I divine appearance or manifestation of God in
have been mindful of you so often that I wanted the heart, through his spirit, whereunto the
much to write a few lines to you, and am glad Lord Jesus and his apostles directed and
of the present opportunity of sending to let thee gathered the true believers, in order that they
and thy wife know that I retain an affectionate might be born again, and preserved to his
remembrance of you, in a measure of Divine praise, who called them ; I say, the going from

From hence he

—
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has been the cause of losinp; the sense of
and life, and comfort therethrough to the soul, and of departing into forms
and modes, of splitting into various sects, contendino; and striving one with another about
this

his pure love,

names and shadows of

things

:

men

s

human

apprehensions and interests having become too
the rule and bottom of many people, and
a feeding upon words and performances without
life, which occasions both great barrenness of

much

heart, and

the

it

spirit,

enjoy her ancient beloved, her Redeemer, her
head and husband. Thus, under a solid degree of divine love, which extends freely towards you, I tenderly take my leave of you,

and remain,

if I

never see you more, your truly

loving friend,

John Fothergill.
Maryland, the 20th of the 7
eighth month, 1722.
3

want of godly conversation.

a certain truth, that if ever men
return aright to God, they must return through

And

[1722.

is

and

give the soul

to feel his

light,

and

quickening power,

life,

and

to

ability to fight

the good fight of faith, and to war against the
enemies of their own hearts, as well as to perform acceptably the duty of worship and obedient service, which we owe to the great and liv-

From

we went
Duck Creek, to a half year's meeting, to which many Friends accompanied us
from iVIaryland, and divers came from other
Cecil, (continues the Journal,)

the 21st to

places, with

some other people

;

so that

a large meeting, and continued two days

it
:

was
the

Lord was pleased to own us with his living
presence, and the opening of the treasury of his
ing God.
And blessed be his name forever, he is nearer wisdom and counsel, both to other people and
tending to rouse up the negligent,
to hear the bemoanings of our needy souls, and to Friends
This
to afford them relief and access to his holy life- and to encourage the honest minded.
giving presence, than many are aware of; who meeting helped much towards our discharge
yet are seeking abroad, and would gladly have thereaway, and the great name of the Lord was
That day I
the privilege of disciples of Christ without self- glorified, who is worthy forever.
denial, or coming under the restrictions or was seized with an ague-fit, which continued
discipline of the crucifying power, and cross of upon me violently till night, nevertheless I was
This has been the case of enabled to go through my service and travel.
Christ the Lord.
"The 23rd we came down towards Lewismany of us, who having tasted of the terrors,
and in part, of the mercy of the merciful town, to visit some poor Friends thereaway,
and the next day had a meeting at Cold Spring,
Father, we cannot but wish well for others.
My friends, I am unexpectedly opened to seven miles from the town aforesaid, and a
;

spread these things before you, for your serious
consideration, in a measure of the love of Christ,
desiring your present and eternal welfare; and
I pray call to mind that encouraging expression

satisfactory

time with a few Friends

in that

though the return of my ague rendered
travelling unpleasant and difficult, being very
weak and ill. The 26th we had a meeting at
of our Lord, that those who denied themselves Motherkill, which we had given notice of as we
of any thing for his name, and the gospel's went down; wherein the Lord of mercies
sake, should have, in this life, many fold, and mightily favoured us with help to declare the
And of the fulfilling way of life, to warn the indifferent, and to enhereafter, life everlasting.
and it was a parthereof, he has in measure made many wit- courage the honest-minded
I
ticular time of mercy to that people, whereof
nesses; blessed be his name forevermore.
hope and believe, that he hath also given you we were humbly glad, and the Lord, who fasome earnest hereof already, and will yet make voured us with his help through all our exeryou experimental witnesses more largely, as cises, and enabled to go on faithfully in his
you give up to follow him faithfully, to your service, was praised. We came to Timothy
inward joy and comfort; though, as the fol- Hanson's, at Little Creek, after the meeting
lowers of the Lamb in the regeneration, you that night, and the 27th, being first-day, were
may also have to wade through near and pinch- at Friends' meeting there, and though I was
ing strippings and tribulations of various kinds. much indisposed, yet Divine goodness owned
Yet, again, I cannot but invite and encourage us, and we were helped to bear testimony to
you to draw near to the Lord, and he will as- the blessed truth, which prevailed amongst us
suredly draw nigh to you, and become your to our comfort, and the glory of God.
The 30th we had a meeting near George's
Shepherd, and you shall not lack. The arm of
the Lord of hosts be your leader and feeder, Creek, at Friends' meeting house, where many
your shield, your buckler, and may he cover Friends met us from several places, and Divine
your head in the day of battle, for great is the goodness was pleased to favour us with a profitwrath of the dragon against the return of the able time, to the stirring up of the loiterers, and
part

;

:

Church, and her coming up out of the wilder
ness, or bewildered slate, that she

may

again

giving relief to the honest hearted travailers.

The

31st

we

visited

a sick Friend

to

mutual
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went back to John M'Cool's, at
George's Creek, at night.
The first of the ninth month we rode to NewCastle, and had a meeting with Friends there,
wherein the Lord was pleased to manifest his
power and wisdom, much to our ease, and the
The 3rd we were
help and comfort of many.
at
the monthly meeting at Centre, wherein
Truth opened a door for some service in several respects
and the 4th, being first-day, we
were at Chichester meeting, which was large,
and a good awakening time, to the honour of
the Holy name.
The 5th we got to Philadelphia, the quarterly meeting for the county being then to be held there wherein we had some
good service among Friends, to mutual satisfaction and help in the cause of the Lord Almighty.
Being now pretty clear in our spirits of that
part of the country, save some weight which
remained upon me relating to this place, we
staid about two weeks here; and through hard
travelling before, and a deep exercise of spirit

comfort, and

;

;

attending

me

ened,

the

in this place, I was much weakLord was pleased to open in his
holy power and wisdom, and to support with
ability of body so that we had many open and
3'et

;

Friends in the city,
(and others who came from divers places to
take leave of us,) whom I was moved both to
warn in the word of life, against many hindering things growing among them, and» to exhort
meetings with

relieving

We

religion.
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likewise had several meetings in

other parts of the country, wherein the Lord

power and wisdom to deand salvation to the people.
We had also divers meetings in Charleston;
and though there are but a i'ew Friends thereaway, yet there were some with whom we were
comforted, and to whom our visit was of
Divers of the people, and some of
service.
these the chief of the place, were also somewhat reached by the Truth, and were very lovbut many seemed much above the true
ing
opened freely

in

way

of

clare the

his

life

;

Christian simplicity.

When we had laboured there about two
weeks, and had many meetings during that
time, and finding our spirits clear to leave the
place, we took our passage for Barbadoes, and
taking our leave of Friends in much nearness
and tenderness of spirit, went on board the
28th, and set sail for Barbadoes, and were favoured greatly with the Lord's presence and
We had a good passage, and landed
peace.
well at Bridgetown in four weeks, and were
gladly received by Friends there, and lodged
at John Oxley's. - We had many meetings at
Bridgetown, and in several parts of the island,
both among Friends, and others not of our proBut
fession, who seemed glad of our visits.
the decay among Friends in this place, through
giving way to the spirit and friendship of the
world, and going from the cross of Christ,
make

way more narrow

the elders to be diligent in

seemed

zeal for the Lord

testimony of the gospel of salvation to go forth
with the desired success among other people.
Yet the Lord God of mercies was near to us in
his love and power for our comfort and help ;

example and true
whose merciful hand likewise extended freely towards, and prevailed
among the youth and the honest travailers for
the prosperity of Truth and righteousness,
were much encouraged and strengthened.
The 9th, having had a good seasoning op;

;

the evening before with many
our lodging, and a blessed open time
in supplication with the family and some others,
we took our leave in the love of God, and went
down by land to Chester, accompanied by
many Friends the next morning we took leave
of them and Friends there, and went on board
the ship called the Globe, bound for South
Carolina, which had been before me most of

portunity in

Friends

at

;

the journey;

we

sailed

morning went ashore

down

the river, and next

Newcastle, and had a
precious open meeting with Friends there, in
The 22nd we went on
the love of Truth.
board again, and set sail for Charleston, to
which place we had a safe, though somewhat
slow passage, and got well thither the 16th of
the tenth month, being the seventh of the week,
and were at meeting on first-day, with the few
Friends in the place, some moderate people

coming

in.

at

The Lord

mercifully

owned

us,

and gave us a good time among them though
the main part of the people in that country
seemed a careless, dark people, in matters of
;

to

the

for the

and extended very largely and mercifully towards all people, the professors of Truth particularly, in order to awaken and to repair their
decaying, as also to feed and strengthen the
few honestly religious minded so that we often
admired the Lord's goodness, and magnified
his holy name.
When we had laboured upon the island in
the love of God about two months, both in
meetings for worship, and in divers meetings
for the care and discipline of the Church, in
that counsel and ability of Truth wherewith the
Lord favoured us, and bore up our spirits under and through much affliction of soul, for
the sake of the cause of Christ, about which
many were grown careless and now finding
our spirits easy and clear of that service, and
seeino- the way opened for our return to England, by that Holy hand which drew us from
our habitations, we took leave of Friends in
much love and comfort, recommending them to
On the 29th of the
the name of the Lord.
first month 1724, we set sail for England, and
the 31st of the third month we came abreast of
Portland, the first land we made, and on the
:

;
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1st of the fourth

month, meeting with a boat

at

we hope

us to the isle of There
got to Portsmouth, people

[1724.

received, the truth in the love of

it.

a large body of religiously minded
among Friends, who are growing up in
;
the next day we
and took post horses for London, where we a true care for the honour of truth though
came the 3rd in the morning, being second- these are mixed with many earthly minded,
day, and got to the meeting of ministers, the and some loose libertine people, who occasion

we
Wight

hired her to carry

sea,

is

;

much

beginning of the yearly meeting 1724.

minded

exercise to the right

:

yet the

Lord's goodness and care are near and over
Of this visit to America, he gave the said year- that country, and his truth prospers in it.
In the Jerseys, Long Island and New York
ly meeting the follotoing relation, viz :
governments, there is a considerable number
first acknowledge in humble reverof Friends, and in some places an hopeful
ence to the Lord Almighty, that he mercifully
openness among other people.
travelled
favoured us, with his love and countenance,
diligently through these parts, and though vain
very often upon the sea, and guarded us thereliberties in some, and too great carelessness and
on from unreasonable and wicked men, into indulgence in others, have stained or obstructed
whose hands some fell very near us, and the progress and dominion of the work and
brought us safe to Virginia after a moderate
beauty of Truth yet the visitation of heavenly
then entered upon our service
passage.
good will and tender love, with desires to help,
in visiting Friends, and went towards North
is very evidently and freely extended, in order
Carolina, "having many large and open meet-

We*

We

We

;

to repair

and build up

in righteousness.

There

among Friends and others also.
are, however, some honestly concerned Friends
came back again from hence into Vir- thereaway, among whom we
had a satisfactory
parts
of
it
ginia, and had meetings in many

ings

We

;

and

several

in

where there are few

or no

In both these provinces we found
Friends.
great willingness in many people to hear the
truth declared, divers of

whom

appeared very

There seemed
loving and tenderly affected.
likewise to be a comfortable openness among
the youth, the offspring of Friends, in several
places, and rather a growth among some of
the elder, in a religious care: yet not so much
among either, as might have been hoped for
and expected from the labour, which in the

love

of God hath been many ways extended

towards them yet divine mercy still reaches
freely to them, and in some places there is an
increase in righteousness, and truth is in good
esteem but in others, the love and friendship
of the world occasion a decay.
In Maryland we found there had been great
loss, by the decrease of many of the elders,
and of the more zealous and concerned Friends
;

:

;

yet there are in several parts, some who are
hopeful and religiously disposed among the
younger, and others who are left, though too
A love of hurtful ease
few there are of these.

has prevailed to the prejudice of some, and hindering the work and
honour of Truth. There appears nevertheless, some openness among several of the neighbouring people, and a gracious extending of

and vain

liberties

divine love to them, as well as the helpful hand
in heavenly wisdom towards Friends in several
respects, greatly to our mutual

comfort and

satisfaction.

In Pennsylvania we found an enquiring
openness in divers parts among people of several professions
some were convinced of, and
;

*

Himself and Laurence King

his

companion.

labour, in the fresh

and

visitation

of divine power

love.

Rhode

Island and the government belongand New England, we had many
meetings, and close labour, but in the whole,
much to our satisfaction. There is a considerable body of Friends in several parts of that
country, and we believe in many places, they
are rather increasing in the knowledge of the
power of Truth, and in stability and righteousness and faithfulness to it
and although some
hindering and wounding circumstances have
In

ing to

it,

;

is a tenderconcerned, valuable people thereaway, both
elder and younger.
had many meetings
among the neighbouring professing people ; in
some places, but few were willing or dared to
come in, but in others we had very large ones
amongst them, especially towards the east of
New England, and several, we hope, were effectually reached by the power of Truth, and
received and joined with it in humility and
In some parts a very comfortable,
gladness.
tendering visitation prevailed upon many of
laboured very
the youth among Friends.
diligently, through the ability received, in most
parts of this country, and took leave of Friends
in solid hope, on account of the Lord's work,
and much love and heavenly peace in ourselves,
with holy thankfulness to the Lord Almighty,
the great helper of his devoted servants.
Then returning back towards Pennsylvania,
we had some comfortable service thereaway,
and Friends were encouraged and strengthsailed from hence to
ened in the Lord.
South Carolina, and laboured there some time
in the service of the gospel, having meetings

attended in divers places, yet there
ly

We

We

We

with the few Friends there, and

among

other
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The Lord our God was with us to and his invisible dread, which prevailed and
people.
earth: to him, the support,
our comfort and help, though the generality of will prevail in the
rich rewarder of his people and
and
defence
very
indifferand
cold
seemed
but
people
the
There are but kw servants, in awfulness of soul be ascribed all
ent about true reliyion.
pre-eminence, with fear and praise
Friends in these pa'i'ts, and but very few who glory and
|

seem

Truth

to love

there are

who

in uprightness

thus love

it,

and

;

yet

some

for ever.

retain the sim-

these were
From Barbadoes he wrote the following Epistle
and we were much comto Friends of Dover meeting, in New Engthe people were
forted together in the Lord
land, viz.
tocheerful
loving
and
also generally very
Since I was with you,
wards us.
Dear Friends
Finding our spirits easy and clear of these my spirit has often turned towards you^ in the
parts, we sailed to Barbadoes, having the favour movings of true and near love, and in tender,
of a safe and ready passage, and through the fervent breathing, for your being inwardly susnearness of merciful regard and divine life and tained, strengthened and encouraged in an humgoodness to our spirits, a season never to be ble dependence upon the pure and invisible arm
Friends of the Lord Almighty, and in a due devoted'
forgotten, blessed be the Lord for ever.
received us with gladness, it having been long ness of soul to follow him with full purpose of
since any Friends from England had visited heart.
I have wanted an opportunity to maniWe had many meetings, both among fest my remembrance of you in a few lineSj
them.
the professors of Truth and others in this is- which I hope I may have fVom hence, and
land, which were to the comfort of the living herewith extend my dear salutation, in that
amongst them. Many other people seemed pure engaging love of our gracious God, where-*
glad of the visit, and behaved soberly and re- by he hath been pleased to visit and overcome
spectfully.
But a loose, lofty, and irreligious many of our souls, and through the operation of
spirit or disposition, has too generally prevail- the spirit of judgment, which he hath graciously
ed upon the inhabitants of that place, and to a mixed with unspeakable mercy, he hath presorrowful degree has obstructed the spreading pared many hearts, in measure, to draw nigh
of Truth, and has even brought on a decay or to him, and to be made partakers of his living
diminution of the number of Friends: yet there soul-engaging goodness and pure life, giving us
are a few in several parts of the island, who an earnest of eternal comfort.
retain their integrity to God, and who love and
And oh my near Friends, elder and youngThe Lord was er, who have been thus mercifully followed,
are concerned for his honour.
pleased to own us with his help and wisdom, to and waited over in long suffering, and humbled
divide the word aright, in warning and stirring in degree by the inward touches of the love and
up the unfaithful, and with encouragement and favour of the Lord God of blessings, my heart
comfort of the lovers of Truth and indeed also groans within me, that it may continually be
to publish the Gospel doctrine by way of in- your and all our care, to labour with due
formation to all so that we were sensible the watchfulness, to walk humbly before him, to
day of love and mercy from God, was yet feel after his living power, and to bear his
that thereby
freely extended to many in that unworthy yoke resignedly and cheerfully
place.
And now growing easy and clear in we may bo crucified to the world, the evils and
our spirits, of our service in those parts, and hurtful friendships of it and with due patience,
our way being open for England, we took our cast our care upon him, with resolution to folleave of Friends in the love and peace of our low him wherever, or through whatsoever he
heavenly Father, and had the renewed favour may be pleased to lead us for he is God, and
besides him there is no Saviour, nor healer of
of a safe and good passage to England.
And one thing I think good to add, having the sick or wounded soul, nor any that can
that though it fell in our lead to durable and certain blessing, either here
often remarked it
way, rather in an uncommon degree, to lay or hereafter. Sure I am, his eye of mercy
open and testify against the corrupt grounds, in tender love is over his children in all states
ways and practices of the hireling and men- and in all places and He is, and ever will
made, pretended ministers of Christ, of our be a rich rewarder, and sure friend in times of
yet need, to those who give up all to follow his retime, in several countries and societies
the people heard with unusual patience and proofs and requirings, not having, or thinking
thonghtfulness, in general, and we also passed any thing too near to part with for the sake of
such will often have cause to say,
quietly through all our journey without any of his favour
them ap[)earing or offering any disturbance or their lot is fallen in a good land.
And oh that none who have tasted of pure
disputation which we were thankful for, believing it to be of the Lord's goodness and wisdom, love and divine sweetness in their own souls,
51
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plicity thereof in

very glad of our

a good degree

:

visit,

:

:

—

!

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;
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and touched in heart by the finger of
God's love, if they keep near to the Lord in
waiting to hinder, and turn whom he can aside true reverent submission, I believe he will apfrom the narrow way, which alone leads to life pear and work, and make them instruments to
and salvation. And as this is satan's aim, so show forth his salvation, to the praise of his
he hath many methods of working, either by glorious and powerful name; and to call to
insinuating, that an easier way may do, or others, in the name of the Lord, to come and
begetting discontent, and setting the creature taste how good he is.
Dear Friends, my heart is often, as it were
into uneasiness, in the time of its inward travail
and pain, or to look abroad, and to watch for among you, in the one spirit of life and righteoccasion
and then he darkens the mind, the ousness, and is strongly engaged in sympathy,
heart hardens, and the beauty and excellency and travail for your growth in faithfulness to
whom, as
of the law of God is lost, and so for ease to the the Lord of mercies and salvation
flesh and present pleasure, there is a drawing you duly regard, he will surely be a spring of
back and back and in this staggering condi- blessing to you, and a sure hiding place, whattion satan has prevailed to persuade, that all ever comes upon the ungodly and forgetful,
which the soul hath seen and felt, was but a whom he will certainly visit in displeasure.
I am sweetly opened in spirit towards you
mistake, and proceeded from some other cause
and thus have some heavenly visitations been at this time, in the extendings of immortal love
slighted, to the great and miserable loss of from the great fountain, the relief of the truly
many which I sincerely pray may never hap- needy in all ages, the staff and strength of true
depending souls still, where ever they are, and
pen to any more in any part of the world.
And my soul humbly begs of the most gra- however exercised, blessed be his holy arm forAnd though I seem easy, without excious God, that if any have been hurt in their ever.
minds through unwatchfulness, after the pure pecting ever to see you again, yet you are near
way of life hath been cast up plainly in their me, and 1 think I cannot be unmindful of you,
view, by giving room to any weakening con- and shall long and hope to hear well of you.
sultations, that he may be pleased mercifully Thus, with tender entreaty, that you may all
to renew a day of winning love, and cause it to make a right use of, and put a true value upon
arise upon such in the purity of its brightness, the day and time of the Father's love, I comso that they may clearly mit you to the all-sufficient word of life and
in their very souls
discern the wiles of the enemy, and see a truth, and remain your near friend and broway open to turn to the Lord effectually, and ther in the Truth,
John Fothergill.
become sensible witnesses of his mercy and
as a spring in a dry place,

enemy

to the discouraging

may

ever give

again,

who

is

way

visited,

busily

;

;

;

;

;

;

so be it ; amen.
so be it
And, dear Friends, you of the elder rank, I
tenderly entreat you to be diligent, and careful
in walking and in watching for the I'enewal of
your strength and capacity, to approve yoursalvation

;

selves in

all

;

things, the Lord's faithful followers

and servants, ordered

in

divine wisdom.

And

Barhadoes, llie 18th of the^
twelfth month, 1723.
5

Before he
self

engaged

set sail for

England, he found him-

to visit those

who

professed with

other islands, with the following episyou are bent in care to be prepared to give us in the
tle, which he entitled,
up your accounts with joy, the spring of life
and wisdom will be opened to you from time
to time, to help you to watch over all the family A brotherly salutation, with some Christian exhortations, to the professors of Truth in
under your eye, and to walk before them
Antigua, Anguilla, Jamaica, or thereaway.
steadily, and to their help and encourageas

ment.

And may the young people all watch against
many enticements to corruption, and to lib-

the

erties,

which unfit for divine favour and love
A stain or an hurt
in upon the soul.

coming

—

My FRIE^-DS. It having fallen to my lot,
throuch the movinor of the word of life, to visit
many parts of the American countries agam,
and being
in the service of the gospel of Christ
here on this account, tender and brotherly care
hath sprung in my heart towards you also,
though I do not see a way open in the 7\uth
to visit you in person, being drawn in Spirit
towards Europe again. But still a living openness is in my heart to visit you with an epistle,
wherewith also reacheth my hearty and true
brotherly salutation, unto all who know and

soon received, but a recovery or restoration
is not to be obtained, but through sorrow and
difficulty in divers respects, as I am persuaded
there are among you young people, who have
from certain experience with sorrow to testify,
upon whom a gracious hand from on high hath
taken hold, in mercy and loving kindness
which I hope will never be forgotten by you.
And through some of those who have been thus love the truth as

is

;

it

is in

Jesus, and manifested
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through the Spirit inwardly and with tender
entreaty and advice, that you all carefully feel
after, and wait upon the Lord, for the renewing of inward strength, and the experience of
his living power arising and working in you,
even the redeeming, sanctifying power of the
Father and the Son, to quicken your soul, and
enable you to serve and worship the living God
acceptably
who is the alone sure fountain of
true comfort, the all-suiBcient helper of his
people, and the compassionate reliever of the
poor and needy souls, in all countries and conditions, and is worthy to be trusted in, obeyed,
and magnified forever.
And I pray you consider, that it is certain,
the end and tendency of the visitation of the
Lord, through his blessed light and Truth, by
Jesus Christ appearing inwardly to the children
of men, is to bring from man, and to turn
people to himself, to be taught of him, and so
;

;

to be established in righteousness.

Whosoever

thus in heart truly turns to and takes counsel
of him, waiting diligently from time to time, to

403

Others there are, who have at times beeii
inwardly affected by the life of Truth appearto their illuminated understandings, and
have joined with the lovers of it for a time yet
have grown weary, and ashamed of the cross
of Christ, and the simplicity of Truth
and so
have hearkened to the whisperings of the old
enemy, and his enticements into vain liberty
and carnal ease, wherein some have settled
again, building up what they had in part de-

ing

;

;

stroyed.

Some

also

their doings,

may

seek to excuse or justify

by observing

either real

or sup-

posed mistakes or evil actions in others, and so
have grown hard if not envious I say, respecting some such people, my heart travails
in pain, that they may seriously consider, and
come to see their condition in the day of mercy;
and to such of them as may see these lines,
take warning, while light
oh, take warning
and reproof from the God of mercy are yet at
times visiting your souls, in long sufTering and
merciful regard, waiting to quicken you into
more faithfulness, and devotedness of heart, to
follow him, and to confess the truth before
men, to bear the yoke of Christ, and to learn
of him, that you may find rest and peace to
:

—

to feel his power to
and whatever he maniand to
fests to be disagreeable to his holy will
all such are,
learn to come up in doing well
and will be regarded in merciful compassion your souls forever.
And know ye, you who slight and turn away
from on high, and the mighty Arm will be
stretched forth both to feed and help on, through from the pure truth, and deny or reject the
cross of Christ, for the sake of present ease or
all the disadvantages that may attend them.
And it is also certain, that whatever privileges pleasure, and who choose the broad way, that
any may outwardly enjoy, none can grow your very insides in every part are seen, and
your ways are marked by
rightly, or be preserved in the way of life and noted of the Lord
peace, but as faith is kept in the invisible power the righteous Judge, and a time of terrible
The Almighty will
of God, and diligence in waiting for a renewed awakening is before you.
sense of life and light in the eternal word of assuredly turn your carnal ease, vain rejoicing,
power, to open counsel, and give ability to do and foolish grandeur, into bitter mourning and
his will, and to confess the Son truly, as our lamentation, if you do not turn at the reproof
Redeemer, before men. Wherefore, I again of Truth, and with its instructions, in a day of
earnestly entreat and exhort, in the bowels of the merciful striving of the Lord's witness with
which, as a servant
the Father's love, you, whose understandings you in your own hearts
are thus in a good measure opened, often to la- of Christ, and your soul's true friend, I tenbour carefully to draw near the Lord in spirit, derly entreat, and faithfully warn you to conin humility and patient fervency, with hearts sider, and lay duly to heart.
And you, my Friends, who have escaped, or
resigned to follow him fully
and assuredly he
will draw nigh to you, and feed your souls with have been preserved in a good measure from
the evils and corruptions of the world, through
food from his own never failing treasury.
But my heart is loaded with a sorrowful obedience to the Truth, be diligent in labouring
concern and travail on the account of some, to improve the divine gift committed to you for
who have been long fully persuaded concern- that end so that none of you, through neglect
ing the way of Truth and righteousness
and thereof, though you may have the denominahave been often very sensible of its holy re- tion of servants, may at the conclusion be cast
proofs, in order to reclaim them from the evil into everlasting weeping and sorrow, with the
And also remember the
of their ways, and from the corrupt and vain slothful servant.
practices and friendships of the world; and yet pleaders of excuses, mentioned in the parable
continue to live in, and comply therewith; of Christ, who having been invited to the
slighting the reproofs of Truth, rejecting the marriage, and called to the supper, made their
instructions and ofiers of divine help through several allegations for not coming; which,
the grace of God
because of the narrowness though they related to things lawful, yet drew
upon them the woeful determination, that not
of the way of life.

hear his instructions, and

help to cease from

evil,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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one of them should taste of the supper. For, humbly beg may become, and continue all your
although the great Lord be long-suffering, and and the whole family's care, in true sincerity,
bears long with the carnal reasoning of the to the end.
And here I would have concluded these
children of men in several respects, yet he will
be found to be a God of justice and judgment, lines, in the love of truth, and that plainness
as well as mercy, and will recompense those and sincerity wherein is the truest friendship;
but one thing yet bears weight with me to proand the pose to your serious consideration, viz: What
vain sensual lusts of the flesh, with tribulation, is the chief cause or end of your settling, and
anxiety and wrath; while glory, honour and continuance, where I am sensible many disadpeace will be the portion and enjoyment in vantages attend you in respect to religion ? If
eternal life, of all the sincere followers of the it be under an apprehension of some inward
Lamb of God, though through many sorrows restrictions to bear testimony to and for the
truth amongst that people; then, I pray conand humbling fears.
Wherefore, lift up your hearts, you honest- sider, and be careful to live so near the truth,
minded, in reverent hope for the renewed ap- and a truly religious zeal, in faithfully followpearance of divine life to your travailing souls, ing the heavenly light, and instructions thereof,
for it is truly reviving, and is the one fountain that you may be lights indeed and keep in due
of true joy, encouragement and strength to all moderation and justice in managing your afthe children of God, in every part of the earth. fairs.
Be careful to order yourselves, and
Walk circumspectly, be diligent and careful in your youth, who have any, so as to walk acmeeting together, such as conveniently may, cording to the simplicity and plainness of
thus will you keep out of, and bear tesor sit down together in the name of the Lord, truth
to wait upon him, if but two or three in a place; timony against the vain ways, words, fashions,
it being the promise of Christ himself, and will
and corrupting friendships of this world. How
forever be fulfijled, that such he will favour else are you like to be really of service, or exwith his presence, in all places, whether in amples to others in the way of truth, or capagreater or in less concrregations and this is the ble of showing forth that redemption, which
life and substantial edification of living souls, there-through
is offered from God to the dewhich truly qualifies to worship acceptably. generate world, or justly hope for his counteAnd wherever coolness or neglect herein is nance inwardly, or his blessing to attend your
given way to, or continued in by any who are affairs.
Yet, if this be your inducement, and
convinced of the truth and the way of wor- is from time to time accompanied with this
shipping the Father in spirit, by inwardly wait- godly care, whatever be the effect or event reing for divine and spiritual food and relief, specting others, the Lord's care will be over
there weakness in religious concerns, and dul- you, his gracious ear will be open to the cry
ness respecting duty towards God, always fol- of your needy souls, and he will show himself
low, and the way and precepts of Truth become to be your Shepherd, and you will not lack.
wearisome. The enemy of souls furnishes with
But if thechief motive be a regard to present
one excuse or another for such indifferency and or temporal interest, it is not reasonable to hope
declension from necessary care; and so dark- for or expect the privilege of his holy counteness gradually creeps into the heart, and a nance upon your souls, or success other ways.
danger of stumbling, some on one thing, some It happens too often, that those who are chiefly
on another, increases from less to more, till under the influence of present views, become
great and lamentable falls sometimes happen, indifferent with respect to a true concern of
which may prove utterly destructive in their heart, and so give way to a halting and mixing
Yet the destruction of such, is with worldly liberties in conversation, and beconsequences.
altogether of themselves, for the Lord Almighty come rather a reproach and cause of stumbling
hath offered sufficient help for all states and cir- to others, who may be awakened to some relicumstances, however disadvantageous, through gious thoughtfulness, and look towards those
his grace and Truth; yet will he be enquired for encouragement
but I hope better concernfor, and waited upon by all, that they may be ing some of you in particular, though I thus
made experiencers of his salvation. Oh good write. Nevertheless, there is great danger of
is the Lord, worthy to be feared, waited upon, coming to loss in the best respect, and more
and obeyed faithfully for ever, saith my soul, especially concerning your offspring, who have
in the immediate sense and view of the free their education and converse with and among

who

will not

be prevailed upon to obey the

truth, but continue in unrighteousness,

;

;

;

;

!

who

Teachings forth of his powerful arm of salvation, healing and nursing goodness; especially

those

towards humbly concerned hearts, that are sincerely desirous to be helped to grow up obedi-

them wholly over-run with vain, wicked, and
corrupting conversation so that, what you gain
for yourselves, and for them, may be an occa-

ent children to the everlasting Father, which

I

to the

too generally are not only strangers

truth and

its

simplicity, but

;

many of

;

;

!
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following, being the 8th of the sixth month, to-

follow

wards which place I found iny mind rather
which lead to a woful and mise- pressed with some weight of concern, so that I
and whether parents be could not hasten from it.
rable end at the last
I staid
two firstdays, and had several other meetings with
clear of their blood, may be questioned.
These things have stood much in my way, in Friends, wherein the hidden virtue and power
my deepest thoughts respecting Friends, parti- of Truth enabled to bear a plain and faithful
and I am inclined to testimony for God, to the help of the upright
cularly on these islands
recommend them thus to your consideration, and my ease especially the latter first-day, in
though far from designing to put an unneces- both meetings, my heart was opened in the
sary consternation upon any honestly concern- power and doctrine of the gospel towards
ed travailing soul, that is waiting in fear and Friends and others, and the name of the Lord
care to know the Lord's counsel and ordering God was glorified.
But I would have all
in such weighty things.
My spirit was then easy, and I set out for
stirred up to such a necessary concern of spirit, the north parts first, and went to Drogheda,
that you may be helped to live, and to do what- several Friends accompanying me.
We had a
and so may meeting with a few Friends there in the evenever you do, to the glory of God
have the comfort and blessing of his divine fa- ing, and rode the next day to Rathfriland, near
your, and that he may be your ruler and king
which place we had a meeting the 19th, where
and in becoming so, he will assuredly save, several of the neighbouring people came in,
preserve, and gather his humble subjects to his and the Lord gave us a good time, the love and
heavenly kingdom in eternal life, where all clear testimony of the gospel reaching forth to
sorrow is at an end, and the wicked cease from our comfort.
This my spirit is renewtroubling any more.
The 20th I had a large meeting at Lurgan,
edly engaged to travail for on your behalf, and wherein a close searching labour became my
the whole heritage of God, as-for my own soul
lot among Friends, which ended indifferently
that his great and glorious name may be re- well to my satisfaction.
nowned through the earth, as he is worthy,
The 22nd I had a meeting at Monallen, and
worthy, for ever.
went to Lurgan again that night. The 23rd at
Thus having discharged my spirit of the Ballinderry meeting, which was very large,
exercise which hath grown upon me towards both of Friends and many others of different
you, and according to my understanding, in professions; and the Lord's power and gospel
the way which truth hath opened, in true sin- testimony livingly and fieely reached forth
cerity
I take my leave in the extendings of among them in much plainness and authority,
the love of Christ, wherein I remain your true much to my satisfaction and ease of spirit
and real friend,
and the great Lord and helper of his servants
John Fothergill.
had the glory and praise of all. After this I
Barbadoes, the 23rd of the 1
visited two ancient Friends, Thomas and Tofirst month, 1723-4.
5
bias Courtney, with whom I was comforted in
the love of Christ.
The 24th I had a meeting at Lisburn the
power of Truth owned us to Friends and my
Soon after his return from America, in the
comfort and help.
same year, he visited Friends in Ireland, of
The 25th and 26th I had meetings at Anwhich journey he left the following account.
trim and the Grange, and the 28th at Colerain,
Having been under a weighty concern for where, besides Friends, pretty many people of
some time to visit Friends in Ireland, and per- other professions came into the meeting; the
ceiving my way to be opened for that service, power of Truth opened my heart and mouth
about the 27th of the fifth month, 1724, I set amongst tliem in much plain dealing and honforward and went by Sedbergh, and was at esty, both for the clear information of the peoFriends' monthly meeting there, and the next ple and warning to some loose ones, as well
day at Preston, near Kendal, at the burial of an as comfort of the few upright-hearted. After
ancient Friend.
From thence I went pretty meeting we walked about a mile to visit a poor
straight to Whitehaven, staying one night with ancient Friend, to some profit in the love of
James Dickenson. On first-day we had a meet- God.
The next day I came back to Ballying within the walls of the new meeting house nalee, to a men's six weeks meeting, for the
which was building there; and the Lord's care of the affairs of the Church in that part,
power and testimony prevailed among a very and the 30th was at a public meeting for the
large assembly, greatly to our satisfaction and worship of God, where several other sober peoencouragement.
we had a good time in the love
ple came in
I got well over to Dublin the seventh-day and powerful extending of the ariTi of Truth

tl'.e

sight of their

eyes, into wicked and sin-

ful practices,

;

;

;

j

j

;

;

;

;

:

;
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the upright in heart were strengthened and encouraged in the Lord.

The 31st I had a good, seasonable, and edifying time with Friends at Dunclaudy, where
also were several other sober people, towards

whom

the gospel reached freely, and had

some

impression.

The 1st of the seventh month I had a meeting at Ballynaroan, and a prevailing sweet
season among some tender people; and another
the day following, at Redford, near Charlegood degree of satisfaction.
I rode to Ballyhagen, and had a
meeting there, where the Lord's power was
plentifully with us, and the gospel testimony
spread in a prevailing manner, warning and
awakening the indifferent, in consolation and
holy encouragement to the well minded, and

mount,

to a

The

:3rd

the glorious name was magnified.
On the 6th I was at two very large meetings
at Lurgan, and through the goodness and help

of the Lord

many

:

faithful

was made a profitable season to
was truly eased, through

it

my

spirit

dealing with

the forgetful

and luke-

[1724.

another at Lismoiney the day following with
Friends, and several civil people came in.
The 19th I rode to Birr, and had a meeting
there, and went that night to John Ashton's,
where we had a meeting the next day, and
many of the neighbouring people came in ; and
the Lord was pleased to own us with his living
and powerful presence, freely opening the word
of life; and we had a precious pure, helping,

seasoning time with several Friends, who came
in again that evening ;
ever blessed be the
heavenly arm, which is the alone true helper.
The 21st I rode to Woodhouse, not far from
We had a little, but blessed meeting
Cashell.
at John Bowles' the 22nd, and the day following another at Joshua Fennel's, at Kilcommon.
The 24th I had a pretty large and good meeting at Clonmell, with Friends and some sober
people; and another the 25th at Youghall,
where the mayor of the town, and many others
besides Friends came in, and the power and
testimony of Truth, through the Lord's goodness prevailed, and it was made a good season
to

many.

The 27th, being fii'st-day, I was at two large
and relieving ministry, which the Lord gave and powerfully helpful meetings at Cork, in
me that day through which labour I was much the free extendings of the wisdom and life of
eased, my duty being discharged in that part of Truth, very much to my ease and comfort, and
ofjnany others; and the 2"°th I was at their
the nation.
The 8th I had a little meeting with some few men's meeting, where I had some service for
Friends and several other people, at Castlefin, Truth in several respects, to the help of Friends
and went to Coothill that evening, and lodged in the affairs of the Church.
The 29th I went to Skiberreen, and had a
with Terrence Cayle, who, with his wife, are of
the native Irish, yet had received the knowledge powerful, precious meeting, in the free reachof the truth, in the love of it, and I hope will ings of the gospel life and doctrine towards the
continue to grow therein. The next day I had few Friends there, and many neighbouring
a pretty good open meeting with Friends and people who came in. The 3Uth I came back
who were very sober and atten- to Castle-Salem, and had a merciful season in
divers others
tive, and seemed very glad of the opportunity. William Morrice's house, in the free goings
The 11th I went to Oldcastle, to a meeting forth of a visitation of divine love towards him
there, where we had a good and profitable sea- and his family, and came again to a meeting
son in the prevailing of divine love, to the help appointed at Bandon.
The 1st of the eighth month I had a large
of the people, and on the 13th I was at Friends'
meeting at the Moat. A large and good meet- meeting at Kinsale, of many sorts of people,
ing it was, in the living authority of Truth, to wherein the living, humbling power and gospel
and the Lord doctrine mercifully prevailed over many hearts,
the comfort and help of many
and the
to mine and Friends' true gladness
God of goodness and mercy was glorified.
The next day I went with several Friends to glorious name was magnified. The 2nd I went
Bally-murry in Connaught, where a meeting to Cork again, where we had a precious, edifyhad been settled some time; and on the 15th ing and satisfactory meeting, to our true comhad a pretty open helpful meeting there, in the fort in the sense whereof, we took leave of
reaching of the love of Christ, yet in much one-another, and with several Friends I came
plain dealing and faithful warning to keep to to Mallo, and the 3rd to Limerick; where, on
the 4th, we had two large and precious meettruth, that so they might be blessed.
The 16th I had a meeting with Friends and ings, in the free extendings of divine love
some other sober people at VValterstown, and amongst us, to the help of many. On the 5th
the Lord's power and testimony prevailed com- we were favoured with a strengthening, helping opportunity before the meeting for business
fortably, and his name was glorified.
The 17th I went to the Moat again, where began, it being the province meeting, which was
we had a large and blessed helpful meeting, in carried on peaceably, with proper concern, and
the extending of divine love and wisdom; and Friends parted comfortably. On the 6th I was
warm; and

in a

free extending of a planting

;

;

;

;

;

:
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week-day meeting for the town, for
which many Friends staid, and divine power,
and heavenly virtue and counsel sprang up and
spread among us, to our encouragement, reverently to trust in and follow the Lord God of
mercy and salvation, whose glorious name had
at Friends'

the honour, worthy, worthy, forever.

The

7th I had a meeting with a few Fi'iends
Tipperary, and some other people who
gathered with them ; but it seemed a cold place
I went from thence to Cashell,
as to religion.
where, on the 8th, I was at a marriage of a
couple of Friends, and the Lord was pleased to
at

open his gospel doctrine, and lift up his own
power in an eminent manner, to our great gladness and satisfaction.
The 10th I had a meeting at Knock ballymagher, pretty much to our comfort and the
next day was at two meetings at Mountrath,
wherein several weighty things were opened
and declared in the life and power of Truth, to
the help and establishing of Friends in the way
and practice of righteousness.
The 12th I went to Ballynakill, and had a
serviceable meeting there that evening.
The
13th, returned to Mountrath, to the burial of a
Friend, where I had an open solid time in declaring the Truth among a large number of
people, who were in general attentive and sober.
The 14th I had a large and good relieving
meeting, through the Lord's goodness, plenti;

fully extending to the comfort of the honest,

and close warning

in

divine counsel to

the 16th, at Ballitore; and went, the 17th, to

Catherlough, where the province meeting began that day. The Lord our God, the sure
helper of his people, favoured us with his holy
presence, in a weighty, strengthening manner,
The affairs of Truth
to our great comfort.
were managed in diligence and the peaceable
lodged that night at
spirit of the gospel.
I
Gregory Russel's, where we had a precious
time in the evening. The 18th, being firstday, I had a large, weighty, and heavenly
meeting, and Friends parted in much comfort
and warmness in the Truth, through divine favour.
I went that night to Samuel Watson's,
at Kilconner, where, on the2()th, I had a pretty
open meeting with Friends, in the love of
Christ.

The 22nd

had a large and edifying meetand the 23rd I went to Ross,
where I had a meeting with a few Friends, and
some other people who came in, though but
The 25th I was at a
a poor, hard place.
monthly meeting at Lamb's town, pretty large
and solidly profitable, though with some heavy
and close labour amongst Friends, because of
I

ing at Waterford

;

divers things being out of good order; yet the
love and power of God mercifiUly reached forth
amongst us, and his name was glorified, to

whom

due.

all is

The 26th

Wexford, and
which was
a very close, searching, warning time; yet
healing to the upright, and it was made a good
season.
The 2'^th I bad a meeting at Cooladine, which was a pretty helpful time to our
comfort, but with close warning to some
stiff necked people; the 29th, another at Bally naclare, and
the 30th, another at Askinthynny, where the Lord gave us a precious
comfortable season in the free goings forth of
his awakening power and love, which much
healed my deep travailing soul, and his pure
name was glorified.
The 1st of the ninth month I had a large
I

had a meeting

at

the 27th, another at Ballynacarrick,

2nd, another at
Dublin, and was
at a blessed meeting with Friends there the 6th.
On the 7th the half-years meeting began,
which confinued four days, and the Lord our
God graciously favoured us therein, by owning
and helping with his powerful presence and
wisdom, greatly to our comfort, and Friends
parted in peace and heavenly nearness, with
living praises to the Almighty.

meeting

Ballycane;

at

Wicklow,

The 4th

I

the

came

to

Whilst he staid at Dublin, he wrote the folto Friends of Wensleydale meet-

some lowing lines
That ing, viz

wrong spirited persons there.
evening had another meeting with some Friends
at Barrycorrell ; the 15th, another at Athy ;
earthly,
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My near and dear

Friends, who love
be what heaven
would have you, I beg of you all remember,
It is I, saith the Lord of old, that will build and
it is he, and
plant
no hand else, that can do
for souls, what right minds want.
And he
sees everywhere, both those who live upon
something else, without the sensible enjoyment
of him, (who dwell ofien, nay much in dry
lands,) and the truly hungry, pained souls,

truth

itself,

and

want

to

;

whom nothing else but the renewedly working,
and secretly feeding, strengthening power and
Oh these
hand from heaven, can satisfy.
criers and followers on in humble steadiness
for heavenly help, heavenly bread and water,
from the hand of the Almighty, all-seeing, and
these, indeed, will
graciously tender Father
be helped, and will grow in certain feeling
and redeeming knowledge. And thus must
every degree of the Lord's family, old and
young, wise and less-knowing, be led, and
nursed, and taught, and fed, and grown in the
one root, the one life, and in the one subjection,
where peace, harmony, oneness of heart, and
the helpful running of the one heahng virtue is
indeed witnessed.
Oh elder and younger, feel
!

;

!
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and public worship three days, which the
Lord was pleased to make a glorious heavenly
and strengthening season to Friends, and reaching to many others, and the most holy name
was glorified.
That evening and the next
morning I was at Thomas Wilson's, where
heavenly life and goodness very humblingly
and sweetly overspread my soul with many
Friends, uniting us in a near manner at our
parting from one-another.
The 30th I went to Dublin, not knowing
then but that I might go readily for England ;
but some heavy exercise grew over my spirit
for several days, and my way was blocked up
at present for England,- (though I had some
good opportunities with Friends at Dublin,) and
under this mournful exercise my heart opened
towards some places in the north again, and
also towards Newport, &c., in Connaught,
which I had seen little of before; and in giving
up in my heart to go, my mind was set at
liberty in living sweetness again; and our
time, beyond my expectation, and leads me friend, Benjamin Holme being there, and inthus, in the love of him who appeared in the clined to go that way, we went the 7th of the
burning bush, in order to open a way for de- tenth month to Droghada, and had a meeting
liverance and help to Israel, and whose loving, there that evening, several Friends being
helping hand hath been, and is extended to- with us.
wards you, for the building of you up in righteThe 9th we had a large and pretty open
ousness, and in the pure feeling sense of his meeting at Rathfriland, in the inn where we
saving health.
Oh he is merciful and long- lodged; and the 11th we went to Lurgan,
suffering, watchful over the needs of all the where the province meeting began that day,
living, and in particular is mindful of the poor and continued two more.
Several services fell
and low, yet fervently concerned hearts, even in the way here amongst Friends and the
to the very least and weakest, the most hum- neighbouring people, towards whom the Lord
bled in true fear, amongst the whole household. was pleased to open my mouth in his power,
Oh! hasten to draw near him, and seek his fully to my satisfaction and comfort in coming
face, that you may be prepared for him to shine thither at this time.
upon you for in his presence there is life and
The 13th, in the evening, we had a very
sure help, and true welfare; and that you may large and good time among the soberly inclined
thus fare well indeed, is the desire of your true people at Warren's town, in F. Greer's house,
friend,
where we lodged and the 14th we went to Lisburn, and had a precious open meeting that
John Fothergill.
evening with Friends and many of the town's

till it runs through you, and then
worship the Fountain, and grow in
care ; first, and above all, over your own spirits,
and then, in true care in the Lamb's spirit, over
And yet the
and towards the household.
sword and hand of the Lamb of God, and saviour of souls, must be known, both inwardly,
and lifted up by the servants of Christ, in wisdom and zeal against unrighteousness, and the
many products of Esau's mountain the unbridled, fleshly will and affections of man,
which too many among the Lord's people
would gladly have mixed among the plants of
righteousness, and would have vain liberty,
and darkening carnality saved alive. This is
the cause of death reigning over some, instead
.of life; and the rebellious, self-saving, unfaithful, turbulent house of old Saul, rather grows
stronger in some than the house of David, the
confiding and humbly devoted man.
Well,
my near and truly beloved Friends^ a pure,
bright openness is over me, towards you at this

stoop

after

it,

you

will

truth

;

!

;

;

peof)le.

On

the 12th of the ninth month, (continues

had a meeting with Friends and
several other people at Ballyhays, to pretty
good satisfaction. The 13th at Timahoe, and
went, the 14th, to our dear friend, Thomas
Wilson's at Thornwell. The 15th I was at a
large and solidly edifying meeting at Edenderry.
The 17th at Kill, and the 18th again
at Edendorry.
The 20i,h at the Moat, and the
22nd had a meeting at Jacob Fuller's, to good
the Journal,)

I

satisfaction.

The 25th
at the

Moat,

in the
T

Lord

•

•

I

was

monthly- meeting
our comfort and strength
and had a meeting that evening
^ at

much
;

at Friends'
to

Lismoiney.
The 27th the province meeting began at
Edenderry, and continued for the affairs of

The 15th we went to Newtown, a place
where not any of our Friends lived, and had a
large meeting in the Session's house

;

the peo-

were very. civil.
The 16th we had a very large meeting

ple generally,

in

the Court-house at Belfast, to our great satisfaction, the people being

unexpectedly loving

;

there were no Friends in the place.

The

17th we came back, and had a meeting
our ancient Friend, Tobias Courtney's, and
another large, precious meeting at Lurgan that
evening, much to my ease and comfort.
The 18th we went to Ballyhagan, and had a
good little meeting there that evening with some
few Friends, at Thomas Greer's near Charlemount.
The 19th I set forward with Benjamin
at
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Holme, and some other Friends, towards Connaught, and the 29th, being first-day, we rode
to Inniskinin,and that afternoon got the liberty
of the Court-house, and had a large, good meeting with the people of the town, no Friends livThe 21st we rode to
ing near the place.
Ballyshannon, and got a little meeting of the

409

The 10th, we went to the Province
meeting at Castledermot, which held two days,
and Friends were helped in the Lord's service
We came
together, and parted in comfort.
back to Ballitore, where we had a large meeting in the evening.
night.

If a journal of the remaining part of this
town's people in our inn that night, and the
next day got to Sligo, and had a meeting visit was by him kept, it is either mislaid or
there the 23rd, in the Sessions-house, the she- lost, but the following extract of a letter writriff and several more of the people being very ten from this place, to a relation in Yorkshire,
dated where the journal breaks off^ will in part
loving.
The 24th we rode to Ballina, but had much supply the deficiency ; to which is added an
trouble on the way from the waters ; it being a affectionate memorial of his fervent regard to
very rainy season, and we strangers to the the Friends of his own particular meeting, from

road

but very providentially for us some men
way, just before we came to a

:

came

bay on the

same

place.

we had them to
we riding to our

seaside, so that

guide us over the sands,

horses' bellies, and often deeper, above a mile,
which we could not safely have done without
their assistance.

We

found no Friends here,

English.
The 25th we went to
Castle- Bar, and got the 26th to Newport,
where there are a few Friends ; we staid here
several days, and had three large meetings in

many

nor

the

into our

the Court-house to our satisfaction, through our
many sober people com-

Father's divine help,

We had some good service most of
in.
one whole day among the few Friends there,
whom we left in a good degree of nearness in
the love and covenant of God, to whose heavenly teaching and help they were recomThe 30th we came to Gershom
mended.
Boate's at Dunmore, and had a good prevailing
ing

season that evening, in the free extendings of
the gospel towards some civil people who came
to our meeting.
The 1st of the eleventh month we came to

Mary's town

to

Gershom

Boate's, jun., and had

a good and large meeting of Friends and others
the next day, and some good service with the
families in the evening.
The 4th we had a peaceable and blessed
meeting in Athlone, many of the people, and
the chief of the town came in, and were very

—

Dear

In fresh and neaf
Coxjsin, G, M.
dear salutation often and now reacheth to thee and mother, with all my near and
dear friends about you ; though under pain of
heart that I am unexpectedly so long detained
from you ; but the free assurance [is] renewed*
ly [extended,] that the heavenly Hand and holy
living power engageth me here for the good of
souls, and helping to build up the house for the
praise of the King of righteousness.
When I wrote to thee in the ninth month, I
thought I should have been with you in the
and came to Dublin, not knowtenth month
love

my

;

might leave this nation. But in the
way a load of sorrow and weight grew upon
me, and for the most part of two days I was
exceedingly distressed, till life sprang, and set
several parts of the nation before me, both
among Friends and others and I was freely
given up to turn back again, yea to go wherMany Friends had said,
ever truth required.
they could not but admire, if I went then away,
and rejoiced at my being thus turned about. I
had written again to thee at that time, but I
had sent some account to my Friends at the
quarterly meeting at York of my stay, from
whence I conclude you heard where I was. I
have travelled very closely during a month,
ing but

I

;

much as I could
Lord's counsel and work.
I and three other Friends were seven days and
nights, and had meetings among other people,
without coming to any Friend's house, and travelled hard, having in that time rode near 300
:
miles in almost constant rain, which hurt my
health ; however the glorious name of the Lord
among many other people, to general satisfac- was with us, and was magnified.
" When I had nearly gone through this sertion
and another that night, to comfort and
good service in the love of Truth, at Lis- vice, instead of being able to look towards
home with cheerfulness, there seemed like darkmoiney.
The 9th, we went to Henry Fuller's, at Bal- ness to stand betwixt me and England, and my
litore, and had a large and comfortable time in heart is still drawn another way, and to go
the Father's love with some Friends there that through the other part of the nation again ;
power and love of God were
abroad among us to our comfort.
The 5th we had a meeting at Jacob Fuller's, a powerful and blessed time in the free
reaching of divine love to Friends and many
others
and a seasonable good meeting at the
Moat the next day, and the day following a large
and heavenly meeting at Richard Holme's,
tender

;

for the

plentifully shed

with great

wish, that

toil

I

;

was

but satisfied as

in the

;
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which

dare not omit, or turn

my

back from,
seems to open
a door for my labour, wider and wider, both
within, and to those without; so that I have
now no expectation of seeing you before the
middle of the first month.
I hope to let thee
hear farther from me when I get somewhat
more discharged, and able to look homewards,
or otherwise.
I rest this day, which is more
than I have done for many weeks, yet am
now pretty well in health, only somewhat low
at times, when I think of home, and my unexpected long stay from you and my poor
dear children, for whom my bowels yearn in
love and tender care, that they may be sober,
and seek to fear and love the Lord, and in so
doing fare well and thus may you all fare
well, farewell.
I am thy loving friend
and
cousin,
John Fotiiergill.
I

come what may.

For

truth

still

;

P. S.

Thou mayest

let

Friends see the few

lines inclosed, viz.

and which leads to sure blessing every
pray mind the work and busiI
ness of the Lord's house and family, in the
Lord's time, with due diligence and faithfulness, in your several places.
So may, and I
believe will, both ability and peace, and holy
engaging comfort from the living Rock of all
the righteous generations, be often with you
and you will often farewell, and be nearer and
And thus
savourily helpful one to another.
with these few poor lines, freely and very near-

places,

way.

And

ly reacheth

my

dear salutation

in

Yorkshire.

—

I

Dear Friends, Although is oi'dered that
am very unexpectedly detained from you so

long,

yet

holy

it

Goodness hath been and

is

pleased to favour with renewed confirmation, to
my full satisfaction, in the daily attending my
low and deep travailing soul with living light

and help in his presence, both for daily food
and qualification for the Lord's service. Herein you are often truly fresh in ray near remembrance; both many particulars who are, I
hope, waiting inwardly in heart for pui'e heavenly ministration and also in a general way.
Deeply is my soul often engaged in prayer,
that heavenly help may frequently spring in
your souls, and encourage you secretly, and
engage your hearts for the cause of the Lord
in every respect, and that you may, both elder
and younger, male and female, be encouragers and helpers one of another in the ways
of righteousness and true blessedness.
And
oh my near Friends, that you may all thus
labour 'in heart and soul, and feel after the
springing of immortal life; to look to, and follow the drawings of the pure love of the Lord
God, the Redeemer, the succourer, the strengthener of all the true and honourable servants,
young and old, in all ages. So will your
hearts be disentangled from the hurtful, weak;

to all the living

amongst you, I remain your near friend and
engaged brother for the help and building up of
all the Lord's children and people, to the glory
and praise of the Lord God of mercy and salvation, worthy to be trusted in and followed
fully for ever.
John Fothergill.

Towards the end of this year (as a short
journal informs us) he visited some of the south
parts of England,

To Friends of Wensleydale monthly meeting
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travelling with great

dili-

gence through Lancashire, Cheshire, Staffordshire, to Birmingham, having meetings in his
way, as also at this place, to his solid satisfaction.
From hence he went through Worcester, into Gloucestershire, and to Bristol, where
he was at several meetings and of the last two,
being first-day, he notes that " they were large,
and the seasons weighty, in the attendance of
the gospel-power; the holy testimony whereof
was exalted, and prevailed over corruption and
vanity to the comfort of the upright, and the
discharge of his spirit in a great degree, and

name of the Lord God was humbly praised
and worshipped."
He went from hence through Bath into Wiltand at Lavshire, having meetings in his way
ington an evening meeting, to which came many
the

;

sober people of the town, among whom the
Lord opened his heart and mouth, in the gos-

pel testimony, which went forth freely towards
them, and to the encouragement of the few
AtBroomham meeting,
Friends in that place.
where he was on a first-day, many of the
neighbouring people came in, as well as many
Friends, and the Lord favoured the time with
his power and holy presence, and exalted his
righteous testimony over all.
From hence he
went to Devizes, where he had a large meeting that niwht, to which several of the more
considerable people of the town came, and behaved soberly ; and the doctrine of the gospel
spread over all with weight, to general satisfacening affections towards visibles of all kinds, tion, and the glory of God, who alone is worthy,
and will be gradually brought into more do- and whose power, he adds, sustained my bominion in several respects, and so will you dily ability, through much extremely spending
grow both in the knowledge of heavenly fa- labour thereaway, in a wonderful manner.
vour, and in quiet trust in that invisible, living
After this he had a meeting at Melksham,
power, which is the sure comfort of the righte- which he mentions as a close, plain-dealing
oiis, in and through their unpleasant, heavy season
also at Calne, Charlcott, Chippenham,
!

;
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and Corsham which last, he observes, was
very large, Friends from many other meetings
being there and I was opened, says he, and
helped to preach the gospel in its own power
and counsel, which through divine goodness
prevailed, to the help and reviving of many,
and to my great ease of spirit in that part of
the country, having been much exercised under
a weighty sense of a lukewarm, earthly spirit
among the many professors of Truth there;

;

away ; yet the Lord rose against it, to the
awakening of several to more religious fervency.

He went from

hence to Marshfield, DeadHuUington and Tedbury, at which
places he had meetings which were pretty profitable and satisfactory. At Nailsworth he was
at two meetings, which were pretty large, consisting both of Friends and other people of diffei'ent professions, and the power and testimony
of the gospel arose amongst them, to a good
martin,

degree of satisfaction. From this place he
went to, and had meetings at Painswick, where
he had a blessed strengthening time, through
heavenly goodness and mercy ; and so to Cirencester, Slow, Camden, Bridgenorth, and
Shrewsbury. At Namptwich in Cheshire he
had a meeting at an inn, which was an open
time, in the free spreading of the gospel, among
many sober people, in the love of God. After
this he had meetings at Newtown and Franley
in the same county ; from thence to Wooldale
and Hightown, at both which places he had
satisfactory meetings, and got to York the 24th
of the first month, where, says he. Friends
were truly comforted together, in the power
and love of God, which attended the meeting
From hence, he
(or our help in his service.
adds, I returned home, with peace and true satisfaction through the Lord's favour, whose holy
and great name had, and hath the praise, who
is worthy to be feared, served and magnified,
for ever.

Whilst he was upon his late visit in Ireland,
he received an account of the dangerous indisposition of oneof his *sons, in whom, though he was
not then twelve years of age, such indications
of solid piety and prudence above his years,
had appeared, as to render his life very desirable, and on this account the more afflicting to his
father

by

;

who

nevertheless

letter, that

was enabled

though he had

all

to

reply

the tenderness

* William Folhergill.
He died not long after of a tedious and painful illness, which a peculiar evenness of
temper, often tendered and encouraged by a sense of divine regard and heavenly support, enabled him to bear
Many of his
with exemplary patience and resignation
affecting expressions are still remembered by those who
were then with him as well as many instances of his
care and fear, during the time of his health, not to offend
the Almighty; the sweet influence of whose awful presence, seemed often to be upon him.
;

and
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affection of a parent for his child, yet be-

he was from him in the counsel
and service of the Lord, he must submit all to

ing satisfied

divine disposal.

In the year 1726, having performed the sev-

him, and finding himin his temporal concerns, he began house-keeping again, and applied himself with diligence and alacrity in the
care of his family and business.
Yet not so as
to neglect a due attendance of meetings, both
for worship and discipline, being seldom absent
whilst disengaged from other public service,
and from the monthly and quarterly meetings
for his own county
often attending those of
the neighbouring counties likewise, as well as
the yearly meetings in London.
In the year 1727 he married Elizabeth Buck
of Netherdale, a person of grave becoming deportment, and suitable age ; with her he lived
in great affection and tenderness the remaining
part of his life, she surviving him not much
more than a year.
The next account that we have of any public service, is a visit to Friends in Wales and
the south of England, of which we have the

eral services then before

self at liberty to

engage

;

following relation.

Being drawn in spirit to
some other parts southward

visit
;

Wales, and

in the fore part

of the second month, 1732, I began my journey for that end, and went by Manchester and
Chester, and so to Bala in Wales, where the
yearly meeting for that dominion was held this
Great was the concourse of people, who
year.
in general behaved civilly, and were very attentive to the testimony of Truth, which was
livingly declared by many Friends in the free
movings of the power of Truth that mercifully
attended and assisted Friends in the several
services of that meeting.
From thence I went with John Goodwin, to
his house at Escargoch, and was at the meeting there the day following, being first-day,
wherein Truth prevailed to Friends' comfort,
and the help of some; divers of the neighbouring people then present being under some convincement at that time.
From this place we travelled through a mountainous country and difficult roads to Llandewy
in Cardiganshire, to Thomas Evans', and had a
little meeting with a few Friends thereabouts
the next day,- and went after meeting to John
Reese's in Caermarthenshire ; but a fair happening to be near the place, we could not have
the meeting before the day following, when we
had a good little meeting with Friends thereaway in the morning, and then rode pretty fast
to John Bowen's, to a meeting which had been
The day following I
appointed there before.
travelled into Pembrokeshire, and came to

:
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James Lewis's house, not far from Redston,
from whence we went the next day to HaverHere 1 staid till the fiftli-day followfordwest.
ing, and had several meetings with Friends,
wherein, through the help of Truth Friends
seemed somewhat roused up in the way of
From thence I came
their duty, to their profit.
to Jameston, and had a pretty good meeting
there, and took my leave of Friends of that

That evening

;

[1733.

rode to Marlborough to a meetThe number of Friends
but small, and they are weakly in reyet help reached towards them in the
I

ing appointed there.
there

is

ligion

;

love of

God.

From hence

I went to Newbury, and the
day following, being first-day, had two meetings pretty much to satisfaction, and there
seemed reason to hope, that Friends there, who
had formerly been hurt, may yet recover in a
county.
On the sixth-day I came to Laghorn, where religious mind, and become a good meeting.
there are but few Friends, yet had a good opportunity amongst them and several others
The account of this journey breaking off
who came in and heard the testimony of Truth here, and no other mention of it occurring in
any of the papers he has left, makes it probawith appearance of gladness.
The next day came to Paul Bevan's at Swan- ble, that he went from hence to the yearly
zey, and the day following, being first-day, meeting at London pretty directly, and was
was at two meetings there, wherein the power prevented by other occurrences there from conof Truth prevailed and gained dominion, to the tinuing it to his return home.
help of many, and the Almighty was glorified.
He attended the quarterly meeting at York,
From thence I came to Trivereeg to John as was usual with him, when disengaged from
Bevan's, and next morning had a little meeting other services, and went from thence to Scarthere, and went that night to Elisha Biddle's borough, where he staid some time, it being
at Pontipool, where I had several meetings to the spa season, and many people of note then
our help, through the Lord's owning of us, frequenting it.
blessed be his name.
The year following he was engaged to visit
The next first-day I was at Shire-newton, some of the southern parts of England again,
where there was a pretty large meeting, which, and has left the following account of it, viz.
through the help of Truth, seemed to be of serThe day following we crossed the Sevvice.
-In the year 1733, a fresh concern came upon
ern apd got to Bristol, where their yearly meet- me to visit some of the south and west parts of
ing was begun, and it pleased the Lord of all England, and the time to set forward seemed to
our mercies eminently to own and help his be in the latter part of the ninth month. I acpeople, greatly to our comfort, and the exalta- cordingly left my family the 20th, and was at
tion of his own testimony, which seemed to Leeds, Wakefield and Hightown, and to Bradmake impression on many hearts, and the glo- ford, where my friend Benjamin Bartlet, being
rious name of the Lord our God was mag- under a concern to go with me, was making
nified.
ready for the journey, and on the 30th, we set
I staid several meetings after this in the city, out for Sheffield, where we staid first-day, and
much to my satisfaction, and from thence went then went pretty directly into Warwickshire,
to the quarterly meeting for Gloucestershire where we had meetings at Badgley and Wigheld at Thornbury, which was large, and the ginsal, and on the seventh-day got to Birmingpower and goodness of the Lord was gracious- ham where on the day following we had two
ly extended among Friends, to the comfort large meetings, which were preciously attended
of the honest-hearted, and for the stirring up by heavenly power, much to the comfort of
of the negligent amongst them
for divine the living, and tending to rouse up the neglicounsel and virtue were strongly with us, in gent to our great gladness in the Lord.
the love of God.
The 2nd of the tenth month we went to WolI went that night to Sudbury, and next day
verhampton, and that evening had a meeting
to a meeting at Melksham in Wiltshire, where with the few Friends in that place, to which
the blessed Truth, and its own testimony, arose came many soberly behaved people, towards
and prevailed to our encouragement.
whom the love of God extended much to our
The next day I had a large meeting at comfort.
Charlcott, and another that evening at Calne,
The 3rd we had a meeting at Dudley,
which the Lord manifestly owned, and made wherein Truth owned us to the help of Friends
truly helpful to the upright in heart, as well as and the 4th we went back to Birmingham, to a
awakening to the dull and earthly minded.
burial, which was attended by a large number
The next day I had a meeting at the Devizes, of people; and through divine favour, it was
where the presence and help of the Lord was made a time of profit to many.
truly comfortable, and confirming in a dependThe 5th we went to Stourbridge, and the 6th
ence upon him, to the praise of his own name. to Broomsgrove at both which places we had
;

;

;
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meetings ; and on the 7th to Worcester, where
on first-day we were at two meetings, to pretty
as also a comfortable seagood satisfaction
son in the evening, with a pretty ma'ny Friends,
who came to see us, at John Corbin's.
On second-day we went to Evesham, where
on the day following we had a meeting with
Friends, and rode that night to Tewksbury, and
had a meeting with Friends there that evening,
which the Lord was pleased to attend with his
power, to our great encouragement.
On fourth-day we went to Gloucester, and
had a comfortable little meeting with the few
Friends there that evening
and another at
Nailsworth on fifth-day. The next day we had
a meeting at Slattenford, where Friends from divers places met us, and the Lord was pleased to
comfort and encourage our hearts together, in
;

;

the blessed sense of his living power.

On seventh-day we came to Bath, and had
two meetings there next day, and rode to Bristol the third-day morning to the meeting held
there that day, wherein we were favoured with
the sense of ancient and divine help to our
comfort.
We staid at Bristol a week, and
had several meetings there, one of which was
very large on account of a burial through all
which opportunities the ancient powdr and
presence of the Lord owned and strengthened
us, and the Lord God was magnified.
The 2nd of the eleventh month we went to
Portshead,and had a pretty lai-ge and profitable
meeting.
On fifth and sixth-days we had
meetings at Sidcot and Bridgwater and from
hence to Taunton, Minehead, Milverton, Welin all
lington, Spiceland, and Columpton
which places we had meetings, and some pro;

;

;

fitable

On

we were

at a pretty large meet-

ing at Exeter, and the next day had a good
time, and some good service with Friends there

monthly meeting for the affairs of the
church.
On third-day we had a meeting with
Friends, and some neighbours that came in at
Abbot Caswel, and another next day in the
On fifth-day we went to
evening at Totness.
Kingsbridge, and had a comfortable meeting
with Friends there ; and another on sixth-day
in the evening at Hulyton, to which came several sober people, with whom we had a good opOn seventh-day we went to Plyportunity.
in their

mouth, and on first-day had two remarkable
meetings there, through the powerful working
On second-day we went to Gerof Truth.
mains in Cornwall, and had a blessed meeting
with Friends there that evening. On third-day
we went to a meeting at Liskard, to which
many Friends came from distant places, and
the Lord helped us graciously to our comfort.
On fourth-day we had a meeting at Looe, where
the Lord's power and wisdom plentifully owned

and much encouraged

souls,

Friends.

On

fifth-day

we went

to Austle,

and had a

large and helpful meeting there, through the
arisings of divine power, tending to establish in

the faith, and in the practice of the gospel.

We

lodged that night at Samuel Hopwood's, who
went with us on sixth-day towards the Lands-

end

near which place, at Sennan,

;

we had a

large and open meeting on the first-day following,

and then came back

to

Penzance

to a meet-

came many of the
On second-day we had a meet-

ing that evening, to which

town's people.
ing with Friends thereabouts at Market-Jew,
and came that night to Falmouth, where on
third-day we had a meeting with Friends,

which the Lord our God greatly favoured in
the powerful extendings of gospel life and wisdom for Friends help in a saving manner. On
fourth-day we had a meeting at Key, where
some other people came in, and Truth was
pleased to own us, and open us towards them,
for their true information, and the comfort of
Friends.

On fifth-day we went across the country to
Warebridge, on sixth-day to Port-Isaac, and
had a good meeting with Friends, and a pretty
many soberly behaved people, through the free
extendings of the virtue of the gospel.
We
lodged at John Scantlebury's, who went with
us on first-day morning to a place called Dennis, where we had a glorious and precious
meeting in a field, with many hundreds of people who were met there, and behaved with remarkable sobriety. We afterwards rode to
Austle to Samuel Hopwood's, where we had a
good opportunity with several Friends who
came

seasons in them.
first-day

and relieved our
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to see us that evening.

second-day we came to Milton, and had
a good little meeting with Friends who live
thereabouts ; another on third-day at Collington, and went on fourth-day to Oakhampton,
where on fifth-day we had a meeting, in which
the Lord favoured us with his living presence,
and enabled us to publish the testimony of the
gospel among some sober people of the town,
who came in; and for the help of Friends, who
had been exercised by a wrong and dividing
spirit, which had ensnared some of them, and
particularly a man and his wife, with whom,
and some others, we had much labour after
meeting.
On sixth-day we came to Exeter, and on
first-day we had a large helpful meeting, in the
love of Truth, to the humbling and true benefit
of many.
On second-day we were at their
monthly meeting for the affairs of the church,
where vi'e had some service, in the continued
merciful helpings of Truth. On fourth-day we
had a meeting at Chard, of which previous notice having been given, several Friends met us
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there from divers places ; and that night we
had a large and weighty meeting at Ilminster.
On fifth-day we had a large and baptizing

Long

Sutton, through the merof gospel power; and another in the evening with Friends at Somerton.
On sixth-day we went to a meeting at Glastonbury, which was pretty large, and an edifying
season, in the prevailing of the power of Truth,
and the Ahnighty helper had the glory.
On tirst-day we were at a general meeting at
Puddimore, to which some sober people came,

meeting

at

prevailing

ciful

as well as pretty

many

Friends, and Truth ex-

tended comfortably towards them. On secondday we had a pretty large meeting at Shipton
Mallet, with divers sober people besides Friends,

[1733.

name, in a precious
and we parted with Friends in a near
sense of the love and power of God, and to his
vation, through faith in his

manner

;

praise.

On
iting

second-day we

that night to

On

set out for the north, vis-

several Friends by

the

way, and came

Derby.

third-day

we

visited

some who were

ly convinced in that hard town, with

were comforted, and

came

left

them

late-

whom we

in hope.

that night to Breach, expecting to

We
have

had a meeting there that evening, but the inso came to Chestertended notice had failed
field, where we had a meeting on fourth-day,
wherein the arm of the Lord our God reached
mercifully for the help and building up in the
;

and the love and power of the Lord our God most precious faith, to our gladness and comthough we were very sensible of a loss to
fort
were amongst us.
On third-day, we came to Froome, and had the meeting, by reason of several Friends bea meeting there in the evening, which was ing absent.
On fifth-day, being the 6th of the first month,
very large, and of various professions, many of
whom attended to the testimony of Truth, we came to Bradford, being both well, and in
which ran freely among them and we were true love and nearness one to another.
much eased in that meeting, and comforted in
Among the papers containing an account of
the Lord.
;

;

On
shire,

fourth-day

and had

and lodged

at

we came

to

Bradford in Wilt-

a meeting with Friends there,

Joseph

this visit,

where several tending
and the Lord gave us
Hull's

Friends came to see us,
a good season together that evening.

was

ly meeting
in

the following epistle to a quarter-

which they were prevented from

at-

person, viz.:

—

'Dear Friends, Although we had once a
Tedbury, and had desire and hope to be with you at this meeting,
a meeting there with Friends, and some others yet now it is otherwise ordered nevertheless
who came in, to our comfort, in the sense of some concern rests with us to send you a few
lines, in a near and encouraging salutation, in
divine mercy and regard extended to us.
On sixth-day we had a meeting at Cirences- a sure sense of our Father's love to you all,
ter in the evening, which was to our satisfac- who have been born of incorruptible seed, by
as were likewise two meetings which we the humbling workings of the power of the
tion
word of God, which liveth and abideth forever;
were at on the first-day following at Shipton.
On second day we went to Benjamin Kidd's and who have a careful concern at heart to be
at Banbury, and the next day to a meeting at nourished and quickened by its fresh springs of
South Newton, where Friends from several life, which is the light of men, in a religious
We hope and believe,
other meetings came, and the Lord our God sense, through all ages.
mercifully favoured us, and gave us a blessed there are such among you, who of necessity
must often be under deep affliction of spirit,
opportunity together.
On fourth-day we went to Warwick, where both for the sake of our professed brethren, and
we had a meeting among Friends, truly to our especially for the honour of Truth, and the
comfort, in the prevailing of the Lord's power. peace and welfare of the church.
We came to William Gulson's at Coventry And deep longing is in our souls, and we
that night, and the next day had a large meet- accordingly with earnestness advise, that you
ing there, wherein the love and power of Christ all may seek rightly for the powerful influences
gloriously prevailed, and the Lord our blessed of this blessed and incorruptible seed in yourhelper had the honour, who is worthy for ever. selves, so that you may be born of it, into the
On sixth-day we had a meeting at Nuneaton, heavenly relation and union, by that divine
where many sober people came, and the gos- Word which ever lives. So will you become
pel of salvation was extended freely towards spiritually minded, and partakers together of
them, and had a comfortable impression on that one life, which hath made the Lord's peomany hearts. We came back to Nathaniel ple one in heart. By, and in the light of this
Newton's at Hartshill to a meeting on the first- divine life, the faithful have received a true
day, where many people from distant parts understanding and sound judgment, and are
were gathered, both Friends and others, and the likewise preserved in oneness, both of judgLord opened the testimony of the gospel of sal- ment and practice, in confessing Christ before

On

fifth-day

we came

to

;

;
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men

;

for

God

is

one, and his

way

one

is

for
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hurt and confusion, than yet hath been amongst

you.

ever.

On

the other hand,

many amongst

fering the earth, and flesh with

its

cover or load the divine seed, or

its

Thus have we endeavoured

us, suf-

by-ends, to

to

discharge our-

selves towards you, in the certain sense of the

appearance love and good-will of God, which hath not only

know not what it is to be born opened our understandings and hearts on your
of it, and so come not into the heavenly rela- account in divers respects, but seemed to point
tion and brotherhood, nor to be witnesses of the out this way to discharge ourselves towards
in their hearts,

one
and

life

arising in, and leavening their hearts

nor what it is
to become walkers in the light in the one way
and one practice, to the glory and honour of
the one faith and order of the house and family of the one true and unchangeable God.
Oh Friends that you may be prevailed with
to apply yourselves to consider these observations duly in yourselves
and be helped to seek
the power and life of the word, and to wait for
and walk in the one heavenly light, so that you
may know it more and more, and be baptized
into the true oneness, and may follow the one
everlasting High Priest to your own unspeakspirits

into true godliness

;

!

Friends of your county and that it may be
more generally seen, if you be willing, send
copies hereof to them, which we desire; and
remain your truly loving Friends in the sincerity of the gospel of Christ our Lord and
:

Saviour, and law-giver.

The

9tti

of the 12th

month, 1733-34.

)

JoHN FoTIIERGILL,

J

BeNJAMIN BaRTLET.

;

In a

My

may remember, some of the

ancient

this

a Friend, dated

from Port

Isaac,

journey, he gives the following ac-

count.

able comfort.

But you

letter to

upon

health

is

sustained mercifully, and holy

help afforded to live and labour in the service

which I am drawn hereaway in a manner
which occasions reverent bowing of soul before
so divisions were amongst them, and various the Lord, and revives my faith in his name,
selfish and pernicious practices
some esteem- who hath, as it is his due, the praise of all.

professed believers were so negligent and unhappy, as to continue in the carnal mind and

for

;

;

;

ing persons more than Christ the Truth, which,
though they were such as had been rightly pre-

Though

it

is

a time of great lowness herea-

way, respecting that dominion, which Christ
pared and sent in his name for their gathering, should have in the hearts of his people; yet
was highly offensive to God. As the same the Father's love in mercy often strongly runs,
cause will produce ihe same hurtful effects, we and in part prevails to the comfort and joy
you, our Friends, even through the of the truly inward.
The searching piercing
county, both elder and younger, in order to labour, at times makes some impression, givavoid and to be helped out of these inconveni- ing to hope, that it will not be quite in vain.
ences and the danger of greater hurt, seek af- However, the arm of the Lord is working and
ter, and wait with due diligence to feel, the helps the truly honest, whereof we have a
power of the word of life to fill your hearts, share of rejoicing in him, and holy thankfuland also for fresh arisingsof the pure humbling ness for his humbling help from day to day;
life and light thereof, so will you become a and my heart is deeply reverent at this time

entreat

more

living people,

and much more truly

reli-

gious and zealous for the Lord, yet in that wis-

dom which comes from

the

Lord Jesus

Christ,

and your
We
eyes will be opened and kept open, and your
ears too, to see and distinguish the true Shepherd and his voice, from the alluring, enticing, readily.
seducing stranger, both respecting the gain and
the liberties of the spirit of the world
and conAbout the year 1733
the one head

of the true church

;

We

have
mentioning divine mercy herein.
been through one side of Somersetshire, most
of Devon, and at the Land's-End in this county.
expect it will be near three weeks
before we get through Somersetshire, from
whence we propose to go homewards pretty
in

J.

F.

his second son Tho;
cerning that crafty, self-seeking, contentious mas Fothergill, died in the twenty-second year
spirit, which hath captivated some in divers of his age; of whom, our father has been ofplaces, to their hurt and shame already, as well ten heard to say, that he never once displeasas in a sorrowful degree in some other parts, ed him.
And as he had feared God and
to the scandal of religion.
This spirit, and the honoured his parents from his youth upwards,
deceiving endeavours to sow discord, and scatter so he felt his dissolution approaching without
into by-ways for its own honour and advan- terror, and departed in innocency and peace.
tage, without any true regard to the honour of And so manifest was the religious awe that
God, be you all warned and stand clear of, lest was upon him, both in meetings, and in his
any should become instruments thereby of more general conversation, as often to impress the

:

;
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beholders with a sense thereof, and to excite rit and ways of this world, father with an eye
some that were less regardful of their duty in of scorn than love, and be thankful that thou
this respect to more diligence.
art in measure already gathered and set above
After he returned from this last visit, he was it.
And it will be good to consider also, that
not any long time together absent from home. thoi]gh diligence is a great and necessary thing,
He visited nevertheless many of the neighbour- and in seeking divine favour the most profitable,
ing meetings, and was often concerned, by because therein is all treasure, both for time
letters to advise, both such of his children as and eternity, and there is certainly a blessing
were not under his immediate tuition, also from God on the truly diligent ; yet it may

many

particular

persons,

as

well

as

some

monthly and quarterly meetings, to mind the
day of their visitation, and humbly and steadily to seek the Lord and his Truth
and so
was he often the written means of assistance
and encouragement to many in their religious
As some such letters have been preduties.
served, that were written about this time, we
;

thought

it

from them

not improper to insert

some

extracts

in this place, viz.

Dear Son,

—

likewise be necessary to remember, that the
race is not always to the swift, but patience,

with the exercise of faith in the hidden arm of
power, brings to see great things many ways.
Thus, dear child, may the hand of the God of
the living be with thee, and guide thee in his
counsel, and to his praise,

is

my

earnest long-

ing for thee.

Thy

lowness and

doubtful

greatest account, affected

me

style,

on

the

nearly, yet hath

been very painful to me, because every
of divine appointment, is attended with
present uneasiness, and sometimes in a very
heavy manner. The sense of the dangers and

not
It

is

not unpleasant to have

birth,

necessary occasions of writing to thee given
me, because I doubt not but to hear from me
is very acceptable.
And as a degree of divine difficulty, though sometimes it swells to a dislove, I believe, tinctures my spirit, both in re- couraging degree, yet hath this effect with the
membering and writing to thee, I hope there honest; it improves fear and care, with earnest
may some helping encouragement attend it, and humble diligence, in walking mindfully,

and profitably affect thee in the best sense. As and breathing the more hungrily after the suca longing or desire hath been begotten, and cour and stay of the invisible hand, which desome tastes afforded thee in the Father's good- lights in doing his children good, and feeding
will, he will not neglect though he suffers a them yet with seeming shortness of measure,
plunging into sorrow, and doubt of getting and without that despatch of the work which
rightly along, to attend, in order to keep best the creature would have.
It requires time to
care and pursuit necessarily vigorous, and se- learn necessary patience, and what it is to live
condary things in their places; which is the by faith wherefore, dear son, as a wise man
safety, beauty and true riches of men.
For hath exhorted, with all thy u;etting, get underheavenly care leads to a quiet and balanced standing.
I accordingly entreat thee, to seek
living and walking here on earth; a favour principally after improvement in acquaintance
and privilege of unspeakable advantage, and with the sanctifying hand, and to learn the
which multitudes deprive themselves of, by way and the end of its turning; and also that
giving their chief, and many almost their whole stillness is required, when we see that no hand
application to seek terrestrials
and so want but the Lord's can open the way, and bring the
the stay of all stays in needful times.
Thus longed-for help. Yet that help and salvation
near love and care in my heart, ceaseth not to is to be looked for reverently and hopingly
prompt me to desire and long for thy right and in so applying on our part, the Lord our
improvement, which I am still given renewedly gracious God doth and will delight to regard,
to hope will be granted.
and work so, that his arising may fill the soul,
My true salutation attends thee under a con- and engage it in present gladness, and strengthtinued desire that thou mayest often reverently ened faith in his arm, and renewed trust yet to
and duly keep in mind, from whom all lasting travel on. Thus his gracious workings bring
good comes, and whose addition to our endea- forth praise and holy admiration, to his great
vours, gives the valuable improvement; and and mighty name, wherein alone is that salvathat labouring to walk and act in steady re- tion, and those riches, that are good for all.
gard to, and hope in God, will bring the most
May the feeling knowledge hereof, and an
holy quiet, and serenity of mind at home, and humble hope and trust to be guided and balgain the most truly honourable regard abroad
anced by the invisible Holy one, guard and
and at the same time help to walk safely on stay thee, through the unsettling struggles that
the sea of glass, to which this world may be may attend thee.
For betwixt the converse
well compared.
Wherefore look carefully to and pursuits of the unmortified world, however
Truth, and the beauty of its simplicity, and polished by human endeavours, and the earthly
thou wilt have to behold the reeling chaffy spi- nature in ourselves, with the gilded appearance
;

;

;
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of penetration, comprehensiveness of reason- and interspersed such epistles as have come to
ing and finesse, of many among the more learn- our hands, that were written in this journey.
ed part of mankind, and the little, lew, yet
An exercise having been upon me some
pure and powerful seed, which at times makes
itself known indisputably, yet hides itself again; years to visit the churches in America once
creatures are liable to dangerous tossings and more, it now became weighty and clear before
good beginnings, ideas, and desires of God's me, that the proper time was come for the perown begetting, have unhappily miscarried, and formance of that service. I therefore prepared
instead of coming nearer the experience of sal- myself for the journey, having the concurrence
vation being as walls and bulwarks about them, and near unity of my friends, and left my dear
too many, for want of wife and family the 17th of the second month
in a quiet habitation
carefully looking towards the true port, have 1736, and went to Leeds, and had several
been gradually, by one wave after another, car- meetings amongst Friends, in my way by Manried olf to sea again, and ship-wrecked in the chester, Warrington, through a part of Cheloose, unbottomed conceptions and interests of shire, Staffordshire, and by Coventry, AlesWherefore cleave close, I pray bury, Jordans, and so to London. Having
this world.
thee, to the immovable Rock, the spiritual ap- many good meetings, in the sense of the love
pearance of the Father and the Son, in whom and power of truth amongst Friends, in many
and I fully places.
is all might, and all sufficiency
believe he will be thy God, thy Saviour, thy
After some weeks stay with Friends at Lon*
Shepherd, to lead and feed thee, thy shield and don, in the labour of the gospel, under the merThe best love ciful assistance of the power and love of God,
exceeding great reward. Amen.
is fresh upon me towards thee to my comfort;
my spirit being clear and at liberty, and a ship
and hath drawn me thus to make these obser- being ready, I went on board at Gravesend, in
vations for thy caution and encouragement in the ship called the Jane, bound for Philadelphia,
the best pursuits.
the 9th of the fourth month, and set sail the
As my mind hath been concerned in much next day.
affectionate care on thy account, and someWhilst the ship was under sail towards the
times a lively hope hath affected my soul with
comfort, that thou mightest become a man for Downs, he wrote the following epistle to Friends
God, and so to walk in his fear, that he might of the yearly meeting in London, held in the
be pleased to manifest his gracious care over fourth month, 1736, viz.
thee; so I am undc both humble and anxious
desires, that thou mayest watch against the pol-My DEAR AND TRULY SELOVED J ftlEWDS ANO
lution of the lying vanities of this corrupting BRETHREN
Apprehending myself brought unbeing well and der engagement in spirit, to visit another part
age, and the spirit of the world
thoroughly assured the divine Being requires it of the world in the service of the gospel, and
at our hands, and is only well pleased with believing my way in the truth now open therethose who walk uprightly before him, and are to, I am deprived of being personally with you
truly afraid of, and therefore steadily strive on the weighty occasion and service of this
against, leaning to any thoughts or practices meeting, which the love of truth and its cause
that are contrary to the divine mind, either in and the comfort of the true brotherhood have
They have the often drawn me to attend. At this time it
greater or in lesser matters.
easiest work of it, who are the most duly reso- would have been desirable to me as a man, yet
lute in early time, and firmly stand and walk a holy content is wrought in me, in a living
according to understanding whereas bending sense of his love and presence, who I apprea little here, and a little there (for which ex- hend has ordered it otherwise^ and hath so gracuses will be ready at hand, but of the evil ciously and abundantly filled my heart, and
one's preparing) and yielding and leaning aside, dwells upon me, in looking towards you in this
always weakens and enslaves, and renders that ensuing yearly meeting, that I cannot easily
dwarfish, which the Lord of all power would forbear writing these few lines as a little means
make strong, healthy and sounds aod able to to recommend my dear and near salutation in
walk in his way with alacrity.
the engaging, uniting, and strengthening love
of the one everlasting Father and most gracious Shepherd, who is mercifully near and
willing to teach and feed his humble and obeIn the year 1736 he made the necessary dient followers, and who I pray and hope will
preparations for his third and last visit to Ame- be wisdom, strength and uniting life unto you,
rica, which had been before him a considerable and more and more lead you and reign amongst
From the short minutes he kept of it, you all when together, and in all your particular
time.
we have transcribed the following narrative lots. For which end I humbly and earnestly be;

;

;

5

—

;

;
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seech and entreat you, dear friends and brethren, look to God, look to divine help daily and
carefully

;

and oh

!

that that ancient apostolic

testimony and everlasting gospel truth, the na-

man

receiveth not, or perceiveth not, the
things of God, neither can he, because they are
spiritually discerned, may ever be duly rememtural

bered and considered by all of us. These words
surely, the things of God, are of an extensive

ings in the

way.

of this last river,
at

[1736.

And not far from the banks
we had a meeting in a forest,

one Jeremiah Jad win's, amongst a people

acquainted with the doctrines of truth
many gathered there, behaving with
sobriety and attention, and the power of truth
came into dominion amongst us, much to our
satisfaction.
After meeting we lodged with
little

yet pretty

Richard Cooper, a loving, generous old man,
import and signification, and directly relate to and a person of note in that part of the counour thorough salvation, the enriching of our try.
The 1st of the seventh month I had a meetsouls, and rightly informing our understandings, and enabling us for the true service of his ing at Little creek, from whence many Friends
house from lime to time. These things being, accompanied me to a meeting at Motherkill,
in divine wisdom, declared to be only spiritually which the loving-kindness of God very merdiscerned, I cannot with safety as I apprehend, cifully regarded, and gave Friends comfort
but request and entreat you my brethren, care- in his presence, amongst a poor unfaithful
fully to consider this doctrine, which often bears people.
On the 4th we had a meeting at Lewistown
much weight with me, and is attended with
comfort under renewed certainty that the Lord in the court-house, which was a pretty open
Also on the 5th at Coldis well pleased with an humble and honest care profitable season.
in this respect. Wherefore my beloved friends, spring, and another in the evening at Charles
From hence
let this my farewell entreaty be accepted, so Dingy's, both to good satisfaction.
as to induce and encourage you to improve- 1 set out for Virginia, and notice having been
ment of diligence in the unchangeable duty of given in the country, we had a pretty large
waiting upon God, for spiritual feeling and di- meeting on the 9th near Swansgut, a little
vine help, a practice absolutely necessary for within the confines of Virginia, which was to
and through all ages. So will our strength to good satisfaction in the assistance of truth,
see and practice and labour truly, be yet cer- though I had the ague then upon me.
-On the 10th, as soon as I could bear to ride,
tainly renewed in particular and in the general, to the comfort of the flock of Christ, the Edward MifHin and I set forward, and came
more winning example to them without, and that night to Paul Crippin's, a Friend near
exalting the glory and honour of the Lord our Muddy creek, where formerly a meeting had
God,-and Almighty helper. His rich love and been settled but by gradually mixing with
pure healing presence so overcomes my spirit the spirit of the world, and so into marriages
in thus reaching towards you, that it is difficult with others out of the way of truth, the elders
for me to write and not wet my paper, and in being dead, the youth turned their backs on
I
its divinely uniting, sweetening, strengthening truth, and the meeting was quite dropped.
influence, my soul worships as at the most holy had no freedom to appoint a meeting there, and
footstool, and in the nearest and strongest cove- so set out the next day towards Neswaddacks,
nant saith to you, farewell, who am your near- where notice had been given of our intention to
ly afl^ectionate friend and brother, truly crav- have a meeting the next day, which was the
The meeting was held in
first of the week.
ing to be in your remembrance.
the meeting house where formerly there had
John Fotheegill.
been a pretty number of Friends, but now they
lOth of Fourth month, 1736.
are nearly gone, through the love of the world,
(continues the Journal) arrived safely with its enjoyments and liberties ; so that a
and well at Philadelphia the 6th of the sixth meeting is hardly kept there; but a pretty
month, having an easy good passage, and more many of the neighbours gathered, and we had
especially so, because of the favour of the live- a meeting, which was comfortable to me, in
ly sense of the divine presence being often re- my faithfulness to the Lord; though they seemnewed, under which my soul humbly worship- ed to have but little sense of God, or the operation of truth; for indeed a cloud of carnal inped God, who is worthy for ever.
to have overspread
I lodged at Israel Pemberton's, but staid not differency appeared to me
long thereaway, finding my mind most drawn almost all that part of the country in an un;

We

towards Maryland and Virginia; and common manner.
From hence we set out for the yearly meetforward the 14th of the sixth month, several Friends accompanying me to John Richard- ing on the Western shore, but by the difficulson's, near Christine creek; and from hence to ties we met with in crossing the bay, one day
We had
Newcastle, Cecil, and so over Chester and of it was over before we arrived.
Choptank rivers, having several profitable meet- however two days meetings with a solid reli-

to hasten
set
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many afl^airs, which was large and peaceable. From
whose behaviour was sober and com- hence I went to a meeting at Rasco Neck, and
mendable. The Lord our God was pleased to came up near Western Branch to a burial.
The
bless the opportunity with his presence and wis- 17th I was at a general meeting at Western
dom to the satisfaction of many, and his holy Branch, which was very large, and through
name was glorified. We visited several Friends divine favour a good time, my spirit being very
hereaway, and then went towards Carolina, much at liberty; and I was cleared .of that part
gious body of Friends there, and a pretty

others,

having meetings

one especial- of the country. 1 then turned up the province
which was large and to have some meetings with a few Friends that
satisfactory
and another at a new meeting- were gone to settle there, and had one the next
house near Perquimans river.
day at Robert Rix's, another on the day folOn the 25th I went from hence towards Pas- lowing at John Benson's, and another on the
cotank river, and was at a meeting of Friends 21st at one John Thorp's where we had a
there the 26th, which was made in good mea- blessed time, through divine help, amongst a
sure comfortable, to God's honour, to whom it people who were nearly, if not altogether
is due.
Though I was exceedingly weak, by strangers to Friends and the doctrine of truth,
reason of a very sharp return of the ague, who nevertheless behaved with sobriety and
which came upon me the day before, yet on attention.
third-day following we had a meeting up the
From hence I travelled forward, and had
river at Amos Trueblood's, chiefly consisting meetings near James' river, Appomattox river,
of other people, which, in the Lord's help, was and other places.
The 1st of the ninth month
much to our satisfaction. I had likewise a had a meeting at Wyke Honnicutt's, amongst
meeting at Little river, and another up the his neighbours and some Friends, to good satsame river, though very weak in body.
isfaction.
The next day had a precious estaThe 1st of the eighth month I got to Perqui- blishing time towards Friends, through the
mans, where the yearly meeting was held for Lord's mercy, and to his glory, at a meeting at
North Carolina, and began that day it was William Ladd's near Wain Oak, also at Curies,
pretty large, but I was scarcely able to sit the Black creek, and Swamp, and turned back the
meeting, through the violence of my disorder. 6th to see Friends at a monthly meeting, where
On the 2nd the meeting was still larger, and I I took leave of many Friends of that part of
was enabled to declare the truth, in its own the country in much love and comfortable nearability and wisdom, to the help and comfort of ness.
Next day I went to Cedar creek meetthe upright; and the power and love of truth ing, where the truth much comforted me, and
tended much to season and fit Friends to trans- opened blessedly relieving and establishing docact the affairs of the church, which were that trine to the people; and we had some good serday brought before them. The meeting ended vice among many Friends whom we went to
the next day, but I was too much indisposed to visit.
The day following we had a meeting at
attend it.
John Cheadler's, to which a pretty many peoOn the 4th I set out for Virginia, full of ple gathered from a considerable distance, and
peace, though very weak, and the next day had we had a good meeting
as also another good
a comfortable meeting at Thomas Newby's, open meeting;^ where none that I heard of had
with some Friends and other neighbouring peo- been before, at one Thomas Warren's, who
ple.
Also the day following another at L. was under some search after truth and a sober
Buffkin's, which was pretty large and comfort- man.
in divers places,

ly near Perquimans-head,
;

;

;

able.

Through

the Lord's goodness,

now began

my

in-

wear off, and I was
enabled to travel with more ease.
On the 7th
I had a meeting near Joseph Pleasants', where
through divine mercy, which was graciously
amongst us, we had a good season. I staid
disposition

to

here visiting Friends in their families in the
neighbourhood two days, and on the 10th,
which was first-day, was at a meeting not far
ofl^, and
had a merciful and livingly edifying
time that evening, with several Friends who
came to see me, with Joseph Pleasants' family.
The 12th I went over Nansemond river to
Western Branch, where I expected to have had
a meeting that day, but the notice had failed ;
so I staid at Abraham Rix's till fifth-day,
and went to the monthly meeting for church

On

forward through the wila new settled country,
far up in the mountains, and that night got
lodgings at a friendly man's house in the fork
of Rappahannoc river, and rode the next dayover some high and stony mountains.
The
the 11th

I

set

derness, in order to

visit

man who was with me as a guide, was a stranger to the way as much as myself, yet through
the good care of our God we got over Shenandoah river to one Chester's who was very courteous to us, his poor circumstances considered,
which was also the more acceptable, as I expected nothing but to lodge in the open woods
that night.

The

13th

we went

to

Abraham

Hollings-

worth's, a Friend, near Opeckon, and the next

day, being first-day,

I

was

at a

meeting with
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some Friends and

divers others, at the meeting
house near Alexander Rosse's, The 15th I
came back to Abraham HoUingsworth's in order to be at a meeting the day following near
Shenandoah river, which was held at Robert
Mackay's the younger, and was pretty open
and comfortable. On the 17th we had a meeting at Isaac Perkins's, to which came the greatest part of Friends of that new settled country,
wherein the love and wisdom of truth appeared

much

to

my

ease,

The

and

their establishment in

next day

[1736.

was at Friends' week-day meeting,
where we were graciously favoured with hea-

following

venly help, much to our comfort,
i staid thei-eabout till the first-day following, when the Lord
was pleased to bless us by his power and love,
much to our humiliation in his presence, in
three public meetings.
The 27th I set out again into the country,
and had a meeting that day at Plymouth, and
a large one the day following at North Wales,
(it being their monthly meeting for business)
wherein we were comforted together and also
the next day at Perkiomen, which through
heavenly help was a truly good season.
The
31st I had a comfortable meeting at Maiden
creek, and on the 2nd of the eleventh month
another at Oley with Friends thereaway, which
was much to my ease, and the comfort of the upright-hearted.
I had meetings likewise at the
Furnace near Manatawny, and at the Great
Swamp, which truth made a truly good time to
many; also at a place called Plumstead, and a
large one at Friends' meeting house near Buckingham, and from thence I went to Wright's
town and Falls, at which places I had a large
and truly edifying meeting. I had likewise
meetings at Trenton, Burlington, and Bristol,
to which Friends came from several distant

I had a good open litmeeting at Richard Beeson's and on the
following, another with some Friends and diOn the 20th we
vers others at John Smith's.
crossed Potomac river, and travelled over that
high ridge called the Blue mountains, and having missed our way, with great difficulty we
got to John Baile's at Manoquacy, and were at
the meeting there the 21st, and took leave of
Friends thereaway.
From hence we set out
towards the head of Patuxent river in Maryland, and in two days hard riding we came to
Samuel Plummer's, and travelled down towards
Patuxent mouth, and had a meeting with a few
Friends thereon the 26th to our comfort. This
is the lowest meeting in the province.
The 1st of the tenth month we had a meeting at Herring creek, and another the next day places.
The 16th I was at Neshamony meeting, which
at West river, where truth opened me in a very
close dealing and warning manner, to some the Lord of mercy and all power gloriously
loose people, as well as truly comfortable to owned to the comtbrt and help of many
and
We had
his mighty name was worshipped.
the upright in heart.
On tlie 3rd we had a meeting near the upper another meeting that evening at Adam Harpart of Patuxent, and went that night to Ger- ker's, where I lodged, much to the edification
rard Hopkins's the younger, where I had some of the living. The 18th I had a meeting at Byservice for truth
in showing how the youth berr}', and the day following another large and
were in divers respects departed from it into the profitable meeting at Abinglon from thence I
spirit and ways of the world, and the unhappy went to another at Horsham, and crossed the
consequences thereof in divers instances.
We Schuylkill into Chester county, was at Calne
had a meeting next day at Elkridge, which meeting on the 23rd, being first-day, and so to
was of good service, and another the day fol- Uwchland and Goshen, where through the
lowing at a Friend's house at Patapsco. From Lord's goodness, we had a large and precious
hence I went to Bush river, and had a meeting meeting; and another the day following in the
From
with Friends thereaway, and another at Deer Valley also at Radnor and Newtown.
creek, to some good satisfaction.
hence I went to a meeting of ministers and
We got over Susquehanna river on the 11th, elders at Haverford, where on the first of the
though with sonie difficulty, by reason of the ice twelfth month, a general meeting was held.
driving down upon us, and went that night to The next day, through the help of Truth, we
Henry Reynolds' in West Nottingham, and on had a precious opportunity at Springfield, the
the 12th were at Friends' meeting there, which day alter at Darby, and the next at Merion,
was large and solid, and had a precious oppor- which was large and edifying. From hence
tunity amongst them.
After this I went for- I went with some Friends who came to
ward towards Philadelphia, having meetings at meet me, to Israel Pemberton's at Philadelseveral places, as at East Nottingham, London phia,
On the 5th was a quarterly meeting
Grove, New Garden, Kennet, Newark, and of ministers and elders the 6th being first-day,
Chichester.
The last was pretty large, many I was at three meetings, wherein divine regard
The
Friends being there from divers places from very comfortably owned and helped us.
whence I went home with John Salkeld, and 7th I was at a quarterly meeting of business
on the 22nd got to Philadelphia, and the day for the county, which was large and peaceable;

religion.

tle

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ning of their half-year's meeting for the two
provinces, which continued two days, and was
eminently owned with the helping power and
presence of the Lord. The half-year's meeting
being over, I staid till the monthly meeting for
the city, where I had some service for Truth,
and comfortable satisfaction. I then went into
also the meeting of business for the county the the Jerseys, and was at a large meeting on the
day following, which through divine goodness 27lh, being first-day, at Haddonfield ; another
and a large
at Chester on the day following
were large and edifying.
The 15th I was at the general meeting at Pro- and weighty meeting near the widow Evans'
vidence, which was lai-ge, and a heavenly time. that evening.
The 30th I went to a meeting near the Falls,
The 16th I had a meeting at Birmingham,
the in the county of Bucks, where a marriage was
which was large and solidly profitable

and on the next day at the youths' meeting
there, which through the gi'acious goodness ol'
the Lord, was made a blessed time to many,
I left the city on the 9th, and had meetings
at Chester and Middletown, and was at the
quarterly meeting of ministers and elders at
Concord, where I staid over the first-day, and

;

;

day solemnized and divine power and
goodness owned us, greatly to our comfort. I
came back the next day, and was at the meeting at Burlington, which the Lord was pleased
ing to our comfort and joy in his holy presence. to bless with his love and powerful appearance:
From hence I went to Sadsbury and Laycock, and his holy name was humbly worshipped and
where I had meetings, and another on the 23rd, glorified.
The 1st of the second month I had a meetin my way to Calne, at a Friend's house, which
was made through divine goodness, a very edi- ing at Rancocas, worthy of remembrance and
fying time to Friends, and many of the neigh- the 3rd a great meeting near Mount Holly,
no meeting of Friends wherein Truth opened and prevailed in a
bours who came in
had been held there before. I returned from strengthetiing manner. The next day I was
hence to Philadelphia, where I staid near a at Burlington monthly meeting, which was
week, and had some satisfactory service in di- much to our help in the Lord, and our great
next day at Bradford, and the day after at London Grove, where many Friends from other
meetings met me, and the Lord our God was
pleased eminently to own and bless our meet-

that

;

;

:

encouragement in his service. The next day
month, 1737, being third- I had a meeting at Old Springfield, and on the
day, I had a meeting at Germantown, from day following near Upper Springfield, which
Avhence 1 went over the river into the Jerseys, was large and a profitable season.
The 7th I was at a large monthly meeting at
and had meetings at Woodbury creek. Pilesgrove and Salem, which last was large and Chesterfield, wherein the power and love of
edifying, through the love and wisdom of Truth. God eminently appeared amongst us. The next
The next day I had a precious meeting at Al- day we had a meeting at Mansfield, and a
loways creek, and the day following another at blessed open meeting the day following at BorGreenwich, wherein heavenly help in divine dentown, among a soberly behaved people.
favour was blessedly with us, and the name of The 10th being first-day, I went to Stony Brook
meeting, and on the 1 2th had a large meeting
our God was magnified.
The 9th I rode to Cape May, and the next and a precious open season amongst a mixed
day had a comfortable meetmg with some people at Allentown and another the day followFriends at Richard Townsend's, also the day ing at one Moses Robins's, where a considerable
following a pretty large and edifying meeting number of people of other societies gathered, and
The 14th I
with Friends near Jacob Garrison's. The 12th we had a good time with them.
we crossed the river, and the day following had went to a place near the sea shore, called Gooda large meeting, and an open precious time in luck, where the day following I got a meeting
the love and power of the gospel, at Great Egg among the people thereabout, and went to a
Harbour as also another pretty large meeting place called Squan, where notice being spread
higher up on the shore, at Robert Smith's the among the neighbourhood, of a meeting to be
day following. That night we passed over a held the next day, we had on the 17th a large
dangerous marsh and river to Little Egg Har- and helping meeting, through the gracious asAfter meeting
bour, where on the 15th we had a meeting sistance of the Lord our God.
with Friends thereaway, to our true comfort. I went near Shrewsbury, and the 20th had a
From hence we passed through the wilderness meeting at Middletown in a Baptist meeting
to John Estaugh's, near Haddonfield, and on house, among some soberly inclined people of
the 18th were at a quarterly meeting there, several professions, which was to good satisfacwherein the helping hand of the Lord was with tion. That night I went to Shrewsbury, and
had a meeting there the next day, and another
us to his praise.
The 19th I went to Philadelphia, and was at not far off the next, which the Lord our God
amongst
I staid
a meeting of ministers and elders, in the begin- owned to his own praise.
vers cases.

The

1st of the first

;

;
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We
Friends hereaway till first-day morning, and mercies was graciously mindful of us.
had a very large meeting at Shrewsbury again, went after meeting to visit a woman Friend, in
and went to William Hartshorn's, and had a weak low condition, with whom we were
some

service in the family that night, in the

love of truth, to good satisfaction.

was

The 25th

I

which was
and a precious season; next day had

at Friends' quarterly meeting,

large,

another great meeting, chiefly among the youth,
and set out that evening on my way to Woodbridge, where 1 had a meeting the 28th, and
another at John Shotwell's the next day, where
a considerable number of people gathered,

among whom I had a good opportunity.
The 1st of the third month, I had a meeting

at

and went from thence to Long Island,
and to New York, where I had also a meeting,
and another on the 4th at Newtown, in Long
Island, to which came several well disposed
people, and the Lord made it a precious time.
The next day I was at the monthly meeting for
business at Flushing, wherein Truth was graOn the (Uh 1
ciously with us, to our comfort.
went over the Sound to West Chester, intending
to have had a meeting there that day, but the
I visited several families of
notice had failed.
Friends, and having appointed a meeting there
that day week, went to Rye woods, near which
place we had a large meeting the 8th, being
first-day; another the day following at North
Castle, and the next day another at Horse Neck
The 11th I had a
in Connecticut government.
Plainfield,

meeting at Whiteplains, where there are but
few Friends, but many of the neighbouring people gathered with us, and the love and power
of Truth were very comfortably amongst us.
next day I was at Friends' monthly meeting near that place, where most of the Friends
thereaway gathered, and many other people

The

likewise

and

;

in the

sistance of Truth,

heavenly opening and asa blessed season to-

we had

gether.

The 13th we had a meeting at W^est Chester,
according to appointment, and went afterwards
to Samuel Bowne's on Long Island, who had
accompanied me this week. On the 15th, being first-day, I was at the meeting at Flushing,
which was large; from hence I went towards
Covvneck, and had a meeting; and a large
one the day after at Matinicock, which was

many

a solidly helping, and establishhad meetings likewise at Oyster
Bay, Westbury, and a precious opportunity in
the enlargement of the life of Truth at Bethpage.
The 24th I went to a meeting at Sequetauga,
where the good arm of the Lord was eminently
with us to our comfort, and the help of divers.
The next day I was at Friends' monthly meeting at Westbury, which was large, and affairs
well conducted
and the day following went to
a place called Rockaway. where we had a
meeting in a barn, and the Lord of all our

made

to

ing time.

I

:

comforted in the sense of the presence of
Truth.
The 27th we went to Flushing, John Bowne
being with me, where the yearly meeting for
these parts began, and continued four days,
part for worship, the rest for the affairs of the
church the public meetings were very large,
and the goodness and mercy of the Lord God
owned them, and enabled us in his service to
the help of many, and exalted his own everlasting gospel testimony, and his glorious name
was worshipped and magnified.
The 31st several Friends set out with me towards Rhode Island, though I was now in a
;

poor, weak, spent condition, as to bodily ability,
and capable of travelling but slowly, the weather being exceeding hot, yet I was measurably
supported with inward help and hope in the

We passed
the Lord's all-sufficiency.
through Connecticut government, and came to
James Perry's, in the Narraganset country, and
the 5th of the fourth month, being first-day,
were at Kingston meeting, and the day followOn the 7th I
ing at a monthly meeting there.
had a meeting on Conanicut Island, where
some Friends met us from Newport, and we
were favoured with a comfortable time, in the
prevalency of divine goodness, and got that
evening to my brother-in-law John Proud's, in
Newport.
On the 9th the yearly meeting began at
Portsmouth, and a large precious meeting it
was.
I returned to Newport, where the yearly meeting continued, and held four days, the
assembly being large and peaceable, and al
times comfortable in the arisings of the mighty
power and love of God, who had the glory and
praise.
The 15th I had a large and edifying
meeting at Tiverton, and lodged at Joseph
Wanton's, where we had a good little meeting
The next day I had a meeting
that evening.
at Seconnet, and a large one the day after at
Acoaxet. The 1 9th, being first-day, I was at
Cushanet, where we had a large and good
meeting, in the Lord's merciful help; as also
at Aponyganset, Rochester and Succoneset.
From thence we went down to the water side,

arm of

and went on board a sloop with many other
Friends, and got well over to Nantucket the
23rd, and on the 24th the yearly meeting began
there, which was large, and continued four
days, to true satisfaction, and the name of the
Lord was glorified.
The 28th I went over the Sound again, but
passed the night in an open boat, and got into
Bass river, near Yarmouth, the next day, and
had a meeting in Plymouth the day following,
where no Friends live, nor had there been a
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meeting therefor nearly thirty years many of where we had a meeting, and another the day
the people came to it, and Almighty goodness following with a few well-inclined people at
mercifully owned us, and enabled to preach his Ralph Earle's. From hence I went to Shrewseverlasting gospel, much to the people's satis- bury, and had a little meeting the next day
at Lancaster, with some who professed to be
faction, who behaved very civilly.
The 1st of the fifth month I had a meeting Friends; and from thence I returned to Mendham, where I was at a pretty large meetat Pembroke, and rode that evening to Boston
and the J3rd, being first-day, went to the quar- ing the 24th, and had some good service with a
On the 26th I
terly meeting at Hampton, where many Friends Cew Friends in the evening.
and others gathered the next morning Friends had a laroe meetino; at Wainsoket in Provitransacted the affairs of the church, and had a dence woods, but found many of the people
public meeting afterwards.
The Lord our God very little acquainted with the power and bapwas graciously pleased to own our assemblies tism of Truth, yet the Lord God of mercies
in his power and wisdom, to his own glory, opened my heart, and enabled me to labour, I
and much to the edification and comfort of believe, to some of their advantage, as well as
many souls. On the 5th I had a meeting at to my own discliarge in the Lord's service.
Stretham, which was an open blessed time; The next day I had a pretty open, serviceable
and another large one the day following at meeting at Shanticoke, though carnality was
prevalent among them
and on the day followCachecy, to good satisfaction.
On the 7th I had a meeting at Dover, to ing another at Greenwich, indifferently satiswhich Friends in that part of the country gen- factory, through divine help amongst a barren
erally came, and also many of the Presbyte- people.
T staid at Thomas Fry's, a generous,
rian people, who heard of my being come to friendly man, though not of our community,
The next
those parts again (having in a former visit to who had also some good children.
this place, had good service for the Lord in day I was at Warwick meeting, and the followthese parts) and we had a glorious powerful ing at a yearly meeting at Providence town,
meeting in the name and love of God, which which was large, and to some satisfaction.
The 1st of the sixth month I had a large and
was great among us that day. I lodged at
John Kenny's, where we had a precious oppor- pretty good meeting at Smithfield meeting house,
tunity with many Friends that evening.
The through heavy and faithful labour, in divine
next day we had a meeting at Portsmouth, in help another the day following at Ebenezer
the court-house, to which the people flocked in Woodward's in Taunton, and the next day at
great numbers, anc! behaved soberly
and the Swanzey which was large on account of a bupower and doctrine of truth had impression on rial, and satisfactory in a good degree, though
many hearts. On the 9th I had a meeting at the pure life of truth seems to be low thereaHampton, and another the day following at way. From hence I went to Free town and
Amesbury, which was large, and through di- had a meeting also at Sandwich, which was
vine help, a glorious and strengthening time to pretty large and on the 9th I had a meeting
the honest minded, profitable to many I hope, at Mannimay, among some friendly people,
which was much to our satisfaction; and at
and not to be forgotten.
I had a meeting the 11th at Haveril
and the Bass-pond the next day, and one the day folnext day a large and solidly profitable meeting lowing at Rochester.
The 12th I had a large meeting at Ponyat Newbury, many of the people coming in,
and confessed to the truth. The l4th I had a ganset, and the 14th being first-day, was at a
large meeting with Friends at Salem, and an- yearly meeting for worship at South Kingston,
other at Marblehead in thetownhouse next day; which held two days, the meetings being large;
wherein the Lord's power, and the doctrine of and the name of the Lord was humbly magniThe 16th I had a meeting
the gospel, prevailed among the people to their fied on our parts.
at John Richmond's in Westerly, a great and
help.
I went to Lynn that night, and had a
and another
large and good establishing meeting there next blessed time in the love of God
the next day at John Mumford's.
After this
day.
The 17th I came to Boston, and had two we came down to the ferry at Conanicut, but
large comfortable meetings there
many people could not get over till the day following, and
came in, and behaved soberly; also another went to the meeting at Newport, where on the
the day following to good satisfaction, and in 21st, being first-day, we had two very large
the evening most of the Friends there, gather- meetings, to which many Friends came from
ed to a Friend's- house, and we had a meeting, distant places to take leave of me, and the Lord
which I believe was profitable and here I took of all our mercies was pleased to open my
heart and mouth largely amongst them in his
my leave of Friends in these parts.
The 20th I was at the week-day meeting at power and counsel and we parted with comMendham, and went from thence to Uxbridge, fort in his love. In the evening I had a blessed
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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time with some Friends of the town, in the
mehing love and sense of the pure presence of
our heavenly Father, who had and hath the
praise and glory for all his mercies and gracious help.
Next morning we took a near and
affectionate leave of one another, and I set out
for Long Island, and landed next day at Oyster
pond point, and came to the upper part of Southwold that night, and lodged at an inn, where
many of the neighbourhood flocked in, and we
had a serviceable meeting with them.
The 24th I came to a Friend's named .Tohn
Hallock at Setawket, where we had a meeting
next day, and came that evening to Bethpage,
from whence we went to the quarterly meeting
at Westbury, which began there the 26th, the
meeting for ministers and elders being held
that day, and a large public meeting, and another for business the day following. The 28th,
being first-day, there was a mighty concourse
of people, and the Lord our God made it a precious time, in the help of his wisdom and glorious power. The next day we went to Thomas
Pearsall's where divers Friends coming to visit
us, we had a meeting that evening; another at

Cowneck

Friends.

Of

[1737.
meeting, he gives

this

ther account in a

to

letter

one of

some

fur-

his sons,

viz.

As

to myself,

I

am,

I

culously supported, and
ty generally,

think,

somewhat mira-

am

good health

and expect

I

in

may

pret'

be so discharg-

go
towards Barbadoes in about two months. The
yearly meeting at this place ended last night;
it was exceedingly large, and, upon the whole,
generally acknowledged to have been very edifying, and helpful in divers ways and very much
to my ease and humbling gladness in the Lord
our God, and never-failing helper. Friends
in general are in a good degree of harmony.
My heart is nearly afl"ected with the best of
love towards thee and for thee, that nothing
short of rain from the divine presence may satisfy thee, for this is what only prepares the
most acceptable sacrifice, a broken and contrite
spirit, wherein is true light and durable joy^
ed, respecting the continent, as to be free to

Thus

farewell, farewell, saith thy nearly affec-

tionate

of my capacity in
hope thou art, and often
profitably sensible of.
J. F.

father,

to the best

every respect which
will be,

I

day following, and got to the
On the 22nd of the seventh month (continues
monthly meeting at Westbury on the 31st.
On the 1st of the seventh month I had a the Journal) after the yearly meeting was over,
large and good meeting, through merciful and having some concern remaining with me toheavenly help, at Flushing, it being also their wards Maryland, I set out for the Western
monthly meeting; and the next day another at shore, and went that night to Chester, and had
Newtown and one in the evening at Richard meetings at Bush river, near Patapsco, and at
where I staid at Joseph Galloway's
Hallet's, at whose house I lodged; and there took West river
leave of many Friends of that Island, in the about two days, visiting several Friends' familove and power of the Lord our God.
lies thereaway, and was at the meeting again
I came
to Woodbridge in East Jersey the next day, on first-day, which was pretty large.
and on the following was at the meeting there;
The 4th of the eighth month I had a pretty
and on the 5th at a blessed open meeting at laroe meeting at the Clifl^s, wherein truth solidElizabeth-town, where no Friends live, and that ly owned us, and enabled me to labour much
night came back to John Shotwell's.
The to my discharge of that part of the country.
next day we went up the country to a place Next day I had a meeting at Herring creek,
called Whippany, where a few friendly peo- and took leave of Friends there, returning again
ple live, with whom I had a precious and com- to Joseph Galloway's.
fortable little meeting, and the next day another
On the 6th I set out with some Friends for
with a iew Friends at Lebanon and so to the bay, in order to be at the yearly meeting
On
Bethlehem, Wright's-town, in Pennsylvania, near Choptank river, and got well over.
and Middletovvn; at which last places I had the 8th, being first-day, the yearly meeting belarge and solidly profitable meetings, and took gan, and continued five days, some of the meetleave of Friends there, under the sense of the ings being very large
and the power and tespower of truth. From hence I went to Frank- timony of truth comfortably prevailed among
ford and had a meeting, and came to Philadel- the people, to the true satisfaction of Friends,
phia that night.
After staying the week-day and the Almighty name was magnified. After
meeting next day, I went over the river Dela- the yearly meeting was over, I had a meeting
ware, in order to be at the quarterly meeting at Tuckahoe, and a pretty large open meeting
for Gloucester and Salem, which was held the near Choptank head, among some people who
16th.
On the 17th I returned to Philadelphia made little profession of Truth, yet the love of
to the yearly meeting, which continued several God extended freely towards them, wherein
days, and through the merciful attendance and we rejoiced.
blessed help of divine Goodness, it was made a
On the 16th I was at a targe meeting near
glorious, comfortable, strengthening time, and Little creek on Delaware river, it being their
peace and unity appeared eminently amongst yearly meeting, and continued two days, many
the

;

;

;

;

;
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and others were present, and the
Truth owned us, mercifully prevailing
to our comfort, and the Lord our God had the
After this I had meetings at Duck
glory.
creek, George's creek, Newcastle, and a pretty
large one at William Shipley's at Wilmington,
also at George Kissen's, Ken net, and New Garden at Concord, Providence, and a large heavenly meeting at Goshen,
I vvent from hence
to North Wales, and was at two meetings
there, wherein divine Goodness was manifested
to our comfort, and the holy name was hon-

425

Friends

pany with a native of Berytus

in

blessed

sixty miles north of Jerusalem,

who

;

Syria, about

being oppressed by the Turks, and stripped of his possessions, had been obliged to several European
princes for indulging

him

lence of their subjects.

I

to ask the benevohad some satisfactory
conversation with him, which induced him to
be very affectionately courteous to me, and was
I

believe of

some

sense, though

service to

him

we could converse

We

in

a religious

vei'y little but

had a safe passage,
by an interpreter.
through some very stormy weather, and landed
oured.
in Barbadoes the 9th of the eleventh month,
The 31st I was at a monthly meeting at 1737.
Abington, which was large, and on the 1st
From Barbadoes he wrote the following episof the ninth month had a meeting at Horsham, tle to Friends on the Eastern shof e of JMarywhich was greatly to my discharge, and the land.
comfort of many.
The next day I had a meeting to true and great satisfaction at Trenton,
Dkar Friends Tn the extendings of the
and another the day following at Burlington, in love of Christ the great and blessed Shepherd of
order to be fully clear of that place. After this the Lord's flock every where, am I concerned
I had a
meeting with Friends at Bristol, and to remember you, and stirred up to write a litthe next day was at three large meetings at tle to you, as a tender and brotherly salutaPhiladelphia, being first-day.
The next was tion. I earnestly entreat you all, carefully and
their quarterly meeting, and the following a weightily to consider, that the most necessary
general meeting, mostly of youth, which was concern and work of our day here, certainly is
made, through the goodness and help of Truth, to seek for the experimental knowledge of recona precious establishing opportunity.
ciliation to God the Father, through the obediI staid
that week in the city, and was at the meetings ence of living faith, in the name of Christ, and
as they fell in course, and the first-day fol- the renewing of the Holy Spirit and so to live,
lowing was made truly satisfactory and com- walk, and labour in and with our heavenly tafortable.
lent or gift, that we show forth and promote the
On the 14th [ had a meeting at Fairhill, righteousness and purity of the blessed gospel
wherein divine wisdom and power very emi- day, as lights to the world, but most immedinently dignified the opportunity to our joy in the ately and directly so, to those of the same proLord. The next day I went to a general meet- fession with us.
ing at Chester, which was very large and satisAnd I am fully satisfied, that the gracious
factory; and we parted in true love and near- regard of Almighty Goodness is afresh extendness in the love of Christ our Lord.
On the ing towards you, in order to help you, both to
20th I had a large meeting at Salem, and was own and to live more comfortably in the doat the quarterly meeting there the day follow- minion of Truth in yourselves; and to enable
ing, with good satisfaction
as also the next you in the life and wisdom of Truth, to be more
day at the youths' meeting, which was large, serviceable in your families, in the Society you
and made thoroughly satisfactory in discharg- profess to be of, (so lamentably decaying in
ing me of those parts.
your parts) and also to the neighbourhood.
The 23rd I had a blessed meeting with For if the I'edeeming power and sanctifying
Friends at Pilesgrove, and the next day was at life of Christ, the one true and blessed Head
a general meeting at Pladdonfield, wherein the and Shepherd, did but show itself and its heaLord our God graciously owned us, and bless- venly effects suitably, through the more knowed our meeting, giving us to part one from an- ing and more active, or chief part of the Socieother in a living sense of his love and power
ty, it is indisputable with me, that the Lord's
and his glorious name was worshipped and work of gathering many to be living stones,
praised.
came that night again to Joseph and building people up a living house, in order
1
Cooper's, and the day following to Philadelphia, and godlike beauty, would prosper, and recover
where I staid till the 8th of the tenth month, strength and lustre among you. You would be
and had divers great and heavenly meetings
helped to speak in one life, one zeal, and one
and after a very open and solidl}' edifying language of wisdom, to the joy and comfort of
meeting, I took leave of Friends there in much the honestly minded, some of whom, though
true love and nearness in spirit, and heavenly they may be at a distance in divers respects,
unity in the Lord.
yet are at times looking for Zion, but cannot
I then took passage for Barbadoes, in comsee such beauty amongst her professed chiefs,
VoL. XIIL— No. 11.
54

—

:

;

;
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where they have expected
convince them,

Some

it

to appear, as to

for not

[1737.

doing one thing, and for doing another,

as best suits present advantage or pleasure to the

this is she.

and de- creature; and hence have come those numerous divisions, enmities, contentions, and variety
are now and then awakened to see and feel of practices, parties, and evil liberties into the
something of their own dark and bewildered professed Christian churches, and in part
condition; who if they had proper light shown amongst us as a people, under which you and
them, and were stirred up to look wherein they the cause of Christ in your province suffer.
have turned aside (which it is your and all our
However, I am persuaded the Lord of heainterest and duty to be devotedly concerned for) ven and earth is graciously mindful of you, of
some such I believe would yet be gathered his cause, and of many poor, inwardly distemnearer, would be restored in themselves, and pered, and lamed (by their evil lusts) amongst
would add help and beauty to the Lord's fami- you, in order to extend help, and to make you
The mouths of those who mock and con- helpers one to another, through holiness of life,
ly.
temn the repairers, would, in the Lord's coun- and wise and living zeal. Therefore, dear
sel, be stopped, or turn to their own shame and Friends, be encouraged in labouring to live, to
sorrow; and the seeming strength of the arm of exhort, reprove, invite and provoke to love as
such uncircumcised, would appear to be mere occasion may offer, with Christian diligence,
weakness, and like briars and thorns in the and without partiality. So will light yet break
way of the Lord of hosts.
out from darkness, and the darkening, reasonSo dear Friends, brethren and sisters, be arous- ing spirit of this world, will gradually be sied into upright inwardness of application in soul, lenced, and the testimony of Truth, in its seveto have your own hearts searched by the finger ral ancient and holy branches, be again seen
and that in love and virtue clearly, as they are the fruits of the life and light
or power of God
may help and lead you in faithfulness to labour of the everlasting gospel and will be borne
in the work of. the Lord, that you may be fully openly and ftiithfully for Christ's sake.
Thus
clear of the blood of all.
I fully believe the
you, as his children, will be abundantly more
blessed Master Builder and great Husbandman, honoured and owned with his living, glorious,
will yet add a blessing to your sincere applica- healing and strengthening presence.
And so
tion, both inwardly for your own help, and to inward salvation, outward fVuitfulness in rightothers
for his eye is towards you for good, eousness, with fresh anointing, and raising up
and towards the work he hath begun in your of helpful instruments for various services in
parts.
the church, and the good of mankind, will yet
And I beg it may ever be remembered, par- again grow among you, to your joy and honticularly by the more active for religion, either our, and to the glory and praise of the unchangas ministers, or other helps in the government able, holy Lord God Almighty, ever worthy to
of the church, that exhortation, advice, or pro- be loved, feared, obediently trusted in, and
posing the best of rules for necessary practice, magnified for ever.
Thus, dear Friends, my
are not likely to produce much good effect, if soul longs for you, and for the Father's honour,
the tincture and savour of the spirit of religion and in his name salutes the living.
I am your
and gospel po,wer do not accompany such la- true friend, and an earnest seeker of your
bour, and show itself in the life of such persons. present and eternal good.
This leads into, and gives dominion over our
John Fothergill.
own spirits and tempers, and washeth from the
defiling love and spirit of this world, with its
P. S. If 1 have been very pressing and earnest
corrupting friendships and selfish views, which with you, and not without danger of offending
have hurt many inwardly, if not slain and laid some, yet know ye, it is from a clear view that
waste multitudes.
the Lord of heaven and earth, who sees all things
But oh
to humble, clean and enlivened and persons as they are in reality, is both wilhearts, the fresh feeling of the life of Truth re- ling and desirous to help and quicken you, and
vives faith under difficulties and discourage- to repair his work and plantation among you in
ments, and gives both beauty, authority and this province; and to water and dress it, that
room, and never fails to render people really it may become both more comfortable in itself,
useful, and helpers to repair and build up, ac- and more beautiful.
He therefore useth various
cording to the several talents received.
Nor means to encourage you to seek the Lord in
can any thing below this heavenly life, being good earnest, to know him to work in, for and
felt and yielded unto, make any effectually usewith you, for that great end, to prevent greater
ful
but weakness, and decay in practice will desolations and forsaking, which are likely to
still follow and spread.
For the carnal mind, overtake you, through the rebellious and negliand fleshly wisdom, though there should appear gent, to more scandal and sorrow of heart.
some outward strictness, will often find excuses
I am now clear, and beseech that you may
praved

others

are

lamed

in

part,

sense, yet are not quite dead, but

in

>

;

;

;

!

;
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make proper use of this and all other favours,
both in thinking of it carefully, and spreading
necessary^ and I seem
it as may be judged
rather moved with desire that this, or a copy of
Though' at
it may go to Friends over the bay.
present my hope seems weak of some, of their
regarding any thing that

may

be for their

effect-

ual help, yet the unchangeable God, his holy
Truth, and faithful labourers in his love and
fear, will be clear,

and have comfort

them-

in

him whose ear grows not heavy
cannot hear in any land or age glory

selves from
that

it

;

and thanksgiving be

to his

name

for ever

and

ever.
«

Barbadoes, the 23rd of the ^
Twelfth month, 1737. 5

All the account that remains of his
this island,

and of

his return,

we believe

visit
is

England,

viz.

was brought

hither well about sixteen

days

ago, in thirty-two days from Philadelphia, yet
do not find myself free to leave the place so

soon and therefore as a vessel is just going
hence for liondon, I cannot well omit writing
a little, to inform thee that I am thus far on my
way, and easy in my hope and sense of the
Father's favour.
If this ship had staid two or
three weeks longer, [ should have been in hopes
I might have left the island with ease; but I
Yet it is questionable whedare not, as it is.
ther another will sail for England in less than
two months, which is somewhat hard for me to
think of, both in respect to the unpleasantness
of the place, from the extreme heat, the small
number of Friends, and the general remoteness of the inhabitants from religion. Though
1 am easy in resignation to all-wise disposal,
and full of thankfulness, under the bending
sense of the gracious extending of divine good
will to many of the remote; and of fatherly,
succouring encouragement to the few spiritualMay rain from heaven bely minded here.
dew thy soul and understanding; and cherish
and revive the Lord's heritage every where.
;

J.

F.

Barbadoes, 12th of the Second month, 1738.

I

;

;

Lancaster, 2nd of the Fourth month, 1738.

to

Barbadoes, 27th of the Eleventh month, 1737.
I

nor is likely to do soon for London,
conclude to lake passage in one bound
for Lancaster, and which [may] set sail in two
or three days ; being now very desirous to be
gone hence. Though 1 hope never to forget
the merciful nearness and goodness of Truth to
me here both in affording the renewed sense
of heavenly life, and in preserving my health.
I cannot well add much, nor is much more in
my thoughts at present but may say, that
though this is a poor irreligious place, yet both
many of the people, and the few Friends here,
are very loving and respectful ; and I hope I
shall leave the place with inward ease to myself,
and reputation to Truth. From thy truly lovJ. F.
ing father.
of,

so that

con-

tained in the following letters to one of his son^
in

know
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I

Dear Son, —-Hereby thou wilt understand,
am brought safe to my native land again, in

which I very humbly acknowledge merciful
Goodness and preservation, still engaging in
love, fear and reverent trust towards the most
gracious. Almighty Lord God, of whose good-,
ness, power and mercy, there is no end.
I
strongly intended to have came by way of London, had any passage offered with a probability

of

when

my

this

reaching the yearly meeting ; but
to happen, I rather

seemed unlikely

chose to come

to this

place,

where

I

arrived

a passage of six weeks betwixt
land and land, but through very rough hard
But I was
weather, for the season of the year.
always preserved quiet, inwardly easy, and
steady in hope.
I am pretty well in health, as
well as easy and sweet in spirit; worship and
praise be to the holy Author of all good.
So
with dear salutation in holy living love to my
near friends (and there are many such) and
ardently well-wishing
to thyself, I rennain thv
'
father.
J. F.
last night, after

From

Lancaster he went directly to his habwhich was then in Netherdale, Yorkshire, where he was joyfully received by his
family and friends, with humble gratitude and
reverence to that holy power which had through
He set out
all preserved him to their comfort.
soon after for the quarterly meeting at York,
which was large, and attended by divers Friends
from several parts of the nation, who were truly
glad of his presence among them on that occasion, which indeed was solemn and edifying in
many respects, in a very eminent manner.
Whilst he was on this visit in America, he
itation,

Nearly affectionate and careful remembrance
of thee, induceth me to endeavour to let thee
hear from me as often as I well can in this long
absence, which wisdom hath seen good to order;
under which, for that reason, 1 am humbly wrote the following epistle to Friends of the
and for the present quarterly meeting at York
cheerful in reverent hope
we must submit to be yet longer separated than
No vessel hath
Dear Friends, In the solid sense of the
I expected, when I last wrote.
sailed hence to any part of England, that I uniting, heart-warming, strengthening, love and
:

;

—

;
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in and through Christ our Head, Lord, ters, to be encouraged and stirred up, humbly
and Captain of salvation, doth my spirit and and with hope to seek the Lord, who will be
You may be wisdom and strength, of which all have need.
heart very nearly salute you.
assured, though I am drawn by the Father of And if you in faith and meekness seek the
the Uving family, outwardly from you, who are Lord for his help, you will be enabled to act
the most near part of it to me, yet am I very more strongly, wisely and successfully in fuloften with you, in the union of the one heaven- filling your part of building and beautifying the
ly power and engager of hearts for the health house of God, to your own comfort and joy, in
and well-being of Zion, and for her growth in seeing the Father put his own image and life of
that soundness and beauty, with which God righteousness more and more upon your sex,
For the and the youth among them. And I am sure,
would bless his people and family.
prosperity of this great and good work, our if the brethren live in and to the life of religracious God hath gathered and baptized many gion, they will both be examples to you of dilispirits among you, into a deep and daily con- gence in life, in attending meetings, and in zealcern who also suffer and mourn in soul before ous watchfulness, to encourage the good, and
and will
the Lord, when things and practices happen, to admonish the loose and disorderly
and are fallen into, which weaken and stain, also put you forward, and strengthen you in
and wound particulars, and dishonour the cause doing your parts faithfully.
Thus, my dear Friends, do you seek divine
and name of the Lord our God.
In this care and exercise am I still with you, help together, and also in your particular resiwho thus travail for the health and comfort of dences and services; and I am fully persuaded,
the flock of God, and for the help of the weak the everlasting Father of all comfort, and of
and unwise, that the name of the Lord may be divine light and ability, will add a blessing to
magnified in the earth; and in this have we the cries and labour of his people, and make
cause to hope and be encouraged, that divine many instrumental to repair and recover deBut how is it likely
help, in the sense of our Father's love and pre- caying and lean places.

life,

;

;

sence continues graciously to visit with renew- that the lower, or more feeble outwardly,
ed help, both to live and labour; and he with should do much towards so great a work in
many respects, if the more knowing and strong,
whom all fulness dwells, doth not forsake.
Wherefore, dear Friends, I tenderly entreat as- creatures, should mind themselves, and
all who love the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, their temporal afl^airs, more than the life of reto hope in the divine power and life which ever ligion, and the concerns of Truth and right-

and fervently to wait for the daily fresh eousness ?
And you younger people of that meeting and
anointing of it, frorri whence alone you, and all
have, and ever must have, enlargement of life county, towards whom my bowels have often
and of light, moved within me in the love of God, seek to
in yourselves, whereby to live
wisdom and strength, to act any way to good have room made in your hearts for Christ, that
lives,

;

he

purpose in God's house.
I

fully believe the spirit

of the Lord will

up a standard against the enemy, who

is

lift

at

work under various disguises, assaulting the
work of the gospel, and will help the Lord's
people to be more and more bright in life, and
Be sure you be honest
successful in labour.
and true in your lots and posts, both when you

may

reign in you, and be your Saviour

Shepherd

;

and he

will

yet

more

and

baptize you

and a sense of salvation,
and make you a generation to his own praise
and from age to age the name of the mighty
God may be great and renewed in the earth,
and in that beloved county.
into death to vanity,

Thus my near Friends, my brotherly greetare collected to act ip a body, for the propaga- ing in the good will of God the Father,
tion of peace and purity, and the beauty of runs to you in a manner which I hope many
Truth, and to discourage the appearance and of you can feel , and be comforted and encouroperation of the defiling and enticing spirit of aged in the Lord and in his service, for he is
And you may know
unrighteousness in which work, both male good unto his people.
;

God, that the good arm of Truth which drew me
over the sea once more, hath mercifully helped
and assisted to travel and labour with diligence,
you will be true friends to the younger and and often to my humbling comfort. I have
weaker, and to one another; but you cannot now been at the most northern part of New
be so, if self and flesh, with its libertine ways, England where any Friends live, and hope to
be sheltered and sought to be saved, rather be at Boston in about a week, where Friends
than that the holy equal line and judgment of are somewhat increased, and the people civil
Truth should be extended, and have its straight and courteous, as they now are in many, if not
most other places.
way.

and female should bo

just

and

faithful to

as well privately in femilies, as more publicly
And as you are thus faithful,
in the churches.

I

particularly beseech you,

my

beloved

sis-

J.

F.

;

;
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Hampton,

in the something which unfitteth for drinking of the
month, heavenly wine and thence comes coldness to1737, and accompanied the following one to wards the purity of religion, and barrenness
touching the inward knowledge of God and his
Friends of Wensleydale meeting.
salvation, unseasoned hearts, and unsavory
My near and truly beloved Friends
language and conversation at times, more and
Although it hath pleased the everlasting Fa- more stupifying themselves, and sometimes
ther and blessed comforter of his people, to se- darkening and dangerous imaginations are folparate me outwardly far from you, by the en- lowed, which scatter into by-ways, through ingagings of his love towards the inhabitants of sinuations of the wicked sublilty.
these countries, yet his uniting love and pure
Wherefore, oh my beloved Friends I beseech
goodness hath, and doth often lead my spirit you carefully and steadily mind, and diligently
nearly to remember.^ and hiddenly to visit you, wait for and trust in, the invisible and incorrupand run as it were among you from one to an- tible seed and power, which ever lives, is ever
other, in a particular manner^ and often to pure, and ever sufficient to carry on and perbreathe for your edification in your meetings
fect his great and glorious work of redemption
and in such tender and divinely enlivened de- and is also well able to assist and furnish with
sires for your best help and feeding, that I could wisdom and suitable degrees of ability, for every
gladly have written something of a brotherly engagement and service which he leadeth unto;
salutation ere now, if I could have sent it you though we be poor, and often nothing but povwhen my heart was so opened. But I have erty and emptiness, as indeed we should be,
been for some weeks, and am under a fresh till divine life and gopdness spring in again, for
nearness, and living, careful, well-wishing for which, quiet and awful attendance is our duty.
you, and your prospering in the salvation of Thus the holy Almighty workman will be with,
God, so that I just steal a little time to write, and operate in his own family and as we lean
hoping to meet with an opportunity to send it towards him trustingly, in pure desire to be

This

east of

epistle

New England, the

at

5th of the

fifth

;

—

!

;

And herewith freely reacheth a degree of the love of God, through my heart unto
you, which love hath often afiected many of us
with earnest longing for the help and favour of
its glorious Author and Spring.
Through faith
in him that is invisible, and an honest care to be
subject to the operation of his humbling hand,
we have been gathered into a heavenly and
near relation, some nearer, and others at more
distance or behind, according as the divine influence of the love and power of God in Christ
hath been joined with, waited for, and cherished,
in order that we might be thoroughly baptized
and purged. As this heavenly hand and fan
of God hath been kept under and longed for in
fear, lest any thing in us should escape or get

ere long.

up again,

that

is

offensive to that pure, all-see-

helped to follow him uprightly,

we

shall not

lack, nor ever be confounded.

Dear friends, my life in Christ, the one livHead all the world over, is oflen with many
of you in a rejoicing manner, and in strong desires that you may all feel it more and more to
wash and fill you, and so give you to drink
into the one spirit of Truth and heavenly
ing

unity.

And

the elder

among

you, while a

little

of

day remains, may heartily seek to be redeemed a great but absolutely necessary work, for
time is but short to many.
Let the younger
carefully seek that true godliness, which the
touches and winnings of divine love would incline and lead all to.
For this is the only infallible way to blessedness here, and for ever;
;

ing Being, the Lord's people's true nearness as also to be fitted for service every vvay, as
well as to honour and true esteem among men.
and oneness is increased.
My dear Friends, both elder and younger, Thus may the love of God, and the power of
who can read this language with humble hearts his Christ prevail with, and fill you more and
before the Lord our ever-living Rock and foun- more. Amen.
I am not discouraged from hoptain of all good, be you encouraged humbly to ing to be favoured to see you and my native
hope in, and patiently, yet diligently to wait for country again ; divine love led me from you
more and more of this pure and winnowing for the Lord's cause-sake, and hath been near

and you will feel Almighty goodness
and power to carry on the great work he hath
begun in you, for he is well able. But where
heavenly goodness is withheld from the soul,
and where little or no pure access in holy stillness is experienced, there hath been a want of
true and honest submission to the influence and
sifting operation of the love and power of God,
the one everlasting Father of the living; or an
hiding of some idols, or falling in love with

salvation,

to direct

and supply with assistance, as much

humble admiration and bowing my soul
in thankfulness, as in any part of my life, and
I believe to some service toothers; the great
Being of all power hath the glory, for he alone
to

my

is

worthy.

And though

travel very diligently,

I

and

have been helped to
to a good degree of
yet before me, that I

discharge, yet so much is
expect not to see England in less than ten
months, if my life be prolonged ; but I am given

:
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of which he gave the following instrucaccount in a letter to one of his sons, dated
love, and strong desires for all your salvation from Sutton in Lincolnshire, the third of the
and best of comfort, in and through free access eleventh month, viz.
to the Father of might and mercy, through Jesus
Though I have been unusually long without
Christ our Lord, where we have also to worwriting to thee, both on account of havmg little
ship livingly
I once more salute you, and remain your truly loving friend and brother to material to advise of, and being under some
J. F.
uneasy uncertainty about my real duty respectthe living in Israel.
ing this little journey, which hath caused me
To these epistles it may not be improper to more exercise by night and by day, than many
Not through my own unwillingness
subjoin the following testimonials of his labours greater.
and travels in the ministry in those parts of to go any where, if I may but be thoroughly
America, in a certificate from Friends there to satisfied of the Father's mind but from a fear,
the monthly meeting of Richmond, of which he whether Truth itself required, and drew to it,
was then a member. It is selected from many though it hath stood almost constantly before
others which he brought from divers places, as me much of the time since I have seen thee.
But I longed for more clear, living engagement;
it seems to be the most comprehensive of the
peculiar nature of his labours and services, that even after the time which seemed to be
pointed out was come, I got not to a full conviz.
clusion till about three weeks before I came
To our Friends and brethren of the monthly away. In this unsettledness I was backward

up

freely to the Father's will, if he will but plain-

ly lead and help.

Now,

in

ever living and pure

loved

;

tive

;

;

:

and when I came to a conclusion,
much employed in leaving matters suitably.
And thus I have been tossing in
We salute you in the love and fellowship of much fear and littleness, yet under, I think, an
And whereas our worthy friend honest devotedness; and so have been long, in
the gospel.
and elder John Fothergill, hath been concerned a sort, hid from thee, though I found not much
now in his advanced years, to undertake a third necessity of writing, except to manifest my truvisit to these parts of America, in the service of ly tender and earnest longing of soul for thee,
and with great diligence, sincere and for thy help in the way of blessing, which,
tlie gospel
and hard labour, for the honour of God, the be assured, is continued as honestly as I am
I may further inform thee, that I
good of souls, and the discharge of duty, hath capable of.
travelled through near, if not all the meetings of hope to reach Warwick next first-day but one,
Friends in New England in which service the that county, and the upper or western parts of
Lord hath been pleased to own and enable him, Suffolk and Essex, having most place with me.
in an eminent manner, not only to point out, Meeting time being come, I must bid farewell,
J. F.
and show to the children of men, their spiritual and am thy loving father.
maladies; but also most clearly to direct, and
After having visited the counties above-menmovingly to invite, unto Christ the physician of
value, for a sure and certain cure, greatly to tioned, he came up to London the beginning of
the relief of the oppressed, and rejoicing of the month following, and staid there in visiting
those who are concerned for Sion's prosperity. the meetings of Friends in and about the city
His deportment and conversation being also during several weeks, to the help and encourweighty and edifying, adorning the service and agement of many, and the faithful discharge of
He returned by Uxbridge, Jordans
station vvhereunto the Lord hath appointed him; his duty.
wherefore the faithful have dear unity with him, and Wiccomb, at which places he had pretty
and sincerely desire his future preservation large meetings, and to some advantage, though
every vvay, that in the Lord's time he may be attended with deep labour, yet with humble
From these parts he went
conducted home to you and his family in safety, gladdening help.
directly home, where he arrived in health and
with sheaves of peace in his bosom.
meeting of Richmond, in Yorkshire,
else this

may

or, lohere

in writing,

my

come.

time was

;

;

peace.

Signed at and in behalf of our Quarterly
meeting held on Rhode Island, the 13th of the
eighth month, 1737, by forty-six Friends.
In the year 1739, when the winter quarterly
meeting at York, which he attended, was over,
he set out for Norfolk; which county, part of
Suffolk and London, had been before him some
time, yet not so distinct and clear as he most

He

attended the quarterly meeting at

York

company was, as usual, acceptable as his example was helpful and edifying, both in meetings
and out of them.
Though under very great weakness as to
health, he came up to the yearly meeting in
London, in the year 1740, and it being the first
after his return from America, according to the
in

the

first

month following, where
;

his

:
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general practice of Friends, and at the desire of
his brethren, he gave a concise and instructive
account of his last visit to those parts, the state
of Friends, the increase of the Society in some
places, and its declining slate in others, with

breathe in

spirit

431

we may

lay suitably to heart.

But after this little hint of what is much with
me, I shall take notice of some of thy remarks
on thy late journey (into Holland and Germany) and first tell thee, thy account of those
the causes which had most obviously contri- people called iVlenonists, and Moravians (as I
buted thereto.
He observed, that as the elders suppose they call themselves) exactly agrees
of the people were preserved in freshness and with my secret and settled idea of them both;
zeal, under a diligent care for the growth of for 1 believe both, and the latter especially have
spiritual religion, truth increased, good order had, in some measure, their eyes opened
but
was preserved, the discipline kept up, and the they set man to work to form, and imitate reliyouth in many places tender and hopeful. On gion, and to build without digging properly to
the contrary, where those who were of the find the Rock.
Yet many from their pious infirst rank, both in respect to age and situation tentions make a show for a time, and some
of life, declined in their religious care
where good may turn out of it. But it is a matter to
the spirit of this world suppressed the tender be lamented (as I have very often thought) that
desires after riches of a durable nature
there there should be, as it were an universal and
weakness, disorder and unfaithfulness, were too continued propensity prevailing amongst the
obvious, and a daily decay of real piety as well Germans especially, to run away into specuas of numbers, prevailed, to the grief of the ho- lation
and thereby so many valuable springnest-hearted, and the loss of those who unhap- ings, and glimpses of the heavenly day, should
pily suffered this corrupting spirit to take place. have yet brought no more durable fruits, in exHe pointed out in a clear manner, the different periencing salvation in reality. But it ever
parts where these effects appeared, with that will be true. No following Christ acceptably,
deeply affecting sorrow which pierced him, without submitting to the cross which hath
when amongst those whose conduct occasion- always seemed to me to be the place, at which
ed it.
that country people in particular, as almost all
This summer, being engaged in some little nations in general, have miscarried. May the
domestic affairs, he was not much abroad long plough of God take more effectual hold amongst
together, though he attended several distant and them, is my heart's desire.
May this considlarge meetings in his own county
often re- eration strengthen thee in fearing and even
membering his absent friends and children loathing a sort of living and delighting in, or
with true afl^ection, and manifesting his care for being at ease in, barren speculation, even of
their truest interest ; to one of whom he writes best things or principles
but be still more and
in the following manner; viz. "but above all, my more animated to seek daily bread from the
longing is for thy spiritual access, and enlarge- everlasting Father's own hand, who will hear
ment in the heavenly pastures, under the lead- and answer in due time the sincere and patient,
ing and putting-forth of the one heavenly Shep- though hidden criers for it and thereby such
herd, which I still hope, as well as often hum- will grow in the living root, and bear fruit in
bly breathe for on thy account, being well sat- due season, to the Father's praise and honour.
isfied of thy sincere desires; which if properly I salute thee with this breathing fresh upon my
retained, and carefully cherished on thy part, I soul for thee, which hath been often with me,
cannot but comfortably hope, heavenly help when by my long silence I have seemed almost
will mercifully regard
so be it.
Amen."
to have forgotten thee."
In another letter to the same, dated the 27th
of the tenth month, 1740, he has the following
In the latter part of the year 1741, he visited
memorable expressions
Friends in some of the northern counties, tra" I have been and am, through merciful fa- velling through the bishopric of Durham, and
vour preserved in usual health, and attended with some parts of Northumberland, from thence
best peace and comfort in our heavenly Father's into Cumberland and Westmoreland; of which
goodness ; though in the manifest appearance journey, all the account that remains, is con(as I have often looked at it in many months) of tained in the following letter to a relation, writa severe threatening time of distress, in divers ten soon after his return, dated the 6th of the
cases, to this nation ; and if we be not quick- ninth month, 1741, viz.
ened and excited hereby to diligence, in seek" I cannot lose hope, nor almost full exing to lay hold of eternal treasure, the love and
favour of the blessed infinite Rock and fountain pectation, but that the divine power, which can
of all good, we shall be more inexcusable than do all things, will one time or other mercifully
others of mankind who know not so well and help thee, if thou labourest in watchfulness and
clearly where and how to seek happiness and patience to look to him for salvation in true
refuge indeed ; which I often inwardly long and diligence, sincere resignation, and holy humble
;

;

;

;

;

fl

;

;

;

;

;
:
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and thnt he will refine through various time of life, and under great bodily infirmity,
manners of dealing, and distressing dispensa- his care was as great as ever, that his ministry
trust

;

tions, his beloved

chosen vessels
eye,

whom

he would make
with such an

And

believe he hath looked upon thee, some-

I

what

sons,

in his house.

like as

pillow

;

upon Jacob, when a stone was his
Lord of all power and majesty
place, though Jacob knew it not.

yet the

was

in

And

so have

that

some others been made witnesses,
mercy and gracious goodness, was
even working in and near us, when sometimes
the heavens seemed like brass, and the earth
like iron, and fear and sorrow surrounded
thus he hath, and will winnow and refine, and
will show that none else can save
and yet
that he in

;

who would have no

that he forsakes not those,

God but him, the ever living all-powerone, everlastingly worthy to have all our

other
ful

hearts,

and

to be trusted

in,

waited

for,

and

A measure of his glorious
love and mercy covers my heart at this lime,
and bows my spirit in humble worship to his
praised for ever.

most worthy name.

many

But

others, according to

therefore leave what

I

I

cannot express like
views, and must

my

have hinted

for thee to

gather the substance, as thou art capable.
I
am as well in health, through mercifijl support,
as I have been many years, and was favoured
with help from the best hand in the little journey through the northern counties, to as much

humbling gladness in the Loi'd, as I have almost ever known though we met with seve;

ral afflicting cases, besides the

ness, or

common

want of proper hunger, which

heaviis

might be as

burthensome to Friends as
appears from the account he
kept, that he was at upwards of sixty meetings
in about eleven weeks, and travelled in the
same space of time above 670 miles he intended to have communicated to a Friend a
more particular account of this visit, and of the
state of Friends in that kingdom, but was prevented by indisposition, and other intervening
services.
The following passages from some
letters written in this journey, will not perhaps
be altogether unacceptable.
" My hands and thoughts (says he in a letter
to a Friend soon after he set out) have been
busy in hastening to discharge myself of this
debt to Ireland, and I now hope for a passage
thither, the first suitable wind.
I am but in a
low and heavy state of mind, and should be
very doubtful of being helped to live and act
properly; but that a grain of faith is preserved;
which hath heretofore often staid my mind in
patient waiting, till merciful supply of food and
ability to labour again, hath been experienced
from the all sufficient and only rightly relieving hand ; and here is my center in reverent
possible

I

He

continued at home during the winter, except attending the quarterly meeting at York

now began

be very difficult
and painful to him, from a constant and sharp
disease, the frequent companion of advancing years, and the effects of an unwearied dili-

gence

to

in travelling.

In the spring of

it

where as we endeavour steadily to keep,
duly attending for fresh help that we may be
what we are, through the grace from on high,
I believe we shall not be neglected or forgotten
of the all knowing Fountain of every good
trust,

thing."
In another letter from Dublin, to one of his
sons.

I

travelling

little

more

I said vve, above,
had the opportunity of the good company
of Michael Lightfoot most of the time."

but

for

:

or less almost a general hurt.
for

;

1742 he found himself en-

"Through merciful support, I am
when we parted, though as I

think, as

more or

pain,

less,

it

occasions

some

as well
ride in

fear, but

much deject me, because hitherto I
have been helped along through difficulties, in
the Father's drawings, above reasonable expectation; and I am comfortably encouraged to
hope in that supplying hand in every respect.
Mayest also know, that as the time I had
thought of came near, I became so loaded, that
every domestic concern was almost uneasy to
me I came by Warrington and Sutton, but
was forced to stay three days at Chester for
wind
I had a good
and easy passage, and
came hither on third-day morning, to part of
Friends meeting, to my own and some others
doth not

gaged to pay a visit to Friends in Oxfordshire,
and after he had discharged this service, he
came up once more to the yearly meeting in
London, wherein upon divers occasions he
manifested the same living, holy zeal, under
the conduct of heavenly wisdom, for the prosperity of truth and righteousness, which had comfort."
often been conspicuous in him on these solemn
occasions. In the same year he visited Friends
He staid here till after first-day, and then
in Ireland
once more
this
concern had went towards the southern parts, and to Cork
long remained upon him, as he expressfjs in a in about three weeks
and so to Mountrath,
letter, as a debt to that nation.
Fie left no far- from whence he wrote the following account.
" I have kept closely stirring along and much
ther account of this journey, than of the places
where, and the times when he had meetings; it employed to answer the end of my coming, as
may however be remarked, that even at this diligently and honestly as I know how ; which
:

;

:

;

;

:
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through continued nnerciTul help and renewed
supply, hath been hitherto as well, or rather
better borne as to the body, as well as in the
I am
chief respect, than I dared to hope for.
thus far thankfully easy on my own part,
though through deep labour, and at times much
sorrow yet I am glad I am here, because of
the blessed favour of help to pay this visit; and
also in that I am sensible of the strong extendings of gracious regard to this nation, and
even that the dead may hear, and be made to

433

same, in the following lively and afmanner, viz.
" The Christian affection accompanying thine,
affords me more comfortable satisfaction than I
can describe, or thou canst well conceive; but
after to the

fecting

it is to be considered as the merciful
operation
of the all-knowing, all-good and blessed power,
bringing into a capacity of more helpful
oneness and sympathy than bare nature can
do, and humblingly strengthens both fear and
hope in his arm, for help and preservation in his
way, through what is yet before us here. In a
live.
renewed consideration, and a degree of the
I have been round the southern parts, and
am now near the middle, going northward; and sense of his manifold mercies, and fatherly rehope to be at Dublin at the half year's meeting, gard and succour hitherto, my heart worship-"
and have some expectation that I may be clear peth his name, and greets thee in love and livby that time to return.
ing well wishing."
During this confinement at home, pursuant
Soon after he got home, he wrote to the to a secret inclination of his own, strengthened
same person, that " he was thankfully easy for by the request of his children and divers
gracious help, through his late journey, on di- Friends, when health and opportunity permitted,
vers accounts."
And often said, " It was like he wrote that part of the Journal which the rearemoving a weight from his shoulders."
der has been acquainted was finished by himAfter his return, he continued much about self, and continued adding to it by little and little,
hom.e, visiting the neighbouring general meet- till within a few weeks before his death.
He
ings, and attending the quarterly meetings, as got with some difficulty to the quarterly meethis health, which daily grew more precarious, ing at York, and was enabled to bear the fapermitted. The winter proving very inclement, tigue, and long sitting in the meetings for busiit injured his health
still
more, and prevented ness, beyond his expectation, as he intimated to
him during great part of the spring from going one of his sons, in a letter written soon after
abroad his care nevertheless for the prosperity part of which it may not be improper here to
of Truth, was as fresh as ever, his own inward insert, as it is another indication of his deep
strength being graciously renewed, as he often gratitude to heaven, and the holy awe, which
expressed, with reverent thankfulness, to those accompanied him in all things.
" Thine, says he, was very acceptable, being
about him, as well as occasionally to his absent family ; for whose preservation and in- accompanied with a relish of religious as well
crease in divine experience, and steady patient as natural love and nearness, which both comprogress in the path of humility and depend- forts at present, and encreaseth reverent trust
ence, his soul was often most deeply engaged.
in and regard to the Almighty source of all our
In the sixth month of this year he attended the good and true help ; who hath hiddenly, yet
general meeting at Pickering in the county of mercifully cared for us many ways, and reYork, to which he got with some difliculty; quires our consideration as such, in order to
but as he mentioned in a letter written on his encourage and instruct, in humble confidence,
return home, he was satisfied in the meeting yet with watchfulness towards him, that he
and in himself for the journey. These meetings, may be our Shepherd, through time, and his
which are held once a year, are commonly glorious name may be renowned here and for
very large, and held in an open place, to which ever. Bear with me, dear son, in thus reachsome thousands of the neighbouring people re- ing towards thee in the living sense of his
sort, and at this time many of them behaved mercy
the staying comfort whereof is highly
attentively, though it is not always that so worthy of our secret notice, and sometimesour
much can be said in their behalf.
solid commemoration."
He continued very weak during the winter of
In the spring of 1744, he found himself en1743, going but little abroad, and scarcely be- gaged, though very weak in body, to see
ing able to converse much with Friends, who Friends once more at their yearly meeting in
came to see him at home, without feeling great London, being accompanied by our ancient
weakness afterwards, but his fervour of mind friend Boswell Middleton, for whom he had a
towards the best things decayed not, nor di- singular esteem.
He came by Sheffield, Mansminished in the least.
About this time writing field, Nottingham, Leicester, and Northampto a Friend, he says, "that though he was more ton
at which places he had meetings with
than a little afflicted in body, yet he was not Friends to edification.
His weakness rendered
forsaken of the everlasting Helper." And soon it difficult for him to bear the large meetings
;

:

;

;
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he attended them, much plainness among them, to his own great
and under that exemplary, reverent watchful relief and humbling comfort, as he often exframe of mind, which rendered his company pressed in his letters on this journey.
truly acceptable and serviceable.
He left Bath the beginning of the eighth
He returned by Nottingham, where he had month, and travelled homewards by easy joura meeting on first-day with Friends to his sat- nies, having meetings with Friends as opporisfaction, expressing in a letter, that " ancient tunity offered.
He got home by the end of the
holy help made the visit truly easing to him." month, but in great weakness, the weather,
From hence he went to his monthly-meeting, having proved unusually wet and cold, had
where Friends were glad to see him, and home greatly affected him so that after his return
to his family at Knaresborough, to which place he seldom got abroad, but continued visibly
he removed this summer.
declining (and not unperceived to himself) durHaving rested a little at home, he attended ing several weeks, sometimes with short interthe midsummer quarterly meeting at York, vals of ease in one of which he wrote, " that he
which in a letter written to a Friend soon after, thought himself somewhat better, and that he
he observes, f was large of Friends, as well as might put on some time longer, and with less
many others not so called and more satisfac- misery than he had endured the last two years:
tory and edifying, than sometimes at this sea- yet, says he, I may be mistaken, as my recovfor business, nevertheless

;

;

;

son, the business being also transacted in a ery is so slow, that in a week it is scarcely advery amicable manner and concludes, though vanced perceptibly." And then concludes, "as
my stomach will take but little food, nor always 1 have no dependence on human assistance but
keep that little, which weakens the body much
from thee, nor any correspondence which afyet I think, my better part is almost uncom- fords me like comfort and satisfaction, I must
monly supplied in divers respects, much to my beg thy frequent remembrance, and to hear
comfort, and reviving of my faith in the hea- from thee as often and freely as leisure will
venly influence^ which is strength in weakness, permit; and be assured, my hearty careful deand will be, where his only worthy name hath sire for thee, in every true good, not only is
the praise."
enlivened by the strong ties of nature and afAbout this time it came before him to visit fection, but is more riveted and strengthened,
Friends towards Bristol and the circular year- by many a gracious spring of living goodness
ly meeting at Worcester was particularly in from the Almighty helper of his people, who
Thus,
his view, towards which places he set out in have trusted in him and feared him.
the sixth month by way of Marsden Height, dear son, farewell, farewell, saith thy affectionJ. F."
and from thence into Cheshire, where he visit- ate father.
ed several meetings, wherein as he writes to a
Friend, Truth helped and strengthened him to
With these affecting expressions ended a
pay some debts, to his comfortable ease. From correspondence, which afforded the strongest
hence he came to Shrewsbury, where he had satisfaction that any thing in this life could
two meetings, and then passed into Hereford- yield. The letter was dated the 15th of the
shire, where he visited Friends pretty general- tenth month, from which time he gradually dely and concludes with observing, "that though clined till the 13th of the eleventh month folin this journey his natural state was but feeble, lowing, when he peaceably expired; leaving to
and attended with divers difficulties, yet he was his family and friends the comfortable assurnot doubtful but he should be assisted in mercy ance of his being gone before, to enjoy that
and favour, to discharge himself of the debt unmixed happiness which is the portion of those
which had seemed to grow and remain upon who prefer a conscientious discharge of duty to
him, the way he was going, to such a degree, God, their families, and the world, though atas to return in holy quiet.
And, says he, I tended with labour, anxious care and solicitude,
ask no questions further, but to be helped to to all the false, though gilded pursuits which
live to the ever-living Being, the little time he the spirit of deception throws in the way of
may suffer me to continue on this side of the mortals.
grave."
He was enabled to reach Worcester
What happened in this interval was commuyearly meeting, and therein to bear a noble nicated in a letter, soon after his decease, by a
Christian testimony to the all-sufficiency of that person who attended him night and day, with
power which had preserved, supported, and the diligence that filial duty, and a just sense of
guided him in the way that was right and well his worth required, viz.
" From the time he left Bath he felt himself
pleasing, in degree, and is likewise able to do
the same for all the children of men.
From gradually declining, and was very much indishence he went to Bristol and Bath, visiting the posed when he got home. This he attributed to
meetings of Friends in and near these places, the coldness of the weather, and expected, a
;

;

;

;

and was helped

to

labour faithfully,

and

in

little

rest

and warmth might tend

to his recov-

;
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he especially careful, not to divulge to any the erbe rors or faults he laboured to amend.
The first seems to be written to the Friends of
aware of."
" He ^ot to meetings during some weeks after a particular county, but as no address remains,
his return, and his testimony was as lively and it is left to those who are concerned to profit by
He was confined within it. It seems by the hand not to have been
powerful as ever.
doors about six or seven weeks, and while he written long before his decease.
ery

;

but he

sensibly declined ever

got home, and

after

more than he seemed

to

could bear to sit so long,, the week-day meetIn the last four
ings were kept in his house.
or five weeks his old complaint, which had at

—

Dear Feiends, Being often brought under
some nearly affecting considerations, respecting

times afflicted him extremely, abated very much, the state of the church in your county, it hath
and he could sit or lie four or five hours, and appeared to me, there are three things which
He several times ex- are particular hindrances to the prosperity of
this without much pain.
pressed his satisfaction and inward peace, in Friends in the life and substance of true relihaving performed his last journey, saying, gion; which I am stirred up to put you in mind

of with tender and brotherly caution. The first
his shoulders were a good deal lightened by it
and was reconciled to his grave, if he was now is an inordinate pursuit of the riches and enjoyanother, the want of honbut should incline to write ments of this world
to be taken away
something more, by way of Journal, if the est care and zeal to keep clear of, and stand up
Lord saw meet to raise him once more. I was against, that vile practice of clandestine trading,
very attentive to his conversation, being never which is indeed but one effect of the cause alfrom him, but when I could not avoid it. When ready mentioned; another thing is, want of
almost all other expressions failed, he was ob- due care in all those who are active and conserved to repeat the following, in a very fer- cerned in managing the affairs of the church,
" Heavenly to be such as truly fear God and hate covetvent and emphatic manner, viz.
goodness is near heavenly goodness is near ;" ousness and such as feel reverently after heathus acknowledging to the last a sense of the venly help to act and judge for the Lord, and
The last two weeks he slept not for man. Wherefore, as I look upon a due
Lord's presence.
almost continually, day and night, his memory and right concern upon Friends in this respect,
and capacity being very much impaired. He to be greatly conducive to the church's good,
was quite in a state of mildness, and the inno- its peace and building up in the holy faith it
cency of a child and though it was satisfac- is fresh and tenderly in my mind to entreat you
tory to see so mucn sweetness about him, yet all, carefully to consider, that the wise man's
eye is in his head. And it is an everlasting
it was at the same time afflicting to observe his
It was the certainty, that the right wisdom that enables
strength and faculties exhausted.
only satisfaction I could then enjoy to do every any to act for the true good of the church of
thing in my power for one of the best of parents, Christ, must be received from Christ the Truth,
and the worthiest of men, though sometimes and the head of the church. And whoever
the most cutting affliction I ever felt, to see him seeks to be ordered, and to act in it, will allanguishing, and at the same time not able to ways seek God's glory, and the suppression of
The day preceding his every thing that is contrary to it, without
express his wants.
decease he was restless and uneasy, but at last respect of persons and also to walk as en;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

very quietly, without sigh or groan,
about ten in the forenoon on the first-day, and
was buried on the third-day following. We
were favoured with the company of several
worthy Friends from divers parts on this occasion, and indeed the time was solemn, and by
some never to be forgotten; several lively testimonies being delivered, both on Truth's account, and to the memory of so worthy a man,
who is gone from a series of pain and exercises, to receive the reward of his faithful la"A. F."
bours."
expired

Though

the following

letters,

date or superscription, yet as they

are without

may

possi-

hands to whom they may be of
In
use, it was thought proper to insert them.
giving admonitions of this kind, he was always
bly

fall

into

samples to the flock in the practice of godliTo be thus
ness and Christian self-denial.
helped, the renewing of the Holy Ghost, the
only true helper, is absolutely necessary to be
carefully waited for; and thus would men's
hearts and minds be loosened from the captivating fetters and bias of the earth, and so be
rendered bright examples to one another, showing forth the effects of true fear lowardsJ^God, in

shunning every evil way. And so would that
base part of robbery be avoided with just care,
and testified against to the honour of the righteous principle of Truth, and the true peace and
tranquillity of soul to such as desire it to be esThus would Friends in that country
blished.
prosper in the saving knowledge of Christ
abundantly more, and become more fruitful in
righteousness, and more true way-marks to
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enquirers for the
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way of

father,

salvation

amongst you the love and peace of God would
more plentifully abound in you secretly, and
unite you as professed children of one Father,
which my soul reverently and fervently begs
before the Lord our God, may become your
joyful experience in an abundant manner; so
will you farewell indeed, to the glory and honour of the divine name, which is worthy, wor^
;

thy, for evermore.

J.

F.

and services of our dear and honoured

some testimonies concerning him.

with

is

whereof is as follows

copy of a

letter to

a Friend in the ministry.

:

"That though he was born of

religious pa-

rents,

and religiously educated, yet he was

made

sensible in his early years, that neither

tradition,

A

The

taken from the account given to the
quarterly meeting of York, by the monthly
meetings of Richmond and Knaresborough, to
which he successively belonged ; the purport
first

outward

regularity, nor

any thing

short of real inward purification of soul and

—

Some days ago, as I was spirit, would render him acceptable in the sight
of the Lord.
He therefore gave up his heart
wast suddenly brought to my
thou
riding alone,
to him, who through the effectual operation of
remembrance, and divers considerations rehis divine grace, bapfised and gradually purispecting thee ensued, in true care for thee, for
fied his spirit, and prepared and fitted him to
thy safety and comfort, and for the good of the
be a useful instrument in God's hand, and an
cause of Truth ; which considerations have
gospel of peace and salvamade such impression on my mind, as to pre- able minister of the
tion; to which service he was called, when
I
vail upon me to commit them to writing.
but young, and readily gave up, not suffering
question not but the love and power of Truth
the things of this world to take up his mind
halh had a good degree of prevalence in thy
and time, but laboured diligently and faithfully
mind for regeneration, and hath begotten love
therein from his young years, to the concluto the Lord's work in the earth, and some enhis days.
gagement at times to be active therein. Now, sion of
" And as by the blessed teachings of the Holy
a sure way to grow right, is to have a true and
Spirit, he grew in experience, both in the myswatchful care, to feel and know certainly the
teries of the heavenly kingdom, as also of the
first work, regeneration, to be duly carried on,
so he
and so pure love workings of satan in opposition thereto;
to be crucified with Christ
was
qualified, and often had to detect his snares,
to Truth itself will grovv' predominant, and other

My

Friend,

;

Then a thorough care to at- and to point out the way that leads safely to
loves be buried.
eternal rest ; which he did with a holy zeal
patience
for certain, and intelligible
with
tend
and fervour, becoming one who had a deep
requirings, and heavenly help, upon every ocsense of the great value of souls, and the dancasion of acting for Truth, through which humgers they are environed with, in this state of
ble care, the divine hand filleth vessels more
probation, and of the awful majesty of the diand more with food, with light and assistance
vine Being.
to
his
pleasure,
according
to
his
honour,
act
to
" He travelled much in this nation in the serand the edification of the people in their sevevice of the gospel, in Scotland likewise, and
ral stations, amongst whom we converse or
Wales. He visited Ireland several times, and
labour.
The further counsel which arose, and is with thrice he crossed the seas to America, in the
same service, to the comfort and edification of
me, not from any uneasiness on any particular
the church, leaving seals of his ministry in
account, but for thy right help is, labour innomany places. He had always a regard to the
cently to be and to do what grace would
well approved practice of duly acquainting his
into;
and be conmake thee, and lead thee
friends, and having their unity and approbatent with its wages ; for it gives or makes
way for as much regard and freedom from tion and was careful to perform the service
required, with as much expedition as possible,
men, as is meet for us. Have a care of too
much talking and conversation ; so we may choosing rather to suffer hardships, than to
lose time, or be burthensome to Friends, even
better remember, that no inconsistency be obin the latter part of his life, when he was atserved in it, and there may be less occasion or
room for sinking into unprofitable drooping or tended with great bodily affliction.
;

reservedness.

I

know

it

is

also rather profit-

" His testimony was awakening, sound and

edifying, delivered in the demonstration of di-

concerned about some
vine authority
for he handled not the word
temporal affairs, with inward fear, till we bedeceitfully, nor endeavoured to please itching
come assured of a distinct requiring to leave
ears; but as he waited to be endued with wisit.
J. F.
dom and power from on high, so he was enabled to speak home to the conditions of the peoWe shall conclude this account of the labours ple. For he who cut Rahab, and wounded the

able, to be moderately

;

;
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dragon, put a sharp sword into his hand against fearful. A man of a strong and clear judghypocrisy and wickedness, and against such as ment, both in spiritual and temporal affairs,
yet to the steady in his own conduct, as well as in the
held the truth in unrighteousness
zealous in maintainafflicted and those who were travelling toward discipline of the church
;

;

Zion, he had often to administer both suitable

ing the Christian testimonies professed by us, and

industrious in his outward affairs, when not
advice and consolation.
" He was zealously concerned for good order, engaged in the service of the gospel : and I
and the discipline of the church, and was remark- doubt not in the least, but that he is gone to
John Haywaed."
ably qualified for the management of its affairs, everlasting rest.
being of quick apprehension, an extensive caThe perusal of the preceding sheets will
and could express
pacity and deep judgment
himself aptly, copiously and strongly and as doubtless inform the intelligent reader, what
he diligently attended both monthly, quarterly, manner of person he was, whose memoirs they
yearly, and general meetings, so he was of contain, and render any additional testimony
;

;

very peculiar service in them, approving himself a wise and able counsellor, faithful and
just to God and man.
" His conversation was exemplary
being
humble, steady and sincere, doing the work of
an evangelist, and making full proof of his
ministry, in patience, temperance, vigilance,
and fortitude, enduring afflictions and using
even the necessaries of life with moderation.

His children, nevertheless,
engaged, in justice to the memory of so worthy a parent to mention

the less needful.
find themselves

;

" That it is well remembered by several of
them, with what earnestness he endeavoured in
the yearnings of compassion, to impress upon
their tender minds, a regard to the divine wit-

ness in their own breasts, often gathering them
kind and assisting to his friends, plea- about him, placing some upon his knees, the
sant and helpful to his neighbours, skilful and rest standing before him, whilst he ministered
industrious in managing his temporal affairs counsel to them, according to their capacities,
which seafor the benefit of his family, over whom he had the tears descending from his eyes
a true paternal care ; being a loving husband, sons have often been revived in some of their rean affectionate father, as well as a faithful membrance, on various occasions to their profit.
" As he had no greater joy than that his chilfriend, and a living minister, and acceptable to
dren should walk in the Truth, so it was his
all sorts of people."

He was

:

He departed this life at Knaresborough in care to be exemplary to them therein, in all
Yorkshire, the 13th of the Eleventh month, plainness, temperance and godliness, encourag1744, and was honourably buried in Friends' ing every appearance of good, discouraging
burying ground, at Scotton near the said town, the contrary, and admonishing and restrainthe 15th of the same month, aged sixty-nine ing, as occasion required ; watching over their
years, having been a minister near fifty years. tender years with true paternal care and solicitude, for their present welfare and future happiThe close and affectionate friendship that ness, to the utmost of his power.
" As he thus discharged his duty towards
had subsisted between him and our worthy
friend John Hayward, during great part of them, steadily and faithfully, so his conduct
their lives, has engaged the latter lo give the reached the witness in their minds, and confollowing testimony to his memory.
vinced them early, that nothing could so effectually endear them to him, or entitle them to
A Testimony concerning our dear friend
his peculiar regard, as a strict conformity to his
John Fothergill.
precepts and example, not only in respect to
" As the memory of good men should live, plainness and sobriety, but also in coming up
we find ourselves sometimes engaged to hand in a truly religious life and conversation and
down to posterity our knowledge of them. And that his impartial regard to truth in the inward
:

say concerning our deceased friend, parts, would lead him to treat those who sufferwas a strength and ed themselves to be misled by the deceivablecomfort to my soul in my early days, as well ness of unrighteousness, with disregard and
as at many times since and I doubt not but just reproof: so that they have had at times to
that many others have the same testimony in acknowledge with gratitude to the Most High,
My judg- the happiness of their lot, inasmuch as a dihthemselves to give concerning him.
ment is, that he was a living minister, a man gent application of heart to seek and fear the
shunning applause, and always endeavouring Lord, whom he served continually, was the
an sure way to a beloved father's affection.
to keep down self in all its appearances
" And though his principal endeavours were,
inward seeker after divine manifestation, a constant reprover of forward spirits, but a true help- that his offspring might be made partakers of
er of the faithful and sincere, however weak or that blessing which makes truly rich, the pos-

I

have

to

that in his public ministry he

;

;

:
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session of Truth in themselves, as the most exwas not unmindful

cup, and thereby to spread the power, and enlarge the borders of the kingdom of death. As

of their tem[)oral good, but provided for them
hberally, according to his circumstances, placing them in such stations in life, wherein by
industry and care, they might be rendered easy
to themselves, and useful to others.
" And though for a time he had not the satisfaction to see the travail of his soul for all his
children fully answered, and no small affliction
attended him on that account, yet he faithfully
laboured in bowels of compassion and paternal
tenderness, for the help and recovery of such
of his family, from whose conduct his anxiety
arose endeavouring by the most pathetic application to awaken to a change and reformaseeking by entreaties, by reproof,
tion of heart
by tears, and every method a heart replenished
with divine and fatherly affection could suggest,
the recovery of such as had strayed from the

a flame of

cellent inheritance; yet he

;

;

Father's

fold.

After a series of painful labour,
was enabled to cast

ineffectually bestowed, he

his care upon the Lord, who released his burdened soul from the weight he had long borne
and we doubt not heard and beheld his strong
cries, his tears, and humble intercessions, and
answered beyond his expectation renewing his
visitation to them afresh, and by his mighty
hand brought into a state of acceptance.
"This, they think it their duty to acknowledge, in order to stir up other parents to the
like care, so to live as to answer the witness of
God in their children; and having their own
minds seasoned with the savour of the gospel,
they may say in word and deed, follow me as
,•

;

I

follow Christ.

And should their
way of purity,

from the

turn aside

offspring

these pa-

rents will be helped to labour for the recovery
of their children; and if not successfully, yet it
will be to their ovvn ease, in a holy consciousness of discharge of duty.
"In all the stations of life his testimony was
confirmed and embellished by a conduct becoming a minister of Christ, whom he served
faithfully, and with great diligence; and by a
daily inward dwelling with the spring of wisdom and light, his mind was often opened, and
his spirit sustained, to secret worship.

When

hand was upon his labour, his delight was
in the law of his God, to meditate therein day
and night, and to talk of his statutes, in his
house to his family, and those with whom he
conversed
and many times, by a transition
from earthly to heavenly things, he instructed
and edified the minds of those present.
"In his public testimony he was awful and
weighty, being endued with true wisdom, strong
and immovably bent against all unrighteousness, quick in discerning and powerful in dehis

born

;

fire

was he

to the rebellious

but refreshing as the

and stub-

dew on Hermon

to

honest traveller, ministering counsel and
comlbrt to the drooping soul, being not only an
the

many.

instructor, but a father to

Zealous and

wise, in the support of the discipline established

amongst us, impartially and honestly executing
judgment and justice; no family connections,
not even his own, could bias him from laying
the line upon offenders, and from a steady endeavour to keep clean the camp of God in
which labour he was often successful, being
made a terror to evil doers, and a praise to
;

them

that did well.

"Thus

conducted, in every station of

life,

he

became honourable amongst men, and greatly
esteemed by those of superior rank who knew
him ; being adorned with that dignity which
Truth confers on its faithful followers. One of
his acquaintance, a worthy magistrate, in a
letter to one of his sons, soon after his decease,
'
thus speaks of him
I must own my weakness
I could not refrain paying some tears to
the memory of my departed friend : at first I
thought it a mournful, but after a short recollection, a pleasing tribute
for though death be
the wages of sin, yet it opens to the reward of
a -well spent life.
I therefore ought not to
:

;

;

mourn, but to rejoice at his receiving his reward, that inexpressibly happy, and eternal reward prepared for him.'
" To conclude. The mighty God who visited
him in his youth with the discovery of his saving power, who thereby cleansed him from
unrighteousness and sanctified him to himself a
chosen vessel, supported him in all his faithful
labours by sea and land, covered his head in
all conflicts, and by whom his bow abode in
strength, became his evening song and stay in
the decline of life; that heavenly goodness he
had ever prized as his chiefest joy, remained as
a seal upon his spirit, that he had pleased God,
and was accepted of him. In this, after having
served God in his generation, he fell asleep, and
was we doubt not, gathered to the assembly of
the just, to continue that glorious employ,
which was his principal delight on earth, to
worship, adore and magnify the Lord God and
the

Lamb,

for ever."

;

tecting the

sought

It does not appear at what time the following
paper was written; or whether it was ever
copied and given abroad for general service. It
appears by the hand to have been done pretty
early in his life, and most probably was the
first he wrote; yet as it contains divers weighty

mysteries of antichrist, who has advices, it may still have its service, and
people with the golden therefore added to the rest, viz

to stupify the

is

:
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A

Faithful Warning, sounded in the borders of thing
the

Camp

may

of Israel.

—The

is

;

Dear Friends and brethren
in

which our

relation stands,

in the

holy seed,

wherever

scatter-

Unto you
ed throughout the whole world.
doth the salutation of endeared love reach, and
flows from the

divine Fountain

heart at this time

;

through

earnestly desiring

my
your

remembrance of

preservation, in the continual

Gog

all

your immortal souls
who once were seeking from mountain to hill,
and from one profession to another, as many
thousands, as good as we were, are doing at
this day, and who are seeking the living among
the dead, where he is not to be found.
And oh methinks, I see how glad many
were in that day, that the Lord thought them
worthy to come to the knowledge of the great
mystery hid from ages and generations, and
now revealed, even Christ in us, the hope of
How willing were many in that day,
glory.
to deny themselves, and to take up his cross to
their own wills and desii;es, so that they might
obtain favour with him, who had given his Son
a ransom for them, although it was through the

the goodness of

to

!

loss of all.

Thus many came

to witness with

considering, that the

;

for

may

delight to bless

them in providing all things necessary for them.
Thus, dear Friends, we come to receive the
benefits, and to reap the true advantage of the
death and sufierings of Christ, who died for all,
according to the holy apostle's testimony recited above, that henceforth we should live no
longer to ourselves, but unto him who died for
us, and rose again.
For though he died for
all, yet there was, and still is the danger of forfeiting, OT depriving ourselves of justification by
him, by living to self, and not to him in obedience unto righteousness.
This my soul earnestly desires may never be the state of any,
whom God in his infinite love hath given to believe in the light of his dear Son, the Rock and
refuge of all the righteous for ever.
Dear Friends and elder brethren, unto whom
my heart is now opened, and deeply affected
with the free extendings of God's ancient love,
whereby the Lord hath brought us to be acquainted with himself, and one with another;
in which love 1 am concerned to desire you
every one to consider, how wonderfully the
Lord has stood by you, and helped you through
many straits, and hath been mouth and wisdom, tongue and utterance, and hath never
failed in the needful time, as you have leaned
upon him, and stood in the sense of your own
nothingness without him.
Let us still remember, that without the help and assistance of
God's invisible power, we are this day as weak
and unfit as ever, to act or perform any thing,
that will either tend to the honour of God, or
the propagation of his pure truth, and consequently to the comfort of our own souls, or
edifying the church.
Wherefore in the consideration of these things, I cannot be easy, but in
reverence to God, with a venerable esteem for
the faithful elders, in good-will to the church of
God, and in order to clear myself of that necessity which remains upon my spirit, I give forth
this caution, believing

who

to the world, and the world to them, by the
cross of Christ, under which it was their delight to dwell.
Thus the favour of God was

of

ed to honour them with his glorious presence,
which, blessed be his most worthy name, many
souls have good cause to say, he has not withheld from those, whose care and chief concern
it has been to live to his honour, desiring no-

world, than that God's will

by them

so before him, as that he

the holy apostle, in measure, a being crucified

obtained by many, which was more to their
souls, than the increase of earthly riches. The
Lord was well pleased with them, and delight-

in this

which he has been pleased to afford
them time, strength and understanding in this
life, was that they might spend them to his
praise, and the honour of his name, and walk
end

cause of my setting pen to
a desire to discharge my
to clear my conscience towards my brethren in the creation, in order to
stir them up to circumspection in what relates
to their duty to their Creator, in answering the
tender motions of his Holy Spirit given unto all
men, whereby they may come to be acquainted with God, and with his Son Jesus Christ,
whom to know is life eternal. Thus they may
come to witness the Lord to be on their side,
in the day that is approaching
which to those
who do not know their peace to be made with
God, will be a terrible one. Fear will take
hold within and trouble without; and distress
on every hand. Therefore, sober reader, that
thou mayest take the wise man's counsel, which
is to acquaint thyself with God and be at peace,
is my hearty and earnest desire, who am a
lover of thy soul, and a friend according to my
power to all mankind,
J. F.

Reader,

paper at this time,
duty to God, and

more

be done
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it.

will be

ready

I

have

many

witnesses,

to set their seals to the truth

Therefore, dear brethren, keep near to

the Lord, with

whom

is

everlasting strength,

and he will fill you with heavenly wisdom,
which is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and
easy to be entreated to that which is good and
will make your labours and exercises effectual
to his honour, the people's comfort, and the
good of his church, which he is bringing up
out of the wilderness, and has many to add to
her, who are yet unwilling to come in; and
for whose sake the Lord has long spared this
;

;
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and hovered over

nation,

to

yon who make profession

of|

pure holy principle of Truth, which God in
his- great love hath revealed in you, and convinced you of, so that you have professed to
believe, that as it is obeyed and followed, it
will lead to God, and yet do not show your
faith by your works, nor bring forth fruits of
righteousness, which are always the fruits of
I am earnest with you to consider
true faith
this

;

weightily, wherein true religion consists.
in a bare profession of the

the

name

obeying

to

this

God?

Or

all the riches a man can possibly acquire,
can never make it up. To all therefore who
are in any measure sensible of the requiring of
God, through the Spirit of his Son, by whom

with an eye for and

it

good.

And now
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Truth

is it in

Is

a giving

;

we

heart to come away and meet the Lord, who
hath long hovered over you.
Be aroused up
to zeal and circumspection, while time is offered to you.
It runs through my soul in great
dread and fear towards God, and love to the

up whole universe

well doing]

pure principle of Truth

it

he speaks to his people, according to the author
of the Hebrews ; methinks a warning, in the
pure love of God sounds aloud through my

In

profess,

to say on this wise, that as sure
as Christ ever wept over Jerusalem in ancient
days, because he would have gathered them

so as to come to be saved by it, and redeemed
out of the crooked ways, and by-paths of this
Remember Cain of old ; he ofsinful world ?

together, as a hen gathereth her chickens un-

fered an oifering, as well as Abel

at this

was accepted
what was the reason ?

offering

— Cain's

;

but Abel's

And

rejected.

The Lord himself despeaking to Cain. If thou doest well,
And if thou doest
shalt thou not be accepted?
Thus we may
not well, sin lies at thy door.
clares

it,

in

see plainly, that true religion doth consist in
well

doing

;

false,

in evil-doing.

what the profession hath been or

No
is

;

matter
for

it

not the hearer of the law, but the doer of

is
it,

who is justified before God. And though many
may be ready to say, they have but little knowand can do but a little and others, that
they are concerned in the world, and cannot
well avoid it, or be so circumspect as they
would be, or as they see they should be and
so lose their business, and bring shame upon
themselves, their families, and the Society.
And here the enemy works all manner of ways
to keep his hold in the heart of man, the place
where God should predominate. But unto such
as may reason on this wise, I would say in the
words of our blessed Lord to him that hath
but little, if he be faithful, more will be added
but he who is not faithful in a little, is not likeand therefore is unly to be faithful in much
And if the Lord in his mercy
fit to have it.
hath brought any to the knowledge of good and
evil, and by the light of his Holy Spirit hath
taught them what is righteousness, and what is
unrighteousness, as blessed be his honourable
name for ever, he has done to many, they will
He hath promised unto those
be inexcusable.
who seek the kingdom of heaven, and his righteousness, that all other things shall be added,
as he sees meet.
Now those who know what
is righteousness, and do not pursue it, how can
they expect the additional blessing in this world?
Or what just foundation of hope have they, to
enjoy that glorious habitation which God the
Lord has prepared for the righteous only when
this world to them is at an end?
Which, if
they are deprived of, the loss is dismal indeed.
ledge,

;

;

;

;

der her wings, but they would not ; so surely
he mourns over the inhabitants of this nation,

day whom in his tender love, he hath
brought in some degree to be acquainted with
the Spirit of his Son, even the Spirit of Truth,
which as it is followed, leads into all truth, and
out of all error and untruth.
Thus gathering
people's minds into covenant with their maker,
and into one spirit, whereby they become sheep
of one pasture, children of one Father, and often are fed as at one table; which the good
Shepherd is daily spreading for those who follow him with all their hearts, as well as in profession.
A sense of his goodness to his faithful
followers at this time affects my heart in so
strong a manner, that praises spring in my
soul to him, the divine and inexhaustible ocean.
But still, my Friends, methinks I would expostulate a little with you further on this subject ; I mean concerning Jerusalem, whose inhabitants our Saviour so often would have gathered.
It
does not appear, but that as they
were a people of one city, so they were of one
profession, and yet [were not] gathered
let us
seriously consider what was the reason of it.
Their minds, their affections, wanted to be
gathered into covenant with God, and into obedience to his Holy Spirit, whereby they might
have been led [from] the outward ceremonies,
;

;

For want
into that which was within the veil.
of a willingness to be thus gathered, they came
to a miserable disappointment; the things that
belonged to their peace, were hid from their
eyes.
Now, in the fear of God, I desire all
you who are making profession of the precious

how far your minds
and whether your wills are
subjected thereby unto the will of God, and
or you are
brought into covenant with him
gathered in name only, and your minds are at
liberty to wander in the world, and after the
This
things thereof, in an inordinate manner.
the Lord takes notice of, and beholds with a
dreadful countenance
the sense whereof doth
make many poor exercised souls to lay themtruth, seriously to consider,

are gathered by

it,

;

;
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selves as in the dust, before the Lord, on the
behalf of such, being satisfied that the day of
God is hastening on apace, wherein all coverings will be found too narrow, that are not of
Hasten therefore to come
the Spirit of Truth.
under its government, all you who are making
profession of it; that so in this scattering day
which is approaching, you may be of those who
have a right to fly to the name of the Lord,
which was, and is, and ever will be, a place of
For rnethinks I hear,
refuge to the righteous.
as it were, the noise of a day near at hand,
wherein it will be said to the righteous, be

righteous

Let

still,

and

to the filthy, be filthy

therefore be aroused up to the

all

my

soul

and

heart being

it

spirit

filled

is

called

deeply

to-day.

travail

and withstand the work of truth, will be
you.
So will the mountain
of the Lord be established above all other mountains, and his hill be exalted above every hill;
many shall flock unto it and the name of the
Lord shall become more and more famous in
which that it may be, the souls of a
the earth
little remnant desire more earnestly than to see
the increase of any visible thing.
struct

made

for,

to fly before

;

;

A

tender visitation of endeared love, flowing
the divine Fountain, towards the whole

my

er for the welfare of Zion.

John Fothergill*

with true love and good-will

all

;

;

to

his angel will be your holy companion.
as you thus keep in the gentle and meek
wisdom of God, that which would seem to ob-

And

pow- flock and family of God, wherever scattered.
This From one who is a lover of souls, and a travail-

men, desiring nothing in this my present exercise, but that God's will may be done
by me and that his love may be embraced by
ail, in laying things rightly to heart, and turning from the spirit of this entangling world,
which is in danger to hinder you, if tampered
with, from coming up in that zeal and coui'age,
and boldness, that God would furnish you with,
Indeed,
as you give up freely to his work.
Friends, here is great need of faithfulness, and
zeal in practice, and close discipline, in maintaining and managing the holy and good order,
which God in his great wisdom hath instrumentally established amongst us and that in
the authority and wisdom which the Lord is
endowing his waiting people with, whose secret
labour it is, that Zion may become the glory of
nations, Jerusalem the praise of the whole earth.
And dear brethren and faithful sisters, whose
exercise none know but the Lord alone, though
you can in measure sympathize one with another, and you mourn sometimes because the
work is heavy, and but few who are willing
faithfully to join, and put their shoulders to it,
yet be not dismayed nor discouraged.
The
Lord is able, and also willing, in his own time,
unto

and

work of from

sanctification, through the operation of the

er of Truth, while

still.
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send forth more labourers into his harvest,

My bowels, my bowels ; I am pained at my
very heart ; my heart maketh a noise within
me ; I cannot hold my peace, because thou
oh my soul, the sound of the trumalarm of war. Jer. iv. 19.

hast heard,
pet, the

Upon

day of the eleventh month,was walking solitarily to our weekday meeting, and pondering in my spirit, as at
many other times, upon the things that belong
to the welfare of the Church of God, there fell
a weighty concern upon me to visit Friends
1699, as

the 24th
I

with this following epistle; and finding a neupon me, in the constraining
love of our heavenly Father, I do hereby salute

cessity to remain

you all who in any measure are come to taste
of the good word of life, which is even so near
as in the mouth and in the heart, and of the
powers of the world

to

come.

—

Dear Friends and brethren, Dwell, I
beseech you, in a sense of the great need you
daily have of the renewing of this taste, and in
remembrance of God's inexpressible love to
your souls, in discovering unto you the way of
life; even unto you who sat in darkness, and

and he will bless your exercises to you, and under the region and shadow of death, now is
grant you to see the fruits of your labours, to light sprung up, according to Scripture testiyour unspeakable joy. This is my faith, and mony. As you have walked in this light, the
herein is my soul often borne up above close light of the glorious Son of God, which has
exercises, believing the great and powerful God shined as from on high into your souls, you
is desirous that his camp should be cleansed.
have come to behold the baits and snares of
For it seems to me, that there are abundance of your soul's enemy, so that many have been
people who are not of our Society, who will made to pour forth their souls to God, in a
confess to the truth in words, and have their sense of the need they were in of a Saviour,
eyes very strictly upon us, to see if our actions and of his having heard them in an acceptable
agree with our principles, and our conduct an- time, granting them ability to escape the evils
swers the profession we make. Therefore, they had been overcome with, and givinndear Friends, join hand in hand, and set shoul- them victory over that which had been masder lo shoulder, and go on in the name and fear ter over them. Thus many have been made
of the living God; his power will be with you, conquerors, and more than conquerors, through
Vol. XIII.— No. 12.
56
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him who hath loved them

;

through

whom

not only inward, but even outward enemies,

degree subdued, and
made willing to be at peace with them. This
hath been the Lord's doing, and indeed it is
marvellous in the eyes of many to this day
and 1 have faith to believe it will never be forgotten by them.
But it is their chiefest concern how to demean themselves so, as that they

have been

a

in

great

;

may answer

the great

souls, not in the least

thus

live, all

love of God to their
doubtmg, but as they

things in this

life

will

be added, as

the Lord sees convenient.
IV'ly heart
is filled with the aboundings of
God's luve towards you, my dear Friends, who
are thus concerned, and herein I can dearly salute you, with my mind bowed to the Lord Jehovah, in whom is safety, that he may preserve you ever mindful of him, and low belbre
him, waiting, as at his footstool, to hear the
congracious words that proceed from him
sidering, that of yourselves, and without him,
you can do nothing that will further the great
work which he hath called you to be engaged
;

in.

And thus as we all keep in self denial, and
under the daily cross, the cross of Christ,
which the apostle said, "was to them that are
saved, the power of God, we shall dwell under
his power, and the operation of the Spirit of
Truth in ourselves, and be made instrumental
in the hand of the Lord, in our respective places
and offices in the church, every one considering; what his duty and station in the body is.
For if we are members of the church, we have
each one some service in it, either greater or
less; and that all who profess themselves to be
of her, may be stirred up to consider what this
is, and to be diligently engaged in performing
it,

to

work while

it

is

called to-day, before the

night comes, wherein none can labour, am I
That so the end for
at this time concerned.

which the Lord reached unto us, and visited
our souls, may be answered by all to his honI cannot but earnestly
our and our comfort.
desire, that all may be aroused up faithfully to
pursue after this point, in this time of peace
and outward quiet, if it please the Lord to
lengthen it out to you a little longer, that when
we are called to account, we may so have
numbered the favours and mercies of God to
us, as to be able to give up our accounts with
cheerfulness.
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blood, nor reason with the spirit of the world,

which hinders your growth, and makes you
is but very little fruit on
some of you, upon whom the Lord hath bestowed much labour.
And although some of
you, as to age, might have been teachers of
others, yet have you need that others should
teach you, though you may not be very willing to hear of it, but be ready to say in order to excuse or cover yourselves, that you
have known the Truth many years, and have
openly professed it. But let me tell you, in the
fear and dread of the powerful God, that a
knowledge of the Truth, or a profession thereof, is not sufficient.
Nay, although it has been
so obeyed, as that you have come out of the
open profaneness of the world, which may well
be called the open streets of Babylon yet if you
do not obey its requirings, so as to bring forth
fruits meet for him who hath given you so
many refreshing showers of his pure love, and
come out of the secret chambers of Babylon
also, you will be in danger of suffering great
loss, in more ways than one.
For God is determined to lay her waste, to make her a heap
of ruins; and woe will be to all those who have
been delighting to drink in the cup of her fornications, whatever their profession or appearance has been and the day of her sorrow is
dwarfish, so that there

;

;

hastening with speed.
Therefore my brethren and sisters in profession, my heart being full of good will, I am
led, in the constraining love of God, to warn

you

all to

beware of the merchandizes of Baby-

the pleasures of this fading
world, and to have a care that they do not prelon,

especially

upon the minds of any, so as to get between you and the Lord, or separate you from
the love of God, manifested unto you through
his dear Son, and the light of his Holy Spirit.
May all who have come to believe in the light
of Christ, so live as that they may show forth
their faith by obedience unto righteousness,
which is always the fruit of true faith for as
the body is dead without the spirit, so is faith
without works dead also: James ii. 26.
And as you come up in obedience to him in
whom you profess to believe, he will lead and
guide you into all Truth, in the way of holiness, which is the only way to rest and peace.
Thus you will be Israelites of God in heart as
well as in profession, and your care will be to
dwell alone
no more to be numbered among
the nations, neither in their worship, which is
in the alienation from God
nor in the polluted
ways and customs of the world. This is what
my soul desires, and is the end of my present
exercise
and that it may never happen to any
vail

:

—

say or write that may prevail
upon you, whom God hath been pleased to call
by his grace, and to reveal his saving Truth in
you.
How shall I prevail upon you, to shake
yourselves from the dust of the earth, and come
;
away in faithfulness and obedience to your call, whom God has visited in this day, as it did to
in zeal and boldness for your heavenly Cap- some of the Israelites formerly, who lived to see
tain ; and no longer to confer with flesh and a time, wherein they were ready to lament that

What

shall

I

;
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the summer was over, the harvest ended, and
they Lingathered. This state my soul earnestly breathes to God may never be any of ours,
to whom he has graciously given a summer
season ; but that we may embrace his tender
love, which is extended towards us.
For this
and his numberless tokens of mercy and favour
vouchsafed to us ever since we were a people,
my soul in reverence, with many more, doth
bow unto the living Fountain ; and feeling his
pure love to fill my soul at this time, I am
made to sing praises to God who dwells on
high, and is alone worthy, worthy, world without end.
To you, my elder brethren, who have known
the Truth many years, I cannot but say, in humility of soul before the Lord, and with a true
esteem for faithful elders, as the words ran
through my heart when this exercise came

443

stands between

God and your

you have not
they were left

resisted, as

souls
whether
Jerusalem did, until
in darkness, and could not discern the things that belonged to their peace?
Whether you have answered the call of the
Lord in obedience unto righteousness, and
thereby brought honour to God?
Or have
otherwise by negligence, or liberty taken to fulfil
the lusts of the flesh, caused the way of
Truth to be evilly spoken of? If it hath thus
been with any who profess the blessed Truth,
methinks the trumpet of the Lord sounds very
loud to such
and with yearning bowels of
true good will, I cannot but warn such, to seek
the Lord with your whole hearts, if haply he
may yet be found of you. And although it be
in the way of his righteous judgments, which is
the alone way of redemption, and is for the
;

;

present not joyous, but grievous, yet embrace it
and be willing to bear his chastisements, while
he condescends to mix them with mercy.
For
this I must say, that those who will not bow
under the judgments which God Almighty is
offering in love, they must bear his indignation, when the door of mercy is shut upon
them in the day that is approaching, when the
sinners, although in Zion, shall be afraid, and
fear will surprise the hypocrite, even all such
that in many places verbal testimonies are not who profess themselves to be what they are not
so much wanting, as a care in answering our in leality.
testimonies and principles, in all our behaviour
Oh how shall I write, or what shall I say,
and deportment amongst the sons of men. The to clear myself, and ease my spirit of that
want whereof doth often hinder Truth from weight of exercise which rests upon me, in true
prevailing, and stands in the way of those who love to all ?
Let me say unto all who make
are not yet of this fold, whom the Lord yet mention of the name of the Lord, depart ye
waits to gather into it.
For the sake of such from iniquity and in the words of our Lord,
he hath staid his hand, which hath long been speaking to the Jews that had believed on him,
stretched out over this poor nation.
Where- if ye abide in my word, then are ye my discifore let all be stirred up to see, if nothing lies ples indeed
and ye shall know the Truth, and
at any of your doors, or remains undone on the Truth shall set you free.
They then alyour parts but that you come up in a holy ledged, they were Abraham's children, and
zeal and boldness for God and his cause upon consequently free: but our Saviour replied,
earth, that so the beauty and glory of the ever- that if they were Abraham's children, they
lasting Truth may shine forth to the world vvould do the works of Abraham; but he tells
Let your lights so shine in them plainly, they were of their father the
through you all.
the world, that they that see your good works devil, and his lusts would they do. You thereand holy care, may glorify your heavenly fore who are the children of believing parents,
Father this doth my soul earnestly entreat for have a care I entreat you, of trusting to this
plea of the Jews.
you all.
It is a covering that will
prove too narrow an excuse that will do your
It vvould be a dismal thing indeed, if any whom
God had sent to be as way marks to others to souls no good and if you are not following
walk by, to be as the salt of the earth, as the your Father's steps in the way of regeneration,
primitive Christians were,and the true Christians and working the works of righteousness, you
[now] are, should, through negligence or indif- wilt stand condemned as the Jews were, and
ference, rather be hinderers of others, until the your profession will be of no avail.
time of gathering be over. Would not such be
Therefore, as you believe in the light, see
in danger of being guilty of the blood of others? that you walk in it, while it shines upon you,
In the fear and love of God, therefore let all that so ye may become the children of the
lay these things to heart.
Turn to the light of light and of the day, children of God, heirs and
Christ in your own bosoms, and consider of co-heirs with Christ in the kingdom of his Fayour ways, and see by it, how the matter ther's glory, which will be of more value in a

up your eyes and see how white
the fields are unto harvest.
Do not you see
how many there be who do not yet profess with
us, but are so far convinced as to confess that
it is the Truth which is held forth amongst us?
And now their eyes are attentively upon us, to
see how we come up in the practical part of our
religion, in care, in zeal and circumspection in
all our undertakings.
I have sometimes said,

upon me,

lift

!

;

;

;

:

;

;
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dying hour, than all the pleasures of the world,
were it possible for a nnan to obtain them. Let
me therefore recommend you to the ingrafted
Word, which, as it is obeyed and followed, is
able to save the soul.
It is not far from any,
but nigh at hand, even in the mouth and in the
heart, that it may be both heard and done.
Thus as all come up in obedience unto the
word of Truth, you will draw down the favour
of God upon you, and the Lord will be as a
king to defend you, a rock of refuge in the
scattering day that is near at hand, when the

Lord

will

hide

faithful

his

children as in the

hollow of his hand.
Remember, dear Friends, how the Lord's
love was manifested over those exercised ones,
who were in pain for the welfare of Jerusalem.
On these he set his mark for their safety, whilst
those who beheld the abominations with ease
and unconcernedness, perished with those who
worked them, though they might not be found
with them in open profaneness ; but they had
all one fare.
These things have been left for
our instruction, and my soul desires that we
may thoroughly consider them then I believe
a concern would be begotten in many hearts
who are now at. ease, that we might grow rich
towards God, and bring forth fruits to his honour; and not to seek ourselves, or the favour
or friendship of the world.
For those who do
so, and are more concerned herein, than in
considering how they may behave, so as to be
worthy receivers of the many blessings, both
spiritual and temporal, which he hath favoured
us with, may be assured, that the all-seeing
eye of God is over them, and he sees them with
displeasure, though they may think themselves
safe and rich, and may create to themselves
peace, and deck themselves with God's jewels,
yet their peace may be broken when they have
the greatest need of true peace, and their riches
become poverty and want ; which I heartily
desire may never be the state of any whom
God hath visited with his glorious Truth.
This word lives in my heart to you all whether old or young, rich or poor, whom the
Lord hath concerned to labour for the good of
his church, whether in a public testimony, or
in a more private manner.
See that you come
up in your proper office, in the dominion and
authority of the pure Truth, and keep close under the government of your heavenly Captain,
who hath engaged you in his warfare against
the enemy of souls
and beware of consulting
;

;

with flesh and blood, or giving way to the reasoning part.
This weakens your hands as it

work of
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snares he is making use of.
Therefore,
dear Friends, keep true to your leader, whether it be little or more that the Lord requireth
of you.
J^et your eye be singly to him, your
faith fixed in his power, and the enemy with all
his agents will be put to flight.
And as you
abide in the word of his patience, you shall
grow strong in the Lord, and in the power of
his might.
Notwithstanding some may be
ready to think, that though they get one step
forward one day, yet they lose it another; and
so are ready to faint in their minds, and let in
discouragements let me caution you, my tender Friends, against admitting these things to
have too much place in your thoughts ; for
God, who hath begun the work, if you abide in
his counsel, will carry it on, and perfect it in
his own time, to his praise and your comfort.
the

;

Be faithful therefore in your several conditions,
and think not God's time long, but wait for it.
Reniember David, and how long it was ere he
came to rule Israel, after he was anointed king
by the prophet, and how many trials and deep
exercises he underwent, insomuch that he feared he should one day fall by the hand of those

who sought

whom

his

Certain

life.

Lord has service

it

is,

that

many

he is pleased
to try with various exercises, in order that they
may be experimental witnesses for him, of his
gr£at power.
Neither let any despise the day of small
the

for,

things, but be faithful in the little: if the

Lord

But those who are
are they likely to be

see meet he can add more.
not faithful in
faithful in

have
quit
in

little,

much?

how
And

See therefore,

it.

therefore are unfit to

my

Friends, that you

men and women

yourselves like

your several services, whether

for

God,

in public tes-

timony, or in affairs relating to discipline and
the good order of the church ; that so nothing
may be wanting on your parts. Then how
soon soever the Lord may come to take a view
of his vineyard, in order to clear it of the fruitless branches, which he hath long beheld with
a sparing eye, and plentifully watered them
with the showers of his love, you may be clear
of the blood of such, having discharged your duty
every way towards them.
Methinks, Friends,
I

find

it

rest

on apace

who

;

upon

me

to say, this

a day wherein he will

day draws

make

it

plain,

are on his side, and are following him

faithfully

;

follow him,

and who they are, who profess
and yet live to themselves, and

the liberty of their

own

carnal hearts.

to

in

My

deep heaviness many times for such,
though they are often the most unwilling to

soul

is

in

enemy, who consider things aright

and sometimes the most
forward to judge hardly of the servants of the
Lord, who are made willing to spend and be
in others, I know great are his endeavours to spent for the glory of God, and the good of his
hinder such in their progress, and many are people ; and of whose labour and travail, both
gets room, and

is

the

the

seeing himself dethroned in you, and the Lord
concerning you to help to overturn his power

;
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in

body and

spirit,

the Lord takes notice, and

they shall not go unrewarded, as they continue
faithful unto God ; unto whom they look in all
they take in hand, and dare not spare, neither
for favour, affection, nor any thing that is here
below, when the Lord opens their understandings
and these shall rest from their labour, in
endless happiness, and their works shall follow
them.
And unto you who have kept your integrity,
and are as fathers and mothers in Israel, for
whom I have a reverent esteem in the Lord ; a
word dwells upon my spirit, in the pure love of
God. May you ever remember the days of
your youth, and how tenderly the Lord dealt
with you ; how he led you even on step by
step, and often passed by the infirmities and
weaknesses that attended you. And when you
were in danger of missing your way, you,
whose desires were good, did not he condescend to inform your understandings, lead you
as by the hand, and help you into the way
again? Thus did your heavenly Father deal
with you, in his tender love and mercy.
As
you keep these things in remembrance, they
will engage your minds to be watchful over,
and very tender towards, those who are but
as children, as you once were, in whom the
Lord is at work, and forming them for his service, to promote the good of Zion, and the welfare of Jerusalem
for which many of you
have faithfully laboured in your day. The
Lord is stirring up many, whom he will make
valiant for himself and his Truth upon earth, as
they stand faithful unto him, when many of you
Therefore, dear Friends,
are gone to your rest.
receive the word of exhortation ; and wherever
you see any tender breathing babe, that hath
its Father's stamp upon it, although it appear
;

;

pel,

more and more
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which

prevail over that

is

through your keeping in the dominion and dignity of Truth, the
church of God be adorned with her own robe,
with the Holy Spirit of the living Lord
and her
members will love and cherish one another,
every one acting in its own place and station,
be it ever so small or low ; the circulation of
heavenly life will then be witnessed, and all
will go on to the glory and honour of the great
of the flesh and fleshly

will,

;

God, who

My

is

worthy

for ever.

much

as in you lies, keep
meek, gentle, condescending spirit of
love one towards another
so that nothing may
ever get place amongst you, that mav grow to
in

brethren, as

the

:

hardness, or cause grudgings

to arise in

any of

your minds one towards another, for this will
insensibly eat as a canker, to the weakening of
your strength and authority unawares. But so
give way to one another, in the liberty of truth,
that you may grow up in the blessed fellowship
of the glorious gospel, as that all who behold
your Christian behaviour one towards another,
may have cause to say, you are the people of
God, and taught by his Holy Spirit. And thus
you will be a good example to the very hindermost of those amongst whom you are concern'ed, which will be a means to fasten and set home
your several services upon all you are engaged
with.
You will also be kept near and dear one
unto another, in the unity of the one spirit, the
bond of lasting peace; which as you abide in,
the

enemy, with

all his

twistings and twinings,

never be able to break or deprive you of.
Therefore, my brethren, join hand in hand,
and set shoulder to shoulder in this weighty
work, the promotion of God's blessed Truth,
and go on in the name and fear of the Lord, in
self-denial, which reaches a great way, if truly
considered, and under a sense of the daily need
you have of his assistance. This doth my soul
earnestly entreat of you all, being filled with a
sense of the goodness of God, at this very moment, and drawn forth therein much more than
I did expect.
But having now eased my bowed
spirit of that which has remained as an exercise upon me, I shall conclude, earnestly wishing the welfare of you all ; and the Lord,saith
my soul, multiply his mercies and the visitations of his pure love, with the peace of his
will

stammering manner, if you can
longing and desire is for the
prosperity of Truth, and of the glorious work
of God, how can you but be glad thereof. And
if it happens that such an one should at any
time miss its way, either on the right hand or
on the left, how ready should the wise in heart
be to inform, and extend a hand to help in the
same love wherein God dealt with you in your
As you are thus preserved in the
childhood.
pure meek spirit of Jesus, your heavenly Head,
it will abundantly add to your authority, and
Holy Spirit, upon his whole flock and family.
beget the more care in those you are thus con- To God the Father, through Jesus Christ, be
cerned for, to answer your advice, and to keep everlasting glory, honour and praise, who is
close to the requirings of God
and it will also worthy, worthy, now and for ever.
give you the greater weight with such as are
John Fothergill.
justly blameable.
Thus will the government VVensleydale, in Yorkshire, the"j
21st of tho Twelfth month. ?•
of Christ, the power and authority of the gos1699.
J
weak, and

in a

discern that

its

;

;

SOME ACCOUNT

THE CONVINCEMENT, AND RELIGIOUS PROGRESS,

JOHN SPALDING,
LATE OF READING.
WITH

HIS REASONS FOR LEAVING

THE NATIONAL ESTABLISHED MODE OF WORSHIP.

fessing

ADDRESS.

The

and

eminently favoured

and

people,

made

various remarks on the importance of
preserving as a wall of defence, the religious
discipline established among them, not giving

way to weakness, in order to maintain a spemind, is deemed cious, and merely external unity, by being inworthy of public notice, as an additional testi- different towards those noble testimonies which
mony to " the cloud of witnesses," we are al- his soul loved, and was uncommonly bound to.
ready favoured with, to the efficacy and power He then firmly, yet humbly, added, " O my
of the Spirit of Truth. The writer was a valu- friend, excuse my freedom ; the cause of truth
able example of Solomon's observation, " Hon- I have to believe, though with a due proportion
ourable age is not that which standeth in length of fear I would express it, is so deeply impressof time; nor that is measured by number of ed upon my mind, that neither the fear nor the
years but wisdom is grey hairs unto men
love of any created being or thing, can be perand an unspotted life is old age :" being re- mitted to obstruct or divert me from what may
markably distinguished by a steady, uniform appear to be required of me." In a great dedevotion, and dedication of heart to the pure gree in this firmness he lived, bearing much
cause of Truth and righteousness on the earth opposition, and the cross, as related in the folwhich he believed himself called to maintain, lowing memorial ; and yet more particularly
and to endeavour to promote by example and known to some who were acquainted with him
precept.
His memory is therefore very pre- and thus firmly he died in great stability and
following brief memorial of the expe-

rience of a deeply devoted

:

;

;

in particular to some who had an inti- peace; having little to say, but that little was
mate acquaintance with him. To these more truly much in a small compass, expressed at
emphatically, " he being dead yet speaketh," in different times to a few friends who visited him
some of whom were also with
the remembrance of his solid, wise deportment, near his end
Though in the
his fewness of words, and those seasoned with him just at the solemn period.
grace; and his steady firmness towards op- midst of mourning, they were joyful witnesses
posers of principles and testimonies which he and partakers of that solemnity and peace,
had not taken upon trust, but deeply examined which proved as a seal to the deep concern,
Being exercise, and happy close of the dear deceased.
their foundation, nature, and tendency.
baptized under a living concern to support them, He was ill about three weeks of a fever and
he dared not flinch in the day of battle, but in the forepart of his illness expressed to a
both in that Society of which he became a Friend who visited him, " that there was no
member, and also among others, he was deep- cause of discouragement to the right minded."
ly and awfully engaged to stand his ground in Being asked at another time if he had any thing
the divine ability afforded, and to exhibit an in particular to express to Friends, he replied,
example of ancient simplicity and uprightness. "No; only my love: all is well: nothing
And thus he peacefully
In a letter to a Friend, some months before his stands in my way."

cious

;

:

;

decease, he pointed out his great concern in ob- laid down his life, in the 30th year of his age,
serving the declensions amongst a highly pro- the 30th of the 1st month, 1795.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF JOHN SPALDING,
I SHALL pass over the early part of my life,
only observing that I had been educated in a
I
mention this, as at times,
religious way.
when I lived in London, where I served an apprenticeship, in the midst of my dissipation, I
frequently felt the reproofs of the Lord in my
heart, but which were soon smothered in the
vortex of pleasure.
After I had served my apprenticeship, I returned into the country to assist my father in his business of a farrier, at
Reading, in the year 1786.
A little time afterwards, I attended the parish church, so called, where a celebrated preacher officiated, and
I found an awakening power, which produced
not a little alteration in me.
I more constantly
attended the services, public and private; joined the more particular professors, and went on
for several years as one of them.
I also ab-

company and conversation,
which I had before been addicted, so that I
was one of the chief professors. But I found a
gradual wearing off of the force of the impressions I had received
less dislike to worldly
company and the power of sin gaining the
ascendency that at times I felt much uneasiness
particularly as, on serious reflection, I
felt the strength of my lusts and passions, and
the evil propensities of my nature unsubdued
notwithstanding my knowlege of the truths of
the gospel, and the profession I made.
Observing and conversing with my fellow professors,
I found the same great anxiety of mind and
breathings to the Lord, that he would make
me indeed what I professed to be and what I
was persuaded by the Scriptures of Truth, a
true Christian might be
that is, free from the

The

first

;

;

;

power, as well as the guilt of sin.
Thus I went on till about the year 1792, often feeling the dominion of sin, and desiring
deliverance from it; when I was led to consider the people called Quakers, and was soon
satisfied

there

was a manifest

difference be-

them

and others, even in outward
appearance.
I
was convinced they were
more conformable to Christianity than any
others I had known
most of whom followed
tween

;

the fashions of the world, particularly in
dress; an inconsistency I frequently observed

all

with

much

concern.
1 then sought the conversation of some of them, and still found more

more like the precepts and practices
of Christ and his apostles, that I desired to
know the principles from which such superior
simplicity,

think that

I

unfavourable opinions
Friends.

I

was Wil-

read,

I

I

had received respecting

some measure, saw how

then, in

far

what I had known before fell short of what that
work directed to; yet I continued attending at
the parish place of worship
having the most
favourable opinion of the minister there, and a
particular esteem for him as a man, who also
;

frequently professed a particular affection towards me. Once I remember, when I had so
far deviated

my

from

profession, as to

me

ished
this,

as a friend and overseer.

as afterwards,

when

it

go

to

a

admon-

horse-race, he sent for me, and kindly

mention

I

pleased the Lord to

my mind more clearly, and convince
of the nececessity of leaving the form of
worship I had been accustomed to, it was a sore

me

;

book

No Cross, No Crown," which
much tendered my spirit, and removed some

enlighten

;

some of

for

liam Penn's "

stained from vain

;

and enquired

practices resulted,
their writings.

to

;

&c.

me to leave him, in a manner that I apprehended he would feel not a little concerned
about.
The next book I read, I think, was
" Barclay's Apology," which opened many
things so clearly to me, that I could not but
consent to them nevertheless, there were some
trial to

;

things that at

first

reading

1

could not assent

particularly respecting publicworship.
it

I

to,

thought

needful there should be a time appointed, and

somebody ready

to officiate, that the

ignorant

might be instructed and that a man, taught,
as I apprehended, of the Lord, and properly
qualified, might at any time exhort or preach
:

to the

people.

I

still

attended the old place,

going occasionally to Friends' meetings on any

when some

strangers were
though I could
not but approve of them, yet were not able to
draw me from my former society but I found
the work of the Lord going on by degrees.
At first, I think, I considered the ordinance
of the Lord's Supper, as it is called, and was
sensible I had never found any profit in it,
from the beginning of my partaking of it.
Though I had often heard others speak very
highly of it, as finding particular and extraordinary comfort and benefit in it and I often at
the time earnestly desired to find the benefit of
it
as well as others; yet it still remained a
dead unprofitable service.
I therefore declined
particular occasions,

expected

;

whose

testimonies,

;

;

it

entirely.

The

next thing

I

think

I

observed,

was

the
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public singing,

I

began

to see a great incon-

sistency in that practice, particularly after sermon. I could feel it had in myself as well as

a manifest tendency to lightness of
spirit, and removing any serious impressions
which might have been received from the foregoing discourse that I soon left the place imIt was not
mediately after sermon was ended.
long, however, before I saw a gross inconsistin others,

;

ency

in the practice altogether,

when

I

weighti-

was

ly considered the matter contained in what

sung,

how

impossible

it

was

congregation
join in singing

for a

of different kinds of people to
whatever might be given out, whether suitable
much of which, I
to their conditions or not
was persuaded, could not be said by any, withwhich I could
out uttering gross falsehoods
not believe could be acceptable in the sight of
in consequence constrained
I was
the Lord.
to give forth some observations on the subject
in writing, addressed to the professors of re;

;

ligion,

attending

the

place called

St.

Giles'

church.

" A few observations concerning the custom
of singing in public meetings of worship ; by
one, who has long been convinced of the inconsistency of it, and now calls upon every one
who professes to be a follower of the meek and

a sense of our wants, doth

plies

[1792.

it

not

show an
and

indifference whether our prayers are heard

answered or

not, to begin singing immediately,
perhaps very different in matter as well as in
manner, to what has been prayed for ?
" Again, after preaching, if the Lord's power
is known and felt under the word, is it not
more likely to profit, if the mind is occupied in
serious meditation, than singing, which from
my own experience, I can say, has a tendency
to divert from solemn, serious reflection? I am
now speaking more particularly concerning
those, who have attained to a measure of the
grace of God.
Ask yourselves seriously, is
outward singing intended or calculated to please
the carnal ears of men, or a Holy God ?
Why
such anxiety about tunes, voices, and music ? Is
the Lord to be pleased with such poor things?
Oh no you cannot suppose it. Consider from
what root it springs, from the old man or the
new ; and remember the axe is laid to the root,
to destroy all that is of the earth, of our fleshly
nature.
have considered those passages in
I
the New Testament, where the subject is mentioned, and am confirmed by them in my opinion, of the inconsistency of public singing.
The apostle speaks of singing with grace in the
heart; of making melody in the heart to the
!

;

Lord not making a noise with the tongue, unand serious- less that proceeds from the heart; which, how
ly consider the following remarks, which are seldom it does in public singing, I appeal to
every considerate mind.
offered in the fear of the Lord.
" I am convinced in my own mind, consider" First, it ought ever to be considered, that ing our situation here, the power and devices
God is a Spirit, and they that worship him of the enemy, and our own inbred corrupmust worship him in spirit and in truth. In tions, that it is more seasonable to watch and
other words, it is the language of the heart pray, to be ever on our guard, and waiting to
which he regards, not words, however excel- feel the light and power of Christ, to disNow I appeal to the wit- cover and subdue the hidden things of darklent of themselves.
ness of God in every heart, considering the va- ness that as children of the light we may
riety of conditions, the different subjects of walk in the light, and find the blood of Jesus
praise, adoration, confession, petitioning, &;c. Christ, his spirit and power, cleansing us
than evidencing that trifling,
contained in every collection [of hymns,] whe- from all sin
ther in the fear of the Lord, any one, in what- careless spirit, too commonly, if not always,
ever state or condition he may be at the time, attending outward singing.
" I could say much more against it, but
can with propriety be ready to sing whatever
may be given out. It appears to me impossible would not be tedious, particularly respecting
How seldom can such
that a whole congregation (even if we except the those that are without.
ignorant) can be in the same frame of mind, people, living in open and avowed opposition
considering the various dispensations of the to God, join in singing without uttering gross,
Lord's providence towards his people; conse- abominable lies! And are we not accessary
Is it not expected when a psalm or
quently, if that is not the case, it follows, of thereto?
course, that if all sing, some must utter words hymn is given out, all present who are capawith the mouth contrary to the language of the ble will join? Then let it not be said, how can
Ought we not rather
heart, which so far from being acceptable to the we help the abuse of it.
Lord, I am persuaded is hypocrisy, and an to set them an example of truth and righteousness, and not countenance any practice that
abomination in his sight.
"Again, it appears to me inconsistent also has a tendency to promote lightness and irrevlowly Jesus,

;

to lay aside prejudice,

;

;

Oh! my friends, this cannot be acfor erence?
with regard to the other parts of worship
language of the heart is spoken in prayer, ceptable to the Lord, who requireth truth in
which often precedes singing, and which im- the inward parts. I recommend to your seri;

if the

;:
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ous consideration, what the Lord says in the
1st of Isaiah, respecting the ordinances, of his
own appointing, when not done in a proper
spirit.
I perceive every day more and more,
an evident departure from the simplicity of
Christ. Where is the daily cross borne] ObWhat difserve the appearance of professors.
Surely, my
ference is there from the world?
Bear
friends, these things ought not to be.
I am mi]ch concernwith me, I beseech you.
If the
ed for the honour of our profession.
cross

truly borne,

is

all

and

self-seeking

self-

pleasing will be done away, and the fruits of

more evidenced

the Spirit

suaded

will

;

which

I

am

per-

not be in the present practice of

public outward singing, oflen of words, as to
the matter, scarcely within the bounds of probability.
I am convinced if people would seri-

ously consider the manner, it would appear
very inconsistent with the gravity and solemnity

of the true Christian profession.

"

May

the Lord set these things

every heart, that there

him acceptable

offer unto

than once

is

may

home upon

be a concern to

sacrifice

;

which more

said to be a broken and contrite
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in my opinion than
appeared so weak
against Friends.
Thus I went on some little
time longer, still attending mornings and evenbut attending Friends' meetings in the
ings
About this time I read " Sewel's
afternoon.
History of the Quakers," which I think removed every objection, and confirmed me in
my opinion of the truth of their principles.
Their severe sufferings, their patience under
them, and honest boldness betbre kings and
rulers, convinced me, that nothing but a divine
power could have supported them. I sought
the company of some faithful Friends, as I
could discover in some I had been with, little
more than the form. I desired to know the
power in myself, and to be truly taught of the
Lord, that I might not do any thing by imitation, or because others did so; but retired often
alone, to be instructed of the Lord, what to do
and what to leave; and glory to his name, he
was found of me, and made those retirements
precious and profitable to me, revealing his
will unto me by degrees, as I was able to bear
it.
I now became acquainted with some solid

which rather confirmed

me

otherwise, his arguments

;

company with

spirit.

Friends, and was occasionally

" Blessed are ye that mourn," says Christ,
(not ye that sing) "for ye shall rejoice;" which
rejoicing, if it may be applied to the present
state of the church here, I conceive to be a
and
grateful sense of the Lord's mercies
showing forth his praises not only with our lips
To conclude, my friends,
but in our lives.
turn into your own hearts. Behold, says Christ,
look not
the kingdom of God is within you
without for what I am persuaded is only to be
found within. It is not much hearing or much
speaking, that brings true peace to the soul;
As a
the ear is never satisfied with hearing.
proof of that, do we not see professors running
hither and thither, as though the more they
heard, the better they should be; encompassing themselves about with sparks of their own
kindling; but what saith the Lord? "Ye shall
I am fully convinced it
lie down in sorrow."
is for want of this looking in, and waiting to
feel the power of the Lord there, judging and
subduing sin, that there is so much talk, so
much outward parade, and so little spirituality
in the lives and conversation of the people.
" J. Spalding."

them, which excited the attention of my friends
and neighbours ; so that there was much talk
about me, and various reports were propagated
respecting it, most people thinking it very
strange I should turn Quaker.
About this time I met with a considerable
trial, the death of my father, whom I dearly
loved.
had long been persuaded in some
I
measure of the vanity and inconsistency of
wearing black clothes on such occasions,
knowing it to be only a worldly custom and
had often said to myself during my father's illness, I would not put it on for any one except
him. But there appeared so many reasons why
conform on his account, that it was
I should
not till a little time before his death, that it

;

;

;

I

sent to the clerk, at the

same time

I

some reasons for the apparent change in
me, as absenting from the sacrament, so called and which I desired him to lay before the
minister and others, at a prayer meeting
which he seemed to object to, supposing me in
an error, and having a very unfavourable opinion of Friends' principles.
I soon
after had
some conversation with him on the subject
Vol. XIII.— No. 12.
sent

;

my

pleased the Lord to remove

scruples re-

and strengthen me to bear such a
public testimony, as of necessity that event
occasioned. And indeed much opposition I met
with on accoimt of it, but the Lord supported
me through all. I then constantly attended
specting

it,

Friends' meetings.

About

this

time

write an address to
first-days,

This

in

was concerned to
I
some who usually met on

also

from different parts of the neighbour-

ing country, to hear the minister, at a private
house; where I had occasionally attended, with
other professors of the town.

I

also wrote to

No

Cross, No
soon after " Barclay's Apology ;"
and to another intimate friend, who was very
zealous, I wrote and sent, " Beavan's Primitive
And though 1 desired
Christianity Restored."
in what I wrote to individuals, as well as the
the

clerk,

Crown

and

sent

him

;"

57

"

;
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society, that

rusal of

any

it
I

;

little

for the pe-

notice taken by

thought they seemed rather to

I

your heart be also," Oh! how few really
deny themselves and lake up the cross.
avoid me. One
About this time came ihe quarterly meeting

might be put about
(bund

any

was only to be found in
was concerned to write to him some
little time after on the subject; and sent him at
the same time, " No Cross, No Crown," While
I was exercised towards (he society I had left,
I met with some more trials from other quarmyself, which

Christ,

ters

I

my

;

relations

complained of

my

silence,

putting unfavourable constructions upon

deed
little

1

had so

desire to

In-

much upon my mind, that I had
speak much
for being often in
:

my way of business

with people of consequence

the neighbourhood, most of

in

it.

ways shown me much

whom

attention

had

al-

and favour,

now

observing such a change, though only in
dress at first, they began to look rather strangeThe enemy of souls was not unly upon me.
mindful of my situation, and raised many difficulties in my way; as the loss of their favours,
and of course my business ; and the great offence my conforming to other things not yet
done would give them ; such as the ceremony
of the hat, the plain language, and their titles
so highly valued these seemed indeed so great
discouragernents, that my mind was at times
;

sorely distressed.

had

some time

an uneasiness repart of my business, such as nicking and cropping horses, &c.
punishing them for the sake of appearance, (o
When I began to
please the fancies of men.
mention my scruples, much opposition was
made, as the consequence must of course be the
loss of much business.
I know not whether I
was not too hasty in this matter, beginning in
mine own strength, and not waiting the due
time; for I found when I was required to
do it, I gave way, which brought trouble upon
At last I was enabled to refuse several,
me.
among whom was one for whom I did much
business, who, on my objecting and telling him
my reasons, seemed very angry, and reproached me for changing my religion, &c.
He
asked me to recommend some one to do it, but
I told him I could not recommend another to
do what I thought not right to do myself.
This event occasioned some uneasiness. I
was blamed highly on the supposition that I
should soon lose my business but I answered
" Except a man forin the words of our Lord
sake all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple."
saw, more and more, how people
I
could follow the ways, customs, and fashions
of the world, and use means not always the
most honest to get its riches so true is our
Lord's saying, "Where your treasure is there
I

for

specting the performing

felt

some

;

:

:

will

;

steady experienced man, in a little conversation, observing, he hoped I did not look for that
in

[1792.

of a Society I helped to established., called
" The Sick iVIan's Visitor," to relieve the wants
of those in distress, conducted by the chief and
most serious of the prolessors, a committee of
whom met every week to transact the business
of it, and to hold a prayer meeting as they
called it, at the same time singing, reading, &c.
Being the time I used to serve on the committee,
I took the opportunity to write to them, giving
my reasons why 1 could not join in the services
performed at those times also something more
respecting the principles, &c., of Friends, with
what was upon my mind besides observing if
any were desirous of more information on the
subject, or had any objections to propose respecting Friends' principles, I was willing to
receive them.
Hitherto there had not been any material alteration in my dress, except what I wore on
But
first days; I still wearing a modern hat.
now I found it required of me to make an alteration there ; which, as it was more conspicuous than any I had made, I found very trying;
nature being unwilling to bear the cross.
But
it pleased the Lord
to strengthen me; and indeed it caused much gazing, admiration, and
ridicule, as I could perceive and hear, though
little was said directly to me.
But the l^ord preserved me, and I thought 1 found rather a kindness of behaviour among the more considerable
of my neighbours when I attended in the course
of my business, particularly from the chief justice Eyre, where I had apprehended not a little
discouragement, but I found through the mei'cy
of my God, a very favourable intercourse.
I
may observe respecting these things, that I felt
a little at a time required of me; and as I was
;

;

willing to give up, the
ford

me

Lord was pleased

strength to be faithful to him.

aware these

to afI

am

things, respecting dress, &c., are,

in the eyes of man's wisdom, despised and
thought of no consequence indeed of themselves, I am persuaded they are of no consequence, or if done from a wrong motive may
yet when
be rather injurious than otherwise
:

;

the Lord

commands,

it

becomes

his creatures

obey, and not reason about it, whether it is
When I felt a desire
of consequence or not.
to reason about it, the example of Naaman, the
Syrian, was brought to my remembrance. When
the prophet ordered him to wash seven times in
Jordan, his pride and wisdom were offended
he wanted some great thing done, somewhat
pompous, and agreeable to the ideas of his
worldly mind; and had not his servants been
wiser than their master, he might have continued in his disease.
But the event proved,
to

;
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how

despicable soever the

fully

answered

means appeared,

he could wish

all

;

therefore

it
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and I was reproved for over acting
and informed that some of the Society
had said so. It was great grief to me to observe

ft

to decline,

is

my part,

for anyone who feels occasionally the judgment of the Lord, against any thing, however some Friends,

good

may

appear, not to consult with flesh
and blood, not to reason about it, but give up in
simplicity of mind ; and then I am persuaded
trifling

it

it will be found of more consequence than was
apprehended for if we are not faithful in the
little, how can we expect the greater will be
committed to us. And, indeed, in this matter I
have been mentioning, I found not a little advantage. For before, when my appearance was not
very different from the world, my acquaintance
would enter into familiar converse with me;
which too often had a tendency to divert my
mind from that seriousness I wished to preserve, and leave unpleasant reflections afterwards.
But when they saw (in their eyes) my
uncouth appearance, it operated as a kind of
check to lightness, and preserved me from the
snare of unnecessary worldly conversation; so
that I had the advantage of more retirement, in
which I trust I can say I have found the most
;

for whom 1 entertained great
esteem, not so faithful against worldly titles, as
Esq.
Sir such a one
Mr.
&c. as I believed was required and practised by ancient

—

;

Friends.

,

gave the enemies much occasion

It

against me.

About

this

on

agitated

French hav-

and

distinctions,

overturned

ing

much

time peoples' minds were

political subjects, the
all

orders

which gave great offence

to people

in general
they called their days, &lc., as do Friends, instead of the old names.
I mention this because
the adversary assailed me with the suggestion
that I should be deemed of their spirit.
1 could

little favour, though politics was a sub
thought little about, and spoke less ; be
lieving as our blessed Lord said, " My king
dom is not of this world." Every true disci
pie being influenced by the same spirit, the at
tention as well as the affections will be engaged
in things above, not of this world, more than
profitable seasons.
The apostle saith not in needful and it had been for some time before
vain, " If any man love the world, the love of a concern to me, to observe some of the Society
the Father is not in him."
A follower of of Friends tneddling with such matters, more
Christ will not be conformed to the world, nor warmly than I thought consistent with their
uphold whatever is of it, either in himself or profession.
I was at times so sorely pressed, so burdened
others; not merely because it is witnessed

expect

ject

I

;

against in the Scriptures, but being influenced

in spirit, that

I

seemed as though

my

same spirit, which was in them, he is was broken, and was ready to cry
taught by it to testily against the same the dis- children are come to the birth, and

by

the

It

was

a great grief and concern to

fession,

me

to

was a day of so great promany walking miles to hear what they

consider, that as

it

supposed to be the gospel preached, our steeple
house being generally crowded by people from
say it grieved me, that
the other parishes
I
my leaving the fashions of the world which
they all professed to deny, should cause such
amazement as it appeared to do even in professors.
This helped to confirm me in my opinion, that how much soever they could talk
about religion, very little of the power thereof
was known. Indeed, had 1 not felt a want of
the power of godliness, I should not have left
them, as there were many ties which held me
But it was that
both to the priest and people.
and nothing short
divine power I longed for
of it could satisfy me, and surely nothing but
that could have supported me in the different
trials I soon had to encounter; but the battle
was the Lord's and his was the victory over
every appearance of mine adversary, and to
him be all the glory.
;

;

my

"

there

The

is

not

were
to the Lord, who had hitherto supported me,
that I might still experience him a God near at
hand, and not afar off; for I felt how unable I
was to move a step without his divine assistance.
So low was I reduced, that though I received several reviling letters, which were clearly against the truth, I had not power to answer
them being taught to leave the cause to the
Almighty, and not be anxious to justify myself before men.
But this may be an encouragement to others who may experience similar
strength to bring forth."

ciples of old did in their day.

strength

out,

But

desires

;

I felt a secret upholding, a consoling
assurance, that the Lord would plead his own
cause, and in his own time bring forth judg-

trials, that

and I desired that his hand
might not spare, neither his eye pity, till his
work was accomplished to his own glory, howThus 1 continued
ever it might be with me.

ment unto victory

some

;

time, till it pleased the Lord to revive me;
when, though I had little business in comparison to what I had heretofore, yet I was abundantly satisfied with an enlivening sense of the
which infinitely surpassed all
Lord's presence
For several months my mind was much ex- worldly goods. In measure I knew the truth
ercised on various occasions, the enemy as- of our dear Lord's promise, that whoever may
saulting me continually with reproaches from be enabled to leave any thing for his name's
without and fears within.
My business seemed sake, shall receive an hundred fold even in this
;

:
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life,

either in kind or in l\indness

;

and surely

the comfortable sense of the approbation of the

Most High, is of infinitely greater value than
any thing this world can afford. O that the
!

people, particularly the Lord's professing people,

may

be encouraged to be willing to part

[1793.

working hard as a servant,

most proFervent desires would frequently arise in my mind, that
fer

fitable situation

who

all

to the

on such terms.

profess to be followers of Christ, parti-

cularly Friends,

who

would be concerned

profess

more than most,

practise our

to

blessed

however near and dear to Lord's advice, to seek first the kingdom of God
yea, and seek nothing
flesh and blood, that stands in the way, which and his righteousness
obstructs that divine communion with him we else till they had found it.
I believed, by atare taught to expect.
For true it is, except a tending to that, they would be divinely directed
man forsake all that he hath, he cannot be in temporal concerns; and preferring it above
Christ's disciple; and he is not a hard master, all things, would be preserved from the too predoth not require any thing to be parted with, vailing snare of flattering the world for their
I have thought that people are often
but what would really be injurious to our spi- support.
ritual welfare
though to man's carnal appre- led to such practices, by engaging in concerns
hension it may seem in some cases in a differ- which bring extraordinary expense upon them;
ent light.
Man naturally loves ease. The which, requiring more of the things of this
world, a greater difficulty is experienced in
cross of Christ is not pleasant to flesh and blood
but, my friends, [it must be daily borne,] if bearing a faithful testimony against what they
These consideraever we know the truth of what Paul declares, may be convinced is evil.
that " they who are Christ's have crucified the tions, through divine assistance, induced me to
flesh with its affections and lusts ;" and the be careful to confine my expenses in as narrow
more readily we submit to the yoke, I am per- a compass as I believed consistent with my
suaded we shall the sooner experience that sub- situation. Though for many years I had strong
dued, which dislikes the cross.
Then we shall inclinations to enter into the marriage state, I
know what our Lord said, that his yoke is easy now experienced a check to every desire of
the kind
believing it was my duty to keep myand his burden light.
A fear had arisen in my mind, lest I should self as much as possible from the cumbers of
be beholding the mote in my brother's eye, and this world, and as a faithful soldier to be ready
not attending sufficiently to that power, which for'whatever my great Lord and Master should
require of me.
could alone remove the beam out of my own
Near the close of the year 1793, I wrote to
and though my spirit was frequently grieved
on hearing vain conversation, and often seemed the Friends of the monthly meeting, to be adwhich in due
to feel a desire to reprove, yet I was afraid to mitted a member of Society
season they expressed their unity and complicast a stone, feeling myself not without sin
and I had to remember and to desire to prac- ance with. Here 1 would observe, that trom
tise what is recorded
to study to be quiet and my first acquaintance with Friends, I could not
mind my own business. I think I can truly but approve their caution, in not hastily admitdiffering from most
say, that in stillness and retiredness I experi- ting any into membership
enced a degree of peace, and I trust a growth societies, who, I have perceived, evince a kind
in grace.
I must acknowledge with
humble of exulting eagerness in adding to their numI can say that 1 did not feel an anxiety
thankfulness, the condescending kindness of bers.
my heavenly Father, in favouring me with to be received into membership but rather to
much opportunity of retirement having com- know that power which first gathered Friends
to experience an union of spirit
paratively but little worldly business, for I sor- into a society
rowfully found in those lawful engagements, a with the faithful, [more] than any name or outr
very great difficulty of keeping in that straight ward relationship. A little before I wrote to
line of duty, which I believed was marked out the monthly meeting, I had some apprehension
for me.
In the course of conversation words of being drawn for the militia, which would
v^'ould occasionally drop, which, afterwards, on probably have exposed me to some severe trial,
yet convinced of the
reflection^ brought distress on my mind, and I not being of the Society
desired to be thankful that I was enabled not necessity of bearing my testimony against wars
to desire much of this world's goods, but rather and fightings, I was mercifully enabled to be
the reverse, and to be content with food and rai- still, and leave the event, whatever it might be,
to the Lord, who had hitherto supported me,
ment.
It was a concern to me to observe among and not apply for admission any sooner on that
Friends, on a young man's beginning business account.
with every thing,

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

conformity in some things with
thought to gain their favour and
custom.
It appeared to me paying very dear
for their assistance ; and I believe I could prefor himself, a

the world,

I

The

first meeting for discipline I sat in, 1
a powerful concern to speak on a particular subject, but considering my state of childhood in the Society, and a fear lest I should
felt

;;
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appear forward, I endeavoured to get rid of
and avoid speaking; yet it seemed rather

require

to

That

increase than diminish, till just at the close,
expressed a few sentences, and found in a little

how and when he

will be worshipped.
worship whatsoever, performed in the
will of man, and which the Spirit of Christ doth
not lead into, is not acceptable unto the Lord,
who hath declared, that in vain do they wor-

it,

I
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all

time the burden relieved, at least in a degree,
I was often sorrowfully concerned to observe ship me, teaching for doctrines the command;'
and that ' the true worshipin the nomination of Friends to quarterly and ments of men
yearly meetings, a disposition to make excuses. pers must worship in spirit and in truth.'
Believing those meetings were established un- Therefore, we believe, that it doth not belong
der the influence and power of divine wisdom, to man to impose modes and forms of worship,
I thought if there was a proper attention to the and if, in compliance with the will of men, any
guidance of the same, Friends would be direct- should conform to such pretended worship, the
ed in their nomination ; that the great Lord of conscience not being clear, nor the heart right'

the harvest would choose whom he pleased toemploy in any particular service and there might
be danger in lightly and hastily making ex;

ly

engaged

the service,

in

crisy in the sight of

so

complying

:

for

it

God, and

whatever

would be hyposin to the

is

person

not of faith,

is

should be disobeying the call of sin.
" Secondly, because we believe, it is not the
It appeared to me, that worldthe Most High.
ly concerns had too much influence ; that it fast which the Lord hath chosen, or will apwas considered whether it would be convenient prove of, according to what he hath declared
by the prophet Isaiah, and elsewhere, as for
I knew from my own experience, that
or not.
if an ear was open to listen to excuses, enough man to afflict his soul for a day, and to bow
would be presented against many services or down his head as a bulrush. Our Lord called
duties, as attending week-day meetings, and those hypocrites, who desired to appear unto

cuses, lest

it

But I saw or felt men to fast and commanded his disciples to
and better to have a single eye, to anoint their heads, and wash their faces, that
have only one object in view, what the Lord they might not appear unto men to fast, but
required of me than to look on temporal con- unto him who seeth in secret ; who doth not
cerns, whether it was convenient or not, but look on the outward appearance, but upon, the
heart, and who requireth truth in the inward
simply give up and leave the consequence
and I can with humble thankfulness and grati- parts. By the prophet he declared, that the
tude acknowledge that the inconveniences, or fast which he had chosen, was to loose the
losses I might have apprehended would be the bands of wickedness, to feed the poor, clothe
consequence, were changed into a comfortable the naked, -Sic, that then he would accept their
sense of divine approbation, and an abundant prayers.
" Thirdly, because it is required to implore
reward of peace.
The 28th of the second month, 1794, being the blessing of Almighty God for the success
appointed by government to be observed as a of our arms, which we believe is repugnant to
Christ is the Prince
general fast and humiliation before Almighty the spirit of Christianity.
God, the mayor of Reading sent out a bill, de- of Peace, who did not come to destroy men's
and commanded his dissiring all sects and parties to observe it as re- lives, but to save them

others, in times of business.
it

was

;

safer

;

;

a concern to write a few reasons, &c., why we, the religious Society called
Quakers, could not observe it as required
quired.

I

felt

which were copied and handed about in manuOne copy I sent to the clerk of the
parish, desiring him to lay it before their
ministers, and as many of the people as might
script.

be.

few reasons why the religious Society
Quakers, cannot observe, as required,
the day appointed for a general fast and humilThat
iation (so called) before Almighty God.
the magistrates and people may know it is not
from any contempt of authority, nor in rebellion against government, but that they may
preserve a conscience void of offence towards
God and towards man
" First, because we believe that the Lord
alone hath a right and authority to enact and

"

A

called

:

ciples not to resist evil, but to love their enemies,

Theredo good to them that hate them.
obedience to these commands, through
the influence and assistance of the spirit of
Christ, we cannot willingly think or do evil to
any, whatever they may intend to do unto us
but are enabled to commit ourselves to divine
pi'otection, without the use of any carnal weapons, assuredly believing the Lord will preserve
all those who faithfully confide in, and obey
him.
" For these reasons, and not from obstinacy,

and

to

fore, in

;

or perverseness, or
authority,

any

disrespect to those in

we cannot keep our shops

any manner,

shut, or in

directly or indirectly, uphold or

countenance such a custom.
" It is believed by a remnant,

who

are se-

mourning for the abominations of the
land, and travailing in spirit, that truth and

cretly

righteousness

may

abound, that there

is

great
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cause for fasting and humiliation before Al- whence,' as the apostle says,
come wars and
mighty God for the transgressions of the peo- fightings.' Professing also to be followers of
ple are multiplied against him, so that there is Christ, who is the Prince of Peace, of whose
reason to expect that the Lord will visit kingdom it was prophesied,
that they shall
beat their swords into ploughshares, and their
with his rod even this highly favoured country
and it is their secret desire that as the judg- spears into pruning hooks, that nation shall not
ments of the Lord are in the earth, the inhab- lift up sword against nation, neither shall they
itants thereof may learn righteousness.
But, learn war any more,' we believe, wherever
friends, your pretended humiliation for a day, this kingdom is established in the heart of any
with your lips confessing your sins, and again individual, the warring, fighting nature will be
returning to your old course, is only mocking subjected by the peaceable righteous sceptre of
God. He will not hear, though you make Christ who enjoined his followers not to remany prayers, and cause your voice to be sist evil, but to love even their enemies. Thereheard on high, while your hands are full of fore we cannot, without subjecting ourselves to
blood, while you are desiring the destruction of the displeasure of the Most High, conform to
your fellow creatures. That spirit is not of any custom, which countenances or upholds
God, for God is love, and whoever are led by such practices,
" But though we differ from the rest of our
the spirit of God, will love their fellow creatures, and not desire their harm.
Therefore, countrymen, we are not enemies to our country.
friends, consider what spirit you are of, he- Our prayers are to the God of the spirits of all
fore you presume to draw near to the Most flesh, that he ' may please to break the bow,
High, who is not to be honoured with the lips, and snap the spear in sunder, to cause wars to
while the heart is far from him, which it is and cease to the ends of the earth ;' that the people
ever must be, while defiled with the pollution may turn every one from the evil of their ways,
of sin.
Seek for that new heart and new spi- and serve him alone from whom every blessing is
rit which God hath promised
and remember a received. Then would righteousness and peace
language of old, to those who pretend to hon- meet together, and abound in the earth to his
our him with their lips, while their hearts are praise, and to our present and eternal felifar from him
Wash ye, make ye clean, put city."
away the evil of your doings from before mine
I had for some months, at different times, as
eyes ; cease to do evil learn to do well.' Then
(and not till then, though you make ever so I apprehended the concern to revive, written an
many prayers, and afflict yourselves ever so address to the professors of religion, particumuch) the Lord will hear your prayers and re- larly those who attended the place I had left.
Feeling a concern to have it printed, I waited
gard your petitions."
from time to time to feel it clearly, as appearA few months after I also wrote a few rea- ing in public in a matter of such a nature,
sons why we could not illuminate our houses was to me a most weighty consideration.
I
on any occasion as Friends, in some places, was fearful of moving in mine own will, but at
had suffered considerably on that account.
length I apprehended the time was come for its
" Whereas we, the religious Society of peo- publicly appearing, and submitted it to the inple called Quakers, are accused by some of spection of several Friends of our meeting, for
being disaffected to government, because we do their approbation of its being laid before the
being unwilling
not illtmiinate our houses, as our neighbours morning meeting in London
do, on particular occasions
this is for the in- to move without the full concurrence of Friends.
formation of any who may be desirous of know- It met with their approbation and consent, and
going to be sent to London, when a
it was
ing why we thus differ.
It is not from any
political motives, or to express any disapproba- member of that meeting happened to come to
Friends advised it to be shown to
tion of those who are in authority
but as Chris- our town.
tians, professing to walk in the fear of the him, who expressed a fear, that as I was so
Lord, in a holy life and conversation. We be- lately come among Friends, if it was not quite
lieve such superficial demonstrations of joy in- approved of, it might be a discouragement to
consistent with this our profession, on any oc- me, and recommended, if I was easy, to let it
rest a little Ioniser.
casion whatever.
I seemed willing to find an
It sometimes happens that
such customs are in consequence of a supposed excuse, and to get rid of the burden without its
advantage gained in war, and we cannot be- publicly appearing; and laid it by, not feeling
lieve as Christians, uninfluenced by any politi- the concern again revive with sufficient power.
cal considerations, that there can be any real I had at times to fear whether 1 had not too
cause of rejoicing, but rather of mourning, for hastily got rid of it, and let the right time pass
the destruction of our fellow creatures, and to by.
May the great Master nut impute rebellament the prevalence of those lusts, from lion to me, but have in this matter, as 1 have at
'

;

'

;

;

;

:

'

;

;

;

;

;

'
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other times experienced, a gracious condescending regard to my weakness ; for I have desired
to be made willing to be completely given up

and follow him wheresoever and
howsoever he may require.
The frequent
breathing of my spirit is, that the inward ear
may be so opened that I may be able to distinguish between the Master's voice and every
appearance of the adversary, and all willings
and runnings of the creature.
In the year 1794, I was at the yearly meeting in London, which held, I think, nine days,
and notwithstanding the nature of my business,
I was made willing to give up the time, and
have with thankfulness to acknowledge I found
no loss, but the invaluable reward of peace.
Surely the Lord is not a hard master, but
whatever is given up under a sense of his requiring, is abundantly restored, yea as an hunto his service,
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companied with a few lines to the meeting,
from Friends of our own. That meeting with
a few alterations approved of it, and lefi me
at

liberty to print

the pamphlets,

following letter

I
:

it.

As soon

as

I

received

sent one to the priest, with the
I

also sent one to each of the

principal professors with

whom

I

had been ac-

quainted.

To

—

" Respected Friend, The little
which this accompanieth, I think I can
say, I wrote under an apprehension of
uninfluenced by any personal motives

piece
truly

duty,

whatsubmit it to thy candid perusal, and
can assure thee, that notwithstanding the apparent difference, 1 still retain an affectionate
Nor can I
regard, and a real respect for thee.
dred fold.
suppose thou wilt impute to a want thereof my
A little time after, being at an appointed omitting thy usual titles, being persuaded thou
meeting where no regular one is held, under an art sensible that true honour and respect do not
apprehension of duty, I spoke a few words.
I
consist in words, or any superficial expressions.
had long had a sense as though I should have I was constrained to drop them, from a belief
to appear in this service, and often felt a word of the inconsistency thereof with the simplicity
arise in meetings, but was fearful of moving in of true Christianity, and of the unlawfulness of
my own will, of running before I was sent; re- feeding the vain mind in man, by giving him
membering the command of old, "He that hath flattering titles. I have desired to follow nomy word, let him speak my word faithfully; thing by imitation, but from conviction, and I
what is the chaff to the wheat?" I desired hope these desires have been mercifully anthat there might be no mixture, nothing of the swered.
creature, but that the Master might prepare the
I remain, respectfully, thy friend,
offering wholly; yet I often found a similar tesJohn Spalding."
timony to what I felt arise, delivered by another
Reading, Eleventh month, 1794.
Friend.
I would willingly have been excused
" Postscript.
the service, the prospect being far from pleaThere is a little mattter, to
sant, at least to that which would prefer ease, which, I have for some time felt a desire to call
yet I was desirous that I might be willing and thy serious attention.
Not long since, part of
able to give up to whatever the Master required. the goods of some of thy peaceable neighbours
I seemed only to wish to know quiie clearly, were taken away by force, for the repairing, I
beyond the least doubt when and what to speak. apprehend, the place where thy congregation
Perhaps I expected a clearer evidence than was meet to worship. I have been led to consider
meet, or made it an excuse to refrain.
After the inconsistency of this practice with the spirit
one first-day meeting, not giving up to speak a of the gospel, of which thou art esteemed a
word, I felt the reproofs of the Most High so minister. I have examined the scriptures of
sharply, that at the next meeting though very truth, and do not find that either Christ or his
unwillingly, and after much inward wrestling apostles ever used, or taught such a practice, to
against it, I found it safest to give up, and was oblige those to support them, or their places of
" As you
in a degree sensible, that it is better to appear worship, who did not receive them.
as a fool unto men, than bear the indignation would that men should do unto you," said our
of the Lord.
Lord, " do ye even so unto them," for this " is
Some time after, I felt the concern of pub- the law and the prophets."
much
I am
lishing the piece before mentioned, revive with inclined to think, if thou wilt calmly and
increased weight: and after a time I believed it weightily consider this matter, a deviation from
my duty to send it up to the Morning meeting this important injunction will appear. If this
of Friends in London, for their inspection and people had the powers of the earth on their
ever.

I

judgment respecting printing it which I did, side, (as thou hast in these matters) and inunder the title of " Reasons for leaving the na- sisted upon thy helping to support their place
tional established mode of worship; more par- of worship, where thou hadst a conscientious
;

who attend at the
place called St. Giles' Church, Reading :" acticularly addressed to those

objection to going, wouldst not thou think

reasonable

;

and

rather

that

it unevery society
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should support its own ministers and places of
worship ? And truly there are those who from
a real conscientious scruple, cannot willingly
1 have
uphold those called parish churches.
can if thou reI
felt it myself, and expect
quire it, advance some weighty reasons for so
doing; at present my regard for thee induces
me to press a serious examination of this matter
and I feel a desire that custom originating
in the times of ignorance and superstition, and
the more powerful motive of interest itself, may
not induce thee to contemn the simple, yet 1
hope sincere, representations of the mean and
;

despised.

"

Now

do not write from any desire
for praised be the Lord,
there is a remnant at this day, who are enabled
to take joyfully the spoiling of their goods for
a good conscience-sake, in supporting their testimonies against what they believe to be repugnant to the spirit of the gospel dispensation."

to avoid

this

I

suffering,

This I sent with one of my pamphlets before
mentioned.
A little while after he desired my brother to
tell me to send in his account, and also to
know if he should stop his tithes out of it,
which amounted to three pounds. I in consequence wrote his account, and sent it in the
following letter, with a little piece, called " Reasons why the people called Quakers do not pay
tithes."

" Respected Friend,

—

I

should not at this

time thus communicate with thee, but for thy
inquiring of my brother somewhat respecting
my paying tithes. It appears to me thereby,
that thou art unacquainted with our reasons for
not paying tithes, &c. yet, as I suppose from
thou may not be willing to rereasons on that subject, I will observe, that it is not from any personal disregard to thee, nor in imitation of others, that I
refuse to pay them, but from a full conviction

thy

letter,

ceive

my

of the inconsistency thereof with the dispensaand that if I did in any
tion of the gospel
manner contribute to support such a practice,
it would be a denying that Christ is come, who
by his coming, put an end to, and totally abrogated or disannulled, that law or dispensation
1 send thee a small
to which tithes belonged.
Shouldest thou be dispiece on this subject.
posed to be more fully informed respecting it, I
have other authors who have confuted every
;

argument in favour of tithes, &c,
and more glorious dispensation.
I

in this

last

remain, respectfully, thy friend,

cannot suffer thy demand to be paid thereby.
wilt think me troublesome and

Thou, perhaps,

impertinent, but the Lord
it

my

heart in

is

I
found a spirit generally prevail among
them, both preachers and hearers, confident

in their own opinion, and condemning without
hearing the sentiments of others.
Oh how
doth my spirit mourn for them, under a sense
of the danger of their situation, and a persuasion of the applicableness of an ancient language, "The prophets prophesy falsely, the
priests bear rule by their means, and the people
love to have it so ; but what will they do in the
end thereof!"
Being appointed by the parish, overseer this
year, 1 had frequent opportunities of observing
the difficulties many of the poor laboured under, and was favoured to sympathize with them
therein.
I had often to consider the manner of
living among those in superior situations as to
outward things, and it appeared to me inconsistent with the gracious designs of our heavenly Father, that some should live luxuriously,
and expend much upon superfluities, while so
many fellow creatures were in want of the comforts and necessaries of life.
It seemed to me
a great evil, and my spirit was often bowed in
consideration thereof.
I thought that the oppression of the poor, and the extravagant living of others, was one cause of the judgments
of the Most High being at this time so awfully
executed in the neiohbourins: kingdoms.
It
was often the secret breathing of my spirit, that
the people of this land, instead of applying to
carnal weapons, which was now pretty general throughout the kingdom, and trusting to the
multitude of their hosts, might endeavour to
avert the threatened indignation before it came
home, by turning every one from the evil of
their ways, to serve the Lord with their whole
hearts, to relieve the distresses of the poor, and
content themselves with a moderate way of living, as becomes the followers of him, who said,
" My kingdom is not of this world."
!

A few

and

serious queries

observations, address-

high professors of religion in this
day, by one who was long in the profession, but
knew not the power, till it pleased the Lord, by

ed

la

the

the ministry

Quakers,
is to be

Is

it

and writings of the people called
him where alone the power

to direct

known,

WHAT

Reading, Twelfth month, 23rd, 1794.

" P. S. As thou desired, I send thy account;
it may be proper to remark, that I

knoweth

from a persuasion of duty
towards him, and not from a perverseness of
disposition, as men may suppose it is."
this matter, that

John Spalding."

and here

[1794.

IS

viz.

:

within.

A TRUE CHRISTIAN ?

one who assents to and believes certain
recorded in holy writ, and forms cer-

facts, as
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tain principles and opinions thereupon
producing perhaps a partial reformation, an abstaining from the grosser pollutions of sin, but
denying the possibility of a total cleansing and
freedom from sin, in this world ? Or is it one
who knows, not in word only, but in deed and
in truth, a death unto sin, and a new birth unto
righteousness
a being born again, not of blood,
nor of the will of the flesh, nor of man, but of
God ? " For," says our blessed Lord, " ex;

spirit

against the flesh ;" a law in the
against the law of the mind.

members warring
That Paul once

felt so, is

not afterwards say, "
tion to

them

allowed, but did he

There

is

no condemna-

who walk

that are in Christ Jesus,

not after the flesh but after the spirit ;" and did

he not say,

made him

The law

of the

spirit

of

life

had

law of sin and how
could they who were dead unto sin live any
longer therein?
Doth he not again say, "I
be born again, he cannot see the am dead with Christ, nevertheless I live, yet
;

cept a

and the

457

man

free fromi the

kingdom of God." A man may know with not 1, (not natural sinful
Nicodemus, and confess, that Christ is a teach- in me?" "I will dwell

;

self,) but

Christ liveth

them, and walk in
them," saith the Lord. Will the Lord dwell in
an unholy place? As soon would the light
dwell with darkness.
Satan can indeed transform himself into an angel of light; yea, he,
" as God sitteth in the temple of God, showing
himseif that he is God."
The imagining part
in man is sure to be deceived, and worship the
appearance instead of the reality, for the world
by wisdom
man by his natural or humanly
acquired abilities, knew not, nor ever can know
God. " If any man," says Paul, " will be
in

God he may be able to talk much
about the doctrines of the gospel, and fancy
himself secure by imputation, but what has this
to do with the new birth so essentially necessary? What can all his wisdom and understanding teach him.
Nay, he cannot come
into the new birth till all is parted with.
The
very nature of the thing implies a beginning
again, a life as different from his former, as light
from darkness. " Ye were sometimes darkness," says Paul, " but now are ye light in the
Lord." Now he who knows this new birth, not wise, let him first become a fool," that his old
a change of opinion, not a comprehending the eye may be closed, and the new eye, which
truths of the gospel in his understanding, or alone can discern the things of God, may be
joining this or that society, but who knows the opened.
thing itself; not the name, nor the imaginations
Again, Christ saith, " Be ye perfect, even as
concerning it, but the nature, the life, the essence; your Father which is in heaven is perfect."
will such a man be like what he was before?
But modern Christians, as they call themselves,
The forerunner of our Lord expressly told say there is no such thing as perfection. Oh
his hearers, when preparing them for the gos- that they would consider whom they oppose by
pel dispensation, " The axe is laid to the root so saying.
of the trees, and every tree that bringeth not
Doth not Paul desire those he was writing
er sent from

;

—

!

_

forth

good

fruit is

What

hewn down and

cast into the

and what root is there meant?
Is it outward or inward?
Who can answer
that, but he who hath felt the axe, and the destruction, in a measure, of the corrupt tree?
" His fan is in his hand," he adds, " and he
will thoroughly purge his floor ;" mark " thoroughly."
What will remain then? Oh! that
professors were concerned to know, and willing to part with, all that stands in the way, that
they may know indeed what it is to be thoroughly purged, instead of denying the possibility of it; for it is a dreadful thing to oppose
or deny the power of Christ.
fire."

tree

Christ said, " Blessed are the pure in

modern

to,

cleanse themselves from

to

all filthiness of
and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear
of the Lord
and pray that others may be perfect and complete in ail the will of God ?
What
does such plain express language mean? Oh
the subtilty of that serpent, who can reason
and argue away the true meaning; and Oh!

flesh

;

!

the lamentable estate of those that are so deceived by him, who are sitting down at ease,

with the vain imagination that what Christ
hath done, as they suppose, for them, will be
sufficient
without experiencing the work in
;

therii

;

who having

eyes,

see

not,

and ears,

hear not, in the true spiritual sense.
heart;"
Again, Christ saith, " Swear not at

all

;"

modern Christians say, we may swear in
say, there is no purity of heart, but it is and some cases.
We will reason about Christ's
must remain deceitful above all things and des- words, and judge ourselves what they mean
perately wicked.
Again it is said, " who brings how far they are to be obeyed or not. Though
a clean thing out of an unclean?"
That the James says, " Above all things, my brethren,
but

Christians, as they would be thought,

but

;

heart

is naturally unclean is allowed, but hath swear not," yet ye say, we may swear such
not the Lord promised to cleanse his people and such oaths.
O poor Christendom, how is
from all their uncleanness? Mark, all.
What thy gold become dim
uncleanness will then remain?
Some attempt
Again, Christ saith, " Whosoever he be of
to excuse themselves by what Paul once expe- you that forsaketh not all that he hath, can" The flesh lusteth against the spirit, not be mv disciple;" but now Christians can
rienced
Vol. XIII.— No. 12.
58
!

;

;
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keep

all

;

their

own wisdom,

the favour of the world,

its

own

their

wills,

riches and friend-

and customs; though our
" Whoever is the friend of the
world, is the enemy of God ;" and Paul says,
" If I yet please men, I am not the servant of
ships,

Lord

its

fashions

saith,

Christ."

Afeio reasons for leaving the National established mode of worship, addressed principally to
those

who attend

at the place called Si. Giles^

Church, Reading.
"Prove

all

things, hold fast that

which
1

is

good."

Thess.

v. 21.

— My mind

hath been much exercised at times, since I separated from your
communion, with desires for your real advancement in the spirit and power of that religion
you make profession of; and being persuaded
there are those among you who do really desire to know the truth, I feel a renewed concern to salute these, in a degree, I hope of true
gospel love; and to offer to your serious consideration, the reasons which induced me to
separate from your Society. And truly, friends,
there were many ties, which nearly united me
to you ; and very unwilling I was for a considerable time, to believe that those things I
had been engaged in, and so highly esteemed,
were not what they had appeared to be. But,
as I earnestly desired to know the truth, whatever it might cost me, I felt the axe laid to the
root of the tree, and the fine buildings and plausible appearances were shaken.
I became sensible, that the tree must first be made good, before
the fruit could be good
a doctrine essentially
different from what I had heard of men ; even
of men highly esteemed.
By them I was
taught, that deliverance from sin is not to be
expected in this life; and was hearing day after day, the uniform acknowledgement of " be-

Friends,

;

[1794.

eousness;" 2 Cor. vi, 14, nor could that gracious promise be fulfilled, " I will dwell in them,
and walk in them, 1 will be their God, and they
shall be my people;" 2 Cor. vi. 16, for the
apostle says, " ye are the temple of God, and
the temple of God is holy."
1 Cor. iii. 17.
Further, John the Baptist, who was sent to
prepare the way of the Lord, describing the
nature and efTects of his Master's kingdom,
says, "

Now

also (mark, now) is the axe laid
of the trees every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit, is hewn down and cast
to the root

;

info the fire."

Matt, iii. 10.
This is a language surely implying a complete, effectual
cleansing from all the pollutions of sin, even
now in this life. Our Lord himself, uniformly,
his discourses, inculcated this doctrine.
In that most excellent sermon on the Mount,

in all

Mat.

V. 6, 7, he insists on the necessity of a
righteousness superior to that of the law ; for,
says he, " except your righteousness exceed
the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees,

ye

no case enter into the kingdom of
language can be plainer?
And that he did not mean an imaginary, merely imputed righteousness, as 1 fear many vainly suppose, is evident from the conclusion
where he draws the comparison between those
who hear and do his sayings, and them who
hear and do them not; thereby fully establishing the possibility of doing them.
If due attention is paid to every part of that discourse, I
think it must be obvious, that they who are of
the happy number who not only hear, but do
those sayings, and whom our Lord likens to a
building upon a rock, on which they are able
shall in

heaven."

What

to vvithstand all opposition, will not

ble sinners, doing

having no health

be misera-

what they ought not

to do,

them, &c., but will

know

in

a righteousness wrought in them far superior to
that of the law.
For, as the law, the outward
law, written on tables of stone, took cognizance

of outward actions the law of Christ written,
as the apostle says, in the fleshly tables of the
ing miserable sinners, having no health," &c., heart, reaches to the root and source of action.
which I found, by the manifestations of that For, whereas the law said, " thou shalt not
spirit which " is given to every man to profit kill," Christ forbids being angry without cause.
withal," 1 Cor. xii. 7, and which discovers the Again, the law said, " Thou shalt not commit
secret things of darkness, to be not agreeable, adultery ;" Christ forbids lust, thus striking at
but contrary, to the Scriptures of truth; which the root.
The cause being removed, the conexpressly declare, that the great author of the sequence or effect must unavoidably be done
gospel dispensation " came to save his people away.
Once more, the law said, " Thou shalt

from their sins," Mat. 1. xxi.,and not in them:
a very essential difference.
This I believed
must be experimentally known, feeling sin to be
the great disease of the soul, the alone cause of
separation from the Most High, in whom alone
true happiness is found.
I was sensible that
while sin remained, the separation must continue, there being " no communion between
light

;

love thy neighbour, and hate thine

eye

an eye, and a tooth

enemy; an

for a tooth."

Christ
says, " Resist not evil, love your enemies, do
for

good to them that hate you ;" with much more
of like import,
[These commands] many who
profess to follow him, seem to pay very little
attention to
as though it was an indifferent
matter, whether they do them or not.
But it
and darkness, righteousness and unright- may be well for such to consider whether our
;
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said, " Be ye perfect, even as ance from the guilt and punishment of sin, withyour Father which is in heaven is perfect," if out the power thereof being subdued. We nahe did not mean they should be so and whe- tually love ease, an ease which the cross of
So closely doesit
ther they who do as he there exhorts, will not Christ is decidedly against.

Lord would have

;

be perfect.

cannot conceive how

is

possi-

apply, that

any other inference without

gross-

cutting

I

ble to deduce

it

ly wresting the Scripture. " Ye are my friends,"
said he, at another time, " if ye do whatsoever
I

command you." John xv. 14. " He that
me keepeth my commandments." John

loveth

" Not every one that saith unto me,
Lord, Lord, (that call me Master, and honour
xiv. 21.

me with their lips,)
dom of heaven, but

shall enter into the king-

he that doeth the will of
Father which is in heaven." Mat. vii. 21.
" If ye know these things, happy are ye if ye
do them." John xiii. 17.
If the simple belief of Christ's sufferings, resurrection, &c., be sufficient to save; to what
purpose were all his discourses, wherein he repeatedly insists upon the necessity of regeneration, a being born again
which certainly
implies something more than a change of opinion, a persuasion of the judgment, and a partial
reformation.
For, as he said to Nicodemus,
" That which is born of the flesh, is flesh and
that which is born of the spirit, is spirit;"
John iii. 6, it obviously follows, that they who
are really born of the spirit, will be of the same
nature as the spirit.
Old things will be passed
away, and all things become new, and all of
God. " A little leaven leaveneth the whole
lump." Luke xiii. 21. "New wine must be

my

;

;

put into

new

Mark

bottles."

ii.

22

;

with

many

other similitudes, plainly implying the necessity

change. Again to confirm
great and necessary truth of freedom from
he says to his disciples, "if ye continue in
word, then are ye my disciples indeed, and

of a

total, effectual

this
sin,

my

ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free ;" and, to reprove their carnal
ideas of a temporal outward freedom, he adds,
" He that committeth sin, is the servant of sin,
and if the Son shall make you free, ye shall be
free indeed." John viii. 31. &c. That this freedom from sin, even from the power as well
as the guilt,
fied again,

their sins,

John
not

viii.

is to

be

known

in this life, is certi-

by his saying of those who die in
" Whither I go, ye cannot come,"

21.

known

Now,

if

in this life,

deliverance from sin

is

we must of necessity die

it

a

off"

is,

in

our Lord's

own words,

as

and plucking out a
" Whosoever,"
29, 30.

right hand,

right eye.
Mat. vi.
says he, again and again, " doth not bear his
cross, and come after me, cannot be my disciple." Luke xiv. 27.
The apostle bears testimony to this important truth, where he says,
" They that are Christ's have crucified the flesh
with its afl^ections and lusts."
Gal. v. 24.
Surely, if lusts and affections, the very root
and seed of sin, are slain, what can remain
thereof?
In another place he says, " How

shall we that are dead to sin, live any longer
therein ?" Rom. vi. 2.
Another apostle says,

" Whosoever

born of God, doth not commit
remaineth in him, and he canbecause he is born of God."
1 John
is

sin, for his seed

not sin,
9.

iii.

have produced a few plain passages of
show the ground or cause of my
separation
that deliverance from sin, a being
cleansed from all defilement thereof in this life,
I

Scripture, to
;

not only possible, but indispensably necessary and that the contrary doctrine is fundamentally erroneous ; as it sets up the shadow instead of the substance, an imaginary
instead of a real holiness.
may probably
I
make some more observations on this most imis

;

portant point, as I proceed.
I shall now offer
a few remarks on some of the services usu-

comparing them also with the
Scriptures of truth, which most professors acknowledge to be the standard or rule. From
ally performed;

this

comparison they clearly appear to me, not
what many call them, " means of grace

to be

and ordinances of God ;" but the mere inventions of man, set up in his own fallen wisdom,
as a substitute for the life and power, which
were lost in a long dark night of apostacy not
the true worship of God, but such bodily exercise as the apostle says, " profiteth little."
1
Tim. iv. 8. For be it remembered, the great
Author of the gospel dispensation, expressly
declared, " that the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth."
John
iv. 23.
And the apostle confirms it, by saying, " We know not what we should praj^ for,
as we ought; but the spirit helpeth our infirmities, and maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered."
Rom. vii. 26.
:

Therefore it matters not what
our sins.
knowledge a man hath, what is. his faith, or
what profession he hath made, if he hath not
known deliverance from sin. This is a point Therefore, as this necessary assistance is not
so important, and a mistake therein liable to at our command, for people to pretend to worsuch baneful consequences, that I am induced ship the Most High in a prescribed form, or in
to dwell upon it, knowing from my own expe- the studied or extempore productions of their
in

rience,

Nor

how

is it

prevailing

is

the contrary opinion.

strange, that people should prefer and

indulge the notion of the possibility of deliver-

own

natural or acquired abilities, in their

wills,
feel

and

their

own

own

time, without waiting to

the influence and movings of the

Holy

Spi-

;
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in and through which alone true worship
can be performed, appears to me nothing better, whatever it may be called, than will-worship.
The Scriptures also repeatedly mention
a growing in grace, 2 Pet. iii. 18, a going on
unto perfection, Heb. vi. 1.
How inconsistent
then is the repeated uniform acknowledgement,
are miserable sinners, doing what we
ought not to do, having no health in us?" &c.
Doth it not obviously confess, if the truth is
spoken, that no benefit hath been received, notrit,

"We

collection

[1794.

have seen, but I wish people to
Surely this is trifling

I

search for themselves.
with serious things.
I
the

common

amuse

lated to

ward ear

warming

And

if

the

those

and candid,

fljlly

may
and

heart,

who
I

persuaded that
is only calcu-

the creature, to please the out-

whatever

;

am

practice of singing

be pretended of its
kindling devotion.

practise

am

it

would be honest
would be

of opinion they

constrained to acknowledge that amusement is
the chief object ; or why be so pleased with
tunes and music ?
Can it for a moment be sup-

withstanding the frequent (as it is pretended)
But if it is true, as posed, that the Almighty is to be pleased with
waiting upon the Lord ?
the Scriptures declare, that Christ came to such superficial conduct?
Surely not.
And
" save his people from their sins;" they who with respect to its kindling devotion, it may be
make that confession, acknowledge they are not well to remember what is said of those, " who

of that number;

for if they are miserable sin-

ners, they certainly are not saved from their
sins,

however they

may

plain a contradiction.

attempt to reconcile so
is a language not

This

confined to a particular part of the service.
The inconsistency of the whole appears equally
obvious as at one time confessing their sins
;

and wickedness; then called upon to address
the Most High, with pure, humble, penitent,
and obedient hearts; one while returning thanks
redemption
for creation, preservation, and
again acknowledging having erred and strayed
like lost

sheep

;

desiring to

not only vviih their

lips,

show

forth his praise

but in their lives, by

giviny themselves up to his service, and walking before him in holiness and righteousness all
their days; but still miserable sinners, doing

what they ought not to do, &c. Can this running backwards and forwards, one time saying
one thing, another time quite the contrary, be
acceptable service to that God, who searcheth

kindle a

fire,

with sparks
of,

;

and encompass themselves about
they may walk in the light there-

but they shall

lie

down

readily admit

in sorrow."

what

]sa.

1.

advanced to defend this custom, that our Lord and his disciples, the night before he su fleered, sang a hymn,
but what or how we are not informed.
No
doubt the matter and manner were both proper
and seasonable. That Paul and Silas, in prison, " sang praises to the Lord," I believe
but
cannot conceive what argument can be deI
duced from thence for the present custom of
singing whatever may be given out, suitable or
nor, whether praise, profession, acknowledgement, or petition.
I fully believe this outward
inconsiderate singing is very different from that
recommended by the apostle, " Singing with
the spirit, and with the understanding." 1 Cor.
" Singing and making melody in
xiv. 15.
your hearts to the Lord." Eph. v. 19. And
11.

I

is

;

I

also believe, that the true source of praise,

the heart, trieth the reins, and requireth truth

even a grateful sense of the Lord's mercies, can

Again, in repeating the
in the inward parts?
experiences of the royal Psalmist, how is it
possible but many gross falsehoods must be exFor if the words of the mouth do
pressed?
not express the real experimental language of
the heart, however excellent they may be, yet

be more consistently expressed than in outward jingle and sound.
Indeed, my friends, I fear you are, many
of you, agreeably to your own confessions, in
a miserable condition.
Suffer me to prevail

upon you to consider, whether your continuing
they are to those who utter them, not the lan- year after year miserable sinners, is not the
guage of truth, but of falsehood. I should hope a consequence of your prayers not being heard.
little serious consideration will convince of this.
Let a concern arise to inquire, whether you
Again, respecting the custom or practice of have been seeking aright or not ; for our Lord
singing, I have a few observations to make. promised plainly and expressly, " that they who

How

inconsistent

it

is,

that they

who have

just

Mat.

seek shall find."

who

before been confessing their misery and wretch-

they

edness, should appear so quickly and easily to

ledge, " miserable
in them ?" &c.

forget

all,

and begin singing.

Surely

it

seems

evidently to declare they were not sincere in

found,

vii.

5.

Now, what have

continue, as they

Do

sinners,

acknow-

having no health

they not rather confess that

means they have used are insufficient to
cleanse and heal them
that they have not
the

their acknowledgements, or that they think it
of very little consequence whether their prayers rightly applied to the great Physician, to the
are answered or not.
Besides, not only the balm of Gilead, " to that tree, whose leaves are
manner to me appears absurd and inconsistent, for the healing of the nations ;" but " have been
but the matter in many quite contrary to truth, spending their money for that which is not
and to what has been just before openly avow- bread, and their labour for that which satisfieth
ed.
I could specify many instances in every not;" instead of hearkening diligently unto the
;
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Isa. Iv. in an honest and good heart, having heard the
is good
which our Lord said, word, keep it, and bring forth fruit with patiFor now, in the gosbread shall live for ence," Luke viii. 15.
may be well to have pel dispensation, the axe is laid to the root of

Lord, and eating that which
2, that true bread of

life,

" he that eateth of
John vi. 58.
ever."

this
It

461

;

recourse to these means before the possibility
of cure is denied; lest they thereby deny the
power of God, that he is not able to " cast out
the strong man armed, who keepeth his palace
and his goods in peace." Luke xi. 21. 1 think

the tree, Mat.

10.

iii.

What

is

the root of the

tree there alluded to but the heart,

words and actions have

from whence
" Thou
?

their birth

blind Pharisee," said Christ, " cleanse

which

is

first

that

within the cup and platter, that the

need not add, who is there meant by the outside may be clean also," Mat. xxiii. 26.
strong man armed, where is his palace, and And do they not in the stated form, pray that
what are his goods. The apostle speaks of God " would cleanse the thoughts of their
;"
some, " who had a form of godliness, but de- hearts, by the inspiration of his Holy Spirit
I

nied the
it

may

power thereof."

2 Tim.

iii.

5.

Now,

be well to consider, in what can the

power of godliness be known, but in dominion
over its adversary, which is sin.
And do not
they who deny the possibility of sin's being
subdued, deny the power of godliness?
A serious consideration

may

not be unprofitable.

have often admired, that those who plead

1

for

sin, pretend highly to value the Scriptures, and
say, " they are the rule;" whereas the Scrip-

tures uniformly insist

upon the necessity of ho-

not an imaginary holiness, but a real

liness;

of heart and of lile.
ness," said the apostle, " no

" Without

purity

man

holi-

shall see the

a

of

petition
but what is it, in
and yet deny the possibility
being answered, but a solemn mockery 1

most excellent

those
its

For

who use

if

;

it

the thoughts

of the heart are really

cleansed, there can be no sin

;

for sin defiles

and pollutes the heart.
Another objection, is the language of the
apostle, where he speaks of " a law in his
members warring against the law of his mind,
and bringing him into captivity to the law of
sin, and that in his flesh dwelt no good thing."
Rom. vii. That the apostle once was in that
state, I think, is beyond a doubt
and that
every real Christian experiences a similar, till
the strong man armed is cast out, and the old
leaven purged away.
But that he was so at
the time of writing it, to me appears by no
means credible, from what he has written just
before and after or he must grossly contradict
himself, which will hardly be allowed; but
;

" Be ye holy in all manxii. 14.
ner of conversation, because it is written, be ye
" Present
holy for I am holy." 1 Pet. i. 15.
your bodies, (mark, your bodies) a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your
reasonable service.^'
Rom. xii. 1. They talk
much of the blood of Christ; it is a subject of- rather that he was describing the effects of the
ten in the mouth, but what of the nature and law upon the carnal unregenerate mind.
For
effects of it is known, let their own acknow- he says " the law is spiritual, but 1 am carnal
ledgements testify.
The apostle declares it sold under sin." Can it be supposed that the
" cleanseth from all sin." 1 John i. 7. Now apostle was then carnal ? Surely not, for just
how those who continue " miserable sinners, after, he says, " the carnal mind is enmity
doing what they ought not to do," &c., can against God," and " to be carnally minded is
be cleansed from all sin, let the considerate death," chap. viii. 6, 7. and that " they who
are in the flesh cannot please God ;" " Ye are
judge.
not in the flesh, but in the spirit, if the spirit of
It is with me now, to answer some objections
to this important truth
and to remark on some God dwell in you; and if any man have not
passages of Scripture, which those who deny the spirit of Christ, he is none of his."
It conthe possibility of sin being subdued, endeavour sequently follows, that if the apostle was then
First, The heart of in a carnal state, he was none of Christ's, but
to cover themselves with.

Lord." Heb.

;

;

A httle before he
our old man is cruciThat the heart of every man, of every natural fied with him, that the body of sin might be
unregenerate man, is truly so, I firmly believe. destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve
But be it remembered, that the Lord promised sin : for he that is dead is freed from sin,"
to give his people a new heart and a new spirit. chap. vi. 6, 7.
And in the 2nd verse, "How
Ezek. xxxvi. 26. And dare any one say, that shall we that are dead to sin, live any longer
heart is deceitful and wicked ?
Oh beware of therein." And in the 22nd verse, " Being
" Blessed are made free from sin, and become servants to
depreciating the gift of God.
the pure in heart," saith our Lord, " for they God, ye have your fruit unto holiness, and the
man

is

deceitful

rately wicked,

above

all

and despe-

things,

who can know

it1"

Jer. xvii. 9.

at

enmity against God.

says, "

Knowing

this that

!

God."

Mat.

"A

good tree end everlasting life."
can a corLet this plain language, both before and after,
rupt tree bring forth good fruit." Mark vii, 18. written no doubt at the same time, determine
" The seed on the good ground are they who whether the apostle was then in a carnal, unshall

see

cannot bring forth

v.

8.

evil fruit, neither

;
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regenerate state or not.
And though he elsewhere says, " not as though I had already attained, either were already perfect;" Phil. iii.
10.
I think it in no respect favours the construction many put upon it, that the apostle
was then in a sinful state. It rather makes
against them, as it plainly condemns the notion of being perfectly and for ever justified
by mere imputation, and evinces the danger of
sitting down at ease, resting satisfied with an

imaginary justification,
In another place,
speaking of the Christian progress, he says,
though he did not run as uncertainly, or fight
as one that beateth the air, yet he found it necessary to keep under his body, and bring it
into subjection, or there was a danger, notwithstanding he had preached to others, of his being still a cast-away, 1 Cor. ix. 26, 27.
Another objection

that the

is,

same

apostle says,

" by grace ye are saved, through faith, and that
not of yourselves
it is the gift of God, not of
works, lest any man should boast." Eph. ii.
In answer to which, I believe it is very8, 9.
necessary to distinguish between the works of
man, which he does in his own will and
strength, and those works which are wrought
of God. Perhaps it is not rightly knowing
this distinction that people cry out against
works, as though they were all self righteousness.
The works of man, of the unrenewed
carnal mind, yea the best of them, are as filthy
rags.
But I think there should be a great care
not to join the works of God (those which he
worketh in his people) with man's own works
for in the next verse the apostle says, " Ye are
;

his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto
good works, which God hath before ordained,
that we should walk in them."
That it is by
grace I believe, no real Christian will deny,

humble gratitude in all his progress, acknowledge with the apostle, " by the
grace of God I am what I am." 1 Cor, xv. 10.
This grace the same apostle declared, hath appeared to all men, (mark that, not to any parbut will, with

ticular part)
liness

and teaches, that denying ungod-

and worldly

lusts,

we should

live soberly,

righteously and godly, in this present world.

He
in

does not say (it teaches)
" What," says he

sin.

we must

continue
another place,
that grace may

in

" shall we continue in sin,
abound, God forbid." Rom. vi. 1.
also through faith, who will deny?

That

it

is

"without faith it is impossible to please God." Heb,
6,
xi.
But the apostle speaks of a dead
faith, James ii. 17. of a faith the devils have,
verse 19. The true faith, he says, worketh by
love, Gal. v. 6. purifieth the heart. Acts xv. 9.
and overcometh the world, 1 John v. 4. Now
what faith have those, who say, they are " tied

and bound with the chain of

for

their sins, that

[1794.

they are miserable sinners having no health in
them." &c. The tree is known by its fruit.
Again, the words of our Lord, when upon
the earth in the days of his flesh, to those
whom he had healed of their diseases, are
pleaded in excuse for continuing in sin, as
" thy faith hath saved thee, thy faith hath
made thee whole," &c. But be it remembered,
that those to whom he said so were completely
cured, received " perfect soundness;" and I
believe there is a remnant at this day, who witness the same works, spiritually accomplished
by the powerful operation of the same word in
the heart, even a being made whole, a being
healed of the great disease of sin, prefigured
by the various cures performed on the bodies
of the people.
Once more, another argument adduced is,
where the apostle says, " If we say we have no
sin

we

deceive ourselves and the truth

John

in us,"

follows,

I

i.

8.

But a due attention

is

to

not

what

think will clearly explain that the

apostle does not favour the idea that he

was

then in that state ; for he adds, " if we say we
have not sinned," plainly alluding to time past;
and continues, "if we confess our sins, he is
faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to
cleanse us from all unrighteousness;" and as
all unrighteousness is sin, chap. v. 17, they
who are cleansed from all, surely can have
none remaining. It is the sincere desire of my
mind, that the people would consider for themselves,

upon

and not take things of such importance

advice of the apos" Let every man prove his own work, then
shall he have rejoicing in himself, and not in
another, for every man shall bear his own
burden," Gal, vi. 4, 5. " Be not deceived," he
adds just after, " God is not mocked whatsotrust, but attend to the

tle,

;

ever a man soweth, that shall he reap," whatever be his opinion, knowledge or faith.
And
in another place he says, though he had all
knowledge, could understand all mysteries,
Iiad all faith, even to remove mounhe might be as nothing, 1 Cor. xiii. 2.
Therefore it might be well to have a care of
talking so highly of the Scriptures, while the
life and conversation are not agreeable thereto
and remember the words of our Lord to some
of old, "Search the Scriptures, for in them ye
think ye have eternal life
and they are they
which testify of me, and ye will not come unto
me that ye might have life." John v. 39, 40.
From which it appears, and is worthy of the
most serious attention, that those who had the
Scriptures and valued them so as to think they
had eternal life in them, yet would not come
unto Christ, of whom they testified; and who
was and is alone the life as well as the light of
men. John i, 4. Therefore it may be well to

though he
tains, yet

;

;

;
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take care of putting the letter, the testimony, same all the days of their lives."
Are they
the declaration, concerning an object, for the not here required to promise what is believed
For our Lord did not say the and confessed to be impossible to perform ? for
object itself.
but " I am the way, surely if it was performed, they would not be
and no man cometh unto " miserable sinners, doing what they ought not
And to do," &c.
the Father but by me." John xiv. 6.
That baptism is necessary, absolutely neceslearn the difference between the letter, the outward word, and the Word that was in the be- sary, for every member of Christ's Church, I
ginning, John i. 1. before the Scriptures, " the fully believe; but 1 believe, no application of
Word nigh in the mouth, and in the heart water, even when rightly imitated, is the one
Rom. X. 8. " which is quick and powerful, true baptism. It is not the putting away the
sharper than a two-edged sword, dividing asun- filth of the flesh, which is all outward elemender soul and spirit, joints and marrow, and is a tary water can do, but " the baptism of the
discerner of the thoughts and intents of the Holy Ghost and of fire," Mat. iii. 11, even a
heart, before whom all things are naked and being baptised in the name, that is nature, of
open;" Heb. iv. 12. and of whom, as I before the Father, Son and Holy Ghost thereby exobserved, the Scriptures testify
and without periencing the consuming of the earthly part in
whose all-powerful aid they remain a dead let- themselves, and a being cleansed and purified
ter, a sealed book.
The apostle declared, the from all filthiness of flesh and spirit, perfecting
things of God can only be known by the Spirit holiness in the fear of the Lord,
The apostle
of God, 1 Cor. ii. 11. They are foolishness says, " As many as are baptised into Christ
to the natural man.
Therefore I think we have put on Christ," Gal. iii. 27. not imaginashould be careful how we attempt to compre- rily, but really and being buried with him, by
hend the truths, which are contained in the this spiritual baptism into death, even a death
Scriptures by our own understandings; but unto sin
that " like as Christ was raised from
rather be willing, as the apostle recommends, the dead by the glory of the Father, so they
to become fools, that we may be truly wise, 1 also will walk in newness of life."
Rom.
Cor. iii. 18.
vi. 4. And again, "If any man be in Christ he
I would now offer a few remarks on those
is a new creature, old things are passed away,
two ordinances or ceremonies. Baptism and the all things become new, and all of God," 2 Cor.
Lord's Supper, as they are called.
V. 17. and if all of God, there can be no sin,
With respect to the first, as practised by " for sin is of the devil, and not of God." 1
those I more particularly address myself to, John iii. 8.
little need be said
as sprinkling infants is not
With respect to that other ceremony, called
even an imitation of true baptism, has no rela- the Lord's Supper, notwithstanding I am sensition to it whatever, nor do 1 believe there can ble of the deep rooted prejudice in favour of it,
be found a single precept or example for it in I feel no discouragement under a belief that a
any of the Scriptures of truth. I am well per- glorious day is dawning, when clouds and shasuaded it is like many other things of the kind, dows, signs and appearances, shall give place
a mere popish invention, in the times of dark- to reality, to the pure essential substance.
I
ness and apostacy, as a substitute for the reali- am perfectly satisfied in my own mind respectty
not in any one respect calculated to an- ing it, and will endeavour to give my reasons,
swer any good purpose whatever. It may be why I believe it is not of that consequence or
well seriously to consider a language used at obligation many fix upon it,
that ceremony, "that this child is regenerate,
I believe that our Lord, the night before he
and grafted into the body of Christ's church ;" suffered took bread and brake it, and gave to
and in the Catechism respecting it, that " he his disciples, as also the cup; and that he
is therein made a member of Christ, a child of said, this do in remembrance of me
but that
God, an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven." he enjoined it to be an ordinance I cannot find.
Now let every considerate person solemnly I presume it will be allowed to be a part of the
ask himself, whether he believes such effects feast of the Jewish passover, as our Lord said,
If it is possible that " With desire, I have desired to eat this passare really produced by it.
any one can think so, his ideas of regeneration over with you, before I suffer," Luke xxii. 16.
and Christ's church, also differ very widely and which was a remarkable type or figure of
from mine.
Christ, who was the very Paschal Lamb, the
Let it be considered also, what people are substance or antitype itself. That the bread
taught to promise at this ceremony " To re- and wine, as a part of the passover, representnounce the devil and all his works, the pomps ed the body and blood of Christ, to be broken
and vanities of this wicked world, and all the and shed for the remission of sins, I presume
sinful lusts of the flesh
to keep God's holy will also be allowed.
Now as there is certainwill and commandments, and to walk in the ly a very essential difference between the sign

Scriptures are the
the truth, and the

way

;

life,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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and the thing signified, let us consider a little,
which is of most consequence, oi* whether both
are of obligation.
I expect none to whom I
address myself will deny, that Christ was and
is really the substance and antitype of every
type and figure, under the Mosaic ceremonial
dispensation.
This then being one of those
the
figures representing the death of Christ
substance being come, the type fulfilled, what
Why not give place, as
need of the shadow?
The apostle,
others are acknowledged to dol
writing to some, remarks, " As often as ye eat
this bread, and drink this cup, ye do show the
;

Lord's death,

But

this

was an

I

till

think,

enjoined

1 Cor. xi. 26.
he come."
by no means implies that it

ordinance,

but

rather,

that

those to whom he was writing, continued in
the use or observance of the Jewish passover.
This I think, cannot appear improbable, when

It is

also,

I
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think, very observable, that

when

the apostles were assembled at Jerusalem, to

consider what was necessary to be enjoined to
the believing Gentiles, this

ceremony was not

This, had it been necessary,
even mentioned.
would surely not have been omitted, considering the things which were then enjoined; most
of which have since been laid aside. Acts xv.
But our Lord's own words appear to me
20.
decidedly to discountenance the outward sign
as where he emphatically calls himself the
" Bread of Life."
" That his flesh is meat indeed, and his blood drink indeed, and that whosoever ate and drank it had eternal life." John

And to reprove their carnal ideas
vi. 46, &c.
of outward eating and drinking, verse 52, and
to direct their

minds

to the spiritual allusion,

he adds, " What, and if you shall see the Son
of Man ascend up where he was before," vei'se
it is considered, that for a time it was taught by
62, how will ye eat him then? not in outward
some of the disciples, that " it was needful to bread and wine, " it is the spirit that quickenbe circumcised, and to keep the law of Moses," eth the flesh (or outward food) profiteth noActs XV. 5. of course this among the rest. thing."
Therefore it appears to me, that they, as yet,
I believe there are among those to whom I
knew not, in a spiritual sense, the coming of address myself, such as are sensible of the neChrist
that is, his spiritual appearance in their cessity of this spiritual communion, and are
hearts.
This inference seems to be confirmed truly desirous to partake thereof. Far be it
by what is recorded of some, who had been from me to wound any of these. I do tenbaptised with John's baptism, that is of water, derly salute them, and feel a degree of unity
yet had not so much as heard whether there with the least appearance of the true seed of
were an Holy Ghost, Acta xix. 2. the promised the kingdom. I would not hurt the least plant
mode of his commg again, John xvi. 7. Again, of the Lord's own right hand planting. Howthe apostle says, speaking unto wise men, no ever some little differences may appear, yet let
doubt spiritually wise, " The cup of blessing me say to these in a spirit of love and unity,
we bless, is it not the communion of the blood as this is acknowledged to be but a sign or
The bread we break, is it not the token, why is it continued, when others of
of Christ?
communion ofthe body of Christ?" 1 Cor. x. equal authority and obligation are dispensed
Can it be supposed that he here al- with ? For instance, that of circumcision, which
15, 16.
and which
ludes to outward bread and wine ? for if he did, our Lord submitted to, Luke ii. 21
all who partake of that ceremony, let them be for a time, even after his ascension, was enwho they may, or what they may, have com- joined by his disciples, as I before quoted.
munion with Christ. Surely that would be Why is this laid aside? It may perhaps be anjoining light and darkness, Christ and Belial, swered, this sign according to the apostle's derighteousness and unrighteousness together, in finition of it, represented the circumcision made
direct opposition to the same apostle's plain de- without hands, in putting off" the body of the
2 Cor. vi. 15, sins of the flesh. Col. ii. 11.
I fully believe it
claration to the same people.
He says again, " Ye cannot drink of the cup did, and as it is equally true, that bread and
of the Lord, and the cup of devils; ye cannot wine is also a sign, there appears to me not a
be partakers of the Lord's table and the table shadow of reason, why the one should be conIt is very obvious, tinued in preference to the other: the thing sig
of devils," 1 Cor. x. 20.
that any can partake of the outward bread and nified by both being of equal obligation.
Again, it is worthy of observation, that
wine, therefore that cannot be the cup and taAgain, what is recorded of the beloved disciple John, in his relation, makes
ble of the Lord,
but is
the disciples breaking bread from house to not the least mention of this ceremony
house, Acts ii. 24. I think by no means im- very particular in giving an account of our
:

;

;

;

Why is not
such a ceremony, but rather a social way Lord's washing his disciples' feet.
of living among themselves as it is said, they this ceremony observed, as it appears to be
had all things common ,verse 44; and, from more particularly enjoined than the other? For,
what immediately follows, " did eat their meat says Christ, " Ye call me Master, and Lord,
if I then, your
with gladness and singleness of heart," verse and ye say well, for so I am
46, plainly alluding to their common meals. Lord and Master have washed your feet, ye
plies

;

:

;
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ought also to wash one another's feet, for I have
given you an example, that ye should do as I
Where
have done unto you." John xiii. 13.
can there be found so strong an injunction for
the other, that of bread and wine?
If it is answered, that was a sign or figure to teach humility and love to each other, which 1 readily
admit it was, I think it is necessary to prove
the other to be somewhat more than a sign to
support its continuance in preference, which I
expect will hardly be attempted.
That it was
not practised or observed as an ordinance by
the apostles, I think evidently appears, from
Paul rethe whole tenor of their writings.

465

and thing

the sign

the substance,

I

signified, the

believe

many

shadow and

are in a degree

and as the substance, the reality is
be partaken of, yea, absolutely necessary;
(for, said our Lord, " Except ye eat the flesh
of the Son of Man, and drink his blood, ye have
sensible of;
to

no

you

life in

observed,

Lord

;

;"

John vi. 53.) and, as I before
read of but one supper of the

we

surely

know which

it

of consequence rightly to

is

indeed the true supper.
I have no doubt but there are those who in
sincerity and uprightness of heart continue in
is

far be it from me to judge
have only a caution to give in love,
proves some for being subject to ordinances. that where these signs are regarded, it may be
" Touch not, taste not, handle not," says he, as to the Lord, and not unto men.
See Rom,
" which all are to perish with the using." Col. xiv. 6.
I fully believe religion doth not conii. 20.
And doth not outward bread and wine sist in observing, or not observing outward cereperish with the using ?
The apostle well knew monies. For as the apostle says, " In Christ

living bread was not of a perishable
Again, he says, " Let no man judge
you in meat or in drink, or in respect of an
holy day, new moon, or the sabbath, which"
he adds, " are a shadow of things to come, but

the use of the sign
these.

;

I

any

the true

Jesus, neither circumcision availeth

nature.

nor uncircumcision, but a new creature."
vi.

15.

It is

not a

thing,

Gal.

name, a profession, or any

But I am not without a
regard them as to men, and are
the body, (the substance) is of Christ," verse in bondage unto them, and so settled down at
16.
In another place he says, " The kingdom ease in them, that they will hardly hear the
of God is not meat and drink, but righteousness least objection to them. Such perhaps must be
and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost." Rom. left for a time.
I have given some of my reasons for absentxiv. 17.
And to some others he said " I am
afraid of you, lest I have bestowed on you la- ing myself from your communion, and why I
bour in vain ;" because after they had known believe the worship there performed, is not the
God, had tasted somewhat of the substance, worship which the Lord requireth ; that it is
they turned again to the weak and beggarly not agreeable, but contrary to the Scriptures
elements, whereunto they desired again to be that it is not " the means of grace, and ordiGal. iv. 9. " Ye observe days, nance of God," but the invention and imaginain bondage.
and months, and times, and years," verse 10, tion of man ; that it is wrong in principle and

outward observance.
fear that

many

which he had declared to be but sha- in practice. In principle, because you are
dows of good things; and I fear the same lan- taught that you must not expect deliverance
guage is too applicable to many who make a from sin in this life, whereas the Scriptures
testify the contrary.
In practice, because you
very high profession in this day.
From what I have observed on this subject, worship in your own wills, and teach for doctrines the commandments of men, which our
I think to an unprejudiced mind, it must appear
that the true supper of the Lord is an inward, Lord testified against, Mark vii. 7. yea, in an
" Behold," says Christ, unregenerate state, according to your own conspiritual communion.
" I stand at the door, and knock if any man fession, for a sinner is not regenerate. Therehear my voice and open the door, I will come fore, what I have heard among you, that your
services are polluted, is strictly true.
in to him, and will sup with him, and he with best
me." Rev. iii. 20. The outward bread and While you yourselves are in the polluted state,
wine, was nothing more than a part of the Jew- all your performances are polluted also. " For
ish ceremonial dispensation; neither command- who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean?
said he,

:

But it may be well to
nor practised generally by, the Gentiles, not one." Job xiv. 4.
unchangeable truth,
I would just add, if it is remember, it stands an
a necessary ordinance; if in other words, it is " That the sacrifices of the wicked are an
what by many it is asserted to be, the effects abomination to the Lord," Prov. xxi. 27.
of it would be evident'; for our Lord said, Though we may amuse ourselves with the vain
" Whosoever ate his flesh and drank his blood, idea that all is well, I do assuredly believe, that
had eternal life." Now, I presume no one to to offer any acceptable sacrifice or service, we
whom I now address myself will impute such must know, experimentally know, a being
an effect to outward bread and wine ; therefore washed, sanctified, and justified in the name
no where of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of God. 1
it cannot be the Lord's supper.
The difference between Cor. vi. 11. Therefore remember a language
read of two suppers.
ed

to,

in the apostle's days.

We
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of old to some who had no health in them, but and a truth abundantly testified to in the sacred
were unsound from head to foot, as many con- writing; as the ground work, the substance,
" To what purpose is the the foundation of real religon. It is a language
fess they now are.
multitude of your sacrifices?" Isa. i. 11. also repeatedly expressed by the prolessors of
" Bring no more vain oblations, incense is Christianity though the truth, the reality of it,
an abomination to me the new moons and sab- appears so little known, as by many even to be
Do not you frequently read, " I will
baths, the calling of assemblies I cannot away denied.
with
it is iniquity
even the solemn meeting. dwell in them, and walk in them I will be
When you spread forth your hands, I will hide their God, and they shall be my people,"
mine eyes from you; yea when ye make many 2 Cor. vi. 16. " If a riian love me," said our
And Lord, " he will keep my words, and my Faprayers, I will not hear." ver. 13, 15.
consider the exhortation to them, " Wash ye, ther will love him, and we will come unto him,
make ye clean, put away the evil of your doings and make our abode with him." John xiv. 2'6.
from before mines eyes: cease to do evil, learn " The Comforter, even the Spirit of 7'ruth,"
Then it is added, proceeding from the Father, said he, " dwelleth
to do well," &c, ver. 16.
" Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall with you, and shall be in you," ver. 17.
though they be red like " Know ye not," said the apostle, " that Jesus
be white as snow
If ye be will- Christ is in you except ye be reprobates 1"
crimson, they shall be as wool.
ing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of the 2 Cor. xiii. 5, and that your bodies are the temland; but if ye refuse and, rebel, ye shall be ples of the living God? 1 Cor. vi. 19. I could
devoured with the sword; for the mouth of the multiply quotations of Scriptures, to prove this
Lord hath spoken it." ver. 18. Oh, how aw- great important truth, but am sensible that
fully is this denunciation now fulfilling around those to whom I address myself are well acquainted with the words.
You are frequently
It is the fervent breathing of my spirit,
us
that this highly professing, much favoured na- reading " of Christ in you, the hope of glory,
tion, who have been calling abundantly upon Col. i. 27, under various similitudes; but what
It is an
the Lord with their mouths, and honouring bim is the reason, he is not known there ?
What is the reason, I
with their lips, may avert the impending stroke, important question.
by truly humbling themselves before him and again repeat it, that Christ so often read of in
as his judgments are in the earth may in- the Scriptures as within, notwithstanding so
much talk and imaginations about him, is not
deed learn righteousness, Isa. xxvi. 9.
friends, I
of experi- known therein reality?
I believe,
I know, friends, from a degree
ence, that there are many and various appear- can tell you the reason why He, the one great
ances, signs, and shadows, set up among pro- foundation, is not known, where alone he is
some of which I have point- truly to be known. Because he is not sought
fessing Christians
for there
but in something without, some apI now wish to direct, according to the
ed out.
ability I am at present favoured with, to the pearance or representation of him, a knowledge
This inestimable gathered from men or books, from the history
reality or substance itself
treasure which I had long in vain sought for or outward letter which, however highly it may
The
without, among the various appearances, I at be valued, I believe is merely notional.
real experimental knowledge is only known by
last found to be within.
I can anticipate the
surprise, and perhaps the indignation, the word his internal appearance, his second coming,
Heb. ix. 28. and
within may excite in some minds, who may be without sin, unto salvation
ready to exclaim, can there be any good thing the operation and effects thereby produced.
" The kingdom of God," said
Yes, friends, the sovereign good, See Mai. iii, 3.
in man 1
and I de- our Lord, " cometh not with observation." Man,
the only good, is to be found there
;

;

;

;

:

!

;

;

;

;

;

your patient attention while I endeavour to
remove that unjust, delusive, yea destructive
idea, that nothing good is to be found in man.
I believe it is the grand artifice, the most successful insinuation of the great adversary of
mankind, to divert the attention from that which

sire

alone able effectually to destroy his kingdom
or rule in the heart, and draw it to objects with-

is

with

all

his

wisdom,

is

unable

neither shall they say, "

Lo

comprehend

to

here is Christ;
or, lol there," not in any outward appearance,
" for, behold the kingdom of God is within
you." Luke xvii. 20, 21. " Say not in thine
it,

heart,"

said the apostle,

into heaven, that

above, or

who

is

"

!

who

shall

to bring Christ

ascend

down from

shall descend into the deep, that

and appearances. This good is to bring Christ again from the dead." He is
then, though in man, is not of man, it is not not at a distance, but " the word is nigh thee,
but a free, spontaneous, un- in thy mouth and in thy heart," Rom. x. 6,
natural to him
This good is, with reverence be 7, 8. Our Lord represented this great truth
merited gift.
jt spoken, even the Spirit of God himself: a
by various objects or similitudes, to convey
truth, I believe of the utmost importance to be spiritual instruction to his disciples; as a treaexperimentally known by every individual; sure hid in a field; Mat. xiii. 44, seed sown in
out, to similitudes

;
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Mark

26, a grain of mustard
leaven hid in meal;
ver. 33, plainly alluding to this inestimable
treasure as hid in the heart, the earthly part of
man. There were some of whom our Lord
they could
said, having ears they heard not
the ground

seed

;

Mat,

:

iv.

a

xiii. 'SI,

little

;

not understand the spiritual meaning of his
parables; but to some he said, " unto you it is
given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of

God." Mark iv. 11. Now, friends, it is of
consequence to know of which number we are,
whether these are still to us as parables, or
whether we know that which unfolds their true
meaning " I am the light of the world," said
:

467

his deeds may be
they are wrought in
God." John iii. 20, 21. Therefore, it is not
strange that those who plead for sin, which is
evil, should speak against this light, and call it
a natural light ; or any thing to excuse themselves ; because it cannot but condemn them.
Those things which the light, if attended to,
would manifest to be evil, are too dearly loved
to be parted with, while they can persuade
themselves they are secure in retaining them.
I speak from experience, and do earnestly recommend a turning to this light within, from
all the " lo heres," and " lo theres ;" the vari-

cometh

made

the light, that

to

manifest, that

"He that

foUoweth me shall not walk ous appearances, signs, and shadows, set up
have the light of life." by the will and wisdom of men, in the times of
darkness and apostacy even to Christ within,
John viii. 12.
The apostle says there is no communion be- the hope of glory, the true foundation, 1 Cor.
tween light and darkness. 2 Cor. iv. 14. If we iii. 11 the Rock against which, as it is faithhave not light, we must of necessity be in dark- fully abode in, even the gates of hell shall not
ness.
There is a spiritual light, as well as a prevail. Mat. xvi. 18; nor all the opposition of
natural.
This great apostle to the gentiles, de- men. This I believe is the substance of every
claring his commission to preach the gospel, shadow, the reality of every appearance, the
the
said it was to turn people from darkness to word nigh in the mouth and in the heart
light, from the power of satan unto God. Acts true anointing, which is truth and no lie, and
xxvi. 18.
Of what consequence then is it to which teacheth all things without need of man's
This is the new covebe acquainted with this light, by which alone teaching. 1 John ii. 27.
we can discern between good and evil. " All nant, graciously promised by the Most High.
things," said the apostle, " that are reproved, " I will put my law in their inward parts, and
are made manifest by the light; for whatsoever write it in their hearts; and will be their God,
doth make manifest is light." Eph. v. 13. That and they shall be my people and they shall
we may know what this light is, the Scriptures teach no more every man his neighbour, and
abundantly declare, John the Baptist was sent every man his brother, saying, know the Lord,
to bear witness of this light, which is the true for they shall all know me, from the least of
light, which lighteth every man that cometh into them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord."
the world. John i. 8, 9.
In him, i. e. Christ, Jer. xxxi. 33, 34.
was life, and the life was the light of men, ver.
Behold, said our Lord, the kingdom of God
This light shineth in darkness, even the is within you. Luke xvii. 21. The seed of
4.
dark heart of man ; though the darkness com- the kingdom which is sown in the heart, though
prehended it not; ver. 5, This is the light of too small for the eye of man's wisdom to discotherefore, friends, I cau- ver, though it is still to the high professing Jew a
the glorious gospel
tion you to beware of calling it a natural light, stumbling block, and to the worldly wise Greek,
or a new hght, as many have done.
For I be- foolishness yet it is to those who hear its call
lieve the same light, if attended to, and its dis- and obey it, Christ, the power of God, and the
This I becoveries obeyed, will effect the same works wisdom of God. 1 Cor. i. 23, 24.
spiritually in the heart, or inner man, as it for- lieve is the new birth, without which our Lord
merly did on the bodies of the people. There declared no one could even see the kingdom of
is great danger of speaking evil of the light, for God.
John iii. 3. The birth which is not of
whoever do, confess they ai'e strangers to it, blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will
and of course are walking in darkness, for of man, but of God, John i, 13. For that which
there is but one spiritual light. " If we say we is born of the flesh, however high and specious
have fellowship with him and walk in darkness, its appearance, is still flesh and that which is
we lie, and do not the truth but if we walk in born of the spirit, however mean and contemptithe lia;ht, as he is in the light, we have fellow- ble in the eye of man's wisdom, is spirit.
The
ship one with another, and the blood of Jesus gospel is a spiritual dispensation.
The spirit of
Christ his Son, cleanseth us from all sin." truth inwardly manifested, our Lord promised
1 John i.6,7.
should guide into all truth.
John xvi. 13.
Our Lord himself plainly declared, that The apostles were not to leave Jerusalem till
" Every one that doeth evil, hateth the light, they had received it. Acts i. 4, and then we are
neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds informed, " They spake as the Spirit gave them
We have no reason
should be reproved ; but he that doeth truth utterance."
Acts ii. 4.
Christ.

in darkness, but shall

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

!
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suppose they used any form of words, neiwhen or where they chose;
but we are frequently informed of their going
or forbearing, as by tlie Spirit they were directed. Acts viii. 29. xix. 7, &c.
Neither are
we to suppose that this influence and direction
of the Spirit was confined to any period of time;
for, says our Lord, " Lo, I am with you alvvay,
even unto the end of the world." Mat. xxviii.
20.
What a departure from their example and
precepts is lamentably conspicuous among most
professing Christians ; who have invented various images, forms, and modes of worship,
which they can perform when they please;
evidently acknowledging that they think the
influence and assistance of the Spirit unnecessary at least that they will begin at a venture,
whether it may come or not
Surely it may
be well to consider, whether it is not offering
strange fire before the Lord. Lev. x. 1.
The
only true worship under the gospel dispensation, is, agreeably lo our Lord's express declato

ther that they spake

;

!

ration,

that

which

is

in

spirit

and

in truth,

iv, 24.
And as the influences and movings of the Spirit, (although so absolutely necessary, as that no acceptable worship can be

John

performed without them) are not

mand

how

proper, yea,

at

our com-

how

needful then, is
an humble, silent, dependent waiting upon Him,
who alone can administer this assistance ; that
;

thereby the true preparation of the heart may
be experienced, to receive whatever He who
searcheth the heart, and who alone knoweth

what is good for those who wait upon him, may
be pleased to administer whether immediately,
by his still small voice in the secret of the heart,
or instrumentally, by whomsoever he may
:

"

They

upon the Lord," said the
prophet, " shall renew their strength."
Isa. xl.
3L It is the professed object of most assemblies for religious worship, to wait upon the
Lord. Now, whether those who in solemn
humble silence, wait to feel the influences of
the Spirit, to instruct and enable, when and
what to ofl^r, of what is immediately received
from the Fountain of good, are such as that
promise applies to; or those who are always
ready to begin, either in a prescribed form, or
that wait

in the exercise of their

whether they
so necessary or not
abilities,

;

consideration

may

plausible expressions, or the most eloquent language; who has decidedly condemned the practice of drawing near to him with the mouth,
and honouring him with the lips, whilst the
heart is far from him; Isa. xxix. 13, surely it
is needful at such times to wait, silently wait,
for the reception of spiritual power, lest we
should be like those who ofl^er the sacrifice of

own natural or acquired
may have the assistance
1

think a little serious
Indeed the plain

determine.

"Let

Eccles. v. 1.

fools.

said

the

not thine heart,"

wise man, " be hasty to

God,

God

any

utter

heaven and
thou upon earth
therefore let thy words be
Cew," verse 2. " Without me," said our blessed
Lord, " ye can do nothing." John xv. 5. Yet

thing

before

for

in

is

;

many who

the practice of

profess

to

follow

him, evidently declares that they think they can
do without him, for they are, as to words and
outward performances, always ready. The
apostle plainly declared, that " we know not

what we should pray

for as

we

ought, but

the spirit that helpeth our infirmities."
viii.

26.

What

are

all

it

is

Rom.

the arts of composition,

and the powers of human eloquence, without
" sounding brass, or a tinkye pray," said our
Lord, " use not vain repetitions, as the heathen
do; for they think they shall be heard for their
much speaking:" Mat. vi. 7. A language too
applicable, I fear, not only to the prescribed
formal prayers, but to the more private extempore productions, as though prayer consisted in
outward expression an idea repeatedly condemned in the Scriptures of Truth.
The apostle, after saying we know not what
to pray for, adds " The spirit itself maketh in-

this assistance, but

ling

cymbal?"

"

When

;

which cannot
them hypocrites
be seen of men
Mat. vi. 5. and

tercession for us, with groanings

be

uttered."

who prayed

please to appoint

[1794.

directed his

Father,
tle

also

who

Christ
to

disciples

called

;

to

pray

in

secret to the

seeth in secret, ver. 6.

The

apos-

recommends praying always, with

all

prayer and supplication in the spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance. Eph. vi. 1 8.
He does not recommend to begin singing as
soon as they conclude a prayer.
In another
place, he exhorts to a " continuing instant in
prayer;" Rom. xii. 12. again, " Pray without
ceasing;" 1 Thes. v. 17. from all which I
think it must appear that there may be true
prayer without words, and that there may also
be words without prayer.
I believe there are
those possessed of considerable abilities, a ready
flow of words, and a pleasing eloquent delivery,
who can at any time when they please, deliver
what I have heard called an excellent prayer;

express meaning of the term, waiting, appears
to me to be a silent, attentive expectation of
something and if it is weightily considered, without waiting to feel that influence, which
that, at such times, we more particularly pro- can alone enable to " pray with the spirit, and
fess to approach the sacred presence of Him, with true understanding," But though such exer" who searcheth the heart, trieth the reins, and cises may produce a temporary warmth, both in
;

requireth truth in the inward parts ;" who cannot possibly be deceived or amused by the most

speaker and hearer, I believe, it will be found
to be only a fire of their own kindling, a mere
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appearance, and not the effects of the live coal
from the true altar. Isa. vi. 6. The sanae observations are equally applicable to every other
external performance of worship, public or pri-
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by Christ himself, as I believe every true
is, will not presume to preach or pray,
when, where, or what they please but as they
are immediately moved and directed by the spi-

sent

minister

;

however it may affect the outward rit of Christ, inwardly revealed see Gal. i. 16.
and kindle sparks, as it were produc- who can alone know what is needful to be adif it does not pro- ministered, and these as they freely receive,
ing a temporary warmth
ceed from the immediate sensible movings of they will, agreeably to our Lord's command,
the Spirit of Truth, I much fear the appellation freely give. Mat. x. 8, &c,, without any view
vate

:

for,

;

ear, yea,

;

of will-worship
I

is

applicable to

have also had a

it.

fear, that a

And as they are not
to temporal interest.
language of their own, they cannot dispose of their time or
was said, talents, according to their om'u wills but as
it

old, respecting some of whom
" they limited the Holy One of Israel," Psa.
Ixxviii, 4i. is applicable to most professing re-

;

He who

hath called them is pleased to direct.
To conclude : the few observations I have
ligious societies, where any particular man or now offered, may, perhaps, to unprejudiced
set of men, assume to themselves the exclusive minds, be sufficient to evince the inward spirita practice to- ual nature of the gospel dispensation ; and that
right of teaching or preaching
:

repugnant to the gospel dispensation, and signs and figures, all external ceremonial perthe uniform example and precepts of Christ and formances, are totally abolished from that worhis apostles.
For I fully believe that no hu- ship, which can only be performed in spirit
man authority, call, qualification, or ordination, and in truth. John iv. 23, 24.
can make a minister of Christ. That is the
They may also evince that the only necesIt is absolutely sary qualification for true worship, is the influprerogative of Christ himself
necessary that every individual Christian should ence and direction of the Spirit of Truth inbe born of the Spirit; John iii. 5. and surely it wardly revealed that this necessary assistmust also be necessary that the ministers of ance is not confined to time or place, or to any
For, as the
Christ should, in an especial manner, be so too. particular man or set of men.
Paul said he was made an apostle, "Not of man, apostle declared, " The manifestation of the
neither by man, but by Jesus Christ and God spirit is given to every man, to profit withal,"
And, as I before ob- 1 Cor. xii. 7. I believe there are no individuthe Father." Gal. i. 1.
served, the dispensation of the gospel being a als arrived to the' years of discretion, but who
" dispensation of the spirit," the ministers there- are favoured with a sufficient portion thereof, if
of are ministers of ihe spirit, and not of the let- properly attended to, to direct them into the
Not ministers of the word only, though paths of true judgment. The word, even the
ter.
Scripture words themselves; but of the " word word of eternal life, is nigh to all, nor need any
of eternal life," even of the " Word which was look to men for instruction but this same
in the beginning, which liveth and abideth for- anointing, if the mind is simply and unreservever." 1 Pet. i. 23. That Word which is quick edly directed to it, teacheth all things, and is
Who is there, who has
1 John ii. 27.
and powerful, discerning the thoughts and in- truth.
Words may not felt its secret reproofs for evil, and its aptents of the heart," Heb. iv. 12.
To this true teacher, of
have, and no doubt have, their service, as the probation for good ?
Spirit brings to remembrance and giveth utter- whose all-sufficient aid I have thankfully to acance; but to steal the words of Scripture, see knowledge a degree of experience, I do earnestJer. xxiii. 30, 31, and put them in a premedi- ly recommend the particular, unwearied, faithtated form, however eloquently they may be ful, attention of every individual.
John Spalding.
delivered, I believe is not preaching the gospel.
tally

:

;

They who

are particularly called, qualified, and

Reading, the 30th of the Seventh month, 1794.
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" For our rejoicing is this, the testimony of our
conscience, that in simplicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by the grace of
God, we have had our conversation in the world."
This may be fitly applied to the subject of this
memoir; who, having very little knowledge of
literature, and being naturally of a shy, diffident
disposition, associating in his youthful days but little with those from whose experience and judgment he could have acquired such an understanding of men and things as is common, was thereby
deprived of those advantages which in more ad-

vanced

life

might have been really beneficial

to

reached his state, opened his understanding, and
gave him to see and feel in some degree, the efficacy of that grace and truth which came by Jesus
Christ.
Speaking of this meeting he says, " it
was not the words that confirmed me, but something of a flavour [savour] that attended them,
which I did evidently feel in my heart, saying,
this is the way, walk in it."
Submitting to this divine visitation, he was

drawn

He was

the son of Jacob and Catharine Thomas,
who lived in Merion, Philadelphia county. His
mother dying while he was an infant, his father
married again, and having a large family, his circumstances slender, and removing into a remote
place, where there was no school, Abel was of
course deprived of the benefit of an education sufficient to qualify him for carrying on trade and
business among men, other than as a common dayWhen about thirteen years old he belabourer.
came uneasy on account of his want of school learning, and with the scanty means which he could
obtain in his father's house, by diligent application in leisure hours, he attained the knowledge
of letters, so as to read, and through the kind
assistance of a neighbour was enabled to write
so as to be understood, though very deficient in
spelling.

The meeting being about ten miles distant, although he had a desire to attend it, yet through
the poverty of the family, and want of suitable
convenience for that purpose, it does not appear
that he ever was at a place of worship until he
fifteen.

Then with

his father's leave,

to labour fervently against the prevalence

own

corrupt will; for although he had been
moral life, or what is generally esteemed in the world an orderly regular conduct,
yet now through the illumination of Divine Light,
seeing that the heart of man is deceitful and desperately wicked, he found the necessity of daily
watching against the motions and temptations to
evil, that every thought and word might be brought
to judgment, and the very important work of regeneration might, through the Lord's goodness, be
gradually carried on, to the subduing of those disof his

him.

was about

duty.
After some time, an elderly Friend, under
the influence of the love of the Gospel, stood up
and spoke with such power and energy, as fully

preserved

in a

positions and inclinations to which man in his fallAs he patiently, and with sinis prone.

en state

under the ministration of
condemnation, he was often drawn into retirement,
desiring that through the Holy Spirit he might
find grace to help in time of need, assuredly believing that without this, he was not able lo make
straight steps to his feet, or perform any thing that
would be acceptable in the divine sight. And in
thankful commemoration of the mercy and paternal regard of his heavenly Father, manifested in
drawing near to him in this the day of his many
trials and besetraents, he breaks forth in filial acknowledgment: "I can say from all the powers
of love in me, blessing and honour be given to the
Father of mercies through his dear Son Jesus
cerity of soul, waited

went to the meetinghouse; where, seeing a number of people silting
together in silence, the scene to him was not only Christ."
He continued working very hard on
novel, but his mind not being acquainted with the

his elder brother and himself

nature and awfulness of divine worship, and the
requisite preparation of heart to come to a true
knowledge of it, could not readily comprehend
why it should be thus, or what should induce this
quiet waiting and inward retirement to experience
a qualification for the performance of this solemn

his father's

farm, and through the weight of his spirit and his
watchful circumspect walking, a reformation was
wrought in the family, much harmony subsisted
among them, and great nearness of affectionate
sympathy towards him in his various exercises
Believing that retirement in this the
prevailed.

—
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against that time to come, so that the one of us
that is first called home may be prepared for so
survivor be fortilittle cabin, where he might be more secluded great and final a change, and the
from company, and here much of his tune was fied with strength, to endure, with resignation,
spent, when not engaged in secular concerns. the bitter parting with so intimate a friend.
"Under one consideration, my friends, my reOne night as he was walking alone with his mind
in that I perceive
gathered into a solemn calm, he had a gentle inti- latives, I may this day rejoice,
mation communicated to his spiritual ear, that it what I have done hath not offended Him, whom I
would be right for him to leave his father's house, have loved more than my love who now sits on
and proceed in a northeasterly direction to such my right hand. Surely, I am under the strongest
place as it would be proper for him to reside in tor obligations to worship and adore that immortal
sometime. As this was an unexpected opening, King, who hath been unto me as a shield and
buckler, in my lonesome and afflicted pilgrimage.
it brought considerable exercise upon him, through
the weight whereof, and his fervent desire to be Surely I may in safety rejoice in the Lord, the
rightly directed, he became so reduced in his God of my salvation; and, with all my might,
health and strength that he could scarcely per- ascribe unto Him the glory, and the praise of all,
!"
He then opened the who is worthy for ever
form his usual daily labour.
Some time after this he removed with his famisubject to his father, mentioning his belief that he
should have to leave him, to live in another part ly and resided at Exeter, in Pennsylvania, mainof the country his father replied, it would be hard taining a good example in life and conversation,

infant state of his religious experience was needful, he obtained liberty of his father to put up a

—

;

and was diligent in the attendanceof meetings for
His labours in the exerworship and discipline.
cise of the gift of gospel ministry committed to
him, were savoury and truly edifying, not in the
words which man's wisdom teacheth, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power; and however singular and unpolished his general deportment might appear to some, it was evident to his
brethren, that the primary care and bent of his
mind was so to live as to be in fellowship with the
Father and his Son Jesus Christ.
On a retrospective view of his retired, abstemious life, his general seclusion from the company
of the youth with whom he was acquainted, and
the great change which a subjection to the cross
of Christ effected, he remarked that whenever he
gave way to his natural inclination, and sought to
please the vain and airy minds of the youth in
their folly, jesting, &c., though he said or did nothing that men in general would condemn, yet the
swift witness in his own breast would rise up
against him, bring him into judgment and condemnation, and with much painful suffering under
the purifying baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire,
that in this place his mouth was first opened in he had to wait before he could again experience
the ministry of the gospel, and in due time, with the liftingupof the light of the Lord's countenance
the concurrence of Friends, he performed a re- upon him, and know a communion with him in
ligious visit to some of the meetings in New spirit, that sets the soul at liberty, and gives it a

with him and under a feeling of the influence of true love raised in their hearts, and
which had increased and tenderly united them together, they both wept.
After some time, the family on due deliberation,
resigning him to pursue what he apprehended to
be his duty, he informed them that from the prospect presented to him, it did not appear that it
would be furt|ier than about sixty miles, though
he was entirely unacquainted with the country or
His brother
the people where he should settle.
through tender sympathy accompanying him, they
went on as far as Kingwooii in New Jersey, where
there was a settlement of Friends, and a monthly
meeting established. To this meeting a certificate of removal was granted him, dated fourth
month, 1757. Here he engaged as a labourer on
a farm with a person not professing with Friends.
His diligence in business, and his humble, inof
fensive demeanour, greatly attached the affection
of his employer to him, and in his new abode, he
still found it needful to keep in patience and watchfulness under his religious exercises, carefully atIt is believed
tending the meetings of Friends.
to part

;

Jersey.

He

neighbourhood between four and
five years, married a member of Burlington meeting in 1761, and lived some time among Friends
But his wife dying, and benear Mount Holly.
lieving it would be right for him to return to the
vicinity of his father's residence, he accordingly
removed, and in a few years after married his second wife, Ellen Roberts, ofUwchlan, in the year
While sitting at the table on the day of
1777.
his marriage, he expressed himself nearly as folstaid in this

lows, viz:
" I feel a freedom to express my thoughts. Marriages are commonly places of rejoicing ; but when
we look at what is to come, we find but little room
to rejoice in transitory things.
"Notwithstanding I have been this day joined
in marriage to one whom I do entirely love, I
know, so surely as we have been joined in marriage, so surely that hour will come, when we
It is best for us,
must, by death be separated.
and for all, to be industrious in gathering strength

In a sense of the
true taste of eternal salvation.
Lord's mercy and divine compassion to humble
penitent sinners, he breaks forth in pious ejaculation, " Blessing and honour be for ever given unto

the Father of mercies through his dear Son Jesus
Christ the Father and the Son are one: God is
a Spirit, and in spirit he is to be known and conversed with by the children of men, who endeavour to follow him according to the manifestation
And as he
of his w-ill, without respect of persons.
doth know that we are in a miserable state without him, not able to do any thing without his help,
he makes the first offer of acquaintance with us,
[and] from the great love he hath to his creature
man, speaks in the inward parts by his Son Jesus
Christ, the Light of the world, showing us the
way to please him, and also points out the way to
There is no sincere-hearted
everlasting misery.
traveller that desires to follow the instructions of
that grace that teacheth to deny ungodliness and
the world's lusts, to live soberly and watchful

—

unto prayer, that will be at a loss to

know how

to

:
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behave in his piesence. Our Lord said that a good rules of discipline used among us. When I
man must be born again, otherwise he cannot see have felt my mind drawn in love towards my
the kingdom of heaven.
As Christians we are brethren in any part of America, I have endeabound to believe this, and endeavouring' to turn voured first to get fully satisfied in my mind wheour attention heavenward more and more, accord- ther it was the Lord's will or not; and then,
ing to the manifestations of that arace or light,
which we are all graciously favoured with, by and
through Jesus Christ, who hath bought us with a
price, and that not without blood
it is possible
for us through obedience to obtain the kingdom.
frequently feel that there is another usurping
limited power, which by subtle delusions works
upon the natural passions of men, in order to hinder them from laying up treasure in heaven: thus
we find there are two teachers or powers opposite
to each other, and he to whom we yield our members servants to obey, his servants we are."
In the year 1778, after much close exercise
from a prospect of religious duty which he opened
to, and was united with by, Exeter monthly meeting, of which he was a member, he proceeded on
a visit to some meetings in New Jersey, and in
part of the state of New York, having for his companion James Thomas, a member of the same meeting.
As this was in the time of the Revolutionary
War, and the city of New York was then in possession of the British troops, travelling in our
country was rendered extremely difficult, through
the great suspicion which was continually excited
in the minds of the different contending parties,
under an idea that persons going from their places
of residence, in this season of commotion must have
some sinister motives, and would, as opportunities
presented, prove inimical to the cause in which
they were respectively engaged.
Thus in many
instances even going to religious meetings, was,
in the apprehensions of the persons in power,
deemed as sufficient evidence of treacherous designs, concealed under the plausible, yet insincere,
profession of religious duty.
Accordingly, after
visiting several meetings in the state of New
York, returning into New Jersey, they were stopped by the military, who, finding that they were
innocent men, discharged them, but soon after
they were again apprehended, taken to Newark,
and after some detention, sent under guard as prisoners to Princeton, where they were examined
by the governor, (Livingston), and council, being
supposed to be guilty of treason before whom he
made the following defence, viz.
;

We

;

" The words of a prisoner who had liberty by the
Governor and Council to speak in his own
defence, supposed by law to be guilty of
death.

" I am glad of liberty to speak in my own defence before the Governor and his council.
I hope
you are moderate, considerate men, and will hear
me patiently while I speak forth the words of

We

live, when at home, in
Berks county, Pennsylvania; I have been looked
upon as a minister of the gospel amongst the people called Quakers, from about the twenty-second
year of my age; and under the exercise thereof
have travelled much in America, and visited the
meetings of Friends generally from Nova Scotia
to Georgia, and many of them several times over.
And in this great work I have ever observed the

truth and soberness.

after being confirmed by turning the fleece, that
was his requiring, 1 have always laid it before

it

my

brethren at the monthly meeting for their approand in like manner so at this time, but
never ri.et with .so much trouble upon the like occasion before; for after I was fully satisfied it was
the Lord's requiring, by looking at the difficulties
and dangers I should be exposed to in crossing the
lines of contending parties, I became weak and
bation,

would mention my concern
way, which 1 did, but received no encouragement from them to speak of
it to the monthly meeting.
I then concluded to
take no more thought about it, fearing it was a
fearful.

1

thought

I

to the elders in a private

delusion
but 1 was followed with the judgnients
of God for disobedience, insomuch that the nearest
;

connexions in life became withered in my view;
and in this sad condition I came to a conclusion
that I would endeavour to obey the Lord's requiring, although I might lose my natural life in the
pursuit thereof.
" I spoke of it to the monthly meeting, and after
solid consideration, they gave me a certificate
signed by the elders and heads of the meeting,
which I have in my pocket.
then proceeded
on our journey, and crossed Delaware at Coryell's
ferry, and visited the meetings generally until we
came to the North (Hudson) river, which we
crossed about four miles below Poughkeepsie, and
rode through the town some miles eastward, to a
meeting, and so visited the meetings generally in
that government without any interruption until we
came to White Plains, where we were stopped by
the guard.
told the lieutenant we were going
to Mamaroneck meeting; he gave us leave to go,
but afterwards sent a horseman for us, who informed us we must have a few lines from the colonel
rode back four or five
before we should go.
miles to the colonel's, who gave us a pass to go to

We

We

We

Mamaroneck meeting, and from thence we went
West Chester. After meeting we went to the
water side to go over to Long Island there was
no boat there. We made a smoke for a signal to
the ferryman on the other side to come for us,
to

;

which he did; but informed us what we might
depend upon, that he was under an obligation to
send all strangers that he brought over to the
When we were over, he
colonel's at Flushing.
We insent a guard with us to the colonel's.
formed him our business on the island. His answer was to us, If that was our busine.ss, it was a
He readily gave us a permit to
pity to hinder us.
visited eight meettravel through the island.
ings.
I think we were at a meeting every day
we staid there, and when our service was over,
we crossed the Sound to New York, where we
had two meetings; and when we were clear of
that place, we, with the assistance of our friends,
got a pass from the chief commanding officer of
that place, to cross the North river at Powles
Hook. When we were over, I gave that pass to
the colonel, who went up stairs in a private cham-

We

ber.

While

ficer, (as I
I

was not

I

stood at the door there

came an

thought by his dress,) and asked
afraid to

go among the

rebels.

of-

me
I

if

told

;
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him

I

was innocent, and was not

among my own countrymen.

The

afraid

to

go

colonel sent
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guard-house, where we were closely confined that night.
The next morning we were sent
for to the major's house, where was a justice who
read to us the law, which we had not before
to the

He gave me our pass,
for me to come up to him.
with an endorsement on the back of it, to pass
the picket guards, and offered me a newspaper, heard; by which we understood our lives were
and told me I might divert myself as I rode, in forfeited.
were then had to the judge's house,
reading it. I told him I had nothing to do with where our guard received orders to take us to the
politics, neither did I incline to read newspapers. governor's.
The judge and his officers blamed us
He told me I was at my liberty, and so we parted. much, that we did not go to the governor's at
had not gone but a few rods from the door Poughkeepsie, [in the state of New York,] in oruntil a soldier commanded us to stop; he began to der to get a pass to go to York or Long Island.
untie our greatcoats and search our bags.
did not know it was death by the law, until
" When we were in New York, our friends told we had rode between thirty and forty miles below
us of a judge whose name was Fell, that had Poughkeepsie, and then we did not know that it
been a prisoner there thirteen months.
When he was possible for a stranger to obtain a permit from
was first taken he was put in the Provost, and he, the governor to go within the English lines. And
being a tender man, in close confinement, was not concerning deceiving the colonel at the White
were informed that Plains, in not telling him we were going to New
likely to continue long.
ten of our friends joined together to do their ut- York, if he had asked me the question, I believe I
most, by treating with the officers, for his liberty should have told him the truth.
" When I heard it was death by the law to go
in the town, who at length obtained it, by being
bound in the sum of one thousand pounds for his to Long Island and New York, I was struck wilh
good behaviour in the city. This judge behaved a serious sadness, and did not know what to do.
himself so well as to gain the good will of the of- To go forward, it was death by the laws of the
ficers, who gave him liberty to go home to his land,
and to go homeward, it was death by the
family, upon parole of honour.
Our friends con- law of the Spirit of life. But after considering the
sidering the difficulties we might meet with when matter calmly in myself, I concluded to go forout of the English lines, thought it best for me, (as ward, with a strong resolution to keep myself enthe judge was yet in town,) to go to him.
A tirely clear of those crimes for which the law was
friend went with me, whose name is Henry Hay- made, and in so doing I should be innocent before
After that friend, who had long been ac- God, and more excusable before my countrymen at
dock.
quainted with me, had recommended me to him, my return. And I can assure the governor and
and made known to the judge my circumstances, his council, that I have not said or done any thing
he said he was a prisoner, and could do but little knowingly or intendingly, that would injure parfor me, but what he could he would. He informed ticulars, or my countrymen in general
and let
me he had a son who was a major, that lived about the governor and his council judge whether I am
Hackinsack. If I could find him, and tell him that guilty of death, or further confinement. If guilty,
I had seen his father, he believed he would show
I must endeavour to suffer patiently, according to
me kindness; and if he saw him before I did, your laws; but if the governor and council should
he would speak to him concerning me. I asked judge me innocent, I desire a pass to go home,
him if he dare write a line to him. The judge and liberty in it to go back to Plainfield, Rahway,
thought it not safe. He gave me his name on a Shrewsbury, Squan, Squankum, Barnegat, Egg
small piece of paper, and told me his son would Harbours, and Cape May, from whence I intend to
know his hand, (which I have in my pocket.)
go home, if the Lord permit."
"
went on our journey from Powles Hook,
It would seem as though this was all that he
and travelled near twenty miles, when we were
but his humility has operated to the suppresstopped by the guards, our bags taken off and said
searched.
inquired for major Fell.
They sion of what he fijrther expressed to the council
told us he lived many miles from that place; and viz: that, if his visit should be judged a capital
informed us of a major who lived four or five miles offence, which must be punished with death, he
suffer, and his companion be permitted
back, where we went without a guard.
fter only might
that major examined us and searched our pocket- to go home, as his only motive was merely to acThe governor and
books, and had seen judge Fell's hand writing, company him in the journey.
which he knew, he gave us a pass to the highest, council, after hearing this simple, undisguised reofficer in Elizabethtown, which I have with me. lation, being conscious that nothing but a sense of
went forward through Hackinsa^ck, and came religious duty could have induced him to underto Passaick river, then crossed the ferry to a little take such a journey, in a time of extreme difficulty
village, where we were stopped by the guard, our and peril, freely, and with that magnanimity which
bags again taken off and searched thoroughly, but ever accompanies genuine benevolence, granted

We

We

We

We

—

:

We

;

We

.'

We

nothing found that was otfensive. Soon after there the following pass, viz.
came along the road a major in a wagon, who
"Princeton, 26th May, 1778.
stopped and came to us, and in a very furious manof Safety, State of New Jersey.
"Council
ner, asked us where we had been.
I told him we
" Abel Thomas and James Thomas, inhabitants
had been to New York. He asked me if I did not
know that there was a strict law against it. I of Pennsylvania, being sent under guard to the
told him I thought that law was not made for such President and Council of Safety by two magismen as we were. Then he, in a great rage, or- trates of Newark, for havino- been into the enemy's
dered the guard to bring us down to Newark and lines in the city of New York and Long Inland
we were had there before a judge, a justice, and without passports, and suspected of designs injuritwo majors.
After examination^ we were sent ous to the liberties of America: the Board, upon
Vol. XIII.— No. 12.
60
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hearing their defence, were satisfied of their innocenco, and have reason to believe, that their journey
to the several places which they have visited, was
undertaken on a religious account, and agreeable
to their declared intention to the meeting held at
Maiden creek the 25th day of March, 1778, of
performing a religions visit to the meetings of
Friends in part of the Jerseys and part of "New
York Governments. The Board therefore discharges the said Abel and James Thomas from
their present confinement: and they being further
desirous to visit the meetings of their friends at
Plainfield, Rahway, Shrewsbury, Squan, Squankum, Barnegat, Great and Little Egg Harbour,
and at the (.Japes, and this government being unwilling to obstruct any society in the exercise of
their religion, the said Abel and James Thomas
are permitted to pass to the nine places last mentioned, and then to the state of Pennsylvania.
"WILL. LIVINGSTON, President."

Some time

after his return

home,

his

mind was

drawn

in the love of the gospel to several places
Pennsylvania, and two of the adjoining states,
which being spread before the monthly meeting of
Exeter, they granted a certificate, dated eleventh
month, 1779, leaving him at liberty to perform a
religious visit to the meetings of Friends in parts
of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia.
And
also in 1761, with the unity of the monthly meeting, and having Atoos Lee for his companion, he
visited meetings in Virginia and Carolina, passing
through very great difficulties, as the country was
much infested by a lawless, murderous banditti,
who, for the sake of plunder, frequently shot down
innocent people as they were riding along the
roads.
When at Camden, in South Carolina, they
were taken up as prisoners by the American army.
Being kept with the soldiery several days they at
length obtained a discharge, as appears by the following extract of a narrative which he sent to his

in

friends, viz;

"

To Friends of Exeter Monthly meeting,
Berks County, Pennsylvania,

—

" Dear Friends,
I believe it my duty to give
you a short account of the reason of my long stay
from my family and friends, and why I djd not return with my companion, and the reason why my
companion left me; as also to give you to under-

but not forsaken. When
in the south part
of North Carolina, a large American army passed
by us into South Carolina, and encamped in the
road to a little meeting, not tar from Camden.
I
thought I saw clearly, that it was best for us to
follow them, and we gave ourselves up, as prisoners, to the captain of the provost guard.
The offiOur horses were taken
cers gathered about us.
from us, but our sadilles and saddle-bags we had
with us in our confinement. Our papers were
soon demanded, and read over, and we were closely examined: some of our papers were sent to
the head general.
They gave us to expect we
shouh' have a pass to go home, if we would promise to go; but I could not make such a promise,
being bound in .spirit to do my endeavours to visit
Friends in South Carolina, if not in Georgia. In
the time of our confinement, we had the company

stand, that

we came

I

am

to a

afflicted,

meeting at Pedee,

[1781.

of several officers, one at a time.
They behaved
civilly, but were full of talk and foolish imagina-

concerning us.
Let me never forget my
Master's kindness in a lime of need I had talk
enough for them all, which they could not gainsay
or condemn.
At length they concluded, yea, one
of them told me, that I was a crafty fellow, chosen
by our yearly meeting in Pennsylvania to survey
the southern states, to the disadvantage of our
country, and for the advancement of the British
tions

:

We

words to that effect.
were often
pressed to promise to go home, which I as often
punctually refused ; giving them such reasons
for it which they could not answer.
"
gave ourselves up to the captain on sixthday in the afternoon, and on first-day morning following, about an hour or two before day, there was
a great stir in the camp, the officers riding to and
fro, ordering the soldiers to make haste and parade
ready to march. When our captain had got his
troops, or

We

men in order,
much as

with many prisoners, he honoured us
rank us next to him, and so he
marched on with his naked sword in his hand, and
we following him.
marched near twenty
miles, and then encamped. When we first set out,
I
was thoughtful how we should get along, for
several reasons, if they marched far.
had
eaten sparingly the day before, and then had but a
little more than one biscuit and a little piece of
meat between us both, and had our bags and great
coats to carry; and what made it seem more trying, the sand was deep and slavish, and my boots
stiff and heavy. The thoughts of these things, for a
tim£, seemed grievous.
I began to inquire for my
[Divine] Master, and when I found him, I conversed with him as though he was present, and
told him as though he knew it not, that I had lefl
my dear wife and all that I had that was near and
dear to me for the love I had for Him, and did entreat, that he would not leave me now in a time of
and he was pleased to hear me, and with an
trial
encouraging language, conveyed to my understanding these words, 'Fear not, my servant, I
will be with thee.'
The praise of all be given to
Him, for he is worthy: he did fulfil his promise to
my admiration.
"
marched fast. I ate but little more than
half a biscuit that day, a-nd yet could not perceive
myself hungry or weary. I found freedom to be
cheerful in conversation with the captain and with
his men. The officers passing and repassing, geneSome of them asked how
rally took notice of us.
we were. I answered as I felt, with as much
were now encampcheerfulness as I could.
ed in the wilderness under guard, but had liberty
to walk out, one at a time.
I went out that afternoon, from tent to tent, amongst the officers, making known to them our circumstance, where we
One of
desired to go, and what our business was.
them piomised to let us go in the morning. I returned to my companion, laid down by him, but
could not sleep, although I had not slept much for
several nights.
Remarkable it appeared to me,
that I should be well and hearty and lively without much food or sleep.
My dear friends, search
for the reason.
I believe it to be the Lord's doings, and it is marvellous in my view.
" The next morning I went to seek the officer
who had promised to give us our liberty, and after
some lime found him, and put him in mind of his

so

to

We

We

:

We

We

I
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promise.
He seemed to quibble, and put it off. I
thought he intended to weary me out, that su I
would promise to go home. I wont to the head
officer, and made my complaint, and he, in a
friendly way, told me that we should soon be released.
Soon after, that officer who had promised
us a permit, called me to his tent, and wrote a
pass for us; and when he had read it to me, my
spirit was raised with zeal for my Master's honour, and so I told him, that I was not to fear or be
frightened by men when in my Master's cause.
Must we indeed go right home without a guard
Nay, send a guard with us for the safety of thy
country.
Yes, we have concluded to go homeward about one hundred and fifty miles, to a settlement of Friends about New Garden, and when we
have visited them, if I find my mind easy to return home to my wife and children, I shall be glad.
Bat if I find my Master hath any more service for
!
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It is no
it, found freedom so to do.
small cross for rne to part with him ; we have travelled together in love as brethren in tribulation.
My love to you all, my friends and neighbours.
" Abel Thomas.
" New Garden, North CaroHna,

and looking at

Fifth

month

6th, 1781."

After being some time in the vicinity of New
Garden, North Carolina, Amos Lee, finding his
mind released from further prosecution of the journey, it was their judgment, that it would be best for

but being closely united
to return homeward
the bonds of gospel fellowship, and in that inward endearment which, through the love of Christ,
connects the real members of his church, it was no
Ye,t seeing it neeasy matter for them to part.
cessary, with the tenderest desires for their mutual preservation, resigning each other into the
me in this part of the country, I desire to be ena- hand of Him, who in great condescension, had
bled to return to South Carolina, if not to Georgia, hitherto preserved them in much tribulation, they
visiting my friends; and if I should return through separated.
Abel, after this, not feeling easy to
this army, when thou seest me ride on, then re- omit making a further essay towards the fulfilmember what I tell thee now.
ment of his prospects of religious duty, proceeded
" Officer.
If you return here again, you may to South Carolina, where the trials of faith, and
expect severity.
the remarkable deliverances vouchsafed to him, in
" Answer.
I do not fear what your army can
this perilous travel, are in some degree set forth in
do to me, for I know that you can have no power the following relation.
" In a thankful sense of preservation by a strong
over this body, except you receive it from above for
some good end. He then looked me full in tiie face, arm through many dangers and deep conflicts, both
and perhaps saw the tears begin to run down my within and withoutj which I met with in my jourcheeks.
He gave me his hand, and wished me a ney through South Carolina and Georgia, do I
good journey, got on his horse, and rode off.
write these lines, in order to encourage the weak,
"Our horses were given to us; we parted with the poor afflicted people of God, to trust in his
our captain (of the provost) as with a friend, and powerful arm, which doth work salvation and dewith a raised voice bid his men farewell, and wish- liverance, by bringing strange and unexpected
ed them a better way of living, which they return- things to pass.
He is greatly to be feared, and
had about loved, and adored, by his afflicted children.
ed, with gladness for our release.
They
sixty miles to a Friend's house at Pedee, from who know him, and do their endeavour not only
whence we came. I thought our being amongst to know but to obey, have no reason to distrust his
how good care and great power to preserve, not only from
them was no disgrace to our Society.
Walking in being taken by the secret and subtle invasions of
it is for us to live near the Truth!
the light, we should be at no loss to know what to satan, but also out of the hands of bloody and undo, or where to go, or how to behave ourselves be- reasonable men.
These things I have experienced
fore men for the glory of God, and for the safety in the great deeps, and do certainly know that the
and peace Qf our souls. I have been much pre- Lord's arm is not shortened that it cannot save,
served in such a state since I left you I am un- nor is his ear heavy that it cannot hear.
When I
worthy of such great kindness. The thoughts of consider my own weakness and inability as a man,
the many days, weeks and months, which, in time and as a servant engaged in so great a work, and
past, I have spent in the unnecessary cares of this also the grievous besetments and terrifying storms
world, do at times grieve me that, and the sense in which tlie subtle serpent arose against ine, my
I have of the state of the churches, is the greatest mind is humbled; well knowing who preserved
affliction which I meet with.
I find hard work
me in the depth of distress, when my soul was
amongst Friends in these southern provinces, but taken with fear, and my body almost given to the
have been helped by my kind Master, to proclaim wild beasts of the vi'ilderness: then the language
his great name, although in a clumsy and uncus- of my soul was, make haste, my beloved, for I am
tomary way: I generally teel relief to my burden- almost overwhelmed. I will make known to my
ed, troubled soul.
brethren his wonderful works, and relate to them
" I am in a ^ew days intending to set out for my travails and the exercit-e of my mind, and give
South Carolina again, not knowing what may be- the praise to the great God of power through his
fall me there. My greatest concern is that I might dear Son Jesus Christ who is worthy forever.
be [obedient] to my Master. I cannot see the end
When we came near South Carolina, we were
of my journey, nor the road home so clearly as told that the country was all in an uproar. Scoutusual.
It may be you may see my face no more;
ing parties from both sides were riding to and fro,
and if it be so, I entreat you, in that love which 1 killing one another, and also peaceable men whom
feel for you, that you show kindness to ray dear they found travelling, except they knew them to
wife, and watch over my children for good.
The be on their side: and that they had determined to
reason of my beloved companion leaving me
take no prisoners, which we found to be in a great
first proposed it to his consideration for your sakes,
measure true. When I heard this sorrowful news,
lest you might be uneasy ; and after considering it took deep hold of my mind ; for I had enter-

—
—
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and as times were,
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broke out in terrible rage, with blasphemous language, and one of them was cocking his gun. I
desired them to have a little patience
I had something to say and so we remained for about ten
know whether my concern was right, and my minutes. Then they turned round to consult beMaster was pleased to manifest to me, that it was tween themselves privately. I heard one of them
his will I should go forward.
W e travelled on, ask, if they should kill us; the other answered, 'I
visiting meetiniis, and generally alone, inquiring hate to kill them:' and after some more private
the road.
Friends were fearful.
They were ad- discourse, turned to us, and ordered us off our
vised by the most moderate persons in power, to horses they got on ours, led their own, and so
stay on their farms, e.xcept going to their particu- rode ofl^;
" Our pilot riding a mean beast, his habit also
lar meetings.
met with none of these cruel
men, although we could hear of them almost every being mean, they said but little to him, and took
day, until we got within ten miles of the British nothing from him.
Being now left in the wildergarrison at Ninety-six.
then approached a ness, we soon came to a conclusion to return to
large scouting party upon a hill.
could see Friends at Longcane, from whence we came; but
them afar off, and when we came up to them, we how to cross that large and rapid river Savannah,
found they were much afraid.
showed the we could not conceive. It looked unlikely that
major our certificates, and asked him if we migiit we could ride two at a time on so weak a creature,
go forward. He said he would not hinder us, if neither could we wade it.
sought for a canoe,
we would venture our lives; for the rebels, (as and seeing one on the other side, called, in order
they called them,) had got between them and to get over.
A young man came to the canoe,
their garrison, and were killing all before them. and inquired who we were
asking if we were
should die in that country,
thought I should not die a
natural death, but that I should be barbarously cut
down by the light-horse. I searched deeply to
I

I

;

:

;

We

We

We

We

We

him that

I told

I

for preservation.
far,

He

man

did not trust altogether to

We

rode on, but had not gone
until he and a negro came riding after us.
ordered his negro to ride on some distance be-

he saw any man, to ride back and tell
rode in between me and n)y
companion. I felt uneasy in my mind while he
rode there, and we endeavoured to shun his company, but could not. His negro wheeled round his
horse, and hallooed to his master, rebels
rebels !'
The major stopped, and turned about to run then
fore,

him.

and

if

The major

*

!

;

Galling to his man, asked,

'How manyl'

He

an-

swered, two,' He wheeled back again, and out
with his pistols, and rode furiously towards them
but found they were his own men,
'

;

"We

travelled on, lay in the woods not far
from the garrison, and next morning passing
through the town, were detained some time by the

Being conducted to the head offiappeared kind to us, and invited us to
breakfast with them.
I acknowledged their kindness, but told them I desired not to be detained
then, for I expected to be called to an account for
passing through that place.
They, with sorrow,
signified they would not detain us to our hurt;
and we were told a few hours afterwards, that
genera] Green surrounded the garrison.
visited the meetings on towards Georgia, and were
told, it was as much as our lives were worth to
go over Savannah river; that the Indians and
white people were joined together in their bloody
designs.
We had been so remarkably preserved
picket guard.
cer, he

We

hitherto, that we did not much fear them: rode
the river in great danoer, the water being so rapid, and the bottom so rocky, that I never rode in
such a dismal place before.
It was well we had a
pilot who led us amongst the rocks; for I thought
if our horses had stumbled, they must have been
washed away by the rapidity of the stream but
we got over safe, and travelled on towards the settlement of Friends. While riding a small path in
the wilderness, two men overtook us, and in a furious manner, with great rage, ordered us to stand,
and with terrifying language were raising their
guns to shoot us. I desired them to stop ^a little
while, that we might clear ourselves of those high
They gave us a little time, but soon
charges.
;

rebels.

My

—

companion

told

him we were

friends

He

then said, we were damned tories, and should not come over.
then went
down the river to a place where some had forded
in low water.
My companion and pilot stripped
themselves, and being good swimmers, they got
on the weak beast, with their clothes between
them, intending, if the creature sunk, to swim out,
and if they got safe over, one of them would come
for me.
I could see but little of the horse until
they got to the other side, which was, I suppose,
about two hundred yards: sometimes the water
ran over the saddle, and my companion coming
back for me, we also landed safe, then travelled
on to William Miles's, from whence we came, and
a kind friend he was to us.
" This was a trying time to me not so much on
account of the loss of my property, as for the absence of my Beloved, who had been my preserver
and conductor. I was afraid I had offended him
to the rebels.

We

;

in going so far.
I endeavoured to keep still and
quiet in my mind, and soon perceived I must return to thai bloody place again.
When I made it

known to my companion, it was grievous to him,
and after a time of silence, he told me vve had
been so remarkably preserved whilst we were
within our prescribed limits, he thought we had
no business there; if we had, it appeared to him
unlikely that we should have been stopped: and
further, that I had not liberty by certificate to visit
the meetings in Georgia.
This discourse from a
valuable friend, so highly esteemed by me, and

also by his

friends

in

general, struck

me

deeply.

him I desired to look more deeply into it.
This was the next morning after we came to the
aforesaid friend's house.
I inquired for work, aud
kept closely at it for two weeks, my companion
not being able to do much
my desire was, to keep
him and myself from being chargeable. At that
time I could see no way home, nor the time to go
back again.
For several days I was in great distress, and there was none to help me; often looking towards my dear wife and children mourning
for me, and I not knowing how long I should be
detained there, or whether ever I should see thern
I

told

;

again.

"

One night as

I

lay

bemoaning my sad condition.
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as though I had offended my Master, whom I had seemed like sheep going a second time before
loved above all, I cannot express the anguish of the slaughter, without any outward obligation:
my soul at that time; and in the depthof distress, a travelled about twelve miles, crossed Savannah
language sprang livelily in my mind, Stand still.' river, and came up with a colonel and his men,
A language which I understood at Camden when who had got there the night before. A captain
'

was now with life revived and renewed, Fear not, my servant, I will be wiih thee.'
All doubts
O, how was my troubled soul revived
and fears vanished away, and in this pleasant and
I want
favoured state I said, It is enough, Lord
no further confirmation I will go or will stay at

a prisoner there,
'

!

'

!

;

Indeed, the place
thy word, only be with me.'
where I was seemed so pleasant for some time after, that I thought I could live there all my days,
if it was his will, without being much concerned
about home.* I soon informed my companion
that I intended to travel towards Georgia, and that,
as by his discourse a few days before, he thought
he had no business there, I should leave him at
his liberty; but desired he would stay here for me
a certain time, and then return, if I came not.
After serious consideration, he told me he could
not be easy to let me go alone, and if I went, and
died, he would die with me. A day soon appeared
for me to travel on, and also to write a letter to
general Green, who was then about thirty miles
He soon read my
off, fighting against Ninety-six.
letter, and granted my request, as follows:

looking earnestly at us, began to examine what
our business was, and hearing the account we
to visit
gave, (slender indeed in his view,) viz.
our brethren at Wrightsborough,' he appeared surasked us for a pass, which
prised and mistrustful
we gave him he ordered us to follow him, and
Our certificates, general
led us to the colonel.
Green's friendly letter, and permission, being read
:

;

:

to

why we were travelling on
them we were robbed not far from
They said
about two weeks before.

him, they asked

foot.

We

that place,

told

they had heard of us down at Augusta, and if we
would stay, they thought they could find our
And as I
horses, for they knew who had them.
was describing my horse, a soldier said, he thought
my horse was in the company; and I soon found
the horse, saddle, and bridle: tor that wicked man
I informed the colonel, who
had just ridden up.
had him immediately taken and put under guard,
and then sent out a scout after the other, who had
my companion's mare, saddle, and saddle-bags,
and confined him also, which greatly surprised
them. They sent for us, and desired we would
forgive them.

" Mr. Abel Thomas, and Mr.

Thomas

Winsloiv,

Long-cane.
"

"

Camp, before

Gentlemen,

— Your

Ninety-six,

June

7th, 1781.

letter of the 6th

is

before

me. From the good opinion I have of the people
of your profession, being bred and educated among
them, I am persuaded your visit is purely religious,
and in this persuasion have granted you a pass;
and I shall be happy if your iiiinistry shall contribute to the establishment of morality and brotherly
kindness among the people, than which no counI am sensible your printry ever wanted it more.
ciples and professions are opposed to war, but I
know you are fond of both political and religious
This is what we are contending for, and
liberty.
by the blessing of God, we hope to establish them
upon such a broad basis, as to put it out of the
power of our enemies to shake their foundation.
In this laudable endeavour, I expect at least to
have the good wishes of your people, as well for
sakes as for ours, who wishes to serve
them upon all occasions, not inconsistent with the
public good.
" I am, gentlemen, your most obedient humble

their

own

'

We inquired

where our goods were.

They readily informing us; we told them that
all we wanted was what we had lost, and that
they would repent and amend their ways of living;
that we could forgive them and do them a kindness if it lay in our y)ower, although they had inThey appeared low in their minds, for
jured us.
the colonel declared they should be hanged, as
many accusations of their wickedness and barbarity came against them.
"
got the principal part of our goods, lodged

We

with the soldiery that night, and next morning
rode to Friends' settlement, I hope, with thankful
hearts, and visited the meetings of Friends both
Findat Wrightsborough and at New Purchase.
ing my mind clear, turned my face homewards,
and as I rode, a hope renevvedly revived, that I
I felt them
should see my little family again.
near to my heart, although by computation eight
crossed
hundred miles distant from them.
Savannah river, and travelled towards Ninety-six,

We

where the armies were fighting; and when we
drew near, became doubtful how we should pass,
as the cannon were tiring fast, and the road we
were in, leading immediately to the British garrison, we knew of no way to escape; but a friendly

man overtook us, and told us that he would pilot
us round, and a difficult path it proved; sometimes we were close by where they were fighting,
Head-Quarters, June 7th, 1781.
or firing upon the garrison: and as we passed
" Abel Thomas has General Green's permission
through" the skirts of general Green's army, the
to pass and repass through this country, behaving
cross officer, whose prisoner I had been when at
Nathaniel Pendleton,
with propriety.
Camden, saw me ride on as I before had told him.
Aid de Camp."
He called to me: 'What! old fellow, are you
I answered him according to his questhere?'
"
set out early in the morning on foot, seriHe asked how I came to deceive him. I
tion.
thoughts
mind.
and
deep
attending
my
ous
He came
replied, I had not, and that he knew it.
to tne, took me by the hand in a friendly way, and
* When relating this occurrence to a Friend, he said in
I told him, I
said, he hoped I had done no harm.
substance. That the room was so filled with light, attenddid not intend harm; and with some more friended with such consolation in the Divine presence, that in
we parted. Just before we got
the flowings of heavenly joy and peace he felt no wants ly conversation
round into the road, general Green's men fell upon
to be supplied.

servant,

Nathaniel Green."

We

We
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a fort or redoubt but a little way from us, making
There was a great stir among
a terrible noise.
the people, some running one way, and some another; some hidmg behind trees; we rode smartly on, and could hear them for about seven miles
without intermission.
passed on towards
North Carolina, without any otiier remarkable inAs for my service and exercise in
terruption.
the mmistry, I have left it to the judgment of my
brethren.
My Master had a service for me there,
and I trusted my life in his hand, travelled on,
and so obtained a reward which is more precious
than gold.
" Abel Thomas."

We

"

Seventh month

He was

7th, 1781."

favoured to return to his family and

friends in peace, and delivered up his certificate,
gave an affecting account of his exercises, and in
the following year, 1782, was again drawn forth
in a visit to

To

mention

Friends
all his

in some parts of Pennsylvania.
religious visits may not be ne-

but from 1761 to the year 1800, it appears
by the records of Exeter monthly meeting, that
in addition to his religious engagements among
Friends in his own neighbourhood, he was very
often from home on this weighty service.
In
1799, while engaged in a visit of gospel love to
the southern states he wrote the following letter

cessary

;

to his wife, viz:

Dear

Ellin,

wondered sometimes, knowing so much of his care
and goodness to me, that I could not be easy and
resigned in his absence; always rejoicing in hopes
of his return.
But my own weaknesses are against
me, when I am reduced into a state of suffering,
and I inquire deeply into my behaviour before him.
I long for the time to come, that I might make my
conduct upright before him in all things. But far
from that, I often find I have not been so steady
in watching as was pleasing to him.
My words
in conversation have not been so few and savoury
as would be most for his honour.
My haste in
travelling, in order to get

home

soon, has hardly
brethren, and many
more weaknesses came against me in the south.
These little weaknesses are hardly noticed by many
professors.
But they are as motes in the eye, that
obstruct the sight; they are as little foxes that
hinder the growth of the vine. They are as leaks,
hardly perceived in a time when we think all is
well
but a leak is wasting the substance, if it be

been reputable amongst

my

;

but through a little worm hole.
" I was hinting at something that befell me in the
south,
so far as I can describe it in words, I shall
let thee know, as a most endeared companion.
I
perceived for many days, that Master was about to
leave me to myself, that I might see what I could
do without him: or that I might learn more perfect obedience in watchino-, both on the right hand
and on the left. When I understood it so, I became more and more afraid, inquiring deeply into
my conduct before him. My many weaknesses
appeared before me, and I looked carefully to see
whrat would become of me, if he should withdraw
from me, and hear no more of my secret cries.
Under these considerations I was alarmed but
remembering his loving-kindness in times of deep
distress, I put on all the strength I could slather,
and resolutely determined to hold him fast, by
doubling my diligence, but was not able.
He was
stronger than a lion he was swifter than an eagle.
I looked after him, with desire; but found myself
as a worm, with neither wings to fly, nor feet to
run.
I was in a great strait to know what to do.
But calmly considering how it was with me, I
saw no way but to be still and resigned, and to
endeavour to nourish a hope of his return.
" But oh
my great weakness and impatience

—

—

" Second month 19th, 1799, just returned from
the Tennessee country, towards New Garden.
"

[1799.

—

I

received thy letter last

first-

day three weeks, at Reuben's creek, in South Carolina, about two hundred and forty miles from
Charleston, the evening before we started for the
VVe went not to Charleston,
western territories.
but sent for our letters from Bush river, and had
near missed them, as we were about forty miles
on our way toward the mountains. I was glad to
see thy hand-writing, and to hear that you were

—

well,
and of thy resignation in my absence, under the incumbrances and fatigues of business.

As there seems a necessity for it at this time, I
hope thy doing what thou canst, and resigning,
will be the likeliest

way

to be blessed

with suc-

;

;

!

waiting! Feeling myself so disabled, and my
" I am well in health, and have been so ever great enemy roaring against me, it seemed as if a
I was
since I left home, except six days in Virginia, day of great trouble was approaching.
where I missed two meetings, and in the west- ready to say with Agag to Samuel, Surely the
ern country, but was able to travel.
have bitterness of death is past.' Hope of Master's reprospered in outward travel; but as to travail and turn was almost lost. I could not hold confidence
exercise of mind, I am often reduced very low; in the remembrance of past favours; for imaginawhich I believe is for my good, for the more tion did work hard against me. However, it appowerful exaltation of Master's name, in myself, peared to me that I should be of no more use in
and it may be, in some others. But so far I that country. So I looked towards home, inquircan say, that it is always well with me, when I ing into my affairs there. Oh how grievously
am sensible that Master is near, but when he hid- my incumbered circumstances gathered all around
eth his face my soul is troubled.
All my travel- me, as mountains; so that I could see no way out.
ling through this wilderness country, so far from I then remembered the wormwood and the gall
home, is so little hardship, that I can scarcely give before I left home, when I had a large draught of
it that name, when Master is present.
But when it. Then canst thou, my dear Ellin, understand,
he withdraws from me, there is nothing in this or conceive the weight of my distress, in the
world that I can please myself in thinking of
Although it was so, I was favoured with
If South?
I look towards you, [his family] there is but little a little reason to believe that there is a God so
satisfaction in your company in his absence.
wonderful in power, that all things are possible
I
cannot rest neither at li(jme nor abroad, when I with him, and that all power was given to his
am afraid my ways do not please him. I have dear Son, my beloved, and that if I did not love
cess.

in

—

'

We

—

!

—

—

——

:

!
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I should not be so distressed in his absence:
and he doth love them that do love him.
" My faith began to increase and when I found
it so, I was ready to burst out with vehemence ot
desire, and with a most lamentable cry, must I return home without my Beloved 1 Oh nay, rather
let me die here, and be buried in a far country,
no more to be reuiembered by the living. But I
soon felt that he was coming.
The mountains began to skip like rams, and the little hills like
lambs before him, and his divine presence overshadowed my tabernacle. I was silent, with wondrous admiration.
I was afraid, and ashamed of
my own littleness and un worthiness, in the presence of Him, so wonderful in strength but I was
filled with humble thankfulness.
I did think, under such a covering, 'the morning stars sang together, and the sons of God shouted for joy.'
"And now I think myself as happy, under perfect obedience, as I could wish on this side of eternity,
although far absent from home.
For lo
the winter is past; the rain is over and gone,
the time of the singing of birds is come; and the

him,

;

!

—

;

—

'

come with the

cold.

479

My

little

me

mare carried

and has not yet thrown me; and I can't
find that she is falling away.
" When I left home, I had the pleasure of rid-

over

all,

ing alone to the place I intended to stop.

I

was

Exeter meeting, and also at Hardwich, where
It was a meeting of encourFriends had notice.
agement to me. Often, in travelling, I had to
look back at my little family whom 1 had loved,
may be, more in deed than in word laying out
what great things I might have done for them
if I had stayed at home, and felt myself as lightsome and as peaceful as I then was. But, turning to view how 1 felt some time before I left
home, I found myself almost as happy as I could
wish, and was seldom troubled with discouraging

at

;

thoughts.
" I arrived there [Cornwall] on sixth-day, in
Friends
the afternoon
the next day I rested.
laid out nine meetings for me to attend the next
week. I was at Cornwall on first-day ; the next

—

at

Upper Clove, and the

third at

Lower Clove:

Something befell me
voice of the turtle is heard in our land.'
here, so different from what I was used to, that
" My dear Ellin, I have a great deal to say to I thought it no harm to let thee know in writthe house crowded
thee that I have not time to write.
I hope to see
ing.
It was a large meeting,
at both these last,

silent.

—

thee in a little time; but not much before the
middle of the Fourth month. My love to thee is
great, and to my children all, without knowing
which of them I love most. In proportion will my
grief be, if they should, either of them, give way
to bad practices, and lose themselves in this deluded world and more so, in that I have, in the
course of my experience, sensibly felt of the powers of the world to come; and the most exceeding
excellency of that glory amongst the saints in
light.
As also, on th-^ other hand, I have sensibly
felt of the powers of death and the pains of hell, as
it were, amongst the miserable.
Now, if my dear
children should take wrong courses, how should I
who do love them so well, bear the mournful
sight"?
It would be likely to bring down my bald
head with sorrow to the grave. From thy loving
husband, with love to ray dear children.
" Abel Thomas."
;

In 1801, he removed with his family to MonalAdams county, Pennsylvania, and whilst a
member there, was also diligently engaged in the
work of the ministry, both at home and abroad.
While engaged in a religious visit to New York
and Pennsylvania, he wrote the following letter to
len, in

his wife, viz.
"

Hudson

City, 19th of

Twelfth month.

—

" Dear Ellin,
I thought to have written to thee
before this time, but have had no safe opportunity.
I have been amongst the mountains and back inhabitants; where many meetings have been settled
since I was this way.
Had it not been that Friends
were kind to me, I had not been here so soon by
many days. They frequently sent forwards ten or
fifteen miles, to lay out meetings for me
the days
being so short that I could not ride from one meeting to another in time for them to give notice fully
to their friends and neighbours.
I had often to
ride in the night, in the snow, and in the rain,
dismal roads. I was often sorry for my companions
they appeared, some of them, almost over;

:

I perceived a good deal
with Friends and others.
of uneasiness before meeting closed: and when it
broke up there were but few Friends gave me
their hands.
The friend with Vv'hom I lodged the
night before, had told me that there was a friend
who had got his horse shod in order to pilot me to
This friend led me to him, and
the next meeting.
He anasked him if he was ready to go with me.
swered, he had thought to go; but something had
It appeared
fell in his way so that he could not.
From this meeting to the
to me as a come off.
one to be held next day, was called twenty-six
miles.
I went to my creature, and led it towards
the people, who appeared to be in haste to get
away. I stood with my cane in my hand ; and no
Friends came to me, nor asked me to go home
with them.
After some time, I saw my old friend
I led my mare
T. T. fixing his wagon, to go ofi^
to him, and pleasantly and cheerfully asked him
where I should get something for my creature to
eat.
He told me that I might come with him. I
accepted his kindness, and followed him home.
" After some time, I began to inquire the way
He told me it was a shame to let
to the meeting.
me go alone, and that he would go with me a little way.
I let him know I did not desire him to
go; he being old and feeble that I was used to
travel
and if he would give me directions to the
great road up the river, I might ride until bedand
time, and lodge at a tavern or private house
that I was not afraid of getting there in time.
The old man went with me some miles, and left
me at a Friend's house. I got up early next morngot
ing, and the friend's son went with me.
there just as the meeting was sitting, and an encouraging meeting to me it was.
" I do not blame the Friends.
It's likely they
thought that I was a poor, unworthy old man. I
thought so myself. It is likely they thought I had
no business to put them to so much trouble, not
only in attending the meeting, but in spending
I
their time giving notice in the neighbourhood.
thought it was not far from being right, as to my-

—

—

—

We

—

—
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using me so; for I have often been telling
thee that Friends sometimes were too fondly kind;
and it is more tilting for me to know the feeling
It did me
of being publicly despised by brethren.
no harm; I was not in the least disordered. I
compared such treatment with that of too much
fondness; the latter much more disagreeable.
self, in

" Dear

Ellin, I

have a great deal

my

to say to thee.

may

just say that
am
well with me.
I have a good Master
so well harnessed that I find myself a full match
for every obstruction I have to meet with; yet often see myself very liitle and low, and much spent;
yet even in that, 1 feel myself, in a good degree,
from under condemhappy, in a resigned state,
nation.
I say I feel my yoke is easy, and my burden light. All that I have to go through in the
day and in the night, in the snow and in the
rain
is but little for me to go through, hardly
worth mentioning, for the love I have for Him
I feel nearly
that hath done great things for me.
united to the people, in gospel love; and from apI feel thee often near to

life.

I

it is

—

—

—

—

—

Our meetings generally
pearance, they to me.
are held in solemn fulness, and break up under
such a covering. It is a great thing, to live near
the Truth, where the wicked one cannot touch us,
This, I do desire for
nor endanger our safety.
It is likely you are almost
thee and my children.
discouraged, as to the things of this world. Then,
let us turn more actively to religious matters.
There is never-failing encouragement, if we do
all we can to please Him who is able to prosper
us, and to bring about matters beyond our expec-

—

tations.

" I have been at forty meetings.
From what I
have been told, there are si.xty before me in New
York government and Pennsylvania. It is not
likely you will see me home before the last of the
Abel Thomas."
second month.

[1813.

account of ray journey so
without.
" When

I

left

home,

I

far,

both within and

had not gone far on the

road, before four friends from Ohio overtook me.
A. T. rode up [along] side of me, and began cheerI was sorry they had
tully to converse with me.

We

not gone before me.
had not rode far, before she asked me to fall into conversation concerning my large experience in travelling.
I let
her know, that I had but little or no experience.
That former experience was of little or no account
to me, but that my great concern was about present time; and that I had no inclination to talk
much about any thing; that I rode slow, and did
not intend to mend my gait, and if they went on,
So I reined in my horse, and fell
I was content.
behind. They went on. I lodged at Abner's; the
next night at William Brinton's. Oh! the hunger
and thirst that I was sensible of I had forty-six
miles to Daniel's.
It was between nine and ten,
before I found his house.
I fared this day much
as the day before. When night came on, in riding
slowly along, a good deal tired, I was ready to say,
why this is a long fast; and entreated that I might
be favoured with a morsel of bread, for I shall
surely die to a sensible feeling of thy presence,
which I have in time past greatly rejoiced in ; and
what good will my life do me, if I am banished
from thy pre-sence? Admirable it was to me in
all this long fast, there was about me no melancholy or mourning, further than I have just wrote.
I could so clearly see my way, and no other way
b^ which I could see or feel any hope that I ever
should be favoured with that bread which I have
so long suffered the want of, [that] I had hopes
that the day was breaking, and the worst v;as
past; but oh! my great weakness continued.
"Sixth-day in the afternoon, I rode to the city,
very slow, to my lodging; had agreeable entertainment, a little room, three story high, to myself.
But oh my great weakness and poverty in spirit.
My friends soon gathered about me. I was much
tried. They found something was the matter, and
1 let some of the
they must know what it was.
most intimate and foremost friends know, that
!

In 1812, he visited the meetings in New Jersey,
and in 1813 performed an extensive journey in
the service of the gospel, in the northern and eastWhile engaged in this, he wrote the
ern states.

did not desire much company; and that they
would do so much for me, as to let friends know
it.
But they would come. I let them know that
" Dear Ellin,
I am in good health, and do not 1 was so old and hardened, that it was out of the
know that I ever felt the depth of gratitude, and reach of man to do me any one good. I attended
endearing love to thee, in all the time we have all the sittings of the yearly meeting, save one:
been acquainted, [as much] as at this time, in re- but oh! my great weakness and poverty. Yet I
membering thy care and concern for me, when I let my friends know, that it was not with me as
was almost famished to death with hunger, and they might expect. I felt my feet upon that unWhen the last
could not reach any encouragement, either from shaken Rock that standeth sure.
When thou thyself was sitting of the select meeting broke up, my esteemabove, or from beneath.
stained in my view; when all thino's appeared sor- ed friend John Brown stopped me in the yard (who
was about making ready to travel with me to the
I did pity thee,
rowful and discouraging to me.
and strove to hide the worst from thee, but could eastward) until some of the foremost friends came
hide it from my children, out, that had had no opportunity to speak to me,
not.
I thought I could
more than from thee. Oh did I ever know such through all the sittino-s of the meeting; they came
George Dillwyn undertook to examine
It did grieve me when I saw thy about me.
a time before?
care and concern for me, in using thy endeavours me, what was the matter with me, that I kept so
to bear me up from sinking under discouragement; hid the whole week, out of the way of being usewhen I could not give thee any encouragement, ful among my friends. I let him know that I felt
though so cheerful and pleasant to me, in using all no uneasiness in my mind concerning omission or
thy endeavours to moderate my grief I hope I commission, in respect to the ministry or discipline.
shall never forget thy loving-kindness to me, in 'That is not all we want to know; what is the
reason thou wilt not go among thy friends nor sufI am bound, from the ties
that day of great trial.
I let them know
of endeared love to thee, to give thee a particular fer thy friends to see thee!'

following:

I

" Fifth

—

!

month

3d, 1813.

:
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myself so weak, little and poor, and John Brown lives; and he had a minute to travel
so I was with me to this yearly meeting.
Seventh-day, atI had lost my sword
afraid of much company, lest through weakness, I tended their select meeting, and in the afternoon
might say or behave, in some respect, so as to in- went on to Benjamin Clark's, at Stony Brook was
crease my great weakness and concern of mind. at their meeting on first-day; second, rode to RahI spoke to them in tenderness, and in the depth of way; and next day reached New York [fifth mo.
which appeared to affect them, and lead lOth]; where notice was given of a stranger to be
huQiiiity
them into tender sympathy with me. It is likely at their week-day meeting. Word was sent to
some of them did know the necessary qualification Long Island, and eight meetings were laid out
Seventh-day there, which we attended.
for a true minister to experience.
" In passing from Matinicock to Bethpage, we
morning, when my two children, my brother Amos
Lee and his wife and daughter were about leaving had to ride through Jericho to a small meeting on
lodged there that night, where a
me, oh the depth of my weakness, poverty, hun- second-day
ger and thirst, was painful. I remember in time friend of great account had died, and was to be
We attended the burial,
past, when any thing came hard upon me, I en- buried on third-day.
deavoured to look to my Beloved for relief; but where was a great number of people. It was
novi? my Beloved has hid himself these two months strange to me to see the corpse brought into the
meeting-house.
and more, and I can find him nowhere.
" But it was not long until he came to me; he
"Here I could but admire, as well as at other
met me and embraced me, and let me know that places, since I found my Beloved, that I had so
he loved me and owned me as one of his children; much of the tongue of the learned, in describing
and the reason of his long absence was to try the gradual steps of a Christian on his way to heame, and that I might be more perfect in love to ven, in a moving deliberate way, without rashness,
him.
Oh! how did easy tears of joy gush out of in the littleness and simplicity. I am afraid of
my eyes, and run down my cheeks I seemed thinking myself of use among my brethren. It is
to be swallowed up in the Divine presence: my enough for me to know most certainly, that He
eyes are, with weeping, become sore. I cannot whom my soul loveth is with me and promises to
that

was

I

had

folt

often afraid

;

;

;

;

!

!

;

company with my

me

path I do know I
thinking how careful am now in. I am often afraid, on finding myself
and walking the streets,
he was of me in the great deep, when no man much spent, both in body and mind, lest my Becould do any thing for my relief, when the adver- loved is about hiding himself from me again.
I
sary was so chained that he was not suffered to am also often surprised, in seeing the people show
tempt me with melancholy or despair, all this more respect to me, than others of greater account
long fast. I do now find myself in the depths of in society. Such caresses are trifling to me, when
humility, where I have nothing to fear; and do I remember the bitterness of the wormwood and
feel myself as bold as a lion, prepared for battle the gall; of which I had a large draft, before and
in his behalf
since I left home.
" To-morrow morning, the 4th, I am to leave the
" I remember thy asking me at several times
city, going up to VVrightstown monthly meeting, about my expectation of returning home. I do not
fifth-day at Middletown
sixth-day to the Falls, remember of giving thee much of an answer;
where John Brown, my companion, liveth. From neither can I at this time; but I have reason to
there the nearest way to Long Island expecting believe, far from the time of thy expectation.
to attend all the meetings, before the yearly meet- When I write to thee again, it is likely it will be
ing in New York ; where I hope to meet a letter from New Bedford, Massachusetts and I should
from thee, and I do intend to send one to thee.
be glad to find a letter there from thee.
" I may say, thou art my most endeared friend
"I have thought that there are few, if any fain the world.
thers, who have more love and tender affection for
Abel Thomas."
a wife and children, than I feel for you; and yet
cannot count it a hardship to travel on, let the path
At the close of the New York Yearly meeting, be ever so rough, when I see the way so clear beabout the beginning of the sixth month, he wrote
fore me, [even] if I do not return home before the
next winter.
" My love to thee is deep and sincere. Also to
"Dear Ellin, I am in New York, in good
health. Last evening I received thy letter, which my dear children, all equally beloved of their anwas so agreeable to me that I have read it over cient father,
and over; and it seemed a little to me as though
Abel Thomas."
thou hadst been dead, and was risen again. I was
so completely weaned from thee that I could see
From Providence, under date of tenth month
but little more comeliness in thee, than in another 1st, 1813, he wrote to the Friends in Philadelphia
woman but now, an object of admiration as near with whom he stayed when in that city; viz:
and dear to me as my natural life. I am travel" Beloved Friends,
ling on in hopes to be with thee again. As it hath
I am at this time at Provibeen with me in time past, so it is now. I am dence, Rhode Island, in good health, and have so
strong in the faith that I shall live to see home been since I left your house.
I may in'brm you,
again; it may be otherways: I want to be resign- that I have had a prosperous journey so far, and
ed.
But on thy account^ and also my children's, I have laboured through almost all the meetings behave a choice to stay a little longer with you.
longing to this Yearly meeting. In a few days I
"After I left Philadelphia, T was at Wrights- shall travel towards New York state, taking in
town on fourth-day, next at Middletown; and sixth- my way, Pomfret and Kenford, towards New Milday at the Falls; where my esteemed companion ford and Oblong; then, taking the meetings of
refrain

at

times,

in

friends,

be with

to the end, in the

m

—

—

;

;

—

;

—
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Friends on to Danby and Ferrisburg, and return people inquire where I am, and what I am about
back to Granville, Queensbury, and down the west so long from home, tell them, that the old pedlar
side of the river to Marlborouofh,
the meetings is moving about, all weathers, from house to house,
thereaway, to Cornwall and New Windsor; then and from one meeting to another frequently offercross the river to New York, and so return home ing his goods at public sale.
And although he
had a very small pack when he left home, it was
to my family.
" Although I have had a prosperous journey, it so unaccountably heavy, that he could not walk
has been a rough one; under which I have been straight under it but thus far, as he has continued
almost ready to faint; but He whom my soul loved faithful, he has parted with a great quantity of
more than all here below, did interfere, and make goods. And also it must appear admirable, that he
hard things easy, and bitter things sweet; because cannot perceive his pack is in the least duninished,
he did know that I was doing all I could to but considerably more goods in it; so that he
please him.
I do feel myself satisfied, and richly judges that he has as good an assortment of goods,
paid for all the little services he has required of as almost any in his occupation, and although not
so flashy, yet proved to wear as well.
It is not very likely I have accomplished
me.
Whether
more than half the visit set before me last spring it is the profit from the sale of his goods, or whewas a year. I let no one know, not even my wife, ther he has grown stronger, he must leave howthe extent of my visit, until I was, as it were, ever, his pack being much larger and fuller of
raised from the dead, in your city; when my goods, he says he can carry it along with ease,
Master let me know that he would go with me; and walk straight up, without groaning, or being
which promise he has fulfilled to this day, which in the least weary. And as the old pedlar does
know most certainly that the goods are not his
is consolation great to me, insomuch that I feel no
desire nor inclination for home, to see my wife and own, but a living profit is allowed him in the sale
children. I have so far followed the path that was thereof, he is anxious to make what he can to
pointed out to me, more than one year past, with- himself
But the poor pedlar is much disappointout erring, to my knowledge, either to the right ed in the sale of his goods, for his Master will not
hand or to the left. I do see the path as clearly suffer him to carry the key of his pack. When he
opened before me, as in the beginning, and it is comes to the market ainong his customers, he
my greatest pleasure to walk in it, without being must there wait in stillness until his Master gives
any way disturbed at what might befall this body him the key and he sometimes stays long, and
in a cold freezing winter.
My friends, wherever sometimes comes not at all. The poor pedlar is
my lot is cast, both young and old, show a great then low, seeing his customers out of patience,
laying all the disappointment on him, and saying,
deal of respect for me.
" From what is above written concerning my Why did he call us here to buy, and not offer his
Truly, from the reasonings of
wife and children, do not judge that I esteem them goods for sale.
man, it is provoking; [but] the poor pedlar can'.lightly.
I cannot judge that there is any husband
amonfifst men, that has a more near and dear affec- not help it, he is so little, so unlearned, and so igtion for a woman, than I feel for her and my chil- norant, that it is not worth his while to attempt to
dren.
But this I will mention from certain know- make a temporary key, that he might open his
But I did not underledge, that I love my Master more than wife or pack when he is pleased.
children, house or land, or any created thing in stand the pedlar was in any wise likely to murWhen he is pleased to hide his mur, or to be uneasy that he had undertaken so
this lower world.
face from me, for the increase of my love to him, long a journey, for I heard him say, in a solid
my wife and children are of little account to me, frame of mind, that his yoke was easy and his burneither all the world, nor the glories and pleasures den light; and in strict obedience to his Master's
pointings, he never was happier in his life, nor
thereof.
"My esteemed friend Moses Brown, and his more clearly and distinctly understanding his
son-in-law, have purchased a new and convenient voice.
" My dear friends, it seems as if I have been and
carriage for me to ride in, to take it home to be my
own, wherein I can shut myself up from the rain am in conversation with you, in a good deal of
and snow. The little horse well harnessed, is very love and freedom, so that I hardly know how to
The old pedlar has found out the reason
tractable in it. I find it easier for him than carry- close.
ing me on his back, and much more so for me a that his little pack was so unaccountably heavy
four wheel carriage not being easily overset. It is that he could hardly live under it, which is this:
a new invention, not long in fashion: I never saw his Master told him last spring was a year, that
he should make ready to go out a long journey,
the like in our country.
" I do desire one of you to write to my wife, peddling; and there has never been one tittle of
and let her know I intend to write to her when I his views diminished, or added to. He wanted to
come to Hudson, on the North river. It may be know whether or not he might take the Jerseys
four weeks first. I do expect that my wife will be last winter, which he found freedom to do; and in
at the Yearly meeting at Baltimore; and if this his return from that journey, he found he had
comes to your hand in time, (as likely it will) send made considerable profit to himself, from the sale
of the goods he dealt away. When he came home
it by some friend of your city attending that meetIf not, direct it to William Riley, where she he was easy, and .'•o happy that he was once more
ins.
makes her home. I may say in sincerity, lam at home with his little family, they were so near
united in love to you and your children, more than to him, that he did not know how to leave them
I often feel you near an-ain, and more so his wife, to whom he was so
I can find words to express
When the Lord's hand was most
nearly united.
to my heart.
"And dear friend T. one thing more I desire heavy upon him, he wanted to be excused, and he
thee to oblige me in and that is, if any of my soon fell into a train of reasoning; by and from

—

—

;

;

:

;

—

;

—

;
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which, his Master was offended, and as it were,
spoke to him in a stern language, Make ready
thy pacic, and go on. And so it was admirable to
me; my endeared wife, whom I did love more
than ail in this world, soon became withered in
my view, so that I saw little more comeliness in
and now the poor
her, than in another woman
pedlar's trouble began. He thought he had offended his Master, so that he hid his face from him,
and he could find him no where; yet he could see
the way clear, which he had marked out for him
Freto walk in, with a woe sounded in his ear.
quently the poor pedlar was almost distracted; lie
had to bring his case before the judges for some
encouragement, but there were so many ifs and
ands that they would not express unity without some additions of human strength, according
Here the poor, weak pedlar added
to custom.
greatly to the weight of his little pack, in offering
to speak in his own defence, which he should not
have done; he ought to have left it to his Master,
without meddling. Although he did know, all the
time, that it was his Master's will that he should
go on this great visit, and that self was the cause
of the poor pedlar's little pack being so very
heavy.
" 1 don't know whether this writing can be read
I could
properly, there are so many misses in it.
have added much more concerning the kind entertainment I had in thy family, nearly united to
me in love, and my walking as under thy vine to
meeting, amongst the crowd, many of whom I
hardly conceive I shall see any more.
"I must conclude with a great deal of love;
tell thy smart little boy, that the old friend is yet
travelling about, and has not since been at home;
that he remembers his love to him, and wishes
him to be a good boy.

—

—

Abel Thomas."
Thus, with small intermissions, he was assiduously labouring to promote the cause of his Divine
Master, in turning the minds of his fellow men
from darkness to light, and from the power ot
which honourable service continsatan unto God
ued to be as his meat and drink, until a short time
before his decease.
A few months previous to
which, having been, as was often his practice,
looking over his past life, sensible of the infirmities which attended him, he said, " I am near eternity: my own nothingness is before me everyday,
on remembering my unworthiness ;" yet he was
steadfast in the faith, and enabled to express himself with clearness respecting the true and only
path to Christian perfection.
;

At one time he said, "That wisdom and knowledge which I have gained, is from striving to follow Jesus Christ in the regeneration this is foolishness unto the children of this world, who are
pleasing themselves, or striving so to do, with the
perishing enjoyments of this present world."
Again "I was always seen at our meetings for
worship and discipline when at home, was silent
in those for discipline, being of little account, except in secret prayer, that the Father of mercies
might be our preserver in the meekness of wisdom. To be a pattern of sobriety and humility
;

—
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me

to learn, and I found it hard and mortifying to
experience a growth therein, notwithstanding my
education and low degree in the world was favour-

able thereto."
On recurring again to the subject of meetings
for discipline, under a weighty sense of the temptations and snares which the enemy of all righteousness presents to the active, busy spirit of the
natural man, prompting him to attempt the performance of that which can only be truly done
through the s"pirit of Christ, the blessed head of the
church; in allusion to such subtle suggestions
made at time's to his own mind, he signifies that
" it would seem I had not much more to do than
to learn to be active in treating with others who
had not arrived to such a growth in orderly walking as I had. Here is a rock, against which many
of my fellow-members have been dashed, and been
broken to shivers. This is a subtle delusion of the
transformed angel of light, which in a considerable degree hath put a stop to their gradual growth
in the knowledge of Je^us Christ, a measure of
whose fulness, strictly enjoyed in the inner man,
breathes peace, love» and good will to the fallen
children of men."
Again. "Ever blessed Father of mercies, in
and through thy Son Jesus Christ, whom my soul
Iqveth, I intreat thee to keep me in that love wherewith thou hast loved me from my youth up. Satan
had wounded and robbed me ; 1 had lost sight of
my Beloved; but remembering that thou art mercitij], and would, for the cries of the poor, arise in
thy tender compassion, I became acquainted with
thee through thy dear Son, Jesus Christ; hence I
love thee more than all these fading, perishing
enjoyments.
I cannot describe the thankfulness
and humble adoration which I feel in giving thanks
to thy great name, with thy dear Son Jesus Christ.
Preserve me from ofl^ending thee, either in thought,
word, or deed. No tongue can express to the full,
nor the most ready writer's pen describe, what thou
hast taught me in the great deeps: that thou, who
art King of kings and Lord of lords, should take
notice of thy afHicted children who call upon thee
in the depths of distress, when none in all the earth
can give relief"
Again. "I am now looking towards a vast
eternity near at hand, where I hope to rest, although my pain is great at times, both day and
night.
On an inquiry concerning my past long
life, tracing my steps, I do comfortably find, that
I have fought a good fight, and have kept the faith.
I feel comfortable in being favoured with ability
from all the powers of love in me, to ascribe high
praises to a merciful God, through his Son Jesus
Christ. I am often dejected through fear of offending him whom my soul loveth, and when I can
feel him near, I can be as cheerful as a child, in a

watchful state."

Although his infirmities increased, with great
he was preserved in much patience and
resignation, and towards the last, would often say,
pain, yet

that in a little while he should land on that shore
where he would have trf)uble no more. He departed this life at Monallen, the 21st of Third

month, 1816,

amongst men, was a lesson which my Master gave age.

in

the

seventy-ninth year

of his

